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E l~ l~.i\. '1" A ..
Page 28, between lines 5 and 6, insert heading, "HYPOTH ETICAL LIST".
Page 28, line 6, "Urinator ad.unsii (Gray). Colyrnbus torquatus var. adamsii. Great Northern 1liver"
should read ,; Urinator imber ((;unn.) f=('olymhus torquatus.] ",
Page 29 (in table), after" Xo, 2, Cepphus mandtii ", the English name" Dovekie" should read ••Mandt's
Guillemot or Sea Pigeon".
Pages 30 and 34 (in table ),.after " ~o. 3, Cepph us m.mdtii ", the English name " Dovekie " should read
"Mandt's Guillemot or Sea Pigeon".
Page 50, line 18, and in Index, "Clione papillionacea " should be "Clione papilionacea ",
Page 159, in Jist of stations, " Florbcrg" should 1)(0 ,. Floeberg ",
Page 170, line 6, " marked" should be " masked ".
Page 170, line 10, "1. H. Lefroy " should be "J. H. Lefroy ",
Page 17-1-, line 16, "cracked" should be "cached ".
Page 269, the headings" Meters per second" and "1\Iiles per hour", under "Mean daily velocity"
in last two columns, should be transposed.
Page 639, line 33, for" September 12, 188" rrad " September J2, 188J".
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By LIEUTE:,<AXT A. \Y. GREELY.
CARNIVORA.
No. L Ursus maritimus (Linn.), (Polar Bear.)
Examples of the polar bear are rare in Smith Sound north of Cape Sabine. Feilden, however, is proba-
bly mistaken in his own opinion that the white bear at the present clay never enters the polar basin through
Robeson Channel. Hayes saw tracks near Cape Frazer May 12,1861. One was killed April 3, 1872, near
Bessels Bay, and an old cranium was foun-I by Markham in 1876, in the vicinity of Floeberg Beach. Fresh
hear tracks were observed at Cape Hayes, August, 1875. In 1876 Archer saw tracks near Cape Lupton,
March 29; and Coppinger May 12 in Newman Bay and May 28 in Petermann Fiord, and traces were also
seen, May 23, near Cape Beechey,
In the spring of 1882, a bear traveling southward along the Grinnell Land coast disturbed our cache in
Wrangel Bay, and in the following May two of them visited Sergeant Linn's party at Boat Camp, in Newman
Hay. On October 2, 188'z, a bear visited Fort Conger several times, but was not secured, although he was
seen and pursued until he took to open water in Lady Franklin Bay. Lieutenant Lockwood, in ~Iay, 1882,
noticed bear tracks (going northeast) on the north coast of Greenland, near Cape Benet, in 83° 03' N.,
the highest latitude in which the animal has ever been known. Previously the most northern specimen was
obtained by Parry north of Spitzbergen, in 8z0 2..J.' N., July q, 1827. Fresh bear tracks were seen in Sep-
tember and October, 1883, near Cape Sabine, coming from and returning in the direction of Bache Island,
and again in March and April, I88..J.. One specimen, weighing ..J.50 pounds, was secured April 12, and a
second one chased May 19, I 88..J.. The one killed July, 1881, near Cape York, weighed about 700 pounds.
Captain Lyon mentions the bear killed July 21, 1821, weighing over 1,600 pounds, as very large; it meas-
ured from snout to insertion of tail 8 feet 9 inches [z.6661ll]. Richardson mentions one 9 feet [z'7'Um ]
long and 4.5 feet [1.37 1lllJ high. Lamont mentions one in Nova Zembla 8 feet [Z ...J.381ll] long, ..J..5 feet
[I,37 I Ill] high at the shoulders, which weighed at least 1,600 pounds, ..J.OO being fat. 'With Fcilden, I cannot
understand why the bear ever leaves the rich hunting-fields of the" North Water" for the desolate shores to
the northward. "In the stomach of a bear shot in Stor Fiord (Spitzbergen)," says K ordenskiold, "during the
expedition of I 86..J., there was found nothing but earth mixed with remains of plants." N ordenskiohl has
elsewhere pointed out that the bear is at times a herbivorous animal, but vegetation and animal life are equally
scanty to the northward from Cape Sabine.
Non:.-No claim for originality of arrangement or great merit is made for these notes, which are simply such as might be
expected from the observations and considerations of natura! history matters by all observer untrained in such matters. It is to
be regrette,! that there was no skilled naturalist with the expedition to collect and prepare satisfactorily data as to the habits and
peculiarities of Arctic animals, but it is hoped that these notes may not be entirely devoid of interest to either laymen or scientists,
Whatever is not the result of observation by the members of the Lady Franklin Expedition, or my own opinion, is so designated
it is hoped as to he clearly apparent.
1
2 'fII gLADY FH AXKLI~ BAY EXPEDITIOX.
. .. I I B t C ) party May 1882 in Newman
S . t Eli 'on related that the two bears which vrsitec t ie oa amI. .', ,
. ergean ~ IS . ' • I' d If for amusement. It seems
Bay slid down a steep snow slope for some distance on their un quarters, as . 868 H ,'." A-
that' Nordenskii>ld had observed similar behavior of the bear on North East Land m. I.. e s~)S..
polar bear was tracked, but made his escape, sliding down a steep slope of snow on his hind quarters, a mode
of locomotion the animal seems to fancy." . .. b bl 1
The bear killed July 1881, south of Cape York, was feeding on a young seal, and It IS pro a e t ~at
the bear in Robeson Ch~tl~nel have moderate success, for a bearded seal killed May 27, 1882, had lost a flip-
per, evidently IJy a bear. . fir
The bear meat eaten at Camp Clay gave no trouble to anyone, but we avoided the use 0 t le rver,
which was used for shrimp bait. Our Eskimo shared the prevailing opinion that the liver is injurious. On
this point Sir J. C. Ross says:
"All that partook of it [bear meat] soon after complained of a violent headache, which with som~ *. * was followed by
the skin peeling off. * * On a former occasion, * * Sir Edward Parry's Polar Journey, havmg liv~d for several days
wholly on two bears that were shot, the skin peeled off the feet, legs, and arms o~ ma~y. It wa~ then attnbuted rather to the
/ 't th the 1'/'1/ of the meat The Eskimos eat its flesh * * but the liver IS always given to the dogs, and that maytJuan ,)' an tJUlll J • ~ ,
l'0ssibl y be the noxious part."
Xo, 2. Jr,tlics la<~(1J'lIs (Linn.). (Arctic Fox.)
The Arctic fox is to be found in considerable numbers in the northern part of Grinnell Land, though
only eight were obtained by us. He is much more wary and cunning than his breth:en. of the same specie,S
a few degrees of latitude to the south. It was very rare that a hunter could get within gunshot, and pOI-
sonccl meat was so carefully rejected that, despite frequent baits, only one was obtained in that manner.
The activity of the fox in that region can hardly be questioned, as the animal or his fresh tracks have
been recorded every month except February. He frequents the northernmost parts of Greenland and
Grinnell Land. Lieutenant Aldrich, R. N., saw fox tracks near Ward Hunt Island, 83° 03' N., and Lieu-
tenant Lockwood observed numerous tracks at his farthest north on the Greenland coast, 83° 24' N.
No slimmer specimen with even a bluish tinge was seen. April 7, 1882, a specimen obtained was
white, except tip of tail. August 9, 1882, a specimen was observed at Cape Baird; a dirty white, with
streaks of yellowish brown. October 3 I, 1882, a fox was seen on Bellot Island, with dirty yellowish-white
fur. J ens trapped a fox November 19, 1882, which was pure white, except a few hairs on the end of the
tail. A specimen caught a couple of weeks earlier had a faint yellowish tinge to his coat.
Their fur had a down-like appearance next the skin, and the odor of those in captivity was very faint
and not especially disagreeable. One of the specimens was killed after a couple of months, as he was
intractable, flew into a rage when approached, and could not be handled without biting seriously. I con-
cluded him to be an old animal. The younger fox was easily tamed, but whenever taken up would try his
teeth, though very gently, until assured of kind treatment. When caressed he gave out a purring sound,
somewhat like a cat, which we thought to be a sign of pleasure.
Both animals were very cleanly and never were caught asleep, though for months an observer passed
twice each hour through the place where they were confined. "~henever they received food they endeav-
ored to conceal it, never eating it at once.
. '!'he young fox was made a pet, and was fed great quantities of food. He broke his chain, and dig-
gmg into the snow wall cached his extra food there, and then declined further communication. He finally
escapt:d. in April, 1883, selecting a time doubtless when the dogs were asleep.
}< cilden proved conclusively that this fox caches supplies for winter food. He says of a fox lair:
"To our :,urprise ,we ,discovere,! numerous deposits of dead lemmings; in one hidden nook, under a rock, we pulled out a
he~p of O\Tr fifty. \\ e disturbed numerous caches of twenty and thirty, * * * a small quantity of earth heing placed overth~n... Il~one hollow we found the greater part of a hare hid den away. The wings of young brent geese were also lying about ;
they mu-t have been the results of successful frays of prior seasons, and * * * consequently the foxes occupyt~e. same abodes from year to year. * * * Professor Kewton had already suggeste,! * * * that it laid up a store of pro-
vi-tons, and I was much pleased by thus ],cing able to prove his theory correct."
Near Cape Sabine, in 1883- '84, we killed twenty-five foxes, of which five were of the white variety.
They were obtained every month from October to February inclusive.
No. 3· V"lpes lagopusjUll:!{illOSilS (Blue or Sooty Fox.)
There ha: been much dispute as to the identity of the blue fox as a separate species, but I have ven-
tured to class It apart from the white variety and give it the designation used by Sir John P ichar 1· tl >
famous Arctic naturalist. . '\. . , (son, le
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Dr. R. Brown also says in the Arctic Manual : "There are two varieties-the blue and the white. This
color is not dependent on the season." The last statement our experiences seem to confirm. Of twenty-
five foxes obtained by us at and ncar Cape Sabine from October to February, twenty were blue. Of the
twenty, two were slightly marked with white, indicating a mixed breed, but the eighteen were free from any
sign or mark of white, yellow, or reddish, the hairs being of the same color to their very roots. The color
was hardly blue, but rather a solid, unmixed slaty-gray, resembling very nearly the color of a pure Maltese
cat, being perhaps a couple of shades deeper, toward the black. If the color was dependent on the season,
the white faxes would have been caught in late winter, but three of the five white ones were caught in
October, November, and December.
The hair of the white variety was, as Hayes has said, coarser than that of the blue, and occasionally
yellowish hairs were found even in December. The skin of the white fox, as I observed, was not so tender
as that of the blue. The hunters could tell a blue fox from a white one in the dark by its weight, the blue
being invariably smaller than the white fox, and possibly the softness of the fur had some influence in the
judgment; but no error was ever made in the twenty foxes which were shot in the darkness. The specimens
at Sabine averaged three and a half pounds for the blue, and a pound more for the white variety.
Hayes at Port Foulke noted that the blue fox is smaller, weighing 4.5 pounds against 7 pounds for a
large white specimen. It should be noted, however, that Sir James C. Ross, in Felix Boothia, found the blue
variety-of which only three were obtained against fifty of pure white-to measure somewhat larger than the
white variety. Perhaps these were selected foxes under the doctrine of the survival of the fittest, for Ross
adds: "In a country which presents an unvaried white surface they [the blue foxes] must have extreme
difficulty in surprising their prey, and be much more exposed to the persecutions of its enemies." Farther
north, with less snow, their chances are better. It may be added, too, that Ross kept a pair of white foxes
to watch the change of fur, which turned to brown through an ash, and not to blue.
Lamont appears to believe in two varieties, as he says there are eight blue to two white in Spitzbergen,
but two blue to eight white in Nova Zembla.
Armstrong noted that on May IS, 185 I, at Princess Royal Island, the white fox had partially assumed
his brown summer garb.
In his "Siberia in Asia" Seebohm says of the Arctic fox:
" The Siberian merchants in Yenesaisk, as well as the Hudson Bay merchants in London, maintain the distinctness of the
two forms, and attempt to prove their statements by producing both summer and winter skins of each. A possible explanation is
that, like the stoat, the Arctic fox changes the color of its fur with the season throughout the greater part of its range; but
towards the northern limit of its distribution the summers are so short that it is not worth while for it to turn dark, whilst towards
the southern limit of its range snow does not lie long enough on the groun,l to make the whiteness of the fur protective. 1\1y
impression is, however, that the blue fox is a variety of the Arctic fox, bearing somewhat the same relation to the latter form as
the black fox does to the red fox. It is difficult to explain otherwise the facts that skins of blue fox are obtained very far north,
and those obtained in winter have very glossy, long, and thick hair."
The facts here presented show that north as far south as the seventieth parallel the bl ue fox is found,
while at Cape Baird, in 81° 32' N., the white fox became a dirty white, streaked with yellow and brown.
NO.4. Callis Iltpus. (Wolf.)
The wolf or his fresh tracks have been seen, or his howling heard, in Grinnell Land every winter month
except November. One was seen October 30, 1882, and another February 10, 1882. They were twice
heard howling near Dutch Island in December, and tracks were observed January 2C:h 1882. In Boothia
Felix a wolf was seen December 30, 1829'
The wolf has never been known in Greenland, except two examples. One of these was observed at
Thank God Harbor April 1,1872. Tracks a few days old had been previously seen in that locality Febru-
ary 4, 1872. The most northerly specimen known is undoubtedly the animal whose tracks were observed,
April IS, 1870, by Markham, near Cape Joseph Henry, 82° 50' N .
.\ hand of eighteen crossed the harbor-floe within several hundred yards of Fort Conger September IS,
1881. In the summer of 1883 a band of about a dozen was seen passing near the station. They stopped
for a while and howled dismally and in concert, hut discreetly remained out of gUllshot.
The Eskimo dogs whenever wolves were near exhibited signs of uneasiness if not of timidity, much the
same as did those of Ross in Boothia Felix, who began to tremble and howl whenever they became aware
of a wolfs approach.
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No. $. M'/tstela erminea (Linn.). (Ermine.) .. th ghout the winter is
' '1 b F ild far north as 82° 30'. Its activity rou
The ermine was obtainer y et en a: • 8 6 t Floeberg Beach and at Fort Conger as
k n as early as February 19, I 7 ,a ,
undoulited, as tracks were see, , , '1 f missary stores and its tracks were seen8 0 tered lIT our pI e 0 com. ,
late as December 22, 18 2. ne wm. h It t t that time was in winter fur, as had been a
. I '1 M h 883 when It was s ot. s coa a f I
occasional y unti arc 3, 1, " I hi t the end of the tail and a few 0 t re
. 1 S' t I 2 1882 It was enttre y w ite excep
specimen s iot on . cp em oer 9,· d i C f thi that the animal does not assume a summer
. . k 1 ich . • black One waul mter rom IS
anterior whis cers, w HC "ere . . . .een by me near Distant Cape Tune
. I I 1 btl utiful specimen lIT summer costume was s .
coat in Gnnnel .anu, u a rea I " . h bl k h r ortion of the body chocolate or
88 The greater part of the tall was then brownis ac, t e uppe p , f tl
2$, 1 3· . h' .: ' I black hairs the whole giving an impression of chestnut. A portion 0 redark brown WIt occasIOna u. , , • . 11 ' The
a;limal, particularly the belly and the posterior part of the
l
tail; wars of a b~I~~]t X:I:~~~se-i: s~::~~g~~ sicns
animal was on a ledge of rocks not more than ten or twe ve eet 3 or 3· 5 1..' . • • rich
of fear, and while I was observing it closely watched me and gave utterance to shrill, chattering c~le~, \\ h
seemed to indicate curiosity rather than fear. Unfortunately I was unarmed, a~d could not obtain It'
1
-itl
. Feilrlen has pointer! out that the limits of the ermine, in Greenland and Grinnell Land, corresponr \\ I 1
those of the lemming on which it feeds. . 6 ' N
. On Autrust 31 18"3 an ermine in summer dress was observed in Northumberland Sound, 7 ° 52 1 •
'b ':l , . . . S I I han <res toI n Boothia Felix the ermine, Ross says, "assumes ItS winter dress early in eptem )er, anc c e
brown towards the end of May." , it
Seebohrn says that this animal is white in cold climes, except the tip of its tail. ".In cold ~,~nters
rezularlv assumes its white dress in Scotland and in England, as far south as the Derbyshire moors.b •
RODENTIA.
No.6. Afyodes tortJltatlts (Pall.). (Hudson Bay Lernming.)
Major Feilden has pointed out that the ringed lemming was found in great numbers in Grinn~ll Land
to its extreme northern point, in latitude 83° N., and to the extreme western point reached by Aldrich.
This lemming was first noted in Smith Sound by Dr. Bessels, in 1871. It had previously been found
by Captain Scoresby, in 1822, on the eastern coast of Greenland.
The opinion put forward by Feilden, that the migration to the east coast was around the northern
shores of Greenland, is further confirmed by the observations of Lieutenant Lockwood, who found traces of
this little animal on the north coast of Greenland as far as he went, to 83° 24' N., 40° 46' W., and a specimen
was obtained at Mary Murray Island, 83° 19' N.
Sir John Ross found, during Parry's remarkable boat journey of 1827, on a floe sixty miles north of
Spitzbergen, a skeleton of this species, which probably came from the Greenland coast.
The marked tendency of the lemming to wander in all directions is incidentally the strongest proof that
the inland ice, of which the great Humboldt glacier is an offshoot, extends nearly across Greenland in that
latitude, as Nordenskiold found it to do five hundred miles farther to the south. This is evidenced hy the
fact that, although for over sixty years a habitant of North Greenland, this lemming was not found by Kane,
Hayes, or Bessels, who successively have explored the Greenland coast from Cape York to H umbolclt
Glacier, and it is unknown to the" Arctic Highlanders."
The certainty of its bemg a regular habitant in Grinnell Land, and not migratory, is beyond doubt.
Tracks were seen at Floeberg Beach as early as February II, 1876, and fourteen days later one was caught
in its winter coat. Frequent tracks of the lemming were seen at intervals by us at Fort Conger (Discovery
Harbor) during the entire winter of 1881-'82.
The first lemming was caught March 23, 1882. Its fur was tipped with white, which gave it a peculiar
pepper-and-salt appearance. One caught at Floeberg Beach, May 22, 1876, was however in its summer
clothing of dark fur. Captain Lyon, in speaking of a lemming of mouse color at Winter Island, June 25,
1822, says that all seen at }Ielville Island, 1819-'20, were white.
For some unknown cause, comparatively few were seen in the vicinity of Discovery Harhor from 1881 to1883' Murdock reports that at Point Barrow they were very rare 1881-'82, but abundant in 1883.
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Feilden has shown that the extraordinary development of the claws of the forefeet is seasonal, and
that in late summer the claws are pointed and worn down to ordinary size. Our observations confirm his
statement that the animal does not hibernate, and that it principally feeds on the buds of the Saxifrage
0p1'0sitifolia.
Many comfortable nests made by the lemming were found by us, being invariably of grass. Such of
their holes as I examined had two entrances to their nests, the openings being at a considerable distance
apart so that the animal could use either in case of danger.
Sir Edward Belcher reports that peat gathered 011 the shores of Wellington Channel, when thawed in
his cabin, was found to be "composed, to a depth of nine inches [228.6 1111" ] , almost entirely of the remains of
lemmings. * * * The history of the lemming is of itself * * .. one of great interest, and the allusions
to 'armies' of these field mice must be extended even to these regions, for nothing short of such myriads
could have produced beds of exuvire nine inches [228.6 01 01 ] in thickness. They are still numerous here,"
NO.7. Lepus glacialis (Leach). (Polar Hare.)
The English Expedition of 1875 found the polar hare at the northern extremity of Grinnell Land, and
on May 17, 1876, its footprints were seen by Markham on the frozen polar sea, in 83° 10' N., fully ten
miles from land, Lieutenant Lockwood killed a hare on the North Greenland coast at Cape Benet, about
83° 03' N., the most northerly specimen ever obtained. Tracks were seen at Mary Murray Island, 83° f9'
N., and at Lockwood Island, 83° 24' N.
At Floeberg Beach hare tracks were seen February II, 1876, and a specimen shot eight days later.
Tracks were seen by us as early as February 6, and as late as December 22, I 88z-strong, if not convincing,
proofs that the animal does not hibernate. 'Ve saw several burrows in the snow, which had been tempo-
rarily occupied by hares, resembling that found by Feilden in February, 1876. The earliest hare killed in
the year by us was on February 15, 1882. It weighed eleven pounds, and its fur was pure white except a
few perfectly black hairs at the tip of the ears. The specimen was in exceedingly good condition, showing
that it had experienced no difficulty in obtaining proper food during a winter of unprecedented severity. It
had been feeding on willow and saxifrage buds, similar to the one killed by Dr. Moss, February 19, 1876,
at Floeberg Beach.
I observed carefully the fur of quite a number of examples, both summer and winter, and found it
invariably white in adults not only along the coast, but also in the interior of Grinnell Land. I thought it
possible that the summer coating of the inland hare might resemble the grayish-brown color found in mid-
summer by Captain Sabine in the specimens killed on Melville Island. It is barely possible that the
specimens referred to by Sabine were the young, for a hare caught in Wellington Channel July 21, 1853,
was entirely white except the black tips to the ears. A young hare about two months old, caught in a
valley near Lake Hazen, June, 1882, had mouse-colored (slaty-gray) spots on flanks and breast, and its ears
were tipped with the same color.
The only difference between the white and summer furs in Grinnell Land, as far as I could see, was a
loss in summer of a considerable portion of the fine swan-down fur which underlies the longer coarser hair.
In Boothia Felix, 70° N., the hare however changes the color of his coating yearly, for Ross speaks of
them in summer fur June 10, 1830, and July 21, 1831. In 1829 they were quite white by October 2, and
in r832 were still in winter coat June 7. The largest specimen obtained weighed eleven pounds. The
largest killed by the Resolute, March 22, 1853, was ten pounds. It is to be remarked that both of these hares
were killed at the end of the winter, when one naturally expects they would be in poor condition. The
average weight of those obtained in Bank's Land was seven pounds, as Sir Alexander Armstrong records,
Those obtained by H. M. S. Resolute, 1852-'53, near Dealy Island, averaged eight pounds.
The difficulty mentioned by Dr. Richardson, of skinning the hare in winter fur without tearing it, was
not experienced by us. The skin pulled off, without particular care, whole and unbroken.
Ross mentions a young male hare in Boothia Felix which assumed its winter coat in captivity the same
time as the wild ones, and that the ensuing May its winter coat when cast was" replaced by a pure white
fur, from which it is probable that the old males are not subject to the same changes as the females in
summer."
It thus may be possible that the old polar hares do not change the color ot their fur in very high
latitudes and that those referred to by Captain Sabine, at Melville Island, were young.
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RUMINANTlA.
1"0.8. Orihos mosdwtl/s (Zimrn.). (~1usk-ox.)
A portion of the Barren Lands of ~ritish America, :he Parry ~\rchipela~O,and o~her 1a~ds to the north-
ward of the continent are the only regIOns now occupied by this interesting species, No traces of the
animal has been found in Southern Greenland, though it abounds in the eastern and northern coasts. The
existence of the musk-ox in Greenland and Grinnell Land, with but little doubt, resulted by migratIOn from
the American continent northward over the adjacent islands and their intervening frozen straits. Scarcely
one of these islands has been visited where the remains of the musk-ox have not been found. At one time
Smith Sound must have been crossed by these animals, as about twenty skulls have been found in Inglefield
Land, north of the seventy-eighth parallel. That the species never reached Danish Greenland IS confirmatory
evidence that the island ice, part of which flows into Kane Sea, as the Humboldt Glacier, likewise debouches
by discharging glaciers into Melville Bay. To this extent I differ from Feilden, who inclines to the opinion
that the musk-ox reached Inglefield Land southward from Washington Land. Not only the opinion that
there is little more difficulty in crossing Smith Sound in a favorable spring than Robeson Channel, causes
this helief, but my experience regarding the remains in Grinnell Land. But few skulls were found by me in
the interior; and, with one exception, they failed to show great age, thus indicating a :::omparatively modern
migration. On the other hand, the remains of musk-oxen, near Humboldt Glacier and Foulke FIOrd, show
signs of great age.
Although I found recent traces of musk-oxen within less than thirty miles of the head of Greely Fiord,
yet I agree with Feilden that they followed the east shore of Grinnell Land in their Journey northward.
Feilden reports abundant and recent traces of the animals in Alexandra Harbor, Buchanan Strait August,
18 75. The dung of the musk-ox was discovered by us at Cape Hawks, Rawlings and Carl RItter Bays,
and a specimen was killed by Sergeant Brainard, November, 1882, not far above the latter b ~y Sergeant
Brain:1rd discovered fresh tracks at Thank God Harbor in March, 1882, and Lieutenant Lock wood likewise
at Cape Britannia, 82° 44' N., and at Cape Benet, 83° 03' N., in May, 1882. This not only proves that the
species was not exterminated in Northern Greenlanc1., but renders it very probable that the musk-oxen of
Koldeway originally reached the east coast through Nordenskiold, Victoria, Nares, or possibly Sherard
Osborn Fiord and the connecting valley. Siemens, one of the Polaris crew, wrote:
"The musk-oxen came (in 1872) in a northeasterly direction from East Greenland. All those that were killed were met In
the same vicinity, on a plateau which trended from the north side of Newman Bay, easterly between the mountains."
I have elsewhere referred to my belief that the northern limit of the inland ice is to the south of those
~onls, aI:d tl:at the .char:1cter of the c~untry is like the interior of Grinnell Land. To the northward repeated
1l11~ts exist, mcreasmg gr~~tly .the. difficulty of the animals passing around Greenland. I am thoroughly
satisfied of the natural disinclination of the musk-ox to cross the ice, both from observation of our musk-
calves, who could not be driven on it, an~ from the tracks of adults, which followed carefully in places the
IO:1ger: rough, rugged shore of Ruggles River rather than cross snow-covered ice by a shorter route. This
111lgratlon to the east coast must have been a modern one certainly within the pres t t
'1'1 " .. . . . . .' ,en cen ury .
. lIS Op1l1H:n militates against the necessity of further advancing the idea that" Greenland must end not
far north of btl tude 82° or 83°."
As to Grinnell Land, observations show that instead of the range of the musk 0 bei fi d t Ir . . ,. - x mg can ne 0 t le
coa.st- me and debouching valleys, he is found feeding and wandering in the whole fe til I ·It b t \. I
I G
O ' n I' r I e oe e ween j rc ier
an: .r~cly Fiords, an~l from Ch:1:1dler Fiord to the head of Very Valley.
Fellden h.:1s described the ovine character of this species In additio I . h h h .I I . ' . . I n mIg t say t at w en III num-
iers t ley generally form a CIrcle, with young cows and calves in the center and that h I II· I
tl . tc . itud c II " ' muc le owmg an(
irea cmng attttu es 10 owed, but they were never found dan' . .Tl c gerous,
. . ie musk-ox was found in small herds from four to twent in n I' ..' 0
animals only were together b t -itl . y U.lll rer, Occasionally one or two
, u "I 1 rare exceptions these str . 1 1 .
I
. 11· dri fl. ' ay anima s prove( to be bulls which probably
UC Jeen nven rom :1rge herds. . .
The senses of smell, sight, and hearing which are said to 1by us. It was uncommon th t hI' " le very acute, could not be accurately judged
a a en was not readily appro .h d b h f .indicate lack of per 'e I" b t . h " ac e, ut sue act would not necessarily
C pIon, u mIg t easily result from inc!" ff , . .
great bulk and strenzth On one a _.' f killi I erence or a sense of perfect security 111 their
'" . ccasion a ter I 111 (J several tl h t . I 1 . '
the rest of the herd away from the camp. ' I:) • ,1e un ers iac some trouble III keepmg
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My own discoveries settled a number of questions that puzzled Feildcn, and we know that not far from
two hundred musk-oxen are now habitants of Grinnell Land, fed by abundant vegetation. "-illow, saxifrage,
dryas; and grasses form winter as well as summer food. I found large beds of willow that had been fed on
during April, the musk-oxen having broken the crust and scraped off snow to reach it. This was doubtless
a favorite pasture-ground, as plenty of saxifrage and scanty grass was in the same section. 1 observed
musk-oxen scraping the snow from grass, saxifrage, and dryas in early autumn, using hoof" for the purpose.
The animal, as all Arctic mammals must, quenches its thirst by snow. It was surprising that the open river
discovered by me in April, 1882, showed no track of visiting cattle, although we saw many within a few
miles of it. I suppose not less than fifty herds or solitary animals were observed feeding, and none were
ever seen eating lichens. The most fertile lichen grounds showed no signs of the animal. Fcilden found
only willows and grasses in stomachs examined by him.
It appears more than probable that the animal ekes out its scanty winter food (which in darkness must
be gathered under extraordinary disadvantages) by its fat. The rapidity with which Arctic animals (among
whom the musk-ox is not an exception) acquire fat is well illustrated by the experience of the Swedes in
Spitzbergen during 1861. Nordenskiold says: "The Swedes could hardly believe (them) to be the same
species of animals (reindeer) as those they had shot at Treurenberg Bay scarcely four weeks before. Then
they were so lean, as if they had consisted entirely of skin, bone, and sinew; these, on the contrary, might
have competed as fat stock at an English cattle show, for the largest reindeer had a layer of fat four or five
inches (162 or I 27''''n] thick on the loin."
Ten specimens killed the autumn of I 882 averaged 360 pounds of dressed meat, while two killed the
following spring weighed 260 pounds each, less by far than any of the ten. The largest, which was about
1,200 gross, dressed 432 pounds,
The musky odor, I believe, will not be communicated to the meat if the animal is entirely dressed as
soon as killed. A bull emitting a very marked odor when killed was dressed immediately, and showed no
taint when eaten months afterward.
No. 9. Rallgijer lara1/(!/ts (Linn.). (Reindeer.)
The reindeer, formerl y a habitant of Northern Grinnell Land, evidently retreated southward many years
since.
Lieutenant Gifford, R. N., May 19, 1876, picked up an antler in 82° 45' N., and horns were found at
Thank God Harbor by members of the Polaris Expedition in June, 1872. Probably a dozen antlers were
gathered by us in the vicinity of Fort Conger, and as many more in the interior of Grinnell Land in the
valleys near Lake Hazen, but no traces of a living animal were found. Much to my surprise, I picked up
a reindeer-skin, about an inch square and apparently not very old, 111 a valley to the westward of Lake
Hazen.
It is more than probable that a herd yet exists in the vicinity of Rawlings Bay. The vegetation of the
country adjacent to that point resembles in a marked degree that around Discovery Harbor, and W:lS the
most luxuriant observed by me north of Upernivik, Feilden found a reindeer skeleton, recently picked by
wolves, on the shores of Rawlings Bay in the neighborhood of Radmore Harbor, 80° 27' N. Sergeant
Brainard, August, 1883, found, five miles or more north of Cape Lawrence-about 80° 28' N.-a freshly
picked skeleton of a young fawn, Eskimo Christiansen, who was with Brainard, said the animal could not
have been dead more than two years. In Twin Glacier Valley, near Alexandra Harbor, Buchanan Strait,
newly-shed horns were found by Nares in 1875; but the animal is not a regular habitant of that valley, as
was proved by Sergeant Long's fruitless journey to that point in March, 1884.
PINNIPEDIA.
No. 10. Phomfiditla ((Ir hispida) (Fab.). (Fiord Seat)
This seal is known as the fiord seal, or by the English whalers as the" floe-rat." Our own experiences
hear out Feilden's, who says: "It was the only species seen north of Cape Union, and which penetrates into
the polar sea." There is no doubt of the seal wintering in Robeson Channel, although how the animal
obtains breathing spaces is extremely doubtful, for in all the autumn and spring travel no hole was even seen
until the early days of April.
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, ' 1 'f 1 r Fort Conner and at least two hundred must
. 1 1 \ st th . seal IS very P enti u near, b ,During Ju Y am . ugus IS., " 1 lav near Cape Baird This \ ariety was seen
have been observed in all, as many as thirty or forty 111 a sing e (',' " . d F' 1 . 1876 •, H b 1 t mes 111 January an e iruary, .,"
in the" fire-hole" by Stephenson, at Discovery ar or, s~vera 1 1 88 The seal had
, d 1 kill d b)' us 111 the water-hole, Decem rer, I 2. '
Small specimen wciehinz 50 poun s, was a so 1 e , k ~7 t C
" • , ,.., b 'I 88 I~ 1 rthehdal·crac'atror ongera
evidently visited the tidal-hole quite regularly. In Apri ,I 3, ounc nea I b hi h 1 f
, hi I 1 E ki declared to be tIe reat Il11g 0 e 0 one
1, 1" 1 1 I· bout a foot [.3"'] in diameter, w IC 1 the s umo , , 'cy me rica 10 e a [ b ",] hick t the end of the winter, 111lS
of this species, The ice at that point was nearly seven feet a o,ut 2 t III a , ..
species" as also killed at an early date near the head of An her FJOr~l, and was seen by Lieutenant Lockw ood
, C >1 1'" 1 I also observed in the polar ocean by Lieutenant Lockwood near ~ape S~anton,
111 .ree y ioru, twas 8 ° 'N A 'I 88'> This species was
April, 1883, and by Dr. Pavy north of C,'a,pe Joseph Henry aboou~, 2 54 ., pn, I -.
c 8 - N At Princess Royal Island December
seen hy Parry, in 1827, to the north of Spitzbergen as Jar as 2 4J •
28, [850, a seal was seen in the fire-hole.
NO.1 I. Phoca gnelllilllilictl (Mull.), (Saddle-back Seal.)
This seal has not been before noted in Smith Sound, except by Bessels, though there is no apparent
reason why its range should not extend in this direction, as it is found in the Greenland and Kara seas, and
was occnsionally seen north of Spitzbergen by Parry in 1827. ,
The most northern specimen observed by us was shot at, but not secured, 6 miles north o~ ~ ans ,Islan(:,
about 81° 30' N., August 10, ISS[. The entire crew of the Proteus were thoroughly fa1l1l1Ll~ w~th this
variety, and there was no possible chance of mistake in its identity, as the seal was near by and 111 Sight for
a considerable time.
It is evident that this species does not go into Smith Sound in large numbers during its remarkable
migratory absence from its usual haunts, as none were seen at Cape Sabine during our year there.
No. 12. Plmca barba/a (Fab.). (Bearded Seal.)
This seal has been previously obtained in Thank God Harbor and Discovery Bay. The experience of
Bessels and of my own party leave no doubt that it winters in Robeson Channel. One was shot as late as
November 4 in 1871, and as early as March 18,1872. A seal-hole was' discovered by us near Distant Cape,
in April, 1883, which had certainly been open for some time. Five were obtained near Distant Cape in
May, 1882; seal-holes were first observed on the 15th of that month, and a seal two days later. The most
northerly specimen seen wa~ near Cape Murchison, about 81° 46' N., at the entrance of St. Patrick Bay.
The largest seal obtained by us weighed 640 pounds, and was eight feet two and a half inches L2'5 m ] in
length. One obtained at Thank God Harbor by the Polaris party was estimated at fifteen hundred weight,
which would seem to be rather large, as seven obtained by us although averaging 7 feet 1 I inches [2.412111]
in length weighed but 530 pounds. Feilden mentions a bearded seal weighing 510 pounds, killed 111 Dobbin
Bay, which had a Greenland harpoon head in the blubber on its back.
No. 13. Triclll'dll/s rosmarus (Linn.), (Walrus.)
The walrus was seen by Nares' expedition 1875-'76, as far north as Cape Frazer, and was obtained in
the vicinity of Norman Lockyer Island. The most northerly specimen observed by us was August, 1883,
about ten miles south of Cape Hawks. The difficulty of killing this animal without Jance and line was
illustrated to our misfortune in Baird Inlet during October, 1883' Private Long and Eskimo Christiansen,
from a distance of a few yards, put two bullets into the vital parts of a walrus. Blood poured from the
animal in torrents, but he was able to reach the edge of the floe and roll into the water. A few days later
Private Long killed a walrus in the water, which floated three or four minutes only. Baird Inlet appeared
to be a favorite feeding-ground for these animals.
In May, 1883, Lieutenant Lockwood and his party saw in open water, near the head of Greely Fiord,
\~hat was .thought to be a walrus, Sergeant Brainard and Eskimo Christiansen inclining to the same opinion.
h?m a ~ls,tanc~ they were unable to determine positively, although it was examined through the glass,
Private ~'Jhs c!almed to have seen a walrus a hundred yards [91\1)] distant off Distant Cape, 81° 45' N.,
]uly, 1882. Frequent examples of the walrus were seen between Cape Hawks and Sabine in September,
1883.
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As hearing on the probability of walrus in Greely Fiord it should IJe remembered that walrus in Well-
ington Channel were not uncommon. Admiral Sir Ceorge H. Richards saw three on Manh 23. 1853. At
Exmouth Island 77° IS' N., less than zoo miles south of C1Jle Lockwood, two walrus were observed
September 3, 185z.
As to the walrus being carnivorous our observations are defective. ])1'. Robert Brown has no doul.t
on the subject. Captain Hooper, U. S. R. M., says that Capt. F. E. Nyc, the veteran whaler, who was
lost in the Jfti/l/lt l/ ~llli7stilll, wrote him that the walrus eat both fish and seal. Captain I Je Long records
that a walrus which was killed by one of .the crew of the Jcallfle/k in April, 188o, was found by him to
have part of a young seal in his stomach.
No. 14. C)'Stiljlumr cristata (Nills.), (Bladder-nose Seal.)
A bladder-nose seal was killed by us in the middle of Kane Sea, about 79° Ie.' N., September zo, 1883.
One or two other seals of this species were also seen in about the same place. The animal killed weighed
probably over Goo pounds, as it was' in good condition, and measured 8 feet 4Jj inches lZ.25z'"j in length.
CETACEA.
No. ] 5. Halama mysticctus (Linn.). (Right or Common Whalc.)
Lieutenant Egerton, R. N., found in 187G, a part of the rib of a Greenland whale near I locbcrg Hcar.h
in 8zo 33' N. A rib was also found August, 1875, on Norman Lockyer Island. Feilden "as unwilling to
give an opinion which would account for its presence, but is satisfied that no whale at the present day could
inhabit Lincoln Sea.
No Greenland whales were seen by us north of Cape York. A rib, presumably of a Greenland whale,
was, however, found by Lieutenant Lockwood near the head of Archer Fiord, in August, 18.<)2; and Sergeant
Brainard saw what he thought to IJe the rib of a whale to the northeast of Cape Sa]Jine, in front of the
glacier where shrimping was done in the winter of ]81)3-'84. Probably, when the land North of Sabine was
of a thousand feet [305m] lower elevation, and these inland seas correspondingly larger, the Greenland
whale frequented these northern waters.
May I I, 1853, bones of a very large whale were found at an elevation of 500 feet [[ 5z"'] ahovc the
sea on Princess Royal Island, 7Go 44' N., 9zo W.
No. 10. Orca gladiator (Bonn.). (Killer or Swordfish).
This grampus, or swordfish, was observed just north of Cape Lieber, 81° 35' N , August 5, 1'<)8" by
the mate of the Proteus, who claimed familiarity with it. It was apparently in pursuit of a school of white
whales.
No. 17. Bdu,I;a catodon (Linn,). (\\'hite \\'hale.)
The white whale had not been seen in Smith Sound prior to the example observed by us on August 5,
188], north of Cape Lieber, about 81° 35' N. There was some question as to the fact, but I saw no reason
to doubt the accuracy of the statements of severa'l ot the crew of the Iloft'us, who knew the animal, the
more particularly so as a school of narwhals was seen at the time, and it has l)('en gem'ral)y accepted that the
range of the narwhal and the white whale arc the same. ::\ly own observations agreed with those generally
of the party, that both narwhals and white whales were seen. Parry, in IS27, saw white lI'hales still farther
north, near the edge of the pack, in 81° 40' N., on the Spitzl,ergen meridian, A white whale was seen
several miles north of Cape Sabine, April 13, by Eskimo .lens, and a schoo] of them going south, May 9
and 10, 1884, by Sergeant Frederick.
Hayes records that there were great numbers of white whales in ,choo]s .\ ugust, I So J, between Calc
Point and ,'-hale Sound. The retreating party under Lieutenant Garlington found a stranded white whale
on the shoals of Pandora H arbor, but a short distance south of Calle Sabine, J1I1~", 18S4· Dr, McCormick
reports white whales going south in \\'ellington Channel, IS52.
No. ]8. ,L!:ft.mlh!on monoceros (Linn.), (Narwhal or Unicom.)
The narwhal was seen near Cape Sabine in August, 1875. The rangc of the narwhal to the northward
of Smith Sound undoubtedly depends upon the freedom of Kane Sea and Kennedy Channel from icc. There
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seems no doubt that at times this animal even reaches the polar sea to the northward of Grinnell Land, as
a horn was picked up near Floeberg Beach, in 82° 27' N., by Lieutenant Parr. On August 5, 1881, a school
of narwhals was seen by us in Hall Basin to the northward of Cape Lieber, and one of them was struck
with a lance by one of the Eskimo, hut escaped. A considerable number of them were observed on two
occasions later in the same place. They were seen again during our retreat in August, near Cape Cracraft,
about 81°20' N., and in September, 1883, off Bache Island. Hayes also saw them August, 1861, between
Gale Point and Whale Sound.
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By LIEUT. A. 'V. GREELY.
The botanical collection of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition was made under many disadvantages, as
there was no officer able to identify more than half a dozen species of Arctic plants. Great care and attention
was paid by me personally to this work the second year, and as a result over sixty specimens were brought
back, several of which escaped the observation of the trained naturalist of the British expedition of 11:)75-'7 6.
The specimens brought back have been kindly identified by Professors Asa Gray and S. Watson, of Harvard
University, and Dr. George Vasey, of the Agricultural Department. The appended remarks are drawn
almost entirely from my private journal.
The existence of any vegetation at so high a latitude, within seven or eight degrees of the geographical
pole, is in a measure surprising, but the luxuriance of growth evidenced by many of the specimens, was a
source of wonderment to all. In the valley of Very River, in the interior of Grinnell Land, grasses from 16
to 24 inches [4°6 to 6°911 1111] tall were seen by me in considerable quantities, and even from the sea-coast
specimens of over twelve inches [30511I1I1J were not infrequent.
The most marked peculiarity of the Grinnell Land plants has not, as far as I am aware, been commented
on. I refer to the unusually early date on which they bloom. On June I, 1882, in latitude 81° 4-+' N., the
purple saxifrage (SaxiJmJ.:il ojjositiji1lia) was found in full blossom; and other flowers followed with such
rapidity that by June 21 nearly twenty specimens were in bloom. Careful observation in 1883 proved that
1882 was not more than a couple of days in advance of it, and the scanty observations of the Polaris expe-
dition show that on the east side of Hall Basin the flora matures with equal rapidity.
The following notes collated from various sources, give an idea of how early a date June I is for the
flowering of Arctic plants. The first flower, unless otherwise noted, was the hardy and almost universal purple
saxifrage (Saxifra.!.[a ojjositifo!ia), Winter Harbor, Mel ville Island, July 9, 1820; north side of Mel ville Island
nearly a degree farther north, one day earlier, June 8, 1820; Winter Island, 67° I I' N., June 9, 1822; ncar
Igloolik, 69° 16' N., June IS, 1823; Fort Reliance, 62° +6' N., "only one flower in bloom," July 7,183+; near
Felix Harbor, 69° 49' N., June 12,1830; Van Rensselaer Harbor, 78° 37' K. (Alldmmtda), June I I, 1854 ;
Assistance Bay, 77° N., June 26, 1854; Mussell Bay, 79° N., June 6, 1827 ; June I..j., 1873; Treurenberg
Bay, 79° 57' N., June 22,1861; Wahlenberg Bay, 79° 46' 1\., June IS, 1873; near View Point, Grinnell
Land, 82° 45' N., June 6, 1876; Thank God Harbor, 81° 38' N., June 3, 1812; Cape Szerdze Kamen, (j(jo
N. (Coch!('llriajozcstrata), June 23, 1879; Camp Clay, 78° 5+' N., May 24, 188+; Sabine Island, East Green-
land, 7+° 32' N., June 4, 1870'
The rapid development of flowers in high latitudes in a great measure depends on the fact that the sun
remains continuously above the horizon, and the heat from the sun, which observations show to be so great,
is also continuous at the more northerly stations. Another peculiarity Jay in the fact that scarcely any plant
was confined to a special level, but seemed to grow as readily at great heights as near the level of the sea.
N ordenskiold has well said on this point in other Arctic localities: "It is quite remarkable that the vegeta-
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rion (li;ninishes ([Ilite inc onsillerably \\ ith the height ahove the sea, so tl:at nearly. all the plan~s t!lat. ?row
1
. 1 f C t [6 ml The contll1ual sunlight and the Il1Slg11lhcant
ncar the beach thrive as wen at a lClg it 0 2,000 lee 10.
11 1 f thi "difference in temperature are undoubtc: y t re causes 0 us.
Comments on the elevation, locality, flowering, &c., at Fort Conger have been occasionally supple-
mented with data collected from various sources relative to other localities.
FLO\\'ERING PLANTS.
Plallls (olit'd"d in tllc SIIInmcn rf 1882 aud 1883, by Lieut. A. lV. Greely and mcmbers of tIle Ltllzy,Franklin
HI/)' Ftpediliotl, in tllc 1'ieinity of Fort Conger, Grinllell Larui, situated in lat. 81° 441 .iV., long. 64°
'~SJ If:
No. I. RI1II/(//(/llus ni1'alis, R. Br.; var. SlIlpllltrms, Wahl. In bloom June q, 1883 ; grows from the
sea-level to 1,800 feet [S49 111} altitude, on loamy or swampy soil; did best among mosses and ferns; the
largest specimen pn:scrved was 6r.t: inches [171"1111] high, but some were 9 inches [229
mmJ.
At Brandywine Bay, Spitzbergen, on June 26, 1861. Nordenskiold found this plant very luxuriant, "up
to the knees."
NO.2. Ranunculus aJlillis, R. Br, In bloom June 19, 1883; on moist loamy grounll; not found at
a less elevation than 1,800 feet [S49m}; specimens about 5 inches [127111111] high.
No. 3. I~tptl7't'r nudicaulr, 1.. In bud June 12, and in flower June 17, 1883 ; grew from sea to 1,9°0
feet [57 9"'J altitudc ; found on all soils, but did best on hard, dry, clayey soil; color of flower varied from deep
saffron to a yello\\ish white ; in some specimens no color except very faint yellow at very center.
This flower was found by Sergeant Brainard at Lockwood Island, 83° 24' N. The specimens brought
back were of good size. Found blooming at an elevation of 1,500 feet [4S7 ltl ] at Brandywine Hay, Spitz-
bergen, july 26, 1861. Captain Markham found it in flower June 2:), 1879, at Matyushin Shar, Nova
Zcmbla.
NO.l. Drcrlill alfill<l, Linn. In flower June 16, 1883' At Winter Island, 67° II' N., in bloom about
june ~9, 18~2.
No. S. Draba hWl'Illis, D. C. In flower june 16, 1883; 2 to 41nches [50 to 101 11l1ll ] high.
No.6. Dral.« /tir/,/, 1", jacq.: D. arctica, Vahl. Specimens 2 to 3 inches [50 to 76mlll] high.
NO.7. Draba rupt'slris, R. Hr.
. No.8. Vcsicaria arctlca, Richards. In bloom June 13, 1883; found from seacoast to 1,000 feet [30 SIDJ
altituile ; grew ?enerally on granitic or stiff clay, doing Lest on the latter soil; roots very long and deep;
the b~gest sP:cllnen ,4 111~h,es [,10[lIllllJ high, and spreading 6 or 7 inches [152 or q81ll1ll] wide.
No. 9. Codllea:'/ll 1;/11(//10115 (I) >' Ci fcncstrata, R. Br. From sea-level to 100 feet [301ll] altitude; found
generally along moist shores of brooks i specimens from I to 4 inches [2S to 10 I nlltl] high. In flower June
II, 1831.
On June I I, 1861, il~ Treurenberg Bay, 79° S7~ N., Cifencstrata began to open its buds, and was in
~)~()~ml june 26. It ~Yas 111 Hower at ~lagc1alcna Bay one day earlier at an elevation of 2,3°0 feet [70 11ll].
1his t1,ower was the nrst to blo,om at I'ltlekaj, 66° N., the winter quarters of the 11:"'a June 23 1879
N l' I ' ~ , "
i O. 10. >!"<l.ra a'!tfla, Sternb. var, gll/btlla .. B.pllfpurasci?ls Hr.N~). I I, Clli'ir,mtlllis frgIJ/(('us, Adarns ; Hcspcris pygJl/(£,lIS, Rook. In bloom June 8, 1883; from a to
1,000 teet II - to 3o-Ill] altitude usuallv ., .kv 'I' 11,,' , 5;) ;), ' , s , ) on \ er) roc ) SOl ,a speumens had very long roots, were generally
vounu, .uid rarelv 1 inches ['°111111] hiuh '\ fe " found . 1 1
.' ,; J. "'." w were r r Wlt1 t ie stem and pods of two years' preceding
growth; one of these was 6 inches [IS2 111l 1l ] hicl A r" • 0 I' , .
. . ', I", 1. lew pecu tar examples were found on very rocky SOlI
trom iOO to I 000 feet l '13 to 70.11'] '1· .. t' hich e from z to a i '
.. I .. ' . .' ,,-,. v;) c eva ion, w lie were ro 2 to 4 inches [50 to IOI tl ll ll ] high, on which
Pt«, 11/1,1 cheiranthi, }'.. & E. (nov. sp.), were found. '
No. 11. Parrva arcniccla, Hook. f. (?).
* "XI> ~F,~PIl(,(l"li(/ ,Clleimltthi, Ellis s: Everhart (n. sp.). On Ch~;'~:}~/~I~;PJ·glll'(llr, Crinnell l.an',1:-- ..----,----- ---
n I. Son hemispheric, brown naked 1/ to J/mm' r I ' I
specimen examined) not contluent' ~1>ore'-2011''l- llll ( lamet\elr, t lIcdy scattered over Lo,th si.les o,f the leaves, hut (in the
• '. s ) GIl" or c ovate-o ) OIl" liuht. 1, .trictcd h
euher consisting of two subcqual cells or ofteucr tl« II b '" I" .rown, consrnctcc at t e septum, 35-53 by 15-2 2" ,
. 0' e upper cc roar er and shorter (sub ,lei ',) I il'
mto the stout, rather persistent nediccl whi .l '., 1 I ," b ))o"e., a11< ie ower one tapcnng
, , • ,lIC 1 IS ,1 lout as ong as or a little lonccr th tl 'If
famtly hut rather coarsely roughened abov tl' k d 1l' b an, ,Ie spore lise ; epispore smoolh or
• c e, HC ene al1< acerated at the aIle x so s t \1 I
caJyx on a currant or huckleherry. ' , a 0 resem ) e somew lat the remains of the
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No. 13. Euirana EdZl'ilrdsii, R. Br.
No. 14· Ca.rdlf!ll:·llc.jratmsis, Linn. Found in mossy soil at about 1,000 feet [305m] elevation. No
flowers. Even 111 Spitzbergen two degrees to the south, Nordcnskiold says that the Cardaminc prakllsis is
rarely found in flower.
No. 15. LyehJlis apdl/lil, Linn. In l~oom June 30, 1883; from the sea-coast to 1,000 feet [3°5"'] alti-
tude, in rocky soil; the specimens are from I to 5 inches [25 to 127"'"'] high; usually I flowered, occasionally
with 2 or even 3 flowers.
No. 16. Lyc/mis trijlora, R. Br, With and similar to the preceding, but did best on hard, clayey, dry
soil, the culm and leaves more pubescent, the leaves broader and obtuse; mostly I flowered, rarely 2 or 3.
No. 17. Stdlarialollgipcs, var, Eduiardsii, T. and G. In bloom June 14, 1883; from the sea to 1,000
feet [3051l1J altitude, on loamy soil and among mosses; 2 to 4 inches [50 to 10 I """] high. N ordenskiold
found the S. Edwardsii in flower, under favorable conditions, at an elevation of 1,5°0 feet [457'"J. June 26,
1861, at Brandywine Bay, Spitzbergen.
No. 18. Cerastitan alpilllIlll, Linn.; C. /anation. In bloom June 6, 1883; from the coast to 800 feet
[246m) altitude, doing best on loamy soil; the largest specimen 4,% inches l114""") high; the peduncles
usually I. rarely 3, flowered. This plant was found at Lockwood Island, 83° 24' N. C. alplnllll/ in flower
at Treurenberg Bay, 79° 57' N., the beginning of July, 186r. At Magdalena Bay, Spitzbergen, it was in
bloom, at an elevation of 2,300 feet [701'"J, on June 25, 1861.
No. 19. Armaria 'vema, Linn., var, /urta. I to 2 inches [25 to 5o"""J high; 200 to 1,000 feet [60 to
30 SID J altitude, on rocky soil.
No. 20. Armaria groculandica, Spris. (?). Leaves only.
No.2 I. Dryas oetopetald, var. ill!egrifolia, Ch, and Schl, In bloom June 16, 1883; from the coast to
1,5°0 feet [457 JlJJ altitude; the specimens are I to 2 inches [25 to 5°"1111] high; the leaves mostly entire,
sometimes minutely toothed. The plant was the most common one; beds of acres in extent were found on
loamy soil, especially in the interior of Grinnell Land. Some specimens had 22 petals; both whole-leafed
and dentated specimens were found. This was among the plants at Lockwood Island, 83° 24' N.
No. 22. I1Jtmtilla niuea, Linn. From the coast tOJ,OOO feet [305111J altitude on rocky soil; specimens
from 2 to 5 inches [50 to 127mmJ high. P. uirea was in bloom at Winter Island, 67° I I' N., about June 2<),
1822.
No. 23. Potentilla niuea, var, quinata, Lange.
No. 24. Potentilla pu!chella, R. n-,
No. 25. Pdf'lltilla maru/ata, Pour.
No. 26. Saxifraga ril-ularis, L., var, /I),perborea, Hook. N ordenskiold found it opening its buds, May
24, 1873, at Mussell Bay, but it did not bloom until after j une 14.
No. 27. Saxifragaflagdlaris, Willd. In bloom June 19,1883; from 1,200 to 1,800 feet [366 to ,549"1]
altitude, on moist loam or in the beds of brooks; generally but I flowered, rarely 3 flowered.
No. 28. Saxifraga tricuspuiata, Retz. Plentiful at from 800 to r ,900 feet [2-1-4 to 579 111J altitude; not
found below 800 feet [244III J; grew best on rocky soil; specimens 2 to ,1, inches r5° to 10 I nlln] high; generally
I flowered, but occasionally 3 or 4.
No. 29. Saxifraga ccrnua, Linn. From 200 to 1,800 feet [60 to 24+"'] altitude, in beds of moss and
lichens or by the sides of brooks; specimens 3 to 8 inches [76 to 20311'"J high. Found in bloom, June 26,
1861, at Treurenberg Bay, 79° 57' N.
No. 30. Saxifrage oppositifolia, Linn. In bloom June 1,1882, and June 4, 1883; only less common
than dryas , from the coast to 1,900 feet 1579111J altitude; grew best on loamy soil; flowers 4 to 9 petaled,
varying from faint pink (almost white) to dark purple. This almost universal Arctic plant was found at
Lockwood Island, 8,j° 2+' N. The dates and localities where the S. opp(JsitiJ(Jlia was theJl"rst flower of the
year have been noted above. In addition, Dr. McCormick, R. N" reports that it was the first Hower in
bloom at Beechy Island, 74° 5' N., in 1853' He also found it blooming, June 24, 1852, at Upernivik, 72° 47' N.
The astonishing hardiness of this plant was frequently commented on by our party, but the most striking
illustration, paralleled it may be said in our experience, is that given by Feildcn, who says: "This plant I
often find in spots bared of snow by the wind, and consequently exposed to the low temperature of fifty and
sixty degrees below zero r_46° and -51° C.]; yet at the extremity of each stalk, inside of the russet-brown
green hair-fringed leaves, a bud is to be found, which even the intensity of the cold fails to wither."
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No. 3 r. Saxifmga 1Ii,',71i.l', Linn. rn bloom June 23; n~t very ~ommon; found onl~ bet\ve~n 800 ~~~
1,200 feet [2H to 366'''1altitude; grew best in damp, mossy SOli; specnnens mostly 2 to 3 inches [;.,0 to 76 1
high, some found as high as 6 inches [15 2"""].
No. 32. Stlx~(rag!l {d,.,pi/(I.1'<1, Linn. At Winter Island, in 1822, Parry found this plant in flower about
June 27, ,
No. 33. }:!'ilO!IIUIII 1,!/ijdiuIII, Linn. From the coast to 1,200 feet [J6G"'] altitude: found onl y on rocky
soil, in the beds of brooks and in spots having southern exposure; specimens from 2 to + inches [50 to 10 I mm 1
higll; generally I flower, sometimes 3 or +. ,
NO,3,", Fn;:';I'I'OIlltfl!jl(lT/ls, 1,. In bloom June 23,1883; from the sea to 800 feet [2H Ill ] altitude, on
loamy and rocky soil, doing best on the latter and at the greatest elevation; specimens near the sea about
2 inches 150"""1 high, at higher points from 3 to 5 inches [76 to 127''''''].
No. 35. Erigenm ('III/posi/lts, val. /njidll.l', Gray. In bloom June 25, 1883; from 100 to 800 feet [30 to
2,~.+'''1 altitude; specimens from I to 3I~ inches [25 to 89''''''] high; generally with a single stem and flower,
occasionally 2 or 3 flowering stems from one root; late in the season flowers sometimes faded to a pinkish
color.
No. 36. •Arnica 111011/<111<1, 1,,; Arnica alpina, Olin. From the coast to 1,500 feet [+57 111 1altitude, in
rocky and clay soil; grew best on rocky soil; the specimens near the sea flowered late, and rarely more than
2 inches [50Hl''') high; the best found about 700 feet [213mI altitude; the largest found were about 6 inches
[152"""] high. Flowered June 27, 1883'
No. 37. T:mIX<lOl/1i oj}i,.illa!e, val. pallida, Koch. In bloom in June 1882 and 1883; from the coast to
200 fed lGI'''] altitude, on loamy and clay soil; 2 to + inches [So to 101Illlll] high; there were two shades of
color, deep yellow and yellowish white.
No. 38. Cassiore tctragona, Don. In bloom July I, 1882; very common in the valley adjoining Lake
II azen, extensive beds having been seen at elevation from 400 to 500 feet [122 to 152"1 ) ; it also grew in
considerable quantities about 100 feet [300'] above the sea on the south side of Bellot Island and flowered
, ,
late 111 June, 1883.
No, 39, ~llibosa{C slp/t'lllri,l ll id i .>, Linn. In bloom June 22, 1883; from So to 500 feet [15 to 152111]
al,love the sea, 111 clay or rocky soil; doing best in the former; specimens from l;/z to 3 inches [38 to 76n"" ]
high.
;\0. 40 . , Ih:im!,!ris rapitata, Adams. In flower July 8,1883; from 100 to 700 feet [30 to 213111 ] latitude,
on loamy sail WIth drvas , "enerallv but sinnl t I fl " ,
, ' ," b " ' I 0 e S em ane ower; occasionally specImens were seen WIth two
flo\\'er~ to single s,tem. , From three to six inches r76 to I 52mlllJ high.
NO·4 r , Fet!J(u!"ns Lilll,rsdorf f,'i var lalla'! Gra I bl J [
'" '" ' "'C:",' "', y. n oom une 22,1883; from 50 to 100 feet .15
to 30 ] abo , e the sea, 111 loamy soil ; In company WIth drvns,
Nordenskiold speaks of specimens at Ma adalena Ij'a'}, June 2- 86 I C [ ] I' 1
0' '" o· , ;),1 r,nearyaloot 305""" 11g1.
No. +2. .oxyrl<l ~ml!fonlll'>,Hook) ili:~Ylla, Campd, In bloom June 5,1882 and June 6 1883 ' speci-
mens over 7 inches 111'rh [178"""] seen' the teri I ' ., "
, . ' :' 0 ,111 ie 111 enor, anc over 5 inches [127"""] near the coast : grew best
on cia) soil. }\ very abundant plant. '
Th.eO..renifi.ormis. was found in bloom at Treurenber« Bay 7,,0 57' N J 6 86 o I 6
I SCi N' I ki "I I k f' i 0 ''.J " ., une 2 l, I J I • n Ju y 2 ,
, JI, " on ens ']\) < speaks 0 It as "a foot [30-1II1lI[ hi I " t l' I' , ' "
Island (,"0 I I' N 't . ' ',' ,:J Ig1 a 'fane ywme Bay, SpItzbergen. At \\ mter
. '.:,' "I was just puttmg forth Its first red leaves on Jul 8? NT. A,,'·· "I' .740 to' N It was first s J 8' Y 10, I _2. • ear ssistance ,:1),
, ", ~ st : een nne 2+, I . 53.
No. +3, n)~l'gOllIl11l riripanon, Linn. From 100 8 '
side of brooks; in rocky soil. to 00 feet [30 to 243"'] altiturle ; generally in beds or
No. H, Salix arrtica, Pall. In bloom June 2 18S?
altitude; the largest soecimen- on the . .t I.' -, and] une 6, 181)3; fron.1 coast to 1,800 feet r549"'J
'. '. .' coas were a rout I foot [305'''"'] Ion I I· I '. I [ ·1 'diameter at base of branchos . the '" g, anr css t ran an me 1 25-4""" in
, ., .. ~,1I1 rc mtenor of (rnnnell Lan I . ,,' .' 1/ r ,"
<hameter of 1.5 inches [38"""), were found. e speCImens 1/2 feet [457""'] long, WIth extreme
At Treurenberg Bav 70° 57' N (' '/', I
r » '.J 1 ., oJ. an tea iegan to open its I I ] 'June 26. CIS iur s une II, 186r, an <I was in blo<J1I1
No. 45· [II:::,,!,! !11!'r!oorm R Pr L "
186r'. at Magdalena Ilay, Spitziler;;c;1 " 2 3"'0~IJt'.~tl[,. LI~~llb·I .. L. !lypt'roor{'{( was found ill hloorn June 2;.
N 6'~' b ". ee 701 a lOve the sea
" 0·4 • jl11l0l1' ol.::'!lJl1lis, Linn. Found lv i . ' '.
to " on] I ' I . on y in the marzms of small I f 8 C
-4+ e evanon , argest specimen "~ in 'I [ .]' 0' " pone s rom 100 to 00 ICe! 130
, ;"'~ C res !.fa""" hIgh.
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No. 47. EriopllOrltlll ang/lstijoliltlll, Roth. In bloom June 29; from 800 to 1,200 feet [244 to 366l1l]
altitude, generally in marshy soil, near mosses, lichens, and grasses; the specimens were from 3 to 8 inches
r76 to 203111111] high.
No. 48. Carcx atrata, Linn; or ustuiata, Wahl. From 600 to 1,200 feet [183 to 366l1l] altitude, in
marshy or damp loamy soil; specimens from 1 to 6 inches [25 to 152ltn lt ] high.
No. 49. Carcx vulgaris, var, l~)'perborl'tl, Book. In bloom July 25, in a marshy spot near the sea
specimens from I;/z to 3;/z inches [38 to 891I111l ] high.
No. 50. Carex rupcstris, All.
No. 5 I. Kobrcsia seirpina, Willd.
No. 52. Carex nardina, Fries.
Xo. 53. Carex misandra, R. Br.
No. 54. Alojeeurlts alpinus, Linn. In bloom June 18, 1883; grew generally on loamy soil; specimens
near the coast 1 foot [305mm] high; in the interior, on the shores of Lake Hazen, specimens from r2 to 18
inches (305 to 457 1ll1ll ] high were of frequent occurrence.
No. 55. Arctagrastis Zatifoiia, Grisd. From the coast to 800 feet [24+111] altitude; in loamy soil near
the sea, and in marshy soil at greater elevation; specimens from 5 to 6 inches rr 27 to 152lt 1l 1l ] high.
No. 56. Deschampsia brcz'i/olia, R. Br.;-Aira arctica, Spr. Specimens from 2 to 4 inches r50 to 101"""]
high. Probably not the Aim arctica of Rothrock's" Flora of Alaska," nor the Aim «cspitosa, var, arctica, of
Thurber in " Parry's Plants," &c.
No. 57. Trisdum suospicatron, var, molle, Gray. From the coast to 800 feet [244'''] altitude, varying
much according to location; the finest specimens about 7 inches [r 78"""] high in rocky soil at geatest ele-
vation.
No. 58. AJa arctica, R. Br.: 2 to 5 inches [50 to 127"""] high.
No. 59. Poa ccnisia, All.
No. 6o. Poa aboreniata, Br.
No.6 I. Poa alpina, Linn.; var. 1Ih ,p ara.
No. 62. Poa aesia, Sm. var,
No. 63' Poa laxa, Hcenke, Specimens 3 to 8 inches [76 to 203mm] high.
No. 64. Festuea rubra, Linn. Specimens 3 to 5 inches [76 to 127,..n'J high.
No. 65. Agropyrum das)'Stacll)'Ulil, var. 11iolaeculll, Horum. Specimens 2 to 7 inches [50 to I 7smm] high.
No. 66. Cystopteris fragilis, Bernh. From near the coast to 1,3°0 feet r396m] altitude; specimens from
3 to 6 inches [76 to 152mm] high on rocky soil.
This fern was found by Feilden at Cape Sabine, 250 feet [76m] above the sea, July 3 1 , 1875.
The C.fragilis, near Cross Bay, is the first known fern from Spitzbergen, Nordenskiold says.
No. 67. Equisetulll variegatulll, Sch!. From 50 to 100 feet [15 to 30"'1 altitude, on clay and loamy soil,
doing better on latter; specimens infertile, from I to 6 inches [25 to 15 2''''''J high.
No. 68. Equisetu»: arnensc, Linn. Similar in habit to the preceding; specimens smaller (r to 3 inches
[25 to 76mm] high), infertile.
No. 69. Diaprnsia lajp(iJzit"a, N,
MOSSES A~D LICHENS.
By REV. E. LEHNERT AXil LIEt:T. A. ·W. GREELY.
The collection of mosses and lichens made by the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition was a large and Im-
portant one, and its necessary abandonment is greatly to be regretted.
First Lieut. F. F. Kislingbury employed his leisure time during the summers of 1882 and 1883 in making,
in the vicinity of Fort Conger, a collection of lichens, in which was embraced every possible species he
could distinguish. He had no training for such work, but experience has shown that an intelligent man,
with good powers of observation, can do creditable work in a comparatively unknown field.
If any officer connected with the expedition had possessed sufficient botanical knowledge, the light and
portable character of lichens and mosses would have enabled us to have brought back specimens of all
important or doubtful species. The mosses and lichens pertaining to the Government collection were care-
fully packed and boxed ready for shipment, and were left in that condition. Those brought back belonged
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11 t db' me personally and were carefully
Unless otherwise set forth, the lichens and mosses we~e. co ec e) . ,
- .ati b r Serzeant Joseph Elison. .prepared for permanent pre~ena Ion) b .'1 ception brou cht back in the personal
The lichens and mosses from the highest pomt were, Witlone ex , b
D I B a' nard who collected them. . •baggage of Sergeant . " srai .', _, . kinell . made by the Rev. E. Lehnert, of \V:lshmgton,
The identification of these speCllneib has been" ery y . .
1 k 1 1 1 am much indebted m this respect.
D. C"fto whohse co.urte·t'Yte:l(ll1C tl1'enoC:1l:(c~~ns are fro;n the immediate vicinity of Fort Conger, latitude 81° 44'
I not at erwise sa, .
N., longitude 64° 45' W.
li!mtiji.{{7tion and accompanying notes, hy Re7'. E. Lehnert.
G 1 F· d Latitude, 80° 48' 39" N.; longitude, 78° 28'No. I. Camp)'lojltsjkxuoslts, BricL From 'ree Y 'lor.
W. Serrreant Brainarel, collector.
Nova, Dlstlchiurn cajji!lacclIl, Bruch. and Schirnp. Grinn:ll Land. T • . •
[All the plants from Grinnell Land were collected by Lieut. A. W, G.reely himself. 1 h~y had been
well preserved, showed fine colors, and rather luxuriant grO\\:th. Unhal~plly only thr~e specI:s of them
were fruiting, and conclusi ve determination was thus rendered dlffic~lt and 111 some .case" Imfoss,lble.~ .
No, 3. Barbltll aipi.:«, Dr. Sch. From Lockwood Island, Greenland. Latitude, 83 24 N., longi-
tuck, 40° 46' \Y. Sergeant Brainard, collector.
No. 4. n~'bera splwgllicola, Schimp. (?). From Lockwood Island, Greenland. Latitude, 83° 24' N.;
longitude, 40° 46' W.
NO.5. If'ebcra acuminata, Schimp. Grinnell Land.
No.6. lVi.·bera cruda, Schimp. Grinnell Land.
NO.7. lVi:bela longicol/'l, Hedw. Grinnell Land.
No.8. Bryu»: purpumsecllS, Dr. and Sch, Grinnell Land. .
NO.9' Bryum oroianii, Br. and Schp. Grinnell Land. (Alw collected by Maj. H. W. Feilden, R.
A., to the northward of the eighty-first parallel, generally in the vicinity of Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N., and
by Mr. Hart, in the neighborhood of Discovery Bay, Fort Conger.)
~o. 10. BIJUIll pendulum, Br. and Sch. Grinnell Land. Collected by Mr. Hart also,
No. I I. B'JUIll dumllii, Voit. Grinnell Land.
No. 12. BIJUIIl turoinatian, Schwaeg. Arctic form. Grinnell Land.
No. 13. Cillelidiulll arcticnm, Br. and Sch. Grinnell Land.
No. q. Clnclidiu»: sllbrotltlltlltlll, Selbg. Grinnell Land. Mixed with C. arcticum, Hr. and Sch.
No. 15. Cillc!idiulll s~rgillJJl, Swartz. Grinnell Land.
No. I G. Aulacomni« III tllrgidulJl, Schwaeg. Grinnell Land,
No. 17. Aulacomnium (papillosulIl, Muell, (?)). Grinnell Land.
No. IS. Tctraplodon mnioides, L. Grinnell Land. (Also collected by Mr. Hart III the neighborhood
of Discovery Bay, Fort Conger.)
No. 19. Phllauotis fontana. From Lockwood Island, north coast of Greenland. Latitude, 83° 24' N.;
longitude, 40° 4G' W. Sergeant Brainard, collector. Intermixed with Webera sphagllic(}/a, Schimp, (Also
collected by Maj. H. W. Feilden, R. A., to the northward of the eighty-first parallel, generally in the vicinity
of Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N.)
No.2;). Atridllllll (pamlldltm, Mitt. (?)). Grinnell Land. The incomplete state of the plant does not
admit of certainty in identification, although exterior areolation of the leaves, &c., bring this plant closer to
A. p.mzllc!1I1ll than any other one described. It might still be an undescribed variety of A. IIm/lIlatlllll.
No. z r, Pogollatlllll alpilllllll, Roehl. Grinnell Land. (Also collected by Maj. H. W. Feilden, R. A.,
to the northward of the eighty-first parallel, generally in the vicinity of Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N.)
No, 22. ])'g{?/'lrt'I/I/ capilfarc, Briel. Grinnell Land.
No, 23. ]j)~rtridlltl/l farmosmn, Hedw. Grinnell Land.
No. 2+. OrtltothccillJn rufcsccns, Dr. and Sch, Grinnell Land.
No. 25. Ort!'otll((illJn chryseum, Hr. and Sch, Grinnell Land. (Also found by Maj. H. \Y. Feilden,
R. A., to the northward of the eighty-first parallel, generally in the vicinity of Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N.,
and by Mr. Hart in the neighborhood of Discovery Bay, Fort Conger.)
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With Pogonatum aipinum>, and a fragment of
With fruit in several stages.
Floeberg Beach, and Mushroom Point.
No. 26. Orthothecium rubellllJJl, Mitt, (?\. From Lockwood Island, north coast of Greenland. Lati-
tude.Bj" 24' N. Sergeant Brainard, collector. Only a fragment, covered with mucor and fungi, and there-
fore somewhat questionable, but agrees with the description so far as a comparison was possible. (Also
found by Mr. Hart in the vicinity of Discovery Bay, Fort Conger.)
No. 27. Orthothl'cium (Douglassii, Dubey (?)). Grinnell Land. Sergt. W. S. Tewell, collector. This
~oss, while co.ming closest to O. Dougiassii, but different from all other specimens in my possession, might
oe a new species,
No. 28. Camptotheciion nitcns, Schreb. Grinnell Land. (Also collected by Maj. H. W. Feilden, R. A.,
to the northward of the eighty-first parallel, generally in the vicinity of Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N.)
No. 29. Brac!I)'thl'ciu1Jl salcbrosum, Hoff., var. Grinnell Land.
No. 30. Brach),thl'ciulll pIUJJlOSll111, Swartz. Grinnell Land.
NO.3 I. Eurll)'lIChilim z'auc!ll'ri, Lesg. Grinnell Land.
No. 32. Amb(~'stegiuln mintaissimum, Lull. (?) Grinnell Land. Might be A. sprucci, as it cannot be
determined by the capsule, which is deficient, still its minuteness and other characteristics indicate the above
specIes.
No. 33. Harpidillm (amblystl'gium) uncittatunt, Hedw. Grinnell Land. (Also found by 1\1r. Hart.)
No. 34. Harpidium (amblystegium) lycopodioidcs, Schwaeg. Grinnell Land. (Also found by Mr. Hart.)
No. 35. Harpidiu»: uernicosum, Lindb. Grinnell Land.
No. 36. Callergon sarmentosum, Wahl. Grinnell Land
No. 37. Caliergon dilatatum, Wils. Grinnell Land.
No. 38. Caliergan turgescens, Schimp, Grinnell Land.
No. 39. Caiiergan cordifolium, Hedw, Grinnell Land.
No. 40. Caliergon Richardsoni, Misten. Grinnell Land. Sergt. W. S. Jewell, collector.
No. 41. Iijplllt1ll (stereodon) plicatill', Mitt. Grinnell Land. Found hath by Major Feilden and Mr.
Hart. The specimen collected by Feilden was at Mushroom Point, barren, adhering to a fragment of
Pelligera.
To Dr. Lehnert's list and remarks I add, in order to complete this paper, the names of the following
specimens found by the British Arctic Expedition of 1875-'76 to the northward of 81° 40' N.:
By Maj. H. W. Feilden, R. A., Nos. 9, 19, 21, 25, 28,41.
No. 4 2. Distichium indinatum, S. W. Floeberg Beach. With young fruit. (Found also by Mr. Hart.)
No. 43. Pottia heimii, Hedw. Floeberg Beach. With ripe capsules.
No. 44. Tartrda (barbula) iCllladophila. Schimper. Floeberg Beach. Barren.
No. 45. ](lrtltla (s.J'gotric!lia) leucostoma, Brown. Mushroom Point, 82° 29' 12" N. With perfect cap-
sules. (Also found by Mr. Hart.)
No. 46. Tortuia (s)'lltrichia) ruralis, Linn. Mushroom Point. A fragment adhering to a piece of
PeltiXl'ra.
NO.47. Didymodo» rubelllts, Roth. Floeberg Beach. 'With Bl)'111ll I".OZ,'llii; very small and barren.
No. 48. Euca(lpta rhabdocarpa, Schw, Floeberg Beach. With young fruit. Mushroom Point. Ad-
hering to a fragment of Pe!tlj{era >' with capsules passed maturity.
No. 49. Voitia hyperborl'a, Grev. et Arm. Floeberg Beach.
No. 50. Splachllum Z£lormskioldii, Hornem. Hayes Sound,
All fertile. (Found also by Mr. Hart.)
No. 5I. Tetraplodon urrrolatus, 13. and S. Mushroom Point and Port Foulke.
No. 52. Brytan calophyllum, Brown. Floeberg Beach and Payer Harbor. Barren. (Also found by
Mr. Hart.)
No. 53. Timmia austriaca, Hedw. Floeberg Beach and Payer Harbor. Barren. (Also found by
Mr. HarL)
No. 54. ~fyurella ilpiCitlata, H ncb. Floeberg Beach.
Peltigera from Mushroom Point. All barren.
The following mosses were collected by Mr. Hart: Nos. 9, 10, 18, .25,33,34,41,42,45,5°,52,53,
No. 55. OrtllOtric/lum spcciosum, Nees. Winter-quarters~.M. S. Discovery, Barren.
No. 56. Splachnulll rascuiosum, L. Musk-ox Bay. Fertile.
No. 57. Bryum arctiaan, Brown. Musk-ox Bay.
H. Mil';. 393, pt 2--2
-r~
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7 S I Winters-quarters H. M. S. Discovery. In very small quan-No. 58. Brachythecium cirr,wsul1l, c rw,
tities; barren.
. l i 8 th f 81° 307 N By Major Feilden, R. A.:The following additional species were obtainer in I 75 sou 0 ~.
HIP . Rubor 78° 4'" N. Not in fruit.
No. 59' Dicranotoasc« ms!,ltl~l, ec "': ayer,' ,~ Also b ]\11'. Hart in Hayes
No. 60. Rlwcolllitriltilt ianuginosum, DIll. Payer Harbor. Barren. (" y
Sound, 78° 52' N.)
By Mr. Hart: r •
No. 61. LtptobryltlltjJVlljorlllc, Linn. Hayes Sound. WIth fruit,
No. 62. AlIlblyskgiufIl (Acroccratiltm) trifaruim, Wet. and M. Hayes Sound. Barren.
Also a Jungermannia Blcpllarozia tricllOphylla, Linn. Hayes Sound.
The following Jungermannia and lichens were also brought back by me, and identified by Dr. Lehnert.
They are from Fort Conger or vicinity, 81' 44' N.:
II. HEPATIClE.
No. I. Jlwgt'YlIlalll/ia rentricosa, Dicks. Grinnell Land.
III. LICHENS.
No. I. Crtraria rncruilata, Ach. Grinnell Land.
NO.2. Cetraria chrvsantlut, Tuck. Grinnell Land. Intermixed with fragments of C. cuccullata.
NO'3. !}'!II>;tra apltthosa, Hoff. Grinnell Land.
No. ~. Piacodiun: cIt:~ans, D. C. Cape Baird, latitude 81° 32' N.
NO.5. P/,lcodillfll crrnulatum, Wallr. Cape Baird, latitude 81° 32' N.
No.6. Oadlil/ill rangifcrina, Hoff. Grinnell Land and Cape Baird.
NO.7. Ompkr/aria (?). A very scanty specimen was brought along, growing upon a rock from the
most northern point reached. Its fragmentary character did not allow any determination. So far as the
microscopical researches could be carried, the plant showed relation to the questionable O. silesiaca, Kbr.,
Lockwood Island 83° 24' N., 40° 46' W. Lieutenant Lockwood, collector.
It thus follows that fifty-eight species of mosses have been found north of latitude 81° 30', of which
seven species were found only by Major Feilden, four by Mr. Hart, thirty-one by the Lady Franklin Bay
Expedition (Sergeants Brainard, Jewell, or myself), and sixteen by two or more of these parties.
Of the seven lichens brought back by chance, two possess especial interest. The species of Omphalaria,
(siksiacll, Kbr.) was found adhering to a piece of quartz brought by Lieutenant Lockwood from the highest
land ever attained, 83° 24' N , 40° 46' W.
The specimens of Ciadonia raugiferina, Hoff., were found by me as a scanty growth at Cape Baird and
in the vicinity of Fort Conger, at an elevation of about eighteen hundred feet [549 1l1 j above the sea. In the
valleys on the south side of Lake Hazen, in the interior of Grinnell Land, occasional patches of this lichen
were found by me, though always of stunted growth.
The discovery of this lichen in Grinnell Land is of particular interest in connection with the remarks
of Sir Joseph D. Hooker, president of the Royal Society, who, in commenting on the paucity of well
developed lichen specimens from Grinnell Land, says (Nares' "Voyage to the Polar Sea," vol. ii, p. 3°9):
This is the more remarkable, as it might naturally he expected that such lichens would during the long winter season con-
stitute the principal or ouly foo.l of the musk-ox that exists in those regions. It is strange that the reindeer-moss (C/adonia rangi-
Jtrma, HoIL), so commou m other arctic regions, appears to he absent from Grinnell Land.
He further says:
Many circumstances combine to show that if there be land at the North Pole, lichens will be found there.
, . While the results of my own observations and experiences render it quite certain that the musk-oxen of
Grinnell Land do not subsist upon the lichens, but on grass, saxifrage, dryas, and willow, yet our experi-
ences bear out fully the scientific deductions of that great botanist as to the theoretical fauna of Grinnell
Land and the country to the> northward TJ' . - I' h h d l'
. _. . us moss, W llC e expecter , was ( iscovercd, and the observa-
nons of LIeutenant Lockwood on the lll'gl .t ttai II I' 8 ° , N . .
. ' ics a amc: ann, 111 3 2+ 1 ., prove the existence of considera
ble vegetation and numerous lichens at that latitude, and inferentially as far northward as Greenland extends.
ORNITHOL()GY.
ApPENDIX No. 131.
By LIEUT. A. W. GREELY.
It was hoped that the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition would add somewhat to the ornithological infor-
mation of the world and avoid the implied and merited reproach of Professor Newton, when he says, in his
"Notes on Birds which have been found in Greenland:"
"The different American expeditions, judging from what has heen published about them, added absolutely nothing [to Arctic
ornithology], a fact particularly to be regretted when we regard the high latitudes they successively reached."
The surgeon of the expedition offered to perform the duties of naturalist (there being no funds for the
employment of any specialist), and during a year's residence in Greenland was afforded opportunities for
familiarizing himself with Arctic ornithology through the collections and kindness of Herr Krarup Smith,
Royal Inspector of North Greenland, and Mr. Fencker, an employe of the Greenland Board of Trade, and
an ardent ornithologist.
As elsewhere explained it became necessary, after twenty month's stay at Fort Conger, in the interest of
the service, to assign the duties of naturalist to another officer, hut the surgeon complied with his orders to
furnish his successor with all information in his power-the result of his two years' labors on this subject,
which will be found on pages 299 to 317, vol. 1.
Sergeant Joseph Elison, by my orders, acquired at the Smithsonian Institution, through the courtesy of
Professor Baird, considerable knowledge of the methods to be followed in properly preserving skins and
specimens. During the two years at Conger quite a Luge number of birds were preserved for mounting, the
greater part of the work being done by Sergeant Elison, which specimens, carefully packed and stored, are
yet in our old quarters at that point.
The fact that not a day of spring and summer passed without one or more hunters being in the field,
insured observation and collection of all birds within reach.
Except the half dozen species common to all Greenland ports, it fell to me to Identify the birds collected,
which were done from the description-often somewhat vague and general-s-given in the appendices of various
Arctic works. Two small birds alone remained unidentified, a description of which, wanting in my own notes,
I vainly hoped to find in the scattered notes, which comprised the Naturalist's Journal. My own journal
has had to furnish the entire ornithological data, a fact which is unfortunate, as neither personal taste nor
scientific work has ever turned my attention to this or kindred subjects.
The main point of ornithological interest rests in an identified egg of the knot (Tringa call1ttuS) which
was obtained from the bird itself. Unfortunately for ornithologists too much care was taken to assure its
safety, and the egg was packed with other speCImens weeks before the retreat by boats and so remains at
Conger. A descnption noted at the time in my journal is given in connection with notes on the species.
The egg (which must have been of full size, as itwas covered with a hard shell of ordinary thickness) proves
smaller I understand from Mr. Seebohm than was anticipated, being 1.10 inch [28"""] in its longer and 1.0
inch 125.40DlDlJin its shorter axis.
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My journal is fornmately quite full :1S to tl:e dates on which bird~ wer~ seen or ,obt:1i~1ed, as ~1Y ~tt~n-
'1 tl e fi st ye~r to the comparatively early date at winch birds appeared In that \ er) high
non was t rawn 1 r,,' .
latitude. A comparative table which was incompletely arranged at Cong.cr, has .b~en .prepare.d winch. m:1y
serve :1 purpose in determining the average dates as .well as the approxImate limits 111 Arctic America of
such migratory birds as frequent Smith Sound and Gnnnell Land. . .
It is to be understood that both notes and compibtions. made by one untrained m and even unac-
quainted with ornitholcgical matters, are necessarily defective, and would not have been attempted but for
the necessity. In this arrangement the" Notes on Birds of Greenland," by Prof. Alfred Newton, M. A.,
F. R. S, and" Notes from an Arctic Journal," by Maj. H. W. Feil<len, F. R. S., have been most \'J.lu~~I)le.
While following the new nomenclature and arrangement of species kindly made by Dr. C. Hart Merriam,
Department of Agriculture, I have also given Newton's nomenclature. .
In the "Arctic Manual," Professor Newton" On birds in Greenland," has pointed out that at the highest
sixty-three species may be called denizens, and sixty-two stragglers, in Greenland. Of the regular denizens,
fortv-seven are recorded as inhabiting Northern Greenland, of which he specified as "not unreasonable to
be looked for in Smith Sound, and some of them thence to the northward," thirty species might be found
in Smith Sound; a number corresponding to the known species in Spitzbergen. He mentioned thirty-six
to which attention should be particularly directed, as being the greatest possible number.
The observations of the various expeditions strikingly confirm the general estimate advanced by
Professor Newton. Thirty-five birds have been found in the West Greenland Channel, i, e., in or to the north-
ward of Smith Sound. Thirty-two have been recorded north of 81 0 30' N. (eight of which can be called
stragglers), or two more species than have been reported from Spitzbergen, a degree to the south.
The collated data, from various reports and narratives, which will be found in Table J, show the arrival
and departure of the different species in the West Greenland Channel. My own data the first ye:lr were
incomplete in this and many other respects, but the table is given as fully as possible in the hope that on
account of the very high latitude it may be of interest if not of value.
The table for other Arctic localities, No. II, is not as complete as the list for Smith Sound, and in addi-
tion to other defects may contain errors as to species, into which an unpracticed writer is liable to fall when
treating work foreign to his tastes and studies. The completion of the report of Captain Wohlgemuth,
Austrian navy, permits the addition of data for Jan Mayen. The great interest shown lately in the migration
of birds caused the preparation of these tables, and to an ardent student in that direction-to Dr. C. Hart
Merriam-I have been indebted for the arrangement of the species under the new nomenclature.
No. I. Urinator lumme (Gunn.), Coiymbus scptentrioualts, Red-throated Diver.
The most northerly specimen of the bird is undoubtedly that seen by Feilden, on September 2, 1875,
at Floeberg Beac.h, 820 27' N. The bird, while not positively identified, W:lS supposed to be of this species.
A paIr of these birds was seen by us July 18, 1883, near Dutch Island; and a specimen had been previously
obtained by Sergeant Brainard, at Cape Baird, June 18, 1883.
.It !s not il~probable that .this diver breeds in Grinnell Land. Dr. McCormick reports that it breeds in
\\ ellington Channel, where It was seen frequently in August, 1852, and also in 1853.
NO.2. Fratercula arctica (Linn.), Puffin.
Newton s~eaks of the puffin,as n?where common in Greenland. A specimen w~s obtained by us July
3 I, 188I, at LIttleton Islan?: ~ he bird has been observed by no other expedition in Smith Sound, nor as
far as I know by any expedition in Arctic America.
GUlf~umlien reports it as abundant from Belle Isle to Resolution Island, but did not see it in Cumberland
NO'3· Cepphus J[andtii (Licht.]. Uria grylle; Black Guillemot, or Sea-Pigeon.
The sea-pigeon was a common bi d 1 h 1'«' f .
. ir arounr t e c irrs 0 Cape Lieber where it probably nested and
was occasionally seen near Distant C F old . ' . . '
1 . I 0 ape. ei en reports the bird as feeding in pools as far north asantui e 82 33', but he does not think th t it breed h ' .
, . a I ree snort of Cape U mono In 1875 it was found nesting
at Cape Hayes and 111 Bessells Bay TI I" .
88 I
_ . " • ie ear lest specimens seen by us were June 9 1882 and June 4
I 3· t was seen near fhank God H b Feb . " ,8" . T ar or . e ruary 28, 1872, and frequently 111 March. On May 26
I 70, one was seen by a sledge party at Th k ell I I" . . . 'Floeber t Beach 8-,0 , .• ' r} an IO( ar lor. I he latest 111 that vicuuty was observed neal
g ,- 27 N., August 29, 1875. Hayes speaks of flocks at Port Foulke from February 10 to'
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17, 1861, and after September I, 1860. There is not much doubt but that the bird is found as far northward
in the West Greenland Channel, and as late in the year as open water is to be found near the precipitous
cliffs. It similarly remains late near Point Barrow, and in 1882 was observed on December 2. At Winter
Island, 1821-'22, they remained near throughout the winter.
At Cape Sabine the first specimen seen was March 15, 1884, in winter plumage.
As bearing onthe time of their change of plumage the following notes have been brought together:
Igloolik, very white, March 22, 1823; Baffin Bay (McClintock) in white, October :9, 1857, and Feb-
ruary 3, 1858, commenced advancing to summer plumage; Winter Island, one seen spotted all over black
and white June 25, 1882, had nearly assumed their summer plumage June 29,1822.
On September 3,1868, in 78020' N., 2° 17' W., Nordenskiold speaks of U. gl)'lle "asscarcelyrecogniz-
able in their speckled winter dress,"
"Amongst hundreds that I saw in the vicinity of Fortune Bay (near Godhavn)" says Feilden, "was one
completely black, the white spot on the scapulars not showing."
NO.4. Uria troile (Linn.); or, Una lomuia (Linn.), Alca bruennicllii or arra ; Bruennich's
Guillemot, or Murre.
The most northern specimen observed by the expedition of 1875 was in Buchanan Strait, 79° N.,
which coincides with our own experiences. The most northward examples obtained by us were on
July 31, 1881, at Littleton Island, and in 1884, north of Cape Sabine, on June II. Bessels speaks of it
north of 8 I ° as "quite abundant and nesting."
This guillemot was found breeding in large numbers in N. W. Cary Islands in 1851, and also later on
the NE. face of Hakluyt Island.
It is interesting to note that the murre was found by De Long breeding on Bennett Island, 76°39' N.,
July 16, 1881.
NO.5. All,' aile (Linn.). lIfergulus aile; Little Auk, or Rotge, or Dovekie.
The little auk was not observed by our expedition north of Buchanan Strait, where it was last seen by
the Arctic expedition of 1875. I concur in Feilden's opinion that they do not breed to the north of Foulke
Fiord.
Two examples were observed in Newman Bay in 1872. Bessels observed the bird May 24-26, 1873,
at Polaris house; and Hayes reports a specimen as seen at Foulke Fiord after September 3, 1860, and also
during his boat journey near Cape Parry, September II, 1854. Little auks were observed hy Feilden Sep-
tember 17, 1876, in 73° 40 ' N.
The important part which this bird plays in the food supply of the Arctic Highlanders has been pointed
out by Kane, Hayes, ami Bessels, This bird was seen by Parry in 1827, to 82° 45' N. One was shot off
Bedford Pim Island, near Cape Sabine, in Buchanan Strait, June 4, 1884:
The little auk undoubtedly returns to the north water as soon as it opens. Leigh Smith on Franz
Josef Land noted this bird as early as March 10, 1882, and on September 12, 1879, it was seen in 78° 24'
N., on the meridian of that land.
De Long observed the rotge July 12, 1881, in 77° N., 151° Eo, which, unless there is some error, makes
the range over 230° of longitude.
No.6. Stt'r((Jrllrius jartTsiticus (Linn.), Common Skua, or Parisi tis Jaeger.
The common skua was obtained at Thank God Harbor in 18]2. But two specimens seen by us, June
18 and 20, 1883, by different observers, and none by the English expedition of 1875- '76. Dr. McCormick
records it at Wellington Channel as late as September 2, 1852.
NO.7. Sterrorarius longicaudus (Virill.). Stercorarius parasiticus Iongicaudatus : Buffon Skua, or
Long-tailed J ueger.
This was the most common bird in the vicinity of Discovery Harbor. Nearly two hundred were killed
by us at Conger, in 1832, as food for young owls. One was seen June 6, 1876, at Depot Point, 82° 45' N.
The first seen by us was June 3, 1882, and a day later in the month the following year. The first specimen
at Sabine was observed May 23, 1884. This bird fed very largely on lemmings. Our observations were
I
'I
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I F '11 n' ,..ho says : "It lays its two eggs in a small hollow in the ground, and defends itst ie same as .er ne s," ".' . . . f G . II L d' T. I .
nest' with the utmost bravery." Many specimens were seen by me m ~he mtenor 0 nnne an, 111 J ,I y,
1882, when the bird was so bold as to be troublesome when we were in camp.
No.8. Gil7'ia alba (Gunn.). Pagophila eburnea, Ivory Gull.
The only specimen obtained by us was August 7, 1881, in Hall Basin, and not more tha? three or four
examples were seen in our two years at Fort Conger. Feilden says that in 1875 and 1876 this gull was not
infrequently observed, but not beyond latitude 82° 20' N. A~ exampi: was seen as late as Sept~mber .1,
1876, in Lincoln Bay, 82° 6' N., in August, 1876. The earliest specimen noted was by Coppinger, in
Petermann Fiord, May 28, (?) 1876.
The ivory gull was thought by Feilden to be nesting at Brevoort Island J Illy 31, 1875, and later that
year a pair was observed b.reeding at Cape Hayes. . . . . .
Two ivory gulls were seen at Point Barrow, where It IS a ra:e VISItor, says M~rdoch, ~y LIeutenant
Ray, early spring 1882, and later in the autumn a few were seen flymg up the coast WIth Ross s gulls-none
were seen in 1883'
No. 9. Rissa tridactyla (Linn.). Kittiwake.
The kittiwake was obtained September 12,1871, at Thank God Harbor; and Bessels says it was the
last bird observed near the ship in 1871, and that flocks were seen, June, 1872, in Newman Bay. Hayes in
1854 killed a kittiwake as late as September 20 seven miles south of Cape Parry. The expedition of 18 75- ' 76
did not observe this bird to the northward of Port Foulke, but they were very numerous in the North Water,
September 10-16, 1876. A pair was seen by us, June 23, 1883, at Distant Cape, near Fort Conger.
No. 10. Lams glallcus (Brunn.}. Glaucous Gull, or Burgomaster.
The gull was not an uncommon one in the vicinity of Fort Conger, but no breeding-place was ever dis-
covered. Feilden mentions this gull as seen to 82° 34' N., and until September I, 1875. It was recorded
two days later in 1871 at Thank God Harbor. A glaucous gull was seen in Rawlins Bay August 20, 1876.
The earliest specimen noted by us at Conger was June 5, 1883. At Polaris house,:bout 78° 20' N., it was
seen as early as May 10, 1873. At Thank God Harbor it appeared June 12, 1872. Hayes mentions burgo-
masters in Booth Sound September 24, 1854. Leigh Smith records this bird as early as March 5, 1882.
in Franz Josef Land, and Dr. McCormick found it breeding in Wellington Channel by June 2 I, 1853. In
general the burgomaster or ice-gull may be said to be the earliest of gulls to arrive and the last to depart.
No.1 I. Larus II'fI(optcrus (Fab.). Iceland Gull.
This bird is evidently an infrequent visitor of Smith Sound. Newton states that it breeds in both in-
spectorates of Greenland, and it is the most common gull after the kittiwake. He also says it has been
observed on the east coast, and said to breed in the Parry Islands. Two specimens were seen-one by
myself May 19,1882, in Watercourse Bay, and the second June 5, 1883, by Private Connell, at Distant Cape.
The bird was identified simply by its small size and pale blue mantle. Those seen were evidently stragglers.
Murdoch says that Mr. Howard Saunders identified supposed Iceland gulls from Point Barrow as being
glaucous gulls, and consequently the gulls referred to may have also been L. giaucus, The early date for-
bids the examples from being young, and there is no doubt of their dissimilar appearance to any glaucous
gulls seen as regards size and color of mantle. '
No. 12. Xema saoinii (Sab.). Sabine's Gull.
.The Sabine .gull was first obtained by Bessels in Smith Sound in 187 I. Probably the most northern
specimen ev~r killed was at Fort Conger, July 6, 1882. The gull was an exceedingly uncommon one, and
the few specimens seen were in company with Buffon's skuas,
. Cape Dalhousie, which in Richardson's time was" the most westerly ascertained breeding-place" has
given wa~ to. Cambridge and Walker Bay in 1852-'53, and now to Point Barrow in 1882, which directly
con~ects It With the Old World, "When," says Seebohm, "it has been found on the Siberian side of Behring's
Strait."
No. 13· Sterna paradiscea (Brunn.), Sterna macrura, Arctic Tern.
The tern was found ?:eedi~g on Breakwater Island, adjoining Bellot Island, by Feilden, in 1875, and
by us at the same place. I he bird was not uncommon in the vicinity of Fort Conger, and was not especially
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shy. The first tern appeared near Floeberg Beach, June 16,1876. The first seen by us was June 21,1882,
and one was killed June 18, 1883-both specimens in or near the Bellows, a valley eighteen miles south-
west of F~rt Conger. It was observed June 2I, 1854, by Morton at- Cape Constitution. Eggs of the tern
were obtained June 28, 1861, at Foulke Fiord. McClintock speaks of the tern in Baffin Bay, 66° 45' N.,
April 10, 1858, as the first (with a gull the same day) of his summer visitors, six days before the snow-hunting.
"In the mid-Atlantic," says Feilden, "a single Arctic tern approached the ship during a gale of wind." It
was seen as late as August 26, 1875, at Discovery Harbor, which is probably a late date for it to remain to
the north of Smith Sound, as Kane speaks of it as gone September 10, 1853.
No. 14. Fu!marus g!acia!is (Linn.), Proceiiaria g!acia!is; Fulmar, or Mallernuke,
This bird is evidently an infrequent visitor of Kennedy and Robeson Channels. A single specimen
was seen June 26, 1876, near Floeberg Beach, by Feilc1en, in 82° 30' N., and one found dead ncar by a few
days later by Lieutenant Edgerton, R. N. Feilden also saw it at Cape Isabella, and says it was numerous
in the North Water September 10-16, 1876. Bessels speaks of the bird, September 19, IR72, as rarely seen.
Morton reports it as one of the species observed June 22, 1854, at Cape Constitution. Parry saw a "mollie"
July 16, 1827, in 82° 27' N., on the meridian of Spitzbergen, and LIter about 82° 45' N. Leigh Smith noted
one in Franz Josef Land in 1882 at the very early date of February 24.
No. 15. Clanglf!a It)'f'llw!is (Linn.), IIarc!da g!aria!is; Long-tailed Duck, or Old Squaw.
Specimens were obtained at Flocberg Beach, 82° 27' N., by Feilden as late as September 16,1875, and
were seen July 12, 1876, in 82° 40' N. He speaks of the bird as found in numbers the summer of 1876.
Long-tailed ducks were not uncommon in the vicinity of Discovery Harbor and the interior of Grinnell
Land. The earliest specimens obtained by us were June 6, 1883, and June 17, IS82. K:1l1e speaks of the
bird as arriving, Jnne 16, 1854, at Van Rensselaer Harbor. The long-tailed duck arrived at I glool ik in 1823,
the first of the ducks on May 23. At Cape Sabine the first specimen was observed by us June r , 188.1.. The
breeding plumage of the male is wonderfully varied, scarcely t IVO examples ever heing alike.
No. 16. Samateria II/o!!issillla (Linn.), Eider.
The eider duck was seen in considerable numbers in the vicinity of Discovery Harbor. It was not
obtained by Feilden north of Cape Union, but a flock was observed September 5, [875, at Dumb-bell Bay,
about 82° 30' N.
A flock was seen at Thank God Harbor as early as J tine 4, 1872, and in 79° N. as late as November
4, 1872. On September 24, 1854, Hayes saw, near Cape Parry, small flocks flying southward. The first
eiders at Sabine were observed ~Iay 28, 1884.
A flock of ten, females and young, caught during the early winter, was killed by us September 7, 1881, in
the southwestern part of Discovery Harbor. Our experiences thus tend to confirm Kurnlien's observations
in Cumberland Sound-that after the hreeding season the males separate from the females and migrate
southward earlier than the mother-bird and her brood.
"The old males," says Kurnlicn, "separate from the females and young as soon as the breeding season
is over, and '*' '*' also migrate southward much earlier than the females and young. During the autumn
of 1877 (in Cumberland Sound) we procured about seventy, '*' '*' but not a single adult male was • •
ever seen."
Rae noted the same habit at Repulse Bay in 1847, reporting only females left August 17· Nordenskiold
also found females and young only remaining at Mussell Bay at the end of October, 1872, and Dr. McCor-
mick similarly obtained only females and young ones August 24, 1852, in Wellington Channel.
No. 17. Soma/cria spectabi!is (Linn.). King Eider.
Feilden saw this species as far as 82° 30' N., June 26, 1876. The ear:iest spe~imens ~!Jtained by us ~vere
June II, 1883, five days earlier than in the preceding year. At Than~ (Jod H.arlJor a king dUc~ was kIl~ed
Jline 12, 1872, and a duckling seen July J 5. At I gloolik king ducks arrived Apri I I (j, I 82~. At Cape Sabine
it made its appearance May 26, 1884. The latest specimen in Smith. Sound was obtained by Hayes I1~ar
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No. 18. CllOl Il)'berbort'tl nimit's (Forster). Chen Il)'jerborms .. Lesser Snow-G~ose.
This bird has not been previously obtained in Smith Sound or to the northward. A pair was seen June
12,1882, by Private Connell, near Fort' Conger, and another by Lieutenant Lockwood, June 13, 1882, on the
shores of Sun Bav. , .Rich~rdson ~peaks of the snow-goose as breeding in Wollaston Land in the beginning of June.
Armstrong observed snow-geese in Banks Land September 7,185°, and at Mercy Bay, May JI, 1851
and 1852.
No. 19. Branta bernida (Linn.}. Bernicla brcnta; Brent Goose, or Brant.
This species appeared at Floeberg Beach,June 9,1876, and Feilden found it breeding in 8~0 33' N. It
was comparatively numerous in the vicinity of Fort Conger (Discovery Harbor), but we found It very wary.
The earliest examples seen north of Kennedy Channel were at Thank God Harbor, June +, 1872. At ,Cape
Sabine it was first observed May 30, 188+. On August 20, 1876, brent geese were seen at Cape Lieber,
going south. At Thank God Harbor specimens were obtained as late as September 6, 187 I. The brent
goose in 1861, was seen as early as May 23, flying to the NE. from Amsterdam Island, Spitzbergen.
Feilden says:
"No flocks of Brent geese, or indeed a single individual of this species, or any of the Anatide, were seen winging their way
due north over the Frozen Sea, which would have been the case did migration extend in that direction. In every instance they
clung to the coast lines,"
No. 20. Grus canadensis (7) (Linn.), Little Brown Crane.
This species is mentioned doubtfully. Two strange birds were seen, June 23, 1883, in the Bellows, about
81° 40' N., by one of my most reliable and observant men, Private Biederbick, He was distant about 200
yards from them. Their backs were whitish, with an ashy or silvery gray effect, and the long legs seemed to
be reddish. The birds attracted his attention by a peculiar noise, which he thought was made by" clapping"
their bills. When alarmed the birds rose with difficulty, making much ado with legs and wings, and flew
slowly and heavily.
Jt was probable that a flock of cranes passed southward over Fort Conger, July __, 1883,
The crane breeds as far north as Jgloolik, near the 70th parallel, and probably in Banks Land if not
Melville Island, as it was seen at Walker Bay, 1851-'52, and at Mercy Bay in 1852• On June 20, 1883,four were seen at Point Barrow.
No.2 I. Cr;,'mopll)'lus fuiicarius (Linn.}, Phalaropus /ulicariuz/ Red Phalarope.
Fei.lden obtained a female bird June 20, 1876, in 82° 27' N. But very few specimens were seen by us,
the earliest June 18, 1883' One was killed June 26, 1883, at Distant Cape, and a second, July 2, 1883, atCape Baird.
Osborn mentionsplla/aropus August 21-24, 1851, in Booth Sound, about 76° 52' N.
No. 22. Tringa canutus (Linn.). Knot.
It app:ars ~robabl.e that the favorite breeding-place of this bird is in the neighborhood of the ParryIsla~ds. C~ptam S~lllll: f(~und it nesting in large numbers, in 1820, on Melville Island, but elsewhere in:'\.rc~lc A~enca the bird IS either unknown or is comparatively rare. Major Feilden finds that it was obtained
mCambndgeBay 69° N. 105°W inJ 1, 8- M d I' ' ,
. " ' ,,' ., u y, I :>3· ur oc 1 s expenence at Point Barrow tends further toconfi~m this opl~lOn. J he knot was rare in that locality, but a "female was taken, on July II, 1882, with
full-Sized yolks in her ovaries."
The bird breeds in small numbers in tl ricinit f F C' ,
. I I te vicim yo ort onger (DIscovery Harbor), but It was exceed-
mg y wary, and we never obtained the nest I· I. ' , "
'> If' .es. not on y spent hours III watching a nesting-birc. but had
sev era a my most patient hunters occ ·1 ·"1 d ' . .
, , .. ' .uple< on Simi ar uty, Without Success. I have no doubt twenty paIrs
nested within a couple of miles of FtC Th '
kill d I or .onger. ey arnved June 3, 1883, and immediately nested. Theyoung were 'I e Ju y 31,
On June 9 I directed that a fe k ts I kill 1 c ' ,
d' , w no s ie I ec lor specimens, having before ordered that they beun.lsturbed until the nest was found Th tl S.'· "
,,' . a cay. ergeant Ralston shot a female. [here were 111 the egg-sactwenty -one eggs in all stages of r th 0
A h h d 1 " . g ow. ne was a completely-formed hard-shelled eag ready to be laid.S ot a iroken in the shell at on . t b '. . . . , b
e pom, ut 1. was not sufficiently injured to prevent measurement.
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The ~gg was .1.10 inch [28mm] in the longer axis, and 1.0 inch [25.40mm] in the shorter. The ground-color
w.as h~l:t pea-gre.en, closely spot~ed with brown in small specks, about the size of the head of an ordinary
pm. I he next-sized egg was without shell, round, bright orange color, veined with deep red.
Feilden, who killed a male and female in full breeding plumage, June 5, 1876, in 82° 45' N., has
described the soaring of these birds, and the peculiar whirring noise they make.
It would seem possible that eggs of the knot were obtained by Captain Lyons, who states that the
knot "lay four eggs on a tuft of grass, without being at the pains of forming any nest."
Kumlien relates that a flock of knots alighted on the deck of the schooner Florence, in Cumberland
Sound, November, 1877, but none were seen on land at any season.
A few specimens were seen
Purple Sand-Piper.
Thank God Harbor in 1872.
No. 23. Tringa maritima (Brunn.).
This species was observed by Bessels near
and obtained by us in 1882-'83.
Dr. McCormick reports a purple sand-piper in Wellington Channel, August 23, 1852.
"In Cumberland Sound," says Kumlien, "the purple sand-piper is the first wader to arrive in spring
and the last to leave in autumn." The first was seen June 4,1878, and they remained" until November, as
late as they could find any exposed shore at low tide. ,. * ,. It is said that some remain in the fiords
of South Greenland all winter."
No. 24. Calidris armaria (Linn.), Sanderling.
Feilden reports seeing a sanderling, in 82° 45' N., June 5, 1876, it being in company with knots and
turnstones. He says that the bird was rare, but he obtained several pairs and two eggs, a plate containing
illustrations of which is to be found in the Feilden Ornithology in " Nares' Voyage to the Polar Sea," Vol.
II. The nest, found June 24, in 82° 33' N., was on a gravel ridge, at an altitude of several hundred feet
above the sea, and the eggs were deposited in a slight depression in the center of the recumbent plant of
willow, the lining of the nest consisting of a few withered leaves and some of the last year's catkins. By
August 8 the young were able to fly. A specimen was seen June 4, 1876, at Depot Point. The bird was
not obtained by us unless, as is probable, it was one of our unidentified specimens, obtained August 3 I, 1882,
of which my naturalist unfortunately made no note.
The sanderling appears to be common to nearly all Arctic America, although not plentiful. It has been
seen in early June on Melville Island, Winter Island, at Igloolik, Walker Bay, Princess Royal Island, and
Mercy Bay. At Cumberland Sound, Kumlien saw only one small flock, in September 18 77. Although it is,
according to Seebohm, a common summer bird in Alaska, it was not seen by Murdock at Point Barrow,
1881-'83. Seebohm states that it arrived at Taimyr peninsula, 74° N., June 4, which is nearly the average
date for Arctic stations in America.
The 'Jeannette crew observed a sanderling near Faddejew, New Siberian Islands, August 30, 1881.
No. 25. Jigi'llitis hiatiCltla (Linn.). Ringed Plover.
Feilden reports a specimen obtained August 4, 1875, in Twin Glacier Valley. Five plovers, evidently
of this species, were found by Sergeant Linn, breeding on the banks of Very River, in the interior of Grinnell
Land, about 81° 35' N., 74° W., July I, 1882.
This tends to confirm Newton's surmise, based on Nordenskiold and Jewell seeing an example in
800 45' N., that possibly this is the most northerly shore bird.
No. 26. C/laradrius dOllllllicus (Mull.). Charadrius 7'irKinitus dominicus,' Golden Plover.
This bird was seen by 1\1r. Henry Clay, an ardent sportsman, who was familiar with it, flying over the
Proteus, near Cape Baird, August 7, 188 I. It had ~en previously recorded, I believe, by Bessels, at Thank
God Harbor, in 1872'
It has been recorded from Ranks Land, Melville Island, and Port Bowen, as well as other stations in
Arctic America.
No. 27. A renaria illft'rpres (Linn.]. Stnisi/as inft'rpres" Turnstone.
Turnstones were quite abundant and bred near Fort Conger .in 1882 and 1883' In 1876 it was first seen
by Markham, on May 27, near Cape Henry. The earliest speclInen observed by us was seen by. Sergeant
B · 1 J 88 t C ]"1"1"1 Septern ber I I 187 ~ a flock was seen near Depot Point, aboutraman, une 2, I" 3, a ape. h I u, • , v'
82° 45' N. The young were able to fly by July 9·
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Kumlien, in I S77-'7 R, S:l\V no turnstones in Cumberland Sound, but the natives knew th.e hir(~. It was
not recorded at Port Bowen, nor Banks T.and, hut has been from Melville Island and Boothl:l Felix,
No. 28. Lag(lflls rupestris (Gme!.). Rock Ptarmigan.
This is the only Greenland ptarmigan which is common to the whole country. It breeds in great
abundance on the Parry Islands, and is found thence south westward to Point Barrow, where it is a rare
species. This Iiird is no doubt a winter habitant of Grinnell Lan:1. Traces were seen of it near Floeberg
Beach, September 29, )875, and a specimen was obtained in Discovery Harbor (Fort Conger), October,
r 87 5. Seven were seen by us, October 2, 188 I, all in perfect winter plumage, and a single specimen,
October 12, IR82. Tt wasobserverl at Floeberg Beach, 82° 27' N" March II, 1876,at Thank God Harbor,
March 24, 187 2, and killer! in Discovery Harbor, April 10, 1876. The earliest seen by us were four in winter
plumage, March 9, 1882, in Newman Bay. One was killed on the shores of Lake Hazen, where they were
abundant, April 30, 1882. 'traces were found by Aldrich at Cape Columbia, 83° 06' N., and the bird was
killed by Lieutenant Lockwood near Cape Benet, 83° 03' N., on the North Greenland coast, May -, 1882,
and traces were noticed in 83° 24' N., at Lockwood Island. It was also the bird seen Ily me farthest in the
interior of Grinnell Land, near Mount Arthur, July 2, ISS2. Tracks were seen at Life-Boat Cove, Febru-
ary 7, 1873. and at Camp Clay, March II, 1884, where three days later several were killed.
Hayes obtained frequent specimens near Cape Parry, up to October 9, 1854.
Feilden kille(l a female in full summer plumage, May 29, 1876, in 82° 40' N.
In Cumberland Sound, the single specllnen obtained by Kumlien had its crop crammed full of sphag-
num moss.
On July 20, 1877, Seebohm shot a rock ptarmigan" on the Yen-e-say, in latitude 7I ° 30' :\., the first
record of that species mainland of the palrearctic region, Beyond this we have no further particulars of
its range. This discovery leads to the supposition that it is a circumpolar bird."
It is interesting to recall that Nordenskiold found such traces of the ptarmigan on the inland ice of
Greenland, or to indicate that these birds visit it in no inconsiderable numbers.
No. 29. lftTli,7du\ 111/li(illa (Linn.). White-tailed Eagle, or Gray Sea- Eagle.
This eaglc is one of the birds which was not expected in Smith Sound, never having been reported
as far north as Littleton Island. Indeed, McClintock says that previous to 18S7 only two eagles had been
seen in, tw~nty years. One Eskimo from Proven, only fifty miles south of U pcrni vik, knew the bird well,
and .salll It was not an ~lIlcommon visitor. Newton says its northern range is not as yet determined. A
sp~cl1\~en was seen .uy L::utenant, L?ckw(~O(~,:~pril 4, 1882, in Shift-Rudder Bay, near Cape Beechey, about
81 5S N.. It was Illentlt~ed by I:,skllno Christiansen, who knew the bird well, and who instantly gave it the
Eskimo names [Nektoralik and I'ertcrsoak ). The eacle was evidently a strag"]e'r III .. tl first L' 'I, b" • o , a ( \\ ,1S 1e u II r
e;<cep~ the ptanrugan, seen tha~ ye~r. The ,same bird was probably seen by Lieutenant Kislingbury near
Fort Conger seven days latcr ; It being, he said "a hawk or an eagle" Seraeant (' l' 1 1 I 1
• . . • , ' • , b.... ran mer, w 10 lean t 1e
bird, sail! that Its scream was that of an eazle Lieutenant I ockwood sa a I' 1 \ '1 888 ..,.' 0 • ,j oc w : seconr examp e, 1 pn I ,
I (2,~t th: head of Lo:t RIver, near Repulse Haruor, about 82° N., 5Xo \V.
Kumlien reports this eagle at Cumberland Sound in October 1877 and nesting the C I!' ,, , ' 10 owmg spnng.
r , No. 30. j,;,lt'O is/andus (Brunn.). Fa/co candicans , Greenland Falcon, or Gyrfalcon.
. Ihe Green~and fal~on ,was ,Probahly seen by the Polaris Experlition about ~by 22, 1872. Mr. Hart
noticed these birds nestll1g m cliffs ncar Cape Hayes 7no 4'" N 1 C 1. .. ' . ,
0' IT . .' .' '/. - •• , ant a 1~1 con \\ ,IS seen near Cape Frazer,
:9 4~ N.,Auoust 24, 1876. The latest specimen in Smith Sound was recorded by Hayes during his boat
Jourlley on Northumberland Island, near Cape Alexander, September 10 18-4 We saw a 1 I \ t
4, 1881, just north of Carl Ritter 13a\' and another near F t C ,j . 1 examp e 1 ugu,;
. , . or .oncer on July 30 188 . tl tt t' f
Serzeants J ewell and Ralst n b . II. I 0 , ,2, ie a en Ion 0
their vici'nit 'l:}" C 1" 0, ell1g ca er to the latter through the great alarm shown by the Buffori's sku.is in
Y: iree ra cons were seen August 13 88 . tl II8l() 5')' N tt .. 11 . ,. ".' ,I 2, \11 ie va ey at the head of St. Patrick 13a\', aboutarou~~l F~~taC~:c~~~ t:~oo:~~ l:t~:.Y were observer] in the same locality August IS, and a pair of th'em flew
r • No. 31, .~l'ctl'a nyctca (Linn.], iVyctea scandiaca, Snowy Owl.
I he snowy owl IS a common and earl' G .
tenant Parry noted an exam lie as earl y migrant to Jnnnell Lan:1, and delays until the late autumn. Lieu-
I y as March 2'), I S7(j, near Floeberg Beach, and one was seen hy lIS at
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Fort Conger, October 17, 1882, and by Hall, at Thank God Harbor, about October 20, 1871. On May 20,
18~4, an owl (?) fle\~ northward over our hut near Cape Sabine. Major Feiklen reports finding a pair in
Gnnnell Land, breedmg June 20, 1876,82° 40' N.; probably the most northerly of this species. The snowv
0\:1 br~d abundantly in the vicinity of Fort Conger, and as many as fifteen or twenty fine young birds wer~
raised In 1882 and kept by us until approaching winter compelled us to release them. A nest near Fort
Conger resembled that described by Major Feilden, which was" a mere hollow scooped out of the earth,
and situated on the summit of an eminence which rose from the center of the vallev." In this case a few
feathers and a little grass were present. Our observations agreed with that officer:s to the effect that the
food of this bird seems to consist entirely of the lemming. Nelson has noticed that the abundance of the
owl in spring and summer near Point Barrow appears to depend upon the presence of its favorite food, the
lemming. A specimen killed by us, September 9, 1882, was 4 feet 816 inches [1.436'''j between the extreme
• tips of the wings, and weighed only three pounds and fifteen ounces. Eggs were obtained May 25, IS82,
and the young on July 8.
The first bird seen in 1882 by Leigh Smith, in Franz Josef Land, was an owl, on February 8. Lamont
mentions seeing an owl of this species 180 miles from Lapland, the nearest coast.
No. 32. Cornus corax simratus (Wagl.), Cm7111s corax .. Raven.
Dr. Coppinger observed a pair of ravens nesting at Cape Lupton, July, ] 876, which Feilden considers
its most northern settlement. This point was probably a favorite nesting-place, as the Polaris sa w a speci-
men near there July 20, 1872.
The raven was but occasionally seen in the neighborhood of Fort Conger. On September 2S, 1882,
Private Biederbick shot a fine specimen, in good condition, which weighed four pounds and twel ve ounces,
and was four feet four and a half inches [I '333 111] from tip to tip of wings.
It is probable that the raven breeds and winters in the immediate vicinity of Cape Sabine, as specimens
were seen near Polaris house, Life-Boat Cove, late in November, 1872, and on January 30 and February
15, 1873. At Sabine a raven remained with us until some time in November, 1883, and reappeared Feb-
ruary 20, 1884. Dr. Moss, R. N., obtained a specimen August 29, 1876, in Dobbin Bay. A young raven
was killed by Hayes on Northumberland Island September II, 1854..
No. 33. Pkctnphmax nh'a!i;; (Linn.). PkdroplliTllt'S llim!is,. Snow-Bunting.
This is said by Pansch to be the most common land-bird on the eastern coast of Greenland, and the
same remark applies to it in Grinnell Land. Murdoch also found it the commonest bird at Point Barrow,
where the first bird, a male in full breeding plumage, appeared April <), 1882. By coincidence in 1883 the
snow-bird came ten days later than the preceding year at both Point Barrow and Fort Conger. The bird
remains late in Grinnell Land, as Feilden, on August 28, 1875, observed near Cape Union a flock of about
eighty, and on May 13, 1876, saw one at Depot Point, 82° 30' N.
A specimen, evidently a straggler, was seen by the Polaris party at Thank God Harbor March 14, 1872 ,
which is three weeks earlier than any other recorded example in a high latitude, April 3, 1873, at Mussell
Bay, Spitzbergen. The first at Conger appeared April 14, 1882, and was ten days later the following year.
The first bird~near Cape Sabine was seen April 13, 188_~, in Rice Strait by Sergeant Frederick, and one was
heard singing at Camp Clay the same day. The last observed by Feilden at Floeberg Beach was September
14, 1875. Kane at Van Rensselaer Harbor reported the last seen I\ovcmber 4, 185.3, and the first on May
I, 1854 . Feilden found the species nesting by May 30,1876, in 82° 33: N., and LIeutenant l~arr saw one
near the eighty-third parallel. Lieutenant Lockwood and Sergeant Brainard saw several speCImens at. 83°
24' N., May 13-15, 1882, and numerous others to the southward. Eggs, nests, and young, were obtained
by us. .
II; 1876 a snow-bunting was seen August 29 in Dobbin Bay, and on September 18, 187~, III 7.3° N.,
" I I K I' . 8 8 at Cumberland Gulf saw one April 5 and rrone agrun until Maymlgratlllg to t 1e sout 1. um len III I 7 ,'J ' , ' , , '
- f S t uber." At one time he noted snow-8. "They move southward," he S:1ys, " with the hrst snows 0 • ep et .
buntii1gs 200 miles at sea, off Cape Chidly,
No. 34. Saxicoia o';/lanthe. Stone-Chat or Wheat-Ear. .
This is one of the stragglers not expected in Smith Sound. Newton says It was seen :)y James, Ross,
11K 8' F I' "I I . ° N (.),J W \ wheat-ear was observed, July, 1876, near Port .F oulke,lnay 2, I 30, 111 e IX r ar ior, 70 l.," ..
about 78° IS' N., by Dr. Horner in yacht llwd"nz.
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The stone-chat was seen at Point Barrow from May H)-22, 1882.
Young wheat-ears, S~lYS Feiklen, were able at Ritenbenk to fly by July 16, 1875.
KUllllien says: "It fthe wheat-carl breeds on both shores of Cumberlan(: Sound ~nd ~n the west
coast of navis' Straits, but rare," and that the Eskimo from Nugamente and Frobisher Straits said they bred
there in small numbers.
No. 35. Urinator adamsii (Gray). Calymbus torquatus var, adamsii , Great Northern Diver.
This bini Newton .locs not class as probable in Smith Sound. I include it in the list, it being a possible
straugler. as Kumlicn reports it as breeding in Cumberland Sound. Hayes, in his " Boat Journey," speaks
of the gn.:at northern diver as seen June 18 and September 20,1854. Whether he mistook this bird for the
red-throated diver or not is uncertain.
In favor of his correctness it may be recalled that Osborn saw the" great northern diver" in Booth
Sound, 76° 5!' N., August 21-!5, 1851.
FL'ilden mentions that it was recorded at Walker Bay in June, 1852, and Sir Alexander Armstrong notes
their presence at Mercy Bay the sallie month.
Back saw this diver, with young, :\ugust 3-4, 1834, at Montreal Island, 67° 471 N., 95° W., and Rich-
ardson reCllnIs that great northern divers were going southeast, near Cape Bathurst, 69° 301 N., August 17,1848.
They pass Fort Franklin and Martin's Falls regularly each year on their way north, passing the former
place from May 1-6 (occasionally earlier), and are scarce at the latter place by May 12.
No. 36. Strrcorarius pomarillus (Temm.). Stcrcorarius pomatorliinus,. Pomatorhine Skua, or
Pomarine Jaeger.
This skua was not observed by us. This is somewhat surprising, as Newton says it is the commonest
species of skua in the north inspectorate of Danish Greenland.
No. 37. Rllodoslttliill rosra (MacgiL). Ross' Gull.
No specimen of this rare hir.l was seen by us in Smith Sound. The observations of Murdoch at Point
Ba:row show that this bini in thousands passes over that point to the northeast during October, none of
which were ever seen to return. He says: "They appeared to come in from the sea to the west or north-
west, and travel along the coast to the northeast."
. De Long reports thern as seen in 7 1 0 50' N., 177° W. in 18'79; and the year following from June 22 to
30, III 72° :OWl N., 178° E.
No. 38. ,lIn:(lls srrrator (Linn.). Red-breasted Merganser.
This hird. was not seen by us on any of the preceding expeditions in Smith Sound or northward,
although COl.lsulcred l:y Newton as a possible migrant. No expedition in Arctic A merica has recorded it,
and though It bree(ls 1I\ Cumberland (~uH~ at the edce of the Arctic Circle it I'S not . . K I's 1 1 .. b .,' common, sa)s um len.
oee 10 irn qucsuons Its occurrence in Greenland '\S far north as 7 ° tl I K Ii . 1 . .f th . I '" ' ". ",1, ioug 1 um len, WIt lout giving
ur er particu ars, says It IS "found on the Greenland coast to 73° N. latitude at least, and probably farther."
. , No. 39· Crymophil/(s /1:1>,1//(.1' (Liun.). J'lwlal'i>j'lts Ilypal>orms,. Northern Phalarope.
I he red-necked phalarollc which N' t ...... I . .hy us. ' ., ew on S.l)s IS t ie commonest species 1\1 Greenland, was not observed
Fencker says that this phalarope breeds farther north in Greenland than th d I 1
nevert heless the latter bird was recorded north of tl . Ie' .' e gray (or re ) p ia arope ;
. ie eignty-nrst parallel III 1876, [88z, and 188 3.
Na. 4°· Squatarnia Ildi'di(t1 (Linn.). Grav Plover or RIa k-belli .1 1>1 .Th - ,. ac e leu 0\ cr.
e gr.ly plover was not seen by us, nor has it been ' d i" . . . .
specie, aC('ording tn Newton. recor ec 111 Smith Sound, although It IS a possible
Murdoch reports it as rare; f .
a ew seen III 1882 at Point Barrow, but none in [883.
,.
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List or /lird.> obscrncd III Ille Jlorllni'l"d of lalilltik 81° 30' 1\~, ill Grl'm/alld lind Grinlldl Land, 187 1- "7 2 ,
1875-'76, lind 1881-'83.
No, Species. Common name. Also found in Years
seen,
Earliest date IAverage date (in
seen. iyears) of arrival. Last seen.
-------- '3
Iceland gull ____u Z
Sabine's gull ,; ___' ___ S B
Arctic tern _n _ n_ Z S B





- ------ -' -
Z S


















Re,] throated diver Z


























---- --------. .- '.- .- - - - . - - .
4 June 7 AUI-:. 3°, 18S2
2 June 5 Scpt. I, IX75
-- -- ----,----
Sept. 12. IX71





















'!une 3. I XS2
-'une 23, IXX3







































zSanderling n • n
1\1 urre __u _ •• _ u Z
Little auk . .. u __ . Z
Parasitic jaeger __. _ Z
Long-tailcd jaege. u
Ivory gull u _ __ Z
Kittiwake u Z
<.;Iaucous gull , ____ _ Z
Calidris arenaria , n _
Uria troile, or lomviau_
Aile aile . __
Stercorarius parasit icus ; __
Stercorarius longicaudus __
(;avia alba u _
Rissatridactyla u u
Larus glaucus __u n _
Urinator lumme .' _n_
Cepph us mandtii _n __ u_
Larus Ieucopterus _




Somateria mollissima _. __
Somateria spectabilis __
Chen hyperborea nival is _
Branta bernicla 0_
Crus canadensis • __
Crymophilus fulicari us '
Tringa cauutus , ,
u
__























lEgialitis hiaticula _. u Rinped plover __n Z S
Charadrius dominicus uU (;olden plover __ n' _n__ B
Arenaria interpres __ _____ _ Turnstone . Z B
Lagopus rupestris ________ Rock ptarmigan - - - - - - - - - - - I~
Haliretus albicillan u. Cray sea-eagle. .. __ Z










Nyctea nyctea u u Snowyowl __n Z
Corvus corax sinuatus u_ __ Raven -- - -- -- -- --' -- ---





----------() May 27,,876 3 June
7 \lar. '). IXX2 (t)
I April 4, ,882
+? \Iay 22, IS]2,~
7 Mar. 29. ,S70 4 Apr. 25
3 June 1<), IS72 I?)











Ex!,/,wa/ionL- Z. for Nova Zernbla ; S, for Spitzbergen; B. for Point Barrow,
t A winter denizen, +Seen four years north of 79° 43'. 9Not included in average earliest arrival.
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Table sllO'wing earliest and latest dates on Wlliell birds






'{ Sept. 14, 1821" n __ n __
Red-throated Diver • __. n_n July 9,1820 _n_ J 8 b
_. _ une 14, I 23 _no_no.
l'ullin •. n __ n __ • • n u n_' n n • n ••• 1. •• -.-00 - •. -. --- - ----
{
Dec. 1 and 13,1821 00 __
Dovekie {Aug. ~ and 13, 1819 nn Jan. 25, 1822" ---00- 00'--
-_._--.... Aug. 8, 1820___________ Mar. 25, 18221\ _
Mar. 22, 1823b ·.00 __
{
Sept. 13, 1821" . n __
Murre n 00 __ ... __ n __ • Early June, 1820 (?) 00 June -,1822" n
.\ug.4, 1822" __
Little Awk , RlItge ._00 • • 00 __ • • • • .. _
Common Skua. __• • . Yes"_n_ .. • nU _








Urinator lumme n_. _
l-r.m-rcula arctiea • __ n __
Cqll'ltus mandtii n_n •
Uri.i troile • _
;\1\,. ;1I1t- .d' •.. _
Sh-rcor:UlIb parasiticus _
Slneorallus Itllll-:icaudus .




Kittiwake n __ • hn __ [ .\ug. 7, 1819 n_ }l Rare - - n 0000, ------ u ---- 00 _
10 I I .. {sept. 5,
1819 n __ oo n __ } SO' t 8"
.arus ~ auCus . __ • n __ Glaucous I.ull
u
.___________ :'>\ar. 20, 1820 .cp. 21, I 21 -.-------
Aug. 25, 1820~===~~=~~~ Sept. 26, 1822 bu .. __
It Iceland (;ull_ n. _
I': Xenia salu nii .••• __•• _ Sabi . (. II ' {Tllne 29 1822"..'I lIle s .u _. __ . n __ n Aug. _, n_ou__ • ., 00------
Aug. 5,1822" 0000
Cl.lll;;UIa hycrualis Lone-tailed Duck
~ - - - ._---------
:-;omalr-ria spcctahilis Un h _ King Fider n_ .. h ...__ •





Fulm.irus I-:!.lcialis Fulrua r
~ - .._--- -----~ ._------
{
Sept. It), 1819. _u .. _
June --,1820 _._n _00 __
June 22, 1820 nn no
{Scpt. 5, 1819 00 Tune 24,1822& _ ._00 _
July 8,1820 _n 00_ july 2, 1823b _
Aug. 4,1819 • ._nn _
rOct. 4,1821 8 n_
t
Tune 21,1822" ..00 _
May 4 (?), 1822" _00 _
Oct. 4, 1822 b __ ~. 00 _
May 21, 1823 b _oo_~ _
Au«. I' 1819 {sept. 14, 182I"_ ~n _
,,-), - • 00._ About May 30,1822" _
{
Sept. -, 1819 } '1 8
June 22,1820__________ "ay 30, I 22:. _
Aug. 25, 1820 n Apr. 16, 1823 - -- _n _
Fidr-r. __•~\Hnatt'ria molissima .. _16
17
Chen hYl'nhorea uivalis Un \;rcaler SUO\\~(;O\lSC _
June 29, 1822 (?)" .._~_n_
{
Aug. 17, 1822&_00 __00 __
June 16, 1823h n __
{
Tune 10, 1822& _
june 14, 1823 (?)b _Xo ---------------
ves"
June 2, IS20(') __u __
n
_
·--·----- ._._n ~ _I June 24. 1823b un_n _
I
June 6,1820 {June 19,1822" - --00 ----
June 14, 1823b _
I
--------------- June 25, I823b _.. _
J.:nol
Purple Saudl'ipr-r
Little Bw\\"u ( 'raul'
Brent t:()O~l\ Bra1lt _
Tringa c.unrtu-,
Hrauta hernida .. ' __~ _




Yes June 16, 1823 b
n
_
July 31, ISI9 oo •• __ h_ May 31,1822" _
• Walker Ray. -
, j':irst g;ulls In these years.
'1:,,1Is. sp, I. Sept. 23,18,0' Sept. 10 1851b l' irst gulls,sp.? ~ , I'





. .\t Leopold Islaud , Prince Reacnt 1Illet.
.Fgi'llilis hiariculn
I














} .n h h Yes _. nnn_n_ Jlllle, 1853"--- n june 23, 11'52 h May 22,181'2 __ ., __ ,
1J 8' {-' 1832 .. -------- }f une-, I 25 n • Feb, -, 1833 ._h. ,.,-. n __ n n ' _h h_
} Early June, 1825 : (?) . , .. . h n • u •• .. __ • _
(d)









Ike. 2, 1882 .. __
I May 3n, IS8z _
; { Lnd Mnv __ .
Llld A ugust
f LatlY'I>I'illg. }
'[I.ate aut umn ' __ "
MaY3 1 , I S52 __ . --(?)c . . ___
July.-, 11'5';' .. n._'Ye,
Yes(?) __u _














I [unc 20, 1883 ..__ .
i :
j lunc a, IXX2 _ 1
'1 i let. 25, , XXz I
J{une II, IXXz I
Uu!y 5, IX"2, last.. I
,Middle May n __
,
J
f .-_u · ..
t·
\liddk l\'ov. IS,'I, I
\la) 1, ,s~~ ..J
.\"v. I, ISS.!.. _
I \Iiddk \!:Jy, -_.j I lee. I), IXSZ. __"
I".lId ( 1<1.. I SS I
111I1l' .!,S, I,SS.!
'.\,,):.. j, ,SS2, J,,,t I
[uly :I lid "U~: ..ISS;)
S'· \ I H l l l t .I111H' '0,--1.IUIII' Z'l. ISS.! (t ';\1" 'lit l\U~~..P, ISSn
1
( __ u __ • _._
r "I,r. :'7, IS.SZI il'c. 2, IXS.! .
\lay S, ISS; _
Llld (let., IXX3 __
\liddle Aug., I S50 "- _
.\Iay , 1115 2 , .
About June 3, IS5 Z 00
.lUBe
. \U):" I'), IS51.
June • IS52_
Aug. J(', 1~50­
1\11;:. Iq, I.S:; r
.Iulle 13, I,S5 2 1
(~..pt. Il. I S50
IIIIIl' S, I S:;I "
\I:,y 27, IS51 I,
M"y 31. ISV
\1'0111 .Iulle I, 1'153
r Scpt. 7, ISSO'"
·l.l!lIlC I S5 2
r~"I't. 7,1,'15° 00
, .\1;:v ,I, , S5 r __ .. _
.; AII~,·III. IS5' _
LMr.y 31, IS5z
} __ w_. _
1f -






'l May IS (?), 1"54'_·
I [une
June 21, 1830_n 'l)uly
{
TUBe IZ, 1830 -------- }
"uBe zo, sp.? 1830.___ ... u_ u_· --------
About June 16, IX33 __ '. ,.
r Oct.-, IS)I ----
June 4, 1830 -00 ---- .-- 'llklorc JUBto Ii, I"5z"-
(JIIIlI' ,tSV"
___ • , _. --,1830 _. . , 1"'"',--, ISS,,'
(\by 13, I,SS·li
1--. 1~51'
Yes . .' -~', 1852 't .lId) -, ISS3'
l\Ug. 9, 182()j .. (?)' n __ - u
r"/luck,,'" JUIIC 12, IS30 lc: t II IS'O I
.,el" , ',:; - -- -- I {un« ,ISs2'
, june 20,18.11 - '.Iullc I,S-"
. \f ,. S I . ),1I, 1\T.IlIll-' 25, 1<32. . ()Ct.2(1( IS5".,. __
Sept. 29, 183z_____ "
l,\holll June 1(" 1833. i
} u
h
.h_' ]- on __ n_
No . _
No Yes _..__ " n n __ • ------------------ •• -
} No _ , __ , h n July'), ISS ..,. --------. --------- ---------
} . " f--' I~30 ----.----' } Tune 10, 185 l c__ ,\bout June 3, 185z . ---00 n _Early June, ISz5 I July, I~3I .... -------- - .
Uu]y, 1832 , .._n. {,\Ug ;0, 11I50 }
_ June c 1852" n JUlie 7, 1851 , ------------------1 24
:\0 _n u_ • n --- 9 Alout JUlie 3, 1852 ' ,
25
} ---_. -.-_ .. -------
} No nnn _
----_._----------
.------------------- -----
Spring, 1825 • Yes . •.
rSept. 28, 182 9 -- _.




junc S, t83", __
June 11, 1825 ---- .. 'I .\hout ,\pl'. 25. lS,pf
n
ls e l' t. 2'), 18Vf _._ ...\ ftcr .\ pI'. 30, 18.131 _.
. .'_. Yc, _• .__ . __ n
}(?)
} (?) . n .n _
(?) _. n _
1(let. 13 (?), 182+ _
rEarly JUlle, 18z5 _ n
I
J
} Early june, IS25 _._
No n_· .. __ ------ ----
----- --- ----
I Camden Bay.
i In l'rince Keg-ent Inlet. .
k Possibly F R"(~"""sii; Pacific form. S. S pt 27 ,SS"
J H Ducks," sp.j : Sept. 23,185°; June 7, I 51 I" e . ,
1D Proba hly va r. 1-: n~"g'r{l.
II Proba blv va r . ntrlCans~
o .l\'ear Return Reef,
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Corvus cora x sinuatus
Lagopus ru pestris __.. n n h
Haliretus albicilla _, _
Falco islandus ... n "
\ {June 13, 1819 Aug. 7, 1821' __
Charadrius dominicus n '., Golden Plover n •• h_. Sept. -, 1819 h June -, 18221?)a -------
I June 3,1820 June 14, 1823 h h_h_
Arenaria interpres _- n_ • __ • ;ur:st;:~e - ~ - _u •• n : {\~~:t..~~~ -;8-1~- ~ ~~~ •.~~jl/:le 14'6I ~:: a~- -. h -- --
,-oc' arnllgan. __n_U_.hh May 12, 1820 ... f 0V, I, .2 . __• __ n
White-tailed Eagle .h __ ... __ ._ • ._.~ n 'n h '. ----------
Greenland Falcon n , __ n _ , ' __ • ••• •• _ _ Oct. 5, 1822 (?) b __ -_ --,.
i rFeb. -.,1820---'-----11
N t n ct SOl !l'l\lar. 20,1820_ --.---- ". I ayc ea y ea, n ----. • nowy w -.---.-----.---.-- l\l _ 1820 - - J.'0 ow s ----.----.----
. ay, n'_'_
LAug. 25, 1820 _
{
Aug. 15, 1819 • Aug. 22, 1821& , _
Raven . ••_u'nh. __ h June 3, 1820 __
n
__ ••n. Mar. 25, 1822".n . __.
July 20,1820 ._._ About Oct. 31, 1822 b _
{
Sept. 8,1819 . __ Apr. 27,1822 8 _ .. _. h_
l'lectrophenax nivalis , Snow-Bunting________________ June 2, I820(?) h Sept. 1,1822& . _
Aug. IS, 1820 __
h












Saxicola «manthe __• ._ __ Stone-Chat , __'.' u _. __ un _, 'n ••• • • • • • __ • _
Urinator imber n u __ ul Great Northern Diver .uu_. __ u h • n n __ • • _
Stercorarius pornarinus _n_. Pomarine Jaeger .. _'n. • Yes n __ U __ n June 10, 1823 b' __ .h









Charadrius squatarola u •






Red-breasted Merganser u. _ • n_n h n _n ... ._
Northern Phalarope
- u __ -- ---- i- --' - -- ---- -- --- -- ..---.- - ---- - n_ - -- ---- .---. ---
Grey Plover n uh Aug. 17, 1821" _. .. _
Black-throated Diver
uu
_ , • {JJune 28, 1~22:, .. __.h·
line 14, I 23 n _
II " I ' {AuO' 22 1819 {sept. 14, 1821 a ._n _n_. ernng Gu I Common Gull "., n. - nn_. 1\1 8 8
, --- June 23 1820 ~ ay 4, I 22 ------- ---
, ----.----- About Apr. 17, I823h _
Swan __h • u • • _
• Cambridge Hay.
<Camden Bay.
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} 'I'ddl 'I 8 (Tune 4·
183° __ ------ June 10,1852 -, . __h_ June i, 1851 __ h {"\Ia)_' 21, 1888s~ - ---}r-n e.,ay,I,25-_ ,'T 2" 8'1 - 8 d \1 t] 8 .ug.31,1 <_h_.l.une _,I.) .---. ----,153 n .' JOU • une 3, 1 52 __ --~,1883 __u
NT (--,1830h h_}T 85'd fTune4,1882 }
1 o----n---un---i.:\liddleJune, 1832_n_ .une, I .) n hU_h __. n __ h _. l~\ug. 30,1882 . __
___ n n.Un All the year _n -- u u u_ All the year. n __h_ All the year hn 28
No ... u __h n • h - - __ • n u n_ n h n_h hU._ 29
No __uu. Aug. and Sept., 1832(?)_ -- n_nU_
n
• Sept. 5, 1851 00.1 Autumn, 1882-'83 _h 30
rMay 10, 1851 u-- n 1{ OCC~S ionally th,rough }(?)C n u __ n __ J Sept. 18, 1851 h__ All the year, 1883 __ 31Yes n_______ WInter, 1831-32. , I'lMarch I, 1852 _un j
Mid-winter, 1852-'53
} {
Mar. 16, 1852"un __.)
All winter un_ n n All the year n__ Nov. 13, 1853d .. I' All winter, 1852-'53- u_._nu. __U __n __ 32
May T» 1854e )
}
. {AUg. 2i, 1829 n} . 8 e {sept. t, 1850 . Apr. 9, 1882 __.u_}
Sept. 24, 1824 _nn Apr. Ii, 1831 .._n_n_ May 10, I 52. u Apr. 2i, 1851 h Sept. 20,1882 nnMiddle Apr. 1825. - , [ \ 8 Apr. 10, 1854 __u__ Apr 20 1852 Apr 19 1883' ."- ter 1 pro 30, I 32___ " •• __ __ ., _n_~
-------- .--------- __ May 2, 1830u ... • ..__u __ • May 19 and 22,1882_
8" {Aug. 30, 185°- --, 1882f nu}
____ hnn._.n__n_ June 20, 183°--------- June-, 152 · __ h __ June 13, 1852 - __7
__ End May, ISS3 _
(?) ·n _h h Yes n_n uu n June -, 1853dmm m n_ '(i:;~I;t.-;8,-~88~-~~=-I-
~ Oct. 22, 1881 n __ I
No n 183° ._u u .n n I (~~Ptt. 101'8188282 -.- !-
- . 9, - n __ I
LJune 10, 1883g_nJ
38
-;;; ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ {{:~~-1~5~,~~~~~~;;=;;~ [~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-J:;~~-~',-:~~~~ ~~~~~~ ~:




{JlIne i, 1882 h __ .} 41
} No n··_u_n __ 'es __· __n n n {"Tune, 1853d n_ " , --------- Oct. -, 1882 _
. 8 {TUneS,1851- h--h}
} 8 Y {AbolltJunell,lc52"_ \[aY3I,1852 h n • __ .. n __ 42July-, I 25 ---.-- es - . __ • n_n_____ July --, 1853d - About June I, 1853 _
f -, 1~5~: ----p-- } hm___ (I) 43
-------------------. ------------------- 1.-,185.) _n _
f Var. Adaltlsi.
g Seventy miles N·W. of Point Hope.
------------ --------
b Var, Flui/it"us.
; WhistlingSwan, Trumpeter, east of Fort Yukon.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-3
•
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Uriuator lumme no IRed-throated Diver , -- --- -----I y" - __ m __ --- - _m - n Om---- - - - - - m __
Fratercula arctica, i I'uffin •• • .. • • • •• • _. ".' _•• _
I I{
About May 24, 1861" -
. 'b 8 ' Oct. 2, 1868 h ----. -----Cepphus man.ltii ----------! DoveklCn .h n Fe ., I 59---.· ---------) End Oct., 1872 _
Uria troile • .1 Murre • _.J . ...__. .. __.._._I_.~~~r~~,_:~~~~~~:::::::~
--- I I
I I{About May 24, 1861" _nAlleallc • , Little Awk, Rotgc • • ._1 Sept 24, 1868 e _.h•. __.






Clangttla hyvmalis _ . __.
,
1
End Oct., 1872 h ._!
Somaterin spectabili, _oon King Eider n .. 1 Yes -------- h 1
Chen hypcrhoren nivalis .. Creater Snow- Goose --- hhj June, 1859 00 -- u h_
lIranta bemicln , Brent ('O( se Bra t I
• J)',) n . h __I ..1 May 23,1861 b ...
Grus canadensis Little TIr C P d'
, own rane : on s Bay,July,- ---. h _
CrynlOl'hilus fulicarius __
n
__ Gray Phalarope h • I .. _
Tringa canutus -- n - ---- ---- Knot - - - -- -- _h __ • ----------1_ .. . h~ •• ~~:~ -:~I~:~..~~:~ ~~~ ~:~~ ~ .. ~ ~ ~ ~i
Tringa maritimn , .. ----- - __.I Purple Sandpiper. - h __ - ----· __ 1 .. n u J
Calirlris arenaria ... n n u ! Sanl!erling_ n " hi.
lEgialitis hiaticula --! RingCI] Plover _m __ n. __ n __ : _~~~~~~~~~~- _n ._h u {FO~I~~-;)~-~-=~ ~~:-,
Charn.lriu« dominicus, _oo ! Golden Plover June, 1859 ~~~:~~~~~~~ 45' N.
Arcnaria interpres -.-- __ml Turnstone -n n______ __ ~_~~~ -~~~:~~~~~~~~:~~~~~,
Lagopus rupcstns_ n ' Rock Ptarmigan All 1, >
-----n n__ the year n ._ Mar. 4 1873 I·~earHeIlSound,goingnorth. '8
0
''''. ° , , , __ u _
h !'\ear.-\mstenlam Island. 7 20 -'.,2.'7 w .
eNesting in Henrietta Island t Uo N; '5,0 E.
d Nesting in Bennet Island . e are, but seen at intervals during winter
• h About 8,0 N. .
Somatcria molissima Eider _ I
.- --------------------!------------------------
Stercorarius parasiticus ___ __ Common Skua __._00 .nl • __ ._n h._. . ... _n" __ ._. _
I
Stcrcorarius longicaudlls ._. _ Hutton's Skua _n n .. i h __ • n __• .1 n • 00
, I
•. ]1 I GIl 'P' R t1 It I.: {May 23, 1861 b h _(>avla a 'a________________ \'Ory u --------- 1 nnce egen n e ------, Oct. -, 187 2 _
Kissa tridnctyla . -- ' Kittiwakc . h h __ .... __ I Pond's Bay n_ •••• _.I ?lIay 23, 1861 b n • __ •• _
!{May 23, 1861 b _. • __ .
\ ,arm' ~lallCllS __ .. (;!aucuus Cull -. . .. --. n_h_n • Scpt. 20, ~868h n _
lnru-. lcuc"l'tents Iceland Gull n_____ _ I' Mar. 3, 1873 _
xem" s"hi nii - .... - Sabinc's Gull - - - - -- - -- - -- -- - ~C~.~a~I)~e~'~\~a~r~r-e-~n~(I~e~n- ~_~_ ~_ ~_ ~_ ~_ ~_~.I ~_ ~_ ~_~.~_~_ ~_: :_~_:_~_ ~_ -_:_ ~_ ~_ -_- -_' ._- ~. _~ ~_ -.
Stcrn,ll'"ratlis;\:a Arctic Tern___________________ _ _
{
May 23,1861 b u_
luluuuus ~1acialis ·_noo_u Fulmar ---- u_· Yes . .n__ h_____ Oct. 2, 1868 h n_. n __ ...
Nov. 30, __ k __
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} Sept. 17. 1879 __u_
} July -, 1883 u
} May 3,1883 n __ • _
}
- - n~__ -f\---.----~~~- i{ ..\1>(lut :-;ept. e),
18
7 , }
I 'J ' 88 j uunnn r xxa __ -- .... s- - ,
.ate une, 17 ._u __ "\I' SS' .\1'1. I. L. 14- __ _ n._n h._n __
l.unc 10, I" .)-----. :'lIar. 9, 18S2_.__ u __
None
n
un {Hef~~~~ng .:)f Scpt., .} . . n. __ . . __h _
May 23, ISS3 un
} 'II . f Vel'. 6, 1882 __u I}F"j 8 8" {\1aY4. ISSO"' winter _n __ - --'I1.,\I'r. 21, ISS3 _u__ e >. I , I 02 .. _u JIlIlC 3, ISSI' .




-, 1873 ------ 1
None .n n f Dec. 23, 1,~82n --- _ About :-;el.'t. 9, 1873 J" July [2, ISSI r _. _
lJall.13, ISS3 __ n __ 1 Apr. 7, 1874 _
l Mnr. 2, ISS.z. _
{ Julle - , 1873. __June 2, ISS3· __n___ Sept. 9, IS73 _
f [une -, 1873 _
l '-;cpt. C), 1873 __ . _ _
{
\ \a Y2 1. IS74 n _
<let. 28-30, [881 _
.\ I'r. 20. 18S2 _
} Feb. 20, [SS3K \fay ('. 1882 _n_
n 88 (\\aY 2 4• 1874 _. ---
. cc., I '2,-.; ~ - _ (let. 2S-',0, ISSI
Jan. 27, IS83' l. \Iar. 5, iS82. n _
All winter, 1882-'83 n _h __ U_u n. _ • __ un.h •• _. __
} Straggler, --,1883 n._ ._nu . nu n _
}--, 18S3 u_u n __ • u • • __ • _
l icc, 19, 18S2 n {:-;(')ePt.~: 1,873~'8-m ) J I c 18S III
J 8 SS,j ct. 2,)-.)0. 1o, 1_ _ r U y 10, "I _ n Uan. I" I, . .) n_u Apr. 22, 1882 _ uh ,
}])ec. 7, 1882 .u. h n . . . _
Sept. 2, 1852 __
} n __ u. un
}
June 3, 1851 _un n
Sept. 28, 1852 __n_
Early 1878 _
{ ,~~I~~_~-~_I_~~~=======-
} Sept. 5,1852 u __ {:::-,utun1l187188
77 ---- ---
",one I __ Un_Un.
{
June 2S, 1851 Autumn 1877 _U __ h_
Sept. 2, IS52 __ n __ None IS7S u ._u
May 16, 1851 - ---- } \ 8 8
S , 8 ? 1 pr. 20, I, 7 - - -- - - - --, cpt, 5, I, 5- - - - - ---. r" t t· .June21, IS53; hreecling 'Irs oarnve n --_
n
h
--. I --, IS78,-_.u . _
J 6 S· {( let. 6, 1877 h ---une ,L)I-n--- u i (lne pair only.' n_
{ June 13, 1~51 h. }June 19 and 20, 187S,;\ ug. 29, 18S2 _ __ 011(1'.
;\ug. 2.3, 185° - -- ---- } M'llle Oct 1877M S51 ' Ir ( .,' u.ay 23, I, - .. u__ __ IS7SSept. 2, 1852 __n____ ' uU_nn_
JI 8 {
Late May, IS78 __u_
u y II, I 51 --.---- One all winteLu __
{
Aug. 28, 1852 _
Aug. I, 1853n _
-~-----_._----_.- ------ -.------------ --------------------
-------------------- -N-:---.---I--··k-------·-- -{-S~l)t. - ,1882 .. _- }
--------------------- otseen iut -nown May 27, 1883 .._nu ._u _
{




52 __n __. .n u May 23,1883 June 3,1882 _nO' n __,. n_
. une 2, I 53 u _
After June, 1854 _
i{-' 1878 .. __ nu }
----.----------------, G. Fraterculus ? . ,- nu __ -- .• __ .h _
__nn un i{ Fi~s:~ t~:·6to \~?7, in I} u . h _
_ . n u Gilly in Nov., 1877 , U • h On h n u_ . n h _
{
Aug. 28, 1852 ; sp.P; } Nov.. ,1877 . __1 Sept. -,1882 __un. 1
Aug. 23, 1852 ; sp.?; June _, 1878 n .__ End May, 1883 _. , I _h_._uh_u ._ h_n_u u _young.
_____ n __ n n Sept. only, 1877 .n {~~~(~~Il~~~~~.~-I~'\-S-2-~==} Apr. 11,1873 __ • __ . Aug. 3°,1881"_. __
} June 6,1851; sp.? _ --,1878 h __ {~f~;·-::II~~;-====== } h_nu_m u_. m _
I All winter at intervals.
m76° 41' x.. 154(l E.
n t\ ear Faddcjew.
( let. 6, lSi'); '1'.'
.1 uIY3, ISSo ; 51'.)
\lay 4. IS8I; '1'.)











Dec. 6, I S82 . __ u _ _ _ }April S, 1883 _ n_n _
I ij' Aug., 1882 n_h .__ n h U h_n ..
{
Sept. 23, IS5° - - - } Till :\0\'. 17, 1877_
May 17, 1851 __h_. A 30 1878Sept. 3, 1852 h_ pr., __._.h.
J 8 iJune20,IS78_n __u_une 9, I 51 -n---·--!/Oct.-, 1877,half-gnl\\ll
_________ ... --, 1878 ----------
i Young at intervals all winter.
j Near Kikastan Island.
• Bear Island.
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Falco islandus __'. " __
Nyetea uycten , . __
I
White-tailed Eagle n ._n • n __ n __ n ._.n n __ n_n_ .n.
Greenland Falcon __' _n __ ' n' .n__ •• •• _n • • n n_ hun U n n
Snowy OwL .. . Yes ._.' n __ h._n
32 Corvus eorax sinuatus . _u _.
Raven __un._n_n __ .n __ •• All the year _.. •• h __ n_· n •
Sa"icola<t'nanthe . . __ Stone·Chat._.,_ ' .. __











Stercorarius pom;\l inus _u_
Rhodostethia rosea u.
\I erganser serrator . _. __, __.
Phalaropus lobatus .
t. haradrius squ.uarola .
Colymbus articus .
Snow-Bunting . __ May 26, 1859 __nn • Apr. 3, IS73 , h_n
Yes u n_. __ .__.
l'omarinc Jaeger. n __ n n • 00 n._'
I
Ross' (;ull __. • . n • non' • n • • __ u __ n '
I
Red-breasted Merganser _.. ____ . . h u_. __ 'n' _. n_~::;h~~~,.~);~l~~~~e~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. ~~ . (?_)~=====_=== .=== ~===_~ ~=~~ ~=== ~==~ _=====~==~ ~ ~




_ _ Aug., IS59 n_n_n • __ n_ ••• n •• un_n.
42
43
Larus argentatus . _.n_n. Herring Gull, Common Gull u_ Yes • .n_._n_•• nn __ n .n __ ·1
Cygnus Uu__ Swan u_ •• h_u__ _ ._n __ •• __ n __ • __ ._ •• i
-I-I:,-~. " .l',1
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Sunderland, Belcher,
















Aug. 3I, 1881 _ u _ n _
rSept. '4, 188o; sp. ? I
l Apr. 9, IXX,; sp. > I
---- .. __ .. .... __ 4 1
1J -- .. nn. -- ..Sept. 28, 1873 .May ,'X71--u __ .
,i __ ·.n_·_· .------
Oct. 31, ,SS2
Feb. 18, ,X83 'uu
May 4, ,SS3
J Dec. 8,1882 .. --.
l May 24, 1883 --
july·.. , 1878 __
)une-,1877 n.
June 24, 1878 __..
r Sept., 1877 1
n. u __u .. lSpring 1~78 uu._._. J -.-------.--------- _.._n_n ••·•· __ n __
•• .n .n_. __.un One only, late Nov. 1877 Apr. 9,1883_.___ Apr. 20,1882
june 2,1853 .. _. _' __ Oct., 1877 uu .. _ All winter Feb. X, 1882_fApr. 17, 185 1 _._n_ } . .
-l Nov. 24, 1852 ___ ___ All winter - ... n _u_n -. n __ •• -- - __ n_ •••• _
Sept. 6, 1852 n_
{
Sept. '4, 18.50 _u .. } '\ . 5 0.0
A 8 ,pI. ,I " I o - --pr. 19, I 51 -.----- May 8, 1878 u_June 2, 1853n_un
h_u.". -,1878 u. __
Common 1878 _.
f No; hut on west shore 1
'l Davis Strait. I ,\ug. 10, 1882 . --.
{ Ju ne 68' 1~5'--.u-. 1 June 20, 1872; shot . __ May 23,1883 u. nn unh' __.nn __ u __ un .n n_ 42Sept. ,I c.; 52 __ . _ r







The following report? is based on notes and sketches of Me d usre made by members of the expedition.
No specimens were examined, anti in some cases it has been impossible for me to determine the character
of the jelly-fishes collected. A comparison with notes on other Mcdus:e known to inhabit these regions
has led me to hazard a conjecture in regard to genera observed hy the members of the expedition. The
majority of the animals here mentioned were found by Lieutenant Greely in Discovery Harbor, latitude 81"
44' N., longitude 6lo 45' W. It was my intention to have made this final report a monograph of Arctic
jelly-fishes. This work, very much needed, I have been unable to prep:ue, but have added to the account
of Medusre here presented a few of the common jelly-fishes known to inhabit the high latitude of the Arctic.
ACRASPEDA.
The waters of the Arctic are inhabited hy several genera of jelly-fishes destitute of a velum, many of
which are foun I as far south as the coast of New Engbn(l. Of these may be mentioned the following:
CyanCil Postdsii, Brandt; C)'111lra arrtica, Per. et Les.; A IIrdia jlll7 Jidllla, I 'cr. ct Les.; Aurdia Il1hl1ta,
Cham. et Eysen; Prrip/lylla /lya(intltina, Steen.; C,lllinrllla ornata, Verr; ; A~llIfltal1ta folall's, Fewkes ;
I Pelagia tlel/tiCitlata, Brandt P; C'III)'sao/"il melauaster, Brandt; Chrvsanra III,/,tlena, Per. et Lcs.!
Cyanra arctica, Per. et Les,
This large and beautiful medusa has been recorded from several localities on the west coast of Green-
land, and is found all along the coast of Nell' Engbnd. In the 1\:IY of Fundy specimens of this medusa
are very large and abundant. Those from south of Cape Cod are smaller ;11111 less abundant. The species
is probably cold water in its habitat, as the name implies. C. Postc/si! is confined to the vicinity of Alaska.
Altreliajlavidltla, Per. et Les.
A common Arctic medusa which reaches large dimensions in colder waters. Sparingly represented
south of Cape Cod. Abundant in the Bay of Fundy and .\L!ss;lchusetts Bay. /l/1rdlil la/!i17td, Cham. et
Eysen. Also occurs in the Arctic.
t Perij/lylla lryacilltltiJla, Steen.
This genus and species found in the Gulf Stream is also found in the Arctic. It has never been recorded
from the coast of New England although collected on Georges Bank.
*A preliminary report on the Medusre collected by the expedition has been published by Lieutenant (;reely in Appendix
XI, 01 Three Years of Arctic Service.
tThis medusa is mentioned in A. Agassiz' list of Greenland Me.Ius c. Chrysaora is regarded by him as a synonym of
Dactylometra.
t The generic name, Carybdea, used in the Arctic Manual and elsewhere to designate this medusa, belongs to a very different
jelly-fish which has never been recorded from the Arctic.
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Calliursna ornata, Vcrr,
This genus and species occurs in the cold waters of the Bay of Fundy and probably belongs to the
Arctic fauna. It has been recorded only from Eastport, Me. The genus is referred by Ha-ckel to
Phacellophora, to which it may belong, although it differs from the species ~f this gen~s yet described, and
must retain the specific name ornata. P Camtschatica, Brandt, also occurs Il1 the Arctic,
Nallp/Iilllta polaris, Fewkes.
The genus Nauphanta differs from Periphylla, with which it would at first sight be confounded, by the
possession of eight sense-bodies and eight tentacles, while Periphylla has four sense-bodies and twelve
tentacles, three tentacles alternating with each pair of sense-bodies. It is possible that the medusa referred
to Periphylla and that referred to Nauphanta are the same, but the sketch made by Sergeant Gardiner and
the accompanying notes leave no doubt that the species observed by the Lady Franklin Bay party has eight
tentacles. I copy from my original description of Jv. polaris the following account:
Two good drawings of a medusa with characters of the genus Nauphanta were made by Sergeant Gardiner. The jelly-fish
from which they were drawn probably belongs to a new species, for which the name Nauphanta polaris is suggested. The genus
Nauphanta was collected by the Challmger in the Southern Atlantic in March, 1876, at a great depth below the surface. It was
first described by Hreckel (" Report on the Deep Sea Medusre dredged by H. :'>f. S. Challmger, during the years 1873-'76,"
Part I, by Ernst Hreckel ; " Report on the Scientific Results of the Voyage of H. M. S. Challenger, during the years 1873-'76,
Zoology," vol. iv, No. II, p. 102), and has not been recorded since its discovery up to the present. Hreckel's account is based
nn two specimens, both of which he ascribes to the deep sea, and places in a single species, challengeri. It is a remarkable fact
in the geographical distribution of this genus that a second species, or that described in this report, not onJy lives in northern
latitudes but at or very near the surface of the ocean.* From the notes I learn that the medusa was captured on April 25.
The genus Nauphanta is a characteristic one, and is remarkable in the peculiar sculpturing of the
exumbrella, the division of the umbrella on the exumbral side into a central and coronal or peripheral zone,
and the possession of eight tentacles alternating with the same number of sense-bodies•
.Nallplwllta polaris sp. nov.
The umbrella, when observed laterally in profile, is seen to be irregularly conical, hat-shaped, with
inflated crown. The diameter of the largest specimen is 1.9 inches [48.26IIlIllJ; that of the smallest a quarter
of an inch [6.3Stn m ] . Color," maroon, semi-transparent, the central part of the specimens appeanng almost
black."
The umbrella is superficially divided into two zones, as can be seen either from the ex umbrella or later-
ally. The central zone (Fig. 2, dis. cent.) is called the zona centralis; the marginal, the zona coronalis or
corona. The central zone forms the crown of the hat-shaped umbrella, or its apical region, and is separated
fr?m the coron,a by a ditch called the fossa coronalis (Fig. 2,jOS.cor.). The zona centralis is nearly spherical,
slightly cons~nct.ed near the apex, and has an opaque interior. The corona (cor.) forms that part of the
umbrell~ \:lll~h IS placed abaxially to the coronal fossa, by which it is separated from the central zone. Its
surface IS inclined at an angle of forty-five degrees to the axis of the medusa. It has an annular contour.
It bears on it~ peripheral border the tentacles (ta.\, sense-bodies (sb), and marginal lappets (mg. !p.), known
also as patagra•
.When see.n e~th~r. from the exumbrella or in profile laterally (Fig. 2), the corona is seen to be crossed
b~ sixteen radial Il1CISlOns, whi.ch separate the same number of radial elevations extending from the fossa
(los. (0/".) to the external margin of the umbrella.
Th~se rid.ges or elevations. (soc. ta, and "": sb.) are known as socles.] and support alternately the tentacles
and sense-bodies, ?n the peripheral margin the socles are broader than in the vicinity of the coronal fossa,
and are therefore slightly wedge-shaped. In the sketches no difference was observed in the size (breadth)
of the tentacular (soc. til.) and the socles of se ' b li ( I) 'I'}' .
., ' ., '. ..' . ense- or res soc. so. . ie specimens from which they were
draw n must hav e shown a marked difference 111 dimensions.
" *1 believ.e that Nauphanta is a surface gen~~The genus AtoHa, abo ascribed by Ha~ckelto-d~~I)-~\'~ter, has been found
again and agalll III the surface waters of the Gulf Stream by the C' S F"·J C' "
h . I' I ' . ' . ", .. IS J ornrrussron steamer Albatross. The name Nau-I' anta was app iec to a worm III 1876 and to a Med . 8 B h IThi ,. lisa In 1 79· y t e aw of priority a new name must he given to the Medusa.





EXPLANATION TO PLATE 1.
F1f;. I. .A'<ltIphanta polaris, Fewkes. View from the oral region.
FIG. 2. "\auphtlllta, from one side.
(a) Fig. I and (b) Fig. 2 are corresponding regions of the medusa.
(Doth of these drawings were made by II. L. Gardiner.)
,•
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Each tentacular socle (soc. ta.) bears on the peripheral border a tentacle which alternates with a sense-
body. There are therefore eight * tentacles and eight sense-bodies, with the same number respectively of
tentacular socles and socles of the sense-bodies.
The ~1argin~1 lappets (mg.!p.) hang almost vertically from the peripheral or abaxial end of the socles.
They are sixteen 1Il number, and alternate with the tentacles and sense-bodies, bridging the incisions which
separate th.e tenta.cular .socle .fr~m that of the sense-body. Each marginal lappet is circular, composed of
~n outer, dlsta~, thin region skirting an axial or basal thickened portion, which serves as its support and unites
It t~ the margm.of the umbrella. The basal region is penetrated by a simple, unbranched tube, blindly
ending on the distal end, and probably opening into a ring-shaped sinus, or sinus coronal is, at the proximal
or axial extremity. The region of the lappet which forms its outer end, or rim, is <lotted in the sketch as if
with a pigment of deeper color than the umbrella.
The tentacles (til.) arise from a somewhat thickened base, into which runs a tube similar to that men-
tioned in the case of the marginal lappets. The tentacles are eight in number, flexible, "eight-tenths of an
inch [20.321IlIll] in length." The peduncles of the eight .sense-bodies (s/l.) are slender, penetrated by an
unbranched tube. No sense-capsules represented in the sketches.
Fig. I probably represents the medusa from the subumbral side, the quadrate central Lady (ga.) repre-
senting the stomach, and the ring of eight swollen spherical glands about it the ovaries (0'1'.), or spermaries.
The stomach, when seen from the subumbral side, is quadrangular, the angles of the square lying in the
same radii as alternate sense-bodies. The union of the stomach with the wall of the subumbrella is in the
form of a cross with equal arms. The lips are simple, without appendages. Flarnentous bodies in the interior
of the stomach, inclosed by the four walls of the quadrant, as shown in Fig. 2, are probably gastral filan.ents,
The diameter of the stomach is .65 of an inch [16.511l1rtl].
No visible representation of a division of the subum brella into central disk and corona was observed.
The eight sexual glands forming a zone immediately surrounding the stomach are regularly arranged,
the intervals being about equal between them. Abaxially to this zone, in the position occupied by the great
suburnbral coronal muscles of Atalla and Collaspis, we find a zone of parallel radial markings (11I11S. cor.),
which are identified as dividing lines which separate the bellies of the smaller muscles which together form
the large muscle.
Still more peripherally placed than the last zone, we can see the abaxial extremities of the tentacular
socles through the transparent walls of the suburnbrella, and outside of this zone is the zone formed by the
under sides of the marginal lappets (mg. !p.). There can be little doubt that this medusa, if not the same as
i\~ dwl!l-Il,i!,-eri, is closely allied to it. Nauphanta as a genus is so characteristic in the radial sculpturing of
the corona, and one sketch of the polar jelly-fish shows the structure in such a marked way, that I have not
hesitated to call the medusa from which the drawings were made a true N auphanta. In the notes accom-
panying the sketches the medusa is doubtfully referred to Pt.J'clwgastriajolaris, desc~ibed by Allm~n (" N ar-
rative of a Voyage to the Polar Sea during 1875-'76, in H. 1\1. Ships Alert an~ Disaniay;" :'01. II, p. 292).
This suggestion I cannot entertain, for, if the description by Allman can be relied upon. (~S It undoubtedly
can), we find in I~ jillaris none of the characteristic coronal socles of the above descnptlo~, and ~ m~ch
larger number of tentacles in a smaller specimen. The marginal lappets 0: the two are very different III SIze,
number, and relati ve prominence. I cannot, therefore, accept the suggestl?n 0: the notes. '. !
, - I' ~ t: '1- f tl > structure a <Tree III "\ !lUIl/lilllta chaliengeri and i\.Confessed!v, however closely t ie genenc lie ,11 s ot tue : c b 1 c ,
,: '.' I' I I .r., .. b ' Hreckel for the former and by Sergeantjolarts, the profiles of the two Medusre, as seen III t re atera \ iews Y , "
, . ' .. I . II t 'I I 0 vever that Hreckel's sketch IS from anGardiner for the latter, are very different, Jet me ca a mmu, 1 \ " ,
. . ' -," r, f. I" e lusa I believe, therefore, that the latter s
alcoholic specllnen, while that of Gardiner s IS 10111 a. 1\ e m ( u: . . . .
. I Hreck 'I" f gen -ral outline and It certainly approachesprofile view (PI. I Fi IT. 2) IS more accurate t ran tee e s or e. '
, b , ,. ' II I the true form of the umbrella from the rela-
more closely what we have every reason to suspect \\ au ( )e .
. . . II lIt al zone is more l)romll1ent.tionship of the genus to l'enpln- a, w iere t ie cen r" ' .." f
" _ _ . _. -ck 1'- NT I t and the lJObr specimen IS the main grounu 01he difference 111 profile between Hrec e S 1 aup ian a
my separating the latter as a new species. . di f P . h -lla which have been
'.. .' bov the 1Ight of new stu res 0 enpny c
In a reconsidcrntion of what IS wrttten a ave, 111 1 1th' k tl t the NaulJ!talltll polaris
. . II' te I 1 ,tIle 4l/illtni ls I am ell to rn ra 'r
made upon specllnens of thIS genus co ec C( J) " ' ' . _ ._
--~'I'h:--:-:--~:i~l~;~r~ant thing, as it is one of the few differences between
* The notes also say that there are ~I~'ht tentacles. IS IS l
Nauphanta anti Periphylla.
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is in some way connected with Periphylla. Either those who have captured the medusa of Steenstrup from
polar waters have not correctly noted the number of tentacles, and their Medusa- are wrongly identified or
my NewP/lillltll pillaris with eiglit tentacles is the medusa which they observed. It is also possible that in
the young stages Periphylla has eight tentacles and eight sense-bodies." This seems, however, improbable,
as there arc many young specimens of Periphylla in my possession, which are smaller than that of Nemphallta
polaris, in which we have twelve tentacles arranged in four sets of three each and four sense-bodies. We
sec, therefore, no reason to suppose that JY. polaris is the young of Periphylla, and every reason to adhere to
what is expressed above, that a new Nauphanta occurs in the icy waters of the Arctic,
NARCOMEDUSJE.
The Narcomedusre is the third of the four orders into which Hreckel divides the craspedote Medusre, or
those with a true velum, It includes jelly-fishes, with a hearing organ free on the rim of the bell, and with
cntotlcrmio otoliths. There arc seldom ocelli on' the base of the tentacles, and the tentacles ordinarily arise
from the dorsal side of the umbrella and arc connected to the margin by rib-like bodies by which this part
of the umbrella is divided into a number of lappets. Radial canals are sometimes present, and often want-
in;:;, when they arc replaced by pouches from the stomach. Marginal canal ordinarily present, sometimes
absent, but when present forming a number ofbow-shaped loops. The tentacles vary in number from two
to thirty-two. The Narcomedusre are divided into four families, viz.: (I) CUllallthida:/ (2) Pt'/:mzthidir; (3)
.R:;illiJ/'; C~) So/marid«,
The Lady Franklin Bay party found representatives of the L1<:ginidre and Solmaridre, Of the Sol-
marida; they collected Solmundus and Solmundella.
.s'flllllzlJlddla sp. ?
A specimen, the sketches of which by Sergeant Gardiner have characters of both Solmundella and
h~ginella, was captu red in Discovery Harbor. As the most important, perhaps only, difference between the
t\\:o ,genera lies in the absence of peroneal canals and circular tube in Solmundella and their presence in
JEgll1e.lla, a~1d a~ these structures may have been overlooked if they exist in this specimen, I cannot defi-
nitely Identify t~llS genus from the drawing. The bell is shaped like that of Solmundella and has two long
tent~cles and elg~t stomach pouches. The umbrella is destitute of tubes. It is not possible to identify this
species from the incompleteness of my knowledge of the Arctic medusa.
Soimundus sp. ?
What ,has al~ead! been written of the tubes in the umbrella of Solmundella and h:ginella may be said
also of a Sol~naf\(l With four tentacles, closely allied to the above. If this specimen has peroneal and cir-
cular vessels It should be placed in .'E'Tina otherwise in Solmundus As these st ct t rer t 1
. -'. b',.. .• se stru _ ures are no represen er
we must reler It to Solrnundus, although the fact that iEgina is known to occur in the Arctic leads me to
s:lspect. that th~ som~~\"hat inconspicuous tubes were overlooked in the specimen collected by the Lady
Franklin Bay Expe<lltJon.
Tubes are not represented in the sketches (Lockwood, del.), and I have placed the medusa in the genus
Solmundus, It mav however be the sa th A7' h
, • , , me as e .a:.gma pac iyderma, Hreckel, which was first described
from ,ne,u N.ahant. Solmundella, or the form described above, may possibly be its younger stage of growth.:\c~ordmg to the notes the medusa when found had" a small shrimp (cal anus ?) in its stomach," which
can easily be seen through the walls of the umbrella.
The specimen" has four tenta I hi h lik
h - I . ac es, w IC , un I e others, spring from the outer surface (of the bell), and
ave t teir roots about half way between the summit and base."
Aigina citrca, Eschscholtz.
Mr. l\lurdoch repeatedly took this medusa in the neighborhood of Point Barrow, Alaska.
* Lieutenant Greely note, that j\/auphallta polaris of different size f .
shown, were observed and that the struct I ' s, rom a quarter of an Inch [6.35 01 "' ] up to the size here
, ' ura appearance 0 small and large exam I . . I . I . .kept In glass dishes so that their moverne tIt P es were 11 entical , Specimens obtained were
n s am S ructure could he se n f II t d . . "days when kept in sea water occasionally renewed. e rom a s an points. Specimens obtained lived many
In
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]lollgaiI/7'ilka superci/iaris, L. Agassiz.
Tha /{uiantias esrhs(holtzii, H reckel,
Obelia ?lillp/wl/a, Allman.





'* Stallrophora »tertcnsii, Brandt.
Aglantha dt:r;italis, Hreckel.
This beautiful medusa, common in the Arctic, is found as far south as Newport, R. 1. In the cold
waters of the coast of Nova Scotia it is common,
Agiant/Ill camtschatica, Hreckel,
This species is found in that part of the Arctic adjoining Point Barrow.
CRASPEDOTA.
A number of hydroid Medusre was taken by the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, but in most instances
it was impossible for me to identify even the families. This group of Mcdusre, always the richest in number
of genera in all surface fishing, is also found in greater numbers in the polar regions. A few of the more
important genera and species of free hydroid Medusre are introduced as a help to the future monographer of
the Arctic hydrozoa. The fixed hydroids known to inhabit Arctic waters are omitted."
The only craspedote medusa which could be, with any degree of certainty, identified was a species of
Tiara referred to T. conifera, Hteckel.
Tiara ronifera, Hreckel,
Two good sketches of a medusa referred to this species were made by Sergeant Gardiner, They agree
with Hreckel's description in the most particulars. Hreckel says, however, that the type has from twenty-four
to thirty-two tentacles. Sergeant Gardiner's sketches represent at least forty-eight of these structures.
T. conifera is probably a variety of the highly variable T. pikata, L. Ag.
The notes mention that with the medusa, which is here referred to 7: couifera, there was a specimen
".like it, with four large and numerous small tentacles, but without projections at the top." I offer the sug-
gestion that this is the young of T. conifcra, and likewise of the Oceania ttrrrita, Forbes, both of which, with
O. octona, Forbes, are probably one species and young of T. pikafil.
Although the O. turrita has four tentacles, it has a brge apical prominence, and must be regarded as
older than Greely's Tiara with four large tentacles. In the genera ,c.,Yomalo({l and DiJlcJIlaldit" where a
similar apical conical projection is found in the adult, we know that it is absent in the young, and the same
condition is probably true in Tiara conifera.
The type specimen of T. conifera was collected in Greenland.
FREE HVDROID MEDtiSlE "NOWN TO INHABIT THE ARCTIC.
In addition to the list of Medusre here given there are many others which probably live in the cold
waters of the Arctic. ,Ve are justified in s:lying this from the fact that we are acquainted with a number of
hydroids from this region, and among them there are genera which have known free Medusre. As the Lady
Franklin B:lY party did not collect a single hydroid I have not deemed it warrantable to consider these
hydroids.
The following hydroid Medusrc have been collected in the Arctic and adjacent waters, Those with a
star prefixed to the generic name were found in the neighborhood of Point Barrow, Alaska, the remainder
from the neighborhood of Greenland:
Codouiurn prillCf'ps, Hreckel,
'* Sarsia rosaria, H ::eckel.
Sarsia mirahiiis, 1" Agassiz.




Cat« NOl/a {'/oystouta, H rcckel.
lJ£di(t'rtuJll camjlllllll,', A. Agassiz .
• (;cncra of J.ucernarians, which have been recorded from the Arctic, are also omitted from the list of Acraspcda, where they
would properly be recorded. This paper consider- tho l10ating me,lus:ln life only.
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SIPHONOPHORA.
The cold waters of the coast of New England are peopled by a large Siphonophore, to the young of
which A. Agassiz gave the name of MlIltill/i<! rant, This animal, which is very nhundant at times in the
Hay of Fundy, is probably that referred to in the following note: ":\pril :q-, ISS-J-.-I also caught :: rope-
like collect ion of organisms which was over a foot long lover .3"1 1. They were of blood color, part light or
ruby. and part like clotted blood, They moved through the water with a sinuous motion like that of a slug-
gish snake. They fell apart in the net and separated very readily. Possibly they ~re eggs of. y?ung
Merlusa-, say of No.2. There was some gelatinous substance intermixed with them." Since my preliminary
report on the Lady Franklin Bay Medus,e was published, I have been able to ca:e,fully stl~el~.the anatomy
of the Nanomia of A. Agassiz, and shall elsewhere publish an account of the pecularities of this Siphonoph:)re.
My st udies support what has already been written by me on the supposed Siphonophore collected by LIeu-
tenant Creely. The l'hysophore collected by the Lady Franklin Bay party is probably the same as the
A,l;ITlmll/,sis (.\~lIl(JlIli,,) rara (.\ ..\g.), Fowkes, recorded from Robeson Channel by Dr. E. 1" Moss (" On the
Surface Fauna of the Arrtic Seas,' p'ur". Linn, Soc., vol, xiv. p. r 22.
F/'ihtli'l sp.
.\ species nf Fpibulia is found in the waters of Greenland. An unknown Diphyes is also found on the
west ('oast near Robeson Channel.
CTENOPHORA.
Lrsururi«, Edwards.
The following notes are thought to refer to the genus Lesucuria "
"April ~~, ISS;. I caught today a \Try large rue.lusa.j; inches [I ~7mlll] long by 2Yz inches [63.5omm] wide. It was of the
most delicate character, and fell to pieces while the doctor \\3"; getting it into alcohol. I had it drawn by Lieutenant Lockwood.
It h:1(1 two '1"'1,.; of smokecolor at the upper end, which was pointed like a melon. Indeed, the shape was that 1)1' a melon,
except that the lower end was, as you may ,.;ay. cut ofl'. There were eight ribs (combs}, which were of smoke-color, and which.
as [ar as the l..wer end went. were simply a succession of annular formations that presented a serrated appearance on either side.
There "ppeare,1 to he two large stomachs. The animal was transparent everywhere, except the ribs and spots and the thread-like
outli ru- of the stomachs. e iccasiona lly from the tentncles iridescent colors. wit h purple shades predominating, were seen."
The last sentence in the above notes would indicate that the Ctl'llepherf' here described does not belong
to Her"!,, which genus the sketch closely resembles. Neither notes 110r sketches are exact enough to deter-
mine whether the" tentacles" are true tentacles or auricles. [suspect from the" iridescen t colors" that
auricles and not tentacles were observed by the writer of the notes. If auricles or tentacles are present, the
Ctel/,,/,II/Ire is not a B,T/It;.
Bolina, Mertens. '"'
A sketch which, as far as it goes, points to the genus Bolina is supposed to belong to this genus known
to frequent Arctic waters.
The following notes confirm this belief:
.. Saddlebags" (a good characterjznt iou of the form of Eo/inll when seen in certain conditions) .
.. (-'ouull.May ~ I. I S83· The .fuzzy edges (combs), iridescent and eight in number. extend only half the length ofthe animal,
\~-here thcv ~I\'e place to an extension III the form of a thin dark-brown line (chymiferous tnhes) nn;ning to the lower extremity.
~l'eCll\len 3 inches (length}."
I t is probable that this Boiina is the same as that observed in 167 [ near Spitzbergen by Mertens, a
pioneer in the study of the Ctt'll'Jj>hortl.
llfertUlsia onum (?), Morch.
A good drawing (Gardiner, tid.) of a tentaculated Ctenophore, allied to M. ouum, is found in the col-
lection, with accompanying notes:
, "I.ell~th (antern-posterior axis), I. I inch; width (lateral axis),.7 inch; thickness (shorter lateral axis), .5 inch. Color
while. se~lll-iransparellt. The fringes (combs) iridescent. Trail cirrhi (tentacles) a delicate uink, The ball (I.> d ). h t
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SKETCHES Nos. 9 AND 10.
I find myself unable to make out enough of the structure in sketches i a, rb, IC, 2, 3, and 6 (Lock-
wood, tid.) to determine the genus of Medusa- from which they were drawn with any accuracy. Figs. I a,
i c, and 6 are undoubtedly from a Tubularian hydroid, and 3 is probably either the Ephyra or adult of a
Discophare. In regard to 2 I have no opinion to express.
NOTES.
I find myself unable to identify the Medusa- mentioned in the following notes:
No. I I.
"Another, no drawing, something like NO.4, Gardiner, de!., [The Medusre drawn by Sergeant Gardiner, NO.4, printed NO.7,
is probably Bo/ina, which has only two true tentacles and four auricles, which are possibly thc bodies mentioned as tentacles.
The four auricles with thc two tentacles togethcr would make six tentacles mentioned in the notes.] except (thcre arc) two solid
lincs and four larse tentacles instead of three lines and six tentacles, is ncarly crown-shaped, and has two Imes which, running
from edge to edge, cross each other through the summit. There is a small yellow spot tilling in hetween the lines ami the
summit. There are four tentacles, the extensions of the dividing lines, and numerous small OIlCS."
If the" two lines which, running from edge to edge, cross each other through the summit," are, as I
suspect, rows of "combs," and if there are only four of these rows (viz, two pairs) on the surface of the
body, this is a new genus.
No. 12.
I have no oplllion to express in regard to the generic name of the Medusae found during the winter
in water drawn from" tide-hole." They are, according tu the notes, found in large numbers and are phos-
phorescent. "I doubt," writes Lieutenant Greely," if they were more than one-twentieth of an inch Il.27 nJ lll ]
in diameter, and the only color visible was a faint brownish spot."
No. 13.
Lieutenant Lockwood saw, at the head of Archer Fiord, 65 miles SSW. of Fort Conger, large numbers
of Medus.e which appeared to b; of the same kind. Sergeant Brainard, who was with him, also saw them
1Il numbers. Lieutenant Lockwood brought back (to Fort Conger) one of these, which was "round, or
nearly so, and about ten inches [254")111] in diameter. It had a dark yellowish color." This may be an
Acraspedote medusa, but it is not possible for me to tell to what genus it belongs.
The following Medusa: were collected by the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition:
I. j\~lUphIlJltapolaris, Fewkcs, 6. Lesucuria sp. (?)
, ;')olmlm'/l,/la (?). 7. Bolina sp. (?)
3.•')lJ!mUJltim (?). 8. Afnirnsia {J1'lIJn, Morch,
4. n" m (,miIO', I , Ha-ckel, 9-[3. Other Medus.e of doubtful affinities.













ECHINODERMATA, VERMES, CRUSTACEA, AND PTEROPOD MOLLUSCA.
APPENDIX No. 133.
By J. WALTER FEWKESo
A few notes and sketches of marine animals, Echinoderms, Crustacea, Mollusca, and Vermes, were
sent me for identification by Lieutenant Greely. From these, in some instances, I am able to hazard a sug-
gestion of the name of the animal from which they were made. In no case has it been possible to identify
the species without doubt, and in many instances I have simply edited the original notes. It is already
known that a rich and varied fauna of lower animals peoples the Arctic at high latitudes, and lluny have
been collected in even more northern waters than those of Lady Franklin Bay. It is thought, however,
that some of the animals here recorded have never before been observed so far north. I regret that it
was impossible that specimens could not be sent me for examination.
The animals here mentioned, unless other localities are indicated, were taken at Fort Conger, lat.
8 [0 44' N.; long. 64045' W. They were for the most part collected in the" tide-hole," I have endeavored
to transcribe the notes literatim even when scientific terms are not used lest I should intrude my interpreta-
tions too much in the report. The sketches were made by Sergeant Gardiner. The animals were col-
lected, unless otherwise mentioned, by Lieutenant Greely, by whom also most of the notes were written.
The whole collection was made between May I7 and June 8, 1883'
As Mr. John Murdoch" has gone over the literature of Arctic and boreal invertebrates and given a
complete bibliography, it does not seem necessary for me to duplicate his list since the works consulted are
practically the same.
It is an interesting fact that several species of invertebrates which are recorded from Point Barrow are
also found in Lady Franklin Bay.
ECHINODERMATA.
ASTEROIDA. Family Oplliurida. ! Op/tiep/lofis acuicata, Gray.
The only member of the Asteroidea recorded is a brittle-star closely related to the highly variable
Op/tiojJlwlis aculcata, Gray. The figure also resembles Ophiocoma,
Drawing Q, No. ~ I.
Collected May 23, 1883'
HOLOTHURIOIDEA. Chirodota ld'7'is, Fbs.?
An unknown Holothurian is figured among the sketches. There are a few notes, but not enough to
shed much light on its affinities. The drawing closely resembles a specimen of ["ilirot/li/a 111'7'is, Fbs., in the
Museum of Comparative Zoology at Cambridge. The specimen referred to is from Greenland. AIj'rillfro.
elms Rinkii, St., is recorded by several observers from the Arctic.
Drawing T, No. 14.
Collected May 23, 1883'
--------"~Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska.
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VERMES.
ANNELIDA. CHA-:TOGNATHA. SAGITTA, Sp. (?)
Good figures of a transparent worm show that it belongs to the well-known Sagitta, which has been
recorded by several naturalists from the Arctic. The species is not the same as S. bipunctata Q. & G., and
is different from the New England species, S. e!,>;alls, Verr,
:Moss· says of Arctic Sagittre :
"Sagitta~ were also common both there (Smith's Sound) and in Baffin's Sea. They differed so slightly from the universal
"bipunctata" of (!IIOY and Gairnard , that I include them in that species. They were, however, spineless, except for the seta- on
the lateral tins. In southern Sagitt,," the spines, as Mr. Husk observes, are very easily detached and are often absent in preserved
specimens; but amongst the several large specimens captured uninjured in Melville Bay, I failed to find eithe; spines or the
bulbs from which they usually spring. Two varieties were captured, differing only in the shape of the candal fin; in the one it
was continuous, in the other interrupted at the tip. The fins are sometimes different on either side of the animal. It is worthy
of remark that the rays of the tins occur in double series closely applied to each other; one set is sometimes seen inclined or
bent in a direction not parallel to those above or helow. I have since seen this double character in Sagitt(p from the South Pacific.
The cephalic hook lets are twelve in number. The anterior denticles of Krohn were four to six and the posterior eighteen to
twenty. The corneal cells surrounding the ophthalmic pigment-points formed a continuous circle and were not broken into three
grollps as in the Sagitta described by Huxley."
The figures of a Sagitta made by Gardiner are probably of one of those mentioned above, although as
before mentioned not S. biplllldata, Q. & G. The" spines" on the sides of the body are present in the young
only of S. degalls and are lost in the adult. These structures are not figured in the Sagitta collected by
Lieutenant Greely. The lateral fins of Greely's Sagitta closely resemble those of a large undescribed
Sagitta which is found at Eastport, Me. The following notes accompany the drawings;
"Length, 1.2 inches [30-4SmmJ; width of broadest part, .2 inch [S.OSiIlJU]. Color, transparent white, with red to brown
eyes. I>ark line marks the intestinal tract."
The drawing shows that the lateral fins begin just back of the head and increase regularly in size
(breadth) backward about two-thirds the distance from head to tail, at which point they suddenly contract
in breadth to the lateral wall of the body. Lateral fins longer than in bipltllcfata.
Drawing B.
Collected May 17, 1883'
Theof a PII),llodocc-like worm of a different species from the above.
POI.YCH:ETA. Family, Poiynoida, J .Harmotlliie imbrimta, Linn.
Among the Polyno idre collected by the Alat are specimens of H. imbricata, Linn. Several genera of
l'o]yno~d:e occur in Greenland. One of the most common of these is the genus PO£l'1liie. A drawing of a
~)olyI:oHl ,~-orm closely resembles lJ. imbricata and also P. scabra (Fab.) Sav, I cannot from the drawing
Identify this worm.
Drawing I, No.2.
Collected May 20, 1883, by Private Long.
Family, l'HYLLOIJOCEID:E. Ph"llodoce spo (?).
.. •~ ~irawing of a~ activ,e, worm, which has heac: and cephalic appendages like those of the genus Phillodoce,
occurs 111 the collection. I here are two eyes as 111 PI/vllodoc!' but th . . ro i fi]
• • . • J, e remammg organs are too uuper ect y
figured for IdentificatIOn. "Each fin has spots of red on it The . II . h
.' . . . . worm IS genera y transparent WIt an
opaq:le green stnpe ~f most brilliant shade which extends nearly the whole length of the body." The last-
mentioned structure IS probably the intestine.
Drawing U, No. 20.
Collected May 24, 1883.
Fhyllodo(£' sp. (?).
There are notes and a sketch
species could not be determined.
Drawing P. No. 10.
Collected May 23, 1883.
* Preliminary Notice on the Surface Fanna of the \ . S
Soc., xiv, p. 124. .: rene . cas as observed in the recent Arctic Expedition. I'roc, Linn.
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Family, OPHELElDiE. Ammotryparu aulogaster, H. Rathke.
The notes on this worm are as follows:
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"Length, 1.1 inches [27.94m m ] . Body smooth, composed of a multitude of minute rings. Intemal1y toward the head a red
substance appears, which becomes dark green and opaque near the tail and shows iridescence, A double ridge runs underneath the
animal along the whole length, from which extends the fins."
Drawing R, No. 12.
Collected May 23, 1883.
Family, TEREBELl.lDJE, gen. incog.
Drawings Sand Ware apparently the same annelid and members of the family of Terebellidre.
Collected May 24 and 25, 1883.
Family, SYLLTDJE. Chtetos)'llis Oerstedi, Malm,
The following notes and a good drawing lead me to suppose that the genus Chcetosyllis was observed
by the party:
Color, dark red or brown. The body has ten lobes (parapodia?) on each side. From these lobes project a countless nurn-
ber of fine hairs (larger spines of dorsal ramus), also about a dozen claws (smaller spines from the ventral ramus) and a long
(dorsal) and a short (ventral) tentacle (cirrus).
The tentacles (cirri) are formed as though a number of balls were attached together and strung out in a line. From the
two lobes comprising the head there extends a lobed tentacle from each. These as well as the other projections (dorsal and
ventral cirri) can contract at will. Eyes very dark red. Length,}" -inch [2.S4m IJ' ] . This is the size of the specimen drown. A
note by Lieutenant Greely reads that there are others about )/,-inch [12.7m m ] long.
Although this description does not wholly coincide with the description of Ch,elos)'llis by Malmgren, there is every prob-
ability that they are of the same genus of Annelids,
Drawing H, No. I,
Connell saw a similar worm at Distant Cape.
Collected May 20, 1883.
Family, NEPHTHYlDJE, gen. incog.
A fragment of a worm which could not be identified is figured.
The worm has a head shaped like Nepltthy's and has four cephalic tentacles. The form of the body
differs greatly from the known species of Ntphtl(l's, and from its mutilated condition I cannot identify the
genus. N. caeca (Fab,) occurs in the Arctic.
Drawing F, NO.3.
Collected May 22, 1883'
CRUSTACEA.
SCHIZOPODA. Family, M)'Sida:. A(ysis oculat«(?), O. Fab.
Two sketches of a Mysis which resembles the above are found in the collection (Pl. II, figs. 5, 6). The
species is possibly jJ£' Rayii, Murdoch.
Collected June 8, 1883'
ISOPODA. Arcturus Baffilli, Sabine, var, Feildeni (Miers).
Two good drawings of a crustacean which appears to be the above are found in the collection.
Drawing A.
Collected May 11, 1883.
AMPHIPoDA. Gammaracanthus loricatus (Sab.), Sp, Bate.
" Gammarus ioricatus.' Sp. Bate. (teste Greely and Gardiner).
Gammaracanthus Ioricatus and Oammarus Iacusta (Lin.), J. C. F., are both common in the Arctic. I
suppose the identification" G. loricatus" refers to the former.
Drawing wanting. Notes E.
Collected May, 1883.
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Rhachotropis aadrata (Lepech.) Smith.
" 7'n"f1opis aeulmla" Beeck or" Talitrus EdlMnlsii" (it'ste Greely). According to notes it differs from the
latter as follows: (I) Tail has three "bifid plates." (2) Third pair of posterior legs very much longer than
first or second. (3) Five joints in third pair of legs. (4) Reddish brown specks on body and legs, with
dark brown and purple on the tail instead of red spots in the same places.
Drawing wanting. Notes K.
Captured May 21, 1883.
RED CROSS SHRIMP.
The name" Red Cross Shrimp" given by Lieutenant Greely and the men. Private Schneider found
the same at Cape Beechey. The following notes were made of this crustacean:
"Color. brownish red. Legs, nine pairs. five pairs in front and four in rear; the last of the pair of legs colored red or
brown." Tail four articulated, with several long hairs at extremity. Body: the first division forms two-thirds of the length
of the body; the remaining portions being separated into four small divisions, l Iead small, rounded, with one pair of antennae
exteIHling from below the eyes, which are fully as long as the body, Eyes apparently colorless. Size, .08 inch long"
Figure wanting. Notes C.
Captured May 19, 1883'
MOLLUSCA.
PTEROPODA. Ciione papillionacea (borealis), Pallas.
A pteropod of the genus Ciion« was found.
This mollusk is reported by Major Feilden, R. A., not to have been found north of Cape Sabine.
Drawing D, NO.5.
Collected May 22, 1883'
Hyalca (CaLlolina) tridentata, Lam.
Hyaiea tridentata, Lamark (teste Dr. Pavy).
Taken from stomach of P hocafatida.
Drawing wanting. Notes G.
Collected May 20, 1883.
TUNICATA.
Salpa (?)
The chain of animals which I have mentioned among the physophore Medusae may be a catenated
form of Salpa. I reaffirm my former opinion that it is a Siphonophore,
Moss t spe~ks of l'~l1l(mlia cara (A. Ag.), as being found i.n Robeson Channel, and probably the animal
recorde~ by LIeutenant Greely (see my report on the Meduste) is a jelly-fish identical with that called
Nanornia by Moss. The s:atement that ~he medusa is of the genus Nanomia is a wild guess. There is
mUCh. ~lorc reason to refer It to ~galm~psls, but fro~l the little which is known of it nothing more than
t~at It IS a physophore can be said, 1 he Agalmopsis of Sars was found in high northern latitudes by its
discoverer,
"It is possible some of these may he swimmers.-Lieut. GREELY
. t Preliminary Notice on the Surface Fauna of the Arctic Seas, as observed in the recent Arctic Expedition~~~l~ ... 1'1"('('. Linn, SUt.,
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Unless otherwise stated the specimens were obtained from the "tide-hole" at Fort Conger, 81° 44' N.,
64° 45' W. The depth of the water at low tide was about 8 feet [2.4 111] and at high tide about 14 feet [4'3'"].
May 17, 1883 (B): "I caught to-day an organism which from the top view resembles a very small fish
without fins. The specimen is substantially transparent, being of almost colorless white, except two small
eyes which are of a reddish-brown color, and a clark line which probably marks the intestinal organs of the
animal."
Sagitta sp.
May 20, 1883 (1): "Private Long caught an annelid in the' tide-hole' to-day, which has been figured
by Gardiner and described by me. The specimen, shortly after it was brought into the quarters while still
in the sea-water in a shallow dish, commenced shedding scales from its back and, after casting the most of
them, died."
(7) Harmothos lmbricata (7), L.
May 24, 1883 (U): "Caught a number of extremely active annelids all of the same species, in the' tide-
hole.' They varied from .4 to .6 of an inch [10. I 6 to 15.24JDm] in length. From ncar the black eyes, which
are striking in color (?), numerous tentacles extend on either side. The worm is generally transparent with
an opaque green stripe of a most brilliant shade which extends nearly the whole length of the body. Each
fin has spots of red upon it."
Ph)'llodoce (.7)
May 24, 1883 (W): "Caught a specimen which somewhat resembles specimen lately caught (5). It
seems to be of the order Pteropoda. I thought it to be in a cli-ca-cd condition at first, but later concluded
that the sacs or excrescences must be eggs, which are yellowish-white, four-tenths of an inch [10. I6m m JIang.
The yellow near the head was speckled with red, and a short distance below the head was a protruding sac
or excrescence of a reddish color.'
Terebellidce, gen. incog.
Specimen obtained by Lieutenant Greely; others procured about ;~ inch [12. 7°III III JIang.
Specimen is -b, of an inch [2.5.J.m m J in length; color, dark red or brown.
The body has ten lobes on either side. From these lobes project a countless number of fine hairs, also
about a dozen claws (b) and a long and a short tentacle.
The tentacles are formed as though a number of balls were attached together and strung out in a line.
From the two lobes comprising the head there extends a lobed tentacle from each. These as well ;15
the other projections.
The eyes, which are very dark red, the animal can contract at will.
May z r, 1883.-H. S. GARDINER.
May 20,1883 (H): "I caught a new annelid in the 'tide-hol~' to-day. Connell states that he saw a
similar one in the 'tide-hole' at Distant Cape. The specimen has been figured by Sergeant Gardiner from
under the microscope, and his drawing verified by me."
Chatosyllis oerstedi, Malm,
Of (A) my notes say, under date of May 17. r883: "Caught in the 'tide-hole' a few days since what I
take to be a variety of the species Arcturus bajfini. It has, however, four long legs which are only one-half
the length (1'5 inches [38.IOn.m]) of the antennse (3.0 inches [7G.20m Ul ]) , and three times the length of the
body. Sergeant Gardiner has made a very careful drawing which is substantially to scale."
May -, 1883 (E): "Caught a new crustacean, which, after careful comparison by Gardiner and myself
under magnifying glass and microscope, we decided to agree with Gammants Ioricatus as in 'Parry's First
Voyage.''' (" E" not figured.)
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Gammaracanthus Iaricatus (Sab.) sp. Bate.
May 21, 1883 (K) (not figured): "Long caught in the 'tide-hole' to-day a crustacean which see~s
to me to be one of the Ampllipoda tritropis aculeata or Talitrus Edioardsii. It is figured as the latter in
appendix to 'Parry's First Voyage,' page 233, Figs. I and 4. The following are the only differences I can
detect after careful examination: The tail consists, as the description says, of three bifid plates, but the
drawing has four. In our specimen the third pair of posterior legs is not only somewhat longer but very
much longer than the first and second pairs. In the drawing this third pair of legs has only four joints or
articulations, but this certainly has five. The color is white, as stated in Parry's description, but instead of
red spots this one has reddish brown specks on body and legs with a blackish brown intermingled in places
with a purplish tinge on the tail."
Rkachotroois aculeata (Lepech) Smith. "Tn'tropis aculeate or Talitrus Edwardsii."
May 19,1883 (C) (no figure): "A small crustacean, evidently of the shrimp species, was caught by
me in quarters to-day. It is not uncommon, and when seen in the water resembles a scarlet spot. From
the seeming shape of the spot I call it the' Red Cross' shrimp, as do the men. (Private Schneider caught
one of this species a few days later at Cape Beechey.) The shrimp was examined by Sergeant Gardiner
under the microscope and is thus described: 'Color, brownish red; legs, nine pairs, five pairs in front and
four in rear; the last of the pair of legs colored red or brown (note by Lieutenant Greely at the time. It is
possible some of these may be swimmers); tail, four-articulated with several long hairs at extremity; body,
the first division forms two-thirds of the length of the body, the remaining portions being separated into four
small divisions; head small and rounded, with one pair of antennee extending from below the eyes, which
are fully as long as the body; eyes apparently colorless; size .08 inch [2.03m rn] long.' "
II Red Cross" shrimp.
CLIONE BOREALIS, Pallas. "HYALJEA TRIDENTATA," Lam.
May 22, 1883 (D): 'I caught in the' tide-hole' a mollusk of the order Pteropoda, probably Limacina
or Clio borealis. I am doubtful of this, as Major Feilden, R. A., while reporting it to be common farther
south, says that it has not been seen north of Cape Sabine. The doctor states that the above specimen is a
medusa, and so I suppose I am in error in considering it a mollusk," ..
May 20, 1883 (G) (not figured): "In the stomach of the seal killed to· day (Phoca ja:tida) was found
a small semi-transparent shell of an amber yellow color, which the doctor thinks possibly to be, as he says,
'that of a mollusk'; Pteropoda hyaiaa trideruata, Lamarck. As this mollusk is not found in Greenland,












EXPLANATION TO PLATE n.
FIG. I. Unknown Ophiuran, Ophiopholis aculeata Gray. Drawing Q, No. II.
Ftn. 2'. Unknown Holothurian, Chirodola or ilfyriolrochus. Drawing T, No. 14.
FIG. 3. Clione borealis, larva? Drawing D, NO.5.
FIG, 4. Arcturus Baffini, Sabine, var, Feitdeni? Miers. a, walking legs; b, antenrue. Drawing A.
FIGs. 5, 6. A/ysis oculata O. Fab.
(All figures drawn by Gardiner.)








EXPLANATION TO PLATE III.
FIG. I. Sagitta. View from above. Drawing B.
FIG. 2. Same. from one side.
FIG. 3. Unknown genus allied to Nephthys. Drawing 1', NO.3.
Ftcs, 4, 5, 6. Unknown genera of Ch.etopods, (b) Fig. G. Magnified spine of Fig. 6.
FIG. 7. I/armothoe?, possibly Lepidonotus. Drawing I, NO.2.
FIG. 8. Ammotrypane aulogaster, II. Rathke. Drawing R, 1\0. 12.
FIG. 9. Ter"bellid,,·. Gen. incog. Drawings S and II.
FIG. 10. ? PhyllodoCf. A. Section through the body, showing (a) dorsal, (b) ventral parapodia. Drawing LT, No. 20.






















EXPLANATION OF THE PLATES.
The scanty notes and sketches from which the preceding paper was written have a value more especially
from the fact that the animals from which they were made were found so far north. When the account was
written, it was not thought that the sketches, with the exception of those of Nauphallta, would he published.
As several of the sketches could not be referred to known genera, it has seemed well to reproduce them for
the use of future explorers. It is, of course, recognized that better figures of several of the genera from
which these were made have already been published, but it is thought that a reproduction of the sketches
may have a value from the fact that they were made from animals which live in such high latitudes. The
fact that the author of the preceding paper is unable to identify the animals from which the sketches were
drawn does not mean that others may not recognize them. Imperfect sketches, like imperfect notes, are
sometimes of great value. The figures are exact copies of the original sketches, which is the material used
in the preparation of the paper.
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TROUT CAUGHT IN LAKE ALEXANDRA. - fJJ+81° 40'
By DR. T. H. BEAN,
ICHTHYOLOGIST, U. S. FISH COMMISSION.
In attempting to name this species of trout (from a photograph sent me), I desire to call attention to
the fact that it is almost impossible to determine the charrs, and indeed any species of the Salmonida, from
photographs alone. Certain essential characters cannot be brought out by a photograph, and without
information concerning them one cannot reach a satisfactory conclusion. I have, however, compared the
photograph with the descriptions and figures of all the species recorded from Arctic regions, and I have
arrived at the belief that your trout is the Salvelinus stagnalis (Fabr.), Gill and Jordan, a species which has
been taken in lakes and on the sea-coast of Greenland and Boothia Felix. This charr reaches a large size
and bears considerable resemblance to the common brook trout of the Eastern United States, Canada, and
Labrador, Salvelinus jonh'nalis. The latter species, however, has no hyoid teeth, while in S. stagnalis the
hyoids are well developed.
I suspect that the Saimo arcturus of Gunther, recorded in the" Proceedings of the Zoological Society
of London," 1877, p. 294, as "the northernmost Salmonoid known at present," is very closely related to
your species. This trout was taken at Victoria Lake and Floeberg Beach by Captain Feilden, It was
found to be mature when twelve inches long, therefore it is, apparently, a smaller species than yours. There
is much confusion and very little definite information about the Salmonoids of the high northern regions,
mainly because of the lack of specimens from those regions and the insufficient descriptions published by
some of the naturalists who studied Arctic specimens.
In examining the photograph, I can see very plainly traces of the milky-white margins which ornament








Many kinds of shells were found in the vicinity of Fort Conger as well as in adjacent v:llleys-The
Bellows, Black Rock Vale, &c. The collections of shells made from time to time were turned over to the
naturalist of the expedition, whose notes contain no description or reference to them.
These collections were packed and carefully stored at Fort Conger with other specimens. My private
journal contains notes and drawings of several shells, but unfortunately include only such as were collected
by me in 1883, during the few weeks in which it was possible to make a collection of marine specimens.
After June I, when water first commenced to find its way in the" tide-hole," I found it impracticable to obtain
anything, as marine life seemed to withdraw, very probably owing to increasing temperature and decreasing
salinity caused by the influx of melted snow from the land. The specimens have been very kindly identified
by Mr. William H. Dall, curator of mollusks, U. S. National Museum.
"The determinations made from <lrawings to scale by Sergeant Hampden S. Gardiner at Fort Conger," says Mr. Dall, "in
some cases must be a little uncertain in the absence of the specimens."
There were several very minute shells which could not be drawn without great trouble and under the
microscope, and were omitted.
I. Litorina gnen/awlica, Beck. If so, very large.
Obtained alive from tide-hole, depth of one fathom [1.8111] at low water. Extreme length of shell 0.7
inch [Q'78mm].
2. A. foraminifer.
Found in "tide-hole" at depth of one fathom; dead; greatest diameter .03 inch lO.76t1lltlJ. ~
3. The very young shell of a Chr)'SodtiJllus, just out of the egg capsule, the species indeterminable.
Dead; greatest length, .04 inch [I.02 t1l m ] ; least width, .025 inch [0.641111ll ] .
4. Perhaps Leda port/andicil, but very doubtful; drawing insufficient.
Found alive; drawing thought unsatisfactory both by Sergeant Gardiner and myself. From companson
of specimen with "llluClt/a portiandica, plate 33, 3 a and 31>, Belcher's Last of Arctic Voyages," the two
seemed to my inexperienced eye to be identical. Specimens were found also on land at an elevation of
about two hundred feet [6I III ].
5. Pecten (PseudamussiulIl) green/aI/dicus, Sky.
Found on land near Fort Conger at elevation not exceeding 200 feet [6I IlIJ. Living specimens also
obtained from" tide-hole."
6. Astarte probably, but too defective to determine, though the drawing is good .
Thought by me at Conger from descriptions and drawings to he Astarte fat/ca. Found at Proteus
Point one mile south of station, at an elevation of 400 feet [122 111] . This specimen was selected for draw-
ing as being in good condition; others were found to a 1,000 feet [305 111] elevation above the sea-level.
7. Probably Saxicara arctica, L.
From Black Rock Vale 600 feet [I 831ll ] above, and ten or twelve miles from the sea. Very many
specimens of this kind were found, both in The Bellows and Black Rock Vale as well as on the summits of
the adjacent hills, some being obtained as high as 2,000 feet [610111] above the present sea- level. Specimens
of this shell were not found in the immediate vicinity of Fort Conger.
8. Fragment of .Mja armaria or fifo truucata, L.
'1';' l ,i . ',I
-_. i
, ,
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Found from near the sea to an elevation of J,OOO feet [305mj, in the vicinity of Fori Conger.
9. Indeterminate fragment.
Many fragments of this undetermined species were found from the sea to J,OOO feet [3°5'"] elevation.
The shell was different from all others, but no whole specimen was ever obtained.
10. piJrtllllillijer (1).
Found in tide-hole; diameter measured under microscope about .00 I inch [.03111 111]. Very delicate, and
crumbled on exposure to dry air.
I I. Probably Jfargarila Ilc,ieilld, Sky.
12. Probably young Astarte: the species probably a parasitic hydroid.
Color, orange and red; a number of small spines projecting from surface of shell. Found in "tide-hole."
Similar shells found on adjacent land. Decidedly differing from No.6.
13. J'riclliJlr{lpis oarcaiis, Sky.
Specimen alive; from" tide-hole." Color, dingy white; length, .04 inch [J.02 Ill Ill ] .
q. Probably j·;mllllillij'r.
Dead; from" tide-hole." Diameter, .07 inch [I.S2!l11l1]; color, dead white.
On May 20. 1883, Dr. Pavy found in the stomach of a fiord seal (Ph(!(a jalii/a) a piece of a semi-
transparent, amber-yellow shell, which he thought was of a mollusk Pteropoda, IJ.),aka tridmtata, Lamarck.
The mollusk referred to, as far as I could learn at Fort Conger, is not found in Greenland.
Dr. Pa vy also picked up ncar the summit of Sugar Loaf a fossil shell; elevation above the sea about
I ,J0o feet 1396111J.
I think it within hounds to estimate the different species of mollusk which were gathered near Fort
Conger at thirty to thirty-five.
:\1 r. Dull also identified a few mollusks collected in Buchanan Strait, near Camp Clay, in the spring of
188{, viz, J!fargilrilll ltlllbili({Iiis, .Jfargarzta helio'lla, var, ellmpallltlata, ft-0'a truncata,
ASTRONO~IICAL OBSERVATIONS.
ApPENDIX No. 135.
A large number of astronomical observations were made at Fort Conger, not only to accurately deter-
mine the position of the station, but also in connection with the magnetic and pendulum work. These
observations have been carefully examined and reduced by Assistant C. A. Schott, U. S. Coast and Geo-
detic Survey, and will be found satisfactorily treated by him in the magnetic observations.
The chief of each extended sledge expedition was carefully trained in the method of his proposed
observations by Sergeant Edward Israel, the astronomer of the expedition, and was ordered to make time,
latitude, and magnetic (declination from sun's hearing) observations as frequently as was practicable.
Lieutenant Lockwood made many sets, both in his trip to the Farthest North and in the crossing of
Grinnell Land. The originals of these observations were brought back, and they have been recomputed
by Sergeant George E. Curtis, Signal Corps, who reports that the close agreement of results confirms, strik-
ingly, the accuracy and care of Sergeant Israel in making the original reductions.
The general high standing of Lieutenant Lockwood's astronomical work is evidenced by the fact that
under Pierce's criterion only one or two sights were rejected out of nearly two hundred. While a single
sight is not difficult to make, yet a series is most trying to the hardiest man. Freezing fingers, the glasses
dimmed at the slightest breath, or even from the eye, and the constrained position necessarily assumed owing
to the declination of the sun, are annoyances which observers in lower latitudes arc exempt from.
The only reductions published in detail are of the observations at the Farthest North, which from their
interest deserve this prominence. Dr. Pavy made no observations of any character during either of his
journeys. The sheet of reductions, prepared by Sergeant Israel, of my own observations in Grinnell Land,
was inadvertently left at Conger with the original records. Fortunately the original observations of the first
trip were preserved in a duplicate journal to my wife, and have been recomputed by Sergeant Curtis. The
close accord in the results obtained by different sets at the junction of Lake Hazen and Ruggles River
(temporarily named as such) speak for themselves.
The results for the first three camps in the second journey are reproduced also from my journal. The
succeeding observations were made from an injured sextant, the object-glass being inclined by one of the
party accidentally stepping on the case. The observations were reduced by Sergeant Israel, who made use
of the following formula to correct for the inclination:
CORRECTl()~ FOR INCLINATION OF HORIZUN GLASS.
Formula for computation:
r'<r>» K2 sin I" cos2 /j cot y.
where y' = true angle: y = the angle as measured by sextant. K = inclination of horizon glass; fi =
narallactic angle of sextant.
• Assuming the sun's apparent diameter constant for the time during which the observations were made,
and letting D' represent this angle = 31' 33", also let D = sun's diameter determined from the observation
for index correction, then
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The table gives this correction, the horizontal argument being D and vertical argument y.
~__1~_16I 18' 20'
0 I II II III
35 I +6.2 +6. I +5. 8
4° 5. 2 5. I 4. 8
45 4·3 4·3 4. 0
5° 3. 6 3.6 3·4 I
55 3. 0 3. 0 2.8
60 2. 5 2·5 2·3
65 +2.0 2.0 +1.9
That the preceding table furnished an adequate and sufficient correction to the sextant was shown by
the agreement in results in preceding journey at junction Lake Hazen and Ruggles River, and also by the
fact that the position of Mount C. A. Arthur, necessarily determined by bearings and estimated distance
from adjacent points astronomically determined by Lieutenant Lockwood and myself, varied but two miles
between the various results.
Inclosure NO.4 contains the results of the astronomical observations.
Inclosures I to 3 contain the detailed reduction of the astronomical observations to the Farthest North.
A. W. GREELY, Lieutenant.
[Inclosure No. I.]
Prof. CLEVELAND AnBE:
STUDY DIVISION, January 30,1886.
SIR: In accordance with your instructions I have examined Sergeant Israel's computations of the
astronomical observations made by Lieutenant Lockwood on the north' coast of Greenland, May 4 to 20,




Respectfully forwarded to the Chief Signal Officer for the use of Lieutenant Greely.
CLEVELAND ABBE,
Professor and Assistant, Signal Service.
1,
[Inclosure No.2.]
LIEUTENANT LOCKWOOD'S ASTRONOl\HCAL OBSERVATIONS ON THE
NORTH COAST OF GREENLAND.
REPORT BY G. E. CURTIS.
The sextant observations made by Lieutenant Lockwood on his sledge journey to Lockwood Island
were reduced by Sergeant Israel, astronomer to the expedition, after the return to Fort Conger.
The following arc substantially his computations, corrected in a few cases for arithmetical mistakes. Tn
several instances, when an error in the work has seemed to exist, a para 11c1 revised computation has been
inclosed in brackets alongside of the original figures. In general, however, Sergeant Israel's computations
indicate great care, even in the smallest details, exhibiting a greater degree of precision than is necessary to
be applied to observations of this character.
The notes accompanying the observations and computations were found to he insufficient for their
interpretation without additional explanation. This needed information has been fully supplied hy Sergeant
Brainard, and is embodied in the following introductory notes.
The sextant carried on the expedition is marked Gilkerson & Co., Tower II ill, London; the radius of
the arc is 4 inches, and its weight, independent of box, is 180 ounces. The arc is graduated into divisions
of twenty minutes; the vernier contains forty divisions, so that the smallest reading of thr- instrument is to a
half minute. So close are the lines of the vernier that, in determining the coincidence of the arc and vernier
to the half minute, the limit of accuracy has been attained. The observations Were made by Lieutenant
Lockwood, ann the time taken by Sergeant Brainard with the watch carried by him. This watch is desig-
nated in the watch comparisons as "Brainard." Lieutenant Lockwood carried two watches, which are
designated in the watch comparisons as "Lockwood" and" j ewcll." The rates of these two watches,
obtained from comparisons made before and after the expedition, are given in connection with the obscrva-
tions of May IS. The variability of these rates and the uncertainty of the mean of the two watches, may
be judged from the following differences on May IS:
b. m,
Difference between Fort Conger and local time by" Lockwood" u u •• I 34.8
Difference between Fort Conger and local time hy" Jewell" h u u h __ u_u_ I 37.0
Mean • __• . .._h I 35.9
The correction and rate of the watch carried by Sergeant Brainard, with which the observations were
timed, were obtained by comparisons with" Lockwood" and" j ewell." These comparisons, given on page
64, show that the rate of Brainard's watch was quite variable. For this reason no attempt has been made
to revise the rates given in Sergeant Israel's computations, although it is not always possible to reproduce
them from the watch comparisons. The general accuracy and high character of his work justifies the belief
that, in cases where the assignment of values was necessarily, to a greater or less extent, a matter of judgment,
the figures adopted by Sergeant Israel after consultation with the observers, arc of the highest attainable
value and cannot now be improved by a revision.
The refractions are not mean refractions, but have been corrected for temperature and pressure.
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The observations at "Farthest," May q. and 13, are nrraugcd in the order of dependence in compu-
tation and not in the order of time. .
Remarks on the accuracy of the olJservations and extracts from the narrative repo.rt relative to the
attendant atmospheric conditions are contained in the following paragraphs :01' the respectl.ve dates: .
JJ/(/)' 6.-The watch comparisons indicate that the rate of the ~bserva.tl~n-wat~h, Brall1af(l~ was l.osll1g
instead of gaining. This change in the computation makes no appr~Clable difference ~n the .r~~ultmg latitude.
Ala)' S.-The narrative report of the expedition contains this entry: "Sun diml y :lsltJle, 7.25 .p. m.;
breakfast, after which I took an observation or rather attempted to." The times entered Il1 the narrative are
presumably from Lieutenant Lockwood's own watch.
Aftn' lo.-The narrative report contains the following entries : "3.25 - 4· I 8 a. m., stopped and took
observation, the sun l)eing dimly visible. * * * * 9. 15-9.45 a. m., saw the sun very indistinctly through
the clouds and stopped for observation; strong wind from the west." .
I n the original computation for time, the reduction to the sun's center has been wrong! y applied. :\
parallel revised computation has been given in brackets.
The two observations made between 9. I 5 and 9.45 a. rn., by Lockwood's watch, record the same alti-
tude, although made from 20 to 30 minutes before noon, according to the observations for time. They
manifest, therefore, a considerable uncertainty in pointing, due to the dimness of the sun.
From the estimates of distance in the narrative report, the distance between the first and second halts
for observ arion was about 1I %miles. If the observations were more accurate, the watch correction on local
time obtained from the observation at the first halt should be corrected for the difference in longitude before
applying it in the computation of the observations made at the second halt.
A/iT)' r 2.-The narrative contains the following entries: "5 a. m., fed dogs; some time occupied in taking
an observation for latit ude, the sun being dimly visible; 1.30 p. m., took observation for time, the weather
clearing up."
JJftl)' 13.-The narrative has the following: "At 5.30-6.15 a. m. we were stopped by another lead or
lane of water, The sun being discernible, I took an observation." "10.10- 10.40 a. m. attempted an obser-
vation; very severe work and doubtful of any value."
!';lIillt'sf, JJftlY q and 15.-The following entry is found in the daily narrative for May r.i : "The
weather had now cleared up beautifully, the sun bright and clear, and the atmosphere calm and mild.
110st of the time from now till midnight was taken up with observations, &c." The time to which the
word" now" refers is not recorded, but was probably about 4.00 p. m.
The index correction of the sextant was determined at the beginning and close of each set of observa-
tions by measurements of the sun's diameter from readings on and off the arc.
These separate values have a total range of from 2 1 to 6', and at times differ over 2' during a single
set of observations. In order to ascertain the accuracy and reliability of this portion of the work, the prob-
able variation of a single index correction, from the mean of twenty determinations, has been compared with
the probable error of the corresponding observed solar diameters, and the following results obtained:
Probable error of any single measure of the sun's diameter h • 0 / .47
Probable error of the mean of twenty observations of the sun's diameter u •• 0 1.10
I'robablc variation of any single measure of the index correction from the mean hn__ h -U 0 / . 79
But the probable error of observation of the index correction is the same as the probable error of the
observed sun's diameter; therefore the excess found above in the variability of the index correction repre-
sents actual changes in the sextant. The variation of 0.'79, accordingly, is the combined probable error of
observation and the actual change in the sextant.
The probable amount of this actual change of the index correction is equal to -I , '2 - '6
v 0.79t - O.47 - o. 3·
The u~e of an average index correction would therefore introduce a larger error than is compensated
for l~y tl~e Increased. accuracy of the mean over the accuracy of a single observation. The individual de-
ten~lmatlons of the index correction are, consequently, the best values to use in the reduction of the ohser-
vations, and t.h~i: reliability is expressed by the probable error of a single measure, 0',47, which is equal to
the smallest division of the vernier.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OBSERVATIONS FOR TIME AT FARTHEST NORTH.
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The mean of two sets of observations, made about four hours before and after midnight, gives the watch
time of midnight, May 14; the result of sets of equal altitudes in the morning and afternoon gives the watch
time of noon, May IS.
The difference in the watch correction obtained from these two results, after correction for the watch rate
for 12 hours, is a quarter minute, corresponding to a difference in longitude of one-half mile.
The discordance between the individual results of the two sets before and after midnight of the J 4th is
much greater than this, but is not a criterion of the accuracy of their mean; for a small error in the assumed
latitude produces a large variation between the watch corrections resulting from the two sets, without ma-
terially affecting their mean.
In the present case, the assumption of a higher Iatiturle than the one used will largly reduce the
discrepancy. These observations thus furnish an indication of the latitude, independently of the circum-
meridian observations.
Owing to the variability of the watch rates, the uncertainty in the resulting longitude is greater than
that of the time determination, so that its accuracy is limited by the former rather than by the latter.
The mean of the longitudes given by " Lockwood" and" Jewell," has an uncertainty of one minute
of time or two miles in distance.
OBSERVATIONS FOR LATITUDE AT FARTHEST NORTH.
Sets of circummeridian observations were made at midnight of May 14, and at noon of May 15.
Observations at midlll~f{ht, A1ay 14.-The values of the index correction determined before and after the
observations are 3'.5 and 5'.0, respectively.
The errors of the corresponding solar diameters are so small that the two values indicate a real change
in the condition of the sextant. On the assumption that this change was a progressive one, a progressive
index correction has been adopted for the correction of the individual readings, instead of using for all the
mean of the two values. The validity of this assumption is confirmed by a material diminution in the
residuals.
Observations at 110011, lJfay I5.-0f the eighteen individual pointings, three, namely, numbers I, 2, and
10, have a considerable discordance with the remaining altitudes and recorded times. These are not suffi-
ciently in error to be rejected by the usual criterion, and, therefore, have been retained in computing the
mean. Their rejection would increase the latitude 0'.2.
After applying all corrections, the latitudes obtained from the two sets of observations contain an out-
standing discrepancy, not accounted for by their probable errors or by assignable uncertainties in the refrac-
tions. From the known variability in the condition of thc sextant, as exhibited in the rapid changes of the
index correction, this discrepancy in the two results seems to be best attributed to uncorrected instrumental
errors. No sufficient reason is found in the conditions of observation for giving more weight to one set than
to the other, and their mean has been adopted as the final result. This mean, 83° 24', is believed to be the
latitude attained by Lieutenant Lockwood, and an uncertainty in its value not greater than one minute is
considered to represent the accuracy of its determination.
A1il)! 20.-The longitude of Cape Britannia, obtained from these two sets of observations, 15°.1, is the
same as that obtained from observations made on the outward journey, May 5.
This satisfactory result gives assurance of the good condition of the sextant throughout the expedition,
and of the reliability of the mean of the watch corrections.
6! THB IJADY FHA~KLIX BAY BXPEDITION.
[Inclosure Xo. 3.]
ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATIONS MADE BY LIEUTENANT LOCK\VOOD ON
THE NORTH COAST OF GREENLAND.
Comparison of watches.













































May 10, p. m_ _ Lockwood u _
j Jewell .
May II Lockwood n . __
Brainard u ,
, Lockwood u J
Jewell __ . n .
May 12, p. m __i Lockwood unnn..
Brainard n_n_.




Lockwood n n __
Jewell U nn_
May I4, p. m__' Lockwood __u .
I Jewell n h_n _
Lockwood . .
Brainard. n n n . __.
May I5,a.m __ Lockwood __n _n _
Jewell. h d. _ .. __
Lockwood Un __ n __
Brainard _. _
May 18, a. m __ Lockwood __n_u _
Jewell _nun _
Brainard n _
May 19, a. m __ Lockwood n_n
Jewell _nn_n _
Brainard _. n __
May 2I,a_m __ Lockwood
u u n
Jewell __n nu __
Brainard . hn
n





May 23, p. m._. Lockwood __no_un
i Brainard n
i Lockwood __nn _i Jewell nn _
May 2$, a. m n • Lockwood __u __ nn
May 26, p. ": ~~~~~~~(i==========·Jewell hn n __
May 29, p. m [ Lockwood n _


































May 2, p. m _
April28n
April 29. p. m.
April 27, a. m.
Ih. m. s.
Lockwood ----------1 4 47 0
Ralston __n nu_' 4 30 10
Jewell n_nu.' 446 57
April 21, p. m.· Mine [Lockwood] n_' 9 34 0
Ralston ------------i 9 33 0
Jewell (?) un ! 931 15
Lockwood nn- __ n_l 7 26 0
Jewell -- ! 7 19 20J~
Ralston __n nnl 7 3430
Lockwood _unnn.! 6 41 0
Ralston u_J 7 1449
Jewell __nn n_ 6 34 18Yz
Linn. _n_ .u n_ 6 41 30







Lockwood n n _
Jewell n n _
Lockwoo-L, , n_
Brainard __n. __ n n
Lockwood on _
Brainard _n __'_nn
Lockwood nu._ h __
Jewell n_n .
Lockwood n ,




Brainard _uu n _
Lockwood _n n n




Jewell __ =========_Lockwood ---__n __ •
Brainard _n_u _
April 26, a. m.
April 25 ._
1882.
April 16, p. m.
, May 10. p_ m __
I
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CAPE BRITANNIA.
[May 4-5, I :-;S2·1






\Vatch slow on local mcan t iurc zh 3'" 51'.











Equati"n of time .) 26
l\!t'an time "f al'l'. midnight II 5(' 34
\Vatch slow 2 3 51
\Valch time "f al'l'. midllight - ') 52 43
0 Tilllc. t. III.
2 alt. 8 18 43 lOll 4 1ll 47' 12 1ll 48 286.
2 alt. 8 18 4 1 ') 10 1(, 27 531.
2 all. 8 18 43 12 35 I') 52 775·
2 all. <:) 18 45 15 34 22 51 1024.
2 all. {.:2 17 42 I') 51 27 8 1444·
2 all. {.:2 17 4° 21 32 28 49 1('28.
nlu == 948.
0 , /I
Mean 2 all. 0 18 22 20
Index correction 2 45
























Serni-diaru. +r . - 1T =
2 all.EJ:, mean of 3 readings
each of the upper and lower
limbs n .nO =
Judex correction
Barometer, 2,).38; thennomcter, + ,)0.
I Index correction: On are, 34'; off are, 30'.
Watch slow































ApI" time, p. m.
Eq. of time






* Watch slow all Fort Conger
2 4.0
I 3.4
LOllI;. east of Fort Conger 0.6
* Non:.-Based Oil error and rate of J. B. L. [Lockwood] and W. J. [Jewell].









o Thermometer, 1-130; barometer, 29·37·
Thermometer. I (.0; barometer, 29.34.
2 5 2')













Watch time of app. noon
Equution of time
Mean time of app. noon
Watch slow
Index correction: ]
( In arc, 37'; off arc, 30 ' . [ -
Watch slow, 2 h 5111 ')'. 2 11 5111 2')'




















Serni-rliaru. I r rr
o I
z alt , 8 [mean of three readings
eacTi"f the lIppCf and lower

















2 alt. B ccc 4S 3 45
Index cor. = .l 30
h' =














I = 113 46.7
Recompulalion <f longitude.
o ,






























Longitude cast of Fort Conger I 50
Watch slow




Long. east of Fort Conger
------- -------










Equation of time :> 42
Mean time of app. noon II 5tJ IX
\Vatch slow on local time 2 IJ 2
----
\Vatch time of al'l'. noon ') 43 1(,










I ndex correction 2·3
2 h' 48 3.4
h' 24 I. 7
Reduc. to center + r -- 1r 4· 4
Amo c",,' + 2.9
h :C.C 24 0.2
r. 65 59.8
(\ = 17 10·5
</>= 83 10·3
47 47 wcst "f (;n'l·nl\';ch.
S.l II



















Mean time of app. midnight
Watch slow
















































*Owing to high wind and drifting snow, the contact" are not considered accurate, especially the thin!'
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STATION BETWEEN CAMPS IV AND V.
[May 10, 1882.]
Obseruatious for latitudt·.
2 alt. 0 = 49 3°
Index correction = - I
° I
[2 29 12]
[9 27 00]940 59






Mean time of app. noon
Watch slow





h = 24 26·5







49 3° ° 8 59 26
49 3° ° 9 10 II
Obserrasions fir longitude.
(May 10, a. m.)
t. m.
41 33 3353. 6







Barometer, 29.45; thermometer, 11°. mo = 1022
Index correction:




2 alt. 0 = 49 30
Index cor. (assumed):j:·c - I
cp = 83 IO
h = 24 31. 8
(c.= 65 28.2
<l = 17 41. 7
2 alto@, mean of three readings,
Index correction = -
2 h'
h'=

























































q»= 83 13. I
p= 72 21. 7
h. nl.
App. time, a. m. 6 12·4
Long. east of Fort Conger, Ih 23.4nJ " " 20.8°.
Observation jor magnetic variation. t
Longitude east of Fort Conger 9·5 I 23.5 h. m. s.
Watch time 3 22 34
Watch slow [2 28 54]
Sun's hearing 150 E. of S.
-----------_._---------------------- _._---~----_._-
* Made hurriedly on floc west of Shoe [Mary Murray] Island; sun shone dimly through clouds for a few minutes about
noon, very windy with ,Irifting an, I falling snow. Oliservat ion unsatisfactory in evcry rcsl'ect.--J. B. L.
tThe time of this observation is uncertain and result therefore not reliable. Not reduced.
t Index correction assumed.-E. I.
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SHOE [MARY MURRAY] ISLAND.
play 12, 1882.]
Ohscrtatious for l'ltitude.
Sun much obscured by clouds and colored glasses not used; image in mercury vcry indistinct.
°
2 all. <:) = 50 24· 5
Index correction = - 3· 5
Barometer, 2,). 3'); thermornetcrv q".
Index correction:















Watch rate = + 55", watch losing.
h. m.
Equation of time 3
Mean time of app. noon =-= I I 56





Observations for longitudl', p. 111.
Watch time of app. noon = 9 21 44
38 27 30
38 28
2 all. O (mean of three readings
each of the upper and lower °
limbs}, uuu n n__ 42
Index cor. =-
== 2 34 34
== I 5 13
= 4 12 55










Limb, 2 alt G- Time.
°
, /I h. m. s.
8 5° 18 3° 8 46 53
(~ 24 3° 56 28
8 24 3° 9 7 9
8 28 00 19 17
8 24 00 28 53
8 II 00 38 21
8 4') 24 00 41 39
8 4') 17 00 51 44
-----
Mean 5° 6 26
Index cor. 3 3°
-----
2h' 5° 2 56
h' = 25 1.5
Reduction to cen-












h == 21 2.6
ep = 83 19· 9








Watch slow on local time
\Vatch slow on Fort Conger
Barometer, 29.9°; thermometer, 7°·
Index correction:
On arc. OtT arc.
, , /I
..















Watch slow on l-r.rt Cflnger
2 34. 8
S. 2
Longitude east of Fort Conger I 2r).6
· 70 TIlE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
BETWEEN SHOE [MARY MURRAYJ ISLAND AND FARTHEST.
[May 13, 1882.]
Ooseroations for longitz/{f,'.
Sua dimly visible through clouds; colored glasses not used.
Barometer, 29.38; thermometer, + 12°.
t = 56 42.0
2h ' = 44 0.2
h' = 22 0.1


















Equation of time 3·9
-----
Mean time 8 9·3




Watch slow on Ft. Conger 1 7. 1
-----








2 all. (mean of three reading,
each of the upper and lower












Watch rate [for 12 hoursJ = - 22 s., watch gaining.
Thermometer, a. m. -+- 12°; 1'. m. (in sun) + 29°.
Watch time of mean noon
Watch time of app. noon
Equation of time
Inclex correction, p. m.:






a. Ill. p. m.
4446. 8 4448. 2







2 alt. 0 (mean 01 three
readings each of the up-
per and lower Iimbs ) =
Index cor.
Index correction, a. 111. :




















Watch time, a. m.
" p.m.
Watch slow on local time 243 39 h=
Li'h = t-
22 2 I. 2
0. 7
22 2 I. 9
a = A. Li',\ tan tp
b = H. Li',1 tan ,\
tp(assumed) 8J o 20'.7
Li'To= 11 + b = - 1111 30t
Li" 1' _ Li'h cos 1.,1 _." "~ ~,-,. - 1530 LOS (j) cos (~ Sill t




13 5Loss in 46 days.
Slow Apr. 16, p. m.
Slow June I, p. m,
Watch, ./t·7udl, on Fort Conger.
12 00
Slow Apr. 14, a. m.
Slow June I, p. m.
Gain in 48.5 days





*P. 1'V [Pocket watch?J slow on











No. I0046 slow on local time
.No. I0046 slow on Fort Conger
2 17.6
42 • 8
Ji'7i'dl slow on local time
J'-7udl slow on Fort Conger ...c
2 35. I
58. I
Difference of time I 34.8 Difference of time
Mean = I" 35111.9
Longitude east of Fort Conger = 24°·0
Longitude west of Greenwich = 40° 40'
* Same as Brainard.




Assumed latitude 83° 20'.7 Thermometer + 14° Weather hright and clear.
Watch rate [for 12 hours] = ~ 22', watch gaining; 0's" at app. noon = 18° 56'.0.
L1 ,I= + 35".2.
A = K1 cos </l cos ,I
sin ('P-'\)
B=A' col S.
.1215 Ii = [9...1()59] L1~ = Oh I m.2A
Watch time of app. noon = 9 12 .5
Watch time of max. alt. = 9 13 .7
A.2 sin2 2
Y = ---'si-n-I,7":,- y = not appreciable.
Index correction:









































































































































Am. BIl. }'-1r. OLs'd (. (0' V. V1'.rection. I
I
I i, h. m. s. m. , ° , ° ,
-3. 1 8 17 56 55. 8 -12·3 2.0 6434·9 64 24. 6 -2. I 4.41
3. I 22 46 50. 9 10.3 2.0 32 . 6 24· 3 -2·4 5.76
3. I 26 33 47. 2 8.8 2.0 34·9 28. I i +1.4 I. 96
3· I 30 27 43·3 7·4 2.0 31. 2 25. 8 -0·9 .81
~
No. Limb. I 2 alt. 0
°
I 0 51 25.0
2 0 29· 5
3 0 25. 0
4 0 32.5
5 8 32-5
6 0 3S. 0
7 8 5039. 0
S 0 41.°
9 0 42.°
10 I:) 3S. D
II 0 43. 0
12 0 3R. 5
13 G 51 39.0
14 o 37.0
15 (.I ]2·5
16 0 50 25.0





64° 26'.7 ± 0. 2
83 22.7
J
TIm LADY PRANKlJIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FARTHEST.
[May 14 and 15, 1882.]
Oosrruations pJY time.
73
May 14, p. m.
Thermometer, + 15°.
Index correction:




2 alt. 8 (mean of three readings each





May 15. a. m.
Thermometer in sun, +23°.
Thcrm.imeter in shade, -j-14°.
Index correction:




2 alt. 0 (mean of three readings each





2 hI = 2S 53.3
hI = 14 2('.7
r-7l"=- 3.S
2h l = 31 47, 9
hI = 15 54,0
r-7l'=- 3.2
It = 14 22·9









App, time, l': m, =






ApI" time, a, m. =























74 TIlB LADY FHANKLIN BAY BXPEDITION.
FARTHEST.
[May 14, 1882.)
Subpolllr rirrummeridian obseruationsfor latitud«,
Thermometer, + 17°.
A
Walch slow CC.c 211 44.2m •
k I Cos (j) Cos 11
sin (II' Il) II
l.oJ.:. A 9.0820
Watch rate [Cor 12 hours l .», - 22", watch gaining.
,\ 18° 49'.0. LT,) +35".6.
Ll,l h. m.
['14059] A Equation of time . -0 3.9
m, s. Mean lime of app. midnight II 56. I
(J I 15 Watch slow 2 44.2
Watch time of app. midnight 9 I I. 9
Oc..-c 1.2
Index correction:




( 'over. Lim!» 2 alt. 0 Imle x cor Chro. time. I. Am. I Obs'd (. (..rection. r-rr. v. vv.
I
_.._._.__._~- i----·.
° h. m. s. m. I ° ° II NoIUSt'.!. 8 25 14· 5 --J. 5 9 25 15 12. 2 + 0.6 +4·4 , 77 40.4 77 45· 4 -0·9 .812 Not II"',!. 8 13·o 3· () 9 27 3° 14. 6 0. 8 4·4 41. I 46.3 0.0 .00
.l Not used. o 12·5 3· 7 9 30 55 17.8 1.3 4,4 41. 4 47· I +0.8 .644 Not USt·,!. 8 16.0 3·9 9 39 01 25·9 2. 7 4·4 39. 8 46.9 +0.6 .365 Noillsed. 0 24 15. 0 4·0 9 41 0' 28.0 3· I 4·6 38. 7 46.4 +0.1 .01.,l> NOlused. G) 17. 0 4· I 944 26 31. 3 3· 9 4. 6 37· 7 46. 2 -0.1 .017 Not use.L 0 21.° 4·3 9 48 20 35. 2 4·9 4. 6 35. 8 45· 3 - I. ° 1.008 l iirect. ~ 23. 0 4·4 9 52 01 38. 9 6.0 4. 6 34·9 45· 5 -0.8 .64C) l iirect. ~ 27. 0 4. 6 10 00 58 47·9 9. 0 4. 6 32.9 46. 5 +0.2
. °410 l rin-ct , ~ 28.5 4· 7 10 04 29 51. 4 10·4 4. 6 32. 2 47·2 +°·9 .81II l iirecr. I.:l 36. 0 4·9 10 10 09 57. 0 12.8 4. 6 28.6 46. 0
-0·3
·°912 l iirect. 8 25 3R 0 -5. 0 10 II 58 58. 9 [13. 6











Mean (j) c..~ 83 24
----------------------




1, approx. = 311 IS'" west of Greenwich.
.p. approx. :-120 5°.2 /.
Watch slow 2 11 12R1 43'; watch rate + 445.
Barometer (assumed) = 2').(,.
Thermometer .c:c II.
75
Equation of time _
Mean time of apr. midnight =
\Vatch slow

































2 alt. <:) = 25 3'). I
Index correction = - 2. ')
2 h' = 25 3(,·2
h'






P 70 3. 6
76 THE LADY FnANJ{LI~ BAY EXPEDITION.
ON FLOE }{ MILE SOuTHWEST FRO:'>l CAPE BRITANNIA.
[May 20, 1882.]
Obserrntions for longitude.
Weather clear and very calm; sun very bright.
1Jl=82° 44. I'. Longitude (assumed) =3h. 19m., W. of G.
A. M.
Index correction:




2 alt. 8, (mean of three readings each
of the upper ami lower limbs) 45 45.6
Index correction --, - 4. 2
2h' 45 41. 4
hi = 22 50.7
r-trc·= - 2. 3
P.M.
Tndex correction:



















App, time = 19 35.7













Watch slow on Fort Conger
Longitude east of Fort Conger =






rm: LADY l<'ltANKLIN HAY EXPEDITION. 77
[I nclusure l\o. -t.]
Astronomical obseruations fry jieU partio' 11 tIll' Lady Frlll/klin Ray FX!,cdition.
Il'\TEl{I()R ()I' CIUNNELL LAND.
I late. ( ibserver. F"r-~
•
By--- Results. Localities.
4 • __.do.hu_ Latitude __ A. M. set. -__ 'I'
Lake Ilazen and Ruggles
North si.lc Convl:...are Inlet.
\ l'\orth ann Cha;,dll'l' Fiord, near mouth




Two miles southeast of Henrietta Nes-
mith (;lacier.
Camp X, Ruggles River.
o
I 29 '.;V. ()fCongl'r~
3 12 \\'. of Conger
XI 37· 5 n • __




5 4 w. of ('onger.
SSW. of ('onger
SSW. oft 'unger_
(, 51, 'IV. of Conger.
XI 42.,) __ n __ n n
(il
_n_do. __u_




Creely __n_ Longitude._ A. M. sight ... I,
n .do'h n_.do.nn do . n'_ i,
n __ do. _.. ___ Latitude. _ l'. 1\1. set _
._h'IO_._n_.lnhdo ._. _ Subpolar set _. '/'
_n_dO.h :._hdo_____ e. M. set
Mean joth and t st . __ .
Longitude 1'. 1\1. sight
..do._
n
_ •• __ .rlo .
___ do __ n _ A. 1\1. sight _.
1\lean 30th, 3d, and 4th _.. __











NORTH C()A~T (W CREENLAND.
1882. 0
May 4 Lockwood __ Latitude n Subpolar set - - l]J 82 44 ------- ~-----
6 . __.do .. _. __ ____ <10 ____ Cir. mer. set . (b X2 5-t· 5 n _ --------
6 ___ .do_ n • __ Longitude __ Morning sight Ie 15 3 E. of Conger_
8 ____ ,10.n ___ Latitude u. e. M. set
-
(/' X3 10. 3 -- ---- ------
8 . ___do. __ _. __do - -- . - Subpolar set
--
t/J 83 7· 5 -.- - - - - - - ---- -
10 . ___do. _____ Longitude _ Morning sight. Ie 20 X E. of Conger.
12 _____ do _____ . Latitude . - e. M. set - .. -- tjJ X3 I') -----,~_._---~
12 . ___do. _____ Longitude . P. M. sight 'u_ A 22 4 E. of ('onger _
13 .. .do .. _n_ ____do _____ . . do .. _n ___ Ie 23
°
E. of ( '1J11g-cr _
15 ___dOh ___ . . n .do , _. u A. I'll. and I'. A 24
°
E. of Conger _
M., mean.
14 • ___do ____n Latitude --- Subpolar set -- (/J 83 24· 7 ----_._-----~
15 ____do ______ . ___do u_ e. M. set - - - - ~ (/J 83 22. 7
------------
Mean r.uh and 15th _______ 1,\ ==83 23· 7
-----------
19 ___don_h_ Latitude Subpolar set - - 0 X2 51 ------ --~--
2O ___ <10 ______ Longitude __ . --------_._- Ie 15 I E. of Conger.
Cape Britannia.
1
! Lockwood Island. Farthest North awl
( East.
Cape Frederick.
One 'Iuartcr of a mile southwest of Cape
Britannia.





Three miles west of Lake I Icintzehuan.







5 5 W.of Conger ]
8147·4t-----u----
* -----------------
* ------------------* u • u __ n •.
* --._--------------
* ----------------_.








------.-- Greely I Latitude _. ..1 c. M. set. __._ o
dOn_n_i .rlo , .._n .,__ndo __n. ~)
26 do ._.1 Longitude __' I'. M. seL. ~.
28, do. . do __
n
.do n. Ie
28 .do Latitude __• C.M.set l'
29 _n. do __. .. do __n do n_n '!'
29 .do Longitude __ 1'. M. set , ~
July I do . __.do n do __nn __ I,
3 ~==~do .. n_. Latitude u_ e.M.set If'
4 1__ ..do . Longitude __ A. :'>1.seL . i,
4 I do __n udo 1'. M. set_n_. A
~ :=:~~:~~~====!====~~~~===~~ .~\~_~L~~~=~==_ ~
6 do. Latitude ._. e. Me set u If'
* This value obtained from large scale mal' malic at Fort Conger after return of sledge party.
t Values obtained in May which agreed with those in July.
78 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Astronomical ooseruations by field parties oj the Lady Frank/in Bay Expedition-Continued.
CROSSING OF GRINNELL LAND.
Date. Observer. For- By- Results. Localities.
Io
Lockwood __ Latitude C. M. set __n_ rp= 80 59.7 un, Gla~ier.
____ do _._n_ Longitude __ A. M. set , u_. A= 70 41 W. _n __n_
====~:~====== 'L~.;t:~~d~-=== ·C-.-;i~~~t-~====! ~~ §~ 3~. 8 ~~========~ } Head Beatrix Bay.
.n.do. ._ .__..do __ . __ .: ..hdo. . __. 0= 81 17 U_h _
nhdou. Longitude __ P.M.set h ;.= 7046 W __uun_
~==::~~:====: ~:~~~~;:~I~=: ~~_~~ ~~~====~ ~= ~; I~. 4 \v========= } First camp, Musk Ox Valley.
... do-.. . __. Latitude. __ C.M.set_ u. 9= 81 15.6.n-----n.1. .
. (~o u. Longitude __ A. M. set _n_. ~ = 71 46 W h 'n. J Second camp, Musk Ox \ alley.
.... '0 __ .h.tl0 .. . __do . 1.-=7341 V{ }.
__ .. ';O.h_ .. Latitude _.. C. M. set .n __ 0= 81 8. 2 __========~ Third camp, Musk Ox Valley.
.==:~:~ ::=:: 'i.;)~~~tl;(l~': 'p~~O~~t~~==~ ~~ ~14~' \v========: } Just west of crest of Grinnell Land.
12::.~1~:====: 'i::;t:~~;I~'::: -('~~~~~t---- ~~ ~~ ~i. 5 ~~:::=~.n. } Lake near head of Greely Fiord.
14 } d I vit d { A. Yl. and 1'.1 A 8 } .15 '- a _n_••Ol~hlll e Mvsct.rnean.« ,'= 7 26 'V n __ ._ n• Greely Fiordv near Western Sea.





















! May ~'Israel Latitude C.M.set __._. rp= 81 32 27 7 }
'h.do. u Longitude __ A. M. and P. A= 57: 5 E~~fC~~~ Cape Baird.
M. obs. ger.
ApPENDIX No. 136.-HydrograjJhy.
[The subject of sea temperatures, &c., will be found incorporated in the
h h d meteorological report undert at ea .-A. W. GREELY, Lieut.]
\
'\
OBSERVATIONS ON THE VELOCITY OF SOUND AT LOvV TEMPERA·
TURES.
ApPENDIX No. 137.
A large number of observations were made with a view of accurately determining whether the incre-
ment of velocity of sound in air with increasing warmth is constant at very low temperatures.
The experiments were made by the discharge of a rifle or revolver, and the recording of both flash and
report by means of a chronograph, which used in astronomical observations recorded seconds by an electrical
circuit and a circuit-breaking chronometer.
In order to make the record comparable the observations were all made by the same person. The
measurement of the elapsed time was made by one person, and after November 12, 1882, were measured
independently by the astronomer, Sergeant Israel, and in cases where the two measurements did not agree
to one hundredth of a second, they were rerneasured or thrown out entirely.
Two sets of observations were made the first winter, which gave generally satisfactory results, although
they could not be absolutely accurate as the distance 5406 feet [1647.72m] was measured by a surveyor's
chain. The results were as follows:
---------~~~~---~'"._- -_._--~----
Date. Temperature. Distance. Shots. Velocity per
second.
1882. Ft'd. life/en. Feet. lIfders.
Feb. 13 -58° (-50° C.) 5406 1647. 72 8 101I. 4 308. 27
Feb. 14 -50.°1 (-45·6 C) 5406 1647. 72 ! 5 999. 0 3°4·49
I~:,~~,~~%~~~ I R"",,"
C. I
I. 606 , Calm an,I clear.
I
2. °32 I Do.
-----~~-~------------------------_._------~---- ---~--_.~-------
*The rate of decrease has been calculated on the assumption that sound travels 1°91.67 feet [332.73fJl] per second
at the temperature of 32° [0.0 C.]. These are the velocities given by Van Der Koch 1091.67 (±3.7') feet [332.73fJl]
in dry air.
The general mean indicated a decrease of 0.983 feet [.302m] for each degree (1.790 feet ['54601] for each
degree centigrade), against I. 1 10 feet [.3401ll] for each degree which has been determined at higher tempera.
tures. As the difference could have easily resulted from errors inseparable from the method of determining
the distance, the experiments were continued the second winter with greater accuracy.
Base lines were carefully measured on the fast ice by Sergeant Israel, who determined the distance
between the firing and observing station by two different sets of angles. As the two results agreed within
a foot ['3°5 01] the mean 4,197.0 feet [1,279.221ll] was adopted. This distance was the greatest which could
be adopted between points convenient of access.
In firing, the muzzle of the rifle was held over the stake, or in firing at right angle was over it.
The entire sets of observations, good or bad, have all been reproduced, although two sets, November z
and 3, 1882, have not been used in calculating means, being considered unreliable owing to snow impeding
the action of the key of the chronograph.
The different sets have been combined with each other, so that observations are brought together












Veloeity per second.Temperature.I 'i umber of
observations.
Rt'sulls If IJ!ISt'rz,tlti,I/IS Oil Iltl' "do,.ill' If SNlIld ill Fort Couccr,
Distance 4,1()7.0 feet [r .. 279. 2 2 ml .
~_.~-- •. _--------_.-~-~ ____ . , __ n .~ _
-
-----~
hd. -llden.f';[/o'. c. h·d. .l/'hrs.
36 17. 6 ---8. ° 1,077· 69 32tl·47 0.97
1 0.532
17 2.6 -16·3 1,°53. 81 321. 19 1.288 0.7°8
20 - 8. I -22·3 1,073· 0S 327. 06 0.464 0.254
18 -1-1.. 2 -25· 7 1,036.95 316. 06 I. 170 0.649
76 -19. 6 -28·7 1,033. 29 314· 94 I. 131 0.620
8 -25· (j -32. a 1,008.89 307.50 I. 437 0.781
9()
-F5 -35. 8 1,016·75 309.90 I. 162 0.638
68 -31).8 -39· 9 1, 015. 23 309.44 I. 0(,5 0.585
74 -44·9 -42.7 993. 80 3°2.9° I. 463 0.610





544 -32. I -35. 6 1,021. 23 31 I. 26 1·°99 o. 603
-- ---'~--'--
_._--,..~----
Accordinz to these results the velocity of sound at a temperature of - 32.1 [-35.6 C.J is 1,021. 23 feet
rJI I.26111 Jper :CCOI1lI. This gives (assuming sound to travel 1,091.67 feet [33 2·731ll ] in d.ry air at 32° roo c.p
a decrease or 1.099 feet per second for each degree Fahr, [0.603111 ~or each ~legree centigrade]...
As this differs but 0.011 foot [0.00334,fll] from the results obtained at higher temperatures, It IS probable
that the rate for moderate distances continues constant at least from 32° [0° C.] to - 54° r-48° C.I·
The variations in different sets from this rate of decrease cannot always be satisfactorily explained.
The ranze over which the sound passed was along the coast line, and almost entirely over land. It was
necessarily assumed that the temperature of the intervening mass of air was constant, and that it coincided
with the temperature of the air as shown by the regular thermometer in the instrument shelter, which was a
hundred yards [9IJ1lJ distant, and about six feet [2 1l1 ] higher above the sea. .
The moisture of the air could not be determined. as the readings of the wet bull> were nearly always
higher than the dry bulb. The amount of moisture in air at the low temperatures in which the observations
were made must have been very small.
During these sets or observations light snow was falling, under which conditions the velocity appeared
to be slightly diminished. In clear, calm weather, however, there were occasions on which the velocity
varied from the mean to a greater degree than during snow.
On January 19, 1883, an experiment was made to determine whether sound traveled with the same
velocity in both directions. Sergeant Brainard fired a revolver at the home station, while the regular ob-
server broke the circuit at the flash, and later broke it again at the flash and report from the distant station.
Sergeant Long at the distant station fired only when he heard the report of the revolver at the home station.
The mean of fifty practice observations showed that Sergeant Long fired 0.226 second after hearing a
designated sound, The two velocities as deduced from eighteen shots substantially agreed, after applying
the correction for personal equation, being 976,75 feet [297.711ll] per second, against 977.87 feet [298.o51l1].
This velocity was relatively the slowest of the entire series, and would ha ve been regarded as doubtful had not
the rate in the two directions so closely agreed. The air was clear and calm, not a breath stirring at either
station. The temperature, -43.°1 [-41°.7 C.], was determined five minutes before the first shot, and the
observations covered fifteen minutes. The temperature forty minutes after the observations had fallen 4°.3
[2°'4 C.], which accounted for only one-sixth of the retardation. If it had been at high tide it would have
seemed possible that moist air from salt water forced up through adjacent tidal cracks had drifted into the line
of sound, but the experiments took place at micltide and in the neaps, when tidewater was almost unknown.
On several occasions a second observer was sent out to give the command for firing, in order to note
how much later the voice could be heard, or in other words how much the velocity of sound increased with
loudness. The command" fire,"which preceded the act by a fourth of a second on an average, was always
heard before the report of the gun.
. It ~eems well to here correct misstatements under acoustics in the last edition of the Encyclopedia
Britannica, or to Parry's experiences on this last point. The experiments were made at Winter rsland, Feb-
ruary 9, 1822, at scarcely over a mile, and not" at a distance of 2~ miles." The gun instead of being
"invariably" heard before the word of command was heard on this day only, and but several times out of
fifteen reports. The following conditions obtainc.l : Light wind against the sound, barometer 28.84
[732.~2nlJn] (lo:e:t registered frOl.n. which may.be inferred storm conditions of the air); clear sky ; temperature
-25 l-3I. 7 C.]; sound condition (on baSIS of I.IIO change for each degree) unfavorable.
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Experiments 01/ the 1ld oci(r (If SOUI/t!.
OCTOBER 5,1882,5.15 I'. M. OCTOBER II, 1882, 5 I'. M.
-- Number. ,. Elapsed I -.---. Conditions, &C-.----
time. I
-------c---.- -----~-., ,--.-.-.- .. - - '.-- ------
Conditions, .s:c.
Mean ' __u. 4· 0393
Chron. CUlT _ -. 0109
Seconds.
'- __ •• 00 3.831




6_ "'_' n' 3· 8('7
7 .h_n 3· 978
8 .. 00__.00 3.890
9--·------ 4· 075
10 . __ 00 •• __ 3· 83 1
Mean __. 3.9060
Chron. corr _-. 011
Temperature: -8.6° [- 22.6° C.].
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22"'].
Wind: Calm at both stations.
Weather: Clear at both stations.























Tempcrature: 3.4° [-15.9° C.'],
Springfield army ritle.




Firing station due S.
Wind: Firingstalion,very light,east.
erly, hardly perceptible ; observ-
ing station, very light SSE., about
1 mile per hour [0.+ 111 per second].
Corr. mean , , 3. 8950 Mean velocity per second 1,077.5
feet [328.42"'].
Corr.rnean ... 4.0284 Mean velocity 1,042 feet [317.591ll]
per second.
MAY 16, 1883. NO\'DlBER 3, 1882,5 P. ~1.
Mean velocity pCI' second, 1,010.1
fcet [J07.87'''].
Distance: 4,197 feet [I ,279.22"'J.
Springfield r iile. ordinary cartridge.
Ten shuts, two of which the chrono-
graph failed to record, owing to
key. ( Ine shot was late at flash,
and so rcjccterl record. Flash
toward staiion.
Weat b er : Clou.lv.
\Viml: Calm at ~tation; barely per
ccptible air from the S. at I'rotcus
Poillt.
Temperature: -13.2° [ 25.1°(',].
Sound, fairly sharp.
The record, however, as a whole is
poor, and this is retained only for
use in case no of her shots are tired
at this temperature.
* Flash recorded latc ; omitted in
means.
Mean velocity per second, 1,068.6
feet [325.70"'].
---------- ..-- -.._~....- .._.. - ----
Distance: 4.197 feet [1,27<).22111] .
Springfield rille, tired directly to-
ward the station,
"'eather: Clear, calm at each point.
Reports of gun heard with l,'ym/
rlca rnrss or s!tar/luss.
Temperature: -7.60 [-22.0° (',].










Chron. corr .-. 0109
1. 3. 871
2 .... • 3· 973
300------- 3. 843
4---- h. 3· 938
5--- h" 3· 920
6 h_.J 3·973
7' __ ' 00,14.. °3 88
u
.~. 8So
9-- ---- ---., 3· 960
10 --I 3· 99°
Mean __n ... ! 3· 9386
Chron. corr -i-' 0109
I
Corr. mean .. i 3· 9277
OCTOBER 12, 1882, 5 r. ~1.





4 ... __ ... __ ..__








Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22"'].
Report dull.
Colt's army revolver.
Fired at right angles.
Temperature: 17.6° [-8.0° C.]
Barometer: 29.892 [759.241ll1ll].
Detached clouds.
Wind: At observing station, NW. 4
miles per hour [I .8m per second],
variable; at tiring station, calm.
Firing station due S. of observer.
I- n_ 3· 924
2. . 3.809
3--· 0000'__ 3· 889








12 000000 3· 852
13 . 4· 000
14--------- 3. 860
15·00------ 3· 945
16_ 00 __ • 3.889






21- 3· 9 10
22. __n : 3· 895
23-- 3· 905
24--_ - 00 3· 9 17
25 4. 000
26 .____ (*)
27 ! 4. 005
28. . 3· 977
29_. 00_ 3·906
3°. , 3. 832
31----- . 3. 830
~~~ :~:: :==~ ~J~;
34----00---- 3· 94°





38. un_ 3· 878
39----.---- (*)40 . (t)
Mean (3() I
shots) _n __ 3.9°46
Chron. corr -1--. 0 109 I
Corr. mean, ./3' S937
.-------_.--'---- ..
11. Mis. 3!)3, pt ~--G
Experiments on the 7'rhli'i(1' of souJld-Continued.
TIlE IjA DY FRANKTjI~ BAY EXPEDITiON.
OCTOBER 26, 1882,5 P. M.
Conditions, &c.
Distance: 4,197 feet [I ,279·22m].
Springtiele! ritle , ordinary cartridge.
Barometer: 3°.263 [768.6711l1ll]'
Temperature: -13.6° [ -25·3° C.'],
Wind: Calm at hoth stations.
\Veather: Detached clouds.
Sound of report distinct, but not very
sharp.







2_••_ . ___ 4. 105
3----n--- 4· 131
4- u 3· 93 1
5- .. - .. --- 4. 066
6. __. 3.778*
7--------- 4· 151
8 ..... _ 4.192
9----· - ..- 3· 893
1000 .1 4. 2~
Mean _.____ 4. °7 64 i







Ten shots from Springfield rifle,
fired toward the station.
Firing station due S. of observer.
Wind: At Fort Conger, light SE.
air, about I mile per hour [AIIl
per second]; at Proteus Point,
light NW. air, about I mile per
hour [.4m per second].
Weather: Clear.
Sound dead, but distinct.
Temperature: -14.9° [-26.1° C.]
* I·lash missed.




Chron. carr _ -.0109
ISrro-uis.
J. no! 4· 107
2 J 4.021
3 n __ i 4. 119
4- ... h 4.°36
5----n_.- 3· 9746_________ (*)
7h. n_ 4· 352
8 4.°41




Corr.menn L: 4.0294 Mean velocity per second, 1,041.6
feet [317.47111].
Carr. mean. _ 4.0655 Mean velocity per second, 1,032.3
feet [314.63m].
NO\'DlnER 2, 1882,5 P. M. OCTOBER 10, 1882,5.30 P. M.
--- .._------------
Mean velocity per second, 1,064.4
feet [324.44'"]. Omitting NO.2,
mean 3.920 seconds, 1,070.7 feet
[326.34111] per second.
Temperature: +1.5° [-16.9° C.).
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279·22m).
\Veather: Light snow.
Wind: Fort Conger, very light east-
erly air, about I mile an hour [0.4 ffi
per second]; Proteus Point, very
light northeasterly air, scarcely
perceptible. I
Gun discharged at right angles to
line of sound.








. _ . ': 4. 116
3h 3.938
4---------- 3· 917
5---------- 3.9 126. 3.886
7---------- 4. 0 138_. 3.930
Mean .! 3.954
Chron. carr _ -.01 I
Mean velocity per second, 1,015 feet
[3 09·36n,].
Mean ·n_ ... 4.1450
Chron. carr _ - .. 0109
Carr. mean __: 4.1341
1 .14.os7 Temperature: _18° [-27.8° C.]
2 1 (*) Distance: 4,197 feet [I,279.22I1l].
3---------1 (*) Wind: Calm at both stations.
4 u_ ... 14.103 Weather: Clear.
5--_--n-- 1 4.156 Springfield rille, ordinary cartridge.
6 : (*) Flash toward station.
7-.-------: 4. 219 *Snow interfered with action of
8 h___ 4. 180 I chronograph key by which five
9- .--. __ul_(*_}_ records were imperfect. The en-
10. u _.! (*) tire record not satisfactory owing
to key.
NOVEMBER 12, 1882, 5 P. M.NOVEMBER II, 1882, 5.15 P. M.
1 ._-_...... _...--_._------- ~__ .
Mean .•. 4. 1336 I
Chron, carr_ -.0109
--I
I_corr.mean.- 4· 1227 \ Corr.mean i , 4.1525
Mean .• . 4.1634
Chron. corr _-. 0109
Mean velocity, per second, 1,010.71
feet [308.061l1].
* Imp. record.
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22m ].
Sprinpfield rifle, at right angles.
Report dull.
Clear. At Fort Conger anemometer
cups not moving, but smoke was
moving very slowly from NNW.
At Proteus Point, almost imper-
ceptible air from N.
Barometer: 29.444 [747.86mlll).





















Mean velocity, per second, 1018.02
feet [310. 281l1]'
* Missed flash
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,2i9.22m].
Springfield rifle, ordinary cartridge.
Calm at each station.
Clear.
Report fairly sharp.
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Expcri/lll'l/Is I}JJ 11/1' 7'dl}(i(1' 11 SllIIlId-Continucd.
N()YE~lHER 18, 1882, 5 1'. xi. X, 'VDIHER 20. 11\82, 5 J'. M.
NovnlBER 22, 1882, 8 A.~l.
----~ ..._~---





4- ---- -- - 4· 080
5 .------ (*)
() __ uo. 4.259
7- . n_. 4· 1<)5
8. n h 4.161
9_h u _ n .l 4· 095
IO n n J (t)
Mean '-u ..'~709 I
Chrun. corr _ -. 0 109 I
Corr. mean. 4. 1000 I
Distance : 4,197 feet [1,279.22"'].
Clear. Anemometer cups bare-ly
I1lIl\·ing~.NE. air. At lrot eus
Point, calm. SOlllH!, dull. ~pring'
ticlcl rille and ordinary h~11 car-
tridgc used.
llaromcter : 30.°52 [70.l-."F"'0l].
Tcmperature : -.25.(,° [ - 32.'P C.'],
Conditions, &c.






Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279. 22m ].
Springfield rille, caliber 45, orcl ina iy
ball cartridge: at right angles.
Clear. calm.
Barometer: 29.805 [757.04111m].
Temperature: ~'32,() [ - 35.1)" C.].






2 - h - - - -- i 4· 288
3- .-------14.133
4- un -. -- 4· 05~
5_ n __ •• 4.°786 _. __ . _h. 4. II 5
7---n _n 4.226
8 __ . i 4. 138
9- - -- -' h. 4·222
10 h nn 3.987
Mean , 4.1300 i
Chron, corr :.~. 0109 'I
,-----





5----·--h6 n •• _
7- 'h_ ----;8 0._










Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.221n].
Clear, calm at both stations.
Report sharp.
Temperature: -32.0° [-35.1)° c.].
Barometer: 30.335 [77°.5°""11].










19- 'u_ . _
20 __ .uo _
21 _h __ h __













Distance: 4,297 feet [1,279.22'11].
C1e~r. h.irel y perceptible 0:E. air.
Anemome-ter cups not stirring.
At l'rou-us l 'nint , calm.
Tcmpcr.uurc : '-32.(,,, [--35.')" C.].
ltaromctcr : 30.349 [77°.:-15"""].
Mean (9 I
shots)_n_ 4.1598





Mean velocity per second, 1,025.86
feet [312J,S'''].
* Th rown out.
tImperfect recorr!.
Dist.mce : 4, I 97 feet [1,279.22"'].
r ir.linary cartridges tirl'd frolll regu-
Iat ion Springfield rifle and Colt's
army revolver. In A. I'lL, 12
rille followed by 24 revolver
shots; but in P. M., the 12 rille
shots were fired between the r zth
and 13th/is/of.hot; the r jth shot
receiving No. 23, ,'i:c. Itut very
slight difference in loudness of
pistol and rille reports. Rifle
slightly the loudest. Flash of reo




























shots) 4. 1380 !
Chron. COIT.-. 0109
3-- 00- - - --
4-h - .
5· h -- - -- -6 __ uu __












32 .. _. _
33·- ..--
34--· -----
Corr. mean 4. 127 I Mean velocity per second, 1,016.94
ft'd [,;01).<)(''''].
Corr. mean. 4.0')12Mean velocity per second, 1,01 1.59
feet [308.32111].

























Chron. corr , -. 0109
Revoh'er.
1_ . n •••
2 ••.. n_








13- _n __ n_
I4_·n __n_










Corr. mean _ 4. 1481)
I
II:
Corr. mean _ 4. 1063 I Mean velocity per second, 1,022.09I feet [3 1 I.531n]'
---- . __.. -~- - -"-' -
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ExperilllCllts I'll tilt" 7'elNi~1' {If sound-Continued.
l'\on:~II:ER 21, ISS2, 5 1'. vt. DEc'DIIlER 2, ISS2, 5 1'. :I!.












3 - - u __ h. 4. 202
4- on - u,__ 4· 079
5· ._u __ • 4. 212
6. h .. ' 4· 159
7-.-.----- 4. 218
~L. _h _. __ 4· 034
9-- h n 4. 162
10 4. °92
Mean __ . 4.1464
Chron. corr _ -.01°9
Corr. mean. 4· 1355
Distance: 4,197 feet [1.279.22"'J.
Springlield rille, ordinary hall car-
tri dge used.




Mean velocity per second, 1,014.87







7 u_ 4· 152
8_ ._h . 4.180
9- ---- -- -- 4· 196
10__h __.._.. 4· 155
II. __h , 4.185
12 [ 4.231
13 h._ 4.206
14· ..h .. _U_ 4. 0 28
15_h_h 4.341
I'iistance : 4,197" feet [1,279.ZZmJ.
Key worked badly and only part of
the 36 shots could he read,




shots) U h 4. 1686
Chron. core -.01°9
DECE:lIBER 20, 1882, 5.10 P. xr.
1. h-T~~3~-'- Di~t~~'ce: 4,197 feet [1,279.22"'J.
2_ h __ h __ ! 4.254 Light snow.
3 - -- - - - - __ .l 3· 992 Calm at each station.
4- n_u [ 4· 160 Colt's army revolver, cal. 45, used.
5--------- 4.°36 Report dull. Forty-two shots tired,
6 h_ 4.094 3 missed and 2 were late.
7--- h_ 4.098 Barometer: 29.943 [760.54""11J.
8 u .. __ 4· 149 Temperature: -19.5° [-28.6u C.].
9- h 4· 175
10_ nu uu 3· 935
11 4.098
12 4.197
13_ -___ _ (*) * Flash srgnal late,
14- - 4.127
15- 4.°5°
16. __ .. 4.114
17 h 4.057
18 • . 4. 040






25 n__ __ 4.047
26 . 3.937
27 3.943
28 ._ 4. 055
29 4.045
30-_ 4.00(,
31. .. ._. 3.96432 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (*)
33----- 4.071
34---- 3.950







Corr. mean. 4.1577 Mean velocity per second, 1,009.89
feet [307 .808 mJ.
Mean velocity per second, 1,033.59
feel L1I5 .01 I "l-
t Missed flash.
Distance: 4,197 feet [I ,279.22mJ.
Weather : Clear.
WincI: About I mile per hour [.4m












































DFCBll:ER 26,1882,5.15 P. 1Il.
Corr. mean 4. 0(>Q(.
I'll e a n (34
shots) u __ 4. °715







































3 I h h.
32 - __ h
33------ __
34- Uu __
35 __m __ h
36 ._ --
37---- __
38 .. _ h h _.
19--- ... _
4° _
Mean velocity per second,I,035.55
feet [315.628"'].
Carr. mean _. 4. °529
I
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E.\j't'ri/llt'1ltJ (Ill tile 7docit)' 0/ SOlllltl-Continued.
NO"EMllER 29, 1882, 6 I'. :I!.
Conditions, .xc.Number. , Elapsed Itime. i
,
Conditions, Ixc.
I: FEJ:RlTARY 3, 1883, 5.° 5 I'. M.
1 m ~.__.
, 1\umber. Etl~psed II
nne.
-------_.




Chron. corr _ -.01°9°
Mean (18
shots) n_. 4· 1714
Chron. carr. -.0109
JANUARY 4, 1883, 51'·:11.
Mean velocity per second, 991.So
feet [302.203"'].




Temperature: - 51.6° [ --46.4° C.].
l\lcan velocity per second, 1,002.72
feet [305.622"'].





'1''''0 sets of 41 shots each tired.
Unsatisfactory record for many
shots. owing first time to trouble
with key breaking current, and
after hy ink freezing on paper or
chronograph.










7·· -- - . u - 4· 150
C).--.n-- 4· 193
11.--.--.-.4. 2 74
12 .n.d 4. ,)24
13 . __ . . 4. 060
'4 nu_. 4.126












4-- __.n_ 4· 079
5---- 'n_ 4· 310
9-- n - -- -- 4· 135
10 ._ 'Ou 4.152
I 2_. h __ _ __ 4. 2-1-2
I-I----~- --- 4· 198
15·n_nn_ 4. 101
16. __ u 4.200
17__•• n 4·IS8
21. __ n • -1-.220
22.n 4.218
23 - __ 4- I S4
25--------. 4. 226
28 n 4.288
30 n. n 4· 233
31.n _. 4· 263
3 2 n .__ 4· 094
33--------- 4· 175
.34--------- 4· 125
35·-··----- 4· 10536 • 4. 162
37 _n • -- 4· 362
38 4. 204
39.n--- - __ 4· 148
-1-°. _ . 4· 117
-1-1---.-- _.._ 4· 235
Corr. mean. 4· 2330
l\[ can ('4
shob).n_ 4.2-1-39
Chron, corr . -. Olog
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279. 22'''].
\Veather: Clear and calm at both
stations.
Sound: Fairly sharp.
Colt's army revolver, with standanl
ammunition, used.
Temperature: - 39.2° [.- 39.6°C.'],
Barometer: 2C)·729 [755. 10"''''].
Forty shots were fired, but the rec-
onIon chronograph was very bad,
so only the fellowing twenty could
be read and reduced.
Revolver 36 shots; at right angles.
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22'''].
Clear, calm.
Barometer: 30.182 [766.6I"""l
Temperature: -44-3° [--42.4° C.l
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4---------Su uu
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I8 __ n_ n'_




2 •. _._ n'_
3- . __h __ ,
4- n __
5-·---·-·-6. __ ... __.
7----.- .--8_ ._nn __





39--- n_m30 u _
3L - - - - -- --
32 -.----
33- .n. _n_
34· ._._ u __
35-·· -- •• -.
Corr. mean. 4. 1828 Me.in velocity per second, 1,00:;·39
feet [305.826"'J.
(orr. mean. -1-.2010 Grand mean vclocitypcr second, ')99
feet LJ04.489"'].
Il,ti
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Experiments Oil lilt: 11d ocity {if sound-Continued.
JANUARY 19, 1883,5.10 P. M.
.:" Late at Fort Conger.
t Late in flash.
t Flash missed at Proteus Point.
I'ernperaturc : 4.)·1 [ 41.7 c.J.
Sergeant Brainard tired revolver in front of my LIce. At tlash,
the circuit was broken. Private Long, at Proteus Point, on
seeing flash put his linger on trigger and tired as soon as he
heard the report. At his flash the circuit was again broken,
and the time elapsed is gi veu in column I. As soon as report
of Long's pistol was heard the circuit was again broken, and
the time is given in column 2.
From 50 experiments it was found that Private Long's tIring from
















32 4. 25 8
34---------- 4· 23436 - 4·220
33 4· 130
-l0_. 4- 24 1
42 __ n __ n 4· 263 I
I 4.3029 !
I Ii i
-l·307 8 ! I
Chrcu.xorr , ; -.0109 ----- __ ._h_'-. 0 1091
1
7 __n nn_ 4- 25-l
9·------------- (*)11_ .. . 4.466
13-- 4·4-l0
15----- h 4- 61S





27 h 4· 515
29 h __n 4. -l68
31 . n 4· 5-l2
33-- u h 4· 495
35---.-- ----- 4· 500
37 h U -l- 573
39----------- 4- ('564 1 4· ('37
I
Column I. Column 2.
._- --~- Conditions, &c.
N umber. I
Elapscd Number. IElapsedtime. I time.
I.\~·",)/<!.I". Seconds.1______________ I
4·595 2 __________ 4.363 Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22111].3 -__________n_ 4- 563 4 ---_ ..... _-- 4· 4 11 Clear and calm at Loth stations.
5--n---------- 4·373
6 __________






Corrected 111can . _ 4. 296') • ' ICorr, mean __ 4.2920 I Mean velocity per second, 976.75 feet [297.707Ul], column I;
977·87 feet [298.°49"'] per second, column 2.
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Experimmts 011 the vdo(it-I' of soul/d-Continued.
;--------_.._-----
JANl'ARY 14,1883,5 P. M. JANUARY 16,1883.
t Missed flash.
t Sound signal late.
Mean (38
shots) _..__ 4. 2322
Chron. corr _ --.0109
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.2211l].
At beginning, barely perceptible air
from SE.
I t th to 22d shots, about I mile per
hour [0.411l per second] which
died away so that from 34th shot
smoke rose perpendicularly.
Sound at first dull, but became
gradually sharper.
Clouds about 4-






2 • __ 4.191
3----- 4· 228
4. 4· 288




7--------- 4. 2°78 4.281
9--------- 4. 282









I 7 h h _ _ 4. 186
18 4. 120
19--------- 4·444
20 n' 4· 223
21. · 4· 177
22 4.126
23- 4·307
24 __.. 4. 160






3 1 -- -- - -- - - 4· 007
32----- -- -- 4· 246
33 -- --- ---- 4· 356
34--------- 4· 197
35- -------- 4· 2(,6
36 ---- 4· 385
37--------- 4. 173
38 4· 195
39-------- 4_ 2 10
40 4· 156
4 1 - - - - --- - - (t)
------~--------
Mean velocity per second, 1,024.4
feet [312.23'"].
Conditions, &c.
Nos. 5, II, and 22, imperfect record.
Nos. 15,23, and 24, tlashsignal late.
Distance: 4,197 feet [I ,279.221llJ.
Colt's army revolver, army car-
tridge.
Barometer: 29.766 [756.04"1l1J.
Temperature: - 40° [- 40° C. J.
Report sharp and very distinct.
Clear, occasionally puffs of lightest
air from the E. (across line),~t
Fort (:onger, during tiring.
At l'roteus Point calm, candle burn-






Ln ' 4· 171
2 .___ 4. 189
3--------- 4· 110
4------ n __ 4· 2176 4.083




13 _• ______ _ 4. 160
14 4.°56
16________ 4.004
17 n __ 4· 137
18 • __. _ 4· 143









3L-------- 4· 11032 4. 101
33-----.--- 4. 006
35--------.' 4· °3 136 4. 112
37 h_ 4· 100
38-________ 4· 144
39--------- 4· 120
40.. __ un. 4· 185
Mean 4· 10794
Chron. corr _ -.0109°
I Corr.mean__. 4.°97
I
Corr.rnenn __ 4.2213 Mean velocity per second,994.24 i
feet [3°3.°3::)"').
Experiments Oil the 'l'e!ocity of SOlllttl-Continued.
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- - - -NIl Elapsed
i .um ier. I time.
. '
88
Corr.me-m __ 4. '241
42 shots. 5.(J72
Mean .. h __ 4. 1350





5- ----- ..--6 _
7p---- ---8_h _
9---------10 _
11 -- __ --
12 _
13- . h __
14- u_




Mean velocity per second, 1'004'98 11
feet [306.31Im].
*Record imperfect.
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279·22JlJ]. i
Weapon . Colt's arm)' revolver and
ammunition,
Weather: Calm.
Temperature: -54.1° [-47.8° C.'].
Mean of 46 .
shots .: 4. 1871
Chron, corr -.-. 0 109







5---------- 4· 2336 ' 4.128

















24_ - .. __ 4.228
25 - - - - - - - __ 4· 154
26_. 4.3 14
27 . 4· 154
28 4.381
29_ - nu 4. 188
3°. _u_ 4. 165
3'- --- .. - __ 4·168
32_ ---- __ h 4. 182
33-n- 4.201
1134- __ h .__ 4.081
35---- ----14.100
36 ---- 4· 130
37--------. 4· 144
38--.- 14.216
39--------- 1, 4· 233
4° 4.206
41---- 4.196
4 2 , 4· 125
43- ----- ..--.4· 136
44--- 1 (*)
45---------.4. 1 59
46_ .--- n .. ' 4.142
47 n 4· 154
tRecord imperfect.
Mean vc!ocityper second, 1,o1 7.68 1feet [310,182JlJJ
!
Distance: 4,197 feet [1,279.22JlJ].
Weapon : Colt's arm)' revolver.
v\'eather . Calm and clear at each
station.
Sound very sharp and distinct.
































29-- __· .. 4.1('9
3°-- 4.°98
31.------_ 4. 04432 h __ 4.100
33--------- 4.095
34--------- 4. 074
35--------- 4· 12336- 4· 184
37--------- 4· 12438- 4. 087
39--------- 4. 1614° 4· 145
41--- 4.206
42 . 4.066
43------- __ 4· oS' i
44·------ __ 4. 090
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Oct. 10uu 7 1,070.7 326. 34 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 1.5 --16·9 Snow and light wind.
12 ____ 10 1,068.6 325. 7° 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 7·6 --22.0 Calm and clear.
17---- 9 1,041. 6 3 17.47 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 -1+·9 -26. I Clear, light wind.26 ____ <) I, 032.3 3 14. 63 4,1<)7· ° 1,279. 22 -13. 6 -25· 3 Calm, detached clouds.
Nov. 2__n
l
5 1, 0 15. 0 3°9.36 4,197· ° 1,279. 22 -18.0 -27. 8 Snow interfered with action of
chronograph key hy which
five records were imperfect.
I The entire record not satis-factory O\\'ing to key.
3---- i 7 1,010.1 307. 87 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -13. 2 -25· I Sound fairly sharp. The re c-
or.I, however, as a whole,
is poor, and this is retained
I
onlv for me in case no shots
are'tired at this temperature.
11. ___ 9 1,018.02 310. 28 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -34· I -36.7 Calm and clear.12.___ 9 1,010.7 1 3°8.06 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 --31. 8 -35·4 Clear, \ery light wind, north-
erlv.
18 ____ 10 1,018.91 3 lD·5 6 4, 197· ° 1,279. 22 -32. 6 -35·9 Cle:u: and calm.
20u._ 8 1,008.89 307.50 4, 1<)7. ° 1,279. 22 -25. 6 -32. 0 Clear, very light N. E. wind.21- ___ 10 1, 014.87 3°9·33 4,197· ° 1,279. 22 -3°·4 -34· 7 Clear and calm.
22_n. 9 1,011. 59 3°8.32 4,197· ° 1,279. 22 - ,)2. 6 -35· 9 Clear and calm, a. Ill.22 ____, *17 1,022·°9 3 I I 53 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -]2.6 -35·9 Clear and calm, a. Ill.22u __ 10 1, 025. 86 312. 68 4, 197· ° 1,279. 22 -32. 6 -35· <) Clear, very light N. E. wind,
p. Ill.
22 ____ *22 1,016·94 3°9.96 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -32. 6 -35· 9 Clear and calm, p. Ill.
29 ____, *18 1,008.80 3°7.48 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 ~44·3 -42.4 Clear and calm.
Dec. 2 ____ t l 4 1,009. 89 307. 81 4,197· ° 1,279. 22 -4°·1 -40. 1 Clear and calm.
20u __ *37 1,035· 55 315. 63 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -19·5 -2S.6 Calm, light snow,
26nn *34 1,033· 59 3 15. 03 4,197· ° 1,279. 22 -19·9 -28.8 Clear, wind I mile E. at stu-
1883. tion, calm at I'roteus I'oiut.
Jan. 4---- *20 1,003· 39 305. 83 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -39. 2 -39. 6 Clearand calm.
14 ____
*34 1, 024.4 312. 23 4,197. 0 1,279. 22 -4°. 0 -40. 0 Clear, calm at Proteus Point,
light E. wind at station.
16. ___ *38 994. 24 3°3·°4 4, 197· ° 1,279. 22 -46. 1 -43-4 Light S. wind, barely percep-
tihle ; clouds about 4.
{ *18 976. 75 297.7 1 }4,197. 0 1,279. 22 --43. 1 -41. 7 Clear and calm.19---- *18 977· S7 2<)8.05
{*I4 9<)1. 50 3°
2. 20 I ·l, 197· ° 1,279. 22 -5 I. (, -46.4 Clear and calm.Feb. 3-- -- *29 1,002.72 305. 62 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 --5 I. 6 -46.4 Clear an'! calm.
*43 999. 00 304· 49 I 4,1<)7· ° 1,27<)·22 -51. 6 -46. 4
27 _u' *4 2 1,017. 68 310. 18 , 4,1<)7. 0 1,279. 22 52. I -46.7 Clear and calm.
28. ___ 46 1,004· 98 306.31 I
4,197. 0 1,279. 22 54. I -47. 8 Call1l.
I




The meteorolog-ical observations of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition were almost entirely made by
Sergeants \Y. S. Jewell, H. S. (~ardiner, and I>. C. Ralston of the Signal Corps U. S. Army. These sergeants
in successive order performed tours of duty covering eight hours each. To alternate the hours a tour of
duty was taken each Sunday by Sergeant Edward Israel, Signal Corps, the astronomer of the expedition.
These observers by their skill, zeal, and attention performed their arduous work in such a manner as to
be deserving of the highest praise.
On terlll-d,,)'s and other special occasions the meteorological observations were necessarily entrusted
to various other members of the expedition, who showed the same zeal and attention as did the more prac-
ticed observers.
The observations at Fort Conger have been divided under the following heads:
Atmospheric pressure.
Temperature of the air.
Vapor tension and relative humidity.
Wind.
Clouds, precipitation, and evaporation.
Solar and terrestrial radiation.
Temperature of the earth.
Temperature of the sea and ice measurements.
Aurora.
Miscellaneous observations comprising those made.
(I) From St. John'S, Newfoundland, to Lady Franklin Bay.
(2) During boat and sledge journey from Fort Conger to Camp Clay.
(3) At Camp Clay.
(4) Comparative winrl observations at Dutch Jsland and Fort Conger.
(5) Field meteorological observations, 1881-1883.
til
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Subject.















Area of high monthly pressure oyer ~orthern II el~1isphere- - - -- - - •n' -. - -- - - - h -
Area of low monthly pressure oyer Northern Henusphere nnn_ - - - - --
Annual fluctuation of pressure at Fort Congernn. __.- •. __n ------- -----
Diurnaltluctuation of pressure at Fort Conger. __. _u_ •• __ nnhh on _n n __
Diurnal tluctuation at various Arctic stations, simultaneous _ .,__ .-.- - h_ - - --.- _h_
Di urnal tluctuation at various Arctic stations, (,,,-a I time __. n __ • - -., - n . - n - - - - - - -
Annual fluctuation of temperature of air at Fort Conger . __n_. __nnn' ---- - - ,_h
Annual inequality in diurnal amplitude of temperature __. __ . -- • n_ n n n
.\lean diurnal fluctuation of temperature, 1881-'83 __• __nn __• • - __• n
Annual fluctuation in wind's direction, 1881-'83_n .oo n_ •• _. __uh
Diurnailluctuation in wind's direction, 1881-'83 _.n_ u u n _ . __
Comparative departures of rue.rn temperatures and cloudiness, 1881-'83 --- --- n _
Simuitaneous weather charts, March Sand 9, 18S3 oon_ ..... _u u.nu n • _




















































































































Hourly readings of aneroid barometer, August to December, 1881 _n • _n_ - _n _h_ U
Hourly readings of mercurial barometer, August, 1881, to August, 1883 h_' ---. ----
Mean daily barometer, August 8,1881, to August 8, 18S3_. nn __ n __ h _. • _
Mean hourly barometer by months, August, 1881, to include July, 1883n nh _
Mean barometer by decades, 1875-'76, 1881-'83 _u ._. n • · n __ n •
Mean monthly pressure at various Arctic stations - u - - u - - - - _. __ n - - h - - - - - u - - u. __
Mean monthly pressure at Fort Conger, 1875-'76, 1881-'83 __n . _ h • . -'
Mean hourly barometer at Fort Conger for 601 days, and 216 days without the sun. -- - - --'
~lean hourly barometer at Fort Conger for each month of the year in departures - n - - - --
Diurnal barometer tluctuations at various Arctic stations , h __ '_ h n_ h - _h_. __
Departures (by months) from mean annual pressure at Fort Conger n ---- - - - - - - ---- - - --
Maxima and minima pressures u n. __ ' • _n nn n_ - - - n ---
Daily barometric ranges 1881-'83 __n_' __ h _. _. n u __ . .n, • -.-- - - .---
Maxima and minima daily barometric ranges, 1881-'83 n __ u - - - - - n - - - n -. - - - - - -.--
Greatest hourly and daily barometric changes, 1881-'83 u ._.n __ h_n·_ ----
Hourly temperature observations, August, ISSI, to August, 1883 •• , _n n - - ---
Daily mean temperatures, August 5, 1881, to August 8, 18S3 nn_ • n n n __
Hourly mean temperatures by months, August, IS81, to July, 1883 •__ n - __ • __ • __ n
Mean temperatures by decades, 1875-'76, 1881-'S3 u_ ••• __ - __ • • __ n n
Mean monthly temperatures for Arctic stations north of Kennedy Channel; h_ - --
Mean monthly temperatures for Arctic stations near Littleton Island u __ n •• _ •• u __
Mean monthly ranges of temperature, 1875-'76, 1881-'83 n_n ._u n _
Mean daily ranges of temperature, 1881-' 83 __. ._ un _n n u_ - _ -0 - _u - d_
.\laxima,rninima, and absolute temperature ranges, 1875-'76, 1881-'83 n _
Diurnal amplitude of temperatures at various Arctic stations . •. h U _ n_
'\lean diurnal tiuctuations of temperature for each month, &c U __ h .u n
llourly temperature changes of 9°,1881-'83 oo_. h __ • n ._._.nunn '
Hours of zero weather, freezing mercury, &c __u u _ n • .n n -.
Moisture of the air by months, August, 1881, to July, 1883 n_ u ._. __ nnnhh
Wind velocity by months, August, 1881, to July, 18S3 • __~n. , __ , __ n _
Comparative wind velocities at and near Fort Conger ...... u • .h __
High winds, 1881-'83 • • u __ • _
Frequency and velocity of winds by months, lil81-'83 __• n nn ._
\Vinds of various velocities, 1881-'83 .h • __ • nu n __ • _
l!ourly and monthly wind resultants, 1881-'83, and storms at Fort Conger • __u _
C,louds and rainfall, August, 1881, to July, 1883 • •• _n • • __
I',vaporauon of ice and water
Mean cloudiness by months, ;88;.::'83-~=~=~======~=~========~.~===============~===_
l!ours of ralll, snow, &c., 1875- ' 76, 1881-'83 •. _. n n h _
Rain anti melted snow by months, 1881-'83 • __• n_. uu_. _
Precipitation by hoar frost, 1881-'82 u __Mean daily evaporation, 1881-'82__• __ -_ .• ._. • .h U_n. _
Solar and terrestrial radi~tion observaiions~ 188·1-:..~83======~===~======~==-==========~
Differences between maximum black bulb thermometer and ordinary maximum, ISSI -'83 __
Differences between rarllatll1j; rmrumum thermometer and ordinary minimum, Il{XI-'S3' _
Means and extremes of maximum solar black bulb, ISl{I-'S3 • hh __ h .I
-~-------------- I




168 Means and extremes of minimum terrestrial observations, 1881-'83_._h u __ u_u_u 378
169 Monthly means sea temperatures and ice measurements, 1881-'83 .n_. _n_nu· __ ._ 3S1
170 Monthly means sea temperatures at high ami low water, 1882-'83 _u . __..n. h _ h _ h _ _ _ 382
171 Sea temperatures and ice measurements, 1881-'83 _u_h • h nuu_ 383
172 Sea temperatures at high and low water, 1882-'83 __ n __ ._._uh. • • unu 385
173 Frequency of auroras, 1881-'83 __n_un __ n h ._uh n __ n __ u·_ 3S6
174 Pressure, temperature, and humidity, St. Johns to Lady Franklin Bay, ISSI __ .. u .._ 402
175 'Vind, weather, and rainfall, St. Johns to Lady Franklin Bay, 1881 u __- h _ , u 404
176 Temperature of the sea, St. Johns to Lady Franklin Bay, ISSL; n . h no n u _ 406
177 Barometer observations, Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 1883n n _. _n , u n __ .. 408
178 Temperature observations, Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 1883 n __._. n_H _un_ .. h_ 410
179 'Vind, weather, tides, &c., Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 1883 h n u u . • __ 412
180 Barometer observations at Camp Clay, October, 1883, to May, 1884 • .u 422
181 Temperature observations at Camp Clay, October, 1883, to June, 1884 un _u _.u n. 426
182 \Vind, weather, &c., at Camp Clay, October, 18S3, to June, ISS4 u .u_ . _u .n__. _h •• - 433
183 Daily means of atmospheric pressure, August 1,1883, to May, 1884 .n.. .h_ 437
184 Daily means of temperature of air, August, 1883, to June, 18S4 . _nn u _, u ' __' 438
185 Comparative anemometer readings at Dutch Island and Fort Conger __n' ' __ n ._n._ __ 439
186 Field meteorological observations u __u_n_n __ • n n_n. n__ 44 1
•
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ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE,
The barometric observations of the Lady Franklin Hay Expedition commenced on July 7, 1881, the
date of the departure from St. John's, Newfoundland, and were continued until the breakage of the last
mercurial barometer at Camp Clay on May 23, 1884·
The observations on the outward voyage, the last of which was at 12 p. m. (Washington Mean Time)
August 17, 1881, were made every four hours from a mercurial marine barometer (Green, New York), No.
24 18, which was 3 feet [0.9 I Ill] above the sea-level.
The readings here published, after having been corrected for temperature, were reduced to the sea-level
by the constant + .003 inch [+ 0.08111 111]. Compensated aneroid No. 2651 was also read hourly from August 8,
its correction being determined daily from the readings of the marine barometer.
From I a. m., August 18,1881, when observations commenced (Ill shore at Fort Conger (81 0 44' N.
64045' W.) to include December 31,1881, the compensated aneroid No. 2651 was read hourly and its read-
ings reduced to 32° (0° C.) ami the sea, by a correction determined dail.Y with reference to the four hourly
readings of U. S. Signal Service mercurial barometer No. 229·
Barometer No. 229 was read every four hours at 3,7, and II a. m. and p. m., Washington mean time,
from August 18 until December IS, 1881, subsequent to which date it was read hourly until August 9, 1883.
This barometer (No. 229) from I a. ru, August 19 until 7 p. m. (inclusive) September 12, 1881, was situated
3 r,7 feet [9.66111] above the sea, and its readings were corrected for elevation by a constant of + '°36 inch
[+0.9 1 111111] .
Subsequent to 7 p. m., September lr a, 1881, until the abandonment of Fort Conger, August 9, 1883
it was 24.2 feet [7.35111] above mean sea-level, for which a constant correction of + .030 inch [+0.76111111] has
in I1lt (/lSI'S been applied.
From August 9 (2 p. m.) 1883, until October 26 (inclusive), 1883, the readings are from compensated
aneroid barometer Nos. 2651 and II, and have been corrected for elevation and instrumental error. It
was necessarily assumed that the error of No. 2651, an excellent instrument, remained constant from August
9 until its loss during a violent gale September 27, 1883, and that the latest determined error of No. II also
remained constant.
From October 27, 1883, until it was broken May 23, 1884, the readings are from mercurial barometer
No. 522. This instrument, abandoned by First Lieut. E. A. Garlington, U. S. Army, at Cape Sabine, was
found in perfect condition. Its readings as here given are reduced for temperature, and afterwards to the
sea by a constant of + .010 inch [+0.2S lI lIn ] .
Its elevation 2 feet [.6I IIl] above extreme high water was estimated to be 10 feet [3.0SIIl] above mean sea-
level. .
Every precaution was taken to insure the utmost accuracy in the observations at Fort Conger. Ba-
rometer No. 229 was compared daily subsequent to January I, 1882,* with mercurial standard barometer
No. 3'9, which had been set aside as a standard. The difference between these barometers rarely varied
from :l: .003 inch [:l: 0.08" 11" ] and remained substantially unchanged during the two years observations at
Conger.
No. 229 was confined in its wooden box, except when being read, and was so distant and protected from
the influence of the heating stove that its temperature readings fluctuated within a comparatively limited
range..During the first year it was distant at least 30 feet [9 111 ] from the heating-stove with intervening bunks,
&c., which absolutely prevented any direct radiation from the stove to the instrument. The second year the
heating-stove was within 10 or 12 feet [about 3 to 4111 ] of the barometer which suspended in the observer's
~oom w.as completely protected from direct heat by a solid wooden partition from floor to ceiling, and sat-
isfactorily from radiated heat.
. The a~curacy of all readings was determined by checking them with the record of a registering aneroid
which was 111 good working order the greater part of the time, although its range was never as great as that
of the non-recording instrument.
*Prior to that date comparative readings were made each month, of which thc following were preserved in my'diary:
:,eptember 14, I881,from live readings error of No. 229 as to No. 319 - .004 inch [ -0. lonlln]; October 31 , five readings, _ .001
Inch [ - 00 l"'''']' December 1 tiv I' . h [
, , '.' , ive rear IIJgs, - .002 IllC - 0.05"''''). The boo'c of daily comparative readings was left at
Fort Conger as heavy and unessenti~.l.-,·A.W. G.
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Fully nine-tenths of the observations were made by old and trained observers of the Signal Service,
but to discover or obviate erroneous readings, to which every observer is liable, it was ordered that the
instrument after each reading be slid back carefully into its case with the vernier unchanged, and that the
observer of the following hour should first read again the vernier and check the record of his immediate
predecessor.
As one or two sudden and inexplicable changes were recorded in September and October, 1881, the
observer was later required to personally and immediately report to me, either day or night, any change of
.030 inch [0.76mlll] in an hour. As a result no rapid fluctuations were ever after recorded which were not
in consonance with other meteorological conditions, and for many of the months no hourly change as great
as .050 inch [1.27mm] was noted.
Interpolated values are printed in italics.
Maxima and minima values are printed in bold-faced type.
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AUGUST, 1881.
TABLE I.-flt/llosplll'ric pressure (reduced to sca),a August, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49I11







Date. I a. rn, 2 a. m, 3 a. m. 4 a. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8 a. m, 9 a. m. 10 a. m. I I a. rn, Noon,
I I
I p. m.· 2 p. m.
------- --~---- ---- ------- - ----
I __ n ._n_" • • h . nh •
2
---------
-- ~------ ------- ----- - - --------- ------- ------- -------- ---------- -- ------ -------- -------- ------- -------
3 ---._------
- - -- -- -- - ------- ------- - - - - - - ..
_d
--_. ---
------- ------ - ---- ------ -------- ----~--- .. -- .. ----1------- -------
4 ------ ---- ._----- .-._--- ------- ------- - - - -- ----- ------- ------- --- ---- _.._------- ------ -- ---- ---- ---- ---- -----" - -------
5 .~----- "-_.
-------1------ ------- -... - _.. - - ---- ------ ------- _.. _--- -------- ---------- -------- ------- _.. - - - -- ---_.- - - - - - - --(,
--------_.
- - - -- ------
-- - _..- -
------ -
----------
------- ----_.- -------- ------ ._-- -_._----- ------ ---- ---- ------ -------
7
----------
"--- ..-- ---------- ------- ----._-- --------
___ M _ •• ___
-------- _._------ '-- -- --_.-
.476 .476X _____ a ____ .556 .536 ·Wi .536 .556 .536 .5 16 .510 ·5°6 .476 .496 .476
<)
-_._------
.410 .410 ·410 .410 .410 .410
·43° .420 .420 . 400 . 400 . 400 .420 .420
10
-------_ .. .472 .490 .5 12 .5 12 .5 22 .542 .562 .562 .582 .582 .592 .602 .612 .632
II
--
--_ ... -- .726 .736 ·75(' .756 .766 ·786 .786 .776 .756 .766 .766 .756 .7 26 .726
12
---------- ·799 . 819 . 829 . 8.~9 .859 .859 .859 .859 .879 .879 .879 .879 .889 .89lj
I '











. 805 . 805 . 805 . 825 d.818 .805 . 805 . 8°5 ·795 ·7951-
--- ------
.83 1 .85 1 d. SolSe f. {\',;o .91 I .87 1 .871 .891 .891 .881 .87 1 .87 I .87 1 .881)
If>
----------
·955 ·9(,5 .965 ·9('5 .965 .965 .965 .965 .97'0 . filO
·975 .985 .965 ·995
17
--
- -- "- _.. .985 .985 .985 .985
·9S5 .985 I. 005 I. 005 .985 I. 015 I. 015 I. 015 I. 015 I. 015IS
------._--
I.oH I. 044 I.°H I. 044 1. 024 1. 024 1. 024 1. 024 1. 024 I. 024
·994 ·974 .964 .964
I')
--------- ..
.956 .916 .9°6 ·9°6 .896 .9°6 .876 .876 .866 .866 .856 .846 .846 .846




.796 .796 .796 .786 .766 .766 .756 .756 .756 .746 .746 .736 .726 .726
22
----------
.7 16 .7 16 .726 .736 .746 .756 .756 .766 .796 .796 .806 .816 .826 .826203
----------
.887 .897
.9°7 .9°7 .917 .917 g·9 60 I. 007 I. 017 I. 017
·957 ·957 ·957 ·957
24
----------
I. °56 I. 066 I. 066 I. 066 1.°76 1.0<)6 I. 106 I. 106 I. 106 I. 096 1.°96 I. 106 I. 106 I. 106
·'5 •. _-_ .._---- 1. 089 I. 089 1.089 1. 089 I. 089 1. 089 I. 119 I. 119 1. 129 I. 119 I. 119 1.099 I. 089 I. 0892(l
-----.---
i 1. 084 I. 084 I. 004 1. 064 I. 074 1. 064 I. 054 I. 054 1.034 I. 014




·793 . 803 ·793 ·79,













·943 ·933 ·953 ·953 .963 .963 ·993 .9S3',)
_._---_ .. -
·945 ·945 ·945 ·945 ·945 ·935 ·935 ·935 ·945 .925 .925 .895 .895 .895.)
'I
----------





.8339 .8355 .8404 .8422 . S464 .8472 .85 II i .8544 .8567
.8503 .8468 .8414 .84°1 .8418\I";lI'S in milli-
Illckrs. 7l1O+ 57· 77 57. 82 57.92 57·97 58. 07 58. 10 58. 21 58. 28 58.36 58. 18 58. 10 57·95 57.92 57·97
a nyconstant!-.OO3 to include the 17th 1 anti by one of +.°36 subsequently.
h .Vncroid barometer ;\n. 26:;t compensated.
'Three (eel \,,/,"'1 to include the r rth ; subsequently 31.7 feet 19.66'"1.
d Regular mercurial.
--no • .
'Aneroid read .950, evidently .100 too hig-h.
(Aneroid read .<)60, evidently .100 too high.
'Goldschmidt's aneroid.
•
rTHE LADY FHANKLIN BAY. EXPEDITION. 97
AUGUST, 1881.




Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by a,hling 49111
Barometer above the sea { 3.0 } feet = { '9 I } meters
, 3I.7 9.66 .





3 I'- m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. ' 6 p. m. 7 p. m.
I I
8p.lll. 9p.lll. lOp. Ill. IIp.m. Mi'!ll't, I iaily
means.
Max. Mill. Range.
.u _._ ---1-----.-- ·_un ----un .u.
------- ---------,.--_ .. _- -----










. )o;Z5 . 8°5
. (,X9 .679
I. 116 I. 116
I. 089 I. 099
.















































































































































































































































































































































































54· 72 3 1
-----, --- - ---._,--- _.._~----._--------- _._-- --~-- ._--_..._--- .~--
.11389 .8347
57.92
.8405 I .840 1 .8397
1
.8372












.125 '-' .04 1
3· 17 --1. 0 5 57· 97
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--7
."
98 THE LADY Fl~ANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE n.-Atmospheric pressure (reducedto sea)", Septanber, 1881.
\Vashington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4911l fl.
Barometer" above the sea, 31.7c feet [9.66 meters]. 28
;\.=-64° 45'=-4h 19m
! 29








Date. 5 a. m, 8 a.m. 9 a. m, 10 a. m'l I I a. m. Noon. I 1'. m. 2 p.m. II a. 111. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4 a.m. 6 a. m. , 7 a. m.
-- ~----- ~---
I








625 . 625 .635 .655 .675 .695 .705 ·735 ·735 ·755 ·775
3 n ____ ... -.
·947 ·957 ·957 ·977 .987 1.007 1.007 I. 027 I. 047 I. 047 I. 047 I. 047 I. 047 I. 0574 n ____ • --. I. 140 I. 160 I. 160 I. 180 I. 190 I. 190 .I. 210 I. 220 I. 230 1.240 I. 250 I. 250 I. 250 1.240
5 ---------- I. 076 1.°76 I. °56 1. 056 I. 036 1. 026 1. 026 I. 026 I. 016 I. 006 .996 I .97
6
.966 .9766. _____ . __.
.896 .896 .896 .946 .956 .946 .946 .956 .976 .996 .996 .996 1.026 1.026
7 ---------- 1. 046 1.°46 I. 056 I. 056 I. 046 I. 036 I. °36 I. 026 .996 .986 .966 .956 .936 .926I
I8. _______
u
·775 ·755 .765 ·745 ·745 .7 15 ·735 .725 .7 25 .7 15 .705 .695 .695 .695
9 +------ --- ·737 ·747 ·747 ·747 ·737 ·737 ·757 ·737 ·747 ·737 ·737 ·737 ·737 .707
10
. ~------_. .467 .427




.3°3 ·333 ·353 ·373 .383 ·393 .413 .413 .413 .423 ·433 ·433 ·44312 _____ . ___ .
·479 ·579 ·579 ·549 ·559 ·579 ·579 ·579 ·579 ·579 .589 .5 89 ·599 ·599
13· _________
.723
·733 .763 .763 ·773 .783 . 813 . 813 . 813 . 813 .813 .833 .843 .84314 _____ ... __
.833 . 863 .883
·903 .9°3 .883 .883 . 863 .853 .853 .853 .853 .853 .853
15 ---------- · X68 .85 8 .sos .888 .888 .888 .898 .918 .938 .938 .918 .918 .938 ·9°816
---------- .908 .908 .918 .9°8 .8')8 .888 .878 .868 .868 .848 .828 .828 .838 .82817 __._
·947 ·947 ·947 .987 ·997 I. 017 I. 037 I. 027 I. 027 1. 057 1.°77 I. 087 I. 087 I. 097
18 n __ • _____ 1. 160 1. 160 1. 140 I. 160 I. 170 I 15° I. 160 I. 150 I. 130 I. 150 I. 150 I. 150 I. 150 I. 150
19 ~--------- I. 156 I. 166 I. 166 I. 166 I. 156 I. 166 I. 176 I. 186 I. 186 I. 156 I. 156 I. 166 1. 156 I. 13620 _________ 1. °41 1. 021 I. 021 1.021 I. OIl
.991 .97 1 .97 1 .97 1 .97 1 .97 1 .97 1 .941 .96121
----- ----- .966 .956 .976 .976 .976 . tiSI] .986 .986 .986 .976 .976 .966 .946 .93622 ._----_ .. _. .861 .861 .87 1 .891 .891 .871 .861 .821 .8Il .Br r
.781 .781 .77 1 .77 1
23 ._u · __n.
.789 .789 ·759 ·749 ·749 ·739 .729 .729 .729 .729 . 689 .729 . 689 .67924 uu n ____
.7°5 .7°5 .705 .7 25 ·755 .7 25 . 685 .695 .695 .675 .665 .665 .645 .645
:::!5 ----~----- . 624 . 624 .644 .644 .664 . 684 .664 .654 .654 .654 .654 .654 .664 .67426 _________ .
· ('74 .654 .674 .694 . 684 .694 .674 .654 .634 . 624 . ('34 .634 . 624 .634
27
---------- ·535 ·555 ·555 ·535 ·535 .525 .5 25 ·495 ·455 .455 ·455 ·445 ·445 ·445
28 ______ ~ ___
.500 .5 20 .5 20 .530 .540 .550 .5 60 .560 .560 .570 .590 .600 .610 .62029 ____u _n_
· (J90 .700 .7 10 .7 20
.740 .740 .750 .750 .760 .770 .780 .790 .790 .79°
3° -.------.- .822 .832 .832 .832 .812 .822 .802
.792 .782 .782 .782 .792 .792 .792
-~--~----- _._-- -~~--------~- -------~--" --~----Means ___ u _ •
.7977; .8024 . 8044 .8097 .8111 . 8064 . 8067 . 8027
.7984 .7967 ·7957 ·7974 ·7957 .7961Means in milli-
meters, 700 +- 56. 85 56.96 57. 01 57. 16 57.19 57. 06 57. 09 56.99 56. 85 56. 83 56. 80 56. 83 56. 80 56. 80
------_.__.."-'_._~---~----------------,---~
~--_.,-,~-~_.--~ ~---------_ ..__.. - -_._-~-------
------_.------------"
• By constant f- .Oj6 to include 7 p. m. on the 12th; subsequently by con-
'Elevation changed at 7.jO p. m. on the rzth from j'-7 feet [9.66mJ to 24.2 feet
stant + .OjO. [7-38"'] .
b Aneroid barometer No. 2651.
'fHB LADY FUANKLIN BAY BXPBDITION. 99
SEPTEJ\lBER, 1881.
TABLE I I.-AllIlo.,pluric pressure (rt'r!tldd I() sm), .sll'loJlbcr, 1881.

























· 599 . 050 -~ . 007 52. 33 I



































































































































































.710 .500.210 .020 51. 84
· g60 .69°.17° .040 56.58
· 832 . 692 . 140 ~~~ . °5 8 56. 24
_ ..~-- ._- -~.-I--.



































































































































































































































































































































































100 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1881.
TABLE IlL-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea),a October, 1881.




IBarometer" above the sea 7.4:2 feet [7.38 meters]. 28 ! 0.°7° I
29 ' 0.0]2 I
¢=+81° 44' 1,=-64° 45'=-:"'-4h 19m IH=29·000 +
Date. I a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4 a. m. 5 a. m, 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8a.m. 9 a. m. w,mluu Koon. I p.m. 2 p.m.
I ,
-,....--_. .~-----_._-------- ----_..___ ,
---
.669 . 689 .669 .669 .669 I . 619 . 609 .589 .569 ·559I ._-------- .7 19 .709 ·709 .659 ,2 nnn ____
·444 ·434 ·444 ·444 ·444 ·454 ·474 ·474 ·474 ·494 .504 .504 .5 14 .5 24
3 __ n ______
·533 ·533 ·543 ·543 ·553 ·553 .563 ·543 ·543 ·543 .563 ·573 .583 .583
4 __ .n_ ----
·475 .455 ·445 ·435 .425 .425 .4°5 ·395 ·375 .365 ·375 ·375 ·375 .365
5 ._------_. .378 .388 .388 .398 .398 .398 .•p8 .•p8 .428 .428 .428 .448 .458 .4586. ______ ..
.53 1 .521 .53 1 .53 1 .521 .53 1 .5 21 .53 1 .53 1 .531 .53 1 .53 1 .541 .541
7 -- .649 .659 .669 .679 .679 .679 .679 .7°9 ·719 .709 .7 19 .7 19 .7°9 .709
8 ___ 0. __ - •• _ . 629 .589 ·579 ·579 ·579 ·579 .569 ·559 .569 ·539 ·539 ·539 ·539 ·5599 _u _______
.536 .546 .576 .576 .546 .536 .546 .576 .566 .576 .586 .606 .626 .62610 ___ . _. ____
·747 ·777 ·777 .787 .787 .787 ·797 . 807 . 817 . 827 .837 .857 . 867 . 867II __ n ______
.842 .842 .852 .85 2 .85 2 .862 .872 .882 .892 .882 .882
.9°2 .922 .92212 __________
.940 .94° .94° .94° .94° .94° .95° .94° .94° .94° .93° .93° .920 .900
13 uu _____
.928 .928 .928 .948 .948 .948 .948 .958 .948 ·958 .958 .958 .958 .96814 ___n ___ n I. 019 1.009 I. 029 I. 029 1. 029 I. 029 1.009 1.009
.989 .969 .969
·959 .929 .92915 -_.---- ---- .787 ·757 ·737 ·737 ·727 .727 .707 .697 .697 . 687 .677 . 687 . 687 .67716 ____ n ____
.5 18 .5 18 ·488 .488 .498 .5 18 .5 28 .538 .538 .538 .538
·54S .548 .54817 UU n_n_ . 613 .633 .643 .653 .693 .713 .713 .7 13
·773 ·773 ·773 .783 .783 ·793
18 __ nu ____
.725 .705 .705 .695 .695 .695
.7°5 .725 .725 .695 .695 .7 25
·735 ·74519 __nnn __
.887
.9°7 .927 ·937 ·957 .967 ·977 I. 017 I. 047 I. 047 1.°77 I. 097 1.097 1.11720 _______ On I. 234 1.244 I. 234 I. 224 I. 224 I. 214 I. 164 I. 144 I. 134 I. 114 I. 104 I. 074 I. 044 I. 04421 _un _____ 1.049 1. 029 I. 039 I. 049 1. 069 I. 079 I. 079 I. 109 I. 149 I. 159 I. 169 1. 189 I. 189 I. 18922 ______ n __ I. 340 I. 340 I. 380 I. 390 1·400 1.420 I. 440 I. 440 1.440 I. 430 I. 430 1.440 I. 450 I. 450
23· _________ I. 482 I. 472 I. 472 I. 472 1.47 2 1.462 I. 452 I. 462 I. 462 I. 452 I. 432 I. 412 I. 402 I. 412
2.~ __________ I. 304 I. 294 1. 284 I. 274 I. 264 I. 264 I. 274 I. 274 I. 254 I. 244 I. 224 I. 234 I. 244 I. 24425 uu ___ u_ 1.2')8 I. 308 I. 318 I. 328 1.338 I. 338 I. 338 1.338 1.358 I. 358 1.348 1.358 I. 368 I. 3682h
---------
1.338 I. 358 I. 368 I. 368 1.368 1.368 1.368 I. 378 I. 368 I. 358 I. 358 1.348 I. 35S 1.34827 ___un ___ I. 375 I. 375 I. 375 I. 405 I. 405 I. 415 I. 415 I. 415 I. 425 I. 435 I. 455 I. 475 I. 445 I. 435
28 __ u ______ 1.330 I. 310 I. 290 I. 280 1.270 I. 250 I. 250 1.240 1.240 I. 220 I. 220 1.200 1.200 I. 19029 _u _______ I. 055 I. 055 I. 055 I. 045 I. 065 1.055 I. 055 I. 045 I. 035 I. 015 I. 015 1.0°5
·995 I. 0053° ---------. .8(J2 .832 .832 .822 .812 .782 .782 ·782 .7 62 .732 .732 ./12 .7 12 .7 1231 ______ hOO








.8847 .8853 . 8863 .8908 .8937 .8866 .8885 .893 1 . 89341 . 8944:\1 eans in rnilli-
i
159. 29 Imders,700+ 58.97 58.08 58.99 58.99 59·°7 59·°7 59·°9 59. 22 59. 29 59. 12 59· 14 59· 27 i59· 27I
...._'
By constant +'030' b Aneroid barometer No. 265['
'rilE LADY FHA~KLI~ BAY EXPEDITION. 101
OCTOBER, r881.
I- n ,I Gravity I.. correction.
1_-
, 30 0.074 I
31 0·°77
'fAIlLE III.-A tmospllericpn'sSllrc (ret/lfut! to sea), October, 188 I.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Barometer above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
4 p.m. 5 p. m. T() p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m. , 9 P: m,
I I
I, I I













·549 ·539 .529 .489
·534 ·544 ·544 ·544
.469 ·459 ·449
·544 ·544 ·544
.419 .300 --.o,p 51. 26 I









































































































































































































































































































































































































































.975 .806. 169 -. 0298
61.35 57. 06 4. 29 -0·755 59. 23
I. 170 I. 160 I. 150 J. 140 I. 120 I. 110 J. 110 J. 100 I. 090
.995 .955 .935 ·935 ·935 .915 .9°5 .885 .875
.702 .702,.712 .702 .722 .732 .732 .722 .732
.988 .998 J. 018 J. 048 I. 068 J. 078 J. °98 J. 128 I. 128
-----------~..._-- ------------,---
.8960) .89691 .8995 .8966; .8969 .8966 .8989 .9016 .8968 .8939




























I 102 fl'IlB LADY FHANKIJIN BAY EXPEDITION.NOVEMBER, IS8r.
TABLE 1V.-Atmospheric pressllre (redltced to st'a),a .iViI1Jember, 1881.
Gravity
R. correction.Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





I late. , a. m. 2 a. m,
I
I3 a. m. 4 a.m. 5 a. m. 6a.m. 7a.m. 8a.ll1. 9a.l11. ro a. 111. r r u.jn.] Noon. r p.m. z p.jn,
--- ~-- --- I. 137 I. 147 1.147 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 157 I. 127 I. 117 I. 107
2 h. _______ I. 0<)1 I. 09' I. III I. 121 I. 121 I. 13I I. 151 I. 151 I. 141 I. 131 I. 121 I. 12I I. 121 I. 121
3 -.- .... -- I. °71 I. 061 1.°5 1 I. °51 1.05 1 I. °41 I. 021 I. 021 I. 01 I 1.01 I I. Oil 1.01 I I. 01 I 1.001
4--00------ I. °31 I. °41 I. °31 I. °31 I. °31 1.021 I. 001 I. OIl
.991 .991 .981 .97 I .97 1 .9615 .. - - - .. - .6!J4
.634
·594 .584 ·554 .524 .464 ·444 .424 .404 .384 .384 .384 .3846 _________
.322
.352 .362 .352 .352 .362 .322 .332 .332 .292 .27 2 .25 2 .25 2 .222
7 --------_.- .3 15
·335 ·345 ·345 ·355 .365 .365 ·375 ·435 ·445 ·455 ·475 .475 .4858 ___ 00. ___
·535 ·545 .565
·545 ·535 ·535 ·535 ·535 ·535 ·535 ·545 ·545 ·545 .5 659 - - _... -- - - . ·72':1. .738 .748
.758 .7 68 .778 ·778 .778
·78X ·7XX .798 ·79'::1. .798 . SoS10 ___ • __ 00_.
.828
. S4X . S48 .848 .848 .838 .838 .868 .858 .838 .828 .82X .828 .828II
- - --- - .
.840 .840 .840 .840 .830 .830 .830 .830 .850 .840 .850 .860
· S7° . SXo
12 ____ . ___._ I. 137 I. 147 I. 177 I. 177 I. 187 I. 207 I. 197 I. 197 I. 197 I. 197 I. 197 I. 177 I. 177 I. 177II _.u. ______ 1. 084 I. 084 I. 064 I. 054 I. 044 I. 034 I. 024 I. 024 I. 014 1.004
·994 .984 ·9'::1.4 ·97414----- ·995 .985
·995 I. 005 1.005 1.005 I. 015 I. 025 I. 025 I. 025 I. 035 1.035 I. 045 I. 065
'5 __ ·h_
- -
I. 100 I. 100 I. 100 I. 100 I. 100 1.100 1.100 I. 100 I. 080 1.070 I. 060 I. 050 1.040 I. 03016 n • __ ... h _ .896 .886 .886
.876 .876 .866 .866




.936 .936 .936 .936 .936 .926 .916 .916 .91618 __ u __ .u.
. S26 .826
.836 .826 .826 .81(,
.796 .806
.796 .786 .766 .75 6 .746 .73619 ________ ..
·56S .558 .558
·55S .558 .55 8 .558 .558 .568 .578
·56S .568 ·55S .56820 . __ ... _
.501
.501
.49 1 .481 .47 1
.45 1 .441 .441 .43 1 .4°1 .391 .381 .37 1 .36121








.541 .53 1 .501 .481
.45 1
·4" .391 .381 .361 .34 1 .33 1 .321 .3 112.1 __ 'h •• ___
.229
.229
.259 . 269 .279
.319
·339 ·349 ·379 .389
·409 ·439 ·449 ·47924 .. .51)8 .61X .6,X
.638 .64S .648 .658 .668
.67X .678 .688 .6XS
· ('98 ·7°825 • __ n __ • __
.798 .818 .828 .828 .818
.818 .818
.838 .828





·754 ·744 ·744 ·734 ·744 ·754 ·754 ·744




·778 .778 .778 .778
·778 .788 .798 .7982X __...... ______
. 780
.770
·77° .760 .760 .760 .760
.760











.73 1 .73 1 .73 1
·731 .73 1 .73 1 .7 11 .70 1 .69 1 .681 .691




.7687 .77 10 .7740
.7723 .7707
.7697 .7643 .7663 .7660
.7603
·7573 ·7553 ·7543' ·75';7:\Ieans in milli-
meters 700+ 56. 12 56. 17 56.24 56. 19 56. 17 56. 14 55·99 56. 04 56. 04 55. 89 55. 82 '55· 77 55· 74 55. 'if)
• Hy constant +.°3°. b Aneroid barometer No. 2651.
'l'lIE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPElHTIO-S.
NOVEMBER, 1881.
TABLE IV.-Atmosplltlitpressllre (reduud to sea), November, 1881.
103
Gravity
R. correction. \Vashington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49"'











































































































































































































































































































































































































































--.026 47. IX 5
-.018 44.03 6
--. 0 15 48. IO 7
-.035 5I. 70 8
--. °3 2 5('· 80 9
-.032 57.95 10
-.040 59· 75 II
--.033 66.23 12
-.°46 62.27 13
--.035 63· 3(' 14
-.050 (J2.75 15
·-.044 58. 51! 16
-.044 59· 65 17
-.044 55.48 18
.~. °42 50.64 19
--.029 47.66 20




-. °3 2 54.42 24
-. °42 57. 82 25
-. °3 6 55. X4 26
-. °5 2 56.48 27
-.040 54.75 28




.76271 ·7593 .7583 . 7547
i
·75
I I I :
55· 8755· 92 ,55· 9755· 87 55· 84 55· 77 .55· 67I I iii 55·53
.7450
55.51
· 74631 . 7604




















































































































































































































































































































TUE f,ADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
DECEMBER, 1881.
TABLE V.-Atmospheni: pressure (reduced to sea) ,a December, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m






















, a. m. 2 a. m, 3 a. m. I, 4 a. m,
,
2 __ n •• __
3.-. __ .n __
4 n __ n - _
5 on
lJ . . __
Date.
I n __ •• •
7- h
S _. _n_
f) - - - - n
'0 h _
II q_. __
12 . __ . _





IS _ .n _















































































, 27 - · n ·997 I. 007 I. 017 I. 027 I. 037 I. 037 I. 037 I. 037 I. 057 I. 087 I. 097 I. 107 I. 107 I. 107




1.008 .998 .998 .978 .948 .938 .928 .918 .918 .918
: 3° n___ " .04. 4 . 4 .884 .884 .894 .894 '924, .924 .934 .934 .944 ,954"
31 - hh J.()46 1.°46 1.°56 1.°56 1.046 1.016 1.016 1.006 I .996 '.986 .956 .936 .896 .896
Means ._ .7074 .70971~~1~~1 .708~,,~~1,-.7006 ,-.6965-i.,,~~g;-I'~990 1~990 ,:-:6987 ~01O ~05511Means in milli- I I I.













'Three feet [.9Im) to include '2 midn't, August 18; subsequently 3I'7feet [9.66m).
d Interpolated from Goldschmidt's recording aneroid; observation missed.
• Regular aneroid substituted; mercurial evidently read .os too high.
I I3 p. m. . 7 p. m. ! II p. m.II a. m.
AUGUST, 1881.
{ 3.0'} . {'9I }Barometer" above the sea feet = L6 meters., 31.7 9.0
TIlg LADY FRAXKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washin~tol1 mean time. Reduce to local mean timc by adding 49'"
II 2(j.OOO i·
7 a. m.
TABLE VL-AIII/(Htlll'ri( prrssure (rnll/cet! to sea),e' Augl/st, 1881.
Ilate.
oily constant + .003to include 12midn't, August ,8; subsequently by constant
+.0]6.
'Marine barometer No. 2.,8, read to include 12 midn't, August.8; subse-




--- - - -- -- -----~--
----------
-- - -~. - - -- ~------ --
---------
._-
- - ---- ._-- -----~-----.---- --- ----.--
2
- -- -- - -- _. - -_. - .. - -- ------_.-
---------




- ____ •• 0-
- -- . -
- _. - - - .-
J -----.-- .- ---.--- - ----. ---- ---. ----.- --------.- ---------- -----_.-- --------- .. _----.-- -------------.----- - - -- -- --------












---~ ------- -- ... - - - --- - --(,
- - - - -
---
~ - . - --- - . _------- - ---- -- ..
----------
---------- ---'--'--- ._------- --------- --------- ----------
~---_ ... _-----. __ .
7 . _. - - -- ----- --- . _. - - - - - -- ---- ._--- ----- ._-- ~--- ------
--------- ~-------- --------- --------- ---- ------- --- -----------
48.728
-------------. -- ·549 ·534 ·4(j5 ·454 .427 .4°7 ·4777 ·549 ,407 142
9 .438 .4 10 .398 .425 ·445 ·475 .4318 ·475 .398
· °77 47.56-----.----------
10
-_ .._-------- - -- .5 23 .558 .591 .648 .673 ·7°6 . 6165 ·7°6 .5 23 183 52. 23
II
----.._------ - - ·744 ·773 . 77'S . 74'S .790 ·793 .77 10 ·793 ·744 · °49 56. 1712
-... _--- ._-------- · S07 · S63 .889 .93° .958 .966 .9°22 . (j66 . 807 .159 59.50









. 8170 .826 . 803 •023 57·34
15 --_._-
----- ----
· S47 .874 . 867 .897
·9°3 .923 .885 2 .923 .847 .°76 59·°716
------ ------- -
• C)28
· (j73 .985 .988 ·977 ·977 .97 13 .988 .928 .060 61. 25
17
- ------~ -------- .985 J. 010 1.01 I 1. 018 J. 02.3 J. 025 J. 0120 J. 025
.985 .040 62.2918
------------ ~--- J. °51 1.020 I. 006 ·959 .919 .900 .9758 I. °51 .900 · 151 61. 37
19
---- ------------
.906 .886 .846 .821
.
803 .812
.8457 .9°6 . 803 . 1°3 58. 0720
------------
- --
· XI') · S08 .802 . 803 .802
·797 . 8052 . 819
·797 .022 57. 0421 -------~-------- .791 .763 .736 .7 21 .7 18 ·710 . 73(j8 .791 .7 10 .081 55.3822
----------------
.7.31 .768




.9 13 d· [leo .952 .964 .987 I. 014 . (j65° I. 014 .913 .101 61. 10----- ~------~ ---
24
---....... -.. _-------
I. 051 I. oSs I. 10<) J. II3 I. II8 I. 1I7 1.0988 1.118 I. °51 •067 64.5025
------._--------
I. ,,6 I. 116 I. 086 I. 086 I. 084 I. 097 I. 0975 I. II6 I. 084
.°32 64·4726
----------------
I. oxo 1.059 .988 .892 . 819
·773 .935 2 I. 080
·773 .3°7 60·3427
.. _-- ------- - --"- · 7X2 ·794 .765 . i59
·759 .750 .7682
·794 .750 .044 56. 0928
-------.. _------ - .770 .786 .810 .842 .859 .859 .8210
.859 ·770 • 089 57·44
29 ----~----------- e.883 .918 .962 .972 ·971 ·944 .9417 .972 .883 . 089 60.5 13° ._-~------------ .95° .924 .900 .862 . 817
·775 .87 13
·95° ·775 · 175 58.7 131
----------------
.763
·735 .726 .697 .688 .6('7




.8431 .8390 .8382 .8352
.84138 .8893 .7872 1022Means in millimeters,
700 -+- -----~-. -_. 57·(j7 58.18 58.00 57.90 57·87 57.80 57·95 59· 17 56. 58 2·59
106
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 107
SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE VII.-AIIII(lsphcric prtSSltrt· (redllcl'il 1(1 St'I7)," Sf'pINII/!eY, 1881.
{9.66 }7.38 meters.Barometer" above the sea { 31.7' } feet24.2








R. correction. B. correction.



















































































































































































































































































































































































_ _ .8040 .8079 .7976 . 8023
Means in millimeters,
700+ 57. 01 57.11 56.85 56.96
.8019 .7961 .80164 .8655
56.96 56. 80 56.96 58. 58
.1378
3· 50 56. 94
• By constant +'°36 to include 7 p. m., rath ; subsequently by constant + .oy>.
b Mercurial barometer N 0_ 229.
031.7 feet r ,.66'"] to include 7 p. m., September 12; subsequently 24. 2 feet [7.38'"].
,1. 100 has been subtracted from each reading, it being evident frum aneroid tbat
an error uf a tenth bad been made.
108 THB LADY FHA~KLIN BAY EXPBDITION.
OCTOBER, 1881.
•'fHE I.JADY FRANKLIX llAY EXPEDITION. 109
NOVEMBER, 1881.
Barometerr above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m











































·75995 .83°5 .6879 i .1426 ----------
55. 89 57. 67 54. 01) I 3. 61 55. 89 iI
II p. m.
._-- -----_..... - --- ~- ------~-~,--
I. 101 I. °92 I. 1287 I. 170 1.092 .°78
I. 085 1.°73 I. 1143 I. 145 I. 073
· °72
I. 009 1·°37 1. 0243 I. 062 ·99(, .066
.83° .7 18 .9193 I. °42 .7 18 .324
.326 . 287 ·4°22 .588 .287 .30 1
.255 .296 .2885 .361 .238 . 123
.507 ·549 .4567 ·549 ·349 .200
.665 .726 . 6047 .726 .542 .184
.
813 . 824 .7980 .824 ·759 . 065
.848 .846 .8412 .848 .83° .OIS
.983 I. 105 .9197 I. 105 .812 .293
I. 141 I. 109 1.1700 1.208 I. 109
·099
.984 .983 I. 0075 I. 081 .976 . 105
1.092 I. 119 I. 0563 I. 119 .992 .127
·9(,0 .915 I. °313 I. 109 .915 .194
. 869 .9°5 .8600 .9°5 .823 .082
.877 .856 .9°47 .940 .856 . 084
.676 . 605 .7382 . 829 . 605 .224
.541 .504 .5492 ·573 .504 .0('9
.427 .484 ·4347 .484 ·3(,6 .118
.658 .588 . 6240 .680 .552 · 128
. 269 .236 ·3473 .5 19 .236 . 283
.529 ·575 .4372 ·575 . 265 .3 10
·745 .7 65 .7°3° .765 .633 .132
. R38 .816 .8382 .856 .81(, · °4°
.741 .75 1 .7562 ·794 .741 · °53
.792 .77 1 .7832 .798 .767 · °31
. ('73 .666 .7 170 .801 .666 .135
.7 20 ·727 .704 2 ·727 .677 · °5°
·559 .441 .6390 .731 .441 .290
7 p. m,
































































































































__ .7765 .7732 .7574 .7566 .75°4 .7456
Means in millime-
ters, 700+ 56.29 56.22 55.82 55· 82 55· 64 55.53
I _
27 _
28 _ _. _
29 . _
3° - n •• _












2 _ .. _













• By constant +.030.




110 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
DECEMBER, 1881.
TABLE X,-Atmospllenc pressure (reduced to sea)a, Daccmbcr, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49m I
I Gravity
B. correction.






Date. I a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. I 4 a. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m. '10 a. m.: I I a m. Noon, I p. m. 2 p. m.
----------
I .n__ ._n __ . __ .• __ • . _
2 • •• _ •• ._ •• _ ... ,_
3 · n.n no _
4 __ u _ .. n._.n _n • ._
5 _._.n. nn __ • n
6 n_ •• n .n_.n
7 -- .• .•. ._nn
l:i n.n_•• _._•• ._. _. •
9 •__•• n •• n. __ • _
10 .• . __ n_. __ .._.





































55· 92 55.79 55. S4 55· 87
54.37
12
-_. ---------~- ------- ------- .562 --_."----- ------- -----_. .492






.. _----- - ------ ·395 ------- - ------ - - - _... -.l14 -- _____ ._. ___
-------
- _. - -- ~
·539
---------
- - - - - -- - •.. - --
·559 ------- ------. . _.. - - - ..
15
--------------




·793 .800 .801 . SOl .796 .788 .778 .77 1 .762
17
--------------
- 71:; .7 26
·735 ·743 ·747 ·747 ·747 .748 ·753 .75018
-_ .... _--- ---_ .. .756 .760 .761




. 8 15 . 8 19 . 827 .821 . S24 . 8 25 .806 . S06 . 8 1320 ___________ .. _
.7 17 ·7°6 .705 .704 .7°6 .7 13 ·715 .709 .7 26 .7 1221
----------_._- .738 ·745 .738 ·743 ·747 .721 .7 10 .702 .698 .674
22 _________ u ____
·447 ·443 .446 ·443 ·443 .460 ·459 .45° .45 1 .456
23 ._-----_._---- -- .500
·494 .496 ·475 ·444 .428 .4 14 .396
·393 ·37724
--------------
·354 .358 .37 2 .387
·395 .4°3 .4°5 .398
·38S ·39725
--------------
·59S .611 .630 .634 .655 .646 .647 .653 .654 . (,!J426
--------------
. S02 .80<) .816
.
827
.834 .835 .836 .846 .844 .850
27
--------------
.99° ·999 l. 010 l. 061 1·°34 1. °32 l. 043 1.043 1.060 I. 07328
--------------
I. 168 I. 159 1. 167 1. 165 I. 168 1. 148 1. 159 1. 127 1. 107 I. °9629 __ •• ___• __._._ I. 040 I. 030 I. 025 1. 018 l. 016 1.008 I. 008
.988
·953 ·955




I. °52 I. 059 I. 05S l. 063 1.055 I. 039 l. 024 1. 003
·999 ·977
---------- '_.__.- ---~---. _ ... _- _._-----
Means (16-31) ____
·7735 ·7744 ·7793 .7838 .7821 .7786 .777 1 .7683 .7682 .7661Means (month? ___ -----~-
-------
.7 124 ._-,------ -----~ -
- -" -- -- -- .7074
------- ---,---- -------Means (16--31 in
millimeters, 700+ 56. 24 56. 24 56.37 56.50 56.45 56.37 56. 32 56. 09 56. 09 56. 04Means (month) in
millimeters, 700 t-
-- - - - -- -- - - -- 54. 67
- - --
--, - 54·55

























.75 2 .748 .756
·773 ·777 ·775
·795 .796 .782






.674 . ('7 1 .1>7 1
.85 2 . 863 .879
• By constant +.030. b Mercurial barometer No. 229.
r,





TABI E X.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea), December, 1881,
\Vashington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Barometer above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters] .
--- ----- -----,
!
3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 6 p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m. 9 p. m, ro p, m.lrr p. m. Midn't.
\
'-I-'-~-~----,-_u_
! ! ~-~ I ~l+1
Daily !I ';;; + coj - ." "?8
means, Max. Min. Range.. ~ 8 r-, ! " Er-, I
5 1_ : ~ ! .:: ~ so. i
~ § e 2':: c.-
.~ ~. ~ :: -
Q ~~ ~t1-
-------1-----· - -- .'--~-
I. 175 I. 173
'1.043 '1. 0 34
. SS7 ~ . 877










































































































































































































































































































































































































-------------~------------------- ------------- ---- ---
54· 55 hU U• -------I-n... _54.77_______
55.92 56. 0 2
.7718 .7681








.780 1 . 6429 . I37! --- ..-- --
52.92 3· 48 56. II





•.050 has been added to original reading to correct obvious error.




112 THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1882.
TABLE XI.-Allhosphcric prtssure (reduced to sea)," 'Jill/Umy, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49Ul H. Gravitycorrection.
Barometer" above the sea 24.2 feet [7.3 8 metersJ.
28 0·°7°










, I .632 .63° . 624 .618 .621 .620 . 615 . 614 .618 .616 . 607 .614 . 609 . 629---------~2.n.n. __ .
·735 .740 .770 .784 .812 .822 . 819 . 863 .898 .9°3 .93 1 ·937 ·95') .965
3 ---- .-- --~ I. 152 I. 169 I. 183 I. 195 I. 213 I. 217 I. 225 I. 229 I. 216 I. 226 1.228 1.222 I. 221 1.208
4·_··_·· n • I. 021 1.007 .982 ·91>6 .948 .924 .892 . 869 .848 . 824 . 813 ·794 .738 .73°
5·----·--·, .634 .639 .646 .65 6 .659 .667 .672 .672 .673 .679 .67° .672 . 683 .69 1
6, __ . _______
·779 .788 ·793 J~; .821 .827 . 829 .836 .846 . 829 .841 .841 .838 .85 27 _n'n_ ••• .884,. .884 .892 ·909 .9°7 .915 .910 .914 .9 18 .916 .918 .920 ·933
8 .'__ • __ ,n'
.936 .935 .929 .928 .929 .9 13 .9 12 .897 .894 .89° .873 . 863 .862 .8('3
9 _u. __ n __ .826 .83° . 829 . X35 .837 .838 .85 0 .848 .844 .839 .842 .835 .848 . 863
10 .. _. , __... ' · ()20
·939 .95° .95 8 .962 .968 ·974 .983 .992 1.004 ·999 I. 016 I. 015 t . 015
II
---- _. ---- I. 0.>5 I. 043 I. °38 I. 038 I. 027 1.027 1. 027 I. 025 I. 016 I. 005 I. 001 ·995 .985 .992
12 _U.h_ .. ,
· X5 2 . X34 . 803 ·775 .768 .742 .724 .7 13 .694 .664 .657 .647 .642 .64°
13. u __ ._u
.
625 . 619 . 617 .612 .612 .596 .589 .567 .570 ·545 .5 27 .509 .491 .496
14 ____ -. ___ .
.3°5 .291 .275 .273 . 267 .259 .254 .244 .272 .287 .302 .314 ·327 .324
15 ___.n
u•
·475 .481 .483 .486 ·495 .5 11 .527 ·535 ·537 .55 I .565 .585 .600 . 627
16 .... n ____ .881 .868 .850 .837 . 813
·779 .726 .675 .602 .532 ·434 .326 .212 . 1° 3
17 u •• __ n'. . 167 .201 .246
·3 11 ·344 ·375 ·400 .426 ·457 .481 .505 ·535 .569 · "°418 ____
. .. .802 .784 .788 .791 ·7 X5 .766 .75 0 .7 16 .707 .663 .645 .643 . (,06 .581
19 ___U.h.
.67 6 .698 .7 27 ·745 ·752 ·759 .768 .788 . 814 .822 .835 .844 .844 · SjI20 _____ ... ____
·977 ·977 ·977 ·96S .956 ·954 ·954 ·941 .924 .910 .887 .882 . 863 · S54
21
---------, .77 1 ·775 .781 .787 .798 ·799 ·799 .839 .845 .860 .879 .881 .888 .916
22 ____~.' ___.
·995 ·999 1.002 1.002 ·9X8 ·9XI ·977 .950 .94° .917 .911 . X93 . X7 1 · S44
23. _un ___
· ('44 .639 .626 . (l19 . 614 .614 .610 . 614 .606 .596 .602 .602 ·5S7 ·59324 ____ n_h_
·494 .476 .467 ·445 .422 ·397 ·395 .380 .358 ·337 .3 10 .293 .287 .27425 _•• _h ____
·347 .380 .401 .412 ·434 ·459 ·4X3 .504 .5 18 ·554 .578 . 605 .633 J'53
26 • __• ,_. ___
.85 2 .860 .884 .894





. 827 .1130 . 829 .820 . 829 .82X .826 . 823 .83 1 . 829 .83° · S45
zS __________
.738 ·728 ·706 .693 .67° .641 .591 .572
·555 .5 23 .500 .469 ·459 ·44X29 ' __n
.57 2 .580 .608 . 617 .618 . 627 .641 .645 .653 .65 2 .655 .667 .648 .649
3° ---------. ·345 .287 . 269 .232 . 198 .181 . 198 . 214 .253 .280 .33 1 ·354 .37 I ·379
•31 ________ n
·475 ·479 .488 ·494 .5 13 ·516 ·510 ·500 .5°3 .5°2 .509 .492 ·4S(, .492
--- --------------------------- ----~- ------------
Means .. ____.
.7214 .7218 .7245 .7233 .7264 .7229 .7213 .7224 .7 196 .7 143 .7 124 .7090 .7027 .7°42
Means in milli-
meters, 700+' 54·90 I 54.92 154. 97 55.02 ; I I.e~~5 I p_5~ 154. 9015~9~ . 54._8~ 54.72 \54. 67 I54. 60 54.45 54·47i
• By constant + .030. b Mercurial barometer No. 229.
THE IJADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPED=TION. 113
JANUARY, 1882.
TABLE XI.---Atmospheric jressure (reducer! to sea), Jalluary, 1882.
II i Gravity
. i correction.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49 111
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.J.
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.5°8 .494 .479 .461 ·439 ·434 .413 ·394 .35 1 ·4557 .5 16 .35 1
54.82 54. 82 54· 75 54. 62
---~---------:---,-,.-
.7079 .715° .7184 .7163 .7163 .7174
54· 57 54· 7554· 82 54 77 54· 77 54· 80
I I I I
.7 179 .7177 .7 152 .7103 .7 166
54. 80 57.92 51.42
.256
6.50 54·79
c .020 at 5.45 p. m,
H. Mis. 303, pt 2-8
114 TilE J~AJ)Y I"HA~Kr~IN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1882.
TABLE XII.-Atmospl/eri( presSitre (reduced to sea),a Felmt6ry, 1882,
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
Il. Gravity Icorrection. I
Harometer'' above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 mcters.].
28 0.070
A=- 64° 45'=-4h 19111 2\) O.°721/c= 29.000 + 1>= +- 81° 44'
--"._...._.,--, -._-"- ~-~-
I6 a.m. 8 a.jn. Noun. I p. m, z p.rm,Date. I a. Ill. 2 a. m, 3 a. m, 4 a.jn. 5 a. m. 7 a. ru, 9 a.m. ro a.m. r r a.m,
I_...-----_.- -_._-
I
I .3 1(, .296 .27 1 , 263 .234
.
2°5 .186 .186 .186
.153 . 167 .176
.19° .2II I... -------_.
.469 I
2 n ______ •
.383 ·3')2 ,4°6 .40') .415 .413 .424 ·433 ·445 ·445 .45° .43 1
·4543 n ___ ••• __
.47° .46') ·473 ·4('& .47° ,485 .486 .487 .505 .505 .5 10 .5 19 .530 ·554 ,
4·--------- .7 28 .732 ·749 .75° ,753 ,758 .780 .786 .800 .81 I . 827 .838 .858 .887 I
I
!
5 -----"._--- I. 144 I. 163 I. 173 I. 197 I. 199 I. 225 I. 245 I. 2S1 I. 312 I. 336 I. 368 1.384 I. 412 I. 4306 __._h.n_ I. (lO5 I. 609 I. 613 I. (lO8 I. 610 I. 603 I. 605 I. 595 I. 595 I. 584 I. 571 I. 546 I. 514 I. 499
7·--------- I. 167 I. 139 I. I II I. 096 I. 078 I. 064 I. °38 I. 015
·995 .982 .967 .95 1 .938 .9288. _____.. __
.7 12 .700 .677 .666 .653 ,626 . 613 .608 . 614 .612 .612 .611 .621
.634
9·-----·· .. · (;42 .636 .632 .628 .620 . 607 ,596
·595 .585 .581 .592 .592 .600 . 613
10 _hp __ •• _
·733 .7 28 .732 ,74°
·735 .742 .741 .736 ·743 .748 ·743 ·744 .746 .758II
---- ._--_.- .820 · S34 .842 .858 .866 .874 .883 .883
.9°3 .9°7 .916 .921 .920 .91812 ___ ., ______
· ')24 · ')28 · ')31 ·939 . ')40 . ')32 .920 .917 .912 .897
.9°1 .884 .887 .88613 .866 .86') .86<) ,881 .887 .885 .888 ,877 .890 .893
.9°0 .895 .9°3 ,9°714· __. __•• __
· ,)6<) .968 · ')64 .966 , 962
.963 ·979 ' 982 .987 .984 .981 .976 .981 .981
15 _'_' _•.. h .857 .832 .826 • SOl
·779 .769 ·749 .700 .67 1 .644 .606
.565 .5 28 ·4<)2I(J n •• __ ....
.417 .416 .420 .420 .424 .423 .421
·4°5 ·399 ·3Y3 .380 , 37° .358 , 35117 __u. ...
· ~95 .298 .3°5 .3 16 .3 19 .331
·337 ·337 ' 346 ·357 .361 ·359 .382 ·39418.
.. - ~. -- -- .387 .386 .383 .396 .398 .404 ' 396 ·394 ·394 .389 .398 .406 .421 .44119 u.n __ u_ · ('I I .62. .641 .661 .672 .688
.7°5 ·7°5 ·734 .750
·754 .768 .780 .801
20 ____
--- ~. . 805 .810 . 807 .806
.796
·7Y4 ·780 .766 .765
·754 .750 .73 1 .724 .7 2121
."--------- ·745 ·754 .760 .77 2 .790 .808 . 827 .834 .858 .879
.9°0 .921 ·944 '97522 ____._____ . I. 19.1 I. 213 1.22X I. 250 1.27 0 1.292 I. 308 I. 309 I. 331 I. 348 I. 357 I. 365 I. 372 I. 378..,~ I. 41.l I. 40') 1.4°5 I·3()8 I. 381 J. 379 I. 365 1.35 6 I. 364 I. 352 I. 341 I. 308 1.297 I. 284....'. -- --------24 _
- --....-"'- I. 074 1.0(>(; I. 047 J. 034 I. 015 I. 002
·979 ·949 ·937 .919 .881 .850 .822
·793
25 _. __u. __.
.585 .569 .570 .566 .566
·579 .586 .587
·594 .590 .582 .570 ,556 .54826 ____. __ "
· 418 · 415 · 4°2 . 387 . 383 . 374 . 371 . 361 .348 . 343 . 332 . 327 . 325 . 31627 ___n ___ •• _
.294 .298 , :;06
.320 .341 .356 .368 .368 .369 .37 1 .366 .363
·353 ,35228 _h. _n __ .
.4 12
.430
·447 .458 .467 .481
·495 .5 12 .5 17 .5 21 .531 .550 .55 1 i .55°
----
-------------------- ------
------ ----~----_.. _------Means. __no.
·7494 ·7494 · 74<,)6 ,75 19
.7508 .75 22 .7525 ·7488
·7535 .75 171 .75 16 .7472 .7488 I .7525Means in milli; !meters.zoo I 55. 61 55. 61 55. 64 55. 69 55· 67 55. 69 55. 69 55. 61 55- 74 55. 69 55. 69 55.55 55. 61 55. 69 t
-----_.
- _._---_._..----~_ .._------~--_.__._-
• By constant + .030. ~Mercurialbarometer No. 229.
TilE LADY FHANKLIN BAY BXPEDITION. 115
FEBRUARY, 1882.
TABLE XII.-AtmoJplleric pressure (reduced to sea), Feoruary, 1882.
B. Gravity
\Vashington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4ylll
correction.
Barometer above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
30 0·°74
3' 0.077 II= 29.000 + </>=+81°44' A=-64°45/=-4h 19m
3 p. m.I, r- m, I
-_......_.-----_.- . .'- --_.._._---_.-_. --_.-_....-
c:
.~+
8p.m. IIp.m.' Midn't. Daily Max. gJ 85p·rn. 6 P.mr ,,·m yp.m. ro p.m. meaus, Mill. Range. S,,:
___.J I ;.". oj~i:tiP "oji=l
--_._.. ~- -_ ...--~-~ -_.-.
.
236 1 .254 .284 .293 .3°2 .320 .341 .346 .35 2 .362 .2554 .362 .153 . 209 43.07 J
.486 I .482 .485 ·4go . .480 ·477 ·475 ·47J .478 ·479 .4489 ·4')0 .383 . 1°7 47·99 2
.57 1 I .589 .622 . 624 .636 .643 .668 .681 .702 .704 .557 1 .704 .468 .236 50. 74 3
·9°2 .916 .946 .962 .978 1.011 I. 042 I. 069 I. °92 I. 123 .8791 I. 123 .728 , 395 58.91 4
I
I. 460 I. 484 I. 505 I. 520 I. 540 1·559 I. 571 I. 581 ! 1.592 I. 604 1.3869 1. 604 I. 144 .460 71. 82 5
I. 476 I. 466 , 1.43° 1.396 I. 373 I. 346 I. 303 I. 268 1.227 I. 209 1.4854 1.613 I. 209 .4°4 74.31 6
.920 .9°5 ' .882 .881 .854 .842 . 814 ·795 ·773 .742 .9532 I. 167 .742 .425 60.80 7
.637 .637 .65° .646 .642 .657 .658 .649 .64S .645 .6428 .7 12 . ('oS . 104 52.92 8
.632 .647 .662 .675 .691 .699 .707 .714 ,718 .73 1 .6414 .731 .581 .15° 52.87 9
I
.763 .768 .767 ·777 .778 .787 ·793 .806 .806 . 819 ·7597 . 819 .7 28 · °9 1 55·89 10
.93 1 ·934 .936 .936 ·943 .95 1 .95 1 .948 ·945 .924 .go60 .95 1 .820 .13 1 59. 60 11
.896 .885 ,883 .888 .883 .880 .879 .878 . SSo . 863 .9005 .94° .8('3 ·°77 59.48 12
.918 ·945 .926 .931 ·947 ·947 ·947 .95 1 .946 .960 ·9°95 .y60 .866 · °94 59· 70 13
·959 .963 ' 957 .95 1 , 946 .932 .921 .914 .899 .882 .9569 .987 .882 . 105 60. go 14
·477 ·453 .442 .422 ·4°9 .4°4 .4°7 .392 .404 .421 .5854 .857 .392 .465 51. 45 15
.34° .338 .33 1 ·337 .3 17 .3 10 .304 .297 .297 .29 1 .3649 .424 .291 .133 45. 86 16
·4°2 ·4°1 .411 ·409 ·397 .404 .400 ·3go ·395 .392 .3641 .4 11 .295 .116 45. 8] 17
·455 .469 ·479 .496 .50 1 .5 19 .546 .556 .57 1 ·5S6 .4488 ,586 .383 . 2°3 47· 99 18
.796 .806 .807 . 815 . 813 . 815 . 813 . Sa8 .818 . 813 .7500 .818 .611 . 2°7 55. 64 19
I
.692 .686 . 684 . 687 .694 .704 .709 .7 16 .722 .722 .7427 .810 .684 .126 55.46 20
1.006 1. 029 I. 065 I. 081 I. 095 I. 113 I. 128 1.136 r. 153 I. 170 .9476 I. 170 ·745 ,425 60.66 21
I. 383 1.398 I. 398 I. 410 1·4°9 I. 4CX) I. 416 I. 415 I. 410 I. 408 1.3446 I. 416 I. 193 .223 70. 75 22




.746 .728 .695 .659 .626 .606 ·593 .591 .586 .8321 I. 074 .586 , 488 57.72 24
.5 28 •





.3°1 .297 .297 .294 i .293 .294 .287 .291 .3364 .4 18 . 287 .13 1 45. 12 26
·359 ! .358 .362 .365 .366 .372 I .383 .386 .392 ·393 .3567 ·393 .294 · °99 45. 66 27
·584! .585 I .583 . 619 .606 . 614 . 617 .632 .636 .647 ·5435 .647 .412 .235 5°.40 28
-_._-_._-~ ------_.. --'" .. _- ---,~- "--,-------
----,.'.'..- --~~_._- --~-_..--._..- '--"- "--
.75601 .7578: . 750<\ .7606' . 7576, ·7595. .7609 .76001 .7602 .7598 .7542 . 864 .638 .226 ---_ ...__ ......
155.79 55· 84 155. 87 \55.92 155. 84
I ! I 58. 53!55·89 55.92 55. 89 55. 89 55. 89 55· 74 52.79 5· 73 55·75
116 TIlE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
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TAIlLE XIII.-AtIllIJSplleric pressure (mtltctd tIJ sea)," A/arch, 1882.
Wasninpton mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 491ll
B. Gravity
correction.
Barorneter'' above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters]. ._--
28 0·°7°11=29.000 + ¢=+ 81° 44' A=- 64° 45'=- 4" 19m 29 0.072
..,._----_.-. _._------ --_....- - -~- ._.~-.-._.__. --- ._-----
-"-_._----





I _____ h ___
.656 I .679 .675
.7°1 .695
·7°7 .7°7 .720 .7 15 .7 17 .695 .709 .698 .7°5
2 _________..
·534 .5 05 .476 .43° ·397 ·355 .314 .275 .24? . 200 . 161 . 117
. °79 . °39
3 ---------- ·°45 .061 ·°94 . 121 . 129 .142 .Ir8 .212 .25 1 . 289 .330
·357 .392 .4234 _____ u ___
.729 ·744 ·7°6 ·779 .800 . 819 . 825 .828 . 827 . 813 .790 .768
·739 .7295 ___ h _____
.811 .830 . 865 .887
.918
·934 .941 ·949 .967 .981 .968
·954 ·945 .9266 _____ h ___
.732 .7 15 .7°3 .701 .722
·737 .75 1 .765 ·784 .778





·939 .95 2 .961 .960
·955 ·947 ·955 ·949 ·933 ·914 .881 .8778 n __ h ____
.726 .7 24 .7 13 ·710 .7°4 .704 ·700 .7°1 ·707 .7°2 . 684 .675 .670 .6749 _.·U_h ___
.647 .649
·453 .657 .654 .653 .644 .628
. 619 .614 .602
.592 .580 .58210 u ________
·544 .546 ·534 .5 20 .529 ·534 .540 .532 .532 .5 19 .5 25 .532 .5 28 .521II _____ h ___
.489 .491
·473 .456
·444 .421 ·4°2 ·379 ·379 .366 ·354 ·335 .327 .329
12 n_Unu_
.400 .4°9 .416 .424 .440




.630 .6.)4 .643 .655 .658 .680 .680
.
689
.697 .7 10 .7 1014 __ h ______
.772
·777 .783 .787 .787 .788 .790
·794 . 803 .800 .798
.
8°7 . 814 .82115 -_.- ------ . 865 . 865 .854 .850 .848 .847 .849 .848
.854 .846 .841 .848 .848 .84916 __ n_Uh_
.986 .998 I. 015 I. 039 I. 062 I. °72 I. 095 I. II I I. I::i8 I. 146 I. 171 1.182 1.202 1. 209
17 -~-_._--- 1.3 84 I. 399 I. 415 I. 429 1.442 I. 464 1.468 I. 479 I.5 II I. 521 I. 529 1·545 I. 541 I. 53518 I. 592 I. 587 I. 581 I. 578 I. 575 I. 564 I. 55I I. 534 I. 525 I. 504 1.484 1.466 I. 45 I 1.43819· - - - - ~ - _. I. 396 1.407 I. 408 1.4°9 I. 417 I. 427 I. 434 1.428 I. 430 1.430 1.429 I. 433 I. 430 1.4262U
-,--------- 1.3 84 I. 378 I. 355 I. 352 1·339 I. 31 I I. 302 I. 293 I. 272 1.244 I. 216 I. 194 I. 162 I. 15921 __________
·973 .956
·943 .926 .920 .89::i .891 .866
.845 . 829










.259 . 285 .290
·3 Il .323 .34° ·345 .363 ·374 .3822-J. __n ______
·493 ·499 ·5°8 .5 12 .522 .5 29
·534
·539 .5 29 .536 .542 .550 .556 .56725 _____ h __ .' .672
.693










·777 .766 .748 .736 .713











.643 .638 .618 .6Il
.
603
.58329 ______ h __
























·7453. .7391 .737 1 .7327 .7313Means in milli-
meters 700-1- 5i.13 55. 28 55,3 1 55.38 55.46 55.5 1 55· 56 55·53 55.58 55.5 1 '55.36 55.31 55. 21 55. 16
"_.. ----_ ..-- .. - ..~---
• By constant +,°3°. b Mercurial barometerNo. 229.
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TARLE XII I.-Atmospheric pressurr (red/{{edto sea), Afarcll, 1882.
n Gravity
· correction.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean lillie by adding 49111





1.585 I. 591 I. 598 1·597 I. 6[3 [.607 1.606 I. 601 1.5262 1.613 I. 384 .229 75.34
[,414 1.4°7 I. 403 I. 389 1.392 I. 388 1.382 I. 382 1.4776 I. 592 1.382 .210 74. 12
I. 436 I. 430 I. 422 1.420 I. 418 I. 410 I. 407 I. 393 r , 42 I2 I. 436 I. 393 ·°43 7'2·68
I. [I I I. 093 I. 082 I. 059 I. 049 I. 029 I. O[ 2 ·997 I. "HI 1.384 \·997 .387 66. 91
.675 .660 .640 .612 ·595 ·577 .565 .546 .7666 ·973
.546 I .427 56. 07
.226 .224 . 217 . 199 . 193 . 183 .197 .702 .3291 .538 . 183 I ·355 44· 94
.428 .432 ·439 .448 .456 ·46[ .466 ·479 .3592 ·479 . 209 I .27° 45· 71
.591 .598 .601 . 614 .637 .64 1 .65[ .669 .5664 .669 ·493 I .176 5°.96
.
827 .8[9 . 824 .822 .832 .837 .838 .842 .78[2 .842 .672 I .17° 56.43
.686 .681 .667 .677 .671 .679 .688
1
.694 .7483 .842 .66, . 175 55.58
.694 .702 .707 .702 .707 .694 .704 .702 .7 130 .736 .694 .°42 54·70
.570 .567 .562 .55 2 .542 .5 27 .5 12 ·479 .6068 .695 ·479 .216 52. 01
·°43 . 015 .018 .010 • OIl (28. 995) (28.988)(28.9')3) .1667 .45 2 (28.988)1 .464 40.83
.65 2 .693 .7 10 .723 ·739 ·759, .7741 .790 .4726 ·790 .001 .789 48. 60
.946 ·944 .946 .956 ·949 . 978' . 982. .996 .9[98 .996 .808 .188 59·95
------
._-----~_..._-




.73741 .7409 .7382 .862 . 613
.7340 ·7355 ·7349 ·7375 .7392 .249 - ... _-------





























































































































'94 .690 .677 .656 .646 . 629 .602 .580 . 6XI7 ~?. /-
IS .006 (28.993) .000 .0[2 . 013 .021
. °37 .1775 ·53
27 [ ·553 .585 .608 I .644 .664 .682 .701 .3723 .70
°3 ·7[2 .7 13 .7 15 .7 20 ·743 .770 ·795 . 760[ .82
91 .874 .860 . :-;44 .821 . 803 ·775 .75° .8884 .98
58 .861 .8('7 .873 .888 .9°2 .9°8 . ')23 . 8069 .92
[6
.821 .800 .788 ·771 .758 ·749 ·735 .8761 .96
66 .666 .666 .656 .663 .657 .65 1 .644 . 6833 .72
63 .5 68
·559 ·539 .5 29 .5 20 ·533 .540 .595 I .65
18
.5 26 .5 27 .5 23 .521 .5°8 . 5[ I .501 .5 259 ·54
143 .35 1 .35 1 ·359 ·373 .382 .391 ·395 .3857 ·49






































I. 561 I. 589
I. 431 1.420
I. 434 [·435
















































































































































































































































































I. 390 I. 365
.899 .912
I. 368 I. 396
I. 159 ' I. 130 :
I. 094 i I. 106 :
I i
I. 2931' I. 292 :
I. 309 I. 307 i
I. 236 I. 236 I
I. 232 I I. 240 !










































5 a. m•. 6 a. m. , 7 a. m. 8 a. m.
. I
r , 1523, I. 1527': I. 1536[ 1. 1532

































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Barometcr'' above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
3 a. m.
I. 1473 I. 1507
65· 72 65.83
H=29·000+































































------ ---- ------ -----,~
D.lle.
I .. __ .. u __
2 _n _
3 ·n.. _ n __
4 h._u.
5 _n_h __
6 n •• nOn'
7 _nhn __ •
8 __n .. _n_
9 .n_.... :
10 _•. _h.u.







2] .. _~ " _
24 .h__
25 _. 'n. _h.




15 h •• n __





Means, .. . 1.14-15
Means in milli-








28 _. •••. _
29 n. _





• By constant +'030. ------- --._--
• Mercurial barometer No. 221}.
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TABLE XIV.-Atmospluvic pressure (reduced to sea), Apn't, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





.7769 .921 .690 .23 1 56.32 IS
.6782
.7 17 .632 . 085 53.80 16
.7212 .844 . °4 2 .202 54·9° 17
.9622 I. 029 .875 .154 61. 02 18
I. I(J29 1.328 1.044 . 284 66.89 19
I. 4078 1.440 I. 347 ·093 72.35 20
I. 2182 1.422
·954 .468 67· 52 21 ,
.97°5 I. 137 .899 .238 61. 22 22
I. 4270 I. 543 i. I7S .365 72. 83 23
1.°598 I. 319 .95 1 .368 63.5 1 24
I. 1876 I. 299 .992 .3°7 66.76 25
I.2Q20 I. 314 I. 278 .°36 69·4° 26
1.2938 I. 319 I. 255 . 064 69·45 27
I. 2180 I. 253 I. 195 .°58 67· 52 28
I. 2301 I. 253 I. 206 .047 67. 83 29
I. 1850 I. 203 I. 172 .03 1 66.69 3°
c
.;;;+
-rn. 7p·m. Sp.m. 9p·m. Iop.m. IIp.m. Mitln't. Daily Max. Min. Range. ~~means. c€~ .;
i " ;:: d0 .::l
--~. --~_ .•._~-- ~~~_. ~-
I
.
756 ·773 .785 .770 .768 .768 .776 . 8297 .988 .746 .242 57. 67 I .
040 i I. 059 I. 067 I. 078 I. 076 1. 069 I. °91 ·9333 I. 091' ·775 .316 60.29 2
0)2 I. 018 1.010
.991 .986 .987 .969 I. 0485 I. 092 .969 • 1 2 3 63. 20 3
745 ·737 .732 .730 .73 1 .710 .706 .8328 .968 ·7°6 .262 57· 75 4
866 .861 .85 6 .847 .845 .839 .833 .8395 .886 .725 . 161 57.92 5
856 .855 . 863 . 863 .866 . 863 .868 .8466 .868 .83 1
·°37 58. 10 6
004 I. 015 1·°35 I. 046 I. °58 I. °72 I. 093 ·9534 I. 093 .877 .216 60.80 7
5°2 1·537 I. 578 1.611 1.646 1. 689 1.7 11 I. 3489 I. 7I I I. 095 .616 7°·85 8
9°7 1.960 1.952 1.928 I. 919 1.892 I. 881 1.9240 2.000 1·745 .255 85.45 9
519 I. 505 I. 492 I. 487 I. 461 I. 453 1·437 I. 6353 I. 854 I. 437 .417 7S.I2 10
i I
496 1.507 I. 506 I. 504 I. 4'9I 1·499 I. 503 1.4627 I. 507 I. 398 .109 ! 7J. 75 II
511 1.5°6 1·499 1.496 1.489 1.482 I. 483 1.5 191 I. 552 I. 482 .070 75. 17 12
428 I. 403 I. 378 1·359 1·334 1.3°6 I. 283 I. 4525 I. 512 I. 283 .229 7J. 47 13
996 .984 ·975 .960 ·949 ·947 ·937 I. 0697 I. 242 ·937 .3°5 63· 76 14
.704 .703 .702 .694 .690 .693 .695
.656 .648 .646 .650 .636 .63g .632
.761 .782 .800 .808 . 819 .840 .844
·997 ·997 I. 000 I I. 010 I. 019 1. 029 1. 029
I. 269 I. 287 1.298 I. 315 I. 320 I. 327 I. 328











. 983 1.004 1·°3°
I. 043 I I. 039 L 033




1.387 I. 421 I. 459
1.996 I. 994 I. 983
I. 573 I. 566 I. 543
I. 457 I 1·49° I. 487
I. 517 ' I. 509 I. 50S
I. 471 I. 456 1·449
I. °32 I. 012 I. 012




I. 212 1.242 1.249
1·435 I. 439 I. 440
I
3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. ' (; p
I. 160 I. 143 I. ror- I. 078 I. 049 I. 034 I. 008 .984 .960 ·954
.951 .97° .992 .996 I. 009 I. 014 I. 038 I. 066 I. 095 I. 137
I. 543 I. 542 I. 537 I. 523 I. 508 I. 489 I. 458 I. 415 I. 391 I. 357
.979 .976 .963 .95 2 .956 . ')52 .95 1 ·955 .963 ·975II. 252 I. 257 1. 269 I. 281 I. 2~)O I. 282 I. 290 I. 295 I. 296 I. 299
I
I. 291 I. 280 I. 278 I. 284 I. 284 I. 286 II.' :~IQ", I. 288 I. 2QI I. 2~
I. 294 I. 2S7 I. 2S3 I. 2S3 I. 282 I. 279 "',, I. 266 I. 261 I. 255
1.198 I. 20(' I. 197 I. 199 I. 195 I. 201 I. 205 I. 210 I. 203 I. 204
I. 246 I. 238 I. 236 I. 242 I. 23S I. 224 I. 222 I. 212 I. 2II I. 206
I I. 178 I. 182 I. 182 I. 187 I. 188 I. 184 I. 185 I. ISS I. 196 I. 202
1~7' ~'5;2'1 I. 1516, I. I5231--;~--;5;~-I-.;S;5---;~~';9 I. 1467 I. I46~~3~.;6~I~~'~~--.2I3~=








































































































































I. 255 I. 253
I. 170 I. 165
I. 167 I. 184
I. 368 I. 360
I. 26] I. 258




















I. 259 I. 248 . I. 244
I. 141 I. 148 I. 135
I. 211 I. 222 I. 239
I. 359 I. 353 I. 346


































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m






















TABLE XV.-Atmosphen·c pressure (reduced to sea),a May, 1882.
• By constant +.°30 .


















































IS --_u_.h !19 . .
20 .. • .!
I hn _
2 __ ..__ • •
3 .--. --- __.4 h _
5 hh_
I6 ._,










25 -- h __ 1
I26 - ... h.1
27 ---h--h-I
2S .--- h_29 • ,
3° ----_ .. ;
I
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MAY, 1882.
TABLE XV.-Atmospheric pressure (redltced to sea), illay, 1882.
H. (;ravily
correction. Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































65· 29 I3· 3°63.5 166.81
1.420 1.413 1.412 1.406 1.400 1.4°° 11.392 1.387 1.380 1.372 1.400 2 1.43° 1.35 1 ·°79 72. 15
---- -------- ----' ----- ----,--_ ....- --- ---"- - ---"'-- --'---- --, ..._- ---,------
! I. 1312 I. 1318 I. 1306 I. 1291 I. 1288 I. 1288) I. 12781 I. 12('0 I. 1274 I. 1283 I. 1301 I. 190 I. 600 .13° 'hU __ '_
i I: I i
11i5.32 65· 34 65.32 ('5.26 65.26 65· 26 ('5' 23 ('5. 18 65· 21 65· 23
•
122 '1'111': LADY FI:A~KLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JUNE,IRS2.
TAIlU: XVI.-AIIII(I\p/ll'ri( /,rt'JSIlrt' (rrdllcfd to ,I'M),' J"ne, 1882.
\V:lSIIIII~:t"" nu-an t imr-. 1~<,dllCt' t" local mean lime by adding 4()1lI




281 0·°7°I 2') O.07~
! ,
, '
rlalt·, I a Ill. I ! a III ,I :1.111. ,I :1.111, , . I5.l.nl. ('a.m. 7:1, I') a.m. 'loa. m, II a. m. Noon. I p.m. 2 p.m.
I, ,;(,;) 152 I, 301(, 1,3oIS l.l·IS 1.150 I. ,n,; t. 32i I. ,;q 1.3°2 I. 281l I. 2!t1 , I. 275 I. 2113I .., ... ~ ..." - ~, ~ I.
~ I. II,,) I. 11'7 I. I f I, ~ I. I tlO I. 1')7 I. 151 I. 1014 I. Iq I. q2 r. 12(, I. /l7 r. 108 i r. /Oil I. 101~ .....
,1 I, ",loin 1.1l"" I oS" r. "s" 1,0.'\') 1,(1)2 1,0').'\ I. ()'l,; r. reX) 1.011,) l.oX7 r. 08,; r , °78 1.081
'1 I, "50 1.1'-1.'\ I, °411 I. (),)J, I 0 1'/ 1.02(1 I. 00(> · 1)<)I · '.ISS
·977 .1)1,,;
·959 .95 1 .95 1
5 ·'H7 .95 2 1)5 1 ·1)55 · ()SS
· '154 · ()SO ·9SS · ()Ill) ·95(' . C)5J
· '152 ·945 .95 2/,
o i)7.~
· <17,' ,1)77 ' qS2 .I,S·I
· ')'1 0 I. 00 I 1.010 I. 01 I I. 0 I I I. 012 r. 01'1 I. 02J 1. 0 24
7 I (134 I. °3° 1 U!!) l.o.!S r.0.l.! f.o'!'7 I. OH) I. 01(, I. 010 I. 000
·995 · 'IS,; .980 ·974S
,'H·I · ')IS ·1)1" · '151 .I)S! · 'IV) · r>5.'\ ·9(,0 .97 1 ·9(11)
.97 1 ·9('5 .97 2 ·973I)
· '1')5 ,1)l}11 · qq3 1.011.'\ I. ''J') I.OOS I. 011 I. 01.; I. 022 r. 014 I. 01(, I 018 1. 0 24 1. 0 29
10 l. O(),l I. rU)h I,O'lq I. 0')5 I. 0'/5 1,0')2 I. 0<)1 1.088 1.0<)·1 r. 0'13 I. 085 I. 085 I. 081 r. 076II I. rillS I. hI! I. It).!, I. 1111 r. 1"1 I. oS5 I. OSI I. 07S 1.01'4. I. °51 1.040 I. 027 I. 012 r. 00511
· ,:\S7 · SSI ' Ss" · 873 · 875 · Sf-I.)
· 855 · 85(' · S57 .857 .81l2 · Sf,S .8SJ . XC)II ,I
· 'N.I I. non , C)q7 I, ,,1 I I.Oon 1.00l·1 · (1')7 · ()q':\
·9.'\4 ·975
·9G5 ·947 .94° .936II
· ':\('4 · S~I, S5> .SH
.S·U · S37 · X2:-) · S~2 · SIS . S22
. X14 · SI2 . 809 .806
15
·714 · (,,)Ii 6S! · (",S · (ISS
· ('35 · ('01 · 5(,7
· 55 1 .530
·5 1J ·494 .484 .476II'
··VI · ·I·'n ,41(, , 43~
·457 .41'3 ·4('·1 ·41J.l ·4(,4 ·4(>7
.47° ·4(,9 ·4(,6 .46617
·4')')
·SP3 .5 13 .5 15 ·sn ·5':1>
·5·15 ·5·15 .556 .55 2
·553 .55 2 ·555 .55 6IS
· SllO · ~ ~,~ 55S · 5~~
·557 · 51'0 .5112 .5 1111
·574 .576 .57 1 .58 1
·5S2 ·5S6I') .I,,!O , i."s
· I'S" , (ISS · htll · (l7 [ · ()()4 .1,1'7
.7°5 ·7/0 .707 .7 18 .723 .7 28
~(l
·7SS · il)" · ie>, ' SC~) .1'07 .1'0·1 ' XI'; .S21l
.842 .85 2 .862 .87 2 .880 .895
.:I
"
I, {)()(I I. ()) {I 1,01.1 I.02S 1. 0 27 I. o;t> I. oSI 1.054 I. 055 1.0('0 I. 059 I. 055 I. 047 I. D47.. , (liS , q(I.~
· l)SO . (!.In
·9H · ()3i · <)13
· 9°1 . 8S9 .S(i3 .845 ,826
·797 .78 7. \
· 7n~! ·7 P ( 1
· j 13 · joq
·7 I 7 ·7Q ·71': · 70 ( ,
.707 . (,8'1
·1l99 .728 .760 .7921,1 I. oil I °75 I ();\() I 0(11) 1.07 1 I. ()77 I. 080 I. °76 I. oS,; I. 07'1 I. 069 I. 057 I. 056 I. 056









·954 ·948 .95 2 ·943
,1
·973 .95 2
Vl e.rns ------_.. ----~--_.----
· °3 So · ()3ii) · 93S~
·1)3S" .9409 · 93-'i .qy,s .9342
·9359 .9298
.9255 .9230 .9216 .9220:'11"",1> III III I!Ii
iI1wlt'rs.7 t l(1 ; (><.1••If foo.•p "()·4 1 (l(.1·H 60.49 (>O·4·J 60. 39 60. 'I (>0. '6 60.21 Go. 60.oJ 59.99 1l0.00.J .J 10
_.~.~------- ~ --,----- i , :
----~----- ----'--~--------
•
• ltv "onstalll+ 0JO,
'" Mercurial harometer :\0. 229·
TIlE LAI)Y FnA~l\LI~ BAY EXI'BDll'ION. 123
JU~E. 1882.
TABLE XVI.-Atmosptrcrir pnsJ1Irr (",'<1/1(('<1 ttl St'tl), '7/11/(' , 1882.
----------
n.] Gravitv \Va,hin~~t"l1 mean nmc. Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49 111correction.
-,---------
3" 0.0704 Barometer ahove the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters).
]1 on77
IL=29·ooo j 0==1 Xlo 44' A=-(i4° 45'=-4h 1<)'"








1.249 1.244 I. 245 1.2·12 ].22,) 1.222 1. 2 14 I. Z02 I. 1')4 1.lx2 1.2796 1.362 I. 182 .IXO 69.10 I
I.OXX I. oS5 I. 094 I. oS.) I. oXI, /. OS2 r.074 1·°7(' I.OXO 1.07') 1.1155 1.1 111 ) 1.074 · ()l15 ('4· <).1 2
I. 07 X 1.00,X 1.07·1 I. 07' J. O(H~ /. "I,X J.O()2 I. oS') I. 053 I. "5.' 1.07S7 I. 100 1·°51 .047 ('.I. ')'.1 :;
.95° ·944 · <).10
· ~14' ·'H7 · ')P .'),") .<).p · <)·11> · <)·1(' · ')77 X 1.050 · <)39 · III hl·4 2 4
.95 2 .958
·957 · 'l'2 · 'l'7 · q(J2 · 'II,,! · 'l'5 · 'l'l' · ')(,(, · '1570 · '}(II) · 'H7 · on (,0.90 5
I. 021 1. 0 27 I. oz 3 1. 0 25 1. 0 25 I.02X I. 02X 1.0{4 J.o3() r , oJI J.0112 I. 034 · <)74 · ,)f,o ('2. 27 (,
·9('5 · ')SS .95 2 ·94('
·'143 .').11, .1)4° · ').;7 · '134 · ,)'12 ·9X·12 1·°34 ·').H · roo (,1. 58 7
· ')7 X · ,)X2 · ')X4 · ,)S5 · 'lX(, · 'J7') · 'JXI, · ')')7 · <I')S I. 000 · ')7"7 I. 'w'0 · 'J·l° .ot)() ('1.25 X
1.031, I. 039 I. 053 I. 055 I. "58 I.O()!} I. "71 1.073 1·°73 I. oxo /.03 17 r. oxo · ,)<JJ .oX7 (,2. Xo ')
I. 075 I. 081 1. 0 77 I. OXI I.OX4 I,O'IX J. (l')2 I.o'l' 1·°')7 I. 100 , . oS'n I. 100 r. °75 . 0 25 ('4· 25 10
·994 ·9'1',7
·9'l' · ()33 .940 · ()3° · C)22 · '}17 • C)02 · SIlO I. "''>5 I. lo:! · x')O .212 1'2. .l2 II
·905 .929 · 94(' · ')5(' · ')('3 · ')III) · ~IX4 · 'I''\'} · (,x,) .')')(1 · fJOl)2 • I}')'} · XS5 .144 5,)·1>'1', 12
·93(' · <)29 · ')11 · ')l'5 · X97 · XXS · SX" · S77 · X75 · X74 ·'HI'I I. 'XI! · X7·1 .1';<' ('0. (" '3
· S02 · S02 .Xoo · Soo .792 ·77'1 · 772 ·75') .740 · 7';0 · XOX5 · XI'4 .710 .134 57· II 14
.46 2 .456 .446 ·449 ·449 ·4.N .424 .4 24 .421) ·4]0 ·5 2S2 .7 14 .4 24 · 2')0 4')· ')1) '5,
·4(,1
·459 .456 ·459 .41'3 .47 1 .47 1 ·47.1 ·4X(, ·4X,) .4596 ·4S,) .416 · °7.1 48.27 ,(,
·5(,1
·5hn .55 2 · 51>1 ·55'.1 ·5(" · 55') · 5SX ·559 · 5110 .545 1 .51'1 ·4'}'} .0(,2 50.4.1 17
·5')2
·593 · (>02 .1'0." · (>I 2 · ('15 · ('22 · ('2(' · ('21, ·('17 · SSI,X · /',17 ·557 · (lSO S" 5° IX
· 737 · 750 · 754 · 754 · 759 · 7('5 · 775 ·7Xo ·7X3 ·7XS ·7 1X2 ·7XX · (',;X · '50 54· X2 II)
·905 .')0') .927 .942 .95 2 ·9('4 ·91,X ·979 ·9X3 ·99x · XSI4 · <}'IX .785 .2q 5X·')7 20
1.044 1.044 I. 044 Y. °44 I. 034 1. 0 25 1.012 1.0°7 · ')95 · ').,\X 1·°329 I. (l(It, · <}8X .°72 ('2. X,; 2'
.767 ·7(,6
·74S ·747 ·7.;7 ·727 ·7 1X .7 19 .7 13 · 7°4 · S2X2 ·97S .704 .274 57. ('I 22
· X3° · X71 ·9'3 · 'l1 x · '}73 ·9X3 1.010 1. 0 25 1.035 1.049 · X2°5 J. "4') · I,X,) .31'° 57.4 1 2.,
I. 0(,0 L 051 I. 057 1.01,(, I. 062 1·0('4 1·°73 I. 073 I. 07 1, I. 07<) I. OI'~)2 I. oX.> 1.05 1 .°32 ('';·74 24
I. II') I. 120 1. 129 I. 125 I. r r S I. 115 I. II 3 ""I· 1.0<)8 Y. 0<.13 I. 1048 I. 121} I.OX2 ·°47 6.1.5 6 25
I. 075 I. 08] I. oR5 I. oRS I. °71 I. 076 I. °71 '.01'4 I. o:;X 1.059 1.0779 I.OXX I.OSX .010 ('.l. ,)(, 26
I. OIX I. 0'5 I. 015 1.007 1.00') I. 018 I. 025 I. 02(, I. 05° I. 07X '.o.B1 l.o7 X I. ()I'7 · X71 tn, X.J 27
1·°54 1.044 1.044 LOV I.Ob) 1.020 I. 012 I. '1t)1 1.0<,1, I.O(J') I. °529 r. oXX 1.001 · oX,S (']·34 2X
I. 005 1.001 r, 003
·993 ·999 · ~199 I.O<Xl · ')'}5 I. (X)2 ·997 I. (Xlt)') I. "40 · ')X7 ·°53 (,2.24 29
·943 ·945 ·947 .948 ·94X ·9(,0 ·975 · (/'5 ·973 ·9(,5 .9674 · 'IXX ·941 .045 (,I. I" ]0
----- --_.--
.9221 .9233 .9241, · ')25' .9253 .9254 · ')25 2 · (}25° · ')25° .9265 · '}2()5 · <)XX · X71, · II I
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TABLE XVII.-Almosphai{ pressurt' (reduced 10 sea),a J"ly, 1882.
\Vashington mean time. Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49 fll
Barometer" above the sea, 24.2 feet [7.38 meters],
If= 29.000 .t-







2 p.m.I p. m.Xoon.
----~--~---.~._-----_._~._-------~--
I I I8 a. m. ' 9 a. m. 10 a. m. "II a. m.7 a. m.6 a. m.5 a. Ill.4 a. m.I a. Ill. 2 a. m. 3 a. 111.Date.
I ____ h_h_
.967 . (yr'7 ·9('5 ·9('5 .97° ·973 ·974 .968 .97 1 .969 .97 2 .963 .958 .9562 _u __ • ____
· ')')2 I. 003 I. 010 1.010 I. 023 I. 023 I. 033 I. °41 I. °41 I. 045 I. 050 r , 055 r , 055 I. 0623 _.UUh __ I. [17 1. 124 I. 124 1. 124 I. 137 I. 144 1·145 I. 153 I. 158 r. 152 I. I()5 1. 164 I. 159 r , 1724 __ h ___ u_ I. 1<)2 1.18<) I. 18t, I. 188 I. I,>; I I. 156 r. 169 r. 154 r , 139 r. 124 I. 102 1.082 I. 074 1.066
5 __ m_
- -- .97° .962 ·959 .95 6 ·95(' ·944 .941 ·939 ·933 .923 .9°6 .9°2 .9°2 .9006 u ________
· S45 .840 8" .82<) . S2h .816 .818 . SI6 . 80S .801
·793 ·795 .783 .787• .,'l.'l7 ______ u __
.8/0 .810
· SIO .810 .808
·799 .792 .792 .79° .772 .766 .765 ·774 .77°8 __________
·7('° ,754










·900 .900 .895 .9°1 .9°1 .9°1 .9°3 .9°1 .9°9 .9°4 .9°9 .918 .93° ·943II
---- ~.---- I. 01'1' I. OIS 1.014 I. 017 I. 023 I. 028 I. °31 I. 033 r. 025 r , 025 1. 024 1. 017 I. 019 I. 02312 n __ nh_. I. 027 1.022 I. 021 1. 024 I. 013 I. 000 I. 003
.99° .981 .964
·959 .936 .925 .91213 n. ______ .
.75 8
·743 ·731- .7 2] .7 10 .7 27 .693 . 687 .657 .662 .636 • 619 . 615
·59914 '_u .u __
·4('') . 47 1 · 47'1' . 473 . 4S(, .485
·49° .487 ·493 ·494
·5°3 .5 15 .5 28 ·543
15 U_h_h._
·533 .5 22 .5 17 .5 15 .503 .503 .486 .502
.5 15 .522 .530 .53 1 ·533 ·54916 u _____
.- .502 .492 ·4'1'4 .47 6 ·471> .465 .47 1
·473 .483 .485 .486 .498 .500 .5 0 217 hh'. __ •• ·51>()
.5 85 • (100
.
625
.630 .632 .645 .657 .65 8 .661 .668 .67 I .673 . ('7418 __u ______
· ('48 .645 .640
. °33 .620 . 609
·594 .580 .566
·549 .541 ·535 .5 14 .5°519




·473 .476 .476 .483 .476 ·479




·534 ·553 ·555 .541





.7°5 .7 15 .7 17 .7 10 ·710 .7 10 .7 1222 - _____ 4 ____
.7 1 2
·720 .7 19 .7 19 .7 14 .7 12 .7 17 ·7I1
.7°6 .699 .692 .691 .692 . 68723 ---_ ... _---
·757 ·773 .77 8 ·780 .778 .781 .77 6
·775 ·778 .776 .770





·718 ·701 . 687 .674 .662 .652
25 ___ •. u._.
.582
.576 ·57(' .568
.567 .567 .558 .564
·557 .548





.584 .566 .556 .558 .548 .55 127 _________
·499 ·497 ·499 .496 .492 .491 .486 .481
·479 .466
·457 .45 2 ·439 .42528 - ____ .n .. ,ry,



















·793 .790 .783 ·781 .783 ·775 .77831 ---- ----_. ·74S ·743 ·740 ./30 .720













.7154 ·7 I14 .7°74. .7°63 .7045 .7049;Means in milli-
! imeters, 700 -+- 54.90 54.92 54·95 54.97 54·95 54·9° 54. 85 54. 85 54· 75 54. 65 54· 55 54.5 2 54.48 54·5° I--------,--
• By constant + .030.
b Mereu rial barometer No. 229.
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TABLE XVII.-At/llosplleric pressure (reducedto sea), Jl(~)', 1882.
~-IB Gravity Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4')'"
. correction. I
i
3° 0.074 I Barometer above the sea, 24-2 feet [7.38 meters].
31 0.077








·957 .964 .961 .967 ·959 .965 .968 ·973 ,975 ·91'1 .967° .981 .956 . 025 61. IS 1
1. °91 1. 076 1. 087 1. 093 1. 102 1. 108 1. 109 1. 109 1. 114 1. 114 1,0602 1. 114 .992 · 122 ('3· 51 2
1. 173 1. 182 1. 191 1. 196 1. 201 1. 207 1. 211 1. 207 1.202 1. 11'9 1.1665 1.211 I. II7 .094 66.20 3
1. 070 1. 060 1. 040 1. 034 1. 027 1. 019 1. 007 ·999 .992 ·979 I. °929 1. 192 ·979 . 213 64- 35 4
.899 .9°6 .902 .890 .877 .875 .862 .859 .853 .847 .9110 .970 .847 • 123 59· 73 5
.787 .790 .808 .808 .812 .802 .806 ·795 . 804 .806 . 8087 .845 .783 .062 57· 14 6
.780 .79 1 .778 .781 .787 .780 ·779 ·774 ·772 ·773 .78('° .810 .765 · °45 56. 55 7
.655 . (,61 .669 .666 .680 . 685 .692 .70 1 .7°1' ·715 . 6871 .760 . G4° .120 54·°4 8
.
863 .870 .887 .892 .892 .9°9 .9°0 .910 .898 .9°5 . 8292 .9 10 .7 28 .182 57. 64 9
·955 .963 .988 1. 002 1.006 1. 005 1.01 I 1. 018 1. OIG 1. OIG .9456 1. 018 .895 . 123 60.61 10
1. 023 1. 027 1. 034 1. 039 1. °42 1. 043 1. 037 1. 038 I. °36 1. 030 1. 0277 1. 043 1. 014 . 029 62.69 II
.9°2 .890 .880 .873 .8('2 .854 .841 . 815 .789 .769 .9272 1.027 .769 .258 60.13 12
·593 .581 .570 ·55(, .55 2 .538 . 5~3 .5°8 ·49(' .476 . ()23 2 .758 ·47(; .282 52.41 13
.558 .568 .584 .592 ·594 .585 .582 .57 2 ·55;) ·549 .5274 ·594 ·4(,9 . 125 49·97 14
·559 .569 .57 1 .57 1 ·5G4 ·559 ·54G ·537 .5 21 · SOl) .5320 .57 1 ·4;)6 . 085 50. 10 15
.5 10 .5 13 .5 26 .5 29 ·532 .540 ·545 ·555 ·559 ·559 .5°67 ·559 ·4('5 · °94 49·47 16
.680 .679 . G93 . 683 .680 . (,;)0 . ('77 .6(,(, . G60 · (,53 . ('541 . lJ93 ·5('9 . 124 53. 20 17
·493 ·475 ·4(,8 .468 .458 .45° .448 ·443 .441 ·443 .53 19 . ('4;) .441 . 207 50.10 18
.481 .480 ·478 .484 .491 ·493 ·493 .491 .489 ·493 .4760 ·493 ·447 .°46 48. 67 19
·573 ·593 .584 ·5')8 .606 . 617 .616 . 625 .637 · G44 .5651' . G44 .502 .142 5°.96 20
.7 14 .7 18 .7 22 .7 17 .7 11 .7 12 ·7 II .7 16 .7°6 ·7°6 .7°28 .722 . ()53 . 069 54·45 21
.7 12 .6119 . G94 .694 .699 .7°8 .7 17 .724 .7 27 .742 .7°82 .742 . 687 · °55 54·57 22
.761 .766 .764 ·773 ·7G5 .767 .76') ·777 .772 ·777 .77 14 ·781 ·757 . 024 56. 17 23
.644 .642 .640 .6311 . G33 .620 .610 .600 .590 .589 . 6834 .780 .589 .191 53·94 24
.542 .546 ·545 .548 ·545 ·543 ·545 ·555 .55 1 ·5Go .5540 .582 .536 .°46 50. 66 25
.546 .542 .540 ·539 ·533 .53 1 .5 21 .5 18 ·5°8 .5°5 .5528 .588 .5°5 . 083 50. 64 26
.420 .416 ·4 II .4°3 .401 .381 .368 .361 ·349 .341 ·4379 ·499 ..141 · 158 47· 71 27
.180 . 19° .19° . 189 . FJO .195 .202 .214 .2 HJ .226 .2198 .323 .178 .145 42.17 2S
·535 .561 ·579 . 605 . 619 . G4° .657 .6110 ·7°8 .7 21 .4825 .721 .241 .480 48. 83 2')
I
·779 1 .782 .780 I .776 .768 .764 ·7G2 ·753 .748 ·747 , .7705 ·793 .726 . 067 5
6. 14 3°




I .7°98 .7 112 .7 135 ·7144 .7 135 .7 129 .7 105 .7094 .7°('(, .705 1 .7136 .778 .647 · 131
! 54. 62 54. 65 54.72 54· 72 54, 72 54· 70 54. 62 54. 60 54· ~5 54.50 54· 72 56.43 53,02 3·33 54· 71
I ~._---
~-_.. - ~--_._-~--





Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49tll
Barometer> above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters}.
T'l 000+ "'=+81°44/ A=-64°45/=-4b I 9mr: =29. 'r
TABLE XVIII.-Atlftosphen·c pressure (reduced to sea),· August, 1882.
Date. I a. m. I2 a. m. ' 3 a. m.
I

























































































































































































































































































































I. 018 I. 023







I. 103 I. 107
.783 .7 65
.5 12 ·516


















.882 .876 . 864 .854 .835 .827 .811 .795 .791 .784 .786 ,
.857 •863 . 867 .870 .874 .870 .876 .880 .891 .888 .891 I
.77 6 .768 ·760 ·753 .740 .7 22 .717 .715 .709 .698 .700,
1---------------- ------1
Means- --n--i .8063 ·8077! .80g6 . 8124 'r,' .814211 .8169 .8169,•.,.8149 '813811 .81041
1
, .8068. .8054', .8054).8064Meansinmilli-] I . I
meters,_7°O+1S.7. 06 '57.11 ,57-16 I 57·21 ,57.26 :57.34 57.34 157.29 :57.26 157.16 )57.09 57.04 :57.04 '157•06
oBy constant+ .030.
29-_· . .900
30 ...__ .____ .836
31 _._n.h__ .779
4 u -______ .964
5 --- 1 .788
6 _n_u_.__ .839
7 .·_n __ 1.099
I 8. m • •
1
.789
, 9 ....n.__' ·52610 .614
II . .657
12 _n_______ .719
13 n·. u __ ' .806
I14 ._. •__. .831




17 -""----'i .83418 _n_"n_. I. 015
I19 n •• __ ] .710
20_ ...• __._.: .521
21 _.•.. .. .702
22 ._____ .689
23 ---••• , .719
I24 n __ •• .924
25 u ._. .869
26_. •.•_.1. 065
27 __ n._ .. _., 1.002
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31 i 0.077 :
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





means.1 r- m." 8 p. m.I, p. m. 1 ro p. m.1 rrp.JMid.'1.
I








































































































































































.843 : 127 .
.784 . 180























.903 .900 .920 .924 .919 .911 ·904 ·909 .910 .910 .8856 .924 .831 ·093 59·09 14
.874 .870 .866 .859 .857 .850 .844 .839 .848 .85 1 .8808 .915 .839.°76 58.9715
.852 .848 .844 .846 .843 .844 .842 .838 .834 .832 .8498, .865 .832.°33 58.18 16
.947 .960 .965 .982 ·993 1.003 1.003 1.003 1.018 1.018 .9235' 1.018 .834.184 60.05 17
.
869
.856 .837 . 825 .802 ·777 .762 ·749, .730 .716 .8955 1.023 .716 ·307 59.34 18
.548 .536 .5 17 .5 20• ·512 .5 14 .5 13 .505 .5 18 .531 .5806 .710 .505 .205 51.35 19
.642 .657 .67° .669 .675 .679 .695 .69° .692 .692 .6188 .695 .508. 187 52.31 20
.674 .67° .679 .675 .679 .688 .682 .686 .691 .686 .6884 .710 .661.049 54.06 21
.711 .7 12 .721 .7 19 .719 .7 18 .721 .721 .716 .721 .7°85 .721 .685.°36 54.57 22
.832 .842 .855 . 865 .876 .882 .894 .899 .911 .922 .8160 .922 .719.2°3 57.31 23
.892 .891 .887 .887 .884 .885 .885 .887! .884 .883 I .9076 .939 .883 I .°56 59· 65 124
.964 .985 I. 005 I. 024 I. 050 I. °56 I. 064 I. 075' 1.070 I. 074. .9506 I. 075 .869.206 60.75 25
I. 023 I. 006 . 999 .993 .986 .986 .984 .986 .997 .994 1.0359 I. 079 .984.095 62.90 26
1.014 1.023 1.018 1.021 1.021 1.017 1.022 1.019 1.019 1.025 1.0206 1.034 1.002 .°32 62.52 27
.978 .960 .964 .952 .952 ·943 .929 .921 ·909 ·904 .9851 I. 038 .904.134 61.61 2S
I .784 .787, .792 i .792 .802 . 805 .802 .811 .818: .830 . 8264 ·903 .784. 119 57.56 29
I
.886 .885· .882: .868 . 864 .856 .840 .836 .821 .811 . i627 .891 .811.080 58.5 1 30
._.692 _.6831_.6831_.675 _.665 __.658 _.652 ._.640 ~~~~~~~~~~~~.62.31
.8078 .8073! .8100 .8108 .8114 .8116 .81041 .8081 .8103 .8105 .8102 .876 .741. 135
I I i I
57· II i 57· 09 57· 16 57· 19 57· 19 57· 21 57· 16 57· II 57· 16 57. 16 57. 16
•
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•
TABLE XIX.-Almospheric pressure (reduced 10 sea),· September, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'" B.
Gravity
correction.
Barometer" above the sea, 24.2 feet [7.38 meters]. ,8 0·070












1 ______ . ___
.6I1 .605 .598 .5 85 .587 .5 81 .57 1 ·572 .566 .567 .567 .570 .570 ·5732 ____ n __ ._
·579 .5 81 .57 8 ·575 .566 ! .5 62 ·55° ·545 ·544 ·535 ·534 .524 .528 .529
3 -- •• --.--- ·590 ·595 . 607 .6I1 . 607 . 614 . 615 . 613 . 615 .606 .598 ·595 .588 ·5794 _______ n.
·5 I1 ·509 .5 14 .5 16 .527 .5 26 .5 25 .5 28 .530 ·533 .531 .538 .550 .561
5·---·----- .65 0 .655 .660 .67 6 .688 .693 .701 .7" .723 .724 .725 .729 ·734 ·7346 ___ • __ • __.
.67 2 .659 .635 . 627 . 604 .5 84 .569 .5 60 ·539 .521 .5 18 .5 14 .527 .53°
7 n._u_ n. .630 .635 .643 .647 .653 .675 .682 .686 .6g8 .699 .704 ·709 .718 .725
i
.840 .844 .846 .850 .845 .856 .860 • 8638 ----00---.1 ·804 .817 . 827 . 829 .842 .8479 m _______ 1
·934 .948 .960 .97 2 .983 ·994 I. 001 I. 014 I. 027 I. 035 I. °38 I. 054 I. 061 I. 074
10 _.."_. _n., I. 126 I. 127 I. 143 I. 141 I. 140 I. 140 I. 145 I. 145 I. 150 I. 150 I. 152 I. 153 I. 153 I. 158
II ______ •.. _..1 I. 171 I. 169 I. 167 I. 167 I. 162 I. 145 I. 129 I. 115 1.098 I. 094 I. 070 I. 061 I. 038 I. 028
12 'u' _n"_1 · 892 .880 .882 . 875 . 872 . 871 , . 863 .866 . 864 .860 .853 · 854 · 856 . 856I




867 . 874 . 867 . 857
· 857 · 851 . 852J3 _____ 00 ___14 u ________ 1
·799 ·799 ·794 .798 .800 . 805 .802 " .800 ·795 ·790 ·794 .788 .782 .78215 ___ . ___.h
·794 . 805 .808 .818 . 829 .833 .826 .822 . 823 . 817 . 813 . 807 .801 .80816 ________ nl
.885 .891 .908 .923 .932 .95 1 .962 .964 .968 .97 1 .97° .970 ·974 .989
17 _....n. __ h[ I. 083 I. 092 I. 105 I. I16 I. 133 1.14 2 I. 146 I. 148 I. 142 I. 156 I. 153 I. 156 I. 156 I. 168
18 ----u---.I I. 171 I. 172 I. 179 I. 178 I. 179 I. 179 I. 169 I. 161 I. 152 I. 140 I. 128 I. 109 I. 100 I. 087J9 ______ •• _.',
· g66 .97 1 .97 8 ·978 .968 ·953 ·937 ·937 .916 .898 .856 .830 .822 ·79320 ... __ 00 ____ ,
·535 .5 18 .491 .47 1 .451 ·434 .43 8 .427 .406 ·393 .385 .372 .358 .34621 .•• __._00.
.29 2 .2<)2 . 285 . 285 . 285 .281 .276 .273 .276 .273 .278 .281 .294 .3°4
22 __"'n'h
.438 .438 ·448 .448 .456
·47° .463 .463 .462 . 451 ·453 • 455 · 463 .465
23 ____ •• _h.
.468
·457 .45 6 ·448 ·449 ·443 ·45° .446 ·444 ·445 .446 .442 ·444 .45224 ________ •.
·509 .5 13 .526 .527 .5 27 .5 19 .521 .521
.5 15 ' .5 13 .5 12 .507 .5" .5°725 n _____ h.
·547 .561 .57 1 .598 .6I1 .611 .626 .636 .637 I .65 2 .667 .673 .682 .69326 _',Uh __ ..
.65 2 .642 .628 . 623 .616 .601
.591 ·577 .560 i .548 .536 .532 ·5°9 ·5°727 _•• ____ .00
.5 18 .5 15
·533 ·533 .541 .546 .552 .550
·553 i ·555 .55 6 ·555 .556 .564
I
28 hoM_NOh. .7 00 .706:.717 .722 .722 .728 I .732' ·743 .749 i ·755 .765 .775 .789 ·793
29 ... -----.- ·933 ·953 i .968 . <)82 ·999 I. 006 j I. 0221 I. 026 I. 0281 I. °31 i I. °31 I. 030 I. 019 , I. 012




• 7434 .7,081-·7381\--'73461- .7330--.73251- . 7339
meters,700+ 55· 36 55· 38 55· 4655. 51 55.53 155. 53 55.51 55.46 55.41 ! 55,33 '55.26 I 55.21 55.18 55· 23 I
- ~-- --- ',-,-,- ------
-------- ._--------- --
• By constant + .030. b Mercurial barometerNo. 229.
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TABLE XIX.-Atmosphcric pressure (n'ducetl to sell), September, 1882.
129
Gravity
B. correction. Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adlling 49 1ll























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.7396 .7417 .7442 ·7445
55.38 55·43 55.48 55.48
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-9
.7442 .7436
55.48
. 744 I ! .7414 . 7414 .7409
I




53· 65 ;3.45 55·40 I
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TABLE XX.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea),· October, 1882,
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m










·775 .792 . 807 ·809 .810 .814 i .816 .816 .815 .822 . 829
·743 ·735 .731 ·722 ·711 .7°8 .707 .705 .705 .7°8 .723








































·909 .915 ·939 .932 .931 ·934
.700 .686 .67 8 .653 .637 ·595
.362 .387 .388 ·4°6 ·439 .462
.654 .633 . 624 .615 • 603 .592
·549 .564 ·568 .580 .582 .580
.639 .640 .654 .644 .647 .637
.664 .649 .6jo .658 .658 .643-
.653 .645 .653 .658 .666 .6j:)
.948 ·958 .966 .968 ·976 ·993
I. Jl6 1.117 I. 113 I. 113 I. 103 I. °92
.918 .918 .922 .924 .932 .948
I. 160 I. 169 I. 181 I. 185 I. :;:01 I. 219
I. 151 I. 132 I. II I I. 098 I. c91 1.088
.963 .95 1
·933 . Q21 .9°5 .898
















































































































II . . .735










• By constant + .030.
• .100 subtracted from original reading, which was in error per Beck's aneroid.
Gravity
TI. correction.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1882.
TABLE XX.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea), October, 1882.



















.827 .828 . 823 .818 . 809
·795 .784 ·774 .768 .8000 . 829 56.91 I
.730 .725
·73° ·74° .748 ·735 .725 .723 .715 .704 .7263 .760 .704 I .°56 55. 02 2
• 617 .635 .638 .64° .640 .638 . 629 .624 . 619 .618 .6444 .696 I.605 i .091 52.94 3
.635 .644 .648 .653 .662 .665 .675 .677 .688 .702 .6369 .702 . 609
·093 52.77 4
.876 .888 .888 .897 .901
·903 .911 .914 .9°9 .911 .8426 .914 .718 .196 58. 00 5
.788
.771 .765 .762 .765 .763 .783 .808 . 829 .847 .8396 .918 .762 .156 57.92 6




.932 ·933 .912 .9°3 .9°1 .894 .871 . 860 .846 .8872 ·939 .818 . . 121 59. 12 8
·573 .564 ·557 .504 ·497 .496 ·473 .466 .45 1 ·454 .6336 .830 .45 1 ·379 52. 69 9
.464 .487 .5 18 .542 .548 .567 ·579 ·594 .611 .622 .4616 .622 .361 .261 48.32 10
·577 .570 .560 .546 ·544 ·533 .5 18 ·509 .5 10 .503 . 6005 . 685 .503 i .182 51. 83 II
.587
·597 .598 .616 .628 .618 . 613 . 617 . 603 .598 ·57°3 .628 .505 . 123 51. 06 12
.645 .649 .644 .633 . 627 . 619 . 624 .612 .618 . 625 . 6291 .654 . 607
·°47 52.56 13
.649 .656 .660 .662 .657 .653 .653 .653 .638 .638 .6571 .679 .638 .°41 53. 28 14
.688
·7°6 .723 ·734 .748 .762 ·774 .776 .783 . 8 14 .6941 .814 .637 .177 54. 21 15
1.004 I. 012 I. 028 I. 034 I. 045 I. 066 I. 065 I. 079 I. °76 I. 085 .9785 I. 085 .839 .246 61.42 16
I. 091 I. 099 I. 068 I. 055 I. 043 I. 037 I. 025 I. 001 .988
·977 I. 0780 I. II7 ·977 .14° 63.96 17
.963 ·973 .996 I. 002 1. 015 I. 023 I. °32 1.044 I. 058 I. 067 .9685 I. 067 .918 .149 61. 17 18
I. 233 1.248 1.266 I. 280 I. 282 1.276 I. 280 I. 276 I. 274 I. 272 I. 197I I. 282 1·°77 . 2°5 66·99 19
I. 093 I. 089 I. 087 I. 093 1.°98 1·094 I. 099 I. 090 I. °76 I. 065 I. 1395 I. 263 I. 065 .198 65·54 20
.878 .870 .858 .855 .832 .820 .800 .798 ·795 ·777 .9135 1·°53 ·777 .276 59. 80 21
.850 .862 .879 .888 .896 .921 .924 ·933 ·934 . 948 ·8400 . .948 .754 i • 194 57.92 22
I. 128 I . 959/. 188 64. 20I. 124 I. 126 I. 123 I. 133 I. 136 I. 144 I. 147 I. 147 I. 144 I. 0866 i I. 147 23
i I. 164 1. 169 I. 161 I. 161 1. 165 I. 166 I. 173 I. 171 I. 159 I. 177 I. 1681 i I. 178 1.1551.023 66. 25 24
I. 277 I. 286 I. 293 I. 294 1.297 I. 293 I. 293 I. 283 I. 275 I. 261 I. 2493 ' I. 297 I. 179 .118 68.31 25
1.257 I. 261 I. 263 I. 273- I. 275 I. 283 1.287 I. 291 I. 296 I. 307 I. 2615 I I. 307 I. 241 .066 68.04 26
I. 300 I. 303 I. 304 I. 298 I. 287 1.286 I. 272 I. 270 I. 264 1.260 1.3065 1.340 I. 260 i .080 69.76 27
i ,
J. 151 I. 155 I. 149 J. 144 I I. 140 I. 139 I. 139 I. 134 I. 132 I. 137 I. 1833 I. 252 I. 132 I .120 66.64· 28
I. °96 1.097 I. 085 I. 079 , I. °72 I. 069 I. 059 I. 045 I. 038 I. °31 I. 1029 I. 142 1.031 i • III . 64.61 i 29
I. 001 1.009 1.028 I. 035 I I. °42 I. °42 I. 055 I. °52 I. °52 1.044 1.0160 I I. 055 .981 I .074162.39130
I. 013
·997 ·994 ·993 I .986 .972 ·957 ·955 .942 .928 , I. 0053 I I. °51 .928J~~~ 31
I
----------------









1 .831 i .143 )'-------
59· 67 /59. 68 59· 67 ! 59· 63 ; 59· 58 I I59·53 59. 60 59.68 59· 5° i 59· 5° 59·55 I61. 32 ;57.7 0 13. 63 I 59· 54
i i , I I
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.p= +81° 44' A= - 64° 45' = - 4" 191U
I 10 a.m. II a.m. Noon.5 a.m, o a.rn. 7 a.m. 8 a. m. I 9 a. m,
I
-------------
.884 .880 . 867 .844 .839 .832 .810 . 804
·747 ·74° .742 .729 .725 .720 .710 ·7°8
.686 .691 .696 . 687 .693 .690 . 684 .686
.834 .854 .862 .866 . 869 .876 .866 .876
.911 .913 .916 .920 .920 .914 .921 .915
.996 .996 .996 ·997 ·995 .998 ·995 ·997
1. 076 I. 078 1. 086 1. 079 I. 082 I. 082 1. 082 1. 075
1. 018 1. 021 1. 016 1. 033 1.054 1. 064 1. 082 1. 108
1. 401 I. 401 I. 419 1.432 I. 436 1. 442 1.447 1. 448
I. 336 I. 325 1. 301 1. 289 1.278 1. 248 1. 227 1. 206
I. 005
· 987 .969 .95 1 .93° .915 .889 .870
·595 .5 62 ·548 ·543 .528 .5 11
·5°3 ·494
.268 .25 6 .280 .262
.249 .266 .252 .260
·339 ·343 ·351 ·349 .346
·334 I .326 .33°
.Igo






·577 ·577 .600 .600 618 .643 .648
.656 .657 .658 .648 .647 .653 .650 .649
.771 .771 .780 .780
·775 ·777 .792 ·788
.890
· go2 . go2
·9°4 .911 .9°7
·9°4 .9°6
·974 .980 ·978 .984 .989 , I. 005 1. 01 I 1. 009
I. 110 I. 122 I. 121 1. 130 I. 134 I. 136 1. 140 1. 144
1. 317 1. 324 1.3 25 1·335 1. 333 1·335 1. 330 1.336
1. 378 1. 385 1. 383 1. 379 1.362 1.372 1.382 1·3791.404 I. 395 1. 386 1. 378 1. 375 1·354 1. 348 1.3461.232 1. 236 1. 228 1. 238 1. 236 I. 239 I. 240 1. 242
I. 492 1. 502 1. 505 I. 506 I. 504 I. 497 1. 495 1. 490
I. 272 1. 235 1. 239 I. 231 I. 210 I. 198 1. 187 I. 172 I. 156
1. 129
.1. 130 1. 139 1. 144 I. ISS I. 155 1. 160 ' 1. 166 I. 168
I. 310 1,3°1 1.302 1. 300 I. 302 1.298 I. 280 I 1. 266 I. 263










! II61.00 60'97 60.92 60.92 60. go I 60.87 60. 82 160. 80 ! 60.82
bMercurial barometer No. 229.
Barometer" above the sea, 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
11= 29.000+
l.iate. 1a. m. z a.jn. 3a. m. 4 a. m.
--------"
1 ___ .. _. ~ __ w
.922 .914 .910 .896
2
._-------- ·745 .748 .75 0 ·747
3 -_._-_._---- .672 .673 .67 1 .6844 _____ .. n.
·797 .812 .820 .836
-. 5 - --- ._-_ .. - ·9°7 .913 .911 .915r 6 h __ ._. ___
.983 .985 ·9go ·993
7 ------ .. -_ .. 1. 054 I. 055 1. 070 I. 076
8 __ ._ •• n_. 1.016 I. 010 1.011 I. 018
9·- ___ nn_ I. 342 1.35 8 I. 371 I. 38510 ___ •• _n __ I. 394 1.387 I. 371 I. 360
11
"--- .. -- ... - ~ I. °58 1·°35 I. 028 I. 018




.3°1 .291 .27° .249
14·_... _n •.
.3°3 ·309 .3 17 .324





16._ n • __ n _ .558 .5 64 .5 64 .570
17





.854. . 865 .873 .884
20 .. ___ ... _ .. __ ..
.95 6 , .961 .966
·97321 -_. _...... __ ..... 1.080 I. 087 I. 097 1. 102
22 ___•..•• n 1.27° 1.29 1 1. 304 1. 316
23 __n_ ..... 1·351 1. 353 1. 356 I. 36624 __ _ __•••• 1·400 I. 403 I. 404 1.411
25
-- ...... ----_. I. 235 1. 239 I. 232 1. 233
26._._ •••••• 1·440 I. 452 I. 468 I. 472
27 _"'" _•..• 1. 320 1. 312 1. 288 1. 281
28 ...... __u 1. 104 1. 116 I. 129 1. 129
29 _..•..•••• 1. 256 I. 265 1. 275 1,300





.95 82 .9610·9557Means in milli- II
meters.roo ! 60.87 60.92 60.92 61.00
--------------_.~-.~----
• By constant +'030'
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TABLE XXI.-Atmospheric pressure (reducedto sea), November, 1882.
Gravity
n. correction.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m







. 907 . 068 60. 24
.983 .°58 62. 14
·975
I. °41
I. 086 I. 027
·°59 63. 64 7
I. 320 J.OIO .310 65·44 8
1.458 I. 342 .116 72. 75 9
I. 394 I. 076 .318 I 67·47 10
I. oS8 .667 .391 58. 63 II
.653 .311 .342 49·°3 12
.301 .249
.°52 43.39 I 13
.35 1 .229 .122 44· 13 , 14
.552 i .163 .389 44. 69 15
.700 .558 . 142 52.79 16
i
• 627 .086 53·4° 17.713 !
.844 .
.728 .116 56. 65 18
·954 : .854 .100 59. 80 19
I. °7 1 i .956 .115 62·39 20
I. 254 i 1.080 .174 66. 10 .21
I I
I. 352 i 1.27° .082 7°.42 22
I. 401 I I. 351 ·°5° 71. 67 23
1.411 1.252 .159 70.62 ,24
I. 4231 I. 228 .195 09·33 ! 251.506 I. 344 .162 73.55 ~6
1.320 I 1.091 .229 66.61 1 27
I. 249 I. 104 .145 66.38 128
1.310 I I. 076 .234 67· 83 1 29
I. 070 1.016
.054 63· IS : 30
-----. I'1·°37 .879 :'s'I----m-u







I. 249 I. 1727
I. 076 i I. 2300






I. °52 I. 034 I. 029
1.278 I. 302 I. 312
I. 434 I. 428 I. 415





.5 16 .523 .530




817 .828 . 841
.946 ·947 ·95°
I. 060 I. 070 I. 071
I. 233 I. 241 I. 248
I. 346 I. 338 1·345
I. 393 I. 389 I. 396
I. ~77 I. 266 , I. 259
I. 378 I. 391 i I. 403
I. 388 I. 375 • I. 356
,
!
1.101 I. 094 i I. 091
I. 226 I. 227 ! 1.234
I. 132 i I. 115 I 1.0<)0










.95° ·949 ·955 ·954 .965 ·975 ·9309
I. 016 I. 024 I. 030 I. °32 I. 039 I. °41 I. 0056
I. 027 I. 065I
I. 320 I. 1363
I. 406 I. 4244










I. 07 I I. 0163
1.254 I. 1621
I. 062 I. °51
I. 248 I. 260
I. 450 I. 446


























Daily c:: 8m.' 5 pm. 6p.m. 7p·m. 8p.m. 9p·m. ro p.m, II p. m. Midn't. Max. Min. Range. £J ....
1
means. S ~~~ 4l







79 ·775 ·778 ·765 .764 ·756 .746 .742






·7°7° ·750 .653 ·097 54·55 222
.725 .728 .729
·744 .750 ·759 ·775 .783 .7°92 .783 .67 1 .112 54. 60 395 .891 .891 .888 .890 .891 .890 .892 .894 . 8683 .895





·945 . 945 ·947
I. 010 I. 007 I. 014
I. 068 I. 061 1.060
I. 189 1.208 I. 239
I. 454 I. 454 1.458
















. 627 .645 .648
·795 . 805 . 807
.922 .936 ·944
I. °36 I. °52 I. 054
I. 189 I. 205 I. 204
I. 347 I. 349 I. 349
I. 399 I. 396 1·393
I. 317 I. 311 1.304
I. 309 I. 316 I. 341
I. 472 I. 453 I. 441
3 p. m. 4 p.
I. 146 I. 134 I. 129 I. 119
I. 184 I. 198 I. 203 I. 206
I. 230 I. 217 , I. 204 I. 182
_I. °41 I. 062 i_I. 060 _ I. 054
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TABLE XXII.-Atmosplleric pressure (reducedto sea),· December, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49w
Barometers above the sea, 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
B Gravity
. correction.
I a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4 a. m, 5 a. m, 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m. 10 a. m. I I a. m. Noon. I p. m. 2 p. m.
b Mercurialilarometer No. 229.
-1----
1.049 I. °42 I. °31 I. 027 I. °31 1.016 I
I
·955 .95 1 .948 ·939 . 95° .952 .
I. 022 I. 018 I. 023 I. 016 I. 043 I. 064
I. 271 1.274 I. 282 I. 275 I. 278 1. 283
I. 064 I. 048 I. 020 I. 004 .982 .960
.94 1 .965 .966 .968 .966 ·993
.985 1.005 I. 012 1.014 I. 018 I. 019
I. 048 I. 063 I. 070 I. °72 I. 085 I. 093
1·3°5 I. 310 I. 304 I. 312 I. 312 I. 307
I. 335 1.342 1.341 I. 338 1.338 1·353
1.469 I. 474 1.482 I. 493 1.480 I. 475
1.582 I. 573 I. 581 I. 576 I. 578 1·575
1.540 I. 526 1.5 11 I. 489 I. 464 I. 458
I. 324 1·309 I. 320 I. 324 1.298 I. 283
I. 337 I. 328 I. 332 I. 323 I. 323 I. 320
I. 485 I. 483 I. 483 I. 470 I. 478 I. 471
I. 138 I. 119 I. 107 1.088 I. 076 I. 063
.692 .664 .663 .655 .643 .63°
.667 .667 .684 .684 .678 .677
·759 .780 .798 .818 .841 .862
I. 206 I. 202 I. 208 I. 208 1.199 I. 201
I. 126 I. 125 I. 122 I. 114 I. 106 1.105
I. 326 1·335 I. 326 I. 336 I. 335 1.331
I. 153 1.141 I. 141 I. 144 I. 141 I. 130
·977 .966 . 956 .965 .95 1 .95° .
1·°75 1,091 I. 115 1.142 1. 163 I. 168 I
I. 216 I. 214 I. 225 I. 232 1.248 i I. 248 :
1.043 I. °31 1.009 .990 .966 i ·944!
·945 .95 1 .956 .961 .962, .967'
.824 •829 .838 .838 .856 I .87 1 I
I. 205 I. 222 1.225 1.243 I. 252 . I. 268 ,
-----.--,--1--\
I. I3IJ J. 1306 1.1315 1.1309 1.1303 1.13°2



































• By c:ollStant +.0]0.
II • _________ 1 1·448 1·443 I. 465 I. 470 I. 460 I. 472 I. 496 1.4
12 _________ .
1·553 1.564 I J. 568 I. 572 1.581 1.582 I. 579 1.5I; .~ _____ ... _.... I. 576 1.57 2 I. 573 I. 576 I. 582 I. 577 I. 559 1.514. ________ . 1,343 I. 352 1.352 I. 345 I. 347 I. 353 1.33 1 1·315 __ un__ n I. 346 I. 343 I. 339 I. 331 1.3 23 J. 332 I. 332
I
1.3III __________
I. 447 1.456 J. 463 1.466 1·479 I. 482 I. 483 1.4
17 . _________
I. 317 1.3°5 I. 276 I. 257 1.23 1 I. 215 I. 194 1.1IS • ________ .
.843 .822 .800 .7 81 ·774 .741 .7
'4 ·7Ii) ._. _______ . 614 I .636 .634 .646 .664 .654 .668 .621) ., ____ no.
.654 .659 .669 . 684 .693 .7 10 .73 2 ·7
21 _.. ~---._ .... i 1.118 I. 142 I. 155 I. 171 1. 189 I. 188 I. 197 1.2
22 . ________ . I. 174 I. 170 I. 167 1. 169 1. 163 I. 146 I. 146 I. I23·_.n ___ ._ 1.226 I. 246 I. 267 I. 281 I. 303 I. 311 1.3 13 1.324 .•• __ n ___ 1.212 I. 206 I. 190 I. 190 1.182 I. 179 1.168 1.125 _____ 1·°34 1.060 I. 049 I. 038 I. 028 1.015 .988
·926 ._n•. ___'
.97 8
·987 .987 .989 I. OIl I. 028 1.044 1.0
27 '.' -. __I I. 188 I. 191 1. 185 1.192 I. 192 1.197 1.200 1.128 •___ ••... 1. 169 1.162 1.146 1.119 1.116 I. 112 I. 084 I.29 __ ""____ j
.874 .883 .886 I .897 ·903 .9°8 ·921 ·93° __ n ______ . 867 .865 .856 .839 .832 .822 .821 .831 ________ u 1.080 1.104 1.122 I I. 141 1.157 I. 175 I. 174 I.II I
Means. ___
h
.11 . 1266 I. 1302 I I. 1315 I i------




165. 37 65·44 65.42 65·34 65·3I
,
_..__._-----
: .--·----1 I. 066 1.069 1.°73 1.°7° I. 074 I. 078 I. 066
2 ..__ .______ ~[
.9 64 .967 .967 ·972 .961 ·958 .946
3 ·---------1 .966 .967 .97 1 ·977 ·993 .989 I. 002
~ ::::-:-::=1 I. 199 I. 214 1.228 1.243 I. 260 I. 268 I. 270I. 233 1.2 19 I. 214 I. 200 I. 184 I. 153 I. 135
6 _nnn ___ !
.
863
. 863 .87 6 . 863 .891 .893 .89 1
7 _n _______ 1.012 1.005 I. 007 1.004 ·995 .982 ·9738._. _. ___ n
·972 .967 ·974 ·994 1.011 I. 013 I. °31
9·---n-- .. I. 234 I. 246 1.270 I. 283 I. 290 I. 294 I. 30110 __ . ______ ., 1·355 1.35 1 I. 348 I 1·359 I. 357 I. 355 1.348

13(; 'I'lIg IJADY FRANKIJIN BAY BXPEDITI01T.
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TABl.E XXII I.-Atmospheric pressure (mlttted to sra),· 'January, 1883' 1-·- .H Gra\·ity
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by :l<),ling49m n ·1 c~rrection.




I!-, 29.000 + 'I> + 81° 44' 1,,,-,-64° 45'=-4" 19
m
_._._------------
\ 8 a. rn.
\ I Noon. I I p. m. 2 p. m.
)1:ll.,. I a. m, 2 a. m. .I a.rn. 4a. m, 5 a, Ill. 6 a. til. 7 n.m. 9 avm, 10 a. m. , II a. m. I I
: ~.
I l.ylC) I. 411 1·417 I. 412 I . .1')1) I. 417 I. 415 I. 407 1.40 1 I. 393 1.387 I. 379 I. 372
I. 356
-. I. lOX I. 084 1.°962 .. I. 211 I. 193 I. 185 I. 172 I. 168 I. 16:; I. 156 I. 143 I. 123 I. °92
I. 090
J I. I'l') I. .2II) I. 23 I I. 246 I. 260 I. 271 I. 286 I. 295 I. 298 I. 301 I. 307
I. 291 I. 295 I. 292
4· I. 1.l1I I. 125 I. lOS I. ()()S 1.07 1 I. 039 1.011 ·973 .95
1
.926 .886 .860 .822 .8I1
5 · ('42 · h44 .6.N .6i.7 .618 .606 .601 ·5S3 ·575 .566 .565 .556 .5
60
.585
(, •• ,o .. "' .672 .675 ,61\6 .686 .61'4 .670 .674 .667 .662 .672 .67 1 .658 .65 1 .64
6
7 ~ ,,-..... ·54.1 ·533 .522 .515 .4114 .47 2 .47° ·475 .469 ·479 .487 .49
8 .5 17 .5 28
~. H · (,('2 · ('77 .1'96 .7 19 .73 2 ·739 ,74') .750 .766 .786 .795
.801 .820 .83°
r I) .912 .I)Z<) .95 2 . ()ti5 .1)85 .1)1)4 · ()liS 1.0°5 I. 015 I. 023
1.028 I. 045 I. 055 I. 061
1<> I. 203 I. 233 ! 1.255 1.267 I. 272 I. zSz I. 2S3 I. 296 1.300 I. 31 I I. 311 I. 315 I. 313 I. 31 I
II . ., .. , 1.262 I. 251) I. 251 I. 254 I. 261 1. 264 r. 262 I. 263 I. 258 I. 257 I. 252 I. 239 I. 233 1.224
loJ I.OS,) I. 074 1.066 1.0('3 I. 059 I. 051 1·°47 I. °42 I. °32 1. 0 29 I. 017 1.009 1.008 .992
1.1 . .1)96 • C)II,l .9115 ·1)1'7 .976 .1)7ti ·977 .97 1 ·977 ·975 .967 .956 ·957 .950
q · S70 .881 .87J .1"71 , 8ti2 .Sq .849 .842 .834 .83 1 .1119 .806 . 803 .798
15 · (1)1) .7 13 · 72ti . iJo .750 · i hS ·775 ·779 .783 ·793 ·797 .808 .808 .816
16 , (132
·943 .968 ·973 . ( 1)1 1.005 I. 016 I. 026 I. 024 I. 031 J. 035 1·°4° I. 043 I. 052
17 r.o:!t) I.02f, 1.0lti 1. 0 23 1.021 I. 016 I. 006 I. 001 ·995 .996 ·993 .988 .981 .983
IS
· 1)5 11 .ll
'
7 .I)C'S .I)Ro
·975 .1)68 .962 .967 .961 ·949 .938 .932 .9 22 .9°8
II) ..... _
· S.1.l · S3S .836 .821' . 823 .811 . 805 . XOI .784 .780 .770 ·755 .756 .742
;Jo < ' 'JJ'i ·9'i7 .97 1 ·990 I. 004 1. 024 I. °41 I. 062 I. 083 1. 103 I. 129 I. 142 I. 15I I. 172
J' ............... r. 312 r , 31'i I. .127 J. 34'i I. 337 1·343 I. 345 I. 347 1.348 I. 351 I. 342 I. 330 I. 317 I. 315
lJ , t. oX7 I. oll(' r. °38 I. 018
·9S3 ·955 · ')D9 .881 .861 .839 . 824 .808 .786 .767
~J .598 .'iSo
·55.1 .5 27 ·497 ·4(l4 .446 .422 ·399 . .lSI .367 ·344 .328 .336
"!.I ' · .Wl ·3'i 1 ·345 .336 .3 2 1 .3°6 .297 . 287 . 269 .253 .23° .217 .202 .1 85
.15 .154 .146 .144
·144 . '42 · '40 · 13° . 138 .137 .132 . 122 . 131 . 131 .134
26 "'w"
· 225 · 2.11) · 2til • 284 .21)8 .315 · .PI) ·353 .363 .380 .392 .411 ·434 ·444
27 ........ - ",. ",. ~
·5°l) ·5'4 .5 23 .542 ·552 .556 ·557 .560 .561 .564 .57° .572 .582 .586
2:\ ....... · ('18 ·(>14 . 623 . 627 .63 1 .639 • t>4 1 .640 .648 .639 .637 .645 .653 .672
zq
· XII . 827
· 8~7 .840 .853 · SI'2 .862 .875 .879 .889 .901 ·914 .925 .938
30 ........ . 1.01>0 1,070 I. 086 1·093 1.108 I. 114 I. 123 I. 134 I. 135 I. 136 I. 144 I. 151 I. 157 I. 17 I
II
.\1 "~"'''-'''''-_ .. I. 2.H I. 2.B 1.242 1.246 I. 251 I. 252 I. 247 1.242 I. 238 I. 227 I. 221 1.210 1, 2°3 I. 196 !I
------------------------
----_. --- --_.------,
M"nlls ... h •••
· 8760 · 87118 .8816 .8341 .8828 .8818 .8800
.8783 .875 1 .8742 .87°8 . 8676 .866<)
.8676\Mcnllsin milli- I
meters, 7()() -+ 58. 8.1 58.9 1 58·99 59.04 59. 02 58. 99 58.94 58. 88 58. 8 1 58.78 58.7 1 58.63 58. 6 1 58• 63
--,-_."'... < •••_---,._-_...." --
• fly constam + ,030, bMercurial barometer No.229.

138 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1883'
TABLE XXIV.-Almospheric pressure (feduced 10sea),· February, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m









2 a. m, 3 a. m.
- -- - --'--'--- ------ --- _.------_.--' ---------
I a. m,Date.
.729 .743 .75 1 ·759
.838 . 825 .822 .822
.727 .712 .680 .667
.272 .234 .209 . 167




2 ._. __ ._
3··-- u ..
4··--·· ..
5 ... __ n·._
6._•.•• __._
7 __ .. nn._Ii . .'
9 -_•• - .. --.
IO. oo
n_.
II __.. n _
12 _.•.. __...
I3·_ n __ • n.'




IS ...•• -.--•• ]
16.__._.._.. i
17 . · __· __ 1
18 n_.n_ •• _!





























































































































































































































































20 _._. __.h. (28. 992} .004 .016 .029 .°38 .°56 .°58 .064 .073 .079 .092 . III .122 .152
21 •__n _ .299 .310.324.327.339.347.349.360.364 ·373 .369 .379 .382 .396
22 .••• __ .n. .554 .564.579.603 '.615 .631 .643 .656 .676 .686 .697 .706 ! .711 .73°
23 ._ •• '-.00'[ .824 .819:.815..816.810.802.793 .792 ·790 .777 .763 ·749', ·734 .723
24 .687 ·701 .720 .756 .772 .810 .836 .870 .894 .919 .942 .963 '[ .975 I. 001
25 _. _. , u! I. 161 1.179 I. 189 ' I. 190 I. 198 I. 194 I. 198 I. 198 I. 191 I. 193 1.178 I. 171: I. 158 I. 137
26 _._•• _.. _. .963 .949 .922: .915 .908 .893 .888 .879 .884 .894 .885 .886 I .889 ·905
27 n_.n_ .889 .879 .861'1 .85 1 .841, .828 .802 .793 .780 .780 .772 .769\ .756 .755
28._._ n • .619 : .597 ·569! .563 .530, .5 06 .490 ;475 .459 \ .435 .418 .4°5, .389 " .370~lleans~"-'-ll: ---:5"997 II ·5979 • 5957\! .5968 . 5959[ .5945'.- '5925!~1' ~--:S9021-:SS6r-:SS20\1~79911'-~
n eans mrm 1-, I \] i,
meters, 700+ 51.83 \51.77 51.72 1,51. 75 ,51.72 \51.67\51.62 \51.62 51.6°,51. 57 i 51.47 51.37 51.32 '! 51.35




THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. J39
FEBRUARY, 1883.







I I p. m. ! Midn't.
I
ro p.m.8 p. m. 9 p. m.7p·m.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m

































I. 107 I • 110 66.20
·711 I .342 57. 21
.602 .257 56.78
·4°8 I .179 48. 86
·397 .232 49. 62






.436 . 085 49. 06
.468 .°56 49. 16
.412 .102 48.40
.332 .°78 45.78












ii • 296 40. 07 20i .237 46. 67 21
I
,.265 .' 54· 47 22
.155 . 55.51 23
. 468 i 60. 75 24
·969 I. 229 I 65· 23 25
































































.235 .242 .249 .260 .260 .275
.427 ·434 .441 ·453 .471 ·495 .5 16
.760 .771
·779 .791 .802 .81 I .810
.697 .693 . 685 .677 .669 .671 .678
I. °56 I. 075 I. 097 1.109 I. 129 I. 147 I. 149








I. 209 I. 217 1.210 I. 212 I. 205 (, 203 I. 190 1.161 I. 134
.720
.729 .740
·75° .748 .75° ·754 .770 ·799
.
809 .801
·793 .778 .781 ·754 .742 . 687 .698
.458
·447 ·45° .432 .419 .419 .417 .417 ,
·4°8
.5 60 .587 .598 . 629 . 623 .608 .60g
.591 .596
·394 .391 .384 .382
·377 .386 ·393 .419
·439
.846
.853 . 865 .882 .870 .859 .870 .876 .844
.297 .279 .284 .255 .236 .226 .202 .177 . 164
.366 .389 .378 .401
·4°5 .411 .417 .424 ·410
.506
.5091 ·497 .51 0 ·5°8 ·499 .500 .500 .487
·49° .496 .496 ·499 .501 .5°8 .5 16 .5 18 .524
·453 ·445 ·447 ·435 .427 .420 .412 .415 .414
.342
·345 .338 ·344 .332 .342 .338 .348
·349

















·778 .785 .793 .796 . 804 .813 .815 .816 .820 .815
. 820 . 810 . 803 . 798 . 799 . 792 . 787 .780 . 778 . 760
.
617
.624 .578 .576 ·554 .536 .5 24 .496 .478 .447
.112 .107 .077 .091 .070 .097 .087 .073 .074 .068
(28·974) (28.984) (28.988) (28. 990) (28. 985) (28. 982) (28.972) (28.980) (28. 984) (28.990)
·909 .91 .912 .920 .913 .915 .911 .913 .9°7 93 .9071 ·93 . 9 . ! 9·
·754
·757 ! ·757 ·745 .725 .7 11 I .707 .6QI .669 .644 .77 15 .889 .644 1.245! 56. 19 27
.368
.371 i .37 1 .372 .380 ·4°8 i .414 .458 .481 .505 .4564 . 619 I .368 1. 25I I 48. 17 28
-----i---
------------ [--'-1-i .5869
. 5913' ·5900 .5925 .5891 .5892, .5891 .5885 .5878 .5801, .5899 "707 "473 1"34 ,.un..I
51. 60 1 51. 57
! 1 I I
I 51.5° 51. 62 51. 55 51. 55 51. 55 51. 52 I 5I. 52 51.32 51. 57 54· 55 ! 48. 60 5· 94 51. 57 ,
! i ',
1ii ;1,:fl:lil:II I:!"f 1 "J -. r i
; I
!~ 140 TilE l ..AJ)Y FRANKJ..JN HAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1883.
TAIII." XXV.-AllJI(/Jtl,~ri,· /,r{,JSlIr~ treduced10 Ull)·, Afard', 1883.
W;l.hingtoll mean time, Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49 m






lI"tl', I n. m. J a. 111. .I a. m. 4 a. rn. 5 a, Ill, (,:1. II\. 7 a, m, Sa. m, ') a. m. 10 a. m. II a. m, Noon. I 1'. m. 2 p. m.
,---- "--~_.._. -----
,'lJf'
·557 · 5~7 • (>f17 .I>:q . li4·l .675 · (,t", · (,88 · (,S(, .673 .668 .653 .656
J
.1'51 .654 .1'75 · ()()()
·7 1S ·743 ·74S .778 .816 · R53 . R69 .905 ·935 .97°
3 -. r. If': r. Il,f, r. 210 I. lH I. 2/S I. 2I I I. 208 I. Irj{ I. 171> I. 158 I. 137 I. 107 I.OS4 I. 055
4 · f,7S · ,)84 1.005 1.026 l.o·l6 r. 0('1 1.°74 1·0<14 I. 118 I. 140 I. 158 I. 17(' I. 194 1. 219
'l r. HJ I. Sill) r. tKl.l I. II,! 5 r. ('54 I. (1),! I. 711> I. 748 I. 758 I. 763 I. 779 I. 77 I I. 7('4 I. 759
"
I. 4"2 I ..l')(l I. 0\1>1) I. ,t14 1.404 I. JXo I. .11K) I. .142 I. 279 I. 249 I. 193 I. 151 I. 159 I. 112
7 ~ .« I. 1.11> I. IJ2 I. u5 I. 120 I. I '2J I. I.U I. 128 I. 1,)2 I. 113 I. 102 I. 192 I. 101 1.°77 I. °51II
"',,- .. , 0 , 755
· 725 .730 · 76.1 · 7')5 · 813 . 788
·
813 · S78 • ~)32 .97 I I. 003 1·°79 I. 109
"
I ..,I'S I. .l',S 1.4°2 I. 4f6 1··1>14 1·46h 1·4')4 I. 50S I. 522 I. 535 I. 541 I. 551 I. 554 I. 55110 I. .p.\ I. 4,>1, I. .\01 I. Ji'i9 I . .lXi'i I.
.n4 I .•)('12 I. 340 I. 328 I. 3 f2 1.297 1. 263 1.24S I. 226II , Sf)" • Silt'> .8lS .810 .784
·7hh ·757
·7Y' ·729 .728 ·745 .76 1 · 71'1 . 7c)9•
IJ I. 'Kq l.oSI I. 07S r. 055 I. 025 I. 02f) I. Ol? 1.0°7 ·91'2 .1)46
·90.1 . R54 · RI7 ·7901,1 .IHI
· wI) . lInl .6.'"
·
62 5 .6.n .628 .62'l . 6 19 · hl9 .612 .596
·5S2 .55 21\
·4-11 .4 15 • ,V)ol · J('S
· .15 I · .Ii o . .184 .3Sq .402
.4°2
·43° .43° .45° .47415 · l~")
· 1'411 · lIt>ll · hl)1
·714 ·733 .750 · i73 .71,1) ·773 .806 . S27 · S30 . S21III t,oXfl I. lOX r. Ill) I. 1.15 I. IJ6 I. 12h I. lOS I. lO'l 1.0<)2 I. oxo I. ofl2 I. °51 I. 0('5 1.043
17 I. of" I. aJi I.OJS l. a 14 I. 00(, ·I}i(, .1)46
.897
· S67 .841 .800 .76 1
·753 ·747IS
·714 ·7iS ·747 .762
·78S ·7()O .71111 · ~ •.!I
· S.~3 .Slil . 1)01 .915 ·945 .9421" I. fll I. 11.1 I. Of)!) I. 10.\ I. 103 I. 10.\ I. 0')4 1.0'10 1.°73 1.061' I. 059 1.040 1.03° I. 023
..:'1)
· .'17' · .'II,S ·1'5; .8Ji'i .x.U · Sy)
.8·n · xh3
· SI'5 · R7° .896 .1)01 .916 ·933':1 r. 01'9 1.070 1. 067 I.OhS 1.0('3 I °SS 1.°48 I. °32 I. (X)/,
·974 ·935 .1)02 .848 .788
:J
·.WI
· .\S5 · Jl)2 .4 15
·44R ·41)1 .530
·5S4 · 1i16 .6.p .659" .67R .69S ·7291\ 1.02, I ·,)f'.l I. III I. f ~2 I. IqJ t. !2X 1.270 I. "00 I. 3"Q I. 374 I. 40<) 1.4.16 I. 440 1.4781.248 .1 I. 216" .J I . .142 r. "0' I. Ji') I. .1~ I 1. 205 I. ISf> I. lSi I. I j 2 I. 182 I. 171 I. IjO I. 1<)4.l ".~ ~ I .~" ) I. 257 l.lt>7 r. JS I I. lSS I. Jot> I. 31h I. .lIS I. 337 I. 356 I. 3io 1.388 I. 410 1.431)(1 14i ,X I ..lS') I. 45 I 1·4.l8 I. 441 I. 437 1·434 1.422 I. 40<) I. 'loS I. 413 I. 418 I. 419 1.4 18
'/ r. .I.lJ I. .I17 I. Jo6 1.2<)2 1.272 I. 256 1.230 I. 20S I. 1<)5 I. I ()O I. 178 I. 172 I. 162 I. 163.,.'1 f. IJi I, 1.\0 I.I.N r. 145 I. ISS I. 159 I. Ii! I. 172 I. liJ r. ISO I. IS9 r. 194 I. I<)S I. 204~t) r. 151 I. 151 I. 147 r. f.N I. 144 t. 132 r. 121 I. II 1 I. O<)t> I. 0.'15 1.0<)0 r. oS3 I. oxo I. 095;,0 1 141 t . "II) I. 155 r. "'4 I. ISh I. t ot I. 2O! 1.200 I. 209 1.206 I. 199 1.202 I. 11)7 I. 19831 I 138 I. Ill', I. I.! I I. 11.1 I. III r. 101 r. oSi I. Ojt> I. 052 1.028 1.006
.992 ·977 .962o __ • .",___ ,~*.~•..• ,.".__
.,'-_..,,"-- ---
, .._-- --'.._-- -'-,-----------------~---- --------1\1t'lltlS r. 0J51 10334 r o.HI l.o;S4 1·0420 I.04{'7 I. 047" 1.04<,(' I. 04S(, 1.0497 I. 04?8 I. 04i(' 1.0490 I. 0488~ln\H' III unlli
Iuu-ters, 70')l 1>2. 1'8 62.83 h2. 85 1'2·1)5 6.1.05 1'3. IS 63. 20 6;.26 63. 23 63. 26 63. 26 63. 20 63. 23 63. 23
-,._---,_.~ ..-
• Ily cnostant ....0)0.
• Mercurial barometer Xo. 229.
,.
TUB LAny FHANKI.. IN BAY I~XPBUl'l'lON. 141
MARCH, 1883.
TABU: XXV.-Almtlsp!t,·rit pr"sSUTr (rrduud to sm), Arank, 1883.
II. \\'ashillj;toll mean time. Reduce to local mean time by addillj; 49111
)0 0·°74
Barometer above tilt' sea, 24.2 fed [7,JX meters].




3 p. Ill. 4 p. III. 5 1" III. I' p. Ill. 7 p. Ill. S p. m. 1\1 irlu't ,




---'--'~ ---" ---- --_..._..
. 665 .66<) .668 .662 .665 · (,62 .659 .657 .655 .660 .6474 . MIX · 52<) .15'1 5].02
· 9') I 1.030 l.o(i4 I. oS') I. 11(' I. 142 I. 16(, I. 174 I. lSI I. 11014 · '12.l1 I. I x'4 ,(·5.l ·5.11 I~l.o.l 2
1.0';(, I.on I. OIS
· 'I'.I'J • fJ{) I · ')77 · 'l'5 · 'jI'7 · ')7h · ')7'1 I. (1')('2 J. J.21 • ,/1'5 · lSi 1'4· 42 :I
t. :?~() I. zt ~,; I. 2') I I. 320 1·345 I. .175 1·4°5 1·443 I. 477 I. 4'15 I. 2050 1·4'/5 · '/75 .5 10 h7. ;1q 4
1·7/'5 I. 750 I. 71 ') I. /"15 I. (,(,h I. h43 I. I~)h I. 577 1..55 1 I. 525 16771 1.779 I. 5~~5 .254 79.18 5
I. I q I. 179 I. 1')5 I. Ihl I. q') I. 154 I. 130 I. 127 I. 131. I. 140 1.25°0 1·4')2 I. 112 · .1X<' hX, 34 h
I.°B 1.024 I.OiX) ·947 · '124 · 89") .847 .847 . 807 ·7S.1 I. q2H6 I. 1.16 ·7S.1 · .IS:! M.. 72 7
I. J.;') I. I XI, 1.234 I. 2('S 1.2(19 I. 322 I·34S I. 371 I. 37S I. .I'll) I. 0458 I ..1'Jl' .7 25 · 1,t'5 h3· '5 Ii
I. 55.'; I. ).17 I. 540 I. 5.14 I. 5 I 2 I. 507 I. 477 I. 471 I. 44'1 1.4.H I. 4')lh I. 558 I . .ISS .170 74·4 11 <)
I.I')S I. I7S I. 157 I. 134 I. oS7 1.07° I. ".IS 1.002 · '/77 · ') 1'J I. ;qoX I. 424 · ')1'1 .485 67. SI, 10
· S71 • y l 7 . y('2 1.000 I. 03J I. 06 I l.oS7 I.OS7 I. ()fl' 1.0<)2 · SS23 1.°96 ·7Z li ·31,1l SX·<)9 "
·7(10 .746
·7 1X .68X ,(>77 .662 .648 .642 · {,IS .614 .lipo I. (lI)3 .614 ·479 SX.2.1 12
.5 22 ·5;5 .5°5 ·49X .4X2 .47° ·4'14 ·4(){.1 .45(' .4.1S · 55') I .6.1.1 · HX .1905 50,7'1 rj
.490 .4S7 .4'12 ·4'/9 .5 1'1 .570 · 579 · (){'5 · h21 .61(, .4658 . ('21 .351 .27° 48.42 14
· XIS · XX5 . ')10 · ,/XI ·97') ·9X3 I. 020 1. 0.l2 1.054 I. or,,) · 8y/(, 1.0('9 · (XXI ·4(XI 57. ')2 15
• 1.°46 I. 04(; I. 05{, I. 054 1.°39 I. 033 t. °70 1.073 I. 058 ,1·0('5 1.°773 I. I.l(' I. 033 . 103 fJ,J·94 III
.746 .75 1 .758 ·7')9 .812 .815 .817 ·795 ·793 · &12 .85'14 1. 065 .746 ·319 58. 4 1 17
·953 ·949 ·955 · '176 .97° ·997 I. ojo I. 0\1 I. 041 I. olio · ')01 5 I.OXO ·747 ·J.B 59· 50 IH
1. 0 24 1.020 I. 013 I. 003 · 'IX; .946 · '14° · Cjlli .9°5 .8X(, 1.()31~ I. "3 ·sse, .227 ('2·711 19
·957 .968 ·993 1.004 I. OIX I. °32 1.°4(, I. 052 I. oS] I. 0(,0 ·'n22 I.O(ll) .Xu .227 60.26 ZO
.758 .678 .63S .591 .536 ·4')9 ·4(ll .424 ·39(, .402 · &'4(, I. °7° ·3')6 .674 57'°4 21
·744 ·744 .77 2 · 795 .812 .843 .872 .<p; ·935 ·973 · ()(J?3 ·973 .31ol5 ·588 5].511 22
I. 4')0 1·494 I. 503 1.50 (, 1.4S,) 1·477 I. 477 I. 454 I. 414 I. 3X.l I. .1544 I. 5')(' J. OZ.5 ·4XI 7o.lj8 2J
I. 214 I. 21(, I. 2 J 5 I. 2.{0 I. 2.{4 I. 230 1.224 I. 235 I. 240 I. 247 1.22.38 J. 342 I. 171 · 171 67. 67 24
I. 459 I. 479 I. 4S5 1·4X8 I. 496 I. 49] 1·4S9 I. 4X9 1·41\7 J. 475 I. J'jI9 1.4'f' 1.250 .246 71. 94 25
I. 423 1.427 1.407 1.411 I. 407 I. 396 J. 37<) I. 372 I. 354 1·345 I. 414X I. 4(,8 I. 345 • 123 72·51 26
I. 151 I. 155 I. 147 I. 138 I. 135 I. 128 I. 120 I. 116 I. 125 I. 126 I. 1922 1·112 I. 116 • 21(,
(16. 11(, 27
I. 215 I. 214 J. 212 I. 20<) I. 200 I. 194 I. 1'12 I. IS4 I. 171 I. 163 I. 1790 I. 215 J. 127 .010:8 66.5] 28
I. 0<)5 I. 10<) I. "4 I. 116 I. ,,8 I. 121 J. 117 I. 121 I. 127 I. 1:l4 I. ,,67 I. 154 I.OSO · °74 64. ,)6 2()
I. 207 1.200 I. 197 I. ISS I. 180 I. 175 1.166 I. 1(,2 I. 150 I. IS J I. 1822 1. 209 I. 141
.0(,8 6(,.61
.}O
.95° · ()26 .914 .<}O2 .879 .859 .842 .814 .&n .801 .982') I. I.~X .&.1' ·337 61 56 .1 1
--
------_._--
________ _ _ ..d ..
-------~,
I. 0538 1.°582 I. 0597 1.0608 I. 0565 I. 0557 I. °552 I. °522 I. 0479 I. 0461\
I. 0486 J. 201 · !iX.. .317 .._•..• , .
63.36 6,·4(' 63· 51 63.S4 63.41 63.41 63·39 63.3 1 63. 20 63. 18 6,.23 67. 10 59·°4 R.05 61.
22
--..._---




142 rns I.ADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
APRIL, 1883.
TABU; XXVI.-Atmospheric jrtSsurc (reduced to sea),a April, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m

















.632 !I .682 .684 .666 .658 .641
.
623.7 68










.596 .59 1 ·575 ·578 ·573 .569 .560 ·555 ·539 .531 .5 10 ·499
·
.330 .3 18 .319 .312 .318 .323 .3 16 .320 .330 ·347 ·355 .37 1 ·374 .392
·511 .522 .532 ·535 .540 .540 ·544 ·55° .562 .562 .567 ·574 .581 .589
.789 .771 .75 2
·739 .722 ·709 . 689
.811 .828
.855 .873 .885 .895 .910
I. 041 I. °32 I. 022 I. 012 I. 014 1.006 I. 001
·999 1.006 J, 017 I. 025 I. 039 I. 049 I. 084
I. 272 I. 275 J, 270 I. 275 I. 277 I. 277 J, 288
1.254 J, 248 1.235 J, 228 J, 224 J, 243 J, 242
1.260 I. 264 J, 255 1.244 I. 241 I. 232 I. 226 I
I. 121 J, 114 J, 107 I. 098 I. 094 1.093 I. 096 '
J, 119 1.122 J, 114 I. 108 I. 100 I. 087 1.082
.894 .893 .895 .896 .<)02
·909 . <)07
.964 .972
·979 .980 ·993 ·999 1.006
I. 343 I. 361 I. 382 I. 395 I. 409 I. 426 1.456
1.686 1. 684 I. 682 I. 679 I. 674 I. 670 1.669
I. 561 I. 548 I. 542 I. 529 1.511 I. 507 I. 494
I. 392 I. 378 1·378 I. 367 I. 356 I. 353 I. 358
Date.










II .h. __ .._.
12 __"._.n.








:n •__ ••• __ ._
22 ••• n.
23 n_ ••_..•. i
24 __.. _•••••















































.680 .681 .682 .672 .672
·709 ·722 .738 .750 .762
I. 121 I. 126 I. 125 J, 124 I. 108
.862 .836 .81S . SIO .787
.75 1 .760 .772
·790 .806
.893 .879 .856 .836 . 805
.724 .740 .752 .770 .790
r. 037 I. 047 r. 049 r, 049 1.044
.964 .973 .976
·9S5 .985
r. 247 I. 256 I. 266 I. 262 I. 260
J, 281 t.278 1.277 1.272 1.260
1.27 I I. 273 J.277 I. 271 1.270
J, 162 I. 155 1.144 I. 132 r. 131
J, 1Q4 I. 110 r. 113 I. 112 J, 105
.. 945 .923 .910 .892 . goo
·934 .940
·935 ·947 ·953
r. 243 I. 266 r. 288 I. 309 I. 323
I. 655 t. 666 r. 663 I. 606 J, 673
1.600 r. 591 1.592 I. 580 I. 574




































"THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 143
APRIL, 1883'
TABLE XXVI.-Atmospheric pressure (reduCfd to sea), April, 1883.
I H. Gravity
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
correction.
I Barometer above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].i
I





Daily l:l 83p·m. 4 p. m. I 5 p. m, 6p.m. 7 p. m, , 8 p. m. 9p·m. ro p, m. r r p.m, Midn't, Max. Min. Range. l3"means. E •
I
~r oj
.; l:: 'c1~ ~
--- --- ---,--- ---
.
613 .6I1 .599 I
·593 .578 .576 .580 ·587 .580 .569 .6505 .768 .569 .199 53. 10 I
.621 .624 .628 . 627 . 627 . 627 . 627 .622 . 617 .596 • 6046 .628
·575 ·°53 51. 96 2
.463 .45 2 ·444 ·434 .414 .381 ·374 .367 .35° ·333 .4872 .596 ·33, • 263 48.96 3
.415 .417 ·439 ·435 ·455 ·475 .481 ·497 .5°3 ·5°3 .3894 ·5°3 .312 .191 46.47 4
.600 .612 . 617 . 627 .633 .649 .654 .661 .67 1 .672 .5877 .672 ·5I1 . 161 5 J. 52 5
.65 1 .647 .662 .655 .654 .660 .664 .673 .674 • 687 .6662 . 687 .647
·°4° 53· 50 6
.921 .95 1 .965 .992 I. 003 1.026 I. 034 I. 054 I. 063 I. 079 .8763 1.079 .684
·395 58. 83 7




687 .690 .699 .702
.7°7 .7 17 .728 .728 .729 .75 11 .895 . 687 .208 55. 67 9
.9°9 .923 .924 .926 ·933 ·933 ·934 .932 ·934 .930 .8620 ·934 .742 .192 58.48 10
.673 .669 .664 .660 .654 .654 .647 .668 .669 ' .682 ·7457 .912 .647 • 265 55· 53 II
.922
·934 ·939 .952 .963 .978 .987 .988 ·997 I. 006 .8706 I. 006 .693 .313 58.71 12
·995 .982 .980 .97 1 .966 .966 .958 .95 2 ·953 ·957 1.0040 1.°49 .95 2 ·097 62·09 13
I. 101 I. II I I. 126 I. 140 I. 154 I. 167 I. 177 I. 177 I. 199 I. 218 I. 0662 I. 218
·957 .261 63. 66 14
I. 289 I. 293 1.290 I. 294 I. 302 I. 300 I. 289 I. 293 I. 289 1.284 1.2755 1.3°2 I. 229 .073 68·99 15
I. 243 I. 250 I. 254 I. 252 I. 257 I. 255 I. 262 I. 268 1.272 1.278 I. 2588 1.291 I. 224 . 067 68·57 16,. 1.225 I. 231 I. 214 1.220 1.209 I. 215 I. 197 I. 200 I. 193 I. 186 I. 2385 I. 278 1.186 .092 68.03 17
I. 094 I. 102 I. 107 I. 108 1.100 1·097 1.°99 I. 107 I. 098 I.oSg I. II69 I. 179 I. 089
·090 64.96 18
I. 075 1. 069 I. 065 I. °56 I. °51 I. 040 1. 023 1.010 I. 001 .981 I. °768 1.122 .981 .141 63·94 19
.918 .919 .916 .911 ·900 .893 .893 .896 ·905 ·904 .9110 ·979 .892 . 087 59· 73 20
I. 017 1. 038 I. 045 I. 066 I. 069 I. 087 I. IIO I. 132 1.144 1.168 I. 0132 I. 168 .914 .254 62.32 21 .
I. 484 I. 508 1·53° I. 554 I. 573 I. 590 I. 607 I. 616 I. 621 1.632 I. 4302 I. 632 1.199 ·433 72.91 22
I. 669 I. 669 I. 664 I. 656 1. 657 I. 650 I. 647 1.650 I. 634 I. 627 1.6619 1.686 1. 627
·°59 78.80 23
I. 484 1.476 I. 466 I. 458 I. 454 I. 447 I. 144 I. 441 I. 427 I. 426 I. 5159 I. 619 I. 426 .193 75·09 24
I. 360 1.368 I. 366 I. 373 I. 361 I. 377 I. 384 I. 389 I. 387 I. 396 I. 3838 I. 419 I. 353 .066 71. 74 25
I. 284 I. 276 I. 257 I. 245 I. 223 I. 208 I. 188 I. 186 I. 175 I. 171 1. 3120 I. 417 I. 171 .246 , 69.91 26
I. 142 I. 15I I. 155 I. 166 I. 169 I. 177 I. 188 I. 193 I. 204 1. 218 I. 1525 1.218 I. 125 ·0<)3 65. 1'5 27
I. 404 I. 409 I. 416 I. 417 I. 418 I.4" I. 419 1·422 1.427 1·435 1.3620 I. 435 I. 225 .210 71.'8 28
I. 639 I. 652 1.660 I. 664 I. 671 I. 672 I. 676 I. 673 I. 671 I. 663 I. 5902 I. 676 1·439 .237 76.:j7 29
I. 450 I. 430 I. 414 I. 394 I. 383 1.364 I. 35 I I. 340 I. 323 I. 308 I. 4895 I. 662 I. 308 ·354 74·43 3°
---------------------
----------------- --'--
I. 0464 I. 0493 I. 0501 I. °514 I. 0507 1.0518i 1.°529 1.0556 I. 0548 I. 0547 1.°466 I. 138 ·954 • 185
-----_ .. _--
63. 15 63.31
I 63.41 63·39 63·39 63. 18 65·49 60.82 63. 1763. 23 63. 26 63. 29 63. 29 163. 34 4·70
! I
'If
144 THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY
EXPEDITION.
MAY, 1883'
TABU; XXVII.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea),a May, 1883'
Reduce to local mean time by adding 491ll B.
Gravity
Washington mean time. correction.
-----
Barometer" above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters]. 28 0·°7°
29 0.072
H=29·000+ 1'=+81° 44' A=-64° 45'=-4
h 1911l
I \ I II
Date. 1 a. m. 2 a. m, 3a. m, 4a. m. 1. 5 a. m, 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 18 a. rn. 9 a. m.





I ... n ••• ·· 1. 2S3 I. 27I I. 262 1. 242 I. 225 I. 195 I. 192 1. 165 I. 140 I. 123
I. 100 1.082 I. 063 I. 047
2 .n'" •• n . f)5~ ·957 .95° .940 .941 ·934 .927 ·934 .929 .924 .9
22
.925 ·935 ·947
3 _n' __ .••. 1. °91 1.096 I. 103 I. III 1. 118 I. 120 1. 104 1. 124 I. 124 I. 124
I. 126 I. 118 I. 104 1. 109
4 n- .. I. 146 I. 149 I. 155 I. 158 1. 159 I. 163 1. 170 1. 169 I. 193 I. 189
I. 184 1. 195 I. 198 1;2°3
5 .. ' . I. 256 I. 261 1. 265 I. 272 I. 272 I. 266 I. 249 1. 255 I. 256 1. 232 1. 232
I. 218 1. lIb 1. 206
6 m. ~ --- 1. 232 I. 247 1. 262 I. 274 1. 289 1. 298 I. 301 1. 310 I. 325 1.338 I. 351 I. 358
I. 368 1. 389
7 -......... 1. 561 I. 568 I. 586 1·597 1. 607 I. 608 I. 607 I. 602 I. 608 I. 609 1.611 I. 606 1.
6°5 I. 605
8._ ... n ••• I. 650 I. 649 I. 657 I. 657 1. 654 I. 649 I. 644 1.642 I. 646 1.643 I. 644 I. 641 I. 647 I. 654
9 ___.•. n .. 1. 677 I. 672 I. 669 I. 659 I. 651 I. 641 I. 629 I. 615 I. 598 I. 580 I. 566 I. 545 I. 529 1. 514
10 _n•• _n._ I. 402 1. 407 I. 413 1. 409 1·408 I. 408 1.411 1. 41 I I. 399 1. 395 1.387 I. 383 1.386 I. 386
II u •••••• u I. 364 I. 366 1. 362 I. 358 1.35° I. 347 I. 334 1. 323 1. 312 I. 298 1. 283 I. 264 1. 243 1. 232
12 n ........ I. ()()9 I. 108 I. III 1. 121 1. 127 I. 129 1. 121 I. 131 I. 130 I. 128 I. II7 1. I 16 I. 119 1. Il9
13 u_ •• n_" .989 .970 . 955 . 941 . 925 . 9Il .883 .862 .840 . 814 ·793 .769 .765 .750
14 ..•-- .....
·775 ·795 .8Il .832 .844 . 864 .880 .9°3 .917 .932 .952 ·954 .962 ·974
I~ n."_'''· I.Oll I. 003 ·999 .981 .97° .962 ·937 .914 .9°5 .883 .861 .838 .824 .808
10.n...... _
·757 .765 .769 ·777 ·779 .789 ·794 .800 . 813 .825 .826 .839 .843 .84
6
17···n_ .. n .926 ·949 ·955 .969 ·975 .989 ·994 1.007 1. 025 I. 038 I. 045 I. °52 1. 066 1. 074
18 n. "'n'" I. 191 I. 203 I. 209 I. 219 I. 225 I. 233 1. 234 I. 238 I. 240 I. 248 I. 248 I. 260 I. 271 I. 277
19 _•.. __ n" 1.260 1. 259 I. 252 I. 246 1.236 I. 233 1. 223 1. 213 1. 198 I. 184 I. 165 1. 149 1. 133 I. 120
20 nn n_ •• I. 031 I. 033 I. °31 I. 023 I. 017 1.016 I. 001 ·993 .981 .968 ·947 .938 .918 .897
21 _.n •• n •• .666 .659 .650 .. 646 .651 .647 .640 .635 .642 .645 .647 .647 .652 .668
22 .. n ......
·729 .723 .7 15 ·709 .695 . 684 .673 .661 .647 .637 . 627 .616 .6°5 .592
23····· n •• _ ·549 .552 ·557 .5 61 .561 .560 .558 .558 .556 .5 60 i .57 1 .581 .596 .607
24 n_.u. __ ·
.7 63 .772 .783 .796 .806 .810 .817 . 824 .830 .835 .836 .839 .845 .846
25····n..•. .861 .862 . 869 .866 . 867 .859 .855 .846 .841 .834 . 829 . 827 . 824 .818
26 n.n __ • __ .811 .811 .816 . 819 .816 .818 .816 . 813 . 813 .806 . 805 .801 .798 ·795
27·n .......
·777 ·777 .778 ·779 ·773 ·773 .77 1 .766 ·773 .765 ·759 .756 .763 .77 1
28 n •.
- --.- .77 8 .781 .785 ·784 ·779 .776 .767 ·749 ·737 .7 19 .696 .680 .67° .669
29 n ..... '" .684 . 687 . 690 . 7°1 . 7°5 . 710 ·7°6 . 695 . 695 .677 . 678 .660 . 646 . 631
3° ____ . __ .• u
·475 ·474 .486 .487 ·488 .512 .517 ·533 .538 .536 ·549 ·554 ·544 ·55°
31• n _ .. ____ .548 ·553 .572 .589 .600 . 613 . 615 .637 . 654 .680 .680 . .677 .675 .676
-------------------------------------
Means-. n __ • 1. 0129 I. 0122 I. 0154 I. 0169 I. 0165 1.0167 I.01l9 1.0106 1. 0098 I. 0055 I. 0012, .9964 .9936 .9929
Meansin milli- I :
meters, 700+ 62. 32 62.29 62·37 62.42 62·39 62.42 62. 29 62.27 62.24 62. 14 62.02 61. 88 61. 83 61. 81 I
• By constant-j-icgo. b Mercurial barometerNo. 229.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 145
MAY, 1883'
TABLE XXVI I.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea), May, 1883.
B Gravity
. correction. Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m







































































































































































































































































































p.m. 4p·m. 5p·m. 6p.m. 7p·m. 8p.m. 9p·m. ro p.m. r r p.rn, Midn't. Daily Max. Min. Range. ~ 8E"means, >. ~
::;:i[; iii





.981 I ,974 .9691 I. 027 1. 021 1. 014 1. 002 ·994 [ .965 ·959 1 1. 0957 I. 283 ·959 .324 64.42 I .
·'957 ,967 ·979 I ·995 I. 010 , I. 029 I I. °42 I. 062 1 I. °72 1. oS3 1 .97 16 I. 083 ·9,,2 • Ibl 61. 27 2 1
.
109 1. 117 1. 119 I. 122 1. 121 i 1. 120 I 1. 125 I 1. 131 1. 134 1. 140 I. 1171 I. 140 1.091 .049 64.96 3
.2°4 1. 213 1. 222 1. 228 I. 238 I. 241 , I. 246 I I. 246 I L 252 1.255 I. 1990 1. 255 1.146 .109 67,04 4
.





























I. 121 I. 139
I. 287 I. 287
I. 076 1. 064
.816' .787
I
.698 1 .7°6 .7 13 i .721 .732 .731 .726,.726
.581 i ·575 ·569!. 564 .561 ·557 .552 i ·553
.642 i .654 i .6691' .684 .695 I ·707 .719 i ·739
.85 1 i .855 .852 .852 .855 .854 .855 i .855
.813, .812 .809
1
' .810 .810 .808 .809: .804
I !
.801: . 796 I .796 . 794, . 794 . 787 . 791 I .784 I •785 . 781
·779 ·781 .782 .789 I .78 3 .787 .790 .788 I .790 .789
.667 .6661 .661 .669 .671 .675 .665 I .675 I .675 .677
.622 .5991.592 I .570 I' .538 .522 .5 11 I .496 1 .476 ·479
.
564 1 ·579 .565 I .562 .560 .558 . 556 I .554 i. ·559 ·549
,_._67_°_1 __._6_76_,_._69_1_1 __._7_11_1_._709 ._7_16 '_72_4_'_._7_13_1_.7~~_'69_7 ' ,--_










3---61. 83 61. 83 61. 88 ,61. 84 61. 86 i61. 82 161. 79 161. 78 61. 76 161.73 62. 04 ~-
•
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-10




































B I Gravity I
~ '. correction. 1
; I
: 28; 0.°7° I















































I. 126 I. 137
I. 129 1.119






I. 028 I. 031
I. 110 I. 113












































I. 160 I. 141







I. 091 I. 095






















.679 .675 .672 . 674 ! .672 673 .676 .679 .686 .
.589 .55 6 .527 .505 .505 ·493 .503 .504 .5 10
·533 .5 22 .527 .5 14 ·5~) .5 12 .5 14 .5 14 ·5°8
.620 . 623 . 624 .622 .632 . 629 .622 .622 .618
.660 .666 .663 .667 .672 .673 .670 .678 .678























·955 ·953 .95 1
.998 I. 001 1.008
1.080 1. 083 1.090














TABLE XXVII I.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea)," June, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49ID
Barometers above the sea 24.2 feet [7.38 meters].
0=29.000+ 0=+81° 44' i.=-64° 45'=-4h 19m
I a. m. 2 a. m, 3 a. m. 4 a. m, 5 a. m.
--------------------------1:---
.8195' .8173: .81861 .8199 .8211
57:41 \ 57.34 157'39\57'41 57·44
Means_. __•• .8274 .8291 .8292 .8289 .82921 .8288 .8266 .8221
Meansinmilli- , . I I I
meters,700+57·59 57·64 57. 64 57. 64 57. 64 '57. 64 1 57. 59 i 57.46
I __•• u •••
·695 . 689 .691
2._....._..
.7°4 .678 .654
3 .. -- ...... ·533 .542 . 5~7
4 .-.--••_--' .560 ·57° .585
5 ...-----.- . 619 .633 .6466 ____ .n___
·711 .705 ·699
7 -.. -----.. . 617 .620 . 607l! ••• n __ • __ • 627 .632 .628
9 n._._ .-.- .606
·599 .580
10 _•••••. _n
.512 .525 ·534II __ • ______ •
·697 ·709 ·72012 ....__ ••••
. 814 .816 .83113 • _________ 1.006 1.022 I. °32
14 _•••_..... I. 197 1. 189. 1.181
15 .-.......- 1.014 I. 024 1. 025
16 __ .00 ___.. '
.846 •823 . 80317 __.. u .. __
.913 .925 .94818 •__... __._
·999 .996 ·994
19 ....._n __
.97 6 .984 .986
20 ___••• _••• '
.942 .95 0
·95°21 n ______ ._
·975 ·979 ·99922 __ •• _00. __ I. 070 1.°74 1·°77
23 ----.--- __ 1.201 1.201 I. 203
24 - .. -.--- •• .791 ·778 .752
25 _______ ••_
·696 ·712
-7°726 __•• n ••_.
.855 .862 .86827 __••____•.
·935 ·939 ·95228 __ .. ______
.982
·975 .96729 __••.• _....
.836 •829 . 825
30 .--------- .892 .894 .895
t=1 '__

148 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JULY, 1883_
TABLE XXIX.-Almospheric pressure (reduced 10 sea),a JUly, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m










I. 127 I. 126
I. 073 I. 062
I. 022 I. 021

















I. 021 I. 018
I. 101 1.100
.928 .921








































































































































. 813 .821 . 823 .821
. 819 .80] . 813 . So3







·554 .54 2 .542 .542
.
629
. 629 .644 .643
.75 6 .7 60 ·776 .783








·933 ·933 ·935 ·939
I. 015 1.017 I. 027 I. 027


























































1 n_O ____ n
.877 .878 .87 2 .872 .875 .877 .868 .883 .8So .8So .873 .8792 ________ n
.85 6 .846 .841 .842 .840 .831 .824 . 824 . 827 . 813 .809 .800
3 ------.--- .714 .7 10 .705 .7 01 ·693 .686 .677 .667 .65 6 .65 2 .641 . 6234 ___ •____ u
.663 .676 .686 ·696 .7 10 .718 .7 25 ·734 .752 .75 2 .75 1 .756
5 n ________
.844 .860 .864 .8So .885 .895 .899 .914 .914 .914 .923 .9236 __________
.884 .885 .873 . 865 .864 .859 .840 .839 . 829 .830 .826 .83
7 ---. '---'- .845 .83 6 .834 .839 .848 .845 .854 .857 . 863 .87 1 . 863 .878 •• _. ______
.95 2 .964 ·974 .990 .987 ·993 ·990 .996 ·995 .998 .988 ·99
9 -------- .. 1·°75 1.080 1.092 1.095 I. 107 I. 103 I. II I I. 116 I. 124 1. 123 I. 119 1.121
10.___ •__n_ I. 146 I. 147 1.147 1.142 I. 137 I. 132 I. 122 I. 108 I. 108 I. 091 I. 088 I. 07
1.06 I. ° 2 I. ° 6 1.0 6 1.0 1.0 I. 0 I 1.028 I. ° I. 021 I. 02 I. 021
• By constant + .o~
20 ._ .6So





26 __ n n .904
27 • __ n__ .905
28._~_.. .929
29 n____ .996
30 --- __ • . 1.053 1.061 1.063
131 u • 1.027 1.019 1.013
I
i Means ,' . 8675 . 8687 . 8687
Meansinmilli., 1
meters.700+ 58.63 58.66 58.66
1 !
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 149
JULY, 1883.
TABLE XXIX.-Atmospheric pressure (reduced to sea), 'July, 1883.
Gravity
B. correction. Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m















1. 027 I. 029
I. 131 I. 137
I. 049 1. 044



















































1·°37 .110 64. 12 10
1.010 .026 62.62 II
.898 . 127 61.00 12
.850 .041 58. 81 13
.75 1 . 125 56. 88 ! 14
.778 . 065 I57·44 15
.781 .°71 57. 21 16
.824
.°58 58.36 17
.816 .068 58. 07 18
.692 .19° 57. 24 19




613 .120 53·53 22
·744 .086 56. 85 23
.806 .046 57·54 24
.792 .106 58. 02 25
.871
·°47 59. 24 26
·8g3, .026 59. 65 27




·°7° : 64. 10 3°
.915 .112 i 60.85 31
----

































I. °38 1. 0844 1.147
I. 023 1. 0248 1. 036





































Daily ~8Midn't. Max. Min. ~ ....lOp. m. II p.m. means. .Range. S :-


















.926 .926 .922 .931
I. 033 1.035 I. 047 I. 057
1. 135 I. 134 1.140 I. 143
I. °38 I. 043 I. 038 I. 039
1. 018 I. 023 1. 0 17 I. 018
.918
·909 .898 • goo
.878 .885 .884 .888
.755 ·759 .763 .765
.843 .843 .841 .830
.839 .838 .848 .848
.845 .841 .837 .830
.878 .883 .884 .878
.750
·737 .723 .7 10
.558 ·559 .567 .581
.585 .589 .596 .608






.852 .852 .844 .833
.885 .890 .894 .896





I. 024 1.028 1. 029 I. 026

































7 p. m. 8 p. m. 9 p. m.
.8653 .8673/ • 8672j • 86841 .8686
1
' .8688 .8649










































I. 010 I. 018
I. 128 I. 134
I. 066 I. °56





























I. 015 I. 018




58. 43 . 58. 43
!
I'r!
'I:" i '1 " :'!
I: 150 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1883.
TABLE XXX.-A/mospluricprmur~ (reduced /0 s~a),a August, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m



































5 a. m, 6a. m, 7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9a. m, 10 a. m. II a. m. Noon. I p. m, 2 p. m,! 4 n.m.
I
--- ,
1.004 1.006 I. 016 1.113 1.021 1. 027 I 1.033 1.039 1. 037 I. 037 1. 034
,
I. 031 I. 028 I. 023 I. 022 I. 014 1.012
·994 .986 ·979 ·977 .972
I
.962
·953 ·943 ·939 .930 .923 .913 .895 .891 .894 .879,
I
.856 .859 .861 .858 .866 : .867 .857 .856 .853 .856 .854!
I ·741 .742 .736 .729 .725 .730 .725 .721 .721 .721 .723
! .636 .618
·597 ·597 .581 , .566 .568 .572 ·573 ·574 .580
.713 .714 I .716 .720 .722 i .719 .723 .719 .723 .729 .720
,
I
.87 0 •865 i .878 .879
.888 I ·&97 .898 .897 .900 .898 .898I
• By COD.taDt+.0)0. ~Mercurial barometer No. '290
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1883.
'l'ABLlt XXX.-Atmosphern pressure (reduced to sea), August, 1883.
151
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49"'







6p.m. 8p. m. Mldn't. Daily Max. Min. Range. ~83p. m. 4p. m. 5 p. m, 7 p. m. 9P.m·
loo
p.m. II p. m,





1.°36 I. 033 I. 039 1.037 I. °31 I. 034 I. 033 1. 029 I. °31 1.0225 1.039 .966
·°73 62.5. 1
.97 1 .97° ·973 ·976 ·979 .97 6 ·96g .970 ! .965 .968 .9932 I. 029 .965 •064 61. 81 2
.879 .870 .878 .881 .878 .868 .866 .858 .859 .859
·9044 .964 .858 .106 59·55 3
.846 .845 .839 .835 .824 .814 .802 .792 .782
·775 .8404 •867 ·775 .092 57·92 4
.715 .717 .721 .724 .721 .722 .713 .712 .710 .697 .7263 .763 .6g7 .066 55·02 5
.589 .598 .602 ·599 .612 . 614 .630 .639 .642 .658 .6115 .685: .566.119 52.13 6
.736 ·749 ·755 ·749 .762 ·771 ·782 .'97 .810 .820 .7370 .8201~ .160 55·31 1





-, .... r : : .•.
".. ;
f;
i ~ 152 THE LADY FR.A1iKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABU: XXXI.-Mt'an daily ba,01IUIn' '" PUTt Conger, August 8, 1881,10 August 8, 1883.
'---.-_.__._-
April, May, June, July, Yearly
1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. mean.




























~lI~~:t: ISeptemh'r" October, Novemb'r, 1~:Cemb'r.l January, Fehrua'y, March,
IXS" IXS" IllXl. 11l81. IXli r. I Ili82. 11l82. 1882.I lilt,!,
•
.,
TilE LADY FRANKI.IN BAY I~XPEJ)ITION 153
TABLE XXXI.-Jft'all d'li(y barometer at Fori Coneer, A ''.l.,'Ust 8, 1881, to August 8, 188,3.
july, . ·1·~~:ll~~1 Date.
I XX,!. , I !ill]. I



























































































































































































































































































































































































29· 904 29· 958
759·57 760. 92
----_ ..._--------
30. 134 29. 875 29. 590 30.049 30. 047 30.002 29. 827 29· 865 29· 900






154 THJ;) IJADY FHANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABU XXXU.-Mtan hourly baromtfet at Fort Conger, August, 1881, to JUly, 1883, ;mlus;ve.
Walhin~on mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49m
I29. 11JJ9 '..................... 29·1994 -....-.. _--_ .. 29. 88" i..........
· 8.155 .. "'" _.... .. · So24 ....... ------- .8779 ..........
.11404 29. 8425
·8044 29·8040 . SSI5 29. 8886
· !l422 - ....... ., .. ~ ~ ....... . 11097 .... _... - ... -.._.. .8821 ....... __ ...__ .
.11464
-......... -..... - ".- ,8111 -~~ .. _- .... -- . .8847 ------~-_.
.8472 ,,_ .................. -'
· &>64 ......... -_ ...._~ .8853 --......... ----
· S511 .8503
· So67 .8079 . 8863 .8930
· S544 ~ ........ -........ _.. '.
· So27 ..--.. -_ .. -_. .8gml
--------_...
.8567 M .........., ... ,, __ .. _"
. 79S4 --...... _- .. _. .8937
--------_ ...
. 850 J ~ ...... "-",.,, .. -.. ", .
· 7967 -....... ----- .8Sli6 ... _-_ .. _----
· S46S .8431
·7957 .7976 . 88S5 .8898
.84 14 ., -~ -....... _..-..




·1951 --_..... _-... _- .8934
._--------





·1977 . 8023 .8960 .8925
.840 5 ...-... -_...... _--- .7947 ..... _...... _- .......
.8969
----------
· S401 ................. _-- ..
.1967 ... ... __ ... _--_ ... .8995
.. _------_ .
.8397 .......... 'O ....... __..... • 8007
... ... _.... _---- .8966
----------
· !lJ72 .8J82
· Sol7 • So19 .8969 .8919
· !lJSt) ........... _-- .. -...
· SolS ,,--_ .... --_'O
·8966 ._--- ..... ---
• S';47 ~ ....... ~ ..._.... '" '" • 7992 ---_ .. _--_. .8989 .. __ .... ------
•8e155 ~ ....... -..... -..........






·7955 ..._-- ... -_ ... .8940 .._-- --._-_ ..
I
December, 1881.ber, 1881.











-.------_ .. ·7°84 ---_ ..-.--. .7821
NovemSeptember. 1881. r- Oct~ber, 1881. I
-_···-I------~I













































































































41\. m. q ..
$ 1\. III •••••
(I n. Ill ..
7ft. nl .
Ii n. m .
') n. m ..
10 n. l\\ .
" a, m ..
Noon .
I p, m ..
2 p. m ..
3p·m •.••.
4p. m ..
5 p, m .
(I p. m .n•.
7 p. m .....
Il p. m .••••
9p. m .
10 p. m .
IIp.m .
Mitlnight •••.
Means "h_.. 29·1166 29.7542 29· 73SJ 30.1506 3°.13°1 29.9295 29.7136 29. 8102 29.7409' enns in
millimeters. 754· So 755· 74 iSS· 33 765.80 765.29 760.21 754.72 15i. 16 755.41~--.-._-,.,.~.-.-
,THE LADY FRANKUN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE XXXII.-Aft'an hourly barometer at Fort Cong-t'r, Aug-ust, 1881, to JUly, J883-Continued.




Hour. Nov., 1882. Dec., 1882. Jan., 1883. March, 1883.1 April, 1883. 1 May, 1883. \ June, 1883. 1July, 1883.
-,~_.~-~- I .--.-.--- "..,_.....---~--_._.,,- '---.~~~-
I a. m.• ____.• 29·9557 30.1266 29. 8760 29.5997 3°.°35 1 ! 30.0382 30. 0129 ! 29. 8274 i 29. 86752 a. m. _______
.9581 .13°2 . S789
·5979 .033' .°420 .0122 .82<)1 . 86S73 a. m_______ .
.9582 .1315 .8S16
·5957 .°341 .°428 .0154 .1(21)2 •86874 a. m. _______





·5959 .0420 ·0445 .0I6S .1l292 .86886 a. moo______
·9595 .1349 .·81118 ·5945 .0467 ·044.1 .01(,7 .8288 .1l6957 a. m ________
.9584 .1325 .8796 .5925 .0476 ·0420 • OIl') .1<266 . 86738 a. m. ____. __
.9578 .1310 .8783 .5919 .0496 .045 2 .0106 .8221 · lifl5i'9 a. m
n n
___ •
·9574 .13 11 .875 1 .51}O6 .0486 ·0443 .0098 .8201 .8(,6310 a. m. ___. ___
.9558 .1306 .874 2 .5902 ·0497 ·°435 .0055 . 81<~ .86.12II a. m________
·9539 . 1315 .8708 .5861 .0498 .0411) .0012 .81 3 .8589Noon .• ______ .
.9531
.1309 . 8676 .5820 .°476 .°415 29· 1)1)64 .8186
. 857JI p. m
n
______
·9544 . 13°3 .86(>9 .5799 ·0490 .0431 .9936 . 8199 .85 •2 p. m. ____.._.
·9545 .13°2 . 8676 ·51lo7 .0488 ·0447 .1)1)29 .8211 · !l58S3 p. m .• _____.
.9546 .1352 .8736 .58('9 .0538
.°464 .9936 . 8238 • !l,984 p. m__, _____
·9595 .1375 .8759 .5913 .°582 ·0493 ·9944 . !l266 ·1l5(155 p. moo ______ I
.9600 .1386 . 87!l4
·5900 ·°597 • °5°1 ·9959 . 82116 .86116 p. m. __ ,.. __
.g610
.1394 .8768
.5925 .0608 .05'4 .9946 .8.103 . 86447 p. m________
·9594 .1395 .8753 ·5Sg1 .°565 .05°7 .1)IJ38 .8319 .865}8 p. m________
.g600
.1375 .8746 ·5Sg 2 ·°557 .°5 18 .9936 .8331 • 86739 p. m__, _____
·9594 .1387 .8753 .5Sg1 .055 2 .°5 29 .1)1)22 .8333 .8(
'
7210 p. m ,_______
.9583 .1383 .8736 .5885 .°522 .0556 • CJI)08 .8338 . 8684II p. m __
u
___ .'
.9576 .1380 .861)1 .5878 ·°479 .°548 .I}()OO .8333 .8686Midnight. ____ .
.9586 .1365 .8663 .5801 .°468 ·°547 .9893 .8333 .8688
------------ --------
--Means _________ 29.9578 30.1342 29. 8752 29.5900 3°.°486 3°.0467 3°. 0017 29. 8269 29. 8649 I
Means in milli-
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XXXII I.- ilfeIl11 atmosnheric pressure, by decades, at Fort Conger.TABLE 'r
156
ANNUAL MEAN PRESSURE.
._------- _._._---. ----_._- .._---------
The annual mean pressure at Fort Conger was 29.886 (759.09mm) in 1875- '76 ; 29.845 (758.o5mm) in 1881-'82 i 29.903
(759·53"W') in 1882-'83, and at Polaris Bay, 29.970 (76I.22l1\lI\) in 1871-'72, making a grand mean of 29.901 (759.48111111).
These means show a regularity in the pressure from year to year, which, while rather surprising considering the extraor-
dinary accidental changes, gives good reasons for believing that this grand mean is practically the normal.
Through the courtesy of Mr. A. F. W. Paulsen, chief of the International Danish Expedition, it is learned that the
mean pressure at Ivigtut, 61° N., 48° W., for 18 years was 29.666 (753_5°"1111 ) ; at j acobshavn, 69° N., SlOW., for 18 years,
29·749 (755.61"1111); at Codthaab, 64° N., 52°W., for 18 years, 29.682' (753'9 1111"'), and at Upernivik, 73° N., 56° \V., for 9
years, 29.78{ (756.5°111111).
. Observations collated and herewith published (Table No. 34) show that the mean annual pressure in the vicinity of
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Mnr., 21-31 ' __ u
june, 1-10 _
TUlle, II-20 _
june, 21-30 h __
July, 1-10 __ ,_
lilly, I I-20 _luly, 21-31 _
•.,
CHART 4.










'................. cfllrr-i- Z _----/
-......-----~--~
•
·NOTE,-:Afonths doubly underscored=:== indicate minimum
d ' di mean of the year, singly under-score - In reate secondary minimum mean of the year,
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• til
These figures indicate that along the west coast of Greenland tile atmospheric pressure increases from I vigtut to Uper-
nivik at the rate of 0.010 inch (0.2 s+,"n,) for each degree of latitude, and from U pernivik to Fort Conger, 0.01 inch (0.254"1111)
for each degree.
Along the west coast of Davis Strait the decrease for each degree of latitude from Cumberland Gulf, 66° N., 67° W., to
Fort Conger is abqut .011 inch (0.279"1l 1l ) .
The line ci' no increase possibly falls slightly to the westward of Cumberland Gulf, as the observations in Boothia Felix
show a slightly higher mean than prevails at Fort Conger. This goes far to finally disprove the theory so long advanced
that the region in the vicinity of the pole is covered by a permanent barometric depression, While such a condition of affairs
probably obtains in the vicinity of the south pole, it has been very evident of late years to all meteorologists that the marked
barometric depressions of the Northern Hemisphere are to be found over the Greenland and Behring Seas.
ANNUAL FLUCTUATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
In connection with the fluctuation of pressure from month to month, an examination of extensive Arctic data, w~i1e yet
at Fort Conger, was quite conclusive as to the persistency and regularity of a double annual curve.
The careful, systematic reductions by the British meteorological oftice, as given to the world in the admirable contri-
butions to the meteorology of the Arctic regions, has rendered possible the confident use of somewhat uncertain, and, in a
few cases, of previously inaccessible data. An examination of the barometric pressure for different years, at widely separated
Arctic stations, disclosed such similarity in the annual curves as seemed to justify the consolidation of the data from adjacent
stations for a series of years.
The data herewith presented (Table No. 34) shows for itself that the same type of annual curve prevails in Arctic
America and Northern Greenland. In Southern Greenland, as will be seen from Mr. Paulsen's annual curves for West Green-
land stations, the November maximum is less accentuated than elsewhere. All Greenland, however, as well as the Norwegian
Sea region, is covered by a secondary maximum more or less marked in Novcmber,
The law governing the periodicity of atmospheric pressure through the year has never been outlined for the entire
Northern Hemisphere, save in the expression that winter pressures are greater than those of summer-a statement which, if
generally, is not universally true. Mohn, Hahn, Buchan, and others have, however, shown the annual fluctuations for certain
parts cf the globe with great care and accuracy.
In tabulating such observations as were accessible with the view of determining generally the atmospheric changes in
the Arctic circle, I found myself led gradually to an examination of the atmospheric pressure over the whole of the Northern
Hemisphere.
The outcome of such labor, the extent and difficulty of which few besides meteorologists can appreciate, was the
surprising discovery-if discovery it be-of regular and periodic changes from month to month, which naturally are more or
less masked by the great accidental atmospheric variations attendant on storms.
In connection herewith will be found four maps of the Northern Hemisphere (N os. 1, 2, 3, anti 4), on which have been
plotted as accurately as possible the areas covered by the crests and troughs of the annual atmospheric waves, as shown by
monthly mean pressures.
Though eventually there is no doubt one simple law, more or less dependent on the relative position of the earth and
sun, will be found underlying, yet at present the data available seems to permit of no such expression.
The annual oscillation of the barometer at Fort Conger was clearly defined, and coincides with that already deduced from
the observations of all the expeditions in Arctic America within the present century. As this marked and peculiar oscillation
doubtless obtains at the north geographical pole, it is styled the Polar type.
The principal maximum of April gives rapidly way to the deepest minimum of July, to be followed by another well-marked
and complete wave, the crest of which appears in November and the trough in January.
The second type is called American, although it apparently obtains in Europe and Northern Africa, where it is modified by
the grand Polar type. The principal and single maximum of January gives way to a deep and strongly marked depression in April.
The Asiatic type in that particular, like the American, consists of a single annual wave. The crest covering India and
the valley of the J enisei in December is not simultaneous for all Asia, but, apparently, moves eastward, reaching the Pacific
coast in February. The minimum pressure, occurring over the greater part of Asia in July, also prevails a month earlier in India.
From the observations at Honolulu, Hawaii, in connection with those in the neighborhood of the Aleutian Islands, it
seems possible to add a fourth type, the Alaskan. The June or July maximum wanes to a January minimum when not
complicated by the advance of the Asiatic wave eastward in February.
The grand polar maximum covers, in April, Arctic America between the 60th and J zoth meridians, and apparently
extends eastward near the pole to the vicinity of Franz Josef Land. In this same month the principal minimum occurs
between the 40th and 50th parallels from 100° W. to 30° E. longitude.
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In May the maximum moving southeastward covers Southern Greenland and the ~andinavian peninsula ,;ith the. inter-
vening seas. The minimum for the year occurs at the same time over the Gulf of Mexlc~ and part of the Spa~lsh peninsula.
In June the high area moves still southward, covering Algeria as a secondary maxI.mum. Scatte~ed statwn.s from t~e
equator to 20°north in South America, the Azore, Canary, and Cape Verde I~lands, and m Western Africa, leave It.uncertain
whether the principal maximum occurs in June or its coming is retarded until July. In June the deepest depression of the
year occurs over India and the northwest portion of the United Stat~s. ., .
July is marked by the principal minimum of the Northern Hemisphere, which ~ncIu~es all ASIa north of the 30th ~ar~llel
and to the eastward of the I50th meridian. This barometric trough evidently projects Itself across the pole, as the principal
minimum likewise occurs in July throughout Grinnell Land and a part of the Parry Archipelago.
In August, whether moving eastward or not with the general atmospheric circulation, the principal minimum is found
covering Arctic America as well as the Pacific coast region of United States. Meanwhile a secondary minimum occurs over
the Mediterranean region.
Flom July the pressure steadily increases over the north Polar regions, reaching a secondary maximum in November
(over almost identically the same region that was covered by the principal maximum in May) prevailing in Arctic America,
Greenland, the Norwegian Sea, and the northern part of the British Isles. Strangely enough, at the same time the principal
mimimum for the year occurs as a narrow belt extending from the southern Scandinavian peninsula southwestward to the Azores.
The principal maximum for the year also occurs in November over the Plateau and North Pacific regions of the United States.
These high areas seemingly move southeastward, for the pressure increases over the eastern half of the United States, the
Gulf of Mexico, the West India Islands, and Bermuda to the principal maximum in January.
In December occurs the principal pressure over parts of Western Germany, Austria, and European Russia, and in all
Asia eastward of the 85th meridian except the extreme southern part of India.
It would appear that the polar wave in its southeastward movement is more or less divided and diverted by the various
mountain ranges of Europe, so that a part moving southward forms the principal pressure over the Mediterranean region and
Egypt in January, while a portion passing to the eastward covers China, Siam, Southern India, and the Indian Ocean.
There seems to be some analogy between the quite regular movement of these two high polar areas and the high areas
which give rise to the cold waves in the United States. The local high areas last referred to evidently originate in Arctic
America through radiation over' the interior ofAmerica during the long Polar night.
The investigations of First Lieut. Thomas M. Woodruff, U. S. A., show that nine-tenths of these areas move directly
east or southeast. Without doubt the southerly component in their direction depends upon the fact, mathematically demon-
strated by Professor Ferrel, that the diurnal movement of the earth causes a deflection to the right in the Northern Hemisphere.
It is to be noted that the observations here collated (Table No. 34) indicate the general formation of the maximum Polar
pressures within the confines of the Arctic circle, after which a generally easterly motion is inaugurated. Deflected to the
right in accordance with the principles laid down by Ferrel, their course undergoes other changes dependent evidently upon
other causes, but also in a measure upon the configuration of the earth's surface over which they pass.
Toe Ural and Caucasian mountains, as well as the ranges to the southward of Siberia, seem to notably affect the onward
march of these Polar areas. Not only is this evidenced by the fact of a single Asiatic wave annually, but also by the move-
ment of the November Polar wave already mentioned, a considerable portion of which moves southward into Africa without
affecting any part of Asia except the Caucasian region.
That a general easterly movement is inaugurated in connection with the polar areas seems evident, not only from the
course charted, but also from the fact that the maximum pressures around the Behring 'Strait region occurs in February and
March, and so is presumably either a remnant of the November wave or the beginning of the April one.
At all events the Arctic circle is the only zone in which an area of high pressure exists from May to November, inclusive.
There seems to be no constant relation between the areas of maximum pressure and the general depression, nor any
continuously decided movement of these depressions after once formed.
The principal minimum for the year, the Asiatic depression of July, is notable from the fact that it is situated substantially
in the center of the great land areas, while in January we find other depressions covering the North Atlantic and North Pacific
Oceans.
It is evident that these charts and deductions must be considered crude and unsatisfactory presentations of this
complex problem of the annual movement of the atmosphere. Both health and time have failed for more careful collation of
the data, or further analysis of the problem. This collation of data and the charts form, it is hoped, a skeleton groundwork
on which other meteorologists, better trained and situated, may build.
The conviction that at no distant day the general laws of atmospheric changes will be established, and later, the general
character of seasons be predicted through abnormal departures in remote regions, causes this work to be made public, even in
its unsatisfactory condition, in the hope that it may contribute somewhat to that great end.
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TABLE XXXIV.-Mean monthlyptessure at various ArctU stations.
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(The following are the authorities in part for these tables in question. The greater part of those not specified in this list have been drawn from




North Unst • __• _
Culloden, 104 feet n n __ 1
;
Jan Mayen n_n 1
Sabine Island nn_u nnn uunn_ i
Ivigtut __ n __ • n n •• J
Jacobshavn n u I
Godthaab u n n __ 1
Upernivik .00 on_nOon ----------- I
Drift of the Fox __unnn 00 __ nn_1
FJorberg Beach (Alert) u u __ !
Polaris Bay. . n __ 1
Discovery Harbor _
Fort Conger, G. L n • nn_u __ uh
Foulke Fiord n u on. 00 __ •
North Star Bay n ._n n __
Polaris House , n n_h __ n u
Rensselaer Harbor _
Camp Clay . _
Igloolik . 00 n _
Winter Island., , n u _
Repulse Bay un un n n __• __ 1
Port Bowen u nu_n_1
Port Leopold . ------
Beechey Island n _
Marble Island n __n_nn _
Gulf of Boothia n __ uu_u n __n_
Port lCennedy . _
Wellington Channel , nO' _nn_nn_
Griffith Island n ... __ nnn__ n u __ n __
Northumberland SOund _
Melville Sound _nn __ n n_n n __
Cambridge Bay '1
Dealy Island n •• _u_u
nnn
__
Winter Harbor n n n 1
Princess Royal Island _n n n_n :
Walker Bay u ·n n 00----1
Mercy Bay. . .. n 1
~~~~~~-B;y===============================~1Point Barrow (Ooglaamie) un_n_n n_!
Fort Alexander n n_ .. __ . n __ n __ nl
St. Michael's . u _
Unalaska 00 00 __
00
•• 1
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Journal Scottish Met. Soc. No.2, 1885.
Lieut. E. Wolhgemuth.
Captain Karl Koldeway.
1Exped. Danoise. Ob, a Godthaab.
J
British Contributions, part 2.
Results Arctic Expedition, 1875-'76, Nares.
Bessels' Die Amer. N. Pol. Exp,
Results Arctic Expedition, 1875-'76, Nares.
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Schott's Discussions.
British Contributions, part 3.
Bessel's Die Amer. N. Pol. Exp.
Schott's Discussions.
Lieut. A. W. Greely.
British Contributions, part 3.
Do. •
British Contributions, part I.
British Contributions, part 3.
Do.
British Contributions, part 4.
Capt. G. B. Borden, schooner Abbie Bradford.
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British Contributions, part 3.
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British Contributions, part 3.
British Contributions, part 4.
Records, Office Chief Signal Officer.
British Contributiens, part 3.
Lieut P. H. Ray.
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VICINITY OF LITTLETON ISLAND.
Steamer Isabel _
Rensselaer Har-bor u u.
o For '4 clavs from Admiral Inglefield's
observations north of the 74th paral-
lel.
• From Kane's Narrative.
e From Admiral Leopold McClintock's
observations north of 74th parallel.
d For 15 days.
o For 7 days.
h For 20 days.
i For 22 days.
FORT CONGER.
---··-···-'--------1 --.-.--:--------I--- .....I--------!...-h-JI 29. 983 29.966 !30.229~ 29.75 1 I29.771129.891,30.167 30.203 30.030 29.857 29.786 29.989 __n • •• __ , __ • h. _
.------.---,.------." •• ---. n -- ••• h_' . 29.777129.705 29.981 30.194 %9.647 I
29. 675)29.994 30. 100 30.327 29.931 29.801 29.596 29.720 n_,_h __ . • __
_h .! . .• _ • __ • '_" n ••• __ • h _. • h a29.841 1 29.802 129.890 29.760 29· 709
29· 717 : 29· 754 29· 738 ,30.151, 3°.13° ' 29· 929 29.714 29.810 \ 29.741 : 29.904 \ 29.958 30.134





Do h ..... !
! 1;ort Conger •• _.• !
Do H' __ J
Do ..••.•.
Means • __• .
Means ill millime-







29. 760' 29.807 " 3°.018 30. 182 3°.023 ' 29.854
i
755·9 ,757· I '762.4 [766.6 762. 6 :758.3





' 29·935 130.035.". 29· 810 'I
757. 1 760.3 1762.9 ,757. 2
I
H. M. S. ALERT.
- ~-----.- -------- ~------,- 29. 679' 29· 948130.153 29· 6151
29· 802 29.599 29.716




29· 802 29· 599 29.716 29. 679 29· 948130.153 29. 615 [
757. ° ,751.8 :754.8 753. 8 760.7 '765,9 752. 2 I
--_.,..... __._--.
I I . I
.-
--._--.---..._,-_._----- --....._--.---
Floeberg Bcachs. _ 1875 I .- ....._-
1876 .--'29~606 -;9:98~- 'j~:~6- '30:299 ';9~9;5
Means. .•. -•. -__ 29· 606 29~981 ~0·.-()(iI30. 29; '129· 915Means in millime-
ters... _h .____ 752.0 761. 5 764.4 ,769.6 1759.8
........ .. .... .... .__...",__' .. 1 '_-
o H. M, S. Alert's winter quarters.




29.925 29. 813 3°·°4°
--"------ -------~ --_ ... _--- --- .. _---I 29· 943
-I a29·932 29. 863 3°·°90 30. 112:_h ____
~---- --- -------- --------
• I __ u __ ... __ 29.942 3°· 165 30. 101
29. 859 3°·°44 3°. 028 29·gB3
-------- .- -- ... ---- -------- ----... ---
. 29. 840 29·97° 3°. 080 29·94°
----~-..-
--------
. _- ... -_ .. ._------
-
29. 820 29. 810 29. 815 29. 840
- .--- ---- ---_ ... _-- -------- --------
-------
29. 879 29·909 29·990 .29.982
758.9 759· 7 762.0 761. 5
---.
--
Winter Harbor. __ 18'9
1820' ---3;:~s;- -;9:77~· -~9:g;;;' -;9:98~-.3;:;;;- -~9:'8;;- -;9:67;' -;9: 73;-Princess- Royal
Island . _. u
I
Dealy Islands ---.
. Melville Sounds h
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Dec.Nov.Oct.Sept.Aug.Station.1----:
1
-_Ye_ar·1 Jan. Feb. Mar. I Apr. I May. I June. 1 July.
IglooIik __n 18221 nn',.-h----,n------lh-----.in-----Thn---:------ __ ,29.500 29.730~-29.830 '29.710 29.590
Boothia GulL... ~~~~ I----~~~~~~·i-~:~~~~-i-~~~~~~-'-~:~~~~-,-~:~:~~-i-~=~~~~--~:~~~~- ====~==: ~======= ======== ;;9:68;- ';9:896-
1830 I 29· 692 1 30. 117 3°· OIl ! 3°. 003 ' 3°. 242 I 30. 105 29· 860 1 29· 859 29· 834 29· 889 30. 027 30. 083
1831 3°. 129 , 29· 972 , 29· 903 29· 977 3°.°4° I 29· 942 29· 920 , 29· 856 29· 815 b3°. 026 30. 114 29· 777
1832 'I 29· 644 ! 29· 859 • 29· 984 . 30. 004 I-----n-I-------- - -------- --.- n __ -"-- ---- ---. ---. h __ .--- n __ •Cambridge Bay___ 1852 . -!- -h-J hoi h __ ----i n_ ..• nn_. n.' h __ • c29. 497 29.95° 30. Oil 29· 929
1853 29· 801 I 29·952 Ii 3°.°56 : 30. 017 : 30. °3 1 , 29· 807 29.675 d 29· 715 . .h. un. no. n n_
Port Kennedy. __ . 1858 .-------.·--1-------- .-------I·-------I--------I---h- .. ._ - .. _ "30. 002 29.793 30.044 29.865,
118591 29.9721~924130.163130.170[30.001129.903 29·6g5 129. 652 ----h--====--------i
Means_~-n-;-.--.,----hi,: 29.831129.944 30.0241130.024' 3°'045[29'937 29.736 29.729 29.802 29.893 29.940 29.857'
Means In milli- 1 ' i ' ,
meters . ..... 'n ' 757.7 1760.6 762.7 1762.7 1763. I 1760.4 '755· 3 755· I 757· ° 759· 3 760.5 :758.3
, : I i
• For 24 days. b For 26 days. <For a days. d For '4 days. 'For ,6 days. 'For 8 days.
I
I 29· 76 I 29.83
,
1 29. 78




68 I 29· 77 I 29· 78 ,1 29· 73 I 29.65
N.,48/ 10·5/ W. 1883 1.746. 8 1748. 8 753·9 1755· 9 1757· 7 ,756. I 1756. 4 ,756.4 :755. I 753· I 1753. 6 1748.8: 1 1 1 !
"Means.
1
1886J b { 29· 45 1 29. 52
I
, , i 'i' I I 1 ,Godthaab, 640} i 29. 85 ! 29· 78 i 29.78 I 29. 65 29. 6710/ 48// N., 51°, ! 29· 71 i 29· 79 29·77 1 29· 72 29.5 1



















Port Leopold . _
1824 1 I 1 ---I---·_--·II·-------I-----·n 1 1 29. 689 1 29. 962 I29·8gg , 29. 869
1825 i -.-- ;9~76~-!-;9~887-,-3~~i08, 30. 068 I 30. °5 1 29· 889 29· 817 , 29· 683 ,--------In------I"------I--------
1848---- ... ! + __,----I--------!--------,-h--- n __ u h _+ h : 29.738 129.840 I 29. 845 1 29·6g3 I
18491 29.817! 29.823 i 29.906, 29.958, 29.988, 29. 838 29. 671'29. 680----_---1--------,----.------- ---Griffith Island 1850 ! n n __ h • on h &29. 684! 29.946 1 29.911 ! 29· 839!1851 i - 29.73 2 29. 832 29. 847 30. 077 29·994 29.985 29. 805 b29·87° 'j I. , _Northumberland 1852 i u h • n , .. .. u ; 29.77 8 I 29.939130.047 , 29. 886 !
Sound. ',18531 29.6g6: 30.05°" 30.079 30.022 29.910 29.715,29.610 29. 658 i-----.--I,--------','----------------j'Wellington Chan- j 1853 1. . __ -1 . . . ._ .. .-------j 29.74 1 i 29.791 I 29.7 21 29. 810
neI. 118541,. 29.614129.716, 29.837',30.005 i, 29.980 ,t, 29.75 6 i 29. 638 ',C 29. 730 1,,-------.,'-------.. ---- --------1Beechy Island , , __, 1852 i-----------!-------.I-.---------- . , . __ J . 129.741 i 29. 831 129.g65 3°·093 29.918~~n i_~~:r~ I~~:~~~ I ~~:~~~ i ~~:~l i ~~·.~1LI ~~:~~~ I~~:r~)~~:~: I-~=~~~~-I.~~~~~~ ·~=:~~;i~~·-~-!
Means_:- :_.--h-_-J 29.755129.907 30. 006 3°. 080 130.046 i 29. 886,29,755 29,745',29. 768 1,1 29·g08 29'9051,29.8451
Means In milli- I " I 6 . 6 6 i 8
meters h_. ---n-li 755.8 1759.6 762. I !?64. ° 1763.2 \759,1755· 8 755· 5 175. I ,759' 759· 75 .Ii
a For 19 days. • For 10 dars, a For III days. • For 117 days.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-,--1:1-
I
~.
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Dec.Nov.Oct.Feb,Jan.
------------
Mar. T~~:~ I May. [ June. -I July. \ Aug. I Sept.
, . I : '---
'- ·--··---1----,
......... _ _._••...• ... .....__.•... , ' 29.700.29.880 29.72°. ~.980 29.7 60
29.790 29.590 29.690 29·740' 29.830 29.7 20 29.530 _n_. __ .·n__ . n ... _:_ .... ------.-
._.+ n_ __ • __ __ n •• '._.__ •••• •• n._ •• •• &29. 860 29.931 30. 060
29.794 30.149 30.174 . ... .. b29· 732 29.921 __ n·.n.nn._. ""S,u'-"S-u-u,S--'
..... , .' ... , ..... .. __ .n __ .....n' •• __ ._ •• _._. __ .. u._.n_ 29· 897 29· 65 29· 54 29· 91








Meana. •• _ __ • _ 29.780 29.955 29.978 29.936 29.961 29· 805 29· 713 29· 676 29· 888 29· 808 29· 922 29· 903
Mean. in milli-
meterll 756.40 760.85 761.42 760.36 761.00 757·04 754·70 753·75 759. 14 757. 11 760. 00 759·53
Station.
Winter hland .... 1
Repulee nay •....•
Marhle Island....




1841- b { 29· 591 29· 676 29· 705 29· 764 29·
1880 751.6 753. 8 754·5 756•° 757·
818 29·779 29.75 2 29·737 29·75° 29. 637 29. 689 29. 648
4 756.4 755·7 755·3 755. 6 752. 7 754· I 753. 0
~ Means.
Sabine Island .. ,. ·~86gT.-.~..·.~~~~.~=~T=-.~~--~=~~-I.·~.-..~~[~n-.- __n ·760. 6 h8. 40 1\758. 6 !756. ° 1756. 9
1870: 756.5 761.4766.2 758.6758.8759. 9 754.6 n I · .--.-...!.---.- ..... -.-----
Jan Mayen '''''' 1882 , .•• , ._ .n.Uu 754.0 754. 0 ,752. 8 756.4 .752. I 1759. 2
1883 747.0 744.0 761.4 755.9 756.5 760.4 '760.8 n_..n. _. .u ...__ .u u_. uu
----I' ---,---------.---1---------------
Melina .. __ • 1.. .••. 751.8 '11752.7 763.8 '757. 2 757. 6 760. 2 756.5 '.757.3 755· 6 757· 5 754· ° 758. °
Means in milli- I
meters ..••••. 1...... 29.599. 29. 634 3°.°71 29. 812 29. 827 29·930 29·784 29. 815 29·749 29.823 29. 686 29. 843
I
........, ....._._--------------------------------------"
29. 820 I 29· 767129' 712129' 730 I:, 29· 692








"i:f~~J:1.__...__...1. .1....---1 .1......--1..h""! ''9 8961'9. 73' I'9 7,.1,'9 5" nnon' ..no"_
Camden Hay... 1853 '._ •.•..• _ u __ L,; .• '__ __ '__ •• n no •• • __ ,c29·891 29.879 3°.301 29. 801
1854. 3o.1:l0: 29.gB9 29.gBl 29.866 29.827 29.854 29.836 .• .. __ u __.I ..... q_' __ 'U
1881 :•• _." .• 1... n .• _ •• __ • •• _n. 'n' " __ • • ... .. --" n --Id29· 758 29· 894 29· 858
1882, 29.836 129.725 30.070 29.980 30.080 29·880 29·804 29. 811 29.812! 29. 898 29. 828 3°·118
18831 29.965,30.21830.02830.02729.881 29.941 29.883 629.763 .1 .. •• _•. . • _
I~. 974 i-;;7~6 29· 958- 29.92;- 29· 89; 29.847 29· 769 29· 7;; 29.808- 30. 008- ~9' 926
761.3 .761. 4 762.6 760·9 760.2 759· 2 758.1 756. I 756.6 757· I 762.2 760. I
• Fur II days. o For ,6 days. • For '4 days. • For 21 days.
-,-----...-.-....-..., I I \'
St. Michael's,- I '. :. !i 63028' N., 161 01 1874- '" r 29· 777 . 29· 996 : 29· SSg 29· 861 29· 810 29· 838
i 48' W. J 1885 1.756.3 761.9 759· 2 758·5 757· 2 757·9
86
II i , I
29. 2! 29.799 29· 703 . 29· 725 ' 29· 751
758·5 756.9 754·5755· ° '755· 7
129. 813
757. 2
... "'"'' _ __ ,.._--..---_.-._._,,----_.----,--_.-_•. , __ . ------,




'.--29'-636' ·29.-768-h~._~78Jj~._~ii·I·;9.-S79·!·;9.-&;8· -;9:89;- ~~: ~~~ ~;: ~1~ ~;: ~i; ~;: ;~~ ~;: ~~
29.57 1 3°. 243'29.703 29.670129.666 -29. 878 '_u'n ..._. • __•• n_. __ " _
... _ ". __ .._ __ ._u••----•• -1---u.-- "29.942 29. 887 i 29.794 29.775' 29.684 29.446 29. 882
29·669 129.762 29. 803 29·708 29.782 29·905 .•__-1- ... -- .1. .._n.n n.n._'
29·625129. 924 29·861 29· 796 29· 776 29· 875 29· 593 1 29· 86g j 29.755 ' 29.694 29.574 29· 683
I 1 1
752.5 i?60.° 758·5 756. 8 756.3 758.8 751. 6 (758.7 1755.8 \754.2 751.2 753·9
, I I i
• For ,6 days.
JTHE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 168 I
----------- ----
" ....
---- -_.- -------- ._------ --- .. ------ ----- ----- 29· 773 29· 512 29.45 8 2').488
29·953 2').5 07 29.7 68 29· 769 2'). 827 2'). 814 29·934 29·894 29.5 88 29.326 29.492 29.442
29.546 29· 734 29. 862 29. 702 29· 735 29· 672 29. 880 29.917 2')·704 29. 638 29.548 29· 374 I
29. 681 29· 411 29·934 3°.°35 29· 749 29.7 11 29-911 2'). 789 29.725 29.5 85 30. 184 2,).93 1
29. 630 3°·°45 30. II I 29. 856 29. 641 29·799 29·799 29·907 --.-._--- ....._- .. _-- ,.------- -......... __ .....
.0 _____ ._. _ •• _____ .. _____ • ____ .. _______ 29· 711 29. 819 29. 689 29· 777 29. 654 29. 685 29· 193 29·404
29.528 3°·010 29.546 29. 687 29·905
-------- --_. ---- .. ------- ---- ._-- ... _-_ .. _-- -----"'''''''' ----- ......
----------- -------- -------- --------
29. 805 29.965 29·95° 29· 704 29. 660 29. 648 29. 648
29.346 29. 832 30. 077 3°·047 29. 885 29. 806 29. 830 29. 894 2').67 1 29·575 29·47° 29· 712
------------------ ---29. 614 29.75 6 29. 883 29. 849 29· 77') 2')·775 29· 858 29. 875 29. 688 29·56') 29·57° 29.57 1
752. 2 755. 8 759.0 758.2 756.4 756.3 758.4 758. 8 754· I 751. ° 751. I 1 751. I
Means n • __ • _h •• _
Means in milli-
meters •••__ • _••••
SI. Paul's Island, 1872








Nov. I Dec .JUlie.May.Apr.Feu. , Mar.
I I
. Year. ! Jan.Station.
Sitka, 570 3' N.,}
13501')'.5 W.
I I I
1881 'b{ 2'). 865 29· 7')') i 29· 872 I 29. 878
1886 758.56 756. 88 1758.73 1758.88
--------------
2,).915 I 2'). ')28 : 30.040 I 29. 97;T~~. 8341 29~-;80 129.70:"'-:9.679
759· 83 1760. 15 1763. 00 11761. 42 1757.77 ;756. 40 ,754·45 753· 83
i , I
_____•· ~~~._. "__~.·'o•. __~,~ _
h "feaos.
I Unalaska, 53
0 } I! 52'.6 N., 1660 I (a)
31'.6 W.
29· 665 /29, 575 I 29. 568/29.637
5 [75 1•2 751.0 i752.8
• For 14" years. • Meaos.
i
: Honolulu, 21018'
) N., 157055' W.
1875 1. ..u-l30. 027 130' 110 30.068 3°.146 r-__-~~-~T~~~~~[~.._J... _I30.075T;::,~I-·~~:~8-
1876 3°.010 30.080' 30.030 3°.113 3°.138 30. 137 30.109! 3°.080 30. 050 1 30.030 ! 3°.027 ! 30.060
1877 30.040 3°.110 3°.°76 3°.163 30.110 3°.180 3°.164 3°.134 u.n .•••.•• n __ .••.•..• '.n. __.•
1883 -- ...... • h.U'" ••• __ •• u .• __ ..._h __ u ..... 3°.080 3°.087 30.070 30.053 29.988 29.931
1884 30.037 29.958 30.077 3°.°31 30.073 30·097 3°.°42 30. 070 "_'U" n'n'" ---- •• ni
1885 un_n._ .. __ . ,, __h. __ uh.h __ n. u._ .. 30.000 3°.°52 30.057 3°.128 30. 100 I
1886 3°.012 3°.°51 30.113 30.035 __ •. __ . __ .. __ ... __ •.• n . ... no•.••• ......, __ •. '
----------------------------
__ ___1
Means .. . •• 3°.025 30.045 30.081 30.082 30.117 3°.138 30.118 30.069 30.060 30.054 3°.°51 30.050
Means in milli-
meters . u ...__ • 762.6 763. I 764.° 764. I 765. ° 765.5 765. ° 763.7 763.5 763.4 763.3 763.3
Oct.Lati d I . d No. of J I F' b M h A 'Ititu e. .ongitu e. an. e.. arc. prJ.years.Locality.
-~~----_._-~.----
.__ . _.~._~.





_ ._-. 45 56 N. 13 38 E. 10 756. 0 754·4 752. 6 751. 2 752.3 753·3 753· I 752.9 754·4 753·9 752.4 753·3 75~.4
Bangkok .•uu. 13 38 N. 100 27 E. 10 761. 6 760.4 759. 6 758.3 757. 2 756.7 756.9 757. 0 757· I 758.9 761. 4 762. I 75 ·9
Bayreuth. ______ 4957 N. II 35 E. 49 731. 4 731. 9 729· I 729. 6 73°· I 731. I 731. 6 731. 4 732.4 731. 6 730. 6 731.0 731•0
Berlin __ .u __.. 52 31 N. 13 23 E. 3° 758. I 757· 5 755·5 756. I 756. 8 757. 2 756.9 757. 0 758. 0 757. 2 756.5 757. 8 757. °Trebizond _u'_u 41 IN. 39 45 E. 2 760. 6 761. 2 761. ° 760.5 760.9 75')·6 759. 2 759. 2 760.7 764. I 764·0 763. I 761. 2
Breslau •___ u __ 51 7 N. 17 00 E. 51 75°· I 749·4 747·9 747·4 748. 0 748.3 748.4 748.6 749·7 749·4 748.7 75°· I 748.8Dresden ___U h _ 51 3 N . 13 44 E. 16 751. ° 751. 7 747·9 75°·4 75°·3 750. 6 750. 6 75°·7 751. 7 75°·9 750. 0 751. 3 750. 6Rome ____..... 41 54 N. J2 28 E. 26 763.3 762.7 760.5 761. 2 761. 2 761. 5 762.5 761. 7 763. I 762.4 761. 0 761.7 761. 9Vienna _____. ___ 48 14 N. 16 20 E. 100 +1. 6* +0. 9 -0.8 -I. 6 -1.7 -0.6 -0·5 0.0 +°·9 +0·7 +0.2 +0. 9- •. _- - 'Prague _____ 5° 5 N. 14 26 E. 4° 745.0 744. 0 742.3 742. I 742.5 743·3 743·4 743. 6 744. 8 743·7 743. 6 745. 2 743. 6Czernowitz _. ___ 48 17 x, 25 57 E. 16 741. 6 741. 8 738. I 737. 0 737. 6 737·5 737. 8 737·9 739'~ 740.6 73S.,) 738.4 n S· 9Erfurt _
-- -- - -_. 5°59 N. II 2 E. 20 744· I 745. 0 741. 9 743· I 743·4 744·4 744·3 744. 0 744· 744. 0 743· 5 744. 6 743·9
Altona Hamburg; 5333 K 10 50 E. 9 762.4 762. I 760. 0 760.7 760.9 761. 5 761. 3 760. 8 760. I 759·5 75K 7 759. 6 760.6Lisbon .n_____ 3843 N. 9 8 W. 20 757. 2 756.4 753·9 754. 2 753·5 755. 2 755. 2 754. 6 755. ° 754·3 754·3 756.7 755. 0Brussels__• _____ 5051 N. 422 E. 32 756. 6 756. 2 756. 2 755. 2 755. 8 756.4 756.7 756.5 756.7 755. 2 754·9 757. 6 756. 2Geneva ___• _•.. 46 12 N. 6 9 E. 5° 727.4 726.8 725. 0 724. 8 725. 2 727. 2 727. 6 727. 7 727. 6 726.5 725· S 728.0 726.6Cra<.-ow u u •.__• 5° 4 N . 19 57 E. 5° 743·& 742.9 741. I 740. 8 741.4 742. 0 742. I 742.4 743· 8 ,743· 5 742. 7 743. 8 742.5Lyons. _________ 45 45 N. 449 E. 16 746.3 747·4 742.9 744. 6 744. 0 745·7 745·9 745·4 746. I !745.6 745· " 746. 8 745·5Oviedo. ____. __.1 42 23 N. 5 52 W. 18 742. 8 743·4 741. 8 741. 7 740·9 743· 7 744· 5 743-8 743.2 '742. 6 741. 3 742.9 742.7Santiago _____ u 42 S3 X. 830 W. 13 741. I 741. 3 738. 2 737· 6 ,737. 2 1739.9 740·5 740· I 739· 4 739. ° 738.4 739. 8 739·4,I
• .Deputures inmilJim~ fromaIUIuaI mean.
..
~
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July. Aug. Sept. I Oct. 1 Nov.
i '
Dec. Mean.
._-_.._.. _........ .. ....._...._....----
• From 1814to 1881.
75°. 2 749· 8 749· 3 7, I. 2 749· 4'
7(J()·3 708.3 706. 6 707.4 707.4
763.5 763.3 762.9 765.5 763.4
761. b 761. 3 761. 0 764. I 761. 7
742.9 743· ° 743· 4 744· 8 743· 5
702.6 701. 9 701. ° 7°2.4 702. 2
752. 2 751. 5 750. 6 752.3 751. 4
760. ° 758. ° 760. ° 761. 6 759· 7
759. 8 759. 0 758. 8 760.5 758. 8
761. 8 7(10.6 7(10·3 761. 7 760. 9
676. 8 675. I 675· ° 675· 5 675· 7
754· 5 757· 4 756.7 753· 5 754· 5
719· 2 718. 3 717. 3 7 I S. 2 717· 5
722.7 120.8 719.5 720.8 720.5
756.4 756. 6 756.3 755. 6 756.1
743· ° 742. 0 742.5 744· 7 743· °
754· 9 753· 6 754· 5 754· 9 754· 8
759· 4 765. I 768. 2 769.4 762.9
729.3 12S.8 728.4 730. I 728. 4
759· 7 759· ° 751'· 7 758. 6 759· 6
737·4 737·3 737. 2 739. 0 736,5
749· 5 749· 4 741'·9 749· 9 748.5
75S. 0 758. I 75~2 75~6 758.6
744· 2 743.5 742.8 744· 4 742. S
759· 7 759· 5 758.4 759. 2 758. 8
707. 6 708.9 706.8 708.3 707.0
720.3 718.8 719.3 718.1 718.7
-2.2 ·j'1.4 +4. 2 +5·2* 749.3
-0.8 +I. 4 +4.9 +-6. 7* 758.2
-1.7 +1.9 +3.7 +4.2* 724.2
-0.2 +1. 9 -L2.5 +2.3* 7°5.0.
695· 4 697· 3 697· 6 697· 7 695.8
756.7 754· 9 756.7 758.3 756.4
760.4 760. ° 759· 9 760. 6 759· 5
754· 2 753· 4 755· 6 754· 5 754· 9
756. 8 757. 2 756. ° 756.9 756. 8
756.9 756. 8 756.3 756. 6 757. I
755· 6 755· 3 754· 5 754· 4 755· 4
756. I 755.3 754· 7 753· 8 755· 7
754·4 753·5 752. 6 751.4 753. 8
756,3 756.7 756. 2 755· ° 756. 2
756. 2 754·3 753· (, 753· 4 755· 8
753. 1751.0 751.7 748.7 752.3
718.3 718.5 718. ° 718.8 718. II
755. 6 754. 0 754. 0 755·7 754· Ii
754- 7 754. 2 754· 4 756. I 754· 7;
737·9 737·4 738. 0 739·4 737·7'
762. ° 762.8 762.5 763.7 762.5
761. 6 761. 6 758.4 759.7 761. °
765. I 765.5 762.3 763. 5 764. 5
762.8 762.7 762.3 763.4 763. °
760. I 759. 7 760. o 760. 8 760. 3
760.4 758.7 758.9 759· 2 758.7
763.4 761. 9 762. I 762.5 761. 8
7II. 6 710. I 709. 4 710. 8 709· 9
722.3 721. 7 721. 2 ]21. 2 721. 3
723.7 724. 6 725.4 725.8 724. 6
722.7 720.5 720. I 720.7 720.8
.-1. 9 +3· ° +-6.7 +8.3*1 759. 2
-0·5 +2. ° +2.2 +2.8*, 756.5
-0·5 +1.8 ·+-1.5 +3· 3*1 156.5
+1. 3 -2.3 -2.5 -2.1*1 754· 7i
759·4 761.6 763.3 763.2; 760.71
758. I 761. I 763. I 762.6 760. °
759· 3 762. o 764. ° 763.8 760.9
760. 7 759· ° 759· 3 760.4' 760. 2
753· 9 754· 7 755· 5 756. 6 755· 5,
760,3 763.5 763. S 763. ° 761. 71
756.5 756. S 757·4 7.58. 8 756. 21








































































• Departures in millimeters from annual mean.
46 750.5 750. ° 748.3 747· 9 748.5 748.9 748.9
40 707.5 707.5 70(Q 705· 7 706. S 7oS·3 707.5
14 765.7 71>4· 4 7"2.4 76.1. 2 7(,1. 9 7(,3· 2 762. S
II> 764.° 763. I 7(,0.5 760.9 760. I 761. 6 761.3
7 746. 2 745· X 741. II 742.9 741. 5 743· 5 743· S
7 7o,J. 2 704.,J 1'9'). 7 702.° 700• 2 703· I 703.5
40 751.9 751.4 750.5 750.5 750·9 751.7 752. 0
5 76 I. 7 762. 5 757· 2 759· 4 758. X 759· 5 759· °
3.1 7/)0· ° 759· 7 757· 6 757· 7 757· 6 758.4 758. 2
14 7()2.0 7h l. 5 759. .I 7bO. .I 760. I 761. 2 760.7
9 1'75· 6 b76·9 1>72.5 1>75· I 674. ° 6n· 2 6n· 4
-' 757. I) 755· 7 754. I 753- 4 753· I 753· 4 751. IS
20 711t 5 717.5 715.3 716.5 716.7 717· 5 717.5
II po. 2 720.X 7111.7 720.2 720.8 721. 2 721. I
IS 756. I 755· 7 755· 3 756. .3 757· 3 756.7 755· I
15 74J. 7 744· o 742.° 742.2 741. 7 743· 5 743· 7
25 754· 4 755· 7 753-5 754. 11 755· 3 755· 9 755· 7
X 771.3 7t,S·9 71>h·4 7112.4 751'1.3 755· X 754·1
40 729.2 728.6 727.3 726.5 727.0 728.2 728.8
I 760.9 761. .I 761. ° 759.3 758. 8 759· 2 758.9
:.IS 738.4737.2734.8 734·5 735. 0735.9735. 8
16 751.° 750.3 745· 7 747.° 747. 2 747· 5 747. 6
5 758.9 758. <) 75S·7 75S. 6 75S.9 759.7 758. 8
32 744· 9 ]43· 5 7·P· I 741. 0 741.6 742.2 742. I
.Il 760.2 751'1· Ii 757. 6 758.3 758.8 758.6 757.8
10 70.'1.3 70S. S 704.3 705· 9 705.3 707. 2 707. I
I 718.0 717.0 717.1 717.5 718. 0 719.5 719.8
19 +7· 8* 16. I 1'4· 8 ro.53. 1'-7.9 -10. °
10 f·5. 8* r4. 9 t·2. 6 -0·9 -4. 8 --7. 6 -8. I
15 Hi. 7* +5· 3 t-2.8 +2. ° -4. ° --6.4 --8. I
IS +5.2* t'4.2 +3. 0 --2·4 -.1·9'4·9 "4.9
11'1* /'97.7 "'.16. 6 695· 4 6<)5· 3 695· 6 694· 7 6<)2·7
II 755· 9 757· 6 753· I 756.7 756.7 757· 2 757· 3
II 758.8 7bO·3 756.3 759· 7 760.6 759. 8 758.4
II 751. 8 755. I 752.:.1 756.7 757· 7 757. ° 755· 9
8 755·:.1 75~6 755. 0 75~3 75~4 75~0 756.0
s i54·7 .756. 6 755·5 759·3 7(>0·3 759. 2 756.7
8 752.7 754· 2 753· 7 757· 5 758.4 757· 7 755· 7
8 752.5 75~ I 75~:.I 75l(0 75~5 758.] 756.4
8 75°.4,751.7 752.3 756.0 758.0 756.1> 754.6
7.~, 753- 4 1757· 2 756. 2 758. 2 757· 9 757· 7 754. 2
11754- 7 1753· 2 755· 8 758.3 759· 3 757·° 75(q
13 74~7 745·9 75~2 755. 0 75~9 755. 1 755.0
5 719.0 717·7 716.7 717.2 717.8 718.6 718.4
29 754· 6 753. 8 75:.1· 2 752.9 753· 2 754· 5 755. I
9 755· 9 756. 6 752.3 754· 3 752. & 755· 4 755·2
9 73~6 73~& 735·3 737·2 7]~0 737·& 737.4
7 765. I 765. ° 760. I 762.3 760.8 762.2 761. 9
8 760. 3 760. 2 759· 9 760. ° 760. I 763.3 763.9
7 764.2 763. 8 762.5 763.3 763.4 766.9 767. I
8 764.9 763.8 761. 5 762. I 762.3 763.8 763.8
10 760.2 762.3 758.6 759· 6 758.6 761. 3 761. 4
10 759. I 760,8 755· I 758. 6 758.5 758.5 758.4
5 762.3 763.9 758.3 761. 7 761. (, 761. 5 761. 3
15 710. 2 710.5 706.1 7oS.8 708.8 710.3 711.2
I 720.3 718.9 719.3 720. I 722. ° 723.3 723. I
I 726. I 725.7 724· 9 724.5 724· ° 723· 5 723.8
II 7lO.8 721. 4 718. ° 720. I 720 4 721. 9 721. 7
14 +9. 0*+7. 1 +3.0 -1.6 -5.6-9.5 -10.7
4}-:l -0.6* +1. 3 +3· 5 +-1. 0 -I. ° --3· 7 -3.8
4 +0.1*+1.7 +3·9 +2·7 --1.0 -2·4 -3.8
17 -4. 1* -I. 8 -I. 7 '-0.1 +3. I +2·5 +4.1
{
764· o 764· 6 760.3 760·7 759· 6 75&· 3 756.2
2 763. 6 764. o 759· (, 760.° 759· 4 757· 5 755.2
764.4 765. 2 760·4 760·4 75<)· 5 75&·0 756.6
30 760.2 760.7 759· 7 759· 7 7ho. I 760.8 760.7
8 756.8 757. I 756.7 756. (, 755. I 754.6 754.4
i 763.7 763. 0 762.3 762.2 760.2 758. 6 758.5
6 758. t, 755.6 756.3 755· 5 755. I 755.2 754. I








SO 46 N. 14 12 E.
4716N. IIOI]E.
II. (, N, 5 21 W.
{6 21'1 N. h 12 W.
:'p .N N. I (J() W.
41 YIN. 447 W .
S' ;.lO N. 1.1]0 E.
.l7 59 :\. I 7 W.
45 .1'1 N. 1.1 47 E.
43 41 N. 7 I> E.
40 .1.1 N. 7 If, W.
.. 37 5~ N. 33 43 E.
4'1 Ih N. 37 2 K
49 5 N. 15 26 I~
59 S2 N. 17 31'1 E.
.0 17 N. 20 W.
51 46 N. I 16 W.
.II IJ N. 1:1 26 E.
4X 3 N. 14 S K
I 17:\. lOJ 50 E.
4/' .11 N. II 21 E.
47 JoN. It) 2E.
14 54 N. 2.1 31 W.
50 '" N. IS 13 E.
54 42 N. 20.10 E.
40 J5 N. J4]W.
5 :I N. 31 50 E.S:' :10 N. X2 47 E.
56 I N. g2 53 E.
52 16 N. 104 5 E.
5111/N. Ill) hE.
]1 46\( N. 35 1.1 E.
5I 28 ". 0 oo
.'is 41 N. J;t 35 E.
57 9 N, :I 7 W.
51" 2 N. 7 27 E.
~() 9 N. 5 16 E.
illJ 24 N. 5 20 E.
I•.! 2'1 N. h 9 E.
h.1 7 N. 7 45 E.
h5 50 N. 2.• II E.
h.) 57 N. 2,) 2 E-
70 40 N. 2] 46 E.
2S 12 N. Ih 31 W.
50 8 N. 8 55 Eo41 S N. S 37 W.
.N IN. 7 5\\'.
37 7 N. S 25 W.
IS Ih N. 27 15 W.
:,7 41 N. 25 55 W.
32 38 N. It, 55 W.
43 47 N. II' 7W.
445.!N. 1351 E.
41 IS N. IJ 31 E.
46 5IN.93I E.
4 0; 5 N. ,)I ;.l8 E.
15 Ji, N. 32 36 E.
0;0 S N. U 22 E.
:)9 57 N. 116 29 E.
41 47 N. 140 8 E.
56 4 N. 138 4 E.
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I
Locality. Latitude. Loncitude. No. of .lan.
b' years.
o 0































Reel Sea ..• _. _ 26 5 N.
Yarkand _.. .,u ]8 25 N.
(;ondar 12 36 N.
:'Iiicholaie\'sk _.. 53 8 N.
l.eh , uqu. 34 10 N.
Alexandria. _.u 31 12 N.
Hong.Kong u_ 22 16 N.
Canton "'n.' 23 18 N.
Singal~)re __u.. I 17 N.
Simla .. u •• 31 6 N.
Smyrna ... _ _ 38 26 N.
New-thwang u. 40 57 K
Tillis ... _ . __ u 41 42 N.
Peking 39 57 K.
Bogoslo\'sk . .... 59 45 N.
( lh,(orsk 66 31 K
Olekminsk 60 22 N.
Heresow p __ 63 56 X.
Nova Zembla Ah't 76 N.













(;ydaviken _ . __.
Bermuda
Vera Cruz . •.
Cordoba u
Providence _.. __
Belize u. __ .
Caracas u
























































I 707.4 766.5 763.5 762.8 762.2 759.4 758.5 757· 9 759· 2 763. I 7(14· 2 765.7 762.5
2 665.5 (,5')· 7 (,57· 2 h57· (, 1>56.4 1>53.7 1>51. 4 654· 2 ('59· 5 1>1>.\. ') 1>65. 0 6('2·7 1158.7
t7 592. X 5')1.9 591.1 591.0 _... _. ..... __u .. • _ .. -. -.592. 1 592. 2 5')2.2
II 759.3 759· 9 759· 2 756 . 6 755· 4 75J. 4 75.1· 3 754· ° 757· I 757· 5 757· (, 757· 9 756. 8
I 496. ° 494.8 493.4 498.6 4')8.0 4911.8 49h.7 4')7.0 498. 0 499..1 500.4 4')')· h 497· 4
10 +2.5* +2.8 to. 7 -0.4 I. ° ·2.04. I -'.1. (, 0.8 I I. 4 i I. 9 I 2.6*
8 76('.3 765.3 763.6 760.7 758.5 756.2 755· ° 754· 8 756.7 7('1..1 764. 8 765.7 7(10·7
10 7(J8. I 766.3 764.8 761. ° 759.2 758.7 75('. ') 7511.9 757· 4 762.7 761t..l 7h7. I 7h2. I
3 7(10. I 759· 9 759. 8 758.7 758. 6 759· 3 758.9 75(1· o 759· 2 75(1· ° 759. I 759· I 759· 2
3 5')0· I 589.4 5X9.3 5S9. (I 5S8. o 5S5.9 5S5. H 581;.(, 5k9. ° 591. I 591. 5 5(/0· 5 58S. 9
9 762.7 76 1. 2 75S·3 7(10. ° 759.3 757· S 756.2 756. I 759· 6 7h l. 5 7h l . X 76 2. ° 751)· 7
1 773.7 770.8 7(,8.9 7(,2.3 7('1.9 757. 6 757. 11 7(10.2 71>.5·4 7(,S.8 7118.4 771.0 7h5·5
II 725.0 723.8 723.0 721.5 721.3 719.1. 71S.5 720.0 722. 9 72h·4 72('.4 725.5 722. 8
23 76X·3 7(,('· 6 7(J2·5 757· 9 753· II 75°.3 749. ° 751. (, 757· 5 7h2·.1 7(.h. ° 7h7· 2 759· 4
II 744.9 744.3 743· I 744· 5 743· 7 742. () 740. 8 741. 5 74.\· 7 744· 9 74().{) 747.(' 7H· 9
2 754.2 758.1758.4 7115.(1 759.h 759.4 755.4 757·5 757. 2 75h.1) 71>2·5 760.7 75,U I
3 756. Ii 757· 4 753.4 747· 3 744· 7 741, 9 740 • 8 742. 9 748. 2 75°.4 753- 7 756. 2 749· 5
6 759.3 7(10.7 753. X 7(10.8 758. 8 757. ° 753·4 754· 4 7SX.° 756. ° 756.5 7(10·4 757· 4
7 750.5 75('· 7 755. 6 763. 8 7('1.6 755. 8 75S·7 757· 3 755· 4 759· 2 762• 2 76 1. 9 758. 2
5 752.° 752. X 752.7 7h2.2 762. (, 758.2 756.2 757. 1 75('· 3 757. S 7(10. o 759· 8 7.57·3
7 7('5· 5 7('2. I 7('1. 3 7(10.8 758.6 755· I 754· 7 755· 9 757· 9 75S. 6 761. 8 7/,(" Ii 759· 9
2 747. X 755. ° 762. I 7('2. ° 755.7 758.2 754.2 756. 2 757· o 750. Ii 751t 2 75]. I 755· 9
II 754- 2 754.2 752. o 756. 6 75('· 1\ 755· 9 754. s 755· 3 756 . .3 751>· o 753· 7 755· 7 75.5· I
10 748.9 751. 8 750. ° 756. ° 757· 5 756.2 755. 8 75.5·° 754· 9 753- I 752. 1 751. 6 75.3·6
6 749.4 749· 4 748. 9 756.5 757· 5 757. (J 755· 7 755· 4 755· 6 753- 2 750. ° 749· 6 753· 2
10 749.4 750.8 749.1\ 7S5· X 75('. X 756. ° 754· ') 754·.3 7SJ. 9 752. X 751. ° 750 . 6 75.1·°
3 747· 8 748. ° 754· 4 75S·3 7(10.2 754· 9 752. S 756.3 753· 5 754· S 754· 2 756. 4 754· 3
2 750. I 748.8 747.7 745· 8 745.9 746.2 746. I 746. 2 74s' J 749· J 747· ° 748.9 747· 5
5 29· 519 29. 632 29· 77429. 77329. 701 29· 651 29,('93 29. xro 29· 8o.P9· 72\ 29· 624 29· 5:\9 29· 6li7
7%29· 854 29. 923 29· ')02 29· li46 29. 799 29. 772 29. 72S 29· 796 2<). 350 29· Ii 1I, 29· 760 29. 710 29· XI.l
4 29.4: I 29.83429.77629. 79329.790 29· 803 29· 800 29· 824 29· S75 2,). 6'/029· 549 29. 552 2,). 1]0
2 753.6 757.6 755.6741.8 730.4 724.8 . __. '--" 748.4 746.9 '--'-'
t ro 759.7764.6754.0 757. 8 755.5759.3759.2 - u 75S. 0 746. 6 760 . 0 757·5
12 764.7 765. ° 762.9 762.6 762. S 765.3 7(;5· 6 764.5 763. 8 762. 6 762.7 764. (, 7('3· 9
4 764.6 763. ° 761. I 761. ° 759.3 759.3 761. 2 761. 7 76 1.3 76 1.5 763. 8 764. I 761. 8
5 (>I}O.4 68<). ° 688. 3 687. 7 687. 4 (,88. 0 689. 2 68<). 1 6SX.8 II&,. o 6')0. 3 ('')0. 8 6S9·0
27~ 761.6 761- ° 7(10.0 759.9 759· 5 759.6 759· 5 761. 2 762. I 761. 7 7('1. 2 761. I 7(10·7
5 763.3 763.3 762. ° 761. 7 759· 9 760. 6 761. 7 7(,('-5 7(10·4 7(10.2 762.1\ 763.3 761. 7
3 684· 2 684. ° 683.9 1683.8 683.7 684.5 684. 5 684. 0 683.6 (,82·9 682·9 683. 7 683. 8
6 761. 3 761.9 761, 6 ;761. 2 761. 7 762.4 762.4 762. 2 761. 9 761. 5 7(10.4 76 1.° 761. 6
2 641,8641.7 641.41640.9 640.6 640.7 641.3 li41.0 640·3 640.3 641.5 642.0 641.'
II 668.2 668.4 668.4 ,668.5 668.2 668.3 ('()8.3 li6S.2 (,(,X. I ('('7· S 667.8 668.0 668.2
5 758.9 758.4 758.5759. 2 759· I 760.9 761. 4 761. (, 7(10.8 759· 9 759· 5 759· 4 759· 8
42 29.641 29.63229.61929.58529.57929. 567 29· 551 29· 620 29· (,('2 29· 64529. 621 29· 649 29· 614
I 751. 3 752.6 755.9757·4 758.7 7(10·5 757· 2 757· 7 757· 9 752 • 8 755· 6 752. 6 755· 9
2] 29.3°329.457 29. 6.34 29. 747 29. 806 29· 730 29· 700 29· 688 29· 615 2,)·554 29,(JOO U). 388 29· 60:.1
2 30. 1233°.0('9 29. 86] 29. 952 29· 8<)7 29· ')08 -.. _• _ _ . - -. -. 21). 786 2,). 859 29· 907 .. -- .•
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY RXPEDITION.
TABLE XXXV.-Monthly mean barometric pressure (reduced to sea).
ANNUAL FLUCTUATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT FORT CONGER.
The following monthly mean values have been deduced fro~ hourly readings from August 8,.1881, t.o August 7, 1883,

















July n __ n n - _


















February ----IMarch __ n •
April J
May n __ !
June n __ 1
'-----------'------------
The principal maximum occurs in April, after which the pressure falls rapidly to the principal minimum in July. The
secondary maximum and minimum follow regularly in November and February, respectively."
The following chart is based on three years' observations, including those of 187S-'76:
CHART No.5.-Annualfluctuations of atmosphericpressure at Fort Conger.
1/>= +81 0 44/
(Departures in English inches.)
AUo. SEPT. OCT. NllY. DEC. JAN. FEB. liAR. APR. IIAY JUNE J~[Y AUG.
DIURNAL FLUCTUATION OF THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT FORT CONGER.
Tlu diurnaljluduation.-The diurnal fluctuation for Fort Conger has been deduced from the continuous hourly readings
of the mercurial barometer for 601 days, from December 16 to August 8, inclusive, 1883. A careful comparison of the aneroid
readings from August to November, inclusive, 188I, with mercurial readings for similar hours, satisfactorily showed that although
the daily means were identical, yet the hourly readings were not strictly comparable. The aneroid read slightly lower in the
forenoon, and correspondingly higher in the afternoon, as follows:
3 a. m., +.002 inch [+.OSmm]; 7 a. m., +.006 inch l+ .ISmmJ; II a. m., +.001 inch [+ .03 rnm]; 3 p. m., -.001 inch
[-.03rnml; 7 p. m., -.094 inch r_.IOrnrn] ; II p. m., -.004 inch [_.IOrnm].
* From means by decade. these occur as follows: First maximum, April 21-3:>; first minimum, July 21-31; second maximum, October 21-3 1;
second minimum, February 11-20.
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The following tables give the mean hourly barometer (to the sea) for 601 days, from the 16th of December, 1881, to
include August 8, 1883, for the 216 days during which the sun was absent, and also (in departures) for each month of the year:
TABLE XXXVI.-Mean hourly barometric pressure (reduced to sea).


















Hour. \ 601 days. I
1-----;-----1
1 p. In --------1 29.8831 1
2 p. m u 1 29.8838
3 p. m n __ i 29. 8863
4 p.m ul 29.8887
5 p. m _n__n_ 29· 8905
6 p. m u' 29.8907
7 p. m 29.8901
8 p. m on 29.8900
9 p. m .n_____ 29.8899
10 p. m _
















2 a. m .n. _
3 a. m __u _
4 a. m _. u
5 a. m , _




8 a. m __ u _
9 a. m n _. _
10 a. m n __ n __
II a. m __0000_.




















The double curve is plainly marked and is substantially the same during the presence or absence of the sun, and con-
sequently for the whole period.
CHART No. 6.-Diurnaljluctuatiuns at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
1/1=+81° 44/.
Washington mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49m

















/ \ / ........
/ \ 1/ '"
'"/ \ / -,
--' \ / .......
\ J
\1 , I, / I II I""-" .l
t5mm •
t5mm.
•I The critical periods are:
First maximum between 5 and 6 a. m, (5.49 to 6.49 a. m. local mean time), +.0048 inch [+°.124-]
First minimum about I p. m, (1.49 p. m. local mean time), -.0055 inch [-0.14mm ]
Second maximum about 6 p. m. (6.49 p. m. local mean time), + .0021 inch [ + 0.05mm ]
Second minimum between 12 and [ a. rn. (12.49 to 1.49 a. m. local mean time), - .0007 [ - 0.02mm] ; amplitude, .0103 inch [0.26"'''].
On ascertaining at Fort Conger that the diurnal fluctuation was unchanged during the abse~ce of the sun the thought
occurred of examining other arctic barometers particularly with reference to the simultaneity of the phenomena.
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Through the courtesy of Captains Wolhgemuth and Dawson, Assistant A. F. W. Paulsen, and chiefs of international
polar !Itat ions in furnishing advance information as to diurnal fluctuations at their respective stations, the following table has
been made possible:
'rULE XXXVI!.-Mtan hourly barometric pressures, 1881-'83. Departures in Eng/ish inches,
Waahington mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49m
Aug. (.If) Sept. (.10 Oct. (jl Nov. (30 Dec. (47 Jan. (62 Feb. (56
dllY~). days). days). days). days). days). days).Hour.
;l,-- 64° 45' -411 19m
M~r.;62 Apr.~60 I May (62 June (60 July (62 1
days). days). I days). days). days).!
I 1\. m . ...'-. (lO2 .002 .008 ···.002 --.004 +.003 +.003 -. Oil -.008 +.001 +.005 +.005
2a.IlL...... .oo(J- .001- .005 .000' .001 t .004 + .002 ... 009- .005 + .002 +.006 + .006
.Ill. 11\.. .. __ t . CX):! t-. 001 ···.002 .000 t·. 002+ .007 +.001 -.007 -.003 +.004 +.006 +.007
4 u. III __ • f •OC>4 f. 006 ·f. 001 +. 003 f·. 004+ . 009 +.002 -. 004 . 000 +. 007 +. 006 +. 008
sa.IlI .. , ! ,(105 t .005 1.001 f .003 + .006 -1-.009 + .001 .000 .000 + .008 + .007 + .007
(\ a. 11\. . •• +.007 I·. (lOS f. 00.1 ·f-· 002 f-. 004 t. 003 +.001 +.003 . oco +.009 +.006 +.006
7 a. 11\. • ••• , 1·.007 +. 004 ·t·. 002 . 000 +. 002 +.004 ..000 +. 004 . 000 +. 007 +. 004 +. 004
Ha,lIl. I- .005 '1' .002 t· .003 .000·- .002 1- .004 - .002 + .005 + .001 +.006 .000 + .003
9 II. III . '" .• _ -+.004 .000 .00' --.001 -.002 +.001 .000 +.005 +.002 +.008 .000 +.002
1011,111 ' .000 - .003 -.. 003 ,.. 002 -- .004 - .002 .- .001 + .004 + .001 + .005 - .003 - .002
II II. m - .00.1 .006 .003 --.004 -.004 -.004 .003 +.001 .000 +.002 -.007 - .006
No"n '"•. ex)S .008·.006 - .005 _.. 007 -.008 .- .007 - .001 .002 - .002 - .007 - .007
1 p.lII, _...... ex>4 -.009 .004 --.004 -.006 - .011 - .008 - .002 _ .. 001 -.004 - .007 -- .008
2 p, 11\ " •••• .004 .007 -.003 '-.004 -·.006 -.010 --.005 -.003 .000 -·004 -.006 -.007
3p,III ...... , .., .003 -"'.004 .001 - .003 - .002 - .005 - .001 + .001 .000 -·004 - .005 - .004
4 p. m.... - .00.1 +'.009 + .002 + .002 + .001 - .001 + .003 + .003 + .003 - .003 - .003 - .004
5 p. 1II . .000 +.001 +.005 -+.002 +.004 +-.002 +.002 +.004 +.003 ,-.003 -.002 -.002
6p.m'h' __ ' +, .001 + .003 + .005 + .003 + .003 + .001 + .005 + .005 + .004 - .004 .000 .000
7 p, i. 001 +.004 +.005 +.001 +.004 .000 +.001 +.003 +.003 -.005 .000 .000
II p. m , + .001 +.003 +.005 +.002, + .001 .000 +.002 +.002 +.004 -.005 +.001 +.001
9p.m 1 .000 +.003 +.003 +.001
1+.002
+.001 +.003 +.003 +.003 -.006 +.001 .000
10 p. III •• _.... -.002 +.003 +.001 .000 +.002 I - .001 +.002 +.002 + 003 -.008 +.001 .000
II p.m ..•..••: .000' .000 - .002, .000 I .000 i -.004 + .002 + .001 + :002 - .007 + .001 - .001
MidniKht. • _:..000 :__'~'-=-:'~!.2-:"~-=-:,,OO'1-=-:..008 -=-~ ~:..OOI ~:..002 ~007 + .002 - .002
Monthly {inches 29.8165 I 29·7409 29.9038 29· 9578130. oog8l' 29· 7959 , 29·6720 29. 8934 3°.0985 30. 0659 29. 8782 29.7892
::II_:s·_.:~~~i__~7. JI 1_~5S. 41 I 759·55 I 760. 92 762.24 756. 80 I 753· 65 759· 27 764.47 763. 66 758. 88 ! 756. 63
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Correction needed to reduce to Greenwich time.
fOb 3,\m' T-·~~-8b 1.6m ····=)~·~:~;,.··_·r+~~~ -45'"
TABLE XXXVIII-Diurnal barrnndritjludualums·,' d~parturu in Eng/is" i~"tl,
i Fort Conger. I F.ort Rae. I G(~~;haa;--1-.I~~··M~~el\. ~. ~~;~t~';--I, Spitzbergen. \ Point.Barrow.
c;= +81 0 44'I¢= + 620 39~ ~= ·t· 64° ~.~J~=+700~~I~_.__~73o_~~!~:~j_7~o.~~, ~:~71° 18'
Time.
The general resemblance of these curves and the close coincidence of the critical hours when charted on simultaneous
time is perhaps more evident in graphic than in tabular form. Possibly the similarity would have been more striking had the
observations covered a longer period than a single year.
• Except at Point Harrow and Fort Conger, these values depend on one yeor'. observatlons.
,
I a. m .u'_
2 a. m . ___ _ ".
3 a. III .. __ . __
4 a. III _. _ .. _ ... _,
5 a. III
6 a. III _.
7 a. III
8 a. 111 _ _ _ _ __
9 a. 111 0_
loa. III _
II a. III _
Noon .• __ .
I p. III • •
2 p. III
3 p. III , _
4 p. III _n_
51" III(, p. III .. _..
7 p. 111 _ •• _
S p. III _
9p·m __ • _
10 p. m H. __
II p. m












































































































































































CHART No. 7.-Diurna! osdliation, in En.r:!ish inrhts. at Arctic stations, (ChartNI in /·Vmhilr;r:lfln mran [,ill/u!I(f1/t(JW) 1;1111'.)
~ 6 ~ 1~ ,~ '\ ~ R 10 12
I r r I T---'~----]---'-I--r-1
I I I I I
! I I i I I
~~ I




.010 ,i ....:."'-_-'- -'- .
...ort ('otljter. .'"+8,· •• '
Point H.anow, .'~+71 I~
.u_~ .__.. .. 'l~it7ttf":r2'f"n, .~f 7ft ,'1
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The principal maximum, at about II a. m. Greenwich mean time, and the principal minimum,· near 6 a. m., occur
simultaneously at these stations, followed regularly l,y secondary maximum and minimum at 10 p. m. and (, p. m, respectively.
Fort Rae presents a striking exception to the rule of simultaneity, possibly because it was a continental station while the
others were littoral. It has but one maximum and minimum, the latter, nevertheless, coincides with the principal minimum of
the other stations. Captain Dawson has stated, however, that the season was an exceptional one. and the violent accidental
fluctuations may have marked the diurnal oscillation. There is no obvious reason why there should be a single curve at Fort
Rae alone of the American stations.
The abnormal character of the Fort Rae curve also seems probable from Sir John Richardson's observation at Fort Con-
fidence, qJ = +660 54',;\. = -118049' from November, 1848, to include April, 1849, which were published by Captain
(now Sir and General) 1. H. Lefroy,
The departures in English inches from 7 a. m. 10~1 mean time to 9 p. m. are as follows:
HiJUr.i 3. m _
8 a. m _u _ u •
l) a. m u _u n
ro a. m _u __ u _









I p. m _u n __
2 p. m n .u
3 p. m n __ u_n








5 p. In ._u _u_ u__
r, p. m u __ u __
i p. m _.. - - - - u n _ -
S p. m __u u u _







These departures are in general keeping with the simultaneous curves when reduced to the same time, and indicate a
double curve. l t should he horne in mind, however, that Richardson's instruments were not as accurate as those of to-day,
and further that these observations cover only six months.
The diurnal oscillation, charted on local time, is shown below:














Fort Cong-er, .;. = +81° 44'
Point Barrow, <I> .. 7J 18
___u u_______ Spitzbergen, "-"·78 28
It is to be observed that when considereI relati t I ' I . '''''1' ,.coo.,oo»."":,,,•• , .Sa~astyr. 'P + 7] 23 .
all tati . r .'1 h . . e ive 0 oca mean tune, t ie same sIgn, either + or -, docs not prevail at
s anons lor a sing e our but when discussed si It ·1"1' . .I. .' '. . -. " .' mu aneous y SImI ar sIgns prevail for thirteen hours, cxcludinj; Fort Rae.
t seems possible, then, that Simultaneity in at I 'a ·t . fl' .
. fl' . • e. s one 0 t ie components enters II1to this complex and hut partly solved
~~estl~~_10rary oscillations: further cannot now he said. -
*At Fort Conger however the p . d 1 . . -, ,runary an secom ary mimmum occur in reverse order.
f
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ANNUAL RANGE OF MEAN ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE AT FORT CONGER.
The differences between the monthly means or the annual range is apparent from the following:
TABLE XXX IX.-Dejartures from mean annualpressure in English inches.
41=+81°44' A= - 64°45'" -4b 19m
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• January. _. _
February _'.. _u _ n n • _
March n • __ u •• _
April __ n On n • __
~1ay-----.-----.----- ... __._










f~~~;t- ~ ~~~ ~=== ===== .: ~ ~ ~ ==~: I=: ~~~SepremberL; , n __ nu -.131
October __n n .U n _n "':-.046
November •. __• •.. n' --.0<)1
December u ._ -. °50
---------- .------- ----- -.------_._-----
The annual range of .449 inch [11.Smm] depends on an excess of .29So inch r7.6IDlm] in April and a deficiency of .IS4
inch [3'9IDlll'] in July.
It thus appears that the annual range at Fort Conger is over forty times greater than the diurnal range. Schott, in the
discussion of the observations at Port Foulke for 1860-'61, stated that the annual range at that station is twenty times greater
than the diurnal range.
ABSOLUTE RANGES OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
The extremes of pressure and absolute ranges appear in the following table:
TARLE XL.-.A£a:xima and minima pressures ill English i"chu (reduad to the sea).




















month. Inches, Inches. Inches.
-----_. ----
August _. _n. _
September•• .




February n __ •• _._
March _n __ n _ • __
April _n •
May ____ _. ,_
June ._. __. ._
July n __ n
25 30 . 129

























































































Absolute __n _ • .. • 31. 000 __ u u _ 28. 968 2.032
•
*5.45 p. m,
The absolute range was 2.012 inches [SI.IOIl1 I1' ] 1881-'82, and 1.811 inch [45'98nlll1] in the year following. The absolute
range of 2.°32 inches rSI.6lmll1j noted in these two years is to he further increased to 2.173 inches [SS.19m m]i from 3,.000
inches [787.39mml April 9,1882, at Fort Conger to 28.827. r731.19mlll]; February 17, 1872, at Polaris Bay, about 30 miles
to the eastward. The absolute range at Van Rensselaer Harbor for 1853-'55, given by Schott.as 2.130 inches [54.lommJ, is
nearly identical.
From March with a range of 1.526 inches r38.62mmj there is a steady and unbroken decrease to August, with a fluctuation
of only .678 inch r17·:12nlll1 ].
The least ranges occur in summer, but the greatest ranges are peculiar in so far as they obtain in spring and not in winter.
--'-*Th~ introduction of this reading is justifiable from the fact that the ba.~~~t~;;;Th;~k-G,;;}l_i;rb;;;-;~~~ instrument of the Signal Service.
United States Army, and so its readings are comparable.
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TABLE XLI.-Dai(y rangesof atmospheric pressure, 1881-'83'









August , u u
'
.125 .103 .114
SeptembeL______ .160 .102 ·IJI
October .169 .143 .156
NovembeL________ .161 .158 .160
December u .155 .173 . 164
January___________ .256 .195 .226
February .._.. __ .226 .234 .230
March. .249 .316 .282
April . .213 . 185 .199
Mayd
u
.. .130 .1 64 .147
June .. __._ .111 I .123 .117 I
I July ._ .13 1 .082 .106 !
________i, ,
. 174 . 165' . 170 I
From a minimum of .106 inch [2.69w m ] in July, the ranges increase uninterruptedly to the maximum, .282 inch ~7.16mm],
in March. The decreasing curve is likewise unbroken. The minimum in July agrees in time with that oflower latitudes, at
least as far as America- is concerned, but the maximum in March lags behind a couple of months.
The minimum ranges also occured in July, 1882-'83; at Fort Rae, Jan Mayen, and Sagastyr, but at Point Barrow (1882-'8:,\)
fell in June. The maximum ranges at Fort Rae, Jan Mayen, and Point Barrow came together in February,one month earlier
than at Conger. The August maximum of Sagastyr is probably abnormal, as a longer series of observations may show.
TABLE XLI I.-Maxima and minima dai(y barometric ranges at Fort Conger, 1881-'83,
~=+81° 44' 71=-6404S'=-4h 19m
1881 and 1882. i 1882 and 1883.






-- .... - .320 .°30 .3°7 .°32





·420 .°30 .391 .050
-----
.419 ·044 .451 ·°33
-- ---
.855 .077 ·480 .068
-----
.488 .077 .664 I
.056
..----
.789 .042 .674 .068
- ... _--
.616
.°31 ·433 , ·040
-...._-
·390 . 024 .352 I ·°34
_..--- .360 .022 ·379 .°41
-----












June _nn_ •• __
July n_u_
Date.
The foregoing list clearly shows that the accidental daily variations are most violent from January to April, inclusive, and
that the smallest daily variations occur during the presence of the sun, from April to October, inclusive.
That such violent changes should occur during the entire absence of the sun is a matter of special interest.
RAPID FLUCTUATIONS OF ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
The following table, part of which was originally prepared as a check against errors of .05 inch [I.27 mm] (one division of
the scale), is of interest in showing that from April to August, inclusive, no hourly change as great as .050 inch rI.27IO DlJ is to
be expected at Conger, and that any hourly changes of that amount in other months may be looked on with suspicion if they
are not corroborated with other extraordinary meteorological conditions.
All daily ranges exceeding .400 inch [lo.16W W ] are assembled for convenience, as pointing out the most violent atmos-
pheric disturbances.
*In the United States, as a rule, the mean minimum range occurs in July, and increases steadily to a maximum in January, although in New Eng-
land the increase continues till February, and at some stations in the Mississippi Valley and Rocky Mountain region is attained in December. At
Alaskan stations the maximum varies from November at Behring's Island and St. Michaels to February at Sitka.
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TABLE XLIII.-Hollf0' barometric changesgreater than .°5°; also daiiy barometric ranges greater than .4°0 inch,at Fort Conger.
Barometric changes. Daily ranges greaterthan .400.
Range.Date.
.. - ----- --------
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I2 to I p. m.
I to 2 a. m.
5 to 6 p. m.
12 to I p. m.
3 to 4 P: m.
II to 12 p. m,
I to 2 a. m.
3 to 4 a. m.
8 to 9 a. m.
4 to 5 p. m.
3 to 4 a. m.
9 to 10 p. m.
r r to 12 p. m.
I to 2 a. m.









None during month; greatest -.05" on 26th.-6"t~-7-P~-~~- --~~~- :=====~ Barometer rising slowly.
I t 2 a. m. 09& .!..•.! {Other hourly changes greater than .05 during day. Severe
8 t~ 9 a. n n __ .I :no" 1 storm. \viond at 9 a. m. north, 300 miles. Temperature
m. . -;I. rose from 7 .9, at 3 a. m., to 19 .4, at 4 a. m.
I to 2 a. m. .10" n •• .: Barometerrisingrapidlyat2a.m.; southwest windvzj miles.
3 to 4 a. m. . .06" I 3 p. m. read.i~g probably .02 high.
8 to 9 a. m..06& . __n__ ! Barometer rising slowly.
4 to 5 p. m. .06& u Barometer rising slowly.
6 to 7 a. m. . 06& Barometer falling rapidly; wind southeast, 4 miles at 7 a. m.
8 to 9 a. m, .06& n _ n _ _ Barometer rising slowly.
__ n __ . n_n__ h .n_ Greatest changes Ist,-.05&; IIth,-.05&; 12th,-.05&;
j rst, -.05&; -.042.
Barometer rising rapidly.
rHourly changes greater than .05 from 6 a. m. to 3 p. m.
I Storm of exceeding violence. Barometer fell.741 in nine
J hours. Wind reached registered velocity of northeast,
. 1I4 1 65 miles, at 2.15 p. m. Temperature rose from -.23°-4
I at II a. m. to -13°.1 at 12 m. and subsequently to
L -·9·5°· Heavy swell observed in tide-hole.
. 065 _h _. _ _ Barometer rising rapidly after storm of 16th.
.°58 }
. 060 Barometer falling rapidly, -.246 from 9 p. m. to 2 a. m.
. °5 8
Barometer rising rapidly accompanied by snow.
__ nn._._._.. n_n Greatest change -.049 on 15th,7 to 8 p. m. Temper.
ature rose same hour from - 53°.1 to -46°.6.
rOther hourly changes greater than .05 during day. Ba-
I rometer rising rapidly after touching 28.988, lowest of
.075 __uno· ~ the year. Rise followed by wind southeast, 20 miles at
, i I 8 p. m. Temperature rose from - 34°.4 at 8 a. m, to
I
, L - 8°.6 at 8 p. m.
__ ._unn... n_. un Gre~test change 23d, + .046. Southwest wind of 22
, miles at 3 a. m.; same hour.
h. .... ._u__ Greatest change 28th, -.029. 'Vind, same hour, south,
17 miles. Temperature first reached 32°.0 since 2 p.
m., August 26th.
______ • __ nn. __ no u Greatest change 23d, t- .042. Hign temperatures in a. m.,
followed by rain and falling temperatures p. m.
hn•••• n_ • __ n __ Greatest change 29th, + .035. Stationary temperature
I with occasional snow and rain.unn .. n!_n. __ .n Greatest change 9th, +.031.
__ n. .n. __ • __ ... __ no _n_ Greatest change zoth, - ·041.
__ .n. n n_ u __ ..... n Greatest change zoth, - .047; 5 to 6 a. m.
Greatest change 15th, - .043.
Greatest change joth, + .039.
.063 Barometer fell .480 during day.
.098 Barometer fell .140 in three hours.
Barometer rose .295 in ten hours.
Barometer fell .333 in seven hours and .664 during the day.
Barometer fluctuating violently; fell .378 in twelve hours
and later rose .065 in one hour, from 3 to 4 p. m.
Barometer fell .353 during the day.
Strong southerly gale. Barometer rose .509 in twelve
hours, changing over .050 several hours.
1 __ n _ __ Barometer rose .262 in four hours.
Temperature rose 15°.5 in seven hours.
Barometer rising and temperature falling rapidly.
. 080 Barometer fell .403 in eight hours, averaging - .05' hourly.
Heavy snow. Halometer rose .582 during the day.
Greatest change jd, -- .033·
Greatest change ISt,--- .040.
Greatest change zd, - .040.

















































",'\Jleroid; all others mercurial from December 16th,Inclusive•
..
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TEMPERATURE OF THE AIR.
Temperature observations were made every four hours on the outward journey from St. John's, Newfou~dland, to Fort
Conger, Discovery Bay, from July 7 to August 5, 1881, which are given in detail under m~scellaneolls observations. .
These observations were continued hourly at Fort Conger from August, 1881, until the abandonment of the stanon,
August 9. J883' During the retreat by boat, and later at Camp Clay, observations were ma~e as often as circumstances would
permit, and the last temperature record was made June 20, 1884, forty hours before the relief of the party. .
INSTRUMENTS USED.
The thermometers in use, both spmt and mercurial, were marie by J. Green, New York, and were tested at the U. S.
Signal Office from 32° [00 C.] to 100° [37.8° C.], between which ranges their errors were inconsiderable. Later the error of
these thermometers was carefully determined at 32° [0° C.], and at the temperature of freezing pure mercury which was
assumed to be -37°'9 [-38°.8 C.]. The instrumental errors between these two points were determined for the several
instruments by between one and two thousand comparative readings, and can probably be depended on to ± 0°. I [± 0°.06 C.]
at any point on the scale.
Below - 37°.9 [-380.8 C.] the value of the errors depends on the readings of spirit thermometer No. I, J. Green, a fine
instrument graduated to below - 60° [-51° C.], which showed a remarkably small error between the melting points of fresh
water ice and the freezing point of mercury. It was assumed that the error continued in the same ratio, doubtless an
untenable assumption, but from which it is probable any resulting error would be less than one degree.
The thermometer was not brought back, having been cracked by Lieutenant Lockwood at his farthest in 83° 24', May
13-15,1882.
The hourly temperatures were recorded from mercurial thermometer No. 1°31 (hygrometer pattern) from August S' 1881,
to include II a. m. September 24, 1881. The correction of -0°.1 F. has been applied to all readings in accordance with
error card from Office of the Chief Signal Officer.
Mercurial thermometer No. 772 was used for hourly readings from noon September 4, 1881, to include 4 a. m. January
5, 1883, after which time until August 9, 1883, mercurial thermometer No.' 766 was used. Nos. 766 and 772 read together
under similar circumstances at all temperatures. From 32° [0° C.] to -37°'9 [-380.8 C.] their errors remained constant within
limits of 0.°1 to 0°.2 [0°.06 to 0°.1 I C] at 0°.6 [0°.3 C.], and consequently the correction of _0°.6 [-0°'3 C.] has been ap-
plied to all readings. The mercurial thermometers were read only to -37°.0 [-38°.4 C.].
From December I, 1881, to August 9, 1883, on all occasions when the temperature was below - 37°.0 [-38°.4 C.] the
hourly readings were made from spirit thermometer No. 708. This thermometer read 3.6° low from the temperature of
freezing mercury to -41° [-400.6 C.], and from a few comparative readings varied from 3°.7 to 3°'9 low, from -42° [-41°.1
c.] to -55° [-48°,3 Ci]. In consequence the correction of +3°.6 [+zo.o C.] was adopted above -42° [-41°.1 C.], and
of +3°.8 [+2°.I C.] at and below that temperature.
Maximum thermometer No. 629 was used until September 30, 1881, when it was replaced by No. 613, which was used
from October I, 1881, until broken in April, 1883' The correction of each thermometer was ±oo.o as per error card from
Office Chief Signal Officer.
As the temperature for weeks at a time was below the freezing point of mercury, many maximum readings are the highest
observed.
Minimum thermometer (spirits of wine), which by official error card needed. no correction, was used to include September
15,1881, when No. 590 (colorless spirits of wine) was substituted, which was ever after read.
The error of No. 590 was determined by hundreds of comparative readings, for every degree between 45° [7°.2 C.] and
- 56° [ - 49° C.], as well as by the usual tests at the melting point of fresh ice and the freezing point of mercury.
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The corrections adopted for No. 590 are as follows:
0 0 0 0 0 0
40. ° to 43·9 +°·5 -10·5 to -12.5 +1.6
38. 0 39·9 +°·4 -12.6 -14·2 +1. 736.0 37·9 +°·3 -14·3 -15. 8 +1. 8
33.0 35·9 +0.2 -15·9 -17·5 +1.9
32.0 32.9 +°·3 -17. 6 --19. 2 +2.029.0 31. 9 +°·4 -19·3 -20.8 +2.1
27·0 28·9 +°·5 -20·9 -22·5 +2.226.0 26·9 +0.6 -22.6
-24·2 +2·3
24·0 ~5·9 +°·7 -24·3 -25. 8 +2·423.0 23·9 +0.8 -25·9 -27·5 +2·5
II. ° 22·9 +°·9 -27. 6 -29. 2 +2.6
9. 0 10·9 +1.0 -29·3 -30. 8 +2·71.1 8·9 +1. I -30.9 -32.5 +2.8
1.0




-33·4 -55·5 +3. 0
- 3. 0
- 3·9 +1·4 -59. 6 downward +2.0
- 4. 0 -10·4 +1.5
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The thermometers exposed in an instrument shelter were 34.4 feet [IO.Sm] above the mean sea level, and were 5 feet
[1.Sm ] above the ground.
The thermometers were fastened to a sheet iron cylinder (bulbs two to three inches from it), which revolved so that the
instruments were read in succession, and was brought before the direct influence of the heat from the observer but once. The
cylinder was protected by a small shelter of sheet iron of louvre pattern, which in turn was protected by a louvre-shaped
wooden shelter 5 feet [1.Sm ] square and 8 feet [2.4m] high.
The readings credited to the even hour Washington mean time (49 minutes slower than local mean time) were really
made about four minutes after the hour.
The maximum and minimum thermometers were read at 1:1 midnight, and a portion of the time were recorded every four
hours, but the latter readings have not been reproduced.
Maxima and minima values are printed in bold-faced type.
Interpolated va'ues are printed in italics.
The temperature observations, in all ca;ses corrected for instrumental errors, are given in the following table:
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AUGUST, 1881.
TABLE XLIV.-Temperature of the. air, August, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].




, 5 a. m. 6 a. m.2 a. m. ' 3 a. m. 4 a. m.1 a. m.Date.
!
---1------,
~ ~========~ -======~ =======: ~======~ ========!======== ~======= ==:====~ :=====:= ======== ======== ======= ========~=~===I=======3 .•... - --- . .n __ •.• __ • _n' __ n . __ n_._ •• •. __ n •• " n_. _' 'h ' __ n ._. __ ._•.. n •.•.• •. _. __ .. __ nn __
4 -•• __. __n __ .nn_ .. n. __ •• • ._'. __ • • _._ •. __ . n n ... _.n •• __ nn. _n .n_._. .n. _. • __ ••• n_
5 m •••• 33·4 32.9 33·4 33·9 33·9 36. 2 37. 2 37·9 36.4 36.4 37·7 37·9 37·9 37·9
6 ..... , .--- 33·9 35·9 35·9 35·9 35·9 36.4 37· I 37·9 37·9 38. 6 39·9 42.9 43· 4 43· 9
7 'n'n" -- 34· 7 34·7 33·9 33·4 35· 2 37·6 36.9 35·9 36.9 36. 9 37·4 38.4 39· 9 40.9
8 -._ ... _.._. 3°.4 3°.4 30.4 3°.4 30.4 30.4 31.9 32.4 33·9 33·9 33·9 34·4' 34· 9 34· 9
9 . __ n_ .--- 32.4 32.4 32.4 32.4 32.4 32.9 33. 2 34. I 34·9 34·7 34·7 34·7 34·4 33·910 _n" __ ••• n 34·9 35·7 35·7 35·9 36.4 36.9 36.9 36.9 37·4 37·9 37. I 37·4 37·9 37·9II _._. _____ . 36.4 36.9 36.4 35·9 36.4 36.9 35·9 35·9 36. 0 35,9 35·9 36.5 38.9 38.712 .... __ n" 39.8 39.8 40.9 40.9 40.9 40. I 40.7 40.4 39.8 39·9 40.9 39·9 40.7 43·413 -- .. -_- ... 43·9 42.9 44·2 43·9 42.4 42.4 42.9 42.9 44·4 45·0 43·9 42.9 42.9 42.9
14 n_n_•• 43·4 43·4 40.9 40.4 41.4 41.9 42.9 42.9 39·9 41. 7 41. 7 41. 2 41. 9 41. 915 ... ___ .. -- 39·9 39·9 38.4 38,9 39. 2 39·9 40.4 40.9 38. 6 3~·4- 38.9 39·5 39. 6 40.916 ___ ._ .. __ .' 39·4 39·4 38.0 37·4 37·9 37·9 37·9 38.4 38.7 39.0 39·4 39· 7 40.4 40. 117 . ___ n_. __ 36.9 36.9 36.9 36. 8 36. 8 36.9 36.9 36.9 37. I :'7. it 37. 2 37·9 37·4 38.9I8 ...________ ! 32.9 32.9 32.9 32.4 32. 7 32.9 33· 7 33·9 34·9 .33·7 36.7 36.9 37·4 37·4I
28·919 .n ______ I 27·9 27·9 27·9 27·4 27·9 27·9 28.0 27·9 29.8 29·4 30. 0 29. 8 29·920 .. __ n ___ • 23·9 23·9 22·9 23·4 23·4 23. I 24.0 24·9 24·9 25·4 28.0 27·9 28·9 28·921 ...... _... ( 30.4 30.9 31.4 31.9 31.4 31.9 32. 0 31.9 32.4 32.9 34.0 34·9 34·9 34·922 ________ ... : 29. I 29. I 29·9 30.9 32.4 33· 7 32.9 33·4 31.9 33·7 33·9 33·4 32. 2 32.723 .n. _h._.j 3°·9 30.5 30.5 3°·9 31.5 31.7 31.8 31.9 31.9 32.4 33·4 32.7 32.7 I 31. 9
28. I 28·4 28.6 I 28.2
24·. ________ 27·9 28.6 28,3 28.0 28·9 28.2 28. 2 28·7 28·7 28·925 _.n ___ n. 25·9 25·9 26. I 25·9 26·9 27·4 27·4 27·6 27·9 27·4 27·7 27·9 27· 1 27·426 __ no. 25·9 25·4 26.7 27· 1 27·4 27·4 27·9 28·9 30.4 34·4 32.9 33·4 35·4 31.927 . _____ . 26·4 25·9 24·9 24·9 24·4 24·9 25·0 25·9 25·9 25·9 28·5 28·9 29·9 29. I28 .. ___ ...__ . 28·4 27·9 25.0 25·4 23·9 25·7 24·4 21.9 24·9 24·9 26·9 3°·4 26·9 . 25·9
29 _n_._ .... 24·8 24·9 25·7 28.~ 29·9 30.9 28·9 29·4 i33·9 31.9 30.9 3°·9 32.9 i 32.93° ___ n ____ • 23·4 23·9
!




---------------1--- -Means ___... _ 31.83 31.93 31.83 32.00 32.33 i 32. 87 32.92 33· 17 33.5 1 33. 85 34.4 1 I 34· 76 35.03 34.98Means in cen-
tigrade __•. - 0.11
.- 0.06·- 0.11 0.00 0. 17 0.5° 0.50 0.67 0.83 1.00 1·33 1.56 ! 1.67 1.67
._---_._-~-,..,"~----_.._---
------- !
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AUGUST, 1881.
TABLE XLIV.-Te11lperature of the air, August, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m




























































































































































































































































































































































































_.- -- - ---
-- --
. --- ---- --_. ------_ ..
--. __ .'--
-------- -------- -------- .. -----
--_ .. ... _.
-------- ------ ._-"----- I
-------- -----_. -
.. _-_.---
---- ---.-------- -------_. ----
...
--- . -- ---
29·9 30.4 25.9 128·7 27·9
29· 4 28·4 26·9, 25·4 25· 4
1 26. 4 26·4 24.9 I 24·4 21.9
35.16!~;_1~8! 34.0;:33.83
1. 78 J I. 56 i I. 221 I. II I I. CO
26.9 25.4 24· 9 25·4 23· 9 28.59 36.° 21. 6 14·4 -I. 89 29
24.7 23.9 23.° 25· 9 24· 3 27· 13 33·° 21. I 11·9 -2.72 30
19.9 19·9 19. I 19· 7 19· I 24.45 29·° 15·6 13·4 -4.22 31
---------------------- -I
33.21 32.55 32. ro 32.05 31. 89 33· 30 37· 21 29 58 7· 63 - - ... --I
0.67 0.28! 0.06 0.00 --0. 06 0.72 2·90 -I. 35 4· 25 0·72
• From the observed hourly readings
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SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE XLV.-Temptratllre of the air, September, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
I \ Noon.
Date. I a. m, 2 a. m. 3 a.m. 4 a. m. " 5 a. m. 6 a. m. I 7 a. m. , 8 a. m. 9 a. m. to avm. II a.m..
I p. ill. 2 m.
I I
I
----- i- --- -----._---
18·9 16·9
I 25·9 26·4 24·4 27·4 27·4 25·4I __ . __ 18·9 16. 2 14·9 21.9 24·9 22·9
2 __ ... 21. 9 20·9 21.4 20·9 20·9 21.9 21·9 24·4 26.7 23·9 26.0 23·9 23·9 24· I
3 .. _.. 17·9 16·9 15·9 17·9 18·9 20·7 22·9 24·4 24·9 26·9 25·9 25·9 24·9 24·7
4·u .. 18·9 17·9 13·9 19·4 23·9 25·9 22·9 19·9 19.8 21.9 26.0 28·9 23·9 I 26·7
5 .. --· 20·9 19·9 18.8 18·9 I 17·4 18. I 14·9 20·9 20·9 20·9 21.4 20·9 20·4 I 20·4
6
----
12·9 16.4 16·4 17·4 17·4 17·4 17·.5 17·7 18·9 17·9 20·4 19·9 18·9 16·9 I
7 ...... 18·9 18·9 21.4 23·9 23~5 24·4 24·9 23.8 21.7 21.9 24·8 21.8 23. 6 26.6
8 .. _._ 19·4 18·9 18.6 18.2 17·9 17,9 19··5 18.3 21.8 17·9 23. I 23·5 17· 7 17·49 .u __ 17· I 16·9 16·9 17·4 16·9 17·4 18·9 18. I 20·5 23·4 23·3 17·9 19·9 21.4
10 __ ., _ 8·9 7·9 7·9 19·4 22. I 24·5 24·8 24·4 21.9 23·4 21.9 21.9 19·9 17·9II ..___ 12·9 12·9 12·4 10·9 11·9 12·9 12·9 13·7 18·9 21.9 21.9 14·9 13·9 14·9
12 ...... 17·5 18.4 17·9 18·7 18·5 18·9 19·4 18·9 19·4 19·9 20·4 20·9 19·9 20·9
13 u ___ 14·9 15·7 14·9 14·6 13·9 II. 9 14· I II. 4 I 15·9 15·4 13·9 16·4 15·4 15·4 I
14 .u__ 12. I 10·7 10·4 10·4 IQ·4 8·4 14·9 15·4 16.4 17. I 17. I 17·9 19·9 18·9
15 ---.- 15·9 14·4 14·3 13·9 12·9 I I. 4 12.8 II. 7 13·4 14·7 16. I 15·9 16·4 16·916 ___ u 10·7 II. 9 8·9 8.4 8·4 9·4 9·9 9·9 II. 9 19·7 23·9 23·9 20·9 17·9
17 -_n.! 14·4 13·9 13·9 13·4 13·9 13·9 13·9 13·9 14.2 13·9 13·9 13·7 13·7 12·9
,
18 ___ .. : 12·9 12·4 13.2 12·5 II. 9 13·4 13·4 13.2 13·4 13·9 13·9 14·4 14·7 13·9
19· .... 12·4 12·9 13.2 12·9 II. 4 10·9 9·9 9·7 9·7 9·7 9. 2 9·7 7· I 7·720 _.___ 8·9 9·9 9·9 8·9 8.2 6.0 7·7 6·4 2·9 3·7 12·9 12·9 5·4 1.4
21 __ 00 . - 7. 9
- 5·7 7.6 - 6.4 - 6.6 - 6.1 - 7. I -- 7· I - 7· I 2. I 1.4 1.4 2·9 1.422 __ u. - 2. I
- 2.6 2.6
- 2·9 - 3·4 - 5·6 - 6. I - 3. 1 - 5. 1 3· I 1.1 - 1.6 2·4 - O. I
23 .. 00. - I. I - 2.6 3. 6 - 4. I - 2. I - 2. I - O. I - O. I - 1.1 3· 7 2.8 2.0 2.0 2·424 ____ . - O. I I 1.9 2.0 I I. 9 1.9 ,- 0.6 0·9 - I. 2 1.9 3·4 5. 2 I 6·4 5. 6 1 4· 725 ____ . - 2.2 i- 4. 1 3. I - 2.6 - 2. I 1- 3. 6 - 5. 1 ,- 5. I - 4. 1 - 2·3 2·5 - 2.1 - 0.6 - 2.8
26 .. 00_ - 3. I 1- 2.6 3. I - 4. I 1- 3. 6 - 5. 6 - 8. I ,- 8. I - 6.6 - 6·5 4. 6 - 4. 6 - 4.6 - 5. 827 ____.'- 0.6 0·4 0·9 1.4 .! I. 4 1.9 2·4 3. 2 3·4 3·9 4. 2 4·4 4.9 i 4·9
28 __ u. i
1
7·4 4·4 5·4 3·4 2·4 2·4 1.9 2.8 0.8 2·5 4·9 2·9 1.7 1 1.429 _.u_ 6·4 6·4 7. 1 7·4 6·4 3·4 2·4 1.4 - 0.6 - 0.6 2. I - 4. I - 2.6 i- 3. 830 - __ .. - 6·4
- 9. 6 8.0 - 3. 6 - 1.6 - I. I O. I 0·9 1.4 2·4 3·4 3·4 3·9 3·9
----------- -------- ----'---------------
Means .. 9·953 9.660 9.417 10.243 10·497 10. 173 10·773 10·753 II. 400 12.523 13.733 13·357 12.780 12.283:
Means
incenti-
grade 00 -12. 22
-12·39-13.56 -12. II
-11·94 -12. II -II. 78 -11.78-11.44,--10.83 -10.17 -10·33 -10.67-10. 94
I r
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TABLE XLV.-Temperature Of the air, September, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters).
• </>= +81 0 44' A=-640 45'=-4b 19m






'" <IiI 1:."Daily ~ d8 p. m. Midn't. Max. Min. Q.I ...j 3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m, I 6 p. m, 7 p. m. 9p·m. lop.m. II p. m. means. Range. 1'1.:::0
i I
>.~ u
-=.~ Q.I "cij~<> >=l
-_._._,~~ -~------
26·4 25·4 25·4 25·9 23·9 22·4 23·4 21.9 ! 21.9 21.9 22.954 28.0 14.9 8 13. I 5.00 I
24· 5 24·9 24·9 24·5 21.9 19·7 18·9 19·3 ' 18·4 18·9 22.438 26.8 18·4 ft 8·4 5·33 2
26·9 25·9 24·9 21. 9 20·9 19·9 20·4 19·9 19·9 19·9 22.050 29·0 14·4 14.6 5.56 3
27.0 26·9 23·9 20·9 18.0 18·9 20·9 21. I 22.0 20·9 22. 100 30.0 10. I 19·9 5· 50 4
20·4 I 20·4 19·9 19·9 19.6 19·4 18·9 18·9 18.8 17·9 19·533 24·5 13.6 10·9 6·94 5
18·9 ! 18. I 17·9 17·7 16.0 13·5 12·9 15·9 17.8 17·9 17· 192 22.0 12. I 9·9 8. 22 6
22·4 25·9 22·4 22·4 20·9 20·9 20·9 20·9 20.0 19·4 22.342 26.6 a 18. I 8·5 5·39 7
18.0 17·8 16·9 16·9 16·9 16·9
I
17·7 16·9 16.7 17·9 18.446 1 27·0 16.6 10·4 7.56 8
14·4 13·7 14·4 12·4 12·9 12·4 12·9 10.8 9·9 9·4 16.217 26.0 9· I 16·9 8.7 8 9
17·3 14·9 14·9 16.2 14·9 13·4 14·4 14·9 I I. 9 12·9 17.188 24. Sa, 7·9a 16·9 8.22 10
14·9 15·9 16·4 16·7 13·5 15·4 15·9 16·9 17·9 17·4 15.325 22.0 8·9 13. I 9. 28 II
21. 9 21.9 19·9 18·9 18·4 18·4 17·9 17. I 16.2 14·7 18·954 23.0 13.6 9·4 7·28 12
14·4 14·4 14·4 13.6 12·9 10·9 12·9 I I. 9 10·9 II. 9 13.833 17·0 9· I 7·9 10. II 13
21. I 19·4 18. I 16·9 16.0 14·9 15·4 14·7 13·4 12·9 15· 117 25.0 8. I 16·9 9·39 14
16·4 16·9 13·5 13·9 13. I 13·9 12·4 12·4 I I. 9 11·9 14.042 17·0 II. I 5·9 10.00 15, 15·9 13·7 13,7 13. I 11·9 10·9 I I. 9 13·4 13·5 13.8 13.646 24.0 8·4a 15.6 10.22 16
12·9 12·9 12·4 12·4 12. I I I. 9 12·4 12·4 12·4 II. 9 13.217 15·0 I I. 0 4. 0 10·44 17
13·9 13·9 13·9 13·4 12·9 13·4 13·7 13·4 13·9 13·9 13·475 15.0 II. 0 4. 0 10.28 18
5·9 4·5 4. 6 5·9 5· 9 I 5·9 7·9 7·9 7·9 9. 0 8. 825 15.0 1.2 13.8 12·89 I 19
- 0.1 2·4 1.9 - 3. I - 4· I - 2.6 - 3· I 4. I - 2.6 - 4. 2 3.5 62 12·9 a 5·5 18·4 15.78 i 20
I. I
- 4. 1 - 2. I 4. 6 - 0.6 - 4. 1 - 2.6 - 4·6 - 4. I - I. I - 3.567 5. 0 9·5 14·5 19·78 21
O. I
- O. I - I. I 4· I 1- 3. 6 i- 3·3 - 1.9 - 1.6 i- 4· 7 - 3. 6 -- 2.546 7.0 6·5 13·5 19· 17 22
i 1 2.258 16.565. I 7. 6 6·5 7·9 7·4 ! 6·9 4·9 4·9 3·9 3. I 10.0 7·0 17.0 23
3·4 2. 3 1- 0.2 0·4 - o. I 0·4 - o. I 2.6 - 1.6 - 4. I I. 321 11.0 4. I 15. I 17.06 243. I
- 3· 4 -- 2·7 - 3·4 - 2.6 j- 5. 1 - 5. I - 3. 8 - 4. 6 - 3. I - 3. 258 5·0 6·5 I I. 5 19.56 25
- 5. 8 5· 7 - 5· 8 - 5·4 - 3. 6 1- 2.6 - 2.6 - 3. 1 -- 2.6 - 3·5 - 4.656 0.0 9·5 9·5 1-20.33 26
4·9 4·4 I 4· 5 4·4 4·5 4·4 4·9 4·9 4·9 7·4 J·579 8.0 0·7 8·7 15.78 27
2·9 I 3. 6 5·4 5·9 6·4 6·4 3.7 29 8·5 0.2 8·3 15.72 282·9 3·9 3·4 4·4
- 7· I
- 4. 6 - 2.6 - 6·9 - 4. 6 - 5.6 - 5. 1 - 6·3 - 5. 6 - 7. 8 - I. 212 10.0 9·5 19·5 18·44 29
3·9 3·9 3·9 4·4 4·4 4·4 4·4 4·4 4. 6 4·9 I. 346 5.0 -10.4 15·4 17.06 3°
---,---'---- ----,---;----------'---------------------
11.880, I I. 800i
I , 9. 820 9. 630 12.38I I. 313: 10·557 10. 103 9. 673 10.000 9. 643 10.915 17·34 4·95
I
-11.17:-11. 221-11. 50 ,-11.89-12.17 -12·39 -12.221-12.33 -12. 44 i-12·44 -11.72 -8.14- 15.04 7.87- II. 72
I I i I
- ---_.__...._-----
• From theobserved hourly readings.
..
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TABLE XLVI.-Temperature of the air, October, 188 I.
Washington mean time. Reduced to local mean time by adding 49ffi
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
-:------ --------









5 'm __ -13. 8
6 ...m- 3.4
7 .•• · - - 2·3





13 ...... - 17. 1
14 ...•. -18.6
15 ..... -13·4
16 ' __ n. -25. I
17·.·· •. -·17.9
18 on ••• -25. 6
19 ·n••• -25. I





























































































































































































































































































23 - 15.4 -15. 6 -14. 6 -13. 6 -16·4 -13. 6 -14·1 -14·9 -II.6 -13.6 - 8.6 -12.lS -12.6 -13. 624·. .-10.1 -13. 6 -9. 6 -7·6 -6.8 -7.6 -5.6 -9.6 -8.6 -6.1 -8.6 -6.2 -5. 8 -6.125 ..._u·- 4· 8 - 4· 6 - 3· 6 ~ 5· 6 - 6.6 - 4.1 - 3.6 - 3.1 --6.6 _ 5. I _ 8.6 _ 6 0 _ 5.6 _ I. I
26 --.--. - 0.6 3· 4 4· 9 2·4 4· 4 0·4 2.2 - O. I - 5. I - 4.4 - 3.7 _ 4. 6 _ 6.8 _ 8.427 -6.1 -5·3 -7·6 ·-6·9 -7·4 -4·6 -1.6 -5.4 -5.6 -5.6 -8.6 -8.8 -8.8 -4. 6
28. .-2.1 -5.6 --4·1 -0.6 -0.6 1·4 0·4 -4.6 -2.9 -2.6 -2.9 -2.9 -8.4 -5.3
29 .•• -.-2·9 -5·3 -6.6 -5·5 -3. 6 -7. 6 -6.4 -5.4 -8.8 -8.6 -6.6 -9. 1 -8.8 -10.630 ..... _ - 6.6 - 8.6 - 5. 6 - 9. 6 - 9·6 - 9.6 - 6.6 - 6.6 - 7.3 - 5.5 - 5.6 _ 7. 6 _ 6.8 _ 7. I31 n, - 3· I -- 2.1 - 4· 6 -. 5· 4 - 6.6 0·4 - 5.6 - 4.8 - 6. I "_ 4. 6 _ 8.6 _ 6. I _ 7. 1 _ 9. 6~~~:~: i~ - 8. 171-=-0.039 ~~. 387.- 8·435 - 8.68(- 8·487 =-8. 387 - 9. 294- 9.958 - 9.026 - 9.;~~. 529 _ 9.961__ 9. 669cenl~ '
grade. -22·33 -22.22 22« 22 44 6 :
_______-. -. -22. I -22·50 -22·44 -22·94 -23.33 -22.78 -22.89 -23.06 -23.33 -23· 17 i
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TABLE XLVI.-Temperature Of tile air, October. 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4gm
Thermometer above the ground,S feet C~ [1.52 meters].
~---'~~- --~-----'------- -~---------~----
Min.Max.Dailymeans.Midn't.
I I I I I I
, 6 p. m. ' 7 p. m, " 8 p. m. 9 p. m. 10 p. m. II p. m.
I ,
I 5 p. m.4p. m.
1----
i 3 r- m.
•
-14. I '-12.6
- 5. 6 - 5. I
I. 6 - 0.6
- 0.9 0·4
- 6.4 - 5· I












- 21. 22 9
- 21. 28 IO
- 23.00 II







- 29. 11 19
- 24.17 20
- 21. II 21
- 23.78 22
6.8 - 6.9 13. 7
o. I - 14. I 14. 2
o. 0 - 10. 6& 10. 6
4. 8 - 13.2 8.4-
6·5 -23.6:17.1
6.0 3· I 2.9 - 15.28 I
8.3& 4· I 4· 2 - 14.17 2
9.0 - 13· 3 ]22·3
5.0-' 16.0111.0
2.5 - 16.0 13· 5
I. 0- 14. 2 15. 2





















17.804 !-IO. 0-25. 0.15. 0
- 16. 975 1- 12. 0,-24.5 :12·5
- 24· 204 1-17· 8&-29· 7 11 . 9




- 21. 5& -·31.1. 9· 6
'-20.408,-16.0 -26.3 10.3
i_ 11.492 i-- 4.0 -20.716.7
- 6.000: 4.0 -13.2.17.2
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TABLE XLVII.- Temperature of the air, Nouember, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
I not.. !... m.1 H. m. I, a. m. I, a. m. S a, m. h m. 7 a. m. 8 a. ID. 9 a. ID. ro a, ID. "0. m. Noon. I p. m. 2 p. m.
-_. __._-----------------------
--- ---
- 8. I - 8.6 -- 8.6
- 6·9
- 9·9 - 9. 6 - 8.6 - 7. 0 - 6. I - 5. I - 4. 6 - 5. 6100 ___ • - 7· 4 - 7. 6
7. 6 - 8.6
- 9·4 - 9. 6 - 9. I - 8·4 - 7. 6 - 7. I - 6·9 - 6.6 - 5. 6 - 4. 8 - 4- 6 - 4·42. n __ • -
-15. 6 -10.6 -18.6 -16.6
-14. 6 -15. 63· ...... - 6.8 - 6.6 - 7. I - 7·4 - 7·8 - 9. 6 -10.6 -14. 6
-13. 67. 6 -- 8. I - 9·3 -10.2 -12.6 ·12·5 -10.6 -13. 8 -14. 6 -12·9 -13. 6 -13. 6 -13. I4.--- .. -
- 23. 6 -23. 6 -21.6 -21.5 -20.1 -18. I -17. 8
-16·4 -16.65·-· c • - 18. I -18.6 -18.6 --19. I -20·46. _____ - 14. I
-11.6 -II. 8 -11.6
- 8·4 - 9. 1 - 7. I - 8.2 - 7·6 - 7·8 - 7·8 - 6.8 - 6.6 - 7. I
7__ .00. - II. 8 -11.8 -12.6
-13·7 -14·7 -15. 8 -14. 6 -II. 5 -13. I -12·9 -12.6 -12. I -12. 2 -11.88.. "n - 10.4 - 9. 8 -·8.6
- 9·4 -10·3 -10·4 -10·3 - 9. I -10·4 -10.6 -10.6 -II. I -12.6
-12·59------ - 14.6 -15·4 -16. I -17. 0 -18. I -19. 2 -18.6 -20.1
-19. 6 -20.6 -21.6
-22·4 -21. 8 -23. I1o______ - 29.1
-3°· I -31. I -31. I -32. 1 -30. 2 --29. I
-30. 6 -30. 6 -32. 6 -32. I -31. 6 -34. 1 -33. 611.. ____ - 32. 8
-33. 6
-33·4 -33. I -33. 1 -32. 6
-35·4 -35·8 -35. 2 -32. 6
-34. 6 -32.4 -32. 8 -30.5
12._. ___ - 27. I
-29· I -28. I -27. 1 -27·8 -32. I
-34. 6 -34. 6
-35· 5 -36. 2
-35·7 -32. 6 -34·9 -32.913....__- 25.8
-25. 6 -25. 6 -26.2
-25·9 -27. 1
-27·3 -26.6
-33. 8 -29. 6
-31. 6 -30.4 -31. 6 -30.4q .... __ - 29.6 '-31. 6
-33. I '-33. 6 -32. 6
-33. 6 -36. I -35. 6
-34. 2 -34. 2 -34. 6 -35. I -36. I -35. 815.... __ - 34. 8
-32.9 -28.6 :--28.6 -28.6 ,-27·4 1-29. 6 -26.6
-25·6 -24·6 -25. 6 -26.1 -27. I -27. 116.-----:- 20.4
-19·5 -21.6 -21. 8
-22·4 -20.6 1-18.6
-17. 6
-14. 6 -13. I -12.8 -13. 6
-14· I -IS. I ..i17___ . __ '-24.4
-?5· 6
-30. 6 :-29. 6 I
-30. 6 -30. 6 --30. 6 -28.6
-30. 6 -28·4-27·9 -30.4 1-32.4 -33. 213 .. ___ -.25. 6.
-26. I -26. I
-25·5 ~28. I 1-25. 6 :-28. I -28.6 -26.6
-27·1 -26.6
-27·5 -26.6 -25·41<) ... ___ - 23.6
-24.6
-23·7 -22. I -20·4 '-20·4 1-20.2
-22·3 -23. 6
-27·6 -25. 1 -24·6 -23. 6 ,-23. 620_____ . - 16.1
-24. 6 -22. I
-23·4 -23·6 -19. I -21. 6
-21.6
-22.6
-24·6 -25. I -18. I
-20·7 i-20. I21 ..____ - 16.6
-12.6 -18.6
-20.6
-23. 6 -21. I
-21.4 --24.6
-27. I -26. I 28.6
-27. I -31.6 !1-26. 1







-29. 6 -30. 8 -26.6 1-32. 8 ,23~_ ... .. - 34.6 -37·9 1-33. 4 -30. 6 -32.7 -34. I -33. 6 -30. 6
-32.4 '-32.1
-32.9 -33. 8
-35·3 1-34. 624" ...0-32.7 -32.5
-33·5 -32.0



























-33. 6 -36. I




















-39. 6' - 35. 0' -39. 6'
---~eans -. -23.307 -23· 617 -23· 927-24· 257-24· 450 -24· 433-24· 937 -24. 853-25. 227-24. 850 -25. 233-24.737 -24. 967-24. 983ea n 5incenti-









-31.78 -31. 50 -31. 67 31. 67
• From spirit (alcohol)therroometer. All readingsabove -37"·9 from mercurial unless marked '. AU readings from _ 37°.9downward &1Id those marked' are fromalcohol.
Jt
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NOVEMBER, 1881.
TABLE XLVII.-umperatufe of the air, .November, ISel.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49*










I '" ..I "'-06 p. m. Daily to '"3 p. m. 4p. m. 5 p.m. 7 p. m. i 8 p. m. 9 p. m. Max. }lin. ....






1 to ,!!u d
..:
...... A
-----_._--_.- ---._-- ._------ --_._---
- 7. 6 - 7·8 - 7. 8 - 7. 8 - 7. 6 - 7·4 - 7. 6 - 6·9 - 6.6 - 7. I - 7.412 - 4·0 -10·4 6·4 -21.39
- 4. 6
- 5·3 - 5·5 -- 6.8 - 7. 8 - 7·6 -10. I - 5. 6 -7·4 - 7. I - 7.004 -3.0 -10·4 7.4-21.. 67 2
-15. I -12.6 - 14. 2 -13. 6 -II. 6 -II. I -10·4 -10·4 -10.6 - 9·4 -11.712 - 3·5 -18.6 15. I -428 3
-14·9 --20.6 - 18.4 -14·9 -13. 0 -15. 6 -12·9 -14. I -14. 6 -15·9 - 13· 375 - 5. 0 -20·7 15·7 - 25. 22 4
-14. 6 -14. 6 - 12.6
-14·9 -14·9 -15. 6 -15·5 '-13·4 -13. 6 -12.6 - 17.338 - 8.0 -23. 6 15. 6 -27·39 5
- 6.6 - 6.6 10. I -10. I - 7. 6 - 7. 6 - 8.6 -10.6 -10·7 -10.6 - 8.946 - 9. 2 -14. la 4·9 -22.72 6
-11.4 --10.6 10·4 - 9·7 - 9. 6 - 9. 6 - 9. 6 - 9· 7 - 9. 8 -10. I - II. 738 - 9. 0 -16.0 7. 0 -428 7
1
-II. 8 -11.8 - 11.8 -11.8 -II. 6 -13. 0 -14. I -14·4 -14. 6 -14. 6 - 11.483 - 8.0 -15. I 7. I - 24. 17 8
-23. I -23. 6
-25·9 -27. 6 -27. 6 -29. 8 -28.6 -33·4 -30.4 -28.6 -22.783 -14.6- -35·0 20·4 -30.44 9
-33. 6 -32. 6 -34. I -32. I -31. 6 -32. I -32. 6 -32. 6 -33·4 -34. 6 - 31. 971 -28.0 -38. 0 10.0 -35.56 10
-32.9 -31. 6
-25·9 --26·4 -26.6 -26. I -23. 8 -24. 8 -25. 6 -26.6 - 30. 758 '-23· ° ,-39. ° 16.0 -3+39 II
-33. 6 -32. 6 -32. I --30.4 -27·4 --28.6 -27. 6 -26.0 -25. 6 -24. I -30. 679 1-24. 0-38. ° 14·° [- 3+ 83 u
-34. 6 -26.8
-37. 8 -34. 0 -30. 6 -28.1 -29·4 -28.6 -3°·4 -29. 6 -29·475 i-18. ° 1-40.° 22.° 1- 34. 17 13
-34. 8 -34. 6 -37. 6 -38. I -33. 6 -'35. 6 -35. 6 -34. 8 -34. 8 -34. 6 -34·579 ;-25. ° 1-40. ° 15.° 1- 37· 00 14
-28. I
-24. 6 -24. I -23. I -22·4 -21. 6 -20. 7 ,-20·7 -20.8 -20·4 -25·821 -20. ° 1-38. ° 18.0 [-32. II 15
-15. I
-15. 6
- 15·5 -16. I -17. 0 -17. I -17. I -19. 6 -20. I -22.6 - 17· 567 '-11·5 1-34· 8 23· 3 1- 27· 56 16
-31. ° -29. 6 -31. 2 -31. 6 -28. I -30. 8 -29. I -27. 6 -25. 6 -25·9 -29'33~ 1-23. 0 .-36. 0 13. ° i- 3+ 06 17
-27. I -28. I
-27. 6 -24. 8 -25. 6 -25. 8 -25. 6 -25. I -24. 6 -23. 6 - 26. 30 1-15. 0 --28.6& 13.6 \- 32. 39 18
-17·4 -20.6 - 16.6 -12.6 -13. 6 -14. 2 -15·4 -17·9 -15. 6 -20. I - 20. 392 .-12.0 -31.119. I 1- 29. II 19
-18.4 -18.6 -20.8 -20.6 -17·4 -16.6 -17. I -16. I -15. 6 -17. 6 -20.088 -14. 0 -28·3 '14· 3 i- 28. 94 20
-30. 8 -29. 8
-33. I -32.7 -30. 6 -26.6 -30. 6 -27. 6 -28. 2 -25. 6 -25·888 -15. 0 -35.020.0.-32.17 21
-35. 6 -36.8
-34. 2 '-37. 6 -35. I -35. 6 -33. 6 -34. I -34. 6 -34. 6 -31.392 ·-22.0 -41.°119.0 1-35.22 22
-30. 6 -31.6
-33·4 -30. 6 --34. 6 -32.5 -34. 6 -35·4 -35. 8 -32. I - 33· 325 '-28.0 -42.° ,14.0- 36. 28 23
-32. 6 -:z8.6
-30. 6 -31. I -27· 7 -29. 6 -27·9 -30. 8 -27. I -28.6 -30. 875 -27. 0 -35·8 8.81- 34· 94 24
-27· 7 -31. 9 -31. 6 -28.6 -28. I -29·7 -34. I -27. 6 -33· I -33. 2 -29.500 -25·5 -33· 2 7· 7 - 34· 17 25
-36. 0
-33·4 -33. 6 -33. 8 -32. 8 -31.4 -32. 6 -31.6 -30. 2 -31.2 - 32.983 '-28.0 '-38. ° 10.° 1-36. II 26
-34. 6
-37· I -38. 0 -37. 6 i-37. 6 -36. I -35. 6 -35. 8 -38. 0 -37. 6 -34.550 -26·5 -39. 0 u·5 37. 00 27
-33. 8
-37·1 34·4 -35. 6 -34. 8 -34·4 -33·7 ,-31. 6 -35. 6 -33. 1 -. 35· 183 -31. 5 -39·5 8.0- 37.33 28
-34·4 -36.4 33. 6 -36. 1 ! - 37. 8 -37. 0 -34·4 -37. 1 -40. I" -36. 1 - 35· 967 -3°·0 -040. 5 10·5 - 37· 78 29
-38. 81








-31. 67 -31.89 -31. 61 -31. 17 -31. 17 -31. 22 -31. II -31. 28 -31. 06 -31.41 -27. 83 -35. 22 7· 39- 31. 41
• From the observed hourly readings. 1Fromspirit (alcohol) thermometer.
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DECEMBER, 1881.
TABLE XLVIII.-Temptrature Ofthe air, December, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m




















































































































































































































































































I a.m, 2 a. m.Date.
I .... -31.4 -31.6
2 ..•.. -23.8
3 - 2 2 . 8
4 -27. 8
5 •. u. -17· I











15 .. __ .1-27·4
16 . ""1-42.8
17 . -- •. -J9. 2
18 ..... -44.2






















22 -28.1 -28.1 -27. 6 -27·6 -28.0 -27.7 -26.6
1-26.7
:-28.8 -27.6 -26,9,-27. 6 -27.8 -27. 023 -28.1 -28. I -26.8 -27· 6 -- 28. 1 -26.6 ;-25. I -25.5 :-24.6-25.1-23.8 :-24. I -23. 6 -23.524 -23· 4 -23· 6 -24· I -24· I - 24·4 -24· I 1-24. I -24. I :-24.1-24. I -24. I -25.5 -24.9 -24. 625 ··..·-34· I -33· 2 '-38. 2 -35· 6 - 37· 6 -39· 9 .-33. 6 -32.8 .-34.6 :-32. I -31. 6 -31. 1-27. 6 -26.626 ···"'1-23. 5 -23· 4 1,-22' 9 -23· I - 23· 6 1-22.8 :-22.9 -23.4 ! -23.6 !-23. 6 -23. 6 ,-23. 6 ,-23. 6 -23.5
27 - -27· I -28.6 !-28.6 -28.6 28.8 i-27· 4 -28.6 -28. I ,--29.9 ;-33. I ,-34.7 j-34. 4-34. I -33.4
2S 1-35. 6 -35· 66 -40.2 -39· 2- 39· 2 -32 • I -34. I -36. I -39.2 ,-36. I 1-44. 2 ,-40. 2 1-44. 2 -41. 229 ..••. - 32. 9 -32. -32. 6 -31. 6 32. I -32.6 -32.6 -38.7 -37. I -40.2 '-38. 2 1-42. 2 i-41. 2 -42.7
.:<J. _u -46.7 -46.7 -44· 7 -43· 7 - 42.7 -39· 9 -40.7 ,-39.7 -37.2 (-36.4-34. 6-33. I ',-33. 6 -32.9
_,I •• - •• - 39·9 -41. 2 --43· 7 -44· I - 42. 7 -45. I -42.7 -46.2 '-40.2 -40.5 1-38. 2 1-38. 3 1-36.9 _ 33.°1\1 --------- ----- 1 _?I::~: i~ -32'332 -32. 571-32. 242-32. 339 -32.754 -32.377 -32. 368 -32. 474-32. 426-32. 032,-32 • 0n!--32. 255.-31. 739 -31. 364\
c ent i . ! ! I i









-27.550 -22·3 -33·5 I I. 2 - 33. II
-U.883 -10.0
-27·3 17·3 -27.17 2
-24.738 - 15. 0 -27·8 I2.11 -31. 50 3
-22·975 - 14.6& - 32. ° 17·4 - 30. 56 4
-24. 667 - 17. 1& - 36. 2 19. I - 31. 50 5
-33.321 -29. 0 -38. 0 9. 0 - 36. 28 6
-32. 721 -27. 0 - 35·0& 8.0 - 35·94 7
-31. 650 -28.0 -35. 6 7· 6 -35· 33 8
-28.933 -24. 0 -34. 0 10.0 -33.83 9
-25.388 -21.0 -33. 0 12.0 - 31. 89 10
-33· 779 - 30. 6& -41.0 10·4 - 36. 56 II
-32. 229 - 28. 6& - 41. ° 12·4 -35. 67 12
-28.596 - 27. 6& - 30. I 2·5 - 33. 67 13
-28.917 -24·5 - 35· 5 I I. ° -33· 11j 14
-39· 321 - 27·4&-48. 5 21. I -39. 61 15
-40. 862 - 38. 2& -- 49. ° 10.8 -40.50 16
-40.792 -38. 2& -47·5 9·3 -40.44 17
-42.771 -40.2& -47. 0 6.11 - 41. 56 18
-44.396 - 40. 2& - 49· 7& 9·5 42.44 19
-43. 854 -37.4& -52.2 14. 8 -42. II 20
-31. 917 -28.0 - 37· 4& 9·4 - 35. 50 21
--27·9 -27. 683 -26.0 -29. 2 3. 2 - 33· 17 22
-23·9 !-25· oo4 -23. 0 -28·7 5·7 - 31. 67 23
-33·4 1-26.483 - 19. 0 -34· 7 15· 7 - 32.50 24
-24. I 1-29. 846 -22.0 -41.0 19. 0 -34·33 25
















































-34. I -37. 2 -35·4 -32.738 - 21.0 -41.0 20.0 - 35·94 27
-37· 9 -37. I -36. 8 -38.996 -32. 0 -46. 0 14. 0 -39·44 28
-42. 2 -41. 4 -45. 2 -39· 179 -31.6&-47·5 15·9 - 39· 56 29
-38. I -35. 6 -37. 2 -37.5 12 -32. 0 - 46. 7& 14· 7 - 38. 61 30



























































































• From the observed hourly I eadings•
DECEMBER, 1881.
TABLE XLVIII.-1emperature of/he air, December, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49w
Thermometer above the ground,S feet ll.52 meters] .



































































































3p·m. I 4p·m. 5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p.m. 8 p.m. 9p·m. Iop.m·1
I I
1
-26·7 -26·7 -25·3 -24. 2 -23·5 -22·4 -23·3 -24·4
1
-10.6
-10·4 -II. 6 - II. 4 ----'II. 6 -II. I -13. 6 1-16·3
-23·4 -21.6 ,,-23. I -23. 6 -25. I -25·9 -26. I -25·9
-19. 6 -21.6 -17. I - 16.6 -15. 6 -15. 6 -15. 6 -14. 6
-22.8 -27. 6 -25. 8 -30. 8 -25. 6 -26.6 -30. 6
-3°·4
-35. 6 -35·4 -30. 6 -36.4 -31. 6 -31. 5 -35. I -30. 8
-33. 6 -33. I -32. I -33·4 -32.9 -35. I -32. 2 -32. 6





186 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1882.
TABLE XLIX.-Temperature of the air, January, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
~=+81°44' ;(=-640 45'=-4h 19m
Date. 1 a.m. z a, m,
! II .; 3 a. m. , 4 a. m,
! I
5 a. m, 6a. m. i a. m.
,














































































































































































































































































-34. 6 - 35. 7
-44. 0 - 38. 2
-37· I -36.9
-42. 6 --42. 5




























, n_ -23. ,
2 -24· 5
3 -__0._ -24. 6
4----- - -30 . 7
5 ------ -27· 4
26.. -48. 2 -49· 7 -49· 6-48. 7 - 47· 6 -49· 1 -49· 7 -50.2 -47. ° -48.2 -48. ° -48.4 -47. 6 -49. 227-- ·-44·0 -45·7 -45·9 -44. 1 -44·2 -44·4 -42.7 -45.7 -42.2 -44.3 -42.3 -42.4 -44. 1 --45.~28,0. ... -46.6 -47·1 -45.7-47. 1 -47·0 :-45. 2 -44·5 -43·7 -43.0 -40.2 -39.2 -40.9 -41.1 -41.6
29 . -42.5 -44- 7 -43· 7 -43· 3 - 46. 7 -'47· 4 -46.4 -50.8 -48.3 -48. I -53. 2 -52. I -48. 2 -48.33
0.----_-52.7
-45. 2 -46.7 -43-7 -42.7 -42. 2 -38. 2 -37·6 -37·3 -34·6 -33.7 -34.0 -35.1 -34.9
31.·---·-43·2 -42.7 -42.3 -42·7 -38.7 -38.2 -39·9 -38.1-31.1 -31.7 -33. 6 -35. 6 -36.5 -33.5~e::n's-~ -38. 845~-38:n; -39.419 -39· 329 -39· 203 -38.922 -38. 368 -38. 190 -37. 581-37. 461 -37. 865 -=;8. 226in centi-




23 · _. -48.4
24 . __ -39.2
25 --- __ -46.7
6 .. -35. I














19 n_ -34. I
20 -42. °
_.~- ----- .~ --------- --~--
_____n ..____
---
-29. 8 -27. I -2K I -26. I -24. I -24. 6 -26. I --22.6 -28. 2 -26. 2 - 25· 038 -21. 5 -30. I 8.6 - 31. 67 I
-23·3 -24. 6 -24. 6 -23. 6 -22.8 -23. 8 -23. 6 -25. 6 -26.6 -25·4 - 23. 612 -20. ° -27·3 7·3 -30.89 2
-33. I -"]1.0 -31.4 -33. 0 -34. 6 -36. 2 -34·4 -33. I -]2.0 -32 . 1 -29· 767 -24. 0 -37. 0 13. 0 -34· 33 3
-28. I -28.6
-33. 6 -29·9 -28·3 -29·4 -29. 6 -25· 5 -26.8 -25·7 - 28. <)08 -24. ° -34. 0 10.0 -33· 83 4
-33. I -33. 6 -32.4 -30. 8 -36. 6 -35·4 -36. 1 -37. I -37. 6 -35·4 - 31. 838 -26.8- - 39.° 12.2 -35·44 5
-42. 2 -41. 2
-j9· 2 -39·4 -39. 2 -37. 2 -38. 2 -35·4 -34. I -34. 8 - 36. 746 -32. ° -44. 0 12.0 -38. 17 6
-30.9 -29. 6 -28.2 -29·9
-31. ° -31. ° -29. 6 --31. 6 -30. 6 -32. 6 - 31. 221 -28.2- - 37· 5 9·3 -35. II 7
-37·9 -34. I -36. 1 -39. 2 -36. I 38.5 - 41. 4 -44. 2 -49. 2 -43. 2 - 38. 783 -28. 2- - 49. za 21.° -39· 33 8
-56.4 -55. 0 -52. 2 -52.4 -51. 5 -54. I -52. 2 -49. 2 -51. 8 -51. 2 - 5°. 283 -44· 0- - 57· 5 13·5 -45· 72 9
-55· 7 -51. 5 -52.4 -50. 8 -52.7 -'49·4 -50.4 -40.3 -53- 2 -47. 2 -51.971-47.2- -58.2 I I. ° -46.67 10
-41. 2
-39· 7 -35. 8 -34. I -36. I -34. I -34· 3 -30. 8 -34. I -33·7 -42. IS0 -3°. 8- - 55. ° 24. 2 -41. 22 II
-34·4 -34. 6 -34. 6 -34·4 -33. 8 -34. 8 -35· I -35. 6 -35. 8 -35. 6 - 34· 996 -31. 4- - 37. 8 6·4 - 37. 22 12
-45. 2 -46. 2
-47·4 -50. 2 -48. 2 -45. 2 -48.5 -45· 7 -52. 2 -52. 2 -43- 883 -37·0& - 56. 8 19. 8 -42. 17 13
-38.7 -38. 2 -38. 0 -37·4 -37·4 -37·4 -37·4 -36. 8 -36. 8 -36. I -44·033 -36. 1- -57. 0 20·9 -.402. 22 14
-28·4
-27· 7 -27·3 -27. 1 -26.6 -26.8 -26.6 -28·9 -28·7 -27. 6 -30. 875 -26. 6- - 38. ° 11·4 -34·94 IS
• -16.0 -IS. ° -15. 8 - 14. 8 --14.
6 -15. 6 -16.6 -17. 8 -19. 6 -20.6 -21.683- 9.5 -32. I- 22.6 -29.£3 16
"
-34. 6 -34. 6 -33. 2 -33·9 -34. 6 -35 6 -37. 0 -.'1. 8 -40. 7 -35·4 -32.471 -22.6& - 41. 5 18·9 -35· 83 17
-38.4 -40. 0 -38. 2 -39·3 -40. 0 3~\. 0 -38. 0 --37. 2 -35· 7 -31.9 -4°. 262 -31.9- -47. I- 15. 2 -40. 17 18
-43. 0 -43-7 -41. 5 -39. 8 -42.3 -40.5 -40.5 -39·9 -42. 2 -40.3 - 39· 633 -34· I- -45. 2 I I. I -39· 78 19
-38.9 --41. 8
-39·9 -33. 0 -35. I -36. 8 -35·9 -38. 2 -32 . i -31. 8 -40. 292 -31. 8- -47· 4- 15. 6 -40 . 17 20
-42. 2
-4°·4 -40·4 -41. 2 --40. 3 -42. 5 -42.4 -42.3 -42. 7 -42.7 -38. 604 -32. 0 -·42· 7- 10./ -39. 22 21
-43·7 -43. 2 -41. 4 -43. 0 -42.7 -46. I -45. 0 -45·4 -42. 6 -43-7 -43·408 -40. 7- - 47. 7 7. 0 -41. 89 22
-24·5 -25. 8 -27. 6 [-27. 0 -26·7 --28. I --27. 6 -"·3°·8 -38. 0 -28.8 - 36. 008 -24· 5- - 49· 7- 25. 2 - 37· 78 23
-49· 3 -45. 2 -48. 2 -44. 2 -46. 2 -46.5 -47. 2 -46 4 -45. 0 -44·7 -44.442 -.p.o -49· .,- 17·3 -42.44 24
-45· 3 -48. 2 -45. 2 -43. 8 -46. 0 -45. 8 ---46. ° 40. 2 -48. 2 -48. 2 - 45.646 -4°.0& - 48.5 8·5 -43. II 25
-47·4 -47·5 -48.2 -49. 0 -47. 0 -46. 2 -46. 8 -47. 6 -46. 2 -43. 2 -47.929 -43. 2--51.0 7. 8 -44·39 :6
-46. I
-44· 7 -44. 2 -45·5 -44· 7 -47·4 -46. 2 -44. 2 -46. 2 -46. 2 - 44· 6<}2 -42. 2- - 47· 4- 5. 2 -42. 61 :7
-40. 2 -41. 2 -40. 2 -40. 1 --41. 2 -41. 4 --41. 4 -41.0 -,9. 2 -41. 2 -42.500 -39· 2- -47· I- 7·9 -41. 39 28
-47. 6 --51. ° -45·4 -44. 2 -47· 7 -47· 7 -46.4 -48.4 -45: 2 -46. 0 -47. 221 -42. 5- - 54· 4 I I. 9 ~44·00 29
-33. 6
-34·4 -3()·0 - 36. I -37·4 ·-3S·5 -.n·4 -41. 5 -43. I -42. 2 -39· 117 -33· 6- - 52.7- 19. I -39.50 3° I
I
-36. 5 '-36. 6 -35. 6 -37·4 -36. 8 -38.7 -42.4 -42. 2 -43. 2 -44. 2 - 38. 392 -3°· ° -45·9 15. 0 -39. II 31
-------------------- ----------------------------------
-38.248-37.935 -37. 494-37.116-37. 494-37· 848-38.°74-38.010-38.974 -37· 745-38.2711-3~· 86 -45· 42 13. 5f _n n __
.-39. 00 -38. 83 -38. 61 -3839 -38. 61 -38. 7S -38.94 -38. 89 -39·44 -.38.72 -39. 04 -35· 5(' - 43· 00 7· 5"- 39·04
I
----















THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
7 p. m. 8 p. m. 9 p. m. 10 p. m. II p. m. Midn't.
TARLE XLIX.-Tempaature of the air, January, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to k.cal mean time by adding 49'"
Thermometer above the groundv g feet [1.52 meters].
6 p. m.3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m.
,
188 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1882.
TABLE L.-Temperature of the air, February, 1882.
Washington mean time, Reduce to local mean time by adding 49D
Thermometer above the ground,s feet [1.52 meters].



























































































































































































































































































-- .__.1 ------- 1 _
:-49· 6 1-48. 1 1-49. 1
1-45.4 ~-49·1 -51.9
'-58. 8 -59· 1 -55· 3

























25 -. __ . ....:27. 1 -26·7 ;-25·3 -26.6 -28.1 -30.7 -22.0 -28.9 -20.6 -17. 6 1-20.2 -11.6 -15. 0 -16.626 - . -21. 6 -21. 8 ,-22.1 - 22.1 -22·3 -22.1 -22.6 1-23.7 -25.5 1-25. 8 1-26.1 !-26.4 -26.0 1-26. 9 ,27. -32.8 -32.6 ,-32.8 1-34.6 -34.7 -34·7 -33·3 -33. 8 -35·4 -34.7 -37.6 '-38.7 -37. 0 -37.528 ... _.-39. 6 -38.9 '-39. 11- 38. 7 -40. 1 1-41.1 -41.3 '-45. 6 -42.°.-4:.6 -46.6 -46.0 -45.7 !-47.3~:a~_;~I~=:;;S1-48.296;--47. 821'-47. 804-47. 432 -47·793 -46. 496 -46. 4391-46.918-46.479 -45.925 46. 264illcenti., I ! 1
grade -- -44· II 1-44. 22 -44· 28 1-44.61 -44· 33 -44· 33 -44. II -44.33 -43.61 6 ' 8 6 8 I 5 I'
-43· 5 -'43- 3 :-43. 1 -43. 2 .-43. °
.............-----'--.--.--....- .. _.- ---.. I .
1 uu. -47· 3
:<: - .- __ -49. 1




7 - -_. -57· I
l:l • - --.-55.9
9 -----,-53- I
I10 .'-52.6
II __ u -54- {)
12 .. __. -55.6
13 --u.-56.9
14 - _ .. ' -57. 1
i
15 - -----54. 4
16. .:-53- 3
17· .--.1-32. I
18 .. _.1-45. 2
19 - __ .. '-42. 4
20 .--.'-49.3
21 .. -41. 7


















4.4 -46. 89 10
11·5 -47·94 II
7·9 -47·39 12
9. ° -49.72 [3






9· 3 -47· 56
7.2 -48.56
II. 4 -46. II





- 51. 488 -45· 4& - 57· 8
- 52. 888 -44.1& -62.1&
47.846 -45.6&-54. 6&
51. 375 -45. 1& - 55. 6
- 53· 646 - 50.0&- 59· 3
-55·42[ -51.4&-58. 6&
-50.988 -44·5&-55·ga
- 50. 562--47. [&1-54. 8&
-52.292 -44.6&-60·4 15.8 -46. 83 15
- 51. 596 - 33.3&-60.6 27.3 -46.44 [6
-34.342 -30.7&-42.ga 12.2 -36. 83 [7
-40.6g6 -34.0 -45.5 11.5 -40.39 [8
- 43· 475 -4°.4& -48. 6&1 8.2 - 41. 94 [9
- 52. 404 - 50. 4& - 54· 4
- 54.267 -49· 1&-60.6&
- 53.346 - 50. 1& - 58. °
-57.546 - 52. 1&-61. [&
-52.600 -48. [&-59·4&
Midn't.



































































_B 33. 3 b -41. 4






















































TABLE L.-Temperature of the air, February, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
7 p.m.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111




























































































































-44. 867 -37. 0 -5[·7& [4·7
-46.058 -40. 1&-52. 6& 12·5
-44.3[2 -40.5&-51.8 [1.3
-48.217 -42.1&-53.6 11·5
- 39.708 -26·7&-47· 5 20.8
1 i
-[3.0 1-13.6 -14.2 -[3.6 -[1.6 -16.8 -[7.[ -[9.8 -18.9 -20.[ 1-19.822-10.0-30.7& 20.7 -28.78 25
-26.6 -26.8 -28.7 --27.9 -28.[-29.0 -29.3 -30·4 -31.6 -30.6 :-26.000,-21.5 -32.5 11.0 -32. 22 26
-39·9 -37.7 -36.0 -36. 6 --36. 0 -35·5 -36.7-37.[ -38.3 -38.4-35.933 -31.5 -40.5 9. 0 --37.72 27
--47.6 1-46.0 -36.6 -42.[ -39.3 -39. 6 -40.[ -35·[ -27·4 -24. 1 :-40·52[ -22.2 -49.0 26.8 -40.28 28
-46.4501-45. 707-45. 4~9 -45· 764 -45· 479 =:;So 325-45· 4541--45. 375 -45:-;; -44.693- 46. 472 -40. 12'-52 • S4 12.42=-=
i I
I










-30. ° -30.8 -32.4 - 30. 9 - 32. 8 -33· ° -33. I -30.3 -28. 1-3°. 2 -29. I '-29. I _ 31. 428·--·-35·9 -37·7 -30. 8 -35·6 -32.1 -32.0 -39.0 -32.5 -26.6 -31.1 i-30. 8-24.8 '1_28. 1 '-25. 629-----3°·9 -32.6 -31,8 -32.5-3°.7 i- 37· 5 -30.6 -26.9 -26.1 --25.7 !-28.I :-24.7 -27.1 -23. 63°. -32.0 -29·6 -31.1 -28.0 -31.0 -33. 1 -27.9 -34.4 -28.2 -26.9 !-20.7 :-23. 6 1- 17.7 [-21.831.... --1,.2.5 -II. ., -12·3 -13. 6 -14·7 -12.6 -14·4 -15.5 -14.7 -12.6 -13. 6 -14.1 '-15.9 -15.5~:~~;'-3°· 810-31.032'~-3J. 332-31.468 -31.468 -30. 939-31. 3°3-29.994- 29. 232 -28. 535'-28. 203'- 28. 142-27.755:~-,..... -35·00 -35·06 -'5-" -35.28 -35.28 -34·" 1_,5-" :_,... .. 1_34.00 1-33.6• 1-"... 1-,3,39 )_33.22:
H)O THE LADY FRANKLIN :BAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1882.
TABLE LI.-Temperaturl! of tIll! air, March, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'8
Thermometerabove the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
,=+81° 44' "=-64° 45' =- 4b 19m
I \ .
4a. m, 5 a. m. 6a.m. 1 7 a. m. I 8 a. m. 19a. m. ro a.m, II a. m. Noon. I p. m, z p.jn.Date. I a. m. 2a.m. 3 a. m,
I,
I ! II'--' --_.- _._--
I






-35·4 -33. 2 :-28.8 -29·6 27. 63... · -37·4 -36.5 -35·7 -36. 0 -35·6 -33. 8 -32.3 -31.7 -31.0
-3°·4 -30. 6 -29. 6 -31.8 30. 24-._ .•-32. I
-32.4 -33. 0 -32.3 -32. 1 -32.2
-33. 2 -36. 0
-37. 8 -38. 1 -38. 6
-37·4 :-36. 6 -36. 65u.. -36. 0 -36.7 -36. 1
-36.9 -39. 1
-38.7
-39·4 -42. 6 -42. 6 -42.4 -42. 8 -44. I -40.8
-39. 26.... -29.8
-30. 1
-29·7 -27. 0 - 27. I
-27·4 -27. I
-27·9 -27. 8 -28.6 -29. 0 --28.6 '-29. 6 -29. 6I
7-- .. -37. 8 -40. I ,-42. 6 '-44·7 -44·1
-43·7 -43. I --42.0
-39. 6 -36. 2 -37. 6 -35. 2 -35. I
-33. 68_._. -32.9
-34. 1 '-35. 6
-36.7
-35·6 -37. 6 -37. 0 ~33·9 -34. 8 --32. 2 -32. 2 -32. 6 -32. 6 -32.49-.· -36.4 -34·9 -36. I -36. 1
-35·8
-35·4 -36. 6
-35·9 -35. I -30. 6 -32. 1 -34. I -31. I - 32. I10.... -27· 7 -29. 6
-29· 7 -25. I
-26·9 - 25. 2 -22.1
-25. 0 -23. I
-19. 8
-23· I
-22·5 -23. 0 - 21.811.-... ·-18·9 -18. I
-17·7 -15. 8
- 15,9 -15. 6
-14·8 -14. 1 '-14· I -13. 6
-13. 1 -12.6 -12.0 - 12.1
,12•••• - 9.4
- 9· I - 8·9 - 9. 6 - 18.8
-17.6 -18.1
-20.6
-20·5 -21.4 -21.4 [-21.6 -21.6
-25. 113---· -29· 9




-35·5 -31.6 j-32. 6
-33·6 -35. 114---- - 35.6 -36. 0 -36. 6




-39· I -35· I -39. I -38. I
-37. 615.. -- -40.6 --41. I
-42. 6 -41.0 -42.6
-43·3 -40.0 -38. I
-39·9 -36. 6 -35. 2
-35·5 -36. I -35. 616. __ . -38. I
-4°·3 -40.1 -40.0 -42.2
-4°·3 -38. 0
-39·9 '-36. 1 -36. I
-35. 1 -34. 1
-35. 0 -33. 1





-30.7 -31. 2 -32. I
-31. I - 31. 518.. ,_. -32. I -31. I
-31. 7 -31. 8
- 32.0
- 32.1 --31. 6
-29·7 ,-27· I
-25·8 --25·6 -24. 8 -26. I -25. 619 .. .-26·5
-25·9 -21. 7
-23. 0






-26·5 -24. 620.. _. -34.6





-24·4 -24·721..__ -12. 5 -12.8 -12·4 - 9. 6 - 7· I - 8·9 - 8·9 - 7·8
- 7·9
- 9· I '-10.1 -10.2





-33. 2 -32. 1
-31.8
-32. 6
--29. 6 ,-29. I





--27· 7 -27. I












-40. 6 :-38. 1





-31.4 1-28.6 1-29. 4 -28.6 -21.2
-29. 61 12
- 37· 17 13
-39·44,14





14. 0 -37. 17 4
18.0 -37.78 5
16.0 -34.56 6
12.6 - 38. 67 7
6.8 - 36.83 8
13· 8 - 35· 39 9
10.9 - 30. 83 10






- 31.621 -20.2 ,- 37· 5
- 31. 567 -27. ° - 38. 8
- 34.942 -30. 0- 44. °
- 36. °42 -28.60 - 46.6
- 3°.175 -22. ° -- 38. °
- 37· 562 -32 . 9" - 45· 5
- 34. 267 -32. 2° - 39. °
- 31. 669 -25. ° - 38. 8
- 23.467 -18.8°'-29.7°
-13.900 -10·7··- 19· 4
- 21.308 - 8.9°-33.5
- 34.942 -29. 9° - 40. °
- 38.996 -35. 1° -- 45· 9
- 38.862 -32.4°-44. 0













































































TABLE LI.-Temperature of the air, March, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduee to local mean time by addirg 49-
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].










































































































-33. ° -31. 8 -32.4 -31. 9 -33· I -34. 2 -32. I --30. 6 - 32. 679 -28. ° !- 36. 8 8.8 - 35· 94 17
-32.3 -29· 6 -28.7 -28.2 -28.9 -24.6 -27· 9 -26.6 - 28.796 -22.8 1-33· 3 10·5 - 33· 78 18
-28. ° -28. I -28.8 -31. 6 -31. 8 -34. 6 ,-35·5 -33· 6 - 27.°38 -20. ° 1- 35· 6 IS· 6 - 32. 78 19
-19.6 -19.9 -16·4 -19.6 -14.8 -17.5 -IS. I -12.9 - 24· 329 -12. ° - 36. ° 24· ° - 31. 28 20
-16.8 --16.8 -18. I -22.6 -18.8 -25.8 -27. I -31.6 - 14.375 - 7.0 - 31.6a 24.6 - 25· 78 21
-28.4 -32.6 -31.8 -32.7 -32.3 -30.5 -29· 3 -29· I - 3°.483 -24· ° 1- 35· 7 II. 7 - 34· 72122
-31.1 -30.3 -33.8 -32.1 -32. 0 -34·7 -33. 6 -35. 8 - 30. 004 1-25. 0 1- 36. 5 11·5 -34.441 23
-40.6 -38.6 -41. 6 -39.8 -40.7-44. 3 -45· ° --45· 6 - 37· 529 -24· 6a - 46.5 21. 9 38. 61 24
'-39. I -36.4 -40. I -41. 8 -37· I -38.9 -43· I -4°.3 - 40. 533 -34.3 [-46.8 12.5 -40.28 25
:-26.8 -28. I -28.4 -32. ° -3°.3 -30.6 --31. 6 -31. 7 - 32.3°4 -20. ° !- 42.9 22·9 ,- 35· 72126
,-27.6 -25. ° -29·7 -31. 6 -32. I -28. I -32.6 -33.6 - 30.292 -19. ° 1- 34· 5 15.5 i-- 34. 61
'27
:-25.9 -27· 8 -30.2 -28.4 -28. I -28. I -30. I -34· 6 - 3°. 175 -20.2 [- 39· 8 19· 6 i- 34· 56 28
1-26.6 ---31. ° -30.5 -31. 6 -30.6 -33. I -32. I -29. 6 - 29· 567 -21. 8 1- 37.5° 15· 7 i- 34· 22 29
1
1
- 12. 2 -10.6 - 9.3 - 8.6 - 9.6 --14. 2 -13. 8 -10.6 -- 21. 212 - 8. ° 1- 35· °I 27· ° 1- 29· 56,30
-22.4 -27.9 -30.2 -29. 6 -34. I -32. I -34· 6 -35. 6 - 19· 904 -10. ° ,- 36. ° 26 ° ,- 28. 83, 31 I
, I----------------------------------------------------
-28.210-28.616 -28. 852-29. °74-29. 261-3°.139 --29· 926 -30. 919 -31. 055 -31. 133 - 29· 9352 -22. 41 - 38.06 15· 64 ------- I
j I ! I ! I .
-33·44 -33. 67 1-33. 78 ,-33·94 !-34. 06-34.50 -34·44 -34·94 -35·06 -35. 06 L, 3+41-30.23-38.921
: I 1 I I I .. _ 1 I I
• From tile observed hourly readlDp.
IRange I:'~oi4p·m. 5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p.m. 8p.m. 9 p.m. IOp.m. IIp. m, Midn't. Daily Max. , lI1in. ~e3 p.m. means. e.~>.~ oi_c
I I .- <II "C¢oS uJ___~ - ~ ~~---i---- --- ------ -_.~-_.- ,---- --------
-27. 2 -27. 6 -21. 2 -25. 6 -24. 6 -18.6 -25. 6 -28·3 -28.0 --28. I - 23·°75 -12·3 ..... 31. 2 18·9 -30 . 61 I
•
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TABLE LII.-Temperature Ofthe air, April, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
•
I6a. m. 8a. m. 9 a. m. 10 a. m, Noon. I p. m. 2p. m,Date. I a. m, 2 a. m, 3 a. m. 4a. m. 5 a. m, 7 a. m. II a. m..
I I I II I






































































































































































































































































































































~~----' -85'~ 9·0 -8.8 -9·4 '-9. 8 -8.6 -7.5 -5.6 -6.1 -1.1 '-0.6 '-1.6 0.4 0.4
__ m - • 9·5 -- 9·7 -11.4 -11·5 - 9·1 - 9·1 - 6.5 '- 6.1 -7.6 _ 7. 6 56 _ 2.6 _ 4.722~9-'''-- ,-1135.88 ~13.66 --1 5'81 -15·2 -13. 6 -12.1 -10.3 -11.1 -9.0 -8.8 71 '_6'4 -2.3 '-2.3
-----. --. -15· --IS· -11.9 --12.6 -14.1 -10.2 - 9.8 -7.6 _ 6.1 . .
3° .. ~:..:.._=__!~~- 8.8-- 8·5 - 7·9 - 3.8 - 3.5 - 1.6 1.1 ~:~ - t~ - t; i- ~:~
Means .. -12.800-13.037-12 677::;;-;-J-;;-4-----6 6 ------ i , I
Meansin '. -'93-10.7 J- 9· 7J- 9. 163- 8. 187- 6.8J3- 6.167- 5.560'- 4.960'- 5.447,
. , I
ce n t i- I i I'grade __ -24· 89 -25.00 -24 83 -24
. . J9 -24· 17 -2J·78 -2J.17 ,-22.89 -22. J3 -21.56 -21. 22 :-20.89- 20.56 -20.78
, I
21 -25. I
22. __ - 6.6
23- • 7.9
:'4 -- .... -- 4·3
25·.... 7.6
II _..... 2.6
I2 . __ '" 4.5
IJ - 2. J
14-.. __ . - 5.2
15- '" 9.6
16 _ - 4. I
17 - 2.6




2 ._u·_ -35· 9
3 -. · -41.0
4 _ -29. 6
5 '.u .. ··22. 7
6 .... u 30.5







'" ~Max. Min. 0; 8.~ I
tJl ~~ . ,"',<::
.- '" ~id A(,l~
---_.-
-20·3 -40. 68,20.3
- 35· 94 I
-24. 0 -41. 817. 8 -37.00 2
-21.0 -42.121. I
-34. 61 3
-20.9" - 37.9 17. 0 -32.50 4
-12·5 -33· 9"21. 4- 29. 06 5
I I
-19. 0 -35· 6816. 6 . - 32. 67 6
-13. 6
-31. 9 18. 3 i- 29· 89 7I 9· 5 -20. 0 29.5 - 20. 78 8
, I I. 0 -13. 1"24. 1 - 17.5 6 9
7·5 -16.0 23·5 - 21. 33 10
13·5 - 1.8",15·3 - 14· 94 II
3. 0 - 9. 68 12.6 -·19· 67 12
8·5 - 8. 88,I7 . 3 - 18. 28 13
7·0 -10·4 17.4 - 18·94 14
13.9 - 9· 6".23· 5 - 17· 72 15
! I
13.91 - 4.9 1 8.8 - 15. II 16
5. 0 -12·7"17·7 - 20.00 17
0.0 _. II. 0".11. 0
- 21. 72 18
- 4·5 -14· 2 i 9· 7 - 22. 89 19 ,



















































































,- 6·4 - 4.2
9· ° I 7.2
0.6 - 2.6
6·3 6·9
- 4· I - 7· I
APRIL, 1882.












TABLE LII.-Temperature of the air, April, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m




































,-25. 0 -26. 7 -31.6
-30.9 -29· 7
-3°·4 -34. I
-29· 7 --30. ° -31. 7 --32. 0 ,-36.5 -37. 6 1-36. 7 ,-40.3
-23·5 -26.0 -25·& .-25·9 --29. 8 1-31. 5 1-30. 6 1-27. 6
- 21. 7 1-25. 5 -26.0 -24·7 '-24· 7 ,-24. 6 -23·9 1-24. I
- 15. 2 i-17. I
-19·7 -21. 7 -23. 2 -23· I 1-22. 7 -26·3I !
-24. 0 -23. 0
-25· 3 --25. 8 -25. I -25·9 -28·4 -26·4
- 16. I
-17. 6
-16·5 ,-19·4 -18. 7 -18.6 -18.6 -19·4
0·3 j- 0.2 1.2 4· 7 3. 8 3. 2 I 3· 4 4. 82. I I 0·9 0.2 0.2 - 5. 2





4·0 I 2. 2 2·4 0. 7
1.1 0·4 - 2.0 4·4 - 2.6 2. I - 1.6 - 3· 72.8 0·4 - 1.0 1.5 4. 6 - 1.8 ,- 3. 2 -- 8.8
0·3 j 3·4 - 0. I - 0·3 3. 2 - 2·3 - 2.2 3·51.7 3·4 3·3 1.3 0.8 4· 7 12·5 9. 6
I I. 7 9·7 8.6 4·8 1.7 0·3 2.6 1.5
1.6 I 0.0 0.8 1.7 2. I - 0·5 ,- 5. 8 - 6·4I3. 8 1- 5·4 - 3·5 7. 0 - 8.6 - 8.2 - 9·7 - 8.6




-10·9 -14·4 -15. 8 -18·5 1-18.2
- 0·3 -25· 9825. 6 - 25· 33 21
12·5 6.68,19.1- 14.06 22
12.6" - 3. I 15· 7 ;-13.78 23
8·5 - 4 5 13· 0 :- 16·44 24
10.0 - 7. I 17.1- 16. II _25
I
0.6 - 2. I - 3.6 3. ° - 2. ° - 5· 7 - 8·9 - 7·3- 9· 9 - 5· 4 5· 175 2. ° - 12.214.2 - 20. 67 26
2.6 ,- 3.6 '- 5.5 - 7·9 - 9. 1 - 8.0 -10·4 --10·7 -11.7 -13.8 7.912 - 1.4 -13.812.4 -22.17 27
2.91--4. 8 -5.2 -8.7 -76 -7.1 -8.6 -10.7 -10.8 -13.2 9.179 -0.8 -15.815.0-22.8928
0·7 I 0.2- 1.9 - 2·4 - 2.6 - 4. 0 - 7.0- 4·5 - 7·4 - 8.0 - 7.362 2·4 -16.3 18.7 -21.89 29
2.6 I 3·3 7·7 5·9 5·7 5·9 5. 0 3·7 4. 8' 5. 0 -- 0.150 9·3 -11.3 20. 6 -17·8g 30
,--------,----,----------------,-------- ----,-----------,---i----
4.737- 5.510- 5.793- 6.687- 7.893- 8.047- 8.960- 9.27°-10.177-10.83°- 8.60664 0.21-17.84,18.05'
! I - : I
ill I I
1-20.3 9 -20.83 1_21. 00 :-21. 50 ,-22.17-22.22 -22.78-22.94 ;-23.44 -23.78 - 22.56 -17.66 -27. 69:10.03,- 22.56
•
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TABLE LIII.-1Cmperalure of the air, A-Iay, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduced to local mean timeby adding49m
Thermometer above the ground,s feet [1.52 meters].
tp=+ 81°44' A=-64°45'=-4h 19m
i
I I







1.8 4.6 4·4 3·7 4·4 6·7 6·5 7·2 8.6 8.8 8·4 -10·4 10.6 14·6
L _____
16.2 15·8 17.2 18·42.° 1.5 7·4 8.6 6.8 8·4 10.2 14·9 14·7 14·3
2. _____
26.2 26·4 26·7 26,3 26·4 26·9 27·4 28.23----·- 15· 5 16·4 16·3 14. 6 21. 4 24.04------ 16·5 17. 8 16·9 16·4 17· 5 17·0 20.0 17·9 20·4 18.2 21.3 18.6 20·3 20·35----· 6·4 6.7 6·9 5.0 6.6 8. I 8.2 7·4 8·7 10·4 12·3 14·8 16·5 14.66______
7·9 8·4 8.0 5·2 6·4 8.0 12. I 12·3 12·4 14·9 18.2 19·7 18.2 20·37.----- 12·9 12·9 14·4 13·9 17. 2 16·9 17·4 17·2 18·3 19·3 23. 2 21.4 23.2 22·78, ____ I I. 7 I J. 4 12·4 13·5 13.8 13·4 13·7 13·2 15·2 14·4 14·3 13·4 13.2 12·99·----. 6.6 5·3 5. 6 6.2 5·5 4·9 6.2 6.8 7·2 7·6 10·3 10·7 n·4 12. I10.____ . 4. 6 4·0 3·9 3. 8 3.6 4·0 6·3 5·0 8. I 5·6 6.0 6.6 7·3 9. 011.. ___ . 3·5 4·7 3. 2 3·3 3·5 4·4 4·3 7·4 7·3 7·2 9. 0 9·7 8·9 8·312._____ 7. I 8.0 7·8 8·4 9. 2 10. I 9. 2 I I. 0 r r. I 8·3 n.6 n.6 12.6 12·513______ 12·9 13·0 13·4 14·2 13·4 14·3 16·5 18.2 18·4 19·4 19·6 18,3 19. I 21.414·.... _ 17.6 15·9 14. 0 14. I 14·3 16·5 18.0 17·6 17·0 19·3 16·4 '19. 0 22·5 18.615 ~ -.... 10. 7 12·4 10·9 10·4 12.2 14·0 14·5 16.2 17.I 17·4 19·4 20.2 19·3 20. I16...... 17·7 18.0 17·2 16. I 16·4 16,5 16.2 14·6 14·4 15·6 13·4 13.2 13·3 13·417·__ .. 12·3 12·4 12·3 12.2 12.6 12·4 14. 0 14,3 15·2 16·5 17·2 17·6 15.6 17.0
18______ 13. 2 13·0 13. 6 13. 0 13·5 14.6 16·4 17·3 19.0 16·5 17·6 18·3 17.6 20·419··· ._ 13. 2 12.8 I I. 3 13. 6 12. I 14·3 14·9 16·4 18·4 20·5 18·4 23.8 19·9 21.0
20______ 19·0 18.8 15·3 13· I 14·4 15·2 18·5 18.I 18·4 19· I 19·9 19·9 23·5 24.0
, 21.00 .... 16·9 18. 7 21.7 20·3 21. 2 21. I 22.8 26·4 24·7 27·9 29.0 28·4 28·5 25.6
22~ _____ 18.2 18. I 17·4 16·9 17·8 17·6 19·0 21.2 21.2 22·5 24·0 23.6 24·4 23·723·· ____ 20·7 20·5 21. 7 20·4 23. 0 22·7 24·4 21.8 22.8 22·5 23·5 23·4 22.8 22·5
24______ 10·3 11.8 12·3 12·7 12·9 13.0 14.I 14·2 14·3 16·4 17·5 22·4 21.6 23·3
25______ 16·5 16·3 16.2 16.0 15· 9 15·8 16·4 17·3 17·7 18.6 19·4 20·4 21.5 21.4J26.. ___ . 16·3 13·2 11·9 12·5 14·9 17·4 20.2 17·2 18·5 20.0 25·0 23·4 22. I 21.8
27.___ ... 22. I 23·8 24·9 23. 2 23·3 25· I 26·4 27· I 28.6 28.6 30. 6 30.5 29·728_"_ h 28·4 28. I 27·3 27· 5 28. I 28·4 29·3 31.6 30.4 32. I28. 2 32.5 32.4 33· I 31.4 31. 9
29______
27·9 29·4 29·0 29·5 31.7 32.8 3°·5 34·9 34·6 34·4 34·9 33·5 35.8
30______ 26·7 27·0 25·3 24·9 25·4 24·7 23·4 24·6 23.8 23·4 22,9 22·3 21·5 21.931. _____ 18·4 18·3 18.6 18·4 19·2 19· I 21. 9 19·7 23·4 21.8 22.0 21.5----------------- 23·7 22·9Means._ 14.°58 14. 248 14. 255 13.906 I
--------------Means in 14· 710
1
15.494 16·774 17·129 18.032' 18·394 19·394 19.758 19.932 20.294cen Ii·
I
Igrade - - 9.94
- 9.89
- 9. 83 -10.06





- 7·00- 6.78 1- 6.72,- 6.50~'~~-_.....-
I I 1
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TABLE LIII.-umpeMtu1e of the air, May, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduced to local mean time by adding 49m





















13. I - I I. 83 I
17.4 :- 10. 17 2
14·8 - 5·00 3
14.9 - 8.72 4
I1.S -11.61 5
17· 2 - 9· 78 6
12.7 8. I I 7
II. I 11.28 8
8·4 13· 28 9
7.2 -14.06 10
I
8. 6 - 14.00 II
6.3 -II.72 I2
9· 4 - 8. II 13
12.5 - 8.2214
11.5 - 8.00, 15
I5· 7 9· 78 16
6·7 9· 22 17
8·3 8.39 18
12·5 7.7 8 19









































































































































































































































































• from the observed hourly readings,
18.071: 17.213; 16.271 15.961 15·339 17.4090 21. 90 I I. 02
j
































































































































































I I I .;]
I 4 p. m. IRange'i ~·W
I I I 8~
1---- ---- ----'----1--- ---------- --- ---------------
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TABLE LIV.-Temp"alur( 0/Ill( air, yun(, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [I.S2 meters].
I a. m. 2 a. m, 3 a. m, 4U. su.I ...nI 7 U . "J,u.
I '
I .;
10 a. m'l t ra.m. Noon. I p. m. 2 D. m,
----- --- ------ -------- ---
----1--
24.8 25.0 124·6
21.5 20.0 I 20.5
20. 8 20. 4 23.°
27.5 27. 6 28·5
I n_n_ 15·9
2 n __ 16.9





7 _•• . 20.0
8 nn_. • 26.2
9 n_ • --- 27· 9
10 __ U._n __ 29.7
II __ u __ • 31. 2
12 . __ n_ 32.3
13 h __ n_. __ 32.4
14 .n. 35.4




17 _.n n_ 32.4
18. 27.2
19 .. un 29. I
20 32.9
21 __ n __ u_. 33.9
22 _" ' h_ 39· 9
23 ---------- 43.4









































































































































































































































































































25 n_ . __ n_. 38.° 35·9 39· 8 40.° 39· ° 37· 3 38.6 41. 4 37.6 40.1 38.9 39.4 40. 4 41.326- . __.36.9 35. 6 37·0 37·6 37.0 37.2 39.2 37.6 38. 1 38.9 41.9 40. 6 38. 9 45.427 _. __ n 42. 0 40. 2 37.6 38.4 39.6 41.0 41.3 41.6 41.9 41.0 43.4 43.5 44.3 41. 028 -. nn. 44·0 44·5 44·0 43. 6 45.2 46.8 47.2 49. 1 50.2 48. 8 48.4 48.5 48.0 47.529·---·---.41.4 41.3 42. 1 41.0 40.3 36.9 41.0 41.4 43.3 44. 6 42.9 43. 0 42.5 43.9
30 --.-.----- 45· 2 45.0 47.4 46.4 I
,46.7 47·6 46.8 147.7 46.6 49.6 50.6 5o. 8 ! 51. 2 i 52.3 ,~~:~: i~~~~~' 30. 980 -;~;;~-;~290' 3;:-:;S~-;~H~-;;:-3S;;-!-;;:-~7-;3.'~3-;~987-~~12 3 -34.743 34. 66"7\-;5.013
tigrade -0.50 -0.56 -0·39 -0·39 -0.28 -0.28 0.22 0.39 0.61 1. II I. 17 J. 50 1. 50' 1. 67
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TABLE LIV.-Ttmperature of the air, June, 1882.
Washingtonmean dme. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometerabovethe ground, 5 feet [[.52 meters].












25·3 25.0 26.6 24.2 22·9 21.4 20·5 22.5 20·4 [9. 6 20·963 28·5 15·9- [2.6 -6.11 I
20·5 20. I [9·4 19· I [8.2 19.8 18·7 [5. 6 16.4 14·3 18.504 26.0 13.2 [2.8 -7.50 2
22·7 23·9 25· I 23.8 23.2 23.8 23·7 21.7 21.7 22·3 [9.767 27.0 12.7 14·3 -6.78 3
29·4 28.8 28.2 27.6 26.8 27.2 25·5 25·3 26.2 24.6 25.812 29·4- 21.4- 8.0 -3·44 4
26·4 26·5 24·3 22.8 25·4 22·3 21.3 18·5 18.4 17·5 23.429 29.0 17·5- 11·5 -4.78 5
22·9 22·4 22·5 21. 7 22·3 20·9 20.0 19·4 21.4 19.2 2O·57[ 24.8 16·4 8·4 -6·33 6
29·7 29.8 29·4 27·7 29· [ 28.4 28·5 27·6 26·4 27.0 25.442 31. 2 18.9 12·3 -3. 67 7
32. [ 31.4 31. 4 3°· I 29·9 30. 2 28.2 28·7 28.2 27.6 28.546 35·3 24. 2- [I. [ -I. 94 8
34·4 34.6 33. 2 34.0 33.8 31.4 31.8 34·3 33·4 32. I 31.754 37.0 25·5 11·5 -0. II 9
36.0 34.0 32. 2 32.3 32.6 33·3 33·4 33. 2 32.9 32.4 33.088 38.3 29· 7- 8.6 0.61 ro
35·9 35· I 34·7 36. 2 32.6 33.8 33.8 33·4 , 32.6 32.9 33.383 39.0 29· 7 9·3 0.78 II
33·4 34.0 34·9- 34. 2 34.0 33·4 33. 2 32.4 33·3 32.4 3°.57 9 36. 8 31. S- 5. 0 -(\. 7S 12
37·0 35. 2 36.7 35·3 35·5 35·4 35·4 34·9 35·9 35·4 35.062 39. 2
... ." 6·9 1.72 13
36.5
j-' .,
36. 6 35·5 36.4 .35· 3 34·5 34·4 34·3 34. 2 33·9 35·433 39· [ 32.3 6.8 I. 89 14
• 33·9 34.
0 34·4 33·7 33·4 33. 2 33.0 32.9 33.6 33.6 33.850 38. 0 32.7 5·3
1.00 15
35.6 35·5 36.4 34·5 34.0 33.8 33·4 33·4 33.0 32.4 34· 58$ ! 38. 2 32.3 5·9 1.44
16
28.6 28./ot 29· I 28·3 28.4 27·7 27·5 27.0 27·4 27·4 29.8[7 33. 8 26.6 7. 2 -1.22 17
29· I 29·3 29. 2 28.7 28.6 29·5 28·9 29·4 28.2 28.6 28.47[ 3°·0 26.6 3·4 -[.9-4 18
36.9 35· 7 34·7 35. 2 34.6 34·3 34. 2 33·4 33·4 33.0 33. 208 40. 0 28. I II. 9
0.67 19
35·2 34.0 34·3 35·4 34·9 35·4 34. 2 34. 2 34·4 33.8 ]4..146 37.0 32.5 4·5
I. 28 20
36.9 37·4 38. [ 37.6 37. 2 37·7 38. [ 38.4 39·3 39·4 36. 67[ 42.0 33. 2 8.8 2.61 21
41.9 3§.4 38.4 37·9 38. I 39. 2 44·4 44·3 43. 2 43·9 4°.929 46. 2 36. 8 9·4 4·94
22
37·4 3 ·4 36.3 35. 2 37·4 38.4 37·9 38. 2 38. 0 38.5 38. 842 45. 8 34·7
II. I 3.78 23
42. I 40. 2 39. 2 40.4 39·4 40.3 39·5 38.3 38.3 39·7 39. 217 45. 0 37. I 7·9 4.
00 24
41.3 40.6 39·3 39·3 38.9 38.4 37·9 36.4 36. 0 36.4 38. 842 43.
8 35·7 8. I 1 3.78 25
44· I 40.0 40. 2 37.8 39·4 41.4 41. 2 40. 2 38.4 38.4 39. 292 47·3 35·5
11.8 ' 4. 06 26
43,9 4J. 7 41. 5 44. 6 45·7 42. 2 44. 2 44. 6 45·3 43. 2 42·32 [ 49.
8 36. I 13·7 5.7 2 27
47·5 49·4 48. 2 47. 2 47· I 45.6 42.9 44·4 43·3 .p.6 46.375 51. 2
41. 6- 9. 6 8.00 28
45·8 46.3 44·7 45·9 45·9 46. 2 46. [ 45·4 44·3 43. 8 4.).45 8 48. 0 39·9
8. [ 6·39 29
50.5 48.4 50. 0 48.3 49·3 46.4 48.4 47·4 45·4 46.5 49.104 53.0 4
2.7 ro·3 8.94 3°
-- - ------- ------------- ------ -------- ---- ---- --------~--- ----
35.097 34.6[7 34. 270 33. 847 33·793 33·5[7 33·34° 32.987 32.763 32.380 33·022[ 38.32 29. 12 9. 20
1.72 [·44 I. 28 1.00 1.00 0.83 0.7 2 0.5 6 0·44 O. 22 0·57 3.52- I.6[ 5· [[ 0·57
--~_.._-~._.- ---_.-_.--_._---
__._n______
• From tbe observed hourly readings.
198 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITiON.
JULY, 1882.
TABLE LV.-Temperatllrl! of thl! air, July, 1882.
Washinzton mean time. Reduced to local mean time by adding 49'"<>
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
Date. I a. m, 2 a. m. . 3 a. m.
: I
4 a.m. 5a.m·16a.m.17a.m. 8a.m. 9a.m. roa.m. r r a.m. Noon. 1 p. m. 2 p. m.
----- -~------
-------------------------






3 _h_.n __ • 35· 4
4 __un_on 34.4
5 -- -- 'un_ 34.°
6 _n __ .hu 36.7
7 un. 40·4
8 u_u _ 41. 5
9 ._. h_U 38.4
10 Unhn._ 32. I
II ,--. __ ._,_ 33.4
12. n.:_u __ 31. 2
13 h_n. 35.4
14 -h- U7 38.3
15 ---- ·_h_. 39· 3
16 hU __ U . _ 39.4
17 _n __ h_._ 36.°
18 33.2



















































































































47· 5 I 44.7
35· 4 35. 6
36.4 35. 6











37· 9 37· 7














39·2 39. 2 38.9
35· 4 35· 5 36.3
35. 6 36.4 35. 6
35. 6 35·5 38. 6
37· 6 39· 6 37· 5






33· 4 32. 6 35· 3
35·2 36.3 36.6
36.5 37. 0 36.4
38. 1 38. 8 38.4
42. 8 42.4 44. 0
37,9 38. 2 37.4
39·3 43·1 39.8
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JULY, 1882.
TABLE LV.- Temperature of tht' air, July, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduced to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [I.52 meters).










---- -~---- --_._~--- ~--- -------
-----
39.2 39·5 : 40. 2 40. I 37·4 37·3 36.7 36.4 36.4 37. 2 41. 7i5 50.3 35.6 14·7 5·44 I
35.6 36.3 36.3 36.5 36. 0 37·4 37·3 .15· 5 35.6 35· I 36.925 5°· I 34·7 15·4 2. 72 2
37·9 36.5 37·5 36.7 35.8 35. 2 34. 8 34·5 34.0 33·5 36. 008 40. 0 33·4 6.6 2.22 338.3 38. 6 38.9 37· 3 35. 8 35·3 37. 2 33·9 34.8 34.0 35.658 41. 9 32 . ,- 9. 2 2.06 4
40·2 38. 6 37.6 37·3 41. 9 38. 6 36. 8 37. 2 37.0 36. I 37. 162 45. I 33·4· I I. 7 2·89 542. I 45. 0 45·5 47. 0 45·9 42.3 41. 5 45.0 41. 3 39. 8 41. 329 48. 8 36. 6 12.2 ;. 17 6
41.6 42.6 42.4 42.4 43.0 42.4 39·9 39·9 41.6 40. 6 .2.233 48. 0 39·4 8.6 5.67 7
39.6 44·4 42.3 42. 6 43. 2 43.0 40. 8 38. 8 38.7 37·9 40.767 47·9 37-9- 10.0 4·89 8
35·9 36.7 36. 8 39.0 37. 2 36. 8 33·7 33·4 33·5 33. 2 35·504- 42.0 32.4 9. 6 1.94 9
36.9 36. 6 35. 2 35·4 35·5 34·4 33·9 34. 2 33·9 33·7 34.871 41. 2 32. 2 9. 0 I. 61 1032. 2 33.0 32.4 32.5 32.4 33. 2 33. 2 33·4 32.; 31. 2 32.712 41. 2 31. 2· 10.0 0.39 II36. 6 33.6 33. 2 33. 6 33. 2 31.5 31. I 34·5 35. 2 35. 2 32. 867 37·5 30. ()II 7·5 0.50 I241.4 41. 3 41. 2 40.9 39·4 38.4 36.9 37·4 37·9 37.6 37· 171 43.0 34. 2 8.8 2.89 1336.0 35·9 34·9 34·9 34·4 35· I 35·7 36.7 36. 7 36. 6 36. IS8 39·3 34. 2 5. I 2·33 14
•
41.7 4°.3 41. 6 42. 2 ·41·8 41. 3 41. 4 40. 6 39·7 39·9 39·929 43- 5 36.5 i-a 4·39 I;36.4 36.4 35. 2 36.4 37·4 40.4 37·4 36.4 36. 0 34·9 39.388 45·4 34·7 10·7 4. II 1636.6 36. 2 35. 2 35. 2 34·5 33.6 33. 2 33. 2 33·4 33. 2 35.783 40. 2 32 . 8 7·4 2. II 1739.6 39.0 38.8 36.9 37·7 37·4 36. 6 37·5 37·5 3;·3 37· 133 44. I 32. 8 11·3 2.83 18
39·4 36.7 37·4 37·7 35·3 34·4 33.6 34. 2 34·3 33·5 35.850 42. 2 33·3 8·9 2. 17 19
37· I 36. 2 35·4 34·9 34·5 33·9 34·4 34· I 33.6 34·3 35·933 44·9 33. 2 I I. 7 2. 17 20
37·5 35·9 35. 6 35·7 36.4 36. 2 36.3 35·3 35·; 3;·2 :>5.312 39. I 33.0 6. I I. 83 2138.2 37.0 36.3 36. 2 35.6 35.6 35·3 34·9 35. 2 34·9 36·008 40. 8 34.0 6.8 2.22 22
35·4 35·0 35·4 36.5 36.9 36. 6 35·4 35·3 35.0 35. 2 34.879 38. 5 33·3 5. 2 I. 61 2338.4 38.5 38.3 37. I 35·7 35·9 35·7 35·4 35·5 34.6 36. 642 41. 3 34·5 6.8 2.56 24
]8·7 36.5 37·0 37·7 37·9 36. 6 36.; 36.4 ]8.4 38.4 37.092 41.0 34.6& 6·4 2.83 2542.9




4 37·9 36.7 37· 154 i 40.5 34· 7 ;.8 2·89 27 f36.8 36.8 i 37.4 37·4 35.6 35.6 35.0 34.6 34·4 34·4 36. Jb2 I 41.0 34. 2 6.8 2·44 28]6·4 35·8 i 35· 9 34·4 34·4 33.6 34.0 I 33·4 33·7 33·9 34.600 37.8 33. 2 4. 6 1.44 29
]5·4 35·5 135.7 35·; 35.0 34·9 35.0 35. I 36. 2 35.8 35. 196 38.3 33·5 4.8 I. 78 30
I 39· I 35.0 I 35· 4 36.9 34· 3 33· 7 33. 2 .F·5 32.5 33·4 34· 700 4°· S " ~ 8·5 1.50 31.'-' .)
------- __i__-- __.___ - _____ ~..
--------------------38.026 37·610 37· 477 37·539 37· 177 36.7 13 36. 123 35.951 35.948 35.523 36. 8533 .p.61 34.01
8.60 n __ u __





• From the ollllt\M"('d hourly 1'6IldiujrS.
200 TIlE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1882.
TABLE LVI.-Temjerature ofthe air, August, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4901
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [!.S2 meters].












































































































































































35.416 35·948 35· 665 36.361 36.371 36.084 35.958,






















34. 0 33. 6
33· I 34. °




37. 0 38. 2
36.8 I 35.4
34· 7 ! 35· 5



























































































38.9 39· 2 38. 8
37·6 3~3 37·6
36. 5 36. 4 39. 1
38.° 36. ° 36.9
33· 8 33· 9 34· 4'
40. ° 39. 6 !40. 8
39· 3 39· 2 37.2
38.337.838.6
33. 636.437.6
33.. 2 33. 2 33.2
33· 5 34· 3 35· 7
33· 9 '33· 8 34.4
3°·1 31.9 32.5
28. 2 28. 2 28. °
28. 3 28. ° 30.3
27· 9 28. 4 29. 4
28. 9 28. 4 28. 4
































1 __ .1 35. 0
a .; ._m_. 1 35.7
3 -.. ----. ----I 35· 7
I
4 _.u__ ._ .. __ ' 33.2
5 --.. -.. ... ' 38.6
6 __ ._ •__n. __ 39· 5
7 ---.------._ 33.88 -.• __ • u. 32.0
Means, .. ---. __ -;:-;;~~__;:ss;:__;s;~1 35.358Means in centi- ',"
Igrade __._h.\ I. 33 I. 33 I. 44 I. 44! 1.61 1.67 i I. 89
9 · u.n__ • 39.2
10 u •• ._. 34.2
II .. __ " .... _. 35.°





17 --_.. -- -- 35.7
I8 _. __ n __ 34.8
19 _.. __1 37. I
20 ·._._ .. ., 1 39· 6
21 : 37.6
22 _•• _•. 34.4
23···--- 00 .. 32.4
24-..--- _' 34.3
25 .... -- ••• __ 134. 2
26. ----. UU._ i 29· 7
2~ • -- •••• __ • __ ; 27.5
2 ·--._ --1 29. 2
29--_.n_ _! 27,9
























































35. 2 7. 8
















33· 175 36. 6
39·954 46. 0
39. 288 42. 2




















30.412 32. 8 27.5 I 5· 3 -0.89 29
27.575 i 29·4" 25·6 3.8 -2·44 30
2!;S. 633, 26.9" 22. 8 4. I -3. 56 31
----.--1----· I
35·302 39· 742 .1 32' 242 1 7· 5° J I
1.83 4.30, 0.16 4. 16
! I
3 3 4








TARLE LVI.-Temfrrature ofthe air, August, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters).
35·7 35·3 35. 2 36. 0 35·7 I36. 8
40. I 39·5 39· 1 39. 8 39.8 38.4
35.0 35·5 35·7 35·3 35. I 34.6
33·9 34·3 33. 2 33·3 33. 2 32.9
39·3 38. 2 39·3 39·4 38. 8 39·5
35·5 36. 8 34· 5 34.0 33. 2 34.0
33· 5 35·2 34·4 34.6 34·4 34·9
40. 6 42.6 39.8 39·7 38.4 36.4
38.5 38.9 36. 7 37·4 37.2 36. 0
41. 3 41. 2 40. 8 38. 5 39.2 39·3
41. 3 40.9 40. I 40.3 38. 6 37·9
39·4 40.3 39·9 365 38. 0 36.7
39.6 37.0 38.5 38.4 35·3 36.5
35.8 35.8 35.8 34·5 34.8 34.8
36. 8 36. 6 36. 0 35·4 34·9 36. I
42.0 38. 0 41. 2 41. I 40.0 40. 8
37·9 3a·4 37·3 38. 7 37·4 37.6
37.° 35·4 35·5 35·5 34.2 35·3
34.2 34. I 35.0 34·9 32. 2 32.9
34·4 35·4 34·4 34·9 34·3 34·4
34.6 35·3 34·9 34·4 33.8 34·3
34·3 32.3 31.5 31. 1 29.6 29.2
29·3 28·5 28·3 27·9 26.8 27.6
29·4 29· 2, 28.8 28·4 28·4 28·5
3°·9 29·9 30.3 30. 1 ' 29.6 28·9
31.9 31.5 31.5 29·7 28·7 28.2
26·4 26. 2 I 26. I 25.6 25·7 25·9
24.8 24. I I 24.° 23·4 23·4 22.8
---_.--
35·535 I 35·335 35.006 34. 716 34.084 34. 1°3
I. 94 f 1.83 I. 67 I. 50 1.16 I. 17


































34·9 35·3 36. 0
36.4 35· 7 35·7
38. 0 39. 6 41. 4
36.5 36. 2 34· 7
35.6 34 5 34.6
34·9 36.3 37·3
36.4 38.4 36.9
33·3 33. 2 33·5
41.8 39·4 41. 4
41..4 41. 5 42.0
41. 2 42. ° 40. 6
41.8 41.4 40.9
37.6 38. 6 37.6
37.2 39.0 41. 3
34·9 35·4 35·9
37·5 36. 6 36.4
43· 5 43· 7 43·3
39.6 37·9 3.8. 0
37·2 36.3 ! 35.8
37·5 37. 2 i 37·°34.6 34·5 i 34·4
33·3 33·4 i 33 733· 4 33·7 4.0
31.9 32.9 31.9
29. 6 29·7 29·5
30.6 29.8 30. 7




9 27·726. I 26.0
. 25·4
35·784 35·861 36.006 35. 781
I~ II 2. 17 ~22 ~II
------;---,--







6p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m. Midn't. Daily Max. Min. Range. '" f!
I iii
9 p. m. , 10 p. m. II p. m.
means. S.~>,- U_I::





38. 5 41. 7 40 • 6 39.0 36. 8 37.0 36.7 36.4 35·9 35·9 36.5 21 43· 5 32. 2 I I. 3 2.50 I
35·4 35.0 36.3 6. 6. 6. 6. 6.8 6.2 6. 08 .2 6. I. 2
202 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
SEPTEMBER,I882.
TABLE LVII.-Te"'frratur~Offlu air, &p/~",kr, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
,=+81° 44' ;1.=-64° 45'=-4b 19m
Date. 1I a. m. I 2 a. m,
!
i
I3 a. m. \ 4 a. m,
!























































































































































































































































































































































































































Means._~~! 17.793 17.813 17.487 17.587 17.717~_. 17.787eans in I
centi-
grade. - 8.06 - 8.11- 7·8g·- ,.8g - 8.06 _ 8.00 '_ 7.94
. . I
23 u




--- --- ---------!--- ---_. ------ ------ ---- -_._- _.-- ----
I . u_. 22.6 22·3 22.2 I 22·7
2 20.4 20.5 21.0 21.5
..
r
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITIOY. 203
SEPTEMBER, 1882.
TABLE LVII.-nmpeyatuye of th« air, Sepkmber, 1882.
Washingtonmean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding49'"
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
• ,=+81° 44' i,=-64°45'=-4h 19m
C
'" Uc"O
6p. m. 8 p. m. Daily
d d
3p·m. 4p·m. 5 p. m. 7 p. m. 9p. m, 10 p. m. [I p. m. Midnight. Max. Min. " ...means. U E.~





- ---~--" --- ---- -----
24·2 23·4 25·4 24·3 22·5 21·9 21.4 21.4 21·4 20·4 22·900 25·4- 20.4 5. 0 5.06 I
25· [ 24·8 24.6 24.6 24·7 24.8 24.6 24.6 24·9 24·8 23.808 25·2* 19·9 5·3 4-56 2
26.8 26.8 27· [ 26·7 26.5 26.2 25. 8 25.8 25.0 24- S 25.992 27· I- 24-7 2·4 3.33 3
24·4 24·9 24·5 24·9 24.8 24-6 24·7 24·7 24·9 25·3 24-967 26·5- 2].8 2·7 3·8g 4
24·4 23·9 23·5 22.6 2[.4 21.0 20·4 20.2 20·3 22·5 23·862 27..... 19·9 7· 5 4- SO 5
23.6 23. 6 23·9 23·5 23. 2 23. 2 23. 2 23·5 23·5 22.6 23.371 24-3* 21. [ 3. 2 4- 78 6
20.0 [9·5 20.0 20. 2 20·3 19·5 [9·4 [9·3 19·4 [9. 0 20.6<)6 22.8- 18·9 3·9 6.28 7
20. [ 20. [ 19.8 [9·7 19.6 19·5 19·4 [S·4 16.8 17. I 19.146 20.]- 16.8- 3·5 7. 17 S
[7·9 IS·4 [9. 0 [7. 0 15·3 [3. 6 [6. I 15·5 14.6 13·9 16·375 19·0& 13·6- 5·4 S.67 9
[9·4 [9·5 19· 7 [8·5 17.8 19· I 23.0 24·4 24. 2 26. I 20.392 26. I- 13·4 12·7 6·44 10
23.6 22.0 20.2 17.8 16·9 16·5 15·4 15·5 16·4 14·9 20.542 24·5- 14.8 9·7 6·39 II
18·9 19·4 18.8 19·4 19.8 19.8 20·3 20·3 20·3 20·3 18.142 21·7- 13.2 7·5 7.7 2 12
20·4 20.2 20. I 20.0 19·9 19.6 19·5 19·4 19·4 19·5 20.362 21.8- 19.2- 2.6 6·44 I]
[6·4 14·9 13·4 12.8 12·7 12·7 11.8 12·5 12.2 13.2 16.100 21·5 11.8 9·7 8.83 14[8·7 [6.S 14·9 13·4 13·4 13.6 13·9 12.6 12.8 11·4 14- 921 20·9 1[.4- 9·5 9. So IS
2[.4 21. [ 20. 5 20·4 20·4 20·3 20·4 20·4 20·4 20·4 17·]79 23·5 11.0 12·5 -'- 8. II 16
21.9 21. 5 20·9 20·7 20·5 20.1 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 21.167 25. I 19.8 5·3 6.00 17
[6.6 16·3 15·4 14·6 14.0 13·4 13·4 10.6 8·9 9. 2 15.283 22.0 7·9 14. I 9. 28 188. 2 7·9 5· I 4·6 3·5 3·9 6·4 7. 2 7. 2 7·9 6.21.2 12.0 3·5- 8·5 -U.33 198.2 5·3 5·5 4. 6 4·4 3. 2 4·6 5.6 2.6 2.2 6.425 13.0 1.4 11.6 - 14.22 20
12·5 12.0 I I. 6 11.8 12·4 13·4 14·5 15·4 14·4 14·4 10.450 16.0 0.7 IS·] - 11·94 21
20·4 [9·3 18. 7 [8.6 20·4 19·3 19·4 19·4 18.6 18·5 19·196 23.0 12·9 10. I 7· II 22
22·5 22.8 22.2 22.6 24. 2 24·3 24·3 22·5 21.4 21.6 21·554 25·0 17·9 7. I - ~.78 23[8.6 16.8 15.6 14. 2 13.6 12·5 10·9 10.6 10·5 11·5 16.671 21.0 [0.0 11.0 - .50 24
12,9 13.0 12.2 II. 5 I I. 4 10·4 11·4 10·7 11·4 I I. 4 I I. 046 14.8 S.I 6·7 - 11.67 25
9,3 10·4 11.0 I I. 9 13.6 15.6 [7. 0 16.2 16.2 Ii· 4 I I. g88 18.0 6.6 1[.4 - II. II 26
24·4 24. 2 2J·9 24·4 25. 2 25· I 2[.6 22·3 2J.2 2[.7 21.808 26.0 IJ·9 12. I 5.67 27
24·0 23. 6 24·2 22·3 24.0 2J·9 24·5 24·5 2J·7 24-6 23.025 26.0 19·9* 6. I - 5.00 z8








- 7· 24 - 7.56 - 7·94 - 7·94 - 8.06 - 7·94 -8.00 -8.06 - 8.1.7 - 7·73 - 5·47
·-10.10 4·44- 7·73
"--~--_.__ .-. --_._----~----~"•. --_..__.-
_._"-~, ..-
• From tbe observed bourly readings.
I
204 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1882.
TABLE LVIII.-Tnltfrralurl!' of flu air, Otf4kr, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49-
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1-5:Z meters).
Date. II a. m, i 2 a. m. 3 a. m. ,.m I,.mol'.omo
I


























































































































































































































14 __ h__ I. 0
15 _u___ 0.4
16 - 3. I
17 _u -11.0
3 __ u__ 9.6
4--. 2.6
5 ------ - 4. 26 u- 6.1
7 u_. __ - 6.4
8 - 8.8
9 __u __ -I r. 4
10 - 7. 6







18 u __u- 8.6 - 9·7 - 8.0 - 6.8 6.6 i_ 8.6 ,- 9.6 -11.4-14.3 -15.8 -14.6 -15. -15. 6 -15. 619 -------13· 6 -13· I ,-13· I -14· 6 -15· 5 i-14. 6 '-15. I -15.6 -17.5 .-15.8 -18.4 -17. 6 ---18.7 -20.420 u -20. I -16.6 -16.6 -14· 8 -14· I ;-13.6 -10.6 -10.4 - 8.7- 7.8 _ 6.8 _ 6.9 6.8 _ 6.2
21 -2.6 -2.6 -1.6 -2·4 -5·9 ;-5. 6 ,-8.6 -12.5 -I.J.I -14.8 -15.2 -15. 6 ~16.7 -17.422 - 14.6 -14. 0 -13. 6 -13. 1 -12.5 -11.7 \-11.6 -10.4 -8.61-6.6 -6.6 -6.1--5.5 --7.4
23-------12·9:-15·2 -12·4 -13. 6.-13.6 '-11·4 '-10.2 -10.6 -10.11- 9.6 -9.3 -7. 6 --7. 6 -6.724-------12·31-16.0 -15·5 -16.2-18.0 \-19.4-16.4 -17.5 -18.11-18.9,-17. 0 -16.6-18.3 -18.625------'-15·4 1-16.5 -17·7 -19·3 -18·4 1-19·2 -19.0 -19.2 -19.6 :-17.6 '-17.6 -16.6 '-16.1 -15. 626 '-18. 1 1-15. 9 -17· 9 -19· I i-19· 2 1-17· 5 -16·3 -19.5 -19.4 i-17. 6 -15.6 -17. 6 1-17. 6 -17. 627--.---1-11.6/-11.6 -,.12·5 -12.2 '-13·2 '-13. 8 -14·5 -13.8 -13.1 j-13.4 -12.1 -11.3,-10.7 -9.7
28 --._--'-11·3 !-16.4 -14.8 -15. 1 -16.0 /-17.2 -15.3 1-17. 4 -15.5 -186 -20.6 -19. I :-19.9 -19. 629-..--.-15. 81-14.5 --16.3 1- 16.1 -16·7 ;-17·7 -17.8 -18.7 -19.2 -18:1 1--19. 5 -18.4 -20.4 -20.63
0
--.--- -19· I 1-19. 5 -19·7-19. I -16. S !-17. 6 -16.0 -15,3 -15. I 15 4 1-17.5 -17.4 -14.4 -17.5
3
1
.----. -19· I 1-17. 3 -18·3 -17· I '-15· 6 !-14·5 - 13· I -12.5 -12.3 =1 I: 0 i-Io . 5 _ 9.7 _ 8.8 _ 8.7::~:i~' -7· 0g03i-7.~806=;:s;;:; -7· 6613 -7· 7419;-7. 9387,-7. 6152':~-7.9323=7. 56131 - 7. 67101-7. 3516:-7. 6419 -7.9226
c ent i- I ! i . I I I
grade
h
- 21. 72 1-21. 94 -21·9* i-22. 06 -22.06 ,-22.17 -22.00 -22.06 -22.17 -22.00 i-22.061-21.8g 1-22. 00 -22.17





= 1...'" ..1:- Id -.. e
.; =.~ I
~ >,- ti i_cC .- ~ ;;d Q'"~ A.
10. I -13. 00 I




10.2 - 17. 28 4
7·9 - 21. 94 5
6.2 -21.56 6
6,9 - 22·33 7
Min.
-12.2 5·7
















8.875 12.0 4- 2
8.117 II. 3 3· 5
0·896 6.0 4-:z&
7·504- - 3. 0 -10·9
6·846 - 4. 2 -10·4








6.6 6.8 5·9 4·9
9. 6 9. 6 10.2 9·7
4·8 4·7 3. 8 3. 6
0·4 - 1.8 - 2.8 - 4. 2
- 8.1 - 9. 6
- 9·7 9·4
- 6.8
- 6·4 - 5. 1 -- 4. 8
-- 9. 8
- 9·7 - 9. 8 - 8.6
-10.6 - 8.6 -·8.2 -10.1
- 8·9 -- 9. 2 - 9. 6 7. 6
5·5 6. I 6·4 4·9
2·4 - 1·5 .- 1.4 - 2.0
- 4· I j.- 2·9 - 0·9 - I. I
1.9' 1.9 1.4 0.2
- 0·7 -- 0. 7 - 0·3 - 0.6
- 3. 2 - 3· I - 3. 0 --. 3· I
- 9·9 ---10·3 --10.6 --11.5
-12·5 - 9. 8 --12·9 --12.6
-13· 5 -14. 1 -13·5 -13·5
-21. 5 -19· 5 -21.6 --19. 6
- 5·3 - 5·4 - 1.6 - 3. 1
--16.0 --16. I -15. 8 -15·4
--12.0 -13. 8
- 7·9 -11·4
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Washingtou mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4~
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
- ----------- ----,.---~- ---- ------~~--

















3·9 5·9 5. 8 6.2
9. 6 9·7 9. 6 9. 2
6.8 6·5 5·8 4·8
- 1.2 -- 2·4 -- 1.0 - 0·9
- 8.6 - 8.6 - 9. 2 - 8·7
- 6.6
- 5·4 -- 6.6 - 7·3
-10.6 -10·4 - 8. I -10·4
-11.1 -II. 4 -10.8 --10·4
-10. I - 8.8
- 7·9 -- 9. 6
0·5 1.9 3·7 4·5
3·. 3. 2 3·4 3. 6

































3.5 2·5 6.0 - 17· 44 13
3.0 3.06.0-17.1714
6.0 3.8a i 9. 8 - 18·44 IS
--- 1.2 -12.5 11.3 -22.44 16
-7.5 -19. 6 ,12.1 -25.56 17
I
-12.738 -- 3.0 -17.4 14.4 -24-83 18
-17.862-13.1& -23.5& 10.4 -27.72 19
_ 8.6<)6 - 1.0 - 22.6 21.6 - 22. 61 20
- 12.642 - I. 0 - 19.318.3 -- 24. 78 21
-10.400 - 4.0 - 16.0 12.0 -23.56 22
I I i
-10.4 -12.2 - 14.3 IS· 8 - 10.:ZOO -- 3· 0 - IS· sa 12.8 - 23· 44 23
--18.6 -17.9 -16.6 16.7 -- 17.688 - 8.0 - 21. 2 13· 2 - 27· 61 24
--16.6 '-14.8 -18.2 --19.2 -17.2i5-14·0 -20.2 6.2 -27·39 25
-11.8 -11.9 --I2.1 11.7 -IS.SiS -11·3 -20·7 9·4 -26.6126
-10.6 -11.1 - 9.7 m14.6 - 11.600 - 8.8 - IS· 1 6·3 - 24· 22 27
i '
-21.1 --21.2-20.8 ---19. 6 -.17.7-16.6 -14.6 :-14.4 --13.6 -16.1 -17.188 --11.2 -22·4 11.2 -27·3328
-18,9 --21.2 -19.1 16.7 15.5 1--16.4 ----16·S I' 16.6-17·8 -18.6 -17·796 :-14. 0 - 22. 1 i 8.1 -27. 67 29
-17,9 --19.1 ---19.3 .17.1 16.5 :-14.1 '18.6-18.1 1-16.8--18.) -17.338 :--13. 0 -20.3 17·3 -27. 29 30
- 8.S--- 8.3 __ 8.1 - 6.6 '--7.6 L 7.0- 6.9 ,-- 6·9 i.1 7. 0 -10.938 1- 6.0 --19. 8 ~~C23.83,31
. .._,. ---~-,------!------ . I
-,.....- 7.....,-,.•.,.-,. "'3 -,. 938,'-,."'r''''l''"1-" s...!- 8.1"' - '·7507 - a, 39
1
- ....(~ 'lu_m.









- 9. 2 - 7. 6
- 5. 1 - 5. 0
- 9·8 -10.8
-11·4 -11·7
- 9. 8 -10·5
0·7 - 0.2
2·4 2·5
- 6·4 - 7·2
2·3 3. 2
-- 1·4 - 0.8
- 1.0 -- 1.6,
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TABLE LIX.-Ttmperature of the air, November, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49M
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters).
Date. I a. m. 2 a. m, 3 a. m,
I
I
4a. m. ' 5 a. m. '16 a. m.
I
7 a. m.18 a. m.
1
9a. m. 10 a. m, I I a. m. Noon. I p. m. 2 p. m.
I •••. - 7.3 - 6. 9 - 7· I - 7· I - 6. 5 - 6. 7 7·8 - 7· 7 - 8. I - 8.8 -13. I -13.6 -14. G -15.5
z .... -13· 6 -16. I -17· I -16·9 -16.6-19.4 -21. I -19.5 -21. I -16.9 -19. I -20.2 -21. 5 -18. I
3 •.•. -20. ° -18.6 -18. I -19· 1-22.0-21.8 1-23.5 -20.8 -20. I -17.6 -16.2 -15.5 -IS. I :-14. 6
4 .•. - -15· 6 -15· 2 -15· 6 -16.2 1-16.1-16. I '-IS· 6 '-IS· ° -14.8 -13.6 -14.5 -13.6 -14· 4 i=~i:;
5 .••. - 26.6 -24·9 -25· 7 -25· 9 '-26.8 1-26. ° !-27· I 27.4 '-28.6 --27.6 -28.7 -27.5 -28.4
6 -29·4 -28·4 -31.1 -31.7 1-29.5i-29.7;-28.6 -~9.1 :-26.8-30.6,-28. 9 -25.9 -26.1 -24.7
7 1-22.5 -22.6 -22·9 -22.6 ',-22.7 1-22.41-22.4 1-22.5 !-22.6 \-23. 8 1-25. 4 ,-25.5 -24. 2 -25.4 ,8 '- 3°. 4 1-31.0 -3°·9 -30.5 -32. 1 1-30. 2 -29·4 1.-30.4 :-30.0 '1-29.6 1-31.5-30.6 '-32.4 1-31.2 1
9· -35· 4 1-33.0 - 33. I 1-32. 2 -34· ° 1-32,3 -34.4 1-33· 7 1-37.2 -33.6 :-35.6 1-35.6 -36. I -35.3
10 ••• - -37· ° 1-37· 3 -36. I 1-37.0 -37· 2 1-35· I 1-36. 9 1-36.7-40.2 -34.6 ;-39. 6 ;-38. 6 -34.5 -33. 6
II -37· I 1-36.8 -39· ° -37· 4 :-36.9 '-39. ° ,-37. ° 1-37.5 1-34.8 -36. 4 '1-35.6 1-33.5-34.3 -35.4
":J-Jl.. !-'4-5 ,-,6." -,6., '-34' 7 '-34.' 1_34. 9 !-". 6-33.6 -3'. 6 -33.' 1-33,' - ". 9 '-3'. 6:L==:!-=~:J I=~~: ~ I=~~: ~ !-~t ~ I=~~: ~ I=~t ~I:=~~: ~ I=~~: ~ ,=~~: ~,=~~: i '1=2~: ~ =~~: ~ i=~j: ~ !i=~~: ~
15 .... ,-14·5 -15·1 1_13. 6 \-16.6 -17. 0 1- 18.3 -17.0 -17.9 -17.4 ,-17.1 -15.1 i- 7. 4 1-2.11-2.416""i -15· 6 1-15· I 1-15. 4 ;-17· ° 1-17.6 1-17.8 -19. I '-19.8 ,-20.6 1-22.4 '1-23. 2 1-23.4 1-23. 8 1-25. 2
17 ....
1
- 31.6 1_-29. 8 '-30.
6 1-32.9
-33. 6 1-32.0 -33·5 :-33. 2 :-31.3 '-35.4 1-34.1 1-35.1 :-34. 618 .•.-'-32.2 --=~6j --33. 6 --35·4 '-35·9 1-35. 1 -36.5 1-35·9 1=~~:; 1-36.5 :-35.5 i-34.5 i-34. 8 i-32. 619 _ -21j. 3 -26. I -25· 7 '-25· 6-26. 2
1
'- 25.6 1-25.5 1-25.6 ,--25. 2 1'-23.6 '1-24. 2 1-23. 6 ,-22.620 _ -11j·9 -19. 8 -19·1 --19·4 '-19.4j-19.8 ,--21.0 -21.8 ,-22.6 1-23.0 -24.4 -22.7 -24.3-25.721 •... i-27. 8 -28·9 -29· ° -29· 6 1-29.6 -29. ° i-28.8 1-28.8 1-28.5 1-28. 8 1-28. 7 1-30. I 1-28. 3 1-30. 2




1-34. 626 ....,-31. 5-32.5 i-3° ' 6 31.8 1-31. ° 1-31. 8 i-31.4 1-31. 9 !-32.8 1-32.° i-31.o [-32. 6 1-33. I \-;34' 3




-19.1875 -12.4 -22.4 10.0 -28.44 2
--16.5208 -12.6& -24.3 I I. 7 --26·94 3
-17. 1I25 - 8. ° -24· 5 16·5 -27. 28 4
--27.2460 -23· ° -31. ° 8. ° -32 . 8g 5
-26.2667 -21.8 -32.3 10.5 -32.39 6
-26.0417 -22. I ,-33.2 I I. 1 -32.22
-3°.9875 1-28.4&1-35. 5 7· I -35. 00
-35· 3917 1-32. 2& i-40. 5 8·3 -37· 44
-36. 6125 i-31. 7&1-41.° 9· 3 -38. II
-35· 7708 1-32. 1& 1-41.5 9· 4 -37· 67
,-23· 2& -41. ° ,17·8 1-35.72
,- 2.9 -25· 2& 22. 3 1-28.94
:-10·7 -26·3 15·61-29. 28
1- 1.1 -20·9 '9· 8 -24.721- 9· 9 ,-31. 8 21. 9 ,-30.5°
,I I
-29. 8 i-36. 8 7. ° '1-35.83 17
1-28. 6&i-39· 3 10·7 '1-36.28 18
1-19.8&1-30.5 10.7-3°. 83 19
1-18.5-29.2 10.7 !-31. 00 20
-27· 8"1-34-° I 6.2 j-34. 39 21
-29.6& -36.5 6.9 :-36.00 22
-28. 7&!-38. 5 9.8 1-36. 00 23
- 32. 1&1'-39. 2 7· 1 1-37.00 24
-28.2 -37.6 9.4 -36. 00 25
-24. 0-37. 5 13.5 ,-35.72 26
I , I
-24.2 -35.4 'I 1.2-34.61 27
-28.0-37· ° I 9· ° ,-35.83 28
-31. 4&,--46. 0 [14. 6 1--39.61 29
-33. oal-45. ° 112. ° 1-38. 83 30
---,--







, ~ I ~ ~ d
-----1-----'---:-- i _
! I I! 1












































TABLE LIX.-Temperatureof the air, November, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean "me. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m






,-29. 2 --30. 2 :-29·5 ,-30.7 :-30. 8
i-30' 5 1-31. 7 1-32. 8 i-32. 4 \-32.4:-37. 2 1-35. 6 -37. 6 i-35· 8 -37·5
-35·5 :-38.3 -37. I i-39. I -38. 6






























3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m, 6 p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m.
! ! , ,
-31.8
!
1-30. 6 :-29. 6 -27·8-33. 2 -31.1 i-30. 5 -'30.5 -29. 2 -23. 2 -32.3000
-21·7 -22·3 -23. 0 i-22. 2 i-2o. 3 :-25. 0 1-23. 1 ;-23. I !-25· 2 -22.6 -20. 1375
-20·4 -17. 8- -17. I 1-16. I 1-17. 5 ',-19. 6 1-15. 7 \-14. 1 !.-12.8 j-13· 4 -20.6708
- 5·5 - 6.6 - 8.0 - 9. 6 :-10. I -12·4 ,-13·5 1-13. 6 i-13· 3 -15·3 -12.4750
-24·4 -25. 2 -25. 0 1-25' 7 -27·5 -25. 8 '-29·5 '-3°. 1 1-3°.2 -29.
8 -22.8833
i ! , I I I,
-32. 1
-33·3 -32.7 -33·5 i-32·4 -31. 5 ,-30.7 ,-31.6 ,-31. I -31.0 -32.5333
-32. 8
-31.8 -32. 6 1-30. 9 i-30. 4 -3°·4 1-3°·2 1-29. 6 i-29-5 :-28.6 -33. 2875
,-21. 7 -22.0
-22·4 -21. I -20.2 ,-20·4 1-20. 3 1-20. 2 i-20. I 1-19. 8 -23.4833
-24. 6 -26.8
-25. 6 -26.0 '-26.8 -27. 0 i-27· 5 -27. 1 1-28·4 1-28. 1 --23· 7833
,-29·4 !-31. 3 -30.4 -30.3 -31.9 -32.5 !-31.8 1-30. 8 '-3°·4 !-31. 8 -29. 8625
I ! , ! I i i,
-34·5
-34·4 -32. 6 -33. 0 ,-35. 2 -34. 6 -31. 8 1-32·4 -34·3 '-33·7 -32.7500 1
,-31. 3
-30.7
-29· 7 -29·4 ,-29. I ]-28.7 1-3°.4 1-30. I '-30.4 i-31. I -32.7 875 I
'-33. 6 -34. 8 -34. 8 -35. I ,-34. 6 -33. 6 !-35·4 1-33. 6 -33. 8 '-32. 8 -34.5875
-34. 1
-31. 6 -32. 6 '-33. 0 1-32. 6 [-31. 8 i-30' 6 1-29.3 -28.6 i-29. 8 -32. 8000,




-27·7 -31. 8 -26·4 -25·5 -29. 6 -29·4 -28·4 -26.8 '-3°·4 -30.30001-34. 2 -34·4 -32.5 -32. 1 -35. 2 -34·4 -35. 2 -34·4 -33. 6 -32. 8 -32.4875
-42.4
-39·9 -42.9 -44·3 -44. 1 -43- 6 -43'~ -43. 2 -45. I -42. I -39.2917
-34·8
-33·8 -38.4 -35. 8 -36. 8 -35. 6 -35· -35. 8 -36.5 -33. 0 --37· 9oS3 I
-27· 917
-27· 607 -27. 807 -27.653:-28. 057!-28. 420-28.343:-28. 223-28.097'-28.°7°1 -27· 9872 II i
I I i
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TABLE LX.-Tempnature of theair, December, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
































9 _n' -'-33· 7
1°-_·_·-31·7
II ------27.9
29·6 29· 2 28.6 I 9· 5 ,2 I 7 4 I 7 5 ,7 4
-32.6 -31. 2 -32.6-32.6 -33.1-34.2 -30.5 1-30.3 -33.4 -33. °
'1-32.s -35·2 -33·5 1-32.6 -36'5/1-35'5 -33. 6 -31.0-34.0 ;-32.9
1-35. 2 -32.9 -30.5-31. 7 -30. I -30.5 -2S. S -2S.6 -27. 1 --:-27.9
,-33. 0-35.7 -34·'1 -34·3 -35·4 ,-31.2 -33.S 1-2o.S -IS.S -17.5
i--32. I -29· 9 -31.1-27.5 -29· 4 -29.5 -28. ° '-30. ° -29.6 -30.4
-32. I -32. I -29· 5 -2S.6 1-28.4 -28. I ,-28.3 '-28.2 -25.5 -27. 8
i-26·7 !-26·4 1-29. I ;-27.6 ;-27.8 -24.9 !-24.0 -27.8 -24.7 --20.4
i 1 ! !
12_. __.--21.0 -25·1 -27·0 -23. 1;-27. 6 1-26.1 1-22.2 -2S.6 1-29.9 -30.5' -31. 6 -2S.9 -3°. 0 -31.713 .••• _-32.0 1-31.9 -32.9 -32.9 1-32. 4 i-31'3 1-32.7 -32.3 -32.0 -35.3 '-33·5 -32.9 -35.2 -31.9
14. ---. -33·7 1-33.5 -31. 6 '-31. 6 1-31.7 1-29. I 1-2S.6 ;-27.5 1-26.5 ,-25.4 1-26. ° -26.7 -25. 6 -26.4IS ..-•. :-25· 6 '-27· 4 -22·7 1-25. 4 -27· I 1-22·4 1-25. S ;-23.91-26.5'-28.5 !-24.9 -27. I -24. 6 -18.816 - .- __ ;--21. I (-20.1-22. ° 1-21. I !-19· 8 1-21.7 1-21.6 ,-24.6 1-26.7-28.8 ;-3°.4 -28.3 -28.6 -29. I
17.....
1
- 34. 6 - 30. 6 -33·3 1-35.7 -34-7 1-34. 0 -32.91-35'4-35.6 -36.2 1-32.6 -34. 1 -33.3 --34. 6IS ----- -25· 4 --24· 6 -·23· 6 ',--23.0 -22. I '1-21. 6 -21.8 -21. I :-21.5 -21. 7 1-23. 2 1-;-23.4 -24.6 -24.51')------25·4 --28·5 --27·8 '-28·4 -28.6 -29·7 -31.5 -27.5-30.1 -29.2-27.5-26.8 -25.7 '-24.9
20 - _.. - -20.2 '-19· S --19· 4 ;-19. I -19· ° 1-18.9 -IS.8 :-19.2 -19.5 -19.5 '-19. 6 :-19. I -19.4 -19.521 .-22.8 '-23· 7 -24· 2 '-25· 5 -26·4 '-28.8-28.1-31. 4 (-32.4 -31. 3:-36. 1-35. 6 -29. 6 -35. I
22 .•__.1 --~37' ~ ._~~. ~ =:97:47 ...• :=3227.. 82 11=3283.. 65 !=32S2.. 47 1-383. ° '-32. S :-31.7 1-30' I /-31.5 '-30. 0 -2<;,.8 -266.863 ----.-. '-. I -2 ·4 -29· ° '-29· 0-31. 0 1-30. I '-31. 5 -31. 0 -2.24-_ .•_-26·4 -26.1 -22.6 -25·6 -25·4-26.6 -25.1 -27.6 :-28.6 '-26.1/-27. 1 -27. 6 '-26.2 -19.725 - 7. 1 -11.0 - 4·1 ,- 1.0 1- 1·4 0.6 0.8 - 2.8 - 2.4 _ 3.7 ,_ 0.4 3. 6 i_ 2 4 ,_ 3.426 ... __ -- 3· S ,-- 3. 1 - 2·4 i- 2.6 ,- 3.0 - 2.1 - 2.6 - 3.2 - 3.5 _ 3.8- 4.1 ,-10.6 1-10: 8 1-II.s




6. 5 i-33.o-36. 6 -33.5-]4.5 '-34.5 -34. S
29 - ---- -20. 1 -15· 4 '1-13.6 I-IS. ° ,-13.6 1-12.6-13.7 -13.7 1-14. 8 -17.1 -19. 63° .• _.. -·21. I -22.2 --22. I --20·4 -20. I 1-IS.6 '-18. I 1-16.7,-17.4-15.5 -16.1 I_IS. S -17. ° -16. I
3
1--'-'I~~~~~-27. 6 !-29. I 1-32.6 1-30.7 '-33· I 1-34,7 ,-35.8 -37.4 1-38. 9 -36. 6 ,-36. I~:::::;~-',. '74'-".8, '0-". 34",-".66"1-27. 696S,- 27. 29031.-27.2484'.-27. 6161,.-28.0323',.-27. 9129,-27. 6S71!..-2 7. 6og7!.-27. 2161'-26.7871
cent j. ,I! l I I I I i I I
. 8
m
" . - 33·" - 33·,8 -3'· 94 ,-33." j-33·', ,-3" 94 ,-3" So ,-33. U ,·33. 33-3,.,8 ,·33.• , ,.33." 1-
3
" 8, 1-••.•7 i
I <G,.m.l rrav m,
I
IDate. 3 a.jn. 5 a.m. 6a.m. 7 a.m. Sa.ln. 9a.m. Noon. I p. In.
I
2 p. In.I a. m, a a.m, 4a.m. !
,
I I:,
--·----1--------- 1I 1_35. 6 ,I ..... -35. 4 -35·9 -35· S -36.4 -36.3 -35·5 -37·3 -36. 6 ;-36.5
-35· S ,'-36.9 -36. 2 ;-3S.3, , I ,i
-37·6 \-40. 6 -40. 0
2.. ___ -36.4
-38.9 -37. 6 ,-39. 6 -39. 0 -41.1
-39. 1
-37·5 1-40. 2 ,-39. 2 -40. 03 .•..-.-37. 6 -37. 2
-4°. 0 !-40.0
-39·9 -35·5 -37·4 !-3S·7
-3S·4 -35·4 1-36. 0 -33·5 '-32. 2 -31.6
- -
- - -2 - S.6 -2 -2 .
-2 .S -28.
-27·4
TABLE LX.-Temperature of the air, December, 1882.




































-30.8 -32 . 0
!-34· 3 -34· 2
1




-33· 6 --34· 41-28. 6 -3J. 6
























I I8 p. m. i 9 p. m. 110 p. m. II p. m.
, I
I































H. Mis. 393, pt 2-14
• From the observed hourly reading•.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
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TABLE LXI.-Temperature ofthe air, 'January, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].






-30 . 2 '
-31.5
-36. 2 ,

















































i 6' '-43.5 ,'-'-.3. 2--P·3 -42.-42. °
-'33· 9' -33· 2' '-33· 4' -33· 7' '1-37.1
-39· I -40 • 1,-41. 7 -41.4 -41.6
-41.3 -40.4-40. ° -41.3-4°.9

















--33· 7' -33· 4'
-38.5 1-38;4
--39· 8 '-42. I


































































































2 _. __ -36. 2 '
3 --.- ~41. 4
4 .••. -36.5




24 __ •. --42. b
25 -- ..-42. 3
6 -22.6
7 - ._.-28. 7
8. __• -33.6
9 .'--3 1• 0
10. '-30 . 6
i
II '" __ ' -36. 5
12--_.31. 8
13 -32.6







=~~: ;=~~:~ 'I=~~: ~ =~~: ~ =~~: ~ =~~: j
-34· 1-34· 6 -37. I 1-39.1-38.2 -41. 2
-40. I ,-39· I -43· 9 '-43· 1 1-41. 2 -39.9
,"36. 6 '-42. I -43· 6-44. 3 '-42.9 '1-43. 3I ',I!
[-45· 4 '-46. I 1-46.3 -45· 1 -48.5 -47.1 -44.3 -47.4 -44.1
:-4°·9 -39. 8 :-39. 6 -38.9 -38,3 -38.2 -38.1 -38. 8,-38. 0
'--39· 2 1-40.7-40.1 [-39.0 '-38.1 i-38.0 -37.8 -38.4 \-37.9
1-45· 2-45· 5 ,-47· 4 i-47.2 1-44.8 1-45.9 :-45.6 -43- I -41. 2
!-44· 7 i-43· 4-43· 4-42. 9 1-44.9 '-45' 3-45. 2 -44. 1-44.6! 'I i! I,
-31. 2 1-30.5 i-30.6 '-31. I -31. I 1-31. I -28.7 ,-29.1 1
1
- 29, 3 1-29. 6
-36. 1-35.5 '-34·5 '1-34.4 :-33.4-33. 6 -34.3 ]-35.0 -35.5 :-34. 6
-30.5 [-31. I [-31. 2 -31. 3 1-32.3 [-30.6 -30.8 !-31. 5 -33.2 1-33.5
-39· I 1-43.5-40. I 1-39. I [-39. I 1-38.4 -38. I ,-39. {j 1-39. 4 '-4°.5
-42. I -39· 9 1-43· I -40. I :-43.9 1-42.6 -43.4 '-42.6 -42. I 1-42. 2
1 il
26._ .. -39. 1 -40 • 1 -40.2 -37·4 -33. 6 -36.4 -36.6 ;-37.6 -40.1 -38.4 1-38.9 -38.4 -36. 6 -35. 627-_ .. --26·4 -26.0 --25. 6 -25,3 -24·9,-24·5 --23.9 '-23.6 ,-24.4 -27.8 -29. 1 -29.9 ',-30. 1 '-30.428._ .. -34.
0
--35. 2 -33. 6--34. 1 -3°.5-29.0 1-28. 2 -26·9 :-26.6 -25.4 1-24.6-24.0 ,-24.5 -24.6
29 -_.-1-27.3-29. I -28.8-27. 6 -26.8 ;-26.4 1-27.9 -27.7 !-27. 6 -26.5 -26.3 -27. 2 i-27. 4 ,-26.9
,30.--,[-31• 1 -31.5 -31.0 -28.6 ---30.6 -29.4 1-28.8 -28.8 ',-29. 0 -28.9 1-29. 5 1-28. 5 1-28. 6 -27. 8 1
3
1
. -- - -3
0.4




35. 4581-35. 5484i-35.5129'1'=35:'~I~741,1..35.8935 -36.138711_36.3419-3 6• ;;-16~11
mcenu- I I, I~', 37 6, 3.... -". 6, -". J9 '-37 33 - ". '0 ,-". 'o-:,~.!O.:-.-:"~" :_":~ -3""_' ":."._". 94 .. ".;8 i
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TABLE LXI.-Temperature of the air, January, 1883.
• From the observed hourly readillp.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
3 p. in. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 6 P m1
1 7
p. m. 1s p. m. 9 p. m.11 '0 p mIr r p mIMidn'•. r ~. M.. Mio • h
I , ~ I ~5 4i
I " i ~ ! ~ u Id!
-40.8 -39· 6 1-38. I 1-40. ° '-41. 3-40. 9 -36. I" -38.6 -38.0 '-3~~;=- 40. 7458 -35. 3J=-~5.~ ~1-40.39 ~
1-38.9 -35· 8· :-40. I 1-36. 2• ,-34· S· 1-40. I -36.5. ~37. 2 -40.1-37.6 - 36. 3208 -33.2" -43. 8 10.6 ;-37. 94 2
:-40. I -36. 9 1~36. 5-35· 8 ,-36. I 1-30.4 1-35· ° -39. ° -37· 1-37. I ~ 38.4917 -3°.4" -43. ° 12.6 1-39.17 3
-43· 6 -'41. 9 ,-39· 2 :-40.3-40.7 1-42.3 ,-41. ° -39. ° -37. I I-'38. I - 40. 2083 -35.5" -46. I 10.6 1-40. II 4
~-22. 4 -22.0-21. 7 -21. 8 1-21. 7 ,-21. 7 -21. 8 -22.4 -22.5 -22.6 -26.3333 -18.0 -39.4 21.4 1-32.39 5
1-28. 6 '-27·2 -30. 1 -29. 6 1-25.6 1-30.5 -30.9 i._28. 1 -3°.6-25.5 -27.5083 -21.0 1-32.0 11.°1-33. 06 6




6 1-35· 4 :-32.3 '-33· 5 -32.5-32.7 -31. 8 1-32.6-33.6 1-3° . 2 - 34. °500 i-30. 2"-38.7 S·5 i-36. 67 8
-28.6 )-29· 6 1-30. ° -31. 4 -32. I '1-32.5 j-33.2 ,-32.6 1-33. 8 -33.6 - 31. 8125 1-27.4"-36.6 9.2 1-35. 44 9
-36.4 -35· 3 ,-37· 2 -36. I -36. I -35· 5 :-35· 4 ,-36.9 -37. I -35· 6 - 35.35 83 :-30. ° 1-39. 5 9· 5 -37.44 10
I i i I
,-35· ° -39· I 1-38. 6 1-36.4 -35· 6 1-35· 2 1-34. I '-33· 5-32. 5 1-32.6 - 36. 2500 -32.5 -41.7 9.2 -37.8g I IIi-31. I i-30. 8 1-31. 2 1-31. 6 -31. 6 -32. 2 1-34.5 ,-34. I 1-33.8 /-33.6 - 31. 6042 -30. 1"1-35.6 5.5 -35.33 12
1-42. 6 1-39· I -41. 5 1-40.7 -41. ° -43· 3 -42.9 -41. 8 -44· ° -41. 3 - 39· 0083 -30.3 -45· 2 14·9 -39.44 13
:-42. I ;-41. 6 1'-40. ° -38.9 -40.3 -37· 6 -37· 7 -34· 6 1-37. 5 -37· 5 - 40. 5583 -34· 6&,-45. ° 10·4 -40.33 141-43. ° :-44. 2 -44· 5 1-41. ° -41.3 -40. I /-46. ° ,-44. 6 1-42. I 1-44. 2 1- 41. 8208 -36. 6&/-46. ° 9· 4 -41. 00 IS
1
'- 44. I 1-44.9 1-46. I )-47· I -48. ° 1-45. I -45· I '-45· I !-46.2 :-45· 2 1-45.5167 -42. I &i-50.6 8.5 i -43.06 16
-38. ° 1-38. ° :-38. I 1/-38. ° -37· 6 1-36.6 1-36. 6 -36.4 1-36.6 1-35.6 j- 39. 0333 -35.6"1-46. ° 10·4 '-39.44 17
1-37· 4 ,-38. I 1--37,4 -38. I -38.4 ,-38.3 -39· I -38.6 -39. I j-41. 2 i- 38.3208 -35. 6&i-41. 6 6. ° -39.06 18
[-43. 0 1-40.9,-43. 1 -47·4 -44. 1 1-42.4 i-45.7 -46.91-46.11-45.2 '-44. 6000 -41.2&1-47.9 6·7 -42.5 6 19
1
- 43. 6 ,-39. 6 1-41. 2 1-38. 6 ,-37. I 1-36.2 :-35.4 1-33.8 1-33. ° 1-33· 5 - 41. 6208 -33. ° -48. ° 15.° -4o.8g 20
-30. 6 1-32.5 -34· 6 1-38. 6 1,-40. 6 1-43.4 1-36.6-44. I !-42. I '--39.6 - 33.8917-28.7 &-44.9 16.2 -36.61 21
'-34· 8-34. ° 1-33.5 I 33 2 -33· ° -32. 6 1-32.5 1'-32.5 1-32.6 1-32.1- 34· 4167 1-32.1--41. 3 9.2 -36.8g 22
1-35. 0 -34. 0 -37. 6 1=35:4 -37. 2 -37. 1 j-4o. 6 -39. 6 1-42.6 1'-43.3 '-34.27081-30.5&'-43.3"12.8,-36.83 23
1_41. 1-40.5 ,-42. I -37. I -39· 3 ,-38. ° ;-40.7 ,-41. 9 '-38. 6 -39· I ,- 40. 0667 ,-37. 1"-45.7 8.6' -40. 06 24
i-4° ' 1 -37. 1 -38.1 -38. 0 -36.t>ml-35.6 i-38.4 1-37.6 1-36.51-36.2 40·0041 ;-35. 6 1:-44. 0 8·4 -40.00 25
1-32.7 -32. 2 -31.5 -31. I -29.5-29.0 '-28.5 '-27.6 [-27·4 \-27.0 !- 34.3958 '-27.0 -41.0 14.0 -36.89 26
1
- 31. 6 -33·7 -33. 6 -35· 6 -34· 8 -34· ° 1-34. 6 -36.5 '-36. 6 i-35.4 1- 29· 9292-23. 6" -37· I 13·5 -34· 39 27
-24· 5 -25.6 -25.4 -25. I -25· 8 -26.8 [-27. I -26.6 1-27. I 1-26.8 1- 27.5833-24. ° '-36.0 12.° -33. II 28
-25· 9 -27·8 -31. ° -30.8 -30.7 -30.4 1-30.6 -30.6 -29· 6 i-29.9 r.., 28.3667 '-25· 9"-32.° 6. I -33.56 291-29. I -29. I -28. I -28.3 -27· 6 -28.6 -29.4 -29· 5 '-29.5 1-28.6 1- 29. 1625 -27· 6",-33.0 5.4 -34.00 30
I I, :




1-35. 7516'-35. 3387;-35. 98ol35.7516~35· 683l35. 7194i-35' 858T36. 24191-36. 2OOOj-35. 5710- 35· 803761-30.821-41. 75 10.93 --------
:-37. 6, -37. ,,1-3,.,8 1-3,. 6, -37· 6' i-37·6. 1-37. 6, '-37." :-37," -37· S6 1- 37·66 1-34-9,1-",,- 97 6. 07 -37. 66
••
•
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TABLE LXII.- Temperature of the air, February, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters).
Dale. I a, m. 2 a. m. ] a. m. 4 a. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m. 10 a. m. II a. m. Noon. I p. m, 2 Jl. m.
































































































-44. 6 -41. 2
-49. 6 -46. 0
-46.9 -46. I















































































-40. I -40.4 -,38. I
-47· I -46. I --47.6
-45· I -46.6 --46.3
-41. 3 --43. 6 -40. I











































































































2._. __ -46. 0
3---·· --49· 9
4- .u. -50.0
5- u __ -46. 9
6. ,'u -40.4
7- u._ -41. 6
1.1 ...---4]·4
9---00-]7·5
20. u __ -2].4
21.- __.-1].6
22•. _.. -14. I
23_ .. ---27. °
24. u __ -44. 2
10. _. _. -]6.7
1'-- u. ~]7· 5
12. Uu -30.6
IJ- --_ -35.6




I~ .. _._ -42 • I
19- ._. -]8. I
25 -46. 3 -46. I -46. I -44· I -44· ° -44· 7 -43. I -46. I -46.0 -50. I -46.6 -48. I -5 1. 6 -51. I26_ ---- -44· 3 -47· ° -45· I -44· 6 -44· I -41. ° --39.6 -39.4 -40.3 -]9. 6 --37.6 -38. I -38. 6 -38. 627--- __-52.9 -51.0 -50.6 -47,3 -47·9 -47·1 -45·] -42.1 -44.1 -S2.I -52.6 -54. 1 -53. 1 -47. 128 -45. 6 -47·3 -48.4 -50.0 -51.1 -52.1 -50.3 -49.6 -S2.1 -52.3 -53.4 -52. 1 -53. 1 -51.6'M - ! _IM~~:i~-]9· 3143-39· 6786-39.7821-39, 475°-39· 2607-3 8.7107 -38.1143:.37.9500-38.8679-39.2250-38.4964_]8. 825° - 38. 78211-38.8143;
c en t i- . I I
grade. -39· 61 -39· 83 -39.89 -39· 72 -39· 61 -39· 28 -38.94 -38.89-39.39 -39.56 -39. 17 -39.33 -39.33 -39.33 ,
'Spirit. t Mercury frozen
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TABLE LXII.-Temperature of the air, .Februaty, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
,., 9>=+ 810 44' ~.= -640 45' =-4h 19m
.5 I
.. Ii Ic."




-44·5 -45. 6 -43- 4 -44· I -45· I -44. 0 -44·9 -44. 8 -46.4 -47·3 -44. 2833 - 35. 8 -48. 8 13. 0 -42.39 1
--46.7 -46. 8 -46.9 -46.3 -46. 2 -47. 6 -47·3 -48.3 -49·3 -49. 6 -46.4875 - 44. <j& -50. 8 5·9 -43. 61 2
-5°. 2
-5°·5 -51. 6 -52. 2 -51. I -52. I -52.9 -51. 6 -51. 9 -52. I -50.5333 - 48. 6&-53- 4 4. 8 -45. 83 3
-47· I -45. 8 -48. 0 --45. 2 -46.9 -46.9 -47·3 -47· I -48. 0 -45. 2 -45·47°8 - 41. 1& -52.1& II. ° -43. 06 4
-41. 7 -40.6 -39. 0 -39·3 -39· 3 -39· I -37·3 -39. 1 -40. I -40.9 -42. 6792 - 37· 3& -49· ° II. 7 -41. 50 5
-43· I -43-3 --42. I -43. 0 -42. I -41. I -41. 7 -41. I -42. 0 -42. I -42. 6583 - 40.0& -47. 0 7. 0 -41. 50 6
-39· I -38. I -38.3 -37·3 -38.3 -37. 2 -37· I -41. I -38. 1 -43·3 -39·5333 - 37. 1& -44· 2 7. 1 -39· 72 7
-38.9 -37. 1m -35. 8 --35·4 -36. I -36. 8 -35. 6 -35. 8 -35. 6 -35. 1 -38.3042 -34. 0 -46. I 12. I -39. 06 8
-35·9 --36. 2 -34. 6 -35· I -36. 6 -35. 2 -37·5 -35·7 -34. 6 -36. 6 -35·975° -32. 8 -40. 0 7- 2 -37.78 9
-31. 6
-34· I -34·7 -37·4 -35· I -38. I -36. 0 -35. 6 -38. I -38. 6 -36. 2125 - 31. 6& -41. ° 9·4 -37·89 10
-36.5 -35. 0 -36. 6 -34·7 -36. 2 -34·4 -32. 1 -31. I -29. 8 -29. 6 -36. 1083 - 29.6& -41. ° I I. 4 -37. 83 II
-23· 7 -24·4 -27. 6 -27·4 -29· I -29. 6 -3°·4 -33. 1 -34. 6 -32. 6 -27· 8833 - 23· 5& -34· 8 1I. 3 -33. 28 I2
-31. I
-33· I -32. 6 -32. 7 -34·5 -36. I -35. 8 -37· I --39·4 -35·4 -32.7375 - 25. 0 -40.9 15·9 -35·94 13
-.p.1
-36. 2 --38. I -39. 6 -38. I -35. 2 -4°·2 -36.9 -36.4 -40. 6 -39· 9458 - 32.~ -45. 6 1%. 7 -39·94 14
-45. 2 -44·6 -44. 6 -45. 6 -47·3 -43. 0 -45· I -47. 0 -44·7 -46. 0 -4]. 1583 - 36. sa -48. ° 11.2 -41·78 15
-45·3 -46. 1 -48. 0 -47·4 -47·5 -49. 0 -48.1 -44· I --44. 0 -45. 0 -47· 1125 - 44.0& -51. ° 7. 0 -43·94 16,.
-41. I
-42.9 -43· I -45. 6 -42.9 -42.9 -41.5 -42. 6 -40. 1 -41. 2 -44. 1250 - 4°. 1& -48.7 8.6 -42. 28 17
-38. I -40. 0 -40.3 -41. ° -40. 2 -40. 0 -37.31 -38. I -37. If -37·4f -40. 8250 - 36.5 -46. 0 9·5 -40.44 18
-30.4 -31. 7 -32.4 -33· I --29·4 -30.5 -3°·7 -28. I -25. 6 -25. 8 -33.°792 - 25· 6& -40.3 14·7 -36. 17 19
I I
-39.17 -39.33 -39.33-39.33 -39· 61 -39· 39 -39· 39 -39· 39 -39· 50 -39· 44 -39· 41 -36.44 -42.55 6. 12 -39· 41
-17·4 -16. 7 -16·5 -16·5 -16. I -15. 0 -14·5 -14·7 -14. 2 -14. 0 -19·5333 - 14. 0 -27· 7 13·7 -28.61 20
-12. I
-12·5 -12·7 -12·5 -13. 6 -14·4 -13. 6 -12·9 -12·7 -13·5 -12.8583 - 5. 0 -U.7 9· 7 -24.94 21
-15. 8
-14·6 -15. 1 -15· 7 -15. 6 -16.6 '-18. I -23·3 -25. 2 -25. 2 -16.7667 - 12.8 -25·4 12.6 -27. II 22
-430 6
-47·6 -44. 1 -44. 1 -44. 6 -42. I -48.3 -41. 2 -42.3 -45· I -38.4458 -24. 8 -49. 0 24. 2 -39· II 23
-46.1
-46. 6
-45·3 -46.7 -45· I -44. 1 -41.6 -46. I -45. 1 -·H·6 -44.7542 - 39· 2& -49· 4 10.2 -42. 67 24
-47·6 -49. 6 -46.1 -43· I -49. 0 -46. I -43·3 -45·4 -47. 6 -44. 1 -46.4958 - 43· 1& --51. 7 8.6 -43. 61 25
-39. 6 -40.1 -42. 6 -41. 3 -46. I -46.3 -46. I -48. 6 -50.3 -45·9 -42.7000 - 36. 2& -50. oa 13.8 -41. 50 26
-49. 6
-52·7 -53-3 -51. 4 -56.3 -52. I -53. 2 -49·9 -51. 6 -48. 1 -50. 2292 - 42. 1& -56.5 14· ~ -45· ('7 27
-HI




38. 4714 -38.8429-38.8393 -38.814,)-39.3393 -38.8607 -38.9214-38.9474 -39· 0679 -3 8.9714 -38. 9321 -33·57 -44- 60 II. 03 _____u_




THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1883'
TABLE LXIII.-Jemperalure of the air, March, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49w
Thermometer abovethe ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
1----1-46.4-45.91-48.0 1'-46'9 '-46. 1 1-47. 6 !-47. 2 1-47.0 -48.3 1-47.51-45. 1 '-46.3 '-43.0 -42.4
2----1-37'9 \-42.4 1_42. 3 -39. 1 1- 37·4 1-36. 1 1-34.8 1-35. 2 (-35.4 i-35. 5 [-34.4 -32.6 - 30.9 -30.6
3 u __ -36. I ,-36.9-36.8 1-36.0- 36. I 1-34.4 -36.6 11- 34. 9 -39. ° '-39. I '-39.7 1-41. ° - 36.4 -39. 2
4 _·u -35· 7 1-35· 4 ,-35· I - 34·3 1- 33·9 '-34· 6 -34· 9 -35· 3 -33· 8 -31. 7 -30.6 1-31. I - 32.4 -33.5
5 - __.,-38. I \~-3!S· 6 !-37· I -35· 8 1- 37·4 1-40. I -33· 6 -29· 2 -36. ° -29. I -28.6 -34.6 - 35. 2-4°.9
6----1-40. 1 1-43. 6 [-44. 6 -42.9 i- 38. 1 i-38. 5 -36.4 1-39. 6 -35·3 -34·5 -31.4 -33. 0 - 30. 6 ,-29·7
7 __ ..1- 8. 8 1- 15. 6 -12.61--11.11-21.2,-18.5 -28.81-25.8-26.5,-24.8 -27.9 -26.5 -26.11-23.6
8. -16.8 ,-16.6 -15·7 1-15.3 '- 13.6 1- 8·5 3·3 2·4' 2·9 I 1.3 0.8 1- 2.1- 3.4 ,- 3.4
9-· __ -12.1 1-12. 5 -12.8 -13. 1 - 14.8 '1-17.9 -24.0 1-19.0 1-25.6 \-24.5 -19. 6 1-27. 4 27.1 '-28.610. -31.6,-31.1 -31.4 -30.8 -33. 6 -32.6 1-35. 4 -31.8
1
- 31.4 1-34.5 -29.6 i-26.5 31.6-33. 1
II .... -36. 6 /-36.3 -35· 6 1-33' 8 - 34·8 1-35· 2 1-33.6-35.° 1-33. 3 ;-34.6 -31. 9 :-32.9 31.1-31. 2
I2 !.-21. 6 -22. I -21. I -20.2 - 17· I -17.9-19.6 1_20. 2 1-19.8 1-19. 8 1-19. 8 :-17.3 _ 15.5 -16.213._._'-21. 6 1-23.6 -21. ° -22.6 1- 22.6 -22.6 !-24.4 :-25. I -25.6 1-25. I 1-26.8 !-26. I 27.4 -26.6
14. --.-23· 6 1-20. 6 -19· 7 -19· I ,- 18.8 -18.2 1-17.7 !-17.4 -16.8-15.9 -16.6 !-15.5 15. I -14.4
15----' 12·4 12.1 7·5 12.2 1 6,9 I 8·3! 7·4 I 5·5 1 7·0! 6.2 3.6 I 1.8 0.7 2.6
16 '---i-14. 6 !--14· 6 -16. ° -16.6 1- 16.° 1-18.9 1-18. 3 1-19.3 ,-17. I ;-16.6 1-17. I ;-14. 2 14.2 -14. I
17--.-1-19·1 1-18.9 1-17.9 -20·5 1- 19.1 1--21.2 '-19.0 /-18.3 '1'-16. 3 -15.4 1-11.1 i- I r. 8 8.7 -10.118.... '-16.2 i-17·4 ,-14·4 -17·9 i- 17·0 -17. 0 1-17.0 ,-15.9 ,-17.6 '-11.6 i-11.7 ;-12.6 12.1 -12.6~~:::::=ll:~=I~:~ I=I~:~ I=I~:;= ~~:~ =I~:~ I=~~:~ I=I~:~ 1= t~i= t~ =::: i- ~J ~:~ i= ~:~
21 _.. - -15· I -14· I -17· 6 '-14. 6 - 15·6 '-16. I 1-17.3 \-13. 3 1-15. 6 1_ 14.6 _ 6.6 1-13. 6 12.6;- 6.8
22._._-10·5 -10.5,-9. 8,-8.8 - 9·9 '-9.5 i-9·4 1-9.11-9.6 -7.9 -7.4 -7.5 8.31-8.4
23 ---. - 9·4 - 9· 9 -12.6-10.6 - 12. I -13· 8 -13. I !-12.6 -12.6 -12.1,-11. I _ 3.5 I 2.5 ,_ 2.5
24-- .. -
13. 6
-15. 6 '-16·3 '-20·4 - 22.1 '-22.6-24.3 i-23.5 -21.6 -23.9 '-17.4 -21.9 _ 21.0-20.9:t:::=~~:~ -I~: ~ i=lj' ~ i=I~.: I~. ~ I-Ii' ~-I~.~-I~. ~ '-I~. ~ i-Ii' ~ i-I~. 9-1;. ~ I;. ~ I_I~. ~2~ .•. _- 3·8 3. 6 '-'4:8 '1- 5:1 4:7!= 2:4 i= 3:6 C2:6 1= 5:4 1= 6:1 C7:: = 6:1 6:6 1= 7: 62 ----- 4.6 4. 1 '- 4·4 - 4 2 5,3 ,!- 5.3 ',- 4.4 26 ' I 629 i . -. 1- I. 4 1- 3·1- 2. 4 - I. 3 0. 3 - 0.
.._-= 3.~_ 3·9 - 4·0- 3·7 3.6 - 2·9- 3.2 ;- 2.4- 2.5 i- I.I ;- 3.4 - 3.4, 3.5 _ 3.5~_._- _14. _1 4.4- 4·4- 4·5- 3·9 - 3·4- 2·4 !- 3. 6 1- 6.6 !- 4.2/'- 3.1- 5.3- 5.6 1- 5.9
3 . __.~ 5.6 ,-21.4-22.4 - 19.6 -18.6-22.1-20.0 -13. 6 '-17. 0 -15.1- 0.9'- 10.2 1-12.1Means 18 -I .---- • ' ,____ , , I ! _
Means' - .5226-18.97741-18.9516,-18.7161_19.0935 -18.8000-18.9677-18.29351_18.1774-17.5968 -16.39681-16. 42651-16.3742!-17. 1387
I in cen. . I, Ii I I I I'
tigrade -28. 06 i~!-28. 33 '-28.17 - 28.39-28.22-28.33 -27.94 !-27. 89 1-27. 56 -26.89 :-26.90 ,-26.87 -27. 28




i, ! i I 1 I, I !---'---~----' ,----_.,-.-->- ---_.- ._--- _ .... _..-
•








































- ~--- ---- ----
'" = + 81° 44'
TABLE LXIII.-Temperature of the air, March, 1883.
MARCH, 1883.
THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
I .




Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m




















































































































-42.9 -42.1 -41.6 -40.4 -41.1 -42.3 -39.1 -39.6 -37.6 -41.6 -44.0000-37.6"-49.1 11.5 -42.22 I
1 __ 34· 6 1-34. 6 34· 3<XX> -29.6" -42 . 5 12·9 - 36. 83 2
1
'- -35. 6 -36.6 --37.°583-32.0-43.0 11.0 -38.39 3
-38.6 [-39. I -34· 5458 :-30.6" -4e. 7 10. I - 36. 94 4
-40.2 -40.2 -37.4333 !-22·4 .-45· ° 22.6 - 38. 56 5
'1-12.6 -13. 6 -29. 8208 9·3 ,-46.7 37· 4 - 34· 33 6
-19.2 -18.4 -21. 5625 -- 4. I -28.8" 24· 7 - 29· 78 7
1-11.5 -11.4 -- 6.7500 9.9-17.6 27·5 21.56 8
1-32.5-33.1 -24.6167 -10.5 --35. 0 24·5 --31.44 9
'
- 35. 2 '--34.6 -32.4958 -26.5" -36. 8 10·3 --35.83 10
-22.2 -19.9 -3°.3625 -19.9 -37·5 17. 6 -34. 67 II
I
-18.4 '-18.7 -22.3 1-19. 9 ,-20.6 -24.5 -19.3792 -12.5 --24.5"1 12. 0 -28.56 12
-224 1-23 I 1-234 '-243 1--231 -24·3 j-24.1125 ,-18.4 !--28.8 10·4 -31.17 131=1~:l !=I::~ 1- ~:i -~:~ I-I(i-~~:~ 1-1~:~~~21 ~~:~', ~:j~ ~.~ ~t:~1 ::
i-18.9 1-18.3 -:-19.2 -20.7 ,-16.5 -19· I 1-16.9375 - 6. ° :-21. 2 15· 2 - 27· 17 ' 16
1-14. 6 1-16.7 1-15. I -13.6 1_17. I -17.6 ,-15.2125 - 4.2-21. 9 17.7 - 26. 22 i 17
i-11.6 1'-1 4. 5 ,-14.1 -11.6 1-10.4 ,-15.6-14.1208 - 9.0 -19. 6 10.6 --25. 61 18
1
1
- 4.2 - 8.2 !- 9.5 - 2.6 ,- 6.0 :-11.5 ;- 7.6167 3.0 -19. 6 22.6 -22.00 19
,-14. 6 ,-15. 1 1-13.4 -16.6-12.6 1--15.4 i- 9.2<XX> 0.0 -16.6" 16.6 -22.89 20
i-II. 2 1--14.6 '-13.8 -15. I :-13. I -12.6 ;-13.5542 - 6.6"--19· I 12·5 - 25· 33 21
- 6.1 1- 7.6 1-7.6 - 6.4 1-7.3 -- 8.8 ~ 8.4458 - 3.5 --13. 2 9·7 -22·44 22
1- 4·4 - 6.6 1- 7·6 - 8.8 1- 9. 6 - 9. 6 1- 8. 2669 - 2.0 -15. 1 13. 1 -22·39 23
1-21.1 ,-19.6 -19.0 -17.1 i-17.1 -17.6 11-19.9<XX> -10.0 :--25·4 15·4 -28.83 24
1-12. 3 1-12.6 -12.5 -11.7 '-12.4 -12.0-13.6708 ,- 7·3 -18·4 11.1 -25·39 25
1
- 7.81- 7. 0 - 4,6 - 5·5 - 4·5 1- 3. 8 i-- 4.7708, 1.9 -12·9 14. 8 -20·44 26I I
- 6.7 - 7.3 - 6.7 ,- 8.5 - 9·9 - 8.4 - 7·4 - 6·3 - 5·9 1- 5·5 --- 5.9292 - 1.3-10.3 9. 0 -21.06 27
-- 1.8 - 2.4 - 2.3 ,- 2.1 1- 2.3- 2.2 - 2.8 - 2.9 ,-- 2·9 - 2.8 - 2.8542 i 3·3. 6·5 9. 8- 19.39 28
-- 1.1 - 1.6 ,- 1.6 1-- 1.3 1- 2.1 1'- 3 8 1- 4·7 - 4. 0 1- 4·5 - 4·3 1-3.05831 3. 2 1-- 5·4 8.6 -19.50 29
-6.5 -6.1 '-9.0 -10.9 -11.9 --13.9 -12.0 -15.4.-12.91-16.31-7.3667 0·5,-17·6iI8.lr-21.8930~~-14~'-16~-14~1-16~;-15~1.=;_.1_1~~-21~,-25~1-16.9750 0.9",-27.1 I~ -27. 22 31:
-16.3806-16.7000 -17.3709 -17. 8871.-18. 2613-18. 5129i-17· 9806:-17. 44841-17.4774[-18.28711-17.9170 7· 91'-25.281 17· 37 - - -- h - --
I iIi I I I! I I




216 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION
APRIL, 1883.
TABLE LXIV.-Temperature of the air, April, 1883-
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4~
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
Date. I a. m. 2 a. m. ! I i3 a. m. \ 4 a. m.
1
5 a. m. ' 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8a. m, 9 a. m, 110 a. m.
]
II a. m. Noon. I p. m. \2 p.m.
-----
---------






-19. 0 -19. 0 -17. 82._ .. -29.3
-29. 2
-28·4 -26·9 -27. 6
-27·9 -25·9 -25. 2 -24. 8
-24·6 -18.6 -20.8 -18.8 -20.63 .n_ -29. 6
-29·9 --3 2. 0
-35. 6 -31.0
-33. 1
-29·9 -30. 0 -25. 0
-23· I -22.8
-24·6 -22.6 1-24. 54.n ·-26.0 -26.0 -24· 7 -24·4 -23. 8 -21. 9 -21. 2 -18·4
-16·5
-15·4 -16.8
-17. 0 -17. 6
-17·45·--· -13. 0 -12. I -12.0
-11·5 -10·3
- 9·7 - 8.6 - 7. 6 - 7. 0
- 6·9 - 6·5 - 5. 6 - 7. 0
- 7·5







-17·6 -16·4 -12.67n- -:.II. 4
-24·0 -17·6




- 9· 5 - 9·:.18. __ - 8.6 -. 8·3 - 8.6
- 9·7 -10.0
- 9·9 -10·9 -10.6
-10·4 - 8.6 -10.6
- 8·9 - 6.6
- 9·49 -- ---20·5 -21. 7




-17·9 -15. 8 -17. 2




















-12·7 -14. 2 -14. 213 -- .. -23· 4
-25·7
-27·3








-23· I -19. 1
-16·9
-16·5 -15. 6 -16.1



























-17·3 -12.6 -12·4 -12·919 __ u -II. 0 -10·7 -10·4 -10.1
- 9·5 --'- 9. 8 - 8.6
- 9·5
- 9·9 - 7·6
- 4·9
- 4·9 - 5. 6 - 8·720 .. __-21.6 -23. 6 -20. I -23. 6
-19. 8 -21.8
-16.8









-13·9 - 9· I - 3·9 - 8.6:22.___ -15. I -13·4 -II. 4 -14·3 -II. 7
-II. 3
- 8·7
- 6·7 - 7. 0
- 5·7









- 9·4 - 6.6
- 5·1 - 1.8 - 2.0 - :2.6
- 0·3:25 u __ -16.6 j-15. 4 -13. 1 -13. 8 -12.6
- 8·3
- 7·9 - 6.6
- 8·4
- 3·5






- 9·4 - 6.2
- 7·8
- 5·3 - 3·4 - 5·8 - 6. I
27 ____ -10. I
- 8·7
- 9·5 - 7. 0
- 7·2
- 6·4
- 4·4 - 2.8
- 1.8
- 1.3
- 0·4 2.8 :2. 7 2.628 __ h - 5.0 -- 4·1 3- 1 2·9 !- 3·1
- 2·5
- 2·5 1.4 2.2 2. :2 1.7 1.2 2·9 3. 6
:29 ___.- 6.1
- 5·2 3· I
- 2·7 i- 1·4 o. I I 1.2 2·4 3·4 4·5 6.6 3·3 4·4 :2. I3
0




2.6- 2·9 - 3·5 4. 6 - 1.7 I. I 1.4 0·5~::--19'1933-19.8333-18. 6goo'-19.0533-18. 0067 - 17. 25oo~7567-14. 5633-13. 3833-12.1800-10.5267 -10.7833- 9.9033- 9.9367incenti-








- 27· 72 17
- 26.67 18







19.6 - 29.78 II
15.4 - 28. 28 12
13· 9 - 29· 22 13
12.7 - 29· 22 14
14.4 - 28.61 15
16. 7 - 30. 61 I
15.4 - 32.11 2
15· 4 -33.28 3
13.2 -28·39 4
14· 2 - 23. 67 5
12. 9 - 27· 50 6
16.0 - 24· 8<} 7
16.8 - 24. 56 8





,- 23.062 -13. ° - 29· 7
- 25. 796 -18.6-- 34· °
-27.811 - 21. C)& -37.3
-19.°71 -14· 7-- 27· 9
-10.554 - 5· 6"- 19· 8
- 17. 542 -II. ~- 24· ga
'-12.767 - 8·5-- 24- 5
12.167 - 6.6"- 23.4-
20.662-15.8- - 30. I
23.692 -15· 4-- 32. 8
- 21.629 -14.2-- 33. 8
- 18.867 -12.7-- 28. I
20. 550 - 14. 3- - 28. 2
20.579 - 14· 4-- 27· I
19.529 -12.6"- 27· °
- 19. 183 -13·6"-26.8
- 17.917 -10.1-- 25· 2
-15.967 - 9·~-27·3
- 10.483 - 4.~- 21. 5-












































































































TABLE LXIV.-TempcratUlc of the air, April, 1883·







Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
















































































3 p. m'14 p. m.
I!-lo.6 -11.5 --11.7 -10.5 -10.0 -11.7 -11.8 -12.6 -14.6 -13. 8 -l5·575 - 3·~-28.8 24·9 -26·44 21
:_ 6.6- 6.3 _ 4.9 _ 5. 6 _ 7.4 - 8.1 - ~.6-11.7 -15. 0 -13. 0 - 8.621 0.2-- 15. 8 16.0 -22.56 22
:-6.3 -7. 0 -7.0 -7.4-6.6 -9·3 -9. 1 -13. 1 -13·5 --15.
0 -1O.071-3·ga-19·~ 16.1- 23.39 23~1.0 -2.1 -3. 6 4. 6 4.6 -8.9-5.6 --11.9 -8.1 -1:l.1 8.100-0.3--18.818.5-22.2824
-2.2 -3. 1 -3.5--4.1-3.6 -7.1 -10.4 --8.8 -15·4 -12.9 7.729-
0.6"- 17.9 17.3-
22. 06 25
,-4.9 -6.1 -5.5 -7. 8 --6.6 -6.9 -6.4 -7.6 -8·7 -10.0 8.7
08- 3.4-- 17.4 14. 0 -22.6126
I 3.7 1.5 0.0 _ 2.0 - 4.0-- 4.8 - 5.1- 5·5 - 6.4 - 5·3 3.308 3.7-- 10. 8 14·5 -19. 61 27
3.4 1.0 1.5 --1.4 --5.0 -1.4 --2.0 -2.1 -5·4 -8·5 1.162 3.6"-8.812.4- 18.44
28
2.4 2.7 0.5 _ 1.6- 4.4 - 5.0 - 5.0 - 5·4 -11.5 - 9·4 1.133 6.6"-12·5 19. 1 -18.39 29
1.4 1.1 1.9 _ 0.1 -- 1.2- 5.3 - 5.6 -7·5 - 6.0 - 8·9 4.317 2.6"- 14.4 17. 0 -20.17 3°
.=;;2269-11.3467-11. 94oo!=;;-9800-13.8600-15'.'1167 -15. 6633-17. 6333-18~4733-18.3333-14.7764- 8.07 - 24· °3 15· 96==
I : i' . I '
\ I i




























218 THE LADY FRANKLlN BAY EXPEDITION.
MAY, 1883.
T LXV .- Tem"'eratllre o'the air, May, 1883.ABLE ~:J
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
iI ,-f1.9
2 1- 5·8
3 ---',- 9·94 •• _.1..10. 3
5·--·-10.1
i
6 "_"1- 3·87 - I. 3
8 1.0
9 ·---1 ]·5
10 . .... 7.4























































































































































26·5 27.4 26.5 26.8
----------------
16.6065 17.6677' 18.1806 18.1419 18.35161
I













































































































































































































































































22 • __ •
23 .. "
24 ....
• 25 .. _.
26 .... '





THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 219
MAY, 1883.
TABLE LXV.-Temperature of the air, May, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
8,3 15· I 8.89 II
7. 2- 14·7 9. 00 12
16.8 II. 4 3.61 13
11.0 15.8 5. 67 14
10.6 5. I 9·94 15
9·9- 10·7 8.61 16
5· 3- 12·3 II. 06 17
3· I 16·4 10·33 18
6.0 15.6 8.61 19
16·7- 9·7 5· 78 20
16·7- 14· 1 3. 67 21
18.2" 14. I 2.94 22
17·4- 10·3 4.5 6 23
22·5- 6.6 3· 17 24
20.0 7·5 4.72 25
18. I 5·3 5. 89 26
19· I" 5·4 5. II 27
14·7- 12·7 5. 61 28
14.6 9·3 6,33 29
21.5 7·9 3.78 30,
21.2 9. 2 3.50 311
3·4- -13.0 16,4 1- 19·22 I3. 2- - 9. 0 12.2 -- 18.78 2
0.6& '-12·7 13·3 -20.78 30.6& -12.2 12.8 1- 20.76 46·4- -12·7 19. I !- 18.89 5 ~J!J
7·5- 8.8 16,3 17·00 6 ~~!i:- -
=11115.6- - 4·5 20. I - 13·94 7 ~~I'13·4- - 0·5- 13·9 - 13.72 8










































- 2·4 - 1.1 0·3 - 1.2 - 2·4 - 4·0 - 2.588
- 2.8 - 3. I -- 4. 0




- 5. 6 - 8. I - 7·7 - 7. 6 -12.6 -- 8·7 - 5.388
-- 2·4 - 5·8 - 5. 8 ~ 6·9
- 9·7 -II. 7 - 5· 371
- 0.6 - 1.4 - 1.6 - 4·4 - 4. 8 - 6.6 - 2.033
3·4 6.6 3·3 - 0.6 0·5 1.4 - 2.2
I I. I 7,9 8.2 7·3 7·7 3·7 1.9
10·5 10·5 9. I 9·4 9. 8 8.2 8·4
17.0 15.6 12·7 13·9 7·4 7. 6 8·716.6 13·4 13.2 13·4 11.6 II. 0 9. 8
16.2 16·4 14. I 10·9 8·9 8·4 10.2
21.0 16·7 17·4 14·7 12·4 14·4 17·5
27. 6 26·7 26·9 26·4 26. I 25·7 25·4
19·7 17·5 16. I 14·5 13.0 I I. 9 11.8
14.8 14·9 14.6 14·9 14.6 14·5 14·4
18.0 16·5 18. I 13·5 10·5 11·9 9·9
17·3 14·4 11.6 12. I 12·3 5,3 7. I
16.6 16·3 15·4 12·3 12·4 10·5 8,4
19. 2 19.2 17·4 18·4 Il:q 17·9 18.2
22.8 24·4 21.9 17.2 17.8 18.6 16·7
26.8 27.6 26,4 27·1 25·5 24·7 24.6
28. I 27.0 23. 2 23. I 20·4 20·4 18.2
26.0 24·3 24·5 24·9 25.0 24.2 24·4
25·4 25·3 24·2 23·9 24·7 24·7 22·5
23·4 22·5 22.8 21.9 21.4 21.1 20.6
21. 6. 20·4 20.0 19·3 18·5 18·9 19.6
24·3 23·9 24. 2 23.6 24. 2 23·7 23·4
23. 2 23.6 21.6 19·5 17·3 17·7 14·7
23. 2 21.4 22.2 22.2 21. 2 22·7 22·3
























17·3903! 17.0806 15.9129; 14. 8g031 14.1226 12.9871 12.316111.7613 14.7894 19.80 7.61 12.19 __
-7.54-7·94 /-8.11 )-8.28 )-8'94 1-9. 50 1-9'94 1-10. 56 -10'391-11.22'- 9.55~ ~ 6.7 6 -13'5516.77- 9·55 I
- From the observed hourly readings.







- 2·9 - 0·4
4. 2 2.0 1.7
5. 6 4·4 6. 1




23·4 19·4 17. I
20.6 21. 9 18·4
27·6 26,3 27·323.8 23·5 21.6
'4·7 14·9 14·6
,. 20.2 20.6 19. I
:.. 14.6 14·7 16·418.6 17· 1- 19. 221.6 19·7 17·4
26·4 23·9' 24·5
27·6 28.2 27·729.8 29. 2 28·4
26·5 27. I 26.2
, 26·7 27·9 27. I
23·4 22·5 23·3
22·7 23.0 21. 7
24·4 24·4 24·4
27·4 25·5 23.6
23·7 23.0 23. 2
27·4 28. , 28·7
,
•
220 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JUNE, 1883.
TABLE LXVI.-Temperature 0/tM air, 'June, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
2 p.m.1 p.m.9 a. m. 10 a. m. II a. m, Noon.
~.- -~~ --~~------~-.----,---:;-----;---
1
7 a. m.1 8 a. m.I4 a. m, 5 a. m. 6 a. m,j a.m,
I
1 a. m.1 2 a. m.Date.






























































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 221
JUNE, 1883.
TABLE LXVI.-Temperature of the air, June, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m




























































































35· 4& 22.7 12·7
38. 6a 29·4& 9. 2























































24· 9 • 25· 7
31. 8 3°.4




































































































































































































34.5 33.7 33.0 33.2 32.6 31.7 31.7 32. 6 '32.9 33. 2 33.438 37. 6" 30·3! 7·3 0.78 25
35,3 35.9 35.6 35.3 35.6 36. ° 34· 3 34· 4 33· 7 33· 4 34· 708 36.0" 32. 6" 3· 4 I. 50 26
37.5 35.3 35.6 • 35.2 34.6 34.4 34· I 33· 9 I 33· I 33· 5 34· 817 37· 9" 33· I 4· 8 I. 56 27
36.6 36. 2 36.5 35.3 34.9 34.4 33· 9 33· 0 32. 6 32.4 34· 704 36.9& 32. 2 4· 7 1.50 28
36.6 36. 8 33.5 32.6 33.2 32.6 32. I 31. 9 32.4 32. 2 35· 221 38. 2& 31. 9 6·3 1.78 29






222 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JULY, 1883.
TABLE LXVI I.-Temperature of the air, yuly, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49w
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
---------------1-
Date. 1 a. m. 1 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4 a. rn,
I I
5 a.m·16 a.m.17 a. m. 8a. m. 9 a. m. I 10 a. m. II a. m, Noon. 1 P- m. 2 p. m,
------------------------------ .-
1 ._____ 31.1
2 - --- - - ' 33· 7
3 - I 32.4
4 h_h 32.4
10 .. 31. 9
II --____ 3°.9
12 -- .. __ 34.6


































































































































































































































































33·9 34· 1 34· 1 I 36.3 37.4
42. 1 41.5 42. 1 40.4 40.3
#2 ~6 #3 #5 #0
38. (- 40.7 40.° 38.° 39. 1
40.9 41.6 40.5 42.7 40. 2
38. 2 38.4 37· 1 37.9 38.0
34·7 34.6 34.2 35.5 35.2
35·5 35·5 38. 1 37·8 40.4
36.4 36.9 36. 2 36.4 35.°
34·7 34·9 36. 1 35.9 36.6
33·9 33·7 36.3 34·7 33.5
31.4 31.5 31.7 32.9 33.2
34·° 34·2 34·4 34.8 35.9
32.5 31.9 32.° 33.2 33.5













































5 h_ u_ 32.0
6 -- -- I 30.5
7 _'h__ 31. 6















3° ------31 h_ ...
1.72 2.00 2.22
36. 881 37: 12 9 37·800 38.000
!
3· 22 3· 33 3· 67 3. 78 4.02

224 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1883.
TABLE LXVIII.-Tempt'ralure of the air, August, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local meantimeby adding 49'"
Thermometer above the ground,S feet [1.52 meters].
Dale.
I __ n_ ••
2 __ uu_
3. _.Un
4 - _u u.













I1---'-I 38.7 39·4 39·7 39·3 39·7 39·5 41. 2 1 39·7. 40.4 41. 9 39·41 41. 240. I ; 40.433·5 . 35. 0 35.0 34. 2 34·4 35· I 34·7 34·3 32.6 , 33·4 I 33.6 34. 6 34· 2 33·931. 4 31.4 32.4 32.4 32.2 33.2 33.2 33·4 34·4 I 34·9 36. 2 37· 2 39· 2 37.8
33. 6 33·9 33·4 33· 4 33·5 33·4 33· I 33·5 33.6 33.8 33·5 34. 2 34. 2 34..832.2 32.2 31.5 31. 9 31.4 32.3 32.4 32.2 33.0 33. 2 33·4 35. 2 35·4 35.633.2 33·4 34.2 34·4 33.8 36. 0 32.4 36. 0 36.9 36.5 37.0 37. 2 38.9 37.0




36. 0 36.4 35· I 38.967 41.9 34. 2 7·7 3.87 I32.9 32.4 32.6 33.871 35· 1 32.3 2.8 1.04 233·4 33·4 33·3 34. 821 39. 2 31.4 7·8 1.57 I 3
32.8 32. 8 32.6 33.712 35.0 32.3 2·7 0·95 434.6 32.4 34·4 34-083 39·3 31. 4 7·9 1.16 532. 2 32. 2 31.6 35·01 7 38.9 31. 4 7·5 1.68 I 633·7 33·4 34-3 33.280 36. 0 29.6 6·4 0.71 736.5 36.4 36.5 37.629 4°·9 33·4 7·5 .3· 13 J 8
--- '-"-- -"'-
,
8 p. m. i 9 p. m. 10 p. m, II p. m. Midn't.
AUGUST, 1883.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE LXVIIJ.-Temperature of the air, August, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Thermometer above the ground, 5 feet [1.52 meters].
7 p.m.6p.m.5 p.m.
I
40 . 6 40 . 6 38.41 36.5 I 36.91 36.9 37. 2
34·4 34· I 33. 6 1 34. 2 I 33·4 33·4 33·438.7 38.9 38. 1 35·9 • 34. 2 35· I 34·4I
I
34·9 34· 7 35. 0 i 34. 2 34.0 33·4 32. 839·3 35·4 35. 6 37.6 I 37·4 34. 6 34.837. 2 36.3 36.4 36. 6 i 34.6 33·5 32.934·9 33·4 33. 6 33· 41 33·7 33·4 33·440.2 39. 0 36.4 36. 8 36.6 36. 6 36. 6
i
'--,"--
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--15
3 p.m. 4 p.m.
226 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE LXIX.-Dt!iry mean temperatures at Fort Conger, August 5,1881, to August 8, 1883, indusio«,
.p=+81° 44' 1.=-64° 45'=-4b 19m
! February, IMarch, II I i I January, April, May, June, July,i August, September, October, November, December,Date. 1881. 1881. 1881. 1881. 1881. 1882. 1882. . 1882. I 18S2. 1882. 1882. 1882.
------,"---
I .•_. __ .... __ . _h_ .n. 23.0 4. 6 - 7·4 -27. 6 -25. 0 -49. 0 - 23. I -32.7 8·9 21.° 41. 82 _____________ . _n _ n. 22·4 6.5 7.0 16.9 23.6 51.5 31.6 -34.6 13·7 18.5 35·93 _n. __ • __ •• _ •• n ••• _. 22.0 - 2.8 11·7 24·7 29.8 52.9 31.6 -30.3 23.0 19.8 36. 04 ___ .n. ___ .n _On _ ••• 22. I - II. 9 13·4 23.0 28·9 47.8 34·9 -26·5 16·3 25.8 35·7
5 -.--.- ... ---- 36. 2 19·5 9.8 17·3 24·7 31.8 51.4 36. 0 -20·3 I I. I 23·4 37·26 ____..__ . U h 38. 2 17.2 8·5 8·9 33·3 36.7 53.6 3°·2 -26.8 14·4 20.6 41. 37· _______ n ___ 35·9 22·3 2.0 I I. 7 32.7 31.2 55·4 37. 6 - 21.8 17·4 25· 5 42.28 ..
.... -------- 33.6 18·4 0.2 11·5 31.6 38. 8 51.° 34·3 5·4 I I. 7 28·5 40.89 ____ n __ • u __ 33·9 16.2 6.2 22.8 28·9 5°·3 50. 6 31. 7 0·4 8. I 31. 8 35·510 ___ . _________ 36.9 17.2 6·3 32.0 25·4 52.0 52.4 23·5 6·4 6.7 33. I 34·9II
._----------- 37·7 15·3 9·4 3°·8 33.8 42. 2 54·3 13.9 5. I 6.8 33·4 32.712 n __ •• n ___ h 42. I 19.0 - 15.0 3°.7 32. 2 35.0 53·3 21. 3 3·4 10·9 33. 6 32.913______ h ___ ._ 43.2 13.8 -19. I 29·5 28.6 43·9 57.5 34·9 0·9 17·4 35. 1 37. 214_h •• _ •• U_•• 42.3 15.1 -.17·8 34.6 28·9 44.0 52.6 39.0 2. I 17·2 35·4 36. 215_.uun. ____ 40.4 14.0 - 17.0 17·6 39·3 3°·9 52.3 38.9 0. I 17·6 33. 8 39·916.. _._u_
n._
.. 39.1 13.6 -24. 2 25.8 40.9 21.7 51.6 36.4 4. 8 14·4 34. 6 39·417u. __ • _____ u 37.0 13.2
-18·9 29·3 40. 8 32.5 34·3 32.7 4. 0 15·4 29. 8 35. 818____..________ 34·9 13·5 -26.2 26·3 42.8 4°.J 40.7 28.8 7. 0 16·9 28·5 37. I19· ________ .n. 27·9 8.8 -20·4 20·4 44.4 39.6 43-5 27.0 9. 2 18.0 33. 2 35. 820uu.n. ____ • 22·3 3. 6





- 3. 6 - 6.0 25·9 31.9 38. 6 46. I 14·4 - 13.6 23·5 36.7 35·322 _. ____. __ . ___ 31.7 - 2·5 -10.8 31.4 27·7 43·4 44·3 3°.5 - 6·7 21. 7 40.9 36. 023. ___ h ••• u_ •• 31. I 2·3 - 13.I 33·3 25.0 36.0 48. 2 30. 0 7.2 20·7 38. 8 34·924.. ___ hn.
n• 27·7 1.3 7·5 3°·9 26·5 44·4 39·7 37·5 2·4 17·4 39. 2 36. 625______ n __ h_ 27· I
- 3·3 3·8 29·5 29.8 45.6 19.8 40.5 3.0 18. I 38. 8 37. I26 _. _______ no. 28·9 -4.7 2.6 33.0 23.6 47·9 26.0 32.3 5. 2 20.8 39·3 39·327_u_h __ • ____ 27·4 3. 6 6.2 34.6 32.7 44·7 35·9 3°·3 7· 9 27.6 42.3 37. 228_____________ 25·7 3·7 3· 3 35.2 .39. 0 42.5 -40.5 30. 2 9. 2 30.5 46.4 36.429____hn__ • __ 28.6
- 1.2 7·4 36.0 39.2 47·2 29.6 7·4 31.7 43- 5 34. 63D - ______ h ____ 27· I 1.3 5·5 -37.6 37·5 39. 1
------_._-





-19·9 20·3 34· 7--------_. --------
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TABLE LXIX.-Dai(y mean temperatures at Fort Conger, August 1,1882, to August 8,1883, inclusio«,
1>=+ 81° 44' .',= 64° 45'=-4h 19m
----





1882. ! 1882. ! 1882. 1882. I 1882. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. d
! : i : ! ~
----
,-----
36.5 22·9 8·7 -11.8 -37. I -- 40.7 -44·3 -44.0 -23. I - 2.6 26.0 32.4 39.0 I
35·5 23. 8 8.9 19.2 39.1 36.3 46.5 34·3 25.8 - 1.8 28.6 36.9 33·9 , 2
35. 2 26.0 8. I 16·5 35. 2 38.5 50.5 37· I 27.9 -5.4 34. 6 35. I 34.8 3
35·3 25.0 0·9 17. I 29.6 40. 2 45·5 34·5 19. I -5.4 32.0 34. I 33·7 4
39.0 23·9 7·5 27. 2 33.0 26.3 42.7 37·4 10.6 - 2.0 29. 2 34. 2 34. I 5
36.9 23·4 6.8 26·3 33·5 27·5 42.7 29.8 17·5 1.0 31. ° 31.3 35.0 6
34· I 20.7 8. 2 26.0 3°·4 31.5 39·5 21.6 12.8 6·9 28. I 37·5 33.3 7
35·4 19. I 9·4 31.° 31.3 J~.o 38.3 6.8 12.2 7· 3 3°·9 39. 2 37. 6 8
37.8 16·4 9· 7 35·4 3°·4 31.8 36.0 24.6 20·7 11·5 30. I 36.9 9
33. 2 20·4 1.0 36. 6 28·3 35·4 36. 2 32.5 23·7 12·5 28·3 33·3 10
40.0 20.5 1·4 35.8 25·9 36. 2 36. I 3°·4 21.6 16.0 30. 6 35. 2 ______un, II
39·3 18. I 4·4 32.3 28·9 31.6 27·9 19·4 18·9 15.8 29·3 41. 4 -------- 12
39. I 20·4 0.6 20. I 33·5 39.0 32. 7 24· I 20.6 25·5 33·7 37·4 -------- 13
40.4 16. I 0. I 20·7 27·5 40. 6 39·9 -12·7 20.6 21.8 34. 8 34·5 14
37·7 14·9 1.2 12·5 23·3 41. 8 43. 2 1.6 19·5 14· I 31. 7 37·9 15
38.4 17·4 8·4 22·9 27.8 45.5 47. I -16·9 19.2 16·5 32.0 42.3 -------- 16
36. 2 21.2 - 14.0 32.5 33·5 39.0 44. I 15.2 17·9 12. I 35·3 41. 4 17
35·4 15·3 -- 12·7 33·3 25. I 38.3 40. 8 14· I 16.0 13·4 33. 8 40.9 -------- 18
41.3 6.2 -17.9 23·5 25·7 44.6 33· I 7. 6 10·5 16·5 31. 7 40. 0 -------- 19
38. 2 6·4 - 8·7 23.8 19.8 41.6 19·5 9. 2 16·7 21.6 34·7 41. 5 ----~._-- 20
38.4 10·4 -12.6 29·9 31.9 33·9 12.9 13.6 15.6 25·4 35·4 36. 5 ---_ .. _-- 21
35·9 19.2 -10·4 32.8 27·9 34·4 16.8 8·4 8.6 26.7 33. 8 40.5 22
34·3 21.6 -10.2 32. 8 28.7 34·3 38.4 8·3 10. I 23.8 35·4 36. I -------- 23
34.6 16·7 -17·7 34.6 20.6 40. I 44. 8 19·9 8. I 26·3 35.5 36. 2 -------- 24
33. 2 I I. ° -17·3 32. 8 1.7 40.0 46.5 13·7 7·7 23·5 33·4 33·5 -------- 25
3°·6 12.° - 15·9 32.3 12.2 34·4 42.7 4·.8 8·7 21.4 34·7 33·7 -------- 26
28·9 21.8 - II. 6 30.3 33.0 29·9 5°·2 5·9 3·3 22.8 34. 8 35·4 -------- 27
29. 8 23.0 - 17.2 32.5 31. 7 27.6 -51.2 2·9 1.2 21.9 34·7 34·3 -------- 28
• 30.4 15.8 - 17.8 39.3 18.6 28·4 ----~---_. 3· I 1·3
20.6 35. 2 35. 2 -------- 29
27·6 13· I -17·3 -~37· 9 19.8 29.2
----------
7·4 - 4·3 25.2 33·7 42.7 -------- 3°
25.6 _____ • _n - 10.9
----------
-35·5 -37. I ----~----- -17. 0 --_._----- 25·7 44.7 31
-------- ----------
35·3° i 18·09 - 7·75 -27·99 -27.76 -35. 80 -38.93 -17.92 -14.78 14·79 32.43 37. 18
i
I. 83
- 7· 73 -22.08 -33.32 -33. 20 -37. 67 -39.40 -27·73 -25·99 - 9·57 0.24
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TABLE LXX.-Hourly mean temperatures at Fort Conger from August 5, 1881, to August 4, 1883, inclusiue,
dl =+ 81 0 44' A= -640 45'=-4b 19m
--~~-----
IAugust, 'September, I · I IOctober, November, I December,' January, February, ! March, April, I May, June, July,Time. 1881.* 1881. 1881. 1881. 1881. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882.
,
:




-30. 81 -12.80 14.06 31. 10 36. 12I a. m ... _n.1 32.22 9·95 -23.31 -32.33 -47·442 a. m. __ . __.! 32. 29 9. 66 8.04 23. 62 32.57 38.85 47.56 31.03 13.04 14·25 3°.98 35.9 131\.mn ____.: 32.25 9.42 8·39 23·93 32.24 39 19 47.72 31.07 12.68 14.25 31. 27 36. 164a. m..
u
___ 32.28 10.24 8·44 24.26 32.34 38.76 48.30 31.33 II. 90 13.91 31. 29 36. 215 a. m, _____ . 32.66 10.50 8·69 24·45 32.75 39.42 47.82 31.47 II. 49 14.71 31. 48 36. 036 a. m______ . 33·19 10.17 8·49 24·43 32.38 39·33 47·80 31.47 10.76 15·49 31. 54 36.3 87 a. m. _. h •• 33.20 10·77 8·39 24·94 32.37 39.20 47·43 30.94 9. 67 16·77 32.35 36.558 a. m.. ___ ._ 33.46 10·75 9. 29 24.85 32.47 38.9 2 47·74 31.30 9. 16 17·13 32. 7° 36.5 09 a. m.. _n_. 33.76 II. 40 9.96 25.23 32.43 i 38.37 46.50 29·99 8. 19 18.03 33.08 37. 2010a.moo. ____ 34.05 12.52 9·°3 24.85 32.03 ' 38. 19 46.44 29.23 6.83 18·39 33·99 37· 27lIa.m __ . ___ . 34.60 13·73 9·21 25. 23 32.08 37.58 46.9 2 28·54 6.17 19·39 34. 12 37·53Noon ..... u_. 35.05 13.36 9·53 ~4·74 32.26 37.46 46.48 28.20 5.56 19·76 34· 74- 37· 75I p. m__ ... __ . 35.25 12·78 9.96 24·97 31.74 37.87 45·93 28.14 4.96 19·93 34. 67 38. I.Z2 p. m.. ____ . 35.23 12.28 9.67 24.98 31.36 38. 23 46. 26 27·75 5·45 20. 29 35.01 ZJ7·9 13 p. m, h ____ 35.42 II. 88 9·99 25. 04 31.44 38. 25 46.45 28.21 4· 74 20.63 35. 10 38. 034 p. m__ ._
u
_ 35·13 II. 80 10.17 24·99 31.41 37·93 45.71 28.62 5.5 1 20.32 34. 62 37.615 p. m. h .. __ 34·45 II. 31 9.66 25·37 31.50 37·49 45·49 28.85 5·79 19.61 34· 27 37.486 p. m.. _.__ . 34· 19 10.56 9·53 24·94 31.09 37·12 45.76 29.07 6.69 19.27 33. 85 37· 547p·m. ______ 33·93 10.10 9·47 24. 12 31.55 37·49 45.48 29.26 7.89 18.76 33· 79 37. 188 p. m___ u __ 33·4° 9.67 9.46 24·14 32.02 37.85 45·33 30. 14 8.05 18.07 33.5 2 36 . i l9p·m... _.... 32.79 10.00 9.46 24·20 31.92 38.07 45·45 29·93 8.9 6 17·21 33·34 36. 1210p. m______ . 32 32 9·82 9.96 23.98 31.63 38.01 45·37 30.92 9· 27 16.27 32.99 35·95II p. m, ____ .. 32.27 9.64 9. 25 24.29 32.28 38,97 45.22 31.03 10.18 15.96 32. 76 35· ~5Midnight oo ___ 32.08 9.62
- 9· 14
-23·94 -32.06
-37·75 -44. 69 -31. 13 -10.83 15·34 32.3 8 35· 52




-46.472-29· 935- 8. 607 17·409 33. 122 36. 821l\leans in centi-
grade __ . ___ ' 0.87 '




-34·41 -22.56 - 8.10 0.62 2.69
! , ! Ii August, September, October, , ITime. November, December" January, 'February,: March, April, May, June, July,I 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1882. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883. 1883.
------
II a. m. ____ h 34·39 17·49
- 7·090 -27. 63
-27·574
-35· 813 '-39.314
-19· 193 -18.527 10'"794 3°.367 35. 1682 a. moo ____ . 34·43 17·43 7.481 27·21 27.871 36.481 39·679 19.833 18·977 10·694 3°.463 35· 1393 a. m..._. __ 34·59 17·79 7.519 27·43 27·345 35·845 39·782 18·690 18.952 10.697 30. 290 35. 2034 a. m______ . 34·59 17·81 7.661 27.46 27·668 35·284 39·475 19·°53 18·716 30. 583 35.3615 a. m______ . 34.87 17·49 7·742 27. 691 11·0906a.m.
h
__ ••
27·95 35· 187 39.261 18.007 19·094 11.897 31.070 35· 58135.00 17·59 7·939 27· 78 27.290 35.458 38.711 17.250 18.800 12·945 31. 390 36. 0107 a. m. ______ 35.368 a. m. __ . __ . 17·72 7.615 28,47 27·248 35.548 38.114 15·757 18.968 14.332 32. 143 I 36. 38735.42 17·79 7·719 I 28,31 27·616 3".5 13 37.950 14.563 18.294 ' 14.894 32.293 36. 8819 a. m. u ___ • 35·95 18.45 7·932 • 28.61 28.03210a. m, ____.. 35.66 18.81 7.561 28. 25 35.932 38.868 13.383 18.177 16·097 32.9 10 37. 129II a. m. _____ . 36.36 27.913 35.742 39.225 12.180 17·5971 16.607 33. 213 37.800N 36.37 19·°4 7.671 28.26 27.687 35·894 38.491) 10.527 16·397 ' 17.663 33.657 38. 000oon .. _. ___ . 19.23 7.352 28,33 27·610 36. 139 38. 825I p. m. ____ .. 36.08 19.18 7.642 27.80 10.783 16.426 18. 181 34· 117 38. 59°2 p. m, ______ 35.96 27. 216 36.342 38.782 9·903 16·374 18.142 34. 280 38. 80319·25 7.923 28.10 26.7873 p. m,; ____. 35·78 19·08 7·948 36.016 38. 814 9·937 17·139 18.352 34.380 39. 2424 p. m_
h
_____ 35·86 18·55 27.9
2 27·536 35·752 38,471 10.227 16.381 18.433 34.478 39.0075 p. m__ .
h
. _ 36.00 7·026 27·61 27.897 35.338 38. 843 I I. 347 16·700 17.664 34· 277 39· 19718·35 7.429 27·81 28. 1816 p. m, ______ 35·78 17·70 7·890 27·65 28.271 35·9
81 38. 839 I I. 940 17·371 17·390 33·95° 39·0977 p. m, ..____ 35·53 17·66 35.752 38. 814 12·980 17·887 17.081 33·490 38.4237·939 28.06 28.645 35.6848 p. m... __ u 35·33 17.50 7·961 28.42 39·339 13.860 18.261 15.913 33. 120 38. 0139 p. m______ . 35.00 17·71 7.623 28·34
28.119 35.719 38.861 15· Il7 18.513 14.890 32.580 37·59710p. m__
h
__ • 34·72 17·65 28.274 35.858 38.921 15.663 17.981 14·123 31.880 37· 1947·655 28.22 27.723 36. 242 38,947II £. m, ______ 34·08 17,48 7.523 28.10 17· 633 17·448 12.987 31.553 36.900 'Mi night ..___ 28.068 36. 200 39·068 18.473 12.316 35.981 i34.10 17· 34 - 8.177
-28·°7




-18·333 -18.287 II. 761 30 657 35·684 iMeans nO_h_
--,-----33·3°2 18.087 - 7.751
-27.987
-27.763
-35· 804 '-38.932 ---- ----Means in centi- '-14·776







- 9·57 0.24 I---_._---.
"
-"'_._--~._-~_.---
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ANNUAL MEAN TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHER~.
The annual mean temperature of Fort Conger, dependent on .three years' obs:rv,ations, is - ~.?O [-.19,930C.], a value
which may be considered quite reliable, as the greatest departure IS but 1.38° (·77 c.]. In obtaining this mean the obser-
vations of the British Arctic Expedition of 1875-'76 have been used, as they were made at the same spot as those of the Lady
Franklin Bay Expedition and are directly comparable.
For the purpose of comparison there has been added to the table the temperature means by months for adjacent arctic
stations, Thank God Harbor, and Floeberg Beach.

































































































































- 4· 95 - 2·52





This annual mean -3'93° [- 19.960 C.] is the lowest for any known spot on the globe, that of Van Rensselaer Harbor,
-2.460 [-19.15], dependent on two years' observations, being next in order. The mean temperature during the absence
of the sun,for four and a half months each year, is -3°.61° [-34.780 C.], probably lower than that recorded for any other
locality for an equally prolonged period.
There is also subjoined the observed mean temperatures of Van Rensselaer Harbor, North Star Bay, Port Foulke, Polaris
House, and Camp Clay.
TABLE LXXIII.-Mean temperature.
Month.
North Star Bay. Van Renss~laer H:~\~:-Foulke. -1'Polaris House.
bor. I
'1>=+78037' i 9>=+780 18' " 9>=+78° 221
Camp Clay. \
\'>=+ 78° 45' Grand mean.
1872- ' 73.1860-'61.1853- '54. 1854- '55.
----- -----.---- --------- ------ ------ ------ ------1
-19. 15
.
























































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
ANNUAL FLUCTUATION OF THE TEMPERATURE OF THE ATMOSPHERE.
The annual fluctuation is shown in detail by Table LXXII, and is graphically reproduced by the following chart:
CHART No. g.-Annual jfu,tualions of air at Fori Conger. tfl= +81° 44'







At the mouth of Smith Sound the highes
at Point Barrow in December.
The maximum monthly mean at Fort Conger, 37.08° [2.82° C.l, occurs in July, and decreases steadily until in February
the lowest mean, -40. 13° [-40.07° C.], is reached.
By decades, Table LXXI, the decrease and increment between the second decades of July and February are also strictly
regular, being almost uninterrupted.
The greatest monthly decrease, 24.76° [13.760 C.], from September to October, is coincident, as would be expected, with
the departure of the sun for winter, but the greatest monthly increase, 27.63° [15'35° C.], from April to May, lags behind the
returning sun fully two months. In both cases, however, the rate of increase or decrease is greatest in the third month of the
movement.
The greatest difference between the monthly mean temperatures at Fort Conger and those near the mouth of Smith Sound
is found, as might be surmised, during the absence of the sun, for which period it averages about 7° [4° C.], reaching its
maximum difference, 10.3° [5.7 0 C.], in February. The average difference during the presence of the sun is about 2° [10 C.J,
the least being 0.30 [0.qO C.] in August. This is to be expected, owing to the very low temperature, about 300 [ - I. 10 C. J
of the sea, as well as the great amount of eternal ice over the adjacent land areas, which keeps the temperature near the
freezing point.
The range of summer and winter mean temperature for latitude 81042' is 66.7 0 [37. 10 C.], while that for 780 12', at the
mouth of Smith Sound, is 60'7° [33 0 C.]. As Schott has already pointed out, the difference between extreme seasons gradually
increases northward along the west coast of Greenland. Taking Schott's figures for Upernivik, 47.7 0 [8'7 0 C.], the increase
northward for each degree of latitude does not vary much from 2° [1 0 C.].
In order to obtain the best value for the mean annual temperature of that latitude, there has been combined for that
purpose only the observed mean temperature at Thank God Harbor with those at Fort Conger, which gives an annual mean,
dependent on four years' observations, of - 1.89° [- 18.82 C.] for latitude 81° 42' N. In like manner the observed mean temper-
atures for North Star Bay, Van Rensselaer Harbor, Port Foulke, Polaris House, and Camp Clay have been combined, which
gives a mean annual temperature of 2'35° [- I~.47 C.],dependent on observations for part of six years in a mean latitude of
780. These means indicate a decrease of 1.1° [0.6° C.J for each degree of latitude to the northward. This ratio of decrease,
extended to the north geographical pole, would result in an annual mean of - 100 [-23°.3 C.] for that point. While this mean




















232 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MEAN TEMPERATURE RANGES.
TABLE LXXIV.-Montllry ranges of mean temperature at Fort Conger.









15·69 20·°5 18.17 10·°9
September _. 27. 61 19.78 22.92 23·44 13.02
October ___-I 32.78 26.67 48.55 36.00 20.00
November ._\ 30.55 I 27·47 45·50 34.51 19.17
December __ 27.51 I 37.36 53.00 39.29 21.83IJanuary ____I 30. 29 19. 18 37.85 28. 78 15·99
February ___ I 37·73 \ 38.36 47. 17 41.08 22.82March _ . ___ 20.63
\
45.58 53.21 39.80 22. II
April __• ___ 41.79 26·74 43.02 37. 18 20.66
May _. ____• 25.03 32.°7 34.60 3°.5 1 I 16·95June _______ 29.60 9.51 14.67 17·93 9.96july __h ___ 9.52 13.36 6.34 9.74 5.41 \
I
The monthly range of mean temperature-that is, the difference between the highest and lowest daily means-is the
greatest, 41.1 0 122.8° C.], in February, from which it uninterruptedly decreases to the minimum in July, 9.7° {S.4° C.J.
The introduction of the English observations of 1875-'76, while generally increasing the monthly ranges, does not change
the maximum and minimum as determined in 1881-'83.
Schott has shown that at Port Foulke, 1860-'61, the greatest monthly range, 41° [22.8° C.], was in November and the
least, 19° [10.6° C.], in July.
The observations at Conger confirm the observations at Port Foulke for July, but render it quite certain that November
was accidentally the month of greatest range in 1860 at Port Foulke, as December was at Discovery Bay (Fort Conger) in
1875.
The greatest and least monthly ranges at Fort Conger were noted by the English expedition, 53.0° [29.4° C. j, December
1875, and 6.4° [3.6° C.] July, 1876. From 1881 to 1883 the greatest month's range was 45.6° [25'3° C.] in March, 1883, and
the least, 9'5° [5'3° C.], in July, 1882, and June, 1883'
The absolute range of the daily means, 1881-1883, is 105.65° [58.7° C.], from -57'55° [-49.8° C.] February 13,1882,
to 48.10° [8'9° C.] June 3°,1882. The absolute range is further increased to 112.48° [62'5° C.] by considering the mean
temperature, -64.38° [-53'5° C.], recorded March 2, 1876.
The mean daily ranges of the temperature of the air at Fort Conger are given below.
TABLE LXXV.-Mean dairy ranges, 1881-'83.






















4.20 February __ 11.72 6.51
5.67 March _ . ___ 16.51 9· 176·54 April ______ 17.00 9.448.26 May ____ h_ 13.31 7·397·33 June h ___ .. 8.10 4.5 06.80 July _______ 8.50 4.7 2
It appears that the mean daily ranges run i d bl h h .... 0
[ C' J . . . . . n a ou e curve t roug out the months, with the principal maximum, 17.09·4° ., In April, and rmmmum 7 6° [4 2° C] . A I . . .
-h h ,. . • ,m ugust. t IS mteresting to note that both extremes occur during months
w en t e sun was almost constantly above the horizon.
The mean daily range for the first year was 12'3° [68° C ] d f h
11'90 [6.60 C.]. . . , an or t e second 11'5° [6'40 C.], with a grand mean of
JAN. FEB. MCH. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOY. DEC. JAN.
-----------------------
The following table shows the highest and lowest temperatures observed at Fort Conger, and also the absolute ranges






29.6 16.7 23.1! 12. 83
33· 6 - 20. 5 54. I








zoth __ 23· I
Fahr. i C.
j rst __ 25. 0, 41. ° 26. ° 15.0 32. 2 i 17· 89
arst __ 26.7 43· ° 2·4 40. 6 53· 4 i 29. 67
roth __ 37· 5 21. 5 - 39· ° 60·5 60·5 33. 61
29th.. 44·9 19· ° - 46. ° 65· ° 65. ° 36. II
31sL_ 49.4 26. ° - 54· ° 80.0 80. ° 44· 44
16th __ 32.6 1- 13. ° ,- 63· ° I 50. ° I 53·.5 29· 72
27th._ 51. 5 i 2. ° - 62. ° 04· 0 I 64· I 35. 61
rst 69.11- 8.0 -70.8 62.8 90.8 50.44
jd _u 43.9 13. 0 -42.5 55·5 56.4 31.33
Date. IRange.; Max. I Min. 'Range. I
__________on _
1882 and 1883.




rst - 23. 5
15th __ - 46. °
aoth u -43· 9
5th - 50. 6
zrst u -56.5
14th - - - 49. I
zoth -- - 37· 3















t Sth __ 40. I




25th -- 39. 8jd 56.0
r rth __ 34.7
jd --- 40.3







- \ I II -
H \- r-, - 2- '----\:/ t::.. I I :-Ii
-....1--0











1--.1- - - - - - - - - - -
12th_nul 15. 6
4thunul -10.4
jd n_ n_ - 31. I
zd u -43.0
ad n_ - 52. 2
roth u - 58.2
25th _u __ -62.1
arst - 46.8
15th and - 42. I
16th.
29th _u__ I. I
joth __n_ 12.7
rst _ 30. °








September _ 30. °
October -- _ 9. °
November _ - 3. °
December _ - 10.0
January _u - 9· 5
February __ - 10_o
March - 7. °




_ _ _ 53.0
July -_____ 5°.3
CHART No. lo.-Annual inequality in diurnal amplitude of temperature
at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
'!>= +81° 44'
The greatest absolute range in any month is 90.80 (50.4° C.) in March, and the least 23.1° (12.80 C.) in July.
The extreme temperatures observed at Fort Conger, 1881-'83, were 53.0° [11'7° C.] June 30,1882, and s -63. 1°
[-52.8° C.] on February 3,1882, making an extreme range of 116.1° [64'5° C.].
On June 29,1882, on the shores of Lake Hazen in the interior of Grinnell Land, a temperature of +73 r+22.8 C.] was
observed, and on March, 1876, a minimum of -7°.8° [- 57.1° C.] was recorded at Discovery Bay (Fort Conger). This makes
the absolute recorded range at Fort Conger 123.8° [68.8° C.], and for the adjacent country 143.8° [79'9° C.]. The absolute
range at Van Rensselaer Harbor is "7.4° [65.2° C.], and for the adjacent country 129.4° [71'9° C.]
The absolute range at Fort Conger may seem large, but it is exceeded in the United States at nearly every station in the
Missouri, Upper Mississippi, and Red River valleys, and in the northern Rocky Mountain region. t
TABLE LXXVI.-Absolute ranges o/temperature at Fort Conger (1875-'76, 1881-'83).
11>=+81° 44' A= - 64° 45'=-4h 19m
DIURNAL AMPLITUDE OF TEMPERATURE.
The observations of H. M.S. Discovery (at Fort Conger), 1875-'76, being four-hourly, were not sufficiently frequent to be
of value in discussing the diurnal amplitude. The daily range at Fort Conger as determined by hourly observations, 1881-'83,
is greatest in April, 9.01° (5.0° C.), and diminishes quite regularly to its minimum value, 1.15° [0.64° C.], in December.
*This reading was made from a strictly comparable and properly exposed thermometer, 4 feet [1.2 tn ] above the harbor floe, at the same time
that the thermometer 40 feet [12.2 m] above the sea in the instrument shelter read _62.1° [ --52.3° Ci].
tAt Fort Benton, '\fontana, the absolute range is not only 167° (92.8° C.), 42.6° [23.7° C.] greater than at Fort Conger, but it occurred within
eight. months, from -59° [-50.6° C.] December 29, 1880, to 108° [42.2° C.] August, 1881.
Schott, in discussing Hayes' observations at Port Foulke, page 185, says: "The great rise in spring is due to the imme-
diate effect of the sun before it has power enough to melt a sufficient quantity of ice to check it. • • A more full material
for discussion would probably bring out a small increase in the range late in summer or early in autumn, at a time when
the freezing process again comes into powerful action. Of such an increase we have at present only a trace."
The greatest diurnal amplitude occurs in April at Fort Conger, as well as at Van Rensselaer Harbor, Thank God Harbor,
and Floeberg Beach, at which stations, being not dissimilar in location, and of greater latitude than Port Foulke, the sun
comes and the ice melts correspondingly later.
A corresponding" increase in the range late in summer" comes as pointed out by Schott, being naturally earlier at the more
northerly station than at Port Foulke. That it is not more marked results from the speedy departure of the sun when a penod
of accidental variation begins.
The following table of diurnal amplitude at Arctic stations has been collated:
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TABLE LXXVII.-Diurnal amplitude oftemperature a/-
B The ~?~t ~onger mini~um occurs in December, being in agreement in time with Port Foulke, Port Kennedy, and Point
arrow. ~ owest amplitude at Floeberg Beach, in October, being calculated from bi-hourly observations, is not strictly
comparable WIth t~e oth~r months during which hourly observations were made.
At other Arctic stations in the above table the " '. .
appears to occur in January. mmimum amplitude occurs 111 November, except at Sagastyr, where It
There is no doubt that the time of the maxim r d d
amplitude of Port Kennedy which equals that of A ~lm amp It; de Iepends on the percentage of cloudiness, and the June
, pru, occurre uTing a month of unusually clear sky.
THE DIURNAL FLUCTUATION OF THE TEMPERATURE.
The mean diurnal fluctuation of the temperature at Fort C ' . .
of the year, during the absence of the sun (one h nd d ~nger, 1881- 83, IS given in the following tables for each month
u re and thIrty-five days each year) and for the whole period.
TABLE LXXVIII.-Diurnal variation of temperature, deduced from obseruations at Fort Conger, from August 5, 1881, to
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Sept.Aug.
For each month for the whole period, and during the absence of the sun (135 days each year).
• To reduce to local mean time add ~9"
Feb. : Mar. j April. May.
I
--_..~, ~~-.~~-
000 000 o! 0 0 0 0 0
I a. m , -I. 13 -0.78 0.86 0.79 -0.06 0.04 -0.68 '--0.74 -4· 31-3.67 -2.04 -I. 35
2 a. m , -I. 07 - .95 .73 .85 - .33 .62 - .92 -I. 07 -4.75,-3.63-2.06 -1.48
3 a. m , - .85 - .90 .54 .58 . 10 - .48 -I. 05 -I. 27 -3· 99 -3· 62 -1·99 -I. 32
4a.m. - .95 - .47 .44 .40 .11 .01 -1.19 -1·09 -3·79 -3. 60 -1. 83 -1.22
5 a. m. - .67 - .51 .26 .06 - .34 .26 - .84 -1.35 -3. 06 - 2. 80 -1.49 -1.20
6a.lll. - .33 - .62 .28 .15 .06 - .35[- .56 ,-1.20 -2.32 '-1.88 -1.30 - .81
7 a. m , - . 15 - .25 .49 - .44 .08 -. 34 '\- .07 --I. 02 02 - ·55 - .52 - ·55
8 a. m. .01 - .23 - .02 - .32 - . 16 - . 18 - . 15 .87 .17 -·09 - .27 - .31
9a.1I1_ .41 .43 - .46 - .66 - .34 -.11 .02 .16 .90 .96 .23 .17
IOa.m..43 1.16.20-.29-.08.07-.12.522.171.40.83 ·53
II a. m , 1.05 1.88 .05 - .49 - .01 .30 I .01 .46 3·34 2·43 1.12 .76
Noon __ 1.28 I. 80 .05 - .3° - .04 .24 .05 I. 62 3· 52 2.87 I. 66 I. 17
Ip.m. 1.23 1.48 .31 -.12 .41 .06 .35 1.67 4.26 2·94 1.70 1.46
z pv m, 1.17 1.27 .31 - .29 .81 - .081 .16 1.48 4. 00 3. 22 1.93 1.62
3p.m. 1.17 .98 - .48 - .22 .40 .041 .24 1. 63 4. 21 3.43 2.02 1.5 2
4 p. Ill. I. 07 .68 - .61 - .04 .24 .40 ·43 I. 27 3· 26 2.89 I. 68 I. 4°
5 p. Ill. .80 .33 - .06 -.33 .05 .3° ·54 .82 2.81 2.40 1·34 I. 29
61"Ill. .55 - .37 - .22 .- .04 .21 .61 .41 ·45 1.86 2.07 ·90 .9.8
7p.n1. .31 - .62 .21 .17 .21 .45 .29 .17 .81 1·24 ·69 ·59
8 p. Ill. - .06 -- .92 .22 - .02 - .18' .26 .61 - .40 . II .38 .28 .15
9p.Ill.-- .53 - .64 .05 - .01 - .21 I .07 .51 - .02 - .62 - ·43 - .16 -- ·34
10 p. m_- .91 -.77 .32 .16 .22 '- .09 ·54 .25 -I. 76 -I. 47 - .50 - ·57 I
IIp.tn.--1.25 - .94 .10 .07 - .29 ,- .55 .56- ·33 -2.64 --1.96 - .83 -1.°4 'I
Midn't . ·-1.34 -1.02 - .17 .26 -- .16 I .38 .87- .78--2.89 -2·55 -I. 26 -I. 4°
])~~~~---:::- ---::----=---:----;::---=r-:::--=---:---::r-:::---::I
Centigrade. I. 45 I. 61 .82 .84 .64 .68 I I. 14 I. 68 5· 00 3· 94 2.26 1.72
Washington
mean time.*
! IAnnual mean. , Annual mean.
\Vashington mean 270 days.
Washington mean 270 days. ..
time.* time.*
I





° ° °, 0.68
I a.
m. __________. 0·°9 I -1.08 -0.60 I p. m..---------1 0·°5 1.23
2 a. tn. ___________ - .18 I -I. 28 -.- .7 1
2 p. m. ____no. __ I .06 1.26 .70
3 a. m._ n __' ______ _.
.13 -I. 20 - .67 3 p. m. ----00----1 ·04 I. 23 .68
4 a. m. ___________
- .15 , -1.12 - .62 4 p. m. ____ 00----1 .15 I. 05 .58
5 a. m.. __________ - .29 1 ---I. 02 - ·57 5 p. m. _u -------1 ·°4 .81 ·456 a. m. ____________
. 15 I ·74 - .41 6 P- m, .29 .62 ·34- I --
----------7 a. m. ___________
-





8 a. m. n • _ ----_ .. - - .22 I _._.- .24 - .13 8 p. m.
,
.17 I - .01 - .01
--------··-i I
9 a. ·34 .11 .06 9p. m, I .11 - .21 - .12m..... ________ - _____ a ----i I10 a. m, ___________
-
.11
·57 .32 10 p. m. .17
,
-
·49 - .27__________ 1 III a. m. ___________ -
·°7 .98 ·54 II p.m. .. --- ... _--_ .. \ :I:: .00 - ·77 - ·43Noon ______. ____u
-
·°3 I. 15 .64 Midnight --------- ·33 I -',_.- .85 - ·47
!
The extremes are twelve hours apart and have substantially the same value, the maximum hourly temperature being
1.260 [0.7°0 C.], at 2 p. m. and the lowest, - 1.28° [-0.11° C.], at 2 a. m, The whole fluctuation, 2.54°l 1-41° C.], is extremely
small, especially as Fort Conger is not situated near any extensive body of water.
During the presence of the sun hours of maximum range in different months, from I I a. m. to 4 p. m., but the minima
occur more regularly from 12 p. m, to :2 a. m., except March, which falls later.
As can be seen from the above tables the fluctuation during the absence of the sun is entirely accidental.
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CHART No. n.-Mean di1W1laljluduatitms ojtmJPtralurt,fJy dtparlures, at Fori Cung", 1881-'83·
Washington mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49'"
2 A. H. 4 A 8 10 12 2 r H 8






















..........- ['35 days yearly].
•April: month ol great·
---- - -- nt variation.
- 2~2C.
RAPID FLUCTUATIONS OF TEMPERATURE.
The following table, originally prepared at Fort Conger to check erroneous readings of ten degrees, is presented as of
interest in showing the comparative freedom of Fort Conger from violent changes of temperature.
The most rapid fluctuation was a rise of 30° [16.7°C.] in sixty-seven minutes, from 6 p. m. to 7.07 p. m., February J6
J88l. The reading at 7'07 p. m. was verified by me.
These great changes of temperature are most frequent in March, and are almost unknown from April to August. As
might be expected, sudden falls are more frequent than rises.
TABLE LXXIX.- Ttmpetature changes of 9° and over ill one (I) hour.
9= +81° 44/ ~.=- 64°45/=-4h 19m
Remarks.
Thermometer No. 707 in open air at instrument shelter
rose from - 58.0° [- 5°.0 C.] at 6 p. m, to -40.5°
[-40.~ C.] at 7 p. m.,and-39.00 [-39.4C.]at
7.02; nse of 19° [10.56 C.] in 62 minutes. No. 726
onfloe rosebut 3.2° [1.78 C.] in samehour, as shown
by readings made five minutes later in either case.
No. 707 indicated a fall of 11.0° [6.11 C.] since
7·02 p. m. Mercury thawed for first time during
month shortly after midnight. J
'9· 4 N·d· II. 5
12.9 E., 2.
Time. pe~~;e. \ Wind. Rise.IFall.
----i----I----
° ° °
._-- --_... ------- ... ------. ------ --_ .._~
--.. ----- -.. _----- -_ ...-"--- ---- -..-. ----_ .. -----
7·9 NW·,4· 4a.m.




December..•.. _. __ .. _n ......._. __ • ••
November 13n' 4 P:m. -26.8 K, J. 5 p. m, -37.8 Calm. , .. 11.0
Greatest+7.5° [+ 4.17 C.] from 2 to 3 p. m. 5th.
Cloudsbroke away temporarily.
Severe storm. Barometer fell .41 inch [lo.4Imm] in
eight hours.
Rise of .02 inch [0.5Imm] in barometer. Temp«:ra·
ture at 3 p. m, _0.1° [-17.8 C.], first reading
October _ __••..•.. 1 TbelOeWZtero[-187.8:[C.]. C] 5th._----- -_.... -- ..- .....------:.--- ---- ------ ._--- - emp ra ure rose.5 4.72 . 9 to 10 a. m. J ;
barometer falling slowly.
Temperature at 3 p. m. - 34.0° [-36.7° C.]. Ba-
rometer steady.
Temperature rose 8.5° [4.72 C.'] 5 to 6 p. m. 19th;
barometer falling very gradually.
Barometer rising slowly; but 3 temperatures above
.- 50.0° [-45.6 C.]. .
VIOlent storm. Barometerfell .741 inch [18.83mm] in
ghours. NE. 65miles per hour [2g.lm per second].
Barometerfalling steadily.
September :10 •. _ 10a. m.




January 10 •... 9 a.m.
-57. 2 Calm. ro a.m,
-48.2 Calm. 9. 0
January 16 ..••. II a.m.
-23·4 SW.,13· Noon.
-13. 1 NE·,32. 10·3ianuary 23 __•.. 10a. m.
-40.2 NE·,4· II a. m.
-29·4 NE·,4. 10.8anuary :l3.:l4 __ Midn't. "-28.8 Calm. I a.m.
-39. 2 Calm.
February 16 _ { 6p.m. -54. r NE.,I. 7 p.m.
-43·9 NE., I. 10.29 p. 01.
-45. 0 Calm. 10 p.m,






Barometer rising slowly. Temperature fell S.So





Barometer falling .23 inch [5.84-] _since I a. m.;
from 10 a. m. stationary.
Barometer falling slowly.
Greatest + 6.8° [+ 3.77 C.] from 4 to S a. m, 3d;
barometer rising slowly; 4 a. m.,NW., 3; 5 a. m.,
E., 7; 7 a. m., 5., IS.
Greatest + 6.1° [+3.39 C.] from 9 tv 10 a. m, 7th;
barometer falling slowly; 9 a. m., N., 2; 10 a. m.,
SE., 2.
Greatest + 7.9° [+4.39 C.] from 8 to 9 a. m, 20th;
barometer rising slowly; 8 a. m., 5., 2; 9 a. m.,
SE., 14.
Greatest change - S.4° [- 3.00 C.] from 9 to 10 a. m.
rst.and + 5.4° [ + 3.00 C.] from 10 to II a.m, erst.
Greatest change-s.oo [-2.78° C.] from II to 12
p. m, 30th. '
Greatest change - 5.9° [-3.28° C.] from 10 to II
p. m. 22d.
Followed the next hour by a rise of 17.4° [9.67° C.].
Greatest change -7.So [-4.170 C.] from 9 to 10
p. m, arst,
Followed the next hour by a rise of 8.1° [4.So C.).
Followed the two succeeding hours by + 2.70
[ + 1.50° C.], and -10·3° [-- S.72° C.).
Followed in succeeding three hours by changes of
+ 7.0° [+ 3.89° C.], - 1.0° [-0.S6° C.], and
+9.2° [+ 5°.1 C.].
Followed the next hour by a fall of 9.3° [S.17° C.).
Greatest change - 7.0° [- 3.89° C.] from 10 to II
p. m, 17th.
Greatest change + 5.8° [+ 3.22° C.] from 4 to 5
p. m. 2d.
39· 7 ---- n._ -.---- 9· S
- 3·7 ·... n __ 17·7 nun
-20.8 ._n 13.0 _., __
-30.5 . • __ ' __n_ 10.0 i
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Calm.
Wind.




-37. 6 Calm. 12·5
E., 5. Midn't.
-33·9 E.,4· II. 3
NE.,13· II p. m. - 1.7 5·,3· I I. 3
Calm. 5 a.m. + 9. 6 Calm. 9. 6 ------NE., I. 4 a. m. -16·5 E.,2. 9·4 --... _--
-------- -------- .------- ------ ------
49.2 n ., II p. m.
TABLE LXXIX.-Temjeralure changes of 9° and over in one (I) hour-Continued.
Dates.
February 14 hU ro a.m.
-45. 2 --_...-_ ... II a.m. -32.9
--------
12·3
March 7. __. un 4a.m. -II. I
--------
5 a.m. -21.2 ..-_ ... _---
------
10. I
March 8 __,._____ 6a.m. - 8·5
---- ----
7 a.m. + 3·3 .. _------ 11.8March 14n_____ 8p.m. -14. I 9p·m. + 1.4 -------- IS· S
ISeptember n • n n n _. _ .. _n. •• n. _
April I6
n
_ __ _ __ 4 a. m. Zero.
April 21._______ 3 a. m, -25· 9
May . nn n __ • _
November 13 n_ 10 a. m. -21. 4 .u, hn
D b 7 { II a.m. -33. 8 •• --.---ecem er -- 3 p. m. ,-20.5. _
December aa r , , 7p·m. -20.91 ·n_
1883. IJanuary • • , .i 00 ._. n __
1882. i
February 28 _. __1










9p.m. - 9.5 __ "_n,"_ ro p.m, -19.9 n n 10·4
May _ h __ ._n n! • n ._n _n u • on __ ......
June. _•. 00 __
June . ._. ..• n no. ,n '_n __
October __ n nnh nn • •• __ •• ._.... • on n _
July 12 __
July 'nn n • •• nnn '._ • __
J I
I 'j : iAugust. ' on' n • ._ n __ , .. • __ ._n •
Time. I Tetm- Time. I eTetum- I Wind. Rise. FalL Ipera ure. Ip ra reo i
--I-~r-o-I--I-I ° 1---0-011- - - - -
4 p. m.. -46. 0 ' 5 p. m. ' -36.6 Calm. 9.4 n __ n'
i I
4 a.m. - 9. 6
7 a.m. -35.3
2 p. m. -25. I
II p. m, -22.6
IOp.m. + 9.6
,.
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2H8
h haracter of the weather as regards
The following table perhaps conveys to many t e c
could: LXXX Hours 0+temherature at Fort Conger.TABLE .-Ltl:J '.f
}.=-6404S"=-4b 19m
temperature better than any other
\- ~_..----,._.~---~~ 1882-'83·1881-'82.
° ° \ Below i!.Month. Below Frozen Above
Frozen
Above 0° to 32°. 32°. o to 3
2
. \ zero. mercury.
32°. zero. mercury.
~~~-- -
388 " 600 144
0 0
August ____ 268 0 0 0 720 0 0588 132 oSeptember _ 0 149 595 0105 639 0 0October ___ 0 18 0 720 360November _. 0 0 720 737 43138 0 7December _. 0 0 744 744 299
January - ..: - 0 744 397 0
00 672 4340 672 567 0 0February ___ 0 57744 98 0 24 720March _____ 0 0 685 0
April _ 0 205 515 10 0 35
-
- 638 105 0May _____ 17 727 0 0 I 301 0 0June _______ 451 269 0 0 4190 671 73 0 0July _______ 732 12 0
---------------
, year_______. 1,5 88 2,174 4,910 1,228 1, 691 2,°91 4,978 869
MOISTURE OF THE AIR.
The absolute humidity in English inches and the relative humidity are given for August 5, 1881, to include July 3 I, 1883'
Readings were made of the wet-bulb thermometer four-hourly only, from the fact that hourly readings were not advisable
the first year, and later, from the conviction that the observations were practically valueless.
The wet-bulb thermometer wac only coated from time to time, as its practically undiminished covering of ice gave testi-
mony, corroborated by other experiments, to the almost absence of evaporation during winter months.
Whether owing to the instrumental errors not eliminated by tests or from actual causes, the wet-bulb readings were for
days higher than those of the dry bulb, Such readings have been entirely omitted and may be known by blanks.
The patent Klingerfusser hygrometer furnished the expedition proved utterly worthless, as shown by experiments made
within and without doorc under widely varied conditions.
The cause of the wet-bulb thermometers reading lower than the dry, is uncertain. It seemed possible that in many cases
the film of ice, which covered the wet bulb, made the mercury or spirits of wine expand more slowly to the changes in tem-
peratures, but such reasoning could only apply in one direction.
Prof. H. A. Hazen, in Professional Paper XVIII, has given another, possibly the correct solution, the compression of ice
on the wet-bulb, which, by hie experiments, was found to be as much as 0'5° [0.28° C.] at zero [-17.8° C.].
To these two causes, added to the extreme difficulty of determining the instrumental error to 0.1° [0.06° C.], may be
ascribed the frequency with which the wet bulb read higher at low temperatures than the dry bulb.
3 a. m. I 7 a. m. II a. m. 3 p. m. 7 p. m. 1 II p. m. Daily means.
Date. Absolute.'Rel~tive.-IAbsolute. Relative.IAbsolute.!Relative. ~bso~ute. ~elative. Absolute.I!Relative. 'Absolute.lIRelative.!Absolute.lRelative.
, I I I I I: ------ !' I I 1--1
i~:~~:~! ~:~~ ~~~~ :~:~:~ ~::-:::~::::~~~ -~~~I~ ~~~:~~: ~~~~ ~~~: ::~~ ~~~~ ~~~:~~~I~~::~~:I~~~~~::~ ::~~~~~t:: ~~~: ~~~~~J~: ~~:~::
5 .n__ .' .139, 72 . 177 80 . 170 75 .214 72 . 165 78 .15° 77 . 1692 75· 7
6 nl .162' 77 .158 71 .175 71 .209 71 .168 75 .149 74 .17°2 73. 2
7 _un_' .151 78 .170 78 .168 75 .183 79 .145 68 .134 73 .1585 75· 2
8 _u __.' .122 70 .155 86 .15° 77 .170 86 .178 77 .132 76 .1512 78.7
9 ._____ .116 62 . 158 83 . 149 74 . 146 76 .146 72 .158 83 . 1455 75·°
10 __ .' n .168 81 .175 80 .173 79 .172 75 .180 80 .162 77 .1717 78.7
II _. . .158 73 .162 76 .158 74 .179 75 .177 72 .196 82 .1717 75· 3
12 _un_ .187 73 .175 69 .164 64 .219 74 . 214 72 .200 68 .1932 70. °
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Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m























































29 ,_ .112 79 .117 72 .126 71
30 n_ .106 83 .117 72 .126 71
31 ----.-_._I~ 8o__._1~__8_6__._1~1__7_7_
-- I
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SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE LXXXII.-Abso!ute and relative humidity of the air at Fort Conger, SejJtember, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to locai mean time by adding 49ID



















































































































































































































































































































~ =::::::~ ~ :~~ ~l
25 -----_: .039 100 ._ ...n. _n _
26 00 .1 .039 100 .°31 10027 _..__. " . n • •
28 !_n •• 00 .. .°46
29 hi .061 98 .047
30 _.. i. __..--_. '°36
13 ,, , .073
14 . .060
15 h ----I .070
16 n.1 .045







3 .-----4 .__ n.
5 •__ n_
6 .. n . _
7 .. 00--
8 __ ._n
9 .. ----10 __
II .._n.
12 • n
- D:~-._.--~ 3 a. m. 7 a. m. II a. m. 3 p. m. , 7 P', m " P m Do;', m"", -1
Absolute.1Relative. Absolute Relative. Absolute.! Relative. Absolute. Relative. Absolute, Relative. Absolute. Relative.IAbsolute. Relative.
" I
-------1---'--- -------~------ -------'
II n 1 .°72 81
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Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m



















































23 -- J .017 77 .018 77 .023 78
24 __nnf .022 78 .Q28 81 .023 78
25 n.! .027 71 I .°3 1 83 . 027 90
26 - J .052 92 . °42 85 .031 83
27 ----_.\ .024 78 .Q32 78 .023 78
28._ n _.! .035 95 .030 66 .037 95
29 ----._" .026 78 .Q33 100 .033 100
30 n_.__; .033 95 .033 100 .028 80
31 ------i .034 95 .034 100 .024 82
: 1__, ----
Means-hi .. 02751 81.1 I .02791 82.0 I .0257 79· 7 I
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-16
8 u • Q42 79
9 _.n.. , ,031 I 9110 •. n.u • •
II _hn. .023 78
12 _n " .023 100
13 _u .00 u • n __
14 .•n__.oo8 44 .009 47
15 . 019 79 . 015 79
16 __ .....006 39 .006 45
17 '.n .013 67 .018 84
I II a. m. 3 p. m. 7 p. m, II p. m, Daily means.1-----,------,---- _ I
Absolute·1 Relative.;Absolute·1 Relative.!Absolute. Relative.iAbsolute.1Relative. Absolute. Relative.Absolute, Relative.Absolute.1 Relative.:
----- . I I i
94 .052 92 .052 94 ·043 78 .043 78 .0492 I 88.0
98 .053 87 .056 92 .051 &> .048 80 .0527' 87.3
I'
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NOVEMBER, 1881,
TABLE LXXXIV.-Absolute and relative humidity of the air at Fori Conger, November, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49w
Hygrometer above surface of ground,S feet [1.5 meters).
D."I]·m__I_~:_·__'__1_". m, I. 3 P m I ,p.m. I .. p. m I D.i1y m"".. I
[Absolute.'.Rc1utive.!Absolute.l Relative.IAbSO!ute.1 Relative.'Absolute.l Relative.!Absolute.1 Relative.'Absolute. Relative.'Absolute.! Relative.'
, , . I' 'I i . I I-~----=-=-==-: :~li .. ';': I :~:i·::· :~J: I::.. :~j'..i·u·,..' :::;; .~ :~: ::.:,;;s.d··,;:;.
3-·---- .0.12 100 I • 027 100 __ n ••uln__ ._u .00_. • • .021 82 .022 82 00 .•
4 '-00 ... 023 78 . 023 86 .021 90 .019 84 .022 90 .017 77 .0208 84.2
5--· .. · . 014 78 ·009 66 .011 61 .016 71 .019 84 .019 79 .0147 73.2
6. 00__.. 020 76 .023 71 .027 86 .026 78 .031 100 .023 86.0250 82.8
7··-·-.. 024 100 . 019 84 .021 86 .022 82 .022 78 .022 78 .0217 84.7
8. ..0.23 78 .022 78 .022 82 .021 82 .021 82 .017 77 .0210 79.8
9 ".00... 014 71 .01'1 59 .010 68 .-007 50 . n. n __ • .007 77 n_n_n _. _
:~ ====== --'-~5'-' .n-
4






-_ ... _~_ ... - -------- -------- --_ ..---... _-----. -----~._- -------- -------- ----_... --
13-----.. 004 26 .010 I 89
15 . ---- .• - ...... · u ••__ • __ n .. __ • --'-~5-- ....35-· -. :;X;4' - '---;6-' --:~3-' -----500 --:~5" -n. ;4-- ======== ========
Ill .• .•005 30 • 014 78 .020 82 .018 84 .018 92 .008 49 . 0138 69. 217· . .005 36 __noon u •• _ .. _ ••• nn n__ .005 46 .011 90 n •• _ n_n _
Ill_ •. _... 012 100 .005 46 .004 22 .006 48 .005 36 .006 47 .0063 49. 8
19·._ -- .008 S9 .009 S6 .006 43 .006 34 .019 79 .018 84.0110 59. 2
20...... .006 43 •013 85 .006 43 .012 66 .013 68 .011 52.0102 59.5
21. ..008 44.009 59 .003 14 _.nn __ ._._•• __ ._n ... n_ ... __ n __ nn 00 00
22 ------ n_. __ .• -- __._ •. ' .005 44 .009 100
~1 ====== --'-~5-' -'.-46-- --:;;4-- '---is-- ======== ======== ==~~~== =====~== --:~.. ----59-- -':~'T' --4S" ======== ========26 "_n•• • __ no_on. ._______ .005 43 __n -- ---.- - .' n_ -------. --------,
27 _n __ • .00<) 100 .. h. •• • • ===~~--- --"'--' -------. ------.. n.__ • __ -- • -.----00





THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground, 5 feet [1.5 meters].
TABLE LXXXVI.-Absolute and relatiue humidity of the air at Fort Conger, .raltt/ary, 188~.
3 p. m. I~__~~.~_ I I p. m. Daily means.~
Absolute.1 Relative.\Absolute.1RelatiVe.:Absolute.\ Relative. Absolute.1 Relative.
I 1 :--: 1--' !
______ --1---- - - --1--- -----1-- .. __ i-------- 1_- 1 ......... __
-------.!-·-·-- .. -I .004 I 38 i ·004 i 19 n I __
.6
n m
; _ n : m ••• _ ~~-m~-l:~-~-:~f:~{\:::;~::,;::~~?;:;~~:; :::~~~~-~m-:::
25
------ -------- --------
.008 I 59 ·009
I
53 I--------I---·m. .. . _____ 1________ 1 .018 I 100 /-··· .. --1---- ... --26 --_ .._-
-------- --------
--------,-------- .006 52 .006 52 - - - - - - '. - - - - - - - - _' - - - - - - - _. - - - - - - - - I ________ , ________
I I ' I I i J
~ ~:~~~: :~~~~::\~~~~~~ :::~;~:-:::~#:t~~~~::I:::r:1:::: :::~! ~::~ ~:~: ::;~~:: :::;~: :I::~::: ::::~:: ::~~~~~ I ~~:~j
10 • . n__ .013 85! .007 i 50 1.008 46 .009 68 . 013 72 .... _--. u
11 __ n__ .016 86 .020 90' .015 i 62 .021 86 . 019 70 • 019 81 . 0 183 79· 2 i
12 h____ .027 91 .008 45· .011' 68 .007 59 .004 18 .011 100 .0113 63·5 i18._____________ .003 5.006 50 .006 57 .008 80 .. . _
i 19 -----_ .004 21 I .003 II .006 46 .003 11 _.. ------- • . ---- ....... . n __
I 20 1_
00
_ .n_ n __ . .005 27 .008 52 .014 70 .018 83 _n. __ 00 n __
If. :::::: n::~~ n~·:~-:n:~;~~- ·---::-r~;~~·!n ..;~..in:~~n nn~;~ n:~...n~!~.. :::::: ::::~:: ::~.~:: :::;:~::!




____ u ____ n __ ..' .011 I 78
2
------
.012 92 .005 33 ------- ... ------
3 ------ .006 48 .010, 92 1--------1,.... ----
4
------ --------
- - _... ~._- ...
--------I-------- --------:_-------5 ------ .005 35 -------- I-------- -------- --------15





244 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPl!;OITION.
APRIL, 1882.
TABLE LXXXIX.-Abso/u/~and relatiuc humidity of Ih~ air at Fort Conger, April, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground,S feet [ 1.5 meters].
3 a. m. 7 a. m. II a. m. 3 p. m. 7 p. m. I II p. m. Daily means.
IJat c. ',A"""".\R,""'" A':I"'~I R<1."".'A""I"',. ~,,,,,:.:A""Iot'.1 R,,,,,,,.:AI,,",".IRd,"".!AI"""'. R"''''''',A''''''''.I R'b"".!
I I 'I I I5 _. ..006 4j ·009 44 . 019 84 . 013 58 .007 I 50 .003 II .0095 I 48.3 I
. I . 80 \ '!:::::: ::~~;(l::i::::::~j::,::i:: ~ill i~ :ill II ~ffi E :m !l ::~~~: :::i~i
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
































TABLE XC.-Absolute and relatiue humidity 0/the air at Fort Conger, May, 1882.
3 a. m. 7 a. m. II a. m. 3 p. m. I 7 p. m. II p. m. Daily means.
A""'M'I Rei"',,.IAbw'.',·1 Rd.n" IAbwI·"·1 R,,,,n,, !Abw""·1 R,bn".!A"",.".IR'~~i~+bw""1 R"~i" ~h"""~·1 R,;.ti"'.;Date.
1 • __u. .043 78
2 n_.__ .°51 80
3 n • .079 83
4 ---__. .079 82
5 n • .049 80
6 . __ .054 82
7 u • .072 83
8 -----..069 87
9 u .047 80
10 h.! .046 85
II .044 85
12 __n_.' .056 87
13 ! .0'1 85
14 .068 80
15 - . .037 51
16 I • oS3 85
17 __ ' __'\! .064 82~: ====== --:~56u --'74---20 I 8
___.hl .0 7.3 2
21 n_ .098 84
22. h U _ . .035 36
23 - n! .100 85
24 .! .064 82
25 -- . .080 85
26 •. .061 78
27 __n__ .114 83
28 . __ . 126 83
29 h .128 78
30 h. .116 84





246 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JUNE, 1882.
TABLE XCI.-Absolute and relative humidity of the air at Fort Conger, June, 188,.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground,s feet [1.5 meters).























I ~~._m·_1 ~ : ~__ J_1_1a.:.. __ ~~_m'_1 7 p. m. I np m I D~;ym~n~·l
I Absolute IRelative IAbsolute. 1 Relative.'Absolute. II Relative. Absolute.IRelative.IAbsolute.j Relative.1Absolute. Relative.lIAbsolute. 1 Relative I
. ': __ I~ I I I I__ 1_-
.077 I 81 . 083 I 82 , ·097 I 76 .098 71 .095 I 76 I .089 81 I .08981 77. 8
. 078 81 .079 i 77 I .096 I 78 .088 79 .oS3 82 .078 81' .0837 I 79.7
·069 . 80 .077 I 81 ,.085 77 .100 78 .091, 72 .092 77 .0857 I 77- 5
.088 82 .124 76 I .124 81 .121 71 .120 I 81 .114 82 .1152 II 78.8
I, I
I • loS 80 .120 82 . III 80 .082 81 .1°45 I
• 103 82 • III 85 . III go .094 81 .0987 .
.120 77 .142 87 .121 74 .126 87 .1133
.106 70 .154 86 .114 67 .121 77 .1232
.168 82 .139 70 .137 71 .125 66 .1368
Date.
I 'n .•.









183 76 .192 81
• 19o 80 • 194 74
·
183 72 • 19o 67
•289 88 .217 63
.
213 84 •214 79
.212 68 .219 58



































































































































































































































































17 -- __ .. '
18 "n••
19· __...
TABLE XCI I.-Absolute and relatir« humidity of the air al Fort Conger, Jltly, 1882.
247
Daily means.II p. m.7 p. m,3 p. m.
77 .20<} 89 .194 88 . 185 87 .2000 78.3
92 . 187 86 .168 81 . 183 89 .1798 87·3
83 .180 78 · 171 83 .1 67 87 .1742 84. 0
82 . 161 69 .159 77 .159 80 . 1625 80.2
74 .173 7° .173 66 .176 79 .1708 74·7
72 .187 71 ·[74 57 .173 67 . 1810 68.8
64 .192 74 .22.3 81 • 183 71 .1910 71. 5
85 .186 77 . 189 67 . 184 78 . 1873 75·3
93 .162 78 .179 79 .162 88 . 1678
81. 8
81 .175 79 .16[ 79 · 151 78 . 1658 81.0
89 .15[ 84 · [75 96 .15 1 84 .1602 87·5
9[ .161 74 .156 84 .142 7° .1538 82·5
74 .157 61 . 183 76 .178 77 . 1692 7
6. 2
88 .188 90 . 184 93 .181 84 .1868 88.8
82 . 184 71 • [9[ 73 .178 73 • 1895 77. 0
73 . 183 86 .173 76 .18[ 87 • 1835 78. 2
83 .182 85 .177 90 .175 93 .1810 87·5
72 · :zoo 85 .199 89 . 187 83 .1945 84·3
83 .1 87 77 .475 86 .173 89 .1753 84·3
68 .179 80 .170 87 ·[73 89 .1702 81."8
80
· 171 75 .177 88 · 171 84 .1725 84·0
76 .174 75 .178 87 .175 87 .175
0 83. 2
86 .179 88 .186 86 .178 89 .1763 87·5
79 . 184 78 .181 88 .182 89
.1812 84·8
84 • [97 75 • 163 7[ · [90 81 • 1837 80.8
7° .20<} 77 .177 73 · [73 80 · [900 ' 79·3
77 .168 82 · [47 62 .140 63 .1620 72.7
74 .154 7° • 164 80 .162 82 .
163° 75·7
86 .185 87 .176 90 .17 1 90 · [7 15 87·7
84 .164 8[ .162 81 .165 78 · [67 2 83. 2
82 . 165 69 .145 74 .134 74 .1548 77·5
---------------------
80. I .1787 78. I · 1752 80·3 .17°4 81. 6 .1755 80·9
.1\ Relative.lA~b~sol-u-te.I-R-el-at-iv-e.I'~b-S-OIU~:~II' .•·.Re~~~e...i·,~-b-so-lu~e.I.;-e.I-.a.t,~.e A.,~:.o.I~.::~I.· ~:~~:i~:.·I'






THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time b)' adding 49m













.20<} 66 .218 I 63 • 185
I 2 ______
.175 87 .178 ! 89 .188
3 -----. .175 87 .175
I
86 .177
4------ . 165 84 . 164 89 • 167
5 ------ .164 84 .159 75 .1806 _____.
.182 77 .190 69 .180
7 ------ . 183 67 .175 72 .190!l _____ .
.184 7° • 183 75 .1989 _n ___
.175 83 .159 7° .17°
10 n ____
.162 95 • 167 74 .179III un_. .161 87 .160 85 • 16312 _n ___
.144 84 .155 92 . 165
I 13 ______
.17° 84 .168 85 .159
, 14 _n_u .190 87 .186 91 .192
15 nnn .200 82 .190 81 .19416 __n __
• 183 76 . 187 71 .194
17 _._·_n_ . 183 88 .175 86 .194
18 ___On
.177 91 .200 86 .19819 __un








.170 90 .17° 87 .17622 ______
.171 87 .175 87 .177
23 __n __
.170 87 .170 89 .175
24 _n __ •
.175 87 .177 88 .188
2S Un' _ .[87 90 • [80 84 .[8526 ____u
·[94 86 I .2°7 90 .18027 _n ___ 163 76 i • 189 76 . 16528 ___..__
·[59 74 I .177 74 .16229 . _____
."156 85 I · [68 88 .173




248 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1882.
TABLE XCII I.-Absolute and rdati7/e humidity of the air at Fori Conger, August, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground,S feet [1.5m].
,=+81° 44' }.=-64-° 45'=-4b 19m
\ 3 a. m. \ . 7 a. m. I I I a. m. 3 r- m, I 7 p. m. I I I p. m. Daily means.
Date.
"Absolute. Rel:i~:IAbsolute. Relative.Absolute./ Relative. Absolute.! Relative.iAbsolute.\ Relative.lAbsolute.l Relative. Absolute.! Relative.
i ! I ,I! '
--- ---------
I ______
· 153 77 .119 55 .160 77 .17 2 73 • 167 76 .178 86 .1582 74.02 __ n __
.159 81 .176 S9 · 162 7S .166 82 .170 77 .169 . 80 . 167° 81. 2
3 ----- ' .173 82 .168 84 .177 83 .173 87 .168 83 .160 83 .1698 83·7
4 ____ u
.15° 78 .151 81
· 175 85 .15 8 73 .166 81
.17° 88 .1 617 81. °~ =~=:::: .190 79 .175 79 · ISS 78 . 183 79 .192 78 .192 80 .1 867 78. 8.177 75 . 183 78 . 187 83 .180 84- .170 85 .161 80 .1763 80.8
7 ------' . 165 85 . 163 84 .162 82 . 165 81 .1{)4 85 .158 95 · 1628 85·38 ___on
.149 81
.159 86
· 164- 80 . 163 82 0175 73 .172 73 · 1637 79. 2I9 . ____.i
.17° 73 .162 71 .175 68 .168 78 .175 86
.174 93 .17°3 78. 210 ______ :





1678 90·3I r ..____..1, . 183 90 .200 87 .175 61 .170 61
.
187 73 .175 75 . 1817 74·512 ___._.
.169 73 .200 84 · 162 63 .159 61
.
165 7° . 169 75 .17°7 71. 013 _____ •
.160 71 . 164 73 . 164 67 .196 76 .168 65 .159 66 . 1685 69·714 _____•
· 156 66 .159 63 . 164 63 . 187 72 . 164 64
· 161 67 .1 652 65·815 ______
.161 71 .190 S9 .173 76 . 185 81
.
185 77 .181 78 .1792 78.716 _____ .'
.175 82
.197 80
.199 7° .175 78 .202 83 .176 87 . 1873 80.017 -..----i .173 74 .195 84 .192 92 .180 90
,
.
184 S9 .179 90 . 1838 86·518 ______ , .1 87 97 .186 93
·!77 89 . 184 81 . 184 85 .175 88 · 1822 88.819 ______





.179 79 . 1897 82·721 _____ .
·
183 78 .162 66 .161 54 • I{)I 71 .162 72 .152 79 . 1635 7°·022 _..____ .154 82
.
167 73 .173 75 . 169 74 .154 79 .155 88 · 1620 78.523 - _____ .15 8 85 . 184 90 .176 90 .175 89
.17° 86
· 171 88 .1723 88.0
24 ------ .160 84 .154 75 .15 6 72 .162 i 86
.147 76 .144- 75 · 1538 78. 0
25 _____ •
.143 74 .149 77 .15 1 85 .1{)5 87
· 145 75 .131 83 .1473 80.2
26 ______
.
123 73 .134 75 .142 86
.142 80
.13° 83 .116 77 .1312 79. 027 - __ u_ .132 85 .134 84
.143 88
.139 86
· 133 82 .134 86 .1358 85·228 00 ___.1 86 85i .134 .142 .14° 74 .14° 88
· 138 81 .145 89 .)398 83. 8I29 ______ ,
.120 77 .134 77 .148 86
.15 6 90 · 151 , 85 82
.1398 82.8· 13°30 _OOn. .134 84- .124 82









.1645 So. I i .1667 . 1675 : 80.0
.




Absolute.1Relative.: Absolute.l Relative.lAbsolute.\ Relative. Ahsolute.!Relative. Absolute. Relative.!
----
I .h.h 'hUh..h.U~. .118 96 .1241 94h_._h_lh.h.. .1221 100 hh_._.' ..u.h ..hhU_ h __ .·.·
2 ._u h h.h h __... ____ . 124 99 • 128 I 94 i_h _h __ '. _.. ___ .h.u _h U_u. .132 98 n ·h.hn 1
3·----· .°36 25 .133 95 .141 ! 98: .142 1 98 .140 97 .134 99 .1210 85·3 i4 -_____ .142 ! 99!· 128 I 96 .131 9S .134 100 -------- --------
5 hUh .136 99 .137 100 .134 96 .126 I 95 .112 96 . loS 97 . 1255 97.2
~ :::=:: : ~~~ I: :::===== :======: :======: :===:==: : ~~ i ~~ : ~~; .h·i~· :~: ~ :======= ::::===:
8 .0<)9 91 . 083 78 . 087 92 -------- --------
9 _.h '_h. ••• h __ uu_u_ h. __ U.. __ ..h. __ h __ ._ .100 100 .oS3 93 .082 95 .. _..h. _.h_h·
10 -098 94 .116 100 .103 97 -098 98 . 083 97 -------- --------
II .... u .123 92 .098 88 .112 90 .113 87 _hh·· .h __ h __ u hhhh .UUh.. h .. h_
12 __ h._ .084 93 .053 89 .118 100 _n __ u_ n_h.h .109 100 .112 100 _.h.h. hh .•n
13 'h_h h'h .uu_u .116 100 .118 99 uh __ h _.hh. hU h_h. _.u_.n _.__ h.· __ nnn _n_ ... ·
14 'hh_ .102 92 .099 95 .092 100 .h.hn __ ..nU .hn_h hoo n h .079 100 hUhh huun
15 .u.u .u.h._ ...Uh un.._unh uu __u_ .. __ .102 98 n __ ._._ hU_n __un· h ._U_h_ hU._. __h_Uh'
16 .°78 92 .oS2 100 .095 98 __ hU __ hn_.h .h .· .. h_ .100 91 hhU. ._uu
17 __ h, .104 90 .112 94 .116 97 .118 99 .112 100 .loS 9S .1117 96·3
18 _ .088 96 .085 ~ -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
19 __ 'h _oo n __ UnU ._h. .061 100 .°58 89 __ nnu _n __ u _ . o6o 93 ·00---·- --- .• ---
21 0000_ .nuh __ un.. _nn_ .°48 100 .080 100 __ uhn h._ooU . 084 98 _hh hH
~~ ::::= :~ , :; :~: I~ :~~ ~i :~j ~~ m:i24- ---h93· ---:ii6- ·----99- --:i~s' m9i:g-
24 __ .102 98 ,________ -098 9S -------- .°70 92 -------- --------
~~ =:=:=. :~~ ~~:::=:=== ::=====: :====::= :=u__ .:=====: :===::== -:==::==::=====: -'-:~g3- -n-'gs- ::====:= ::====~-
27 ______ ________ ________ ________ ________ ________ _____ . 130 99 - 134 99 - - - - - - - - - - ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --
28 u .123 100 .123 100 h ._._ .126 96 .121 92 .096 72 .h __ . U uu_H_
29 .h___ .120 94 -----.--1-------- __ u uh_ _u_ h __ hU' . __ u __ uool__ u n uu u. _
3° ------ -------- -_______ .073 94 -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
249
Daily means.II p. m.7 p.m.3 p.jn,II a. m.
SEPTEMBER, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to loc~l mean time hy adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground, 5 feet [1.5 m].
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
7 a. m.





250 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1882.
TABLE XCV.-Absolute and relative humidity of the air at Fori Conger, October, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground, 5 feet [I.5 meters].
--:::-'._. 3 a. m. I 7 a. m. I II a. m. I 3 p. m. 7 p. m. I II p. m. I Daily means.
IA1~'·"·i R"~;,,I"'~'""'IR''''''+''''''·''I R"~;,,.I''''''''I'.! R,'~' ve••""'"".! R"~'''.! ''''''''''.1R',",'''.'Absolut R,',"".
-1-.-.-•.-•• -~~~ .~ -.064 I-~ .062 83-.040 '-6-5-~I~ .052 ! 87 .0533 78.7








































































































































9 ....__ . 024
10 __._.. .011



















































23 ...... , .018 70 . 013 77 .029 100 .033 100 .026 86 . 0237 88.8~45 -----·1 .020 90 . 017 81 .018 92 .008 50 .011 70 :'~~i~n '--5~ .0140 72. 2(] .•u.. . 014 74 ·' __ h, ••h. n __ . OO9 47 .018 77 .014 78 .0140 793~; ·--..·t .~~~ :~ .011 94 .018 84 " __.h. ""_m .015 63 ---cn .. t- m • 0175 87: 8
28 ~~~~~~: :020 90 :::: 100 h~~:~" .--~~....n..... .022 82 --~~;4" '--84'''1 .0222 91.3
~~ ::::::, :~~~ ~ .011 ~~ I '~:3 79 ·-~~i8--1·--i~u. :~~~ :~ i :~:~ I~ :~:~~ ~~:~
31 un... ' .016' 85 .
014
71 I • 4 75 . 013. 73 .018 88 .016 81, .0143 75· 3
:- '==-='::'::':: ==-=.::.::..:. .024 ,90 .030 i 100 .031 100 .029 91!. 0257 94.3!
Means. h ' •••• -- _.: ..... _.:. m -- ..... --. --.=~1=~,=~J.. __." .. u. ======I·~2SO__s:;:s-
. , ,. , I I
TABLE XCVI.-NOVEMBER, 1882.
2 -- .. __ .018 92 . 013
3 ---.. . . 014 78 .011
4· .. -- .018 84 . 015
5 ----. .003 15 .006 I6 h_,. ._ .... -'. __ ..... ,
I7 --_.•_\.006 42 . 013 I




.022 90 I . 023
I







.006 .01 1882 I 92 34 73. 0.021 100




019 83 • 0 14 85
. 013 85 . 0163 81. 8
-------- ---
----- ._-----_._-------
.008 69 .007 69
-------.
·004 30 .011 -------- --------90 .007 50 .007 So
------.. - --------
85 .007 54 .006 I 59
-------- -
------- -------- -----_...- .------ --------I !
.002
251
Daily means.II P: m,7 p. m.3 p. m.II a m.
DECEMBER, 1882.
Hygrometer above surface of ground,S feet [I.5 meters].
THE LADY FRANI{LIN' BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
7 a. m.




Date. 1-----0--1-----,.-_ 1_ -;----:_---,.-_ 1---,---_ 1__1_---;-_1
[Absolute. Relative.!Absolute.! Relative. Absolute. Relative.IAbsolute.1Relative.IAbsolute. iRelative. Absolute.1Relative. Absolute.1
1
Relative. I
__ I i I I I I
~ ~~~~=J --~~3- -----3~- i.: .:.=~~I.: ~ =~ .: ======== =1====== ~~! == ~====J= ~====~!===~ ~.~= ~ ==== ====. ~I=~~_~ === ~===1====~ =.:i::~:J·:E· £I:::~~i!::: ~ ::::~~:I::::·~:im:~·'--;;I::::::: ;~:ug.Jt~::~:· .::::::
~ =====~I. __~~~ ~~_!=======~======== ----~--n--69- =======~ ========in--~3- -----;6· ~~ ..". ==~~==== =======9 __u __ ',' .007' 86 ,1 . u___ .004 60 .n u_ n_h •• h __ ._u __
10 h. ' h' .008' 89 .003 i 16 u n_ •• __ n .h .h h n u h
II ----- • , .010 100 n _ n_ n n n_n __ h __ .n_ n h h n _
I --____ .004 1 57 1 n__I h __n__ J u. u ul I u .n_!i:::::~n}::i;;:::.~':::~';:::.:.~_::::~;i:::: :;~:!:: :~~: :::::~E:::::~ I:::::::: :::::: ~ ::::::::
7 ------ ·009 100 ._______ __ .007 100 .__ ... • ..... __ 100 ..__ .. __ • .•__ ...
: h____ .~~ :; .~ 8; .006 68 m_n__ ---~~- -----61-:~ ~~ =======: :=======1
~ !!!!r:-~~:~ (~~~;~;!::!lli~ ~--: ;'7P::!~:: --::.~:! :::!ill: ~::: .~:! :::~~::; -: ;~:: --:~~: 1·:::;~: :::!:~~: ::::!!J
22 - __no' .006 82 .007 100 .. __. __ n______ .007 85 .005 46 n __
23 ------! -009 100 .<XX) 100 .009 100 --------.004 45----- -~----__ --------
26 -- il ...__ .006 100 .010 100 _ _
27 I 008 72 008 64 '008 80 nnA 34 _------ . . . .~ -- -_. ----- -----
28 ------1.006 70 .006 58 .010 80 .007 53 .012 100 _n __
r. ::::::1::; E.._:~ _"h~_::i f, :...:::'.t ..}. ::::~:::::~:::::o.;g:;:8;::~:.:::~:i-
II
252 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1883.
TABLE XCIX.-Absolute and relative humidity of the air at Fort C01Iger, February, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49Dl




3 a. m. I 7 a. m. II a. m. I 3 p. m. I 7 p. m. I II p. m, I Daily means.
D~ ·
Absolute. Relative.!Absolute. Relative. Absolute. Relative.IAbsolute. Relative.!Absolute.1 Relative •.Absolute. Relath·e.IAbsolute. Relative.
--I I .______ I ! I
:~ ~~:m·::: :::~~~t·2: :~~~~~:: i::~~~~: ::::~:~i~:~m:: :~:~~::I!:;;~;:I:;::~;·I:::;:: ::::~:: ~:~~m:·! ~~ ~ ~~~~.I
11 :::::::?:: ::::·~::i.; ~~.~~:-- \'~~~~J~==:==I ====~==.:~======: ==:=====I:::~~:: ::::~~::: :::~i:=i=:::i/:::::::lr=======~1 _hU_ -------. --------, ..-~--:.----.-- - .. :__hn__I ------- .005 100 :--------1------------: .. - ------.,9__ n __ ---;;;;g-- . 00',. I 8z ---u--T· ------1·008 87 1--------1-------.:.009 8o-------- I --------i~~ =~===- ._~ .__ .~~ __ i ..:~i7·-II·---7~-- --.-~2~-I·---7-6·--i .~:~ 97~ I .0Zl! 100 r- + ..._. : u_
l
·
I zz -- "- .013 j 65 i .019 i 84 .019 94!: 018 83 1·.-~2;-l"i~-·I--.-~;i -T---~-T·.-~;68- -. '86'-0-.
TABLE C.-MARCH, 1883.
r mu+..hh .""1 I 39 ) 1.008 88 I .005 '9 005 68 I u.n.
1~=~::~ I~~~~~-: ~~~~~~~~I=====.===!.. ~ :====~==i====~=== 1,.. == ~===== ,:===:===C:~i~== ====~4--- ---::3'-' --- '9~S~- -======== =~======7----. ------- __ ._ .., .. .007 67 I , v 6 h --- --------8 .ozo 95------.. h---~4ih -h-87-T=~=====:==~====:======:=I===~=--= 011 4·· ,_n__u _
~; ~~===~I--~:-- '---~~--:E ~~ --~~-. ----4i-- --.-~S--'·-·-57-- --.-~7--!---i~~- ==:~=- :===i;=~\====~~=:==:~===~112 ------.004 zZ.oo8 . 74 .------- -------- .005 I 28 .005 27 n __ •• n •13 ..013 I 85 .012 ~ .013 78 .ozo 90 .011 I· 58 .010 62 .0110 I 58.314 e. - .. ! .010 53 :~ ~ -------- '---95-- :~:~. 65~ .011 76 n_. u _IS .1. .1. . _. .____ _ .ozz .._.. _16 .. : .014 i 71 .019 --i~-- -------- __ u .------. --00---- ---.---. -------- .024 95 . -I n 1
17 - __ .....~ .018; 9 2 • 0 13 72 ------- ... --- ... ---- :~:; 100 • 0 13 72 .020 100 , .. _ .... _18 h • ----. u • .016 81 '-~024-- m-95-- .028 1;';:'-- ========,========--- __ u- .-------'-------- ---- ...-Il) .---.. .016 81 .027 95 .°32 89 .028 75 ' ·009 33! .--- -__.. --- n __~~ =:===~ '-~Oi4-- ----74·· '-~~i2-- -..-. 6;-- -·_hh_ -----00- -------~~~;-T---g5-- ===~==== =====-========== =.:=====~
22 ..---_ .. - ...... _' .. ~__ • 0 29 100 ----.. -- -------- .------- ----.--..... -------;1-------- . 0 23 95 -- --------
23 023 5 ---- .. --- -------- ---- .. ---' .. ------ ; I
I 24 -===== :018 ~9 :~:: ~ ,-------. hh u_. =======:1,:======= --:~;6-- ----9;-- ~===::== ::======Z5 n - .___ .009 44 '-:o2i-- '---86-' hOe -------- .016; 100 .012 61 . _27 . ,,_. ...._.__ .024 90· .023' 90 .025 100 . 1
~: :=:=== :===::== =:=====. :~~r- ----ir -':~j8'- ----95-- --:035 -- '--'87-- h__. -------- .OZ4 71 .. n' m ._ 1
30. ....----- ..n . .029 74 --:025-' ----65-- --.----. -------- .035 _loon. 87-' --'_~jj-- -h-gi-- :======= =::====:
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.








TABLE CI.-Absolute and relative humidity of the air at Fort Conger, Apfil, 1883.
3 a. m.I---c---~ ,, 1 -r-'-__1 1 ,...-__ 1 .,- -, 1
5 -- I .016
6 .__ .004 18
7 _n___ .016 81
8 , .027 91
9 ---.--00---__. .
10 . .007 6g
22 n , .023 86 .022
23 .: .021 86 .013




26 .022 I 95 i .007 n __ . n
27 • u 'n n..l ' n _
28 ... --- _ .039 I 100' .032
29 .-____ .039 100 .045
30_n .024 I 95 .025
16 .._ .011 69
Ii _n • __ '00 00 .__ . _
18 u_n_! .011 6g .011
19 n_ u . ' .023 82 .026
20 .017- 100 n 00 _
, I21 . .. '__n .' .' _
II
------




.005 24 .011 61 .004 14
, 13
------
.004 19 ·009 55 -------- --------
14 -_._--- .006 40 .012 84 -------- --------
15 ----_ .. .011 90 -------- -------- --------
Date.
:Absolute.j Relative'IAbsolute. Relative.iAbsolute. Relative.[Absolute.1 Relative.:Absolute.! Relative.'Absolute. Relative. Absolute.j Relative.:
, I I I~ :===== ======== =====~== ================ --:~;;-- u--59--======:=;=======~:~ ~ ======== ===============T:::::::3 ---__.. .. .008 89 .011 76 --------,--------.<X>9 100 .~ 8cl 1 _
4 -n___.OO9 72 ·009 60 . 019 93 .016 86 .016 86 .020 90 .0148 81.2
•
254 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MAY, 1883'
TABLE elL-Absolute and relative humidity ofthe air at Furl CQ1lger, May, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m











































































I h____ .023 82
2. • _
3 ·---_1 .024 784 ! .022 82
5 _n __· .024 82
6 . __ nh • _
7 ---- -- .039 918 u n_ ....
9 h_h_ --.----- -.--- _
10 _.____ .061 100
I
Date. -_.... -.~.---------------;---- . ----;----- ----;---- ----;----
_____II~~solute.iRel:ti~:.Ahsolute.: Relative~!Absolute'l Relative.IIAbsolute.!Relative.:~bsolute.1 Relative.'Absolute. 1iRelat~~'Absolute.1 Relative.
I
II h____ .069 90 .077 72
12 __h __ ----- -- r __ u __ _ .080 I 93
13 h -- n __ h_ .137 , 92
14 h ".-- h J u_.
15 ------i .080 100 .074 89
I
16 ... .082 98 .086 93
17 hh__ .062 90 .066 92
18 _n___ .059 96 .060 70
19 -- . .~ 96 .068 82




























- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
.134 100 • __.• _. •• --.--
.102 C)6 • 1198 93.8 ..
--~~--l---=~--. n~~~~J __=~~~ I1,099 100 __.n_._ un... _
-.--.-.. .132
21 _n__ · . 104 100 . 142 100 .168 98
22 h.__ • -------- ---- •• -- -- • .__ .136 84 .148 90
23 - h •• n •• - __ ._u __ 'n __• --_ .132 92 .137 95
~ =====: "~;;8-' ---S9--- --~;;6-- ---9S'-- --~;34-- n-93-·---:;;;-- ---;)4'--
26 _____ .
. 102 94 .114 90 .116 93 .11627· _____
.106 94 .113 96 93. 127 100
. 124 9328 ____.
.118 99 ._-- ---- --_ .. ---- .122 100
.139 9329 - __ n
'°78 86 ·096 95 .108 92 . lIS 8830• _____
.114 92 . 124 94 .135 95 .14° 94



























































































































































































































































I II a.m, I JP.m. 1 7P. m . I
JUNE, 1883'
THE LADY FRAl'KLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m

































TABLE CIII.-Absolute and rdatiue humidity ofthe air at Fort Conger, June, 1883'
83 . 149 79 . 177 78 .148 76
77 .156 78 .168 83 .170 84
88 . 172 87 .171 84 .175 77
85 .162 82 .154 77 .154 71
76 .134 62 .152 66 .135 63
87 .155 I 87 .154 \ 79 .160 76 .147
.. __._ .. ===1===-.1505 1-78.5'===-.-..-.-..-.-· -.-1-48-9-,

















I __ u __







Means. __ .. __. __
25 . . J46
26 .. u • • .150





30 no • J43
20 _. __u
21 .n
22 _u. __23 _
24 __u_.
10 _.._0__ .112 So
II n____ .143 88
12 .139 S9
13 .u_.. . 143 85
14 .124 65
15 -_Un .137 So
16 _n_._ .117 7917 on _
18 .136 76
J9 _.____ .132 76
Absolute.1 Relative.IAbsolute.\ Relative.iAbsolute.1 Relative.IAbsolute·1 Re1ative.lAbsolute.1 Relative. A-bS-O-lu-te-.-I'I-R-e-la-t-iv-e.
1
A-bs-Ol-u-te'·I!-R-e-la-ti-ve-.




256 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JULY, 188,3.
TABLE CIV.-Absolute and relatir« humidity of the air at Fort Conger, JUly, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Hygrometer above surface of ground. 5 feet [I.S meters].
t/l = +81° 44' j. = - 64° 4S'=-4h 19m
Daily means.11 p. m,7 p. m.3p. m.II a. m.'I a. m.3 a. m,
Date. --~-"""i---!-------~----I i ,! i I
Absolute·1 Relative. AbSolute.,1 Relative. Absolute.1 Relative'iAbsolute, Reiative',Absolute'
l
































































































































70 • ]79 I










































































72 .1 89 65
60 .188 79
74 .199 72







80 .166 I 83




62 . ]93 6S






















































































































I __ n._ .152
2 .... __ .161
3 - •. _-. .15 6
4 .... -- .142
5-.·.. - . 1636 _n___ .147



















10 ••. _._ .151
,,--.... .144
12 , __ ,_, .156
13 - • .176




H. Kis. 393, pt 2-17
258 THE LADY FRANKLI~ BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1881.
TABLE CV.-Directum and velocity of the wind, August, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9-4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]






9 a. m.!IO a. m'llI a. m.
------,---,---





Direction, DirectionIDirection Direction Direction Direction Direction' Direction
and i and and and and and and' and
velocity. I velocity. I velocity. I velocity. velocity. I velocity. velocity. I velocity.
I I ------------,----i--------
I __ .. _. _. __ nn __ ._. ._.h.n . .n_d ._ •. n n ._.h. ... _ .. _n h . _
2 hhu ._ •• n ._. __ • nn_. .n nh_ n __.n__ nO_on n nnn_. _nn. __ nn_•• _ nn n. __ ._
~ :::::r::::::: :===::== :======:':================ =======: ======== ::::===: =======: ======== =:====== ======== ======== ========~ ==::=::=====:===============:=C======'======== ================ ======== ======== ======== ======== ======== =~==:=== ~======~~ =====: :==::=:: :======= =::=:=======:==: :======= =-~===== ======== ======== =:====== ======== ======== ======== ======== ===:====9 '_n __ .h •• nnn•• n n_nn_n. 'nn'n .n. '. un_n_ h
n
n nn•• _. n n_ nnn_. • n __ n_.
:~ .:':: ::==:==: :==:::=: =:=:::== ======== ======== ======== ======== ====:=== :======= ======== ======== ======== ======== ========1!: ::~ :~_:::;::~::~: ::i:::i: :~::::~: ::i:::i: ::i:::i: :;~~::;: :;~:: :~: :;~~::i: :;~~::;: :~~:::;: :~::::: :;:::;: :i::::;:
16 n - - n W. 2 W. I n. 2 n. 1 SW. 2 SW. 2 n, 2 w. 3 (a) (a) se. I 0 ~ 0 0 se. I
17 Unn se. 2 se. I se. 3 se, I se, 2 SW. I SW. 2 SW. 2 W. 2 W. 2 w. I W. I W. I SW. I
18 h u •• S. 2 S. 4 0 0 S. I 0 0 se. I se. 2 0 0 se. I e. 2 se, 2 se, 2 se. 2 se. 2
19 _..•• _ 0 0 s. 5 sw. 7 s. 6 s. 4 SW. 3 sw. 7 sw. 3 sw. 2 Ssw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw.20 ••• h _ 5"1. 2 sw. 2 sw. 1 nw. I nw. I nw, I sw, I n, I II. I I0 0 SW. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw.21 "hu lie. 2 0 0 sw. 1 sw, I SW. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 sw. I SW. I sw. I 0 022 h._ •• 0 0 0 0 0 0 nw. I nw. I nw, I SW. 4 se. I 6nw. 4 nw, I w. 2 w. 3 s. S s.23· ___ ·_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 W. 2 (a) sw. 2 sw. 4 sw. 2 s. 2 s. I nw. 2 0 0
24 "_h. sw. 4 sw. 5 s, I sw. 4 sw. 5 sw. 4 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 2 sw. 2 SW. 22S ___ ... 0 0 0 0 sw. 3 sw.0 0 se. ,3 0 0 sw. 726. _____ w. I w. 2 W. 3 nw, 3 nw. I se. 2 DW. 2e. 4 e. 5 sw. 4 1 ne. S s. 3 nw. 3 sw.27 • ____ • 2 sw. I sw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I sw. Ise, 10 se. 1 sw. S ne. S ne. 14 ese. 4 ne. 528 __ n __ 16 6 ne, S ne. 12 ne. 12 ne. 12 ne. 9 0 0 se. 12se, se. sw. 4 0 0 0 0 sw. 2 0 0 nw, S nw. 2 0 0 0 0 sw. 2 sw. I 0 0
29 h _ n. e. 1 e. I se. 7 sw. 2 0 0 se. 6DW. 4 nw. se. 2 830 --.-.- ne. 4 nne. 10 sw. sw. 10 sw. sw. I sw.nne. 10 nne. 4 ne. 4 n, 3 5 9:3 1 ·_.n. lie. 16 se. se. I se. 2 se. 3 se. I se. 2 e. 5 e.ne. 10 ne. S 8 6ne. ne, ne, 4 se. 6 6!se. 5 se. 4 e. 3 se. 5 e. 4 e. 3 ne.------------ I
Means __• 3. 6 3·4 2.6 ---------------- -i3. 1 2·7 1.9 3. 2 2·4 2.8Means in 2.2 3. 0 2.6 2.2 3. 0
meters
per sec-
ond ___ • 1.6 I.S 1·4 1.2 0.8 1.4 1.1 1.3 1.0 1·3 1.2 1.0 1.3





















Midnight. Mean daily velocity.
AUGUST, 1881.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49lU
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters).
TABLE CV.-Direction and 11e!ocity of the wind, August, 1881.
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
3 p. m, 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 6p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m. 9 p. m. 10 p. rr.. II p. m.
---------
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and anti and and and



















---------- ---------- ---_ .... _---- ._-------- ---------- --------_. ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------_._-------- ---------
---------- ---------- ---------- -------------- ._---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
---------- ----------.---------- ---------- ---_._----- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------- ---------_._-------_._--------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----------,--------- ---------
---------- ---------- ----------'---------- --------_. ---------- ---------- ---------_._--------- ----------,--------- ---------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------_._--------- ----------:--------- ---------
--.------- ------ ---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
---.------ - --------- .._-------- ---------- ---------- ---- -- ._-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---_._----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------~ ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
---------- ---_ ...---- ---------- ... _--. ---- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
---------- ---------- ---------_:_--------- ---------- ---- ---_.- ---------_._--------- ---------- ----------'--------- ----------
--._------ ---------- ---------- ----_ .. ---- -----._--- ---------- ---------- ---------_._--------- ---------- --------- ---------
---------- ------- ---------- ----
----- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- --------- ---------
sw. 4 sw. 4 sw. I se. 2 se. 4 ne. I e. I e. 2 0 0 w. 4 2.0 0·90 0 0 0 0 0 se. 2 0 0 se . 2 sw. 2 0 0 se. II se, I 1.6 0·7
• sw. I S. I S. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S. 1 I. I 0·5s, 2 se. 2 se. 3 se. 4 se. 2 se. 2 e. 2 sw, 3 sw. 6 ne. 4 2.1 0·9
sw. 5 sw, 3 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I se. 4 sw. 2 sw. I 3. 1 1.4
sw. 2 sw, 2 sw, I sw. 2 sw. 2 0 0 e. 2 e. 2 sw. 2 nw. 3 1.5 0·7
sw. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·4 0.2s, 3 s. 2 S. 3 s. I S. I 0 0 S. I sw. 2 0 0 0 0 1.8 0.8
w. 2 S. 2 W. I w. 4 w. 5 s. I S. 2 S. 3 s. 4 sw. 6 2.0 0·9
sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 5 sw. 4 sw. 4 sw. 3 sw. 3 sw. I sw. 2 sw. 2.8 1·3
nw, I nw, 2 nw. I 0 0 sw. 10 W. 2 S"1. 2 sw. 2 s'v. 4 e. 4 2·5 I. I
sw. 8 sw. 6 sw. 3 sw. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I e. 7 se. 6 2.8 1.3se, 12 se, l2 se. l2 se. 12 se. 13 sw. 2 se. 10 se. 12 s, 16 se. 14 9.2 4.1
0 0 sw. I sw. I S. I se. 4 se. 5 ne. 2 e. 4 e. 4 e. I 2·5 I. I
se, 0 nw. 7 nw. 6 ne, 7 s. 3 e. 5 ne. 4 n. 3 ne. 9 ne. 3 4. 0 1.8se, I se, 2 w. 2 n. 3 0 0 nw. I 0 0 0 0 se. 5 ne. 7 3·5 1.6e. 6 0 0 ne. 4 nw. 3 w. I w. 6 0 0 n, 8 e. 12 e. 6 5· 5 2·5
----- ----_.------------------------------
301 2.8 2.8 2·9 3. 0 1·9 1.9 2.8 01.9 3. 6 2.85
---------
1·4 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 0.8 0.8 1.3 22 1.6 1.3 1.3
,
r
260 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE CVI.-Direction and z'e!o(ity of the zoind, September, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49M
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [94 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
--~--~--~-~--;--~---~~----~-~-,---~~-,-------,-----;--------,.---------,
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and and and and and and and and and and
velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
~------- .------,--------IDate.
1 a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4 a. m. i 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m. 10 a. m. II a. m. Noon.
-~------------ ------






o 0 se. 5 s.
ne. 6 ne. 4 ne.
I s. 2 nw. 4 sse. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 n,


































































































































8 _n s. 4
9 · __h. SW. 1
1000nu nw. I
II "n__ ne. 3








































































All directions are true. Recorded velocities are miles blown Si~~~~;;,~~~~'--h'~-.- '-'- -- ----.------.. _-.--., ..,-- -------------- .




























































































































































































































































































































































30 __ • e.
23 _._.u e.




13 'n.u n. 15
14 h _ ne. 2
15 __ ._._ ne. 2
16 • 0 I
17 u_ 0 4
18 • 0
19 __u. _ 0
20 • •. 0
21 n __ ._ e.
22 _u __ • e.
,.~
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 261
SEPTEMBER, 1881.
TABLE CVI.-Direction and velocity of the wind, September, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9-4 meters).
I" cp=+81° 44' ;\=-64° 45'=-4
b (9 W
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
"_.._-------




Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Miles per Meters per .;and and and and and and and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. second. ~
------ _.~----- -------.
e. 5 n. 3" e. 8 ene, 10 ne. 5 ne. 2 0 0 ne. 5 ne. 6 ne, 4 2·9 1.3 (
s. 6 s, ( s. I s. 2 s. 4 se. 3 se. 3 e. 2 ne. 2 ne. 3 3·5 1.6 2
0 0 ne. 8 ne, 6 ne. 8 n. 14 n. 12 n. 12 n. 12 n. (3 n. 12 5,3 2·4 30 2 0 2 0 I 0 1 n. I n. 4 n. 3 ne. 3 ne. 6 ne, 3 3. 8 1.7 4
n. 4 n. 6 n. 3 n. 4 ne. 2 n. 2 n. 3 0 2 0 2 0 2 3. 6 1.6 50 0 nw. 0 0 I nw, I e. 3 0 2 n. 3 ne. 4 n, 5 ne. 5 2.8 1.3 6
ne, 2 0 I ne. 2 ne. 4 e. 6 s. 2 se. 3 se. 3 se, 3 se. 5 4·3 1.9 7
s. 2 S. 4 se. 6 se. 2 se. 2 se. 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 2 2·4 1. I 8
nw. 4 0 2 nw. 2 0 7 nw. 2 nw, 5 0 4 nw. 2 nw, nw. 4 2·7 1.2 9
e. 12 e. 15 se. 17 e. 8 se. I e. 2 0 4 e. I ne, 3 ne. 5 1.2.2 5.5 10
e. 2 se. 4 sw, 4 sw. II sw. 14 sw, 10 sw. 10 sw, 7 sw, 9 sw. 14 5·9 2.6 rr0 4 sw. 4 sw. 6 sw. 4 w. 4 w. 8 nw. 9 nw, 7 ne. 9 n. 8 11.2 5. 0 12
n, 2 n. I n. 2 n. 2 n. 2 n, 2 ne. I ne, 3 ne, I ne, I 5. 2 2·3 13
0 I ne, 2 ne . I ne. 2 ne. 2 ne, 2 ne, 6 ne, 4 ne. 6 0 I 2.0 0·9 14
• n. 2 n, 3 n. 2 n, 2 n. 3 n. I n. 2 n. 2 e. I 0 2 3. 0 1.3 15
e. 3 e. 6 e. 2 e. 2 e. 4 e. 4 0 I 0 2 e. 2 ne, 5 2.0 0·9 16
se. 3 se. 2 se. I se. I 0 I 0 I s. I 0 I 0 I S. I 2·4 1.1 17
0 I e. I e. I 0 I e. I 0 I 0 2 0 I se. I 0 I 0.8 0·4 18
ne. 7 n, 5 n, 3 ne, 2 ne, I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 3·4 1.5 190 3 0 3 e. 3 e. I ne. rl 0 2 0 I 0 I e. I 0 2 2. I 0·9 20
ese, 2 ese. I e. 3 ne, 5 e. 2 e. 4 e. 2 e. 2 e. I e. I 1.9 0.8 21
e. I e. 9 e. 9 nw. 12 ne. 6 0 2 ne, 3 e. 5 e. 5 e. 2 3·3 1.5 22
0 0 e. I e. 4 e. 2 se. 4 se. 5 e. 4 e. 4 e. 4 e. 9 2.8 1.3 23
se, 4 se, 4 e. 4 e. 9 e. 6 e. 6 e. 6 se. 5 e. 5 e. 3 4·5 2.0 24
e. 6 e. 8 e. 5 ne, 5 ne, 7 ne, 9 e. 7 e. 5 ne. 8 e. 7 5· I 2·3 25
0 ( 0 I 0 I 0 I ne. 2 0 I 0 I ne. r ne. ( 0 ( 2.8 1.3 26
0 I 0 I 0 I ne. 2 ne. 2 ne. 0 0 I 0 2 0 2 ne. 2 0·9 0·4 27
n, 8 0 I 0 I n. 2 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 ( SW. I 6·5 2·9 28
0 I 0 3
, e. 6 e. 3 e. 3 e. 5 e. 7 e. 4 e. 7 e. ( 4·5 2.0 29
e. 2 0 2 e. I e. 2 e. I 0 t 0 2 0 I 0 t 0 0 1.4 0.6 30
----_:_----,-----'--------------- ---------------
I
3·0 3·5 3. 6 3·9 3·5 3·4 3·4 3. ( 3. 6 3. 6 3·84 "-------"
i








." j I i
. '1
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OCTOBER, 1881.
TABLE CVII.-Direction and velocity of the wind, October, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity.miles per hour.]
--~- ---------
J p. ill. 2 p. m.
Date.
~~J 2a·-=J~14a.m·15a.m·16a.m.
I 1 I I
Direction Direction Direction: Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity.' velocity. velocity. velocity.
~18 a. m'\9 a. m. 10 a. m. II a. m.1 Noon.
I I
Direction Direction' Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
I _u•• _ e.
2 __ u __ se.
e.
3 se.
I e. 4 e.





2 se. 2 se.














4 . 0 I
5 ...... 0 0
6 _.n._ 0 I



















































































































































I 0 0 1
J 0 0 i
2 0 2 I


































































































































o 0 J se.
I nw. I ne.
2 se. 2 se.
4 ne. 7 e.














































































































































































































I se. I se.
I 0 I se.
I 0 I 0
2 0 I 0


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































[Velocity, miles per hour.]
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
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264 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
NOVEMBER, 1881.
TABLE CVIII.-Dirtelion and velocity of the wind, November, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
;= + 81° 44' A.=-64° 4S' =-4h 19m
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I a. m.12 a. m. 3 a. m, 4a. m. Sa. m. 6 a. m.I' a. m, 8a. m. \ 9a. m. loa. m. II a.m, Noon. I p. m. 2 p.m.
Date.
Direction I'DIrection Direction r DireCtiOn: DirectionIDirection IDirection Direction I Direction Direction Direction, Direction Direction Direction
and and and , and I and and and and I and and and I and llnd and





se. 2 0 0 0 0 0 se, :.I 0 se. 0 2 ne, I I 0 w. S 0 3w.
2. _____ s. 3 sw. 2 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 1 0 2 0 0 0 0
3 ------ 0 1 ne. 0 ne. I 0 :.I 0 I e. 1 e. 2 e. 3 s. 0 e. 3 se. S 0 1 0 1 0 I
4 ------ e. I 0 2 0 I e. 3 e. S e. 6 e. 3 e. 4 0 :.I ne. S ne, 2 ne, 0 ne, 6 ne. 6
S ------ ne, 4 0 3 e. 3 e. 4 e. :.I e. 3 se. 3 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I6 ______ 1 e. 2 e. 4 0 I se. I s, :.I sw. 4 0 :.I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 2 sw. 2 0, 0 0 2
~ ~~~=~~i a. 11 ae.ll ne, 10 ne, 10 ne, 8 ne, 8 ne, 10 ae 11 w. 8 w. 3 w. I 0 I 0 I 0 00 I 0 I 0 0 S. 2 s. I s. 2 0 I ne. I nw. :.I nw. 2 ne. 0 0 0 nw. 2 n. 2
9 ------ e. 8 e. 9 e. 8 0 3 e. 3 e. :.I e. S e. 3 e. S e. 6 e. 4 ne, 6 ne. 4 ne. 610 ___ on ne, S ne. 2 n. 4 n, 2 ne, S ne, 4 n. S ne. 4 n, 4 ne. S ne, 2 ne, 3 ne. I 0 0II ______ ne. 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
12. _____
e. 6 e. 8 e. 4 e. 3 2 S 3 3 e. 0 e. 3 0 I 0 0
13 ------1 0 0 0 0 ·0 I 0 00 0 0 0 ne, :.I ne. :.I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 00 0 0 I se. I e. 214 ______ , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 IIS ______! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
16 ___ no' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I, 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
I' ______ ! 0 2 0 0 0 00 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 018 ______ 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 019 ______ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I20 Un __ e. 2 e. I e. 2 e. 0 e. 2 0 0 0 I 06 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 2 e. I21 ______ e. 5 e. 3 e. 2 ne, ne, 4 ne. 3 ne. 4 nw, 4 se, 2 e. I nw. I 0 I ne. 3 e. I
22 ____ .0 e. 2 e. 3 e. 2 e. I e. 3 0 3 e. I23 e. 3 e. 3 e. 2 ne. I 0 2 e. 3 ne. I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0.__ .. ~ 0 I 0 0 0 0 I e. 3 0 0 e. I 0 I e. I e. I24. ___ .. 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 2 n, I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 025 _____ .' 0 I 0 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I:.I ne, I ne. 3 e. 626 ____ ., 0 0 I e. , n. 3 ne. :.I e. 6 0 4 0 2 0 I0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 2 0 0 n. I e. 3 e. :.I e. 3 nw. I 0 0
27 ___ ... _ e. I n. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 028 _____ .: 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 029 ____ •. 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I IJO -.---- 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 IMeans ___ 2.0 1.8 I.S 1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6 ~Means in 1.7 1.6 1.2 I.I I.Imetersper sec-ond__ 0.9 0.8 0., o, , 0·7 0·7 0.80.' 0., 0·5 0·5 0·5 0.6 0·4
3 p. m. 4p. m. 5 p. m. 6p.m. 7 p. m. 8p. m. 9 p. m. lOp. m. II p. m. Midnight. Mean daily velocity.
_.~----_... _---
Direcion Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Miles per MetersEeri .;
and and and and and and and and and and hour. ~
velocily. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. ve ocity. velocity. velocity. secon . 0
---- ~--- --
sw, I ne. 2 nw, 4 nw. I 0 2 0 I e. I ne. 2 0 0 0 2 1.6 0·7 I
0 0 0 0 0 I e. I 0 I 0 I s. 2 0 I n. I 0 0 0.8 0·4 2
0 I 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 I 0 2 0 4 0 0 0 I 1.5 0·7 3
ne, 2 0 5 e. I s. 2 e. I n. I ne. I n. 2 e. 4 e. 2 2.8 1.3 4
0 I 0 I e. 2 nw, I 0 I e. I 0 I e. I e. 2 e. 3 1.7 0.8 5
0 I 0 I 0 I e. I e. 7 e. 4 ne. 6 n. 7 n, 10 n. 11 3· I 1.4 6
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 nw. I 0 0 0 0 nw. nvv , I 4· I 1.8 7
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 e. 8 e. 10 e. 9 e. 9 e. 9 2·7 1.2 8
ne. 6 n. 5 ne. 7 ne. 8 ne. 8 nw. 7 e. 5 nw. 5 ne. 2 w. 4 5 .• 2 .• 9
e. 2 e. 2 ne. 2 ne. 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 e. I 0 I 0 I 2·4 I. I 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se, I ne. 3 e. 3 0·5 0.2 II
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 0·7 12
0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 0·3 13
0 2 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·4 0.2 14
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 15
• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 e. 0 0 I 0 0 e. 3 0·5 0.2 16
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 17
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 18
nw. 0 n. 3 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0·4
0.2 19
0 2 0 2 e. I e. I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I e. 3 1.0 0·4 20
n, 2 e. I 0 I 0 I se. 2 e. 2 e. 3 e. I 0 I 0 I 2·3 1.0 21
0 2 0 I e. 2 0 0 e. 2 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 I e. I 1.6 0·7 22
ne. I ne. 4 e. 4 ne. 3 0 5 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0
1.2 0·5 23
e. I 0 I e. I ne. 2 e. 4 0 I 0 2 0 I 0 2 ne, 3 1.2 0·5 24
0 I 0 4 0 0 0 I e. 3 0 I se. 3 e. 2 ne. 3
se, 3 2·5 1.1 25
0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0·4 26
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·3 o. I 27
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 2 0 0 e. 2 sw. 6 0 I 0·5 0.2 28
e. I 0 I ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 29




0·9 1.2 I 1.0 I. I 1.4 1.3 1.4 1.4 1.7 1.6 I. 42 ---------I
I




[Velocity, miles per hOUL]
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
TABLE eVIl I.-Direction and velocity of the wind, November, 1881.
266 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
DECEMBER,1881.
TABLE CIX.-.Direction and velocity ofthe wind, .Decemkr, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [94 meters].
[Velocity. miles per hour.]
1 5 a. m.16 a. m, 7 a. m. \ 8 a. m, 9 a. m. !10 a. m. II a. m.1 Noon. I p. m. 2p.m.
Direction IDirection D' .I~Direction IDirection irectton " irecnon Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and I and and and and and
velocity. i velocity. velocity. I velocity. velocity. " velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
I






















































































4 u_n. 05 0
6 0
I a. m.\2 a. m. 3 a. m. \ 4 a. m,
Oirection IDirection Direction \ Direction
and I and and and
velocity. i velocity. velocity. I velocrty,
I------!--- '























































































13 •. ---- 014 . 0
15 •••. __ 0










































































































































































































































































I I' 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2
0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
0000000000000
o 0 0 se, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0,
___________~ I,
I. 0 l I. 0 I o. 8 . o. 7 ' o. 6 I o, 6 o. 6 I
I ,
























o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0















































































0.4 0.2 I 28
0.0 0.0 29

























Mean daily velocity. I
Miles per Meters per I .;



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEpITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m








o I 0 0 0 0 0 I n. I 0 0 0 0 0 0








268 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1882.
TABLE CX.-Direclion and velocity ofthe wind, January, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
';=+81° 44' 1=-64° 45'=-4b 19'"
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I a.m.
i, 2 a.jn. ii 5 a. m. 6 a.m. 7 a.m. \ 8 a.m. \ 9 a.m. 10 a. m. II a. m. Noon. I p.m. 2 p.m.
i 'i
3 a. m, ! 4 a. m.
---_ •... _--_.-Date. ----I
Direction IDirection IDirectionDirection' Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and and and 'and and and and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
-~~----- --_.
1_. ____ 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 2 ne. I ne, 6 ne. I
2 __ h __ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
3 d •• _. 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0
4·· ..... 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. 2
5 . -. -.- e. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 e. I e. 6 e. 3 e. I 0 0 e. 6
6 __ .• h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I e. 4 e. 5 0 0 0 07 ___ .h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 08 ____ ._ 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I
9------ 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I se. I 0 0 0 I se, I 0 0 0 0
10 'h._. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
II ___ .. _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 012 Uh __ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 I 0 0 ne, 4 sw. 5 w. 213 ------ e. 2 0 4 se. 2 0 2 0 0 e. 4 0 2 0 0 0 0 se, I e. 2 e. 2 se. 4 0 014-- ____ e. 2 0 I e. 2 0 2 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 s. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 015 U .• h: 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0I
16 ____ h' e. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 sw. 3 s. 7 sw. IS 20 ne, 52 ne. 53ne.17 ______ ne. 26 ne, 25 ne. 23 ne. 13 n. 8 n. 6 sw. 3 se. 5 e. 7 ne, 7 w. 4 I 0 0 0 018 _'_,h w.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I I ne. 2se. 0 ne. I ne. 019 . __ .h 0 0 0 0 e. 2 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 ne. I0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 020 ____ •• 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 I e. I 0 0 0 0
21 _h •.. 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (, 0 0I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022 ______ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 023 __ hh' 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 6 2924 ____ .• 2 ne, I ne. 2 ne. 3 ne, 2 se. se.0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 I se, I se, I 025 ._h_. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 nw. I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I
26 ___ • ..1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 i oj27 . - . __ .1 0 0 0; 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 I0 I 0 0 0 0 0 028 ____ hi 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 029.-. __ .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I se, 0 se, 2 0 0 ne, II 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I30 __ ._ •• ' se. I 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6! I 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 4 ne. 3 n.
31 __ .'U 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01
Means ...I,
------------I1.2 I. I 1.1 0·9 0·5 0·4Means in, 0·4 0·4 0.6 1.0 1.3 '1.5 2.5 3.4 I
meters !
per sec- \






























































































































































































































































8 p. m. I 9 p. m. I IO p. m. I
Direction !~recti:-I Direction i-----
and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity.












































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"


















































































































































01000000000 I 0 0 0 000j~3-----;-8-- ---;-2--1---;-4--: ----;'-0-- ---1.-7-- ---1.-6-- ---1.-2--~2--
I 1.5 '., LO I... 0.9 0.8 0.7 0.\ 0.5
270 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1882.
TABLE CXI.-Di"ection and velocity oj the 'wind, February, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





































































3 11. m.1, 4 a. m. 5 a. m.l, 6 a. m. Ii 7 a. m.ls a. m, 9 a. m.11O a. m. , II a. m. Noon.F la.m. \~2a.m·lDate. I IDirection Direction DIrection Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Directionand and and and and and and I and and and and and snd andvelocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.1-:=.. -0--1- --0--0-----
2._... 0 0 0 0
3 _..... 0 0 0 0
4 -..... 0 1 0 0
s .__ .__ 0
6 _.... _ 0
~ ~::~~~ ~

























































































































10 •• i 0
II .• __~. 0
12 0
13------ 0





















































































































16. __. __ ne.
17 _. s.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE CXI.-Direction and velocity of the wind, February, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters).

















































































5 p. m. 6p.m. I 7 p. m. 8 p. m. I 9p·m. I ro p. m, II p. m, I Midnight. Mean daily velocity.




and and and and and and I and and and and Miles per IMeters rr ~
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. Rcon .
! 0
, ~I --I i I 0.6I e. I e. 4 e. I ne. I 0 I ne. 0 o! 0 I 0 0 0 0 1.3 , I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 I se. I 0 0 0·3 o. I 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 2 se. I 0 0 1 se. I e. I 0 0 nw, I 0.6 0·3 3I
0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 nw, I 0 0 0 I 0.2 0.0 4
I
I I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I O. I 0.0
e. I se. I se. I e. 3 se. 4 e. 2 se. 3
o 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 e. 2 0 I e. 3
o 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ne. 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0i----·--- . -----.----------,'---------------------I 0·4 0.' I 0·3 I 0.' 0.8 i 0.8 0.8
o. 2 O. 2 i o. I I o. 3 O. of O. of O. of
i
272 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1882.
TABLE CXII.-Direclion and velocity of the wind, March, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m







oo3oS7 s.o 0 s.o 3 e.
6 a. m.17 a. m. IS a. m. 1 9 a. m. 10 a. m.
- ..- ---, 1--- ----1----'1---,---1----1----1
Direction II Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and I and and and
velocuy.j velocity. I velocity. velocity. velocity.
se. 7oo 0oi1._ .... 0 2
Date.
~12 a.m·l! a. ro. _~~'~I~ 1 I a.m, r Noon. I p.m.
Direction IDirection Direction Direction IDirection Direction I Dir;ction Direction
~I~I~ ~I~ ~I~ ~
velocity.. velocity. I, velocity. velocity. I velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.










































































































3 se. 2 0
one. 3 0
4 ne. I 0
I 0 0 s.











2 nw. 2 e.
I e. 1 ne.
one. 1 0
I 0 0 n.
o 0 0 0
1 nw, 0 0
2 ne. 1 ne.
o 0 0 0
5 0 0 e.




























































































































































































































































































































o w. I 0
o nw. 0 se,
o e. 1 0
o Ole.














































o 0 0 0 se,
S. 1 0 0 0
o oe. 00
o 0 e. I e.












































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 273
MARCH, 188%.
TABLE CXlI.-lJirectioll and 1'C!odty of tile wind, March, 1882,
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 490j
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
1/>=+ 8 10 44' A,.=-64° 45'=_~h 1901
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I IMidnight. IMean daily velocity. I3 p.m. 4pm. 5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p. m. Sp. m. 9 p.m.
r
10 p.m. II p. m.
---~---
------- ---~- .- .._-----
IDirection




Direction IMiles per IMeters per ojand and and and and and and And and and ~velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. second.I Q
.. _-----
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5 0.']
0 0 0 0 ne. 0 ne. 0 e. I e. 2 ne. 1 0 0 nw. I 0 0 O. 2 0.0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 0 ne. 2 s. 2 se. 4 0 1 ne. I 0·4 0.2 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 nw. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 se. I o.S 0·4 4w. 5 w. 6 sw. 9 sw. 12 sw, II sw, II w. 9 s. 5 0 I 0 0 0·4 0.2 r;
e. 10 0 7 ne. 0 ne, 7 ne. 12 ne, S ne. 5 ne. S ne. II ne, 10 7.0 3.1 1;
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 0·5 '10 0 n. I 0 0 nw, I 0 0 n. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0.'] 0·3 S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0·4 0.2 90 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 2 ne, I e. I 0 0 se. I nw, I 0 0 o.S 0·4 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I 0.0 II
C. 2 ' c. 2 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I e. 2 sw, 2 e. I e. 2 1.5 o. 7 12
C. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 130 0 0 0 0 0 se, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 1 0.0 140 0 0 0 0 I c. I ne. I 0 0 nco 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I 0.0 150 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 1 0 0 O. I 0.0 16
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 170 0 nc. I 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 I se. 0 0 0 0·3 o. I ,S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0·5 0.2 190 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I ne. 3 0.2 0.0 20e. 4 ne. 9 e. 6 e. 7 e. 2 ne, 2 e. 3 e. 4 0 0 0 0 5·5 2·5 21
0 0 ne. I e. I se, I 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 ne. 2 ne. I 0.6 0·3 22
nc. I nc. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 C. I 0 0 0 0 0·5 0.2 230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0·3 o. I 240 0 0 '1 0 0 e. I w. I 0 0 ne. I se, I n. I 0 0 0·4 0.2 250 0 e. 2 0 0 ne. I ne. 2 se. I nw. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·5 0.2 26
S. 2 c. I 0 0 nw. I e. I 0 0 e. I nw. 2 0 I 0 0 0.8 0·4 270 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 1 0 0 0.2 0.0 2S0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I ne. I 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 29
e. 0 e. 1 e. 3 se. I s. 10 se. 20 se. 15 s. 5 0 I s. 9 3·5 1.6 30e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2·5 I. I 3 1
-------------'------------------------- ----------
o.S 1.1 0·7 1.3 1.5 1.8 1.4 1.1 o.S 1.0 I. 13
----... _---
0·4 0·5 0·3 0.6 0·7 0.8 0.6 0·5 0·4 0·4 0·5 0·4 I
--1
• H. Mis. 393, pt 2-18
274 'filE LADY FUANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
APRIL, .882.
TABLE CXIII.-Dirt'Cliofl and velocity of the wind, April, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





























































































































i_5__a__._n_1, '_ !~.mi~18"mI'" mIw • mI--"m1 N~" _
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction! Direction - Direction - Direction! Direction I Direction Direction
,",,1 and and and and and! and and and and A."l I and












<) .... _ s.


































































































I] .,, __ . s\\'.
q .__ c.

































































































17 .. ".. lie.
,s __ ~_~. s.
III ...... _ se.
20 ._ c.
3 nw, 2 e.
] se. 3 n.
2 se. 2 n,
I 0 0 w.



































































































































































e. 8 e. 4 c. 2 W. 5 ne. 2 e. I ne, I 0 0 W. I W. I W. I 0 0 S. I S. 1
e. 3 e. 2 se. 2 se. 2 e. I ne, I 0 0 se.. I 0 0 \Y. I sw. 1 W. I W. 2 W. 2
W. 3 w. 5 e. 5 e. 4 ne, 3 e. I~. I SW. I 0 0 S. I S. 1 s. 1 s. I S. I
e. 2 e. 6 e. I ne. I ne, I ne. 3 ne. I e. 2 n. 1 n. 2 n. 2 nw. I nw. 2 nw. 3
e. I se. 2' e. I e. I e. I ne. I ne. I ne. I 0 I nw. I w. I nw, 2 nw. 2 w. 2
-------- ---- ----- ---- - 1 - • _






28 h •• _
21) - •• __ .
30 -- -- ..
21 •.•••. SC. 2
22 _. S. 12
2] •.. _•. n. 5
24 se, 3
25 _. se. 2
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 275
APRIL, 1882.
TARLE CXII I.-Directi(lll alld Ild ocity of the Willd, April, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean t.rne by adding 49"'
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
r 1'=+81° 44' I. =c;;- 64° 45'=-4h 19'"




1 lOp. m. Midnigh~~IMean daily velocity·/--13p. m. 41'. m, I 51" m, 61" m. 7 p. m. 81'. m. 9p. m, II p. m.
-------- 1------'----Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction Direction









e. I 0 0 0 0 ne. I ne, 4 ne. 6 nw. 2 ne. I 0 I 0 0 0.8 0·4 I0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I ne. I 0 0 0 0 0·3 o. I 2se. 4 se. I e. 2 e. 2 e. 3 ne. I ne. 2 e. 2 n, 2 n. I 1.1 0·5 3se. I e. 2 e. I e. 2 e. I e. 2 e. I e. 2 e. I ne. 2 1.5 0·7 4se. 4 se. 2 se. 2 se. 3 se. 2 e. 6 e. 6 e. 5 e. 5 e. 4 3·4 1.5 5
se. 2 e. 2 n. I n. 3 n. I n. 2 sw, 2 s. 3 e. 3 e. 2 2. I 0·9 6se. I se. 2 e. I e. I e. I e. 2 e. 2 e. I e. 2 e. 2 1.6 0·7 7se. 3 se, II e. 2 e. 3 e. II e. 17 c. IS e. 21 se, 16 s. 13 5. 8 2.6 8se. 7 se. 5 s. 5 s. 3 5. 14 s. 4 se. 4 se. 2 se. 4 sw. 2 6·9 3· I 9n. 3 sw. 2 e. 4 e. 3 se. 4 se. 4 e. 6 ne. 7 ne. 3 e. 8 3·3 1.5 10
s. 8 5. 3 ne. 4 se. 3 e. 3 e. 3 se. 3 e. 3 e. 3 e. 4 4. I 1.8 IIn. I n. I e. I se. 2 s. 2 e. I ne, I e. 2 ne. I sw. I 1.9 0.8 12se. 2 se. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 s. I se. I ne. 2 s. 2 se. I 1.7 0.8 13nw. 2 ne. 2 n. 3 ne. I 5. 3 ne. I ne. 2 ne, 3 i ne. 3 ne. I 1.9 0.8 14n, 2 sw. 2 e. I se. 2 se. 2 w. 5 se. 9 ne, 13 s. 4 se. 3 3· I 1.4 15
se. 3 se. 3 se, 2 s. 2 se. I ne, 2 n, .? ne. 3 ne. 3 ne. 3 3·4 1.5 16n. I n. I ne. 2 sw. I w. I e. 2 se. 2 se. I se. I e. 3 1.6 0·7 17sw. I 0 0 sw. II sw. I s. I se. I se. I e. I se. I 0 0 1.2 0·5 18sw. I ne. 3 se. 3 ne, 2 c. 4 e. 9 e. 5 e. 8 e. 8 e. 7 2·9 1.3 19 ,0 0 0 I e. I ne. I se. I w. 3 n. I n. 2 se. 2 e. 2 1.7 0.8 20 I
ne. I e. 2 s. 2 ne. I e. 2 se. 2 n. I s, 5 s, 22 s. 16 3·5 1.6 21s, 21 S. 20 s. 25 s. 23& S. 22" s. 24" s. 25" se. 13" s. 12 ne. 9 16.1 7.2 22
1 n, 5 ne. 5 e. 4 se. 5 sw, 4 se. 5 se. 3 ne. 2 ne. 2 e. 2 5·7 2·5 23nw. I n. 2 nw, I n. I sw. I w. 2 ne. I n. 3 w. I ne. 2 1.8 0.8 24 in. 3 s. 2 ne. 2 De. 26 ne. 5 ne. 9 n. 7 e. 3 e. 6 ne. 7 8.8 3·9 2S ,
W. I W. I n. I nw. I n. I s. I se, 3 se. 2 se, 4 e. 3 1.9 0.8 26sw. I sw. 2 w. 2 ne, I n. 3 ne. 2 e. 2 e. 3 ne, 3 w. 4 1.7 0.8 27s. 2 , W. I W. 2 n. 2 n. 4 0 0 ne. I n. I ne, 2 e. 3 1.9 0.8 28nw, I nw. 2 nw, I 0 0 nw. 2 nw. I nw. I nw, I w. I se. 2 1.7 0.8 29n. 3 i n. 2 n. I nw. 2 nw. 3 nw. 3 nw, I nw. I nw. I nw. 2 I.S 0·7 30
-----'-----,--------------------'-----1-----,-----'---------- -----1
I 2·9 I 2.8 i 2.6 2.6 3. 2 4. 0 I 3. 8 I 3·9 4. 0 3. 6 3· 16 ---- •. --- I
I , , I
ii
1.3 1.3 1.2 1.2 1.4 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.4 I
• From dial reading.,
THE !JADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MAY, 1882.
TABLE CXI V.-Directi(J1l and velocity 0/the wind, May, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I a.rn, I I3 a. m. 4 a. m. ' 5 a. m. I6 a. m. I, 7 a. m. 8a.m. 9 a. m. \ 10 a. m.1 1Ia. m. Noon. II p. m.12 p. m,
Date.
Direction Direction' Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction
and and and and and and and and and I and and and and and






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































e. I e. 3: e. 2
----------1-_-






















































































'4 .. __ .. nco 1
25 '.n·, net 2
26 .... _. ne. 2
27 .•• _u n. 3
28 s. 7
































































































































































I I p. m. IMidnight. IMean daily velocity.
~~:::i:: I-;irec~ion- i Miles per IMeters per
and i and hour. second.














































































































































































































[Velocity. miles per hour.j
MAY, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN nAY EXPEDITION.
1.9
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m










































































































































































I e. 2 ' e. 2 S. 2 sw. 14 sw. 2 sw. 3




278 'rBE LADY FRAN"ltLl:N" BAY EXPEIH'riON.
JUNE, 1882.
TABLE CXV.-Direction and velocity of the wind, June, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].





Direction! Direction I Direction
and anti and




II a. m. 2 a, m. ! 3 a. m·14 a. m. I 5 a. m·16 a. m. I, 7 a. m.!8 a. m.\9 a. m. I_II_a_._m_·1Noon. I I p. m.12 p. m.
-'--- ---'- ! 1-__.Direction f Direction I-D-i-rec-ti-o-n I Direction Direction I Direction IDirection 'I Direction i
and and and and and' i and I and an~,
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocIty.,
Date.






















































































































































































13 "'U' w, 3




























































































































































30 " H. n. 2




















































































































































































































25 . -- ...
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
















rnn I..ADY FRA~KLIN BAY EXPEDITION.




















~80 TnE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITioN.
JULY, 1882.
TABLE CXVI.-Diteclion anave/oeily of the 1vina, JUly, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I I a. m, 2 a. m, 3 a. m. 4'=1~\ 6 a, m·I_~~\ '>.m·I,··m 10 a. -. II a. m.1 Noon. I p. m. 2 p. m.Date. _._._.~
Direction IDirection 'I DirectionDIrection Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction: Direction IDirection Direction Direction
and and and and and and and and and and I and i and and and
velocity. velocuy. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity., velocity. I velocity. velocity. i velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
I
'---'--- ---- 1---
I _.u_. se. 18 se. 9
2 .•• u _ nw. 2 sw. I
3 .• -.-. w. 2 W. I


























I I SW. 2


























10. __ ._ 51". 3
II " __ " S. 2
12. • W. 2
13 e. 14
































































































































































































































































































































II ,w. II w.
2 ! SW. 2: sw.
I 0 0 I SW.
2 sw. 5 I sw.




12 I nw. 5













































































































20 ••. w. 3
21 sw. 3
22 • __ • __ SW. I
23 •• _... , SW. I
24 ._. __ .1 w. 2
25 i SW. 3
26 ..---.i w. 3
27. .l w. 3
28 .. __ " se. 15
29 •. _,,_ e. 4
15 ._ e. 8
16 ._._•• ~e. 14
17 .. _ se. 4
18 _h .._. sw. I
19 __.••. 111\'. 3
4·7 5·2 5.0
L
2. I 2.2 2·4 2.6 2. I 2.2 2.6 2·3 2·3
e. 16 e. 18 e. 10 e. 4 se, 13 s, 8 e. 5 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 3 6·5 2·9 10
s, 2 s. 3 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 se. 3 se. r r s, 4 w. 4 3. 0 1·3 r r
w. 3 w. 5 w. 4 nw. 3 nw, 3 w. 2 W. 3 e. 7 e. 9 se. 10 3·3 1.5 12
se. 3 se. 8 sw. 8 s. 5 sw. 10 sw. 4 e. 7 e. 12 e. II e. 13 7. 2 3. 2 13
W. 4 w. I W. I W. I W. I w. I sw. 2 W. 2 W. 5 s. 4 3·3 1.5 14,.
16 11.6 5. 2G s. 12 S. 9 s. r r s. 13 s. 15 se. 15 se. 14 se. 14 se, 14 se. 15
nw. 3 nw. 2 nw. 2 sw. 2 sw, 3 S. 12 se. 6 w. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 7. 2 3. 2 16
sw. 2 sw, 3 sw, 4 sw. 3 sw, 3 nw. 3 sw, 4 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 3 2·5 1.1 17
s. 10 e. 13 e. 14 sw. 3 e. 5 e. 9 ne. r r e. 8 e. r r sw. 3 5·4 2·4 18
e. 4 s, 2 sw, 3 w. I sw, 4 s, 6 s. 4 w. 3 w. 3 w. 5 3· I (,4 19
s. 8 s. 5 sw. 6 sw. 5 sw. 3 sw, 9 w. 5 sw. 3 sw. 3 sw. 2 7. 6 3·4 20
sw. I sw. I sw. I sw, I sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I 1.7 0.8 21
sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. I sw. I sw, 2 sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. 2 1.5 0·7 22
s. 2 S. 2 s. 2 S. I S. 2 s. I S. 2 s. 2 S. 2 sw. 2 2. I 0·9 23
sw. 2 sw. I sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 3 sw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. I 2.0 0·9 24
sw. 3 sw. 2 S. 2 S. 2 S. 2 n. 4 n. 2 s. 3 n. 3 nw. 4 2·4 I. I 25
s. 3 s. 4 s. 9 w. 6 s. 5 s. 9 s. 5 w. 3 w. 3 w. 2 5·9 2.6 26
s. 3 s. 2 s. 3 s. 3 s, 9 s. 14 s. 15 s. 9 S. 12 s. 12 6.8 3. 0 27
se. 13 se. 17 se. 12 se. 15 se. 14 se, 14 se. 10 se, 4 e. 3 e. 6 17.3 7.7 28
s. I S. 2 S. 2 S. 2 S. 2 S. I S. 2 S. 2 S. 3 s. 2 3. 8 1.7 29
nw, 2 w. 3 w. W. 2 W. w. 2 0 0 W. I W. W. I 3. 6 1.6 30
w. 2 i nw. 5 nw. 3 nw, 2, ne. 2 ne, 2 ne. I sw. 2 sw. sw. 2 2·3 1.0 3 1
j~-'-7-1-5-.-I------ ,---------- ----- ---------- ----- ----- ----- -----5.4 4·4 5.1 5. 2 4. 8' 4. 2 4. 2 4·4 5. 02 -- .. -----




2. I22 W.2 W.3 sw,2 sw.




THE LADY FRANKlJlN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
TABLE CXVI.-Direction and velocity of the u'ind, JUly, 1882.
4 sw.4 sw,6 w.w.
3 p. m. 4p. m. 5 p. m. 6p. m. 7 p. m. 8p. m. 9p. m. ~~~~_I II p. m. Midnight.! Mean daily velocity.
Direction Direction Direction
i iN';'::: IM:.n";Direction Direction Direction I Direction I Direction Direction Direction iand and and and and and and and and andvelocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. I velocity. I velocity. velocity. i hour. second. ~,
! I A
'-~----.-. .--_._.-. ---.'_.~- -- - .,---_._~.~-"_.__ ._., ..•. -
-"---
I ,
Iw. I w. I w. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 W. 2 W. 2 sw. 3 sw. I sw. 3 4·3 1.9 Isw. 2 sw. I sw. 2 sw. I sw. 2 sw. I Sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I 1.6 0·7 2
e. 5 e. 7 e. 9 e. 3 e. 5 w. I w. 2 sw. 2 sw". 2 sw. 2 3·4 1.5 3
s, 2 S. 2 S. 2 s. 3 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw, 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I 2·5 1.1 4
i i
sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 2.2 1.0 5
w. 4 w. 4 w. 4 sw. 5 s. 10 nw. 10 nw, 8 se. 9 nw, 8 nw. 2 3. 8 1.7 6
s. 16 se, 15 se. 20 se. IS se. 18 s. 12 nw, 12 se. 5 se. 4 sw. 7 II. 2 5. 0 7
w. 6 se, 12 se. 18 se, 17 se. 10 e. 7 e. 10 e. 4 e. 7 se. 16 II. 5 5· I 8
,.
282 THE LAin: FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1882.
TABLE CXVII.-Direction and 1}elocity of the 1J'ind, August, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to iocal mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]




I a. m·1 ~ a. m·I,~m.11 ~~m~ ~\ 6 a. m.\~~-~-~~_:J 10 a. ill. I II a. m·I_N_oo_n_·_I. I, .1
Direction Direction Clrection Direction Direction! Direction Direction Direction Direction! Direction! Direction I Direction
and and and and and I and and and and I and I and and
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity." velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity.' velocity. velocity. velocity.
Date.
--~.-------
I hh•• sw. I
2 • s. 1(,








































4.----- e. 25 u e. I
6 .• _. __ se. S
7 ..... -- s, 3












































































19 _.n .. s. J
20 •• _. __ se. 17
21 ._. __ . St. IJ
22 • . w. 2
2J • ._ S. I
14 - __•• _ se. 14
15 _h ••• ne. 5
16._._•. nw, J
t7.un. S. I







10 _.__ __ w.
" .U.h se.















































































































































































































24 _. . w. 2
25 • _._.. se. II
26 • n. 2
27 h. n • nw. 2





























































































































2.2 2·3 2·3 2.2 2.0 2.6 1.9
283
2.22.2
5· 05 . - - -- - -.
2. I
4·7
7 se. 9 13.2 5.9 2
2 ne. I 3. 0 1.3 3
I ne. 2 1.6 0·7 4
7 w. 5 3·5 1.6 5
13 se, 5 10·5 4·7 6
I sw. I 2·5 1.1 7
8 se. 6 2·9 1.3 8
18 e. 13 9·4 4. 2 9
3 se. 2 2.0 0·9 10
5 ne. 5 4·4 2.0 II
4 nw, 4 7. 0 3· I 12
7 se. 15 12.0 5·4 13
4 e. 8 10.8 4. 8 14
5 nw. 4 2·9 1.3 15
2 s. 2 1·7 0.8 16
4 sw. 2 1.9 0.8 17
4 nw, 6 2.6 1.2 18
6 se. 4 11·5 5· I 19
9 se. IO 12.0 5·4 20
I W. I 4·7 2. I 21
I S. I 1.0 0·7 22
10 se. IO 4. 6 2. I 23
8 se. 7 4·7 2. I 24
I sw. 2 3·5 1.6 25
2 nw. I 2·3 1.0 26
0 nw, I 1.0 0·4 27
I s. I 1.7 0.8 28
3 w. 2 4·9 2.2 29
3 s. 2 3·5 1.6 30













[Velocity. miles per hour.]
AUGUST, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKI~IN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
TABLE CXVII.-Direction and velocity of the wind, August, 1882.
16 se. 13 e. 4 se. 7 se. 9 se. 8 se, se.
2 ne. 2 ne, 2 ne. I ne. 2 ne. 2 ne. ne.
I ne. 3 ne. 2 ne. ne. I ne. 2 ne. 2 ne.
3 nw. 4 se. 6 se. 9 nw. 4 e. 4 e. 6 se.
18 e. . 18 e. 19 e. 19 e. 16 e. 14 e. 14 e.
2 sw, I s\\'. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 S'W. 2 5\\T. I sw,
2 sw. 3 sw. 5 w. 2 w. 2 e. 2 s, 7 s.
4 e. 9 e. 8 se. 2 e. 9 e. 15 e. 20 e.
0 s, I S. I S. 2 s. I S. 3 se. 3 se.
3 e. 4 e. 4 w. 7 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 3 ne,
12 se. II se, 12 nw, 7 nw. 2 nw. 2 nw. 4 se,
15 se. 15 s. 10 S. 7 se. 13 se. 17 w. 10 se.
9 nw. 13 nw. 4 se. 9 se. 10 e. 6 s. 4 w.
2 ne. 3 ne. 2 ne. 3 ne. 2 ne. 3 ne. 4 nw,
2 w. I sw. I S\\'. 2 nw. I s. 3 se. I s.
3 s. 2 se. 3 se. 5 se. 3 s. 2 s. 2 s\\'.
2 S. 2 s. I S. 3 nw, 2 n\\'. 6 n. 7 n,
16 se. 18 e. IO e. 8 se. 5 n. 5 e. 8 e.
9 s, 9 se. 14 se. 12 se. 9 s. 9 s. 7 w.
3 nw. 2 nw. 4 nw. 2 nw, 3 nw. 2 nw. 2 w.
2 S. I S. I S. 1 S. 2 s. I s. 3 s.





































w. 2 W. 2 S. 8 se. 15 sw, 14 s. 16 s. 14 s. 14 s. 13 s, 13 6.2 2.8 I
"'l
! .
w. 3 w. 5 w. 2 w. 2 e. 2 se. 5 se. 9
e. I e. I e. I e. 2 se. 5 nw, 2 nw, 4
sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I w, 2 W. 2 W. I
0 0
i
w.. I 0 0 \\'. I 0 0 W. I W. 2
sw. 2 sw. 4 w. 2 W. I nw. I nw. 2 s. 2
sw. 10
i
sw. 5 sw, I s. sw. 2 0 0 s\Y. 2
sw. 5 i sw. 3 sw. 2 ne. 3 s. 5 s. 2 s. 2se. 4 I s, 4 s. 3 s. 3 s. 3 s. 3 s. 3I
-----:-----1---------- ---------- -----
4·8 5· I 5· I 4· 7 4·7 4·5 5. 2
























284 rn~ LADY Fi~ANKLIN nAY EXPED1TION.
SEPTEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CXVIII.-Dirtetion and 1!docily ofthe wind, September, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
9 .----. n, 5 w. 4 w. 4 w. 3 w. 2 n. 4 nw, 3 w. 2 W. 2 w. I w. I w. 2 nw. I w. I10 __.... se, 3 ne. 3 ne, 3 ne, I ne. I ne. I n. I n, I ne, 2 ne. I n, I n. I n. I 0 0
II
.. _----
s. 5 w. 6 sw. 3 s. I e. 2 e. 2 se, 4 ne. 2 n, 3 ne. 2 ne. I n. I 0 0 s. 3
12 '.u_. ne. 3 ne, 3 ne, 3 ne, I ne. 2 ne, 4 ne, 3 ne, 2 ne, 5 ne. 3 0 0 se. 3 se. I se. I
13 - ____ . se. I se. I se. 2 se. I 0 0 se. I se. se. I se. I 0 0 0 0 se. I se. I se. I14 _____ • s. 3 n. 8 n. II n. 13 n. 13 n. 13 n. 9 n, 9 ne. 8 n. 7 n. 10 n. 10 n. 13 n. 10IS - _____ n. 3 ne. 4 ne. 4 n. 6 ne. 5 ne. 5 ne. 4 ne. 2 ne, 2 ne. 2 ne, 2 ne. 2 ne. I ne. I16 hu_. ne. 2 ne. 4 ne. 2 ne. 3 ne. 3 ne, 2 ne. I ne, 2 n. 2 ne. I ne. 2 ne. I e. 3 s. 417 _u_ .. ne, I ne, 2 ne. 2 ne. 2 ne. I ne. 2 ne. 3 ne. I ne. I ne. I ne. I ne. 2 ne. I ne, I
18 _____ • ne. I ne. 4 ne. 3 ne, 5 ne. 3 ne. 5 0 0 ne. 2 B. I S. I B. I B. I s. I S. I19 _... _. n. 17 n. 14 n. 12 n. 5 ne. 5 ne. 4 e. 4 e. 6 e. 6 ne. 3 e. 4 e. 2 e. 2 e. 520 _n __ s. 5 s. 4 s. 2 e. 6 e. 6 e. 5 ne. 4 ne. 2 e. 5 ne. 4 2 ne. 2 ne. 3ne. 2 ne.21
--- ... -..
ne. 2 ne, 5 ne. 3 n, 5 n. 2 n, 2 n, I n. 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0n. n. I n, 322 ___... n. 3 n, 2 se. 7 se. II se. II se. 7 nw. 3 ne. 5 sw. 2 5 5 17 w.
I: Is. sw. 5 w. n,23 _____ . sw. 10 sw. 10 sw. 16 SW 22 SW. 22 sw. 18 SW. IS SW. 14 sw. 17 17 7 0 0sw. sw. II sw. 024 h .. _. s, 5 ne. 5 se, 5 ne. 4 8ne. 3 ne, se. 7 e. 9 e. 9 ne. 3 ne. I Be. 3 n. 5 n. 6
1
25 ._. __ • e. 3 e. 7 e. s e. 8 e. 5 e. 7 e. 4 e. 8 e. 10 s 8 5 ne.26 _h_ .. e. e. 5 e. e. 7 ine. 3 ne. 3 ne, S n. 3 11. 3 n. 2 n, 2 se. I ne, 2 e. 3 s. 3 B. I S. 1 s. 2 127 ___no n. 4 nw, 2 se, I se. 3 Isw. BW. 2 S. 4 nw. 3 s, 5 s. 7 s. 9 n. 6 n. 3 s.
:128 " _. __ n, 4 n. 4 s. 4 se. I se. 3 se. I se. 3 se.29 ______ se. 6 3 nw. 3 n, 3 n. 2 n. 3 e. 7 s.w. 3 w. I S. I nw. 3 nw. 4 e. 2 e. 2 I ,30 ._--_. 0 0 nw, I nw. I n. 3 n. I n, I n,n. I ne. I e. 5 n. 3 n. 5 8 6ne, 4 ne, ne. ne. 6 ne. II ne. 4 ne. 5 ne. 41
------'---------
---Means __. 4. 6 ---- --------4· 5 5·0 5. I 5· I 4·9 4·4Means in 4·4 4·5 4·4 4. 2 4. 0 4. 0 4. 0
meters
per sec.
ond ____ 2.0 2. I 2.2 2·3 2·3 2.2 2.0 1.82.0 2.0 2.0 1.9 1.8 I.~




-~--_._-'--- --- IDlrectlon Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction IDirection Direction
and and and i and and and and and and and and and and and




I ... _- ..-.. 8. 3 s. 4 8. 3 s. 2 S. 4 s. 2 s, 2 s, 4 s, 3 s, 3 s. 2 S• 2 s. 2 s, 22 ______ SW. 3 0 0 8. I 8W. I sw. I sw. I 0 0 sw. I sw. I SW. I sw. I sw. 3 sw. 2 BW. I
3 u .._. sw. I sw. I sw. 4 sw. I sw. I 0 0 sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I se. 2 se. 2 s. 4 s, 34 __ u_. 0 0 S. I s, 5 s. 3 nw. 4 nw, 2 nw. I nw. I nw. I nw. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 nw. I
5 --_.• -- 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 nw. I ne, I e. 8 e. II e. II6 __u_. ne. 16 ne, IS ne, 14 ne, IS ne. 22 ne, 17 n. 23 n, 23 n, 27 n. 30 D U n, 26 n. 23 ne. IS
7 --. --. ne. 21 e. 16 ne, 17 ne, 16 ne. 18 ne. 18 ne, 18 nw. 10 w. 8 w. II w. 10 W. 7 sw. 6 e. 7



































































































































































































































TABLE CXVIII.-Direction 'and velocity of tlte wind, September, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.













































































3 p. m, 4 P: m, 5 p. m. 6 p. m. 7 p. m. 8 p. m. 9 p. m, , 10 p. m. II p. m. Midnight. Mean daily velocity.
Direction Direction Direction Direction DIrection Direction Direction I Direction Direction Direction





!5. 4 s. 2 s. 2 5. 2 sw. 4 sw. sw. 2 SYl. I sw. I sw. 3 I 2.6 1.2 I
sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I sw. I 0 01 0 0 sw. I 0 0 0 0 I. I 0·5 2
Is, ) 5. I 0 0 5. I S. I S. I I s. 3 s. I s. 3 s. I 1.5 0·7 3nw. 2 nw, 3 ne. 2 ne. I ne. I ne. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 1.3 0.6 4s. 2 S. 3 s. I ne. 3 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 S. 3 5. 2 ne. 8 2·7 1.2 5n. 21 ne. 30 ne. 28 n. 23 ne. 25 n, 28 ne. 26 n. 18 n. 25 e. 22 22.6 10.1 6
e. II e. 13 e. 9 e. 4 nw. 4 e. 7 e. 8 e. 6 e. 5 e. 3 10. I 4·5 7
2 4 5 8 5 5 : 3. 6 1.6 '8e. sw. 3 sw. sw. sw. w. 4 sw. 5. sw. 4 w. 3
286 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1882.
TABLE CXIX.-Direction and velocity Ofthe 11Iillli, October, 1882,
Washington mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49"\
Anemometer above the ground. 31 feet [9.4 meters J.
---- --- ----------- ------------
[Velocity, mile. per hour.]
------------
Direction Direction Direction Direction I
and and and and'




i I p. m.. 2 p. m.
i I
Noon.II a. m.
Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and





DIrection Direction Direction Direction
and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
I a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m, 4 a. m.
Date.
I m e. 32





ne. 20 ne. 21 n.

























3 n_ ne. 28
4 _n ne. 5
5 n_ n. 5



































































8 n __ ._ C. 2
9...... 0 0
10 n_ n. 5
1/ e. 3















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ond n_ I. 9
23 ._ sw.
24 U_n_ n.25 n_ 0
26 no 0
27 •• __ u 0




13 n __ • 0 0
14 e. 3
15 __u._ n. 16
16 u e. I
17 no 0 0
18 _n .•. 0 0
19 __u_. 0 0
20 no 0 0













































































































































































,1 Miles per IMeters per .;
















































































































































































[Velocity, miles per hour.]
OCTOBER, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"


























































































































































288 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
NOVEMBER, 1882.
TARLE CXX.-Direclion and velocity ofthe wind, November, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 491ll
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters).
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
Date.
\ I a.m. 2 a. m.1 3 a. m. 4 a. -. 5 a. m.1 6 a. m. I 7 a.m. I 8 a. m.1 9 a. m.llo a. m. II a.m.
I
Direction '~-lr-ec-t;o~ Direction Direction ~ Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and an-t anti and i and and an"', and and
! vdocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity.






g _. __._ 0
9 _••__. ne.













































































































































































































































o 0 0 0
sw, 3 I se. 2
o 0 e. I
s. 14 se.22





















































































































I 0 I 0
o 0 0 0
o e. I 0
1 sw, 3 n,



































































































2Z • __ .__ 0
23 h • 0






30 u __ ••
17 .'u_. 0
18 __ n.. 0
19. 'u" 0
20 _•• "., 0
21 _u __• e.
12 . _.___ 0
13 . 0
14· _'u", 015 ._. se.
16 ._uu ne.
se, I 0 0 se, se. 1 ne, I se. 3 se. I se, I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 e. 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ne. I 0 0 se, eo' • I 0 0 n, I ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I
o 0 0 0 se. 0 se. I 0 0 e. 2 0 0 e. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0





. r- Interpolated from dial reading of ,8th,
"THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 28U
NOVEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CXX.-Directioll ami velocity of the wind, N"ve11lber, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
</>=-+ 8 1° 4 4 ' JI.=-64° 45'-==-4h 19"',
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
I 6 p.m. 8 p.m. Midnight. Mean daily velocity. !3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 7 p.m. 9 p.m. 10 p. m. II p. m.
I Directi:-
-----
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction MHe. per !Meters peri and and and and and and and and and and
'"velocity. velocity. velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. I second. ...~
n, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I. I O. 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·4 0.2 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 s. 2 O. 2 0.0 3s. 3 s. 3 s. I s. 2 s. 2 s. 'I S. 3 s. I se. 2 e. 3 1.0 0·4 4e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I e. 4 e. I e. I 1.1 0·5 50 0 n. I 0 0 n. I n. I n. I n. I ne. 4 ne. 2 ne. I 1.3 0.6 6
e. 5 e. 4 ne. 3 ne. 7 e. 5 e. 6 ne, 4 ne. 8 ne. I 0 0 2. 7 1.2 7e. 2 e. 2 ne. 3 ne. I e. 6 e. 5 ne, 5 ne. 5 ne. 8 ne, 6 3·5 1.6 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.8 0·4 9e. I e. 2 se. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·4 0.2 100 0 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 se. I se, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 11
0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0.2 0.0 12e. I e. 2 e. I 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I s. I 0 0 s. I 1.9 0.8 13e. I s. I s, I s. I e. 3 e. 2 e. 2 se. I se. I e. 2 1.2 O. 5 14se. 7 s 3 se. 3 se. 5 e. 2 e. 3 se, 4 e. 2 n. 6 n. 13 4·3 1.9 15n. I n. 4 n. I e. 2 e. 3 e. I e. I e. 3 e. I 0 0 6.1 2.7 16
0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 1.0 0·4 170 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 cJ 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 180 0 e. I e. I 0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 n. I 0.2 0.0 19e. I e. 3 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 1.0 0·4 200 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0·5 0.2 21
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I 0.0 220 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 230 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 240 0 0 0 0 0 s. I 0 0 0 0 s. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 250 0 e. I 0 0 s. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I s. 2 0 0 0·3 o. I 26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. '1 e. I se, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·5 0.2 270 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I 0.0 280 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·3 o. I 290 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·3 o. I 3 0
----------'------------------------------ ----- ----_. ----- -----
0·9 0·9 0·7 0.8 1.0 0.8 0·9 1.1 0·9 I. I I. 03
---------
0·4 0·4 0·3 0·4 0·4 0·4 0·4 0·5 0·4 0·5 0·4 0·4
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-19
290 THE LADY ~'RANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
DECEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CXXI.-Dircetioll and velocity of the wind, December, 188:.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]




Direction Direction Direction Direction DirectionI trectron
1 and and and and and and
velocity, velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0o 0o 0o 0
----i--- .--- ------
o 0o 0o 0
2a.m·I-::F·I~a~·16a.m·1 ;~····:~l;=
..._-.'---,---- ... --- ----,----!---.
Direction' Directton : Direction Direction r Direction! DIrection. Direction
and and I and and I and ! and , and













0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 e. 3 0 0 0 0
e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se, 3











e. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S. I sw. I sw. 3 se. I sw. 40 0 c. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I e. I ne, I sw. I sw, I se. 2 nw. 2 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, 2 0 0 ne. I ne, I 0 0 ne. I


















































































o 0 e. I
e. I e. I
ne. I 0 0
o 0 I 0 0































































































o 0 S. I se, 2 0 0 0 0 se, I se, I 0 0 0 0 se I ne, 2 0 0 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~ 0 e. I 0 0 e. I 0 0
o 0 e. I e. I e. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 I nw. I 0 0 S. I sw. I 0 0
sw. 5 n. 2 nw, 8 s. 5 n, 5 se, 3 s. 14 n. 10 nw. 10 W. 2 se, I e. I SW. 2 se. I
se. 3 se, I se. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I e. I ne, 2 ne. sa ne, 7"' ne, I se, 4
27 --. h • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o! I
28 .. -- h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ :~. e~ 0
29·n __ • 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 2 0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 se. 6 e 7 I 16 8 3 se. 3'
30 • •. 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I e. I ne. I 0 0 se, 2 se, I se. se, 16 e. 16 1
31 hUh n. I ne. Inc. 4 ne, 5 ne. 2 ne. 5 0 0 ne. I ne. I 0 0 s~ 0 n~. ~ 1 e~ 0, 0 0 1
~~~:::-i~ ~-~_.~--;;;-~- -;;;--;g--;;:;- -;;- -;;:;-~-I~-I~-IL3-1
meters
per sec-





26 _n .. _
17.____ 0
III .. _._ 0
19.... 0
20 ..... _ nco











































































































































































































































































































































































































































---- ----- -----1---- - ---- .. ., _
-------.---------c-----.-----,__._~ _
8 p. m. I 9 p. m. 1 10 p. m.
Direction r-;recti:- ~ Directio:-
and and I and





Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
TABLE CXXI.-Directioll and 1,elocity of the wind, December, 1882.
DECEMBER, 1882.
• 11l~rpo1ated from dial.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n, I 0 0 0 0 o. 4 o. 2
e. 2 0 0 se. I se. I 0 0 nw. 2 nw, I se. I 0 0 nw. I 0.5 0.2
e. 2 0 0 W. I W. I 0 0 sw, 2 w. I s. 2 S. 4 n, IS I. 5 0.7
se, 5 I S. 9 se, 5 n. I n. I 0 0 s. 5 s. 8 s, 5 s. 6 4.8 2. I
:: ~; ; ~ ; ~ ~ I~ ;:: ; ~ ; ;:" r ; ; ;:" ; ;"; ;:;
ne. 2 I ne. 2 0 0 e. 3 , e. ne. 3 0 0 se. 0 0 0 0 2. 5 I. I
ne. II ne. 14 ne. 20a ne. 1[J&, ne. 18&, n. 1:?- n. 3" n. 3" n. I 0 0 6.0 2.7,
o 0 I ne, I; ne. 2 0 0 ! se, 2 ' se. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 I. I 0.5 i
---1 1 ----------.-----.---- I
I. 2 I. 2 I I. I I. 0 r. I r. 0 o. 6 I. 0 0.6 I. 0 o. 90 -- _-. --.-1
I I
•
292 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1883'
TABLE CXXII.-Dimtion and uekxity of the wind, JllllUarv, 1883_
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity. miles per hour.]
Direction Direction Direction Direction' Direction I Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction Direction
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.' velocity. velocity.
z p.m.II a.m.! Noon. liP. m.
-------1




































o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
I 0 I 0
I 0 0 e.
o 0 0 se.
2 S. I 0
2 se, I 0
o 0 0 0
one. I 0































o 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
I se, I se.
o 0 0 0
I se. I se.
I ne. 2 n.
o e. 2 0
I 0 0 0
one. I 0
o e. I 0
o 0 0 0
o e. I 0
I e. 2 0
o 0 0 0
I 0 0 ne.
I ne. I 0
o 0 0 0









































































































































































































































































































































































































o 0 0 0
2 0" 0 0
o 0 0 0
1 e. I 0































































2S __ n __
26 n • 0
27 0
28 __ u_. 0
29 _. "._ 0
30 __ .___ 0
16 .. 0
















































































































































































































































































































----- ---I--~-I·----I-~i~:S per I~:ers : ~










































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
0·3
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m


















































































































































e. 3 ne. 8 ne, 2 e. I 0 0
000000000 0
e. I 0 0 ne. 5 e. 7 e. 6
00· 0 0 0 0 0 000
001 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 C
-----!_---- -----..,,--- ----- ----






294 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1883.
TABLE CXXIII.-.Directum and velocity of the wind, August, 188,3-
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].






0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 ne. 2 ne, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
I ne. 3 0 0 0 0 nw. 4 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. I se. I se. I ne. I 0
















5 __ p_ 0
6 ..____ e.
7 __ ._ se.
8 __ . __ ne.
9 0
I a. m.12 a. m. : 3 a' m. \4 a. m. I5 a. m.16 a. m.\7a' m.ls a. m, 9a. m. ro a.m, II a. m, Noon. I I p. m, 2 p. m.
Date. ---_. ---- ---- 1__'_-1--'-I
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction "Direction: Direction, Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction
and and and and and and and I and I and and and and and and




I e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 02 _
- .. --
ne. I ne. 4 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. 2 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0,
3 ----On 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
4 .... --- 0 0 se, 3 nw, 3 sw. I 0 0 sw. I 0 0 sw. I 0 0 0 0 se. 3 0 0 0 0 0 0,
I
10 0 0 0 0 ne. I se. I ne, I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 1- ne, I 0 1- 0 1- e. 2a 0 III e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 w. I 0 012 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 013 e. I 0 0 e. I nw. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 ne, I e. I 0 0 e. 2 e. 2 se. 314 __ 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 ne. I e. I se. I se. 2
15 0 0 ne. I e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 nw. I16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 017 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 018 __._ .. e. I 0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 ne. I e. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 019 __.h. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0
20 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I0 0 0 0 0 0 021
.._----
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 se.22 _._. __ e. 2 sw. 4 se, 3 se. I e. 2 sw. 3 e. I e. I 0 2 0 00 se. I se. I 0 0 se.
"'3 ' ne, I ne, I- ___ .hl se. I 0 0 se, I e. I se. I e. I se. I I 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 se.0 0 se, I 0 0 0 0 02.~ _____ ., 0 e. I nw. 2 0 0 ne 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne, I 0 0I
25 _m __ j ne. I 0 0 ne, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. 0 026 __• __ . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0ne, I ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 3 sw. 0 00 0 ne. I ne. I ne. I 0 027 ______ 1 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. 2 nw. 0I 0 0 0 0 0 0 fie. I 0 0 028 _____ .1 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0
o I 0 0 0 0 0 0, e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Ie.1--------- -.-----,--______
Means-"I 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.3' 0.4 0.6 0 6 ----------------6-




ond .. .! 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 O. I 0.2 0.3 0.3I o. I O. I 0.2 O. I 0.3 0.2
._-----












































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
TABLE CXXIII.-Direction and uloctiy of the wind, August, 1883.
I 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I e. I e. I 0·9 0·4
10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O. I 0.0 II
0 e. 2 ne. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.2 0.0 12
2 ne. I ne. I 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 e.
I 0·9 0·4 13
I 0 0 e. I e. I e. I e. I e. I e.
I 0·7 0·3 14
0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0·3 o. I 15
0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 0 se. I 0 0
0 0 0.2 0.0 16
0 0 0 e. I 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0
nw, I 0.2 0.0 17
0 e. 2 nw. I 0 0 ue. I e. I e. I
0 0 0·5 0.2 18
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0.0 0.0 19
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 O. I 0.0 20
0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0
ne. I 0·3 o. I 21
0 0 0 se, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 se. 2
se. I 1.0 0.4 22
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0
0 e. I 0·5 0.2 23
0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0·3 o. I 24
0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0
0 ne, 2 0·3 o. I 25
2 ne, I ne. 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0.6 o. 3 26
0 ne. I 0 0 ne. I 0 0 ne. I ne.
I 0 0 0·5 0.2 27
0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0













0·4 0·3 0·4 0·4 0·4 0·3 0·3
0·3 0·5 0.42 ---------
0.2 O. I 0.2 0.2 0.2 O. I O. I
O. I 0.2 0.2 0.2
-----------_.-






1& ne. 4& e.
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 nw. 2 ne.
2 se. I e.
0 0 0 0
0 ne. I 0
0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
I ne. I 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 e.
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
I 0 0 ne.
I ne. I 0

































3p. m, 4p. m, 5 p. m,
\
6p. m, 7 p. m. 8p.m. 9 p. m. I ro p. m.






Direction Direction Direction Direct'on Direction Direction Direction Miles r er IMeters per .,;
and and and and and and and and and and
1
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
velocity. per hour. second. '"~
!---: ----- ------- ---~-i --
0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O. I ! 0.0 I
0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 ne. I ne. I 0 0 ne, I
0 0 0.6 0·3 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0
O. I 0.0 3
0 0 e. I 0 0 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·5
0.2 4






296 TilE LAhY FRANKI.lN BAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1883.
TABu: ex XIV.-Dirulion ami l lt /ocity fJjtht wind, March, 1883'
Wuhingllln mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49m
Anl'mnmelrr above the ground, 31 (eel [9,4 meters).
2 p.m.10 a. m. II a. m.
(V.'oclty. illites per hour.]
Fl~~o·r:=T~' : , n~. I~n ~~~_G·~ ~:~"I ~~I~~~ Noon·IIP.m.Date, • "1- --- ----1----1I"~, 1I1r..nlon lllr'''llon Dlre"lI"n Dlreetlon Dlrecllon Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction' Direction' Directioni 1".1 an,1 and an,l Ind Ind and and Ind and and and and and
nl"dly. Vfll,~"ty. vel,~:lly. nillcily. velocity. velocity. velllcity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.
--- ------
o 0 o 0 e. o 0 e. o 0 0 0 0 0 c. o 0 o 0 o 0 e. o 0



































































































































































































U.. IIC'. I I.
1.1 e. I e.
14 .. 1'. :I h.
1$ s. U I.
lb S('. :I t.
I AI\'. :I I"t'. .1 ••
:I 5. :I e. J e.
:I II. a n. J SW.
() nw, 7 e. 5 e.
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THE LADY FRANKLIN nAY EXPEDITION. 297
MARCH, 1883.
TABLE CXXI V.-Dirtdiolt and 1trltICil)t if Iltt 1l'in,l, Almdt, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time hy adding 49m
, Anemometer above: the: ground, 31 feet (1).4 meters].
'1'= +8 10 44' A=-64° 45' =--4h 19m
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
,.".,".....___..,...·_K;_' ._
3 p. m. 4 p.m. 5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p. m. 8 p.m. 9 p.m. 10 p.m. II p.m. Midnil-:hl. Mean daily velocity. I
_ ...+-----
i
Direction Direction Direction Direction Directlon Direction Direction Directlon Dlredlon Dlrccuon .J
and and and and and anti an, I and and lind
MlleHper Metero rr:
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocit y, velocity, velocity. velocity. veludty. velocity. vcloclty.
hour. .ecoUt. : <:l
I Cl
----
~,..•_,_.- -----,- •._"_._-~-- _.•.~,.~-.._,,-- ----- ._---
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 n. 3 0·3 o. I
0 0 0 0 0 0 ne. I 0 0 nco I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.0 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. 2 0.0 3
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 4
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0·4 0.2 5
0 0 s, I nw, 2 w. 2 sw. I n. I 0 0 se. 2 n, I n. 2 1.0 0·4 It
0 0 0 0 s, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.1 0·5 7
s, 23 sw. 15 s. 13 s. 12 s. 15 s, 18 s. 13 s. 16 s. 9 se. 12 17.5 7.8 X
0 0 sw, I sw, 2 0 0 SW. I s, I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I.') 0.8 9
0 0 ne. I 0 0 0 0 e. I e. I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.2 0.0 10
nw, I nw. 4 s, 5 se, 2 nw. 3 se, 3 n, 2 se. 2 W. 2 ne. 2 I. I 0·5 II
se. 2 e. 2 ne, I e. 2 ne. 4 se, 2 ne, 2 ne. 3 e. 2 e. I 2.2 1.0 12
se. 2 ne. I ne, 2 w. 2 sw. .1 ne, 4 e. 2 e. 2 e. 4 n. I 2.2 1.0 1.1
sw. I s\\'. 2 sw. 2 w. 2 e. I ne. 3 se. 4 e. 5 w. 5 s, X 2·S I. I 14
e. 4 n. 3 s, 4 S. 2 S. 3 s, 4 e. 2 e. 3 e. 2 e. 2 4· X 2.1 15
ne. I ne, 5 se, 2 e. 2 n, 3 se, 4 n. 4 nw, 2 nw. 7 nw.
(, 2·7 1.2 1(,
e. 4 e. 3 ne, :2 n, 4 e. 3 e. :2 e. :2 se, I se. 3 se, 2 2·5 1.1 17
se, I se. 3 e. 2 nw, 3 se, 2 n. :2 se, 2 e. 3 e. 3 n, 3 2.6 1.2 18
ne. I ne, 3 e. 2 se. :2 e. 2 nw. 5 e. :2 e. 3 e. 2 w. 3 2. 5 I. I 19
se , 2 e. I nw. I n. 2 se. I e. J n. 2 w. I w. I w. I I.<} 0.8 20
se. 3 se, I n. 2 n. 5 ne, 3 e. 3 e. 3 e. 2 se. 2 se. .l 2.2 1.0 21
n, I n. 2 n. 2 n. 3 n. 2 n. I n. I n. I n, I w. 4 2·5 I. I 22
se. 13 se. 17 se. 16 se. If> se. 14 s, 10 s, IS e. 3 e. 6 ne. 5 6. 5 2·9 23
e. I ne, 4 e. 9 ne. 2 n. I n. I w. I ne. I ne. 2 ne. 2 2.6 1.2 24
ne. 4 ne. 2 ne. 3 ne, 2 e. 3 ne. 3 ne. I ne. I se. I
se, , 2.0 0·9 25
se. 2 se. 4 s. 5 e. 4 e. 5 se. 2 s. (, e. .l e. 3 e. 3 3·S 1.7
2(,
se. 2 se. I se, I se. I se, I nw. 2 e. J se. I se. I lie. I 1.7 0.8 27
0 0 se. I 0 0 e. J 0 0 se. I 0 0 e. 1 0 0 e. I 0.6 0·3 28
se. 2 se. I ne, I e. I e. 2 se. I se. 2 se, 2 se. I s. I 1.2 0·5 29
se. 2 e. 2 ne, I ne. 4 n. 2 ne. 2 ne. :2 se. 2 ne. I e. 2 1.8 o. " .lo
se. 2 se. I e. 2 e. 2 ne, 2 ne, 3 ne. I se. 2 e. 2 e. 2 1.7 O.X 31
----- ---------- --------------- ----_. ----- ------ ----- ----- ._----
2·4 2.6 2. 7 2. 5 2. 5 2.6 2.0 2. () 2.0 2·3 2.40 ... -.. - --_ ..
I. I 1.2 1.2 I. I I. 1 1.2 0·9 0·9 0·9 1.0 I. 1 I.,
._-~--------------,•.."- ------ ._-------~._--~-_.,-_.,-
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TABLE CXXV.-Dinclion and velocity of the 'Wind, April, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity. miles per hour.]
Noon. I p. m, 2 p. m,
10 a. m·1 I I a. m. : 1 1. 1
D· . i D· .irection ' irectron
and and
velocity. velocity.
6 a. m. \ 7 n. m. \ 8 a. m. 9 a, m.
i
Direction i Direction Direction Direction
and j and and and
velocity. j velocity. velocity. velocity.
Direction Direction Direction
and I and and
velocity. i velocity. velocity.
I
_._-- --- --------- --- --------------------------
I a. m. \ z a. m. Ip. m. \ 4 a. m. \ 5 a. m,
---i---:--- ---1-----
Direction' Direction! Direction Direction j Direction
and and, and and i and
velocity. velocity.' veloctty. velocity.' velocity.
Vale.
3 ne. 2 e.
2 e. II e.
I se. 2 n.
2 e. 6 w,






3 ne. 4 e.
I 0 0 ne.
2 ne. 2 se,
2 se, I e.














































































































































2 •••.•• _ ne.
3•.. , e.
4------- n,
5__ u. __ ne.
6....... e.
7.. _•. __ n.
8...... e.







































































































































I se. I se.
I e. I 0
2 e. I e.
I nw. 2 n.
2 ne. I e.
2 e. 2 e.
I e. I e.
I ne. I ne,




























































e. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 I nw.
o 0 0 0 e. I 0 0 2 0
o 0 0 0: 0 0 0 0 0 e.
o 0 I 0 O! 0 0 e. I I ne.





























3 e. I e.
2 n, 3 ne,
I e. I e.
6 se. 3 n.























































22 •• . s\v.
23 e.










15-- .. __ n.
16... . e.
17. e.




































































































































































2 e. I e.
I se, 2 e.
2 e. 3 e.
3 ne. 3 e.
































































TABLE CXXV.-Direction and velocitj of the wind, April, 1883.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.

















































































i I IDirection Direction Direction Direction Direction i Direction Direction Direction Miles per Meters per .;and and and and and and
I
and and and and
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. i velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. second .. I ~I I I A
I , I I I 10 0 nw, I nw. I I 0 0 nw. 3 nw, 2 ne. I se. 2 e. I e. 2 1.5 0·7 Ii
se, 2 se. I e. I e. 2 e. I nw. 2 ne. 2 ne. 5 nw. 2 e. I 1.5 0·7 2
e. I e. 2 ne. 2
I
ne. 2 nw. 1 sw. 3 ne, 4 ne. 2 ne. 2 e. 2 1.7 0.8 3
ne. 3 ne. 4 ne, 2 nw, 2 ne. I i ne, 3 e. 3 ne. 1 ne, 2 0 0 2.1 0·9 4
ne. 3
I
ne. 3 n. 5 I se. 4 e. 2 ne. 6 ne. 2 e. 3 e. 2 nw, 6' 2.2 1.0 5
e. I e. I se. 2 se. I e. 3 w. I e. I e. 2 e. I se. 2 2.0 0·9 6
.'
800 TUft; (.AUY J:;'UANKLIN BAY EXPEUITION.
MAY, 1883.
Tuu: CXXVI.-l)jrt'diun .nll t't/otiIJ of III, wind, May, 1883.
Wunilll'HIl mira" time, RetlU(e 10local mCAn time 1>y adding 4~
AllC'mnmllt..r above Ihe "round, JI feet [9.4 meters).
IVeloclly, mll"l",r bour.)
I p.m., •• 1fI. a a, m. la, fJI. .. 14. m. 5. III. 6 14. III. 7 II. m. 8 II. m. I) A. m. 10 a. m.
tJlr ... ,I<," 1I1r,",'k.A III"d"m 1.I\I,",'1on J)1,.."klfl Dlr"'l\nn IIlrll1','II"n (lirrl'Uoll Direction Direction IIlt"ction Direction Dlrectlon ' Direction~nd ~.I a"II a".1 and an,l alld ...,,1 alltl and and and and and









































o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 e. 1
e. 2 e. I


































• I!'.I ... ,









































































































e. 2 se, 1
e. I e' 1
se. I ne, I
ne. 2 se. I












































































































































































































































•.,. ". s. (, s. :ro s. 27 s. JOt
",,~,-- .•., ..- '_.~-,_ ......_- ~~-~-"-- ---- ._--- ---_..
, e. I .. ,
I "Ii'. • se,











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































302 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JUNE, 1883'
TABLE CXXVII.-Diredioll and zle!ocity oj/he wind, June, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce 10 local mean time by adding 491ll
Anemometer above the ground. 31 feet [9.'4 metersJ.




3 .. - --
4 . h_.
r---- I a. m.1 2 a. rn, \ JR. m'\4a. m. \ 5 a.m, \ 6 a. m, \ 7 a. m·1 8 a. m.j9 a. m.IIo a. m·l" a. m·1 Noon. II p.m. i 2 p. m.1
l Directlon Direction i-Dire~ion i Direction 1 Direction !Directlon! Direction i Direction IDirection I Direction! Direction. Direction Direction DireCtiOn.j
I and and i and I and I and I and I and and I and and and I an'! and an'!I velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity.: velocity. I velocitY' i velocity. \·elocity. velocity. velocity. \·elocily. veloc'ty. velocIty. velocity."
----._.- ~~=-~~~ sw, 14 \ s. 71~ s. 8 S. 151 s. 181 s. 17 s. 18 S. 22 S. 21
ne, 5 ne. 7 n. 8 n. 13 s. 5 Inc. 2 I se, I nw, 5 w. 21 e. I w. 2 w. I W. I SW. I
SW. 3 SW. 2 nw, I nw. 4 .nw, 2' W. I S. 2 S. I sw. I sw, 2 SW. 2 sw, I SW. I se. 2
nw, 3 nw, I nw. 2 ne. 2 nw, 2 nw, I se. 4 se. 3 SW. 2 ne. 3 nw. 4 se. 4 SW. 3 SW. 3
5 ._ w. I
6 . . w. I
7 . __ •. _ S. II
8 • u s. 15































ne, 2 sw, 4
o 0 W. 2
s. 15 s. 13

































II . sw. 3
12 n'. IIW. 2
13 ._h __ sw. I



























































































































































































































3 ,sw. I S. 3 sw, 3 sw, 3 SW. 3 sw. 3 sw. 3!




















2 I sw, I
2 Isw. 2
01 0 0























































































25 ...• __ w. 12
26 ..• __ S\\'. I
27 • _____ S. I
28._._. w. I
29 • - _u _ ne. 4






15 . __ •• _ nw. 9
16 _._.h S. 3
17 •. _._. C. 2
18 u __ .. s\\'. 2



























THE LADY FaANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
JUNE, 1883.





3 p. m. 4p. m, I 5 p. m. 6p. m, 7 p. rn. 8p.rn. 9p·rn. lOp. rn, I II p.m. Midnight. Mean daily velocity.I
I I
I ----- iDirection Direction Direction Direction Direction
I
Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction
and and and and and I and and and and and Miles per IMeters per
velocity. velocity. I velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. I velocity. hour. second.I i I
I -----
s. 18 s. 19 s. 17 se. 13 se. II s. 10 s, II ne, 9 ne. 2 ne. 3 13. 0 5. 8
ne. 2 sw, 4 sw. 4 sw. 5 sw, 5 s. 2 e. I e. I e. I w. 3 3·4 1.5
nw. 2 sw. 3 n. 2 ne. I e. 2 e. 4 ne. 2 n. 4 e. 4 s, I 2. I 0·9
sw. sw, sw. n, 2 ne. 2 0 0 e. 2 e. sw, 0 0 2.0· 0·9
sw. 4 w. I sw. I sw. 2 0 0 W. 2 sw. 2 s. 2 se. I s. 2 2.0 0·9
w. I W. 2 w. 2 W. I w. 2 nw. I nw, 2 nw, I sw. 3 s. 9 1.8 0.8
sw. 25 sw. 22 sw, 22 sw. 23 s. 24 s. 23 s. 19 s. 17 s, IJ sw. 18 18.0 8.0
s. 3 s. 6 sw. 6 sw. 7 sw. 2 sw. 3 e. 4 se. 6 se. 7 e. 6 6·4 2·9n, 19 nw, 14 n. 19 sw. 14 sw, 7 w. 2 w. J w. 4 nw. 2 ne. 3 II. I 5. 0
sw. 4 sw. 2 sw. 2 w. 2 sw. 2 sw. J sw. 2 sw, 2 nw. sw, I 3·3 1.5
sw. 5 sw, 4 sw. 4 sw, 3 sw. 4 sw. J sw. 2 sw. J sw, 3 sw, 4 3·4 1.5
w. 2 w. 2 W. 2 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw, 3 sw. 5 sw. 4 2·5 I. I
S. 8 s. 14 s. 10 sw. 12 S. 6 s. 12 s. 8 s. 8 s. 15 se. 8 8·3 J·7
w. 5 w. 2 e. 3 ne. 16 e. 18 e. 17 e. 16 e. 13 ne. 15 ne. 15 8.4 J.8
sw. 4 w. J nw. I nw. 2 w. 2 nw. I nw. 2 nw. 2 w. 2 sw. I 2·9 1.3
• sw, 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 3 sw, 2 sw. 3 3· I 1.4
s. 1 w. 2 w. 3 nw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. 2 sw, 3 2. I 0·9
ne. 14 ne. 14 e. 12 1 ne. 13 ne, 16 ne. 25 nw. 16 w. 10 sw. 5 w. 2 13·3 5·9
sw. 5 sw. 5 s. 3 i s. 2 s. 2 0 0 s. 2 s. I S. I S. I 3· 5 1.6
nw, I s. 2 w. 2 se. 2 w. 2 nw, 2 w. I . sw. 3 sw. I 0 0 1.8 0.8
sw, 2 sw, 2 sw. 2
I
sw. I sw. 3 sw. I sw. 2 sw, I sw. I sw. I 1.5 0·7
sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I 5"r. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I 0 0 sw. I 2.0 0·9
sw. I sw, 2 se. 5 I s. 7 se. II ne. 7 ne. 16 ne. 22 ne, 21 ne, 19 5. 2 2·3
n, 13 ne, 22 n, 18
!
ne. 15 w. 8 w. 5 w. 5 e. 5 sw. 5 w. 8 16·7 7·5
sw, 4 sw. 3 sw. 4 I sw. J sw. J sw, 2 sw. 4 sw. I sw. I sw. I 5·2 2.J
se. IJ e. 16 e. 16 i e. 12 e. 10 e. 9 se. 5 0 0 se. I 0 0 5. 0 2.2
e. IJ w. 7 w. 6' w. 2 w. 2 w. 3 w. 3 0 0 w. 3 w. 2 3. 0 1.3
ne, 15 ne. 17 ne. 16 I ne. 14 ne. 16 ne. 15 ne. 14 w. 4 sw. 3 sw. J 7. 2 3. 2
ne. 19 ne. 21 nw, 16 i w. 7 sw. 7 sw. 5 sw. 3 sw. I sw. 3 sw, 2 12.0 5·4
sw, 3 sw, 3 sw. 3 ! sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. 2 sw, I sw. 2 sw, 2 sw. 2 2·4 1.1
--------'----1----,----------------------
7. 0 7·3 6.8 6·4 5·9 5. 6 5. 2 4·4 4. 2 4·2 5·76
---------
3· I 3·3 3. 0 2·9 2.6 2·5 2·3 2.0 2·3 2·3 2.6 2.6
...
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JULY, 1883.
TABLE CXXVIII .-Dim/j(JII and fJc/ucity oJlht wind, 'July, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer abovethe ground, 31 feet [9·4 meters).









































































_~_~I.~~\~~_ 1 9 a. m. \ 10 a. m. \ II a. m., Noon. I I p. m.
Direction Direction Direction Direction \ Direction I, Direction ---- Dir'lction'l Direction IDirection! Direction
and and and and and, and and and, and and













I ...nn sw. 3
2 ••.nn sw. 2
3..••. __ sw. I
4.... - •. S, 3
5.• n ••• sw.
6... n .. sw.
7------- s,











































































































JO __ ..... sw.
II • __ ••. S.
12 __ ._ sw.
13 s.
























































































































































































































20...... ,_ 5W. I
21. •• 5W. 3
22..n. __ nw. 3
23.• --.-- sW. 2
24. h •• _. nw. I
15 .. _.. nw. I
16. __.• _. se. 5
17.•• -_. sw. 9
IlL ..• sw. 2






















































































30 .• ----. s. 14 se, 15 se, 10 se, 10 se, II s, ){ s. 4 s. 14 I se. 10 sw. II w, 2 set 5 se. 8 se. ){
3L.----·.~_1_~_7_~~~~.~_2_s. 2 sw. 7: sw. 2[ set 2 set 14 set 7 set ){ set 10 se. 7
3·5 3. 1 3·7 I 3·6 3·4 -3:-;--37-3:6~-~-~-~--U-~-
i
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TABLE CXXVIII.-Directwn and velocity 0/the wind, JUly, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49111
Anemometer above the ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
> 1/1=+81° 44' 1=-64° 45'=-4
h 19m
[Velocity, miles per hour.]
3 p. m, 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 6 p. m. 7 p. m, 8 p. m. 9 p. m, ro prn. II p. m. IMidnight. I Mean daily velocity.
Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction Direction I Direction Miles per IMeters~rand and and and and and and and and lI.i
velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. velocity. hour. second. ~0
I
1
sw. 4 SW. 3 SW, 3 SW. 2 sw. 2 SW. I sw. 2 0 0 sw. 2 sw, 2 2.6 I 1.2 IS. 3 s, 3 SW. I BW. I BW. 2 SW. I SW. 2 sw. I sw. 3 sw. 3 2.1 0·9 2
s. 3 s. 2 B. 2 B. 3 B. 2 s. 3 s. 2 nw, 3 nw. I sw. 2 2.6 1.2 3BW. I BW. 3 BW. 3 B. I nw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 2·3 1.0 4
sw. 3 BW. 3 BW. 3 BW. :z W. 2 w. 3 w. 3 sw. 3 sw. 4 nw. 5 2.8 1.3 5s. 2 B. 2 SW. 2 BW. I BW. :z BW. 2 sw. 2 sw, 3 sw. 3 sw, 1 4·7 2. I 6B. 3 Be. 12 Be. 15 nw. 9 w. 3 nw. :z nw. 2 se. 3 IlW. 2 W. 3 4. 0 1.8 7BW. :z SW. 2 IW. 2 SW. :z BW. :z SW. 3 sw. I sw. 2 sw. I sw, 3 2.0 0·9 8B. 2 B. :z W. 2 SW. :z BW. :z aw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw, 2 2·3 1.0 9
s. 3 s. 3 SW. 3 BW. :I SW. 3 sw. :z aw. I sw. 3 sw. 2 SW. I 2.6 1.2 10
s. ~ s, :z 8W. 2 SW. 3 BW. :I w. :z w. 2 sw. I sw. I sw. 2 2·3 1.0 IIB. I. 9 se. 3 s. 4 B. 13 s. 13 B. 5 w. 3 s. 2 nw. I 3·3 1.5 12SW. :I sw. 4 sw. 3 sw. 4 nw. 2 sw. 3 nw. 2 IlW. I sw. I nw. I 2.2 1.0 13
sw, 2 sw. 3 sw. 3 sw. 4 w. 2 nw. :z BW. I sw. 2 0 0 sw. 2 2. I 0·9 14
; sw. 3 sw. I sw. I s. 4 s. 4 sw. 4 s. 3 s. 2 e. :z e. 4 2·3 1.0 15
sw. 8 s. 10 S. II sw. 12 se, 5 s. 9 s. 9 s. 9 se. S se. 6 5. 2 2·3 16
nw. 5 s. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I sw. I 4. 8 2. I 17
s. 3 sw. 8 s. 5 sw, 5 sw. 6 sw. 8 se. 9 se. 8 se. 10 sw. 6 4. 2 1.9 18
sw. 3 sw. 3 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. 2 W. I w. 2 sw. I W. I 3·5 1.6 19
nee 34 nee 34 ne. 26 s. 19 sw. 8 w. 4 w. 7 w. 2 W. .2 W. 3 11.0 4.9 20
nw. 2 nw, I w. 2 W. 2 W. I w. 2 w. 2 w. :z w. 3 w. 2 1.8 0.8 21
sw. 8 w. 7 w. 3 nw, 2 w. 4 w. 2 nw. 4 w. I sw. 4 s. 4 5. 6 2·5 22
sw. I sw. I sw. I sw. I 0 0 S. I s. I s. I sw. I 0 0 1.1 0·5 23
nw. 3 sw. 2 W. 3 sw, 6 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. I sw. I sw. 2 1.8 0.8 24
w. 3 w. 2 w. 3 sw. 3 sw. 5 sw. 5 sw. 5 sw. 5 sw. 5 sw. 4 6·4 2·9 250 0 sw. I sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 sw. 2 e. 2 e. II e. 17 e. 17 3· I 1·4 26
nw, I sw. 2 S. 2 S. 2 S. 4 s. 2 S. 2 S. I S. 2 S. 2 7·8 3·5 27
sw. 2 sw. 2 S. 2 S. 2 S. 4' s, I S. 4 nw. 4 nw. 2 w. I 2·5 I. I 2S
sw. 3 nw. 4 nw. 5 nw. 3 nw. 41
nw. 4 nw. 3 se. 6 se. 13 se. II 3·5 1.6 29
sw. 6 nw. 5 sw. 3 1 s. 4 sw. 61 s. J2 s. 17 sw, 8 nw. 4 nw. 5 8.6 3. 8 30
se. 7 se. 4 sw. 8 s. 8 I s. 17 s, 18 se. 7 se. 5 se. 9 7·9 3·5 31s. II 1
-----; -----1-------------------------
4·2 4·6 4. 2
I
3. 8 3·4 I 3. 8 3·9 3. 2 3·4 3·5 3. 84
---------
1.9
- 2.1 1.9 1·7 I·S 1.7 1.7 1.4 I.S 1.6 1.7 1.7I
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-20
The direction and velocity of the wind at Fort Conger was observed and recorded hourly. Th~ direction was not.ed o~ly
to eight points of the compass, and is in all cases true. The velocity is given in miles per hour, havIn~ bc:en re~orded In miles
actually blown in each hour, as shown by a Robinson anemometer and registered by an electro-circuit, as is customary at
Signal Service stations. ... m
The velocity of the wind was measured by a Robinson anemometer, which was situated 3 1 feet [9.4 ] above the ground,
and 50 feet r, s'"] above the sea, where it was exposed to the full force of all winds.
The large wind vane, 50 feet [15111] above the ground, and 71 feet [22m ] above the sea, although carefully mounted, ~vas
occasionally so interfered with by frost work, that the vane did not swing with very light win~s, c~nsequently the electncal
record of directions was not always reliable, and was never used. The observer noted the direction, not only of the large
vane, but also of a light vane, which, 10 feet r3m ] above the ground and 60 feet [19m ] above the sea, was situated ~ear ~he
instrument shelter, and at some distance from the house. The two vanes generally accorded, but in difference the direction
was determined by the light vane.
The countrv, as will be observed from the accompanying map, is particularly open from S. to WSW., and moderately so
due E. of the station, In other directions the land rises to an elevation of 1,5°0 to 1,800 feet [450 to 550 mJwithin I or 2
miles of the station.
The configuration of the fiords, valleys, and straits adjacent to Fort Conger is frequently such that the wind blOWS, as a
rule, only from two quarters, up and down, rarely transversely, or quartering, consequently no very great stress can be laid
upon either direction or velocity of these observations, It was often noted that a strong NNE. or SSW. wind blew up or
down Robeson Channel, while light winds from different quarters were experienced at the station.
The mean hourly velocity of the wind for two years, 1881-'83, was 2.64 miles per hour [1.2m per second]. It is quite
evident that this represents only the movement at Fort Conger, and is far below the velocity in many places. Whether it
fairly represents the average movement for the entire country it is impossible to say, but it does not seem probable.
Appreciating the local character of the winds an attempt was made to supplement the station record by other observations.
On October 9,1881, an anemometer was placed on the summit of Bellot Island, 2 miles SSW. of the station, at an elevation
of 1,533 feet [467m] above the sea.
The regular dials read to 990 miles, but a supplementary dial was made and attached, which enabled readings to 99,800
miles. This anemometer was blown down and badly broken by the violent gale of January 16,1882, so that only three month's
readings are available for comparison.
On March 7, 18Sz, a Robinson anemometer was exposed on the summit of Dutch Island, a mile and a half south of the
station. The instrument was about 25 feet [7.6m] above the sea, where the exposure was perfectly free from all quarters
except NNE., where the ground rose about 1,600 feet [5oom] in a distance of half a mile, but the configuration of the highland
is such that it is probable but little wind either from N. or NE. failed to reach Dutch Island.
This instrument was visited almost daily for fourteen months, except August, 1882, and its readings in detailed comparison
with those of the Fort Conger anemometer are to be found under miscellaneous observations.
As severe storms at times prevented daily visits, it has been necessary to occasionally interpolate 990 miles, or one complete
revolution of the inner dial, to complete the record. Generally the necessity of this interpolation is self-evident, but occasionally
it depended on judgment which was based on other knowledge as to light winds in Robeson Channel while light winds prevailed
at the station. The tendency in interpolating has been toward reducing rather than toward overestimating the amount of
win.d at Dutch Island, as is shown by the excess of wind at Dutch Island over Fort Conger, being 25 per cent. greater during
penods when there were no interpolations than when interpolations were made.
The interpolations in all cases are designated in the detailed record.
In the spring of 1883 a Robinson anemometer was also placed on the summit of Cairn Hill, about 1,600 feet [Soom]
above the level of the sea, which was read occasionally.
These rea~ii~gs, as well as the last readings at Dutch Island, were left at Fort Conger, as the detailed record was too
bulky for our limited transportation, and time failed in which to copy them as was done with important observations. As
seventeen months' records had been copied, the loss is immaterial.
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WIND.
From these observations it appears that the wind on the summits of the highlands of Grinnell Land, which average nearly
as high as the summit of Bellot Island, is 3.1 greater than at the level of the sea in a comparatively sheltered spot like
Conger. It also appears that the velocity at an exposed spot, such as Dutch Island, is 2.1 greater than at Conger.
The mean velocity at the three stations is 2.05 greater than at Conger, substantially that of Dutch Island, so that the
values given for Conger should be doubled to correct for local influences. Such correction has in no case been applied.
The mean velocity, October 9,1881, to January 3,1882, on the summit of Bellot Island, was 3.7 miles per hour [I.7"' per
second], which covers three comparatively calm months.
The hourly velocity of Dutch Island, from fourteen months' observation, is entitled to great weight. Its mean is 5.7 miles
per hour [2·5"' per second], ranging from II miles [4.9m per second] in July to 1,5 miles [0.7 m per second] in January.
During the absence of the sun calms prevailed at the station on an average seventeen hours daily, while, during the
continual sunlight, wind from some quarter was experienced twenty-three hours daily.
February was the month of least wind, 334 miles, against 4,°32 miles in June, the windiest month at the station, although
it was slightly exceeded at Dutch Island in July.
South winds had the highest velocity, 5.6 miles per hour [2.5m per second], and west winds the least, 2.7 miles per hour[1.2m per second J.
The following is a table of winds exceeding 20 miles per hour [8.9m per second], and also the highest wind each month at
Fort Conger, from August II, 1881, to August 9, 1883:
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Dutch Island_ n•hudo __ 00 .1
hudo .._00
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.n.do.. __nn __'
._ndo n !
____ do h n h'
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Oct. 9 to Oct. 31, 188L. Fort Conger __hi 862 Bellot Island . __1 2,168
Oct. 31 to Dec I, 188L_
1
nndoho. ._nn! 1,075 .do
n n
.1 4,4°3
Dec. I to Jan. 3, 1882 n .n-dO---------.i_598 do __ ._h .I_I ,~
Total. __hn.n·I h 1 2,535 o..nn • 1 7,772
TABLE CXXIX.-Comparative taind 'velocities recorded,
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Mar·7,toMar·31,1882_ Fort Conger , ... _' 2, 263Apr., 1882 ._ n __ o. _ no.do.
n
__ .' 4,935
May, 1882n oon - -- on_doh _n -- --.j 4,905
June,1882o..n n.i.n.do h.n __1 7,643
July, 1882 u .n· lh_.dO .• __.. 1 8,128
Aug., 1882n _ . h n • n_ on_do. h .! 7, 685Sept., 1882... n.o.. o..J un_do. nn nl 5,776Oct., 1882 -- ••nno.hl._ndo.n ni 5,589NOV.,1882n n ../_n_dOn __.._n __i 1,665
Dec., 1882_, n n o. - n_..do. n __h_h: 1,494
Jan., 1883 o.h __· n .. dO_nn_. u._1 1,086
Feb.,1883 __nh.oo._./u__do , .h_1 1,150Mar., 1883__n._.n __. n __do._ n_ n_·__
1
3,099
Apr., 1883h_oo __ ._n do __ · ._n' 1,664
1 ,
Total ------- _n -I _nn • u_-- ·m__ '_._n ,---/-5-7,08--2I




15 miles per hour [6.7m per second] SW., at 9 p.m., zoth.
E. 9 miles an hour [4.0m per second] on 27th.
N. 13 miles an hour [5. 8m per second] on 7th.
Remarks.
SW. 8 miles per hour [3.6m per second] on the 17th.
22 miles an hour [9.8m per second] S., at II p. m., 22d.
25 miles an hour [11.2m per second] S., at 5 p. m., 23d.
17 miles per hour [7.6m per second] NE., at I a. m., 8th.
12 miles an hour [5.4m per second] NE., at 2 a. m., 7th.
19 miles an hour [8.5 m per second] E., at 4 av m., 24th.
} 20 miles all hour [8.9
m per second] S., at I p. m., 29th,




















I Miles I Meters
1 per per





- ._... -------- ----------_.. -- -~-- -------
20 8.9 7.45 p. m, .. 24
21 9.49.3op.mu_ 241
25 11.2 9.5oa.I11___ 28
26 II. 6 4.15 a. 111___ 28
21 9.4 2.45 a. m , _ 20
___ nO • 3 a. m •• 20
24 10. 7 4 a. In..... 26
28 12. 5 4 a. m___ ___ 26
21 9.412.55a.m .. _ 27
20 tl.9 5 p. m, . 21
33 14· 8 7 a. m.; . 36
20 8.9 ro p, m, 22
28 12.5 ' 10·30 p. m.; 32
31 13· 9 10·30 p. m__ 34
22 9. 8 .. .. 22
32 14· 3 .. --. -- - -- __ 32
33 14· 8 2·55 a. rn, __ 37
25 II. 2 5 a. m . 28
22 9.8 1.15 p. m h • 24
20 8. 9 I . _
.__ n __ n_. __ . I. 35p. m___ 36 16. I :
_un_ .h ------ ----- ------ --------1
30 13·4 9. 15p·m 38 17.0
21 9.4 2 a. 111 .. 22 9.8
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SW.
S
M • . .. __ ._ • .. __ ~ _
, 1
i I '1'1iD' i jt 1 es
, ~rec-! per
non, ' hour.
IRegistered velocity dur-! Velocity detennin~d fr 0 m
i ing I hour. : record of 15 minutes.
i -,--_ . _
Time.




August II .. _.h_ __ ____ SW.
August 27 • ____ . _ ________ S.
September to 9a.m N.
September rz z a.m SW.
October __ • _
November _
December - .. . n_ . _
1882.
January 16 • _ 2.30 p. m . _.. NE. 57 25.5 2.30 p. m, __ 63 28.2
f:~;~7r;~~~~~~ .~:~~:::~~~~~ .~.~~ m~=..__ ~~~~__ ~~~O.:~_~~~: :~ ~~~~_
March 30 8p. m_. _. __ SE.
AprillL. ... _ lop.m.
q
E.
April 23. •. loa. m . S.
April 25. ._. 5a.tn._____ E.
May8._ .• n 7a.m __ ._ E.
May 30 • __ __h_ E.
june 20 .. •. 4a. m.______ S.
Jllne28 .. la.m_._. ~~:.
1\111«:29 . __ ]a.m_ "
JulY7 .-- spm. SE.
July 28 __ . __ 7 a. III SE.
August 9 .• ro p. \I'.. E.
August 19 •_• _. 12 III _• . S
September 6 .... II a. tn. . _ l'l
S be {4 and 5 a. m }Septem r23. r r p.m SW.
October I .. __ __ I and 2 a. m _ E.
October 3. j a.m .. NE.
October 21. . 3 a. Ill___ E.
November 15 .. 2p.Ill_._. __. SE.




ebrual -.. --.-A~:~lt5 -- - : : . i::~: ~~! 2~: ~ _::::~:::::: :::::: ::::::::ptl ----- . 1
May 14--- __ . II a.m.::::: -NE~- -'-4~- ---;7:9- :::::::::::: :::::: ::::-::.
May2S ... a n.rn h -. NE. 24 10.7 II a.tnu __ 28 12.5
Mav30 {6a.mu __ } S
I ...- -- 2 p.m , ..__ ,. 23 10·3 12.30 p. mOo 24 10.7
MaYJI. loa.m._____ S. 33 14.8100 00 00_
June'- r p.m..; .... S. 22 9.8'12.45p.m._ 24 10.7June 7n I2m.. • S. 26 11.6 111.30P. m._ 27 12.1
Juneg_ .. __..__ II a.m NE. 28 12.5 '__n________ 29 13. 0
,{uneI8 h 8p.m . NE. 25 11.2 .-- 00 _'_h 00 •• _
June 24--..._.. loa. m.. --.. NE. 37 16.5 ' 9.30 a. m, __ 42 18.8
June 29 ._ ro am . NE. 25 11.2 1 • ------, •
Julpo_ .... _•. 3 t04p·m. __ NE. 33 14.8 3.3op.mh. 36 i 16 IJulp7 4a.I11... E. 22 9.8 _h ••••• • ., __




The diurnal variations in velocity are small and probably accidental; for if they are affected by the sun's position the






















































































































































































I November, 1882. I


























































































































































































































IFebruary, 1883. 1 March, 1883. April, 1883. May, 1883. June, 1883. July, 1883· ITotal for 1882-'83· ;
Direction. • Times. Miles. Tim~~ Miles. .:rime~J Mile~ Times. I Miles._ 'Ti~es'l Mil~~ Times. I M"il~~.- [~i~~~ _I Miles. "1
N. I 7 46 107 39 72 39 126 201265 II 2 42012,401
NE. 71 89 i 92 218 123 223 156 873 75 1,073 13 ' 212 1,022 4, 613
E. 87 95 i 125 305 271 555 186 528 29 216 19 256 1,369 4,061
SE. 35 52 I 150 409 84 142 80 310 42 301 55 427 S62 3,650
S. 2 4 ' 61 502 14 42 59 486 103 877 182 772 775 4, 214
SW. 6 II I 28 120 17 60 62 374 258 843 323 851 900 3,059
W. I I I 22 42 10 19 26 90 103 342 65 152 343 997
NW. 9 161 32 80 28 57 59 130 65 229 68 187 387 1,142
Calm. 460 9 188 . I 134 ° 77 ° 25 ° 18 ° 2,682 50
---'---,---:---_._-----------------------------
672 284! 744 I 1,784 720 1,170 744 2,917 720 4,146 744 2,859 6,360 24,1!l7
1
Direction.
------ ---_._-------'._-- --- ---- -------- ---'--_•.. ------
February, 1882. 1 March, 1882.
I





Number of hours during which there was recorded-
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABU: CXXXII.-Record ofwint!velocities at Fort Conger, 1881-'83·
:I to 5, 6 to 10, II to 15, Above
inclusive. inclusive. inclusive. 15 miles.
- ,_.__ .,.,-,_ ..---~~----~--
Numher of hours .Iuring which th~re was recorded- 11\
MOI.ths.
It is to be noticed, from Table CVII, that calms prevailed at over one-third of the observations. East winds were most
frequent, and these, combined with those from the NE. and SE., prevailed at one-third of the observations, or as often as all





September .. , 44 169
October __ .. _ 68 346
November... 301 205















The generally light character of the winds is very marked, there being but 6 per centum above 10 miles an hour [4·5 ID
per second] and 87 per centum calm, or 1 to 5 miles an hour [0.4m to 2.2m per second].
DIRECTION OF THE WIND.
. The resultants for each of the two years show a remarkable accordance in direction and velocity, being S. 61°.4 E., 7,594
miles, fo~ the first year, and ~. 67~'3 E., 6,437 miles, for the second year. These are thus in accord with many other arctic
observations, as well as agreeing with the prevailing theory.
1882.
January ••. __ 490 139 70 20 5 20
io'ebrullry . .... 425 179 60 8 0 °
March 446 164 89 31 II 3
April. 61 204 370 42 16 27
~l:Iy .lZ 255 319 63 44 26
June. __.... "99 386 85 91 51
July u __., 3 10.5 437 82 79 38
Sums . __.. ;:;;- 2,048\-;'-8;;- 547 319 188




Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Anemometer above ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
,=+ 81° 44' A. =-64,0 45'=-4b 19m
Time. August, 1881. September, 1881. October, 1881. November, 1881. December, 1881. January, 1882.
S. 67·0 E. 32.5 N·35·3 E. 5°·4 N·51·4 E. 38. I N·69·5 E. 37. 2 S. 87·5 E. 15,9 N·56. 8 E. 32.4
I a. In ____ u ___
N·45· 0 E. 27. 0
2 a. m ______ h_ N. 89.2 E. 15.0 N·42.1 E. 41.8 N·39· 6 E. 37.8 N·76.2 E. 36. 8 N.66·3 E. 19·43 a. m ____ h ___ S. 16.7 W. 12.2 N.48·9 E. 39·3 N·46·5 E. 42.2 N.66·4 E. 33. 0 S. 88.2 E. 21·9 N·55·5 E. 26·34 a. m _._Uu_ •• N. 40.6 E. 13.0 N·32. 0 E. 56.7 N·69·9 E. 30. 2 N.63· 8 E. 37·2 N.76·9 E. 29·5 N·45· 0 E. 13. 05 a. m __n_ ._u N. So. 7 E. 13.6 N.29·4 E. 91. 8 S. 87·0 E. 29. 2 N·69·2 E. 35. 0 N.88.1 E. 20. 7 N. 8.6 E. 9. I6 a. m __h ___ h S. 72.6 W. 6·7 N·34·4 E. 83·3 N.88·4 E. 22.2 N·74·6 E. 28·3 N·84·6 E. 22.2 N·33·7 E. 7. 27 a..m __hU
u
_ S. 24·7 W. 22.0 N. 44- ° E. 76.7 S. 84-7 E. 23·7 N.66·9 E. 32. 6 N.9O. 0 E. 24·0 S. 45. 0 W. 3. 08 a. m u_n __ n S. 81. 9 W. 12·7 N·30·9 E. 58. 6 S. 76,9 E. 25. 2 N.67·4 E. 3+9 N·77·4 E. 23. 8 S. 56.3 E. 5. 09 a. m _________ S. 52.8 W. 3· I N.II.o E. 69·5 S. 84· I E. 28·3 N.26.6 E. 8·9 N·45· 0 E. 9. 0 S. 73·3 E. 8·410 a. m _u uuu N. 90.0 E. 2.8 N. 21. I E. 70. 6 N.88·7 E. 31. 7 N. 61. 8 E. 22·5 N. 62. I E. 17· 3 S. 5°. 2 E. 10·9II a. m ____ hU_ S. 23·4 W. 14-6 N·36·9 E. 39·3 S. 82.2 E. 42.5 N.87· 8 E. 18·4 N·33·7 E. 7·9 S. 8.6 W. 7. 2Noon _u ________ S. 33·3 W. 7·7 N. 41. 3 E. 41. 7 S. 84·0 E. 40·4 N.66.8 E. 9. I N·76·4 E. 14· 9 N·58. 6 E. 38. 0I p. m - ______ u S. 19· 5 E. 16.8 N·35·3 E. 13·5 N. 81. 4 E. 25·5 N·36. 2 E. 14·9 N.65· 8 E. 12. ° N. 56. I E. 57. 02 p. m n ' __ .n_ S. 41. ° E. 22·3 N. So. 3 E. 32. 6 N·78.0 E. 13· 5 N.47·4 E. 16.6 N·77·7 E. 13· I N·69·8 E. 72. 83 p. m ._h_____ S. 6.6 W. 33.0 N. 74-4 E. 42.9 N. 84-9 E. 32. 8 N·5 1. 6 E. 12·4 N.9O. 0 E. 22.0 N.67·3 E. 75. 24 p. m __h __ h_ S. 19.0 W. 23·9 N.79·4 E. 53. I N.82.8 E. 33·3 N·33·9 E. 14-7 S. 60·7 E. 13· I N·76. 6 E. 50.75 p. m h_U_h_ S. 14·7 W. 17·4 S. 83. 2 E. 61. 4 N·89·o E. 41. 5 N. 57. I E. 18.2 N.88·7 E. 3°·3 N·73· 6 E. 50. 26 p. m _nn. ___ S. 23· 7 E. 14·4 N·53·5 E. 46.8 N.88.6 E. 32. 8 N·54.8 E. 17·4 N. 78.7 E. 25·5 N·73· 8 E. 53·47p·m_ n __ h __ S. 9·2 W. 33. I N·57·7 E. 41. 9 N.62.0 E. 28·5 N·79·9 E. 24- 5 N.86.2 E. 15. 0 N.83·3 E. 42. 08 p. m _n ___ u_ S. 7·9 W. 11.0 N.46·9 E. 25. 6 N. 81. 3 E. 42·3 N·57. 0 E. 12·3 N.66.1 E. 8.6 S. 84. 8 E. 19· 99 p. m -_u_n __ S. 42.4 E. 15·7 N·44·5 E. 33·9 N. 81. 8 E. 29·5 N.88.2 E. 26.0 N. 29.1 E. 10·3 N·58. 0 E. 25. I10 p. m ___ h n __ S. 55. 8 E. 17·3 N. 52.5 E. 38.8 N·59· 2 E. 3+0 N.48·4 E. 16·9 N.2O.8 E. 12·4 N·38. 6 E. 25. 2II p. m __h_U __ S. 39· I E. 46. 6 N·52·7 E. 64.6 N·79· 1 E. 41. 3 N·57·6 E. 24·6 N.72.0 E. 14·3 N. 51. I E. 29·3MidnighL_u ____ S. 68·3 E. 25·7 N·50. 1 E. 42.9 N. 81. 2 E. 41.0 N. 61. I E. 3°. 0 N.9O. 0 E. 8.0 N. 51. 8 E. 25. 2
------------
S. 22.0 E. 308.4 N·44·9 E.1143· 7 N·79·1 E. 749.8 N.64·9 E. 536.3 N·77· 8 E. 390.0 N.65·4 E. 667.6
Time. August, 1882. September, 1882. October, 1882. November, 1882. December, 1882. January, 1883·
I a. m - ______ u S. 32.7 E. 90· 5 N·49·6 E. 57·9 N·56. 6 E. 105.4 N.63· 1 E. 14· I S. 74- 3 E. 6.6 S. 67. 6 E. 3· 72a.m. ___ n ___ S. 42.0 E. 115.0 N·37·7 E. 57·9 N.60.6 E. 102.6 N·55· 2 E. 16.8 N. 35.7 E. 7. 0 S. 41. 6 E. 7. 2.3 a. m - ____ h __ S. 37·7 E. 120.9 N.63·5 E. 42.8 N.67·6 E. 93·9 N·52.0 E. 19·8 N.16·5 E. 9. 2 S. 67·3 E. 6.04 a. m _h hh S. 27·2 E. 82.9 N·60·7 E. 53·9 N·54·4 E. 110.5 N·57.8 E. 16.0 N·75· 6 E. 12·5 S. 72.4 E. 4·35 a. m n _____ h S. 40· 5 E. 112.6 N·5 1. 6 E. 59. 2 N. 21. ° E. 81. 7 N.68.o E. 22·4 N·42. 0 E. 13. 6 N.81·9 E. 9·96 a. m ___ n. ___ S. 31. ° E. 116.2 N·45· 0 E. 72. 0 N. 12.9 E. 79· I N.63·4 E. 19. 2 N. 81. I E. 18·7 N.9O. 0 E. 7. 67 a. m - __ h_n_ S. 30.3 E. 121.4 N·42.2 E. 53. 0 N. 44-8 E. 75. 8 N·53· 8 E. 17· 5 S. 31. 7 E. 14· I N.81·9 E. 2.88 a. m - __ h __ u S. 29.0 E. 140.7 N. 31. 2 E. 52.9 N.29·9 E. 67·8 N·43· 6 E. 23·9 N.45· 6 E. 14· 3 N.9O. 0 E. 7. 29 a. m __.u ____ S. 28·3 E. 118.8 N·39· 8 E. 37. 2 N.26.8 E. 60.0 S. 64.6 E. 22.8 N·38. 8 E. 9· I S. 83·4 E. 6. I10 a. m _ - ______ S. 27· I E. 119.9 N. 7. I E. 34. I N.28·9 E. 62·7 S. 82.5 E. 15·3 S. 74·9 E. 11·9 N. So. 2 E. 5·9II a. m _____ h __ S. 21. I E. 122.7 N. 8.6 E. 34. 8 N·33·3 E. 64·3 N·84.8 E. 23. 2 S. 74·7 E. 23·9 N·79·3 E. 18.8Noon - __h'h. __ S. 12·3 E. 137.5 N.2O.1 E. 44·0 N. 25.5 E. 56.7 S. 87·5 E. 31. 7 S. 83·9 E. 18·7 N.86.8 E. 12·7I p. m ._h•• h_ S. 10·3 E. 105.3 N.29·7 E. 63·3 N·55·0 E. 47·7 S. 66.8 E. 22.8 S. 81. 5 E. 23·9 N.86·5 E. 11·52 p. m __h_ n _ . S. 10.1 E. 81. 8 N.67·3 E. 32.4 N·56·5 E. 44·7 S. 72.6 E. 43. 1 S. 75·2 E. 25. 0 N·7°· 0 E. 9. 03p·m_._h •• __ S. 1.6 E. 92. 6 N. 9· I E. 17. I N.63· 6 E. 34·6 S. 73·8 E. 17·6 N·77·6 E. 29·4 N·77· 0 E. 18·74 p. m __Uh__ • S. 13·7 E. 91. 7 N·58.8 E. 30.9 N. 53.7 E. 44. I S. 82·4 E. 15. I N·7°·9 E: 15. 6 N. 71. 6 E. 19.05 p. m • ________ S. 43·3 E. 75·6 N·59· 6 E. 57· 9 N·5o.2 E. 29·4 S. 85·4 E. 12·4 N.63· 2 E. 26.8 N·69·3 E. 16. I6 p. m _'_h __ • __ S. 56.0 E. 86.0 N·45·5 E. 33·9 N.24·8 E. 40.2 S. 76.8 E. 14·0 N. 21. 6 E. 19·3 N. 87.7 E. 12·57 p. m ____n ___ S. 32. 0 E. 69·7 N. 6·9 W. 19·2 N·43·5 E. 43·9 S. 86.2 E. 25·8 N.43· 6 E. 17. ° N.83·9 E. 18·9
8p.m _________ S. 39. 8 E. 74·4 N. I I. 3 W. 16·3 N. 19.5 E. 58.9 S. 88.2 E. 21·7 N·30·4 E. 14·0 N.73· 6 E. 12·49 p. m _nh •• __ S. 41. 6 E. 79·5 N.17·3 E. 16·4 N. 16.8 E. 59·2 S. 85.0 E. 17· 4 S. 87.6 E. 4·8 S. 81. 9 E. 9·9
10 p. m -_h___
n
S. 44·7 E. 72.8 N.IO.8 E. 22·4 N.23·2 E. 51. 3 N.68.6 E. 25·5 S. 59. 8 E. 16. I N. So. ° E. 8.6
II p. m ____. h __ S. 40.9 E. 75. 2 N·53· 6 E. 37·8 N. 4·2 E. 51. ° N. 53. I E. 16. I S. 5°·3 E. 9. 2 N. 81.2 E. 7. 2
Midnight _______ S. 43·4 E. 75·7 N.86·3 E. 73·7 N. 11.1 E. 61·4 N·36.8 E. 19·9 N·32. 6 E. 13. 2 N.63·4 E. 2.2
-------
--------------
S. 29·8 E.2320.2 N·42.8 E. 934.2 N·37.8 E.I443· 3 N.8I·4 E. 453.2 N. 76.1 E. 312.6 N.84·6 E. 233·4
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TABLE CXXXIII.-Month(v and kour(v wind resultants at Fori Umgn-.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
Anemometer above ground, 31 feet [9.4 meters].
</J= + 810 44' A = - 640 45' = - 4b 19m
February, 1882. I March, 1882. April, 1882. May, 1882. June, 1882. July, 1882. Yearly. Time.
I
5.6 N. 52. 9 E.
i 61. 2 E. 45· 9 5.IN. 3°.3 E. 27· 75. 57.7 N. 60.4 E. 21.9 E. 84· 35. 38.0 E. 79·5 5. 83· 3 E. 360. 8 I a. m.
is, 26.6 W. 4· 5 N. 65.6 E. 1O·4 S. 37· 7 E. 50.3 N. 55· 3 E. 6o.2S. 23. 2 E. 67·2S. 17.6 E. 90. 8 S. 78.7 E. 292. 8 2 a. m.
5. 68.6 E. 4· 9 S. 51. 9 E. 15.2 S. 28.6 E. 43· 6 S. 77- 4 E. 45· 7S. 32.3 E. 79. 0 5. 27·3 E. 83·7 5. 66. ° E. 321. I 3 a.m.
N.65·7 E. 6.85. 45. ° E. 4· 2 S. 24.4 E. 53· 4 N. 72· 3 E. 43. 2 5. 4°·3 E. 93.4 5. 13· 3 E. 72. I S. 73· 8 E. 290· 3 4 a. m.
N. 69.8 E. 10. IS. 61. 7 E. 37· 5 S. 63.8 E. 46.2 N. 51. 4 E. 54· 55. 38. 7 E. 75· 6 S. 19.6 E. 102.2 S. 81. ° E. 354.8 5 a. m.
N·79·3 E. I I. 3 S. 80.8 E. 32·4 S. 64.6 E. 5°.4 N. 72· 7 E. 37· 7 S. 21. 2 E. 77- 65. 16·5 E. 1I8.2 S. 68.6 E. 323. I 6a. m,
S. 76.0 E. 2.5 S. 72.8 E. 20.oN. 88.0 E. 48.5 S. 56. I E. 43· 4 5. 24· 4 E. 79· 2 S. 14· 5 E. 104. 4 S. 61. 3 E. 331. 5 7 a. m.
N·80·5 E. 4· 2 S. 78.0 E. 23·6N. 77-9 E. 51. 6 S. 28·7 E. 3S·9 S. 19·7 E. 69· 8 S. 0.6 W. 102.5 S. 58. 9 E. 262. 5 8a. m.
S. 78. 7 E. 10.7 S. 41. I E. 23· o S. 82.4 E. 5°.3 S. 13· 9 E. 27. IS. 9.0 E. 85. IS. 8.6 E. 79·3 S. 51. 8 E. 222.6 9a. m.
N. 77-7 E. 6.6S. 62·7 E. 23.3 5. 26.8 E. 43· 5 S. 69.3 E. 28·9 S. 8·5 E. I[ I. 5 S. 6.2 E. 1I6·4 S. 44. 8 E. 280. 4 loa. m.
N. 85.4 E. 8.7 S. 54.9 E. 18. I S. 35.6 E. 31. I S. 0.9 E. 33. IS. 10. I E. 1[5· 3 5. 8·5 E. 1°3·4 S. 30.4 E. 314.4 II a. m.
N. 66.0 E. 7·9 N. 75.4 E. 12.5 5. 11..0 W. 6.3 5. 21. ° E. 47· 4 S. 3.8 E. 1[2. oS. 25· 7 E. 103.0 S. 46. 2 E. 290. ° Noon.
N. 72.4 E. 9.2 N. 68.8 E. 24. 6 5. 77· 9 E. 16.7 S. 9.0 E. 35· 3 S. 15. ° E. 127·9S. 1.4 W. 85·3 S. 45.4 E. 266.8 I p. m.
N.90. oE. 7· o N·79·3 E. I8.8S. 36.8 E. 34· 9 S, 4J. 3 E. 28.7 S. 27.0 E. 122.7 S. 3· 7 E. 87. ° S. 53· I E. 351. 2 2 P- m.
N. 65.9 E. 5. I S. 84.6 E. I3· 8 S. 25· 9 E. 34. I S. 42.0 E. 4°·4 S. 18·3 E. 1[7· 4 S. 2.3 W. 76. 8 5. 49· 2 E. 350. 7 3 p. m.
S. 86.3 E. 10.7 N. 46.3 E. 12.7 S. 36.0 E. 41. 8 S. 39.4 E. 77- 3 S. 23.8 E. 1I2. 8 S. 30.6 E. 83. 8 S. 52.5 E. 413.2 4 p. m,
N. 90.0 E. 5. 8 5. 35·7 E. 7.9 5. 41. 3 E. 32. 6 S. 24.0 E. 37· 6 S. 13.4 E. Ioo.8S. 17.8 E. 92. 0 S. 49.4 E. 383. I 5 p. m.
N. 65.4 E. I I. 8 S. 78.5 E. 10.5 S. 51. 3 E. 36·3 S. 56. I E. 43· 4 S. 27·7 E. 105· 7 S. 2.8 E. 85· 7 5. 59.2 E. 347.8 6 p. m.
N. 71.9 E. 10.9 S. 51. 2 E. 9· 2 S. 52.2 E. 38. 6 S. 72.6 E. 27. IS. 21·3 E. 108.9 5. 8.9 E. 110·7 S. 49. 0 E . .353.4 7 p. m.
N. 7°.7 E. 8.2S. 60.2 E. 26.5 S. 7°.2 E. 55.8 S. 81. ° E. 58·4 S. 29.6 E. 86.8S. 1.5 E. 87·3 S. 57.6 E. 335.2 8 p. m.
N. 85.0 E. 10.3 S. 65·5 E. I5· o S. 65.4 E. 62.8S. 80.0 E. 76. 8 S. 13.8 E. 58·4 S. 19.6 E. 42. 6 S. 71. 4 E. 317.7 9 p. m,
N. 46.3 E. 6. IS. 54· 3 E. 15· 8 N. 84·0E. 86. I N. 79. I E. 41. 2 S. 38,9 E. 89. 6 5. 24.8 E. 76. 2 S. 81. 7 E. 341. 2 ro p. m.
N. 74.9 E. 6. 5 N. 45· 4 E. 18.5 S. 51. 7 E. 72.8 N. 85.2 E. 52. 8 S. 28.2 E. 100.6 S. 22.0 E. 45·3 S. 73.6 E. 388.4 Il p. m,
S. 62.4 E. 4.7 N. 81. I E. 14.9 5. 74· 7 E. 55.oN. 71.2 E. 78. 8 S. 29.8 E. 7o. 6 S. 3·5 E. 69. 8 S. 79. ° E. 344. ° Midnight.
~ ------
,-----------------------~-------





























S. 81. 5 E. 312.8
S. 82. ° E. 374.6
5. 72. 7 E. 379· 9
5. 79.2 E. 305.8
S. 80. 9 E. 252. 5
S. 85.4 E. 264. 2
S. 65.6 E. 317.6
S. 58.6 E. 27°.4
S. 51. 4 E. 304. °
S. 61. 5 E. 339· 9
S. 56. I E. 305. 2
5. 56.9 E. 333· 4
5. 49. 6 E. 301. 7
S. 50. 5 E. 286. 7
5. 48.8 E. 216.5
S. 77.7 E. 139. 0
S. 72.9 E. 242.0
5. 59. I E. 179· 3
s. 55.6 E. 25°.4
5. 58.9 E. 215.0
S. 56. 7 E. 222.0
S. SI. ° E. 229· 9
S. 85. I E. 234· I



















































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE CXXXIII.-Monthry and nourry WInd resultants at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
=====c======C=======i-~--'--"--- --_.._..- ,----.-_._-'--- ----_ .._----------------- -- -----_._.._-_ .._--_._-------_ ...--.._-----_..__ .._---
I February, I883.! March, 1883. I April,I883.
!
N. 87. ° E. 13.3 S. 32.4 E. 29. 5N. 77. ° E. 42. 7N. 64· 4 E. 91. 4 S. 20·3 'V. 39· I S.
S. 80.8 E. 8.7 S. 81. ° E. I3.5S. 84.3 E. 36.8iN. 68.6 E. 82.4 S. 2.6 W. 35· 4 5.
N. 42.7 E. 10.5 N. 84.2 E. 19.75. 83.6 E. 38.35. 71. 4 E. 67. 15. 72.9 W. 8.2 S.
N. 90. ° E. 5.4 N. 88.7 E. I8.2S. 79. ° E. 49.65. 56.7 E. 5°.3 N. 52.8 W. 24· 8 S.
N. 74.4 E. 7.8 S. 64.3 E. 21.0N. 66.9 E. 21.6S. 76.4 E. 39.95. 52.2 W. 45. 2 5.
S. 61. 7 E. 4.4 S. 85.6 E. 21. ° S. 77- 6 E. 19. IS. 82.4 E. 33· 85. 79· 6 E. 38.4 5.
N. 58.8 E. 13.7 S. 57.0 E. 31.45.84.8 E. 25.4S. 57.5 E. 47.8S. 38.7 E. 26·9 S.
N. 45.0 E. 5.0 S. 32.0 E. 50.2N. 73.6 E. 26.35. 29.5 E. 42.4S. 81.5 E. I9· o S.
N. 69. I E. 5.9 S. o. I W. 52.7 N. 71. 4 E. 23.2S. 53· 9 E. 62. IS. 45 8 E. 40.3 S.
N. 70.4 E. 6.3 S. 28.4 E. 65.7 N. 66.6 E. 25.4S. 63· ° E. 56.7 S. 83· 3 E. 65· 5 S.
S. 67.0 E. 7.2 S. 36.3 E. 54.oN. 86.6 E. I5.3N. 84.8 E. 56.8N. 82.9 E. 12·9 S.
N. 82. 2 E, 5. 2 S. 33.6 E. 5 I. 5 N. 84.9 E. 24.9 N. 84· 4 E. 49. ° S. 24· 2 E. 38.3 S.
S. 76.4 E. 11.9 5. 29.2 E. 52.5N. 62.9 E. 20.2S. 64.4 E. 6o.6S. 17.1 W. 46. 6 5.
S. 61.7 E. 5.9 S. 32.2 E. 49.oN. 61.8 E. 19. IS. 18.8 E. 23.05. 2.3 E. 19. 8 5.
5.83.2 E. 5.9 S. 40.5 E. 54.oN. 75.9 E. 17.65.84.2 E. 16.85.15·3 E. 14. 0 5.
N·47.9E. 8.45.58.1 E. 28.6N.65.4E. 18.75. 9O.oE. 34·75. 1.6 E. 17.7 5.
N. 70.2 E. 8.3 5. 44.6 E. 43.6 N. 7°.4 E. 20.8 S. 84· 8 E. 26.7 S. 66. ° W. 19· 7 5.
N. 77. ° E. 8. ° 5. 75.9 E. 25.9 N. 82.5 Eo 25.35. 38.8 E. 20. IS. 13. I W. 28.3 5.
N. 67.6 E. 9.2 S. 60.7 E. 3b.IN. 89.5 E. 34.4S. 69·4 E. 37.55.17.3 E. 78. 15.
N. 76.1 E. 8.8 S. 47.1 E. 30.85. 74.8 E. 31.6S. 84.5 E. 34.6S. 44.2 E. 42. 0 5.
N. 72.1 E. 6.8 5 47.0 E. 28.65.87.4 E. 46.65.82.2 E. 42.35.3°.6 W. 28.5 5.
N. 74.4 )<:. 7.8 S. 61.7 E. 39.3N. 81.3 E. 56.0,N. 23.5 Eo 20.45.27.7 E. 22.4 5.
N. 90. ° E. 6. 8S. 73.2 E. 19.7 N. 75.9 E. 55.7iN. 44· ° E. 41.3 S. 8·7 E. 33· 05.r 65. 0 E. 5. 0 ,S. 81·4E. I8.8'IN.75.6E. 39.8IN. 39. 0 E. 20.3 5. I5· 8 W. 22.45.






..:---.-11 Mean flW' 1882-~.
--------_1 "I " 1881
E. U..J.--.i--+---I-.+---:...\--I--....::l>t----I--1---1
















The resultant wind in summer remains remarkably steady from the SSE., having the greatest southerl~ component,. S. 16°
E., in June. In autumn it backs suddenly to NE., and thence gradually veers to the southward through wmter and spnng, as
shown by the following diagram:
\.HART No. 12.-Aunualjluctuation in directionof wi"" at Fort Co-nger, 1881-'83.
'1'=+81° 44'
AUG. UPT. OCT. NOY. DEC. JAN. FEB. MeM. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG
:Nortb
314
ANNUAL FLUCTUATION OF THE DIRECTION OF THE WIND.
The annual fluctuation of the direction of the wind is shown, perhaps, more decidedly by an examination of the table of
frequency than by the resultants. From October to April, inclusive, the winds largely predominate from the E. quadrant, but
in May they incline towards the SE. From June to August, inclusive, southerly winds strongly prevail, with a tendency,
however, to the SW. quadrant in July. September, with the departing sun, finds them backing sharply to the NE.
By Table 133 it will be seen that the resultant from 10 a. m. (10.49 a. m. local mean time) to 3 p. m, (3.49 p. m. local
mean time) had a decidedly greater southerly component than at other times, while from 10 p. m, (10.49 p. m. local me~n
time) to 2 a. m, (2·49 a. m.Iocal mean time) opposite conditions prevailed. This might be accidental during one year, but Its
repetition the second year apparently shows a decided influence of the sun on the diurnal variation of the wind's direction.
CHART No. 13·-lJiurnaljluctuation in dire tion of wind at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
Washington mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49m





Strong gale. Sudden changes of temperature.
Temperature rose UO.I [12°.28 C.] in 12 hours.










Daily range of barometer.
Millimeters.








Miles per , Meters per









29 13.0 - .03 - 0.76 _h n n_nnh h Temperature rose 10°.8 [6 0 .00 C.] in an hour.
__ h _u h n h nh n __ n_ nn_ h_n_ +.460 + 11.68
______ h .. h n n n n n h _ -. 404 10. 26
n h_h ~~h_hn_ h U nn _nu_n - .425 10.80
~ __ hhh h_Un _u_u __ u _h_nn __ hh - .465 11.81
____________ .. h __ h_ h hhnh __ u __ nn _n __ n_n_ -.488 12·39
___ hU hh hnh_ nn __ n n Un_ .541 13·75
___ u_n __ ~_n __ h __ h_nhh n __ hn_n_n_ + .656 + 16.66 Heavy snow.
_nu h h __ h n h_n h __ n __ hn_ .427 10.85
SE. 20 8.9 _h hn h hn .464 II. 78
SE. 20 8.9 +.08 + 2.03 +. 789 + 20.04 Sudden changes of temperature.
E. 21 9.4 n_nn +.616 + 15· 64
_h nu n hnU h__ .. u_hn .417 - 10·59
S. 21 9.4 __hh_~ un ' - .468 - 11.88
S. 22 9.8 h __ h __ hU n_hhh h_n
S. 25 II. 2 n_h_ h nnn _h U Uh_Uh
E. 25 II. 2 u u u_unh ~ h _
E. 21 9.4 hh __ n __ ~ _n h_hh Heavy snow.
S. 24 10. 7 u __ n n h h _ h U __ • _ Strong wind all day in Robeson Channel.
SE. 24 10. 7} r Strong winds for all these days. Breaking of
S. zo ~: ~ n nnu U_ h h _ n __ huh\. ice in Robeson Channel commencing.
SE. 20 8.9 u __ • _n n n_un. __ .u_. __ n __ Strong wind. Robeson Channel breaking up.
. { Very heavy SE. gale in straits; wind ~ i~i: ~~ ~:J ~:========! ======~ .:: --:t. '-4~-' --:t-1;~19 ~~\~sareIroh:.u~~~~·;;trr second] on CalmlE. 20 8.9 __ .. j • Heavy snow. I
_:;.:m+ 1;_m_'m_~1~~- i:~~~~~~~~~' ::~~~~ ~ ~~:r:::~~;i:::::::~~:-. ~~:.~~?';lioJ~1 :kob=o "-'L '
E. 32 14·3 I, ------ __ 00 __ n • --- ------- ----,----.--- ----I
N. 'I 20 8·9 i n ----••_---- ...---------!.-----------
NE. 33 14. 8 :------.--- ----------- -----------r.-----------'E. . 25 11.2 ! u .. __ no •• 1 Heavysnow.
! I
16.1 ~nn_n n_unn __ un_nn _h hh __
13.4 -·09 - 2.29 - .470 - 11.94
9.4 1 +. IO + 2·54 __ n_u_n_ h_h_hhh
______ on hn_: nh: h __ h __ h h 10.64
Date. ---~~,.-----,----- ----,----
</>= + 81° 44'
List of storms at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
* Owing to the sheltered position of Conger this velocity of 20 miles per hour may be considered to far exceed an hourly velocity of 2S miles
[n.2m per second], as determined from fifteen minutes record, which was the standard for storms in use for years by the U. S. Si&nalService.
,------,------------;---------------,~-_.~-~_._----,---------------,
It is difficult to determine the exact amount of atmospheric disturbance which should be considered a storm.
The following list of storms comprises all cases when: rst, the wind has blown 20 miles per hour· [8'9 m per second] or
more in a single hour; ad, when the barometer has changed over .060 inch [1.S2I1lm ] in a single hour, and the change is in
accord with other meteorological conditions; 3d, if the daily barometric range exceeds .400 inch [IO.16m m ] during the day.
In quite a number of cases two or more of these conditions obtain as well as rain or snow and sudden changes of tem-
perature.
It is evident, however, that some of these changes occur without storm conditions prevailing-as, for instance, February

















































Strong wind all day.
Strong northerly gale in Robeson Channel.
Do.
Strong wind most of day. .
Wind strong most of day; velocity for 15
minutes, 40 miles per hour [17.9m per
second].






Heavy snow and sudden changes in temperature.
Fine weather.
Heavy snow. .'
Very high wind considering the temperature,
_ 170.0 [- 27°.2 C.].
Fine weather.
Heavy snow.





-- .480 - 12.19
- .464 ! - II. 78
- 2·54
+ 1.52
--- ... ------ ----------- ----.---_._.....
---------- ----------- ----------_! ---.-----.--
- .10
+.06
Hourly changes of \ Daily range of barometer.
barometer. !
-.06
----- .. ---- ------- ---- ·-=-~45i-- ·-=-ii~46--
+ .446 + II. 33
9. 8
9·4





Fine weather. I17.9 n_. _. . .n .._. .' Heavy snow. Strong gale in RobesonChanne .
10. 7} ---------. -----.----- n_n ._u __ -----------{- ~~:~~:~:: Strong wind in Robeson Chan-
~~:~ _._. n .. h ._._•••u_._____ nel.
14.8 no. h _ • •• _. • .___________ Do.9. 8 •__• • __ • .• • • Do.
1I.6 .... • ._. .----------.
12·5 n_. __ " __ • ._. n_ .. _ ------.-----
I~:;} .--- .----. ----.------ ._n -------.------- ---.
9.8 __ . _u • __ •• • - • __ • n __ • n __ • _
~~:~} • ••• u .Uu_n ------------
1I.2
15.2
List of storms at Fori Conger, 1881-'83-Continued.
9. 8
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---------- ---------- ---... ------ -------.... -----------
___ • , __ .0. •• __ + .05 + 1.27
S. 22 9.8 + .05 + I. 27
______ • , hh • • -.08 - 2.03
_______________ hh h • + .05 + I. 27
SE. 17 7.6 __ n - • __ n __ n_
---------- ---------- ~--------- ---------- -----------
---------- - --------- ---- .----- ------_...... - ----- .__ .--
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -----------
'-'="='-~664-~ "::"='-'i6~86h
", __ uu' ",u'.h_ .--_.----••-.-- .--- _.n __.nu + .468 + 11.88
+ .531 + 13·49
+ .520 + 13.21
+ .66~ + 16·89
+ .485 + 12.32
---------- ---------- ----------
---------- ---------- _._------" ---------- .----------




















• For 15 minutes.
The storm of January 16, 1882, was the most violent experienced in our three years' service, and from extraneous evidence
was the most violent since Fort Conger was last visited in 1876. d
A remarkably severe storm prevailed at Point Barrow also on days immediately preceding, which undoubtedly proceede
from the same area of low pressure.
At Point Barrow, on January II, ENE. winds of a mean hourly velocity of 25.3 miles per hour [I1.3m per second]
prevailed, and the barometer fell .163 inch [4.14mm]. The next day the wind veered slowly to the SSW. with a mean hourly
. . 6 [ mm] at
velocity of 34 miles [15.2m per second], and the barometer fell .555 inch [14.10mm] m eleven hours, to 28.26 719.94
noon. The wind veered to the W. on the 13th and blew steadily all day from 45 to 52 miles an hour [20.1m to 23.2111 per
second], while the barometer in 59 hours rose 2.277 inches [57.84mm] to 30.543 [775.78mml at II p. m. January 14· h
At Fort Conger the barometer fell quite steadily from 30.035 [762.8smm] on the r rth, to 29.245 [742.83I1lm] on the 14t f
and then rose very slowly to 29.881 [758'97mm] at I a. m. 16th, with no evidences of a serious disturbance. At 6 a. m. of
the 16th, however, the barometer commenced falling very rapidly, and at 3 p, m, touched 29.028 [737.29mm], a change 0
0.752 inch [19.10111111] in 9 hours.' .
The early morning had been calm, but at 9 a. m, a wind of SW., 4 miles per hour [1.8111 per second], sprang up, whIch
































ISOBARS FROM INTERNATIONAL AND POLAR OBSERVATIONS. MARCH 8, 1883,
12.8 P. M. GREENWICH TIME.
H Mis 393 49 1
OHART 16.
ISOBARS FROM INTERNATIONAL AND POI..AR OBSERVATIONS. MARCH 9, 1883,























THE FACE OF THE SKY.
Until December I, 1881, the quantity and character of the clouds was noted only six times daily, but subsequently the
record was made hourly. While at Fort Conger, however, the percentage of cloudiness was interpolated for the missing
hours for the four months, August to November, 1881. It was possible to do this with very considerable accuracy, as not
only had an exact record been kept of the beginning and ending of each fall of snow or rain, but there was also a quite full
record of the character of the weather, clear, fair, or cloudy, in connection with the observation of auroras. As the observers
were trained men of the Signal Service, these otherwise uncertain terms involved the amount of cloudiness within narrow
limits. In order to prevent misapprehension all interpolated data is so marked as to be plainly distinguishable•
317THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
second]. At 2.30 p. m, the anemometer broke, so that the later wind, which probably reached 100 miles an hour l44.7 m per
second] was necessarily estimated. For nearly two hours it seemed possible that the whole house would blow into the bay,
and despite the energy of the stoutest men no one could reach the thermometers until 5 p. m, On January 17 the wind
gradually died away and the barometer rose 0.632 inch rI6.05 mm].
The storm of March 8, 1883, was quite violent and of brief duration. "The wind," says my journal, which at 6 a. m,
had been blowing at the rate of N. 2 miles per hour [0.9D1 per second] changed suddenly at 6'35 to S., and increased to 34
miles an hour [J5.2m per second]. After 7 a. m. it increased in violence, but the drifting fine snow clogged up the anemometer
and stopped it completely. From 7.30 to 8 a. m, the wind must have been blowing near to 60 miles an hour [26.8m per
second]."
A strong southerly gale prevailed until noon, after which the wind gradually subsided. At the time the wind changed
from N. to S. the temperature rose 11°.8 [60.6 C.] in an hour, probably in 30 minutes, reaching 3°.3 [- 16° C.]. The wind
came with a rising barometer and a change of +.665 inch [+ 16.89mm] occurred during the day.
In connection with this storm charts IS and 16 are presented, which have been prepared through the courtesy of Prof.
H. A. Hazen, Signal Service. The influx of warm southerly air is perhaps the most marked feature of the storm, as it is
evident that Fort Conger was only on the outer edge of the disturbance. The extension of the isobars of 30.20 and 30·40
northwestward over Greenland and Grinnell Land is a peculiar and interesting movement.
•
I .B_.h __ '_. n" ' •• _ ••• n.h ••• __ •• h.h .n ••• h. h ••• n.h • •• __ ••• __ • • __ .h U_h h • __
2 .•••••..• h ••••••••••••• h __ .h -oh _h. _. __ '.h_h.. .. __ .h' _.h hn h" _ n.h ... _hhh ...h' .n __ on
3 '·n'u' _u_ ..... ·_. __ hh. __ n_' _h. _h ... n ..hh. __ .. _.h h'_ hh no' h h._h_ .. h .. h h_. __ .h_ h __
4 -------,-- -- -.. - ;~. ';~';t;.m""hNW''- h 9h h 7· · -'5" --3hC-U'~~"'-"'''-8' --5" --7-' --9" -;;'-S(;'-'-""--"';" ---;;,- --9- --9'5 .. ---- ... 10
6 8 8 7 cu. str, NW. 7 7 7 2 cir. 5 cum. S. 7 7 7 7 cum. 6 5 4
7 . u h", __ •. 6 5 5 cum. 8 6 7 8 8 cir. 8 7 6 4 3 cir. 8 2 I 0
8._ ..• 00. 00 .. 6 4 2cir.(8)fog. N. 2 3 3 3 cir. (8) fog. N. 2 2 I r cir.fog, N. I 0 0
Means.. n "8,"; s.-;;----:;;--- -;-; 7. 8~----;;:--- -:;6 7.8 ;S--7:8--- -----;:; -;s--:;;
Total inches ====~~===========~~===~==~==~I.==
Total millimeters====~===== ======~=-:===-=====~==~I=--':--':
.-------. -- --------__~ __ ~_ - - - - . __ - ." ...__. ,_. I
Figures in ~Iums 1,2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9,10, noon,., and 2, are interpolated very largely from the auroral record, where the face of the sky was recorded in a general

















































































































3 cir. 8 str, SW.



























































































































































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
~=+81° 44/ A=-64° 45'=-4h 19m






















2 cum. 5 sir.
4 cir, (8) 2 str,








TABLE CXXXIV.-Amo,mt, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, August, 1881.
29···· ... __ ... 10 9
30........... 6 8
31 ••••••••••• 8 8
24 ...... 00 __ .. 10 10
25 "' __ h ••••• 10 10
26.h_", h , _ " 10 10
27 ". __ B.... 10 10
28 .•••• __ .•... S. S.
14 Un........ 3 I
15·· ••• ·•· •. ·. 0 0
16 .•• __ .•..•.. 4 5
17hh.•• __ .n 10 10
18 •• n __ 7 9
19 h S. S.
20 ••••••.•••.• 10 10
21 .n h 10 S.
22 _. 10 10
23· .. __ h 10 10










Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
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6....SW. _8 NW. I
I Melted snow.~id- i Daily 1----;---1
night, 'means. IMilli- ..
I Inches·lmeters. ~
-------------1----1--1----
__ Unu_ u_ n u u_ un __ •• - u unu __
n
_ nnU n_u_ n_n n_n hnn Unn unnln • __ I
u_h_n_Un u __ nn __ un_ nn nn n
u n_
nn uu_ u __ u _nn_nn n nn nnn~ __ n n__ 2
-_un __ n n __ n _nn_ n __ n h_ n_n n n On n __ n n_n_hn_n_n __
n
on _n 00 __ n____ 3 I
-------------------- ------ ------ ---~-- ------------------ ------ ._----- -----
-------------------
----- ------ --_._--
- - - - -- 410 cu. str. NW. 8 9 9 10 cu. str. NW. 10 10 10 10 cu. str. NW. 9 8.6 -- - - -- ------ 54 cum. 5 6 7 8 cir. 8 8 8 8 8 cir. 7 7. 2 ------ ------ 60 0 0 0 0 2 5 7 Fog. 8 3. 8
------ ------ 70 3 5 7 10 cum. 8 6 4 2 cu. str. 0 3 3. 2
------ ------
8
10 nim. 0 S. S. S. ro nim , W. S. S. 10 ro nim, NW. S. 9·5
------ ------ 99 str. 0 9 9 9 9 str, S. 9 10 10 10 str. SW. 9 9·7 ------ ------ 105 cum. 8 5 5 5 5 cum. 4 5 5 5 5 cum. 5 6 6·4 ------ ------ II10 cu. str, SW. 8 6 4 2 cum. 6 4 6 8 6 cir, (8) 4 str. 0 9 6·4 ------ ------ 1210 cir. 7 10 10 10 10 cir. 7 9 8 6 5 eir. 7 4 8.2 ------ ------ 13
2 cir. 2 3 3 4 cum. 3 2 I 0 0 O. 1
------ ------
144 cum. 3 3 2 2 2 cum. 3 2 2 2 2 cir. 3 3 2·9 ------ ------ IS10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str. N. 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 8.8
------ ------
168 cum. 7 7 6 6 ci. cu. 5 4 3 3 cir. 5 7·4 ------ ------ 170 I 2 3 4 str. SE. 6 8 S. ro nim, 0 S. 7. I * * 18
l"l str, S. S. S. I 10 str,
-* -*... 0 10 10 10 IO str. 0 0 10 10.0 19I cir. 9 str. 0 10 IO 10 10 cum. 0 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 9·3 ------ ------ 20
ro SIr. 0 8 6 4 2 cir. 0 2 I I 0 0 2 7·3 * * 21I ) ci. str. 5 10 10 10 ro nim, 0 S. S. S. ro nim, 0 IO 10.0 * * 2210 nim, 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 str. S. 10 10.0
-* -* 23
I'J str, 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10.0
- - - - -- - - - - -- 24Fog. NW. 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10.0
------ ------
2510 cir. 0 10 10 10 IO str. 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 9· 3 ------ ------ 2610 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. ro nim. 0 S. 10.0 .13 3·3 277 cum. 6 6 5 5 4 cum. 6 5 7 9 10 cum. 0 10 7·4 .02 0·5 28
9 cir, 0 8 7 6 5 eir. 0 4 3 3 2 rum. 0 4 7·4 ------ -----~ 292 cum. 0 2 2 I 2 2 cum. 0 3 5 7 8.:um. 0 8 3. 6 ------ ------ 304 cum, 0 6 4 I 3 2 eir. 0 2 I I 0 0 0 5. 8 ------ ------ 31
------------------------------------_._------------ ------
7·2 I 7. I 6·9 i 6.8 6.8 6·9 7. I 7. 2 7. 2 7· 3 7·47 ___n_ n_n_:
- --------,------,-------------------------------------------
- - - - - - - _. - --- - - - - - - - - - ! - - - ___ : ______ i _______ i_~ _______ - - - - - ____ '- - _- - - - - - - __ ._- - _- -
---- ~--------------------- ------ . IS - - - --
------------------------------------------------
--------------- ------ ----- ------ ------------------ -----~ ----- ------ -------------------- ------ ------ ------
Figures in colums4, S, 6, 8,9, 10, and midnight are interpolated very largely from the auroral record, where the face of the sky WllSrecorded In II general man-
neras clear, fair, cloudy, &c.
.. Illappreciable.
....
Figures in columns 1,_,.,5,6,8,9, 10, noon, I and a, are ir.ter\X>lated very largely from the auroral record where the face of the sky wasrecorded In a general

















































































































I. ... N. \ 3... E.


























































































































































































7 7 cu. str,
S. ro nim.
10 10 cu. str,



















































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m






7 7cum. 3 7 7
S. 10 nim. 0 S. S.
S. 5 cum (5) 5 str. S. 10 10
I lei. str, 0 3 5







Means 5.33.4 5·4 s:s:s:ss:s--~---s:ss:s 5·4 5·5 -'i0-s.8~
Total inches =:=====~ ~=I== -==!-===~~==~=~==-==~i===~____ __1____ _ .-:-
Total millimeters
--_..... _-- .. -_ .._---------_ ... _--~ ---- ---- ---.. _-------------~-------- ---- ---- -------------_ .... - .. -. --- ---- ----
27 h 10 10
28 h 10 10
29 n 10 10
30 -----------. 5 8
22 u_. 4
23 . 0
24 _. n_____ 3
25 n_____ I
26 0
I __ nn n 0 0 0





5 • u 0
6 n_____ 10
17 _n __.. n_ 10 10
18 _un_. S. S.
19. S. S.
20. n_n 10 10
21 • • 0 0
12 . S. S.
13 . __ n___ 0 0
14 . n_ 7 6
15 ._._____ 8 9
16 .__.. 0 0
TABLE CXXXV.-Amounl, kind, MIddirection of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, Septemb~r, 1881.
7 . u 6
8 . S.
9 __.__.--- u_ S.
10 0
II . h_ 5
;---_.~~._- ----------- - - -- -~~-------- ------------ ------
320
Figures in columns 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, JO, and midnight, are interpolated very largely from the auroral record j where the face of the sky was recorded in a general
manner as clear, fair, cloudy, &c.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-21
ro nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 S. 10.0 .01 0.2 17
10 nim. 0 S. S. 10 10 str, 0 10 10 S. 10 nirn, 0 S. 10 0 .03 0.8 18
5 cir. 0 6 7 9 10 str. 0 10 10 1
00
I' 10 str. 0 10 8. 5 .02 0.5 19
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.6 '_.n. _'''.u 20
3 str, 0 3 i 3 4 4 cum. 0 5 6 6 7 cu. str, 0 6 3.0 • •. __ nu 21
4 cum. 0 51 7 9 ro str, 0 8 5 3 0 0 0 2.6 __ nn n 22
10 str. 0 10 I' 10 10 10 str, 0 8 6 4 I 2 str, 0 2 4· 3 n .... 'n'n 23
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0.7 ' .. n __ 'n... 24
I cir. 0 I I I I I cir, 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 0 0.6 _n. un 25I: :~:: : I: i I: I::::::: ::::::: I :: :::: ::: I::: --.-~:- .-~~~- :;
10 str, 0 10 I 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 I 10 str, 0 10 I 8.0 un__ • _on. 28
o 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 2! 3· 7 .- • .. _.! 29
10 nim, 0 S. I S. S. I 10 Dim. 0 S. S. S., 10 nim. 0 S. I 9. 7 .03 0.8 3c
I 6.2 I~~ 6.0 6.0 s.81-s.7i-s.6! 5's-s.s,S7.====
'==-====:-=== "n__ =-=======i==i~i==~===I==i==~==
-======------=====:=I-=:=C::=;== ~ m_. i .• ---.i::::=:::==:5:8j·






______ , .[ 2
I I
======1=====:1 ~
.--- •• , __ On 5
____ .. ., 6
4. 2
8·5 .02 0·5 7
10. 0 • 02 O. 5 8
3· 8 · __h. ·_m 9
7.6 .06 I 1.5 10
5·9 _._n. n II
7· 8 I .02 0.5 12
6.6 _n. ..._ 13
7· 3 n •• __ n 14
4· 0 __ n __ ,un 15


















~id. Daily ! _
mght. means. I IMilli. ~
[Inches. Ii';;































10 , 10 cir,







































































































TABLE CXXXV.-Amount, kind, and direction0/cloudsand amount ofprecipitation, September, 1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49m



















































5· •• · S. 1 7 •.. w.~~~~NW~
TABLE CXXXVI.-AIIIOUlIt, kintl, anti direction of doudsand amountofprecipitation, October, 1881.
•
322 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION,
OCTOBER, '1881.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local-mean time by adding 49Dl
,=+81 0 44' ~.=-64° 45'=-4b 19D1
Conversions.
,
2 .... N. \ 3....E.
2 •••. NE. 4 ••. ·SE.
2 •• __ u •••• -- 10 10
3 u_.h'._·U 10 10
4 ..•.••.. -.. 0 0
5 ,_, ,_"" 0 0
(j •••• -----.. 5 3
12 .. _.......... 3 2
13 .•••.• __ .. 0 0
14 •• _••.•• _ ... 0 0
15 ._u..._.,.. 5 3
16._•• n.n... 0 0
17 _u __•• _•.• · 10 10
18 •.• un"_'" 0 0
19.- •••..• - .... 0 0
20._ •• _nu... 0 0

































































































































































































































































7 h_ •••• _u· 10
X n._. __... /0
9 .._.h_.. n 4
10 __ /0
11 _••• , __ ._ ••. /0
22._ •••••.•••• 9
23 .•...•. ---. 0
24 _•..• n._Uh 0
25 •• n __ • 0
26 •.
n











o 0 0 0
o [ 2 3
001 2
000 I















































o 0 0 I I cir, 0 I', 0 0
o 0 0 0 0 0 0\ 0 0
o 0 0 0' 0 0 01 0 0
~1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~I. ~ ~
4.2'---\4.3 4.3 4.2i--~--~\3.8·3.6











































Means..•• .. 3.7\3.4 3·[ 3·4 3.64. 0
Total inches • ..-- ==----------------
--..... _- ........ .. ---- - - -- - ---- - -- .. ------------------. ~--- ---- ---- -------------------- ---_ ..
27 .......... ••28. ._ .. __ ..
29 •.. __u. __
30 .• _ ••• - ••. -.
31 •••••• -. '-"
Total millimeters~=~~~--- __. --\-i
...•_.""............ I -'---',---' ·--·i·--· _.__ .B·_·_••_u .. --- ._n .-- .. --.---.-.------ .••. ,.--••. !.--. '--'1




























































10 10 10 str, 0 10 10.0
8 6 5 cum. 6 5 9·3
IO IO 10 str, 0 10 8·9
S. 10 IO str. NE. 10 9· I
7 6 5 cir, 6 4 7·5
3 I 0 0 0 3·7
0 0 0 0 0 0·5
7 9 10 str, 0 7 1.8
0 0 0 0 0 1.5
5 7 10 str, 0 10 1.8
0 0 0 0 0 5·3
0 0 0 0 0 0.0
0 0 0 0 0 2.0
10 IO 10 str. 0 10 7·5
8 S. ro nim, 0 S. 6.6
0 0 0 0 0 0.6
0 0 o 0 0 2.8
I 0 0 0 0 1.6
0 0 0 0 0 0·4

















































s. S. 10 nim. 0
S. S. 10 cir. 0
10 10 10 str, 0
91 S. ro nim, 0
8' 8 9 cir, 0I
!
3 4 4 cir., 2 ci. cu. 0
0 0 0 0
I 2 Haze., 3 str, 0
2 I 0 0
I I 0 0
0 0 o 0
0 0 0 0
2 I 0 0
10 10 10 str, 0
3 3 3 str, 0
0 0 0 0
I 0 0 0
3 3 3 cir. 0
0 0 0 0
























































8 cum., I str,
o
5.. ·S. !7 W.




3 4 5 6 7 8 10 II Mid· Daily, 9 night. means. 4lI xnu.I I I Inches. meters. dI ! ~
--~!---'
--
--- 1-- ---'-------I i
10 str. 0 10 10 10 I 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0, 10 10.0 ' .02 0·5 1! ! ,
1, 1 1: :
1
---------':------ ---_._- ------ ------_. ------------ ------ ------
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I . __ h_ hU __ 27
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 0 u, h _ 28
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 0 n __ U _ _ 29
o 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 I. 2 _u___ 30
a cir.i r str, o! 2! I 0 0 0, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.4 h U_ 31
----------'--_._-----------_._--------------------- ------------i--.~-_i~I~~ 3·3 1~~~--_3.-9----~-~~!.:..::..=..::::..::.:..::..=..::::..::
---------_._----------------------- -_._-- -------_._------- ------
i------=~=~n+--h-j- -on-.. ou --[----- _h --- no ~-_~~,-_--_-_-_~ ~-~-_--~-_-_~~~~--- --· n_ on --_ - On - - _'j -U--. 5.8
• Inappreciable.
Figures in columns 4,5.6, S, 9. to, and midnisht are interpolated largely,from tile auroral record, where tile face of the sky was recorded in a general manner a~Clear, fair, cloud)', ,",c, .
•
•
Means__ ..._• __ .-;::; -;,(;" -----;:- --~ 2. 3~ ----;-;---~ 2.4 2. 6-----;-6--~ 2.8 I, 3· 0
Total inches •.====.~~====----------------- --1--
--------------- --_. ------ ... _----------_ .. ---- ... --- ._-- -------------------- ------ ...--- ---
Total millimeters, __.,=.. ~~~~~=~~=_---- ========:==\========='==I=i-




























































































I N. 13 ....E.


























































o 0 0 0
000 0





























































6 \ 7 8 9




































































o 10 10 10
o 10 10 10
o S. S. S.
o 10 10 10
000 0
o 0 I 2
o 10 10 10
o 4 3 2
o 6 4 2
o I 2 3
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION,
3
o



















2 Haze, 3 str,











26 • •• 0
27 ..... 0
28 __ ••• , __ •• _ . 0
29.- •.•••••••. 0
30 h"' __ "'" 0
21 __ _._____ 0
22 _ •• _ 0
2] .•••• _•.•• _ 0
24 ..... __ ...... 0
2$ •.•••••. _.__ I
II _ __ •. 0
12. ._______ 0
I) ........ _... 0
14 •• __ 0
15 __ .... --.... 0
16 •.•• _u.____ 5
17 ..•..• _._.... 0
IS -••..• -.---- 319 _._.________ 2
20 _.... __ 0
I •••••••• ,._ 0 0
:2 ,. __ • 10 10
3 -.--.---.'" 7 6
4 ..•.• --..... 9 8
5 ._..•.• _... _ :2 I
o . 5 8
7 ..• __ 1010
8 _. • s. S.
() .. __ • 10 10
10 •• __ n_ •• n_ 0 0
TAllLE CXXXVII.-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, November, 1881,
324
}<'i.gures in columns ~, s, 6, 8, 9, 10, and midnight are interpolated largely from the auroral record, where the face of the sky was recorded in a general manner as
















































































































































































































































































































































































































o 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 o. 0~ cir. ~ ~ ! ~ ~! ~ cir, _ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ I' ~: ~
o 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
o 0 0 I 0 o. 0 0 3 5 7 10 str. 0 5, I. 2
------:---1--- ---1---------,---:------ --- 1 • - _















































































































































































































o 0 0 0
o 0 3 4
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
8 9 10
000 2
o 4 8 10
o 10 10 10
o 10 10 10
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
002 2
o 10 10 0
o 0 9 10
o 10 5 5
1-\-1-
o ,10 10, 10
o '10 10 1 10
o 10 10 10
o 2 I 1

































































































o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0
o 0 0 0 0

























































Means•• ._._'~~ 3·4 3·5 -;;3.3 3·3 4. 0 4·74·9 --75----\7;001
Total inches •• __ •• __ ..... n __ •• _. -- --',----------- ---------------- ----,-,,--_.~--_....... -. ---- ... -_. ---- ------------------- -----~ ---- -------- ---- ---- -----...... _--_ .....------·1
,----------------.--------------------
Total millimeters •__• _. • •• u •••••• _. __ .,. -'_
I
26 _._._n. __ .. 10
27 _. __ • u. 0
28 '_" .... 0
29 •._hU n_ 10
30 ••__ ••• u •• _, 0
31 n 0000.1 0
21 •• uu_ 9
22 u ••• __ .n•• 10
23 __ • u_ .. S.
24 _h. . n__ S.
25 ._•• n ._. 0
Hourly observations commenced on 3d' figures for rst and znd in columns 1,2,4,5,6,8,9, 10, noon, and 1,2,4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, midnight, are
interpolated from auroral record. '
TABLE CXXXVIII.-Amount, killd,and direction ofclouds and amountof precipitation, December, 1S8I.
Washington mean lime. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
DECEMBER, 1881>
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXl?~DITtON .
•
16 _. .... 0 0 0
17 • •••••••• 0 0 0
18._._.n•. _._ 0 0 0
It) ._. • • 0 0 0
20._. __ •• • 0 0 0
" h.un. 0
12 h""' '_ 3
13._ h . _ ••••• _ 8
14 •.•• _ •••• n_' 10
15 uu. __ •• 0
I _.n. n'_ 0
2. •• n __ • 0
3 _. __._.n.'_ 0
4 h __ •• _ .... - 0
5 __ . __ •.. ,_._ 10
6 _.•_n n_ 0
7 __ • •.••. _ 0
N on_on. 5
q _. __•• _n' __ 10























• __ n ••• ,. _. 21
.10 2.5 22
.07 1.8 23
.04 I. 0 24
.02 0.5 25
-----.'i----_.










































o 0.6 __ uu' __ n.. II
S. 7. 5 .05 I. 3 12
S. 9. 5 .03 o. 8 r3















































I I Meltec..l snowMid· I Daily _~__
: night. I means. Millt.';

















































































































































Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
































































































































































































































































































r , N. i 3 E.
























































































o S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. 7
o 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 10 10
-------.-------- - -1--





























































































































































































3· 6 2.9 3· I
----------Total inches
n
n h_ '--1-'-------~-------_.. ---- ---- ---- -------------------- ---- ---- ---- --------------------
Means.h._n .. 3.5 3. 2
30 _•. - - . -- - - •
31 'H'_
TABLE CXXXIX.-Amounf, kind, and direction ofclouds and amounfojjrtcipilalion, January, 1882.
25 - ---- .. -.-
26 __• ,h_
27 ._._ ... _
28 ••.. _. _
29 .,n •• _ n •• _
20. 0
21 __ 'h"_U_ 0
22 __ • " I 0
23.--. n' __ .' 0
24 h __ h • _ • _ _ 0
5 __ huuUH 10
6 h____ 5
7 m __ m_· 4
8 u____ I
9 . __ .__ 0
I h • 10 10
2 n __ n_ un 10 10
3 u __ ' 10 10
4 n' __ •• _ 10 10
15 u _ • _ ••• _ u S.
16 _.. _.n' __ " 9
17 . ._____ S.
18 _u"'_"___ 0
19 ..•.• __ .. __ 0
10 n u_ 0
II __ h__ 0
12 nh___ 0
13 _._ .. n' • 8
14 .u. 0
328
TABLE CXXXIX.-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, 'January, 1882.Conversions. I
s s. 1 7 W . I6 SW 8 NW.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
,;= +81° 44/ I. =- 64° 45' =- 4 11 19m
329
I I Melted snow.
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II Mid- Daily ______
night.. means.I IMilli- ..:
I 'Inches, t ~
__1__ Ime ers. 0
--
--,--
---- i-I-- l0 0 0 0 2 str. 0 0 2 1 0 10 str. 0 10 3. 8 I010 str, 0 5 8 8 JO cir, 0 10 JO 10 10 str. 0 JO 9. 6 I-u---I----- - 20 0 3 2 I 0 0 0 3 8 IO str. 0 10 6.2 i------i-u --- 32 cir, 0 4 3 2 4 str. 0 5 5 10 10 str, 0 10 7. 8 ------i------ 4-----_._----- I
0 0 0 0 0 • str, 0 10 3 4 4 str. 0 4 6.6
------ ------ 50 0 0 2 2 4 str. 0 4 3 3 3 str, 0 3 4·4 I 6------ ------2 cir, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2·5 j------ ------ 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O. I ,
------ ------
8
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 9------ ------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
------ ------
JO
0 0 0 3 2 I str. 0 I 0 0 0 0 4 0·5 ------ .... _.. - II
ro nim, 0 S. s. S. 10 str. 0 S. s. S. 10 nim, 0 JO 6·3 .14 3. 6 I2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5
------ ------
13
ro nim, 0 S. S. S. ro nim. 0 S. s. S. ro nim, 0 S. 6·4 .07 1.8 14
ro nim, 0 S. S. S. 10 str. 0 10 IO IO
I
8 str, 0 8 9. 6 .05 1.3 IS
10 nim, 0 S. s. S. ro nim, 0 S. IO S. ro nim, 0 S. 9·9 .04 0.2 16
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 1.7 -* 17
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
------
_...... - 18
, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 19
3 str, 0 3 0 2 3 str. 0 I I I 0 0 0 0 0.6 ------ ------ 20I0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 -----_._----- 210 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 _..---- ------ 2210 str, 0 10 10 8 2 str, 0 ! 2 0 0 0 0 0 2·9 ------ - - - --- 230 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 240 0 I - - .... -- ------3 cir, 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.5
------ --- .. -- 25
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 ------,------ 260 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 ------ ------ 277 cir., 3 str. 0 2 0 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 I 2·9 ------ ... _---- 280 0 0 0 0 0 0
I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0·5
______ i ______
29
4 cu. str, 0 2 2 8 cum. 0 3 2 I 2 cir, str. 0 5 6·4 .27 7· I 3 0
Haze,4 str, 0 5 8 3 0 0 ! 0 0 0 0 0 0 5. 2 ------ ------ 31
---.---·---------i---,--------.------ -----------
2.8 2·4 I 2. 5 ! 2. 3 I 2. 5 I 2. 5 I 2. 2 i 2. 5 2. 8 3. I 3. 2 -- ______ m
=====C~~~~i~i~C~~~~~==C:_~~:~I~ =~=~~~~~~~_==~ O. 57!=~
--------__!___I___.__-,---------,---________________
---- --- ------
---________________ Ju ____ 1.... __ I ! __ .... 14. 0
-----
------------------
------ ------ - - - ---
--------------------




































































I. ...N. \ 3....E .
























































































































































































































































































0 0 0 0 I I I 0 0 0 I 2 3dr.,lstr. 0 5 i 4 6
25 __u __ .. __ ._ S. S. 10 nim, 0 S. 10 9 5 ci.str. . 0 1 4 10 10 10 str, 0 10 1 10 9
26 _u_________ 8 8 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 'S. S. S. ro str, 0 10 1 10 110
27_u__.. 8 7 5 sir. 0 5 5 910str. 0,10 5 10 4eir.,2str. 0 415 8
28.- •••..• -- •. _2_
1
_ 5_ 0 0 0 I 0 0 0' 2 3 4 4 eir.• 2 str. 0 6( 4 4
, I ----------- I ------
Mcans.. __••• _.:I.11.9 1.7 11.61.611.9 2·4 1-;';'3'33.81--0---' 3·9 \4. 1:4.5
TOlal inches ,---,=F:~'=-== J==!= .-.--- --- .. -. __J=I-=,=\_. -------.-~.~.~~.]---=[.~~=
Tolal Ulillimeters\=I,=:=====-=-=\-=.--...- .._._._:=\= .--.In------.--. -- ..---.1;===:=
,
19 _••• .. " 4
20 __• __h_____ 0
21 n • __ .___ 0
22 •••••• •• 3
2J •• ._. __ •• 0
,
14.-_••••• _._.: 0
15 ..... __.1 0
16 n •• _ •• __ ._.: I~
17·....•· •·
18._.__••• ' 0
9 ._•••_.... - 0
10 .....nh_.. 0
I I __ • __ • n.... 0
12 n •• •••• 0
























5· S. !7 W.
I 6 SW. 8 NW.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1882.






Daily ..__ . _




I. 5 '.---.- ---.-.' 4
0.0 -_. __ • _n.__ 5
0.2 n u 6
0.0 u __ •• un__ 7
0.2 •• _n___ 8
Melted snow.s
3· 4 1.--00 - _mO' 9
2. I n._.' 10
O. I n_. II
0.0 •• hn __ 12































0 4 '4 4 4 ci. str,
0 0 0 0 0
0 7 7 7 4 cum.
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0, 0 0 0
I
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0




3 cir. 0 3\ 3 3 ! 8 ci. str.
3 cir, 0 2 0 0 0
4 cir., 6 str, 0 10 IO IO 5 str,
Istr, 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
2 cir, 0 2 I 0 0
5 cir., 4 str. 0 9 2 0 0
3 cir, 0 6 4 I 0
I cir. 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

















o I 0 I 0 0 0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 I. 2 _.•no • 14
~O l 0 0 00 0 0 o ] 00 0 00.1. •.• 154 I I 4 str, 0 5 i 5 j 5 8 str, 0 8 2.7 n __ n n. __ • 16IO 3 I 0 0 o[ 0, 0 0 0 0,6.7 .04' 1.0 17
• I: : :: str, ::! : I : ~ str, : ~ ::: ~~~~~~!~~~~~~ :: i
o 10 IO. IO 8 str, 0 8 : 8 I 2 0 0 0 4. I n.nn._ 20
o IO 10 i 8 8 str, 0 3 3 I 3 3 str, 0 3 3. I n_n_ u_n. 21
o 2 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 2.8 ••nn .nn_ 22
:! I: I:' I: I: nim, : s.O s.O I s.O I: nim. : s.O ;:: n~~:. n~~~_ ::
o 10 10 I 10 IO str, 0 5 5 I 8 8 str. 0 8 8. 8 .02 0·5 25~ :~ 1~ S'6 I~~f~' ~ S'3 I~ II ~ I ~~~~: ~ ~,~:~ .-~~~- --~~~. :~ I
o 4 21 2 2 sIr. 0 2 2 IO' 10 str, 0 IO 3.5 nnn _nn_ 28
4· 6 l""78i~ 2.9 , 2. 6 I-;-;-r-;~r-;:;i 2.2 1-;-;- 2. 84~~i
-::-~~-~-~~-~:-~ :-::~::::: t: ~:: ~III ~::: :~ t. ::::::;:: ::::::::::~:::f:t::::I::::::!::::::::::::::::::::1
1
,::::: ~: ~::::~:-~~ :=~2~~--I'














































































r , •..N. 13 E.
2 •••• NE. 4 SE.
Conversions.
II





































































































o 10 10 10
o 4 5 6
088 9
o 10 4 4




























6 3 cum., 3 str.








































o ro S. S.
o 3 3 3
o 5 5 4
o S. S. S.













































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MARCH, 1882.
Date.
TABLE CXLI.-.4mfJunf, kind, and direction of cloudsand amount ofprecipitation, March, 188:z.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49-
Tolal millimeters i _
Means 4.9 5·4
21 10 10
22 .__ 0 0
23 ._______ 2 6
24 -___________ 4 3
25 • _u 2 I
I _.__._•. _ 10 ro
2 -- 4 4
3 n __ - - 5 5
4 S. S.
5 un____ S. S.
16 n__n______ I
17 _h 10








6 nh S.7 0
8 u.__________ 3
9 2
10 __ n .__ 3
______ -- -_.- ------- - - - --------- - _ .. -------',----I
o 10 10 10'
o 5 5 5
o S. S. 6
o 10 10 10

































.... -- ' __ 00' 13
14is
21







































5 9· 4 .01 0.2 1
4 3· 0 .••. h h __ • _ 2
8 7.7 .03 0.8 3
S. 9. 5 .03 o. 8 4










night, means..., 'M'II' i "
I h ' I 1- - Inc es. I d,










































































































































































I cum., 3 str,
10 str.
MARCH, 1882.





















































TABLE CXLI.-Amount, kind, and direction of cloudsand amount ofprecipitation, March, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m























































































3 ci.str. 0 3: 3 3 :zei.str. 0 3 3 2 2ei.str. 0 5 1.5 . .00. 26
5 cu. str, 0 04 1 4 3 I cum. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3.6 00./' 27
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 21 2 ci.str. 0 2 0.4 n_ n 28
o 0 I i I J I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3. 5 _-. _-- I 29
I~str. ~ I~ I I~ I~ i I~str. ~ I~ ~~~ I~str. ~ I~ ~:~ :::::: :::::~ ~~
_ 5·5 I 5'41 5. 5 5·3 i--~--~~~I 4·0 4·2 5·0 -----+-----
~:::::::: ::==1=[=1=': :::::::-::::::1==, ~-: -!:::::::::::::::::::= ==!~!
•
), = - 640 45' = _ ..I> I~
THE LADY FRANKU~ BAY EXPEDITIO~.
•
APRIL, .88,.
TABU: CXLII.-.4MWl1Ir/, klNi, aNi di,«timt 'f dlJUiIs all,1 fJ1ItOIiI1I1 of frmpdaJN»r, Alnl, .88,.
Washington mean time. Reduce to 1tXa1 mean time by adding 49'"








0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
z
------------
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I Clf. 0 I) 0 0
J _.-._-------- I Z 2 str. 0 5 5 3 •str. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 04
------------
I I I ci, str, 0 I 6 3 z ci. str. 0 J 10 10 5 ci. ,Ir. 0 .. J J







I 2 2 str. 0 :2 2 I 1 str. 0 1 5 4 I err. 5 :I 8 ;-
7 -----_._------ 2 .. :I cir. 0 3 5 6 I C1. str, J 2 2 5 /) cir. i Q 10 f',s
---------- --
10 10 10 str. 0 9 10 S. 10 nim. 0 S. 10 10 10 ser. 0 10 10 10
9 -~. __ ..._----- - 10 10 10 str. 0 10 8 3 I str. 0 0 0 0 0 0 I :I 5
10 -----------~ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I I 0
II
--.---- ----
. . 3 1 6 cu. str. 0 10 10 10 S cum. J 10 6 s :I cum. i I 0U
------------
t 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 0 0
'3 -...--- ..----- H. 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 105«r. 0 10 9 7 I cir. i 0 0 ,
14
----- ..... -----
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I :I :I eil. 0 1 I 0
I; -.............. ---- --. , I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 cir. 0 0 I) 0
016
----- ... -----
6 :I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 117
---------.. _-
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 4 5 cu. JIlr. 0 5 9 918
------------
s, S. 2 cir.,; nim. 0 S. S. S. 3 ci. !ltr. 0 S 5 "7 ro nim. 0 S. " ~,19 ----~._-----.... S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S S. 10 111m. 0 S. S. S.:zo
_._ .. ---------
S. S. 4 str. 0 7 S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. s. S. I JIlr. 0 :I J ;Z
21
---------_ ...
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 022
----------_.-
10 S. 10 ser, 0 ro
'0 10 10 str. 0 S. 10 10 10 nim. 0 S. !'o. ~.23
------------
10 9 10 str, 0 fO 10 10 5 ci. str., 3 !ltr. 0 J J 0 0 0 0 0 n24
------------
0 0 z ci. str. 0 4 ~ 10 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 str. 0 '0 10 x25 ----_._---~-- s, S. ro nim, 0 S. S. S 10 nim. 0 S. 3 .. 5 C1. str. 0 f, J I
26 _._---_._----- I I I cir, S • 2 , 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 027
----_._------
0 0 0 0 , I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 028
-----_ .... _--- -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0Z9
-----_ ...._---
0 0 0 0 ·0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 030 -----------~ 0 r 0 0 0 0 0
,
















._---- ..._--------- ...-.... ~ ... _- ~. ~-- -_ .........._... _.~ .. -..... ~ ..... -.. ........ ~- -
----
------------------- -------~.._-- ------Total millimclers -- ----
. - .. -
. --- ._- ...-._- .... _------_.-
I
----
--_. ~ --- .......-... _--_ ......... -- ~ .... ~ ..... ..... .. ................-......... -- . ... ~ --. .. - .... -, -- -
-------_.
--------_.- '-'- _._~._..,,~---....-....._--_....~_.~ .....~..--.._..._--
·"_·__"fi_"_~ ._
334
'.rUE I~ADY FRAYKLLS BAY EXPEDITION. 335
APRIL, 1882.
I Cf.aVemooS TABu: CXLI I.-A11ftlllnl, kilUi, and tliru/Wn of douds anti tl1IWunl tif frl'CipiJolion, April, 188%.
t S \\" Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"'5 1 ..
6 sw. ! .N\\".
? = ...... SI".w
' /. =--6,.° 45 ' = - 4" ISo...
III
!oldted snow. 1




0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 I
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0
------
- - --. 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 2 ci. str. 0 2 1.0
- - - - -
- - _.- J7 cir. 0 5 to 10 10 str, 0 10 5 i 5 str. 0 4 5. 2 -* -* 4S cir. 4 2 4 J 2 cu. sU. 0 J -4 4 2 str. 0 2 6. 7 .0; 1.8 5
10 cir. 5 I) II 7 S sir. 0 3 3 3 0 0 0 ]·7 67 cir. 7 7 7 6 sci. Itr. 0 7 10 to 10 str. 0 10 6.0 ..,
to sir. 0 10 10 10 105lr. 0 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 10.0
-* -* S
-4 eir, 0 J 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ].0
- - - - - - - - -- . 9I cir, 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I J ci. str. 0 6 0.6 -----~ --- -- 10
Jcum. 0 J J J -4 cu. str. 0 .. 6 6 6 cu. str, 0 ]
.·9 .-* .-. II0 0 0 0 H. Hue. 0 II. H. H. Haze. 0 H. o. I
-- - -- - - - - - +
12
I cir. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3·7 ---_. ------ IJI cit. 6 I I I 2 CiT. 6 2 J 2 I err. 0 2 1.0 ----- .. - ... ---- 14
0 0 0 J 6 S err. 0 7 7 9 6 CiT. (6),2 Sir. 0 S 2·4 ------ ... -_._-- IS
0 0 0 0 0 I cir. 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0.6 _n u
----- -
168 ei. cu. 6 1\ 10 10 5 cir·(3)..:1 str. 0 7 7 S. 3 ciT.(6).6 nim. 0 s, 5. 2
_.
-* 17
.. d.ltr., 4 SU. 0 Ii S S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. 0.0 .02 0·5 IS
10 Dim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 str. 0 S. 10.0 .07 I. S 19
:I ci. Itr. 0 I I I 0 0 I 2 0 0 o 0 4. 8 .02 0·5 .20
I eir. 0 10 10 10 10 Itr. 0 10 10 10 10 str. o 10 3. 8 ~ _. - - - - •.- --- ~ 21
10 Itr. 0 10 I) 9 8 ci. cu. 2 6 6 5 5 ci. CU(2), I str. 0 6 0.0
_.
-* 22
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 J .. 3 cir. S 2 J·S 2]
10 ~lr. 0 10 S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S.• .01 0.2 24
I ci. lItr. 0 2 2 I (I 0 0 0 0 I cir. 0 I •. 6 .01 0.2 25
8.cllm. 0 K 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 1.0 - .. -_ .. ~
--- .. - 26
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 ~ - - - _. ~
- -- .... -~. - 27
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0 28
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o b 0 0 0.0 298 Itr. 0 I) 6 S t dr.,6 atr. 0 Q 10 10 10 sir. 0 to 4·1 30
----_._-_. --_..._- _... "-'- --- _._------",~----_.... ---------_.---- ---- ------
3·8
.J·9 J.8 J.8 J.6 .1-7 .J.I) i 4· I J·9 J.o J. i'7
------- -_._-----~_.------
-----------
............~ ... ~ ~. - ... _....
- ......... , ... _.... -.. --~-.- 0 . .20


























































































































I. I'. I 3 E.
































































































6 5 4 5 cum.
-----------------
6.8 6.3 5· 8 5· 3
























o JO 10 10
o 343
o 7 7 6



































4 cum., 6 nim.










6 ci. cu., 3 str,
8 ci. cu.
5 ci, cu., 3 str. 0
5 cir. (2),2 str. 0
4 cum. 6

















































o I 3 2
o 8 JO 10
o 3 2 3
o • 8 7 7








6 cir., 3 str,
scum.,3 str,
S cir., 3 str.
ro nim.
10 nim.
4 cu. str. 0 5
ro str, 0 10
JO str, 0 S.
6 ci. cu. (2), z str, 0 10
10 str. 0 10
JO nim. 0
ro str, 0






2 cum., 5 str. 0
4 cir, J
8 cir. 6
5 curn., 3 str. 0
JO nim. 0







9 3 cir., 6 str.
9 4 cum., 5 str.
3 3 cir, cu.
4 3 cir. str,
4 2 cir., fog.
\ I,
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
MAY, 1882.
TABLE CXLIII.-Amount, kind,and direction of clouds and aNlOUllt ofjreripitatiun, May, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
Meansu .. 7·57·3
Total inches. . u __
26. 0 0
27 __ JO JO
28 u. u_ __ JO JO
29 u JO 9
JO .__- S. S.





25 . . JO
J __ u u 9
2 .________ 8
3 __ u_u __ --.. 3
4 __n_
h U
_ - - 5
5 _.__________ S.
600_. 0. J ;]
7 8 8
8 n S. S.
9 u
n
__ - 2 3
JO 00.. 8 9
II _n u__ 2 2
12 __ Uh_U S. S.
J3 _u_n S. S.
J4 _.0.________ 9 8
IS _.... u
h
_ . _ _ 3 3
J6 __u __ u__ __ S. S.
J7._n __ n JO 10
18 u_ __ JO JO
19 u_n n__ 6 3







TABLE CXLIII.-Amfunt, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, Jlfay, 1882.
------ '------
337
Mid· Daily __--, _







Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
6543
Conversions.





















.01 b 0.2 8
_.b _b 9
b • _b 10
.04 1.0
. 05 I. 3
.04 1.0
.01 1.2
• _b b 16
n •• •• 17
._ .... , __ u __ 18
---- h 19
20















































































2 cum., 7 str,




4 cir., 3 str.
8 ci, str. 0
6 cum. 2
1 str. E.
7 ci. str, 0
6 cu. str, 0
ro nim. 0
10 nim. 0
































































































































1 cir., 5 str. 0
1 cum., 6 nim. 0
10 str. 0
I cum. 0






































































































































































I cir., 2 str,






9 cum. str, 0 9 9 9 9 str, 0 10 10 8
--------------------------------:---
5. 6 6.0 5.9 6.5 6.8 7.2 6.8
--------- ----------------------
~:-:::-_::::::]::: -,::::::::::r::::==F::;:-_::: :::~_:::: ::::::::::::: ::::--:-::: _0'3 -;-;~I
• Rapidly. • Inappreciable.
TABLE CXLIV.-Amount, kind, and direction of c!Duds and amount ofprecipitation, June, 1882.
Conversions.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
I. ... N. 1 3.... E.
",=+81° 44' A. =-64° 45'=-4h 19m ~~~~. .4 .... SE ...
!
Date. 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 I 9 10 II Noon. 2
I
....




0 I I I [ cir. 0 2 2 ! 6 7 cum. 0 3... _--~. --~~-- 4 3 0
I 2 ._-_ .. -_ ....... -- 6 7 5 cir, 0 4 6 5 5 cum. 0 7 7 6 4 ci. str, 0 4 5 33 __ ·_·n.n .. I I 2 cir. 0 4 4 5 4 ci. str. 0 6 2 2 3 ci, str. 0 4- 4 34 h ___ ..... 10 10 10 str. 0 8 7 9 10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 10 10
5 ~--_._ .._---- I 2 3 cum. 3 3 3 2 3 cum. 2 4 2 I 0 0 0 0 06 _______ h ___
4 6 5 ci, str. 0 4 6 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10
7 ~-------_ .. -- 7 5 2 cir, 0 I I 0 0 0 0 I 1 I cum. 0 I I 2S ____n. ___.. 5 4 3 cum. 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 ---.------ .. 4 4 5 cir. I 4 4 3 2 cir. 0 2 0 1 I cir. 0 I I I
[0 u ..._______
3 3 4 cir. 0 3 2 5 6 ci. cu. 0 4 4- 7 3 ci. cu. (3),3 str, 0 6 4 5I[
~-_..._-_._-- 10 10 9 cu. str, 0 9 10 9 3 cum. 0 I I I 0 0 0 I 012 __ . ___ • __ ... 10 10 10 cum. 0 [0 10 10 10 cu. str, 0 10 10 10 ro nim, 0 S. s. S.IJ. ____ .n___ .. S. 10 10 str, 0 10 10 10 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 cu. str, 0 10 10 714 ________ •. __ s, S. ro nim, 0 R. R. R. 10 nim. 0 k. R. R. 10 nim. 0 R. R. R.
[5
-_ .......... _----- s. S. ro nim, 0 S. s. S. ro nim, 0 10 10 S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S.16.n___ n.. __ S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. R. 10 cu. str. 0 10 10 S. ro nim. 0 S. S. 10[7 • _____ h .. __ S. S. ro nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim. 0 S. S. S. ro nirn. 0 S. S. S.18 __ • ______ S S. ro mm, 0 S. S. 10 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 str, 0 10 10 S.19 u __
9 9 6 ci. str, 0 4 6 4 4 ci. str, 0 7 8 10 4 cum., 5 str, 0 10 9 9
20 ... _______ . 10 9 10 str. S. 8 9 9 10 cu. str. SW. 10 10 10 10 cu. str. S. 7 10 1021 ..-.......... _-_ ....... 10 [0 10 ci. cu. 0 9 9 10 10 cu. str. W. 10 7 8 5 cir. (7),4 cu. str, 0 10 6 722 .hn ____ ••• 5 4 7 ci. str, 0 6 7 8 7 ci.cu, 6 8 7 6 10 cu. str, SW. 10 10 1023_u. ____ •.• _ 9 10 [0 ci. str. 0 10 8 7 5 cir. 0 5 10 10 i 10 str, 0 R. R. R.24 ___ . __ U __ h 10 10 4 cu. str. 0 10 10 10 10 cu. str. 0 10 10 10 8 cum. 6 6 6 8 I
I25 .... _ 'n.. __ 10 10 10 ci. str. 0 10 9 9 4 cir. 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 026 n .. ____ •• __ I 2 I cir, 0 I 2 2 I cir. 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 027 ""'_.h_h 4 5 5 cir, 6 6 6 4 0 0 I I 2 4 ci. cu. 5 9 5 32~ _. ____ • ___.. 5 4 6 cum. 0 ., 3 4 6 ci, cu. 0 I I 2 3 cir. 7 4 4 729 • ___________ 5 5 2 cum. 5 5 6 6 2 cir, 0 6 4 3 3 cir. 6 3 3 2
, I I3° ---------- .. 4 4 5 cir. 0 4 3 3 I cum. 0 0 0 0 o! 0~:~1----
------
----Means, . 6·9 6·9 6·7 --- I------ 6,3 6·5 6·5 5·9 ! 5 6'
----
5· 9 S· 6 5· 9 5· 9 I 5· 9 5· 7. . i
Total inches .. __ ..... _..
--- ..
----- .---- ... ----- ...... n. ::.::=.=----..===__ Uh -- •• __ • __ n. ===_~--.---~n----.__ +---1
----Total millimeters
• . , I Ih ••• -- •• h'" h -- •• h - h'_'. "" ..... -- ..... ---- -- ---- - '_h __ • -- --In --,' ---1---'-- ---- -- -. -. n--i- _____________,
338 THE LADY I!'RANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JUNE, 1882.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 339
JUNE, 1882.
I c.n"'"~
5 S. 11 W. 'i
[6 SW. i 8 NW.
_._-~-_._..-
TABLE CXLIV.-Amount, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, June, 1882.







































I. 0 i---n- h __ n 30
---,,------
6.121 ... __ h __
o 2.6 _.n __ • __ • __ 25
3 I. 0 i.---n n'n. 26
3 3· 0 1'--' -- _n___ 27
4 3· 6 I_ .- __ • 'nu_ 28

















0 10 5. 8
0 S. 10.0
0 10 9·9












































0 0 0 I 2 3 4 ci. str.F. Dense fog. 0 F. F. I F. 2 cum.
9 9 cum. J 10 10 10 10 cum.
0 0 0 0 0 0 I cir.
5 5 ci. str. 0 3 I I 2 cum.
8 8 cum. 8 9 9 9 9 cum.
7 10 cum. 0 10 10 10 10 cum.
10 10 str. 0 10 10 S. 10 str.
10 10 cu. str. 0 10 10 10 10 str.
10 10 str. 0 10 S. S. ro nim,
S. I ro nim, S. S. S. 10 nim,0
10 10 str. NE. 10 10 10 10 nim.
S. ro nim, 0 S. S. S. ro nim.
S. ro nim. 0 S. S. S. 10 nim.
10 10 str. 0 10 10 10 10 str.
7 10 cu. str. SW. 10 10 10 10 str.
9 10 cum. 7 8 10 10 5 ci. str,
10 i 10 cu. str. 0 10 10 10 10 cu. str.
R. I ro nim, 0 R. R. R. ro nim.
3 r 8 cum. 0 10 10 10 10 str,
I
I
0 0 0 0 0 ~j 00 0 0 0 3 3 cir.
I 0 0 0 2 I 2 cum.
I I cum. 0 4 7 8 5 cum.
3 I cum. 0 I 3 4 6 ci, str,




































I! Rainfall.3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II Mid· I Daily




10 0 0 0o
o
6 ci. str ,
4 cum., 5 str.
5· 7 I 5.6 5.4 5.8 6. I 6.2 6.7
~= .h __ ,=-:--= ~I-u-~ .._n __...u ._'=~;~-- h == ---.- n_. _.m. ·· _ n'~1 0.26 -- --~






4 ci, cu., 2 str. 0
2 cir. 0
ro nim. 0
8 cir. (8~, 2 cu. str. 0




, ro nim, 0
I cum.,9 str. 0
10 cu. str. S.
8 cir. (7),2 str, 0












2 .... NE. 4.... SE.
6a.m.5 a. m.4 a. m.3 a. m.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
I a. m.Date.
I 8 eir. SW. 6 eir. SW. 6 ci. cu. 0 5 ci. cu. W. 5 cir. W. 5 ci. cu. NW...... _.. --_._ .. _-
10 SIr. , 10 SIr. 0 10 SIr. 02 __u ___ ,_, '" 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 03 ._n .. _...u_ 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 ro str. 0 10 str. 0 ro str, 0 ro str, 0
4 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 8 str, 0 8 str, 0 6str. 0 5 str, 0.-...... _.. ---
5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0----- .. _-- ~--6 ___uu. __ _. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 07 n_... _ ..... _ 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 5 cum. 08 __ ._ ........ 10 str, SW. 10 str, SW. 10 str, SW. 10 str. 0 ro str, 0 10 str. 09·-.·--··· 10 cum. SW. 10 str, SW. 8 str, SW. 8 str, SW. ro str. SW. ro str, SW.10. _.. , .• 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. S. 10 str, 0 ro str. 0 10 str. 0- .....II 10 str, 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0---_ ... --- - ......12 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 SIr. 0 8 str. 0~ ... - .. -. .. ----13 .... __u_._ .. 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 ro str. 014 .• _._. __n ... 10 nim, 0 10 nim. 0 ro nirn. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nirn, 015 __._ •.••• "._ 10 str. 0 10 ci, str. 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim, SE.16 •• n ......... 10 str, SW. 10 str. SW. 10 str. SW. 10 str, SW. 10 str, SW. 10 str, SW.17 ......... -................. 10 cu. str, 0 10 str. S. 10 str. S. 10 str, S. 9 cum. SW. 10 cum. SW.III __ ••.• n ..... Fog. 0 Fog. 0 10 str, 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 019. __.......... 10 nim. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 SIr. 0 10 cu. str. 020 _._ •.• __.•. __ 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 9 cum. 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 str. 021
..... _----- ... -..... 10 str. 0 ro nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nim. 0 10 SIr. 0 ro str, 022 ___' __""'" 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 9 cu. str. 0 9 cu. str, 0 9 cu. str. 023 _. ___••. _.• _. ro str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str, 0 10 str, 024 _......... u. 10 nim, 0 10 nim. 0 to nirn. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nirn, 0 IO nim. 025._. ____..
.,. 3 cir·(7), 7 str, 0 5 cir. (7),5 str. 0 3 ci. cu. (7),7 str, 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 cu. str. W.26.__........... 10 str. W. ro str, W. 10 nim. W. to nim. SW. 4cir.(6),6 cu.jstr.S. 3 cir. (6), 7 cu. str.27 ._._n ...... locum. SW. 5 cum. SW., 5 SIr. 10 str. SW. 10 SIr. S. 10 str, S. IO str. SW.28
.... -- ..... ---- ..
10 cu. str, S. 10 cu. str. S. 10 cu str. S. 10 cu. SIr. S. 10 cu. str, S. 10 cu. str. SE.29···._ .•.•• __. 10 SIr. 0 10 SIr. K 10 str. E. 10 SIr. 0 IO SIr. 0 10 cu. str, E.30• ____ ........ 10 str. 0 10 nim. E. to nim, 0 10 nim. 0 10 SIr. SE. 8 cum. W.31
... -.. ---------.
locum. 0 ro cum, 0 10 cum. 0 5 Cum. 0 3 cir. 0 7 cir. 0.




.. -... __ ...-...... -. ------




Dale. r p.m. 2p.m. 3 p.m. 4p·m. 5p·rn. 6p.m.
--_.,..__._'----.._-
I .._.... .. . .. - _..- .. 10 cum. E. 10 nim, E. ro nim. E. 10 nim, E. ro nim . W. 10 nim. E.2 •.
--------.
10 str. 0 10 SIr. O· ro str. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 SIr. 0 IO str. 03 • ----.. -~-~- ro str, 0 10 str. 0 to str. 0 10Slr. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str. 04· --------'.... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 05· .... -.- .0_ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0(, . ..-- - - .- ...- I cir, 0 I eir. 0 2 cir. 0 3 ci. cu. 0 5 ei. str. 0 6 cu. SIr. 07 -- .. -------0 .. 10 cu. str, 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 cu. SIr. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str. 0 9 cu. str. 08 u._._ •.•. __ . 6 cum. 0 3 str., 4 cum. 0 {cum. 0 7 Cum. 0 6 cum. 0 10 cu. str. 09· ........ - ... Fog. 0 Fog. 0 10 str. 0 8 cum. 0 3 cum. 0 4 cum. 010 ..• _._ •• _•.•. 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 cu. str, 0 10 cu. str, 10 cu. str, 010 nim. 10 nim. 0II . -.. _---- ...... --. 0 0 10 nim. 0 to nim. 0 10 nim . 10 nim, 012 ____._._ ..... 9 cir., I cu. 3 cir., 5 cU.str. 00 0 6 cir., 3 cu. str 0 10 ci. cu. 0 10 str, 9 str, 0013 __n ____. __._ 7 cum. 0 3 ci., 5 str, 0 10 cu. str, 0 10 cu. SIr. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 nim. 0I{ ___•. _•.••• __ 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nim, 10 nim, 10 nim. 00 015·-· ____ ._. __ . 9 cu. str. 0 9 cum. 0 9 cum. 0 10 SIr. 0 2 cum. 3 cum. 016 -- ____.___.n. 10 str, 0 ro str, 00 10 cu. SIr. 0 10 str, 0 10 str, 0 10 cu. str, 017 _______ • ____. 10 cu. 0 10 cu. 0 10 cu. 0 to cum. 8 cu. str, 00 10 cu. str. 0IS _... _________ • 10 cu. str. 0 ro str. 0 10str. 0 10 str, 10 SIr. 10 nim. 00 019 _.• ___.. _____ 2 cum. 0 2 cum. 0 lOcum. 0 4 Cum. 6 cum. 4 cu., 5 str, 020 ..• __•• _____• 4 ci., 5 Cum. 0 8 cum. 8 cum. 0 00 0 Scum. 9 cum. 021 10 cum. 0 ro cum, 0 9 cum. 0-----._--_.. _- 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str. 10 str. 022 • __• __•• ____. ro cum, 0 8 ei. str, Sci. str, 0 10 SIr. 00 0 to cum, 0 10 SIr. 0 ro str. 023 _. _____•• _••. 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 str. 10 str. 00 10 SIr. 024 .... - .. - __ ... 5 cum. 0 5 cum. 0 10 SIr. 0 10 SIr. 10 nim. 0'5·-··---- ••• -. 4 cum. 0 4 cum. 0 10 str, 00 2 cum., ... str. 0 5cum. 9 cir. str. 0:z6._. ___ • __• ___ 5 cum. 0 Scum. 8 cum. 0 ro str. 00 0 4 Cum. 0 8 cum. 0 8 cum. 0 !27·- __n_. ____ . 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 02S __• ____•••. _. 10 str, 0 6 cu. str, 0 10 SIr. 0 ro str,0 7 cum. 0 9 cum. 010 nim, 0 ro str, 0 10 str.29 _____ • ______ . 0 10 nim, 0 10 nim, 0 10 SIr.
110 nim, 0
8cum. 0 ro str. 030 -----_ •• _---. 0 9 cu. SIr. 0 9 cum. 0 8cum. 8 cum. 00 7 cum. 031 ... ----_.... _---. 5 cir, 0 4 cir. 0 2 cir, 2 cir, 00 0 I cir, 0 0Means _________ .










3 cum., 3 cu. str,
10 cu. str. 0




I. 01 25· 4 I














E. IO nim, E.
o 10 str. 0
o 10 str. 0
o 0 0
o 0 0
o 3 ci. str., 2 cu. str.
o 10 str. 0
o 5 cum., 3 str. 0
o IO str. 0
o 10 str. 0
o 10 str 0
loa. m.
Inches. mm,
8cum. 0 locum. 0 locum. 0 .02 0·5 I
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 II nim. 0 .01 0.2 2
10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 ._----- --_ .. _- 3
I cir. 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------
4
0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ---._- 50 0 0 0 0 0
.. ----- -----...
6
10 cum. S. 8 cum. S. 10 cu. str. S. ... -_ .._-- --_... - ... 7
ro nim, 0 10 nim. S. 8 cum. SW. .02 0·5 8
Fog. S. Fog. S. Fog. S. _______ -----00 9
10 str. 0 10 cu.xtr. 0 10 cu. str. 0 .0.1 0.2 10
10 nim. 0 IO nim. E. 10 Dim. E. .08 2.0 fl
10 nim. 0 ro nim, 0 7 cir. (7),Jcu. str. .03 0.8 12
10 str. 0 9 cum. NW. 10 cum. NW. .12 3. 0 13
IO nim. 0 10 nirn. 0 10 nim. 0 .46 I I. 7 14
10 nim, S. IO nim. S. ro nim. S. .18 4. 6 15
ro nim, SW. 10 nim. 0 10 cu. str. 0 .01 0.2 16
10 cum. SW. 10 str. 0 10 cum. 0
-* -* 17 I
8 cum. SW. 10 cum. SW. 10 cum. SW.
-* .-* 18 I
10 str, SW. 9 str. SW. 9 str. SW. -* -* 19
8 cum. E. 8cum. E. 5 cam. E.
------- ------
20
IO str. E. locum. E. 10 cum. E.
-* -* 21
9 cum. 0 8 ci. str. 0 9 cum. 0
------- ------
22
10 nim. 0 10 str. 0 10 nim. 0 .01 0.2 23
7 cum. NW. 8 cum. NW. 5 cum. 0 .04 1.0 24
7 cu. str. 0 3 cir. str., 3 cu. str. 3ci.str.,2cu.str. _n. __ . n .. 25 I
4 cum. SW. 4 cum. SW. 5 cum. 0 -* -* 26 I
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
-_. ---- ------ 27
10 str. SE. 10 str, SE. 10 str. SE. -* -* 28 !
locum. 0 locum. 0 10 str, 0 .02 0·5 29 ,
7 cum. E. 7 cum. NE. 7 cum. NE. -* -* 30
9 cir. 0 8 cir. 0 7 cir. 0
------. ------ 31
JULY, 1882.
'nd; and direction ofcloudsand amount ofprecipitation, 'July, 1882.
mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49Rl
=+ 81° 44' A=-64° 45',:::-::-;4 b 19m































































9 ci. str. 0
IO str. 0
8 cum. 0
5 cu. str. 0


















7 ci. str. 0
10 cu. str. 0
8 cum. 0













9 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 9·7 12
10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim, 0 9. 8 13
ro nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nirn. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim. o i 10.0 14
5 ci. str, 0 6 cum. 0 6 cum. 0 5 ci. str. 0 6 cum. 0 7 cum. 0 8.2 15
8cum. 0 9 cu. str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 nim. 0 8·9 16
4 cu. 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 0 Fog. 0 9. 6 17
10 nim. 0 10 str. 0 IO nim. 0 IO nim, 0 10 str. 0 10 nim. 0 10.0 18
10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 8.8 19
10 cu. str, 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 cu. str, 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 9· I 20
10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 IO str. 0 10 str. 0 10.0 21
10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 4 cu., 5 str. 0 6 cir.,4 str. 0 9·4 »
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 nim. 0 10 str. 0 10.0 23
10 Dim. 0 10 nim, 0 ro nim, 0 IO nirn, 0 IO nim, 0 10 str. 0 8·9 24
10 ei, str, 0 10 str. 0 IO str, 0 10 str. 0 IO str. 0 10 str. 0 8·4 25
10 cu. str, 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 IO str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 8.0 26
10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 IO str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10.0 27
10 str. 0 10 nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 nim, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0 9·7 28
10 str. 0 IO nim. 0 10 nim, 0 10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0 9. 8 i 29
9 cum. 0 7 cum. 0 8 cu. str, 0 i 8 str, 0 8cum. 0 4 cum. 0 8. I 305 cum. 0 5 cum. 0 7 cum. 0 7 cum. 0 I 3 cum. 0 2 cum. 0 5. 2 I 31
-I 8·4 8.6 8·9 ! 8·9 j 8·7 8.6 8·5 II
Conversions. TABLE CXLV.-Amount, ki
5· ...S. 1 7.... W . Washington6.... SW. 8....NW. tJ
I
-_. - -
. 7a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m.
6 cir. 0 ! 7 cir. o! 5 cum. 0
10 str. 0 I 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
10 str. 0 10 str, 0 10 str. 0
10 str, 0 10 str, 0 10 str, 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
3 cum. 0 3 cum. 0 6 cum. S.
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 nim. 0
ro cum, 0 Fog. S. Fog. S.
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 to nim. 0
10 nim, 0 10 nim. 0 9 cu. str. 0
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
10 nim. 0 10 nim. 0 10 Dim. 0
10 nim. S. 10 nim. S. ro nim. S.
10 str. SW. 10 str. SW. 10 str. SW.
9 cum. SW. 10 cum. SW. 10 cum. 0
10 str. 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
10 cu. str. 0 10 cu. str. 0 10 str. 0
10 str. 0 10 str, 0 8 cu. str. SE.
10 str, 0 10 str. 0 10 str. 0
9 cu. str. 0 8 cu. str. 0 locum. 0
;
,
342 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
4 a. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m.
0 4 cum. 0
10 str, ro nim, 10 nim.
10 str. 10 str. 10 str.
10 str, 10 str. 10 str.
8 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
ro nim, 10 nim. 10 str.
9 srr, 9 str, 9 str.
10 str, 9 str. 9 str.
8 cum. 8 cum. 10 cum.
10 str. 10 str. 10 str.
ro nim. 10 str, 10 str,
3 cir. I cir. I cir.
8 cir, 8 cir. 8 cir.
10 cum. 10 cum. gcum.
10 cu. str, 9 str. 10 str.
6 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum.
10 cum. 5 cum·,5 str. 10 str.
10 str. 10 str. 10 str.
2 cir., 8 cum. 4 cir., 6 str. 3 cum., 7 str.
10 str. 8 str. 5 cum.
5 cir.,2 cum. 8 cir. 8 cir.
I cir. 2 cir. 7 cir.
ro nim, ro nim, ro nim,
10 str. 10 str, 10 str,
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
7 cum. 2 cum. I cum.
9 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
7 cum. 3 cum. 6 cum.
5 cum. 5 cu. str. 10 str,
ro nim, 10 nim. 10 nirn,















































































































-~-------~-------- ---~-------------- ------------------ ------------------ ------------------ -----------------
------------------
(late.
~tcnns.......... 3·5 8.3 8.4
---------------------------
I . ._.u .. __ ,
2 •• __ ••• ••. '
3··u __ ..
4 -- ••.• u .
5 '" __ "n .
6 .
7 ·"Uh••••••
S ..••.• u •• __ •
9 -- .









19 ... u ..
20 ••.•.• n ..










31 .. • ... u .....
Total ....... ,
AUGUST, 1882.
TABLE CXLVI.-Amoun/, kind, and direction 0/clouds and amount 0/precipitation, August, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4gm














14.· .. _.••... _.
15 ., ..•...•..•
16 ••.• n ••••••















~::.~~. .__~.~~__I 3 p. m. 4 p. m. 5 p. m. 6 p. m.
9 cum. I 9 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
10 str. I to str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,
10 cum. I 10 cum. 10 str, 10 cum. 10 cum.
9 cr. cu. ' 10 cir, 10 cir. 10 ci. sir. 10 cu. str,
9 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
10 nim, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim, 10 str,
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
10 Cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 str, 10 str.
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 nim. 10 nim.
10 nim, 10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim, 10 nim.
7 cum. 7 cum. 2 cir., 3 cum. 2 cir., 3 cum. 2 cir., 2 cum.
o 0 0 I cir, I cir.2 ci~ 5
cum. 5 cum. 5 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
8 cu. str, 8 cu. str, 8 cu. str, IS cu. str, 8 cum. 8 cu. str,
S str. 3 str. 9 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 5 cum.
4 cum. 5 cum. 6 cum. 9 cu. str, 10 str. 10 str,10 nim, 10 •
10 str, rum, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.
Scum. 10 str. 3 cum. 2 cum. I cum. I cum.
8 cum. 8 cum. 8 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum.~ ~~~n.l. 3 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum.
2 cir. 6 cir. 5 cir, 6 cir. 3 cir. 3 cir.
5 cir. S cir. 8 cir. 7 cir, 7 cir,10 nim. 10 .
10 str. mm. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim,
10 nim. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 sir. 10 str.
I cir, 10 nim, 10 nim, 10 nim, 10 str. 10 str.
10 str. 4 cir, 4 cir, 6 cir. 5 cir. 5 cir. I
10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. I'3 cum. 2 cum
10 nim. . . 3 cum. 7 cum. 10 str. 10 str.
10 rum. 10 nim, 10 nim, 10 nim. 10 nim.10 str, 7 cum 7
10 str. 10 str . cum. 7 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum. I
------ ·_· ,~S~_ 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,



















THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
AUGUST, 1882.
TABLE CXLVI.-A11l0unt, kind, and direction of clouds and amount of pr~cipitation,August, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m










8.0 7. 8 7· 8 7· 9 7· 8 7· 5 • _ m _ n
-.-••-.-.-.-m n -·_· 1=================~=~ ..'.-===='I-;g;- 20·3
7 a. m. 8 a. m. 9 a. m, 10 a. m,
I
II a. m. Noon. Precipitation. Date.1
Indus. mm,
0 0 5 ci. cu. 9 ci. cu. I 8 ci. cu. 8 cum.
-* -* I
ro nim, ro nim. ro nim. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, .02 0·5 2
10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 cum.
------- ------ 310 str, 10 str. 4 ci. cu., 5 str, 10 cum. 9 cum. 3 cir., 7 cum.
------- ------ 42 cir., I cum. 3 cum. 8 cum. 10 cum. 7 cum. 3 cum.
------- --.. --- 510 str, 10 str, 10 nim. ro nim, 10 nim, 10 nim. .06 1.5 6
10 cu. str. 9 cu. str, 9 cum. 8 cum. 10 cum. 8 cum.
------- .. _---- 77 str. 9 str, 8 cir. str. 10 cum. locum. 10 cum.
. .. _-_ ... - ----- .. 8
10 str, 7 cum. 5 ci. cu. 4 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum.
.05 1.3 9
10 str, ro nim, 10 nim. ro nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. .28 7· I 10
8 str, 7 cum. 7 cum. 9 cum. 9 cum. 10 cum. .22 5. 6 II
I cir. I cir, 0 0 0 0 , 12
7 cir. 8 cir, 3 cir. 3 cir. 0 I cir.
i-nu-- _nn.
13I
locum. 8 cum. 8 cum. 7 cu. str. 9 cum. 8 cu. str. c====~ ====== 14I10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 8 str. /__n ____ n ___ 15
8 cum. 8 cum. 5 cum. 4 cum. 3 str, 3 ci. str,
------- ------
16
10 str. 10 cum. 10 str. ro nim. to nim, ro nim,
.10 2.5 17 I
10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. I .01 0.2 18
8 p. m. I




, 10 str. ro nim, ro nim. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 6·3 I I
,
10 str, 10 str, i 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 0 10.0 2
10 cum. locum. I 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 str. 10 cum. 10.0 3
10 cu. str. 10 cu. str,
!
9 cum. 7 cum. 4 ci. cu., 2 cum. 5 cum. 9. 2 4I 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 7·6 5I locum. i
I
ro nim, ro nim,
I
10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10.0 6
10 cum. locum.
I
10 cum. locum. 10 str. 5 cum., 5 str, 9·7 7
10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 2 cir., 8 str. 10 str. 10 str. 9. 6 8I
1I 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim, 9. 0 9I
ro nim, 10 nim. i 10 nim, 10 nim. 10 str. 10 str, 10.0 103 cir. 4 cir, 6 cir. 6 cir. 8 cir. 9 cir. 7. 6 II
I cir, I cir. I 3 cir. 7 cir. 9 cir. 9 cir. 2·3 IZ
8 cum. 9 cum. i 7 cum. 5 cir·,5 cum. 5 ci~., 5 cum. 10 cum. 6·7 13I 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 9. 0 14
2 cum. 2 cum. ! 4 cum. 9 cum. 10 str. 10 str. s,9 1510 str, locum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 7. 6 16
10 str, ro nim, ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10.0 17
I cum. I cum. 0 3 cu. str. 8 cu. str. 8 cu. str, 7. I 18
8 cum. 7 cum. 7 cum. 9 cu. str. I 10 str. 10 str. 8.6 19
3 cum. Scum. . 5 cum. 6 cum. I 4 cum. 5 cum. 5·4 203 cir, 3 cir. 4 cum. 4 cum. I 2 cir., 2 cum. 4 cum. 6·5 216 cir, 8 ci. str, 4 ci. str. 5 ci. cu. I 6 cum. 4 cu. str. 4·3 22
to nim, ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim. i 10 nim. 10 nim. 10.0 23
10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10.0 24
10 str, ro nim, ro nim, ro nim. 3 cum. 3 cum. 9. 2 25
5 cir. 6 cir, 3 cir, 2 cum. 3 cum. 8 cum. I 4·1 2610 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim, 9. 8 27
10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 5·9 28
ro nim, 10 str. 0 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 9. 0 29
8 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 9·3 3010 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10.0 31
8. I 8·3 8.2 8·7 I 8·7 8·9 8.2
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 8 cum. 10 cu. str,
8 cum. 10 cum. 8 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum.
9 cir, 10 cir, 10 cir. 8 cir. 9 cir, 8 cir.
5 cir. I cir. 2 cir. 2 cir, 2 cir, 2 cir.
ro nim, ro nim, ro nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim,
10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.
10 cum. 8cum. 8 cum. 10 str. 10 str. ro nim,
I cum. I cum. 6 cum. 7 cum. 7 ci. cu. 2 ci. cu.
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,
2 cum. I cum. I cum. I cum. I cum. 2 cum.
, 10 str, 10 str, ro nim. ro nim, 10 nim. ro nim.
r ro nim. ro nim, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str,
10 str, I 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str,
---------
I
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SEPTEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CXLVII.-Amount. kind. and dsrection of c!(fuds and amount of jJrecipitation, SejJtnnber, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
</1=+81°44' A=-6404S'=-4b 19m
--,--------------------
Date. I a. m, 2 a. m. 3a. m. 4a. m.
5 a. m. 6a. m.
I _.n_ .. __· ...
2 _. __ n •• h. __
3 _•.. _n ••





9 ...... ·_u __
10
II . ... __.
12 _. __ • __ •• .
13 - •• - ••. - •.. -I. __.. ..
15 __
10 •.• __••• _ .
17 _•..• _.•_._._
18 ." ••••.
19 •.•• ---. __•. _
20 _._._._._._ •.
21 _" .• .,.,_
22 _ • ._._,._
23 --.- .. - ._ .. -
24 .' • "" -'
25 •..••••.•• ,.-
26 .. _.. _.. _ .
27 .. _._ ... __ .
28 .... __ .. _ ,
29 .•• __ h ••• ,._





















































































































































































Mcans , __._. , __ --6:;------;;-----6:;----6:6----~-----:;;:-
------------------ --------------------------------
Total










































































































































z p.m. 3 p.m. 4p·m. 5 p.m. 6 p.m.
i
I cir. 3 cir, 5 cir. 4 cir. 8 ci. cu.
10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim, ro nim. ro nim.










































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
7·4
SEPTEMBER, 1882.
CXLVII.-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount of precipitation, September, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





! ! I I I7 a. m. i 8a. m. 9a. m. ro a.m, ! II a. m. Noon. Precipitation. Date.
-
I I
I. r Inches. mm, IIO str, 10 str. 8 cum. 7 cum.
I
7 cum. 2 cir.
._-: ~5- --~~3-1 I9 str, 9 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. IO str. 2
ro nim. ro nim, 10 nirn. ro nim, 10 nim. I IO nim. 3
ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim, f I
.01 0.2,
ro nim. ro nim, ro nim. .08 2.0 4
ro nim, IO nim. 10 nirn, ro nim. 10 nim. IO nim. .13 3·3 5
ro nim. 10 str. IO str. IO str. IO str.
I
10 str. .02 0·5 6
ro nim, IO nim. ro nim, ro nim, ro nim. ro nim, .02 0·5 710 nim. 10 nim. 10 nirn. ro nim, 10 nim. ! ro nim, .02 0·5 810 str, 10 str. 5 cum. 4 cum. 3 cum. I cum.
---.--- --- .._~ 98 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum. 2 cir., 4 str.
------- ------
10
4 cir., 2 cum. I cir., I cum. 0 0 0 0
------- ------
II
I cum. 10 cum. I cum. I cir. 3 cir. Fog.
--* -* 12
ro nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim, .02 0·51 1310 str. 10 str. 2 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. ._* -* j 14
2 ci. str. 2 ci. str. 3 ci. str. 3 ci. str, I ci. str, 0
------- ---._- 158 cum. 9 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. IO cum. 10 cum.
---._-- ------
16
ro nim. 10 nim. ro nim. 10 nim, ro nim. ro nim. .01 0.2 17
ro nim, IOnim. IO nim. ro nim, ro nim, ro nim, .02 0·5 18
0 0 0 0 0 0
---.--- --~-_. 19
5 cu. str, 3 cu. str, 3 cu. str. 3 cir. 4 cir. 5 ci. str.
------- ------
20
9 str. 9 cu. str. 10 cu. str, ro nim. ro nim, 10 nim. .05 1·3 21
10 cu. str, 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 cum. 7 cum., 3 str. 10 cu. str.
------- ---.--
22
9 cu. str, 6 cum. 4 cir., 6 str, 2 cir., 8 str. 10 str. 10 str,
------- ------
23
I cum. I cum. I cum. I cum. I cum. 0
------- ------ 24
0 0 2 ci. str. 2 ci. str. 3 str. 4 ci, str. In_ u __ -- 25
2 cir, 2 ci. str. 6 ci. str, 9 ci. str. 7 ci. str., 2 cum. 6 ci. str., 2 cum.
-* -* 26
3 cum. 2 cum. 7 ci. cu. 7 cu. str, 8 cir. cu. 9 ci. cu.
------- --
27
2 cum. 2 cum. 8 cum. 4 ci. str., 2 cum. 8 cu. str. 7 cu. str,
---- ----
28
5 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum. 4 cum. 2 cum. 8 cum.
--- .. --- ------
29
0 I cum. 0 I cum. I cum. 3 cum. .04 I.°i 30
---------------,
6·7 6.6 6·5 6·4 6·5 6·9 ------- ------
---------------------------------------------------,
. 0·47 11.8 !-------- -------- -_.---- -- --- --- -----_. ------_.._- ---- -. -- -- _.._- ----- - -- --- - ----- -_ .... _.. - - ----- _.... --- _.. -_ ...... - --
7 p.m. 8p.m. I 9p·m. 10 p.m. II p. m.
.... _~i~~~~~_1 Daily means. Date.
I ----8 ci. str, 8 ci. str. 8 ci. cu. 8 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 7·4 I
ro nim, 10 nim. I ro nim, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str.
I
9·3 2
8 str. 10 str, 5 str. ro nim. IO nim. ro nim, 9. 6 3
10 str. 10 str. 10 nim. ro nim. ro nim, 10 nim. I 9. 6 4
ro nim, IOnim. 10 nim, IO nim. 10 nim. ro nim. I 10.0 5
10 str. IO str. 10 str. IO str. 10 str. 10 str. I 10.0 610 str. 10 str. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim. 10.0 7
ro nim, 10 str. 10 str, IO str, 10 str. 9 str. 10.0 8
2 cum. 3 cir., 2 cum. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 7 cir., 3 str. 6·9 9
8 cum. . 7 cum . 3 cum. 2 cum. I CUI... I cum. 5·5 i" 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 1.7 II
10 nim, ro nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim, 6·9 12
ro nim, ro nim, ro nim. 10 nim. ro nim, ro nim, 10.0 13
3 ci. str, I ci. str. 0 0 0 0 4. I 14
2 ci. str, 3 cum. 4 cum. 3 cum. 0 0 O. I 15·
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 9·3 16
ro nim, ro nim. 10 nim, ro nim, ro nim, ! ro nim, 10.0 17
10 nim, ro nim. 10 str. 3 str. 0 0 8·9 18
0 3 ci. cu. 10 cum. locum. 10 cum. 10 str. 1.8 19
0 0 0 0 0 0 2·9 20
10 nim, 10 str, IO str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 8.0 21
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10.0 22
10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 8 str, 7 str, 7 str. 9·5 I 230 0 0 0 0 0 2·5 24
4 str, 4 str. 3 cir. I 3 cir, 3 cir. 2 cir. 2·3 25
ro nim. 10 str. IO str.
I
I cum.j z str. 2 cir., I cum. 4 cir. 3· 5 26
8 cum. I cum. I cum. I cum. 0 0 5·3 27
10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 7. 8 28
ro cum, 5 cir., 5 cum. 10 str. I 10 str. I 10 str, IP str, 6·4 29




. - - -- ---..-~ - - - - - - ... -..'.- - - ..-- _..........
OCTOBER, 1882.
TABLE CXLVIII.-Amollnl, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofpruipi/ation, October, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
;=+ 81° 44' A=-64°45'=-4b 19m
Date. --~~~ ~~----~~ \ 2 a. m. 3 a.m. 4a. m. 5 a. m. 6a. m,
I _....... _. __ .... -~ ro nim, to nim, ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim. 10 str,2 ._------_.~~- 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. ! 10 str, 10 str. 10 str,3 .... _---- -_ ...-- ro nim, ro nim. 10 str, I 10 str, 10 str, 10 str,4 .... _-_ ...... -. --- 8 cir, 3 cir., 7 cum. 10 cir. I 10 cir, 10 str. 10 str.5 ... ---_ ... --.. ..... __.. 2 eir. I cir, I cir. ! 0 0 06
------ ... --
u 0 0 0 0 0 07 -.... __ .. _------ 0 8 cir. 3 cir., 7 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 cir,8
------ .....-.. - -
0 0 0 0 0 09 -_.......... _-_ ...... - 0 0 0 I cum. 2 cum. 010
-... --- ......... _-- 2 str, 2 str, 10 str. 10 str. 6 str, 10 str,II
----- ..... __ ... -- 3 str, 2 str. I str, I str, 5 str. 8 str.U .... -- ...... ............ 0 0 0 4 ci. str. 4 ci. str, 7 cum .13
.... -- .. _-------
10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 8 cum. 8 cum.14 .",-" .... _-- .. _- 10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 sir. 10 str,IS .........-.. _-_ ..._- 10 str, 10 str, ro nim, ro nim, 10 sIr. 10 str.16 .... -......... __ . _.. - ro nim, io nim. ro nim. ro nim, 10 nim• 10 nim.17 .............. -- .. ., .... 8 str, 8 str, 5 str, 2 str, I str. I cum.18
------ .. _-----
4 cum. 5 cum. 10 sir. 10 str, 10 sir. 10 sir.19 ....... -_ ..... __ .... _- 3 str, 4 str, 0 0 0 2 str.20
..-....... _-- .... -.- 0 0 2 cum. 8 str, 10 str . 10 str.21
---.... ----- .._- 10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str,22
-_.... _.. _------ 10 sir. 10 str. 10 str, 10 sir. 10 str, 10 str,23
---_...... _-.--- 0 0 0 0 0 7 cu. str,24
-.. --- ...
.. -_ .... 0 0 0 0 0 025
--- ............. -...... 0 0 0 0 0 026 ... _-_ ............ _- 0 0 0 0 0 027
.. _------- ....
10 cum. 9 cum- I cir, 0 0 6 cum.28 .................-... _-- 3 eir., I cum. 3 cir. 2 cir, 2 cir, I cir, 029
- .. --- .. - ... _ ....... I 10 str. 10 str, 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cir. 5 cum.30 _....._..... -... -........ ~ I cum. I cum. I cum. 3 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum.31 ..................-....... -- 4 cum. 8 cum. 4 cum. 7 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum.
Means --- ___ u •• _ -------_ .....------._--4. 8 5.2 S. I 5·4 5·5 6.0--------Tolal . __
Dale. I P: m, 2 p. m, 3 p. m, 4p. m, 5 p. m. 6p.m.._"_._-,-~-----_.._. _.-
I ~ .. --_ .. _... _-- ... 5 ci, cum., 2 str, 4 ci. cu. 2 cir. I cir. 6 cir, 7 ci. cu.3 ........ __ .. _--....... - 10 cu. str. 10 str. 10 str . 10 sir. 10 str. 10 str.3 ................ _.... _-- 10 nim. ro nim, 10 nim. ro nim. ro nim, 10 nim,4 ----_ ..-..... ' --' 2 cir, 4 cum. 8 cu. str. 7 cu. str, 4 str. 4 str,5 ..... --' .... ---- ..-~ 0 0 06 0 0 0 0..... -- .... -,._ ....... - 0 0 0 0 07 ........ _- ........... _-- 0 0 0 08 0 0.................... -... --- 0 0 09 2 cir, I cir, 0 0 0.. _--.- ............ - I cir. I cir. I cir, I cir:10 ro nim. ro nim................ __ ... -... - 10 nim• ro nim, 10 nim. ro nim,II ..... -.- .. _---- 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.12 6 cum. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str.................... -._-- 7 cum. 3 str .13 10 str, 2 cum. I cum. 2 cum.-.. ---..,--_ .. -.. - 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.14 10 str, 10 str, 10 str.... _-- ......... - ..... _.. 10 str, 10 str . 10 str,IS 10 nim, ro nim. 3 str. 10 str...... _-_ .. _-_ ...... - 10 nim, 10 nim•16 2 cum. ro nim. ro nim,-... _- ........ _---- 2 Cum. 0 0 8 cum. 10 str,17 ._--_ .... _- ...... - I cum. I cum. 8 cum. 8 cum.18 ...... __ .... _- 2 cum. 2 cum• 4 cum. I cum.- .. -I 4 cum. 3 str, 4 str, 3 str,19 _.. -- ...... --...... _- 0 020 ro nim, I str, I str, 0 010 nim. ro nim, ro nim,21
.......-...-------- 5 cum. 2 Cum. ro nim. ro nim,0 022 -.. -.. _...-..... -..- 10 str, 7 str. 2 str, 2 str.23 7 str, 0 I str, 0----- .. _-- .. -.. - 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str,24 10 str, 3 str.-...------- .. -. 3 cum. 2 cum. I cum. 025 0 0-.. _--- ..._-- ..... - 2 cum. I cum. I cum. I cum.26 0 0-... -..... -..... __ .. _- 4 cum. 5 cum. 6 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum. 8 cum.27 ----_._-........ _- 10 sir. 10 str, 10 str, 8 cum.38 0 I cum. 8cum. 5 cum.----- .. --- .. I cum. 4 ci. sir.39 _.. -......-....... --- I sir. 0 5 cum. 10 cum.30 0 0 10 str. 10 str,--------_. -. 0 0 031 ro nim, 0 0 0-_ ...-.... _--- ....... ro nim, ro nim. ro nim. ro nim. ro nim, ]Means -___ n_. __ S. I 4.6 4-8 4. 6 5. 0 5. 0
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TABLE CXLVlII.-Amount, kind, and direction ofdouds and amount ofprecipitatWn, October, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
,/>=+81° 44' A=-64° 45'=-4b 19m


































5· 9 5· 7 I 5· 7 5· 9
------------------j--------------------------------------- ---




































Date. I a. m. z a. m, 3 a. m. 4a. m,
5 a. m. 6a. m.
I
-------------








6 str. 10 str, 6 str. 5 str, 2 str.
2 str,
4 ----- ... ------- 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.
10 str. 10 str. to str.




0 0 0 0 0 0
7
-------------
6 str, 7 str. 8 str, ro nim, ro nim, 8 str.
8
------ -------
0 0 0 0 0 0
9
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
10 .._------_ .._-- 0 0 0 0 0
0
II
-----_ ... _- ---
0 0 0 0 0 0
12
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
13
--------_.---
4 str. 10 str. 10 str. I str. 10 nim. 0
14
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
15
---- -... -------
4 str. 4 str. 2 str. I str, I str. 2 str,
16
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0




0 0 0 0 0 0
19
-------------
0 3 str, 3 str, 3 str. 3 str. 3 str.
20
-------------
10 str. 10 str. ro nim. 10 nim. ro nim. 10 str.
21
--------_ ... _-
2 ci. str. 2 str. 2 str, 2 str. 2 str. 2 str.
22
-----... ----.--
0 0 I cir. I cir, 0 0
23 -_ ... _------_._- I cir. I cir. I cir, I ci. str. I ci. str, 2 d. str.




6 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. I cum.
26
-----_. ------
2 cir. I cir. 4 cir. 5 cir, 0 0
27
-... _----------
0 0 0 0 0 0
28
-------- ... ----
6 cir, 4 cir, 3 cir. 2 cir. 4 cir, 3 cir.
29
-------------
2 str. 3 str. I str. 0 0 0
30 -------_. ---- 0 0 0 0 0 0
Means _u. _.._u 2·4 2·7 2.6 2·5 2·4 1.8
------------
----------
6 p. m.5 p. m.
6 str. 8 str,
o 0
10 str, 10 str.
10 str. 10 str.
5 str. IO str.








10 str, to str,
4 str, 3 str,
o 0
o 0
I str. 2 str.
10 str. 8 str.
6 cir, 8 cir.
o 0
I cir., I ci. cu. 5 cir.
10 cum. 10 cum.
I cir. 0
3 ci. str, 3 ci, str.
o 0
o 3 cLstr.
I str , I str.
o I 0 I
I str, I I str. I
_ -'-~_=_~_3._I_-~-\---;7~1
NOVEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CXLIX.-AmQUnt, kind, and dir~ction ofdouds and a11llJUnt ofpr~cipiJation,Novcmbu, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49'"
,=+81° 44' 1.=_64° 45'=-4' 19m
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Date. I p.m. 2 p.m. 3p·m. 4p·m.
I
-------------
5 str, 7 str. 8 str. 10 str.
2
-------------
0 0 I str, 0
3
-------------
IO str. 10 str. 10 str, IO str.
4 -~----------- 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.
5
--------- ..---
0 0 I str. 5 str.
6
.._-----------
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str,
7 -----_._-_.. --- 10 str, 2 str, 2 cum. 2 str.
8
-------------
3 str. 2 str, :2 str, 2 str,
9
-------------












2 str. 2 str. 3 str. 4 str.
13
-------------
2 str. 4 str. 2 str,
14 4 cir., 6 str.
I str,
-_._-------- .. -
10 str. 10 str,
15 3 str,
10 str.












19 7 str, 6 str.
0
-------------
8 str, 10 str,
20
-------------







0 I cir, I cir, cir,
23
-------------
5 cir. 5 cum.
I
24
10 cum. 10 cum.
-------------
I str. I str.
25 ci. str., I
I str. I str,
-------------



















I str. I str,
0
I str, I str,



































































































































































lei. str., I str,
o
I str,




































































































































































































































































TABLE CXLIX.-Amount, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, November, 1882.
Washington mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49m













































































































































































































m. j pm, 4p·m. S p.m. 6 p.m.
._-~....-
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 03 str, 2 str. 2 str, 2 str.
I str. 4 str. 4 str. 3 str.4 str. 3 str. 3 str. 3 str,3 str. 2 str. 2 str, 2 str,5 str. S str, 3 str, 3 str.0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 2 str, 3 str.0 0 0 00 0 I cir. I str.0 0 2 str. I str.2 str. 10 str. S str. 3 str,I str. I str, I str, I str.2 str. 2 str. 3 str. 4 str.I 2 cu. str. 2 cu. str, 3 cu. str. 3 cu. str,, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.to nim, 10 nim. ro nim, ro nim,0 0 0 010 str. 10 str, 8 str. 10 str,3 cir. 2 cir. S cir. 7 cir.10 ci. str, to ci. str, 9 ci. str. 4 cum.10 str. 10 str. IO str, 10 str.0
I
0 0 00 0 0 00 8 str, 6 str, 8 str.0
I
0 0 2 str.6 str, 2 str. 3 str, I str,0 0 0 0I




































































































































3· 3 3· I 2.5 2.6
------------------------_.
DECEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CL.-Amotmt, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, December, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m









6.• __ . ._ .
7.- .. -- .. _... _.
8._._ . h •••
9· ---
10. __ ._ •• .
II ~. __..
12_ .••.••• _•.• _
13·· .. __ .
14· .. _ .
15-··_ ...•... __ .
16_••. __ .•
17_ .. __ _
18_•• _.• _•.•..• _
19 ._ .... _._._
20_ .•. _•.•••.•••
21 .••....•••••. _
22 .•.... _ .
23-' __ 'h" __ 'h
24 __.. __...•. _
25· __ ._. .'
26. __••..•......
27 _._ .
28.. _.• . _
29·_ ••••••• _. _
30 • •..•.....•






1.------ ...... ----. i
2 ..--_ .... . __ ..1
J._--_ .. __ n_ ..
4·---.- .
5u .. __ '''.''_.
6 . __. __.... 'H.
7----.- ..•. .
8..
9···· ... - .. -- ..
10._ •••• _•.•.••.
11.._ ..•• ....




16••. _•••• _•• _••





22 •• __ .
23.· __ . . ,_._
24_....
25· _... _.... __




30 ........ - .. -.





THE LAI)Y FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 351
DECEMBER, 1882.
TABLE CL.-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, December, 1882.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 490 1
































































































Daily means. IDa~: I
-----_·-----·1
,
---- .. ·:-",--- ... 1
,













































































































































































































































































































































































0 0 I str. 2 str. 2 str, 2 str.
-----. -
... _- -_.
0 I 0 0 0 0 0 --- .. -..... -----~0 0 0 0 0 4 str.
------- -----..5 str, 3 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 4 str,
._----- ----_ ..
0 0 I str. 0 0 0
--... _---
------0 0 3 str, 3 str. 6 str, 8 str,
.. ------1------


















































































































































































































































































































I 6a. m.I a.jn. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4a. m. 5 a. m. I
0 0 0 0 0 .
str, 2 str, 2 str.
I I str. S str. 3 str.str, I str. I str. I str. I str. I str. Ii0 0 0 0 0 I0 0 0 0 0

































































TABLE CLI.-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, 'January, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
,=+ 810 44' A=-64° 4S'=-4b 19m
-- ~------_ ---- -~--
Date.
Means __ .n __
Total _
1 .. .
2 ...•• ._ ...
3. · .. h •• __
4---·------.--.
5··· .. --------··
6._ n • ---------












19· -- . __
20_
21 ... _






28 . . ,
29- .. _.. _h.
•10 ----31.- .. ·. _
1._ --------
2 _. __ ._. .
3· '-"'-'-' - - .. i4---- n •• __
5------- __ ..... ,
L:::~~~:::J
10··. • __ •. 1
11._-- •• _-_._- __ I
12. ••• .. I
13_· .. _ j
14----_, __•.••_.:
IS· n •• n . _ •• i
16._•• •• __._,:









24- __h. __ _




29 n •• __ • __




















































_____ ._n . 7
8
9
•• . .. __ 10
_______ .._n_ II












. ..__ ...... , 24












































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
JANUARY, 1883'
TABLE eLL-Amount, kind, and direction of clouds and amount ofprecipitation, January, 1883_
Washington mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 491R
1>=+ 81° 44' 1.=-64° 45'=-4h 19m







































o 0 0 2 str,
o I str, 0 0
o 000
I str, I str. 0 0
10 str, 10 str. I 10 str, 10 str.
o 0 0 0
2 cir, 2 cir. 0 0
o 0 0 0
2~ I~ I~ I~
o 0 I str. I str.
5 str, 4 str, 10 nim. 10 nim,
4~ 3~ 3~ 2~
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
8 cir. 6 cir, 5 cir. 6 cir.
10 nim, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim,
10 nim. 10 nim, 9 str, 8 str.
2 cir. 8 cir. 2 cir, 2 cir.
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str,
o 2 ci. str, 2 ci. str. 3 cir,
10 nim, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 str,
o 0 0 0
o 0 0 0
I cir. I cir. I cir. 0
10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nirn,
7 str, 7 str. I str. 0
10 nirn, 4 str. 8 str, 10 nim.
o 0 i 0 3 str,
o 0 0 ' 0 I~ ~ i~ J~ I----
3. 6 3·4 3·7 4. 2 4. 0 4·5 u.n __ ... ·n_
===~====~=:===~======~r::~==~=:m-----m---.-I-;;;6:"~
-------- -------------------,---
354 THE LADY FR.ANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
FEBRUARY, 1883'
TABLE CLII.-AmOll!lt, kind, and direction of douds and amount of precipitation, February, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
</I=+8tO 45' J.=--64° 45'=-4h 19m
3 p.m, 4 p.m, 5 p.m. 6 p.m.
2 str. 0 0 05 str. 5 str. 7 str, 7 str.3 str, 3 str, 2 str, 2 str.0 0 0 04 str, Sstr. Sstr. 2 str.3 str. 4 str. 2 str, 2 str.3 str. 3 str, 2 str. 2 str,t Cum. I cum. t cum. I cum.I cir. t cir, 0 00 0 0 0t cir. t cir, t cir. I cir.10 str. 10 str, t str, I str.2 cir. I cir. I cir, I cir,3 cir. 3 cir. 3 cir, 2 cir.0 0 0 00 0 0 05 ci. str, 2 str. 5 cir, 10 cir.4cum. 0 0 03 str, 2 str. 2 str, I str.10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 nim.to nim. 10 nim. 10 nim. to str.to nim. 10 nirn. 10 nim. 10 nim.I str. t str. 0 0t str. t str, 2 str, 2 str,0 0
6 str, 0 02 str, 0 00 0 0 00 0 0
i
0































































-._----_._-"-_._-. . _._--~,_._., .._----_._.._-".
I a. m. 2 a. m, 3 a. m. 4a. m. 5 a. m, 6a. m,
--._..,_._._--~.,._-~._._-~
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
4 str. 5 sir. 5 str. 5 str, 7 str. 7 str.5 str. to str, 10 str. to nim. 10 nim, 10 nim.0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 2 str, 4 str,0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
to nim. to nim, to nim, to nim, to nim. 10 str.0 0 0 8cum. 5 cum. 10 str.0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 3 cir, 3 ci. str.6 cir. 3 cir. 4 cir, 3 cir. 2 cir. 7 cir,2 ci, cu. 0 0 0 0 04 cu. str. 7 cu. str. 9 cu. str, 6 cu. str. 6 cu. str, 10 cu. str,to nim, 10 nim, to nim. to nim. to nim, 10 nim.10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim, to nim, 10 nim,4 cir. t cir, 0 0 0 I str.0 0 0 0 0 I str,0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 to str, 10 str, 10 str,0 0 0 02 str, 4 str, 0 02 str. 2 str. 2 str, 3 str,
---------





Total __ -. __-. _. • h h u
• - - n - n_ ... - __ n_h • _h_. .1 n ;
;,..:=:::=:::.::=,,~~.::::::;.:;;~::'-- ..,_._-~
2.
-------.---------Means.. . 3.6 3. 6
Means __
23
24· ... _- .. __
25 -_ •• __._. _
26. ..u. _



























5 ...-.--n __6 _
7· .------ -_.8. __ un __ • __
9 ----- .







17 n_ •• __
18. u _
t9· ..__... ..•












28 • __.... _._



































































1' o. 5 !,'
.03 0.8:
.05 i I. 3 !
_______ I !
______ J. .!





----- _. --... -
1















































































































































































































































































TABLE CLII.-Amount, kind, and direction oj clouds and amount of jJrecipitation, Febntary, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m






























___n ~-----.I.-n- . !. n_n.h ••.•_.---' _. __ , __ n ._.,-, '
.. -- - - - -=======-;-========c=='C.....~..,--



























i 0I I str.
2. I
,
356 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
I u. u 6 str. 95tr. 85tr. 8str. 6str. sslr.
2 u ro nim. ro nim. ro nim. ro nim. 7
str.
sstr.
3-- 00 3 str. 10 ci. str, ro ci.str. to str. ro str. 9
str.4---.-----_ ..__ ro nim, ro nim, ro nim. ro str. t tS cu. s r, S cu. s r.S _'_U __ U __ n 0 0 0 0 0 0
6 -- n U - n __ u 10 str. 7 eir., 3 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str.
7 - 00 ----. -. U - 3 cir. S cir, 10 ci. str, 10 cir, 2 str. 3 str.
8 - ._h_ n _ ro str. 10 str, lostr. ro str, ro str, ro str,9 .n 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 _.un • 0 0 0 0 0 0
11 -. - .. --. - - -- - 5 ci. str. 5 ci. str, 4 ci. str, 2 cum. 2 cum. 7 cu. str.
12. 00 __ 8 cum. 8 cum. 8 cum. 4 cum. I cum. scum.
13 ----. u n" 8 ci. str. 10 ci. str. IO str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,
~4S' -. -. - - - 3 c~lm. 8 c~. str, 8 ci. str. 3 ci. str. 4 ci. str, 4 ci, str.
__ u . 10Clr. IOCI.CU. 8ci.str. 8str. ro str. ro str,
16 - --- - n n n. 4 ci. str., 4 str. 2 ci. SIr., 6 sir. 2 ci. str.,) str. I str. I str. 0
17 _u_u __ • • I str. I str, I str. I str. I str. I str.
18 _,n ----- 0 . 0 0 z civstr, 8 cum. 3 cum.19 _.h h_oo _ ICI. str, 0 0 0 0 ; 0
20 - u u 0 0 0 0 0 0
21 _n.u • z cir. r cir , z cir. z cir. z cir. z cir.
22 - .• u· oo _ ro nim, ro nim. ro nirn, ro nim. ro nim. ro nim.
23---· Scu.str. Scu.str. 6cu.str. 7cu.stI. 7 t 8 t
24 __0., __ ,_. 0 0 0 cu.sr. cU.sr.
2 cir. 2 str, 10 nim.2S --- u_ 9 str. ro str, ro str. ro str, t
26. • ro nirn. to nim. ro nim, ro nim, 9 cu. str. locu.sr.
27 . 10 nim, 10 nim,
____ hU_.
U_ to mm, ro nim. ro nim. ro nim, ro nirn. IlOnim.
28 - ... -_. __u__ 10 cu. str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. I .
29 8 . t 10 nim. 10 mm.l~ ::::::::::::: ~"~ '~:\""" '~"'. .~.". .~".. I rim. I
\ Means ._ S·2 ;.;------5."8------57--I- - s:--1---!--5.7-1
6 p. m.s p. m •'4 p. m.3 p. m.2 p. m.I p. m.
. ---------- -----.
-----------------. --------------
--------- -------- - ---------------------------
MARCH, J883'
TABLE CLIII.-Amount, kind, and direction of douds and amtnlnt of precipitation, March, 1883-
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49 ffi
\1>=+ 81° 44' '-=-64° 4S'=-4h 19m
Date.
Dale. 1 a.m. a a, m. 3 a. m. 4 a. m. sa. m. 6a. m,
I
--------- ---
0 0 0 0 0 0
2
-----------_..
0 0 4 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.
3 ---------~._.- 0 0 0 2 str. 2 str. 4 ci. str.
4 ... _--------._- S str. S sir. 8 sir. 8 str. 10 sir. 10 str.
S ------------p 0 0 0 0 2 str, 2 sir.
6 ---~--------- 0 0 0 0 0 0
7
-------------
0 0 0 2 str. 3 str. 3 st.r.
S
-------------
10 sir. ro nim. to nim, 10 nim, ro nim. ro mrn.
9
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
10
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
II
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 0
12
-------------
10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 9 str.
13
-------------
1 str. 2 str. 3 sir. 4 sir. 2 str. I str.
14
-------_.- .. -
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 sir. 10 sir. 10 str.
IS . . - ~ - ... - ...... - ...... 3 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. 4 cum. 3 cum. 2 cum.16
--.. -----"'----
0 I cum. 0 0 0 1 str.
17
-----_ .. _-----
0 0 0 0 2 cum. 3 ci. str.18 ---~--------- 0 I cum. I str, I str, 0 019
---- ... --------
0 0 0 0 0 2 ci.str.20
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 021
-------------
0 0 0 0 0 022
-------------
10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 nim, ro nim. ro nim,
23
- ..--.._-- ... ----
10 nim, ro nim, 8 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 8 cu. str. 8 cu. str,
24
--------------
2 str, 2 str, 0 0 0 02S
----_.--------
10 nim, ro nim. 10 str. ro nim. ro nim. ro nim,26
-------------
10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. ro nim,27
-- .. ------ .._--
10 nim. 10 nim, ro nim. ro nim, 8 str, 10 str.28
.. ------------
ro str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. ro nim.29
-----_..~------ ro str, 10 str. 10 str. ro nim. ro nim, ro nim.30 ..-_ .._.....-.... _- 10 nim, to nim. ro nim. ro nim, ro nim . ro nim,
31 .. _-- .....-.... _--- 2 str. 2 str. 0 0 0 0
------Means -_. ___u._ 4. 0




THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITIO~.
MARCH, 1883.
TABLE CLIII.-Amount, kind, and direction ofcloudsand amount of precipitation, March, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4910
4>=+ 81° 44' A=-64° 45'=-4b 19m
--------._------~
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3 str, 2 str, I str.
10 str. 5 str. 5 str,
4 cu. str, 3 cu. str, 3 cu. str.
o 0 0
10 str. 10 str, 4 str.




7 d. sir. 8 str, 10 sir.
, 4 cum. 3 cu. str, 3 ci. str.
8 str, 5 str. 6 ci. str,
6 str, 10 nim. 10 str,
10 str. 9 str, I str,
o 0 0
000
4 cum. 2 str, I str,
o 0 0
o 0 2 cum.
3 ci. str. 8 str. 10 str.
10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim,
10 str, 10 str. 3 str.
10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim,
10 str. 10 str, 10 str.
10 nim, 10 nim. 10 cum.
10 nim. 10 nim. 10 str,
10 nim. 10 nim. 10 nim,
10 nim, 10 nim, I10 nim,


























































































































































































8 ci. str., 2 str.






























































J ci. str., 3 str.



























































































































































































































































3 a. m. 48. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m.
----
-----
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
8 cum. 7 cum. 7 cum. 6 cum.
10 str, 10 str, 10 nim, 10 nim,
3 cum. 4 cum. Scum. 2 cum.
0 , 0 4 cum. 9 cum.
ro nim, ro nim. 10 nim, ro nim,
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
I cum. 0 0 05 cum. 6 cum. 7 ci. str, 9 ci. str,3 cum. 3 cum. 4 str, I str,
2 cum. 2 cum. 4 cum. 4 cum.0 I cum. 0 3 cir,
0 0 0 03 cum. 4 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum.
0 0 2 cum. I cum.10 nim, ro nim. 10 nirn, 10 cum.8 str. 2 str, 0 00 0 0 03 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum.3 cir. 2 cir, 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 ')10 cir, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.9 str, 8 cir, 8 cir, 8 cir.10 nim, to nim, ro nim. 10 nim,3 cir. I cir, 0 0























4 ci. str., 4 str.










































































































TABLE CLIV.-Amount, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, April, 1883.
Washington m611n time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
tfl=+81° 44' A=-64° 45'=-4b 19m
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.._...._--_._----'------
I • __ 00 •• !" 0
2 ._h . . 0
3 - .. --_______ 0
4-- 00 8cu.str.
5 - .... -- .. --.___ 9 str.
6._. ...__. I cLstr.
7 ---.- •__ 10 nim,
8 -n_..__.nn I ci.str.
9 -nn n_. __ .. 7 cu. str,
10 _n__________ 0
II ._.. 0
12 .. --.h_. __
n
7 d. str,
'3 --- __ h. 6cir.
14 - __ n_h. __ .. _ 7 ci.str.
IS ·--.· h_.. 6 ci.slr.
16 __ ._, • •• __ 0
17 - ..... n_. 0
18 ... 0
19 -.___________ 0
20 __ .. ... __ • 0
21 .... _ 2 str,
22 - __ .._. _ 8 ci. str,
23 _n__________ I ci.str.
24 ----_. __ •• 025 h_______ 0
26 __ h_ •• _ •• 5 cir,
27 n .. n .. 0










5 - h_ .. '
6 • _
7 ---.. - _• .8. . _
9 n n _
10. h _
II .. ..
12 __ A •• __ • _
13 • __ . __
14 h _
15 no. _
16 ---- __n __










26 -----_h h27 ..... _
i 28 ----.. n_29 .. __
30 __.. __... _._.
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APRIL, 1883.
TABLE CLIV.-AmoU1zt, kind, and direction of clouds and amount 0/precipitatioll, April, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
1'=+81°44' A=-64°45'==-4h 19m
359
7 a. m, I 8 a. m. 9 a. m, 10 a. m, II a. m. Noon. Precipitation. IDate.
--I fllehes. 1/1111.
0 0 0 0 0 0 I
0 I 0 0 I d. str. I d. str. 0 20
!
0 0 0 0 0 39 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 2 d. str., I str. 10 cu. str. 8 cu. str. 4
ro nim, 10 nim, ro nim, 10 nim. 10 nim. 10 cu. str. .02 0·5 52 cum. I cum. 0 0 0 0
- - - - - --
u 6
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 str. 10 cu. str, 9 cu. str, 10 str. .04 1.0 7
ro nim, ro nim, 10 cum. 10 cu. str. 8 ci. str. 3 ci. str, .02 0·5 8
0 I str, 0 0 I cu. str, 4 cu.str. ~------ ------ 90 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------
10
I ci. str, 0 I ci. str. 2 d. str. 2 d. str, 0
------- - - - - --
II
9 ci. str, 9 ci. str, 9 d. str. 10 ci. str, 8 ci. str, 7 ci. str.
------- ------
12
2 cir., 1 str, 3 cu. str, I cir, 0 2 cir, 2 cir,
------- ------
136 cum. 4 cum. 2 cum. 3 cum. 2 d. str. 3 ci. str,
-------.------ 14
3 cir, 6 cir, 4 cir, 4 cir. 7 d. str. 6 ci. str.
------- .. - - - --
15
0 0 0 0 0 0
------- - - - --
16
0 0 0 0 0 0 17
0 0 0 0 0 0
-* -* 188 cum. 8 cum. 7 cu. sIr. 9 cu. str. 10 cu. str, 3 cu. str. .01 0.2 19
0 2 cum. 3 ci. str. 2 ci. str, 0 0 20
0 0 0 0 I d. str. 2 ci. sIr., I str. .02 0·5 21
2 cum. 2 cum. I cum. 0 0 2 ci. str,
------- ------
22
0 0 0 0 I str, lei. str, 23
0 0 0 0 0 0 24
0 0 0 0 0 0 25
0 0 0 0 0 0 26
10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 3 str.
------- ----- 27
9 cir, 7 cir, 7 cir. 4 cum. 0 0
------- ------
28
ro nim, 10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim. ro nim, 2 str, .03 0.8 29
0 0 0 0 0 0
------- ------ 30
---------------------------------






-- ----_. ------------ ----------------
0.14 3·5
----




0 0 I 0I0 I cum. 2 cum.
7 cum. 6 cum. 10 cum.
7 cir. 3 str, I 3 str.
I cum. 2 cum. ! 2 cum.
10 nim. ro nim. I ro nim.
0 0 I 0
0 0 I 0
0 0 0
0 0 0
7 ci. str. 8 ci. str, 8 ci. str,
4 cir. 3 cir. 7 cir.
S cir., 3 cum. 5 cum. 3 cum.
0 0 0
9 cum. locum. 8 cum., 0 0 0
8 cum. 9 cum. 3 cum., 7 str.
0 0 0
I cum. 0 0
10 nim. 10 nim, IOnim.
10 cir, 10 cir. 10 cir.





10 cum. 10 sIr. 9 str.
2 cir. I cir. 2 str,
I ~ c~. str, I cum. 0
I cir. I cir,
i 2 err, 3 ci, cu. 4 d. cu.
L 3. 6 3. 2 3·4
--~~-----_._- -.---- _.. _-------- _.... __.-::::::"~-~-:-:-=-~_._-_..,.-
ro p, m. II p. m, Midnight. Daily means. !nate·1
---~.~- i0 0 0 0.0 I
0 0 0 O. I 2
4 cum. 5 cum. 7 cum. 0.8 3
10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 7. 8 4
2 str. 2 str. 2 str. 7. 0 5
2 cum. 2 cum. 3 cum. 1.4 6
10 nirn, 10 nim. 10 nim, 8.0 7
0 0 0 4· 7 8
0 0 0 1.0 9
0 0 0 0.0 10
0 2 cum. 4 cum. 0·5 II
8 ci. str. 8 ci, str. 8 ci. str. 7. 2 12
6 cir, 6 cir, 8 cir. 4. 6 13
4 cum. 4 cum. 2 cum. 4·3 14
0 0 0 1.9 15
4 cum. 4 cum. 4 cum. 1.8 16
0 I str, I str. 1.0 17
10 nim. 10 nim. ro nim, 3. 0 18
I cum. I cum. 3 cum. 4. 6 19
0 0 0 1.4 20
ro nim, 10 sIr. 3 cum., 2 str. 4. 2 21
10 cir, 8 cir. 5 cir. 5. 6 22
7 cir, 5 cir, 3 cir. 2·3 23
0 0 0 0.0 24
0 0 0 0.2 25
8 str. 4 ci. cu., 3 str. 6 cir. 4·3 26
7 str. 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str, 6.8 27
0 0 2 str. 4. 0 28
I cir. 0 0 4· 7 29
3 ci. cu. I cum. 0 1.3 30
-------- -------







































































































I a.m. I 2 a. m. 3 a. m. 4a. m.
..".__ .._----~----
0 I 0 0 0I
8 cum. 10 cu. str. 4 cir.,6 str. 5 cir.,5 str0 I ci. str. 0 06 d. str. 4 ci. str. 2 ci. str. 00 0 0 00 a a 00 a 0 a0 a a a
a 0 0 a
2 cum. 2 cum. 3 cum. 3 cum.7 cir, 8cum. 8cum. 5 cum.2 cum. 7 cum. 8 cum. 8cum.8 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str,to nim, 10 nim. 10 nim, ro nim,9 ci. cu. 3 cir., 5 cu. str. 9 cu. str, 10 cu. str,
ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim. ro nim,a a a aI ci. cu. a a a4 cum. 5 cum. 5 cum. 8 cu. str.7 str, 10 str, 10 str. 8 str.§cu. str. 8 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 str.cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 str. 10 str.Fog. Fog. z ci. cu. 2 ci. cu.ronim. 10 nim. ro nim, 10 nim,ro nim. ro nim, to nim, 10 str.ro nim, 10 nim. 10 nim, 10 nim,ro nim. 10 nim, 10 nim. to nim.10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.7 cum. 7 cum. 4 cum. I cir.ro nim, ro nim, 10 nim, 10 str,6 cum. 8 cum. 8cum. 6 cum.
--------------
5·5 6.0 5·8 5·5
. --. '''. "-- ._-_._._--------
5·5
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
I p.m.


































TABLE CLV.-Amoun/, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, May, 1883'
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 4910
















12. .. ... __ ...
13· .. -. __ .,.,






20 ••. hu •• __ ..
21 .
22 •• _••••.. _.••










Means ... __• ",_
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MAY, 1883.
TABLE CLV.-Amou1tl, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitatio11, May, 1883.
Washington mean time. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m
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TARLE CLVI.-Amount, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, June, 1883.
Washington mean lime. Reduce to local mean time by adding 49m





4 •__•· __•• e_




9····-- .. -- ..






16 ._._•• ' •••• _'17 •__... .
18 ._•••_._•••••
19 ••. ._ ••• _.
20 ._._•.• _._._.
21 _•••••• _••• _.
22 ._ •••••• _. __ •
23 _••••• __•. _••
24 __"."_"_"
25 ._. __•.._ .
26 .. .
27·.· __ .. __...•
28 ......_••• '
29 __._ ••.••• _
30 ••••.••••••••
Means _.
Total ••• _ .
-------Means _'. •.. i
2 1
3 _.
4 - ..---- ..••5 -•• -•. .!
6 .. • __...... '
7 ••• --., . •
8 " .• ' .. _.....
9 -----.---_._.'
10 •• ._ •• __ ••
II ..._•... __•.•
12 _••••• _••• _
13.· ..•.... .
14 •••• _._ ••• _
15 .•.•..••••.••
16 _. ••••• _
17 . __ .. __ .•.•
18 .......
19 .•. ' .. _
20 _•.•. _•••••••
21 _••••••••••••
22 .. •• _. __
23· _.• ' ......





29 ._ •. _••.• 1




7 a. rn. 8a.m. 9 a. m. loa. m, II a. m, Noon. i Precipitation. !Date.-I-----_.----~_._- 1__••
! Inches. 111m. !5 cum. 4 cum. 3 cum. 4 cum. 5 cum. 6 cum. ! I I5 cir. 9 ci. str. 8 str. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. e::::: ::::::1 20 0 0 0 0 I cir. ! . 3---._--- ------10 str. 8 str. 6 cum. 2 cum. 5 cum. 0 I
.. _----- -_ .... _- 410 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. .01 0.2 5ro nim. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,
-* -* 6
10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str.
------- ------ 7I cum. 0 0 0 0 I ci. str.
------- ------
8
0 0 0 0 3 ci. str, 0
------ ------ 910 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.
.-* -* 103 ci. cu., 4 str. 5 cum., 2 str, 9 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str,
-* .-* II
10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str, 10 str,
-* -* 122 cir., 3 cum. 2 cir., 7 cum. 2 cir., 5 cu. str. 9 cu. str. IO str. 10 str,
------- ------
13
I cum. I cum. 0 0 0 0
------- ------
14
I cum. 2 cum. 4 ci. cu. 8 ci. cu. 10 cu. str. IO cu. str. ~------ ------ 154 cir. 7 ci, str. 9 ci. str. 10 ci. str, 10 cir. 10 cir. 16
10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 10 cum. 4 cir., 6 str. 10 str. 1710 cu. str, 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str, 10 cu. str, 9 cu. str, 3 cum., 3 str,
----- ------
18
10 cu. str, 10 cu. str, 9 cu. str. 9 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str.
-* -* 1910 str, 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 8 cu. str,
-* -* 2010 cu. str, 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 str, 10 str.
------- -----
21
0 I cir. I cir. I cir. I cir. 4 cir,
--* -* 22
ro nim. ro nirn. ro nim, ro nim, 10 str, 10 str. .04 1.0 23
7 cum, 7 Cum. 3 cum. 2 cum. 2 cum. 3 cum. 24
7 cu. str. 7 cu. str. 7 cu. str. 5 cum. 6 cum. 8 cu. str, 25
10 str, 10 str. ro nim. ro nirn. ro nim. ro nim. .05 1·3 26
to nim. ro nim. 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str. 9 cu. str. _.*
-* 27, to nim, 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str. .01 0.2 28
9 cu. str, 9 cu. str. 9 cu. str. 9 cu. str. 9 cu. str, 10 cu. str. * -* 29
10 str, 10 str. 10 str, IO str. 10 str. ro nim.
-* -* 30
------------------------------------------------------------
7·3 7. 6 7·4 7·.j. 7·8 7·5 -------------
---------------------------------------------- ---------------
~~--------------- - ------ --- ... __ .
------ ------------_.. ---
----------------_.
-- --------_ .._- ---- _.. -_ .. -----------
O. I I 2·7
• Inappreciable.
---:"7~-'-;=::::=_-';:':'=~:
II p. rn, Midnight. Daily means. IDate.
i------
4 cir. 9 cir. 4. 0 I
10 cu. str, locum. 8.6 2
0 0 3. I 3
7 cum. 6cum. 4·5 4
to nim, 10 nim, 9· S 5
9 cum. 9 cum. 8.8 6
9 cum. 8 cum. 9. 6 7
0 0 1.8 8
3 cum. 5 cum. 0·5 9
10 str, IO str. '10.0 10
10 nim, 10 nim, 9. 8 II
10 str. 10 str, 10.0 12
0 0 6·3 13
0 0 0·7 14
2 cum. 0 3. 8 IS
10 str. 10 str, 8. I 16
10 cu. str, 10 str. 9. 2 17
3 ci. str, I ci. str. 7. 2 18
to nim. to nim. 7·4 19
10 str. 10 str. 9· S 20
0 0 6·3 21
to nim, 10 nim. 4. 6 22
10 str. 10 str. 10.0 23
10 cu. str. IO str. 7·3 24
10 str. 10 str. 6·3 2S
to nim. IO nim. 10.0 26
10 str. 10 str. 9. 8 27
10 nim. IO nim. 10.0 28
10 str. 10 str, 9·7 29
3 cir. 2 cir, 8.2 30
-----------------
7. 0 7. 0 7. 2
JUNE, 1883.
TABLE CLVI.-Amounl, kind, and direction ofclouds and amount ofprecipitation, June, 1883.
Washington mean time. To reduce to local mean time add 49 l1l
<1>=+81° 44' 1.=-64° 45'=-411 19l1l




7p.m. 8 p. m, 9p. m. 10 p. m,
I cir. I 4 cir. 9 cir. 2 cir.
9 str. I 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.0
I 0 0 00 I cum. 8 cum. 9 cum.
ro nim. 10 nim, ro nim. IO nim.
I cir.,6 cum. 9 cum. locum. 9 cum.
10 str, 10 cu. str. 9 cu. str. 9 cu. str,
I cir., I Cum. I Cum. 0 0
0 0 0 I cum.
10 str. ro nim, 10 str, 10 str.
10 str,
I 10 str. 10 str, 10 str.10 str, 10 str, 10 str, 10 str.
2 str. 3 ci, str. 2 ci. str. I ci. str.
I cir. 0 0 I cum.
2 cir, 3 cir, 5 cir, 5 cir.
I
10 str. 10 str, 10 str. IO str.
I
10 cir. 8 ci. str, 10 cu. str. 10 cu. str.
7 ci. str. 5 ci. str. 4 ci, str. 4 ci. str.
2 cir., 8 cu. str, 8 cu. str, ro nim. 10 nim.
! 10 str. 10 str, 10 str. 10 str.
I 2 ci. cu. I ci. cu. 0 0
I 10 str. 10 str, 10 nim. IO nim,
I 10 str. 10 str. 10 str. 10 str.9 Cum. 10 cu. str. 9 cum. 9 cum.I 2 cir. S cir, 7 str. IO str.I 10 str, 10 str, IO nim. IO nim.
I
10 str. 10 str, 10 str, 10 str.lonim. to nim. ro nim, 10 nim,
I 10 str. 10 str. 10 str, 10 str,9 cu. str, 7 Cum. 6 cum. 4 cir.j-------,----
! 6,7 I 6.8 7·3 7. I
,'"I

















































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE CLVII.-Amount, kind, and direction ofdouds and amount ofprecipitation, JUly, 1883.
Washington mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49m
t/> +81° 44' i,=-64°45'=-4b 19m
Dale.
Means • ....__.'
Means .u. __n __
I . __
2 _ .0__ • Un
3---------.__ .
4.-....-. . __ .
5 -- •. u __
6 _._n .. __
7 _n __ ••• n
8 .nn....
9 _u __ • • __ •
10 _ u __
II h •
12 . _
13 _. n _





17 . n ._
18 ._. .
19 - .. u_ • __
20 • __ .
21' __ .. __ ._ ..• _. __
22 __ .•• __•.....
23 ._ .. .
24 -_. u •• _.
25- .._. • _26 .
27 .
28 _




I . __ nn
2 __ n n_._.
3 _. __. __n _
4.-- .. ---- •. -.5 - n ._n •
6 _n .. __
7 n __ .U •••
g - . . __nn
9 u __ • •
10. _ ••• __ ••.••
II . . _
12 _u __ • __ • __ •••
13 .•__• ._ ...
14 • h_
15 .. _
16 n __ •• _ • ._.
17 • •. _
18 . _
19 _. . _
20 • _
21 • •••• _
22 .• . _
23 -- ~ _
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JULY, 1883'
TABLE CLVI I.-Amount, kind, and direction ofcloudsand amount ofprecipitation, 7ul;', 1883'
Washington mean lime. Reduce 10 local mean lime by adding 49m
</1=+81° 44' '-=-64° 4S'=-4b 19m













































































































































































































































































































3 cir., 3 cum.
7 p. m.
7 a. m.




































8 ci. str. 9 ci, sir.
o 0
I str, I str.
7 cu. str, 3 cir., 4 cum.
o 0
10 str, 10 str.
I cir, I cum.




3 cir, 3 cir., 2 cum.
10 sir. 10 str.
10 str. 10 str.
8 cum. 9 cum.
6 str. 4 str.
8 ci, str. 8 ci., str.
2 cum. 2 cum.
o 0
I ci. cu. I ci. cu.
9 cum. 8 cu. str,
2 cir., 5 cum. 2 cir., 6 cum.
10 str, 10 str,
10 nim. 10 nim.
10 nim, 10 nim,
10 ci, sir. 5 ci, str.
9 cu. str. 10 cu. str.
o 0
4 cu. str, 5 str.
8 Cum. 3 cir., 2 cum.
I 6 cum. 6 cum./---5--:-1- - - - ---71----
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Date.
a seve+z-,'nch cube 0 1 ice, slightlv saline, which had fiue sides (two hundred and forly:ftz1eTABLE CLVIII.-Ez1ajoration from" :; 'J
square inches) freely exposed.
'{>= + 81°44' A=-64°45'=-4R 19m
Septernber.: October, ~:v~~be~,IDeC~~berJ-;:nuary, T~eh~~~~1 April, I~~~: I
1881. 1881. 1881. I 1881. 1882. I 1882. ! 1882. I
---- .rs.. Ozs.' Lbs. Ozs, I is; Ozs, u: (hr. I is: o«. u: Ozs. ! Lbs, Ozs. I
*10 14 1012·5 ' n •• h __ n __ ••hn. 10 8.5 j 5 14 :
-:~-:~:T --~~-~~~~- ====== ==== ~=i~=;;~~~ ~=~======~ ====:~ == == =====~ ~===I
10 13 un._.---hU n ------.--. nI~-i -:-- =========- -t6;_-~_hl
-- h •• _ '_n __ h __ • __ n •• _ 3 5
:~ ;t: ~ :==~=====: =====::==~ ~========: ~========: =====::==_ ~======~==I
----------1
.. j~.:r:·! ::~~~:~~~:I·;~~;~~;;: ;:~~;~~: ::i :;;~:~~;:. :::~:;~:~:!:-.-.
366
~.:'1~': 1\1! ',: ! ;1",,:"j'!
• New cuba exposed. t New cube of onefoot face. Old cube melted.
NOTE.-The weight, in pounds and ounces, avoirdupois, was determined at noon, daily. :j:Someportion lost by melting.
APRIL.
21 days = 38 ounces = 16,675 grains Troy.
21 days = 68.06 grains to the square l.nch.
Daily = 3.24 grains to the square inch.
D t I Ounces avoirdu-a e. .pots.
i
D , Ounces a.voirdu. III
ate. 'I,' pois.
'-
--I1882. 1882. iiJuly 13 6 July 24 014 *22·5 25 4·515 *9 26 416 I r. 5 27 517 8 28 718 I 29 419 3·5 30 020 I 5·5 31 3·521 I 4
------22 ! 2·5 102.023 : 3
I MARCH.
-----
1 32 days =4 ounces =1,750 grains Troy.
i 32 days = 7.10 grains to the square inch.






























EZ1aporation (ill excess 0/ jrecipitation)/rom ninety-three and three-/OUtths (93.75) square inches surface offresh water•
October to Febnlary inappreciable.
24 days 2 pounds, 8 ounces= 17,500 grains Troy.
24 days ".'" 71.02 grains to the square inch.







































May _. __n •• __n.
June _
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AUG. SEPT. OCT. NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. MCH. APR. MAY JUNE' JULY AUG.
CHART No, 14.--Comparative mean temperatures and mean cloudiness
at Fort Conge1', 1881-'83.
[Departures in degrees Fahrenheit and per centum of cloudiness.]
1--1
AugusL __n __ u 1
September _n_n 'I'
October u • ,_.
November _n ----ul
December __ u u.--,
January n __ n _n_ hu
February _hn n_
As might be expected the clearness of the sky is closely connected with the degree of cold, and the greatest cloudiness,
.74. occurs during July and August-the warmest months. This relation is clearly shown by the following chart:
The mean cloudiness for each year was substantially the same, being .50 the first and .49 the second year.
The cloudiness is not, however, equally distributed through the months, being only .34 during the absence of the sun,
from October to February, inclusive, and nearly 20 per centum higher during its presence.








































































































































TABLE CLX.-Ilours ofoarious weather at Fori Conger, 1881-'83.
Rain, which is united with the snow in the table, fell as follows: June, 1882,26 hours; JulY,79; August, 41; September,
8; June, 1883, 3, and July, 28 hours, aggregating 159 hours, or less than I per centum. .
The close accord between the per centum of rain and snow for these three years gives considerable weight to Its value, as
indicating the normal conditions of weather at. Fort Conger.
The marked paucity of observations on the rain and snow fall in the arctic regions has often been lamented by
meteorologists, and in consequence unusual care was taken with reference to observations at Fort Conger. .
' The number 01 hours of rain or snow is no criterion by which to judge of the amount of precipitation in very high
latitudes, as the snowfall, or even rain, of many hours' duration, is often so small in amount as to be immeasurable by the
ordinary methods. This, added to the usual difficulties of accurately determining the amount of melted snow, made the task
of accurate observations very great.
The ordinary Signal Service gauge was used, the top of which having a cross-section ten times greater in area than that
of the receiving tube, enables measurements of 0.01 inch [0.254",m] to be made with considerable accuracy.
The precipitation was measured every four hours, and the amount recorded for each day is for the 24 hours ending at
II p. m., Washington mean time (11.49 p. m. local mean time).
To have measured the rainfall hourly would have been to impair the accuracy and value of the observations, owing to
the very light character of the snow and rain fall in general. Even with four-hourly observations, it will be noted that of the
235 days on which precipitation occurred, the amount obtained was only a trace on 62 days, and 0.001 inch [0.254mm] on 38other days.
To counterbalance, as far as possible, the precipitation lost by measuring very small amounts, the observers, whenever a
half-hundredth of an inch [0.127"""] occurred in the measurements, recorded it as a whole hundredth.
The high winds occasionally interfered with the snowfall, but not to such an extent as might be supposed, for the greater
part of the snow fell during calms or very light winds. .
•
The followin table gives the number of clear (0 to .2 cloudiness), {air (.3 to .7), cloudy (.7 to 1.0) h~l1rs, am~ i.n ~hi.ch
rain or snow fell. gThe hours of rain or snow, 1875-'76, is appended as being the only comparable record, owing to dissimilarity
of terms.
368"








TABLE CLXI.-Precipitation (rain and melted mow) at Fort Conger, 1881-'83.
Month.
,
August* n __ n. __
September U h _ U __
October _h h _Un __ n
~ovember__~ _
December n __ U __



























April , h _



























• From 12th; amount from rath to 23d estimated as less than .01 inch [o"S.-··J.
The precipitation aggregated 3'95 inches [loO.33mm] the first, and 3.82 inches [97.o3mm] the second year. The close
accordance between the results for two consecutive years gives considerable weight to the mean for the two years, 3.88 inches
[98.55mm], and it is fair to assume that 4 inches [about 100mm] is about the mean precipitation at Fort Conger. This opinion
is to a certain extent verified by the fact that the hours of snow and rain, 1881-'83, agreed in per centum with those recorded
at Fort Conger in 1875-'76, 12 against II.
By seasons, the summer precipitation is the greatest, 1.22 inches [30.99mm], against the least, 0.79 inch [2o.07mmj, in
autumn.
Contrary to expectation, the amount is quite irregularly distributed through the different months, but in sixteen out of
twenty-four months the departures from normal rain-fall and temperature had corresponding signs.
The greatest monthly mean fall is in July, 0.66 inch [16.76mm], while the least, from 0.13 inch [3.30mm] to 0.18 inch [4.57IJ1 J1l ] ,
prevails in February, April, and June. The greatest monthly fall, 1.01 inch [25.65nlJll], was in July, 1882, and the least, 0.11
inch [2.79mm], in February and November, 1882, and June, 1883'
Considerable precipitation occurred in the shape of frost, as it was designated, the air during clear, calm, and cold days
having in suspension minute spiculee of hoar-frost, which slowly settled and covered all objects with a thin coating.
To measure the hoar-frost, a tin plate, with an area of 3'96 square inches [2,554.83sQ mm], was exposed at noon of
November 2, 1881, which was weighed at noon daily until May 13, 1882. The warmth of the sun and the changed conditions
of the atmosphere were such, however, after April I, 1882, so as to evaporate the frost or a part of the snow deposited. The
weights include snow as well as hoar-frost.
From November 2, 1881, to March 31, 1882, inclusive, 182 grains were deposited on each square inch, which is equal to
0.72 inch r18.29nlm] of melted snow. To this must be added 0.25 inch [6.3SlJlm] of moisture registered by the regular gauge
on occasions when no record was obtained from the plate. This correction gives 0.97 inch [24.64111111] from the plate against
1.55 inches [39.37mm] by the gauge for the same period, a result which is only satisfactory as indicating the probability that
the measurements by gauge were not too small.
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2 __ u ~ __ .. __ 2
3 n n_ 10 7
4-- 4 3
5 ----- --- 2 (t)
6 _h n_ 2 3
7 2 I
8 .. (t) I
9---- ---- 13 2






_ _ _ _ 4 3
13 _n______ 5 9
14 __ u_____ I 5
IS n_ 2 2
16 .___ m 2
17 .. · __ . • I I
-_.....__.- --_ ..
• Weight in grains. t Deposit lost by wind or otherwise. t No record. SLess than a grain.
Non:.-Snow (melted) fell to the amount as follows on days when the record of precipitation on tin is wanting: November, 1881, 8th, .09 inch
[2.29 10 0 ' ] ; 16th,.08 inch [2.03 0 Il D ] ; zath, none; Decem~r, 1881, 5th, trace; 20th, none; January, 1882, ad, 7th, and 24th, none; 16th, 17th', and
18th, total ·04 inch [1.02 mm ] ; February, 1882, ed, 6th, 7th, 8th, 23d, 24th, 28th, none; t Sth, .01 inch [0.254mm]; 27th, .01 inch [0.254mm]; March,
1882, 1St, .01 inch [0.254 10 10 ] ; ad, trace; jd, none; z rst, .01 inch [0.254 mmJ; 29th, none.
----------;c----,-----~-------
1-,-~.~~ - --I..--~~-.-
An attempt was made to determine the amount of evaporation, as well as of the precipitation, and observations were ~ade
for over nine months. On September 6, 1881, a seven-inch cube of ice was prepared, which was arranged so that five Sides,
having an aggregate area of 245 square inches (158,046 square millimeters), were fully exposed. The ice used for this pur.
pose was cut from the harbor floe, as was a second cube, of the same dimensions, which was exposed October I, 1881. .~t
noon of each day the ice cube was weighed, to the nearest ounce, the precaution having first been taken to wipe from It,
with the gloved hand, any snow which had fallen thereon.
As a month's observations, subsequent to October I, showed that evaporation had substantially ceased, the observations
were later made much less frequently.
It is evident from the observations that practically there is no evaporation during the four months and a half, from
October 15 till February 28, while the sun is absent. This is not surprising in view of the fact that during such period the
mean temperature of Fort Conger is -31.4° [-35.2° C.], at which temperature each cubic foot of air can hold but about one-
tenth of a grain of water in suspension.
Reliable observations from the ice cubes, subsequent to April 17, were impracticable, since the effect of the sun on the
side toward it caused, at times, considerable loss by melting and combining with the base on which the cube rested. The
observations, though unsatisfactory, were continued until May I I.
On July 2, 1882, a flat dish, having an exposed surface of 93% square inches, filled with water, was placed suitable for
radiation, so that the sun's rays continually reached the water. The dish received such rain or snow as fell, and consequently
registered the amount of evaporation in excess of the precipitation.
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The observations are given in detail in Table 158, but the following is a summary:
TABLE CLXIII.-Eva'poration from salt-water ice cubes and fresh water (in grains 'per square inch).
1881-'82.
Ice n September, 1881 (24 days}, uuh ,
Ice _u n_ October, 1881,to include February, 1882 _
Ice -- nO' March, 1882__ n __ -- -- _ h _u;__ Un 1
.~~~ ====:=1 ~;1~_1_8_8_~ ~~~_~~~SL=::==::=~===::= ==::==
-W;t~r' === }~f;' -I-ii; ==:=~=:==:::==::::==::: ~:::=:::'



























This gives an evaporation of 8,94 inches [227.08mmj including interpolated values. In months during which observations
were quite complete, we have a measured evaporation of 3.83 inches [97.28mm], which, in itself, is 0.57 inch lI4.48mlU] less
than the measured rainfall from September I, 1881, to August 31,1882. This result, however, neglects the 0.99 inch [25.15wWj
rainfall in July, 1882, part of which doubtless extended out of the shallow pan, and also the interpolated values for May, June,
and August. The value for June is probably not far from correct, but the very great disparity in the rate of evaporation from
ice and from water surfaces, gives assurance that the values for May and August, months during which freezing temperature
was frequent, are far too high.
Altogether these observations are valuable only as knowing how great is the evaporating power of the sun at a high
latitude in favorable localities, and thus as explaining the freedom from ice and snow of large areas in Grinnell Land.
SOLAR AND TERRESTRIAL RADIATION.
SOLAR RADIATION.
The observations on solar radiation were made from maximum black-bulb thermometers in vacuo. The instruments
used were made by J. Green, of New York. No error cards were sent with them, and it has been assumed that their readings
are correct and comparable. Unfortunately the thermometers were not graduated below zero, Fahrenheit [-I7o.8C.l, and
in consequence many readings were lost during March, immediately after the return of the sun.
The thermometers, two in number, were mounted 2 feet [0.6lU~ abo-ve the ground, one (marked S. in record) with the
bulb due south, and the other (marked N.) due north. In general the instrument pointing south read the higher, but not
infrequently the reverse was true.
The detailed readings are given in the following table:
•
TABLE CLXIV.-Solar and terrestrial thermometer readings at Fort Conger, 1881 to 1883.
'i> = + 810 44' A=- 64045' = -4h 19m
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
June, 1882. July, 1882. August, 1882. September, 1882.
Date. -~-~~;:--: ----Solar. I Terrestrial. Solar. Terrestrial. Solar. I Terrestrial.
---- NO.4. No.6. NO.4.! No. 6~1 No. I. i No.6. XO.4.!~ No. I. I No.6. NO.4. I "No.6. I No. I. No.6.
1 . 94 100·5 102 5 102.0 I 29.0 82.8 89.2 26.0: 28.4 63. 0 67. 0 16.0 15. 2
; ~~~~~~ ~~:~ ~~:~ ~~:~ ~~:~ 34. 8 l ~t~ ~~:i ~~:~ ~~:1 ~~:~ ~~:~ ~~J ;~:~ ;~:;
4 88·5 89·4 88·4 89·5 33. 0 33.0 87.6 93. 2 29.5 31.1 69. 0 73.5 19. 0 20.05 n'n_ 81.9 84 89·3 91.6 33. 8 34.1 82.1 89.4 30.6 33. 8 49. 0 5°. 0 !5. 0 14
8.66 8 7 5 (, 7 7 ° 16 8 1.0_n __ • 7 9· 99·3 100.0 3)·0 37·0 4·3 47·5 29.0 31.5 34.0 3· . 4.
07 u 88 88·7 100.0
104. 6 38.0 38.4 68.0 72.0 27.0 29. 8 34.4 35. 2 14.58 __n.. 86.2 87· 8 102·5 101. 7 35· I 35.6 75. I 80.° 27. I 29. 2 33. ° 35. I 9. 2 9. II~~~===~ ~::~ I::~ ~~:~ I~;:~ ~~:~ ~::~ ~~:~ ~~:~ ~~:~ ~~:~ ~t~ ~~:~ ~:~ ~:~
II n __n 90.
6
88.8 67·8 63. 2 29.6 30.1 93.0 97.0 31.0 28.0 61.9 65.4 7.5 ~:~
ILn
n.
57 57·2 86·5 88.1 28.0 29.0 83.8 84.7 32.0 29.5 68.0 70.5 7. 013n 92 94. 284.5 89.°32.0 33.4 81.085.5 31.0 27.0 68.0 70. 8 12.0 12.214 94 94 50.7 51.0 31.7 32.5 t75.8 t76.4 t30.9 t33.9 53. 0 60.1 4. 0 5. 015 ---"- 61.3 62.1 93·9 97·4 34·5 34·9 66.0 68.0 33. 0 30.5 50.5 56. 0 4. 8 . _16 on 79· 2 78·4 88.0 88.2 33· 5 34·3 82.0 87.0 32. 0 29. ° 51. ° 63. I 3. I 2.517 n_ 57.
0
57·0 79·9 82.0 30.8 31.8 50.8 50.8 28.5 31.2 29. 0 29.5 14. 8
15.018 72.8 73·7 93·5 95·5 31.5 30.0 80.5 81.5 27.7 30.5 22.0 27.5 2.0 I.~19 - .. --- 92. 8 92. 8 93· 2 93· 3 31. 8 30.9 95·8 95.6 27.5 30.2 41. 5 49. 2 _ 4. 8 - 4
6,20 __
n
__ 93·3 98. 6 93. 0 96. 0 30·3 32.0 81.8 84.5 28.4 31.2 48.5 56. 0 _ 6.6! _ .~21 ------ 89. 8 92.8 80.2 85·5 31.5 30·3 90.8 96.0 25.9 29. 0 20.6 21.5 _ 8.8 - 7'822 __ . __ . 97·0 99. 8 87·1 92.9 32.8 31.0 79.5 84.0 24.6 27.0 45. 0 5°. 0 5. 8 5'823 88.392.869. 1 63.°3°.2 31.946.447.0 25.8 29. 0 29. 8 30. 8 11.0 10.24 n 99· 8 101. 2 88·5 91. 8 32.3 30.7 48. I 48.7 26. ° 29. ° 41. ° 52. ° 3. ° 3. 225 n • .._·93·0 94.189.894.832.230.577.181.1 23.023.5 39.°44.5 1.0- 0. 826 __ .. __ 97·0 96.0 95. 0 95·7 34·0 32.0 76.8 79.9 30.0 21.2 22.2 23.5 -2.8 -2.0
27 -- ---. 100.8 102. I 95· 2 95· 6 33· 5 31. 5 38.9 39. I 21. 0 21. 3 34.5 39. ° 5.5 6.°
5
28 4 9 1°4 I 91 8 9 5 2 8 8 12. ° 10.
------ . . . 4· 3 .0 30.0 75.0 75· 21. 5 21. 29.° 30. ° 5
29 ------ 93· 3 93· 8 94· 3 97· 5 3°.5 28.8 43.6 44.2 20.8 20.8 32. ° 43. ° 0.5 0.3
0.
97·8 97·8 80.0 84·9 28.1 30·9 74.3 77.0 21,2 20.8 3J.o 47.
0





_ _ _ _ 87·8 89·2 29·0 (?) 40.4 41.4 19.0 19. 8 _u ~_ .u u. _
Solar No. I read {~~;;;~ ,oo"-{aci~g N-:;-sol~;:N;;i;;;;;; +-,;-;t;-;.~;:--i~~i~!(S~~S;b~No. 6 {rom + ,S0 to '10°.; Solar No. 4 from + 00 to "5-.
DUring March So'!r So. I exposed,facinlr due N.; Solar No.6 exposed bulb {""log due S.
Below scale which reads + IS°. t Below scale which reads +100 _ ~ Found displaced.
I Below scale which reads + '3°. SNo.• exposed :'tfarch '4. 'JNO.4 exposed May 30.
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October, 1881. March, 1882. April, 1882. May, 1882.September, 1881.
-_._------ -.--~--~--~---
Solar. Terrestrial. Solar. Solar. Solar.Date. Solar. Terrestrial.
~-~-,-
No.1. I No.6. I NO.2. No.6. NO.2. No.6.:\0. I. :\0.6. NO·3· NO·5· No. I. No.6. NO·3· NO·5·----~~-
---
28 30.9 84·5 9017 13 1.5 -- 0·7 --------'--------
84. 2 81. 9
I
-- - - .-
-
12 I
° 27 14·915 -------- --------
2
·----- - - --
n_
-15. 6 (*) 28·4 44 91. 2 93·315·5 12.6 -14·5 --------
82 87
3 · --- - - - - - - - - - - - --
18·9 10 --21






-25·5 (*) 37 40. I5 -~---~ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - --- (*) 34· I 53·9 81. 9 8717 15 -20 -236 - - - - - - - - - -- --- ---- -------- -------- (*) 46 63 95·3 105. 416 8 -16 -197 ------ ---- _u 5 - 8 -10 (*) 17· 9 19. I 96.7 100·38 52. 0 49 15· 5 14 2
84
---_. -
(*) 55 7° 99· I72. 6 67· 5 6·5 5 12 4 -19·5 -22·5
84·8
9 · _._- --
-16 11.8 56. 2 58. I 90
48. .s 34·5 10 - I I I. 5 4 -13·5
65
10
- - - - --
-18·5 (t) (*) 62·3 74·9 65·964 6·5 5·5 10 ° -21II
M _____ 59·5
-30.5 (t) (*) 57 60.8 80·5 82·412 36.5 35 II 9 II I -27
65. 6 67
- - - -_.-
(t) (*) 57·9 66,312·5 14 10·5 ° -32.5 -2513 ------ 32 35 (t) (*) 62·3 64·5 108.2 III14 _Uh_ 61. 2 63. 8 5 3· 7 II ° -31 -3452. I 8.2 6. I II 4 -30.5
-33 (t) (*j 58.4 59. 8 91. 5 97IS ----~- 51. 7
-36.5
-4° (t) (* 69 75·2 59·7 59·5
16 _nh_ 55· 7 68.6 3. 2 2.2 II
°Sun gone. (t) (*) 63·5 63 66·5 67· 5
17 24. 2 21 7·5 6.0- -. - - ~
(t) (*) 58. 2 64 88·5 93. 2




- ~ -- --
(t) (*~ 41. 4 48 92.9




7·8 (t) (* 60 65·7 91. 8 97
20 ___ U_ 45 :;0·5 - 9·5 -
-------- --_..---- -------- --------
99·323·3 33·5 63·3 67 94·7
21
------ -_.~---- ---- - ... _- . __ . -..




46 24 -13 -16 17 20·5
22
- - - ---
--------j-------- -------- --------
16 78.5 92 100
23 31 25 -II
-14 I
-------- 17·5 71. 3
- - - - --
._------,-------- --------
94· 5
24 ___ u_ 48 35 - 7 - 9
------_.._--- ---~
-------- -------- m 22 70. 2 72.5 92(*J 76. I 82. 2 94·5 9725 3° 24 -II -14 .. _-- ---- - .. -.---- ----._-- -.------- 15·3
89 93
26 _u __ 34 31 -12 --14 (II) 2 . I 66.2 74-------- -------- -------- --------
31. 8 61. 9 69. 8
m
77
27 ____ u 26 14 - 7 -15
---- ----
-------- -------- -------- 22·5
99
28 37. 8 40.5 4 5. 2 27 39. 2 63. 6 72
.. _--_.
---_ ... _-- --------I----~-----------
97
38 37 -23 -20 38. 2 32.5 66 71. 4
29 __uu
-------- -------- -------- ----~---
81. 6 (1f) 57. 0
3° 18.8 95 -18 -21 28 t 26 79· I
.-.. -_.
-------- -------- -------- --------
89. 6 96
: 31 --- -_.
- - - - --_ ..
-.. _----- ---
- -- - -
-----.
-------- -------- -------- -------- 37. 8 54·3 -------- ---_ ..__ .
October, 1882. [November, 1882. December, 1882.1 January, 1883. ! February, 1883.1
---_...•_------- -_._--_.~---,
March, I8S3. 1
---~-~"- --~_._.._._-----,- -~--_..- -"--- .~---_.._..._--_. __ .._._~-_..- -_ ..-
Date. Solar. Terrestrial. Terrestrial. Terrestrial. Terrestrial. Terrestrial. Solar. Terrestrial.
No. 4.1 No.6. No. I. I No.6. No. 1.1 No.6. No. I. ! No.6. No. I. No.6. No. I. No.6. NO·4_ No.6. -N---'-'--
'___.._---1.- __ _! .1.'0, Li No.6.
18. ° I 19. ° - 2. ° ,---;~ -25. 2 :-23. ° - (*)-- (*)-- ---_._- ---- --- ------,---I _______ (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) ?*)
I
(*)2 ___ h __ 13· ° 13· ° - 4. ° 3.2 -35· ° -33. 2 (*) (*) (*) (*) C*) (*) (*) ~:~ *) (*)3 ___n __ I I. 4 12. ° ~ 2.0 2·3 -36.5 '-33·5 (*) (*) (*) (*) ('k) (*) (*) (*) (*)
4 --.---- 10. 2 12.0 -10·5 -12. ° '-35. ° -35· 5 (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*~5 __h ___ I I. 5 20. 2 -20.0 -18.0 -44. 0
-39· 5 (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*6 _______ 10.0 20.2 -21. 5 -18.8 --45. 0 -40. 2 (*) l*) (0) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) -16. I
7 ---00-- 8.0 12·5 -21. 2 -19. 0 -44. 8 -41. 2 (*) ?*) -49. 0 -46.5 (*) (*) (*) (*) -15. 0 -38.58 _n ____ 8·5 14· 5 -23. 0 -21. 8 --45. ° '-41. ° r) (:~ (*) (*) (*) (*) 9· I (*) -22.0 -10.09------- 14. 8 10. 8 -18.8 -21. ° -49. 0 (*~ *) (*) (*) (*) (*) (*) 6. I -19. 0 -40. 010 _hn __ 4·5 5. 0 -19. 0 -21. ° ~:~ (* (*) (* (*) (*) ?*) (*) (*) 1.8 -42. 811_. ____ 4· 7 Zero. -12.0 -14·4 (*) -40. 0 -43· 5 (*) (*) *) (¥c) 12·4 4. 0,-44. 8 --44. 0
12 _hn._ 4. 8 5. 0 -17·0 -20·5 (*) ~:~ -45· 3 -41.0 (*) (*) (*) (*) 31. 2 33. ° 1-~4. I -II. 4?13 h_hn 6.0 5. 0 -14. ° --I I. ° (*) ,-49. 0 (*) ~*) (*) (*) C*) 0. 7 4. 0 '-34. 8 -35·914 h __.._. 0·5 (~) -11.4 -12·5 -47·5 -48. 0 r) ~*) (:~ (*) ?*) (*) I I. 5 19. 0 --30. 0 -33. 015 h ___h (~) (~) - 8·4
- 9·5 -33. 0 -35. 0 *) ~:~ (*) (:j (*) 23. 0 37·5 -13. 0 -13. 016 _hh __ 1.0 m-24. 0 -31. ° -43. 0 -40. 0 (*) r
J (*) (*) 25. 0 13. 0 -30.5 -28.017 _hn __ (m -32. 0 -28.0 --52. 0 -44·0 (*) *) *) (*) (*) (*) 21. ° 29. 8 -31. ° -29. 2 I18 ___h __ ~~) (~) -28.0 --36. 0 -41.0 -41. 8 -50. 0 --47. 0 *) (*) (*) r) 32. 0 23. 8 -26.8 -28.019 ___n __ ~) (f'~ -38. 0 -32. 0 (*) -42.5 (*) (*) *) (*) (*) *) 33. 0 40. I -25. 0 -27·320 _h ____ (t') (f'
-35. 0 -32. 0 -39. 0 -36. 0 -35. 0 -35. 2 (*) (*) -38. 0 -34. 0 33. 8 40.5 -25. 2 -26·5
21 __n ___1 ('1) ('T) -27. 0
-3°. 0 -41. ° '-44· 5 ?:~ (*) *) (*) -23. 2 -20.0 34. 2 40. 6 -27. 8 -29· 522 ______ rJ (n -33. 0 -27. 0 -48. 0 -43. 0 (*) *) (*) -3°·0 -40. 0 5. 2 7. 2 -20.0 -22.023 __h_u f') (n -25·5 -22.8 ' (*) (*) --45· 5 -46. 2 *) (*) (*j (*) 22.8 30. 2 -24. 2 -26.024 _______ n ?'f) -33·3 -30. 2 (*) -46. 0 (*) ~~) :j (*) ~:j (*) 22·9 3°·4 --34. 0 -35·925·h __h (f'~ tT) -31. ° -27. 8 (*) -45. 2 ~:~ *) (*) l~1 12·4 16.2 -35·9 -27·526 ___n __ (OT (tT) -31. 5 -28.2 --50. ° -45· 5 (*~ (*) (-+) (* 15. ° 21. ° -18·9 -20.027 _______
ml
("f) -25·5 -23·5 -48. 0 -43. 2 r) (*) (*) 24·4 35. 0 -16.8 -17· 928 _______ l~) 1-33. 8 --3°·0 r) (*) , ?:) ~:) *) (*) (*) 16·5 17. 2 -13. 8 -14. If 29 _______ (~ (tT)
-34. 0 -30. 2 *) f:~ -34. 0 -3°·2 -43. 0 -40 ° 35. 0 50. 2 -13. 0 -14. I~. ----- - ------3° - - - - --- f: r) -3°. 0 -34. 8 (*) '-30. 0 -34. 3 -44. I -40.0 ._--_.- ------- 43. 6 58.3 -27. ° :-28·931 ---00_- 'Tj -27·0 -30. 2
------- -------




No. 4· !-1-1No. 6~
W :.--- ----, (t)
97·5 '-. - - - - hi (t)
93.0 . __.131.0
105.5 n __ 31. 3
92 • ° _n.•_u 31.5 I
94. ° _n_ n__ 30. I
90. 2 32.4
95· I _n n 32.3
87. 0 _h_h. 31. 5
89. ° n_ 29. °
91.0 28.0
103. ° _n. ----. 29. °
102.9 n_· 32. °
81. 5 . __. nh 30.5
97.6 _n_ .___ 30.2
105.0 33. 0
100.5 .- 32. 0
101. 9 --- .__. 32.5
90· 7 _n_ ---. 30.5




79.° ---- 28. I
46.0 25·D
78.0 24. 8
67· 5 ---- ---. (t)85.0 • W
85· 6 •• n_ W
90.2 . -- u W
95.0 35. 2
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TABLE CLXIV.-Solar and terrestrial thermometer readings at Fort Conger, 1881 to 1883-Continued.
l' c= + 81044' A=-64° 45'=-4h 19m
Date.
April, 1883. May, 1883. June, 1883.
I-----~-- -----------.:--.-----
Solar. Terrestrial. Solar. I Terrestrial. Solar. I Terrestrial.
____I NO·4· No.6. I, No. I. I No.6. NO.4. No.6. No. I. I No.6. NO·4· I No.6. INo. 1.1 No.6.
I -----!4].'853:5 - 45. ° !- 42.8 72. ° 80.9 11- :!6. I i- 23· 9 1I7· 2 i 1I9· ° Iml 16.6
2-hhI38.8 46.5 -45.2-47.2 78.8 33.8 -15.2 -16.8 108.0! 104·4 ' 17. 1
3-----:39.547.5 (*) (*) 67.8 77-°1-19.0-20.8 105. 1 106.8 24·3
4 __00_, 38.8 45.7 35. ° - 37. ° 68.2 79.5 i- 19· 8 - 22·3 105. ° 108. I 21. 5
5 -----I 41.8 46.8 31.6 - 33.3 93.2 102.3!- 20.5 - 23. 2 78. 0 78. 0 22.8
6 'I 43· 2 54. ° 34.2 - 37. ° 76.8 84. ° 1- 18. ° (t) 100·5 104· 7 22. °
7-_h_'26.230.8 35.2 -37.7 79.2 88.2'--13. 8 -13·5 83·5 80.1 23. 0
8 -- I 55.5 66.8 34.2 - 35.8' 79.6 87.5 10.0 - 13.0 86·9' 89. 6 22.0
9-----151.1 62.8 41.2 - 43.0 84.0 91.5 4. 8 - 5. 2 87·4 87. 0 19·3
10 J 45. ° 54.5 42.8 - 45.8 88.4 93.3 3· ° - 3· ° 74· ° 66·3 20.8
11-----'45.757.8:-43.0--46.0 87.1 93.0 0·5 Zero. 95·5 98.4 24·7
I2 __ n_' 36.2 43.8 - 38.5 -- 41. ° 86.9 94. ° 0.8 I. I 58.5 58. 8 24· 3
13 : 54. ° 59.5 - 41. ° - 38. ° 80·9 82. I ro.oj 9· 0t 93· ° 93· 7 22·5
14 49.0 61.0 - 38.0 - 42.0 85.0 87.0 6.0 5.0 95·7 95·5 26.8
15 -----I 48.0 57.0 - 39.L- 37.0 71.2 72.8 4.0 4. 0 85. 2 88.0 24. 0
16 , 48.5 59.5 i- 40. ° 1- 37. ° 81. 2 75.5 4· 8 2·5 91. ° (II) 21. 5
17-----51.5163.51-41.51-35.5 96.9 102.0 4.5 4. 0 92·5 __ u nn 27. 0
18-- '53.864.oi-4o.0'-37.0 89.1 96.4 6.2 6.2 98.0 _uu 27. 0
19 h 63.0 73.5:- 33.5 1- 31.0 107.0 112.5 - 5.5 6.0 89. 0 n_n_n nu_ 24. 0
20 .60.2 65.0!- 40.0 - 37.8 97.8 102.0-- 11.6 11.0 93.8 _n nn 27·7
21 h __ .' 60.0 69.5 !-- 43.5 - 40.8 108.0 III. ° 9.8t 1O.2t 91.6 27. 6
22 170.5 79.0;-28.5 26.5 100.5 103.0 1O·9t 12. It 90.5 ------.------ 25. 6
23-----158.569.5:-31.2 29.0 92.4, 99.3 9. 8 9. 2 71.5 --------- 27·°.
24---_.163.2:72.31'-31.°'-28.3 70.8 73.0; 18.0 19.0 103.0------n 26·9'
25-----63.0I'73.0--31.0i (t) 86.0 89.1! 14.5 15.9101.7 26.2
26 60.5 73.1 - 27.81- 29.5 101.2 I 102.7 i 13. 2 13. 8 60·9 n __ -- U 27·9
27 71.1176.4 -19.0-17.8 7°'°1 71.0, 13.3 14.5 83.0 u. 27·5
28 72.0!80.0 -15.°:-14.0 99.2,109.61 10.2 11.0 62.0 n_._n 27·5
29-- /,72.1,,80.8-22.3:-20.1 94.21 95.21: 5.8 6.0 93.3 n __ 26.8'!
30 __h_ 68.5 ' 78.3 - 23.5--- 25.6 1I5.9 119.0 15.0 15.7! 91.4 ---- t 26. 8
31 -- - hi - - - - -- - -- h T - - 00 -- _I - - - - - • -- I20·~L~ 24· 5J_~~ ~~ '::'::':::~_::'=''::'-:'::'::=-:.
Scale or solar NO.4 read to o· ; Scale ofsolar No.6 read to IS· ; estimated to zero.
• Below scale, - ~o. [- 45·. 6 C.]. t No.1 found injured. ~ Column broken. § Found displaced. ~ No.6 damaged. OJ Sun gone for the winter.
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TABLE CLXV.-Solar radiation shoton by excess of maximum black-bulb in uacuo (in sun) 01)" maximum air (in shade) temper-
atures at Fort Conger•
tJl=+8Io 44' ..1=-640 45'=-4b 19'"
1881. 1882. 1883.
Date. Ma~Ch.1 April. i May. 1 I !Sept. Oct. June. July. August. . Sept. Oct. March. April. May. I J.ne. July.I
I--~-_._,-,.,----,-
------- --~----~ --- ----,-,,-----
------,-----
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
J n ______ n ___ UUh_ I I. ° 51. 2 75. I 72.0 52. 2 45·7 41. 6 5.0 (a) 66·5 77-5 89. 62 __ •••• ___ n_. __ u_ .. 6·7 51.° 65·3 63·9 5·5 10·9 12·3 1.0 65. I 80.6 72.6 56.33-.----..----- ___ nn 6·5 65.0 65. I 62·4 28·9 3°·9 14·7 0·7 0·4 76·4 68. 2 55· I4 "_..__ .00._.
---~ - -- 23·9 75. 2 65·7 60.0 47·6 51.2 47.0 7. ° 60·4 78.9 70. 8 66.65 _____ ... __ .h ' __ "h 15.° 52.6 72·4 55.0 46.5 44·5 22.6 23.2 52.4 95.9 46.6 54.66.
-_ ... -------- -------
16.0 72.9 64.6 54·7 51.2 5·4 12·7 24·4 65·9 76.5 69. 2 60·57 ..-_. "_00_ .. __ hh_ 9.0 76. 6 82.2 57·5 56. 6 35.0 12·4 17· 5 39·3 72. 6 54. I 45·38 _"_.hnn'_ 25.0 -1.8 79.6 85· I 52.5 54.6 38.9 14·8 21.° - 0.8 73·4 74. I 53·4 52.89·-·_· ____ .. h 45·4 11·9 59.0 86·7 53.2 51.° 45·5 56. 0 21.7 16.6 78.6 74·5 53·5 45·710 ...h._huh 20·7 11·5 Jo.6 50. 6 79.2 62.0 62.0 16·4 44·9 - 2.0 28·3 0·9 75·3 43·4 52.0II _. ______n.h 45.0 14·8 61.4 52.5 51.6 26.6 51.° 40.9 - 1.9 32.3 72.0 0. 6 65. 6 50. 612._........... 13·5 17·5 57.8 61.° 20·4 50. 6 42.5 48.8 2.8 45·5 56. 5 72. I 28·3 50. 613 _.__. __ n_.._ 18.0 22·5 57.8 45.6 55.0 46.0 41.9 49.0 1.5 22·4 73.8 53·9 57·4 63.014.. ___ .____ ._. 38.8 21.0 57·5 88.5 54·9 I I. 7 32.0 38. 6 - 1.5 - 1.0 75·4 60.2 58. I 45. 615··· __ n __ hn 35. I 23.0 45·9 75·4 24· I 43·9 25. 0 35· I 20·3 71.° 67. I 53. 6 52. I16 n_n_ ..._n. 44.6 28.8 61.3 41.7 41.° 42.8 42.5 39.6 2.2 31. ° 73. I 60.6 54.0 60·317 __ .'h••• n _ . 9. 2 (b) 58.5 49.0 23.2 41.8 10·3 4·4 (b) 34.0 73.6 84·4 52.9 52.318. n __ ._ .... __ 9. I
------- -------
64.0 72.0 43· 7 51.4 41.8 5·5 41. ° 73·9 76.9 61. ° 55.819·
-- ... --_ ... ----
22.0
------- ------- 52.5 74·5 52.8 51. I 49.0 37. 2 37· I 78·4 90·9 56.0 48. 020 .._.n_.h ... 37·6
------- -------
71. 2 73.0 61.6 51. I 41.5 43.0 40.5 73. I 75.6 55·4 48.421 ._n_____ .•. _ .•n_n _n._._ 40.5 67·3 70. 2 5°·8 46.4 48.2 5·5 47. 2 73·4 80.2 52.9 51.922 _._.. _00 .. n 39.0 44·5 57·7 68. I 57.6 52. I 43·5 27·0 10·7 78.2 70.7 52. 2 49. 623_'00 _____ .... 21.° 42.5 65·9 75. 6 47.0 30. 6 9·9 5. 8 32. 2 73·3 71.6 32. 6 25·724 '· __ '_'_h_ .. 37.0 46. 6 64.0 71.° 56. 2 50.5 9·7 31.° 4°·4 72.6 43·9 64·3 38.725· ____ ... _..... 25.0 49.6 72.2 74.6 5°·3 53.8 43.6 29·7 23·5 73.6 61. 6 64· I 10.626. '-'_' __ 'hu 34·0 46.1 72.0 66.6 46.7 50.5 45· I 5· 5 19· I 76.5 79·3 24·9 41.427 _,,_,,_ . __ . h 18.0 50. 8 71. 2 46.4 52.3 50. I 7· 3 13.0 36.3 72. 7 46.5 45. I 29.228 .. ___ ._._ ,h 32.0 59·4 72.8 65.6 53·7 53·5 41.8 4·0 13·9 76.4 82. 2 25. I 47·329 _._h u_ n ••• 28.0 60.0 0·0 61.2 45.8 59·7 II. 4 18.0 47. 0 74. 2 71. 3 55· I 44. 23° _____
--- ----
13.8 36.0 72.3 3°·0 44.8 46.6 48.6 27·0 57.8 75·7 89. 6 54. 2 44· 731 -" ___ '_' __ n __ 'h •• ____ .. h .. 64·3 72.3 48.4 14·5 57. 1 94. I 46. 8------_ ...------
---------------------
-------------------------Means __ ...... _'" '27. S d14·8 "47. 6 61. 2 67.0 5°·9 45·7 33· I 26·3 f8.2 g30·5 7°·3 73·7 54· 5 b48. 2Means in centi-
grade .n. 'n. 15·44 8.22 26·44 33·99 37·22 28.27 25.28 18.38 14·61 4· 56 16·94 3<)·°5 40.94 3°·28 26.78
--- -_.,._-_.,.~_ ..,_.,. ~.._>--_._._~~,._--~--_ ..-
-Sun returned February 28. bSun gone for winter. ---_ ..~~~-----~--e •• days.
'16 days.
'12 days. "5 days. h4 days. h 3" days.
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July. I Aug. Sept. I Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. I Apr. ! May. June. I July.
------- ---.--- ---i--- ---'--- --------- --- - __ ! : ! ! _
! : ,
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0
3
1 ·------------!===~1~~1~~~------:.~_~~_==~2.=~:.'~:..:_= 5~_
Meansu __ . n_ h ' 5.41' 7·5 2·4 5.9' 7·3 11.0 *11.2 *14. 6 *7·9, *6.2 8.1 12·4 9. 2 4·5 2·9
Means in centi-
grade 3.00 4. 17 I. 33 3.28 4.06 6. I I 6.22 8. II 4.39 3· 44 4.50 6.89 5. II 2.50 I. 61
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12 .n_ nu__ 4.6
'3--n.-. t3·4
14. nu.. 4.4
15 __ UU_' u 5.0
16 un n ____ 6.2 10.3
17·h__ h __ n__ 5.0
18
n h n
_ _ _ _ 2.1
19 un n ___ 4.2
20 _uh__._ 4.0
I
I 21 __ n. __ n h n _
22 _.n_ '_nn__ 9· 5
23 __ Uh._ n ____ 7.0
~4 _nUhnn_. 4.9
25-.n-- u n _ h 7.5
I hh. u _
2 .u • ,.h
, 3 h h n __ ._
4 ·_nu.n _
5. U __ h u _
6 nh _
7 ._.n__ n . __ n_u
8 __ 00 • __ n_ 2.6



















October (1St to r rth) h h 26.0 II. 0 20.8
March (23d to joth) __ " 42.0
- 3. 0 38.5April ____ ._. Un un_. 92. 0 32. 0 59·4May _____ ._._ h __ h_
n_ "9. 0 69. 0 98. 0June .• __ . Hh. __ h .n ___ 128.0 66·5 98. 8July _______
-----_ .. _- 106.0 54· 5 89·3
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Month.
:Month.
Max. Min. Mean. Max. Min. Mean.
---
0 0 0 0 0AugusL_n _n _____ h . 095·8 40.4 7°·3 97·0 39· I 72.8September ____ n __ n_ 6<).0 20.6October (1st to 13th) ___ 18.0 43·5 75. 0 21. 5 48.4 .
March (roth to 31st) h. 43·6 0·5 9·7 20.2 Zero 11·5April __________ ... _n. 0·7 23. 8 58.3 1.8 28·9
May__ n __ n_ •••____ • 72. I 26.2 53· I 80.8. 30.8 62·5120.9 67·8 88. I 124.5June (1st to 15th) _.h
"7·2 58.5 89·6
71. 0 93. 0
July ---. ____ ----.h
n
"9·0 58.8 91. 9105. 5 46.0 86'9
-------. -------- ---_.
----
0 0 0 0 0 0September (8th to 30th)_ 72.6 18.8 41. 2 68.6 9·5 42. IOctober (1st to 16th)__ . 18·9 2.0 12.6 15.0 Zero 6. 7March (arst to 31st) ___ 38.2 15·3 28. I 54·3 16.0 35. 0April n •• _____ n ____ • 79· I 17·9 54. 6 82.2 14·9 61. °May _____ u _____
n
___ 108.2 59·7 85. 8 111.0 57. 0 89· IJune. _______ .______.. 104. 9 61. 3 87· 4 1°4· I 57. ° 89. 0July Un. ___





TABLE CLXVII.-Extremes and means of solar thermometers at Fort Conger.
The extreme and mean readings of the maximum black-bulb thermometer in 1881-'83, as well as of the British observations,

























The following chart shows for each month in the year the mean excess in degrees Fahrenheit of the maximum black-bulb
in.t~e sun over the ord.inary b~i~ht-bul.b maximum in the shade. It likewise exhibits the mean difference between the radiating
mmimum and the ordinary minimum In the shelter. The value of the terrestrial radiation curve from December to March, in-
clusive, is necessarily incorrect, owing to the fact that the minimum radiating thermometer was scaled only to-50° [ -45.60C.].
Sun absent Oct. 16th-Feb'y 28th
___ Solar radiation; excess of heat.
____Terrest'l.. ; deficit of heat, (dolled lines. doubtful values.)
+70
CHART No. 17·-Annual curves of solar and terrestrial radiation at Fort Conger, </>= +81° 44',1881'-83.
+75AN; FEB. MAR. APR. M:\Y JUHE JUC'f AUG. SH'T. OCT. NOV. DEC. ..IAN.
The solar radiation curve is from March I to October 16, the time during which the sun is present at Fort Conger. From
data contained in Table 165 it will be seen that the mean black-bulb in the sun in March is 37'3° [20.7°C.] above the ordinary
shaded thermometer. The excess rises steadily to its maximum, jO.4° [39.1°C.], in May, after which the mean difference
gradually and steadily decreases to its minimum value in September and October [16 days], 26,9° [14.9°C. J and 11.7° [6'5° C.].
respectively. The effect of increasing humidity or aqueous vapor in intercepting the solar heat, is shown in a most marked
manner by the above table and curves, in connection with other data in this report.
As long as the ground remains frozen and covered with snow, and the sea ice is unbroken, the value of the solar radiation
steadily increases at Fort Conger, but the instant these conditions change the increase is checked and some decrease begins.
The maximum excess for thirty consecutive days occurred from April 13 to May 12, 1883,75,4° [41.9° C.].
The sea ice reached its maximum thickness between May 1 and 10, and on May 9 the thermometer first remained above
zero [-17.80 C.]. On May 13 a fall of damp, heavy snow occurred, and the mean temperature rose to 25'5° [-3.6° C.].
Traveling parties reported the snow soft and damp after this date, and on May 22 the temperature rose for the first time
above 32° [0° C.]. The temperature fell later in the month, and for three days-May 30 to June I-the excess of the solar
thermometer averaged 91.1° [5°.6° C.]. On June 2 the temperature rose again above 32° [0° C.]. The maximum difference at
Point Barrow and Fort Rae occurred in April, a month earlier than at Fort Conger.
The maximum single readings of the black-bulb thermometer at Fort Conger were recorded both years in May, being
III
O [43'9° C.] May 14, 1882, and 124.50 [51.4° C.] May 31,1883. The highest single readings at Point Barrow and Jan
Mayen were almost coincident, being 127° [52.8° C.] at the latter station May 16, 1883, and 120.8° [49.4° C.] at the former
station May 14, 1883. The highest reading- at Fort Conger in 1876, 128.0° (53'3° C.), occurred June 6, five days before the
snow had melted sufficiently for water to run freely. At Fort Rae, an inland station, the highest solar reading was 140.4°
[60.2° C.] June 23,1883, almost at the time of the sun's maximum declination.
The differences between the maximum readings of the black-bulb and the ordinary thermometer in the shade were on
several occasions remarkably great. On May 7, 1882, the difference was 82.2° [45.7° C.]; May 9, 86.7° [48.2° C.]; and May
14,89,5° [49.2° C.]. In 1883 the differences were even greater, amounting to 94.1° [52'3° C.] May 31 and to 95'9° [53.3° C.]
on May 5. It is interesting to remark that on this last day also occurred the highest solar reading and greatest recorded
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• Below scale -50' [-45.6' C.I.
Month.
Month.
Augustu u -- -n_ --- n •• __ • i 33·° I 19·° 27· 3 ISeptember ,
u
__ , 19.0 _ 8.8 6.61
October 1 - 2.0 I -35.0 -22.1!
November. . : -25.2! (:) (tj
December.u .. .n__ ! -35.0 I () (:
January ----u-n----------- __ 1 -43. 0 I (*) (
February -h
u
_ _ _ -23.2 I (*) (*
March 6th to 3u l. n________ 4.1: (*) -25. 0 IApril _..__u__________________ -15.0 i (*) -34.9
May --_____________________ _ 18.0' -26.1 I _ 0.6
J~~3d-t~'26th ==== .: == =======~ .: .;===== ===== ~ ======... =~===
September 8th to 30th . _
October 1St to 16th u _
July .. _
The differences between the mean minima, from the ordinary thermometer and from the radiating thermometer, is
known only for seven full months•. The difference in April amounted to 12.4l6'90C.], which gradually and steadily decreased
toa minimum of 2.6° [1.4° C.lin July, whence it increased to 9.70 [5.40C. Jin October. The differences for the missing months
were greater than is given below, as these values depend on many days on which the thermometer registered below the scale
- 50 0 r-45.6°C·l and so gave only negative knowledge as to the radiation for that day.
The annual fluctuation is shown by Chart 17, from which it is seen that the value decreases from its minimum in July to a
maximum in December. Although the values for December and January are imperfectly known, yet it is probable that the
minimum falls in December, as at Point Barrow. At Fort Rae the maximum value obtains in January. .
On December 28, 1882, at Fort Conger. a difference of 3 t ° [17.2°C.l was noted. The greatest difference (exc1udmg. rht
obvious error, February 24, 1883) at Point Barrow occurred only two days later, 24'9° lI3'90 C.]. At Fort Rae, as mig
be expected Crom an inland station with the sun absent at midnight in summer the maximum difference on one day was on July(18th), 188J., 24'7° [13.70 C.]. '
The minimum radiation thermometers, in vacuo, J. Green, New York, were fully exposed 4 inc~es [IOI.6mm] ~bove the
round. Two instruments, one facing due north and the other south, were read' at 7 p. m., Wa~hmgton mean .tlm.e (~'49
g I I ti e) As wI'11 be seen from Table CLXVIII the instruments gave substantially the same indication,p. m., oca mean tm • '. b . d d .
Unfortunately, as the thermometers were only scaled down to - 50° [-45.6° C.], but few readings could be 0 tame unng
the absence of the sun. . . . . °
From November 7 to March 6 there were but twelve days on which the nnmrnum did not fall below the scale, -50
[-45.6° C.].
The following is a resume of the observations:
TABLE CLXVII1.-Extmnts and meansof terrestrialthermomdtrs at Fort Conger.
______________ 1 1 • , [ ; [
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TEMPERATURE OF THE EARTH.
879
,
No extended observations of the temperature of the earth were made, as the expedition was not provided witn suitable
thermometers for the purpose.
Most unfortunately the glacial thermom eter, Hicks No.6, bulb about 3 feet [about 1m] below the surface of the earth,
left in position by the British expedition, was broken in an attempt to move it. It read 26° [- 30.3 C.] on August II, not
far from the date at which the maximum temperature of the year would be reached.
On November 18,1881, the temperature 18 inches [4S7.19mm] below the surface of the earth was 7° [-13°'9 C.], and at
2 inches [So.8"n n ] 3.0° [- 16.1°C.].
The ground was found to be permanently frozen, at depths varying from 20 to 24 inches [o.Sm to 0.6m], while estab-
lishing the bench-mark, in putting up astronomical and pendulum piers. There is good reason to believe that the ground is
not free from frost, under the most favorable circumstances, to a greater depth than 3 to 6 feet [about 1m to 2m], according to
the character of the soil.
Two remarkable land-slips near Fort Conger and one in the interior of Grinnell Land confirmed this opinion; and in
connection with two of them were observed remarkable conditions of heavy land ice.
On August 15, 1882, while traveling over the broken country between Fort Conger and Water-course Bay, Sergeant
Brainard called my attention to a body of ice which a land-slide had disclosed near the top of the hill on the west side of
Water-course Creek. The crest of the hill was at least 60 feet [181ll ] above the level of the creek, and the slide had left a
fresh clean break of 3 or 4 feet [.g or 1.2m]. The upper half of the earth had thawed, but the lower half was frozen, and, what
was surprising, rested on a solid, hard, clear mass of ice. It was plain that the ice was of very considerable extent, but as to
how it came there could not be satisfactorily accounted for. The earth above was covered with scanty flora, showing that such
a condition of affairs was not new, and the configuration of the ravine forbade the idea of it having ever dammed, and so
backed up, a summer torrent.
Late in August, 1882, an extensive land-slide occurred near the station from the side of a precipitous hill, the base of
which had been worn into by the brook beneath. The crest of the hill was nearly 50 feet r[Sm] above the creek, and the
slope was about 70 degrees. Eventually the clean break became visible, showing that the undisturbed part of the hill, to the
thickness of 10 or 12 feet [3 or 4m], rested on an extensive mass of solid frost (to the taste) ice. The earth was solidly frozen
from the ice upwards to within perhaps 2}6 feet ['7Sm] of the surface.
The body of ice visible was of very considerable extent, there being a solid mass at least 15 feet [4m] long, and 3 to 5
feet [.g to I.Sm J wide. There was no break in its continuity, as far as could be determined, and the possibility that it under-
ran the whole adjacent hill was not inconsistent with any of the surroundings. As in water-course ravines there was no pos-
sibility,with the present contours of the ground, that this ice could have formed from the damming. The hill above-a stiff,
light-colored clay-was covered with scanty flora. It was noticeable that scarcely a stone or pebble was to be seen in the
fractured earth.
The possibilities of these masses of ice being remains of the glacial bed which undoubtedly once covered all of Grinnell
Land, or as having formed when the rapidly rising land was at the level of the sea, seemed the correct solution.
Sergeant Brainard carefully examined this body of ice at a later period. He reports that the earth above the ice showed
many distinct layers of different-colored soils, which to him indicated its gradual and easy deposition on the ice, or under
earth layers. The edge of the ice projected irregularly, but in no place was there a break in its continuity, nor were its limits
apparent except outwards from the hill-side.
A. large recent land-slide was noticed by Sergeant Linn and myself, July, 1882, from a bluffoverlooking Very River. The
earth was frozen from near the surface as far down as the clean fracture could be seen. Our exhausted condition precluded
any careful or extended examination of it.
TEMPERATURE OF THE SEA.
Observations of the temperature of the sea were made every four hours from July 7 to July 30, on which day hourly
observations were commenced and continued to include August 17, 1881, when the Proteus was ready to leave Discovery Harbor
(Fort Conger) on her return voyage.
The surface observations were supplemented by others at the depth of 33 feet [10m] whenever the conditions were favor-
able.
Occasional attempts were made to obtain serial temperatures by means of a Negretti-Zambra instrument, but in most
~es the thermometer did not reverse, and consequently the results were unsatisfactory. The detailed temperatures are given
m Miscellaneous Observations, Table CLlI.
The mean daily temperature of the surface varied from 39° [40C.] to 44° [7° C.] from St. Johns, Newfoundland, until
the vessel was well into Davis Strait. . . °
On July II the first ice was fallen in with, being the outskirts of the pack border:mg the SW. coast of Greenland, m 61.5
N., 53'3° W. It proved to be open sailing ice, which was prevalent from 25 to 30 miles.
"On striking the ice," says my journal, "the temperature of the surface water sank from 400 [4-4° C.] to 34.7° [1.5" C.],
while the temperature at 33 feet [10m] was 33.7" [0.90Cj. After passing the ice surface temperature rose to 38.2° [3.4 C. ]."0
A second belt of open sailing was met with in 62.4° N., 53° W., about 10 miles wide. The surface temperature fell to 34:20
[1.2° C.], but rose after passing itto 380[3'3° C.]. The temperature thence to Godhavn remained remarkably steady, varying
from 36•2° [2.3° C.] to 39.70 [4.3° C.] for the surface, with a mean of 38.2° [3.4° C.], and of 36.8° [2.7° C.] at the depth of 33
feet [lOrn]. .
The observations at Godhavn covered five days. The mean surface temperature was 44'4° [6'90 C.], and at 33 feet
[lOW] 43'3° [6'3° C. j. .
The mean temperature of Disco Bay, in running across, was 45° [7.2° C.j, but at Ritenbenk, from two days' observations
the surface gave a mean of 42.20 [5.70C.], and 33 feet [10m] of 40'3° [4.60 C.]. . .
In running through the Waigat the temperature remained unchanged at 39.70 [4.30 C.], but in running up to Upernivik
along the coast it dropped to 38'7° [3'7° C. J, and later to 37.70 [3.20 C.], with two observations as low as 36.2° [2.3 0 C.].
At Upernivik the observations covered six days, which gave a mean of 370 [2.80 C.] for the surface, and 36'3° [2.4° C.]
at the depth of 33 feet [lOrnj. In crossing Mellville Bay no pack was met with, but in 75° N., 65° W., open sailing ice was
seen to the westward. The sea had a mean temperature of 35° [1.7° C.], with a minimum single observation of 31.7°[-0.2° C.]. .
In the vicinity of Cape York considerable ice, in small detached and open packs, was seen and the temperature vaned,
according to proximity to the ice, from 31.70 [-0.2° C.] to 36'7° [2.6° C.]. The mean temperature was 34'9° [1.6° C.] for t~e
surface, against 35'9° [2.2° C.] at 33 feet [10m ] . For the first time the surface was colder than the water below, and that this
condition was general is proved by the fact that out of 25 simultaneous observations in the neighborhood of Cape York, the
lower water was colder 22 times, and there was no difference twice.
From this it appears that the water is 1° 10.60 C.] colder at the surface than at 33 feet [lOrn], 0.1° [0.060 C.] colder than
at 60 fathoms [I IOrnJ and 3'4° [1'9° C.] warmer than at 180 fathoms [329m]. At 60 fathoms [I lOW] the temperature was 350
[1.7° C.], and at 180 fathoms [329m] 31'5° [-0'3° C.].
The temperature of surface and at 33 feet [10m] fell steadily at Carey and Littleton Islands, being 33.6° [0.9° C.] surface,
33·3° [o·7° C.J33 feet [10m ] at the former and 33° [0.6° C.] surface, 32 • 2° [0.10 C.] 33 feet [10m] at the latter. Nearer land,
until Cape Alexander was reached, the water was about 2° [Ic C. j warmer. The same mean surface temperature as at Littleton
Isiand prevailed until Cape Hawks was reached. Kane Sea, however, was entirely free from ice, and possibly the surface
water may have come in from the south on a flowing tide.
However that may have been, at Cape Hawks the temperature fell very decidedly, being 32'3° [0.20 C.] at surface, 31.5°[-0·3° C.] at 33 feet [lolDj, and 30.7° [-0'7° C.] at 30 fathoms [SSm]. .
Running near the Grinnell Land coast the mean surface temperature of Cape Hawks was carried northward to Carl Ri~ter
Bay, 32.~0 [0.2° C.], wi~h 31,3° [-0'4° C.] at 33 feet [10m] and 30.4° ~-04 C.] in 42 fathoms [17lll]. On approachmg
Hall Basin another decided fall of temperature took place, and in hourly observations for six days only four readings were ashigh as 3[° [0.6" C,],
During six days between Cape Lieber and Hannah Island the sea remained steady at 29.6° [_ 1.3° C.] for the surface
and 29.1° [-1.6° C.] in 33 feet 11001]. The mean daily range for surface was 1.80 [1.00 C.J, and at 33 feet [10m] only 0.50[0'3° C.1.
After ent~ring Discovery Harbor (Fort Conger) the mean for the following six days rose 30 [1.7° C.] for the surface and
0'5° [0.3° ~.] m 33 feet [I~rnJ. The causes which so materially changed the surface sea temperatures in Discovery Harbor
from. ~hat in the op~n straits are doubtless the same as prevail in all bays, fiords, or inlets north of Cape York. The broken,
prectpttous co~ntry IS never entirely covered with snow, and its deep, narrow valleys near the coast afford quick drainage to
the' sea. Rapid summer torrents are rrevalent wherever snow falls in quantity or the inland ice-cap touches a valley. In
consequence enormous quantities of fresh water at the temperature of 32° [00 C.] is poured into and covers the sea. Dr.
Moss, R. N., records that water of this temperature covered to a depth of 9 feet [2.7'"J the Polar Ocean 500 yards [457rn] from
the shore at Floeberg Beach.
In summarizing it may be briefly stated that the mean daily temperature of the sea's surface sank from 38'7° [3.70 C.j, in
66° N., 55' W. (j~st south ~f Disco Island), to 29.6° [-1.3 C.] in 81° 30' N., the upper part of Kennedy Channel. As will be
seen from t~e dally.means. 111 Table clxxvi, this ~ecrease was gradual and continuous, being interpolated only in the Greenland
ports and one day m passmg Whale and MurchISon Sounds, from which must pour out much warm water.
!~';'~l:I:: ~_!, 1:, :! 'j 'I!! !li
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This opinion finds certain verification in Nare's experience in finding the water at this point abnormally high in July, but
at a normal temperature in September. In going from Disco to Kane's Sea our surface temperatures were 1 0 [0.60 C.] higher
than those of the British Expedition, 1875-'76, for July.
The difficulty of comparing one set of sea temperatures with another is 'obvious, The errors of the instruments are not
alwaj s carefully determined or applied, and again a difference in the temperature is readily caused by lack of care and proper
precautions in making the observation. Again, as the temperature of the sea changes sensibly from month to month, such
differences may result fro~ this cause as to lead to appreciable and misleading errors and theories.
It would seem that it would be better to adopt the method of taking temperatures at the uniform depth of 33 feet [lOrn],
thus obviating the influence of strictly local conditions, such as floating ice, discharging fresh-water streams, &c. As pertinent
to this suggestion, it may be mentioned that the range of surface temperatures was twice as great within the Arctic Circle, as
at the depth of 33 feet [10m].
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Surface. 33 feet. 66 feet. ihicknessof ice.
Feet. Temper
ature,
0 0 0 0 Incites.
31. 60 3°·97 61 30.57 0.00
29. 23 29. 23 69 29. 15 5.38
29·°3 29. 03 1 29.
10 ! 79 29·°3 17· 25
28.90 29·°3 28·97 I 106 29. 00 29·75
28.90 28.97 28.90 110 28.90 39·69
28·97 29· 03 I 29·°3 113 29. 00 48. 19
28·97 29. 07 29. 00 113 29. 00 53· 25 I
29. IO 29· 13 I 29. 10 114 29. 10 56. 16
29. 20 29. 27 , 29. 27 119 29. 23 57. 01
29· 27 29· 30 I 29. 27 113 29. 27 56. 61
3°·°5 3°.°3 3°.°3 1°3 30. 07 50.50
31. 33 30.70 30. 63 8t 30.7° 32. 17
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28. 78 I 28. 70 I

















August •. . hi • n_ n. n' _. __ . n ••_n •• _ .n._
Septeobers _h n '1 30. IO !
October-] ·_._h __ .n.n :18.18'
November h_. _. n 27.98
December .___ ____ 28.88





_ _ _ __ __ _ 28·93
May. ---._----------128.9°1June - ._1 29· 63
July--- h 33· 33
....:.._-----------------'--------
The maximum thickness of the ice was 59.8 inches [I.52m] May 20,1882, and 57.8 [r.47m] May 17, 1883. The ice in
1875-'76 only attained the thickness of 39.25 inches [1 m] April 30, and 38 inches [0'96m] May 3', with no intermediate
measurements.
From the temperature observations it appears that the water at the depth of 33 feet [10m] and 66 feet [20m] is, perhaps,
0.1 0 [0.060 C.] warmer than at the surface
The extreme difficulty of making accurately such observations through the winter months is evident, but, in addition, the
breakage of several thermometers and the uncertainty that all the instruments used were strictly comparable complicated the
situation, The observations dependent on thermometer No. 320, from January I, ,882, to July, 188~, are strictly comparable,
and the second winter's observations are free from peculiarities which marked the first winter.
The surface temperature of the sea was obtained, however, with great accuracy the second year, there being one observer
and one thermometer, the error of which was determined at 320 [00 C.].
TABLE CLXIX.-Monthry mean temperature of sea water and mean thickness of salt-water iceat Forl Conger, 1881-'83.
-Omitting 16th.
The temperature of the sea was observed tri-monthly the first year and five times each month the second year, on which
occasions the thickness of the salt-water ice was abo carefully measured (Table CLXXI).
The monthly means are as follows:
No regular readings were made through the winter of 1875-'76 by the British Arctic Expedition, but the lowest detached
readings, 28.2°, were made November 29 and December 24 (no readings between) at Floeberg Beach, 83" 27' N. ,
It is evident from these observations that the temperature of the water follows the movement of the sun, as Sherman s
observations show to be the case at Ananito, Cumberland Gulf. At Jan Mayen there seems to be the same tendency, as t.he
mean temperature of the sea in March, the coldest month, is but 0.054° [0'03° C.] below that of December.. ~t P01~t
Barrow, although the movement of the sun and the lowest temperature of the air unite to bring about the sea rmmmum 10
December, yet it fell in January. It should be remarked, however, that the observations were for eleven days only in December.
Along the Atlantic coast, from Florida to New Jersey, the temperature of the water follows that of the air, but along the
New England coast the temperature of the sea lags behind that of the air a month.
A series of observations of the temperature of the high and low water at Fort Conger (Table CLXX) resulted from an
examination of the surface temperatures in Kennedy Channel, August, 1881, when the flowing tide (from the north) was
noticed to be slightly warmer than the ebbing tide (from the south). .
Sergeant Rice, who made the series, was a very intelligent and careful observer, but was imbued, as he afterwards admitted,
with the opinion that the temperatures should be the same at all times and was only convinced to the contrary by careful and
continued observations.
The thermometer, in a regular water-case, was regularly suspended for about five minutes 3 feet [0.9Im] below the surface
at both high and low water.
T~e differenceof 0.1° [0.06° C.] is small, but it may indicate a slightly higher temperature (perhaps 10 [0.56° C.]) to the
extensive Polar Sea than to the narrow straits which form the northern part of the West Greenland Channel. .
. The observations of H. M. S. Alert, off Cape Union, at the entrance to the Polar Sea, August I and 2, 18 76, 4 ~eadmgs;
give aotemperature o~ 3°'5° l-0.8° C.], whi~e at Cape Beechey, August 3-10 , 8 readings, show 29. 06° [_1.6° C,], with 29':
d[-1·4 C.] the maximum, No mean as high as that at Cape Union was recorded by the Alert on her voyage southwa
until Buchanan Strait, 4'5° lower latitude, was reached.
The annual mean temperature of sea water at Fort Conger may be placed at 29.6° [_ 1'3° C.] for the surface and 29.3°[ - 1·5° C.] at the depth of 33 feet [1011'].
At no time does the mean temperature at 33 feet [10 m] reach the melting point of fresh-water ice, and at the surface inJuly only.
Th~e means show conditions in the Polar Ocean under which fresh-water ice can melt only by the action of the sun on
such portions ~ are above the surface of the water,




October" ___ 29. 20 28.<)6 29·04-
November _. 29. 07 28·97 29. 02
December __ 28·97 28·90 28·94
1883·
January hh 29. 01 28·94 28·98Fel-ruary ___ 29. 10 29.06 29.08March. ____ 29. 21 29· 19 29. 20April ___. __ 29. 29 29. 27 29. 28May _____u 29. 29 29. 24 29. 26
Junet _'u __ 29·39 29·33 29.3 6
* Six days. t Eighteen days.
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TABLE CLXX.-Mean temjffamres ofthe surfaceof the sea, Fori Conger, 1882-'83.
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TABLE CLXXI.-Sea temperatures and ice measurements at Fort Conger, 188IJ82.
383
Sea temperatures (corrected).
Dates. Various depths. Remarks.
3°.1 0 at 16 fathoms.
Ice measured in new place.
On 16th.
On 17th in new place.
Ice probably measured in same hole as pre-
vious date, January 21.
lTemperatures on these dates as read off.f Error unknown.
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59.75 Measured in new place 20 yards farther from
shore.
52. ° } Measured in new place 20 yards farther from
57· ° shore.
52 • 0 i















































































































• 0 0 Inckes.
--- --_ ... 4 ; ,_______ 4.38
31.6 29·9. n__ 42 30.0 __ h_h_
30.5 30·4 n __ 1 72 29. 8 9.00
30.5 _h __ n_ n h_ 96 29· 5 n_
29· ° 29.6 29· 2 _h'n __ ----n--I 15.5
29·3 30.2 29·7 94 29·7 I 15·5
27· 8 29·° 29· 2 92 29· 3) 15.°
28. 8 29. I 29.° 96 30. I I' 22.°
29· 6 29· 7 29. I 100 29.4, 21. 5
27· 3 27· 7 27· 9 107 28.6 Igi: ~
27·9 24·9 25·9 104 27·~ 25.75



















































I Mar. IL n _
Mar. 22 h . __
Dec. I h_Un __
Dec. 12













Nov. L_hn h _
Nov. 6 Uh _




Apr. Ln n _n _Apr. II n __ n _
Apr. 2L n_h n __




May 21 n un __
June 2 . _
June 11 . _
June 21 _
July I n u _July IL h _July 21 _
i 1881.
Sept. L nn_
Sept. 6. • ,




Sept. 22 h _
Sept. 26 . _. __ n _
Oct. L_h ,
Oct. 6 h _
Oct. IL __n nh _
Oct. 16 n n. nn __




1882. I 0 0 0 0 0 Inches.Aug. 3------- ___________ *320 31. 3 30.4
- - - - - - - -- 45 29·8
--------
Aug. 12 ____
--------... _--- 320 31. 7 31. 4 ---_.~-- --- ..._- 95 31. 2Aug.
21__________________
320 31. 8 31, I
-----. -- -------- 43 30.7
--------1Sept. 1____________ .____ . 320 29·3 29·3 60 29. 2
--------
No new ice in harbor.
Sept. 11. _________________
1 320 29·3 29·3
- ...----- --------'_4 ______ 3. 0Sept. 21. --- -- __ -- -- ______ I 320 29· I 29. I 78 29. I 7·0Oct.
1:::::::::::::::::::1 320 29· I 29· I . - - . - - --
------- 60 29. I I I, 5Oct. 320 29·1 29. I 29· I 92 29· I 17·0Oct.
21. __ . ______________ 1
320 28,9 28·9 86 28·9 19·0Nov. 1___ . ____ . _________ 320 29·0 29· I 29·0 1°4 29·0 23·5
Nov. 11____________ .. ___ . 320 28.8 29·0 29·0 108 29.0 29·0
Nov. 21. __
-------------- 320 28·9 29·0 28·9 29·0 105 29·0 31. 0Dec. 1. _________________ 320 28.8 28'9 28.8 28.8 108 28.8 35·5
Dec. 11______ ------------ 320 29·0 29·0 29·0 29·0 112 28·9 38.0
Dec. 21________________ •.
320 28'9 29·0 28,9 28·9 110 29·0 41. 751883.
Jan. 1. ___
-.. ----------1 320 28·9 29·0 29·0 29·0 110 29·0 43·5
Jan. 11___________ • _____ I 320 29·0 29. I 29·0 29·0 114 29·0 46.0Jan. 21____ . ___ ._. ___ h __ 320 29·0 29·0 29·1 29·0 114 29·0 51.0Feb. 1_______________ .. _
320 29·0 29·1 29·0 29· I 110 29·0 52. 25
Feb. 11 ____ .____ . ___ ._. __
320 28'9 29·0 29·0 29·0 114 29·0 53. 0
Feb. 21___ . ______________
320 29·0 29· I 29·0 29·0 115 29·0 53. 0Mar. 1__________________ 320 29·0 29·0 29·0 29·0 114 29·0 54·75
Mar. 11. ___ . __
-- ---,' --- 320 29· I 29·2 29· I 29·2 115 29· I 56.33
Mar. 21_________________ 320 29·2 29·2 29·2 28. I 114 29·2 57·33Apr. 1. ___
------_ ... _--- 320 29·2 29·3 29·2 29·2 115 29·2 56. 25
Apr. 11__________________ 320 29·2 29·2 29·3 29·3 121 29·3 56.7
Apr. 21__________________ 320 29·2 29·3 29·3 29. 2 120 29·2 57·33May 1__________________ 320 29·2 29·3 29·2 29·2 110 29·2 57·75 Thickness of ice in Lake Alexandra,
May 11 ______ ----------- 320 29·2 29·3 29·3 29·3 117 29·3 57·0 79.8 inches.
May 21. ___________ ... __ .
320 29·4 29·3 29·3 112 29·3 56.3June 1. _________________ 320 29·3 29·3 29·3 117 29·3 55·4
une 11 ______ ------------ 320 29·4 29·3 29·3 112 29·4 55·0
June 21__________________ 320 {31. 4 } 31. 5 31. 5 81 51. 8 I31. 5 31. 5 I, July 1____ • _________ . ___ . 320 31. 3 29·7 29·7 81 I, July 11____________ . _____ 320 31, 3 31. 3 31.6 39·8 } Evidently unreliable; probably af-
I
31. 1 81 30.0 36.0





• Thermometer inclosed in Signal Service case.
TABLE CLXXI.-Sea tempt'ratures and ice measUf'ements at Fort Conger, 1882-'83-Continued.




Various depths. ness of i
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t Probably affected by influx of running water into bay.
NNo. 320 (water) used to include October 31 ; correction applied -0°.5.o, 764 (exposed] used (rom November ,; correction applied _0· .2.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--25
October, 1882. No;;~~er, I De~~~2~er, IJanuary, I883·I_F_e_;_~r-;_~_y_,_1_M_a_rc_h,'_1_8_83_' !_A_p_n~'I,_18_8~ May, 1883.









Possible,I Seen. Possible. Seen.
ISeptember__ ' 27 i 2 31
°October____ 383 : 19 3°7 25November__ 54° ! 21 630 94Decemberh 456 29 590 72January ___ -: 554 19 544 54February__ .I 508 9 484 14March ___ u' 109
° 144
°TotaL __ 2,577 99 2,730 : 259
==Percentage __h _____ 3.8
-------- 9·5
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The aurora was regularly looked for at each hour of observation, and any display from +03 minutes to + 18 minutes
could hardly have escaped observation. '" . . .
The continual presence of the sun from April 12 to September I prevented any displays from bemg visible for that penod.
Cloudy weather prevailed to a considerable extent at other seasons. Table CLXXIII exhibits however the relative frequency
of the aurora during hours at which a display could have been seen.
In general, it may be said that auroras at Fort Conger were colorless and quiescent, .and that magnetic dis~urbanceswere
not generally coincident with auroras of this class. At times disturbances followed the disappearance of the display,
Again, colored auroras and those of rapid changes of form and. position seem~d to ~e.more frequently contemporaneous
with magnetic disturbances. Displays were most frequently seen In the magnetic meridian, and such were of longer con-
tinuance than those which were seen in the true north or in other quarters of the heavens.
The aurora gave appreciable light and in one instance cast my shadow. Even th~ most imaginative of the party never
heard any noise to ascribe to this phenomenon, although all were asked to carefully listen and report any such noise.
An attempt was once made to photograph the aurora, but it failed from lack of proper facilities, if for no other cause.
As photographs were obtained seventeen days after the absence of the sun for the winter, and at temperatures far below
zero Fahrenheit [- 17.8° C·l, there seems no good reason, however, to think the apparatus was defective.
The paucity of auroral displays was anticipated by me, though surprise has been manifested at the small number. In
the following descriptions the directions refer to true points of the compass, and the elevations are all estimated:
JUly 3,1881 (from 11.45 p, m, to 12 midnight).-A very bright aurora was observed at 1I.45 p. m., extending from
• • • It shot up a few streamers and continued until after midnight.
JUl.)' 4, 1881 (from 12 midnight to 12.10 a. m.).-At 12.10 a. m. the aurora had entirely disappeared. The color was of
pale yellow, and the outlines of the arch were very distinct. The moon was shining very brightly during the entire dis~lay.
. Septemoe: 21, 188~ (from 9·40 p. m, to 10'30 p, m.).-An aurora noticed at 9.40 p, m., extending from the horizon
(azimuth 17° ) to a height of about 90°, gently undulating and flashing to a bright light at variable intervals, from a few
seconds to one-fourth of a minute, obscured by clouds at 10.30 p. m,
Oc~()ber 16, ~881 (from 7 p. ~: to 7.20 p. m.}.-An aurora observed between 7 and 7.20 p. m, extending about 150 ab.ove
the horizon, Faint flashes of whitish light reaching the zenith at times from N. 900 to 2700 E. No part of heavens parncu-
larly covered. No magnetic disturbance. • • •
• • • • • • • • • • •
October 19, 1881 (from 9'°3 p. m. to 9.21 p. m.).-At 9.03 p. m, an auroral arch was observed extending from N. to N.
110° E., reaching nearly to the zenith. It was of a whitish color and continued to 9.
15
p. m. It reappeared at 9.
17
P: m,
and extended to the zenith, disappearing at 9.2 I p. m.
'~'=~'~'--'~**-fudicatel~er'~"c-o-p-y-w-as-::ilI;-egJ-:'~bl:-e-.-A-,-W-.-G-re-e-ly-,-L-ie-u-te-n-an-t-, -----------
,
Display generally colorless beams, although curtain formation was first seen at 9. I 5 p. m, Long slender flashes rose to
the zenith from various points between N. 135° E. and N. 315° E. It faded instantly on appearing. At 9.18 p. m. two
bands of colorless light 5° wide rose from N. 135° E. and N. 315° E., and met in the zenith. This band from horizon to
horizon increased in brightness for two or three minutes and slowly vanished.
Odober 22, 1881 (from 6 p. m. to 6.25 p. m.).-At 6 p. m. an auroral arch well defined, white in color and about 2° in width,
was observed extending from eastern to western horizon. The center of the arch passed through the u., Alpha Bootis and
Jupiter. At 6.15 p, m. the outlines were not as well defined, the center of the arch breaking up and spreading toward the
zenith, disappearing at 6.25 p. m., except an undefined nebular appearance near the zenith. At 6.10 p. m. a streamer shot up
from the north toward the center of the arch. Observations of the magnetometer during the display showed a slight magnetic
disturbance.
October 25, 1881 (from 5.55 p. m, to 6.05 p. m.).-An auroral streamer, N. 10° E. about 2° in width, white in color,
passing through the Pleiades, and reaching to the zenith appeared at 5.55 p. m, lasting until 6.02 p. m., when it began to fade,
entirely disappearing at 6.05 p. m.
October 26, 1881 (from 12.02 a. m. to 4.10 a. m.).-At 12.02 a. m, an auroral arch, white in color, appeared extending
from the eastern to the western horizon, reaching- to within 4° of the zenith and about 6° in width; disappeared at 12.07 a. rn,
Aurora reappeared at 12.30 a. m. in the form of an arch, extending north and south, the center of which was about 15°
above the eastern horizon. Near the south end of arch faint streamers were visible. At 12.55 a. m. streamers appeared in the
west and southwest. At 1.25 a. m, the arch had disappeared, but a burning glow remained on the south and southwest horizon.
At 2 a. m, a streamer shot up about 5° from the NW. horizon, while a luminous glow extended from the southwest nearly to the
zenith. All disappeared at 2.17 a. m, At 3 a. m. an arch reappeared, extending from N. 135° E. to N.; the light being very
diffuse and reaching but a short distance from the horizon, except on the south, where well-defined streamers rose to about 150,
and in the west, where the same phenomena were observed. The streamers, at 3.15 a. m., disappeared, and the aurora was
scarcely visible until 3.30 a. m., when a very low arch formed in the south, the center rising only 10° from the horizon, while
the ends were simply intervening hills. At 3.40 a. m this arch rose to within 15° of the zenith with sharp and well-defined
outlines and about 3° in width. The extremities of the arch were N. 120° E. to N. 215° E., while on the horizon there was a
faint light. At 3.45 a. m. this arch entirely disappeared; at 3.50 a. m. it resumed the curtain formation in the south, which
extended along and about 5° above the horizon, the extremities being hidden by the intervening hills. It was about 3° degrees
in width; at the same time two columns rose from the western horizon. the larger rising 25°, and a slight reddish color was
noticed, the only deep color heretofore noticed in the aurora, it being a pale yellow. At 4 a. m, it was very bright near the
southern horizon. but of no distinctive formation and very faint in the east, entirely disappearing at 4.10 a. m.
October 28, 1881 (from 8 p. m. to 8.25 p. m.).-An aurora appeared at 8 p. m. extending in the form of a white column
from N. 240 E. to within 10° of the zenith. The line of light was continued from about the same distance east of the zenith,
terminating in a brilliant column near Jupiter about 3° in width, while below, as far as N. 90° E., faint columns were visible,
arising but a few degrees above the horizon. At 8. I 5 p. m. the display was transferred to the southern horizon in the shape of
a column rising from the center, passing through to the constellation of Taurus and reaching to within about 15° of the zenith.
It appeared to have originated from a common center, but the column, if any, was hid by intervening hills; one ray shot up
so as to nearly reach the zenith; another rose from a little north of Pleiades to within 45° of zenith, and was remarkably
bright. Disappeared at 8.25 P: m.
October 29, 1881 (from 9 p. m, to 10. '.0 p, m.).-At 9 p. m. an auroral streamer was observed about JOO E. of S., disap-
pearing in a few minutes. At 9.03 p. m. a streamer about 2° in width shot up from the south, passing through the Pleiades
and reaching to the northern horizon, while in the east and northeast numerous faint streamers were observed extending from
15° above the horizon. The auroral arch disappeared at 9.15 p. m, Another one, 10° in width, well defined, with a slight
reddish tint, appeared extending from the northern to the western horizon, and passing through Saturn and Arcturus. At 9.30
p. m. another one not so well defined, about 2° in width, extending from the same point on the horizon, appeared. Also faint
streamers in the north, lasting but a few minutes. At 10 p. m. the streamers in the E. and NE. disappeared; at 10.05 p. m,
the two arches already began to fade, and disappeared at 10.10 p. m. No magnetic disturbance observed.
October 30, 1881 (from 9 p. m. to 9.25 p. m.).-An aurora appeared at 9 p. m. in form of an arch, extending from N. to
S., and was about 2° in width. At 9.05 p. m. a second arch appeared, about 15° below the first one. This second arch was
about 5° in width. Both the arches were white in color. The display disappeared at 9.25 p. m, No magnetic disturbance
noticed.
November 10, 1881 (from 12.01 a. m, to 5.15 p. m.).-At 12.01 a. m. an aurora was observed extending from about IS°
above the north horizon to about 5° south of the zenith; color, white. Disappeared at 12.05 a. m. At 5.05 p. rn, a faint auroral
streamer was abserved in western horizon, disappearing at 5. I 5 p. m.
--------------_.
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Mmmlb~r 14,1881 (from 12.17 p. m. to I I p. m.}.-A faint auroral streamer 20° east, ext~ndin~ to 20° beyond the zenith,
white in color and about 1° in width, appeared at 12.17 p. m., lasting until 12.27 p. m., when It entirely faded away, reappear-
ing at 12.28 p. m, 18° E. of N. and passing through Jupiter, reaching to within 20° of the zenith, disappearing at 1.2'34 p. m.
A streamer, about 5° in width, shot up about 45° E. of N., of a very reddish color, and extending about IS° above the hori-
zon, when the column was apparently broken by the upper movements of the air, the column rising to the northward. In a
few minutes the column contracted to ahout 1° in width, and leaving its reddish color, taking that of white, extended in a direct
line to the SW. horizon about 15° S. of W. At 3.05 p. m, the column lost its compact form and began breaking up in detached
portions, assuming a ribbon form perpendicular to the horizon and near the zenith, spreading out to about 5° in width, the
ribbons having a waving motion from E. to W., the entire arch moving slowly to the southward, slowly fading away, entidy
disappearing at 4.05 p. m. Reappearing again at 4.15 p. m. in the form of an arch, extending from 135° E. of N. to about
20° Eo; the center of arch being about 1° in width, disappearing at 4.30 p. m. At 10 p. rn, an arch extending from N. to 18° E.
appeared, having a ribbon formation. The center of arch about 10° from zenith, about 4° in width and yellow in color. At
10.30 P: m, the arch had moved to the west,passing through the Pleiades and embracing in its path Polaris, disappearing at II
p. m.
A~I1'l'Iflbtr 20, 1881 (9'30 a. m.).-An auroral streamer was reported to have been seen by Doctor Pavy in the NE. at 9.30
a. m, No magnetic disturbance.
./.'~>1.,tll/b('r 23, 1881 (from 9 a. m. to 9.10 a. m.).-At 9 a. m, an aurora appeared, extending from 30° above the north
horizon to the same altitude above N. 18° E., passing through the zenith. It was the ribbon formation; color, white. Disap-
peared entirely at 9,[0 a. m.
Mri.'I·lI/btr 24, 1881 (5.40 p. m, to 9.3c p. m.).-Three auroral streamers appeared at 5.40 p. m., rising from horizon at N.
22° E. about IS°. At 7.18 they reappeared, extending to within about IS° of the zenith from points on the horizon between N.
45° E. and N. 3150 E. .color, white. At 7.23 p. m, it assumed the arch formation, extending from N. 315° E. to N. 135° E.,
slowly fading and disappearing at 7.33 p. m.; reappearing in the SE. as a streamer, in width 20, at 8.25 p. m.; disappearing at
8,37 p. m, The aurora reappeared again at 8,5° p. m, in SE. and NW., as faint ribbon streamers, about 15° above the horizon,
2° in width and IS° in length, concentrating into an arch extending from N. 3 I 5° E. to N. 135° E., I° in width, slowly fading at
9. 15 p. m., and entirely disappearing at 9.30 p. m. Heavy magnetic disturbance.
AT07'fll/bt'r 25, 1881 (from 6.45 a. m. to 9.55 a. m.}.-An auroral arch, reaching from N. to N. 1220 K, appeared at 6.45
a. 111.; center of arch about 10° above horizon and of the curtain formation, about 5° in width and white in color, disappearing
entirely at 7.10 a. rn, At 9.40 a. m, an auroral arch was observed from N. 30° E. to N. 130° E., about 15° in height at center.
At its northern end it was very bright. In color, pale yellow. Above the arch was observed a dark cloud. The display dis-
appeared at 9.55 a. m.
.l\~I1'fllll)t'r 27,1881 (from 10 a. m. to 10.05 a. m.).-An auroral streamer was observed 3°55' E. of N., about 5° in width,
reaching to the zenith; color, white. Appearing at 10 a. rn, and disappearing at 10.05 a. m.
iVim:mbt" 28, 1881 (from 3. 13 a. m. to 12.50 p. m.).-A faint auroral light, about 5° in width, parallel to the horizon,
appeared at 3. 13 a. m., extending from N. 16° E. to N. 18° E.; color, white. At intervals of time shooting up toward the
zen~th columns of light to within 6° of zenith, gradually rising toward the north, when it reached a point 13° 3' E. disappeared
entlre,ly: at 3·30 a. m, At ~ 1.2~ a. m, another ~ne appeared. This was very bright. A portion of the arch extended from
the I omt~:s. to .Mars, passmg III a N. and S. line about 8° west of zenith, about 13° wide, and disappeared after about a
~ll1ute. - I his display w~s followed by numerous streamers, shooting up from the SW. and disappearing rapidly. This con-
tm~ed for about se;,en rmnutes, ~rhe aurora reappeared in the form of an arch at 12 ra., extending from N. 450 E. along t~e
ze.l1lth to ~. 225° E.; wa~ very bright, color being white. The arch was very much broken, being near the zenith about 5° 111
W\(lt~. which .decre~sed ~n pl~ces. to 2°. The part of another arch formed, extending nearly parallel to the eastern end of
the first, forming a junction With It near the zenith. At 12.35 p. m. it assumed the curtain formation nearly its entire length.
At 12.4° p. Ill. the west~r~l end of the ~rch disappeared, while the streamers sprang up from the entire northeastern portion of
the sky, some of them nsmg to the zenith, At 12.50 p, m, the display ended. No magnetic disturbance.
Dt:(onbt'r 5. 1881 ~f:om .11.23 p. m. to II.30 p. m.}.-At Il.23 p. m. an auroral streamer, reaching from N. and E. to
the zenith and about 2 m Width, was observed, disappearing at II.30 p. m,
-;:f.cembt'r 11, 1~8~ (from 1·55 p. m. to. 6,40 p. m.).-An auroral arch, very bright, formed at 1.55 p. m., extending from
N. 5 E. to N. 220 E., center of arch being about IS° above the horizon' curtain formation' color nearly white. A few
t I he zeni " ,
s reamers s :ot up to t e zenith :rom the SSW. At 2.15 p. m, another arch formed about 600 above the first, while the SW. sky
wa~ filled WIth streamers extendmg nearly to the zenith. At 2.25 p. m, a third arch formed. At times the other two and the
entire western sky seemed ablaze with auroral streamers. At 2.35 p. m, the brightest arch yet observed at this station passed
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from N. 225° K, through the zenith, to N. 22° K, the western portion being composed of streamers of great brilliancy, of an
intense white light, extending to the magnetic north pole. At 2.50 p. m. the arch began to fade away, and at 3 p. m, it had
broken up and disappeared, while a few streamers remained in the northern sky until 6-40 p. m., when they all disappeared.
No magnetic disturbance.
December 14, 1881 (from 8,45 p. m. to 9 p. m.).-At 8.45 p. m, an aurora appeared in the form of a partially formed
arch, extending from N. 90° K to about 60° above the north horizon; of the curtain formation; color, white; disappearing
suddenly at 8,35 p. in. At 9 p. m, a streak of light shot up from the horizon about N. 45° E. to a distance of 15°,disappearing
immediately.
December 17, 1881 (from 8,54 p. m. to II p. m.).-An auroral streamer, first observed at 8,54 p. m., appeared at 10° E.
of N., extending to the horizon 25° E. of N., about 2° in width, at times in detached portions, ending at II p. m, During
the display a few faint streamers were observed in K and NE. No magnetic disturbance.
December 19, 1881 (from 6 a. m. to 9 p. m.).-A fine display of aurora. It extended like a pillar of fire from horizon to
horizon, and, what is infrequent, had at times a decidedly rosy tint, and again was of a pale green color. Aurora appeared at
6 a. m. in the form of an arch extending from N.45 E. to N. 315° E.; center of arch about 10° above the horizon and consisted
of streamers extending towards the horizon; color white, and disappearing at 6'3° a. m. At 7 a. m. numerous auroral streamers
appeared in the southwest and southeast, extending about 15° above the summit of the hills towards the zenith, disappearing
at 7.55 a. m, At 1.30 p. m. an auroral arch appeared, extending from horizon 80° E. of N. to horizon W. of N. 30°; center of
arch about IS° above northern horizon towards the zenith and about S° in width, very intense white color, with a slight shade
of green near the eastern portion of the arch. From the top of the arch numerous narrow streamers observed, extending to
within 45° of the zenith. At 1.50 p. m. arch began breaking up by assuming an irregular form as though blown about by
disturbed currents of air, moving towards the west and remaining there in the form of streamers about 20° in width. At 2. I 5
p. m. a new arch formed, extending from N. to W. of 90° N., with several streamers extending up towards the zenith. In the
first arch a roseate tint was observed near the northeastern portion of the arch. At 2.30 p. m. the northern end of the arch
entirely disappeared, and the rest of it slowly fading towards the western portion of the arch, where a few faint streamers were
visible,reaching about 45° above the horizon, disappearing at 2.35 p. m, At 7 p. m. a very faint streamer was observed in the
northwest. At 9 p. m, a faint streamer was observed in the southeast. During the day between 11.23 and II.26 a. m, two
auroral streamers of light were observed by Lieutenant Kislingbury from Dutch Island, about 2 miles distant from station.
It was of the fan formation and was narrower at the base than at the top. At II.55 a. m. three streamers of white light
were observed by Lieutenant Greely in the W. and NW., extending from 40° to 60° above summit of surrounding hills. Dis-
appearing at 12.05 p. m,
December 20, 1881 (from 12.01 a. m. to 2.20 a. m.).-At 12.01 a. m, a faint streamer was observed 25° E. of N., of a white
color, reaching to the zenith, lasting until 2.20 a. m.: also occasional faint patches of white light near the zenith observed.
'January 10, 1882 (from 6,5° p. m, to 8.40 p. m.).-Color white and quite bright. At 8 p. m. the arch became com-
plete and moving farther to the south, and this portion appeared as if it were supported by two upright pillars reaching about
30° above the horizon, the intervening space looking as though it was carried to and fro by the wind. At 8. I 2 p. m. it was
fading away, entirely disappearing at 8.25 p. m, But another of less brilliancy formed, extending from N. 100° E. to N.
225° E., disappearing at 8.40 p. m,
'January I I, 1882 (from 9' p. m. to 9.15 p. m.).-At 9 p. m, an aurora was observed. It appeared in form of streamers,
shooting about 20° above the horizon. They extended from N.30oo E. to N. 185° K Color white, but not bright. Disap-
peared at 9. [5 p. m.
'January 19,1882 (from 7.35 a. m. to 10.30 a. m.).-An auroral arch observed at 7.35 a. m, Magnetic prime vertical and
passing through Castor and Pollux, 1° west of Polaris, and through Altair. Strong magnetic disturbance, the magnet swinging
off the scale. The aurora disappeared at 8.30 a. m. Another brilliant arch shot through the zenith from west to south,
disappearing in a few moments.
'January 21,1882 (from 12.05 a. m. to 9.40 p. m.).-An aurora of curtain formation appeared at 12.05 a. m., 260° W. of
N.,altitude 20°; color, white. The arch, gradually rising, attained by [2.20 a. m, an elevation of about 30°. Its position
remained unchanged, although part of the arch, especially toward the north, alternately faded and reappeared until 12.40 a.
m., when three flames shot up from 200° to 240° E. of N.; altitude from 20° to 30°. At I a. m. the arch had faded, but
irregular patches about S° wide and of IS° altitude remained, extending about 200° E. of N. At 1.05 a. m, the patches
assumed the shape of a fan and began to fade, and almost entirely disappeared. At 1.40 a. m. the arch was again formed,
accompanied with two very bright streamers from 250° E. of N. At 2 a. m., after assuming several different forms, the streamers
disappeared. At 2.40 a. m. the arch became faint, and at 2.50 a. m, entirely disappeared.
Heavy magnetic disturbances during entire display, the magnet swinging off scale. At 3.05 a. m. an auroral streamer
shot up from the horizon in the NE.; a few moments later the beam dispersed into patches; afterwards, about 3.20 a. m,
•
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forminz an arch of the curtain formation. At 3.25 a. m. it entirely disappeared ; color, white. At 5.45 p. m, a very faint
streamer was observed from the SE., and in a few moments extending over nearly half of the horizon. At 5.50 p. m. it moved
slowly from the W. to SE., but returning brighter at the north. During the first part of the. display
o
a very slight magnetic
disturbance was observed, lasting but a few moments. At 9.05 p. m, another aurora was noticed 90 E. of N., reaching the
zenith in a direct line, then moving toward the north, reaching the horizon about 15° W. of N., and disappearing at 9.40 p. m.
[Extract from Lieutenant Greely's journal. ]
* * * * * * * * * * *
Most beautiful aurora, with intense light at times, being sufficientlybright to cast my shadow on snow. Sergeant Rice, the photographer, exposed
a sensitive plate toward the aurora without effect, but the constantly changing position of the aurora may have been the cause.
* * * Indicate letter-press copy was illegible._A. W. Greely, Lieutenant,
'January 22, 1882 (from 4 p. m. to 5.30 p. m.).-Auroral streamer was observed at 4 p. m, from the east, extending towards
the north, and forming an arch at 4.10 p. m., disappearing at 4.22 p. rn, At 5 p. m. auroral patches of light appeared from
N. to 45° W. of N., disappearing at 5.30 p. m. No magnetic disturbance.
'Janllary 23,1882 (9'50 p. m.).-Two auroral flashes, elevation about 45°, one NW. and the other SW. No magnetic
disturbance.
Fdmuzry I, 1882 (from 12.40 a. m. to 1.05 a. m.).-At 12.4° a. m. an auroral arch, about 2° in width, white in color,
appeared, extending from horizon 180° E. of N.; center of arch reaching to within about 10° of zenith, disappearing at 1.05
a. m. No magnetic disturbance observed.
February· II, 1882 (from 4.30 p. m. to 4.40 p. m.).-At 4.30 p. m, an aurora quite faint, and white in color, appeared in
the form of an arch extending from N. 215° E., to N. 45° E.; center of arch sending up faint streamers of white light, about
10° in length. Display ended at 4.40 p. m,
FeblUar)' 15, 1882 (from 7.03 p. m, to II.35 p. m.).-At 7.03 p. m, an auroral arch was observed reaching from horizon
40° E. of N. to horizon 45° W. of N., center of arch passing through Polaris, about 2° in width, very bright at its eastern end,
and a faint yellow color visible. It began fading away at its western end at 7.10 p. m., entirely disappearing at 7.17 p. m,
At 11.35 p. m, Lieutenant Greely observed in N E. faint auroral streamers, disappearing immediately afterwards.
February' 17, 1882 (from 9.29 p. m. to 9.38 p. m.).-An aurora, consisting of faint, luminous streamers, was observed at
9.29 p. m., extending from horizon 75° E. of N. to 135° E. of N., varying in height from 290 to 45°, disappearing at 9.38 p. m.
Febrllary 19, 1882 (from 10 p. m, to 10.18 p. m.).-At 10 p. in. a faint aurora was observed in the NW., like a diffused
light, partly resembling twilight, while in the SE. a faint streamer, about 20° in length and 20 in width, was observed, extending
15° above horizon. At 10 p. m. a streamer rose from the north and reached from the horizon to about 1650 E. of the zenith,
when it slowly faded away, disappearing at 10.18 p. m.
February' 20, 1882 (from 8.16 p. m. to 8,3° p. m.).-A faint aurora, visible through the haze, in form of an arch, at 8.16
p. m., extending from horizon 168° E. of N. to horizon 12° W. of N., center of arch passing through the zenith, disappearing
at 8,3° p, m.
February 21, 1882 (I a. m.).-At I a. m. a faint auroral streamer observed in the NE., of only a few minutes duration.
February 23, 1882 (from 12.03 a. m, to 12.18 a. m.).-At 12.03 a. m. three auroral streamers were observed, one due N.,
one 175° E. of N., and one about 190° E. of N., the first one disappearing at 12.07, the second at 12.12, and the last one at12.18 a. m,
October 2, 1882.-Aurora observed at 10.30 p. m., lasting until 3.30 a. m. October 3.
October 3, 1882.-Aurora of October 2 ended at 3.30 a. m. to-day. Aurora observed from 10 p. m. to 12.30 a. m.October 4.
October 4.-Aurora of October 3 ended at 12.30 a. m. to-day.
. <!ctober6, 1882 (from 9·03 p. m, to 12 midnight).-An auroral arch, 2° in width, extending from _ • • N. _ • _ pass-
Ing directly underneath the north. star and reaching to within 15° of horizon N. 3400 E., was observed at 9.03 P: m. Numero~s
streamers, ~ere observed, extendmg - - • from a point directly underneath the north star about 20 in width and 20° in
length. I he arch broke up at 9 40 Pdt f .' . h S all
. " m., an s reamers a terward observed extending downward from the zenith. m
streamers observed In the SW . color of th hi A '., li at
. . ." . . e aurora w ite. t 11.15 p. m. only streamers In the SW., Irregular In out me,
times reachmg to the zenith, which continued until 12 midnight.
October 7 1882 (from I 20 a m to ) A . tic
idia '. . .... . .9.13 p '. m•.- t 1.20 a. m, the aurora formed an arch extending along the magne
m:n ~.n, C~lo~VI~lte, but qUl~~ faint, dlsappeanng at 1,30 a. m, At 9.10 p. m, a faint streamer appeared 450 E. of N., about
20 a ove t e onzon and 10 III length, lasting but three minutes; color white.
,,~j ' f" ;' ".!L,!: •.•Ii1 '1i ~
;J! '1'1
Ii:
* * * Indicate letter-press copy was ilIegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
October 9, 1882 (from 10.23 p. m. to I I p. m.).-At 10.23 p. m, an aurora appeared in the north, occasionally in the form
of a beam, shooting up to the height of 15° above the horizon, disappeared at I I p. m.
October 10, 1882 (from 1.16 a. m. to 1.30 a. m.).-Three auroral streamers were observed at 1.10 a. m, starting from the
horizon about N. 120° E. One of them shortly afterwards extended into an arch to within 45° of the zenith, color white,
disappeared at 1.30 a. m.
October 22,1882 (from 10.30 p. m. to 11.50 p. m.).-An aurora observed at 10.30 p. m.; extending from 15° above the
horizon at N. 180° E. to 45° above at N. 285° E., in form of an undulating wave of white light, about 5° in width, disappearing
at 11.5° p. m,
October 23, 1882 (from 3.07 a. m. to 10.40 p. m.).-A faint auroral arch, extending from the zenith to within 25° of N.
211 E. horizon, visible from 3.07 a. m, to 3.18 a. m. An aurora appeared at 10.23 p. m., in the shape of nebular clouds; not
well defined; location about 345° E. of N. and about 15° above horizon, disappeared at 10.40 p. m,
October 24, 1882 (from 6.03 p. m, to 7.50 p. m.) -At 6.03 p. m. faint auroral streamer observed about 20° above the hori-
zon at a point about 40° E. of N.; also streamers about 35° W. of N. and about 20° above the horizon, at times forming an
arch, lasting but a few minutes at a time, and breaking up into small streamers, ending at 7.50 p. m,
November 2, 1882 (from 8.30 p. m. to 9.55 p. m.) -An auroral arch, extending through the zenith to N. 135° E., with
occasional streamers shooting up from the N. about 45° E. At 9.35 p. m..all disappeared except a single streamer. At 9.39
p. m, very bright streamers, reaching to within 35° of the zenith, disappearing at 9.55 p. m. Magnetic disturbances observed.
N011ember 4,1882 (from 8 p. m. to 8.40 p. m.).-.'\. faint auroral arch appeared at 8 p. m., extending from N. to N. 90° E.,
rising about 20° from horizon; color, pale yellow; disappeared at 9.30 p. m., except a luminous appearance along the horizon,
which disappeared at 8.40 p. m,
November 6,1882 (from 3 a. m. to 4.15 a. m.).-At 3 a. m, bright auroral arch of white light from N. to 55° E. horizon to
N. 95° E. horizon, passing near constellation Leo Minor. At 2.15 a. m. the position was unchanged, but the arch was con-
siderably fainter, especially in the S. and SE. It disappeared at 3.22 a. m., but reappeared in the same position at 3.50 a. m.;
also faint arch through zenith in two E. and W.Jines to within 20° of either horizon at 3.55 a. m. Aurora ended at 4.15 a. m,
Nm1e1nber 7, 1882 (from 5.07 p. m. to 7.32 p. m.).-At 5.07 p. m, a faint auroral streamer appeared about 45° E. of N.,
extending upward from the horizon about 20°. At 5.16 p. m. another streamer was observed about 45° W. of N., and a faint
luminous light observed between these two points, along and above the horizon. At 5.30 p. m. it formed into an arch, reaching
from 45° E. of N. to 45° W. of N. and about 20° above the horizon; at its center, width, 3°; color, white. A beautiful aurora,
though of short duration, of the peculiarly clear white which was so prevalent last winter. The streamers had a whorling motion-
4'
that is to say, they presented the appearance of an endless screw, which, while moving upwards, also revolved on its axis. At
each end of the arch bright, luminous streamers were observed about 20° in height. At 5.40 p. m. streamers at the eastern
end of the arch disappeared, and the base of the arch moved to 90° E. of N., the arch at the same time widening and assuming
the curtain formation; the streamers at its western extremity curling, with a waving motion, to the zenith. At 5.50 p. m. the
streamers disappeared and the center of the arch slowly sank towards the zenith, passing it at 6.15 p. m., when its western end
almost faded away, and the eastern end increased in brightness and width; at times being nearly 20° in width at different
points between the eastern horizon and zenith. At 6,3° p. m. the arch had disappeared, but faint streamers remained in the
east. Aurora disappeared at 7.32 p. m.
November 9, 1882 (from 10.06 p. m, to 10.20 p. m.).-At 10.06 p. m. a faint auroral light appeared above the horizon,
between points 600 E. of N. and 900 E. of W., disappearing at 10.20 p. m.
November 10, 1882 (from 10.08 p. 111. to 12.25 a. m., IIth).-Between 10.08 and 10.15 p. m, auroras appeared in the form
of two arches from horizon .. .. .. within 20° of the horizon 180° E. of N., passing through the zenith, about 2° in width;
• • .. disappeared at 10.15 p. m, and reappeared before II p. m., and continued till 12.25 a. m., November II.
November II, 1882 (from 12 midnight to 9.35 p. m.).-Aurora of yesterday disappeared at 12.25 a. m, to day.
At 2.30 a. m. auroral arch extending through zenith from W. to SW. horizon .. • • a second, fainter arch in the
magnetic meridian was observed. At 3. I 5 a. m. faint auroral light visible, but disappeared at 345 a. m, At 6.50 p. m, an
aurora was observed, composed of streamers and cloud-like formation in all parts of the sky between points 135° E. of N. and
150 W. of N. In the N. the aurora was the brightest, and at times assumed the curtain formation; disappeared, all but faint
beams along the NE. horizon at 7.45 p. m.; color white. It was all gone at 8.40 p. m, Considerable magnetic disturbance
noted. At 9.35 p. m, a faint streamer observed 2000 E. of N. and about 20° in length.
November 13, 1882 (from 8.20 p. m, to 8,5° p. m.).-A faint auroral arch appeared at 8.20 P: m, and extended from the
eastern horizon to the southern horizon, rising to a height of 250 above the horizon at the highest point of arch; color white;
disappeared at 8,50 p. m,
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[Extrat from journal of Lieut. A. W. Greely.]
[Extract from journal of Lieut. A. W. Greely.]
N()1'tmber 14, 1882 (from 9.30 a. m. to 10.05 a. m.).-At 9.30 a. m. an auroral arch appeared, extending from N. 45° E.
to N. 316° E., the center of arch about 10° above the horizon. The colors blue, yellow, and red were observed, the yellow
color being very intense. This continued about two minutes, after which a ver! bright yellow streamer ~hot up from N. 31~0
E. to a height of about 20°. From this time onward the arch appeared and disappeared frequently until 9.45 a. m., when It
disappeared. A few streamers appeared occasionally until 10.05 a. m, when the display ended. There was a decided mag-
netic disturbance during the morning.
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* * * * * * * * * * *
Nm'tmkr 15. 1882.-Strgeant Israel called me at 5 a. m. to observe an aurora which had been very brilliant. It was at first of the curtain forma-
tion and covered the entire horizon. The curtains were later accompanied by many streamers which ran to the zenith. It continued with brilliant but
varying splendor until after 8 a. m. It would be utterly impossible for anyone to describe its graceful and beautiful outlines or enumerate their pecul-
iariti~s,.so intri,catewe~e the form and rapid the changes. The curtain, in folds, shifting from point t. point at times suddenly faded, showing but a
pencil-line of light which resembled threads of liquid fire. The streamers repeatedly changed from the most intricate garlands to the most elaborate
convolule.d network; then.came gleaming lances perhaps to suddenly change into lace formations, and then return as shining spears which would sud-
den~y spring up and form into arches. The light as observed by me for an hour or more was colorless. The temperature is down to _ 300 [ _ 34.40 C.]
again.
. At 4.25 p. m, a faint aurora was observed from N. 33° E. gradually brightening. - - _ It later assumed the curtain forma·
t~on, and :xte~de~ from N. 35 E. to - - • at 5.12 p. m. - • • At 6.30 p. m. the light was faint in north, and at 8 p. m, con-
tinued quite faint In N. At 10 p. m, a few feeble streamers around the horizon showed very faintly to the N. and NW. The
aurora disappeared at about 12.30 a. m. November 16.
* * * * * * * * * * *
NmJunoer 14, 1882......An aurora for a short time this morning, from 9.30 to 10.05 a. m. It showed to one observer vivid blue and red colors,
and to a second a bright yellow shade. At one time a patch of blue, red, and yellow like a mock sun, appeared for a few seconds. Occasionally I
saw light blue and saffron-yellow tints. I mention these colors, as usually the aurora here is of a mild yellowish-wbite. That of last evening (Novem-
ber 13) was colorless. The magnet has been very unsteady since yesterday, showing the most marked disturbance last night nine minutes after the
display ceased. It seems to be the experiencehere that the magnet is undisturbed during the prevalence of colorless auroras, but shows marked dis-
turbance during the vivid displays of color, and sudden, violent changes of form.
MJ1.'t1nber 15, 1882 (from 5 a. m. to 12.30 a. m., November 16).-At 5 a. m. faint auroral arch 7° in width was observed
extending from E. horizon through Leo Geminorum to northern part of L. 20°; also faint streamer from NW. horizon to 150
altitude about 10° E. of Saturn; color of arch white; streamer occasionally showing red and yellow. At 5.20 a. m, the arch
was irregular and broken, shifting gradually north and passing through the zenith. It was somewhat brighter at 5.10 a, m.:
streamers showing up along the horizon from NW. to N. with considerable auroral light in all parts of the sky. At 5.35 a. m,
two auroral curtains were observed, one extending from N. 75° E. horizon, attaining its maximum altitude 10°, about 50° W.
of the meridian. There was also considerable light in S. and SE., partly obscured by basin hills. The light quite intense,
and was occasionally as bright as a star of first or second magnitude; color white in some parts near horizon, occasional red.
At 5.40 a. m, aurora quite faint except in NE. At 5.50 a. m. aurora presents about same appearance as at 5.20 a. m., with
the addition of a slight curtain formation in NW. and SE. At 6 a. m, the auroral light above Hall Basin was quite intense,
and at 6.25 a. m. faint streamers shooting up from all points of the horizon. At 6,35 a. m, arch quite bright was observed
extending from N. 95° E. to NE. 315° E., passing about 10° N. of zenith. At 6,45 a. m. the arch was very bright, especially
at the zenith, where it was about 20° in width and of intense white. The streamers had all disappeared. At 7 a. m, the whole
northern sky was filled with streamers, extending about 15° beyond the zenith, where it was very bright, accompanied by a
mo~ing motion reaching towards the horizon. At 7.15 a. m, the streamers disappeared and a curtain formed, reaching from
N. 3° E. of zenith. At 7.30 a. m. streamers being principally in the S. and W. horizon. At 8.17 a. m. there were only a few
irregular streamers. and at 8.20 a. m. the streamers began to fade, and entirely disappeared at 8.28 a. m.
[Extract from journal of Lieut. A. W. Greely.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
N01.lffll{;tr 16, 1882.-An auroral display which remained continuous during the greater part of the day. It first appeared in dim patches, in thenorth~est about 15° above the horizon, which gradually brightened and took the shape of a regular cone which lasted for five minutes or more, while
froh m Its s~arply, well.de~ned summit ascended luminous auroral clouds with a whorling or curling motion. These clouds emanated apparently fromt e summit of the cone In the form of sharply defi d ad' If: h . The
I d h h '. . . - ne spasm IC pu s, sue as ate seen at times issuing from the smoke-stack of a locomotive.
c au s t us t rown out ImmedIately dIffusedand disappeared without assuming any marked formation.
* * * Indicate letter-press copy was iIlegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
892
* * * * * * * * * * *
I happened yesterday, while at work outdoors, to look toward Bellot Island, and saw a small, dim auroral light appear from about N. 2600 E., which
gradually became brighter and shot up to an altitude of about 20°. The best idea I could give of its formation or movement is about like the smoke
ascending and curling up from the crater of a volcano, being discharged in puffs and floating away in a luminous mass.
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[Extract from the journal of Sergeant D. C. Ralston, November 16, 1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
A magnetic storm evidently raging, as the needle is on the jump all the time; five-minute readings are being kept up, and the sky is almost con-
stantly filled with aurora.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant D. L. Brainard, November 16, 1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
The sky was filled with auroras during the greater part of the day. The observers also speak of several displays which occurred last night, some
of which were of remarkable beauty and intensity of coloring. A well-marked magnetic disturbance was also experienced.
The only display witnessed by me was between 10 and II o'clock this morning. A bright streamer sprang from the southern horizon, gradually
approaching the zenith with a labored movement, closely resembling the spasmodic puffs of smoke rising from a working locomotive. Remaining in
this position a short time, it was gradually dissipated and slowly disappeared.
It had scarcely faded from view before another streamer darted with great rapidity from the northern sky, and passing through the zenith reached
the southern horizon, where it remained for several minutes, glowing with an intense brilliancy, which perceptibly enhanced the feeble light furnished
us by the rapidly departing sun. That portion of the streamer 10° above the northern horizon had assumed a most peculiar formation, that of a
spherical coil, and was twisted into the most inconceivable shapes. It disappeared about half an hour after the first had made its appearance.
An aurora appeared at 9 a. m., November 16, in the NE., extending from the zenith to the horizon - - - At 940 a. m,
another arch formed, extending from N. to 35° E. of N., the center of the arch about 40° above horizon. An arch north
and south from horizon to horizon, passing through the zenith was observed. At 11.20 the arch disappeared, all but faint
streamers in the NW. The arch reappeared repeatedly, breaking up and reforming again, until 2 p. m. - - • At 2.15 p. m.
streamers were seen in N. and SW. At 3 p. m. an arch formed from points N. lISo E. to N. 215° E., and 15° in height at
its center. At 3 p. m, an arch from N. 10° E. to N. 255° E.; center about IS° above horizon - • - At 4.20 P: m, streamers
in the SE. were observed, and an auroral light in the W... - • At 5.10 p. m, curtains were seen in the S. - - .. At 7 P: m.
a very bright arch formed, extending from N. 100° Eo to N. - E., with the center about GoO above the horizon. It was very
bright and accompanied by a waving motion, moving from W. to E. At 7.15 p. m, the arch entirely disappeared, but faint
streamers remained in different parts of the horizon. At 10 p. m. the aurora showed very faintly in the W. At 12 midnight
an arch appeared, extending from N. 10° E. to N. 120° E., passing through the zenith, and very bright. At the same time
streamers appeared in the SW. The magnetic disturbance during the day was great.
Notiember 17, 1882 (from I a. m.)-At I a. m. two auroral arches were observed, one extending from the western horizon
to the northern horizon - - • The second arch started from the horizon towards the northeast at about the same height. At
the same time several beams or columns were observed in the east, extending from the horizon upward to a height of 15°.
Color of the aurora white or pale yellow. At 2 a. m, the eastern ~ky was illuminated by an auroral cloud of brilliant white.
The cloud soon disappeared and gave place to several beams of various length from 5° to 20° in height. At 3 a. m, an indis-
tinct arch was observed extending from 20° E. of N. to 160° E. of N. At 4 a. m, a broad undulating line extended from NW.
to SE. and passing through the zenith. There were also at this time many small curves of auroral clouds in shape like a horse's
shoe. They were arranged on either side of the undulating line and had their concave sides toward the SE. At 5 a. m, the
aurora was still visible, being at this time composed of several blotches of clouds in different parts of the heavens, but were not
particularly bright or noticeable. At 5.15 a. m. the whole sky was suddenly covered with waves, rings, and lights of intense
brilliancy; all was in such quick and constant motion that it was impossible to give more than a general description of it. In
an instant the characteristic of forms were very noticeable and well marked. At 5.20 p. m. there was formed near the NE.
horizon a mass of 8 concentric curves of ISO to 20° radius. The ends of the curves directed towards the SW. and were turned
backwards, forming a double curve much in shape like the letter S. The minor curves quickly disappeared and quickly reap-
peared, or were replaced by others evenly formed on the outside. This formation lasted about two minutes, leaving in quick,
waving motion to the southward. There was also at this time a broad irregular line of about SO width extending from a point
90° E. of N. This also was in waving motion toward the SE.
Color: The colors of this remarkable aurora were the most marked characteristic of it. The lower part or edge was
colored red, which at times varied to pink and violet. The center was colored white or pale yellow and sometimes a cream
color, the upper or highest portion being a light green. The atmosphere also partook of these colors, but much fainter, and
varied considerably.
* * * Indicate letter-press copy was illegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
* * * I d·---:----:l--------------------------------
n icates etter-press copy was iIlegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
[Extract from the journal ~f Private C. B. Henry, of November 17, 1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *The aurora of this morning was a very I d I hi . li htIf:·. ow one, an we are, t 10k, the only party that ever could say that we were in the midst of electric Ig .
n a~~t: ala~ng ~ose proximity scared one of our members considerably. At II a. m, I noticed a bright streamer from N. 100 E. and spirally~cell 0 zeOlt ,an the northeastern horizon was bathed in a pale red color.
[Extract from journal of Lieut. A. W. Greely.]
* * * * * * * * * * *~tn}t'mber 17. 1882.-Sergeant Gardiner called me at 5 a. m. to observe a very brilliant and remarkable aurora. He said that its greatest beauty
had vanished before I saw.it. As seen ~)y me, however, it was a most extraordinary display of the curtain formation, which covered the entire heavens
and was consta.ntl~ changmg, never quiescent even a second. The very magnificence of the display forbids any attempt at description. A very
ma:ked ~agnetIc disturbance appeared at the same time, and I ordered five-minute readings to be taken until further orders. Lieutenant LockwoodaS~Med in the work to::la!. The five:minute readings were continued throughout the day. The range of the needle register was considerably over
19 .. ~t 8·35 a. ~., (,otlmgen mean time, the magnetic variation was but 92° 51' 6" W., being the lowest which has yet been made. The aurora
was VISible over rune hours to-day.
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The light was of dazzling brilliancy, so much so as to cause momentary blindness when coming from a dark room. Objects
in the landscape were as plainly visible as when in the light of the full moon. .
Sound- No sound which could be attributed to the aurora was heard, although careful observations were made to deter-
mine this point.
From 5.05 to 5.20 p. m. the sky was almost entirely covered with aurora. After 5'30 p. m. it commenced to disappear•
.Forms: The general formation of the display was that of [silk], hanging in loose flowing folds. This formation predom-
inated, although all forms, such as beams, arches, &c., were represented.
Direction: The prevailing direction was toward the south rather than toward the north.
IIl'igh/: A marked characteristic was the height the display reached. Above the south ,. ,. • No time at a greater
elevation than that of • ,. ,. observed in these latitudes. It often [appeared] much lower, and so apparently almost touched
the earth. At 5.25 p. m. bright streamers shot up from N. 15° E.; color, white; altitude about 400 above the horizon. At 6
p. m. arches appeared, passing from N. to S., and disappearing at 6.25 p. m, An arch appeared again in same place with
streamers shooting from the north, arches appearing and disappearing, at intervals of a few moments, until 6'35 p. m., when
the arches disappeared, leaving only a few faint streamers in the N. At 6.45 p. m, all had disappeared. The aurora
reappeared at 8 p. m., and bright streamers were observed shooting up in the NE., with an arch which extended from N. 20° E.
to 120° E. of N., and about 15° above horizon. At 8,35 p. m, several arches formed, extending from N. and S., and passing
through the zenith; the eastern sky seemed all afire, while to the northward it appeared a greenish white color. At 8.45 p. m.
it was much fainter. At 9 p. m, streamers appeared, extending downward from the zenith, radiating from the star" Polaris,"
the streamers reaching to the horizon. At 9.10 p. m. the display disappeared, leaving only a few streamers in the NE. There
was a strong magnetic disturbance, and observations of the magnetometer were continued at five-minute intervals all day.
At 5.30 a. m. a bright red light appeared in the NE. [It extended] up to a height of 45°. This color remained with a
varying brilliancy until 6.05 a. m., when it disappeared. The main portion of the aurora disappeared at 5.30 a. m., but portions
remained visible until 6.40 a. m., when all had disappeared. The last portion was of a thin cloud, extending along the horizon
from NW. to SW., through which the clouds were dimly visible. This remarkable aurora was observed by three or four
members of the expedition, and also by the observer on duty at the time. The following report of the aurora is supplementary
to the foregoing account, and is by Sergeant Israel, who was one of the three who observed it:
Arrangemen: ofcolors: The finest display of colors was afforded by the spears of light and streamers darting downward
from the auroral curtains. In these the colors were arranged in their spectroscopic order, and an observer, facing east, saw the
red, which, in most instances, was rather dull,on his right; violet on his left. The colors from green to violet were especially
clear and brilliant. They were the last to appear and the first to disappear; in no instance were they observed continuously for
more than three seconds.
In the cloud-like band referred to in the foregoing record, the higher colors, from green up, were confined to the edges of
the columns. They seemed to move around the columns in an ascending spiral, and were not as bright as in the curtains. It
was this part of the aurora that sank at 5.25 a. m, to an altitude of apparently not more than 100 feet [3°01 1,although it is
im~ossible to judge,of t~is with accuracy•. At II a. m. a bright streamer shot up from N. 15° E., and ascended spirally to the
zenith, and the NE. horizon was bathed m pale red color. At II.17 a. m, streamers were observed in the NW. At II.20
a. m, the display ended.
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The aurora which occurred this morning was undoubtedly an exhibition that never will be forgotten by the members of the expedition. From
I a. m until 9.10 p. m. (with intervals) the glorious spectacle was almost constantly before our bewildered eyes. The most remarkable and brilliant
display occurred between 5 and 6 a. m., and I will alone confine myself to the events of that short hour, as the others would be onlyadscititious.
When the observer stepped outdoors at 5 a. m. nothing but a few blotches and patches of irregular and colorless light was visible, but upon completing
his magnetical observations, fifteen minutes past the hour, and upon suddenly coming from the dark observatory, the dazzling light that suddenly met
his eyes beggars description, and produced momentary blindness. The-whole heavens were covered with one vast mass of brilliant light of intense
brightness.
His rapid entrance into our quarters, and calling out for others to witness the spectacle, caused all to arise and rush outdoors.
The display had sufficient attraction for the most of us to hold us spellbound for more than twenty minutes in a temperature of 66° below the
freezing-point. The aurora defies description; it is indescribable by words, and not to be pictured by painters' skill. Nothing can convey a con-
ception of the richness and vividness of its colors and infinite variety of tints.
Arches with every shade of red, from the palest pink to crimson, and every shade of yellow, from brilliant orange to delicate primrose, now
dazzling and resplendent, now gently glowing in humbler effusion, and suddenly shooting thousands of narrow radiant streaks and bars of light in a
semicircle toward the zenith. Streamers of every shade of green, from the softest apple or pea to the dark invisible green of the hemlock pines,
harmoniously blend the lonely tints of lilac and purple with the celestial blue of the canopy, and shining here for an instant and then playfully skip
to another portion of the sky.
In the north we saw annular circles, with multitudinous streaks and spots of every gradation of hue and of but momentary transitions, which
defy descriptions ; while in the northeast eight concentric curves of 15° to 20° radius, with their ends turned backward, assumed the form much like
the letter" s ", The inner curves, quickly disappearing and reappearing, or being replaced by others formed on the outside, presented to the eye the
ever shifting variations of the kaleidoscope. The whole display now and then united in a luminous half-transparent curtain, rolling quiveringly from
horizon to zenith, curling and expanding, rising and falling like the waves of an angry ocean, and suddenly steadying down again to the predominating
characteristic formation of the loose flowing folds of a curtain, and veiling for the time the stars.
The light emitted during the most intense brightness was fully equal to that of a full moon, and entirely eclipsed all but stars of the first magni
tude. Objects in the landscape were plainly visible and abundant. The height which the display maintained above the earth was at no time at a
greater elevation than that of cumulus clouds, and apparently almost touched the ground, but no noise of any kind was audible. * * *
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[Extract from the journal of Sergeant G. W. Rice, November 17,1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
To-day, however.was witnessed the most remarkable display of the aurora phenomenon that has yet been observed by any of the party. Gardiner
was on duty as an observer, and at 5.15 a. m. rushed in and awakened all hands to see a grand sight. The magnificent spectacle is now the only topic
for conversation, and, although I can get full accounts of it, I cannot say that I saw it myself. The journals, both official and private, have pages
covered with descriptions more or less glowing. I can only note that from all accounts it must have been a grand spectacle. The whole heave~s
appear to have been occupied by it. The general formation was curtain, hanging in heavy folds, but at times it assumed all shapes, rapidly changing
into beams, arches, &c. The colors were remarkably brilliant and vivid. At the base red, pink, and violet, rapidly changing and interchanging. In
the center the colors were lighter, pale yellow or straw color, and white. The light of illumination was equal to that of the full moon. The surrounding
landscape could be plainly made out, and stars of the second magnitude were eclipsed. Coming out of the dark quarters, all who observed it felt at
first blinded; and the curtain at one time appeared so near above their heads that Gardiner and Israel speak of having unconsciously dodged to avoid
it. Israel, who is a very close and intelligent observer, thinks that at times the aurora could not have been more than 100 feet from the earth.
During the display the magnetometer was violently disturbed, and so indeed it was during the whole day.
The display, in its greatest magnificence, soon passed away, but less remarkable displays were seen all day, and some of them which I myself
saw were very beautiful.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant W. S. Jewell, November 17,1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
Still auroras. This morning the finest display, with but one exception, I ever saw, and that was when returning home in the Gulnare, in 1880.
Gardiner, who was on duty at the time, called us up, and it was well worth the trouble. Israel went to the magnetic observatory and found the magnet
very much disturbed in consequence. We began five-minute readings which continued through the day, Henry and Connell doing the meteorological work.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant D. C. Ralston, November 17,1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
A magnificent auroral display early a. m. Everybody up to witness it. The entire heavens covered with all kinds of formations, and movements
in its change of formations so rapid that the eye could not follow them. It appeared so low down at times that I raised my hand instinctively expecting
to bathe it in the light. The sky was entirely free from clouds, and the light of second-magnitude stars was eclipsed. The magnetic needle was
violently agitated, and five-minute readings of the needle continue. The aurora visible all day long. Objects during the finest display were as plainly
visible as by the light of the full moon.
The finest display was about 5 a. m. Lieutenant Lockwood assisted us at the magnetic observatory.
No description that I can give would convey an idea of its grandeur.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant H. S. Gardiner, November 17,1882.]
* * * * * * * * * * *
Have been having an extraordinary disturbance of the magnetic needle for some hours past. This morning about 5 a. m., when coming out of
the magnetic observatory after making my observation, I was suddenly dazzled by the display of light which greeted my eyes as I emerged from the
darkness. The transition was so great and so sudden that I think it must. have been half a minute at least before I recovered myself sufficiently to
think what hall happened. The whole heavens seemed one mass of colored flames, arranged and disarranged and rearranged every instant. The
display was so close to the earth that we repeatedly put up our hands as though we would touch so~ething by so doing. There was one person who
was so much affected by the display at its grandest moments that he lowered his head and put up ~IS hands as thou~h to ward ~ff a blow.. All hands
came from their beds to witness the display, and auroras have been our most common phenomena since darkness set In. Magnetic observations (extra)
were immediately commenced, and continue at intervals of five minutes until the display shall end. . . . "
This display sustained its greatest grandeur for probably ten minutes, and then gradually grew l~ss brilliant, It continued a~1 ~ayWith occasional
vivid flashes. I doubt not that this is the greatest exhibition of the aurora which has ever been witnessed. I have read descriptions of other great
auroras, but they would but partly suffice for the display I have just recorded, and which I think it would be impossible to describe adequately.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant D. L. Brainard, November 17, 1882.]
Great excitement prevailed during the whole day and a portion of last night, owing to the beautiful displays of aurora which we have observed.
Being aroused by an unusual commotion at 5. IS a. m., in consequence of an auroral display of unusual appearance, I, in company with several others,
rushed outside. For a moment we were startled by the unparalleled magnificence of the scene spread out before us. The heavens appeared to be one
luminous mass of blazing light, which at times exhibited colors of pale blue, yellow, and white.
The aurora was of no definite formation, but extended to all portions of the sky; the arches, streamers, and patches blending harmoniously together
so as to form one huge sheet of flame, through occasional openings of which stars of the first magnitude might be seen shining dimly, the light of all
others heing extinguished hy the dazzling radiance of this remarkable phenomena.
At the zenith, and extending downward for 30° on all sides, the sheet of light appeared without an opening, the edges being of great irregularity
and shooting out slender pencils of radiant light. The movement in the mass soon became general, and the rapidity with which it would shift its
position and assume new forms and phases was really startling to the observer. The gradually drifting changes which have generally characterized the
auroras witnessed at this place were wanting iu this one. A streamer would leap from the horizon, and passing through the zenith reach the opposite
horizon with the quickness of thought; then receding, it would appear to swoop downward almost to the earth, taking new forms as it advanced, coiling
and twisting in the most convulsive manner through the glorious canopy of the heavens, like a gigantic serpent. In the northern sky there gradually
appeared an intense vermilion color, which expanded for tOO above the horizon, and remained for several minutes in this manner, its extreme brightness
suggestive to the mind of a great conflagration.
A few minutes earlier than the time which I have recorded Sergeant Gardiner witnessed a display of unusual grandeur, and of which the latter
is but a slight modification. It was of unparalleled brilliancy, and its light equal to the full moon. The prismatic colors were at one time discernible.
Sergeants Israel and Linn also saw it when it was at its zenith of splendor, and both speak of its near approach to the earth, and the rapidity of its
movements through the heavens.
Nl11'c",b~r 18, 1882 (from 4·40 a. m. to 9. 20 p. m.}.-An aurora appeared at 4.40 a. m. in the shape of a white light. The
lforizon between points directly north and 135° \Y. of N. varying in width from 2° to 5°. An occasional streamer shot up,
with faint colors of red and blue at their base, disappearing at 5.23 a. m. It reappeared in form of an arch at 6. I 5 a. m. All
gone at 6'53 a. m. Aurora again from noon to 3.55 p. m. At 4.30 p. m. a beautiful aurora was observed, extending from N.
10° E. to N. 270° E.; elevation about 30° above the horizon. Numerous small flames, curling like puffs of smoke in several
red, blue, and green colors, were outlined, were constantly shooting up and disappearing almost instantly. Irregular light
remained visible until 5·49 p. m , when all but one very bright streamer in N. I 10° E. disappeared. At 6. I 5 p. m, all had dis-
appeared. At 8 p. m, an auroral streamer was observed from N. 170° E., and gradually appeared toward the north until it
reached N. 50° E., then meeting another and forming an arch of curtain formation. The display was of a few minutes dura-
tion only. Another arch formed at 8.20 p. m., extending from N. to E. A slight glow was seen in the NE. At 8.25 p. m.
all but the glow had disappeare~l. ~t 8.40 p. m. a faint arch from direct north and extending to N. II 5° E. was seen; the
center of the arch was about 60° III height, At 8,5° p. m, it had entirely disappeared. At 9 p. m, another display began, and
ended at 9.20 p. m.
[Extract from journal of Lieutenant Greely.]
A~nlfIllb/!r 18, 1882. -The magnetic disturbance still continues. Five-minute readings were made until 9 p. m. (W. M. T.), when the disturbance
apparently ceased, and they were discontinued. At 10.20 p. m. (G. M. T.) on November 17 the largest recorded magnetic variation was noted.
The needle then stood at I 13° 19' 8" W., a change of 20° 28' 2" since 8 35 a m of Nove '-- 16 Th b d f ently during the
. . " mucr. e aurora was 0 serve requday.
NfYIJ/!mkr 19, 1882.-Magnetic disturbance again occurred, and five-minute readings were kept u from 5 . m. Aurora appeared shortly after
the disturbance of the magnet commenced. P p
NfYIJ/!mb/!r 20, 1882.-Five-minute readings continued the greater part of the day owi t th . . di b
wlUg 0 e recumng magnetic istur ance.
[Extract from the journal of Sergeant D. L. Brainard, November 18, 1882.]
S~veral aurora~ displays ~ere observed to-day, one of which I was fortunate enough to witness at 12.30 p. m. It consisted of a complete arch
extending from horizon to horizon (NE. to SW.) passing through the zenith It idth h hori . d d go t the zenith.The il . . h ' • S WI at t e onzon was about 5° but It expan e to a
e I lumination of t e central portion of the arch was dull and subdued b t th I I' . ' . .
,u e e< ges were ummous With coruscations of light.
. Nm:~mb(" 19,1882 (5 p. m.).-There was probably an aurora at 5 p. m , as there was a strong magnetic disturbance, and
a faint ltght was observed through the do d At . " . . . at
u s, 5.45 p. m, It was very plainly visible III zenith, while at 6 p. m, It was n
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well defined, but its presence was evident. At 7.20 p. m. no aurora visible; 8.20 p. m., bright light well defined observed
about 20° above N. horizon; 8.35 p. m, very bright; 8,45 p. m., bright in zenith; 9 p. m., still bright in zenith; 9.20 p. m.,
none to be seen, owing to amount of frost in air.
November 20, 1882.-Five-minute readings of magnetometer were taken until 2.15 a. m., the zoth. There was a mag-
netic disturbance at 7 a. m, of the aoth, when five- minute readings were commenced and continued until 3 p. m.
November 21,1882 (12.50 a. m. to 11.25 a. m.).-At 12.50 a. 111. auroral streamers were observed in the N. and NE.,
between points 9° E. of N. and 20° W. of N., disappearing immediately. At I I a. m. streamers, varying in height from S° to
20°, appeared, being most numerous 45° E. of N.; they disappeared at II.25 a. m.
November 23, 1882.-Aurora from 9 to 9.10 a. m.
NO'llember 24, 1882.-Auroral streamers at 5.40 p. m. and frequent later, despite the bright moon which at 9 p. m, was
equal to the light of a candle at a distance of 49.5 inches.
November 25, I882.-Auroral streamers from 6.45 to 7.10 a. m., and 9.40 to 9.55 p. Ill. Auroral streamers from 7.18 to
7·33 p. m.; 8.25 to 8,37 P: m., and 8,5° to 9.30 p. m,
November 28, I 882.--Auroral streamers 3.13 to 3.30 a. m.; 11.20 to 11.27 a. m.; noon to 12.50 p. m,
Novemberz'9, 1882 ([1.15 a. m. to 11.18 a. m.).-An auroral line extending from the horizon, .. .. ~ the zenith to
the southern horizon or to the limits of the twilight, first observed at II. I 5 a. m, and continued three minutes.
December 1,1882 (from 11.55 a. m. to 3.08 p. m.).--At II.55 a. m, a single auroral streamer shot up in the north, and
immediately vanished. At 1.15 p. m. auroral arch (none visibleanywhere at 1.14 p. m.) appeared. Width about 2° and alti-
tude 8°. A dark segment underneath. The arch was surrounded by auroral flames resembling alcohol flames. The display
lasted but three minutes, the west end of arch disappearing first. At 1.35 p. m. a ribbon-shaped aurora appeared-a narrow
band about 2° wide, of colorless light, exactly in the magnetic meridian, extending from horizon to horizon through the zenith.
Occasionally the entire ribbon would drift slowly a few degrees to the north, and then slowly resume its former position. At
1.40 p. m. the ribbon had assumed a twisted shape, and increased in width to about 5°. Its center had moved half way from
the zenith to Ursa Major, the ends remaining at the horizon in magnetic meridian. At 1.32 p. m, only faint shaft of light, in
160° azimuth. At 3.00 p. m. it reappeared, and disappeared at 3.08 p. m , during the interval in magnetic meridian, the center
in Ursa Major.
December 2, 1882 (from 3.50 a. m, to 8.45 a. m.).-An aurora was visible from 3.50 a. m. to 6.30 a. m, No magnetic
disturbance noticed. An aurora was visible from 8.05 to 8.45 a. m,
December 3, 1882 (9.20 p. m.), - At 9.20 p. m. an auroral arch extending about 40° above the horizon. The color of
aurora was white. At .. jI< .. the arch had broken up and several streamers shot up from each end of the arch about 30°
toward the zenith.
The aurora disappeared about 10 P: m.
December 4, 1882 (from 10.10 P: m. to 10.20 P: m.).-At 10.10 p. m. auroral streamers shot up from the SE. horizon just
beneath Orion's Belt and extended to a point midway between the stars Andromeda (a) and Pegasus. The display was of the
form of a wedge, the widest part being in the SE. and about 5° in width. Aurora disappeared at 10.20 p. m•
.December 5, 1882.-A.t II.IO a. m. an auroral light appeared from behind the clouds or horizon at N. 45° E., and also at
N. 255° E., extending toward zenith from each point indicating an arch beneath the clouds. At 12 noon light showed dimly,
and at 12.10 it was entirely obscured by clouds. Light appeared in N. and W. at 1.4-0 p. m., disappearing at 1.50 p. m, At
8'$$ p. m, broad auroral beams of white light shot up to zenith from the horizon at a point 20° W. of N. It remained in
sight until 9'3$ p. m, Magnets apparently not affected.
December 6, 1882 (from 8.$0 a. m. to 9.30 p. m.).-An aurora was observed from 8,5° to 9·30 a. m.; 1.40 to 1.$0 p. m.
visible through clouds; 8,55 p. m, to 9.30 p. m. observed.
December 7, 1882 (from 9.05 a. m. to 505 p. m.}.-Auroral streamers appeared near to zenith at 9.05 a. m., extending
about 10° toward the horizon. At 9.10 a. m. it had disappeared. Auroral streamers from 5 to 5·05 p. m.
December 8, 1882 (5'07 p. m.).-A very faint auroral arch appeared, reaching from N. IS° E. to N. 34-$° E., with center
about 5° above the horizon. At 5.30 p. m. an arch formed, reaching from one horizon to the other, and directly in the magnetic
meridian. Color white, but quite faint. At 5.4-$ P: m. disappeared. Magnet very quiet. .. .. .. At 8.45 p. m. a white
auroral streamer appeared about 15° W. of N., drifting at times a few degrees to the south and regularly returning to its
original junction. At 8.$6 p. m. several brilliant streamers rose from N. 30° E., reaching to the zenith. At 9.°$ p. m, it had
entirely disappeared. No magnetic disturbance.
December 9, 1882 (from 3.30 p. m, to 9.15 p. m ).-Auroral clouds observed from N. to 40° E.; altitude, about 30°. At
3·4$ p. m. streamer observed in the magnetic meridian, drifting slowly to. the south. At 10.30 a. m. a single streamer observed
* * * Indicate letter-press copy was illegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
E f L' 1 I At 4 p m a streamer observed extending from horizon 80° E. of N., reaching to Polaris, disappearing at. 0 0:>., co or ess. ", '.
At P m narrow auroral band extending from SW. horizon to zenith, observed by LIeutenant Lockwood.4. 15 p. m. 4.4°.., . '. . .
Not visible at 4·45 p. m, At 8;03 p. m. streamer observed to shoot up from horizon at N. true, by Pnvate Schneider ; dis-
appeared at 8.05 p. m,
Decembt'r 10, 1882 (11.10 a. m. to 9.30 p. m.).-At 11.10 a. m. an auroral streamer about 27° E. of N. was observed,
extending from horizon 40° upward; color, white; visible about two minutes. At 12.03 p. m. an auroral streamer was observed
at a point 45° E. of N., about 100° in length, reaching from horizon to beyond the ze~ith, passing t~e zenith abo~t ~50 ~,;
color, white. Disappeared at 12.16 p. m, At 8.16 p. m. auroral arch observed, extending from N. 45 E. to N. 315 ~., with
center about 40° above horizon; at north, color white. At 8.35 the center had risen to within about 10° of the zenith, ~he
extremities remaining in about the same position on the horizon. At 8,43 p. m, center within 50 of the zenith, but very faint,
At 8'55 p. m, the arch had moved to zenith, but a second arch formed in the original position of the first.. At 9.05 p. m, the
second one had become very bfight, with a few streamers to the south of the western end. At 9. I 7 p. m. It had moved to the
south, but was very faint, At 9'30 p. m, entirely disappeared. .
Decelt/oo II, 1882 (9'05 a. m. to 5·45 p. m.).-At 9.05 a. m. an auroral ray appeared in NE., stretching from near hori-
zon to a point about one-eighth of the distance to the zenith; color, white. Disappeared in ten min utes, At 9. IS p. m. auroral
ray appeared just east of north, from horizon to about one-fourth the distance to zenith; color, white. Disappeared in ten or
fifteen minutes.
Dt'(ember 12, 1882 (aurora 3.15 to 3-45 p. m.}.-At 3.15 p. m, an auroral arch appeared, about 30 in width, extending
from points on the horizon 20° E. of N. and 1000 W. of N.; center of arch about 300 above horizon; color, white. Disap-
peared at 3.45 p.m · .
December 14, 1882.-Aurora observed at 12.18 a. rn, in form of an arch, extending from N. 150 E. to N. 1800 E., with
center about 60° above horizon; color, white; brightness of arch quite intense. Disappeared before 12.30 a. m.
December 15,1882 (5'50 a. rn, to 11.4° a. m.J.-At 5.50 a. m. an auroral light appeared on horizon about 300 W. of N. At
6. I 5 a. m, there sprang from it two parallel bands, one of which extended completely along the horizon from about 200 W. of
N. to about 20° E. of N. The other extended from the horizon 40° W. of N. to the zenith; color, pale yellow. At 6.18 a. m,
one arch had disappeared. Display all gone at 6,45 a. m, At 7.30 a. m, two auroral streamers 3450 to 3500 azimuth; color,
white. One about 2° in breadth was very bright, and reached to the zenith; the other faint, attained an altitude of about 400.
7·4° a. m., unchanged. Disappeared before 8 a. m, At 8.25 a. m, a faint auroral streamer was observed 200W. of N., and
extending to the zenith. Disappeared at 8,35 a. m. Aurora appeared in the form of an arch, extending from IS0 W. of N.,
passing through the zenith to 180° E. of N. Color, white. At 9 a. m, this arch was observed to be changing its position,
passing slowly to the west, without any change taking place in its formation. At 9. I 5 a. m, the arch broke up, forming a per-
pendicular beam of light to its original position, fading away in the SW., and entirely disappearing at 9.30 a. m, At 10.35 a.
m, a faint aurora appeared in the north, passing through the zenith to a point 1200 E. of N., and extending to about 300 above
the horizon. At 10·45 a. III it passed to the W., disappearing at 10.50 a. m, At I I a. m. streamers were shooting in the N.
from the horizon to the zenith, passing slowly to the W. They disappeared at 11.4° a. m. .
December 16,1882 (from 2·°5 p. m. to 12 midnight.).-Aurora was observed at 2.05 p. m. A faint streamer shot up from
the horizon in the east to a height of about 20°. It afterwards took the form of an arc of a small circle extending towards the
south. It got much brighter; but disappeared at 2.15 p. m. Slight disturbance of the magnets was observed. At 5 p. m, an
auroral arch was observed. extending from 30° W. of N. to 80° E. of N" the center of the arch about 400 above horizon;
white in color. ~here wer: a number of streamers varying from 50 to 15° in length. At 5.20 p. rn, the arch at its eastern end
assu.med the curtam formation, and th~ no:thern ha~f of ~he sky, between 900 W. and 900 E. of N" filled with streamers and
luminous clouds. At 5·3° p. m, the curtain formation disappeared , at 5.40 p. m. faint streamers were seen in all parts of the
sky, being most numerous:n the western portion ; at 5.45 p. m. arch reappeared in the north, 430 W. of N. to 900 E. r~he
center of the arch was 25 above the horizon ; streamers were numerous near the zenith. The streamers south of the zemth
disappear-ed. At 6.10 P: m. ther~ was ~n intense white light 45° E. of N. in the arch. At 6.22 p. m. all disappeared except
the ar?h In the nortl,l, which remamed faint At 6.45 p. m. only a faint light along western horizon could be seen At 7.15
p. m. light ~long horizon extended from 30° W. of N. to I IS° E. of N. At 7.30 p. m. a few cloud-patches of light were observed
above ~onzon, and at 8 I~. m. streamers 2° in width and 60° in height, 200 E. of N., were visible. At 8. I 5 p. m, streamers
were quite numerous, varying from 5° to IS°, near the eastern horizon; at 8'3° p. m. the aurora, in the form of an arch,~vas. seen, N. to 100° .K of ~., the center of the arch being about 30° above the horizon and about 50in width. At 8.37 P: m.
It disappeared, all but the Circular formation directly north. At 9 p. m. the arch appeared to be the same as at 8.20 p. ~.
At 9.
1~ y. n~., strea~ers were seen from the horizon to the zenith, at a point 1000 E. of N., spiral shaped, and widening out In
the zenitn, I hey drifted slowly SW., and soon disappeared. At 9.45 P- m. luminous clouds were observed in the NE. At
10 P: m, the arch was the same as at 8'30 p. m., and at 10.15 P: rn, the arch through the zenith, from N. to S., was 20 in width.
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* * *Indicate letter-press copy was illegible.-A. W. Greely, Lieutenant.
At 10.30 P: m, the arch was breaking up and the eastern sky filled with luminous clouds and streamers. At 10.4S p. m, arch
extending through zenith from N. to S., composed of parallel bands. Width of arch in zenith about 20°; at each end on
horizon about So; at the same time curtain formation in the east extending upwards 40°. At I I p. m. arch broken, eastern
sky filled with beams drifting towards the east. At I I. IS p. m, curtain formation in the south; general motion towards the N.
At 11.30 p. m, beams lying N. and S. passed beyond the zenith to the west. At II.38 p. m. disappeared in the western sky.
Broad bands of white light from northern horizon through the zenith to within 45° of southern horizon, about 10° in width.
Two partial arch formations in the eastern sky between north and south.
December17, 1882 (from 12 midnight to 12 noon. ).-At 12 midnight arches broken up and eastern sky filled with bands of
light parallel with the horizon. At 12.0S a. m. the entire sky east of the zenith was covered with auroral arches, considerably
broken in their formation. There were four extending from N. to E., of a uniform white color. At the same time a few
streamers shot up from the western horizon. At 12.3S a. m, the arches had broken and changed their positions to the western
sky, when they assumed about the same positions as in the eastern, except a bright arch, which extended from E. to W., with
its center about ISO from the southern horizon. At 1.10 a. m, the effect of the display was first noticed on the magnet, but it
soon became quiet at its normal declination. At 1.3S a. m. the sky was nearly covered with arches extending from N. to S.
At 1.55 a. m, aurora disappeared, except one arch, which extended from N. 90° E. to N. 22So E.; center about 65° above
southern horizon. At 2.20 a. m. only a faint outline of an arch in western sky and a few streamers in the E. .At 4.1S a. m,
three bright arches visible, one on magnetic meridian, one spanning the northern, and the third the southern sky, about 300
above the horizon. At 4.13 a. m., no change in the relative positions of the arches during the last hour. At S.IO a. m. the
southern arch disappeared, and the center one had changed its position from the magnetic meridian to azimuth, N. 135° E. to
N. 31So E., with its center about SO south of the zenith, while the northern arch retained its original position.
At 6.IS a. m. the northeastern sky filled with streamers, with three imperfect arches, the highest one reaching from N. to
N. 13So E., the others about 10° apart, nearer the horizon. At 7.IS a. m., a bright arch extended from N. 345° E. to N. 1350E.,
through the zenith. At the same time several streamers shot up from the N. At 7.So a. m, a broken arch moved from N. to S.
horizon, passing through the zenith. At 8.10 a. m. the center had drifted about 20° E. of the zenith, the extremities
unchanged. It then faded rapidly, so that at 8.18 a. m. nothing visible except a faint streamer in the west. Display ended at
noon.
December 28, 1882 (from 2.22 p. m, to 2.40 p. m.).-An auroral streamer observed at 2.22 P: m., by Lieutenant Greely
about 3° wide, extending through the magnetic meridian from horizon to horizon, with an occasional drift to the south. At
2·3Sp. m, no change. At 2.40 p. m. a second arch appeared, of feeble intensity, with base in magnetic meridian and extending
meanway between Polaris and Ursa' Major. Aurora disappeared at 2.40 p. m, No magnetic disturbance.
December29, 1882 (from 12.25 p. m. to 12.40 p. m.).-At 12.25 p. m. a colorless auroral streamer appeared on magnetic
meridian, reaching to within 40° of zenith, rising from a diffused auroral light on the SW. horizon. Streamer only remained
about three minutes. The aurora disappeared at 12.40 p. m,
January I, 1883 (from 9 a. m, to 10.40 a. m.}.-From 9 a. m. until 10.40 a. m., a faint glow along horizon from NE. to
SW., probably attributable to auroras along the horizon. A white glow in the SE., suspected to be an aurora.
January 3,1883 (from 3.52 p. m. to 12 midnight.).-An auroral light extending from 200° to 300° of azimuth, to an alti-
tude of 10°, and colorless streamers were noticed shooting up in altitude from 5° to 10°; disappeared at 4.20 p. m.; reappeared
at 4.30 p. m., covering the entire western sky with a whitish glow. Disappeared by 8 p. m.; reappeared at 10.05 p. m, And
at II p. m, an arch formed 6° wide from N. horizon through Cygnus, lower part of Cassiopeia, and Taurus, touching S. and W.
horizon just W. of Orion; color, white.
January 4,1883 (from 12.18 a. m. to 5.10. p. m.).-At 12.18 a. m, arch remained relatively in same position. At I a. m.
auroral beam showed, extending from the horizon beneath Jupiter to an altitude of 5° above Jupiter; color, pale white. Aurora
disappeared at 1.20 a. m. An aurora of curtain formation appeared at 10.55 av m. in N. 50° E.; attained an altitude of 45°
above horizon. Color, white; disappeared at 11.35 a. m. An aurora extending from N. to S., and passing through zenith,
10° in width, and in color white, with a slight yellowish tint, appeared at II a. m., and disappeared at 11.3° a. m. Auroral
streamer 46° E. of N., base about 30° above horizon, and about 30° in length, observed at S.IO p. m.
January S, 1883 (7'30 a. m, to 10.40 p. m.}.-Auroral light observed in the west at 7.30 a. m, Streamers in N., and
diffuse light from 280° E. of N. to 90° E. of N. at 2 p. m.; disappeared at 2. rS p. m. Auroral streamers observed in N.
horizon at 7.08 p. m.; disappeared at 7.17 p. m, Auroral streamers bright from 7.08 p. m. to 7.17 p. m.: streamers in SE.
at 7:S0, disappeared at 8,3° p. m, Arch from Regulus through ., ., • to N. horizon; white light observed from 8.so
to 9.10 p. m, At 9.22 p. m, white streamer of varying intensity about 3° in width, passing from the E. horizon to northern,
within SO of Gemini and Ursa Major; disappeared at 9.30 p. m. At the same time a very faint streamer appeared in N.
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horizon; disappeared at 9·,\-0 p. m. At 9·50 p. m. arch formed, extending from N. 105° E. to N. 345° E., the center about
70° above the NE. horizon; at the same time a second arch formed parallel and about 25° below; color white. At 10 p. m.
the second arch had disappeared, the first remaining in the same position, though not as bright. At 10. I 5 p. m. it brightened on
the east end and was quite brilliant. Very faint at 10.30 p. m., and disappeared at 10.40 p. m. No magnetic disturbance.
January 7, 1883·-Patches of auroral haze in the western sky. At 8-40 p. m. an arch reaching from E. to N.; disap-
peared about 9 p. rn,
January 8, I 883.-Auroral light in the east from I to 1.55 P- m,
PlllUIl1:.V 9, 1883 (12.17 a. m. to 12 midnight).-Auroral haze from southern to the western horizon, first observed at
12.17 a. m.: and disappeared at I a. m, Auroral light in the E. observed from 8 to 8.15 p, rn., extending 100above the horizon.
Auroral light in the W. from 11.25 p. m, to 11.55 p. m. At 11.25 p. m. partially indistinct, and parallel streamers were observed
in the zenith and extending downwards through the constellation Gemini; all were about equal in width, 20 in height and
apart from each other. At 11.35 p. m. only three remained distinct, and they had considerably descended from the zenith
and were running in an angle of 45°. Remained as irregular and diffuse haze until after midnight.
Jtlllual:V '0, 1883 (12.01 a. m. to 10·45 p. m.).-Auroral haze continued with occasional changes of position until I2
noon. Auroral light in E. and SE., rising above the horizon, observed at 10 p. m.; disappeared at 10.45 p. m.
Januar.Y·IJ, 188J.-Auroral streamer, rising from N. J500 E. and extending about 10° azimuth in zenith. First observed
at 7.05 a. m.; disappeared at 7.17 a. m.
January 16, 188J.-Ligltt seen at 1.45 p. m., suspected to be an aurora. At 3.07 p. m. arch appeared, extending from
horizon to horizon on magnetic meridian. At 3.17 p. m, was faintly perceptible, entirely disappearing at 3.25 p. m.pll/lltlry 27, 1883·-Aurora from 1I to I 1.3° a. m,
I-t'brutll)' 3, 1883 (8-45 p. m.).-An auroral arch observed at 8,45 p. m., extending from horizon 1450 E. of N. to within
30° of the west horizon, about 2° in width; color white. Disappeared at 8,5° p, m.
Fdmtary 5, 1883·-Auroral haze.
Febml1l)' 10, 1883·-Auroral arch, extending from the N. to E. horizon to a height of about 10°, observed at 6.05 p. m.
Fr'/lru(l/)' 14, 1883 (5·5° a. m. to 6.25 a. m.).-Auroral arch observed at 5.50 a. m., extending from horizon 450 west of
north to horizon 140° E. of N., center of arch about 85° above horizon; of the ribbon formation, and about 30 in width.
Numerous streamers observed lying in all directions near the zenith, also a partial arch formation in the NE.; color of aurora
white, disappearing at 6.25 a. m.
.&/lrull1)' 18, 188J.-An auroral streamer, extending from near magnetic meridian to about 150 east of north zenith,
appeared at 6.05 p. m.; ended at 6,14 p. rn, .
Fe/lnli7l)' 24, 1883 (6.15 a. rn, to 10.15 P' m.).-At 6.15 a. m. an arch, N. 1700 E. and N. 2950 E., center of arch about
10° above horizon, with streamers, shot up to a height varying from 5° to 40°. Arch disappeared at 6.23 a. m., and but faint
st.reamers and small patches of white light remained on and above horizon near point 2500 E. of N. until 6,5° a. m., when it
disappeared. At 12 noon auroral arch appeared, passing through N. 45° E. to N. 2250 E. through the zenith. At 12.35 p. m,
streamers shot .up from SW.; at 1.30 p. m. streamers shooting up in the northeast from 1.35 p. m. to 1.45 p. m.: bright
streamers shooting up from the nort~ towards the zenith, when they would fade and pass very rapidly towards the SW. At
1.5° p. m, the whole sky covered with streamers and arches; the east showing a color of greenish white. At 3.20 p. m. an
auroral arch. from N. 20. E'. to N. 110 E., with auroral streamers shooting up from the horizon. At 3.46 p. m, arch disap-peared, leaving only a \'i1~e irregular belt of luminous clouds along the horizon, with a few streamers shooting up in the north
and w~st. No auroral signs to be seen at 3·55 p. m. Five.minute readings of magnetometer taken a portion of the day;
large disturbances observed. At 10.05 p. rn, to 10.15 p. m, an aurora was observed.
February 27, 1883·-An aurora consisting of faint streamers, reaching to within 400 of the zenith. observed between points
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Under this head are classed ooservations made:
rst, On the outward voyage, July 7 to August II, 1881, from St. John's, Newfoundland, to Lady Franklin Bay.
ad, On the retreat by boats from Fort Conger to Cape Sabine August 9 to October 15, 1883.
3d. At Camp Clay, near Cape Sabine, from October 16, 1883, to June 21, 1884.
The barometer observations, which, in all cases, have been reduced for temperature and elevation, and the temperature of
the air and relative humidity, are given in Table CLXXIV. The detailed observations of the temperature of the sea, made
in the outward voyage only, are in Table CLXXVI; they have been discussed in connection with similar observations at Fort
Conger (pages 381-382).
Wind, weather, tides (during retreat), &c., are given in Table CLXXIX.
While the observations during the boat journey, and later, at Camp Clay, were carefully and systematically made, and are
worthy of all confidence, yet it should be understood that owing to distressing surroundings these observations were not always
made on the exact minute, but they have al-: - een referred to the nearest even time when made between them, as often
happened. The boat journey observations Of pr.:.,;,sure were nearly all made from compensated aneroid barometer No. 2657, an
excellent instrument. The barometer used at Camp Clay was a Signal Service mercurial instrument, which had been abandoned
by Lieutenant Garlington at Cape Sabine.
The commencement of deaths in April, 1884, necessarily caused gaps in the barometer record, which, as observer after
observer died, became more frequent, yet two or more observations were made daily until the barometer cistern, which was
cracked when found, was broken in an attempt to remove it from our winter hut to the summer tent.
During the winter of 1883-'84, while realizing that it was a duty to make such observations as were possible, yet
consideration for the health and comfort of observers forbade their exposure in an enfeebled condition to extreme temperatures;
consequently the temperature was regularly read only at I I a. m., Washington mean time, during the four months the sun was
absent. After the sun returned temperature observations were more frequent until death reduced the number of observers.
No day passed in which temperature observations were not made until forty hours before relief came.
Wind observations are few in number at Camp Clay, as their record was judged to be worthless, since the configuration
of the coast was such that it blew up or down, never or very rarely transversely.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--26
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MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS.
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Latitude north. Longitude west.



































________ nn. __h_. h _In'h' u.u _.. u . __
St. John's, Newfoundland. __ .. __u __ u u. _. __ • u u u u
50° 32 ' -- _ u -- u __ __ _ 53°05' . __ - u -- -. • 646
52° 37' •._. - -- u - - __ - 53° 15' u - u u - u - -- - • 772
55° 00' 'UU"_"_ U 52° 53' __ UB __ hU_ .996
58"08' n __"_Uhu_ 53° 52' n n .. h___ .368
60° 48' __u. u _ • u _ __ 53°46' u -. - - - -- -- - -- .477
62° 20' u U __ _ 53°00' _u. _. __ - u U .443
64° 14' 'nu -- 53° 37' ._n.___ .517
66° 40' _n nuB 55° 16' -- -- h - -.. - u • 759
Godhavn* .n_ .. h. u __ ._u_ .682
:~:.~lI:i-~!~~!~~::!~!~!~~~~:!~:~~:!:~~:!:!! ii!!
7>~-<1-6>:BS~-~ :~l








Littleton Island __.00 ••• _ •• __ no. _h h 'h. .480
Off Washington Irving Island h - • _ _ _ .5 15
Carl Ritter Bay-- .nn. h ._hn_h. .308
Off Cape Baird • •
h
. _ .... __ .412
Off Cape Lieber. __h _. __ h h hh .602











































































































































































































































































































42 . 4 41. 9
41.0 49.8


































































































































































TABLE CLXXIV.-J7essure, temperature and humidity from St. John's, .Ne1iifoulldland, to Fort Conger-Continued.
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76 83 81. 3
95 95 95. 8
98 98 97.8
98 98 95·3
95 90 94. 2
95 95 94·7
98 95 94·7
91 95 91. 8
88 90 89 5






91 91 91. 8
87 79 83. 2
85 85 82·5
88 88 82.0
76 90 85· 5
78 77 81. 2
83 82 80·3
81 85 84. 2




90 89 87. 7
•




:~~:j~;;,;;:~~~;~:;~~:::::: :::::::-::-:-:-:::_:_:::_:_:-:~~::::: :1::::::::llm--~f ~ ~~~~ ~~ ~ __m~~
50° 32' u n __ n n_n_ 53° 05' __ h __ h_n __ u u 85 78 82 84
52° 37' n hnhn_ 53° 15' nnh h 98
1
98 91 98
55° 00' __ u n n_ 52° 53' _n n u___ 95 98 I 98 98
58° oS' _h n_h n 53° 52' n __ n n h_ 96 , 96 92 92
60°48' nn h_ 53°46' _n_n_n n __ hh_ 98 i 96 91 95
62° 20' nhn_h h 53° 00' hl 95 I 95 95 93
64° 14' n n_h 53° 37' n h __ u____ 100 100 84 91
66° 40' n n_n 55° 16' __ h h hn_ 91 95 86 93
Godbavn" nun __ n_hn n : n n __ h_ 95 91 83 90
~~====i~==================================================1 ~ ~ ~! ~l______do__________________________________________________ 88 78 78 84Ritenbenk , n n ~n __ h 89 85 85 89
______do__________________________________________________ 95 83 82 88
CHf Proven 95 89 89 96
_~~~~~i~_~~==~~=~===========================~==========~~ §~ §~ ~1 ~~
______do__________________________________________________ 71 84 77 84
~~~~=~~~~===~=====~==~~~=~==~~~==~~~~======~~~~~==~~=~~=~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~~
______do I 84 78 79 76
75° h __ n n_1 65° hn __ n __ h hh_U 90 82 84 83
Off Cape York n __ n h __ h_n __ hnh_hh 86 82 81 90
Off Wostenhol~-isI~~d~=~~~m~ hh mm h 90 90 90 86
Littleton ~sland _u.nnu u_nnh n h : 91 86 r §~
Off Washington Irving Island h n hhh_h : 90 90 4
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Wind.Position at noon.




7 a. m. II a. m. 3 p. m, 7 p. m, II p. m.



















- _.. -_ _.'-----_ -_ .. ---.,-" --..--- .---- -----_ _..-_ _--_ .. -------- ----_ ------- ._-- --_ ----. --------------
. __. ._. un_Un. __ n u_._u __ SE.,gentle __ . u . SW., fresh. .n. n NW.,fresh ' __
St. John's, Newfoundland. u __•__.. _.. _u __ • u _. W., fresh u ••• SW., fresh E., fresh. . SW., gentle__. NW., fresh __
50° 32' "__'_"'1 53° 05' .u .. W.,fresh .. W.,fresh .. u _ W.,fresh. u u NW., fresh n_ NE.,fresh NW.,brisk u_
52°37'---..--.,53°15'-.---._- NW.,galeu __ NW.,gale NW.,gale NW.,highnn NW.,brisk NW.,light _
55°00' •• 52° 53' -------- Calm ._ ••. __. SE.,fresh __ u SW.,fresh__•. SE.,fresh n_. SW.,fresh. NE.,fresh.n.
58° oS' u __ 53° 52' .. NW.,fresh n. NW.,fresh'h N., fresh. • N.,fresh • NE., brisk NE., brisk _
12 60° 48' _. __ .• _. 53° 46' •• N.• fresh •• NW., brisk. __ NW., brisk NW., brisk. __ NW., brisk __. N., brisk _
13 62° 20' •• 53°00' h NW., fresh n_ NW.,fresh NW.,fresh _n NW.,fresh NW.,fresh 00_ NW.,lighL __
14 64°14' .• __ 53°37'_. NW.,lighL N.,lighL .. W.,lighL'h_ NW.,lighL __ NW.,lighL.n NW.,fresh_u
15 66°40' n_." __ 55° 16' N.,fresh N.,fresh_ . __. NW.,brisk N.,brisk u N.,brisk _n __ N.,gentle u __
16 Godhavn*_.n n n.oo __, NW.,lighL .. N.,lighL . NW., fresh _u NW.,gentle .._ NW.,lighL NW.,lighL __
17 __ ._udo .. .•_n n_._, W.,light. u __ SE.,light.. _00 S.,light. S.,light._____ S.,lighL __n _ SE.,lighLoo_
18 . ..dou.n oo SW.,fresh SW.,freshoo._ SW.,fresh n oo SW.,fresh __oo SW.,light Calm • _
19 do .. _.n • SW.,lighLoo_ SW.,lightn__ SE.,lighL SW.,light._u SW.,lighL SE.,lighL __ .
20 ... .do . __n •. ._. _. un E., fresh _ h', SE., fresh nu NW., fresh _u W., fresh _ NW., fresh _. _ NW., fresh _
21 Ritenbenk •.•',. NE.,light NE.,light W.,gentle _n_ Calm ._._. SW.,light._oo Calm __
22 • __ n.do __u __.• __•• ••__• Calm . SE.,light. SE.,lighL Calm . SW.,gentle SE.,fresh __
23 OffProven ._ .. u •• • NW.,fresh_ ... N.,light._uu Calm __ oou . _ N.,lighL NE.,fresh NE.,fresh _
24 Upernivik .. .. n . __n _.u __ SE., fresh . NE., fresh __ u SW., freshn u W., brisk . NW., brisk 00 _ W., high __
2S . .do --.--- - u -- __ n .n SW., high W., high _u __ W., brisk. __u SW., brisk ,n_ SW., fresh Calm - --
26 • .. do.n __._._n __n __••• SE.,brisk SE., fresh S., brisk • S.,light. u Calm u __
n
_ . Calm __
27 . n. -- .do __n_. __ •• .._n •. Calm • E., light. __.u SW., gentle SW.,light. __. SW., light ____ SW.,light.. -'
28 _._. __do • __•• • • S.,light SE.,gentle. __ SW., fresh NE.,light uu' NE.,fresh. NE.,fresh _
_ u __ .do -------:.---- •• ---__..... Calm • Calm _n Calm u Calm n __ N.,fresh _ u __ N., fresh - ----
75°__ • 00 __ 1 65° • u __ N.,fresh. NW., fresh NW.,fresh _u NW.,fresh 00_ NW.,fresh _. NW.,fresh .--
Off Cape York_ ·00 ....•. n •••••• _ NW., fresh "_ NE.,light E., light ._ NW., fresh ___ NW., fresh. NW.,light. -"
OffWostenholm Island u NW.,light. __• SE., fresh __ u SW., fresh SE., fresh N., fresh N., fresh __
Littleton Island ---._-00- N., fresh _ . N., brisk NW., fresh _u NE., fresh _nO N., fresh N., fresh -----
OffWashingtonIrvingIsland NW.,fresh._. Calm •• SE.,light.._n SE.,lighLuu N.,light. __
n
_ NW.,lighL--
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TABLE CLXXV.-TVind, weather, and rainfall from St. 'John's, Newfoundland, to Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
"---_._ ..~~-------_.. __._--~-------
_._-. - ------_.._- --~---..
Clouds and rainfall.
.._~-
I~ Ici d ci d ci ci ont:: vi \~='I
.9 .g .9 .9 0 .9
" :il
, IS .5 "(;J :1 'E IS " t:: i~·~r3 a.m. 7 a.m. II a. m. :~ 3 p.m. 7 p.m. II p.m. S~ - ~!'0. '0. '0. '0. '0. ~.-::
'0 '0 '0 'u 'u 'c >,'" '" c, ,;:-=.,9 0·-








,-------------- --- ------------ ---- -------------- ---- -------------- --- .. -------------- ----
Fog. 0 00 0.0 l .00 5
-------------- --
I cum. SW.r 00 10 st. NW. 00 3·7 1 .00 6
-------------
.---- -------------- "---- -------------- ----
--------------'---- 5 cir. W.r 00 0 0 00 3 cum. NE.' 00 Haze, 2 st. 0 00 3 st. 0 00 2.6 .00 7
0 0 00 7 cir. W.' 00 7 cum.st. W." 00 10 nim. NW.' 10 st. 0 00 0 0 00 5·7 -* 8
10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. NW. Fog. 0 00 8·3 .00
1 9'
Fog. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. NE.' 00 8·3 .00, 10
{2 cir. 0 00 I cir. W.' 00 } 10 cum. st. 0 8.8
,
5 cir. st. 00 10 st. N.r 00 ro nim. NE.r 10 st. NE.r
00
-* II0 00 5 cum. st. 0 00
8 cum. st. N." 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. NW! 00 10 nim, 0 9·7 1 ._-* 12
ro nirn. 0 10 st. NW." 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 8·3 -* 13
Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0.0 .00 14
0 0 00 Fog. 0 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. N.r 00 10 st. N! 00 10 st. N.' 00 6·7 .00 15
Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 0.0 .00 16
Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 5 st. SE." 00 2·5 .00 17
10 st. 0 00 10 cum. SW.' 00 10 st. SW. 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 ro nim, 0 10.0 -* 18
10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 3 cir. NW.' 00 3 cir. NW. 00 7·7 .00 19
10 st. 0 00 5 cir. NW." 00 5 cum. W.' 00 10 st. W.r 00 to nim. 0 10 st. 0 00 8·3 *' 20-,
10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 'V.' 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10.0 .00 2(
10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. SE.' 00 10 st. 0 00 ro nim, 0 ro nim, 0 10.0 -* 22
10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 nim. 0 6·7 -*' 23
10 nim. 0 ro nim. 0 10 st. SW.r 00 10 st. W.r 00 10 st. NW.r 00 10 st. W.r 00 10.0 i._* 24
ro nim. SW.r 10 nim. W.r 10 st. W! 00 10 nim, SW.r ro nim, SW.r 10 nim, 0 10.0 :.-* 25
10 st. SE. 00 ro nim. SE.r 10 st. S.r 00 10 st. S.' 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10.0 '.-* 26
10 st. ro nirn. 10 st. SW." {3 cir, SW." 00 } 10 st. 0 00 10 st. SW.' 00 9. 8 .00 ';70 00 0 00 00 6 cu.st. SW.' 00
10 st. 0 00 7 st. 0 00 5 cum. SW.' 00 3 cir. 0 00 10 cir. SW.' 00 5 cir, 5W.' 00 6·7 .00 28
10 st. 10 cir. W.' 5 cir, W.' 10 st. {4 cir.
NW. 00 }o 0 00 7.0 .00 290 00 00 00 0 00 3 st. 0 00
0 0 00 Fog. 0 00 6 cir. 0 00 Fog. NW. 00 10 st. NW.' 00 ro se, 0 00 4·3 .00 JO
10 st. ~.' 00 Fog,dense. 0 00 10 nim. 0 00 10 nim. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 5.0 .00 3(
10 st. E. 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 st. SE. 00 10 st. 0 00 10 nim. 0 IQ.O ._At I
10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 6 cum.st.NE. 00 2 cir. N.' 00 3 cir. N.· 00 ).2 .00 Z
{5 c!r. NW;' '00 3 cir. 0 00 } 10 st. 0 00 10 st. 0 00 10 nim. 0 Dense fog. 0 00 7.8 .-* J3 err. st. 00 6 cum. st. 0 00
Dense fog. 0 00 Dense fog. 0 00 Fog. 0 00 5 cum. NW. 00 10 cum. N.' 00 10 st. NW.' 00 4. 2 .00 •
_.__ ._.._..._---
• Inappreciable.
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TABLE CLXXVI.-Sea temperatures on 7IO)'age from St. John's, Newfoundland, /0 Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
Washington mean time. Observations in degrees Fahrenheit.
Date. Posi lion at noon.
Aug. ,
2
Means...........................•. _. _ '" . _.. . ...................•......... _ .
Off Wostenbolm 36.137.236.731.236.137.236.736-:; 36.7 36,7 35.7 ~ 34.7 34.7 3•. 7 · 3.·7 3"0~ ~ 3.·1····35· 35. 6 9
Littleton Island -- .. -- 35. 2 35·2 35.2 -- .. 35.2 3•. 9 34.9 32.9 33.•.. 33.9 33.9 32.9 32.93'-° 33 .• 32.9 33.• 32.
3 OffWasbingtonlrvinglsland. 3t·4 33· ·33·9 .. 3.· 33·9 ···33·•... 32.4 33.6 32.83'-932"3'-13~.• t3O.933.~ .... 32 ..... 3... i· ...
4 Carl RitterBav 32.43r ,432 .• 3'-.32.43'-432.63'-432.43'-.32.43'- t 30.4 '0.' 32 32.43'-932 .• 3'-932 .•..... 32 .•... 33.•.... 33 .• 3'-
5 Off Cape Baird "'I .• 28.929.• 28.9 "'I.' 28.9 "'1·4 28,9 "'1.4 28.929.928'929.4 2q.2 "'1.• 29.229 ..129. 2 29.• 29 .2 29 . . 29. 229 .• 29 .2 29 .• "'1.2 29.•. "'1.2
6 Off Cape Lieber 28'928.928.928.928.928.928.928'928.928928.928'928.9 28.928.928.929 .• 28.93°.229.229.7 29.230.429.230.929.23°.9, 2~ ~
7 Off Cane Cracroft "'1.• 28.929 .• 28.929.228.9"'1'428.9"'1,,28.929.428'929.• 2~'9'9,,28.930.429.23O"29.030'928.93°.• 28.93'-.29.°3°.• 2 .
8 do 29.428'929.• 28.929.• 28.929.929.029.929.029.929.029.• 28.929.329.329.929.929 .• 28.929.• 28.~29"29.029"29.029.'"'1.4
9 do :. 2q·429·22q·'29·22q"29.22q"29.~29'4 29'42~.229.' 29.229.429.229.729 4 29.4"'1 .• 29 .• 29 .• 29 .• 29.229 .• 29.229.' ~9';
'0 Nortbof Hans Island "'1.• 29.229 .• 29.229.429.2"'1 429.2"'1 .• 29.229.429.229.• 29.229 .• 29.229.929 .• 29.929.329.9 29 .• 29.• 29.229.929.229.9 9.!
11 Lady FrankhnBay "'1.429.°29.7"'1.229.9 29.9 29.929.229.9"'1.229.2 29:' 29.9 29.9 29 .•.... 29 .•.... 29 . 3 29.•.... 1
'2 Fort Conger "'1·929·3"'1 9 29·3 29·4 29,4 29·. 29·3 29·4 "'1·3 29·4 "'1.2 29,4 29.229 .• 29.229.• 29.229.• 29.231.. 29 .• 29 .• 29.329 29· •....• !
'3 do 33·' 30·. 33'429.• 33 .• 29.933",29.• 32.929 .• 33.429 .• 32.. 29 .• 32 .• 29 .• 32. 4 "'1.• 32.93'-. 33.9 30.,4 34.429 .• 3•. 429 .• 3... ~~:.
' do 32.429.• 3'-929.• 32'429.• 32 .29.• 32.429.• 32'429 .• 33.• 29.432 .• 30 .• 33.429 .• 32 .• 29.932 .• 29.'32"29,'32"2q·'3~·'294:
'5 do . 32. 4 29· 4 ]2·.29·. 12.929.432 .• 29.• 32 .• 29.• 32'429. 432.4 29.• 32 .• "'1.4 32.429 .• 32 .• 29 .• 33. 0 29.933.029.9 32.929 933" 3":.:
,6 do . .. .. 32.029.9 12.°29.932.079.932.4 "'1·9 32.929 .• 32.929.• 32.9 29.43'-930.. . . 32.. 29.332.529.233.229 .• 3;" 29 .•
'7 do...... 32.929.432'929.432.929.• 32.929 .• 32.929.432.929 .• 3'-4 29.• 3'-.29.432.43° .• 32.43'-332 .• 29.432 .• 29 .• 32.429.• 3"
J~1'1 St. John's Newfoundl:1nd . . 62.1..... . '" !
8 SO·32'JS".i..at.,53005'W.U;~g:.::::.... 43·7 ····.3·2.···· . ....• '~'7"'" .
\l ~[~.~:~\~~~! .nn •••• ~l~:U •••• nU••••••• ~!.L,n •••••••••n••••••••• ~! •••••.•••••••n••••·.••••·.n••••
:~ ::::::~~ .:.:::::::::::.::::::: :::: .::: :::: .:: :~:;~j:2 :::: :::: :::. :::: :::: .::: :~:; .3-7 :::: :~:~ ·.j:7 :::: :::: :::. :::: :::: ::::
~ ~;~n. •••• ·.......•n.~! t~ •••••••• nnn •••• ~1~! •••••••.•.•.•••••.••U~!~! ..... n••n••n•••• n
~ llJm.'.J.Y> il~1 •••••••••••• ••••.••••••• ~l w~ / •••• / •••• '" / r:! ilL/"', iL·i
3' At 9 p. m.,ok Cape york .... 36.7 36.7 .. ]6·7 ... 36. 2 .... 36.2 .... ]6.•.... 36.7 *37.5 35.9 37.333.235.733.736.7 33.!' 35.533.5 ]6.532.136.5 3'-7~~
--------------------------------------. I
• At 60 fathoms 35·.0. +At'2 fathoms 30°•••
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Washington mean time. Observations in degrees Fahrenheit.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
6p. m,5p. m.4p. m.




47·7 49·7 ,.... 46.7 51.7 62.7 46.7 .. 16.0 ..
4°·7 40·7 40.7.. .... ..... 42.3 44.7 407 4.0 ..
38.7 39·2 38.7 39.0 39.7 38.7 1.0 .
40.7 43·7 43·7 39·9 43·7 34.7 c.c ..
43·7 45. 0 42.7 43.9 45.0 42.7 2.3
38.7 39·7 34·7 33·7 39.6 33.7 40.7 33.7 31.7 33.7 6.0 0.0
34. 2 38.0 37·7 37·7 36. 8 35·7 38.2 37·7 342 33·7 4·0 4.0
39·7 36.7 38.7 37·7 36 ' 4 39·7 37. 0 36.2 35·7 3·5 1.3
39·7 37·7 38.7 38.7 39.7 37.7 2.0 ..
38. 2 43·2.... 46. 0 40.2 46.0 36.7 9.3 .
46. 0 43·7 43·7 43·7 H·2 43·7 45.1 43.7 49.0 43.7 43.7 43.7 2.3 0.0
43·7 43. 2 .. .. 43·7 43. 2 43·7 43. 2 H·2 43·4 45.2 43.7 43.7 43.2 1.5 0.5
44·7 43·7 ... H·7 43·7 43·7 42. 2 44.1 43.0 44.7 43.7 43.2 42.7 1.5 1.0
43·7 42.7 43·7 43·7 43·7 42.7 H.2 43.2 H.7 43.7 43.7 42.7 1.0 1.0
43. 2 4°·7 41.7 40·7 42.2 40.2 433 40.1 45.3 40.7 41.7 38.7 3.6 2.0
39·7 39·7...... .... 39·7 40·9 40·5 H·O 42.7 39.7 38.7 43 4.0
37·7 37·7.. 36.2 3~3 38,7 35.0 3.7 ....
36,7 35·7 36.2 35·7 36.2 35·7 364 36. 1 36,7 36.7 36.2 35.7 0.5 1.0
35·7 34·1 ,... 35·7 35. 0 35·7 35.2 35.8 35.1 35·7 35.7 34.7 34.7 1.0 1.0
35·7 35·1 .. 36.2 35·7 36.2 35·7 35·9 3.'·3 36,7 35·7 35.7 34·7 0.5 1.0
37·7 35·1 *42.7 '*41.7 36.7 36,7 37.7 36.9 42.7 41.7 36.2 35.7 6.5 6.0
39·7 38.2 39.7 38.1 38.7 38. 0 38.5 37. 8 39·7 38.7 36.7 36.7 3.0 2.0
39·7 39·4 ..... ...... 38.5 38.2 37.7 38.7 38.3 39.2 39·4 37.7 37·7 2.0 1·1
36.7 .... 34·7 32.7 32.7 33·5 34·7 34·7 35.2 36.7 36.2 f35·3 37.7 31.7 6.0 .....
32.7 35·7 33·2 35·7 33.2 35·7 33.0 33·7 33·7 36.7 35·7 36. 2 36. 2 36.7 36.7 36.7 36. 2 349 35·9 36.7 37·5 31.7 33.2 5·0 4·3
----------------------- - ---------------------------
..... ...... ... ...... .... .... .... .... ... 40.06 38 . 44 42.15 39.50 38.17 37.5839.8 1.92














































































































































































.... ,35·4 .. 36.4 ... 36·9
31.932.931.43"431.7' 33·9
... 32.4 32.731.9 32.4
.... '9.4 29·4 29·3 20·4
28.g 29.4 28.g29.4 28.g 29.4
28.g 29.9 28.9 29.4 28.g 29.4
29.4 29.4 28·9 29.429.4 29·4




.1°.434.4 29.433.4 29.4 34·4
29.432.429.432.929.4 32.4
29.432.929.432.229.4 32. 2
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TABLE CLXXVII.-Baromdn'c. readings (ajter leaving Fort Conger), correctedfor temperature and elevation, in Kennedy Channel
and Kane Sea.
--------------- -----_ •.. - _ .•._--"
- ,
---·-1---·-·-·----··-·--'------- ----1-- i --- I I I1a.m.: Noon. I I
i Position at noon. I I a. m. 2 a. m. 3 a. m. : 4 a. m. i 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m, 18 a. m. 9 a. m. 1 10 a. rn, I p. m.• 2 P: m.
Date. '__.._. ..._ ..i _
1.010 n ••• 1.°4°:
.883.891
__ ..:.; :~~~~~~~ :~~~~:: :~~~=:~ ~:::::~ ~:::::: :::::~: .:=:~:~i:::::::~:::=: '-:6~- --:67~- n:'68~' --:6~'!--:6~-'-:65~-
80° 441 64° _I .540 .540 .54° .510 .510 .500 .480 .460 .460 .400 .400 .400 .390
80 44 64 . 380 ·390 .400 ·390 ·390 .45° .45° .45° .45° .460 460 .460 .480 ·490
80 44 64 . 540 . 550 .590 . 590 .600 .640 .650 . 660 .660 .660 .660 .660 .670
80 20 68 40 u.u. •••••• 000000 _ •• .680 .680, .690 .700 .• _ n_ .710 .720 .740
80 17 69 00 ·790 .820 .830 .830 .860 .870 .890 .890 .890 .920 .940 .940 .970
80 07 '70 10 1.000 1.010 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.020 1.010 u_ n._n_ .930 .920 . 00.
80 05 70 30 - n - -- - u. _ _ ••• __ • •• __ •• _ • 910 . 910 _u _ n _ . 900 . 900 . 890 . 890
~~ ~~ ~~: .850 .850 :~ .• ~~~~. ~:::::: .• ~~~~•••~~~~__~~~~__•. 00 __ -.-9;~- ..:~- --:8~- --:8~- --:8~-
79 46 71 .710 ·700 .720 ·720 .• __•• __.uu•• 750 .•un.u_n_ ••. .790 .760 .760 .790
79 33 73 20 -•. ---- .------ n •• __ • nn .840 .850 .850 .860 .880 00 nun_ n __ •••• 00_
79 22 73 - •• ---- _••• n_ u U.n __ . • 00 •• 840 _'_._00 _. __ 00 __ • __ •• __ •• _. __ •• 00 _
79 22 73 .750 ·750 .730 ·730 .740 ·740 .740 .750 .760 .790 .790 .790 .750 .770
79 22 73 .910.910.910.910.95°.95° .94°.95° I .95° .95° .93° .980 .980
79 22 73 .930.95°.950.95°.95°.95°.95°.95°.990:.97°.980.980.99°. 990
79 22 73 ·950 .960 .960 .970 .980 1.010 .n_h_ 1.000 1.000: 1.000 1.010 1.010 1.030 1.04°
79 19 73 45 I. 020 I. 020 I. 010 I. 010 I. 010 I. 010 I. 000 .990 . 980 .97° .95°.94°.94°
79 19 73 45 .800 .810 .810 .810 .810 .820 .800 .780 .780 .780 .760 .750 .740 .740
79 16 74 .610.610'.610.600.580.590.580.570.560.550.540.530.510.500
79 13 74 20 ·430 .410 ·420 .430 .440 .450 .450 .~o .460 .450 .450 .460 .460 .470
79 10 74 42 ·420 .43° .43° .410 .410 .410 .410 .410 .400 .380 .35° .340 .33° .320
79 °7 74 45 .290 .300 .310 .290 .300 .290 .290 .280 .25° .240 .210 .230 .210
79 °7 74 45 . ago ·090 ·090 .100 . 110 . 140 .15° . 180 .200 .200 .210 .240 .25°
79 °7 74 45 .320 .33° .34° .380 .390 ·390 .410 .43° -.440 .450 I .440 .45° .420
79 °7 i4 45 . 53° . 520 . 520 .550 .560 .580 .590 .600 .610 .640 .620 .640 .640
79 °7 i4 45 .640 .640 .640 .640 .640 .640 .630 .620 .610 .590 i .600 .570 .550
78 5° 74 45 __ n h __ .nn. __n_.h ._n uh_n __ • .410 _••. n __ ... n_. n_ .410 .420
-_N.~:_'_n~d::«)~~~bi",~:)m~:):-=:: )_:--:)~:~~:: ~:::::: :-:::~: :::¥::E :::5~i::S:i ::7:::t: :~: _;_::11
__ nn_ · __hn h •• • n .n. 1.080 00_ 1.080
~~d(} ~~~~~~~:~ ~--.- ----- .----- ------- ---._-- ------- ------- ---- .. --- 1.140 I. 130 .. _. -----
--- -- .... -- .. ------- ------- .. 940 ----j~-::..:•• --1::E:::: :::::.~:-_: 1:_:-t))L:~}:-5~- \¥ :::~:t .~-E -;~o;~;':~:~i
_.. do --h __ . h __ -·- .. __ n_hn_n__ .890 n_··
I
' · n--------7·4~-I'
do .... -. --- -.- - h_ ... ------ -.n .. __ hh__ -00 _. .740 __ _ .740 ,n' . ; .
7S0 28' 750 20' h -.-- .'- -.. ·n. - .nh .------ --. u n h_. .830 ... _00_ .860
78287520 .U .... --.h- .. -h-n. __ h nn_n_h._h._ 890 h .850 _ -.----.---
78 2S 75 20 ..., ., ., ., ., ., . ., ., ., ., - - .. - u....... .. ..- .. - .. -.... ..- ..- _.. .._ 0; __ .. .. _ .. - .. .. • - ..
78 287520 _ nn. . __h.h.-.-- ••. ---n-.-h.---n---n .••h----. __ -n.- .. -n_.-----_.-------------_.--
~~ ~~ ~~ ~~ .; :::~::= ::~~~~: :~::::: .:;:' :::-::: :~::::: ~::::: :.~~::: :::::~:i:~35-C:::=: ~:::~~~ i'-~3-1
78 30 75 20 '_n.n. '.- '-' --- .. -.. n_ .."'..h_-_-. _1_._090 .. -_-.-..... -__._..._... -_ .. _._ ._..._.--_ ~-__.-_-_-_-__-::~:~:I
7830 75 20 _. :::::~~:.- ...... --- --.------ .!i E!! ~: ::: ::~::-::~~-- ~:::: H: :::,_::-: :5;0: ::::::: ::~:~:: :: -~:: -::i~:::;~i::
78 30 75 20 :~=:: ::~~:=: :::- .. -_h. - 'h .. --- . '-. -.- __. 1.020 Un •• __ . .. -- -.' ------' -- I
78 30 75 20 "n ._. ._ ... -. ·_.h_ ------- -.- _h -- ,_ .. n. I. 150 __• .. _
78 30 75 20 .. __ .. __._ --.-- _n . - .• ---. h_h __ h -._. ,_._ h 1.180 __00 n -
78 30 75 20. . _.h~:~:: -- . ---.--- --.--. 'n ... __ ._n __ .~.--. 1.310 _h .. --"",
78 48 74 40 .------ _'h._ 1.500 h .. h_ - u_ •• h n • u __ • __ .----.-,
78 48 74 40 -----------_hh • 1.430 ~----. -__.h .h_n . __. u_n ._ .. _ ••• __ • --_•• -.
78 4
6
74 20 :~::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::~:::::::::::!--~900·:::~:~= ::=:::::~=:::~::::::~~:::::C=:::::=:::::::~:-
I
.-.----- - --_. -- -.. _-_.~:------- ------- -_. - ---
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! .. I DaiIY'\ \II p. m. l\.hdmght. D '1I' means. iii Y
---- '-.-'-- -- "---I means in
I mm., 700+.1




_u_~- ._n . .. __
7 p. n~. i 8 p. m. \ 9 p. m.
n_I ·I _





1.220 -------- ----- .. -- -------- --------- --------
-------- --------- -------
-- -------- --------
__ u , --------
--------- ---------- ---------- -------- --------,-------- ---------j--------
-------- --------- ------
---- --------
-- ---------- ---------- ----
____ u u ' I. 220 u __ - - u - - __ - - - - - - u - -- - -- - - - - • - - - -- -: - - - - -- --
4 p. m, I 5 p. m.
- - - - - - - - --
-------- ------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- ... -------
I. 120
3p·m.
__ n ::-t~~-I ::::=~ =~=~I::: .: ~ ~:: ~. ~ ~ ~ ===== == :==~=: ~-.~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~_!' ;nnn __ u . n __ , h u_n. n n __
.65 0 .620 .620 .610 .620 .620
-------
..._- ---- .560 .550
·390 .360 .360 .35° .35° -------- .35° .340 .34° ·34°
.500 .530 .540 .5 60 .560 .5 20 .560 .560 .560 .530
.680 .680 .680 .680 .680 .680
-------- --- - ---- --------- ---------
.74°
------ --
.760 -----~---- - .750 .760 .760 .730 .690 I
--- ..... _--- .980
----_.---- .99° ·99° .99° .980 .99° ·990 ------- •..
---_._----- -------- - u
------ ---- .-----
.900 . goo .860 .860 .870 .870
----------
---- -_ .._-- ---------- - - - - _. .910 .900 .880 .880 .880 .860
--------- --------
---- -------- --------





---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ----
--------- --------
--- --------
--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -_ ..... ---- -----
------ -------- --------
--- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------- -
- - - - - - - - - --
-------- -------- -----
-- -------
-- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- ------
--- --------
----- -------- ------
------ ---------- ---------- ---.- ---- -------- ---
--------- -------
-- --------
- ---------- -------- ------
.98° u u h_ --
--------- - ---------
--------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- --------11 - - - - - - - - ~-------
---------- .0 - ---------- ---------- -~ --- ---- ------- 1 --- -------- --------
---------- ---- .650 ------- --------1------- ------~-- --------
.690 ----~=~~== ~===~=~=== ~=======~= -... _------ -------- -------- -------- ~-------- --------
______ .. . .810 .810 -_______ .830 --------- ~----~---
__ n • __ • u u u u n __ I. 070 ' uU -- - - - - --. -- - - - -- - - -- --
----______ 1.060 .. .---- 1.090 -------- ----~--- ~-------~ ---------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- --------- ----- ---
.----:82~- _m -:79~- ==== ==== ====== =====: : ====== =.. ---.-83~ -m:8i~ - ---.-790' --:76;- nn: 74~-
.830 .840 .840 .850 .850 .850 .880 .880 .890 .goo
.980 .950 .970 .970 .970 .960 .950 ·950 .940 ·93°
·970 .970 .980 .970 .960 ·950 .950 .940 ·940 .940
I. °40 I. 040 I. 060 I. 040 I. 050 I. 040 I. 040 I. 040 I. 020 f. 020
.920 .910 . goo .880 .880 .860 .850 .830 .820 .810
.730 .730 .720 .700 .700 .690 .680.640, .620
. 490 . 490 . 490 . 480 . 470 . 460 . 450 . 440 . 430 .43°
.480 .500 .500 . .490 .500 n u • ·43°
.35° .33° . 310 .33° .33° .310 .300 .300 .280 .290
.210 . 190 . 180 . 160 .160 . 150 .130 . 110 I .110 . ago
.280 .290 .290 .290 .290 .310 .320 .320 .320 .320
. 430 . 440 .45° . 460 . 480 . 490 . 500 . 500 I .500 I .53°
.650 .630 .630 . 630 .640 . 640 . 650 I .650 . 650 .65°
----------
---------
,---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- --------- --------
---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- ---------- -------- -------- -------- ------ -- ----- ---,;;;;'~mr;:::+:H~~U:::U~::):U::~ ~ ~ ~:;J:' ~~~ ~;~.' ••:::~::••~;;: ~ ••
--- __ Uu n u u u uu__ .89° . h __ --------- on
..
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I p. m. 2 p. m,10 a. m, II a. m.1 Noon.
------ _.....
--_ ...... - -----~_ .. ----- ---~-_. --------
I II!7 a. m. I 8 a. m.. 9 a. m.
I
FortConger•..n. __.36.4 36.1 36.336.337. 0 36.7 35.4 35·4 36. 6 36.4 36.4 38. 1 37·5
Near Cape Baird •• _•.•.• n' __ ._•••• _ ••••• •• __ .. __ •• _ ••• __ n_. __ n h"'" n.__.. nn nn __. __'nn
~::::::::: :::::~:::: .: :::: ~~:=:: :::~:: :::::: :::::~ ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: ::::::: :::::~i:::::: :::: ::: ::::::~
"~--"""'--" - ... _..... -. __•. --._. ----- ... ----- .....----- ------,iJ.f'--_.-------- ..-- ---.--- .--- ..-- -----.- ----- - ------- ------- --- ._--
n_•• u •••.•• _ ••• _ ••. 29.0 u"" •••_n •• _n•• _ un. __ '_" "'h •••• n nU •• _ 28.0 28.0
•• _ n.'.n.hnu "'n" 21.0 "'n•• n n .. "'n 'nu 30.3 30.3 30.2 31.0 31.8 30.5
So° 44' 64° -' 26.0 27.3 28.0 28·9 28,9 28.5 28.0 27.5 28.0 27.6 27.9 27.2 ..n. __ 27.5
So 44 64 26.0 26.0 26.2 26.2 26.2 27.2 28.0 2lS.0 32.3 28.4 26.2 29.5 30.0 29.8
So 44 64 ._ __., .••_ _n. 29.0 .• __n_ __ ••• n," •• __ u • nu. __
80 20 68 40 .• n __ •••••••nn••• 29.7 30.2 30.3 30.2 32.8 _•. n __ •• uu. 35.0
So 17 69 00 27. 6 32.0 26.2 26.2 ..u. __ .n ... 29.0 __ .. n.nn.. n. .. n __. 33.3 33. 6 33.1
80 07 70 10 n. __ • 26.6 26.2 27.2 31.7! 31.9 30.2 31.0 ..n. __ ••Un. 29.9 29.8 __ • __ n
80 05 70 30 --Un '-- .. - ._ ••••u.u •• __ •• ·".n. 33.0 33.0 _.n ..• 33.5 I 35.5 31.5 32.7
7955 7040 31. 231. 031. 833. 2 ... __. 33. 0 34.3 39.3. __ u ••• u __ • __ •• _ •• __ •• n •• _ ••• .n__
79 50 71 00 _hU. " 29.2 __.u•••n. __ n __ • __ •••• __ .__ 36.8 32.2 33.0 33.2 34.1
7946 71 32. 1 32. 0 33.0 32.8 .un_ __ n 35.0 ..... _..... __._. 38.5 34.7 36.2 34. 2
79 33 73 20 .-.-._ h_.. u. _._u. 26.0 26.2 27,3 29.1 28.0 ._u.... U_ .•n _p __ " u_._"
7922 73 21.0 19.520.519.8 19.9 24.8 26.2 24.6 27.6 28.0 28.2 29.1
79 22 73 14.216.019.020.621.0 23.2 24.[ 27.0 29.2 29.5 27.5 30.0 31.2 29. 0
79 22 73 24.0 24.0 25·0 26.0 26·5 28·7 29.3 31.2 31.0 31.8 33.0 33.1 30. 8
79 22 73 12.0 11.8 13.2 14.6 14.5 16.2 17.0 18.1 23.0 24.5 26.0 27.0 28.5 28.8
7922 73 23.5 25. 0 26.026.026.2 26.5 28.2 28.6 30.0 30.8 31.9 31.8 32. 8
79 19 73 45 26.8 26·4 27·0 27·0 27.0 28.8 29.0 29.5 30.0 32.6 34 ° 32.9 30.5
79 19 73 45 17·0 16.o 17.5 21. ° 24.4 26.° 27.° 27. I 28.4 29.7 28.8 32.2 31. 7 31. 3
7910 74 25.0 25.026.226.226.0 26.3 27.8 27.8 27.9 29.5 29.0 29.5 29.5 30. 6
79 13 744° :012.822.522.223.024.0 24.2 26.0 26.1 26,3 27.7 27.3 27.5 28.0 28·5
79 10 7442 22. 8 23.7 23.023.023.0 24.5 27.7 29.0 27.5 27.0 27.0 26.0 25.4 25·4
79 °7 74 45 21. 0 22·4 23· 0 23· I 24·° 23. I 24.8 24. 7 26.5 30. I 32. 8 29. 6 28.9
79 07 74 45 22.0 25· ° 25· ° 24· 5 24·° 23. ° 22.5 21. 6 22.8 23.° 23. ° 22.5 23· 5
79 07 74 45 1.0 1.0 6.2 4·0 10.0 11.0 12.0 11.0 12.5 11.0 9.8 9.3 14.1
79 °7 7445 13.213.213.614.615.1 16.3 17.5 15.5 15.0 15.2 16.0 17.8 17.5
79 °7 74 45 13·5 13· 5 13·5 13· 5 13·° 13.7 13·9 13.° 13.2 14.8 13.8 14.° 14.°
78 S° 74 45 .--.-..•--- - •• -_ -_. __ • • __ h. 13.5 __u __ __ • __ .. _,u_ 17.0 15.0
;;1~":\[~;"':::: ;\!!!\ !!)-~~!;-~-~ !\!-!! ;~\ ~~ ~:,,:0: :!,:!~;! ;;":0~ ;\,,:0~ :;;;:I: ;:ii!~ ::;i:~: ;:~;I:!::;:::_
__.u...---- .-_. ... ..n'h. .n. hU"n..u...... 21.5 n==::: --;i~5' --;i.O! 22.0::::~:: • __uu '''_''U .. -- .... n __ • no ._nh .. . __ ._h .. h__ 24. 0 26.0 26.5 26.5 _.••. _....... -.
d ~-- .._........_..__.... ----- .... --.-: .• ---- ------ ~----- ------- -- ... _-- .--'---- ------- --- --- .------ --- --------'=::d~ :~:::::::::::::::::: ::::::':----- .- ---h. u __ no n 1167 .. °5 .-- -'-16'.'5-- _••16..'.0.._ -_ •• _•.•_ : '-i6~8't .... _- "- •• - ------ --- .. --- ..... -._-- - --
..78~028,-- ..7S0·;0i·· ..-·.. ·--··---·-h-hn-- ·_._u .. 10·5 __ __ 12.5 ..•• __u 12.5 _ __
78 28 75 20 ·hh. -- ••• - -.,.----- •• ----- •••• - •••• --- 16·5 u __ • 16.0' 15. 0 i - .. -- •• - '-'''--
78 28 75 20 ---'" .----. ·n h __ h __ ._u -- ..... h, ' __ h_. h • ...... _ •• _h • __ h_'
~~:~ ~~: =:::::\.=:~:=='i:==::=l::=:=:II,~::~:~::::=== :::::== -..._--_-._-:_:_~_ 'i6j' .. :::::: ::::::: :~:=::= =:--- . --23.5
78 30 75 20' -.-- ... Uh.__ 23. 0 i u_ •• .... •
78 30 75 20 :::::: :::::::::::: ·-· · __ h .. U'__ u --. u ••• -- •• - 25.0 _.. •
78 30 75 20 ._ •. • __ .u_ :::--..Uh h_.h h"" ----- .. ----." _._ 2_4..•° - -.-.-_._ .. :1-_ ::: ::-- ..-.78 30 75 20 • __ ._.u. ' __ h __ '."""- -.hU ..... _.... • •
78 30 7S 20 ------ ....._._-- ------ ------: ........ -- -- .... -- --- - __ ... _ .. -----1--- --- -------;~ ~~ ~~: .::::: :::: ... :::::: :::::~ :::::: ~:::::: ..: .:; :::::~= :~~~~~: ~~~:~:~ :::i:~ .. i~=:::::1..~~~~ .. '· .. i6~~-
78 30 75 20 • __n_ .••.. .u_. ---- - .-- "" . __ 15.0 " __ n' ..u._' .••_ .
78 30 75 20 •••• -- .-.-- u. __. '''- h. --.- -- 14.0 i.---- i · -.---, -..
78 30 75 20 'h"" ---. ··-__ ·, __ U .. · __.h _"h 'U' n. 13.5 -- ' __ • 1 .··__ 1·- ..·.. -:
78 30 75 20 ....h. """,--'--' •• - ... -"'" U "'''''' ... n_.. 12.0 h_.h. _.n.nl .. __ ... .-- .... -..- ...
~~:: ~::~ ::~:::.~::::'.::~::,~:::::::::::=~:~ --:::::::::::: ::::::: :~::::: :::~:=J:=:::: :::::::T::::::
78 46 74 20 .- ..--- .--•..• h -- ----. ""'" h __ ••nJ --- .. -'-
78 46 74 20 -- ....._- ..__ ..... --- .. - ..~.-- - ..-----.. 9·0 -------.-------:- . ' ..._ --- •. -







































































Position at noon. \--'-1-' \ i -I!"-
1----'1--- I a. m. 2 a. m.:3a. m.:4 a. m I 5 a. m. 6 a. m.
















- - - - - - - --
1. o II





- - - - - - - - - ~ 1.9 15
- - - - - - - - - -
2·5 16
- - - - - -- - - -
2. I 17


































- - - - - - - - - -
5· 7 5




- 0.8 - 11.6* 8
----------






9. 0 - 7. 8* 12
6.0 - 11.0* 13






2.8 - I I. 7* 17
9. 0 - 12.2* 18
----------




- 3. 6 21 I
----------
-12.6 22
8.0 - 10.2* 23
4. 0 - 10·3* 24
















7. 0 - 11.1* 5 r
3. 0 - 12·9* 6
12.8 - 10.1* 7
12·5 - 10.6* 8
4. 0 - 13.6* 9
3. 0 ~ 13.6* 10
- 7. 0 - 20.6* II
-12·5 -23.6* 1 12
3. 0 - 16.1* I 137.0 - 13·3*
\
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34.° - h h _u h _
31.°
----- -------- --------1'--------· .--~----
--;8~~- ---;8~5-h - ;8~5--- -;8~5- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ .. ~ ~ ---;7~~- --n ;6~ ~-
27·9 28.° 27·° - __ ! 27· 4 27·° 26. 3 26.5
30.1 29.5 28·5 29.0' 28.5 28.2 27.8 25. 2
,
--------:-------- -------- -------- -------- - ------ -------- ---------
-----------~--- ----
I i \ I :6 p. m. , 7 p. m, 1 8 p. m, : 9 p. m, I 10 p. m. I I p. m. Midnight.
I '
4p. m .
31.5 31.3 33·9 29·5 -------- 25.0
3°· 5 31.4 32.4 26.2 22.2 24· I
34·0 33.0 32.0 30.5 29.0 26·5
29.0 29.6 29.8 29·4 27.8 25. 2
31.° 32. 0 31.° 29. 2 29· 5 29·0
3°·2 28.6 27.8 26. 2 25. I 23.0
28.0 29.0 29. 2 27.8 27· 5 26·5
29·3 30. 0 26·3 26·4 26.2 24.8
29·0 28.0 28. 2
--------
26·5 26.0
27·5 19.2 19.0 16.2 14.° 13.°
27·5 26.0 24·5 22·7 21. 6 21.°
21.6 22.0 21. 2 20·5 19·5 9. 2
19. I 17. 2 17·3 17·0 13.0 12·518.0 16. I 16·3 16.0 15·3 14·9
35·2 31.° '__ hU_
.:: p. m.
-------- --------j--- ----:-------- -------









-------- --_... -------- --------f~- ~~~~~~~I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=~=~=~===~~~=~=~~ ~~~=~~~~ ~~~=~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~
-_, u h I__ u un __ n n u n_ u_.
I • ----------
---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- ----
TABLE CLXXVIII.-1emperatun observations (after leaving Fort Conger) in Kennedy Channeland A'ane-'&a-Continued.
• Minimum included in mean.
~---- ... --i-------- ------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------~=======I================1======== ======== ===============~ ~======= ======== ==========--------1---- h U __ h __ u __ u __ h n_u ._n _
--------1--- h_ -------- -- .... -- .....--- --- ..----------- -.~~~__•••_--._--_•• _--- _
12.5 !--- h __ h h_
U
u h n u u_





n n -- - - __ h_n n
33· I 32. 5 I 31. 5
nn __ n 31. 9 '_h_h_
-------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --- -------
I ,[~~~81~~;.-~:::::-j}~~~Ij;j -:~ '0-0_ :~~~_~-:~}6-~: ::- ::-~::::--::.
I---h--- h
n
u __ n_u u n_u h •• _·n __ ----------
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TABLE CLXXIX.-Wind, toeather, tides, {sc., Fort Conger to Camj Clay, 1883.






ice pack. Weather. Remarks.
Cape Desfosses__... •
Near Cape Back. u __ • _
80° 421 N h_.n .. h,,'h
80° 44' N.• 68° W .•.. _._
80° 44' N., 68° W . _
Fort Conger •.• _ Aug. 9. I a.m. SE.•5miles. __ ._ .uu_.n._. Cloudy. __u. __
~~~: ~: ~::~: ~E.~ :~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~ :~~~~~:~~~~:::-­
~~~: ~: 1::~: ~~::§~:::~:~:~~ :~:::::~:~:: ::~~~~::::::~::~
Aug. 9. 6 a. m. SE.,2 miles__ . __ n_n.nuu do ..u.u..
Aug. 9, 7 a. m. SE., 2milesuh... n. .n..h.dou ... _u __
Aug. 9, 8 a. m. SW.,2miles . ._n._. __ . do. .. _
Aug. 9. 9 a. m. n __ do _h_' __ n u .. n .. _ Heavy snow __
Aug. 9,10 a. m. S.•6 miles _" _n .. U •••• h u .rlo , h. P U'_
Aug. 9, II a. m. SW.,4 miles __ h' unnuh_. u •• do.. u __ uu
Aug. 9,12 noon. S.,4 miles _. . h .... __ u Cloudyh u. u __
Aug. 9. I p. m. S., gentle. u __ u h _. _n _h u _...dou h •• __ n
Aug. 9, a p, m. _. __ ._. __ u .. uu 'Uh,hUU _u_u n _
Cape Baird u_ _ u_ Aug. 10, 7p. m. NE.,lighL'h- .unhu_ Cloudy.hu __..
Aug. 10. 8p. m. E., light. nn __ hh. __ n_ nhdo.. uh . __Aug. 11. . __ ·--- .. .U_h n __ hu u u u
Aug. 12u h n._ ---. h_.
u
_ u .Uhh __ .h UU n_.u
Aug. IJ. _n u_. ---•.. h .. __ . __ ... u. h __ nu__ Snow from 12.45 a. m. till after 8 a. m.
Aug. 14__ h -. U u. __ u n . u __ . " _u_ .u_. _n__ Wind NE. since evening of rjth,




S. __... __. Clear , , ..
I
'
Aug. 15,10 a. m. undo. _u h_h. S. . h. do . u __ n
Aug. 15, II a. m. uudo u u __ nu S. _u __ u. Fair hu __ . __
Aug. 15. I2 noon.. u.do_ u •• h___ S. _u U. h __..don __ u_n.
I Aug. IS, I p. m. .do_. u u u._ S .. u __.h.do__ u __. __
i Aug. IS, 2 p. m. h ..do. u. u_ S. hU do. h u 'Uh
Aug. 15. Jp. m. __ hdo ... _n• h_ S _ '_hUh .u.do .. __
Aug. IS, 4p.m. hhdo. __ ..nn . .u . do_h. _
Aug. 15. 5 p. m. .do, _· __h___ Sr __ u .. __ .do . u Low water at 2.40 p. m.; high water atAug. 15. 6p.m. do__ u Sr ._. __ . Cloudy__u u 8-45 p.m.
Aug. 15. 7p·m... _.do h ••. Sr .. __ ... __ u __ do.
u
•
Aug. 15. 8p. m.. _.•do . Sr .. h do._ u. __
Aug. 15, II p. m.. u_do.h_ h h__ (?) _h.do __ . . __
Aug. 15.I2mdt.._udo.n S•... __ • h __ do ...
80° 44' N.,68° W _.n n Aug. 16, I a. m.. do_
h
• • S. .. __.do , .. __
Aug. 16. 2 a.m.. __ .do, . S._Uh . __ .do, __
Aug. 16, j a.m. __ udo . u. h. S. .h __ .h._do..
u
_ .
Aug. 16. 4a.m. N.,brisk __ . u u S•. hh . do__ . h. .Aug. 16. 5 a. m. h __ do. . So. __ '. h __ . Snow. h. _. u._
Aug. 16. 6 a. m. NE., brisk n Quiet , , do,. . __ . h __Aug. 16, 7 a. m.. _ndO h. __. S. h_. h.do .. __ . h __Aug. 16, 8 a. m. uhdo__ n _ n h . Quiet , . Cloudy u ••





.do_ h• __ ._. Quiet_h._. do __
Aug. 1
6,
II a. m. .do _.u •• '_u Quiet __ h .hdo. .. __
Aug. 1
6,
12noon. .do . . Qulet , , . n __do h .. __Aug. I • I p. m. - . h ... ._u __. .
Aug. 16, 2 p. m. NE., brisk __
u
_ . SI u_. n. __ Cloudyu. __ . __
Aug. 16. j p.m.. do n • __ SI .. _. h h. h __do. __
Aug. 16, 4p·m. NE.,high. n h_ Quiet. ... udo .
n
_
Aug. 16, 5 p. m..__.do , Quiet. __ h' h ..do.. __.
Aug. I~. 6p.m. NE.,brisk h .. S. __h. . __ do. __~ug. 1
6,
~p.m. __ ndo._ h• __.•. SI. __ .
h
n.do.. _
ug. I, p.m. --_._n. __ . __
Aug. 16. 9p. m. NE., brisk __ .::: :::::~~:~:~: 'Cl~~dy:__ .n_.~~~: :~::~~:~: :==:~~~=::~~:::- ~:----.-.---h.do--=~:::-__ .
Aug. 16.12mdt. u __do .••
n
: S. -- __ · __ u .do.; __... __.
80° 44' N.,68° W _h ~~~: :~: ~ ::~: ::::~~::=:=::::: ~~·i~t::::~:-S~~~~::~:::~:_
Aug. 17, J a. m.. do __ • N. .h __ . __ .do . __
Aug. 17. 4 a. m. _ do S. _.h __ u do . .
Aug. 17. 5 a. m. _=::do:- h - - - - . - • ---- _h. do. __u . _
Aug. 17. 6 a. m. NE., fr~~h::=::: ~<.n. ----- h .do -- -----
Aug. 17. 7 a. m. .do • ----.--. hhdo. __. __ --.Aug 17 8 F n ·__ n •• S • __ u ..do ._. .
Aug: 17: ::~: __'" dlght. h - --- S· h u U h . Cloudy ___
Aug. 17,I~a.m. __ ::do-·---- h-- ·S;h------. h_:do.. _.•.un
Aug. 17, II a. m. NW.•light::=::: s'::::::::: ~i~~; :::: h
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TABLE CLXXIX.-Wi·nd, weather, tides, &c., Fort Conger to Camp Cta)', 1883-Continued.
Remarks.Weather,Wind.Date.Position. IM';vement of !I Ice pack. 1
[-------------------------l~ --.- ----
So° 44' N., 68° W Aug. 17,12 noon., NW., ~ighL 1 Ns ' Cloudy------h
Aug. 17, Ip.m.' NE.,hghtn_. __ 1 Ns n ,. __.do __ n __
Aug. 17, 2 p.~. .do i, , N: --------i-n.dO--------
Aug. 17, 3p.. Calm n N n._.h_, do_h _
Aug. 17, 4 p. m. NE., light nu. _.. Quiet u' i---.do __00 _
Aug. 17, ~p.m. nu~O---_n--_·1 Ss::nh-----:I-F-.. :do--------Aug. 17, p. m. __u O n __n' 00_ aIr h
Aug. 17, 7p.m. NE., fresh 1 Ss __u Cloudyn-------
Aug. 17, 8 p. m. E., light. n u _u: Ss __-. i_ h.do n
Aug. 17, 9 p. m..__.don. ... s-__ 00 u.do __ u __
Aug. 17, lOp. m. S., light n on Quiet _h udo _
Aug. 17, II p. m. NE., light ._.n. Ns __ . __n dcc..; nn
Aug. 17,12 mdt. Calm . u N ____ ____ _ Clear u _n __ n_
So° 44' N.• 68° W .._.u __ Aug. 18, I a. m. SW.,lighL . N do u __
Aug. 18, 2a.m. .do n_ n Nr _u Fair h _
,Aug. 18, 3 a. m. Calm n .____ __ Nr u u ... -. .do; , _... u
I Aug. 18, 4 a. m. S., light __.n Nr __u n .do.. _00 _
Aug. 18, 5 a. m. n. _do n nn_ Nr u_n Snow _
Aug. 18, 6 a. m. SW., light . . Ns . ndO_
Aug. 18, 7 a.m. __udo. N . __ u do...... _ .. _.
Aug. 18, 9a.m. do. Ss "_ndO __ un __ u
Aug. 18,10 a. m. SE., light. . Ss u do . u __
Aug. 18, II a. m. Calm .n__. nu Ns u u __ do.
I~~~: ~~: I;;~~. ~===~~:========= ~: ~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=]
Aug. 18, 2p.m. SE .• brisk n Nr do_uuhu_
Aug. 18, 3p.m..__.do , ._. Nr _u do __ u_. Low water, 4:43 a.m.; highwater,4·55
,Aug. 18, 4p.m. SW., brisk u Nr __00_00 __ h_do_ .. uh___ p.m.
I Aug. 18, 5 p. m. nndo . .u Nr . do. - _on
Aug. 18, 6p.m. SW.,fresh.
n n
1 N_uhuu __._dO__ nn _
Aug. 18, 7 p. m. E.,light. __. Ns u __ nu n __ do n_
Aug. 18, 8p.m. NW.,lighL_u_. SR . u __ . do __ u u_
So° 44' N.,68° W n •• _ Aug. 19, 5 a. m. NE., light. ..u_ Quiet uuu Cloudy u_h_
Aug. 19, 6 a. m. Calm "_n. __. __ Quiet un ..douu h_
I
,Aug. 19, 7 a.jn, NE.,light n_"u Quiet , __u __ u_OOu nn_
Aug. 19, 8 a. m. SE.,liggt.n-n- Quiet u_n_ Fair un __
Aug. 19, 10 a. m. SW.,light.----- Quiet . __h. donnn_u.
! Aug. 19,12 noon. NE., light _n. __ Ns . do n_ 'n_
Aug. 19, 2p.m. SW.,lightnu __ Nr .u ndo ,
i Aug. 19, 3 p. m. _u.do. N" do_nn. __
I ~~~: ~~: g:~: -5"'-_' ====== =~=: -Ns- .. ~ ~ ~: ~ -Ci~~dy~ .. ~==:=~I Aug. 19, 8p.m. SW.,light. SWp h __ do Low water, 5.05 a.m.; high water. 11.30IAug. 19, 9p· m. do SW _ - ---- do__________ p. m.
1
AAuugg·. 19,10 p. m. Calm __. n •.N ---- n - - - -- _:dou --- n n_19, II p. m. do .. _ Nr n FaIr n _
Aug. 19,12mdt. _ndo u Nr __u do .. -------.'
SO°44'N.,680W Aug. 20, la.m. do. u Nr "__ Cloudy _
! Aug. 20, 2 a. m. __. __do. Nr __u_. __ Foggy _h Highwater, 12 noon; low water, 6.13 p.m.
Aug. 20, 3 a.m. W.,lighL--u-. Nr Clear. n_!
Aug. 20, 4a.m. N.,light.------- Nr n :do._ n t
Aug. 20, 5 a. m. SW., light.. u__ Nr __ n FaIL -- n - __ h_'
Aug. 20, 6a.m. .do . u __do.. . 1
~~~: ~~: ~ ::~: ~:::~;i~t=~~~: ~==:=:~~=::~ ::~~~~~=:==~=:==IAug. 20, 9 a.m. do u h .do . ,
Aug. 20, II a.m.· SW., f~esh. . n Clo~dy-.------
Aug. 20,12 noon. SW., hght __nu Ns n 0.. _
Aug. 20, I p. m. W., light. _..__. _, Nr p_ - .do __- --
Aug. 20, z pvm, _h_do N" u Foggy -------
~~~: ~~: g:~: -sW~,Olight=:~==: ~: ==~~:~~=-Ci~~~y=~==~===:1
I
Aug. 20, 7p·m. _..__ do ._ SI .do 1
Aug. 20 8 p m do . s. do 1
So
'~:i: ~~~ ~H~:~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~======:~- -t-~~f~======~=~:
° N·,71° W .1 Aug. 21, 2 a. m. Calm . Nr _u .. do u __ i
Aug. 21, 3 a. m, SW.• light , u Nr do. ,
i
fl·'1. ;:r,,""I' ',I· :,Ii '
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TABLE CLXXIX.-Willd, Toeather, tides, ere, Fort Conger to Camp Clay, I883-Continued.
Position. Date. Wind. Movement ofice pack. Weather. Remarks.
, • ••_~ • _ _. m • • .... • m _
800 N., 710 W ' __n. 'n__ n_
800 N., 710 'W . u. n.
79051 1 N .. n __ .nn•• nu_
790511 N __ ._n 'u., _. .
Five miles west of Cape Louis
Napoleon.
Cape Louis Napoleon __ .n. __
Aug. 21, 4 a. m. Calm n __ n_.___ 1\r n __ u u Foggy _. _
Aug. 21, 5 a.m..••.do __ n •.. n. Nr n_ Cloudy . __
Aug. 21, 6 a.m. __ .do . N' .__ .n_dO .
Aug. 21, 7 a. m. NW., light , , Quiet .do .. h
Aug. 21, 9a.m. SW.,light. . SW h __ hhdo_nh_.n.
Aug. 21, 12 noon. do_
n n
• __ •• SW·. u __ . do .• _.
Aug. 21, I p. m SW., fresh h _ NEr . do . __un
Aug. 21, 7 p. m. SW., light. h h. NE' .' __ .. do __.. __. __.
Aug. 21, 8p.m...•. do . NE' hU __ hdo . __.
Aug. 21, 9 p. m. W., fresh. __ u. _ SW' . h __ndO__h _n __
Aug. 21, lOp. m. SW., fresh u. N .. u h_do. .
Aug. 21, II p.m. SW .n N h.h ..u_do .
u
__
Aug. 21,12 rndt, _ .. do __ .. __ .___ ___. __. . dou. h . u u
Aug. 22, 9a.m. SE., fresh h u _u. __ udo_u __.u•.
Aug. 22,11 a.m. SW.,brisk h NE. do __. __u __
Aug. 22,12 noon. _•.do L; ••• _.n NE u hudou.h ..
Aug. 22, r p.m.. .do""' h . NE .do u . n n
Aug. 22, 2p.m..__.do v, , __ • SW . __ . h ..do • h
Aug. 22, 7p.m. SW.,light __. __ NE·. . __.do.; .. __
Aug. 22, 8p. m. u._do. h NP _ u _. do hu _~~i: ~~: I~~::: ~~~~~~~_~~=~~==~ ~E~~.~~~~~ ~~=.~~~~~~~~===~
Aug. 22, 11 p.m..n.do.huh. __ :-,·. __ .Uh. do
Aug. 22,12 mdt. SW., fresh ....... S' u u - ---do u -- •
~~i: H: ~:::: ~==~~~:=====~=== ~:.~~~~~~~: ~~~~~~~~~~=::==.
Aug. 23, 4a.m. Calm "" __'"'' Nr .. __ u_.. do · ·_h
Aug. 23, 6a.m. S.,fresh n .n Nr ... . do~---·---···
Aug. 23, 7a.m. SW.,light.. __ u N. ,... do_ h -- - -- -- .
Aug. 23, 8a.m. <;alm : .. __ ._ ~_. u._. Cloudy~~~~~~=~~
Aug. 24, 3a.m. NE.,hght. NI-, .. ._._do.
Aug. 24,loa.m.. __.do .
h
• sr. Snow .-------
Aug. 24,11 a.m. N.,light sr. _. __ '_ . __ .do· u------.
Aug. 24, r z noon, Calm ._ •... sr __h U _. __do-----------~~r H: H::: ~=~:i~:====:==~: ~:~:~~:~:~: :::=~~:::~:~::::
Aug. 24, 4 p. m. SW., light. __ .__ S. . . _. _.do-- - u - ----
Aug. 24, rr p. m. NW., light. .. __ . N ,. do -- - -- - n __
Aug. 24, r z mdt..•_.doh n __•__. N ._h _. F --_u_ n_.
Aug. 25, I a. m. SW., fresh ____ _ N'
h
_. _ ... _.~f . --. -- ---
Aug. 25, 2 a. m. S\\., light. N' '-'hU . __.do . h __
Aug. 25, 3 a. m. W.,light. __ . N' . __._.do- .-----
Aug. 25, 4a.m. ~W., light._.
h
• N' • •.do~'--'-'--'
Aug. 25, 7a.m. SW.,fresh'_ .. n NE•.. __ ._ .. _._do --·_.n_.
Aug. 25,rra.m. u __do. . N•. n do~-------n
Aug. 25, 12 noon. do .. _u __
n
_ N.. do ---------
Aug. 25, 1 p. m. SW.,lighL_.
u
_ N. ~ ~ ~~~~~: ~===do' --'" ----
Aug. 25, 2p.m. SW.,fresh._ .. __ N' __. __h.h ..do~~·-u.-..
Aug. 26, 5 a. m. . do _ On __ .. _ N' do -- - .. --
Aug. 26, 6a.m. SW.,lighL_ .. __ N' ~=~~~~~:=~~=do"·-·--- '-
Aug. 26, 7 a. m. do N' - -- ." . -- nA . . -- •... ,.. - do
ug. 26, 8 a. m. NE., light. ... __ N' -. -- ..... --. -d - " .. - - - .
Aug. 26, 9 a.m. do. -. __ h_ .--- 0. .
Aug. 26,rrp.m. SW.,fr~~h..~:~~~·sa-----·F-:do-.----""
Aug. 26, I2 mdt, SW., light __ NE -.-- ~ ~. .. al~~-- . --





Aug. 27, 3 a. m.. do. ,.... __ S . ----. -.-. - - -.
Aug. 27, 4a.m. NW.,light.. -__.~~~~~- '(;i.do- ".
Aug. 27, 5 a. m. .do , ... S . ear_.
Aug. 27, 6 a. m. __.. do. __ S·· .. - -- - '- ..do __
Aug. 27, 8 a. m. N.,light - . - .- - .do.,, __
Aug. 27, 9 a. m. NE., Ii hi------ .,,-------- ... __.do , --
Aug. 27, ro a. m. do g __ hu - .. _n __ . h_ Foggy. -
Aug. 27,rra.m. Calm ----------.--------u u_do"
Aug. 27,12 noon. N. Iigh-t· h - h h -- ---- _h. -- .•..do.
Aug. 27, r p.m, Cairn ··-U._ h. h. --.--_... do
Aug. 27, 2 p. m do.... ------ - h __ • ·_n __ '''' .do , -. u '_'h
. h_. ----._. .. _.n._ ..... __ .do
_._-,._-~----
Low water, 7.35 p. m,
High water, 1.45 a. m. and 2.15 p. m.
Low water, 8.40 a. m,
High water, 3.35 a. m.
TABLE CLXXIX.- Wind, weather, tides, &'c., Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 1883-Continued.
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27, 3p.m. SVI.,light __nuhu nn_ Foggy • __
27, 4p. m. Calm n 00_00 h u_u __ndO_nh_h __i
27, S p. m. u __donu_u --0000-00-00'-00-00------.--
27, 6 p. m. SW. _u 00 00 __ 00 ooi Fair h __
27, 8p.m. Calm _u_.h .00_00 001 Clearh_u_uu
27, 9p. m. nudO __h. __oo_ .h_n __u udo __h __ ---
27,Iop.m. NW.,lighLuoo 00 udo_uu __n_
27, II p. m. Calm __u_nn_ 0000 ndou n __
27,12 mdt. SW., light __00 __ h h do_nu_h __
28, I a. m. NW., light. u. Uh __. __do u_ ,
~I: ~;~. -C~ir;::::: _::_:_:::: -:~oi!y::: ::~]
~t ~ ::~: -~~~~:~~~~~~~~~- ~~~~~~~~~~~: :~~~~~::::~:~~~:I
28, 9 a. m. nudo hu _ _00_00 00 _h __ 00 .do., . u. _n_
28, ro a.m. __udonuh___ _ Uh_ I"air_nn __
28, II a. m. __udou u 00 __ _ __00 00 _ Cloudy - __ 00 00 00_
28,12 noon. do h_ _ ' Fair __00 00 uh_
~~: H:~:'=~~J~~~== ~ ~~~= .. == ~ ~~~== ~:~ ~~~~~~: ~ ~: ~ ~ ~~~i
28, 4 p. m. W., light.. h U_h_ _ Fair. 00 00 - h - --I
28, S p.m. Calm . un u_dOhn 1
28, 6 p. m. 00 __ do __u ,__u 00 __ Clear 00 00 - -- ---
28, 7 p. m. E.,lighL __nn_; __un_uu Fair -------00--
28, 8 p. m. Calm __00_0000_100 __ 00.00__ __dO_u __ nn_,
28, 9p.m. __udo u oo h Clogdy ._
28, ro p.m. .do__u 00 u_dO_un 1
~~: :~ ~:.. on _dou .• ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~C~ ~ ~ .: ~ .. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .•
29, I a. m. W., light . 00.1-_ u ._n_douu • __
29, 2 a.m. N., light _u -!--n ; do __h_n _
l~m:['1L~~:~]~:~~;~ :::--~!~~~:g;~H;;::
29,10 a. m. W., light _ ... j_u ._n. do __ n n_
29, II a. m. _u_do u_u_in n __n_u _don __n _
29,12 noon. SW., light __u __i n _. do _
29, I p. m.' Calm hu n! '- do • --00--
29, 2p. m.' SW., light. _unl.-- n, do_u_n_u_
29, 3p.m. Calm 00 ... 1 __ • 00._. : do . un __
29, 4 p. m. SW., light _oo_u i .n . doc , , _
29, sp.m. .do . ..-_-----_--- __ .. do __ • ..u
29, 6 p. m.I-C;lm '_00--------- Fair 0000---.--.
g: j~.~ •. ::j~-: ::::~~:t~:~;~::~:~~j:::::::::-
29, II p.m. do .------l u __ u Clear -------00-
;~: I: ~~. __ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il~=====·~~=== :==:~~~=========30 2 a m do 'u_.hU do u_
30: 3 a: m: ~=~ :do~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:=~ ~I __nn 00 _00 __n_ ~o . nn_
30, 4 a. m. S., light n_n __ U_h ---: 0. _
30, S a.m. Calm __._n ; n_ h Fal~-----------
~~: i::~: ==~:~~~~=~~~=~==,:==:=======~ -~~~~~=========~30, 9a.m. SW.,Jight. u_ n al~-------u--
U~ ;g;§ 0;';::-' -:: ~~: :::~::: :~1~:~~: :~:~:
---------------------
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TABLE CLXXIX.-lflnd, weather, tides, &(., Fort Conger to Camp Cia)', I883-Continued.
Position. Date. Wind. Movement ofice pack. Weather. Remarks.
------ ~----------~--------------
79° 22' N., 73° 10' W u n Aug. 30. 2 p. m. Calm hhn_h_ n_h'._ ·__ Clear _h. __
Aug. 30, 3 p. m. __ ..do.. u. . . __ _.. Fair __h . __
Aug. 30, 4p.m... udo __ . u .. _h __ . __.do. , .. __n _..
Aug. 30, 5 p. m.. do . __ . _u_. h_... _ .do .. .
Aug. 30, 6 p. m. __ ._do h ..nh__ .n_' . do h __._n __
Aug. 30, 7 p. m. _. __do.... .. _._ •. Cloudy..nn. __
Aug. 30, 8 p. m. 5., lighLn. n nn n._•. .do . '_' n_n_
Aug. 30, 9 p. m. .do., , • ... __n_ _ __ do. __• h _
Aug. 3°,10 p. m. SE.,light. . h_Un•. _n_don _
Aug. 30, II p. m. 5., light n_ .h_ h nh_h .n_do_u _
Aug. 30, 12 mdt. . do. __ . __ . .nh__• . .do. n_ h h __
79° 22' N., 73° 30' W Aug. 31, I a. m. SW., light . unu hn __ . do hn _
Aug. 31, 2 a.m. ~E., gentle ._.•.. n __.._.. n_ .h.dO __ unnn
Aug. 31, 3 a. m. ~E., light , __n .•hh_h .do • .
Aug. 31, 4 a. m. do. . h • __ h __h __ _.. do. h _n _
~~:fm:jl~~ -:~~~:::::~ :~g~~~~~::~::
Aug. 31,10 a. m.. __.do , n. __ n h _u_. _Uh __ nndO. n __
~~: lj::if~ ~ ~ ~ ~l~. ~-~ ~ ~: ~-_::: :::~~::: :~i;fif:~~: ~:~:-
Aug. 31, 4 p. m. N., light ._u h ••__ h_n
n
_ . u_.do '.n.
Aug. 31, 5 p. m. Calm · .n __ Uh_._h_ h_.do __
Aug. 31, 6p.m. N.,light -------n__., n .do-., , .---
Aug. 31, 87 p. m. NW., light __ n u .dc.. , - .. ---Aug. 31 p m Caln; d .. h __
~~~: ~:: I~~::: .: ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~ ~ ~ ~~== =======~ ====~~===~ .. =~ =~
Aug. 31, [J p. m. W.,light __.h.. 'U h_h_ on_do · __h __Aug.31,llmdt. Calm .. h __.
79° 19' N., 73° 45' W _.. Sept. I, 1 a. m. __ ._do~========= ~====~~===== ====~~. mh_h.
Sept. I, z a.m. SW.,lighL ._h_._h . do·- n---.--
Sept. I, 3 a. m. Calm Uh n_n_~: 1~m: ~:::f:m ~..~ -.:: ~:~: ~~~~:: :~~j~::: ~~:~:~
Sept. I, 8 a. m. W. Ii ht _.h __. -----.------ do h __
Sept. I 9 am N\V" h'---'" _h do .. __h _h _
Sept. I: to a: m: Caln: Jg [ _h __ ------------ do. m h _
I ~:~: ~', ~~:~~.-Di~-=~===~==~= ====~~=~~~== ====~~=~~=====~=Sept. 1 I pm! d __hh n Goudy u
h
__
,I ::!!~::: ~~I~ ~~~~~~~~: ::::~):-:!~: :~:::~ ~~)~:~
Sept. I: lOP: m: -~-\V. -g~~il-----· -----------. do • n
S• , e '- doept. I,ll p.m. Calm
h
_ • ---. __ h • h._
n
__
79°19' N., 73°45' W Sept. 1,12 mdt. W. light __ hh_ ------------ do on.
Sept. 2, 1 a.m. :do u __ • __ ... -------.-- ._~-do------n--
Sept. 2 2 am N\" I' h------- ----h h. Light fog; cloudy
, " "., Ig t d~: ~:m: ::'tt:~:~~~- :~m~~:H :~:;t--------:
Sept. 2, 8a.m. Calm ·----------- do ._. __
n
Sept. 2, 9 a. m. SE.,lighi------- --- h J do.; __ ---- ..
!:~: ~::~ ~: -c;i~O::::::::: ,::::::::::: ::JL:: ::: I
._----------
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2,12 noon.. Calm , u. __ Cloudy---------
2, I p. m. SW., lighLu_u! u . __.do
u
_
~: H:~: ~~~:~~~~======~ ======~=====~==~~~=========:2, 5 p. m. SW., light .. .. do... u_
2, 6p.m. SW.,gentIe h .do . 00 _
l~ ,g ;~~~~~~;:~: .. :~~:~::::~- ::j~~:~::~:~:
2,12 mdt. E., light, . u __ • __ • do _
3, la.m. SE.,light n -__. do .
Ii l~:~: I:c~}~:~~..~~ ~~~~~ ~~;~;;~ I~~~)~~;H~;;
3, 9 a. m'l NE., l;ght ---- .. _u . .do-., , __
~: ~~ :: ~: _~~~~o~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ --- - ~==== ~ ===== ~ -==;~~== .: ~ ~ =~=:
3.12 noon.: NE.,lighL u .do. __
~: H:~: I=~;~i~========: :====::====:,~~~~}~:==:=:==::i
3. 4p.m. do; _ u_. nl Cloudy--u---.
3, 5p.m. __ ndO_n_n .u n __ u. do__ n _
3, 6p.m.1 N.,lighl. __ . . ... do _
3. 7 p. m.1 Calm u ... __ ....... _on do L; __ u __
3. 8p.m.1 NE.,lighL'H n h Foggy. _.ou __
3. 9p.m. do__ n u .hh.. do n 1
3, to p. m.] Calm .n_do I
t:lf:~-j :~_~~:~:~:~ ::::~- _=J!:~~~~- ~~~
4, 3 a. m, inndo ! Cloudy-------.-,
t~;; !i!::---::-. ~:~:~~::::~: ~d~::~:~~~~:-
4, 8 a. m'l W.• light. _n n do __ .. __
:: ~~::~: '=~;~r~=:=:~:==== ::::===:::=: ~:=:i~===:=::::='
4.12 noon.' SW., light u __ _ un .. u . 0 _
4. I p.m._n_do ... ; .. . __ :_do .. _ ------
4. 2 p. m.. do . 'I-u---n----. Llg3t snow----
:: H:~: !=~;~~~======:=~::===:===:==~I~~~~~~~~~~~:~~=;;4, 7 p. m. do
n
_ : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ __ _ do . I
4. 8 p. m. In - .do - --- - - -- - -j ---- -no u---Cl~udy n _i
4. 12 mdt. ·1----dO-n------- -------- ----I L' h .
NW Ii ht I Ig t snow __ u_5. I a. m. ., 19 ------ ----------- CI d
5. 2a.m·~lm-dO------ ... -- m ~~o~========-
5. 3 a. m. Calm ...... n ------------ .do . _nl5, 4a.m. do ------------ I
5. 5 a. m.1 NW., light m __ ----------------~~-====-.=== \
I: mdL::---- ~~::-::::j:~~i~t:::::~
5,lOa.m. N..,hght------ n " __ -Ci~ar~==--
5, II a.m. Calm n __ n ------ .. ----1 I
I (0....... -5. 12noon. ( o. - -- ------ u • ---- I5. I p. m. '. do_.___ . (0.. _
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TABLE CLXXIX.- Wind, weather, tides, &c., Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 1883-Continued.
Position. Date. Wind.
Movement of







































































7,)° 6' K, 74° W __ . __._.n __
79° N.• 74° 45' W- _.•_. n __ •
79" N ,74° 45' W. _
7~O N., 74" 45' W . n •
5, 2p. m. SW., lighL_h __ h_._·_ •. Clear _n •• __ •••
5, 3 p. m. \Y.,light . __n __ ••• n ••• __ .do._. __
5, 4p·m. SW.,light . __n __ ._· _ •••do.
n
.. ••
5, 5 p. m. 5., light . ..... __hdO.n __n. __
5, 6p.m. SW.,light . _ . __.un_· __ ndo.• n •• __
5, 7 p. rn. do. n_n_ .. n .... do ._. __
5, 8p.m. __..do . h .. do . _
5, 9p·1I1. S\y.,fresh .n.... n __ •• do . __..




5, II p. m. SW., fresh ... n •• ••do ... . __..
5,12 rrxit. do.;
n
•• ~_ ... do ._. .._
~: ~~::: ~~~~~~~==~====== :==========: -~~~~~~========:6, 3 a. m. N., light . __ .un. •• Light snow n. __
6, 4 a. rn. Calm __h. n n_•• __._n.i..._.do_.. .
,: J~. ~.~~;~~:~' ••··!~H~~~~.r~oJ~«-:
6,12noon. NE., fresh .. .. _. __ "n" Cloud; --.-.-•.
6. II'. m. NE., light.._. __.. n •• __ .n_ do' ---.6. 21" m.. ._________ n._ ._h.n _
I: !! ~~i~~~~--- .•~>u: ;C10lf-/__;;
6, Sp.rn. NW. fresh h--d __n_n -.~: 1~~::: ::=~~~:==::==::::::::::::::: ::::~~:::=::~:=:~::~ ~(~ .. ·N\V.O.;]~--nn .mn __ m_ Light snow .n._
7, I a.m.. d;~...===:== ::=:::::==:: 'Light~~;~::=::
7, 2 a. m. ;..\V., high .. .. __.n __ ••• do._.
h
• •
~: ~:::: .~~do~i~~:::.--__. _._-.- ...._... _- .....-.- Cloudy ·n n
Light snow _nn~: l a. m __n~O • m --. . Cloud v
7,
7, Sp·m. "E.,fresh .__________ d __ h ..
7, 6p.rn. Calm __. -- .. --.--- 0 .•• _
7, 7 p. m. __ .do..'''' -- -.-- -- .. h. n do h n_ nn
7, Sp.rn. SE., light-------- -.-- ... -----. do .. __ • __
7 C 1 -- - --. " .. -- -- Clear~: ~H:~' :~;3~· ::::.:::: ::~::. ::::~: .:. -;:~:~~::::=~~
7,12 mdt. SW., light -- _do ---
8, I a. m. Calm . -'h __ • ,!o ---- ..
8, 2a. m. SW., light ---' __ n __ ._(;0. __ ._.. ---
8, 3 a. m. . Ao .'.0 -- -- -.. -
8, 4a.m. Calm' .. do __ .. _. nn
8, 5 a. m. do" .,._do • -...
8 6 - • :-- ...... do, a.m. SW.,hghL . - .. -- --
8 7 "--L' I' do, a. m. .l"'\L., 19ht '.- .----- ---~8, Sa.ro. .rlo n. __ rlo ... .
8, 9 a. m. _.. __do do. __
8,Ioa.m. Calm - ------- do , .. __. __
. ... do .. _. .
-------
---------_._- --------
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790N.,74°45/W.n u .. Sept. 8,11 a.m. Calm. u h. h_.. . .. _ Clear. h ._.
Sept. 8,12 noon... __do . __. hn. do. ._.
Sept. 8, I p. m. do . no .. . __.do; .
hh
,Sept. 8. 2p.m. do . __.u Fair _.h .. h
Sept. 8, 3p.m. do ._ h_ . n .. n._n do.._n .
Sept. 8, 4 p. m. NW., light h h, ... __hnu_ Cloudy __ .. u
Sept. 8, 5 p. m. __udoh._. __. h . __._. __ no. n __ do. __ ._nn_
Sept. 8, 6p.m. Calm n .. __.. h n .. . .don_._ n __.
Sept. 8, 7p.m. n ••doh. nh . n._.u .u_do __ ._ n .
Sept. 8, 8 p. m. _n .do__..Uh _. n .h do__h _
Sept. 8, 9p.m. NW.,lighLh_ .. n .n Fair. n . __
Sept. 8, lOp. m. hhdoh .. __ h __ n_' _un_ .... don. h _
Sept. 8,I1p.m. Calm h.h.nh . __Uh Cloudy h
Sept. 8,12 mdt, NW., light h. n. .. _hdo h. __
noN·,74°45/Wu n • Sept. 9, la.m. Cdm_
u
• n . __ • __. ._ Cloudy. __ u.o.
Sept. 9, 2 a. m. NW., light .n_..,n . __ h __ . do. __. n o. h
Sept. 9, 3 a. m. SE., light . __. __ 1 .. __ .. _ .. n Light snow h _
Sept. 9, 4 a.m. Calm __. __n_ .. ' h.n .ndO_.nun __
Sept. 9, 5 a.m. N.,lighL._. __ n_.. h __ h_. __n.don__n_h_
Sept. 9, 6a.m. N.,gentle __.. n n_nn__...do h h • ._
Sept. 9, 7 a. m. NE.,gentle h.n un_no . __.do .... ___
Sept. 9, 8 a.m. NW., fresh _.n. __ . __ ._nn . __.do._ h • n _
~:m: ~: ~~;::: ~~~~~~~:~~~=~~=~ ============ ===J~======~===
Sept. 9,12 noon. N\V., brisk .. u do i , • •• _
~:~~: ~: H::: ===:~~=:======== ===========~ ===J~=====~~===;
Sept. 9, 4p. m. NW., fresh n_.u __. __. .. do__ nnn_.
Sept. 9, 5 p. m. N\V.,lighL __. u n._.n_n_. __._do _
~:~~: ~: ~~::: ====~~========~= ===========: ====~~=========-
Sept, 9, 8 p. m. N., gentle .uoo. .nn .ndo_n_u _u_
Sept. 9, 9p.m. NE.,gentle.n .. nh. • __ ._donn_h 1
~:~~: ~: ~~~::: .~,J~~~~e.====== ============ ====~~====:====-
Sept. 9,12 melt. NW., fresh . . n_n_ ... __ doc , , _
790 N., 74° 45' W ~_n_ Sept. 10, I a. m. do n .n_. do._ n __
Sept. 10, z a.jn. NW.,lighLh n __ • •• _.do. ._
~~: f~ ~~:~: :~~:~r~:HH~~H~:~~~:::l~!~H/:
Sept. 10,10 a. m. N., fresh ... . _. __. __• ' II.eaYy snow - .. -
Sept. 10, II a. m. NW., fresh ..h. h_.n . Light snow -.-.
78° 50/ N., 74° 45/ W __u ~:~t ~~: Il~~~~·~~=.:~~;,~l==~==~ ~= =:========~~ :==~~i~=========~
Sept. II, I p. m. 'V., light. n h _. hU .. • __ ._do n_
Sept. II, 2p.m. SW., light n n h __c.u do _
78° 58/ N., 73° 45/W _ Sept. 12, 8a. m. N., light _n .. nu_n_h . UOlH!y_ . h .!
~:~~: ~~: I~:::: ·c;i~o~~=~=====:.===========: ~===~~===:=====!
Sept. 12, I I a. m. NW.,lighL . h_UU ••• _. ~air _. h_·1
Sept. 12, 12 noon.' Calm _n ! • Cloudy, 1
Sept. 12, Ip.m.' NW., fresh . h .n do u !
780 6' N ~ept. 12, 7p· m·1 NW.,light._ ---------- _,.-:do-- n------ i5 -- h / s.ept. IJ, 7 a.m. __ h.do H.. n h. ,'.alr ._. h i
Sept. 13, 2p.m.1 NE.,light. _ _..n_ Uou(lyu _
780 / Sept. 13, 3p. m. _..__ do .. _ _h n do _
55 N . . . Sept. 14, 7 a. m. NW .• gentle n _•. .. ._.;do __ oo _
Sept. 14, II a. m. SE.,lighLn ... _ .h. F~Jr . n.·
Sept. 14, I p. m. NE., light __ _ u LIght snow .-- ..
Sept. 14, 6p.m. SW .• high __..__ Cloudy c , , ._.
: Sept. 14, 7 p. m. SW., brisk __._ .. __ . _ . __._do_. _
---- ---1 -'--_ _ __---------
TABLE CLXXIX.-1Vind, weather, tides, &re., Fori Conger to Camp Clay, I 883-Continued.
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Position. Date. iM.0vement ofIIce pack. i Weather. Remarks.
7&° S5' N . _. n. on
79'>01' N __ u __ • ._n •
79' N . nn h
Near Cape Sabine • un. _
Near Cape Sabine nun__
Near Cape Sabine . __ no.
Violent NW. gale all day.
Do.
High NW. wind; clear.
Cloudy, with occasional snow.
Calm and cloudy.
Cloudy; occasional snow; light N. wind.
78° 2S' N., 75° 20' W h_
78° 28' N., 75° 20' W _
7S0 28' N., 75° 20' W __
78° 28' N., 7S0 20' \V _ ''''n
78° 28' N., 7S0 20' W __ . __ h
78° 30' N., 7S0 20' W u.
78° 30' N., 7S0 20' W _ n _
78° 30' N., 7S0 20' W u_
78° 30' N., 7,,° 20' W h_
78° 30' N.• 75° 20' W _ _u __
78° 30' 1(,,75° 20' W n. u
78° 30' N., 7S0 20' W n.
Sept. 14. ro p, m. NE., high n_. __ ..._n Light snow _0000 1
Sept, IS, 7 p. m. S.,light _00 00. __ • Cloudy n __h
Sept. 16,10 a. m. Calm .n_. h h_n. 00 • Fair u __ n __
~:~~: :~: I:~~~. :===~~==~=~====~ :=======:==: :=::~~========:J
Sept. 16, 2p.m. SW.,lighL __n_ . n __ n __ndo __
Sept. 16. 4p. m. Calm _n_nnu n_n_ .. Clear _n n
Sept. 16, S p. m. __ ndo
u
__ .un no_do . 00 __
Near Cape Sabine n n .n_ Sept. 17, II a. m. SW.,lighL .hn On __ ndO __ n _
Sept. 17, 12noon. Calm 00_. nn . do-.,., _
Sept. IS, 6 a. m. NW., gentle .n_ •• n •.. __ n.do_ n h u
Sept. 19, Sp.m. SW.,fresh hn __. __. __ Fair .. n __ u __
Sept. 20,lOa.m. NW.,fresh_. n __n __. Lightfog;cloudy
Sept. 20,12 noon. N., fresh no _h Cloudy __ nn_n!
Sept. 20, I p. m.. do n h n_.n_.n__ Foggy __n __n_ i
Sept. 20, 2 p. m. __ hdo n nn _udo_ n _Sept. 20, 4p.m. .doh . __h h do _
Near Cape Sabine. Sept. 21, 9 a. m. Calm n.n h n __ Light snow n
Sept. 21,10 a. m. do n __n _ h • do
h
_ h __
Sept. 21,11 a. m. SE.,lighLn. __. __h_.nU udO_nh _
Sept. 21, 12 noon. E., lighLnn nh n.do__ h . __h ,Sept. 21, 3 p. m. Calm 'n 00 no u • do__
n
_ ••. _ uNear Cape Sabine . 00 Sept. 22, 4p.m. N.,light. hh nn Cloudy j , _
NearCapeSabine .. n h Sept. 23,12noon. NE.,fresh __ . n Lightsnow
u
_ hNear Cape Sabine n _00 __ Sept. 24, 9 a. m. NW.,light. __ n_ .n nh_ Cioudy h_n
Sept. 24,11 a. m. .do h ... _do_h .... n __Sept. 24, 2p.m. .do.; __ ._ n n nn h_. do ., , __. __
:l\ear Cape Sabine . Sept. 2S, 10 a. m. NE., brisk. n h_ ._h . .do , u __ • __
Sept. 2s,12noon. do._.
h
__ • __ - n h •• do_h n __Sept. 2S, 8 p. m. NE., high 00 __ U '_n_h ndo_
h
0.
Sept. 26 u _ u. • __uu n • __
Sept. 27 u. __ u __. - .·__h. __ n - __.n
Sept. 28 __
Sept. 29, 9 a. m. '~j~-========== :==========: -ci~;;::=:=:===~
Sept. 30, II a. m. SW., freshh h u _.. h_ Fair _n _
Sept. 30, 2p. m. SW.,light. -_n' h __ Cloudy __
78° 30' N., 7S' 20' W ' n_ Oct. I, 9 a.m. S., brisk . - U.n do .. __ ._00_.










~t. S. 9 a. m. Calm ... hU - h____ Cloudy h __ • _
gc:: ~: ~~::: -N:~======_==============- :==:~~=:==:====~O~: ~'I~:::: ~:.,lighL ----.- -... do . n __
gct. S: 3p.m. ~~<iight==:=:.~~=========== -~=:~~======:==:
780 30' N., 75° 20' W - ---00. O~:: ~: ~;::: W.~ight==_: ==- ============ -F;i:O • n n - _
78° 30' N., 75° 20' W 0 t NW hU _C. 10, 9 a. m. . light Light s78° 30' N 75° 0' \V 0 6 ' ---00. hun '--' now _no ••., 2 _. .. Ct. II, a.m. Calm Fair
78°48' N.074°4ol W Oct. 12,6a.m. do-----·_--- ----------.- Cleal ._u _
78° 48' N., 74° 40' W _n Oct. 13--00.--- ~===__-========= ------.---.. r ----------
78° 46' N., 74- 20' W . , Oct. 14, 6 a. m. SW.,1i<rht ...----. _h_ -C--I--d-----------
... ---'.' h_______ OU y. . _
...
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TABLE CLXXX.-Barometric readings at Camp Ciay; Ellesmere Land.
[Observations reduced for temperature ami elevation.)
November, 1883.October, 1SS3. Ii
_____ J __-----. ~----,--





7 a. m, II a. m. 3 p. m.
Daily means.
7 p. m. -- -----1---
Inches. Millimeters.
-- -- ------ ---- -----------------
"9.000 + 29.000 + 29. 000 +
----, ._-- ,--- ----------
56. 9757.70 u -- •• -.---.57· 17
.690 .622 --------
.676 .7 18 ·727
.785 .804 --------
.893 .926 --------




815 . 823 --------
·49° .55° --------














1. 0 19 I. °51 --------
I. 200 I. 329
--------
I. 315 1·4°6 --------









h_U'''' h •• ' •• __ • •• ---- __ • , ._.h..,I'------__ -
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TABlE CLXXX.-Bammdric rradill.'is at Camp Ciay, Rlksmf'rt' Land.
(Observations reduced for temperature and elevation.)
December, 1883. January, 1884.
7 a. m. " II a. m.
___• .~ ~- w .__






__ ~_u_. ·_~·· _
3 p.m.II a. m.7 a. m.
700 + 29. 000 + 700 -+-
!-------__1 -1----- --_..._-- --------------------- --- _._.~. -.----- .---_..----
'--------------_._-- --------------- ------ ---- - -----























































••• "_u'U' • 2705
I. 240 I. 0870
. 749 .9383
.596 .585°
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TABLE CLXXX.-Ba:-ttmdnc readings at Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land-Continued.
(Observations reduced for temperature and elevation.)
February, 1884. March, 1884.
·"---'--1---
Daily means. Daily means.
Date. 7 a.m. II a.m. 3 p.m.
Inches. ~Iillimeters.














12 .. -- i
13------------:14 n !
15 no.
16 '_n__ n :
17 __n_.n __
18. n :
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TABLE CLXXX.-Barometric readings at Camp Clay, EllesmereLand-Continued.
(Observations reduced for temperature and erevation.]
A = about-74° 3<Y





3 p. m.II a.m.7 a.jn,i
Inches. [Millimeters.
7 p. m. '----,------3 p. m.II av m,7 a.m.
1-------- ~---------~----,------ > ! _
29-000+





































I. 259 I. 189 I. 255 I. 264 I. 242 68. 13 I. 268 I. 271 I. 248 i I. 266 68.74
1.469 1.482 1.486 1.525 1.49°. 74·43 1.215 1.227 1.212' 1.218 67.52
I. 543 I. 601 I. 578 I. 544 I. 567 76.39 I. 209 I. 197 I. 193 ! l.206 67.07
1.534 1.686 1.746 1.756 1.680 79.26 nh_ 1.279 1.314 1.300 69.61
I. 635 I. 673 I. 619 I. 563 I. 622 77.78 I. 375 I. 342 I. 314 1.344 70.72
1.248 1.241 1.17 1 1.176 1. 209 67.30 1.172 1.127 1.136 1.145 65.67
1.°52 1.026 u 1.036 1.°38 62·95 .816 .886 1.003 .902 59.50
I. 085 - • _h_ .__ .._._u .956 I. 020 62·49 I. 349 I. 154 I. 039 I. 181 66.59
1.°58 -· __n____ 1.°71 1.014 1. 048 63.20 1.127 1.177 •• __ 1.152 65.85
••-------. I. 066 I. 120 .885 I. 024 62.59 I. 240 I. 239 n __ n •• __ u I. 240 68.08
I. °38 .995 . 948 ·994 61. 83 I. 268 I. 269 ._______ I. 268 68.79
.818 .889 .936 __ U h_ .881 58.97 1.279 1.257 _h._n •• 1.268 68.79
1.228 _. u__ 1.252 1.141 1.207 67·35 1.231 1.225 •• n._.. 1.228 67.77
I. 223 I. 238 I. 189 " I. 217 67.5° I. 118 I. 097 I. 100 1.105 64.66
I. 070 .832 _n_h_n .925 60.08 I. 123 I. 053 n .u._ I. 088 I 64.22
.869 .862 I. 114 I. 186 I. 008 62. 19 I. 085 n __ h_h • 0000 _ I. 085 I 64· 15
I. °58 I. 044 I. 505 I. 492 I. 275 68·97 I. 098 __00_00 .. • 00 u I. 098 64.47
1.404 1.496 1.513 1.422 1.459 73. 65 1.166 0000__. ... 1.155 1.160 66.05
I. 538 I. 528 I. 262 I. 269 I. 399 72.12 I. 172 ....... _0000 u. I. 172 66.35
1.3171' 1.311 1.170 I 1.°55 1. 213 67·4° .911 .836 :_00_________ .874 58.78
1.179 1.149 .955 1.°31 1.078 63.96 .775 __ .. 0000__ .___ .775 56.27
.966 .93 1 1.0771 1.059 1.008 62.19 .659 u __ , 00______ .659 53.33
1. 019 1.074 1.018
'
_un_.___ 1.037 62.93 (*) (*) (*) • __ h n __
1,07 1 .966 .744 1 .705 .872 58.73 u oo __ .. _nUoo n_h n __ ,_uoo __ ._u_ n_nhnh_
~808 .781 .879 .855 .831 57.7°- 00_ n U_h h : ooh __ u • _
.871 .903 .805 .819 .850 58.19 ._. h._. _
. 827 .816 .828 .761 .808 57.11 • . 00__ 00 .1 00 ._. 00__
.877 .853 1.074! 1.074 .970 61.22 _u n 000000 • ool_oou u _00 __ 0000 __
·976 1.046 1.058! 1.132 1.053 63·34 hU. oo uoo _00 00_.1_._00_•• _00_, __•__00 _
1. 046 1.057 . un! u . 1.°52 63.31 n_... .. _.__ . ._0000:.00. 00. __ 00. ._._
----------'---------- .- .._-- - I ------.--- .--------- ---- .. -,,--- --------.- ------------ ------------1------------'------------
1;41--1-:;;;--1.'156 ;--~--~136 ~=--1-:-126----1-.165
---_._- 1 ----,---------
I 65.57 65·80 I 65.95 I 65.931----00----; 65·44 65_._18~__~ _'___~ ~~-'--_'
I
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TABLE CLXXXI.-- Temperature of tM air (in dcgre«: Fahrenhetf) at Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land.
},= ~bout-74°30'





--i ~1' . I






8 p. m.I II a. m.7 a. m.Date.
d Observation at j a. m, e Observation at noon.
• Observation at 10 a. m.
-21.82 .---
-~----------r Observation at ,2 midnight.
- 3. 0 I - -- -_.-
--
- 3· 5' - 4. 0
- 8.0 - 6.0'l - 7· 7" - 9. 0




















-23. 0' 30. 0
-19. ° 4 _________ -23· 5: -28.0
-24. 0
---------
-29· 2 -34· 5
•
-33. 8




-34· 5 ._-------- -36,4_ -38. 2
--12·5 -12.0 .-18·7, -~31. 5
-12. ° -12.0 -17· 3. -28.0
-12.0
----------
-13. On -14. 0










-32. 6, -41. 2












- 5. 0 -------~--- - 9· 5- -14. 0
3. 0 -- 1.0' - 5. 0--. _. ----
Means • __ .n. __ n_. _.u •. __
------------------
I .. __ . u .. ._
2._. __ • __ u_ ...
3 - .--- .--- .- ..4 n • _
5 -· ----.---
6 _._. __ ._._
7 .. n_n ... __
8 . h.
9 .. n __• __ • __ •











18 _. ._. __
19· ._ •. __._
20 hn. u •
21 ..__. .. __
22 n_. u .._._






27 .._. .. _.
28. --._nn __.~_
29. __ . __• __ ~_._










- 6.25 • _
·Observation at 9 a. m. -Observation at 8 a, m
•Observation at 3 p. m. • .
Means~_~ ~==~-==--- -----
-Including minimum.
I ._ .~ .. __ .. . 1 • • _
2 _. h •• • • _._. n •• n_ •• _n .n•••• n. __
3 h.u_. U •• _. __ ••••••• n_h u._ •• __ u •• __ • __ • _.n __ u ••
4 _.hn __ ._h. _u.n_ ••• n •• n •• n __ ' _u •• _ •• __ •• _._
~ ~~~==~~::=::. ::~~~::::~ :::~:::::: :::::::::: ::~::~:=~: ::::::::::
~ :~==:==::===~ ::===:::~: :=:=:~:::: ::::::==:: :::=:::=:: ::=:::=:::10 __•• n. _ ••• __ n'h
n
__ ._. •• u._ •• ' n • __ • __ • __ •
II p·u ••• ., • __ ._n __ " __ •• __ ., _'.h., __ , ,_nn_h•••
12 •.. u __ ._. u ••h_U. n •• __ n_ ••• n __ u._.
;1~ ~:: ~:: ~ -:::::;:~: ;~:~::~:~::~::::;: :: ~:::::~:~ ~~: ,:,-
;: :::::~: :::::: ----.:~:~: :====::=:: .====:===: =3:~: =It~
~~ ~=:==~:~~~~: ~: ~~ ::~~=: ... ::~~~: -==. - ~:~: =It ~
22 •. _•• __ n_.u ._u ....h... h. .. - 8.0
H::=:~=::=:=:~ :::=::::~~ ..~- ::'55' ..:~~~~. =1~:r8: m._. __ ._
6 .. -.. _.... -.
2 - __ .n... __.. __ hU __ .. _hh. __ •• -15.of -15 oa
27 ... hh __ • hn"h -16.0. -IS' 2'S - __ .n.__ .2., ---_ ... . - 2.0" . __. _ 9.88
23~ .u__ ••• __ .__ 5.0 __h· __
n
•• n... 5.0"
••• _h•• __ •• _. - 8.0 -- .•_.. h_ • .n__ 8 oa
31 . h . _p .. 2.0 2.0 --_h __ .h - 0:00
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TABLE CLXXXI.-lll1lperature of the air (ill degrees Fahrenheit) at Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land-Continued.









































III a. m. I
• Below -.00 all day.
! 8 a. m. IDate.





































i::~~ :::::::~~::~ ~~ :~~~~~ :~~ ~I -In I~: ~:~: ;:;
5n--- _n nu : -25. 2
6 h_hU n________ --24. 0 u __ nn_.
7 n ._h U --31.0 __ u __ u __
8h_. __ u_n n_.h____ -28.0
9.-- h h_h___ -29. I __ n _
10u .. . h . __. -28.5 h _
II n __n n__ ·-21.0 h .
12 'On n n__ --18.5 __ h _
13 . 00 h__ -21.0 n o..
14 n h_. . . _h_._ -18.5 u _
15 . h --27· 5 __n_n _
16 h n____ --21.3 u__ nnn
17 h n_______ -36.0 n __ n_n'
18 h_n . __.h____ --40 . 0 ----' ------
19---.-------------- nh______ --42. o· u20 .__.. -42.0" n
h
__
21.. nn • __ h n_ -34. 0 u
22.n . __n uu __h' --26.8 n ·
23-
00
h_n_ -20.2 h _
24 . n __ •• u .., -20.2 U __ h __
U
25------------------ unn • -22.0 n __
26 [' -25. 0 n _27~=======:=======~: =======::~l -35. 0 __ n w28 . --36.0 I -38.0 --38. 2
29 n 1 -32 . 0 ----------
3° un__ -36.0 I -35. 0 -34. 0
31..---______________ - 2.0 - 6.0 ----------
--_._---------------




• Minimum for day.
1__________________ -- 6.0 --7.2a
2 h nn h_ _hh_n u _
3 _hn h ..__ n_ Uh h n __ h
4 --- . .______ -- 8.0 n nn
5·------------------ 5.0 4.06 __ .h__hhhn . -10.0 hh _
7 hhh h_h_ --21.0 h _
8 _. h___ -24.0 n _
9 _n_h_ h hn__ --19.0 n _
10 _OOn_n __ nh_n_n --27.0 . n
II h h noon _ -20.0 un h __ n
12 n_____________ -25.0 _h n __
13 n __ n__________ -23.0 h_n ..
14 - __ n __ h nn_ -17.0 __ h _
~~ ~:~====~=====~===== =~~:~ ==========
~~ ~~~================ =~~:~ ========~=19 ---_h n __ -21.0 _h _
20 --_hn hnhn_ --25.0 nuh _
21 --h h h_ --29.0 __ hnn __
22 --- .._n h , --29.0 h
23 --n hh . .! --24· 5 n nn
r~::::::~::~::_m ;IH:::::::
29 h n __ n ___ _ --31. 530 1 --21. 2
31 --00 __ __ __ __ __ -20.5
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TnLE CLXXXI.-Tnnperahm~of Ih air (in tkpm Faltrmlln"l) at Cam} C1a.v, Ellesmere Land-Continued.
February, 1884.






-- -------- -------- -
--.---- --------
Means •• .__ • _
I .• '_'-_hU .i.. n___ 15 5
- . -------- -- u h h u_ - ---_un -15.5
2 ' ', -19. 0 .1 hnhn' -27·5 __ u • hh_nhh --36. 0, ._; -27.53 -1 .n -26.01 00 -19.5 0000 __ 00 'hh U -18.oa -21.2
400 - n ' , ' -20.0 00 _h h h : -24.Sb -22.2"
5 -----_ -00- _u n __ - , -23.0 h h_u_h . 00 _00 h h_ 00 , -23.0
6 u u _n h_U 00 --20.2 U_h n __ 00 u hUn n_ -20.2
~ ======:====:~~:==::=J~==~====:=:=====:=========;~:~ ==:=====,---(.1) -- ======== ===============- -======= ======== =;~:~9 -- .._- ._."_.~_. --------. -- .. ----; -38.5 -38. 0 --_ .. :_______ -38.2
ji ~~:~~; .:~: -.~~i .~~~:·~~~j;~~:i~:~m'_:: ..=_-_~ ~;23:62:.. :0:::_-=_-~_~_=~_=~_~_~_ :::~~::'::;~:~~r~~:~:>: -:::::~-: :::~-::: =_-f2:7~.·0~ .\1
. ... : 1 _
1~~ ::-:::::~i~lj-II-~~;:;;':::::j::~::::~ =~~ I:::~::::.:~::~:::::::::::i :~;~::if::::-- '- :::::: ::::~~~: ]:f!
9------ 2. ·5 12.0 i 112.0 -00_____ 2.2 - - 10' , '35 5.5/~~ ==:=== :::===== =I~:~ I:======='_==========~=h- =t~ ========~=~~~=~=:uu-~--'==~====~!-~-2:5-,-----~--~===~==~ - 6.~ I2Z -II 0 ! I_ 6 --- . 5· '__ n __ u -- -- __u: - 7· 0 100 - - -- - -1-I . oa - 5· I
23 =~::== ~_. -::":-4:S-======== ~~_ -::-5:~-'-~-5:4- - 6.0 :-00---_- --0000-- --------'--------1 - ~.4 ,------ - 7.~ I
24 00 -11.2 00 -1 -12.5 -13.0! -13.2 -~jS:~-I'--=--j6:~-i-::..::j4:2-_n -------- =ll'~ r': =1~:3
25 _h '_h --16.1 --------1-14. 4 , 1-12.1 ! u u__ • '1--------' -12.526. t , -10.0 -10.0. -ll 5 -137 i ! /----15--0-- ' - - 00-- - . n_ -10.0 -106.1 I----g-Ubl 13617 il" . 1--------,--------: - . 1-14· 2 _n -___ -1.0 -1·7' - . I~8 =====:i.-~=23:~- =~:~ =~~:~ I. =~i:~ -23. 0 I.• =~.5 , -22.51-27.0 i...------ u__ -27·2 -29.01 1-24.2 i
29 .. ---32 0 -305 • ---.--.. , ·5.--------:-26.01-26·5 27·1.__ p __ -27.01-27.1 -25.9 1
------, " . -------- -31.5 -31.O ! -31.0 -30.0 , . -30.5 __ h. •• -34.9 '00------ -31.41
-------- ------!
f Observation at , a. m.• Below -4,0. • Below -4,0 all day.
·Obeervalion at 7 p. m.
• Minimum observed. •Minimum included
• Oblerntion at 9-JOp. m. .
• Observation at 8 p. m.--~==:-:;==;--=:-:--~~-:-:--------------~
TAi3LE CLXXXI.-Temperature ofthe air (in degrees Fahrenheit) at Camp Clay, Ellesmere LlM1d-Continued.








































• Observation at S a. m•• Observation at 3 a. m.•Observation at 7 p. m.
8 a. m. I 9 a. m. [10 a. m.111 a. m.
-Observation at 4 p. m.
Date. Noon. liP' m. 2 p. m. 3 p. m. I5 p. m. ! 6 p. m.
I -- ----- - --c-35· 2 --33· 5 -_. I --------1-------- -----.--.l~;;;;;;::;;:: ;::=::;: -~~:! :~;~~~: ;~~~~~;;~;;;;;;I-=~rr :==::==l=~i:~- _~~~~~_ ~~~~~~~i:~~~;~: ::::-::::
5------.----·- 00.0000_ -22·5 -21.0 --0000------.--1 -23.0 .... : -19.0 nn __ hn••
~:::::=:::::::-~~~~~_ =~~:: =~~:~ :::::::: :::::::: -~i5:~- _~~~~~_ ':::::::: -=i5:~'1 =~~:~ .~~~~~_ ::::::::
8.0000 .. __ 00.. __ 00__00 - 3.0 _. 00 _. 00 . __.u__ • 00_ n_n __ • - 2.4 .. ._00 __ .__.•_00 _. __. _
9--00 .. --00-00 00 -10.5 - 9.5 - 9·5 - 7.0 n.noo_u -·8.0 - 9.0 _._ .. 00_
10 ••• 00 _.nu._ - 9.5 _. .. - 8·5 n_h_" _0000 - 6·5 . .• 00_. _
[1. • __00__ -19.0 -18.0 . __ .. -18.0 -12.0 --15.5 -14.2 -17.0 -18.0 -21.5
[2 00 -25.1 -23.5 -22.0 -21.5 nn_. __ -[8.2 -17.0-15.0 -18.2 __oouoo -22.5
13--00 . 00_00 -23. ° -19. ° . n .. _.h ..00 -19. ° -16. ° -21. I -21. 7 -25. °
14.. . 00_._. -24.5 --22.2 -21. I .._00_,_ '00 _.. -22. ° -23. I -25· 2 __ n_ 00 -24· 5 -25· 3
15------ 0000 -30.8 -30. I 00 0000._ -21.0 --22·5 -22.0 -31.3
16_",_._. • __ -34.7 -24· I -25. ° 'On __ -27.0; -27.8 -30.2 -31. I
[7.---_00_.0000 -25.0 unun -25.5 . _00_. __. -14.0 -23.0 -23.5 ._.__00_ -26.6
18. .. __00 -16.0 -II. I 'n'n __ -11.0 • __ - 7.0 --.13.0 -15.0 .. •. oo!u .00 __00_
[9.--.----- -16.3 -[5.0 _n • .00 00 .. - 9.0 - 9.8 -14.0 h! -·12.0 1--·----·
20. 0000__00_. __ -20.2 '-18.0 --14.0 u ·.nun -14.5 -15.8 -16.0 -18.0 -17.0 I -19.°1--------
*- ~-.: ~ .: -:~ ~;i:t~~:~ :~I~:-~~?-~jjm_:~;:m: :~~~_ 0 : ::::~:~: :~;H_~~~i~kff:~:! :~:::;
26 . h ••• 0000__ -10.0 _.u_ •• _ n __ .h. '_00' 0.0 , h __ 00 / - 2·0"1· ·_· __ ' 00__
~L::::::::::: ::~=:::: =~::~ ::::=:~: _:=:_:==: :::=::=. ~::=:::=:.=~~~~_ -:==:::=::==:=:: =I~:~:=::=:::: ==:=::=
29 - 4.5 0.0 "... 1.0 ! - 5. 0 -_ .. - --- -------- .-------
3° __.._.. .. 00 n __ n_h ..... • ._00 - 3. 0 -------- nn - 5·5 -- .._._--
3
1
.~~~::::::~ ::~~~::I~::::J ~~::~:~: ~~~: :~~~ :~~: ~:~~; :~~:~:~~ =~~~_i== -:~~:~~: :~~: ~:~:I-::: .. ~:: .::::.::
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4 a. m. 5 a. m. 6 a. m. 7 a. m. 9 a. m. II a. m. Noon.
i
--- i---'----'--- ----- ----
























• Observation at I p. m. <Observation at 5 p. m.
• Observation at 8 a. IlL 'Observation at I a. m.
• Observatlon at 6 p, m.
• Observation at 4 p. m.
--------------------------------------------------
.- .. ~--- ---- .__ .._-----_.--------- ---- ---. ----Means
1..._.... --- _..._.. _.' - 5.5 ' .n__ ' 6.0 u_nhn_ 10.0 7.5 u .n_. _2 nn n.' __. -13.0 __ 00 nn uh._h __ u un __ n _uu_u ... _
3 _... n.n __ .• , ._u ; -16.0 u_n • __ u__ - 9.0 n_n_________ -14. oa 00 _
4-__________ 8.0 '_n_nn _. , •. n_ uu_. u_h ••nn_n __ .. _._. . __ • 00
t~~:~~~=::= :====·~_-=i~~~- =I~:~ :====_~= ~~:::::~ :=====:: 'h~_~~~_ :::==::==: _I~:~b -h-=8~~- ====:::===
L===~====== ~======~~=======::~=~~~: =I~:~ ---i4:7d -~-~~~- :::=:====~ ~~~~~ =_~~~_ =====:~~~~ ~~=~=~====
~~ :==::==:::: -2~: ~ 1::===::J==:===: -2~:~ -=i4~~- -~i3: ~- ::::::=::: ~_=~~_ --'=i5~5- =~i:~ ---=;4~~'12 n n _ n _ -24.0 \__ . ., __ 0000 __ -20.0 -14.0 _nnnn_ -24.0 00____ -20. I __ 00 •13 --.--00---..n I_n n! .. n - 9.0 - 8.2 ... u __ un __ .... -14. 0 u n __
~t=====::::: ~::=====':=:====t====::= =~~:~ =I~:~ __ "'un --.------- =1142.. 0 ---------- ----------6 u •• __ n_nn_ 9· oc n _
I .h._h. n • __ h n. 5.0 16.0 h __ u_n
n
19.8 2.0. _
::======~===: -~~i~~~ ~===========~=~= - !j 16.0 :r~ ~=====:=~~ -====~===: I~j - ~:~ ~====:==:=20_ n . _ n n __ -- •• ---. - •• 00 -'---'00 1.5 0.0 00. hu______ _ 5.0 -- 4.0 n ' _
,21 __ u_n_._...• . __ n __ - . __ .- 0.5 10.3 _u h n __n. _ 2.0 _ 2.0C .__
~; =:====~:=== ==:==:=> t~ ======== §: 53 ~~j u u_ 157 .. 06 8·5 00- -. _n_nn . 5.0 _._._
~~ ------ ----- o. o_u__ . -- ·_n_u_ - 2.0 2.5 00_. __ • __ .u__ 2.5 00 • __26 _n • __ • 0.0 ·__ .nu n___ 2.0 9.0 .. . 8.0 __ 00 _27 ---------..----.-- 7. 0 n___ 10.0 11.0 uu ... un __ ._... 10.0 - 2.0 _
28 ..··---- 1.0 ._n U __ n 8.0 14.5 _00_ .h_U __ • n. 11.0 1.0 - 6.0
29:=::=:===== =::===:= _=_~~~_ :====.=: tg 12.0 151:~ 21.0 ----00---- 6.0 0.0 u ·u__30 00_ . __ . _U __ h_ 5. 0 ._.n 3.0 10.0 nn u___ 3. 0 0.0 n __
__ h __ h_ 12.0 _u . _n_ 7. 0
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j Observation at 3 a. m.
• Observation at 2 p. m,
'Observation at 4 p. m.
b Observation at 8 p, m.
i Observation at '0 a m,
d Observation at I2 p. m.
'Observation at 6 p. m.
f Observation at 9 a. m,
I a. m.12 a. m.ls a. m.!6 a. m. 7 a. m.
,-----, -~~-I~------
• Observation at t p. m.
b Observation at 7 p. m.
'Observation at It p, m.
Date.
Means h __00 00__
8 a. m. ! II a. m. Noon. 1 3 p. ~'15 p. m'l
l
9 p. m.1 IO p. m.
. I I I
L H . _00 ' 00_' 10.0 10.0 IO'O"j II.O! 6.0b,__n_n_'
2.. _. 00... 00 ... ., 2.0 2.0 8.0 9.0 .• n~.u, 19.0, __00 ' •. _
3--00 __ 00 - 4.0 00_' __h _. u _ 0.0 I. 0 '6.0 .00_ 00 00 u
4--00------. 00_00 .n 5.0 6.0 10.2 6.0 7.0b O.Od
5.h_._.un . 00 •• on 00 ". 11.0 11.0 16.5 12.0 10.0 h H _
6 .. _. u n •• u . __ . n' un 00. 00 ... 00 .00 _ 4.0. 15.5 20.0" . __ 0000
7.00 .. n ••• 14.0 H 14.0 _n __ ••• 32.5 21.0 15.0 __n_n 00 ._.
SU __• h u _.n_n. u. h 00_00.___ 15.0 16.0 16.0 _ 16.0 6.0" .00 00 _
9.-00------- .00. .... __ '0 .0000 6.5 6·5 f 14.0 00__00.. 10.Og 9. 0 5·5 _n. __ h __
10_. 00 0.0 0.0 4.0 _n_U__ 6.2 nn 00__00 UU .. 7.5 .nn.n 3. 0 - . .
11.00 00_ - 2.0 - 4.0 _._ .." 00 n'h 0000. unn.· 7· S _00_____ 1.0 00- __
:~::::::::==: . ~~~_ :::::::: oO u__ ~~~_.-- -;;~;- ---;4~d- -00;3'-6' :::::::: :::::::: -n-9~;- ~~~~ ~:~
14---- . __ un.n. 00 00_ 7.0 .00_ ... __ 12.0 12.0 IS.O 0000.00_ 16.0 IS.Og 0000. 10.0
IS . n. h h _._._ ... n. n •• n 00._ 11.0 n_n'__ 16.0 un __ u 22.0 14.0 _nn.n 10.0
16 .0.._0000 . __._00_. 12.0 11.0._ 00 .._h. __. IS.O nu. 11.0 _nn ._. __nn
17 00. h_n _. 00_____ 12.0 _00•. 12.0 2S. S& n 00.----- h -00- 00---
18
00 00. 00__ ro.ci 21.0 __•• 00 n n h_ 18.0 __ n._u hU n.u_ n_U. UH __U
I9 ~ ... __ 21.0 31.0 . -------- -------- -----.'----
20__ • .
00
_ •• _._00.., ... nh .u. 0000 __ n______ 23.oi .un_n nn __n __ .U_h _n . u u.u..
21. n __n_. nun __ d. u u 29.0 n __nn 00 .nU_ 36.0 n,h.U _u u __n __
22 n n __ • .00 nu __n . __. _. __ .00. __' _ u 000000__ H_n 00 u n_·uu uno. __ nn __ n
23h __h_nn hn _00 • __ ._00 00 00 u __.u 00.. . .00__. u_u __noon _nU u_u __n_
~L::::::=::.."". ::===::: :===00-- .__~~~~. :::::::: m;6~~- :.::=::: :::::~:: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::::
26 '. ._n no nn.__. unn_. u_.un 26.0 u_un_ un_ u_ ----
27::::::::::: :==:::::::::::u i ::::_.n. __• m _nm__ 24.0 .. ._. 'nm ._m_ nUn m __ m OO -
28__ h u _hn __n 00 n n .. __.. u _nn_u .hn 24. Ok __.n p __ n_ .... __
29-_.n h nn.. __ n : . n •• _.00 u 27. of n n· nn __n _nn n __ ---- unu
30h .. 0..' u h.U __ nn_ uu ... un __ h____ 29.01 nOon .n__ 27. 0 _u.nn hU n __ n __u
31._ .._. h_h .._nu __ '00 h __ u n __Un . n ---00--- _00' ---- uu_u_n
,
..
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• ObscITatlon at 6 a. m.
• Ob_tlon at 8 a. IA. • Observation at 9 a. m.
• Observation at noon.
• Observation at 5 p. m.
f Minimum included.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE CLXXXII.- Wind and weather at Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land.
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H. Mis. 393, pt 2-28
Remarks.
Strong wind in straits.
Heavy wind last night, abating to-day.
Strong westerly gale in morning.
Exceedingly violent gale previous night, damaging house and blow-
ing away minimum thermometer,
Weather.
Clear h __u
Cloudy Strong gale last night; tide highest known; high wind nos p. m,
Washington mean time.
Wind.Hour.
:~ ~~~; ~====~i.~==========~ ~===~~==~==:
I 112 noon _._n_: W ••_. ! LighLhn_' Cloudy ,
:::: :===:=::1 ~I,~;~=======,-n-d~-----.~===~~=========~'
II a.m__n • •• Calm ----00--1 0 In__don n_
I
I h 'dII a.m_
n
W •• •• , Fres ••. '. 0 • _
II a. m_..n Calm __n_n_ 0 ! Clear n .·_n.
II a. m._._ n_, Calm un • 0 I Cloudyr , , n_
II a. moo . .1 Calm __n_h_ 0 'n_.do n_
II a. m. __n __1 Calm 00__ 0 i .do . _
II a. m_.n_._I' W-.----.----
r
- Light , Clear __n_nn_
II a. m_. W_. __• . Fresh. ,.u.do__ n_._u_
II a.m__n __ I Whnn_. Light_nh_i_· __do __
II a. m_n 1 W n_ . !_n_dOnn--r Cloudy_. __n. __
II a. m_. ! n_
h
n u __ ln __do __n .
I I a. m \ W. __••_.nu Light _n. __ ln __dOn n_.
II a. m•• 1 E n __• _ Gale. . n __do .• __------
I III a. m • .! W. . Brisk •• n __do _
I I a. m_ W n. __n. n_.do. __• do n._.
I I a. m W n ••do. . do __n __
r r arn,
h
W. ••• .do-n-.- _h_do • _
II a.m __n _.__ Woo .. •• _dou_. __ Clear __
I I a. m_ •• W. _. • do_n do , ..__ ---.--
II a. m_ n W •• • __ n __do. h.doh_ •• •II a.m __• • W •• ._ Fresh do. _
II a. m ._ Calm 0 do. •• _•• _
II a.m_. W. Light •• .do .__• _
I I a_m __.____ W .•_. __• n .do, n_. do ._u
II a. m uu Calm __._____ 0 ..••do_. __•• __h
II a. m __
n
_ . _ W_.u_n Brisk • n Cloudy._._n _
II a. m ..• •.do.; , . h_
II a.m n __•• _ Calm n_.____ 0 Cloudy _


































I_~~_ Velocity. ' 1 1
IO:t883'15 6 a. m__nn_ Calm __n_n. 0 IF~ir hl
16 7 a. m. n_. h NE. h __ Fresh u_n., LIght snow h -
17 II a.m •• nn _ .uh n_n_ Brisk _.. .' Cloudy .u.
18 9a. m•• _n __1 NW n Lighto__u_.'_L._ig_h_t._sn_o_w__-_-_-_._-.1
19 8a.m__nh_1 Calm _000000_
20 8a. m
n
__ ! NW _nn __•. Fresh_ u n_ Cloudyc , , _
21 II a.m. n __n , W. n _..__ LighL_n __ Fair ._ .. nn_:
22 II a. m.n ln nnn. __ Fresh •••__., Snowy !
23 II a. m.nn __I NW. --- h_._ Light , - u_. Cloudy •• nh:
24 II a. m __nn . NW • __n_ F~esh---n-- Snowy _n_h !
25 I1a.m. __
n
__1 Wnn n •. Light , __•• _,. do __h_n__.i26 II a.m. ._.1 W n ., do; , , Cloudy_. _
27 II a. m , , __n _! Calm __nn__ 0 ! Foggy _00_0000_'
28 12 noon __n_.' _nn_ n.h __ . __ h __.n ' Heavy snow _
29 II a.m n n __ h nhnn •
30 II a. m . Wn_n __•__. LighLnn_ Cloudy. Uu_n_
31 II a. m n __ Calm • __._ 0 Clear h
Nov I II a. m n_11 NW __n ••.• .' Light Fair n_h . _
2 II a.m__n NW n . donn.__ Cloudy ••n_nn
3 II a. m n . NW n ._do_nn_ Clear __n __•__.
4 II a. m_. n• __ , Calm .h_ 0 .do h __
5 II a. m_n_n.i Calm u_._ 0 do nh_
6 II a.m n __1 NW _nnn_.: Fresh __n .do L, .
7 II a. m
n
• .u • __ • n __
8 II a. m • n. S u_nnn __ Light n_n_ Cloudy • _
9 II a.m__nn _ Calm ._u_ 0 Clear .----•.---1
10 II a. m_____ __ SW u._ Fresh n nn Cloudy h __ "
II II a. m .; SW _ . ._._n.dou_. __ Clear __ n .'
12 II a. m n_': Calm __n.n I 0 . donn • __'
13 II a. m. n .: Calm _u.____ 0 , do.__u .. __
14 '11 a. m__nn.1 W. n Fresh_n •. _ Cloudy ._h_
15
16
TABLE CLXXXII.- Wind and weather at Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land-Continued.
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Remarks.
Easterly storm last night.
Easterly gale set in about noon.























































Brisk 1' Clear • __hU _
o do ... _
o I'" .rlo , , _
0 <10. • _
Fresh . Cloudy u _
W . . Light._ •• __ Clear _. _
Calm ._ 0 . do..., .. .
CalIn __.• 0 . __ '.
Calm .n.____ 0 I Clear _h • _
W _. n __. Light. _ _. __do h __
Calm _u..... 0 "'air u _
~ _-_--_-_-_-_-.-•••.•• Brisk ------1 Cloudy _
_ do ·'I ·do . •• _
i
11 a. Ill .• __ • _ Calm .n.. ,,_J 0 : Clear u n __
II n. m . W.-- .. -.,,---i Light.n __ u_-don... __
II a. In______ W- ...__n i do .. i. do . Aurora 3.30 to 5 p. m.
II a. nt , ... -' w. ----. I Brisk _·. 1 Cloudy __• _
11 n. In_____ \V • __ •. __•. do '. __.rlo •• _
II a. In •• __ • W • 1 Light. •• u.( Clear • • __n
II a. In.h .. __ W- .! do .. !. do ,
u
..
II n. m. ·u.. W. _._._., __ .:. __ .do ' . do • Storm in early morning.
II a. In • Calm . 1 0 _u_do Very fine day.
II a. In ..• _ Calm __• •• 0 Cloudy_________ Do.
II a. In •. __ • W •• Light h . Clear .______ Do.
II a.lIl_h.. W __ n._._. __ !._.--do-----. i . do. .! High wind all last night.
II a, m; .. -. - .----_ --- ... __: Fresh •• n_ '. Cloudy _. ----__OJ: Severe storm last night and again this afternoon.
II a.IIl. .-----.---- .. -'I---.do--.--.. __ .do, • .
II a. n1. ."._ W • __. Light. __h.: Clear • h __•.
11 a.rn, ._ \yh-----n--i. Brisk ---h-I ClOUdY_'
1
Day very windy.
II a. m... - -., Calm -- '''_'_1 0 ,. do Aurora at 7 p. m,
11 a. m._. __... CIIlm __• ., 0 Clear _u __
II a. m ._ C,lIlm ._._--•• ! 0 . __.do •. .1
1
Very fine day.
Illl.m • __ (~Im ._ ... , . 0 Cloudy_________ Do.
II a.lll_ ._ .... W- __ • nuLlght , __
,
Clear, ••__.
1111. m_.••• _. VI·.--- •. _.__ .;_n_do_. :__udo._ n .. __
11 a. In. .---.. ! Fresh 1 Cloudy •• __. Very windy all day.




11 a. m_ ---_ --I N- h __- -.- __, ._..do __... _', __ ._do. •• Fine day.
II a. tn_ - •• j Cnhn __• .. 0 • do .,
11 a. m•. •. j C,nlm h______ 0 . do__ • _
II a. m.. .[ ~alm - __."" 0 do
n
• __
II n. Ill_ • __ .. _' Calm •• .__ 0 do
11 II. m , ,--,-,1 Calm - ..----- . 0 -Ci~udy=:::::::=1 Day generally clear.1111.. m... .,, .! Light , , 'do I
7 a. m, ---. - .. \~. -.---. __ •• do.; ::::i::::<lo=:::::::::
7 :. :-.- .. '-, ~~. _n__. '-'" -.-; do . _.' ----;do__••_n u.' Day very bright, giving signs of returning sun. .
7 . - ·-----'1 - Brisk --"--, Fair - ---__.h__! Day very fine but threatening storm in the afternoon and strong wmd
Wi. i I in gusts last night.7 a. m•. ._, _.n. , Light , __• __ i Cloudy
7 a.I1I h . J Calm ---. : 0 I' d --.--- •• - D7 a. m I SF ----I F h .-"'- 0 .______ ay fine and generally clear.
7 a. rn------.\ W· -----· ..--'1 L~~ ------1---.<10_ ... • Strong wind and drifting snow during day.
----.--\ -----------1 Ig t Clear • __
7 n. m-n- '-1 Calm.... . 0 do V bri ht i h7 a m I Calm -.--: n__ --.... '--- ery rtg till sout at noon.
7 a: m==:::::: Calm :::::~::I ~ .---~~------.---
5 a. m.. : Vf --------. __ Light. . -Ci~udy:::=:::::
7 a. m______ Calm ---. __n· 0 Clear
7a.m-. n _ W __._ ••• Light 'd - •. --.---- '. . d 'ng
------1---- 0_ ••
1
Strong wind at intervals. Bache Island very bright from a vanCl
7 a. m , h -- Calm ! I sunlight. .
7 a. m._h '" W -- ...--- F h• ,. __.do n _ .... Strong wind last night.
7a.m .! W:-----··--- ~ .-----,n••do .• n . Day very bright in south. . t
:.1 .. -.-.---- n __ 0. . do, 1 Str~>ng :-vind last night; sun astronomically above horizon for firs
7 a. m , W " __ • __. Light. ,d time III II5 days, but not yet visible.
71\ m , C 1 ' '---- ---- O.. _n '
, ~_7_a:_m_:.::::::i. S::=:~:::::l Gale_o·_.. __ :~==:~~::~=======i Late in the afternoon clear and calm.
. Do.tc-.-I-·'-~---~illd. I
----. "I"--~'---' .. -----.~--\
1883.
Dec. 19 " a. m.... . W... __• -_ '-'-1
20 II a. m. ._ Calm . ..__.1
21 II a.IIl.,___ Calm n_
22 II a. IU__ ••• _ Calm _
23 II a. In ..... _
24 II a. In _






27 r r a.rn , ._




30 IIn.ln_ ... __
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.. Sun reached hut Corfirst time.
Remarks.
Do.
Strong wind and snow last night and again this evening.
Gale abated this morning.
Strong wind, with drift, at intervals.




Shifted to NW. and increased to gale, with drifting snow, in p. m,
High wind with snow last night, abating this morning.
High wind last night.
Do.
Stormy at intervals during day.
Wind.Hour. 1Velocity. I Weather. ,
I --I 1------- --~_. --.-..--_ ..-.-...
7 a. mn------i W n_oo : Light , __u • Cloudy n. Strong southerly gale at times.
7 a.m. .nl Calm nn. __.' 0 donn ._
7 a. nL --I Wn nnh Fresh _.n_. _n.do._ n __ • __ •
~:::~:======i, ~v===~~====~ _~~~~~~~=~~~ ~===~l~_======~=:
~:::=====:==i ~~i~-====:=:=,m.d~-m-. =:=:~~~~===::=::
7a.m------oor' Calm nhl 0 I Clear n·1
7 a. m.; , __ . __ Calm 1 0 ' Cloudynnn.n
7 a. m. n Calm __n._ __ 0 Clear uu_ . __n
7a. m_n. __hl \"n_ ..h._h
'
Fresh n_ .n.do __ n __•._.
7 a. m __un.. j W nu.h.l, B~sk .__.j._ndO __ h ·1 Stormy at intervals; sun not yet seen.
7 a. m n _, W n __ h_ High h .'._ •• do .• .,.. Drifting snow at intervals.
7 a. mn n• __..' W. n. _.• _n. Fresh un _.' Cloudy. n. _' Drifting snow at intervals all day.
7 a. m __ n_n_ W. n. __ . .' _.ndo. __ . __ Fair __. __u_. oo· Strong wind all night.
7 a. m __un __! W n nh_ n n' nndO..... Clear _n_ .•. h_', Strong gale till 5 a. rn., and then moderated.
7 a. m c, , .! Calm 0.1 0 .do .--.1 Fine day.
7 a. m .n__1 SE nn_hl Galen n_ n • • _n. .1 Stormy all day.
7 a.m __n_.h SE nn h_ Fresh . __• __ . •• n oo' Gale from II a. m.; exceedingly violent in evening.
7 a. mnnnn SE __n____ _._do_ n n• Fair _._ .. Strong gale last night, abating to-day,
7a.m_n __n.! Calm u n. 0 Clear ... n_. Fine day; Ravenseen.*
7 a. m._hn n' W n. ._ Light .nn_ Cloudy. U _h _ Fine day at station, but strong westerly gale at Cape Sabine.
7 a. m .' Calm _n .____ 0 Clear .n_
7 a. m__n_n _I Calm n __.h. 0 ,u __do. __n . ----
7 a. m. ._ Calm non 0 do i , , •
7 a. m_n ! Calm nh . 0 i .dOn. _h. _
7 a. m h __nh l W on n _ Fresh • Cloudy. .. __.
~ :: :====.:•• ~~=:::::::.; .: ==~~: ===:= ===:~~:==.:.:=:
7 a.m . n! W n_nn __ n_do__n_. Clear n. __
7 a. m__nn __' W_ n __n _n _ undo._. Cloudy .•.n.7 a. m__u . __.' W_n_ n Brisk no __ ndO • oo
7 a. m . .' Wn __h n LighLn Clear . __n
7 a. m __ n .' W n •• __ un __do __n. __ u.dO_n_ . ., Very fine day.
7 a. m__• .! Wh __n __n udou.n .rlo .. 0._. 0._,
7 a. m_n_u._! Calm 0 Cloudyc i ; , u
7 a. m • ' Calm . n_ 0 Fair .n n. __
7 a. m ._. __00_ W _u u. __.__ Light _'_00_ Clear _nO ._.
7 a. m__nu __ O h __ h Gale h _ n _ . Cloudy n _7 a. 01 -._. n n __n. do_nn. .do _
7 a. m. ._ U __ n __.. . n' .do ' don
n
•
7a.m__un __ Calm __n____ a n_.don •
7 a. m __u __._ W n n_ Brisk u_ Clear _nuu__.p.m .nh Wn n_ LighL_n_. do. •
p.m n Calm _h____ 0 i C1oudy _
7 a. m n W. .nn_ LighL_n ... i Clear _u ..... n_. .
7a.mhn_n_ Calm hn_n_ 0 Cloudy n' Windsmtheafternoon.
7a.m.h._h_ Calm n • 0 Light snow n 1
7 a. m. n ... nn______ Brisk . __ Cloudy n ... _! Westerly storm began at 2 a. In.
~:: :=======:.~~==========: ~::s~ ====== :==:~~==========I7 a. m•.. __n _. Calm .___ 0 Clear n •• 1
7 a. m. n_. h _ Calm noOn 0 do .__nu_nl7a.m__• __• h Calm .___ 0 do. n __
7a.m
n
• • Calm nn____ 0 nudo.n_n_.• n
7 a. m OU n h_ W .• h ___ Light _00 __ • __ ndo._n_u_ n'7a. m W h_ n n n_do_n Cloudy .h__ Occasional light snow.7 a. m. • __ Calm _n h 0 Clear • ,
7 a. m. . SW ._h h Brisk Fair • __un __h' Later, easterly gale.
7 a. m__n . W nn. n Light , .i Cloudy n ... __7a. m ._ W_ ._. _. do ._.In __do n _
7 a. III 0 00 __ W n .n_n_n do i , , ...
1
Light snow _
7 a. m h . _ W u n__ Brisk __00_. Cloudy_u_. --.-
~:: :====:::: ~i~-======= Ligh~._n__ 2f;:;======= ===1 Later, west and cloudy.
7 a. mh• W nn_ Fresh .nn. Cloudy 00'
p. m. W __
n
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TABLE CLXXXII.-Wind and weatherat Camp Clay, Ellesmere Land-Continued.
------ -------





































Followed by cloudy weather.
Later, calm and clear.
Strong SE. gale set in at I I .30 a. m.
Violent gale all day.
7 a. m -- .... -.. h. Light snow _h __
7 a. m__.... _ SE Fresh • ' Clear _..n __ • Beautiful day.
7 n. m SE ---- .. -- .. do_ h Fair nh __
h
Strong gale last night, followed by fine weather to-day.7 a. m
h
• SE do Clear _. 00_.
7a.m Calm .... _.__ 0 . do
h
• Fine clear day.
7 a. m._ .. Calm _.. 0 • __ .do .'
7 a. rn.. Calm 00__ 0 ._ ..do __
7 a. m_ . Calm '''_nn 0 ._uclo
h
•
7 a. m•• Calm __n____ 0 Cloudy ._
7 a. m. __h __ Calm •• .. _ 0 do. .,._
7 a. m. ••• Calm • 0 Clear ,, _
7 n, m_ •• Calm • .. 0 .do
n
.!
7 a. m.. S •__ Gale . . do .:
7 a. rn.. _.. __ f:alm .... _ ° Cloudy_. __.. _
7 a, m.. ._ Calm ' __n •• _ 0 Light snow
7a.m_. ~W __.._h __ Fresh Cloudy :::::
7 a. m... -- ...._n_.do Fair n ..
7 a. m ._ W n• ._._do Cloudy. ..
7 a.II1 Calm h_._.__ 0 I Clear •
7a.m.. .• Call11________ 0 __ hdo
n
•
7 a. m n __ •• _ S __.. Gale. .. _ Cloudy .,
7 a. m_u_ ..u Calm 0 Clear un .. __
7 a. In Calm ' 0 Cloudy u__ Wind in Smith Sound.
7 a. m , Calm _n_un 0 Clear Very fine day.
7 a. m_._ W u Light , Cloudy u '
7 a.Ill W • do
u
_ u_ Light snow 1
7a.In_u W_. __uu • __ Fresh __• , Cloudy..., __
I7 a. In u ,uu u .1
7 a. Ill_Un" Wu u_ -' Light Clear n __
7 a. In____ __ W_Uh ' do Fair 00 u .1
7 a: m E __ n ! Gale , Heavy snow uul Violent easterly gale from 3 a. m. to 2 p. m.
7 a. m. u u __ E u u High _n Stormy; ' n_ Gale all night; abated at noon, but recommenced 2.30 p. m,
7 a. m. ______ N _- _. .! LighL_un Cloudy • Storm violent last night and at intervals to-day.
7a.Ill_. W n • __do do • Pleasant day.
7 a.Ill W. n do u . , Clear __n Fine day.
7 a. 1Il __ u W n u do n_ u do_ n u n Bright and clear.
7 a.m Calm __ ._nu_ 0 Cloudy n_h Severe storm in evening.
7 a. In__n_ _ __ n n Light n_ Clear nn Clear in morning. stormy in afternoon.
7 a. In n u_ unu n Clear until noon, light snow in afternoon.
II a. m W n Light. Clear n_h7 a. In__ . \V u hU do .• do
n
•
7 a. m•. u ___ \V _u._ ._n do .. h __ , .do _
7 a. m, .----- SE h_ - • 1 Stormy Gale all night, continuing more violently to-day.
7 a. m - .--- - - -- --- - - .. - .... . do_
n
Wind abated at noon.
7 a. m._
u
_ _ S .... .: Fresh ••__.do; _
7 a. m ..• __ Calm " n , Light snow _
7 a. m_ __ _ W . _.. -' Light. i Clear ... _
7 a. m.. W. • .' do_
n
_ . __ ._.do. _
7 a. m. -. - - - - ---... _.... _.• n __ n do.; , . Light snow in the afternoon.
7 a. In_ . --- - -- SF:. - 00 Brisk Stormy __n. . Violent gale last night, abating this forenoon.
7 a. m_. ._ SE __
n
•• High • Cloudy Stormy all day.
7 a. m SF: • .... __ Fresh_.
n
. _ Clear __
7 a.m __• h __ E --.--_00 Light , Cloudyn.. Violent southerly gale last night.
7 a. m. SE • Gale Clear •__00_
7 n.m __n SE _,_, __,, __ Fresh Snowing h __ n _
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30 . 0 53
.°52
l'h~'Y·1 March. r-:;~l:T~:;-
29.283 i----:-;-~20 I 3°.242 3°. 245

































































































1 _n n '
3 -.------- ..---------,4 ----------. _5 - • .. n'
6 n , ,
7 n on'





13 --- n __ n _
14 --- n __ n n.'
15 00 .1
16 ,
17 ============== =====~ I8 . on'
19 --- ni
20 .!
~~ ==-----n-----------[~l ~===~===============I~~ ==========~======~j27 .'
28 ---__nn !
29 - __C - n • i
3° -- .!
31 __ h Un




, 29.993 .748 .097 .740
· 904 . 524 . 039 . 700
.840 .456 29.980 .640
· 726 I .358 . 720 .647
.612 .216 .610 .688
·737 . 222 ~ 30.020 .789
.891 ·434 .135 .887
.853 .611 .200 3°.123
·775 .616 .310 29.953
30.023 .413 .500 .857
29.926 .613 ·430 .807
.828 .690 .165 .576
.720 , .785 29· 900 .686
.633' 30.070 n_____ .697
.423 .073 nh .197
.480 .135 n .571
.643 29· 940 ---------- .396
.722 .860 h n__ .587
.918 3°. 020 ---------- .918
.943 29·506 un_._..__ .996
.892 .800 u_.... .937
.846 .875 __ n_. . .910
.847 .740 ._ .. 30. 030
.744 .860 __ n__ .241
.856 .870 29. 850 .331
· 798 . 930 30. 065 .356
.800 .990 29.900 29.810
.947 30.050 3°.°45 .756
.960 .114 29. 855 .55930.014 __ nn____ .835 n
---------------------------------------
Means n i~817 !~748~041 __29.803 ~903 ~831 ~712 ~823 ~136 ~~I
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TABLE CLXXXIV.-Dai?y mean temperaturu (after kaving Fort Cunger) in Kennedy Channel, Kane Sea, and (after October IS)
Camp Clay.
'/>=+78° 54' 1=-74° 301
1883· 1884.
Date. I IAugust. September. October. November. IDecember. January. February. I March. April. May. June.
I .~_____ n_. 39.0 26·9 22.2
- 3·5 - 6.6 -32.0 -15·5 -34.4 4· 5 8.0 35.02 . ___ . _____ . 33·9 26. I 24.0 7·7 6.6 28.0 27·5 23· I -13. 0 8.0 35.0
3·-··-··.··· ]4.8 26.8 16.4 13.0 7.3 31.0 21. 2 25·4 -13. 0 0.8 31.04 ·n_. _____ . 33·7 25·9 8.8 22·5 - 8.0 34.0 22.2 21. 5 8.0 5·7 36.55 . _____. _n' 34· I 21.8 12.0 16·5 + 4.5 25. 2 23.0 21.4
- 9· 7 12. I 32.56 _. ___ .. __..
.35. 0 24·3 8·7 16.0 -10.0 24- 0 20.2 21. 3 - 5. 2 16.5 31.2




-10·5 29. 2 25.0 18·5 42.0 20.6 -20.4 5. 0 36. 213 .h_n____ . 33.0 12.2 3. 0 30.4 23.0 21.4 34·3 21. 3 -10·4 10·3 33·414 -._-------- 28·3 22. I 8.0 24·5 17.0 18·5 27.0 24·3 -II. I 12·9 39.815 _.... ______ 28.6 27.2 0.2 36.4 17.0 27·5 23. 6 26,3 -10. 2 14.6 34·9 I16 . ___ .n.•_. 27·5 17·4 2.2 18·7 21.0 21. 3 21. 7 28.6 10.7 12.2 40.017 .......__.. 28·3 10·9 - 6·5 17·3 13.0 36. 0 16·3 22·9 7·9 16·5 34·318 h"_"'__ ' 29.0 10.0
- 3. 2 13.0 17.0 40. 0
- 7·3 12.2 2.0 16·3 34.619 ..__ ._.n_. 31.8 23.0 -11.0 34·5 21.0 42.0 +5.5 12.6 - 0.8 26.0 36. 620 .n._n___ . 29.2 21.7 - 5. 2 16.0 25.0 42.0 - 6.2 16,9 - 1.9 23.0 31.721 h. _______. 30. 2 25.6 0.0 18.8 29.0 34.0 5. 8 17·7 1.4 32.5 31.022 . __ ._nn_. 33·3 9.4 i -8.0 25·6 29.0 27.2 7·5 8.8 9·5 28. .?23 _____ .._... 33·4 13·7 -16.0 32.6 24·5 20.2 5. 2 21. 7 7·5 2.5.224. ___ . ______ 33.0 13·4 - 3·5 25.0 22·5 20.2 13·3 22.0 0.8 21·525 __ n ••_. ___ 34·3 II. I - 2.8 24·0 35·5 22.0 12·5 20.0 4. 8 26.026 ••_______ .• 25·7 15. I -15. 0 35·2 34.8 25·5 13.6 4·0 7. 2 26.027· __ h •••• h 24·3 16.1 -18.2 38.0 39.5 35·5 24. 2 10·3 4·9 24.0 --------28 ___ ..... ____ 25. I 16.4
- 9. 8 22·5 35.0 37·4 25·9 21. 0 7·3 24.029 _m.•••u~1 27·2 16.8 5.0 9·5 31.5 32.0 -31.4 2. I 2·5 27.0JO h_ •• • •• u _ 22.5 18.8
- 8.0 -1.0 21.2 35.0 - 4. 2 7·4 28.0 ---_ .•. --31 .n __ n .. __ 28·7 ----------
----------




------Means •••••.•. ' 31.47 • 18.17 0.<)6 --21. 82 -21. 16
-28.29 -21. 20 -16.56 - 0·95 17.04 35· 19
----





-33·5 -29. 6 -27. 0 -18·3 -8·3 1.8
I
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"'Severe storm on r jth. One revolution of dial (990 miles) added.
• One revolution of dial (990miles) added for storm of July 10.
o One revolution of dial (990miles) added for storm on night of 15th and 16th.
P One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for storm of June '7.
• One revolution of dial (990miles) added for storms of July '5, 16, and 20.
r One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for storm of June 20•
• Storm very severe. One revolution of dial (9')0 miles) added.
t One revolution of dial (990 miles) added.
U Storm very severe on agth. One revolution of dial (990miles) added.
vOne revolution of dial (9')0 miles) added for storm of '7th and 28.
"One revolution of dial (990miles) added for storm of JUlY'7 and .8.











: One revolution of dial (990miles) added for storm on night of May 30.
One revolution of dial (990 miles) added tor storm of June 30.
e Three revolutions of dial (2,97° miles) added.
d One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for September 27·
e One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for September 2 and 3.
f One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for October I to ~.
• One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for storm of August •.
k Anemometer No. 46. exposed at Dutch Island March 7, 188.. Height
_ above sea level about 20 feet.
'One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for June 5.
j One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for September 6 and 7·
• One revolution of dial (990 miles) added for storm of July 7 and 8.
I Anemometer down for time; 50 miles added.
.,j ..; .-g
§ tJ '"~ ~ U;
.... 0 ....
.::: U ..<:
~ ~ ~ ~
___ r.<. A r.<. A1--- ----!---------
I __n_ • ....00_. 134 II 00_00_.100 __ 00. aI, 134 317 bI,I56 475 _. __00.0000 __. c3,464 3,144 dI,679 I 663
2 • __ .____ 96 14 161 61 . no ._P • .00 • __00_.'_______ 29 40 uu_n:. .
3 ---•... .I~~=~=~~ III 21 136 I 201 .n n_n __ n.'m __,"_n ,, __ 000 e990 . .' I, 980 [00 _
4 _nn ": 00__ 68 37 39 I 133 !
5.n ..'_000__ . 79 63 _00 __ 001 ...000_ ~~===== ======~ ======= ======= ~~:65~' ---687' ~====== =====~= =======!====..-6 __ •• _.J .. 67 67 51 66 188 321 -
7 'h" (h) (h) 170 43 i;;3;3' n-47~- ======= ======= ======= ======= )990 ·n.... '-'767' ---93;
Ii ===== ;~~ ~; 2~i ~~ ---~~~....;~~. ====~= ====~~=!:~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~ ==~=::~ ======= ===~~~= ===~~~= --'-88' 00'-85
II n.n_. _' __ '" log III _ ._ •• n_ •• _ ••••• _00 __.•__ 00 u •••• __ •• u n • _. • Il7 132
12 __ .n_. _.00 __ . 69 50 00 .00... _.. l273 252 ...u_. ....__n • __.. . __n -. . 50 52
13 _h __ ...n._'_u_.n 33 39 Do990 '_.n __ . 00._. n . nI, 164 421 _.. _._. ,0000_. 422 253 74 44
;~ ===== ======='======= ~~ ~ 3~~ 3~~ ===================== ======= ~====== ======= ~~~..__~~~. I~~ I~~16 u.n ••
H
_ 132 89 00 •. . '00 ' Un 00 ••• u._'" ••n' __ •• n •• 38 57
17 "_" ' 'h~ __ "'__ 96 53 .______ 664 614 .n_- .•_. __ .. . __ .n __ n 126 143 U'_"_ , 00_
18 .• _00 __'. . 39 32 °990 _00 , PI,067 222 '_00 __ nn..00'00. 130 57 52 50
19 __n_ 795 76 21 57 198 295 ' __" __ 'nn.' n .. n_ n_n u_ n .. __· 273 240 33 19
20._. . _ 72 49 40 48 n_h_' ·h.", __ • __ n __ • ••• -••••n_ 77 87 20 9
21 ._ ..__ "'00' 39 37 14 48 359 722 QI,834 1,081 'n"" -. -----.- 74 180
22 •• __•• 20g i 143 .__n. n__ 40 67 rI,I61 147 u_ 'U'n n .n __ n 247 168 106 28
23 •••. • .1. . "1,461 553 u. n • 86 62 __.' 00 .. __ ... 00"_' • 00_ 38 29
24. . 13I! 28 96 58 153 92 'nh h. a •• u._•• _00_" _u_u_ 519 455 46 19
25 .• .. 1 . _ .. u ..... . . __ n_.· n_.n. _ •• '.00 u.n_. 11,023 219 126 II
26 162 i 21 00_' _un.' 81 123 00_____ 384 285 'n'U' . __00__ 61 77 28 7
2§ .. . ---r'- U '" .00 __ • .1 ._ . __ 00 __ • __ 00._' 197 315 192 138 ._1.00_00•.n.· __ ----00· 3 52 0. 187 I 27 U990 '990 • no. -00- __ • "1,273 355 n_. • 00_,, __ •• __ n. __ u _
29 104: 5 359 388 407 434 >1,248 649. _..• _ ·•__ .u _. __ 00_
'
. 00 . n.'_' --- ... - 95 55
~~ ===== ·--3;~-:·--;43J.:.:.::~~' ----~~::. ~=====~ ======J=====~ ======J--393~ -h338J=====~ ~==~==J=====~ ======~ .---;;.~~




Date. Miles at- Miles at-
.,j
..; .,j ..;I:: I::~ OJ ~ OJM Mtn I::
'"
I::
.... 0 .... 0
.::: U .::: U























































































































































































































































































































38 23 0 °
14 I 0 0
23 3 0 0
16 2 E. I
31 20 SE. I
19 5 0 °
65 24 NW. Fresh.
70 8 N. 2
49 6 N. I
41 17 0 0
49 22 SW. I
19 3 0 0
II 25 NW. L.
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5E. I 50 8 NW. _









o 0 -_u u _
N. I 62 76 NW. 2
------ _n .____ 68 153 N. I









TABLE CLXXXVI.-Meteorologicalobservations made byfieldparties of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.










Temperature of the air,
Fahrenheit.





Aug. 31, II a. m . _
31, 3 p. m. n _
31, 7 p. m_h_
31, II p. m.. _
Sept. I, 3 a. moo__
I, 7 a. m , __
I, II a. m __
I, 3 p. m_h_
I, 7 p. m _
I,ll p.m. _
2, 3 a.m" h


























INW II ~resh Fair 17
NW , Gentle do uoooo 17
Calm __ 0 I_n_do __u •. 17
NW _00 Brisk UU h_.do u 17
NW ; LighL_oo Clear . __00 17
N 00 Brisk __00 Fair 00 ... 17
N High • n_do_n oo__ 17
N do n __do __._ .. 17
NW _00 __do . do __ n 17
NW _hi Freshnn Cloudy oo_ 17
NW do. oo do 17
NW Light , undo_n 17
NW do • do __
n
- _ . •• 17
West of Distant Cape.
Nearly opposite Distant Cape.
Nearly opposite Saint Patrick's Bay.
Minimum thermometer lost overboard.
Made landing I mile S. of Mount Beaufort.
Fog on horizon.
Channel filled with ice.
21 NW _00 Moderate; Clear _oo h1 19 Fort Conger to head of St. Patrick Bay and
return.
,
7, 3 p.m__n 29.45 19.5 ._n h_ NW __ Fresh __oo Light snow 19
7, 7 p. m_n_ 28.76 21. 5 U_h Calm 0 Foggy - 00_ 19
7, lip. m 28.36 19· 0 -. ' NW Moderate, u __don __._n __ 19
8, 3 a. m 29.86 20.0 00 _n_h __ NW _h u nl Light fog : 19
8, II a. mh __ 29.83 16 00 __ • __ • __ N ---hi Fresh , , nn n_n_: 19
8, 3 p. m__n 29.82 19 ._. , "_, N hi Moderate 00 00 ., 19
Sept. II, 3 p. m__h 29.39 16.2 h .. __00 00 __ 00 • nnnn n 22 Fort Conger to the Bellows and return.
II, 7 p. m_n_, 29.36 13.5 h_h .._h.h hh '__n 22
11,12 midnight! 29.40 17 . h ' , 22
::;.:::~:I ~j! ;; ,::::f::::f::::;;;;;;;:;:;;;:::;:;;;;;:1g
1Hin~:11!.g t-]---}:--I;;:;;::.: --::-:::--::;-1:: M";''"'" thermometer during .~ht.+,o.
13,11.15 a. m _, 29.52 8.5 , : h h __ h_, 1•• _ 00 • hh h h n _' _00 __ : 22
Sept. ::: 345 p. m , :::: _11.0 (----I----·-·-I---h---i----------I----h--oo·-----I:: Fort Conger to Depot B and return.
~:H~-::i ~-!~ =r[::::f:::::-;Y;:;:::-:: -:;:;; -::11i ::::::: =::::,::~:;::h:fO::'~h
~~'ig::::1 ~.i _:!:::i:;;_J:-:-;:-;:-:--:::i::m~-~-r::-m:;-_:;:i ~ :::::':::';,:.;:::: Beaufort.
27, 7 a. m_h.129. 55 0 1. .1 :__ 00 • --.-------,-.--------------I:~ Minimum -50 during night of 26th.
27, II a.m. , 29.50 hl· ·, h_ n , n , 26
27, 3 p. m_n_l, 29· 48 --------I'----n'--------I h - . -00- ---.-------1---- 00 ----------1, 0
Oct, 5, 7 p.m'_ h __00 -18 1 1N High 00 __ ----------------1 3 The "Bellows".
6, 7 a.m -'. -24 -.----I-n-----I N __hT-do--nn:- __-oo-n-.--oo-13~
Oct. f:!~~;~t;;;:: ~ 1;::]:::.:..=1 ~E••;ti~::.::<_;;:;::::::]~ Fort Conger to Mood~ and return.
:: 7 a. m
I
I• =~~: ~ .1 • NE .I. oo m
I
35 g~:
!~ m;~;~ ;;:m~ -~i:; :::::: :::::::: g~:; :m~;~:~: -m:::~-::;;] II E
7, 6 a. m_u ._n. - 3. 5 ~=====I======== NE. ..... 135 Do.
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TABLE CLXXXVI.-Meteorological observations made byfield parties of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Continued.
Remarks.
Minimum set 4.45 p. m.
Minimum set 2.30 p. m.
Minimum at Cape Murchison.
Minimum set 7 p. m.
Minimum set 3 p. m.
Newman Bay.
To Greenland coast.






On Greenland coast, N. of Cape Lupton.
Thank God Harbor.
Do.











Minimum set 7 p. m.
Minimum thermometer at Cape Murchison.
B . 'mum setTo Lincoln Bay; Depot ,mini
7 p. m., 19th.
Do. I Bay'Between Cape Beecheyand Wrange ,
minimum set 7 p. m. I Bay
45 Between Cape Beechey and Wrange •.
45 Do.
45 Wrangel Bay; minimum set 7 P: rn.
45 Wrangel Bay. .
45 i Three miles S. of Cape Fredenck.

































-3~:~ !."=---- ~~~=~==- ·~-~====i:====:=:=~'~~=~~:::~=:=====i ~~
-18. ° !_n___ SE ----I Brisk : Light snow - __h 39
-36,0 -38.0 NE .I Light .! Clearing .• 39
-35. 0 h • ·_h_u. NE. __ . __do ul FaiL_._______ 39
-37. ° NE u __ hdo ..... __ u __do.; 1 39
-36.0 ' -45·0 NEu_. ndO,uh'! Cloudy , ; __u_hl 39
-.25. 0 "__n_ . __.u NE· I Brisk.h ... .n.u__hhl 39
--37. 0 -----I -37. 0 NE_ n _ 1 Fresh 1Fair -----------139
-50.5 ----of -51.0 NIL __ 1 Light dO" __ u_.h ! 39
-$5· 5 ----.- . .u S h udOn_h_ . do. __. ._., 39
=~~:~ :=::=~ ~~~~:~~: ~~:==:IC~~~~=:=TC1~~~y=~=::==~=1 ~~
-36.5 __ .•__ 1-:-52.0 NE
n
__ Fresh._ u do_. .[ 39
--49· 5 .----- -52. ONE.--.·Iudo _n... u.do. n. __ '. 39
--44. 0 .---- _u __ . NE_. n Brisk.h' u __ do .u.__ 1 39
-42.0 NE.. _.'ndo __ . . douu_u ' 39
-35. 0 -43·0 NE .: __ do. ui. do __ . 139
'-30.° NE. u do __ u . _ 1 Light snow --. __ : 39
-33· 5 NE._uudon 1 Foggy . . . 39
-34. 0 -35·0 NE I Light_. u[ Cloudy ; 39
-39. 0 NE
n















Mar. 20. 7 a. m, 3°. 20 -31 ° 41 ° E .
. -. __.h LIght Light snow _" __ 45
~~:I~~::~~h ;~:~ -27·0 ------'''_h__ E----q.do. h. __ do
-20.0 - - --_. SE Brisk h n . CI~udy~~~~=~~~~ :~
21.9a.m .. _.. 29·71 -10.0' ' -22.0 SE L' ht ! d21,11 a. m 29. 67 --.. Ig h __ ' 021 7 -10.0 ------ uh_. SE __ . Freshh_.h __ don - - - - . -- ••
, p.m h_. 29· 51 -20.0. __ •h l.. __ . __ SE I' . ---.-----.22. 7a.m. __ ./29.33 -20.0 lEn.. .ight ' F'aiL h _
22, I p. m..- __
1
29
. 22 -36. o _===~I_~~~~~_ (E~ai~-== :=~~=~===:: :===~~~:====:.===22, 7 p. tn 29· 15 -35. ° . .. _h" Ge I




Mar. 14,11.15 a. m ,
14. I p. m. 29.62
14, 3 p. m.. _ 29· 63
14. 7 p. m... 29.63
15.7 a.m. __ 29.95
15, 9 a. rn._ 29.72
15. II a.jn , .. 29.69
15.3p·m._ 29.72
15, 5 p. m__ ... 29· 70
16, 8 a. m .u_ 3°.02
16, II a. m .. _. 29· 95
16. I P:m _. 29. 96
16, 3 p. m .. 29. 98
16, 4 p. m.... 3°.02
17, 7 a. m - 3°.31
17. 9 a. m._ 3°.27
17. 3 p. m 30. 27
17. 5 p. rn, 3°.38
18, 8 a. m, 3°.35
18,12 noon.. 3°.23
18. 2 p.m.. 30 . 22
19, 5 a. m , . 3°.25
19. 6 a. m 3°.22
19, 7 a. m _'__ 30. 23
19,1Oa.m .... 3°.23
19.11.38 a. m. __ H __ •
19, I p. m. h • 3°.45
19. 7p· In. h. 30.43
20, 3 a. m, .• __ 3°.38
20. 9.05 a. m. - no
I
Barom-!





,Oct. 7, Sp.m ! h_
Nov. 7 _. .1 __
IS82. 1I Mar. I, 3 p.jn, __. 1 29.65
I 2, 7 a.m .! 29.36I 2,11 a.m .. ..' 29. 04
I 2, r.t j p.m . 28.9 63, 7 a.m.. __ 29·03
3, 7 p. m•• __ 29· 54
4, 7 a. m, __ . 29.65
5. 7 a. In.
5,UIl.ln ...
5, 2 p. m ._.
5, 4 p.m__ ._
6, 6 p. In. __
7, Sa.m.. __
7,IIIl.m.
7. 5 p. m . __
8. Sa.m'h
8.12 noon
8. 4 p.m ....
9, 6 a. In. __ .
9, II a. m .
TABLE CLXXXVI.-illdeorologicalobsen'atio1ts made byfield parties oj tile Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Continued.
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Lincoln Bay.
Between Cape Beecheyand Wrangel Bay;
minimum set 8 p. m,
Between Cape Beechey and Wrangel Bay.
Depot B; minimum set, 7 p. m.
Depot B.
Do.
Cape Beechey; minimum set, II P: m.
Depot E.
Depot B; minimum set, II p. m,
Depot B.
Do.
Depot B; minimum set, 7 p. m.
Depot B.
Cape Beechey.
Floe 5 miles from Cape Beechey; minimum
set, 6 p. m,
Floe 5 miles from Cape Beechey.
Depot E.
Floe 5 miles from Cape Beechey.














NE ___ Fresh_~-- Cloudy __n_ n' 45
NE . do h. Fair _.o.n._. __ 45
SE h.__ .do
h
__ •• .do n_.__ • 45
S\V _.. __ do
h
__ ._ u. ._u_ 45







-23.0 ._u __ -40.0 E ..I Light.u do._... u_.. 45
-37.0 .·.u_ ·.u__.. Calm u.n Cloudy __n_. __ .. 45
I
_ n __ -53. ° 'I Calm -- -. _u h n' Clear. ----- ----
. _.u ... u_.... SE . Fresh ., Clear __.u __.. _
__Uu -51. ° Calm •.• n n_. Fair _. • __
. _. uu '1 Calm .. _n.h._._ Foggy on straits
_n__. ... __. S __On Light.u_1 Clear nu_
._.h. -51.0 Calm _. • u_l_n_do .••. _....
___n. on SW _u Light _ CloudyLc , , .. __ •
_.•_u -40.0 SW.u Fresh . Fairh"_" _
__ n_ .. u __u._ SW _u __do__• Fair .. •. .
. h.o. nn __o. SW _u __do
n
• .do , • __
'_n __ -45.0 Calm . Clear .u. .·
........ ._. S __._. Fresh __u __ •• do
n
_ . _ •• _
















24, 7 a. m. u_ 29· 43
24, 7 p. m, , -- 29.58
25, 5 a. mu_. 29· 65
25, 7 a. m , , __1 29. 61
25, II a. m . 29.56
26, II a. m ; __ • 29.60
26, II P: m .I 29.61
27,11 a.m. u_ 29.57
27, 3 p. m 29· 56
27, 7 p. m. n_ 29· 57
28, 5 a. m . 29.56
28, II a.m .•__ 29.47
28, 7 p. m____ 29· 44
29, 7 a. m ,..__ 29.21
29, 3 P:m,,___ 29.01
29, 7 p. m_ u _ 28.91
30, I p. m_ n _ 29.38
Mar. 23, 8 a.m , , .. 29.21
23, 8 p. m..... 29.32
Barom-
Temperature of the air, I Wind. I l.ciFahrenheit I










---' ,------ I, I 1
!
i













Shift Rudder Bay.Mar. 19, 3.40 p. m .. _h •••• --34.0 .h. __ n"n' hhn•••• n.' . . n • 47
20
n nn
•••• n .. n __.n. __nn -39.0 n __'n' _' . ._._ n •• n •• _. u_. 47
22, 9.30a.m- ._n... -20.0 . .. -24.0 .. n __._ ... ·.·_··_ ._._u_...u_.· 47
22, I p.m
n
__ n __ n. -36.0 _hh n ... __uun .n_ .. · .. n __' ••.•_n.n. 47
22, 5 p.m.: __ n -3°.0 nnn . n n_nh ... .. _.. n.n.n_. 47
23,12 noon .h .... -23.0 'n. __ nnnn .... .. n. __ ··· .nn __ . __nn __ 47
23, 7 p.mn __ hn'" -39.5 _uu_ -40.0 .. ·.u __ .n ·n __._.n ..__. __ ._ 47
24, 6 a.m n_. nn -45.0 . __ -56.2 . ... _.n.n_ .n__.. ·.n•. __ · 47
24, 8 a.m , , __ n __n. -43.0 .n_.. n .U . __nn ..n.n. _. __ n .....n. 47
24, II a.m __... __.h. -3'~.0 'nn_ h._ .. _ .. ._ .... nn .. n ._n_._·_ 47
24, 6 p.m n_. n ._ -36.5 nnh _._ ... n n __. .. __._ ....__ -._ ... n' 47
25, 3 p.n'.n_ ..hn .. -27.0 .... n '-38.0 __nn., _n __u n_ u.u_n_._.. _.... 47
25,12 midnight , ; __._. -32.0 'hn .. __._ ... __n. __. __ . .n. ... _n. 47
26,lo.30a.m-n .. --- -33.0 U_.n -37.0 _... _nn · · · n .... 47
25, 5 p.m . n. __n -34.5 .... h .n ... __ .n n - n. __ n. _...... n ..•_n __ • 47
27,loa.m
oo
__ • n . n . -23.0 __ nO'_ -44.0 .n••• u .u_ n _. __ .... _ 47
27, 3p.m-----. n- n -20.0 n.n ... _ n .. __hU. __..... · __ .... "" ....._.n_. 47
27, 4 p.m , __. __h_._ -21.5 _h.n .u n n.'h._ ... _n __ u _u ---.---- 47
27, 6 p. m __ .•. n .... -II. 5 .uu. ._._. n.· ... __ .un_.u .----.- __uu 4728, 6a.m_. n.U_ -15.0 n_1 -25.0-.-.u-- _u __·.·u .u__ · 47
2.8, 7 a.m_ u_ u u -20.0 nun _u. __. __ ._ .. u. _. __._._. . •._u. 47~~: ~~ :::~==~ ~~~~~~~ =I~:~* ~~~~~~ ~~~=~~~~ ==~=~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~==~~~=========- :~
28, 8 p. m. o.u'_ -25. 0 .. __ . . __.u .nhn. _. .... - _u •· ·_ 47
29, loa.m h ... uo._ -33.0 1 -43.0n.-.--- _u.u .-- ---------------- 4729, 3 p.rn . h __ • -29.0 :__u __ . __. __.. _u u __ u_·.u_ n __ • nn_ 47
29, 7 p.m .u. -3f. 5 u .... _ • __ h __ ' _ ••• _n. .. n •• 47
30,12 noon .. h -15.0 on' -52.0 .._uu .. _. _n un 47
30, 3 p. mn__ - 8.5 _._. __ h._nu _u· .. .n_ .-- ..------------ 4730,7p.m .h -10.5 __u._._n. u • n u __ 47
31, 6 a.m , __.. h__ -12.5 .•_•• _ ~15.0 . ._u ... · . __•• __n_n :~
31, 8 a.m i. o. . _ -14.0 ... _.. u .u n.h ... u. __ u ••• u31, I p.m.n.' __ u o._ :.....17. 0 u.u_ u __ __.. u .. .n n- _h_ .. · 47
31, 4p.m.
u
_ u h __'1-27. 5 ._u... _. __. __ .u.. .. .__ --u 47
Apr. 1,12noon I..u. __ ' --30.0 ..n. __ -35.0 ..... -.-- ---------- ------- ~.~=~~~- :~
~: i ~::~==~ ~~=~=j =l~:~ ~==~~~ -~56~~- ~==~~~=~(~========= ~====~.=-.---- 47
6, 9.30 p. m _j. o._1 -30. ° '... _._..1 .. _.. u n • _._n.__ :~
7, 5 a.m._._ uu ' -26.0 _u __..! ---26·5 . __h ... __ • •• u h·_ 47
7, 8 p.m•.••. __ _ --26.0 _u. __' n __ . ----.-.- . __u_. --------.-. 4i
~,142.3aOnal·m ·1·0. · -11
42'°0
u . __.n - .. __ . __ u. :==============. 47
, . - u_.u. - . ·u.u u __ ... _· - •• ----- ---------- 47
8, 7 p m 4 0 -- -------- ---------- ----------------;
. -··--I·h-h. -- . ------,.----- __---'------~----------
.. In sun.
,
I I ! I Iii 'iii !I Ii !Iiiifiiiiiiiiiilil.lillllillllllllilmlill Ii II! I













444 THE LADY }'RANKLlN BAY EXPEDITION.
Minimum during rest.
In tent, 290.0.
Oscillatingall day between - 10 and +12.
To the Bellows, head Basil Norris Bay,
Clouds : cirro-stratus. 4; direction, N°.




The Bellows. Clouds: amount, 8.
The Bellows. Clouds: upper, hidden;
lower, 10; direction, 0.
The Bellows.
The Bellows. Clouds: upper, hidden,
lower, 10; direction, 0.
The Bellows. Clouds: upper, hidden;
lower, 10; direction, NEr.
The Bellows.
Barometer top of mountain, 28·30.
Do. '
Do. d I
Barometer top of mountain, 28.30. dou s: I
amount. 4. i
Barometer top of mountain, 28·3°' d' :Cl~ds: upper, hidden; lower, 10; uec- I
bon, 0.
I
Cape Murchison; minimum set, 10·55 a. m. i
Cape Murchison. !
Depot B; minimum set, 8 p. m.
Depot B.
On the march.
On the strait; minimum set, 6 a. rn,
On the strait.
-------------
----- --_..._----- --_ ...... _----------
NW Light Clear 50
Calm -_ - u 50
-------- -------- ---------- -----.---_. ------
------i- ......-... __ ...
------ -------- -------- -- 5°
------ ----, S _m. Stto-;;g-=== -Ci~~dy====-==== 50













1882. Illdus.1 0 0 0 i
Apr. 8, 8 p. m _.._.. , 4.8 _n••.. u .._.• n ..n_·. ••__.I n_._. ._ 47
9, 7 a.m. , n_.! 6·5 __ no· _.n __ n _n_n ... ._; n_._n ' 47
10, 5 a.m .'_u ' 0.0 n._n __ n.n' n_. __ n '· n' __ n_·_u •• __ ·_ 47
II, 3 a.m ._..... 10.0 ..nu ·n__ .n _. __ • n __ n n ••• _. • 47
II, I p. mn . _ n_n.. 12.0 _'Un __ ._n._ n ••• n __ ., ..•hU.. __.U__ 47
II. 2 p. mUll u ._, 17.0 .. n ••• _ •••• H ••••nn . H_. 47
12. I a. m n n .nn._ 3.5 _n __.! - 2.° 'n_n... _ n_._n_. hn.n 47
12. 6 a. m. __. - .__ 0.0 nOOn 'n_nn _.0. __. 00 • •• 47
12, 9a.ID -.-__.. 4.0 nn_. ·._ ...•_n_.n_. n. __ n ,_,_"~U 47
13, II a. m. n.n.. 6·5 __ ._ .. 'U'.n_ • ._ · 00 •• .00 47
14, 3 a. m._h __ u __ • 0.0 _n'n __ u. __ • n._n . n. 47
14, 2 p. m. u .. n u . _ - 5·° ..n. __ n_nn, .•u. __ • .nu • __ 47
140 5 p. m. h ••• --- •• -10.0 .n.n .n._.. _ n __nn . . • __ . • 47
14, 7 p. m. n • UUh. -13· 5 47
IS, I a. m. h • h__ 10.° uuu _.n __ •• _h •• •• 00 ._ 47
16, 6 a.m_ h . _"h.. 0.0 _n_.. ·__.nn • __.uu 00 47
17,12 noon. h u.u.. 8·5 ------ -_UHU .-- __ • • • ._ 47 I
:~' ~ p. m . ..u.. I. ° . .. -.- __ nl u.u ~--h-.. n __ u • ._ 47
,I a. m u_ •• _ - 5·5 _n n.u, U ••n. u. 47
::'_~~::~~~~~ ~=====~ _=~~~~_ ~===== ~h-m.-h---.- --- • . • 47
26. 9 a. m - ! - 3.0 ===~=== ======== ~====~==== ================ :~
26, 9 p. m_. n ·--- 1 -10. ° ------ -_n_u_ •• • - u n 47
27,10 a. m h __ ------,i - 5·5 ------ _n_'n __ Un.u • 47
27, 8 p. m_m 1 - 4.° _m __ ----- __ +u.._u _========= ==========.:===== 47
28. 7 a. m , , __ .__n_.' - 5·0 ·-00-- _uu_ 4728, 7 p. m __._ -00 • -- 6.5 -- -----.-- ---------- u_. _
29, 3 a. m __. , _ 7.0 ====== ====~=== =u.--.- ---- ..----- __ m nn • 47
29, 9 p.m. : -10.0 n .. _
u
uuu_ ---------- ----.----------- 47
30, 4a.m. I . - 1.0 .Uh
u
--- .. -_. n u 47
30, 6 p. m '_______ o. ° -_nn .___ - h_. • -- h - n_.-----. 47
May I, 9 a.m____ 1.0 nu'
n
n_U' __ ---------- _un_n__ 47
I, 9 p.m
u
_ _ 13.0 _n • u __ n_ .--.------ .u._n_u 47
- u. __ u , -u_.u._u._u. 47
Apr.
May 26, 7 a. m . 3°.23
26. 6.25 p. m _ 30. 16
26. 8.45 p. m _ 30. 16
26, 9.40p.m . __• ---;j~o' ~===== ~====m __._u__ u ·-m u . 50
~~: I:.;~~~~= ~~: ~~ 34·° __ n • === -N=~=== -iight===: 'a~~dy========= ~~
i 35.0 45·0 30.0 S _u-. Moderate. do .. 50
27. 1.15 p. m _ 30.00
27· 5p·m 29.95
28, 12.02 a. m _ 29. 96
28, 6.55 a. m": 29.85
28. 9.05 a. m .: 29. 86
29, 3.30 a. m _ 29. 78
29, 7 a. m . 29.94
29, 8.50 a. m _ 29. 91
i
29, 4.30 p. m - 29. 95
30, 9.50 a. m _ 30.10
3,12 mdt -_--' 29. 83
4, ~a.m __ ._! 29.65
4, ·45 p. m _ .u __
h
4, 12 mdt 29.62
5, 3 p. m, 29.78
5,12 mdt _--_I 29.62
6, 4-20a.m
6. 6 a. m--_=I·;9~6;-
TABLE CLXXXVI.-MeteorologicalobsenJations made by field parties of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Continued.















Polaris boat camp; minimum set, 8.30 a. m.




On the march, Newman Bay.
Brevoort Peninsula; minimum set, 9 a. m.
Brevoort Peninsula.
On the march.
Camp VIII, Brevoort Peninsula ; minimum
set, 7 a. m.
Camp VIII, Brevoort Peninsula.
On the march.
Camp IX, Brevoort Peninsula; minimum
set, 7 a. m.
Camp IX, Brevoort Peninsula.
On the march, Summit Divide.
Camp X, Brevoort Peninsula; minimum
set, 6 a. m.
Camp X, Brevoort Peninsula.
Camp XI, Brevoort Peninsula; minimum
set, 9 a. m.
Camp XI, Brevoort Peninsula. .
Camp XII, coast near Repulse Harbor;
minimum set, 8 a. m,
Camp XII. coast near Repulse Harbor.
Camp XIII, Snow Slopes; minimum set,
6p. m.
Camp XIII, Snow Slopes.
Camp XIV, Black Horn Cliffs; minimum
set. 6 p. m.
Camp XIV, Bla.:k Horn Cliffs.
Camp XV, south Cape Stanton; mini-
mum set. 12 noon.
Camp XV, south Cape Stanton.
Camp XVI. north side Hand Bay; mini-
mum set, 7 p. m.
Camp south side Frankfield Bay.
Camp XVII, Cape Bryant; minimum set,
8 p. m.
Camp XVII, Cape Bryant.
Camp XVII, Cape Bryant; minimum set.
8 p. m.
Camp XVII, Cape Bryant.







-33· 0 .. _ -48.8 E Light do. 53
-29. 0 ---.-. 0. SE Brisk , Cloudy ~3
=~05:58 --- ••• ---0.--- SW --- -F-do---n ..!.--:h---------- 53
-19.5 --no. -------- SE --0. resh ----I Fair _n n 5
53n __n -28.0 '
-17· 8 __ n __ ._nn__ 'sE"==== -F~~;h ===rLight~~~~-=====! 5310.0 00.00. __ 0._00_ SW _n Gale , n_.n ! 53
====;~~= ~~~=== ~======= ~~ === =~~~s~====t===~=====~===== H9·5 _nn __ n __ n_ SW 00_ Fre h , ..__I· n 53
=f~ =~===~ ~===~~== ~~~~~~~ ~=======:=i-~~i:~=========~ H8.° n - 7.° SW 0._ .__00. _h.o. __do n 1 53
10·3 _.. 7.2 h __ •• .n .. 00 __ 1 53
12·3 0000__ 3.8 NE Brisk • 00 • __ . 1 53
_ 3. ° ------I-h-nnl E ._ Light 00_' Fair .U__ n._ -- 53
li:~ ======I========i ~al~;== ==~~=~==== ~~~:r_========== n
- 3. ° _un.' - 3. ° Calm __ . ._ Light snow - --- 53
- 9· 5 __no __ 0. __00_ Gtlm h n __n' Fair ----- 53
- 3· 8 __n __ -----00-, Calm __ -n-nnni Clear 00-0000- -- 53
- 9.0 0. -10.0 Calm n .l Cloudy_._nn __ 53
- 8. ° __n n._n Calm n _n __n Light snow ---00 53
-13.0 00_. un n_ n 53
-14.0 nn __ -15.0 Calm._ n. h _ h __ Lightsnow_ --- 53
-14.0 00 ,_h•• _ Calm _. __.. " do_._ n_ n_.' 53
-19.5 00__00 ._n_ Calm 00 .u.. hdo.h 53
Barom-
Temperature of the air,
IFahrenheit.Date. eter, to
sea
I Direc-level. Exp'd. Max. Min.
i tion,
23, 4 a.m ____ 29·35
23, 6 p.m ___. 29·57
24, 8 a. m___. 29· 17
24. 6p.m ____ , 29. 25
19, 9 p. m 28.73
20, 2 a. mh__ 28.45
20, 6 a. m u__ 28.60
1882. i Inches.
6, 8 p. m:___ 29· 55
6,12 mdt _n_ 29.62
7, 3.30 a. m ,
7, 7 a. m__._ 29· 67
7, 8 p. m 29.80
7.12 mdt _n. 29.82
8, 9 p. m , 3°.47
9. I a.m_ n_ 30.55
9, 9 a. m 3°.80
9. 8 p. m 3°.78
9.12 mdt 30.62
11,12 mdt __h _00 _
12, 6 a. mn nn_
13. 8.30 a. m 0000_
14. 8 a. m 29.25
15, 8a.m 29.02
16, 9 a. m__00 28.88
16. 8 p. mn h 28.83
16,12 mdt __n 28.76
17, 9 a. m . 28.85
17. 9 a. m , 28.93
17,12 mdt h __ 28.88
18, 7a.m 28.74
18,10 p. m .. 28.75
18.12 mdt , 28.70
19, 7 a. m__n 28.62
Apr.
i
20, II p.m 28.60 -38.0 n_ -40.ondo_._. ._n Clear __ ' .noo' 53
21, 9 a.m'_
h




__ 28.98 - 3.0 _.nn - 7.0 SE_n_ndo __ .. Cloudy u __ n! 53
22, 8 a.m_
n
n___ 8.0 nn nO_nO u__ 40 miles, 00 ._._. ' 53
,estimated. 1
8.0 7.0 '.n. __n _._._. __n -----------. ----153
14.0 . 53
n ---- n_ - I-
S
" _h -- -- -~------: -Fu~nn ------·-1
6.5 n __n' 4.0:. E_ n_ Bnsk_n_, air , .nn 53
11.5 ._' .n_,1 SE oj Fresh __oo' Light snow -----1' 53
i I I25, 7 a.m n __' 29.43 14.5 __nn' 9.0 I Calm __ .nn.h__ :n--do.hn-n-.I 53
25.12 noon _00 29.45 3.0 ..- 1 1Calm --n-n----.i Fair ---0.------1 53
6 I ! I I I I I26, a.jn ,
1
29. 53 - 5.5-00--. -15.0! Calm __ ._.n.. Clear .u_u_n_' 5326. 7 p.m
u
h -14.0 -'._n ' .. _n n __ •• ,-------------_ .. : 53
i' i ; I I
27, 7 a.m_n_i 29.55 -17.0 un_.' -23.5 N _u __ n. Clear __n_n_._' 53
27, Sp.m ., 29.55 -14.0 ,SW n. i ClOUdY_ hn_oo-'1 53
28,12 noon _..I 29.45 -14.0 ---- -~:~~~'I Calm __ . __n J Clear n __ i 53
28, 8 p.m J 29.47 -16.0 00__ •__nn_ Calm __uh __. __.t do - - - -oo -- - - : 53
I
,I I I29. 8a.m 29.53 -11.5 .00 ..... -22.0 i Calm __ .. • __.----donnu---- 53
30, 1.05 p.m -129.40 - 6.0 ------i -14.0 1 . 1 1----------------1 53
M.y ':; ;::::~:: :U: :__~~~~_ ::::::!=:::::::;:::::::f:::::::E::::::::::=:::j !!
I, 3.20a.m_ 29.46 29.5 . __i, __ n_oo_I .._u. ' __ :_. J.-------------n_
l
· 53 Opposite Cape May.
I, 7.48p.m_ 29.375 - 1.0 . __n_'. ! NE..oo Light ••__ ,----- u 53
, I : ' - -----------------
NOTIl.-Fort Conger to Boat Camp. April 3 to 16: Mean thermometer, -15.77°: number of observations, 3'; ~ean barometer,. '9. 74tienurbbr of ,:servations.
al. Boat Camp to Cape Bryant, April 16 to April '9: Mean thermometer, -7.36° ; number 01observaUons, 39; mean arometer, '9·09. num roo serva ons, '5·


















-- .. _-------- ----------------
------ ---------- .. _-- .._----------
NE • Light.___ Fair 66
NE· do do.--------- 66
NS E=::~ =~do::~=~: ===~do==:::::=== 66- ---- Fresh .__ n __do .____ 66
INE do doNE I d .----- .".- n _
~~====:==~~~:==== ===~i~==========
. - ---- Bnsk doSW . '--. _On, u. _
Cal~ -- Light ---. -__.do
n
__
NE._=~ ·Brisk·--- .__ .do .--.
SW. __ Fresh--------~~---------'




--- ----- .. --------




_.. _----- ------ -------- --
-- .. _- .. _.. --
---- -------- ..-
------ ---------- ---- .. __ ... -... -- ----









-------- ------,._------- ~------- -------- ... --~-._-----------
-------- _.._--- ..
... _------ ----- .. :_--~----
-------- ------ ---- ..-
-- -------- ..._-------- - -_ .. ------------
-----.. -. ------ ..._----- -------- ----
------ ... _--------------
--- ..... __.(?,) -----_._- ... -----
-24·0
-24·0
-------- ------ -------~ -----.. -- '"'--- ..."'---- -.. -------
--_.....__. --
--..... ---_ .. _- ..
-------- ------
-35· ° ------ -=48~~'
30.10 ' -39. I _
30.15 -43.0 ..._. _















7 a. m____ 29.62
I p. m nO.
7 p. m____ 29.48
7p·m 29.53
8 a. m __ •• 29. 85
7 P-m 3°.10
7 a. m__ ... 30.21
3 p. m 30.21
7 a. m • 30. 10












June 6, 2.45 p. m ,
6. 4.35 p.m
7, 8·41 a. m
7,II.34 a. m
7,12'31 p.m
7, 2.17 p.m ,
7, 3.30 p.m ,
7,lo·5Sp·m.
8, 1.20 a.m ,
1883.
Mar. 10,12 noon . __
10, 6 p. m _
II, 9 a. m _
12, 8 a. m,., __
May 31. 5.15 a. m -j 30.36 .uu 1 h -'. _
31, 7 a.m. h . ' 3°.38 . ----------------
31, 4 p. moo.. , 36.34 :=:====: :=::~I~~:~~=~=::--·-- u - m u __ n • _
31, 7 p.m.... ' 30.31 nOn n •• • :==~: ========== · u_. •
31, 8.05 p. m _ 30.30 __m u_u_. ... n-_ -_:=~====::=:=:=:
J'"T.n:;:~: fi: li 1:::::::: ::::}::::::: :::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::::::::




n __ u u .--_••--- n n
_._--- ..... -----~I·---·-_· '--------:---------- ---------- ...
May
To Lincoln Bay; Depot A.
Depot B.
Depot B; minimum set, 9 a. m.










66 Depot B ; gale during night.
66 Depot B.
·i~;;;---- ----- ____
NOTE.-Cape Bryant to C· B '. t Column separated. + I
tlons I Ca Bri ape CltanOlll, April 29to Ma M + n tent. i Warm. rva·
,9, pe Cltannlato Farthest, May 5 to May,S: MYd~ lem~~a\~~r+rature;,79.9 lOb' number 01 observations, 18; mean barometer, 29.43; nfum:e~~l:;: 23'
, 12·34, num er of observations, 32 ; mean barometer, 29.~9; number 0 0 se
TABLE CLXXXVI.-Md~orologicalobseruations made by.fUM parties of tlz~ Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Continued.
EXP·d.! Max. Min. ~I~~~-I Velocity.
--------1 ---,----,-------1----------------__
tff,t~J~::: .:..~:~_! :::°::1 ::::0:::: ::::::::1::::::::::':::::::::::::) III
2 _n 00 __ 1 29· 35 22.0*, __ 00 __ ,- Calm Clear u 53 i On floe, west of Stephenson Island.
2, 5.35 p. m -I 29· 32 8·5 i__ n __ i-- n - - - - - - - - - - -----------. 00 00 53 I
3 --00-- ----I 29·43 26,5 n-j-_--.--- n n ,n .n .nn 53 In tent, 36.5°.
3 --00-- ---- 29· 47 19.0 In I n -------- 001 0000 53
4, 4.30 a. m _I 29· 57 8·5 i ! • .u_n ! Light snow 53
:: 1':5~.-~-" ~~::~ ~. ° ,~~~~~J======~-c~i~== :=========' 'ci~;==========i g In tent, 4°.0°.
5, I a. m , 29.52 2.0 1------1 00. __ Calm u " •• • __ n ! 53
5, 2·43 a. m - 27· 32 14· 5 --00--'- 00 nu_ - •__ n ---_n~--------i 53 I Summit.
5. 5 a. m n __ , 29·48 12.° 53 ! In camp.
6, 12.50a.m -,29.37 7·5 n -------- ·c;i~-=~~========:,-Ci;;r-==========53
6, r p.rn ! 29.37 22·5 u, S Light- . 53
7. 2·55 a. m _! 29.30 22·5 u: W
n u
• __ do n Clear u 537, 9p·m_h_: 29·28 16.0 n----i 10 Calm __ in Snow n 53~,IO.45 p.m - 29·28 15·5 ,-----·i---------, Calm --I·-------------do------.-__ 53
• t25 a. m - 29· 32 17·5 u----:------ __ 1 n I_u Light snow _00._ 53
8. ·30 a. m -j 29.42 28.0 i------I-n-nn .nl· u,.u __ • __ .n 53
8, 6p.m .i 29.40 10.0 I __ n __ , n __ I ••__ • Lightsnow_
n
__ 53
8,10·50 p.m _, n _. __ n ... 0000--- W_. . Cloudy • 53
9, 9 a. m• __.! 29·43 12.0 ,-.---- ----- hn_ High Snow, 53
II, 3·15 a. m_ 29.42 9. 0 'n____ -----n-n-------.------ .53
:~: i:=~:::: :=====~ .__~~~~~ :====~:===:==: :::::==~ ========== ~~~~~:========= HBarometer out of order.
12, 9 p. m 29· 35 9·° ----- u . u____ 53
13.12·30a.m. 29.3°. 11.0 , ••__• NW .. .. -S~~;;========:= 53
I .
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TABLE CLXXXVI.-Meteorologicalobservations made by.field parties of tile Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Continued.
- 7. 0
------ --------





-12.0 SW___ Light Light snow _.n. 71
-12.0 --~._-- --------1 Calm Fair _._ .00_._00 71




-22.0 I SWu. Light Fair. _n ____h_ 71--_._-_. ---- --_.
-30. 0
------





Fair. n_n. __n! 71
3, 5 p. m , , __ 29.41 -35. 0 ------,--------




4,10 a. m ____ 29.5 1 -10.0 -43. 0




Robeson Channel, near Cape Sumner.
Robeson Channel, near Cape Sumner;
high wind during night.
Newman Bay.
Newman Bay.
On divide in Gap Valley.
Do.
North end of Gap Valley.
Do.
Near Black Horn Cliffs; water clouds
over northern sky.




Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;
amount, 2; direction, 0.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;
amount, 3; direction, o.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;
amount, 4; direction, 0.
Do.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;
amount, 6; direction, 0.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;






Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: stratus;
amount, 7; direction, 0.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: Upper,
cirro-cumulus; amount, 3; direction, 0;
lower, stratus; amount, 3; direction, 0.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: Upper,
cirro-stratus; amount, 3; direction, 0;
lower, stratus; amount, 3; direction, 0.
Near Black Horn Cliffs. Clouds: Upper,
cirro-stratus ; amount, 3; direction, 0;
lower, stratus; amount, I; direction, o,
Near Black Horn Cliffs.
Abonta miles from Repulse Harbor. Over-
taken at I p. m. of the 4th by a severe
SE. gale while passing over the snow
slopes. Went into camp, where we were
obliged to remain for over forty hours.
Gale abated early morning of the 6th.



































SW_.hl Light , Fair. _.n.h 71
Calm --,.h---.n- Light snow •.__. 71
Calm U.h __._n. n __do_'hh_n. 71
S_._._. Brisk . __. Cloudy..•__." __ 71
SE ,•• do u ----
~t===I-F~~;h====,!" -Cl~~dy====: ====SW. LighL.u: Fair .._n_ u
NE __u'udo_.uu, Cloudy n _
, , SSW _u.I __do .... nOw. __h_U __
S'V do __._u . do. u ..
SW__._I Fresh..
n
, Cloudy n __
SW __.... __do. __.. Snow _. n ---
SW Brisk do n_. _
SW__. do____ Cloudy .
S'V do, h n __ • __ do ..-h. --- ••
S'V_
u
• u do__. n _ n __do u __
S'V __000 ...do.-n-- do , .. .. .
S'V. do ,; ' .do ----.
SW_000 _ Gentle n-11 Fair. n u_"
SW._u LighL !_n_do h 71
SE Gale .. ' 71
n_u_ -10.0
_____ .1 -12.0
-.... - -45. 0
i
n···_1-52 • o
SW.. Lighthh .dohn n.! 71
NE_n_ ndO h' _.. .do n._n.1 71
NE __h ndo .h _n_dO_nn._u_!71
NE. n doc. , _. -:_. _.do .• _00 __ 00 _ 71
Cal1m n,! __n __ m.jm.dO_mn __nI71
Ca m __lh __ .hh, do ..•n __ n.! 71
, ICalm .. __ndo • __u __ 71
I INE n h LighLh __ ._.do_._n n 71
Calm n! __n_n.h!n_.dO_n_.h __• 71
,
NE-'hi LighLn_! Cloudy , , u_. 71
I 'NE __ul._dohu n.dO n 71
NE __. .I__don do .• . __n 71
NE Jndo . don_u n 71
NEnn' __dohhh . do 71
. __.n .• , NE.... !__doh I._ndo__u_n_n 71
NE.• h_.do_._ n. 1 Fair .•n_un.. _ 71
NE_ n .i __don .. hi_n_do.___ __ 71
j
I
NE __.J.do-. __. __hdo • 71
i
Calm nn_-I Cloudy__• 71
I























=2~: ~ i======'=========1~:~ II======_=~~~~_
-12.0 _ __
-13.0 n __ • ._.
-14. 0 1---n -----
-15. 0























5, 3 p.m. __•
5, 7 p.m n . _
6,10 a. m __n
6, 8 p.m, , __
7,7a.m _
7,loa.mn __
7, 12 noon _n
7,lp.m__n
7, 2 p.m n . _
7, 3 p.m.c ,;
7, 6 p. m._._
7,7p.m _










Mar. 27, 4p·m ____ 29·9°
28, 7 a. m ____ 29.92
28, 5 p.m n h 29.96
29, 7.30 a.jn , 29.9 1
29, 7 p.m__._ 29.91
3°, 7a,m.n. 29·99
3°, 7 p.m L,; 29. 22
31, 7 a.m n u, 29·09
31, 5 p. m ____ 29.7 1
Apr. I, 7 a.jn ..... _, 29.50
I, 7 p. m _____ 29. 61
2, 7a.m.___ 29. 6 1
2, I P:m_n_ 29. 68
2, 2p.m ___. 29. 65
2, 3 p.m.. _. 29· 71
2, 4 P:m , ___ 29.72
2, 5 p.m __._ 29.72
2, 6 p.m n __ 29· 71
2, 7 p.mn._ 29. 60
2, 9 p.rn , , .. 29. 61
3, 8 a.m. h. 29. 68
3, 9 a. m , __ 29. 69
3,10 a. m n __ 29.58
3, II a.m n • __ 29. 62
3,12 noon. n 29. 61




3, 3 p. m. n_ ! 29. 60
TABLE CLXXXVI.-Mdeorologicalobservations madebyfield partits of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition- Continued.















Robeson Channel. Strong SW. wind blow-




About 7 miles from Hall's Rest.







































_h___ Clear - 74
Wind.
Calm _




SE _h_' Light __ h Ooudyh_h_n_ 71SE do n Fair n __h __ 71
SE 00 __ udo__h __ Cloudy.., , . 71
SE udo_ h_ h _. do n 71SW __ h __do_non Fair n_ n 71SE __n __do __ h hdo_ n n __ 71SE _h_- Fresh doh 71
NE____ Light h h Cloudy n_ 71
NE __ h __do__n __ Fair __n_u_n_ 71Calm 00 • do h __, 71Calm h_h n __do n __h 71
Calm __ nh u __ udo 71
Calm h_hh Clear _n nu 71SW Fresh hAohh h_ 71
• Barometer No. 16.
22.0
II, 6 a. m__ n 29· 95 -24. 0 ,-- -45. ° Calm h - u_u do __hnn__ 71
II. 5 p.m 29. 88* -29. 0 I------------u NE Light , , __ Fair_ nn 71
12, 7 a. m_--- 30.00* -24· ° '_u , -36. ° NW do u_do_n u __ 71
6 p.m h n __n -18.0 h h __nh 726.Jop.m - _n_n_ -25. 0 u - • - __ ho._n n 72~':~:~~=~i~~~~~~~i =!t~tl~~~===i=======~~~==~==~ =====~=~~~ :~=============~ ~:I p.m .-- h o. !- - -- - - - - --- 1 U, SW.and About 18 --- u __ 72
'I liNE ' '1 'I '. " Ii' I mi es.
II, 4 p.m_ u _ -0.----1 -12.0 I-h-h:--hn--'--n----'---n-n-- --_h h 72
12, I a.m o. U nh ; -10.0 n----i I_u , Light ,
n
... __ 72~;: i~::==== ======: =It~===:== ======~~I========;=========~~==============_ ~~IJ. 3 a. mn u __ Uh__ u •• u ; NW u_ Light , Cloudy u __u 72;~:! ~I:~ -m;:~ :~~!:i_ -m~~:~:~:~~ :~~~:~ :;itf:;1~ -:mm:~:~~~~:, 11







May 7,12 noon 3°.49.
Apr.
I
Temperature of the air, I.
Barom- Fahrenheit.
0.1,. ~;~~E~IM~.1 ~;.~I
,---------- .._---- --_..------ -----1--i---
I88J Incites. 0 i 0 ! 0
• , I9. 9 a.m 29.68 -12.0 __ nn'n_h __
9, II a. m_n_ 29.65 -IJ.O _n_h nnn __
9, I p.m n h 29.6J - 9.0 _nn_ h u
9, 2 p. m_n _ 29.62 -10. ° n __h
9, J p.m n h 29.62 -IJ.O __ n un
9. 4p·m 29.61 -16.0 _Uh hn
9, 5 p.m 29.60 -18.0 __ 00 h_U
9, 7 p.m n h 29.59 -16.0 __ '00_ n_nh_
9, 8 p.m 29.61 -14.0 n nh
9, 9p·m__n 29.62 -18.0 _h n _
9,10 p. m __ h 29.64 -24. ° _u n_
9.11 p.m 29.62 -J2.0 "__ 00 __ o._h_._
10, 8a.m_ n_ 29.71 -JI.O -34. 010. 7 p.m 30.00* -30.0 u _
448
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H.. Mis. 393, pt 2-29
Remarks.



































Temperature of the air,
Fahrenheit.
_____ n ..uh __ Calm __ ,u_nn __ Clear __. 79' At Cape Baird, Grinnell Land.
________ . , Calm __ .. u n do . 79 Do.
:H ::::::1::::::::.::::::: :I";~~~:::: g.;;:~~:~::: ;: ~:
13.0 n----In-n---, SW Brisk n O_n __. 79 Do.
13.5 _n 0. ' SW __.' ._dO.nn __n_do n_ 79 Do.
9. 8 n..ln .I SW u. __do . __..don __nnu 79 Do.
~: ~ ======1========: ~:l: .. =========~ ===~~~========== ~~ g~:
:: ~ :====J=======I ~:J~ --==========,====~~~=========' ~~ g~:









7. 0 Do.67'~ D~
. Do.t§ I ! W do u __do----- - -- -- 79 Do.
~: ~ ~~====II========I ~====~ ==~~====== ====~~=========: ~~ g~:6.8 1 Calm __ ._._._u do--n--n-- 79 Do.5. ° . 00 .--- n_'
1
W Brisk . do u 79 Do.
5. 8 __uu -------- W __h Light .n. do 79 Do.









































1883. : Inches. 0 0
8, 2 p.m 30.54 11.0 :_n_nn SW I' Light -0.- Clear n __ U __ n 74
8, 3 p. m __ n 3°.56 9· 5 ------ -- .__n_ CCaalmm -- n_ -h-d(loo-hh--.-- 74
8, 4 p. m_
u
_ 3°.58 4· ° n __ n__ - __._ 74
8, 5 p.m.c , , 30. 60 3· 5 0. n_. __ Calm _.I~========= n==doh======~: 74
~: ~ ~::==== -3~:6i ---i3:'~- ====== ~==~=:== -c;i;;;~=!~==~====== -Ci;~;'=::::=:=== ~1
8, 8P.m._nl' 30.61 6.0 . Calm , ;' .. n_n_n __ .. do_n n __ 74
8. 9 p. m 30.60 4· 3 .n h Calm __ U. __ n.n n __don.u_n __ 74
8,10 p. m . 30.61 6.3 __ 0. .U_h Calm n nn __ nh n_ do ._ n n 74
8, II p. m__ u 30.59 6. ° n_ nn.n. S no.. Light n.douh .. 74
8,12 mdt . 100 n 'n_o. _. __ .n_'. . __ n_un_ U h.hn. __ 74
9, I a.rn , , __
1
30. 59 14. 0 . no_hi Calm _. hh_ Clear u_n_hn 74
9. 2 a. m_n 30.59 13.5 __ n __ h.hn-' Calm 00 .n_h.h_' ._... do_h n_ n_. 74
9, 3 a.m_ u • 30.59 11·5 n_n_'nn __ h Calm n 0._00. do_n h __ h 74
9, 4 a. m , '--1 30. 59 ~~: ~ =====J=====j ~:l: .. :========= ~===~~=:=====n. 749. 5 a. , , __
1
3 . I I 74
~: ~ :::====1-3~:58- ---;3:~- ======i======:=I-E-====~ iight===~ -CI;;;========== ~1
9, 8 a. mn .. 30.53 17.6 u • __ hn. Calm n ~ do u h n . 74
9. 9 a. m. __. 30.51 13.0 0.. __ • hnh_. Calm. _n_nn._n..do __ u . 74
9,lOa.m ... 3°.52 18.5 . __.nn Calm 00 __ n __ n __ Fair u __ •• __ 74
9,lIa.m n n 3°.5° 19.0 un_ ·h.n Calm , , __ .... ..do. .._n_ 74
9,12 noon n. 30.49 24.0 __ nO. Calm 00 .Uun.. _undo. 74
9, Ip.m_ n_ 30.49 20.2 ._n__ --·hn- Calmh.n __ h_hnudo-nun 74
9, 2 p. m__ u 30.43 20.5 nO'_. _ n·h Calm h _h __ 00_. Clear hh n 74
9. 3 p. m._u 3°.42 19.0 .n__. n·h Calm n n __ .. do.nn_hu 74
9, 4p·mn __ 3°.41 17.0 un_.. _. Calm n donn ... 74
9, 5 p.m _n 3°.41 10.0 _n t., N __ u "LighL do __ n 74
9, 6p.nLu. 30.41 18.0 _n I--·h--- Calm __ .n.uu ndo_n_n. __ 74
May 7, 7 a. m. u •
7, 8 a. m __
7, 9 a. m __
7,10 avm, ; __
7,11 a.m .. __.
7,12 noon_ h
7, I p. m . __
7, 2p.m .
7, 3p·m. n _













8, 1 a. m _. _
8, 2 a.m __
8, 3 a. m L,;
8, 4 a. m , __
8, 5 a. m .
8, 6 a. m , _
8, 7 a. m __
8, 8 a. m _n.
8, 9 a. m _
8, 10 a. m . _
8, II a. m _
8,12 noon __
8, 1 p. m , __
8, 2 p. m, _
8, 3 p. m _
8, 4 p. m , , __
8, 5 p. m . __












TABLE CLXXXVI.-Meleorological observations made byfield parties of the Lady Flanklin Bay Expedition-Continued.
Remarks.
At Cape Beechey, Grinnell Land; latitude







































































THE LADY l<'RANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
___n. --- .._.. LighL_n Cleat ._00_ 79
·_n __ .-. 00__. __ dc .; , __. _h_do.• n 79
__n._ n_h W Brisk.n. __udo_u_n_n_ 79
------ -00-00-- \V . __ do. n __do __ u n_ 79
·h -0.-.-
00
__ u __ u Light •__ •. do
n
• 79
.----. __ 0. W Brisk n_ .. do. 79
n •• 00_, \V . __do __ n ..._._.do 79
'_00 u • \V • do . do
n
79
• ----. n u \V . _uudo !__udo .. i 79
~~~~~~ :~===~=~ ~ .:; ~~~~:====-- :~=:~~~~===~===: ~~
---h..nn W . Light _h. do • , 79
;-:~-~ ~-:-::-: ;:-~> JE:-::::~;lt~-:~~~:;i Ii
!






















8, 7 P-m_n • 30 • 64
8. 8 p. m 30.65
8, 9 p. m , 30.66
8, 10 p. m , , 30. 66
8, II p. m 30.65
8. I2 mdt . 30.65
9, I a.I'IL__• 30.64
9, 2 a. m_h_ 30.64
9. 3 a. mono 30.63
9, 4 a. m 30.62
9, 5 a. m_n_ 30.60
9, 6a.m 30.58
9. 7 a. m.• __ 30.58
9, 8 a. mono 30.56
9, 9 a. m -- - - 30. 54
9,10 a. m. __. 30.52
9, II a. m 30. 52
9,12 noon --. 30.49
21. 7 p. m. h _ 29· 60 28·5 ._.u. h NE. Light 00_. n __,do. u . n 8221. 8 p. m n _ 29· 60 28,9 '_.00. ---.00 __ Calm nUuu. .do_ n o. 8221, 9p·m . 29. 60 2§.8 -- 00_00 __ NE_ .... Light
u
__ Cloudy h 82
21, IO p. moo__ 29· 60 2 ·5 .-- __. 0._ NE . __do . __udo .... 82
21, IUS p.m_ 29. 61 22.0 - •• 00_000._ NEu __ Gentle do.oo u _ 8221,12 mdt , 29. 61 28·5 -- 0. NE n_, Light .n, Light snow h 82
22, I a.m. h_ 29. 62 28.2 -- 00_ NE._ h __do_n Cloudyu_h_u_ 82
22, 2 a. m. 29· 62 29.6 nn __ U_no._ NEnh __do.i.,, __•· __ udo n_ 82
22, 3 a. m . 29· 62 29· 2 -. • n NE
n
,, _ Fresh . nudo
n
• 82
22, 4 a. mono 29· 61 32.0 __ no. u __ NE . Light u __ n __do . 82
22, 5 a. m n __ - • 'u h un__ 82
22, 6 a. In 29· 60 33.0 1--00-- u __ m_ NL_u -G-e~ile-~~~ -cj;;ri~g~~~====~ 82











8222, 5p·m ,__ n. __ ·-------,·---- n_ u_.___ 82
22,6p.m. :29·49 25·5 -__nOm NE iight===~-F~ir----------u 82





22, 8 p. m_n _ 29· 49 24.0 · __00 n NEu __ Fresh . __do. u __ 00_0. 82
22, 9p·m_ u_ 29.48 21.0 --n- __ Uhh _ NE u __ Light. Heavyf~gU--U'8222,IOp.1TI_.. _ 29.48 22.0 --_n__
h
__ h _ NE __h __ do do --- ..·82
22,rr p·r n - - 29.48 20.0 _n. __ • h_ NE n __ Fresh . __=~do~~~==~~==: 8222,12 m( t h_. __ n - ----- .. - __ h
n
.. 82
~t ~ :::~~~: -29.-5;' ~i: ~ :~~~=~ ::_._ ~~:'== =====~==== ~~~~~~~~~=~~~~~: ~~
23, 3 a. m.; __ 29· 50 25· 2 __ u .. ----__ NL. __ Light Li ht f~-·----- 8223,4 a. m .29·48 30.5_ ('1 ---- _~ g u_23, 5 a. mn __ Hh ~~~=~- h am -- --.--.----- fair 82
23, 6 a. m .__ 29-51 29 9 • - n __ '~iF__ n -i:-h-- n - - • --7- ----- 82





, . ---.. ,..----------- am I23, 8 a. m
n
__ 29- 52 33. 0 .. . Calm h ---------- ----( 0 • _ 82
23, 9 a.m H __ 29- ,2 36.0 F' 00 -I-:-h-u--- do h _ . .. 8223 I - ------ __ h_ ~ ----- _Ig t do 8
, o a.m., __ 29·53 35.0 __ n_. Calm '--. -"" -n u • 223,11 a. m __
u
• n ___ -- ---------. do • __ 82
23,12 noon h_i 29. 59 --26:'~- '----. -------- -;;'," ---- __ n •• ---- 82
' __ n_ h l'l·E.... Fresh j , __ Fair _ 8223. I p. m : 29.60 26.5 XE _00 _
23, 2p.m._ h i 29.60 28.0 __ n __ -. __ n_ NE h - - -.~O._.n. Cloudy y; h~ 82
~t l~: :~==~ ~~:~; ~~: ~ :~~==~ :~~___ ~~==== ==~~~===== ====~~=========: ~~
May




- - - - - - - -- -I Temperature of the air,
I~t:r~~~ Fahrenheit.
I ""'i 1:::I_E,p'dIM"lMi"~ ~ ,
I
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Remarks.
















eter, to "t'T"__-r-'- _
sea I I . -D-'--'jirec-level. Exp'd. Max. I MID. tion. Velocity.
I
I I
NE __00' Fresh _n_ Cloudy _00 __ 00 __ ' 82
, (








Fresh 00 n_do 82
NE. Light. do , ..
n
__ 82
NE Fresh Fair _n • __ 82
NE Light _00_ Cloudy 82
-----
r- 1883. Inches. 0 0 0
May 23, 5 P-m____ 29. 66 25·5
------ --------
22, 6 P: m ____ 29. 66 29. 0
------ --------
23. 7 P: m , , __ 29. 68 25. 0
------
--------23, 8 P:m ____ 29. 69 23. 0 ~ .._---
--------
23. 9 p. m__n 29. 69 21. 5 -_ ... -_ ...
--------23.10 p. m ____ 29. 69 22.0
------ ---_. ---









At glacier. Barometer showed an eleva-
tion of 2,550 feet.
Apparent summit.
Real summit.
Glacier back to Ella Ray.
Do.


















Fort Conger to Stony Cape.






Ascent of Mount Easy.
Do.
Do.



















15· 5 - 00 __ 00_ n _
It.O _
1.40 a. m __ n _ 00 _
5.30 p. m 00_
3.05 a. m _ 30. 20
6.30 a. m nn_
-14. 0 -00--- __ n __ h h n _00 Very fine_
h n
__ 86
1.0 h __ 00_ •• _._ Calm u_n_ Cloudy n_ 86
- 1.0 n h __ Calm nn_h dou __h 86
5·5 --00-- _n_n n n __ n __ Signsofacoming 86
storm.
7·30 p . m - ------- - 5·5 00---- _ •• n __ • • 0000_00 __ Overcast with
I i I broken clouds. ,3·30 a. m - __u - 5· 0 , 00_' Clear 86
~ ~:~==== =====~= =t~ '======1======== -c~i~-== =======~== -Cl~;f==========1 ~~I i~:: :----1-3~~4;5 ._ .. _~~~_I====== ======== ~======= =========:
6, 8a.m 27. 226, 9.50 a. m _ 29.55 n u , I
n h
n __ h __
~: ;:.~~~~~;= -29:&;- I~: ~ ====== ========I_~====='========== _~~~~~======-:==7, 2·35 a. m _ 30. IO
7, 4.30 a. m _ 3°.22
7,11.30 a. m _ 29.83
7, 3 p. m___ 29.83
- •• _· 00 86
Partly foggy and 86
I overcast.6 p.m __n' __ nh_ - 3.0 _00 h h __ n __ n __ n __ n 86
7 p.m 30.50 - .. ,nn n_n 00 __ . . 86
i;:~==== -~~j~5 -~-:+ ======!================:=========: ~~~~~~=====:====' ~~, I 1 ,
I, 2.50 a.m _ 26.15 __00 __ 00 _n : .. _h n n n h n __ 86
I, 3.45 a. m _ 25.25 __ 00_00 n_in 00_' 00 __ 00_ n • n_ 86
I, 8.45 a. m _ 29.85 __ n __ n __ 00 n 00 __ 00_00 0000 86
1,12 noon 29.85 3.5 00 n n_h h h 86
1,11.5° p.m n __ n_n 00 __ , 0000. ----hh,--h • __ i Snow noon ~~
2,12.3° II. m _ 29.60 I. ° 00_· 00__ __ __ h h 'n 00 _
2, 8.40 a. m _ 29.58 11.0 n_,n ,_h h,_n h, nn 1 86
2,12 noon _.. 29.57 6.5 _n I n __ n_h_h 00 __ 00_ n n __ 86
2, 2 p.m__
n
29.64 1.0 001 __ 00 __ 0. __ 00_00_,_00 • hnn ' 86
2, 8 p.m____ 0.0 ' __ nn __ ' j hh, n ~~
t ~·t~~~m ~~:~~ =I~:~ ======C======;========:==========i-C1~;;========== ~~
:: ~:~~::~ =-3~:~- -~-~~~_ ======'================C========================; 864, 4.40 a. m _ h __ • -13· ° ------1--00----1 Calm __ !__ n __ n 0000 00 __ 1 ~~
4, 5 p.m 3°.22 un 00 hh Clear __h __ n __
4, 6 2 0" 86U:~l:~: :ft:!1: -:rr :_- ~_- ~_: :_n_-~_-I :_~__:::_:_:_ ::1 ~~~-~: ::i: ~ ~: ~~:: :;,:CJ'~~ ~::::: ::~:' l!
5, II p. m __.._ ------- - 2·5 6
~: ~::e.. ~~::~ --:: ~ mh_ :=======!~===~===i:========J========:=====:~~6, 4.15 a. m _ 29· 00 --0000 -00---00 _hh h n __ ooh 86
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1 \ Temperature of the air,
:Barom-. Fahrenheit.! eter, to' ,-_--,,- ;- _
1 sea ! \ Ii level. i Exp'd. 1 Max., Min.Date.
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From Snow Bank to near Fiord, on Lake.
From Snow Bank to near Fiord, in camp.
From Snow Bank to near Fiord.


























At end of Lake. f
End of Lake to Snow Bank. East end a
Lake, barometer 30.03·
End of Lake to Snow Bank.
Do.
Across Divide. . 82.
Across Divide. Bar. on height to S. 27·
On Lake, across Divide.
At Glacial Wall, across Divide.
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17. 5·IOp. m 28.25
17, 7·3op.m_ 28'3°18, 3 a. m.• h __
18. 4.40 a. m _ 28.37
18, 8.25 a. m _ 28. 25
18,10.05 a. m , 28. 51
18,11.05 a. m _ 28.05
18,11.05 a. m _ 27.95
1883. Inches. 0 0 0 \
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86
1I,12·30a.m_ 28.7 1 15·5 In-n- .------- .------.'.n ' nn n. 86
II. 4 a. 27· 55 __ ._n__ .-__.. U n_ · n. ,------- ' n_._nn_ 86
I I, 7.15 a. m 28.52 ---- '---, . . _. -----n-l 'n n_n 86
II, 8.10 a. m - 28·35 ----16----'------ __ n • -------.i,----------'---------------- 86
11,11 a.m 28·47 ·5 ,. __n n __. -u .;._ .. n_n_1 Weatherfine 86
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12, a.mnn 30·04 17·5 n U__ Un u u __ u nn_ 8612. 7·45 a. m _ 30. 10 26. ° -- . nn n __ n i Cloudy__n 86
12, 12.20p. m _ 3°. 18 17· 5 -- n __ . nO. __ O_n_n. nn n_ 86
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13. 2 p. mn __ 29· 87
13. 6 p. m 29.83 _u h _
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14. 3.25 p. m _ 30. 00 37. ° n • - Uu --- u do _
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15,10.15 a. m _ 27.44 '-------------------------
15,10·35 a. m _ 27.42
15. 1.35 p. m _ 29. 73
15, 5.20p. m _ 29.82
IS. 6p.m 29.77
15,10.05 p. m _ 29.75
16, 7.25 a. m _ 29.84
16. 7.45 a. m _ 29. 85
16. I p. m
n
_ _ 29. 87
16. 9-45 p. m _ 29.92
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TABLE CLXXXVI.-Meteorologicalobsermtions made byfield parties of tire Lady Franklin Bay Expedition-Concluded.
ApPENDIX No. 138'''. - L ist of dates on 'Which meteors were observed by the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.
1881.-Qctober 19; November 22; December It and 20.
1882.-January 23; March 24; November 1,9,14, and 25; December I and 9·
1883.-January 8 and 20; February I.
At Glacial Wall, across Divide.
At Glacial Wall, further on across Divide.
Do.
At Glacial Wall, greatest elevation across
Divide.













Down valley to Beatrix Bay.
Do.
Down valley to Beatrix Bay. Wind in-
creasing.
Down valley to Beatrix Bay.
Do.
Down Fiord to Simmond Bay.
Down Fiord to Simmond Bay. Fog on ho-
rizon.
Down Fiord to Simmond Bay.
North end of Lake, down Fiord to Simmond
Bay.
Down Fiord to Simmond Bay.
Do.
Simrnond Bay, down Fiord.
Do.
Do.
Simmond Bay, down Fiord. Threat'g snow.
Simmond Bay, down Fiord.
Do.
Simmond Bay, down Fiord. S~ow-storm
from east raging.
To Bellows.





From Bellows to Fort Conger.
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28.0 nn_n Calm • __• __ Cloudy n __..
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22. ° . . . __ n • • __ 00_. 86
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22, 5.30 p. m _ 29.63
22, 7.35 p. m 29.68
23, 3 a. m.• __ .U__ n
23, 3.40 a. m _ 29.63
23, 4-45 a. m _ 29.63
24, I a. m __n 29.79
24,10 a. moon 29.84
24,12 noon _n 29.84
24, 4p·m_ h _ 29.89
20, 4p. moo __
20, 5.15 p. m ,
20, 9.15 p. m ,
21,12.45 a. m ,
21, 7 a. m _




21, 6.45 p. m
22, 5 a. m __
22, 5.45 a. m _
22, 8.30
22, __••__
24, 9 p. m ,., .u'_
24, 9.30 p. m -, 29· 93
24, II P:m.n.i 29.89
25, 7-15 a. m .. 29.88
25,11.15 a.m.!._. .
25, 11.45 a. m , 29. 84
26, 1.30 a. m , 29.87
18, 2.30 p. m _
19, 3.20 a. m •
19,12 noon n_
19, 2p.m_n_
19, 10.30 p. m _
20, 5 a.m;., __
20, 7.20 a. m ,
20, 9.20 a. m •
20, 3.30 p. m _
1883.
18, I 1.40 a. m _
18, I 1.40 a. m _
18,11.4° a. m ,
18,12.10 p. m
Barom-
Temperature of the air.
I Wind.Fahrenheit. ><












AUTHORITIES ON ARCTIC METEOROLOGY.
LIST OF THE PRINCIPAL AUTHORITIES ON ARCTIC METEOROLOGY CONSULTED IN TilE PREPARATION OF
THIS REPORT, WITH AN APPENDIX CONTAliVING TITLES OF SOME fiflSCELLANEOUS WORKS OF ESPECIAL
VALUE.
[NOTE.-Unless noted otherwise, these works will be found in one or more of the following libraries: Library of Congress, Navy Department,
State Department, Signal Office, my private library. In the case of works not known to be in the Library of Congress, the library is indicated as
follows: Navy Department, N.; State Department, S.; Signal Office, Sig.: and my library, G.]
I.-GENERAL.
BARROW, JOHN. Voyages ot discovery and research within the Arctic regions, from the year 18[8 to the present time, under
the command of the several naval officers employed by sea and land in search of a northwest passage from the Atlantic
to the Pacific; with two attempts to reach the north pole. Abridged and arranged with remarks by John Barrow.
London, 1846. 8°. xiv, 520 p. ch.
(Extracts from various reports, including climate.)
BENT, SILAS. Upon the routes to be pursued by expeditions to the north pole. Journ. Amer, Geog. Soc., New York, ii,
pt. 2, 187°,31-4°.
(Discussion of currents and climate.)
- An address delivered before the Saint Louis Mercantile Library Association January 6, 1872, upon the thermal gate-
ways to the pole, the currents of the ocean, and the influence of the latter upon the climates of the world. Saint Louis,
1872. 8°. 40 p. 2 pI.
BERGHAUS, H. Physikalischer Atlas • enthaltend Geologie, Hydrographie, Meteorologie, Erdmagnetismus, Pflan-
zenverbreitung, Tierverbreitung und Volkeskunde. Lieferungen I-10. Gotha, 1886-I887. 10 pts, f", 30 chs,
(Complete work will include 75 charts.)
British Association, Committee oj. Report upon the depth of permanently frozen soil in the Arctic regions. [London, 1886.]
8°. 6 p. Repr./rom: Rep. Brit. Assoc., 1886.
CHAVANNE, JOSEPH. Das arktische Festland und Polarmeer. Petermann's MittheiJ., Gotha, 1874, 241-252.
(Discussion of climate; means of observations at various stations.)
COFFIN, J. H. The winds of the globe, or the laws of atmospheric circulation on the surface of the earth. Smithsonian con-
tributions, no. 268. Washington City, 1875. 4°. xxv, 756 p. 26 pl,
(Latitude 60°_85° north, p. 6g-[[o. Discussion and analysis by A. Woeikof; Greenland and Arctic America, 676--682; N. W. Europe,
713-7 16 .)
DANENHOWER, J.W. The polar question. Proc. U. S. Naval Inst., Annapolis, xi, 1885, 633- 699'
DOVE, H. W. The distribution of heat on the surface of the globe, illustrated by isothermal, thermic, isabnormal, and other
curves of temperature. London, 1853. 4°. 26 p. 5 ch, (Sig.]
- Klimatologische Beitrage, Theil i, ii. Berlin, 1857, 1869' 2 v, 8°. vi, 296 p. 2 ch.; iv, 314 p. (Sig.)
(Collection of his papers on climate, including Arctic regions.)
FEILDEN, H.W. Address to the members of the Norfolk and Norwich Naturalists' Society, at their seventeenth annual meet-
ing, held at the Norfolk and Norwich Museum March ~O, 1886. Trans. Norfolk and Norwich Nat. Soc., iv, 1886. (G.)
(Discussion of prehistoric polar climate.)
HANN, J. Untersuchung tiber die Winde der nordlichen Hernisphare und ihre climatologische Bedeutung. Sitzungsb. Akad.
Wiss., Wien, lx, 1869, 162-228; lxiv, 1871,377-429,2 ch.
-- Handbuch der Klimatologie. Stuttgart, 1883. 8°. x, 764 p.
(Klimatologie der Polarregionen, p. 713-754.)
HICKSON, W. E. On the climate of the north pole, and on circumpolar exploration. joum. Roy. Geog. Soc., London, xxxv,
1865, 12~142.
HOWELL, G. R. The open polar sea. Albany, 1884. 8°. 8 p. (G.)
International PolarCommission. Mittheilungen. Bulletin. Communications. 1-6. St. Petersburg. 1882-1884. 6 pts, 1. 8°.
334 p,
KUHN, F. v, Ueber die Ursachen des eisfreien Meeres in den Nordpolar-Gegenden. Zeitschr, Met., Wien, vii, 1872, 167-
169.
LESLIE, J., JAMESON, R., & MURRAY, H. The polar seas and regions. [20 ed.] London, Edinb., 1855. 16°. 605 p. map, il.
(Climate, P: 16-61; full discussion.)
MALTE-BRUN, V. A. Les trois projets d'exploration, anglais, allemand et francais, au pole nord. Expose historique et geo-
graphique de la question. Paris, 1868. 8°. 163 p. ch. (G.) From: Annales d. voyages, Paris, 1868, 5-94, 153-221.
(Discussion of polar climate)
MARKHAM, C. R. The threshold of the unknown region. 4 ed., with supplementary chapters. London, 1876. 8°. xxxiv,
463 p. 5 maps, n,
- Polar regions. Encyc, Brit., 9 ed. xix, New York, 1885, p. 315-33°.
(Climate, p. 327-329.)
MOHRY, A. A. Die Meteorologic der nordlichen Polarzone, Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1861, 28~299'
- Klimatographische Uebersicht der Erde, in einer Samrnlung authentischer Berichte, mit hinzugefligten Anmerkungen
zu wissenschaftlichem und zu praktischem Gebrauch, Mit einem Appendix. Leipzig und Heidelberg, 1862. xvi, 744 p.
3 ch, (Sig.)
(Niirdliche Polarzone, p. 515-007, 63<r676.)
- Same. Supplement • • • • mit einem Appendix enthaltend Untersuchungen tiber das Wind-System. Ibid., 1865,
8°. xii, 320 p. 3 pl. 6 ch, (Sig.)
(Nordliche Polarzone, p. 3-46.)
NORDENSKli:kD, A. E. Om det foma polar klimatet, Aftonbladet, Stockholm, 1875, no. 82. Zeitschr. MeL, Wien, xi,
1876,310-316.
PETERMANN, A. H. Die Ternperatur-Verhglmkse in den arktischen Regionen, Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1870,263-
264.5 ch,
~.ICHARnSON, JOHN. Polar regions. Encyc. Brit., 8 ed. xviii, Edinb., 1859, p, 161-181.
(Climate, p. 176-178.)
- The polar regions. Edinb., 1861. 8°. ix, 400 p. ch.
(Full discussion of Arctic and Antarctic climate.)
ScORESBY, WIl.LtAM. The Arctic regions, their situation, appearances, climate, and zoology. London [1849]' 24°' viii,
192 p.
(Climate, p. 96-138.)
SMITH, D. M. Arctic expeditions from British and foreign shores, from the earliest times to the expedition of 1875-'76.
Edinb"1877. xiv, 824 p. map, it
(Results of meteorological investigation.)
SPITALER, RUDOLPH. Die Warmevcrtheilung auf der Erdoberflache. Wien, 188S' 40. 20 p, ch. Repr. from: Denkschr.
Akad, wiss., Wien, Ii.
TEISSERENC DE BORT, L. Nouvelles cartes d'isothermes et d'isobars moyennes ala surface du globe en janvier, mars, juiIlet,
octobre, Annal. bureau cent. met. Paris 1881 iv I-I ~ 8 pI
' , " ,:" .(Up to 75° no. latitude.)
WHEILDON W. W The Arctic re io 1\ heri " . A ti regions,
. '..' g ns, • tmosp enc theory of an ameliorated climate and an open sea 10 the rc IC
III opposinon t~ the Gulf-str.eam theory. Proc, Amer. Assoc., 1872, 111-133; 1873, 118-14°' ..
WOEIKOF, A. I. Die atmosphansc11e Circulation. Verbreitung des Luftdruckes der Winde und der Regen auf der Oberfiache
der Erde. (Erganzungsheft No. 38 zu Petermann's Mittheilungen.) . Gotha, 1874. .;.0. 35 P.3 ch.
1'1'l\,~, 'f:·t'1\' : i 1
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WOEIKOF, A.I. Die ~ertheilung der Niederschlage tiber die Erde. Zeitschr, wiss.' Geog., Lahr, i, 1880, 189-195, 258-265;
Zhum. Russk. khim, fiz. obsht., St. Petersb., xii, 1880, 86-110. (Sig.)
--- Die Klimate der Erde, nach dem Russischen, vom Verfasser besorgte, bedeutend veranderte deutsche Bearbeitung.
Jena, 1887. 2 pts, 8°. xxiii, 396, 422, 24 p. 23 pl. (Sig.)
(Der hohe Norden, ii, 1-18.)
kitschrijt del' osterreichischen Gesellschajt fur .Jfeteorologie. i-xx. Wien, 1866- I 885. 20 v, 4 0 • (Sig.)
(In addition to articles cited, includes many short tables of means for Arctic stations.)
n.-ARCTIC AMERICA.
Arctic miscellanies. A souvenir of the late polar search. By the qfficers and seamen of the expedition. London, 18 52• 80.
xviii, 347 p.
(Meteorology, p. IIQ-II6, 249-254, 289-291.)
Arctic geography and ethnology. A selection ofpapers on Arctic geography and ethnology. Rcprintd and presmted to the Arctic
expedition ofl875 by the president, council, andfellows of the Ro)'al Geographical Society. London, 1875. 8°. vii, 29 2 p.
map. (N. G.)
(Little climate; Greenland and Point Barrow.)
ARMSTRONG, ALEXANDER. A personal narrative of the discovery of the northwest passage; with numerous incidents of travel
and adventure during nearly five years' continuous service in the Arctic regions while in search of the expedition under
Sir John Franklin. London, 1857. 8°. viii, 616 p. map, pI.
(Abstract of meteorological journal on board htv~stigator, January, 1850, to April, 1853, p. 599-000).
BACK, GEORGE. Narrative of the Arctic land expedition to the mouth of the Great Fish River and along the shores of the
Arctic Ocean in the years 1833, 1834, and 1835. London, 1836. 4°. x, 661 p. map, it
(Meteorological table from registers at Fort Reliance November I, 1833-May 31, 1834, October I, 1834-March 18, 1835, p. 563-589.
Temperature of animals, birds, fish, trees, and earth, 5go-594. Aurora, 595-624.)
- Narrative of an expedition in H. M. S. Terror, undertaken with a view to geographical discovery on the Arctic shores
in the years 1836-1837. London, 1838. 8°. vii, 456 p. map.
(Climate in text; also monthly means July, 1836-July, 1837, p. 450.)
BAILEY, G. W. Report upon Alaska and its people, giving statistics as to the numbers, location, pursuits, and social condition
of the inhabitants; the climate, productions, and general resources of the country; and of the commerce, ocean cur-
rents, etc. Washington, 1880. 8°. 52 p.
[BARRINGTON, DAINES]. The probability of reaching the north pole discussed. London, 1775. 4°. 90 p.
(Much general climate.)
- Same. A new edition, with an appendix containing papers on the same subject and on a northwest passage by Col.
Beaufoy. New York, 1818. xiii, 187 p. ch.
BARROW, JOHN. A visit to Iceland by way of Tronyem in the Flower of Yarrow yacht in the summer of 1834. London,
1835. 12°. xxiv, 320 p, il,
(Little climate.)
BEECHEY, F. W. Narrative of a voyage to the Pacific and Bering's Strait, to co-operate with the polar expeditions; per-
formed in H. M. S. Blossom, in the years 1825, '26, '27, '28. London, 1831. I v, in 2. 4°· xxi, 39 2 P' 3 ch, il.; vii,
393-742 p. il.
(Much climate in text. Nautical remarks, winds, etc., p. 628-662. Meteorological observations, May 20, 1825-August 23, 1828,
677-721; horary oscillation of barometer, 692-693; aurora borealis, 722-726; sea temperature, 727-732.)
BELCHER, EDWARD. The last of the Arctic voyages; being a narrative of the expedition in H. M. S. Assistance, in search 'of
Sir John Franklin, during the years 1852, '53, '54, with notes on the natural history by Sir John Richardson, Prof. Owen,
Thomas Bell, J. W. Salter, and Lovell Reeve. London, 1855. 2 v. 1. 8°. xx, 383 p. 2 maps, chs. iJ.; vii, 4 19 p. ch.
(General tables of meteorology, May I, 1852-August 23, 1854, p. 300-334; comparative tables of daily maximum, minimum, and mean
temperature from Arctic voyages, 1819-1855,335-346.)
.Beitrag zur Meleorologie und IIydrographie der Ostkiiste Wl1 G,jj,lIalld. Annal. Hydrog., Berlin, iii, 18 75, 55-60•
BELLOT, J. R. Journal d'un voyage aux mers polaires execute.a la recherche d~ Sir John F:ankli.n, en 18 51 et 18 52, precede
d'une notice sur la vie et les travaux de l'autepr par M. Julien Lerner. Pans, 1854 . 8. lVI, 4 14 P: map.
(Daily journal of temperature and weather.)
BESSELS, EMIL. Die amerikanische Nordpol Expedition. Leipzig, 1879. 8°. xx, 647 p. map, il. (S. Sig.)
(Appendix of scientific results, p. 527~47·)
___ Smith Sound and its exploration. Proc, U. S. Xaval Inst., Annapolis, x, 1884, 333-447, map.
(Much climate.)
--- See United States, Navy Department.
BLODGET, LOUIS. Alaska, what is it worth? Lippincott's ~fag., Phila., i, 1868, 185-191; Rep. U. S. Agric. Dept., 1869,638.
(Isothermal map of Alaska.)
BORGEN • • . • Nordenskjold's neue Reise nach Gronland. Deutsche geog. Blatter, Bremen, vi, 1883, 234-247.
BUCHAN, ALEXANDER, and THORLACIUS, A. O. On the meteorology of Iceland. Mean pressure of the atmosphere, thunder-
storms, and rainy and snowy days, for twenty-three years; and rainfall and melted snow for twelve years. 2. The mean
temperature of Stykkisholm, Iceland, from observations made during twenty-six years, viz, from November, 1845, to De-
cember, 1871. Journ. Scot. Met. Soc., Edinb., ii, 1869, 285-292; iii, 1873, 3°4-3°7; Zeitschr. Met., Wien, xi, 1876, 1]2.
BURTO~, R. F. Ultima Thule, or a summer in Iceland. London, 1875. 2 v. 1. 8°. xix, 380 p. map, iI.; vi, 408 p. il.
(Climate, i, 55--6<).)
CARTWRIGHT, GEORGE. A journal of transactions and events during a residence of nearly sixteen years on the coast of
Labrador. Newark, 1792. 3 v, 4°. xvi, [6J, 287 p. map; x, 505 p. map; x, 248, IS p. map.
(A diary of Fahrenheit's thermometer, at various stations, 1770, 1773. 1777-'78, 1785-'86, iii, 240-248.)
CHAPPELL, EDWARD. Narrative of a voyage to Hudson's Bay in H. M. S. Rosamond, containing some account of the north-
eastern coast of America and of the tribes inhabiting that remote region. London, 1817. 8°. 279 P: map. (N.)
(Table showing the extreme heat and cold of each month in 18H at Oxford house, p. 249-251.)
COMEAU, N. A. La geographie physique de la partie nord de la Province de Quebec. Bull. soc. geog. de Quebec, i, no. 3,
1882-'84, 17-25. (G.)
Copenhagen, Societas scientiarum danua:. Collectanea meteorologica. Fasc, ii. Observationes meteorologicre a I Jan., 18 23,
ad I Aug, 1837, in Islandia factse a Thorstensenio. Hafniee, 1839. 4°. 233 p.
(Observations at Naes to October 18, 1833, later at Reikiavig.)
------ Collectanea meteorologica. Fasc. iv, Observationes meteorologicre per annos 183 2- '54, in Gronland facte
a C. C. Ostergaard, L. A. Mossin, J. M. P. Kragh, C. N. Rudolph, F. P. E. Bloch. Haunire, 18 56. 4°. 229 p.
(Upernivik, 1832-'38, 1846-'54; Jacobshavn, 1840-'51; Godthaab, 1841- '46.)
CRANTZ, D. The history of Greenland. • From the German of_. With a continuation to the present time,
notes, etc. London, 1820. 2 v, go. xi, 359 p. map; vi, 323 p.
[Climate, i, ~49· Barometric and thermometric observations at New Herrnhuth, November, 176]- July, 1768. i, 307-312.)
DALL, W. H. See United States, Coast and Geodetic Survey.
Denmark, Danske meteorologiske Institut. Meteorologisk Aarbog. Annuaire meteorologique. 1873- I 884. i-xii. Kjebenhavn,
1874-1885' I v. obl, 4°. II V. i",
{" Partie 2, Les colonies" contains observations at regular stations in Feroe Islands (I station), Iceland (3), Greenland (4), and monthly
retu S f I' t I . 1 stat' ( . 88)" . '''. obser-rn rom C ima 0 ogica Ions 3410 1 4 10 same. "Partie 3 [1882-1884], Observations meteorologiques naunques ,
vations ou voyages in Arctic Ocean.)
- --- Resume des travaux de l'expedition polaire danoise internationale suivi d'un sommaire des observations
meteorol~giq.ues faites pendant la d~rive du Dijmphna dans la mer de Kara. Copenhague, 1884. 4 I P: 4 pl.. I
(Contains: Paulsen, A. F. W. Resume des travaux de l'expedition internationale danoise faits a Godshaab (Gronland OCCidental)
aout 1882-31 aout 1883, p. 3-30.)
--: -.-- Observations internationales polaires, 1882-'83' Expedition Danoise. Observations faites aGodthaab sous la
direction de Adam Paulsen. Tome ii, Iivraison I. i, Meteorologie. ii, Flux et reflux de la mer. iii. La longitude de
Godthaab. Copenhague, 1886. 4°. 53, 19,4, xxviii p. 47 chs,
DOVE, H. W. Ueber das Klima von Island, nach Thorsteinsen's Beobachtungen. Monatsh, Ges. Erdk., Berlin, i, 1839-'4°,
99-102, log-III.
DUNCAN, DAVID. Voyage to Davis' Strait, 1826-1827. London, 1827. 8°. xiii, 126 p.(Little climate.)
EDMOND, CHARLES. Voyage dans les men; du Nord, abord de la corvette La Reine-Hortense. Paris, 1863' 536 P: (G.)(Greenland, p, 193-305.)
EGEDE, HANS. A d~scription of Greenland, shewing the natural history, situation, boundaries, and face of the country, the
nature of the soil, etc. Tr<;lnslated from the Danish J ondon 7 120. .
." ,I 45. XVI, 220 p. map.(Of the nature of the climate and the temperament of the air, P- 51-59.)
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ELLIS, HENRY. A voyage to Hudson's Bay by the Dobb's Galley.and California, in the years 1746 and 1747, for discovering
a northwest passage. London, 1748. 12°. xxviii, 336 p, .
(Climate, p. 171-181. Causes of the fogs, 283-288.)
Extract of two meteorologicaljournals of the weather, obserued at Naill, in 57° 11. lat., and at Okak., in 57° 30' 11. lat., both on the
coast of Labrador, August, 1777-September, 1778, August, 1779-July, 1780. Phil. Trans., London, lxix, 1779,657-658;
lxxi, 1'781, 197-198.
ETZEL, ANTON VON. Gronland geographisch und statistisch beschreiben. Aus danischen Quellschriften. Stuttgart, 1860.
8°. xiv, 665 p.
(Die meteorologischen Verhdltnisse Gronlands, P: 557-570.)
FISHER, ALEXANDER. A journal of a voyage of discovery to the Arctic regions in H. M. S. Hecla and Griper, in the years
1819 and 1820. London, 1821. 8°. xi, 320 p. 2 maps.
(Dailymaximum, minimum, and meantemperature and pressure, May II, 18I9-September 30,1820, p. 295-31 I.)
FORCE, PETER. Record of auroral phenomena observed in the higher northern latitudes. [Washington, 1856.] 4°. u8 p.
Smithsonian Contributions, viii.
FRANKLIN, JOHN. Narrative of a journey to the shores of the polar sea in the years 1819, '20, '21, and '22, by---. With
an appendix on various subjects relating to science and natural history. London.n Saj. 4°. xvi, 768 p. 4 mapsy jo pl,
(Climate in text. Aurora, p. 541-546, 549-569, 580-628.)
--- Narrative of 2. second expedition to the shores of the polar ocean in the years 1825,1826, and 1827, by ---, in-
cluding an account of the progress of a detachment to the eastward, by John Richardson. London, 1828. xxiv, 320,
clvii p. 6 maps, il.
(Richardson, J. Meteorological tables arranged from the registers kept at Fort Franklin by the officers of the expedition. App.no. ii.
p. Iix-civ. Todd, C. C. Abstract of a meteorological journal kept in the year 1825-'6 at Penetauguishene on Lake Huron,
general remarks on the climate of Penetanguishene, etc., cv-cviii. Richardson, J. Observations on solar radiation, cix-cxxii,
Franklin,J. On the auroraborealis, cxlv-clvii.)
FRITZ, S. Remarks on the winds, clouds, and auroras on the southwest coast of Greenland, after thirteen years' observa-
tions at Ivigtut. In: Denmark, Danske met. Inst., Aarbog, 1882, Kjobenhavn, 1883, p. vii-xvi, pl. (Sig.)
GAUTIER, A. Notice sur les observations meteorologiques faites sur la cote du Labrador par des missionaires Moraves, Ar-
chives sci. phys. nat., Geneve, xxxviii, 187°,132-146; lv, 1876,39-54; Zeitschr, Met., Wien, xii, 1877,432-433.
- Notice sur deux annees [aotrt, 1874-juillet, 1876J d'observations thermometriques faites a Rama, sur la cote du Lab-
rador. Ib. lx, 1877,392-396.
Germany, Deutsche Polar Kommission. Vorlaufiger Bericht tiber die Ergebnisse der meteorologischen Beobachtungen der
Deutschen Polarstationen. i, Royalbay auf Slidgeorgien. ii. Kingwa-Fjord in Cumberland-Golf, Baffinsland. Met.
Zeitschr., Berlin, i, 1884, 144-155.
- --- Die internationale Polar-forschung, 1882-1883' Die Beobachtungs-Ergebnisse der deutschen stationen, Band
i. Kingua-Fjord und die meteorologischen stationen ii. Ordnung in Labrador; Hebron, Okak, Nain, Zoar, Hoffenthal,
Rama, sowie die magnetischen Observatorien in Breslau und Gottingen. Herausgegeben im Auftrage der --- von
Prof. Dr. Neumayer und Prof. Dr. Borgen. Band ii. Sud-Georgien und das magnetische Observatorium der K. Marine
in Wilhelmshaven. Herausgegeben im Auftrage der --- von Prof. Dr. Neumayer und Prof. Dr. Borgen, Berlin.
1886. 2 v, 4°. 30, lxiv, 736 p. 54 pl. 3 ch; 12, lvi, 523 p. 27 pI. 4 ch.
GINGES, A. [Observations in Godthaab, Greenland. Oct., q86-June, 1787.] Ephem. soc. met. palat., Mannheim, viii,
1787 (1789),42-69. (Astor library.)
GOODSIR, R. A. An Arctic voyage to Baffin's Bay and Lancaster Sound, in search of friends with Sir John Franklin. London.
1850' sm. 8°. viii, 152 p. pl. map.
(Little meteorology.)
GORDON, A. R. Report of the Hudson's Bay expedition under the command of Lieut. ---, 1884. [Ottawa, 1885,] 80 •
41 p. map. Accompanied by: Charts showing the mean monthlyancl annual temperatures of Hudson's Bay region and
eastern Canada, September, 1884-0ctober, 1885. obI. fO. 13 ch,
- Report of the second Hudson's Bay expedition under the command of Lieut. ---, ,885, [Ottawa, 1886.] 80 ,
112 p. 3 ch,
(Abstract of meteorological observations, August, 1884-September, 1885, p. 80-112.)
GRAAH, M. A. Undersogelses = Reise til Ostkysten af Gronland. Efter Kongelig Befaling udfert i Aarene 1828-31 •
Kjobenhavn, 1832. 4°. xvii, 216 p. map, iJ. (Extr.) Deutsche geog. Blatter, Bremen, vi, 1883, 193-219.
(Havets Temperatur paa Overreisen til Granland i Aaret 1828, p. 196. 3 obs. daily.]
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Grtal Britain. Observations on the international polar expedition, 1882-'83. Fort Rae. London, 1886. 4°. xiv, 326
p. 32 pl.
- Admiralty. Manual of the natural history, geology, and physics of Greenland and the neighboring regions; prepared
for the lise of the Arctic expedition of 1875, under the direction of the Royal Society, and edited by Prof. T. Rupert
Jones, together with instructions suggested by the Arctic committee of the Royal Society for the use of the expedition.
London, 1875. 8°. vi, 86; xii, 783 p. (Sig.)
(Physics, including meteorology,sea, tides, currents, refraction, P: 605-749.)
- Meltorological OfficI!. Contributions to our knowledge of the Arctic regions. Vol. 1. Official, no. 34. London,
1885 [187<)-1885'] xvi, 495 p. ch, .
(" Compilation of all information as to the climate of the polar regions, especially of the American continent, existing in the log books
and journals of the British Arctic expeditions up to 1876.")
- Farliament; Papers relating to the Arctic relief expedition. London.Ysgo. vi, 157 p. ch, (N.)
- - Additional papers relative to the Arctic expedition under the orders of Capt. Austin and Mr. William Penny.
London, J852. 4°. 368 p. chs, (N.)
- --- Report of Dr. Rae of the proceedings of the searching expedition under his command, since the loth day
of June, 1851. [London, J852.] 4°. 9 p. map. (N.)
--- --- Papers in connection with the late Arctic expedition. [London, 1852.J 4°. 17 p. (N.)
- --- Proceedings of the Arctic expedition under the command of Capt. Sir Edward Belcher, employed in the
further search for Sir John Franklin. [London,1852.] 4°. 88 p. 4 ch. (N.)
-:-- - Further correspondence and proceedings connected with the Arctic expedition. London, 1852. 4°. 216 p.
6 ch, (N.)
- - Report of the committee appointed by the lords commissioners of the Admiralty to inquire into and report on
the recent Arctic expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin, together with the minutes of evidence taken before the com-
mittee and papers connected with the subject. London, 1852. 4°. x, 199 p. 2 ch,
- - Papers relative to the recent Arctic expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin and the crews of H. M. S.
Erdms and Terror. London, 1854. 4°. 225 p, chs, il.
- - Further papers relative to the recent Arctic expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin and the crews of H. M. S.
ErtOIlS and Terror, London, J855. 4°. 958 p. maps, chs. (Sig. N.)
- - Arctic expedition, 187$-'76. Journal and proceedings of the Arctic expedition, 1875- '76, under the command
of Sir George Nares. [London, 1877.J 4°. vii, 484 p. maps, chs. (Sig, S.)
- - Report of the committee appointed by the lords commissioners of the Admiralty to inquire into the causes of
the outbreak of scurvy in the recent Arctic expedition j the adequacy of the provision made by the Admiralty in the way
f f d di d di I diti n foro 0.0., ~e icme, an me ~ca comforts; and the propriety of the orders given by the commander of the expe I 10
provisiomng the sledge-parties. [London, 1877.J 4°. Iv, 505 p. pls, (Sig. S.)
(The above eleven volumes contain many observations and valuable discussions of climate.)
GREELY, A. W. Remarks at the Arctic meeting of the American Geographical Society, at Chickering Hall, November 21,1884'
Bull. Amer, Geog. Soc., New York, 1884, no. 4, 217- 334.
- The scientific results of the Lady Franklin Bay expedition. Science, Cambridge, v, 1885,3°9-312.
(Monthly means, 1875-'76, 1881-'83.)
- Anniversary address delivered before the Scottish Geographical Society at Edinburgh November 1885. Scot. Geogo
Mag., Edinb., i, 1885, 593-608. ' ,
- Arctic exploration with reference to Grinnell Land. Proc, Roy. Geog. Soc., London, viii, 1886, 156-172' f
- Three years of Arctic service. An account of the Lady Franklin Bay expedition of 1881-'84, and the attainment 0
the farthest north New York 1886 8° 8 '" .
. .' ,. 2 V. . xxv, 42 p. 5 maps, II.; XII, 444 p. 4 maps, d.
(Chmate III text. Appendix 1-4; meteorological observations, means and minimum temperature, etc., ii, p. 340-35 1• Appendix xiii;
account bf auroral display, ii, p. 410-418.)
HALL, C. F. Life with the Esquimaux: the narrative of Capt. _, of the whaling barque George Henry, from the 29th
May, 186~, to ~he 13th September, J862. London, 1864. 2 v, 8°. xvi, 328 p. map, il.: xii, 35 2 P: it
(Climate In text. This work is the same as his: Arctic tesearches. New York, 1865. 80.)
See United States, Navy Department.
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Ein Atlas von 36 Karten, die physikalischen Verhaltnisse und die Ver-
£". II P: 36 ch.
I
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(Sutherland, P. C. Abstracts of the three hourly meteorological register kept on board the discovery-ship Isabel in the North Atlantic,
Davis' Strait, and Baffin's Bay, July to November, 1852; also a table showing the indications of the standard barometer and of the
tlwo aneroid barometers every day at noon during the month of September, P: 193-20 8 .)
KANE, E. K. Access to an open polar sea in connection with the search after Sir John Franklin and his companions. New
York, 1853. 8°. 24 p. ch. Repr.from: Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., New York, no. 2.
(Discussion of climate.)
Hamburg, Deu/'che Seewarte. Atlantischer Ozean.
kehrs-Strassen darstellend. Hamburg, 1882.
(Up to 65° north latitude.)
HANN, J. Resultate der meteorologischen Beobachtungen auf Spitzbergen und in Ostgronland, Zeitschr. Met., Wien, xi, 1876,
116-123; Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1876, 290-294.
HAYES, 1. I. An Arctic boat journey, in the autumn of 1854. Boston, 1860. 8°. xvii, 375 p. 2 ch,
--- The open polar sea: A narrative of a voyage of discovery toward the north pole in the schooner United States, New
York, 1867. 8°. xxiv, 454 p. ch. il.
--- The land of desolation; being a personal narrative of observation and adventure in Greenland. New York, 1872.
12°. 357 p.
--- Address on Arctic exploration. Journ. Amer, Ceog, Soc., New York, ii, pt. 2, 1870, 1-31.
(The above four works contain descriptive climate.)
--- Physical observations in the Arctic seas. Reduced and discussed by C. A. Schott. [Washington, 1867,] 4°. xi,270
p. 3 maps, 3 pI. Smithsonian Contributions, xv.
HEARNE, SAMUEL. A journey from Prince of Wales Fort, in Hudson's Bay, to the northern ocean, undertaken by order of the
Hudson's Bay Company for the discovery ofcopper mines, a northwest passage, etc., in the years 1769, 177°,177 I, and 1772.
London, 1795. 4°. xliv, 458 p. 7 ch, 2 pl. (S.)
(Very little climate.)
HENDERSON, E. Iceland; or the journal of a residence in that island during the years 1814 and 1815, containing observations
on the natural phenomena, history, literature, and antiquities of that island. Edinburghv rSr S. 2 v, 8°. xvi,
377 p. map, il.; vii, 412 p. il.
(Climate, i, p. 351-358.)
RENN, C. B. Witterungs Beobachtungen angestellt in Okak auf der Kiiste Labrador r1837-'38.J Bull. acado sci., St. Petersb.,
v, 1839, col. 142-153.
HOFFMEYER, N. Der Gronlandische Fohn. Zeitschr, Met., Wien, xiii, 1878,65-71.
HOOPER, C. L. Report of the cruise of the U. S. revenue-steamer Corwin in the Arctic Ocean. November I, 1880. Wash-
ington, 1881. 8°. 7 I p. 4 fold. tabLes, ch, il.
(Abstract of meteorological journal for the months of June-September, 1880.)
- Report of the cruise of the United States revenue steamer Thomas Coruiin in the Arctic Ocean, 188 r, Washington,
1884. 4°. 147 p. photos.
(Climate, p. 85-98; currents and ice, 120-134.)
[HOWGATE, H. W.] Polar colonization and exploration. [Washington, 1817.] 8°. 40 p.
[-] Polar colonization. The preliminary Arctic expedition of 1877. [Washington, 1877,] 8°. 32,40 p. map.
[-] Proposed legislation, correspondence, and action of scientific and commercial associations in reference to polar coloni-
zation. lWashington,1877'] 8°. 48 p.
[-] Polar colonization. Memorial to Congress, and action of scientific and commercial associations. [Washington, 1878.]
8°. 143 p. map.
(The above four compilations contain much discussion of climate.)
- The cruise of the Florelt~e/ or extracts from the journal of the preliminary Arctic expedition of 1877-'78. Edited by
-. Washington, 1879' 12°. 183 p.
(Daily journal, containing thermometer and weather observations, October 18, 1877-September 26, 1878.)
ImpractiCability (The) ofa lzortkwesl passagefor ships impartially considered. London, 1824. 8°. iv, 182 p.
(Full discussion of climate.)
INGLEFIELD, E. A. A summer search for Sir John Franklin, with a peep into the polar basin ll852], with short notices by




Annal. Met. Erdmag., Miinchen, iv, 1842, 6~72;
Repulse Bay, through Sir Thomas Rowe's "Welcome," in
8°. viii, 198 p. ch, it
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KANE, E. K. The U.S. Grinnell expedition in search of Sir John Franklin. A personal narrative. New York, 1854. 8°. 552 p. it
(Meteoro~o&ical abstract; half-monthly abstract of the log-book, May 24, 185o-September 12, 1851, p. 509-540; half-monthly means,
June, 185o-September, 1851, p. 541; relative frequency of the winds in each month, June, 185o-August, 1851, p. 542.)
_ Arctic explorations: The second Grinnell expedition in search of Sir John Franklin, 1853-'511-'55. Phila., 1856. 2 v.
8°. 464; 467 p. 2 maps, it
(Numerous short tables of observations in text, and Appendix no. xii of meteorological abstracts, June 5, 1853-April 30, 1855. P.412-425.)
_ Meteorological observations in the Arctic seas. Reduced and discussed by C. A. Schott. [Washington, 1858.] 4°.
112 p. Smithsonian Contributions, xi.
KENNEDY, WILLIAM. A short narrative of the second voyage of the Prince Albert in search of.Sir John Franklin. London,
J853' sm. 8°. xxv, 202 p. map, it
(Meteorological journal on board the Prince Alb~rl, July, 1851-April, 1852, p. 1&)--lgS.)
KLUTSCHAK, H. W. Als Eskimo unter den Eskimos. Eine Schilderung der Erlebnisse der Schwatka'schen Franklin-Auf-
suchungs-Expedition in den Jahren 1878-'80. Wien, Pest, Leipzig, 1881. 8°. 247 p. 5 ch. it (N.)
LUROY, J. H., and RICHARDSON, JOHN. Magnetical and meteorological observations at Lake Athabasca and Fort Simpson,
and at Fort Confidence, in Great Bear Lake. London, 1855. 8°. xiv, 391 p. pI.
LYON, G. F. The private journal of Capt. ---, of H. M. S. Hecla, during the recent voyage of discovery under Captain
Parry. London, 1824. 8°. xiii, 468 p. map, it
(Only weather during voyage.)
--- A brief narrative of an unsuccessful attempt to reach
H. M. S. Griper, in the year mdcccxxxiv. London, 1825.
(Climate in text.)
MCCLINTOCK, F. L. Meteorological observations in the Arctic seas. Reduced and discussed by C. A. Schott. [Washington,
1861.] 4°. xii, 5, 146 p. map. Smithsonian Contributions, xiii,
- Fate of Sir John Franklin. The voyage of the Fox in the Arctic seas in search of Franklin and his companions. 5 ed,
With a chapter on the recent searching expeditions of Capt. C. F. Hall and Lieut. F. Schwatka. London,1881. sm. 8°.
xxiv, [78], 336 p. 2 maps, it
(Much climate in text; discussion of observations, p. 322-3 27.)
M'CLURE, R. Le M. The discovery of the northwest passage by H. M. S. Investigator, Capt. ---, 1850, 1851, 1852,
1853, 1854. Edited by Commander Sherard Osborn, from the logs and journals of Capt. . London, 1856. 8°.
xix, 405 p. map, iI.
(Climate in text. Table of mean barometer with temperature observations on board InvestigatJr, August, 185o-March, 1853, p. 347·)
M'CORMICK, R. Voyages of discovery in the Arctic and Antarctic seas, and around the world; being personal narratives of
attempts to reach the north and south poles; and of an open-boat expedition up the Wellington Channel in search of Sir
John Franklin and H. M. S. Erebus and Terror, in H. M. boat Forlorn Hope, under the command of the author.
London, 1884. 2 v, 1. 8°. xvii, 432 p. il.; xii, 412 p. il. (N. G.)
(Climate and some observations in text.)
.M'D~UGALL, G. F. The eventful voyage of H. M. discovery-ship Resolute to the Arctic regions in search of Sir John Frank-
Im,1852-1854· London, 1857· xl, 530 p. map, it
(Table of temperatures on various voyages, 1819-1854, p. 487-491. Meteorological abstract, September, 18S2-April, 1854, at Melville
Island and up to 750 north latitude, p. 500-5 18.)
MALTE-BR,UN, V.~. L'expedition polaire anglaise en 1875-1876. [Paris, 1877.] 80. 33 p. map. Repr. from: Bull.
soc. geog., Pans, 1877-
(Meteorological results.)
MANRY, G. W. Journal of a voyage to Greenland in the year 18n. 2 ed, London, 1823. 80. xi, 225 p. map, il.
(Climate in text. State of the wind and weather from August to May' th . I d f J M 6' 17~177 )III e IS an 0 an ayen, I 33- 34, p. ~ .
MARKHAM, A. H. A whaling cruise to Baffin's Bay and the Gulf of Boothia and an account of the rescue of the crew of the
Polaris. London, 1874- 8°. xxiv, 319 p. map, it '
(Scientific results, p. 300-319.)
--- The great fro~en sea. A personal narrative of the voyage of the Alert during the Arctic expedition of 1875-'76.
London, 1878. 8. xx, 440 p. map, iI.
(Little climate.)
Meuorologische Beobachtungen ill Labrador und G,ollland r 8 _ 8 ]
... I 41 I 43.
VlJI, J843, 185-191.
(Observations at Nain, Hebron, HofTenthal, Lichtenau, Neuhermhut, Friedrichsthal, Godthaab.)
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Gnadau, 1856. 8°. xv, 206 p. ch.
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MEYER, FREDERICK. Report on the north polar expedition of 1871-'73. War Department, Office of Chief Signal Officer.
Washington, 1873. 8°. 51 p. Also ill: Report Chief Signal Officer, 1873,99°-1025.
(Meteorological observations, p, 37-45, 50-51.)
MIERTSCHING, J. A. Reise- Tagebuch des ---, welcher Dolmetscher die
Franklins auf dem Schiffs Investigator begleitete 1850 bis 1854. 2 Aufl,
(Daily observations of temperature and weather, Greenland.)
Moss, E. L. Observations on Arctic sea-water and ice. [Nares' expedition, 1875-'76.] Proc. Roy. Soc., London, xxvii,
1878, 544-559·
--- Shores of the polar sea. A narrative of the Arctic expedition of 1875-'76. Illustrated from drawings made on the
spot by the author. London, 1878. f'. 83 p. 16 ch"romo:ith. map, il.
MUHRY, A. A. Klima der Sabine-Inset an der Ost-Kiiste von Cronland 743!z° n, nach den Beobachtungen der zweiten
deutschen Nordpol-Expedition, Zeitschr, Met., Wien, viii, 1873,33-39'
NARES, G. S. Report on the proceedings of the Arctic expedition, 1875-'76. Nature, London, xv, 1876- '77, 24- 48•
--- Narrative of a voyage to the polar sea during 1875-'76 in H. M. S. Alert and Discouery, With notes on the natural
history, edited by H. W. Feilden. 4 ed. London, 1878. 2 v. 8°. xl, 395 p. map; viii, 378 p. map, il.
(Much climate in text. Meteorological abstract, p. 354-355.)
--- and FEILDEN, H. W. Physical observations. in: Great Britain, Parliament. Results derived from the Arctic expedi-
tion of 1875-'76. London, 1878. 4°. p. 3-146,15 pI. (Sig. S.)
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Temperatur von Omenak, Westgronland. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, vii, 1872,141-142.
- Expedition to Greenland, 1870' In his: Arctic voyages, 1858-1879. London, 1879' 8°. P.153-175.
- Greenland expedition. Nature, London, xxix, 1883-'84, 10-13, 39-42, 79-81.
Observatio1lS met/orologiques ell Labrador. Bull. soc. geog., Geneve, ii, 1861, 163-165.
O'REILLY, BERNARD. Greenland, the adjacent seas, and the northwest passage to the Pacific Ocean, illustrated in a voyage
to Davis's Strait during the summer of 1817. New York, 1818. 8°. vi, 251 p. 3 maps.
(Much climate. Daily journal of thermometer, wind, and weather on voyage outward, March 13-May 7, p. 25-38, and in Davis's
Strait, May 8-July 23, p. 1,5-172.)
PARRY, w. E. Journal of a voyage for the discovery of a northwest passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; performed in
the years 1819-'20, in H. M. S. Hecla and Griper, under the orders of --, With an appendix containing the scientific
and other observations. London, 1821. 4°. xxix, 310, clxxix p. 6 ch,
(Abstract of the meteorological journal kept on board H. M. S. Ilecla during the months of July, 1819-September, 1820; monthly tables
of actual observations, cattered in text.]
- J ournal of a second voyage for the discovery of a north west passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; performed in
the years 1821-'22-'23, in H. M. S.FIITy and Hecla, under the orders of --. London, 1824. 4°. xxx, 571 p. 4 ch.
pI. il.
(Abstract of the meteorological journal kept on board H. M. S. Fury during the months of June, rSar-September, 1823; monthly tables
of actual observations scattered in text.)
- Appendix to Captain Parry's journal of a second voyage for the discovery of a northwest passage from the Atlantic to
the Pacific; performed in H. M. S. Fury and Hecla in the years 1821-'22-'23' London.u Sag, 4°. 432 p. 2 pI.
(Fisher, George. On the atmospherical refraction, p. 163-235.)
- J ournal of a third voyage for the discovery of a northwest passage from the Atlantic to the Pacific; performed in the
years 1824-'25, in H. M. S. Hecla and Fray, under the orders of--. London, 1826. 4°. xxvii, 151 p. chs, il.
(Abstract of the meteorological journal kept on board H. M. S. Hecla from June, I 824-September, 1825. app. I, p. 3-33. Actual
observations.)
PAULSEN, F. W. Ein Ausflug durch den Godthaabs Fjord nach dern gronlandischen Inlandseis (Sommer 1882). Deutsche
geog. Blatter, Bremen, vi, 1883,325-334.
- See Denmark, Danske meteorologiske Institut.
PEDERSEN, PEDER. Undersogelse om Barometrets Oscillation paa Island. Oversigt Dansk. Vid, Selsk., Kj9benhavn, 1845,
65-69.





PEIRCE, B. M. U. S. State Department. A report on the resources of Iceland and Greenland. Compiled by ._-. Wash-
ington, 1868. 8°. 72 p. 2 ch, .. "
[Climate of Iceland, P: 15-16; Greenland, p. 41-44. Table of thermometrical observations 10 the Arctic regions, p. 66-67·)
PETERMANN, A. H. The search for Franklin. A suggestion submitted to the British public. London, 1852• sm. 8". 24 p.
map.
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(Valuable discussion of climate.)
___ Das n6rdlichste Land der Erde. Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1867, 176-200.
_ Der Golfstrom und Standpunkt der thermometrischen Kenntniss des Nord-Atlantischen Oceans und Landgebiets im
Jahre 1870' Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1870, 201-244, ch, 12-13.
(Isotherms of Baffin's Bay, Smith Sound, etc.)
RAE, JOHN. Narrative of an expedition to the shores of the Arctic Sea in 1846 and 1847. London, 1850' 8°. viii, 247 p.
map.
(Daily remarks on weather. Also: Abstract of meteorological journal from September, 1846-August, 1847, Fort Hope and Repulse
Bay, p. 224-247,)
RAYMOND, C. W. Report of a reconnaissance of the Yukon River, Alaska Territory, July to September, 1869' Washing-
ton, 1871. 8°.112 P-
(Meteorological observations, p. 55-57. Record and reduction, St. Michael's, en route, and at Fort Yukon, p. 99-112.)
RICHARDSON, JOHN. Remarks on the climate and vegetable products of the Hudson's Bay cou~tries. Edinb. N. Phil.
joum., xii, 1825, 197-231.
--- Results of thermometrical observations made at Sir Edward Parry's several wintering places on his Arctic voyages
and at Fort Franklin. Journ. Roy. Geog. Soc., London, ix, 1839, 331-380.
- On the frozen soil of North America. Edinb. N. Phil. Journ., xxx, 1841, 110-123.
--- Observations on solar radiation made at Fort Franklin in the years 1825-'27. Ib, xxx, 1841, 240-252,419-421.
--- Arctic searching expedition: A journal of a boat-voyage through Rupert's Land and the Arctic Sea in search of .the
discovery ships under command of Sir John Franklin. With an appendix on the physical geography of North Amenca-
New York, 1852. sm. 8°. xi, 516 p.
(Much meteorology. Oimatology, p. 372-4°7.)
RINK, HENRY. On the large continental ice of Greenland, and the origin of icebergs in the Arctic seas. J ourn. Roy. Geog.
Soc., London, xxiii, 1853,145-153,
--- Physikalisch-geographische Beschreibung von Nord-Gronland, Zeitschr, allg, Erdk., Berlin, ii, 1854, 177-239'
--- Danish Greenland; its people and products. Edited by Dr. Robert Brown. London, 1877. 8°. xviii, 468 p.
map, il. (Sig. S.)
(Chap. 3, climate, p. 56-63; app. 2, meteorology,p. 372-379.)
--- Die neueren danischen Untersuchungen in Gronland, Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1883, 128-139; 1884, 41-46;
1885, 47- 58 ; 1886,48-5 2,79-86•
Ross, JOHN. A voyage of discovery, made under the order of the Admiralty, in H. M. S. Isabella and Alexander, for t~e
purpose of exploring Baffin's Bay, and inquiring into the probability of a northwest passage. London, 1819' 4°. XXXIX,
252, cxliv p. 3 ch, il.
(Aurora ~realis, p. cix-cxxiii, Meteorological register of H. M. S. Isabella, no text, 3 charts showing ranges of harometer, temperature
of air and water, winds, and variation for May-October, 1818.)
N . f d . . . thearrative a a secon voyage In search of a northwest passage and of a residence in the Arctic regions dunng
years 182?, 1830, 1831, 1832, 1833, by-, including the reports of Commander, now Captain, James Clark RosS,
and the dlSCOV~ry of the northern magnetic pole. London, 1835. 4°. xxxiii, 740 p.
(Much climate.]
- Appendix to the. narrative of a second voyage. • • . • London, 1835. 4°. xii, 120, cxliv, cxi P: iI.
(Aurora borealis" new theory, p. 113-119, pI. Meteorology, i-xliii; meteorological observations of the Victory discovery ship, taken on
the ice and registered hourly Octobe M h 8 ' . . . d 'I ) N'ovember,
. ,r 29- arc , I 32, I-XXXIV; register of the barometer (3 observations ai Y , • nd
1829-Apnl, 1832, xx~v-xl; gene~l abstract of the meteorological observations of the Vict,ry discovery ship, taken on the Ice a
registered hourly, Fehx harbor, xli ; Sheriff's harbor, xlii; Victory harbor, xliii.
ROSSE, 1. ~'. Medical and anthropological notes on Alaska. In: U. S. Treasury Department. Cruise of the revenue-steamer
Cortain In. Alaska and the N. W. Arctic ocean in 1881. Washington 1883_ 4°. p, 1-43.[Climate, p. 11-23.) ,
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Scaorr, C. A. Contribution to our knowledge of the climate of the American polar regions, with an accompanying illustra-
tion. In: Kane, E. K. Arctic explorations. Phila., 1856. 2 v. 8°. ii, P 426-428. ch.
(Chart of monthly mean isotherms in Baffin's Bay.)
--- See Hayes, I. I.; Kane, E. K.; McClintock, F. L.
SCORESBY, WILLIAM. On the Greenland or polar ice. [Edinburgh? 18r 5J. n. t. p. 8°. 78 p.
--- Journal of a voyage to the northern whale fishery; including researches and discoveries on the eastern coast of west
Greenland, made in the summer of 1822. in the ship Baffin, of Liverpool. Edinburgh, 1823. 8°. xliii, 472 p. maps.
(Much climate and meteorology. Meteorological table, April-September, ,822, p. 430-441.)
The Franklin expedition, or considerations on measures for the discovery and relief of our absent adventurers In the
Arctic regions. London, 1850' 8°. 99 p.
SIMPSON, J ORN. Results of thermometrical observations made at the Plo1Jcr's wintering place, Point Barrow, lat. 71° 21' n.,
long. 156° '7' w., in 1852-'54. Rep. Brit. assoc., 1857,159-184; pt. 2,37-38, pI. 2.
SNOW, W. P. Voyage of the Frince Albert in search of Sir John Franklin, a narrative of every-day life in the Arctic seas.
London, 1851. 12°. xvi, 416 p. map, il.
(Meteorological journal, June-September, 1850, P: 400-4°7; summary, 408-412.)
SONREL, L. Note sur le climat de l'Island. Ann. soc. met. de France, Paris, xv, 1867, 219-225,4 pI.
SUMNER, CHARLES. Speech on the cession of Russian America to the United States. Washington, 1867. 8°. 48 p. map.
Repr./rom: Congressional Globe. (G.)
(Climate, p. 28-31.)
SUTHERLAND, P. C. Journal of a voyage in Baffin's Bay and Barrow Straits in the years 1850-1851, performed in H. M. S.
Lady Franklin and Sophia, under the command of Mr. William Penny, in search of the missing crews of H. M. S. Erebus
and Terror," with a narrative of sledge excursions on the ice of the Wellington Channel; and observations on the natural
history and physical features of the countries and frozen seas visited. London, 1852. 2 v. sm. 8°. Iii, 506 p. map;
vii, 363 p. map, 6 pI.
(Abstract of the three-hourly meteorological register kept on board II. M. S. Sophia in the Arctic region, 1850-1851; also an abstract
of the meteorological register kept in a journey over the ice through the Wellington Channel to Prince Alfred Bay and Prince Albert
Land, 1851, ii, appendix, p. cxxxi-clxxviii. 8 obs. daily.)
THOMPSON, DAVID. Mean temperature of Cumberland house [1789-'9°], and Bedford house [1795-'96], Hudson's Bay Ter-
ritory. Brit. Amer, Journ., Montreal, iv, 1848-'49,3°2.
THORSTENSEN,J. Barometer Iagttagelser i Island [1820-1825J.
Astr. Nachr., Altona, i, 1823,221-222.
- Bidrag till Islands Climatologie. Oversigt Dansk. Vid. Selsk., Kjabenhavn, 1845, 65-69'
- See Copenhagen, Societas scientiarum danicse ; Buchan, A.
TROMROLT, SOPHUS. Sur les periodes de I'aurore boreale (d'apres des observations faites a Godthaab en Greenland). Copen-
hague, 1882. Ix p. 2 pI. Repr./rom: Denmark, Dansk. met. Inst., Aarbog, 1880.
(In Danish and French.)
Unittd States, Coast and Geodetic Survey. Pacific coast pilot. Coasts and islands of Alaska. Second series. Washington,
1879. 4°. 375p·il.
(Contains: Appendix I, Meteorology, W. H. Dall, p. 1-162. 28 ch. 12 pI. Very full discussion.)
- --- Pacific coast pilot. Alaska. Part i. Washington, 1883. viii, 333 p. chs. pls.
(Meteorological tables, mean temperature, pressure, sea temperature, precipitation, prevailing winds, for 34 stations, p. 267-275.)
- Hydmgraphic Office. Papers on the eastern and northern extension of the Gulf Stream. From the German of Dr. A.
Petermann, Dr. W. von Freeden, and Dr. A. Miihry. Translated by E. R. Knorr. Washington, 1871. 4°· viii, 388 p.
a ch. First [-sixth] supplement. [Washington, 1872-1875.] 6 papers. 4°. 18; 26; 57, map; 46; 16, map; 3zP·
- Navy Department. Report to the President of the United States of the action of the Navy Department in the .ma~ter
of the disaster of the U. S. exploring expedition towards the north pole, accompanied by a report of the exammanon
of the rescued party, etc. [Washington, 1873.] 8°. 161 p. map.
(Copies of diaries containing daily observations of temperature, wind, weather, etc.)
- - Scientific results of the U. S. Arctic expedition, steamer Polaris, C. F. Hall, commanding. Vol. i.
observations by Emil Bessels. Washington, 1 876• 4°. xii, 86, 56, 162,43,69,82, 25. IlO, 12,54, 17,58,
p, chs. 13 pl,
(Suppressed for errors.)
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--30
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40 p. eh.
vVashington, 1883'
United States Navy Department. Narrative of the north polar expedition, U. S. ship Polaris, Captain C. F. Hall, command-
ing. Edited, under the direction of Hon. G. M. Robeson, Secretary of the Navy, by Rear Admiral C. H. Davis, U. S.
Naval Observatory, 1876. Washington, 1876. 4°. 696 p. 6 maps, il.
(Journals include general climate.)
--- --- Narrative of a second Arctic expedition made by C. F. Hall; his voyage to Repulse Bay; sledge journeys to
the straits of Fury and Hecla and to King William's Land, and residence among the Eskimos during the years 1864-'69.
Edited under the order of the honorable Secretary of the Navy by Prof. J. E. Nourse, U. S. Naval Observatory, 1879'
Washington, )879' 4°. I, 644 p. ch. map, il.
(Hall's meteorological journal. 1864-'69, app. ii, p. 479-543. 3 observations dailje )
--- --- Report of a board of officers to consider an expedition for the relief of Lieutenant Greely and party. Wash-
ington, 1884. 8°. 192 p. pl. map.
(Only incidental climate.)
- --- Proceedings of the Proteus court of inquiry on the Greely relief expedition of 1883. Washington, 1884. 80.
310, 265 p. 5 ch. photos.
- Signa! Seruice. Meteorological and physical observations on the east coast of British America by Orray Taft Sherman.
Professional papers, no. xi. Washington, 1883. 4°. 202 p. ch. pI.
- --- Work of the Signal Service in the Arctic regions. Notes no. v. Washington, 1883. 8°.
--- --- Report on Lady Franklin Bay expedition of 1883. By E. A. Garlington. Notes no. x.
8°. 52 p. ch.
--- - Physical observations during the Lady Franklin Bay expedition of 1883. By W. H. Lamar, Jr., and Frank
W. Ellis. Notes no. xiv, Washington, 1884. 8°. 62 p. ch. il.
--- --- Report of the international polar expedition to Point Barrow; Alaska. [By Lieut. P. H. Ray.] Washington,
1885. 4°. 695 p. pis.
WALKER, DAVID. On the meteorology of the Arctic seas during the Fox Arctic expedition. Rep. Brit. Met. Soc" London,
1859-'60, 6-1 I.
Wetterbeobachtungen in Grdniand, Terra Labrador, . . . . [1790-1801]. Aus den Tagebuchem der Missionarien tid
evangelise/len Briidergemeine. Annal. Phys., Halle., xii, 18°3, 206-223; Mag. Naturk., j ena.eix, 1805.
WICHMANN, H. Die amerikanische Polarexpedition nach Lady Franklin-Bai, 1881-'84. Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1884,
339-348.
Wilftrungsbtobachlungm aus Labrador, Okt. 177 I - Okt. 1772, 1773; Sept. 1775- 178 1, q81 -'82, 1783. Wittenberger
WochenbI., vii, 1774; ix, 1776; xvi, 1783; xviii, 1785; xix, 1786. .
(Published observations nut seen, and probably not in this country. Prof. C. Abbe has a ms, volume containing the following: Naill,
October I, 1776-September 30. 1782. by Samuel Liebisch; October I. 1782-July 31, 1784. by David Kriigelstein; Okkak, octobe~
I, InS-August 3. 1782. by Jens Hafen. Observations in extenso of barometer. thermometer. wind. and weather at 8,12,8. all
for part of the time at 8. 12. 4, 8.)
WOEIKOF, A. I. Die Winde des Erdballs. I. Gr5nland und arktisches Amerika. Zeitschr. Met., Wi en, xiv, 1879, 1- 5.
IlL-ARCTIC EUROPE AND ASIA.
AN(;STROM, A. J. Om lufttemperaturen i Enontekis. Ofversigt svensk. vet. akad., Stockholm, xvii, 1860,14 1- 154.
Austria. Die inte~~tionale Po~arforschung, 1882-1883. Die osterreichische Polarstation Jan Mayen, ausgerlistet durch,s. E'
Graf H~nns wII~zek, geleitet von Emil Edlen von Wohlgemuth. Beobaehtungs-Ergebnisse hsg. von der kaiserhch en
Akademie der Wissenschaften, Band i· ii Abth I 2' 1'1'1' Wien 8-86 88 ° 8 202 76 18 p. 4 ch- 15I "- '". ,I -I 7· 3 v. 4. 11,5°, , ,pi.: 232 p. 12 pl ; 175 p. 25 pl.; X, 132, 24, 20 p. 9 pI.
BAER, K. E. VON. Ueber das Klima von No .' s r d di . . Bull. acado sci., St.P' b.i ii 8 waJa- em ja un re mittlere Temperatur insbesondere.
eters .,11, I 37, col. 225-23!S; Annal. Phys. Chem., Berlin, xliii, 1838, 3~6-360.
- Ueber den jabrlichen Gang der Te tur i N' . .:
.. . mpera ur 111 owaia-Semlja, Ib., 11, 1837, col. 242-254.
- Ueber den taghchen Gang der Te tur i N' . ..
. . mpera ur III ewaja-Seml]a. £b., II, 1837, col. 289-300.
- Expedition a Novaia-Zemlia et en L . [8] '" 343-35"apome I 37. Ib., 111, 1838, col. 96-1°7, 132-1 44, 151-159,171-192,
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BAER, K. E. VON. On the ground ice or frozen soil of Siberia. Journ. Roy. Geog. Soc., London, viii, 1838,210-212,401-
4°5; Amer. Journ. Sci., New Haven, xxxvi, 1839,210-212.
--- Ternperatur-Beobachtungen, die 'an der Westkiiste von Nowaja-Semlja unter dem 74sten Grade nordl, Breite ange-
stellt worden sind. Bull. acado sci., St. Petersb., vii, 1840, col. 229-248.
--- Ueber das Klima des Taimyr-Landes. Nach den Beobachtungen des Middendorft'schen Expedition. Ib., iv, 1845,
col. 3 I 5-336.
--- Ueber nothwendig scheinende Erganzungen der Beobachtungen iiber die Boden-Ternperatur in Siberien, Ib., viii,
1850, col. 2°9-224; Annal. Phys. Chern., Berlin, lxxx, 1850, 242-262.
BEECHEY, F. W. A voyage of discovery toward the north pole, performed in H. M. S. Dorothea and Trent, under the com-
mand of Capt. David Buchan, 1818; to which is added a summary of all the early attempts to reach the Pacific by way
of the pole. London, 1843. 8°. ix, 351 p. map, il.
(Climate in text. Sea-temperature and currents, p. 339-343.)
BRaCH, O. J. Hivernage de l'expedition suedoise au Spitzberg. Bull. soc. geog., Paris, vi, 1873, 538-543.
BUNGE, A. Die russische Polarstation an der Lena-Miindung. Deutsche geog. Blatter, Bremen, vii, 1884, 287-294.
CAMPEN, S. R. VAN. The Dutch in the Arctic seas. Vol. i. A Dutch Arctic expedition and route. 3 ed. London, 1878.
8°. xxxvii, 263 p. maps, il.
(Climate in text.)
CHAVANNE, J. Jan Mayen und die osterreich-arktische Beobachtungsstation. Wien, 1883. 8°. 66 p. ch.
Commission scietltiJique dtt nord. Voyages en Scandinavie, en Laponie, au Spitzberg et aux Feroe, 1838-1846, sur la corvette
La Recherche. Publiees sous la direction de M. Paul Gaimard, Meteorologic, par MM. V. Lattin, A. Bravais.
[Paris, 1843-1855.] 3 v, 8°. +95,474, 556 p. 3 pI. in: Atlas de physique.
Aurores boreales. . . . . Paris, [1843 ?] 8°. Atlas f", (Sig.)
DANENHOWER,]. W. Narrative of the 'Jeannette. Boston, 1882. 12°. 102 p. il,
(Little climate.)
DE LONG, G. W. The voyage of the 'Jeannette. The ship and ice journals of ---, edited by his wife, Emma De Long.
Boston, 1883. I V. in 2. 8°. xii, 440; x, 441-91 I P: map, il,
(General climate.)
DUBEN, GUSTAF VON. Lappland och lapparne. Foretradesvois de svenske. Ethnografiska studier af---. [Stockholm?
1873,] I. 8°. vii, 528 p. 7 pI. u, (S.)
(Climate, p. 14-17.)
DUFFERIN (F. T. BLACKWOOD), LORD. Letters from high latitudes; being some account of a voyage in the schooner-yacht
Foam to Iceland, Jan Mayen, and Spitzbergen, in 1856. 2 ed. London, 1857. 8°. xvii, 425 p. 3 maps, il.
(Thermometrical observations (bi-hourly) of air and water, with the direction and state of wind and weather, June r j-September 25.
P.411-425. No observations while at Iceland.)
EHRENHEIl\I, F. W. Om climaternes rorlighet, Stockholm, 1824. 12°. 208 p. (Sig.)
(Includes means for northern stations.)
EKHOLM, N. L'expedition suedoise au Spitzberg, ;882-1883. Compte rendu. Upsala, 1884. 8°. 32, 14 p. (Sig, G.)
(Meteorological summary, August IS, I882-August 23, 1883, pt. I, P: 26-32.)
Finland. Exploration internationale des regions polaires, 1882-1883 et 1883-1884. Expedition polaire finlandaise. Tome
I. Meteorologic. Observations faites aux stations de Sodankyla et de Kultala par Selim Lemstrorn let] Ernest Hiese,
Publiees . . sous les auspices de la Societe des sciences de Finlande. Helsingfors, 1886. 4°· 13, 172 p. 6 pl.
GRAD, CH. Esquisse physique des iles Spitsbergen et du pole arctique. Paris, 1866. 8°. 164 P map.
(Tides, p. 41; climate, 41-46; aurora and magnetism, 46-52.)
- Sur l'extension du Gulfstream dans le Nord et sur la temperature des mers. Compt. rend. acado sci., Paris, lxxiii,
1871, 133-137
- Resultats scientifiques des explorations de l'Ocean glacial a l'est des Spitzbergen en 187I. Bull. soc. geog., Paris, vi,
1874, 337-379·
HALLSTROM, G. G. Observationum thermometricarum in Madras . Boothia, Porte Carica et Matotschkinschar per
omnes fere horas anni institutarum, computus. Acta soc. sci. fenn., Helsingfors, i, 1842, 263- 272•
- Om Luftvarmen pl!. Carlo Io~ W9roJ. Ib., ii, 1847, 119-143.
HAMBERG, AXEL. Hydrografisk-kemiska iakttagelser under den svenska expeditionerner till Gronland, 1883. 1. Bihang
till k, svenska vet. akad, handlingar. Band ix, no. 16. Stockholm, 1884. 8°. 65 p, 7 pl.
(Extr.) Proc, Roy. Geog. Soc., London, vi, 1884,561)-578.
(Sea iemperature.}
HAMBERG, H. E. Resume af meteorologiska observationer i Gyda-Viken i vestra· Sibirien, etc. Okt., I 880-Juli, 1881,
utforda af M. E. Arnesen. Ymer, Stockholm, 18R3, 146-149; Zeitschr. Met., Wien, xviii, 1883,475-476. (Sig.)
HANN, JVULTS. Klima von Baren Insel. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, v, 1870, 343-345.
[Discussion of Tobiesen's observations, 1865-'66.)
--- Resultate der meteorologischen Beobachtungen auf Spitzbergen und in Ostgronland. Ib., xi, 1876, Il6-123; Peter-
mann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1876, 290-294.
HANSTEEN, C" and DUE (Lieut.). Resultate magnetischer, astronomischer und meteorologischer Beobachtungen auf einer
Reise nach dern ostlichen Sibirien in den jahren 1828-183°' Christiania, 1863' 4°. (Harvard College library.)
[Observations in Kumschatka and Polar Sea.)
HARBER, G. B. Report of his search for the missing people of the 'Jeannette expedition, etc. [48th congress, ist session,
, ex. doc. no. 163, Washington, .884,] 8°. 75 p. map, 4 photos.
(Generat climate.)
Hdsing!rns, Sod/Ii des sciences, Observations meteorologiques publiees par ---. i-viii, 1873-1880. Helsingfors, 1875-
1883. 8 v. 8°. (Sig.)
(Most northerly stations Tornea, Sodankyla, ani! Kittila, the last for only 1873-1875.)
HILOEBRANDSSON, H. H. Marche des isothermes au printemps dans le nord de l'Europe, Upsal, 1880. 4°. 10 p. 5 ch,
(Sig.)
-- S~~ Nordenskiold, A. E.
HORCK, A. H. VAN DER. On Spitzbergen seas and a boat journey in Lapland. Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., New York, 1876-'77,
no. 2, p. 10-29.
(Little climate.]
HOVGAAR.D, A. P. Nordenskiold's voyage round Asia and Europe. A popular account of the northeast passage of the Vega,
1878-'80. Translated from the Danish by H. L. Braeksted, London, 1882. 8°. liv, 293 p. 3 maps, il, (N. G.)
(General climate.)
- Sommaire des observations meteorologiques faites dans la mer de Kara (aofit 188,-septembre (883)~ In: Den-
mark, Danske met. Inst, Resume des travaux de l'expedition polaire danoise internationale. Copenhague, 1884. 8°.
p. 31-34. (Sig. G.)
- Die Eiszustande im Karischen Meere. Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1884, 253-259'
JANSEN (Com.), The Dutch Arctic voyages (1878-1881) and the probable position of Mr. Leigh Smith. Proc. Roy. Geog.
Soc., London, iv, 1882,35-41.
(Climate and ice of Spitzbergen Sea.]
JOHNSTON, K. & BUCHAN, A. The temperature of the sea between Scotland Iceland and Norway. joum. Scot. Met. Soc-.
Edinb., iii, 1870-'73, 146-154 ' ,
JONGE, J. K. J. DE. Nova Zembla, De voorwerpen door de Nederlandsche zeevaarders na hunne overwintering aldaar in
1597 aehtergelaten en i~ 87 1 door Kapitein Carlsen teruggevonden beschreven en toegelicht door _. Tweede
druk. '5 Gravennage, 1873. 8°. 36 p. ch. it (G.) ,
(Onlyslight descriptive climate.)
K~PPEN, w.:. Klima am unteren Jenissei. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, x, 1875, 165- 171.
KOLDEWEV, KARl:. The German Arctic expedition of 1869- '7° , and narrative of the wreck of the Hansa in the ice. Trans-
lated and.abnd.ged by 1.. Mercier, and edited by H. W. Bates. London 1874. 1.8°. viii 583 p. 2 maps, il. (N. S.)[Little chmate.) "
Die Lagerungen und Bewegungen des arktischen Eises im Meere zwischen Spitzbergen und Gronland. Deutsche
geog. Blatter, Bremen, iv, 1881,281-287, ch,
LEMSTROM, C. S. F6rs6k angaende p 1 r t d fi Helsing-
fi 0 ar juse un er nska polar-expeditionen i Lappland. Ofvers, finska vet. soc.,ors xxv 1882 '83 50-72 Mittheil.j P
, , -, ; 1 eu. mt, olar-Comm., St. Petersb., Heft 4, 1883, 125- 144.~~m den fi.nskapolar-expedirionens arbeten, 1883-'84. n; xxvi, 1883- '84 88-1 II' ib. Heft 6, 1884,331-335; Nature,
on on, XXXI, 1884- '85, 37 2-37 6. ' "
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[LEMS:R6~, c. S.] Om den finska p~l~r expeditionen till Sodankyla och Kultala aren 1882-'83, October, 1883-'84, jamte
skildringar fran Lappland af expedition ens medlernmar. Helsingfors, 1885. 173 p. il. (Sig.)
MARKHAM, A. H. A polar reconnaissance, being the voyage of the Isbjorn to Novaya Zemlya in 1879' London, 188r.
xvi, 361 p. 2 maps, il.
(Little climate.)
MARTINS, C. F. Mernoire sur les temperatures de la mer glaciale, a la surface et ade grandes profondeurs, Annal. chim.,
Paris, xxiv, 1848, 220-252; Compo rend. acari. sci, Paris, xxvi, 1848,333-335.
--- Sur les temperatures de la mer dans le voisinage des glaciers du Spitzberg. Annal. chim., Paris, xxv, 1849, 172-193.
--- La vegetation du Spitzberg, comparee it celle des Alpes et des Pyrenees. Mem, acado sci., Montpellier, vi, 1864-'66,
145-168; Bull. soc. bot. France, Paris, xii, 1865, 144-162.
--'- Le climat de Spitzberg, Ann. soc. met. de France, Paris, xiii, 1865, I73-177.
MERLO, F. P. [Meteorological observations in the North Turukhansk country.] Izvestia geog. obsht., Irkutsk, x, 1874,
45--47·
MIDDENDORFF, A. T. VON. Bericht tiber den Schergin-Schacht. (Observations geognostiques et meteorologiques.) Bull.
acado sci" St. Petersb., iii, 1845, col. 259-269'
--- Bericht tiber die Expedition in das nordostliche Sibirien wahrend der Sommerhalfte des Jahres 1843. ii. Ergebnisse.
Meteorologie. Ib, iii, 1845, col. 166-176.
--- Reise in den aussersten Norden und Osten Sibiriens wahrend der Jahre 1843 und 1844, mit aller hochster Genehmigung
auf Veranstaltung der k. Akademie der Wissenschaften ausgefiibrt und in Verbindung mit vielen Gelehrten herausgege-
ben von ---. Vol. i. Theil I. Meteorologische, geothermische, magnetische und geognostische Beobachtungen.
St. Petersburg, 18-t8. 4°.
(Meteorologische Beobachtungen, bearb. von W. von Middendorf], P- 7-81. Geothermische Beobachtungen, p. 85-184. Contains
observations at many stations on the Siberian coast, e.g., Taimyr, May 26-September 8,1843; Turukhansk, March 14-April 3, 1843.
Extracts in: Bull. acado sci., St. Petersb., ii, 1844, col. 241-256; iii, 1845, col. 241-259, 289-3°4. Wild, H. Die Temperaturver-
haltnisse des russischen Reichs. SI. Petersb., 188I.)
- Uebersicht der Natur Nord- und Ost-Sibiriens. Klima. Ib, Band iv, Theil I, Lief. 3. St. Petersb., 1861. p. 333-523.
--- Der Golfstrom ostwarts vom Nordkap. Bull. acado sci., St. Petersb., xv, 187I, col. 4°9-434; xviii, 1873, col. 1-5;
Petermann's I-fittheil., Gotha, xvii, 1871,25-34.
MOHN, HENRIK. Temperature de la mer entre I'Islande, I'Ecosse et la Norvege, Christiania, 1870. 8°. Forhandl. Vid,
Selsk., Christiania, xii, 187°,321-339; Zeitschr. Met., Wien, v, 187°,410-41 J.
- Resultate der Tiefsee-Temperatur-Beobachtungen im Meere zwischen Gronland, Nord-Europa und Spitzbergen.
Petermann's Mitth·eil., Gotha, xviii, 1871,315-318; U. S. Hydrog. Office, Papers on the Gulf Stream. Washington, 1873'
4°. p. 1-10.
- Die Klimatologie Norwegens. Christiania, 1872. 4°. 19 p. 16 pI. Repr.from: Schubeler, F. C. Die Ptlanzenwelt
Norwegens. Christiania, 1873. 4°. (Sig.)
- Alberts-EKpedition til Spidsbergen i November og December, 1872, og dens videnskabe1ige Resultater, Forhandl,
Vid. Selsk., Christiania, xv, 1873,360-385; Petermann's Mittheil , Gotha, xix, 1873,252-258.
- Bidrag til Ostishavets Klimatologie og Meteorologi des Ostpolar-Meeres. Ib., xvi, 1874, 74-106; ib.• xx, 1874,
162-177. Zeitschr, Met., Wien, ix, 1874, 235-237.
- Die Temperatur-Verhaltnisse im Meere zwischen Norwegen, Schottland, Island, und Spitzbergen. Petermann's
Mittheil., Gotha, xxii, 1876,427-438; Nature, London, xiv, 1876,232,337-338, 441-H2; xv, 1876-'77, 1°7-108•
- Die norwegische Nordmer-Expedition, Resultate der Lothungen und Tiefseetemperatur-Beobachtungen. (Ergan-
zungsh. No. 63 zu Petermann's Mittheilungen.) Gotha, 188o. 4°· 24 p. 3 pI.
(See, also, Petermann's Mittheil., 1878, I-II, pI. I.)
- On the meteorological observations made in the Norwegian deep-sea research expedition in the summers of 1876 and
1877. Quart. journ. Met. Soc., London. iv, 1878,32-52.
- NorgesKlima, Christiania, 1879. 4°. 24 p. 9 pl. Repr.from: Schiibeler, C. F. Vrextlivet i Norge. Christiana, 1879.
4. (Sig.)
-- Den Norske Nordhavs-Expedition, 1876- 1878• x. Meteorologi. The Norwegian North Atlantic expedition, 1871)- '78•
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MOHN, HENRIK. Klima von Norwegen. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, xix, 188~, 145-154; xx, 188 5, 8-11, 478-485.
(Includes islands and seasnorth.)
___ Beitrage zur Hydrographic der sibirischen Eismeeres, nach den Beobachtungen des Vega-Expedition im Sommer 1878.
Petermann's Mitthei!., Gotha, 188~, 25c-253.
(Temperature.)
MUHRY, A. A. Das Klima an der Nordkuste von Spitzbergen, nach den Beobachtungen der letzten schwedischen Polar-Expe-
dition. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, viii, 1873, 271-280.
MULLER, F. F. [Results of the magnetic and meteorological observations of the Olenek expedition.] Izvestia Russk. geog,
obsht., St. Petersb., x, 1814, 341-352; xii, 1876, 31-36•
N ERVANDER, J. J. Berechnung von Beobachtungen des taglichen Ganges der Temperatur in einigen arctischen Gegenden.
Acta soc. sci. fenn., Helsingfors, ii, 18.H, 945-1001.:.
Ne/h~rlallds, NederlandJch meteorotogisch instituut. Meteorologische waarnemingen en diepzeeloodingen. Gedaan aan boord
van De Willo« Barendss, in de Spitsbergen- en Barendsz-Zee in den zomer van 1878-1879. Utrecht, 1879, 1880. 2 v,
4°. n, pag. 2 pl. (Sig.)
(Bi-hourly observations of currents, wind, barometer, thermometer, sea temperature, clouds, weather, etc. Volumes for 1881-1884 and
general atlaspublished, but not seen.)
NORDENSKIOLD, A. E. Meteorologiska iakttagelser anstallda pil. Beeren-Eiland vintern 1865-'66, af Sievert Tobiesen, och in
om norra polarhafvet sommaren 1868 af F. W. von Otter och L. Palander. Svenska vet. akad, hand!., Stockholm, viii,
1869, no. I I, 28 p. Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, xvi, 1870, 249-255.
--- Redogorelse for den svenska polar-expeditionen ~r 1872-'73' Bihang till k. svenska vet. akad. handlingar. Band 2,
no. 18. Stockholm, 1875. 8°. 132 p. pI. map.
(Little climate.)
--- Redogorelse fOr en expedition till mynningen af Jenissej och Sibirien M 1875. Bihang Band 4, no. I.
Stockholm, 1877. 8°. 114 p.
(Observations on board the Prot'elf, June-September, 1875, p. 93-105; ocean temperature, p. 106-109.)
--- The Arctic voyages of ---, 18S8-i879' L-ondon, 1879. 8°. xiv, 447 p. 4 maps, il.
(Muchclimate. Climate and diseases of Spitzbergen, p. 401-417.)
--- The Swedish northeast passage expedition. Nature, London, xxi, 1879-'80,37-4°, 57-58, 326-327.
--- Let~res de .---, racontant la decouverte du passage Nord-est du pole nord, 1878-1879. Avec un preface par M.
Daubree. Pans, 1880. 16°. 276 p. map.
(Thickness of ice,p. 77; general climate.)
--- Vegas fard kring Asien och Europa, jemte en historisk aterblick pa foregdende resor langs gamla verldens nordkust.
Stockholm.[1880, 1881]. 2 V. 8°. xv, 510 p. 8 maps, i1.; ix, 486 p. 2 maps, il. (Sig. S.) Same : Translated by Alex-
ander Leshe. New York, 1882. I. 8°. xxvi, 756 p. 10 maps, it
(Climate and description of meteorological phenomena, aurora, etc.)
---.Die wissenschaftlichen Ergebnisse der Vega-Expedition. Von Mitgliedem der Expedition und andern Forschem bear-
beitet, ~erausg. von -.--. Band i. Leipzig, 1883. xii, 730 p. II pI. il. (Sig.)
(xu. Ueber dasN~dbcht: von A.E. Nordenskiold, p. 226-272. xv.Meteorologische Beobachtungen, reducirtvon H. H. HildebrandssoD,
380-480. xvu. Benchte, von A. E. Nordenskiold, 601-73°.)
--- & Theel, Hj, Redogorelser for de svenska expeditionema till mynningen af Jenisej, ~r 1876• Bihang • • • •
Band 4, no. II. Stockholm, 1877. 81 p.2 ch,
Nurway: Nurske m~/eorufqgisRe Insti/u/. Norsk meteorologisk Aarbog, i-vi, 1867-1873. Jahrbuch des norwegischen meteoro-
logischen .Instltuts: her~usg. von H. Mohn, 1874-1885. Kristiania, 1868-1886. 18 v, obI. 40 and 1. 40.
(Highest stations, Kistrand and Vardo.)
PAKHTOUSSO:F, J. ?bservations meteolOlogiques sur la cote est de la Novaja Zemlia [Octobre 1832-aout 1835'] Ann.
mag. met., St.-Petersb., 1845 (1848), suppI., 2-43.
PARRY, W.~. Narrative of an attempt to reach the north pole in boats fitted for the purpose, and attached to H. M. S.
Hecla, ill the year 1827, under command of - London 8 8 0" h '1(Abst f' " I 2. 4· XXII, 229 p. 3 c . I • 5
emberom meteorolOgIcal journal keptduring the expedition, June 25-August 10 1827 and on board H. M. S. Hula, May 1- ep-
tem r 16, 1827, p. 151-162. Sea temperature, 185- 186.) , ,
PAYER, JU~IUS, New lands within the Arctic circle. Narrative of the discoveries of the Austrian ship regd/hoff, in the years
1872- 74· Translated from the German I d 8 6 o • '1(Much eli I d discussi • ~on on, I 7· 2 V. 8. XXXI, 335 p. map, il ; xiv, 303 p. map, 1 •
rna e an ISCUSSlon of meteorological phenomena. App. I, meteorological means, July, 1872-April, 1874, ii, P: 28g-294.)







PETERMANN, A. H. Der Golfstrom und Standpunkt cler thermometrischen Kenntniss des Nord-Atlantischen Oceans und
Landgebietes im Jahre 1870' Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1870, 201-244, ch. 12-13.
--- Ueber die Temperatur-Beobachtungen auf Spitzbergen im Sommer 1871. Zeitschr. Met., Wien, vii, 18 72 , 94- 9 5 ,
--- Aufenthalt und Ueberwinterung der hollandischen Expedition unter Heemskerck und Barents auf der nordostlichsten
Kliste von Nowaja Semlja, 26 August, 1596-14 Juni, 1597. Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1872, 177-189'
(Wind and weather journal, p. 187-189.)
PHIPPS, C. J. A voyage towards the north pole, undertaken by His Majesty's command, 1773. London, 1774. 40. viii,
253 p. 2 ch, u.
(Journal of the weather, app. p. 108-118; meteorological journal, June 4-September 25, 1777 (3 observations daily), P: IJO-138;
sea temperatures, p. 141-147.)
Russia. Administration des mines. Annuaire meteorologique et magnetique du corps des ingenieurs des
d'observations meteorologiques et magnetiques faites dans l'etendue de l'ernpire de Russie, et publiees
T. Kupffer, 1837-1846. St.iPetersbourg, 1839-1849' 10 v. 4°.
--- --- Continued as: Annales de l'observatoire physique central de Russie, par A. T. Kupffer, 1847-1863; par L. F.
Kanitz, 1864; par H. Wild, 1865-1869' St.iPetersbourg, 185°-1874. 23 v. 4°.
--- --- Continued as: Annalen des physikalischen Central-Observatoriums, herausg. von H. Wild, 1870-1885' St.
Petersburg, 1872-1886. 16 v. 4°.
------ Correspondance meteorologique, publication trimestrielle de -- - redigee par A. T. Kupffer, Annee, 1850-
1864. St-Petersbourg, 1851-1865' IS nos, 4°. Also in: Annal. obs. phys, cent., St.-Petersb., 185°-1864.
(These two publications contain observations at many stations in north Russia and in the Arctic Ocean.)
Russischegeograplzische Gesellschaft. Expedition der ---. Beobachtungen der russischen Polarstation an der Lenamundung.
ii, Theil. Meteorologische Beobachtungen bearbeitet von A. Eigner. I. Lieferung. Beobachtungen 'lorn Jahre 1882-
1883, herausg, unter Redaction von R. Lenz. lSt. Petersburg,] 1886. 4°. xxvii, 157 p. 9 pl.
(Text in Russian and German.)
- Beobachtungen der russischen Polarstation auf Nowaja Semlja, ii. Theil. Meteorologische Beobachtungen bear-
beitet von K. Andrejeff, herausgegeben unter Redaction von R. Lenz. [St. Petersburg,] 1886. xvii, 159 p. IS pl.
Saint Petersburg, PhysikaliJChesCentral-Obseruatorium. Meteorologische Beobachtungen angestellt auf Schiffen der russischen
Flotte. Band i. St. Petersburg, 1883' 4°. xv, 215 p. ch. (Sig.)
(Journals no. 16, up to 71° 14' no. lat., p. 161-178, and no. 31, up to 71° IS' no. lat., p. 178-181, are the most northerly.)
- Annalen. See Russia, Administration des mines.
SCORESBY, WILLIAM. An account of the Arctic regions, with a history and description of the northern whale fishery. F dinb,
1820. 2 V. 8°. xx, 551,82; viii, 574 p. map, ch, pis.
(Much climate. Polar ice, i, p. 225-322. Observations on the atmosphology of the Arctic regions, particularly relating to Spitzbergen
and the adjacent Greenland sea, i, 323-445. Meteorological tables, i, app. 2-54, 78-81; daily actual observations for summer
months in each year, 1807-' 18, state of the wind and weather from August to May, at Jan Mayen, 1633- '34, etc.)
SNELLEN, MAURITS. De nederlandsche pool-expeditie, 1882-'83. Beschreven door---, uitgegeven door de zorg van Luit,
B. J. G. Volek. Utrecht, 1886. 4°. xii, 164 p. il.
(Much descriptive meteorology.)
SPORER, J. Nowaja Semla in geographischer, naturhistorischer und volkswirthschaftlicher Beziehung. (Erganzungsheft No.
2 [ zu Petermann's Mittheilungen.) Gotha, 1867. 4°. vii, 112 p. 2 ch.
(Klima, 61-73-)
STEEN, A. S. Ein Beitrag zur Climatologie N ovaja Sernljas. Christiania, 1878. 4°. 18 p. Repr. from: Norway, Norske
Met. Inst., Jahrbuch, 1876. (Sig.)
(Observations, 1876-'77.)
SVENSKE, K. [Nova Zernbla, St. Petersburg, 1866.] 4°.
(In Russian. Climate, p. 71-86. Original not seen. Cited by Wild.]
Sweden. Exploration internationale des regions polaires, 1882-1883. Observations faites au Cap Thordsen, Spitsberg, par
l'expedition suedoise, publiees par l' Academic royale des sciences de Suede. Tome ii: I. Aurores boreales par Carlheim-
Gyllenskiold, Stockholm, 1886. 4°. 409 p. 30 pl.
- Meteorologiska central-anstalten. Meteorologiska iakttagelser i Sverige. Observations meteorclogiques suedoises,
i-xxiii, 1859-1881. Stockholm, 1860-1886. 23 v, obl, 8° and 4°.
(Highest station, Karesuando.)
Tabl~s of sum"," kmp"alufts obseruedin Spitzbergen. Edinb. Phil. Joum., xii, 1825,232-233.
TRO~IHOLT.SoPHUS. Under the rays uf the aurora borealis; in the land of the Lapps and Kvaens. Original edition, edited
by Carl Siewers. Boston, 1885. 2 v, 8°. xv, 228 p. map; x, 306 p.
(Climate in text; on the aurora borealis, i, p. 192-288.)
United States, Rjdrog,-aphic O/lice. Hydrographic notice. No.6 [and] 6a [of 1879' Letters and reports from the Vega expe.
dition.] No. 82 of 1881. [Extract from report of Commodore Wadleigh, U. S. S. Alliance, 188J, in search of yean.
mile. No. 84 of 1881. [Extract from report of Lieut. Berry, U. S. S. Rodgers, 1881, in search of '7eannetfe. Wash·
ington, 1879, 1881.] 4- papers. sm. 8°. 13 p. map; 14 p. map; II p. 2 ch.; 4 p. fold. table,
(Ice, currents, wir.ds, and meteorological observations.]
--- ..Var" Department. Proceedings of a court of inquiry convened at the Navy Department, Washington, D. C., Octo-
ber 5, 1882, to investigate the circumstances of the loss in the Arctic seas of the exploring steamer '7eanndfe, etc. Wash-
ington, 1883. 8°, iii, 363 p. I I chs, 4 pI.
WELLS, J. C. Observations on the temperature of the Arctic sea in the neighborhood of Spitzbergen. Proc. Roy. Soc., Lon-
don, xxi, 1873,91-97; Naturforscher, Berlin, vi, 1873, 153-154.
--- The gateway to the Polynia; a voyage to Spitzbergen, from the joumal of ---. London, 1873. ix, 355 P: map, it
(Climate, p. 32-43.)
WESSELOVSKY, c. S. [Climate of Russia. St. Petersburg, 1857.1 2 v. 4°. 408; 326 p.
(In Russian. Not seen; cited by Wild for many northern stations.)
\VEYPRECHT, KARL. Die Nordlichtbeobachtungen der osterreichisch-ungarischen arctischen Expedition, 1872-1874' Wien,
18]8. 4°. 64 p. Repr. from: Denkschr. Akad. Wiss. Wien, xxxv.
WIJKANOER, E. A. G. A. Iakttagelser ofver luftelektriciteten under den svenska polarexpeditionen 1872- '73. Ofversigt
vet. akad., Stockholm, xxxi, 1874 (no. 6), 31-4°; Archives sci. phys, nat., Ceneve, Ii, 1874,31-42.
--- Observations meteorologiques de l'expedition arctique suedoise 1872- '73, redgees par . Svenska vet. akad.
handl., Stockholm, xii, 187S, no. 7. 120 p.
--- Bidrag till kannedom om vindfor hallandena i de Spetsbergens omgifande delarne af norra ishafvet. Ofversigt vet.
akad., xxxii, 1875, 15-29; Zeitschr. Met., Wien, xi, 18i 6, 145-149; Petermann's Mittheil., Gotha, 1876, 295-297.
WILD, H. Die Temperatur-Verhaltnisse des russischen Reichs, Text, Tabellen, Anhang, Atlas. St. Petersb., 1881. 3 pts.
4°. Atlas. 1. fb.
(Includes islands and sea north of Russia.)
WOEIKOF, A. I. On the climates of the ocean northeast of European Russia. Izvestia Russk. geog. obsht., St. Petersb., vi,
1870, I j4-1 69
--- Meteorology in Russia. Report Smithson, Inst., Washington, 1872,267-298.
(Up to parallel of 70°north.]
WOHLGBtUTH, EMIL VON. Bericht des Leiters der osrerreichischen arktischen Beobachtungs-Station auf Jan Mayen- pola,
1883. 8°,23 p. (Extr.) Zeitschr, Met., Wien, xviii, 1883,441-447, (Sig. G.)
WRANGELL, FERDINAND VON. Physikalische Beobachtungen wahrend seiner Reisen auf dem Eismeere in den jahren 1821-
1823. Berlin, 1827. 8°.
tQbservations at Ust-Jansk and other points. Original not seen; cited by Wild.)
Reise langs der Nordkiiste von Sibirien und auf dem Eismeere, 1820-1824. Berlin, 1839' 2 v.
(Observations at Nijne-Kolymsk, 1820-1823, and other points. Original not seen; cited by Wild.)
~arrativeof a~ expedition to the Polar sea, in the years 1820,1821,1822, and 1823, commanded by-. Edited by
Maj. Edward Sabine, London, 1840' 8°. cxxxvii, 413 p. map.
(Climate in text. Valuable temperature observations.)
WtLLERST.O~F.URBAIR, B. VON. Die meteorologischen Beobachtungen und die Analyse des Schiffscur;es wahrend der po.lar-
.e~~edltIOn unter Weyprecht und Payer, 1872-1874. \Vien, 1875. 40 292 p. pI. Repr. from: Denkschr- Akad. WISS.,
Wien, xxxv. (Extr.) Petermann's MittheiJ., Gotha, 1875, 222- 228.
--,- Di~v~eteorologisc~enBeobachtungen am Bord des Polarschiffes Tegdthojf, unter Carl Weyprecht, in den Jahren 187:-
1~:. len, 1882. 4· 146 p. 3 ch. Repr. from : Denkschr, Akad, Wiss, Wien xliii, (Extr.) Zeitschr. Met. Wle ,
XVlI1, 1883, 193-199' ' ,
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APPENDIX.
[NoTE.-The following list includes some descriptive works and authorities on Arctic zoology, that have been of especial service. In addition
to the citations below, many works included in the foregoing lists on meteorology contain natural history.]
With description of the natural history, migra-
New York, 1881. 8°.
Hall, and Nares, 1853-1876.
8°. pamph.
Hartford, Conn., San Francisco,
Copenhague,In: Compte-rendu Congres international des Americanistes,
..
BARROW, J. A chronological history of voyages into the Arctic regions. London, 1818. 8°.
BELL, B. Lieut. John Irving, R. N., of H. M. S. Terror, in Sir John Franklin's last expedition to the Arctic regions.
Edinburgh, 1881. 12°. (G.)
BLAKE, E. V. Arctic experiences. New York, 1874' 1. 8°.
BRADFORD, W. Life and scenery in the far north. Bull. Amer. Geog, Soc., New York, 1885, no. 2, 79-124.
DANENHOWER, J. W. Report, in connection with the 'Jeannette expedition. Washington, 1882. 8°. pamph.
DE COSTA, B. F. Inventio fortunata. Arctic exploration, with an account of Nicholas of Lynn. New York, 1881. 8°. From:
Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., New York, 1881.
DIAMILLA-M ULLER, D. E. 11 polo artico. In his: Letture scientifiche. i. Milano, Parigi, J 873. 12°. p. 199-228, ch,
FORCE, P. Grinnell Land. Remarks on the English maps of Arctic discoveries, in 1850 and 1851. [Washington, 1852.]
8°. 23 p. (G.)
--- Supplement to "Grinnell Land." Washington, 1853. 8°. 52 p. map. (G.)
GILDER, W. H. Schwatka's search; sledging in the Arctic in quest of the Franklin records.
HENDRIK, HANS. Memoirs of ---, the Arctic traveler, serving under Kane, Hayes,
London, 1878. 12°.
LAMONT, J. Seasons with the sea-horses; or sporting adventures in the northern seas. London, 1861. 8°.
--- Yachting in the Arctic seas, or notes of five voyages of sport and discovery in the neighborhood of Spitzbergen and
Nowaya Zemlya. London, 1876. 1. 8°.
LANMAN, C. Farthest north; or the life and explorations of Lieut. J. B. Lockwood. New York, 1885. 12°.
MACGAHAN, J. A. Under the northern lights. London, 1876. 8°.
MARKHAM, A. H. Northward Ho! London, 1879. 12°.
MELVILLE, G. W.. Report, in connection with the 'Jeannette expedition. Washington, 1882.
NEWCOMB, R. L. Our lost explorers. The narrative of the 'Jeannette Arctic expedition.
1882. 8°.
NOURSE, J. E. American explorations in the ice zones. Boston [1884]. 1. 8°.
OSBORN, SHERARD. Stray leaves from an Arctic journal, or eighteen months in the Polar regions, 1850-1851. London,
New York, 1852. sm. 8°.
RINK, H. Dialectes de la langue Esquimaude,
1883. 8°. p.328-337.
ROSSE, I. C. The first landing on Wrangel Island, with some remarks on the northern inhabitants. New York, 1883. 8°•
. From: Bull. Amer. Geog. Soc., New York, 1883, no. 3, 163-214,
SARGENT, E. Arctic adventure by sea and land, from the earliest date to the last expeditions in search of Sir John Franklin.
Boston, 1857. 8°.
SCHLEY, W. S., & SOLEY, J. R. The rescue of Greely. New York, 1885. sm. 8°.
SEEBOHM, H. Siberia in Europe; a visit to the valley of the Petchora, in northeast Russia; with descriptions of the natural
history, migrations of birds, etc. London, 1880. 8°.
- Siberia in Asia; a visit to the valley of the Yenesay in east Siberia.
tion of birds, etc. London, 1882. 8°.
SHILLINGLAW, J. J. A narrative of Arctic discovery, from the earliest period to the present time. London, 1850' sm. 8°.
SMUCKER, S. M. Arctic explorations and discoveries during the Nineteenth Century. New York, 1857. 12°.
SNELLING, W. J. The polar regions of the western continent explored. Boston, 1831. 8°·
SoNNTAG, A. Narrative of the Grinnell exploring expedition to the Arctic Ocean in search of Sir John Franklin, 1853- 1855.
[Philadelphia,] 1857. 8°:
TOLLENS, HENDRIK. The Hollanders in Nova Zembla [1596-1597]. An Arctic poem, translated from the Dutch by Daniel
van Pelt. New York, 1884. 12°.
United Stales, Na~'Y Department. Greely relief expedition. Reception of Lieut. A. W. Greely and his comrades, and of the
Arctic relief expedition, at Portsmouth, N. H., on August I and 4, 1884. Account prepared by Rev. W. A. McGinley.
Washington, 1884. 12°.
WHITE, A. A collection of documents on Spitzbergen and Greenland, comprising a translation of F. Marten's voyage to
Spitzbergen, etc. Edited by ---. London, Hakluyt Society, 1855. 80.
WHYMPER, F. Heroes of the Arctic and their adventures. London, 1875. 8°.
YOUNG, ALLEN. The two voyages of the Pandora in 1875 and 1876. London, 1879. 1.8°.
BAIRD, S. F. Catalogue of North American birds. Washington, 1858. 4°. Smithson. Misc. Coll., ii,
--- Catalogue of North American mammals. Washington, 1857. 40.
--- Review of American birds. Part I. Washington, 1864-1872. 8°. Smithson. Misc. Coll., xii.
BREHM, A. E. Thierleben. Allgemeine Kunde des Thierreichs. Zweite Abtheilung, Vogel. Band i-iii, Leipzig, 1878-1879' 3 v. 4°.
FEILDEN, H. W. (Various papers on Arctic mammalia and birds.) Ill: Zoologist, London, i-iii, 1877-1879 ; Proc, Zool. Soc.,
London, 1877; Ibis, London, 1877.
KUMLIEN, L. Contributions to the natural history of Arctic America, made in connection with the Howgate polar expedi-
tion, 1877- '78• Bulletin of the U. S. National Museum, no. IS. Washington, 1879' 80. Smithson. Misc. ColI., xxiii.
RICHARDSON, J. Fauna boreali-americana, or the zoology of the northern parts of British America. London, 1829- '37.4 v. 4°.
RIDGWAY, R. A catalogue of the birds of North America. Proc, Nat. Museum, Washington, iii, 1880, 163- 2 46 ; Smithson.Mise. ColI., xxii, 1882.
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IMAGNETIC REDUCTIONS BY THE U. S. COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY.
ApPENDIX No. 139.
COMPUTING DIVISION, COAST AND GEODETIC SURVEY OFFICE,
November 6, 1886.
Mr. F. M. THORN, SUjJerintendent Coast and Geodetic Survey:
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a MS. copy of the record, computation, and discussion of the magneti«
obseruations made by the International Polar Expedition in command of Lieut. A. W. Greely, 1881-'84.
The preparation of this paper involved very considerable labor and occupied all the time I could spare from my ordinary
official duties during five months; in this work I was ably assisted by Mr. Alexander Ziwet, and other members of the Com-
puting Division have occasionally lent some aid.
Yours respectfully,
C. A. SCHOTT,
Assistant, CoaJIand Geodetic Survey.
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REPORT ON THE RECORD WITH COMPUTATION AND RESULTS OF THE MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS
MADE BY THE EXPEDITION TO LADY FRANKLIN BAY, 1881-1884-
By CHARLES A. SCHOTT, Assistant, U. S. Coastand Geodetic Survey.
lntroduction.-The expedition sent to Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land, in 1881, was one of two expeditions fitted out
by the United States Government to co-operate with and perform part of the work proposed by the International Polar
Commission at its second session, at Bern, Switzerland, in 1880, Dr. H. Wild, president. The special object of the com-
mission was to advance our knowledge of terrestrial physics and geography in the polar regions by concerted and sustained
action of a series of expeditions supported by their respective Governments. By invitation of its president and the recom-
mendation and support of the Chief Signal Officer the proposal was accepted, inasmuch as Congress had already authorized in
1880 a scientific expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, and had reaffirmed the same in the spring of 1881 by voting the necessary
appropriation for independent polar research. Thus the circumstances were very favorable at the time of Dr. Wild's invitation
to take part in the international work, and it was resolved by the Chief Signal Officer, General W. B. Hazen, who, under the
auspices of the War Department had been placed in charge of fitting out the expedition, to afford all possible aid to it by
co-operation as far as practicable. Lady Franklin Bay, the locality proposed, was approved by him as the objective point, and
was the most northern of the thirteen international stations taking part in the work. The other American station, Point Barrow,
Alaska.e is distant from it 20° 38', or 1238 nautical miles, as measured on a great circle, and located on the opposite side of
the north magnetic pole. The station selected derives some further importance from the fact of its position in a latitude to
the north of that ot the magnetic pole.
While thus the history of the inception of the eastern expedition is different from that of the western, the assistance of
the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey was solicited equally for them, and such aid was rendered in the field of terrestrial
magnetism, in tidal work, and in gravitational research as could be given in the short time intervening between the reso-
lution of acceptance and the starting of the expeditions. This co-operation on the part of the Survey with the Signal Corps
with reference to the supply of suitable instruments and the training of observers, which latter were provided by the Signal
Office, is more fully explained in the introduction to the magnetic work at Point Barrow, vide Part VI of the official report
already cited, and needs, therefore, no repetition here. This report also contains a copy of the instructions issued to both
parties. As in the case of the Point Barrow record, the magnetic work returned by the Lady Franklin Bay party was entrusted
to me by the Superintendent of the Survey for computation and discussion.
The circumstance that the American expeditions were at their respective stations a year earlier than the time when all the
international stations finally co-operated in their fullest measure was due to the unavoidable delay on the part of other expeditions
and subsequent postponement of the concerted 1Ield-work by the commission, in order that more time might be given to the
instrumental outfit and better organization of the various parties. The same difficulty was experienced here, and this early
start precluded the procuring of differential magnetic instruments for our parties, as well as the acquisition of the needed expe-
rience in the manipulation of the instruments.
*A first account of the magnetic work at Uglaamie Station, Point Barrow, by the writer, is published in the" Report of the International Polar-
Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska, Lieut. P. H. Ray, commanding," Washington, 1885. Part VI, pp. 443-67 2•
•
Unlike Point Barrow, the Lady Franklin Bay station unfortunately could not subsequently be reached by a relief party,
two such efforts, one in 1882 and the other in 1883, failing entirely, while the last, in the early part of the summer of 1884,
succeeded in rescuing the survivors, who had, in accordance with instructions governing the actual circumstances, retreated in
the preceding autumn from Fort Conger, their quarters at Lady Franklin Bay, to Camp Clay, near Cape Sabine, Smith Sound.
Among those unfortunate men who laid down their lives in pursuit of knowledge, and while in the performance of their
official duty, was Sergt, Edward Israel, of the C. S. Signal Corps, the astronomer and magnetist of the expedition. The
records of his observations, brought home, were close transcripts made at Fort Conger, since the original note-books, in
consequence of their weight and bulk, had to be left behind. However, all records on hand are authenticated as to correct-
ness by the signature of Lieutenant Greely, the commanding officer.
Sergeant Israel received practical instruction in the use of instruments and in computations during part of May and June,
[88[, making his last records at Washington, June 18. Soon afterwards he left to join his party at St. John'S, Newfoundland.
As already stated, a set of magnetic instruments for absolute measures only could be secured, the two magnetographs of the
Coast and Geodetic Survey, applying photographic register, being unavailable and otherwise unsuitable for the purpose. A
new magnetometer (No. 12) made by Fauth & Co., of Washington, and a Kew dip circle by Casella (No. 19) were all the
magnetic instruments furnished. Both instruments were left behind at Fort Conger in 1883, but the two magnets of the
magnetometer and two of the dipping needles, Nos. 2 and 4 (perforated), were brought back to Washington. The magnet-
ometer with theodolite (or alt-azirnuth instrument) is of the pattern described in Appendix No.8 (and figured on plate 36),
Coast and Geodetic Survey report for 1881. The dip circle was of the kind shown on plate 37 of the same report.
The following communication from Lieutenant Greely to the Superintendent of the Survey will be found to contain all
needful information respecting the magnetic work done at Fort Conger:
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SIGNAL OFFICE, WAR DEPARTMENT,
Washington, D. C., April 20, 1886.
To th~ SUfrrintentimtof flte U. S. Coastand Geodetic SUT7.'ey, TVilShill~OIl, D. c.:
SIR: In connection with the magnetic work of the Lady Franklin Bay Expedition, I have the honor to furnish the fol-
lowing information:
The expedition was furnished with a magnetometer (N O. 12), made by Fauth & Co., of Washington, D. C., with which all
observations for declination were made, as well as those for horizontal intensity.
The dip observations were made with a Kew dip circle, by Cassella (No. 19), belonging to the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey. • • • Its standards were perpendicular, and, as the dip at Fort Conger amounts to 85°, it was possible to read
but one end (the upper) of the needle. Owing to the bad order of the instrument it was impossible to obtain satisfactory
readings from a loaded needle. In consequence, readings were made from the only end of the needle which could be observed.
• • • • • • • • •
The magnetic observatory at Fort Conger was situated about IS0 yards [137m] northeast (true) of the main house.
• • • The observatory was constructed about 7 by 12 feet r2.13 by 3.6SmJ in the clear, and was entirely of wood, ~eing
fastened togethe~ by pegs. The only metal in the building consisted of a few copper nails, used in securing the leathern hinges
of the door and In a few other places.
During the second year, July I, 1882, to July 31, 1883, a small fire-place was constructed at the north end of the building,
in conne?tion. with which a large piece of copper was used. The fuel was part of the time wood and part of the time Cape
Breton bituminous coal. When coal was used the main supply was kept outside the building, and only such an amou~t as
was used upon the fire was at any time within it. This precaution was observed as I was unaware whether the coal contamed
any substance which might interfere with the reading of the magnetometer.
The magnetic observatory was erected with its greatest length in the astronomical meridian. The entrance door was in
the south end, an~ opened into a passage through which the mark could he read. The mark itself was a 2 by 4 inch scantling,
the na~row o~ a-inch edge to the north (true), sunk 2 feet into the ground, and secured with earth and stones, so as to
render It~ pos~tlOn fixed and certain•. It was dis~ant about 300 yards [274m] from and directly south of the magnetometer:
Durmg e~g~lt months of the year It was suffiCiently light for the observer to read the mark without artificial means, Dunng
the four remaml~g months a bl~ll's-eye la.n.tern was used, being placed on the top of the scantling. It is not probable that an
error of over an inch occurred III the position of the light at any time.
The mark was read daily, except duri~g certain prolonged i>eriods of excessive cold, when it was read upon alternate days.
On term d~ys,.however, the mark. was read before and after the observation for that day•
• The dip clr~le was mounted in the northwest corner of the building on a wooden pier made of scantling, which was sunk
a couple of feet into the ground and strongly secured.
The magnetometer was mounted on its tripod a little south of the center of the building. It was impracticable, without
great labor, to have constructed a stone or brick pier, as the freezing weather commenced even before the party landed at Fort
..
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First Lieutenant, Fifth Cavalry, A. S. 0., and Assistant.
Conger. The tripod was sunk, however, into the frozen ground, and its legs were so braced that its solidity appeared satis-
factory both to Sergeant Israel, my astronomer, and to myself. In order to avoid any displacement through the carelessness
or inadvertence of the observer by touching the legs, a number of guards, to a height of 6 inches or more, were placed around
and a short distance from each leg of the tripod, which effectually protected it from mishaps.
Hourly observations were made with the magnetometer during the term or selected days from September, 1881, to June
30, 1882. The observations were reduced by Sergeant Israel, the astronomer of the expedition, and a copy of them has been
sent to your office.
It may here be noted that the magnetic observations were made on Gottingen mean time, which needs a correction of five
hours and forty-eight minutes to reduce it to Washington mean time, which was used for other observations, and of four hours
and fifty-nine minutes to local mean time.
From July I, 1882, until July 31,1883, the instructions as to declination observations were carefully and fully carried out.
Observations for horizontal intensity were possible only on special occasions, owing to the lack of an extra instrument for that
purpose and the necessity of using the magnetometer in regular use for declination work.
The dip observations were made with greater frequency and regularity than the character of the instrument justified, but
I preferred that much useless work should be done in that direction rather than that any complaint should be possible as to
omissions on my part.
Fully nine-tenths of the observations for declination and inclination were made by the aid of artificial light, derived from
a small copper lamp made by the tinsmith of the expedition.
The torsion was removed from the silk thread which suspended the magnet whenever the mark was read, and at such
other times as were necessary from breakage, &c. At no time was the torsion of the thread allowed to accumulate for a longer
period than a single day.
The accuracy of the time used in connection with the magnetic work depended on astronomical observations made by
Sergeant Israel, the greater part of which were made with a transit instrument kindly loaned by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic
Survey. The observations for time were invariably registered by means of an electric circuit, on a chronograph sheet. On
one or two occasions a small chronometer was taken to the magnetic observatory, but generally the observer depended on the
accuracy of watches, the rate of which had been determined by the astronomer.
The retreat of the party by boat necessitated the abandoning of the original records, which were made in pencil in a book
which was never taken from the observatory except for the purpose of making the copies which are now on file in your office.
The necessity of reducing the bulk and weight of observations to a minimum obliged me to reduce the original readings, which
showed the extreme oscillations from left to right, to a mean point on the scale.
It is proper to state that the accuracy of the copy rested not simply on the correctness of the copyist, but that in every
case the copyist subsequently read his work over while I calculated and checked the means after him. In consequence, only
such errors can exist as are inseparable from that method.
Occasional breaks will be found in the record for which no explanations are given; sometimes from tardiness the observer
occasionally missed a reading at fifty-eight minutes, but most omissions may be ascribed to the fact that the needle was off the
scale and the observer was unable to adjust it until the fifty-eighth minute had passed. The reading at the third minute is
occasionally wanting, owing to the fact that the needle had passed off the scale.
To augment the value of the observations and give negative information regarding the missing observations, stringent
orders were issued directing the observer to fill in the blank with a note stating the cause of the observation being missed.
When the needle was off the scale at the third minute the observer was directed to continue the observations until he had
obtained five successive readings on the scale at intervals of one minute.
A large number of supplementary readings were made whenever the prevalence of auroras or the rapid fluctuations of the
needle caused me to believe that these extra readings would be valuable.
The temperature of the observatory during the first winter was frequently from IS to 30 degrees below zero F. [- 260 to
-340 C.], and for most months was below the freezing-point F. [o.o" C.]. During the second winter the temperature was gen-
erally from zero to minus 15 degrees F. [_ 17.80 to - 260 C.], except on term days, when, owing to the influence of the fire, it
ranged from 10 to 30 degrees F. above zero [_12 0 to _1 0 C.]. .
It became necessary for me to abandon the magnetometer and dip circle, but I brought back two magnets used III the
magnetometer, also two of the dip needles, marked 2 and 4, the first perforated with 3 the other with I hole near each pole
for insertion of weights; one set having been carried by Sergeant Israel and the other by myself
Very respectfully, your obedient servant,
H. Mis. 393, pt 2 - 31
RECORD AND RESULTS OF THE ASTRONO~IICAL OBSERVATIONS FOR THE DETERMINATION OF
LOCAL TIME, LATITUDE, LONGITUDE, AND AZIMUTH OF A MARK.
The instruments provided for the determination of the time, the geographical position, and the azimuth of the mark, used
in connection with the declinometer, were a portable transit known as the" Perry Transit," lent by the Coast and Geodetic
Survey, two small theodolites, and a number of sextants and chronometers.
The Perry transit, which was used in connection with moon culminations, and for furnishing the times for the pendulum or
gravimetric work, was known as Coast Survey No. II; it was of 82 centimeters (32 inches) focal length and had an aperture
of 6-1- millimeters (2 J-f inches); it had a large pivot inequality, as shown by the measures taken at Fort Conger. The value of
one division of its spirit level was 1.6". This instrument was abandoned at the station on the retreat of the party. One of the
theodolites formed part of the magnetometer and was known as ali-azimuth No. 12, this being the number of the magnetic in-
strument. Its horizontal circle was 9 centimeters in diameter, was divided to half degrees, increasing number denoting
increasing azimuth, and could be read to the nearest minute of arc by means of two opposite verniers. Its vertical circle was





in the direction of the motion of the hands of a watch. The other theodolite was known as the topographical
theodolite No. 495 0 ; its horizontal circle admits of tenths of minutes to be read off by its two verniers-it had no ve,rtical
circle. Sextants were used in measuring altitudes and lunar distances; the number of the instrument and record of index
error arc given with each set of observations. The principal chronometers were: Bond & Sons No. 198 (sidereal chro~on~­
eter) j Tobias & Leavitt No. 124 (mean time chronometer), and sidereal chronometers Frodsham No. 249
0
(a break circuit
chronometer lent hy the Coast and Geodetic Survey), and Hutton No. 3[0. There were also sidereal chronometers No.
14
2
5 and No. 525 and mean-time chronometer No" [00-1-6. A 'hack watch was occasionally used. ,
The chronometers at the station were kept in a place as nearly as possible of uniform temperature by the applicat,lOn of
artificial heat. A series of comparisons of chronometers was kept up daily or at irregular intervals of a few days, as CIrcum-




25, and 525 (the last discontinued August 15, 1881; 142 5 was discontinued November 10, 1882). I'hese
comp:uisons were made about midnight· and the record is accompanied by all needful statements respecting occasional stop-
pages or other changes in the state of the chronometers. On July 15, 1881, the Proteus was at Godhavn, Greenland, and on
August IS at Discovery Harbor; between these dates the comparisons were made on board ship. On August 19, 1881, the
regular observations on land were commenced. July 7, 1881, when leaving St. John's, Newfoundland, the six chronometershad been regulated to Greenwich time.
The reductions which follow each record of observations were made in accordance with Chauvenet's Manual of Spherical
and Practic:d,Astrol1omy (Philadelphia, 1863, two VOlumes), and his notation has been adopted. In order to make any fur-
ther explanation unnecessary I have added in each case the reference to the method followed. ,
In the computation, the data of the American Ephemeris and Nautical Almanac have been adopted; only leading lIlter-
mediate values are given, and all mere logarithmic work has been Suppressed.
The transit instrument was carefully mounted in the astronomical observatory on a brick pier built with Portland cement.Th
' "[ III]IS observatory was about a hundred yards [91111J due East (true) of the house and about a hundred and fifty yards 137
to the southwest of the magnetic observatory. 0
The geographical position of Fort Conger has been preliminarily adopted as in latitude 81
0
4+' and in longitude 6445', or 4h 19m west of Greenwich.
The records .and computations made at Fort Conger by Sergeant Israel bear witness to his carefulness and conscientiousperformance of his duty.
~-----* It does not appear that-;~;Y'~ith;cl;rol~(:;;~t~-;:;~had its face divided to 24 hours :~~tll~(l~;~~~;-:-l;;;;'l~r-;Ii~'isi()n is alwa'Y;I)~r~:;d~cti~-;;f anno;a:;e;:~n\l the discriminat,io,n called for extra labor on the part of the computer, There wa~ also occasionally a difficulty experienced in deciding W ie I
.1 dale referred to civil or to astronomical reckoning.
48'.!
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GEOGRAPHICAL POSITION OF FORT CONGER.
Observations for time at Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
_________________~ m ..
[I. Observations for time, May 10, 1883, E. Israel, observer. Equal altitudes of the sun with sextant NO.7 and
sid. chronometer No. 198, compared with m. t. chronometer No. 124.]
h. 1Il. S. h. -n, s,
D 8 9 12 00·5 37° 05' 8 29 07. 8
13 02.0 10 28 05. 0
14 12·3 15 26 52. 0
R 8 9 16 12·3 36 20 8 24 52. 5
17 19·5 25 23 46. 2



























Chronometer time.! It rr:
A. M. 1 2 a .~Cover. I Sun.I
Reduction:* 0 A. M. Chronometer time


















Chronometer time of mean noon 23 10 35.2
Chronometer No. 124 slow of mean time 49 24.8 or L1 T (No. 124)
At time of comparison, or 31: 12111.6 sid, time, L1 T (No. 198) + 1910 51.7"
[2. Observations for time, August 6 (August 5, astronomical reckoning), 1883, E. Israel, observer. Double
altitudes of the sun with sextant No. 1475 and sid. chronometer No. 198, with comparisons of sid. chro-
nometers Nos. 2490, 310, and lyS, and m. t. chronometer No. 124.]
Cover. I Sun. I Chronometer time. ! 2 alt. 0: Chronometer compsrisons :
--- ---------- h. Ill. S. h. til. S.
h. 111. S. No. 198, 2 51 02·5· No. 124, II 15 07 at night.
D 8 3 °4 04. 8 34° 55' No. 124, 5 21 08.0. No. 2490, 6 51 44
°5 13·4 35 00 At night:
06 27·5 °5 No. 198, 8 46 °7 No. 124, II 12 02
°7 34·7 10 No. 124, II 13 14 No. 130, 14 22 43
08 47· I 15 Index correction: On arc. Off arc.
R C2 3 10 43. 8 34 20 -27' 2O" +36' 00"
II 53. 6 25 -27 15 +35 55
12 58.3 3° Barometer, 29.57 in.


























Observed 2 834° 30' 00"
+ 4 20













• Chauvenet, \'01. I, Art. '40 )Il).
h. 111. S.
- 5 40 47·5
E + 5 4 2.2
Mean time - 5 35 05·3
Mean time 18 24 54·7
Chronometer time 17 36 28·5
L1 T + 48 26.2
Mean, chronometer No. 124, slow at 18~ 28'", August 5,48111 26.6'.




Difference of chronometers Nos. 198 and 124





Mean chronometer time (No. 124)
73° 14' 45" 73° 14' 50"
86 07 20 86 14 25
68 51 26 68 44 26
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Obun'ations for time at Fori Conger, Grinnell Land-Continued.
We have from observations on May 10, 1883, at epoch 3.!4h , for sid, chronometer, Bond m, s.







From statement by the observer for July 29, 1883 (12b) .
And from observations on August 5,1883, at epoch 18Yzh.
Hence daily rate between July 29 and August 5 .•...
And daily rate between July 29 and August 5 ....•..
And from observations of August 5, 1883, at epoch 3)(h, for sid. chronometer, Bond
& Sons, No. 198. . . . . . . . . • . • . . . • • •. • ••••.. AT- + 17 00·3
s.
Hence daily rate between May 10 and July 29 . . • • . . .0 T=- I. 97
Also, from a statement by observer, as the result of 12 observations of equal altitude,
on July 29, 1883, reduced to epoch midnight (20Yzb) for sid. chronometer, Bond
& Sons, No. 198 . . . . .......•..............• A T= + 17 13· I
The .fact that rn. t. chronometer, Tobias & Leavitt, No. 124, was set back 2m on June 19, 1883, before the
comparisons on that day had been made, precludes the deduction of a rate for this chronometer between May 10
and August 6, but we have:
[Computation of the local times needed for the reduction of the three determinations of latitude, viz: On June
30, 1883, on July 3, 1883, and on July 19, 1883.]
484
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We have also the following additional comparisons (about midnight) and table of corrections and rates' of mean-time
chronometer No. 124, covering the period during which latitude observations were made:
Comparison of chronometers.
[Sid. No. 198 and m. t. No. 124. For No. 198 we have, on July 29, IS83. 20~~h, LJ Tig8= + I 7III 13.1', oTig8=-1.97" daily.]

















































19 1 2 29. 6



























4 2 . 43
II 44 42. 22
10 55 45
49 53· I 49 14· 6
II 52 27· 79
1 56.52
4 2.43






19 46 31. 5






















1214 3 1. 9
II 25 27























+ 17 13· I
+ 51. 4
------















26.07 0 T19• =







No. 124 12 29 43
No. 198 19 24 56.5
LJTl 98 = + 17 13· 1
32. 03 0 T I9S = + 1 3· 1
(J 19 43 12·7
PO 6 21 I. 13
------
13 22 II. 57
Reduction to midnight 2 II. 42
Correction for longitude 4 2.43
-------
Mean time 13 19 17·7
No. 124 12 29 43
LJT1• 4 = 49 34·7
Correction and rate of m, t. chronometer JV(J. 124 during June, JU/;', and August, 1883.
[I. Ousel"Yations for Iatitude June 30, 1883, E. Israel, observer; W. S. Jewell, recorder, Double altitudes
of the sun with sextant No. 1475 and m. t. chronometer No. 10046; also comparison with m. t.chronometer No. 124.]
II 10 21. 3

























No. 10046 10 14 40


















k. m, s.~ T of chronometer No.1 24 at midnight + 0 49 29.7
Chronometer time of mean midnight 1 I 10 3°.3
Difference of chronometers Nos. 10046 and 124 9. 0
'lean hour angle to (from midnight) _ 41m 421

























- 3 39. 8 Chronometertimeofmeanm'd't by No. 10046














NOTe.-The station was abandoned .-\ugust 8, , r83.
74 58 49.2
+ 7 51. 3
+ .2
+2395·5
81 44 13. 8
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D 0 10 24 58
26 00. 5
27 22
8 28 56. 5
3° 3°
31 2811' 33 14
34 2
34 4°8 36 21. 5
37 57
39 36
Reduction: * Set I0 I II
2 alt. 0 3° 7 55Index correction
-+4 10
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Oa.eruations for latitude of Fort Conger, Griuuci! Land-Continued.
I~~~ervat ions for latitude, July 3, 1883, E, Israel, observer. Circummeridian altitudes o;-~;:e-~un,with-sextant No. 1475 and m. t. watch (Jewell's) compared with m, t. chronometer No. 124.]
487
2 alt.~.
h. Ill. S. 0 1/
II
° 57 62 57 ° Comparison of time keepers:2 13 57 3°
3 ° 57 5°
h. Ill. S.
3 43 61 H So Jewell's watch
10 5° 2·5
4 34 55 10 M. t. chronometer No. 124 10 5° °Index correction:5 20 55 3° On arc. Off arc.6 2 55 3° I 1/ I 1/
7 5 55 4° Before:
-27 4° 35 207 49 55 3°
9 25 62 58 5° -27 4° 35
20
10 13 59 10 After: -27 20 36 10
II 7 59 10 -27 3° 36 °
II 51 59 10 Barometer 29.60 in.
12 42 59 10 Thermometer, 37-4
0 Fah.
13 20 59 10
15 51 61 56
°16 35 55 5°
17 19 55 4°
J) 8
R 8
Roof. Sun. Time by watch.
Reduction: .*
0 1/ h, m, s,
Mean 2 alt. 0 62 27 2.2 L1 T of chronometer No. 124 at noon + 49 25,8
Index correction +4 5. 0 Mean noon by chronometer No. 124 23 10 34. 2
------
Equation of time + 3 54. 8
Observed altitude 31 15 33. 6 ------
Refraction-parallax - I 29·4 Apparent noon by No. 124 23 14 29. 0
------
Difference of Nos. 124 and 1475 2. 5
h 31 14 4. 2 ------
r;o 58 45 55. 8 Apparent noon by No. 1475 23 14 31. 5
AmJ 17·3
8 +22 58 7·5 Mean hour angle to Sffi 41'
------
81 43 46. 0
i




81 44 03· 7
01"





58 12 31. I k. m, s.
+4 10.0 L1 T of chronometer No. J 24 at noon + 48 56,4
:\fean noon by No. 124 23 II 3. 6
29 8 20.6 Equation of time + 6 1.3
_. I 38. ° Apparent noon hy chronometer No. 124 23 17 4·9
------ Difference of chronometers Nos. 124and 198 3 4° 1I.929 6 42 • 6
------
60 53 17·4 Apparent noon by No, 198 7 36 5310.0
20 5° 53·9 Mean hour angle I", 1m 36-
------
"Chauvenet, \'01. I. Art. 171 (D).
_._--_._-------------
Observationsfor latitude of Fort Conger, Gn'nnell Land-Continued.
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has been adopted.
81 44 I. 3
Considering that the first value has less weight anrt that three rough measures with
other sextants gave values below 81044', the value
From d.ouble altitu?es of the sun near lower transit, June 30, 1883~rom c~rcumme~dlan alt~tudt>S of the sun, upper transit, July 3, 1883
from circummeridian altitudes of the sun, upper transit, July 19, 1883
Indiscriminate mean
Mean by upper and l;)w'e'r'tr;~~;;;:::::' . :::::::::: _.:::::
Results for latitude of Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
Reduction: *






[Obs . f I tit d J I· 19 1&8' E Israel observer Circummeridian altitudes of the sun, with3. ervations or a 1 u e, u y , .),. • ' • . .: ']
sextant 11<0. 1475 and sid. chronometer No. 198. Compared with m. t. chronometer No. 124.
Roof. Sun. Time by chronometer. 2 alt. (:},
------ ---~--_._----
k. 111. S. 0 "
D B 7 25 35 58 42 50 Comparison of chronometers : k. 111. s,26 57 43 5 No, 198 7 15 2728 20 43 3° No, 124 10 55 390 29 51 57 4° 5° Index correction:
3° 49 41 ° On arc. Off arc.31 39 41 ° Before: -27' 20" 35' 3°"32 38 41 °
-27 20 35 3°33 20 41 5 After:
-27 20 35 5034 15 41 10
-27 20 35 50R B 36 39 58 44 50
37 27 44 40 Barometer, 29.80 in.38 24 44 30 Thermometer, 39.10 Fah.39 19 44 20
40 7 44 20
~ 41 6 57 41 20
42 5 41
°42 56 41
°8 43 45 58 43 5°
488
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Obseruations for time, and for azimuth of marks at Fori Conger, Grinnell Land.
[I. Observations for time, September 6,1881. E. Israel, observer. Vertical angles of the sun with alt-azimuth No. 12. Mean time
chronometer No. 10046 compared with mean time chronometer Xo. 124.]
These observations form part of those made for azimuth, and will be found recorded further on .
•, I. Reduction:*
Mean of times by chronometer No. 10046




Mean of times by No. 124 81702.0
°
o I II
Mean reading of vertical circle, telescope D
Mean reading of vertical circle, telescope R
Half difference, or apparent,
Apparent altitude h







s= 87 54 51






Observed altitude h 10 15· 9 Mean local time of observation
Chronometer time No. 124
Mean time chronometer No. 124, fast





*Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 146.
[2. Observations for time, June 9, 1882. E. Israel, observer. Equal altitudes of the sun, sextant No. 1425, sidereal chronometer
No. 198, and comparisons with mean time chronometer No. 124.]
*Chauvcnet. Vol. T, Art. 140 (B).
Glass Sun. Chronometer time. 2 alt. 1:2 Chronometer time. Barometer, A. M. 3°.06 inch. at 60° F.
:, cover. A. M. P. M. P.M. 30. 12 inch. at 67° F.
Thermometer, A. 1\1., +26.6° F.; P. M., +33.2° F.
h. 111. s. ° / h. m, s, Chronometer comparisons:h. m. s. h. m, s.D 8 3 18 27. ° 44 40 3 57 06·9 A.1\1. No. 198 3 °7 23·5 3 46 55. 019 39·5 45 55 55. 8 No. 124 4 38 21. ° 5 17 46. 020 55. ° 5° 54 48. 2 P. M. No. 198 3 24 16·5 4 °3 54. 022 02.0 55 53 45. 0 No. 124 4 53 12.0 5 32 43. 023 °3. 0 45 00 52 42. ° Index correction:
24 04·5 °S 51 32. 0 On arc. Off arc.D 8 3 2.6 03·5 44 10 3 49 21. 0 / // / //
27 15. 0 15 48 04·9 A. M. -24 3° +38 IS28 26.0 20 46 59·3
-24 35 +38 1029 34. 0 25 45 55. 0 P. M. -25 10 +37 5°
3° 5°. 0 3° 44 44. 2
-25 00 +37 5°
31 55·5 35 43 35·5
P. M. chronometer time 3 54 18.32





4 59 54. 62
3 46 26.65
+1 28 51. 86
-------









8 A. M. chronorn. time
lJitT.of Kos. 198 and 124
A. 1\1. time by No. 124
P. M. chronometer time
DitT.of Kos. 198 ::In,1 124
P. M. time by No, 124
Set I.
h. 111. S.







4 52 17· 03
5 23 08,90
A. M. time by No. 124
P. M. time by No. 124
Mi,ldle chronometer time To
L17o=a+b
Chronometer time of apparent noon
+F
Chronometer time of mean noon
No. 124 slow of Fort Conger mean time
L1 T'cccorrection to No. 124 on Conger mean time at noon, June 9
2. Reduction:* h. 11/. s.
8 A. M. chronometer time 3 21 21. 83
Diff of Nos. 198 and 124 (rlt in Im=-.1644") +1 30 55. 20
[.j. Observations for time, June 28, 1882. E. Israel, observer. Equal altitudes of the sun, sextant Xo. 1475, sidereal chronometer






Barometer, at 60° F., 30. 14 inch. 30. 10 inch.
Thermometer, F., +45.2° +49.4°.
Chronometer comparisons:
h. m. s.
A. M. ::'\0.198 4 36 58.5
XO. 124 4 51 52. 0
r.~1. ::'\0.198 4 31 26
Xo. 124 1 44 21
On arc. Off arc.
Index correction: , 1/ , /I
A. M.
-24 55 37 55
-25 10 37 4°
r. ~I.
-25 00 37 35
-25 00 37 45
h. 11l. S.
P. ~I. 8 chronometer time 45051.38
Diff. of chronorn. (,II in I III = - .166') + 12 51. 78
------










I. Reduction: * By the preceding computation for time on this date we have
h ,~-= 10° 15· 9', P = 830 49' 42/1 and s 870 54' 51/1.
Hence'A =:






-----Difference of readings of circle and mark 105 35.
0A + this difference 224 42.8Azimuth of mark east of south 44 42. 8
N. n. This mark and those noted as A and B were all in the same direction.
"Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 110'::)'
Observations for time, andfor azimuth of marks at Fort Conger, Grinnell Land-Continued.
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A. M. 8 chronometer t me
Diff.of chronom. (01 in Im=-.16G')
Chronometer time hy Xo, 124
ObsenJations for azimuth of mark, Fort Conger.
7;, by ::'\0. 124
.t17;'=a+b
Chronometer time of mean noon





~-;:-;{or~T=correctionto Ko. 124 on Fort Conger mean}
time = + 52m ag.3'.
Daily rate of No. 124 between June 9 anti June 28, 1882: Losing, or +0.88'.
N. B.-June 29, 1882, chronometer No. 124 was advanced four minutes.
-~._------_._~-
h. m. s. 0 , h. 111. S.R 1::2 4 59 3°·9 45 45 4 53 50. 25 00 45. I 5° 52 34. 201 5°· 5 55 51 25. 6
°3 00.0 4600 50 20.0
°4 10.8 °5 49 03·5aS 22. I 10 47 54.8
[I. Observations for azimuth, September 6, 1881. Horizontal and vertical measures of the sun with alt-azimuth No. 12 (of magnet-
ometer), mean time chronometer No. 10046, and comparison with mean time chronometer No 124.]




Barometer, 29.98 in. at 25.5° Fah.
a b a b Thermometer, 18.9° Fah.h. til. s. Mark = 37° 21' 2'1'D rc:J 8 08 31. ° 141 35 35 349° 15' I4'10 13·5 142 01 01 18 18~ II 51. 0 141 52 53 20 20 Comparison of chronometers:R <::l 13 21. 5 142 14 14 23 2316 21. 0 323 38 37 19o °7 08 h. m. s. h. m, s.18 17·0 324 °5 06 02
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Ohserratian for aziJJtutl1 of mark, Fort Conger-Continued.
[2. Observations for azimuth of mark" A," Fort Conger, June 9, 1882, E. Israel, observer. Azimuths of the sun with alt-azimuth instrument No.
12. * Sidereal chronometer No. 198 and comparison with mean time chronometer No. 124.]
-~ '~-------------' ~
Sun's I Chronometer Horizontal circle. Chronometer comparisons:limb. I time.
II. 1/1. S. h. 11/. S.----~-_.. ~~--~-
b No. 198 12 44 29. 0 I 23 38.5a No. 124 2 13 51. ° 2 52 54. 0h. 111. s. Mark = 6° I I. I' 09·9'
<=:1 12 52 28. ° 103 01. ° 59. 0 2. Reduction r] II. Ill. S. It. 111. S. It. 1/1. s.5346. 0 19·9 20.0 Mean chronometer time, No. 198
° 55 45. 8 I 02 08·3 I oS 12.055 32. 0 47. 0 47. 8 Difference of Nos. 198 and 124 + I 29 20.2 + I 29 '9· , + I 29 18. Ic' 56 34· 5 27·5 27. I Mean, by No. 124 2 25 06.0 2 3' 27· 4 2 37 30. /57 41. S 45. 0 45. I
.JT + 51 52. 6 + 51 52. 6
-+ 5/ 52. 658 32.3 59. 2 58,9 Mean time of observation 3 16 58. 6 3 23 20.0 3 29 22·7
593°.5 1°4 13. 0 13. I - Equation of time + I 01. ° + , 00·9 + I 00·9
I 00 31. 6 29·4 29. 6 Apparent time, or t 3 17 59. 6 3 24 20·9 3 3° 23. 6
01 34. 2 45·9 46. 0
<=:1 02 44. 8 1°5 40.5 39. 8
Hour angle, t03 48. I 56. 7 56,9 49° 29' 54" 5,0 °S' 13· 5" 52° 35' 54"
°450.5 106 I1.8 12. I ,5 +22 5S 47 +22 58 49 +22 5S 5°
Azimuth of0 180° -52 35. 0 -54 13. 6 -55 47·305 45. 0 27. 2 27,3 Circle readings 103 33· I 105 12,9 106 45·906 4° . 3 41. 5 41. 5 Mean reading of mark 6 10·5 6 12.0 6 13·507 40. ° 54. 0 54. 2 Angle between circle and mark 97 22.6 99 00·9 100 32.4B 08 5° . 5 37. 2 37. I Azimuth of mark, east of south 44 47. 6 44 47·3 44 45. I
°94°. 0 50. I 50. I
-----10 36. I 1°7 05. 0 05. 0 Mean 44 46.7Mark = 6 13. 0 14·0
._--_.._.~--~--_..__ . -
*Supposed a mistake and to have been topographical theodolite No. 4950, which may be read to fractions of a minute.
sin t
t By the formula tan A = cos'flint _ sin;" 'cost
° ,
44 42.8, east of south.
44 46. 7, east of south.
44 43· 4, east of south.
44 44· 3, east of south.
::bo.8
Or,a=3I5° 15. 7'::bo. 8
Mean adopted,
Recapitulation of results for azimuth of mark:
Observation of September 6, 1881,
Observation of June g, 1882,
Observation of July 2g, 1882,
t By tan A cos." tan 8 _ sin q, cos t
*Supposed to be topographical theodolite No. 4950, which may be read to fractions of a m'nute.
sin t
~ [3. Observations for azimuth of mark "B," Fort Conger, June 28,1882. E. Israel, observer. Azimuth of the sun with theodolite No. 12.*Sidereal chronometer No. Ig8 and comparison with mean time chronometer No. 124.]
S,"', IChronometer • IHorizontal circle. I Chronometer comparison:limb. time. I
--I h. m. s.I NO.Ig8 41. 52 51
, h. m, s. a b No. 124 3 °4 53. 0
Mark = 6° °7. 0' °7·5'
<=:1 3 06 IS. ° I16 45·5 45. 0 3· Reduction: t h. m, It. m, It.m.0738. 2 117 06. I °5'9 s. s. s,
09 21. 5 32.5 31. 8 Mean chronometer time, No. Ig8 309 47·4 3 17 25. 6 3 23 02.8
8 10 38. 9 19. 0 18. I Difference of Nos. 198 and 124 + 13 08·5 + 13 07·3 + 13 06·3
II 51. 8 35. 2 34'9 Mean time by No. 124 3 22 55·9 3 30 32.9 3 36 09. 1
.JT + 52 09·4 + 52 09·4 + 52 09·412 59. I 55. 0 55. 0 Mean time of observation 4 IS 05·3 4 22 42.3 4 28 18·5
1442.6 118 20. I 19·7 - Equation of time 3 00·7 3 00·7 3 00.8
15 53.7 38. I 38. 0 Apparent time, or t 4 12 04. 6 4 19 41. 6 4 25 17·7
16 55. 5 55. 0 54. 2
<=:1 1804. 8 Ilg 45. 6 45. 0 ° , " ° II ° II
Ig 06.8 120 01. 3 00.8 Hour angle 63 01 09 64 55 24 66 Ig 25·5
Ig5°·5 12.2 12.0 tl +23 16 II +23 16 10 +23 16 09
20 47. I 27·9 27,3 Azimuth of sun ISO
o
-66 31. 2 -68 27.3 -6g 52.7
Circle readings I17 22. ° I1g 18.5 120 43. 521 43.0 40.4 40.0 Mean reading of mark 6 ° 7. 5 6 07.5 6 ° 7. 522 36.6 55. 0 54. 8
8 23 30.0 32. 6 32.4 Angle between circle and mark III 14·5 113 11.0 I14 36. °
24 26. I 47. 0 46. 6 Azimuth of mark, east of south 44 43·3 4443·7 44 43·3
----25 13.7 5g· 2 58. 8 Mean 44 43·4
•
Mark = 6 07·4 08.0
For the determination of the longitude of Fort Conger we have several methods, viz: ,1\) Chronometer transportation,
..
(B) "Moon culminations, (C) Occultations, and (D) Lunar distances.
The data for this determination are very meager, and at best can give only an approximation. It is proposed to find the
sea rate of mean time chronometer No. 12~ from the observations at St. John'S, Newfoundland, and at Upernivik, Greenland,
between July 6 and July 28, 1881, and to make use of the rate so found for the interval, July 28 to August 15,1881, at which
latter date the first local time observations were made at Fort Conger. The longitudes of St. John's and of Upernivik are
supposed known.
ObsenJationsfor time and longitude.
----~-~._-~.._-----------_.-----
Index correction = + I' 22.5"
JULY 6, 1881. 2 alt. *
Time hy chronometer. a Boetis.
h. fJI. S. 0 I "
20 09 18.0 97 50 5°
10 26·5 29 10
II 42. 2 10 00
12 56. I 96 49 20
13 58. 6 26 5°




III 01 4°110 22 35





















Observed 2 alt. 110 23 18·3 108 09 06·7 97 3° 00 96 28 3°
Index correction 7.0.0 20.0 + I 22·5 + I 22·5
Apparent altitude
------
55 II 29.2 54 04 23·4 48 45 41. 2 48 14 56. 2




55 10 49· I 54 °3 41.6 48. 44 50.5 48 14 04·7
II +190 48/ 03" + 190 481 03"
k. m. s. k. m. s. k. 11/. S. h. m. s.
I 43 42.8 I 52 41. 3 2 31 05·9 2 34 33· 5
a 14 10 16·9 16.8
e
14 10 16·9 14 10 16.8 14 10
Mean chronometer time
15 53 59·7 16 02 58. 2 16 41 22·7 16 44 5°·3
19 23 08·9 19 32 °3·9 20 10 28·9 20 13 57. I




3 29 09·2 3 2<) 05·7 3 29 06.2 3 29 06.8
Mean LJ T on local sid. time
k. m, S. h. 111. s.
LJ"). St. John's and Greenwich -3 29 07·5 -3 29 06·5+3 3° 43. 1 +3 3° 43· I
LJ T on Greenwich sid, time, slow ----- ---I 35.6 I 36. 6




• Chauvenet, Vol. Y, Art. ,.6.
OBSERVATIONS FOR TIME AND LONGITUDE AT FORT CONGER, GRINNELL LAND.
Red~ction:" Acco.r.d~ng to A~miral Bayfield, R. N. (List of Geographical Positions, Hydrographic Office, Washington, (883), the. Chain
Rock Battery IS III ¢ .cc" 47 34/ 2" and I.e:: 520 40' 27" or 311 30m 43.1" west of Greenwich. Dividing each set of observations 10 two
parts we have:
(A). LO~GITlJDF. BY MEANS OF CHRONmlETER TRANSPORTATION.
JUl.Y 3, 18SI.
Time hy chronometer.
[I. Observations for time, St. John's, Newfoundland, July 3 and July 6,1881, E. Israel, observer, Sextant No. 1560, sidereal chronometer
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Ooseruations for time and longitude-Continued.
4~3
[2. Observations for time, Upernivik, Greel~land, Jul~ 28, 1881,E. Israel, observer. Sextant No. 1560, mean time chronometer No. 10046,
compared with mean time chronometer No. 124. Equal altitudes of the sun.]
-----------"~-------------~-------
h. 111. S. o
"
h. 11l. s,
8 I 18 34.0 , 64 3° 00 6 24 15. 620 17. I 40 00 22 46.3
21 29.0 5° 00 21 08. 58 27 38. 6 20 00 IS 43· 5
29 04. 0 28 4° 14 25. I
3° 37. I 4° 00 12 29·9
8 44 21. 2 67 00 00 5 58 46. 1
45 16.0 °S 00 58 12. I
46 32.7 10 00 57 17. I
8 49 31. 2 66 20 00 53 14·9
5° 34. 6 25 00 52 34.0






Sun. Chronometer time. I
A. M. , 2 alt. 8. IChronometer time., P. M. Barometer,
at
Thermometer,
Index correction of sextant,
Chronometer comparison:
h. 111.
No. 10046, ° 43
No. 124, ° 44
A.M. P. M.
29.85 in. 29.82 in.
63° Fah. 65° Fah,
49.8° Fah. 60.2° Fah.
-I' 58.7" -2' 58.7"
s, h. m, s, h. m. s.
30. 0 4 27 00.0 7 44 00.0
35. I 4 28 06.2 7 45 07. 2
Reduction: * According to Danish Hydrographic Office (List of Geographical Positions, Hydrographic Office, Washington, 1883), the flag-
staff at Upernivik is in l' = 72° 47' 48" and in A= 55° 53' 42" or 3"43"'34.8" west of Greenwich. Before this the values 1'-=72°46' and
A= 56°03' or 3h 44m 12" have been occasionally used. (Smithsonian Tables of the Distribution of Atmospheric Temperature, Washington,
1876; Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 196, "On the Results of the Magnetical Observations made by the Officers of the Arctic
Expedition, 1875-'76," 1879.) Sergeant Israel adopts l' = 72° 46' 51" and 11= 3h 44m 11.73", which is very nearly Captain Inglefield's
determination of 1854,and may be intended for it.










Observed 2 alt. 0 64 34 46.7 66 45 00.0 64 34 46.7 66 45 00.0
Index correction I 58.7 I 58. 7 2 58.7 2 58.7~ Apparent altitude 32 16 24.0 33 21 30. 6 32 15 54.0 33 21 00.6
Refraction - parallax I 23.8 I 20·3 I 22.2 I 18·7
h 32 IS 00.2 33 20 10·3 32 14 31.8 33 19 41. 9
Apparent <1 ) 18 53 49. 2 18 53 35·9 18 51 10.8 18 5° 56.9
s 88 °4 01. ° 88 36 42.7 88 °5 12·9 88 37 41.°
s-h 55 49 00.8 55 16 32.4 55 5° 41. I 55 17 59· I
t
-36 47 58 -3° 55 38 +36 36 12 +3° 44 34
h. m. s. h. 11l. s. h. m. s. h. m. s.
• -2 27 I I. 9 -2 °3 42.5 +2 26 24.8 + 2 02 58.3Equation of time + 6 14.2 + 6 14.2 + 6 14.0 + 6 14.0
Mean time -2 20 57·7 57 28·3 +2 32 38. 8 +2 09 12·3
Time by No. 10046 I 24 36. 6 47 57. 2 6 18 28.2 5 55 16.0
Correction for zd difference 3·4 1.5 + 3. 2 + 1.7
.1 T for No. 10046 -3 45 3°·9 -3 45 24.0 -·3 45 52.6 -3 45 65·4
Mean .1 T (sets I and 2) -3 45 27·4 -3 45 59.0
h. m. r,
.1 T of No. 10046 at noon -3 45 43. 2
Difference of chronometers Nos. 10046 and 124 I 06.0
t1 T of No. 124,at noon -3 46 49. 2
.1'1. 3 44 I I. 7
t1 T of No. 124 on Greenwich mean time 2 37·5
Result of comparison t of chronometers off St. John's, Newfoundland, July 7, 1881: At III 18m, .Greel1\~ich mean "time, sidereal ch!o~ometer
No, 1425 slow of Greenwich side real time 1m54.8"; mean time chronometer No. 124 fast of Greenwich mean time I'D 24.6". 1 akmg our
•
value of .1 T for No. 1425, July 7, viz, +Im 37", .1 T of No. 124 for that date becomes _1 m42.4". lienee, sea rate of No. 124, between
July 7 and July 28, 1881,= -2"62".
"--------------_. --- - --------- --------
- --- - -- ----
-~-----~--~_.._----- -----------~--
* Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art 151 (s), . . k t h b 6' .. so'tThe actual chronometer times are not on record, but the difference of tbe two time eepers mus ave een 59 I ••
.,.
[3. Observations for time and longitude near Fort Conger," Grinnell Land, August 15, 18~1, E. Israel, observer. Equal altitudes of the
sun with sextant ",0. 1560 and mean time chronometer Xo. 10046.]
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Ob.eruations for time and longitude-Continued.
h. m. s. °
, h. m, s.
D e ° 3° 10.0 35 55 8 10 II
31 31. 5 36 00 08 46.5
32 59. 0 °S 07 3°
R 0 35 06.0 37 IS °S 2}
36 07. 0 20t 04 0-t
37 33. 0 25 02 54
A.!>I.
Reduction :t 0 r /I
Observed 2 alt. 0 36 4° 000
Index correction + 6 05.0
Apparent altitude 18 23 02·5
Refraction- parallax 2 48.2
It III 20 14-2
P 76 °3 47·5
s ~8 °3 15.8
s-It 69 43 01.6








To' ° 33 54·4
To ° 33 53.8
L1 T for No. 10046
-4 17 3-t·9
Difference of Nos. 10046 and 124 4 0<).2





36 4° 03·3 t{ Set to










+ 3 44 40.9
+ 4 0<).8
+ 3 48 50.7
8 06 28.1
8 06 28·7
-4 17 38.0 Mean=-4h 17m 364 '
4 11.4
-4 21 49,4 Mean=-4h 21m 46.7'





Index correction of sextant
Chronometer comparisons:
h. m, s.
No. 10046 ° 08 00. °

















To test this result I make use of the next time determination available for the purpose, viz, that of September I, 1881:
'This observation is supposed to bave been made south of Fort Conger in about latitude 8,° ••' ·5·
tCbauvenet, VoL I, Art. '5' (a),
..
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Observations for time and longitude-Continued.
--- -- -- --- ------------
[Observations for time, Fort C?nger, September ~, 1881, E. Israel, observer. Altitudes of the sun with alt-azimuth No. 12. Time noted
by mean lime chronometer No. 10046; also comparisons with mean time chronometer No. 124.]
Tel. I Sun. Chronometer time. Vertical circle.




D 8 9 20 32.5
21 43. 0
23 05. 0














No. 10046 9 06 00




























Mean time of observation by chronometer
Correction for ad difference
L1 Tfor No. 10046
Difference of chronometers







Hence the daily rates of mean time chronometers Nos. 10046 and 124 between August 15 and September 6, 1881:
No. 10046. No. 124.
h. m, s.






















Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 151 (2).
B. LONGITUDE FROM MOON CULMINATIONS.
The transit instrument (U. S. Coast Survey, No. II) was mounted in the astronomical observatory, located about
'H meters [103 yards] due east (true) of the main house at Fort Conger, and about 150 meters [164 yards] to the southwest
(Ifthe magnetic observatory. The pier supporting it was built of brick, with Portland cement. The chronograph was placed
ill the main building and electrically connectecl with the transit; break-circuit sidereal chronometer, Frodsham No. 2490, was
kept in the same place with the chronograph to insure as steady a temperature as could be obtained. The first set of transits
dates from December 28, 188r, and terminates with January 29, 1882. It was used chiefly in connection with the pendulum
work; the second set embraces the moon culminations observed between February 4, 1882, and February 18, 1883. The
reduction of these transits was intrusted to Mr. Henry Farquhar, of the Computing Division of the Coast Survey. All obser-
vations were made by Sergeant E. Israel.
The magnifying power of the instrument is about 2-1- or 30; one division of the level-= 1".6 and the pivot inequality /J,








These results seem to show t.iat L1 Tof No. 12-+ fer August 15, 1881, mJ.y be accepted.
We have:
July 28, 18S1 (at Upcrnivik}, mean time chronometer No. 12-+, L1Ton Greenwich time
Effect of rate, July 28 to August 15, --18X2.62'
August 15. 1881, No. 12~, L1 Ton Greenwich time
August 15, IS81, No. 12.1, L1 Ton Fort Conger time
Hence chronometric longitude of Fort Conger
have occasionally broken transits, hut in the second set, after November 29, 1882, they were more frequent, and it appears
that the threads had to be renewed a number of times. Mr. Farquhar found the following values for the equatorial intervals,
answering for illumination west, and referred to the me:lll of the threads:
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I. II. III. IV.
s. s. s. S.
1881. December 28 to February 4, 1882, inclusive, from 89 transits
-44·44 -21. 96 - 0. 19 +21. 89
1882. November 22, from 4 transits __h_h _________________ •• __ ••
-32.36 -10.05 + 3. 80 +16.5 1
1882. November 24 and 29. from 18 transits ,.; _____________. ____. -32.72 9. 87 + 4·79 -t 17· 13
1882. December 21 and 23, from 16 transits __ .uh _________ h ___ -19.96 - 7· 14 + 6.16 +20·93
1882. December 26 to January 25, 1883, inclusive, from 37 transits i -22.06 - 6.50 + 7. 06 +21.5°








--2 02 13· 51 at


























14 2740 . 80
14 39 51. 53





° 02 21. 83
12 13 42. 12
° 33 54. 84
° 38 01. 50
I 16 54.20
I 16 54.20




9 00 05. 02
21 1543.97
9 39 II. 92
1002 07. 85
10 13 3°. 63
II 07 52.40
II 24 27· 13
23 31 47. 61




Tabular R. A. i (..:1 T.)
12 25 22.94
12 37 32. 71
° 53 52.55
I 03 21.07
13 27 24. I')
I 32 20.05







22 35 48. 03
23 1437.73









8 II 27· 75
8 22 51. 70
8 40 39. 20
9 17 13·45































+ 4· 06 - -464.44
+ I I. 07 -295. 24
5· 44 -564. 68













+ 4. 29 - 52.7 1
+ 0.41 - 14· 17
-- 0.23 + 12.59
- 5·03 + 57.14
+ 0·39 ' + 14.10
-- I. 25 - 18. 55
-- 0. 52 -- 13· 53
-- 0·53 -- 13.93
"- 0·44 13.02







































+ .06 - 0.34
+ .08 - 2.43
+ .10 + 0.70
-+ .II - 0.95
























8 19 27· 15
830 39.33
8 5005.60


























5 U~ Minoris ___ E. s. p.
t 1300IIS _ ___ E. s. p.
a Ceti ._______ E.
48 Cephei , '''_ E.
n Coronre Borealis, W. s. p.
d Persei ---h-- __ i W.














a Ursee Minoris I
a Ursse Minoris _
IJ Ursre Majoris !
a Arietis u _ h([ L u 1
e Ceti ------- 1
February 4. 1882.
rfi Ursre Majoris __
a Cephei h h _
t Leonis , __'
h
a Leonis h • __ •
} I Leonis _({ Un h __
d Leonis _
A Draconis n _
A Andromedre _
X Ursre Majoris _
4 13 10.07 18'g~
4 21 49. 10 , 18.
~--;s:6; at 4b•2
. *(The. quantity in brackets Il"ivell the reduction to the moon' '. -- - -----·~~h Epbelll-
cndes glvmg very nearly identical values.] e moon s center, or the SIdereal time of semidiameter passing meridian i the Washington and Grcenw
The collimation, azimuthal deviation, and chronometer correction for each night's set, were worked out by the method of
least squares; the hourly rate of the chronometer was found quite uniform, viz., 0·.1 losing, for which allowance was made in
the reduction. The observer apparently did not avail himself of a fixed azimuth mark which, in particular for the use of the
transits in connection with the pendulum work, would have been advantageous this being a case where the rate of the chro-
nometer had to be determined with the greatest care. At Fort Conger the angle between the pole and zenith is but 8~
degrees.
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9 20 20.66 ,
Tabular R. A. Chronometer correction(LJ T.)
h. m, s.
5 03 59. 84
5 10 36.55
5 3038.70
5 35 37· 54
5 58 39. 12
18 15 28.12



















IObservedtimeI -- -- 1---.-.--1' of transit.
Ind'n. II Coll'n. IDeviation, !
s. I s.
·78 + 93· 65
.09 + 12·97
.06 + 12.07
.17 + 13. 64
.63 - 33· 23
+ .19 + 15· 65


















































a Canis Minoris _
f3 Geminorum _
3 Ursee Majoris _
y CygnLu __n __
ui Cancri u __
t Ursre Majoris .({ II. u _








, Arietis , .. h_
yi Ursee Minoris _h({ 1 _
, Persei __.. _














° 15 49. 87
12 53 34.92
I 0423.79












































23 57 05. 17
003 18.53
006 52.47
° 15 58. 93
12 54 00. 2 3










14 57 31. 35
3°8 12.62
15 20 51. 13
3 46 49. 10
3 57 48.94 '



















Groom., 944 _I 1 _
a Orionis h __













2 53 59. 12
3 21 24· 91












































3 21 19· 92
3 21 23. 87








5 24 59. 16
5 24 59. 16











H. Mis. 393, pt 2---3~-
2 03 39.51 at 9h.4




2 04 24.36 at oh·5
2 03 32.88 at








,------i 2 03 42.63 at











1248 15. r r
° 53 02·74
I 0S 14. 25
8 01 13.81
8 05 32. 14
8 10 12.18
































18 14 21. 95
18 49 07· r r
1849 05· S1
65746.97
7 0 4 38. 66
7 10 17. 87





































































.11 + I. 59
.09 .13
.06 - .13
[+67.81]1 - . 12
+ .02' - .14
+ .03 + 3.46
+ ,04 - 4. 84






















E. 21 09 °7.7°
E.s.p. 91929.36
E. 21 29 06.42
E. 21 48 28. 76
E. 22 23 26. 42
E. 22 37 47· 56
W.s.p. 104238.89
W. I' 22 49 14· 16
W. 23 00 28.07
January 14, 1883.
~ Cephei __. _
" Draconis
t Piscium --._-..
'" Piscium _u _
I 1 :::::=::
II Piscium
32 Camelo~~d;li;=:43 Cephei _
T' Piscium "_
December 26, 1882.
3 Ursee Majoris __. w.
(I Cancri _h U W.
f3 Cancri _U_Uh_ W.
y Cygni.







December 27, 1882. I I
",1 Cancri . W. : 5 49 5!. 92
3 Ursse !'Iajoris W. 5 57 21. 50
f3 Caner] hun W. 6 06 °9.02
~ ~;~:.C;I.:1879: ~:::~: ~~ ~~ ~:J~
G 12-Yr.Cat., 1879_ E. s. p. 18 48 24.51
~ Cancri n h E. 6 57 21. 50
Hydree
uhn E. 7 04 12.69
a Lyncis
nn
E. 7 09 54. r r






IObserved time! T b 1 R A
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i
Chronometer




January 15. 1883. h. 111. s, s. s, s. s. h. m, s. h. m. s. h. m. s,
32 Camelopardalis .. E.5. p. 10 42 59.69 .06 + 2.60 - 7.72 +55. 20 10 4349.71 12 48 15·33'2 °4 25. 6243 Cephei ___. n." E. 224849.58 --
. °S - 1.48 +10.5° -20. 78 224837.77 ° 53 02.48 24· 71
r Piscium _• __...• E. 23 00 25.48 -
·°3 . 10 + 0.92 +21. 16 23 0047.43 I 0S 14. 23 26.80/ Piscium . ___ ..• __ 1':. 23 0656.38 - .02 .04 + 0.80 +22.88 23°7 20.00 I II 46.71 26.7 1
CC I ___ u •• uu_ •• E. 23 1949.63 [+68·37] -- .08 + 0.85 +23. 28 23 21 22·°5
-----
Jan~ary.23, 1883. 2 °4 26.74 at 111.4
a Cancn __•• ____ W. 6 46 59.50 -- .02 .13
- 0·97 +20.91 6 47 19. 29 852 07. 64 2 °4 48.35
CC lI .... __ .. ____ W. 6 57 54.70 [ -63· 94] .16 - 1.00 t-21. 65 6 57 II. 25~ Leonis ____ .. __. W. 7 2°3°.86 Defect in record.
n Leonis ... ______ W. 7 2948. 08 ,
·°5 .18 - 0·97 +20·99 7 30 07·97 9 34 56. 60 48. 63"a Leonis .• ______ . W. 7 57°2.37 + .10 .13 - 0·97 +20.88 7 57 22.25 10 02 10.61 48.3630 Camelopardalis .. W. 8 12 17.27 , .12 - 4. 18 - 7·95 - 4.5 1 8 1200·75 10 16 51. 20 5°·45T226 Cephei
- - ~ -- W.s.p. 20 2444.45 + ·14 - I. 48 + 3. 83 +33. 8 1 20 25 20. 75 22 30 10.59 49. 84
-----
January 24, 188]. 2 °4 48.45 at 911•0
o Leonis , ________ W. 7 2946. 12 - .03 .16
- 0·99 +21. 38 7 30 06.32 93456. 62 2 04 5°.3°CC II __ ~_"' ____ M __ W. 747 10·24 [-62.60] .14 - 1.01 +22.24 746 28·7311' Leonis , ___.... W. 74853.76 .00 .14









T Tauri __ •__... __ W.
Tauri . ._.... W.
CC L_ .•. _........ \V.
/3 Tauri _.... ._ E.
Groom.• 966 h_. E.
---- 4b•12 0S 44.44 at




















2 0S 37· 56 at













4 00 24. 62
16 2053. 84
4 29 14· 15
435 15. 22
444~3·6)
° 42 37. 08
° 52 55. 65
30 54.48
35 21. 2]
3 38 04· 74
1548 13. 25
3 54 13·4°
3 57 48. 39




5 24 53· 12
5 48 52. 26
5 5059.59
II 15 08.16
II 21 57· 17
II 34 32. 24
II 34 32. 24
II 54 54· 42
120644.56
10 16 51.43












I 52 03· 79
I 58 04· 84
2 07 25.50
2 16 °4.48







23 01 01. 57





9 10 14· 97
9 17 04· 0S
9 29 38. 28
9 29 39.96
950 0}·53


















+ 52 . 2 1



























































































































2 28 3!:1. 84

























9 16 41. 85
9 29 05.57
9 28 58.42
9 49 41. 39





























d Pisicum "" __"
43 Cephei , , __•••.
CC L .. __ .
'" Piscium __ h __ h1" .v iscuun . __• u __
February 14, 1883.
Y Camelopardalis __
, Urs.e Minoris .•.
~. Tauri ... ._.
Af Tauri. •. __ ..
l! .~,. __
, il H1 t ~ __ • ¥ •• _ ••
Tauri . __ __
f Ursre Minoris .
f Ursre Minoris .
Groolll·,944 __ ..
a Orionis __
~ Auri~ __ .• __.
January 25, 1883.
30 Camelopardalis __
I' Leonis"' __" h
CC 11.. _.••..• __•.
(1 Leonis . ... __...
T Leonis .•
'1 Cephci. __ ... __
r Cephei •. _.' .. __
11' Virginis u _ ....
4 Draconis __ •. u •
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---,---- Observed time T b I R A Chronometer correction
I
of transit. a u ar . . (.<1 T.)










~ n u __
February 18, 1883. h. m. s. s. s. s. s. h. m. s, h. m. s, h. m, s,
25 Camelopardalis , ; E. 5 00 33.08 .07 - 8.03 +23· 94 7.00 5 00 41. 92 7 06 35.80 2 °5 53.88
T Draconis _______ E.s. p. 17 10 34.°5 .06 -I-- 3.14 -10.58 + 84·°3 17 11 5°.5 8 19 1744.38 5].80
s Geminorum _____ E. 5 32 32.9 1 Defect in record.
<r
I ____ u ________ E. 5 43 53·49 [+65· 67]: ·45 + 3.3 1 + 56.37 I 5 45 58.39
(' Cancri _____ h __ E. (?) 5 58 41. 114 + .02 ·47 + 3. 23 + 54· 13 5 5938.75 805 32.63 53.88
K Cephei pro n _____ E.(?)s. p. III 05 25·36 + . °4 -+ 4·34 -14·°3 + 93. 62 1806 49. 33 20 12 43. J3 54.00
-----
2
°5 53.88 at 7b'9
The following table gives the collimation and azimuthal deviation for each night of observation, as well as the resulting
or observed right ascensions of the moon's center, denoted by a. It is found by adding to the (tabular) observed time of tke
transit of the moon's center, the (tabular) chronometer correction as deduced from moon-culminating stars, or from stars ill
about the same parallel as the moon. We have 0'1 = 0'. + 0 - 0.., where (j and fl. are the sidereal times of culmination of the
moon's center and the star respectively, and 0'1 and o'. the corresponding right ascensions. The columns headed 0'2 contain



















Date. I Collimation. Azimuth deviation. al az GreenWich~-I-::~~hington. I
i
!----- --f
1882. S. s, h. m, s. h. m s. h. m. s. II
Feb. 4 - 3·79 - 496. 2 10 31 18·57
Nov. 22 -II. 93 + 26·9 2 05 16.56
24 -12.56 + 26·4 4 °9 02.81 3 57 47. 10
29 -12.01 +25.5 E., +24.8 W. 8 55 32.84
Dec. 21 - I. 38 + 20·9 3 41 39·°5 3 3° 43·45
23 - I. 30 + 23. 2 5 43 34.04 5 32 43· 78
26 [- 0.86] -t- 20·3 8 32 27. 16
27 - 0.86 + 25. 6 9 22 59. 22 9 14 05· 79
1883. 21.82Jan. 14 - 0.7 8 + 25.6 ° 29 25· 15 0 19
15 [- 0.80] + 23·3 I 25 48. 79 I 15 36.41
23 [- 0.95] + 21.8 9 01 59.70 8 52 53.50
24 - 0·97 + 22.2 9 51 ]8.91
25 -- 0·94 + 21. 7 10 38 50. 30
Feb. II - 1.80 + 18·3 I 06 39· 13 ° 56 11·84I ]4 - 3. 08 +58.6 E., +57.0 W. 4 °3 49. 28
I 15 - 3. 01 + 56. 2 5 °3 °3·9918
- 3·°7 --1--- 57·4 7 51 52. 27 7 42 18.56 7 53 41·37
.~-- .~---------,. __ ._._- -----
" ._----------_._--~.~._-----_._---_ . ----------"-----
*Greenwich Observations in the years 1882and 1883. London, 1884and 1885·
t Astronomical and meteorological observations made during the year ~882 at the Un.ited States Naval Observatory, Washin~on. 18~5, c?ntains
no corresponding observations; the observation of February 18, 1883, was kindly communicated by Commander A. D. Brown, U. S. N., Superintend-
ent, Naval Observatory.
On the dates for which no corresponding observations could be found the hourly ephemeris of the Greenwich Nautical
Almanac was corrected by means of Greenwich and Washington observations on days preceding and following the date of the
Fort Conger observation. The actual correction (c) for that date was found by interpolation.
We have the following corrections to the moon's tabular right ascensions r"
*T~e reference to the Greenwich hourly ephemeris in the Nautical Almanac was here l?refen:ed; it. mar be noticed that between 1882and 18~3
a c~lange 10 the lunar tables was made in the American ephemeris, 18112 being the last year 111. which Peirce s tables were used, and 1883 the first m
whIch Hansen's tables 'with Newcomb's correetious] were introduced, the same as in the Nautical Almanac,
By aid of the corresponding observations and these tabular corrections we obtain the following results for the longitude of
Fort Conger.-( For method see Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 234.)
h. /II. S. h. 111. S. /1. m, s. h. IJI. S. h. IJI. S. h. In. S. h. m, s. h. 1Jl. S. h. m, s.
(In ,10 29 48.18 2 437. 02 4 8 33.50 3 56 I. 57 854 15·34 339 17. 63 3 2932.74 5 41 28.86 5 31 48.5
(I, - (10 I 30.39 39·54 29.3 1 I 45.53 I 17.50 2 21. 42 I 10.7 1 2 5. 18 55. 287; 17 49 9·9 14 16 IS.4 16 II 41. 7 II 42 6·4 203828.3 1357 56.5 9 29 2·9 15 51 53·9 II 22 49. I
Sid. T. M. N. 20 58 I I. 4 16 5 28·7 16 13 21.9 161 3 21. 9 16 33 4. 6 17 5948.9 17 5948.9 18 7 42. 0 18 742. 0
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Fort Conger, Fort Conger, Fort Conger, Greenwich, Fort Conger, Fort Conger, Greenwich, I Fort Conger,! Gree::~c~-\
Feb, 4, IS82. NO\·. 22,1882. Nov, 24.1882. Nov. 24, 1882. Nov. 29,1882. Dec. 21, 1882. Dec. 21, 1882-.Dec. 23, 1882. Dec. 23,1882.:
II,
til
L, and L l
]85° 16'9 3° 24 7.8 32 2743. 2
10 3118.6 2 S 16.6 4 9 2.8
------ • ,, .' 4 18 4° . 4
27 57 23. 6
35747. 1
-23· S
37 14 56.3 32 00 03. °
S 55 32. 8 3 4 1 39. °
_____ n __ _ _ _ 4 18 24. °
27 30 25· 3 !34 2 12·3
3 3043.4 S 43 34. 0
-18. I 4 18 38.3
2932 23.3








4 18 58. 8
Fort Conger, Greenwich,
Jan. 23, 1883. Jan. 23, 188}
37 20 55· 6 3 2 52 53· 2








Fort Conger, Greenwich, Washington,
8 88 Feb. 18, 1883. Feb. 18,1883.I , I 3.
25 15 40. 8
I 15 36.4
+ 4·4




4 1883. 5*4 18 63·9
'--------,---------
h. m. s,
9 22 29. 67
29·55
19 14 50 . 8
18 23 28.2
3 9·7
4 I8 48. 8 4 1847.2
4 18 58. 3 4 18 51. 2
Fort Con~er, I Fort Con~er, ! ~'ort Conger, Greenwich, Fort Conger,
Jan. 24, 18S3· Jan. 25, 1883. 'Feb, 11,1883. Feb. 11,1883. Feb. 14, 1883.
Fort Conger, Fort Conger, Greenwich, \ Fort Conger, \ Greenwich, I Fort Conger, Greenwich,
Dec 26, 1882. Dec. 27, 1882. Dec. 27, 1882.l1an. 14,1883' 1Jan. 14, 1883.1Jan. 15,1883. Jan. IS, 1883.
·-----1 ,.----------- -------
h. m, s. h. m . s. ! h. m . s, Ih. 1#. S. h. m, s.
9 12 29.59 028 57. 41 i 01 7 42. 52 , 125 37. 96 114 13.55
136. 20, 27·74' I 39.30 I 10.83 I 22.86
1447 54. 0 : 9 12 19· I 44410·4 110 444.3 5 36 22·7
18 23 28.2 [19 34 26·3 [19 34 26.3 !19 38 22.8 19 38 22.8
2 25· 9' I 3°.7' 46.7 I 39· 3 55· 3
-If no correction is applied, A=4' ,8- 63.9".
------------,-----'----!-----------------
365 1 16.0 374128.7 33 1348.12848 16.124 19 23.4 1294446.4
8 32 27· 2 9 22 59· 2 9 I4 5· 8 '0 29 25.2 ° 19 21. 8 ! I 25 48. 8
nn ------- 4 1829. 5 -17·7 4185°.9 + 1.6 i 4 18 57.6
'--- • -..1 \ _-,.-.----' :"- -,--__---' '-__--.,----














h. m, s. h. m. s. 'h. m, s, h. m, s. h. m, s. h. In. S. h. In. S. h. 11/. s. These obser-
flo 94934·39 10 37 40.02 I 4 20.33 05459. 83 4 2 3.72 5 I 30. 66 7 51 18. 55 7 4034. 67 vations giveal---llo I 44.5 2 1 10.28 2 18.80 I 12. OJ I 45.56 I 33·33 33· 72 I 43.89 the correction11 17 5330. 6 lIS 37 5. 0 7 59 22.8 3 3°51.0 10 44 13·4 :II 3930.5 14 15 47. 0 9 48 13. 8 to EphemerisSid.T.M.N. :20 13 5 I. 8 . 48.4 121 2449. 8 21 2449. 8 21 36 39· 5 21 4v 36.0 21 52 25·7 21 52 25·7 -.18"; henceReduction 2 56.3 3·5 I 18·7 34. 6 I 45. 8 I 54·9 2 20.6 I 36.6 the Fort Con-
----.----:--------____.___________ gerobserva-
8, :38 10 18·7 18 37 56·9 [29 25 31. 3 24 56 15·4 32 22 38.7 33 22 1.4 35 10 33· 3 31 42 16. I tions give A=u, . 9 51 18·9 ,10 38 5°.3 I 6 39. I ° 56 11.8 4 349·3 5 3 4. 0 7 51 52.3 7 42 18.6 h. m, s. IL, and t; ' 8 46 I,- --"'" -- --.- --- - - - --, 4 1852. 2 + 3. 6
------- -----1------ ---- .. 4 1841.0 -2.5 4 1 ' --.1i '-----.......,-----'
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Arranging the results for longitude according to limb of moon, we have:
...
501
it from <r I A from <r II
1882. h. m. s. 1882. h. 111. S.
Nov. 22 4 18 51. 2 Feb. 4 4 18 58.3
Dec. 21 42. I Nov. 24 63·9
Dec. 23 58. 8 Nov. 29 63·9
"
1883. Dec. 26 48. 8
Jan. 14 49·3 Dec. 27 47. 2
Jan. 15 53. 2 1883.
Feb. II 48. 6 Jan. 23 56. 2
Feh. 14 49·4 Jan. 24 59. 8
Feb. 15 57·4 Jan. 25 66.6
Feb. r8 44. 8 ----
------ Mean 4 r8 58. I
Mean 4 18 50.5
h.
Hence longitude of Fort Conger from seventeen moon culminations = 4




The difference in the results for <r I and <r II is mainly due to difference of personal equation, and of irradiation for the
two limbs (the difference is about a quarter of a second). It was not found practicable to introduce special weights to the
individual longitude results, the hypothesis of equal weights being considered safer.
(C) LONGITUDE BY MEANS OF OCCULTATIONS.
Three occultations were observed at Fort Conger, viz: Of it Piscium, October 24, 1882, this being marked doubtful, and
hence received no further consideration; of the same star on January 14, 1883, and of 0 Tauri on February 14,1883, For
these two dates we have the chronometer corrections from the transit observations and comparisons, as follows:


















+ 2 05 45.42
206.92
IJ 35 37· 58
13 55 58.3













To 18 J2 00
Sid. T.M.N., 21 36 39·4
Reduction, 2 59·4
------
flo 15 51 38. 8
II II 35 37. 6
/lo-p 4 16 01.2
,- + 3 04. 2
h. 0 , 1/ 0 , 1/




17 ~·74436 +°.58131 +°. 66065 +0.0497°18 ~. 16304 32 0.71029 5919 +0.41821) 32 0.75984 5220




fl- a ' = 108
B= 920 39' 02.6"
~ =+0. J3683
1/ =+0.94776
11883. February 14. Fort Conger. Immersion of f Tauri by
sid. chronometer No. 198, lIb 37m 44.5".]
From transit observations at4.lb,sid. time, n. m, s.
we have for No. 2490- u __ L1 T= + 2 0S 44.44
And per hour dT=+ 0.144
Chronometer comparisons, February 14:
No. 124 (mean time)
And No. 124 (mean time)
No. 2490 (sid. time)
No. 198 (sid, time)
Interval between comparisons, in mean time
In sid. time
Difference of Nos. 2490 and 198
Hence, corrected difference
L1 T of No. 2490
L1 T of No. 198
Local sid. time of immersion
Approximate local mean time
Approximate Greenwich mean time
a'= 4b 21m 48.84" or 65° 27'
d'=+ 180 55' 08.14"
From .n.merican Ephemeris, corrected: t
















</> =81 0 44' 00"
</>,=81 40 43
10 assumed 14. 95b
xo=-0.06295
Yo=+o. S0992
AI = 2300 59' 44"
N= 71 04 24



















10 37 17· 85
II II 10.65





= lob 37m 09. 65"
t +c.I = 14 56 03. I
/l =93° 301 45· 90"
ll-a'=82 51 23· 55"













[1883· January J4. Fort Conger. Immersion of J Piscium by
sid. chronometer Frodsham No. 2490, 4b 09m 38.16".]
From transit observations ato.5b, sid, time, n. m, s.
we have - u unu_ • L1 T= + 2 04 24-36
And the hourly rate IIT=+ 0.095
Hence, for time of immersion L1 T=+ 2 04 24.90
And local sid. time of immersion 6 14 °3. 06
Hence, approximate local mean time JO 37 09. 65
Approximate Greenwich mean time 14 56 03. J
(For notation, see Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 341.)
------
From the Berlin Jahrbuch we take
a' = Ob 42m 37.49" or JOO 39' 22.35"
d'=+6° 56' 56.51"






4 19 02·7 1 4 19 05.4
Mean resulting longitude of Fort Co r bs .
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(D)-LONGITUDE BY MEANS OF LUNAR D!STANCES.
There are on record three observations of distances between the moon and Jupiter and one between the moon and
Saturn, "Viz:













The record of the first measure is as follows:
Chronometer time.Observed distance.I
h. m. s, o II
6
°5 15·5 25 56 3° Index correction +8' 00"
08 20.0 55 45
II 30.3 53 °5 Temp. of air - 40" Fah,
15 42.0 5° 10
17 42.5 48 15 Pressure of air 30.0 inches
20 55·3 45 4°
,---------------
6 13 14·3 25 51 34. 2
r
Transit reductions for December 28, 1881, give approximately J T= I h 48m 58.22& for chronometer No. 2490 at 2I.4h
sid, time. The uncertainty in ..:J Tis several seconds. The rate, about 3.0. daily losing, is also uncertain.
Comparisons:
h. m, s, h. m, s,
No. 124 (M. T.) 17 14 16.0 No. 124 (M. T.) 17 17 59·5
No. 2490 (Sid. T.) 5 41 56 No. 198 (Sid. T.) II 57 09. 0
Whence at time of observation ,d T for No. 198 = - 4 22 29·3
Sid. time of observation fi = I 50 45. °
Local mean time T = 7 20 27· 9
Inspection showed that there was a misreading in the degrees of the distance; 55° in the place of 65° gave an approx-
imate longitude result; but neither this supposition nor that of 56° proved satisfactory.
Applying the practically rigorous method of Chauvenet, Vol. I, Art. 250, no satisfactory result could be obtained. The
sextant may have been handled unskillfully or may have been out of adjustment.
The record of the second measure is as follows:
32 22·9
24 29· I
Sid. time of observation ()= 2
Local mean time T= 10
From transit observation on November-~:,;;~~~-~ T~~ :h~::-;~~~-I-::~::d. tim-:-----1
I,Chronometer time.IObserved distance.! It. 111. s. h. m, s.No.124 II 38 33 No. 124 II 39 17
1-------- I Index correction +6' 3011 No. 2490 2 33 35· 5 No. 198 9 09 21
I h. m, s, o II I7 03 22.3 65 43 50 Temp. of air- 32. 4" Fah. I Hence zl Tfor No. 198 =- 4 32 47· 6
05 05.4 43 00
I 07 03· 8 42 40 I Pressure 30. 3 in.
'-7~-;;;:-;- -6~;-;;;-1
i ... ..._..__..__L
The record of the third case is as follows:
The probable error must be considered subject to an increase due to an unknown constant error peculiar to the method
used. For convenience of reference we add--
h. m, s.
No. 124 12 10 41
No. 198 9 48 44
h. o /II.m, s,
00.6W. ,5 08 12·04 or 77 °3 ,
56 33.6 E. I
° 39 46.24 9
I4 58 41. 5 74 4° 23 i
-
h. m, S. s.
4 18 54.3:l::1.2 I
I4 18 55.3:l::1.2 ,
or 64° 43' 50" ± 18/1 W. of Greenwich. .
---------'-----------~-_._---+,._----
Index correction + 6' 10/1
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By combination, final result
From 2 occultations. . .
From 17 moon culminations.
*u. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Report for 1884. Appendix No. II.
t Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 196, 1879.
I !
Chronometer time.'Observed distance.'
h. 111. S. ° /I
9 17 00·5 24 46 40 Temp. - 31° Fah, Hence L1 Tfor No. 198 =- 4 32 47·519 11.8 46 30
17. 624 03. 0 45 4° Pressure 30.2 in. Sid. time of observation (J= 4 47
------------ Local mean time T=12 31 09·99 2:> 03. I ~ 46 16·7
R~sulting longitude of Fort Conger Station.
Telegraphic longitude of Washington,* United States Naval Observatory .
Longitude of Gotlingen . . . .
Gottingen, east of Fort Conger .
I F_ IQM,I, on November ' .. ,88" A T,~+" 0"" ,8.63'....." sid, time, Daily rate of No. "'9" ~+ '.56'.
Rate of No. 198, nearly zero.
Comparisons:
h. m, s,
No. 124 12 08 59
No.249O 3 II 55· 5
504
This case seems to be similar to the first; no satisfactory result could be deduced; the comparatively small distance is
also an unfavorable feature.
The fourth and last case had to be dismissed with the remark that the measured distance was but 12° 09'; hence the
observation was unfit for the purpose of deducing the longitude.
Thus neither the chronometric method nor the method of lunar distances could add anything to the accuracy of the
result deduced from the series of moon culminations and occultations.
r
RECORD AND RESULTS OF THE MAGNETIC OBSERVATIONS AT FORT CONGER, 1881-83- ABSOLUTE
AND RELATIVE OBSERVATIONS.
(I) MEASURES OF MAGNETIC DECLINATION.
The magnetometer by means of which the absolute and differential measures of the declination were observed was a new
instrument, known as Coast and Geodetic Survey No. 12, and made by Fauth & Co., of Washington, D. C. With the
exception of the measure of the coefficient of temperature of the intensity magnet, no instrumental constants were fully
determined at Washington, Sergeant Israel being obliged to devote the short remaining time to the practice of transits and
pendulum manipulation. The constants will be given in the place where they are required. When the instrument is used as
a declinometer the scale of the collimator magnet is read by means of a small (inverting or astronomical) telescope of 9cm
focal length and aperture of ISmm• This telescope is firmly attached to the plate supporting the box with the suspended
magnet. The suspension tube is 20 cm in height, and a single fiber of unspun cocoon suffices to bear the weight of the
magnet. Dimensions of magnets: Intensity, or long, magnet (used for declination), length 6Smm, outer diameter 8mJJl ; short
magnet (suspended during observations of deflections), length Somm, diameter 801 m • The scale of the declination magnet
extends nearly across the lens, and is marked with the numbers 0, I, 2,3,4, S, to be read as 0, 10, 20, etc.j tenths of divisions
are estimated. The scale is considered erect when the figures are below the scale and appear to increase from left to right,
and an increase of scale reading denotes a movement of the north end of the magnet towards the east. The angular value of
a scale division is given by the observer as 2.737'. There is apparently no record preserved, but I have verified this value.
When the scale of the long magnet is erect increasing scale readings correspond to decreasing circle readings.
The following record contains all readings made by Sergeant Israel at Fort Conger for the determination of the magnetic
axis of the long magnet:
September 2, 1882.
Scale.M.
Mean, . 'on u h_. __ 22.59 I
I Mean. ~~~:'r Axis.mean.
d. I-~~-I~-·I-d.- '--~-.
E __ . 22.3 25.9 24.101
I n __ 14·9 23. 2 19·05 24· 93 21. 99
E _ 19· 7 31. 8 25· 75 19· 33 23· 54
I 12.3 26.9 19.60 26.05 22.82
E __ .. 19·9 32.8 26·35 19.37 22.86
I u __ 13·3 25· ° 19· 15 26.30 22·73.
E. __ . 24.4 28. 1 26.25 •
I n h.I .. u __ • ... .1











E ----- 19.° 1 25. 2 1 22. 10 I i -E---·----;-r-2-1.-I-':-4-5-.'I·-;1-3-3-.-10-:-1---;-1-- -E-_-_-_--,·1-2·0.0-~~:1-:-3.oo I I
I _hU 20,3' 25.0 122.65 20.93 i 21.79 I __n 25.9139.°132.45; 33.03 32.74 I ----I 37·3 i 43. 2 i 40.25 25. 87 33. 06 1
E'o 14.624.9119.7521.55:20.65 E 121.9!44.0,32.95 30.8o!31.88 En.. 18.2 39·3 28·75 37,93,33.341'.
~_hhl 15.0 25.9120.45 21.97,21.21 I u __ , 19.1 I 39.2 29.15 33.87 31.51 I __n 23·9 47·3 35. 60 29. 60.32•60,
n , 17.8 30.6 24.20 20.60122.40 E 22.8'46.834.80 29.70 32.25 E 28.°32.93°.4535. 80 33. 12 1
1.----117.8 23.7120.75 23.83 22.29, I un 22.5 38.0 30.25 134.80 .. 32.52. I -- -. 30. 6. 41.4 36. 00 31.40 33·7° IE_h··I~ 28.9 23.45 I E. 29. 8 39. 8, 34. 80 '__•__1 Eon 1":::': 36.9 32.35 :
Mean.J ..: mlu_m __n 1 21, 67 I Mean +m__I -j- __ u __132• 18 1 Mean-j- ' i------'·--m.---m- 33· 16 1
, . ' ~ ., .-





--~~I-d-.-'-d-.-'--d-.---- d. I d. -d-.- --d-.- --d-.-
I Eh"_1 10·9 27·2 119.°5 E 33. 1 44. 0 38.55
1 I n_._ 16.2 28.3 22.25 18.50 I.n_ 0.0 3·5 1.75 37·43 19·59
E n 12.1 23.8 17.95 26.60 Eu __ 34.1 38.5 36.30 4.05 20.18
I .I 5,9 56.0 30.95 17·97 I _h_ 3.8 8·9 6·35 34.15 20.25
Eu_nl 7.0 29.0 18.00 30.88 E_n. 25.0 39.0 32. 00 7.98 19·99
I h __ .: 28.7 32.9 30.80 14.72 1 8.2 11.0 9.60 34.45 22.02
E .! 4.9 18.0 11.45 29.65 Enn 3°. 1 43·7 36.90
I . ! 13.1 43.9 28.50 13.25 I n __ n __ U n. _.U .n_n_
E h 1 6.9 23.2 15.05 E U n On nU nn_
i---------- ----------------





















32.03 , 23· 64
17.9° . 25· 28
28.17 24· 36































24. ° ! 38. °
10.4 ' 20. I
25.2 40. 1
18.222·9
23· ° 24· 4
29· 7 16·9
20. ° I 29· 9
19·9131.3
20·3 : 33· 7
19.2 26.1
21. 6 29. I
22. I 30. I






E n __ 20.2 30.2 25. 20
I .... 33.1 45. ° 39· 05 26.43 32.74 I
E_n_ 24.1 31.2 27.65 37. 85 32.75
I .. h 30.5 42.8 36.65 27· 43 32. 04
E n __ 20. ° 34.4 27.20 38.12 32. 66
I __ u 31.1 48.1 39. 60 25.2°132.40,
E .20.1 26.3 23. 20 '
-----------

































... __ 26.7 44.7 35.70
Ln n . n _ 15.9 17.7 16.80
1. --h h __ • .. _ 36. I 44.3 40. 20
E---
n hu n
10. ° 13.4 II. 70
1. . 41.1 49.1 45. 10
E 0.0 6.4 3. 20






















20.2 , 35.8 , 28.00 .
19· 3 32. 8 i 26.05
20. I 33.8 26.95
20.8 30.8 25.80







Mean. ,,_, __ . Un 26.7 1








. : I \ I I .
E nu, 28.2 • 29· 9 29.°5: .
I nO. 34.2 41. 2 i 37· 70 • 27. 28 32.49
E . 19.8 31.2' 25.50 38.58 32.°4
I . 32. I 46.8 39· 45 25· 97 32.71
E _u_ 24· 9 28:0 26·45 4°.°5 33· 25
I __ ._ 33.2 48.1 40.65 25.78 33.21
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Mean __ .. -ou __ .u•• __ 'n •• __ 28.41
Mean
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r n __ •
E uu_
-_ ..._---- -------_ ....-. -_._ ........ ----- --._- --'-"--- .._--- ._-
- - -- ----- ---_._---
d e , d. d. Ii. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d. d.
E 24· 70 Eu 20·9 26·3 23. 60 En .. 20·3 28·9 24. 60
I
- ----
25· CO ~4· 38 24.69 I n' 10·3 35. ° 22.65 24. 83 23·74 r - - -- 23. 2 43. 8 33.50 21. 78 27. 64
E _._u 24·°5 25. 67 24. S6 En.. 19. 2 32 . 9 26·°5 21. 93 23·99 E.u. 4·4 33·5 18·95 35. 65 27.30
r 26·35 22·95 24. 65 I 15·3 27· I 21. 20 27. 02 24. II I 28.8 46. 8 37. 80 18.12 27.9 6
I
- - - --
-- --
-- - .
E _nu 21. 85 27.32 24.5 8 E .n. 26.2 29. 8 28.00 20.48 24. 24 E --- 13. 0 21. 6 17· 30 39.48 28·39
r
-- ---
28.30 23. 08 25· 59 I - - -- 10.8 28·7 19·75 28·55 24· 15 I - - -- 32. 8 49-5 41. 15 17. 85 29· 50








_._--_.- ------- ------- 24·°5 Mean. --- --. ._---- ------- ------- 28.16
--~.__....~"-_.-
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It would appear that the variation in the position of the axis bears some remote relation to temperature, i. e., the readings
for the axis appear smaller in summer than in winter. If this be so, the shifting might be explained by the supposition of
unequal hardness or unequal capacity for magnetism at different temperatures for different parts of the magnet. In converting
scale-readings into absolute measure a simple interpolation gave the value for each intermediate day.
During the first ten months of the occupation of the station a series of hourly observations of the declination was made
on three days (generally the zoth, a rst, and 22d) in each month. Table I presents this series, as computed by the observers,
since the original scale-readings were not brought home; it is stated that the results given were each the mean of the two
extreme readings of an oscillation of the magnet, and it was a matter of remark that the magnet never appeared to be at rest,
this extreme mobility being greatly facilitated by the small mass of the magnet. In order to extract some more information
from the table, I have completed a year's record by adding thereto the results for July and August, 1882, taken from the
regular or international series which commenced with August I, 1882, and ended with August 31, 1883.
The readings of the magnetic axis for these months being known, and the readings of the mark, the azimuth circle, and
the scale (the mean of 5 readings) being given, the absolute declination is readily obtained.
To convert relative measures (or scale-readings) of the declination into absolute measure, let D = the west declination,
and
a = reading of axis of magnet.
s = reading of scale of magnet.
c = reading of circle of magnetometer.
m = reading of mark.
n = value of a scale division in minutes of arc = 2'.737, then









::l:: 50 . 6
::l:: 75·9
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o / 0 I !
9 02. ° 10 10·4
8 45.8 8 39· 7























8 34.8 8 33· 7
8 38.1 8 26. 1
7 53·9 747. 0
36 36
± 56.8 ± 56. 1














7 32.4 7 47· 9
36 36
±62·3::1::57. 0
± 93· 5 ± 85· 5
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± 55·° ± 44· 5 ::I:: 64.8
::I: 82. 5 ± 66. 8 ::I: 97. 2

















g-:39~;;' T;6'- 5- T~: 3' -8 '~8'-~' '7 '54.';' '8'~3~s' 'g'5;~g" '8':39~;' 'i'.5i'-9' 8'~3'-';' '6'56:'9' 7 19· 3 §42i:l
9 16·7 8 14·7 8 04· 1 8 13· I 7 55· 5 7 48.9 8 08.9 8 04.1 5 38.7 6 40.7 8 05.5 8 04· 6 8 33. 89 28.3808.0 722.2 650.6 734.1758.9736.8754.3814.7912.8827.9821.1
812.9816.6801.8827.4725.0 551.7 64~·7 857.4 7 05.4 915.7745.9 839. 8 ~~~J
731.1815.1801.6732.1718.5826.1851.3801.4923.2705.5 738.7 735.6724.98 46. I 8 39· 0 8 18.° 13 20 6 44 48 . . ° . _.. ,-- - 7 40. 1 5 08. ° 7 01. 3 6 54· 2 6 3°· 3 . 8 18.7
- 15· 7 7 23· 6 7 42.5 7 15 4 8 28 5 8 8 8 8 29 38 . . I . I 10·3 8 35· 1 7 39.7 8 35· 1 7 49· 2 . 8 43.9oS· 4 8 07· 9 8 30.6 8 09 7 7 5 8 8 8 8 48 4
. 9· I 20·9 14.6 8 42.3 8 32.6 8 57· 5 51. 2 . 8 36. 89 06. 3 7 46. I 6 49· 5 6 22 6 6 6 7 29 7
-- . - 11.7 29. 6 7 13·2 722.7 723.9 739.9 7 12·9 . __
-----------------------------
._-----_. ~------- -------- -------- -------- _._------ -------- --------
.-. ----- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------7 31. 9 7 49· 5 7 19. 2 7 04· 7 7 00. 8 6 29·7 7 03. 8 7 08·3 7 40.5 7 44·2 7 50. 8 7 36.3 8 15. 1 8 29.07 34. 6 7 28·3 7 23·5 7 24·3 7 29. 2 7 32.9 7 18.0 7 27· 7 7 26·5 7 28·3 7 23. 2 7 37. 2 7 51. 7 7 39.87 55. 8 7 53· I 8 ° 7. 2 7 5°·3 801.0 7 58.4 7 53·9 7 43·5 7 54. 8 7 5°·2 7 58.7 8 06.6 8 06·9 806.2
- --------
'S';;:;;' '5'';;:5' 6':3;:;- '7:~:;- '7';9'-;' '6'5:3:7' '6'~4.'g' '6'~9:;' '7'~:5' 'i':3;:;' 'i'53:3 7 3;:9' 'i'.5;:5 747. 0
812.1 810.8 .,- , .....n. '. __ 'u, • n. un_••• __ ,. ,_. (5 20.5 537. 8 604.6 609.6 5 4~.7
720.4714.2726.9651.6635.9646.4728.5700.1704.1717.5 717.6 7 15. 0752. 074.4
659·4 7 00. 3 631.6 7 10.0 7 12.0 7 07.3 7 11.3 707.2 654. 8 642.9 7 11.7 7 10.6 .n.'.. ' -- .
·S'~5:9' '7'46.'6' '8'~4:5' '7'.55:5' '7';;;:6' '7'5;:;' 'g';s:;' 'i'53'-9' 'g';;:g' 'g'~i:;' 'g';;.'4' 'i'4~'-~' 'g':3~'-g' 'g';3:5'
856.4825.6831.4826.2817.8832.1 836.°75°.7822.1 829.6833.1 821.49 00.5 8 51.4
814.2828.0757.8800.7836.5758.1841.3810.2 82g.8 838.3854.7840.1859.5900.0
























m ± 55· 7








me..n...... 8 09. I
Oct. 20 __h_. h.' ••nh•• hh. 8 14.7 808.2 8 13.0 839.7 8 18.9 8 26.3 855.6 833.8 846.9
21 845·g 833·3 819. 3 819.4 819.9 818.5818.5819.9820.0820.0831.0849.7849.6837.7
22 75 2. 6 81 7. 7 814.3 738.9 737.0 744.0 828.2 843.4 .8 23.1 83°.3 846.9 833.4 842.6 845.2
231 834. 0 822.2 835·9 822·5 835.8 Un __ .' __ • u _._u'n u, __ .,. u' __ n_ ._p, u. __ '.' un __ " .n. __ ••
Nov. 19 "
20 7'57T 'S'~;:4' '6'57:6' 'S-;S:7' '7';;:;' T;~:3' '7'3;:9' 'i'5S:7' 7 52.67'45:;' 'i'56:;' 'i'56:;' '7'56:5' -7'49:8
21 7 49· 4 7 29·° 7 28·9 7 45· 8 7 45· 4 7 38.3 7 46. 1 7 42.8 7 45. ° 7 46.8 7 43.5 7 44.2 7 38.6 7 36. 8
221325.01329.81326.3921.2927.1924.2931.0934.7930.9 929.8 932.4 934.7 935.4938.4Dec. 19
20 -5'49:7' '5'.37:7' '5';3:~'- '5';;:5' '5'~4:4' ':3'53:9' ':3'54:~' '4'4SX '4':3;:S' '4'43:8' '4';g'9' '4';';'-6* 420.3 4 25. 8
21726.4707.8634.2700.7623.4638.8632.4646.5639.8 638.1619.8631.2636.17°4.4










Mar. 15 ...•nh ••_hUh __ .,._
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Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land-Continued.
[920 west + tabular quantity. Reduction to local mean time = - 4h 58.7m. Magnetometer No. 12.]
-----.,-----1 Day of
month.
15 16 17 18
Gottingen hours.
19 20 21 22 23 24
Remarks.
--------- --- ---- ---,---
o o , o o , o o o o , o , o
---------------------------
Mean. I
826·3 835.0 854·3 859. 2 9 02. 8 8 59.4 9 07.3 837·3 83°.9 840. 8 8
0
13/.6,
35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35
± ~5'7 ± 48. 2 ± 67·3 ± 65·9 ± 64·7 ± 76.9 ± 95·4 ± 74· 7 ± 78.9 ± 64·9
I 33· 3 i± 3·5 ± 72·3 ±100·9 ± 98. 8 ± 97. I ±"5· 3 ±143. I ±"2. I ±I18·3 ± 97·3 I31 31 32 32 31 31 32 31 30 3°
827. 0 844. 0 8 51. 4 8 55. I 854. 6 8 56.9 858. 2 837. 6 8 16.0 8 27. I 8 14·4
Breaks caused by broken fiber. Ob-
servations between parenthesis (lOb
to 24h ) affected by torsion, not in-
cluded in means.
Interpolated reading of axis 21.7 divis-
ions.
Axis of magnet 22.2 divisions, by ob-
servation.
Interpolated reading of axis 20.9 divis-
ions.
Same remark as above affecting observa-
tions Ob to 7b •
Observation marked * made 13 minutes
late.




18 Missed value at 22h on account of in-
19 tensity observations; tabular value
, interpolated (by observer).









20 Missed value at noon, cause uncertain;























































• _uuu n __ U n __ ._ .. _n_._.· 8 52.5
8 23.3 8 19.6 8 15· 8 8 30.6 n. __ n.
5 20·5 6 04· ° 5 35· 5 5 25· 4) 8 28. 9













8 55.2 9 19.4 9 54.4 10 09.3 8 23· 0* 7 57· 2 7 46.4 7 31. 9 8 08. °
8 55.9 8 35.4 8 29.4 8 33.6 9 09.6 9 09· 4 8 07· 9 8 19· 6 8 10.°
8 19. I 8 50.5 8 20.5 8 21. 7 8 08.7 8 53· 5 8 04. I 8 07· 6
________ n_n.' nu____ nnn u n_ u ,nnn, • __ n 9 II. 7
913.4 1239.7 1355.5 1229.3 12 53. 0 1440.5 10 08.8 1036.3 II 04. 6
93°.0 939.0 1°33.2 1016.3 10 36.0 II 15·9 10 05·5 10 02·7 947. 8
9 02.8 8 3°.7 8 53.7 8 55.6 9 29· 9 9 09· 7 9 24· 7 8 23· 4
8 57~;- '9-54.7
8 22·5 9 44· 5
9 11. 2 847.9
8 48. 9 9 21. 3
9 03· 4 9 03. I
7 15. 07 15. 0
8 27.4 84°.2
8 51. 8 8 44.2




'g'i9.'g- 8 16.5- -9'5';.';- -9'33-'j-I~-';;;~6' -g-,;g.-~-I;'j;.-;"'g'j2:7- 'g-~:j' ~~: ~
7 41. 3 9 23. ° 9 42.9 9 23.5 10 43. I 10 24· 8 9 58.3* 7 41. 5 7 20. 7 8 06·5
825.2904.0838.4912.2935.4914.01°32.1920.21048.0 __ nun
_. on nuu no __ • __ • no __ u __ .. __ 8 51. 9
1012.31047.5951.6953.9855.91058.61106.0911.1
10 29. ° 10 16.2 10 06. I 9 39.4 9 45.3 9 58. ° 9 31. 8 8 26.2




8 50. 5 8 43. 2 8 37. I 9 28. 7 8 59· 5 8 54· 4 7 53· I
8 42.4 9 04.9 9 12.4 10 32.5 9 58.2 8 26. I 9 02. I




7-5~:j' 'g';j:6- 'g-;g:;'- -g';7:j' '7-59~g' 'g-;';.-j' -g'~i:g- '7-44~;- -7-49~5' ~ ~~: ~
8 00.6 7 35·9 7 34.6 8 19.4 8 29· I 12 44.9 12 44· 8 12 34· 7 13 41. ° 13 40.4
957·9 935. 8 932.5 9 29.9 9 28.5 9 08.7' 9 30.7 9 19.5 9 15. 8 nnnn
_n' n ••• nn • __ u , __ , • __ •. un •• _ •• _n '_u nn n u._ n __ ._._ 6 55.°
434. 1 522.3 448.1 424.8 632.3 457·5 448. 0 4 17.5 352.3 7 22.7
7 18.8 7 09· 3 7 39.8 7 30.6 7 45· I 6 40.2 6 48.9 6 30.7 6 33· ° 7 39· °
7 32.5 7 49· ° 7 56. ° 7 58. 2 7 27· 5 7 25· 6 7 19· 2 7 20. 7 7 19· 9 . U - n'
'g-;6:';' -g-;9~j' 'g'~j~7- 'g-3i~7' -7-57~5' -g-i~:7' '7-55~;- g-i;~j- 'g-;~~9' § ~l: ~
9 37· 4 8 43.3 9 15.8 9 08.8 8 36. ° 9 27· 4 10 05· 2 9 32. 2 8 30.7 8 36. °
902.0902·9919·2815·8829·0842.3852·5827.0816·9u-,- ...





---------- ---- ----- --------------------
The annual means for each hour of the day given at the close of the preceding table include the disturbances; they give
for the resulting declination for the year ending August, 1882, the value 1000 13.6' west (259 0 46.4' east). The line marked
n contains the number of observations at each hour, and the line marked fJl the mean deviation (or mean error) of these indi-
vidual values from the hourly mean. It was introduced for the purpose of applying Lloyd's rule of separating disturbed from
undisturbed values. It is readily obtained, without the labor of squaring the separate values, by the expression
m= 1.253 [v
"n2_n
. ., . li . h' I I 1.253 [where [v IS the sum of the differences Without regard to Sign. In the present app icanon t IS near y equa s u -- u.
n-o'5
Lloyd's limit, I;~ m, is next given; its average value for all hours is ± 1 0 33'. This limit throws out 90 observations, leaving ",
undisturbed values, whence the resulting new means which constitute the regular solar diurnal variation. With the larger dis-
turbances thus thrown out, the declination becomes 1000 14-4' west (259° 45.6' east), differing but 0.8' from the first or general
value. The whole number of observations is 8-l6; hence the above limit would mark out as a disturbed value I in every 9.4 .
In the following table we present the diumal variation during the year ending August, 1882,· including all observed values
of the declination, as well as after exclusion of the larger disturbances.
Solar diurnal variation of the magnetic declination at Fort Conger.for the year ending August, 1882.
[A plus sign indicates deflection of the north end of the magnet to the east; a minus sign the contrary direction.]
These numbers are laid down in the accompanying diagram, and it will be noticed that the exclusion of the larger disturbances
had but little effect on the character of the curve beyond slightly decreasing the diurnalrange,
On the yearly average :he extreme uies: deflection was reached between 311 and 4h p. m, (local time); amount, abou.t 45';
and the extreme east deflection was reached between Oh and 2 h a. m. (local time)' amount about 40 " hence the whole dlllrnal
hlbo 0 I Th . . '" Ira.nge reac e<.a ut I 25· e a~erage declination of the day was attained at 9 a. m. and at 8 p. m. Comparing these resu ts
WIth thos.e derl.ved from th~ observations of the British expedition under Captain Nares, t it would seem that the hour of westerly
:xtre~e IS subject to conslderabl~ fluctuati?n during the year, being much earlier (before noon) in the winter half of the year.
The time of the easterly :xtreme rs als~ subject to great fluctuations, puinting to midnight as the average time during the colder
halfo~ the year. At DIscovery Bay,1I1 1875-'76, the mean daily range (October to March) was 1028', or about the same as
found III 1881-:82. The extreme declinations observed were: Greatest west declination 1°5 0 (5.5' on Apnl 20, J 882, at I h P:m.
(Fort Conger time), a~d le:rst west declination 9:J.° 49.8', on the same day, at 3h a. m. (F~rt Co~ger :ime); extreme range, 11° 5·7'·
Th~ a verage declination from absolute and differential measures during the six months, October, 1875, to March, 1 876,
at the winter quarters observatory, was 101 0 4!.5' west, and the average value during the first year's occupation of Fort ~ongerl
September, ~88~, to ~eptember, 1882, was 100 13.6' west; hence the apparent annual decrease of west declination (or mcrease
of east declination) IS 14.7' •
It would not be advantageous to pursue th di .' f h . . . f h ~act that
, . e iscussion 0 t e first year's observations any further 1D view 0 t e Ii~he_~:cond y~_~r_~_~~~_affords a far ncher material for this purpose. . ' _
" .: * At tkhiS
I
tim~ tNhe range of this variatio~-wa~ probal;ij-~;;-;it~-f~il~t~i~velopment, since, according to Herr R. Wolf, the maximum sun-Spot
acuvity too pace 10 . ovember, 1883, and, according to Signor P Tach' . . F I 88
tHO h R If' '. IRl,m enruary. r 4 (Nature, No. 870). ak
R. N P n ted' esu ftsh
o tRhe M:agne~cal Observations made by the Officersof the Arctic Expedition 1875- '76." By Staff-commander E. W. Cre I


























































































































DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT FORT CONGER,
GRINNELL LAND, FROM SEPT., 1881, TO SEPT., 1882.
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diurnal variation, using all values.
" " after exclusion of the larger disturbances.
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SERIES OF HOURLY DECLINATIONS AT FORT CONGER BETWEEN JULY I, 1882, AND AUGUST 1,1883,
This series comprises, or includes, the interval during which corresponding observations were to be collated at the several
international polar stations, and it has therefore been put in the shape desired by the Commission. The table gives for every
hour the number of minutes (of arc) to be added to 246° in order to obtain the east declination observed at that hour. In the
conversion of the differential readings into absolute measure no notice was taken of the two preceding and the two following
readings about each hour; but the reading at the exact hour was adopted as the only one fit for absolute comparison. The
readings 2 and I minutes before and after the full hour, however, serve to indicate the character of the motion of the north
end of the needle at that time, and the signs adopted for this feature have been added to the table.
The conversion of scale readings into values of east declination was affected by the expression
D=I3S0 IS.7'+c-m+2.737' (s-a).
The tabular results, expressed in minutes, give the excess of the observed east declination over 246°, and are found by
Dt = 249° IS.7'+c-m+2.737' (s-a).
The tabular values being all positive no sign is attached to them; the tenths of minutes have no real value, but were carried
in the computation to secure the nearest whole minute, as near as may be.
This laborious work, of converting into absolute measure, has been performed by Mr. Alexander Ziwet, of the Computing
Division, and was revised by other occasional aid." The same remark applies to the term-day and the term-hour observa-
tions, and the additional disturbance observations during extraordinary auroral displays.
No special record was made respecting the character of the motion of the needle about the time of observation, and it
was generally found unsatisfactory to give an interpretation to the five observations symmetrically grouped about the full hour.
In cases where the motion consisted of a regular progression, either increasing or decreasing, as well as in the case of a sta-
tionary condition, the fact could be readily indicated, and this was accordingly done by affixing the signs t, t or z to these
tabular values. The absence of a sign will thus indicate more or less irregular motion.
._---~---------------






































































































































































































































































Magnetic declination, Fori Conger, JUly, 1882.
2460 east, +minutes of table.
3
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795· 4 799· 6t
885·0.j. 906. °
822. I.j. 838. 9t
86g.2 912.8
790·5t i 804· It
814. ot I 797· 3
797· I 804.7
808,5 830.ot
809· 3 799· I.j.



































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Magnetic declination, Furl Conger; 'July, I882-Continued.
.
:t=-64° 43' 50"=-4h 18m55.38 from Greenwich (or 4h 58m41.58 west of Gottingen). Magnetometer No. 12.
513
14 I 15 16 17
i
925~° I 903~ 2
921. 9-1- 928. 9






791. 9 743- 2-1-
769. 9 704· 0-1-
715.4 732.3
760·9t 735. 8












801. 4 800. 0-1-
803· 0-1- ! 787.7
819.° 804. 7-1-
834·9-1- 818. It
807. 2 796. 2
79°.7-1- 775. 2-1-
711.6 635· 3
802·7 I 782.2 i 765.6 ,752.8
i
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868·5 801. I 791. I 796.8.). 846.3.). 845.9z 752. 2
812.0 846,3 764.9t 848.0 796.8 788.9 771.2t
844· 7-1- 865·4t 927. It 885· q. 866.4 817.1-1- 725· 2 .j.
839·7 817·lt 858.2 813.3 871.1-1- 817·ot 796. 7./-
833· 6-1- 783. at 858.9 85 I. 8 85°.4-1- 834.4t 760.7
859· 7 872·5 865·ot 920.8 879.6-1- 848.7 829·5t
869. I 800.6 824.6 868.6-1- 885.2 853.3 838.7
880·9 892.7-1- 862.9 849. ° 834· 5 797· 5 796. 6t
917· 6t 9°4.9-1- 879.2t 858.8-1- 762.4-1- 912.7 81d.).
827. 3 84°.3 829.2 827.9 860.5 824.6-1- 834· 5
890· ° 891. ° 893.2-1- 950,2t 901. 4 834.6 684· 6t
834·3 771.7 757.9 855.7 742.4 826.3 883. 0
774· 8.). 809· 8 84°.2 889. 2 838. I 865.5 829. 3
845.9830.0795.3775.7797.8804.6796.4
825. 7-1- 761.2-1- 859.8-1- 918.1 772.8t 750.7t 89°·7
783. 2 790·4 773·4 892.6-1- 846.2t 748. 1.j. 790.5
880. It 859.7 854. It 829.2 85°.0-1- 895·5 ~51'~t
865. 7 881. 7 872.4 857.0-1- 875. ° 852.4-1- 17·
820.8t 83°.2-1- 800.3 860. It 799. I 849· St 811·5
818.8t 825·2Z 798.9 8°4.3.). 782. I 790. ° §92. :t
929·5.j. 888,5 875·9 875·5t 859. 0 889·5-1- 7°· t
822. ° 830. 4-1- 834. I.j. 793.2 752.8 758. 7t 76~. ~
797· 9t 831. 2t 778.4.). 781. 9 792. 2 82~. 6 §i2' 0
829.8.j. 789.4.). 783.7.). 767.3 775·7 81)'~t 805'0
795· 3t 796,5 805· ° 794· ot 806.2 797· . 5
800 2.j. 867.0 855.2 837. I 797.8 844·4 779'0
796. 2 Z 907·8t 836. I 842. It 779· 9t 800. ~ I ~:~. 1+
858.3 862·9 845.8 823.9 832. I 847· + . 6
850. ° 867. 2-1- 774.9 773· 6-1- 824· 7 820. 4-1- §~;. 7 I
806.0-1- 883~ 841:2- 834~ 849~ 858~!g;;-~1






































































































































799· 9 859· 6
836.9 85°.7
812. 3-1- 820. 4J
821. I 819. °
805· 5 799. 8
818·9 815.6
808. ° 80<). 4
835. 6 324. 3
861. 9t 825. It
827·2Z 832 • ot
807. 2 956. 6-1-
818·3 851.7t
798. 6t 792. 9
795· It 762.4
831. 7 881. 7
807· 0-1- 811. st
846. 5-l- 824. 6t
8.13 4 882·3
860. 5t 892. 3-1-
835· oj. 824.9-1-
819. 3 831. 8




789. I 801. 5-1-
8° 5. 7-1- 807. 4
866·5 814· 3
812.2 796.4-1-
859· 2t I 831. 8-1-





Mean-_·797·7 819. 3 827.4 832.6 845.5 854.5
1 773.7











13 · __h. 816.4
14 · n 804.0-1-
15 n_._. 77°.9
16 __ n __ 804.ot
17 __n __ 797· 3.j.
18 799.8




23 - 801. 7
24 n_.__ 802 °
25 n_. _. 824.5
26 752.2
27 .-._. _ 81O.5t
28 nn __ 781.5t
29 n_n_ 830.7.j.
30 •• n_ 838. 8
31 U'n 801. 5




THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Nagndic declination, Fort Conger, August, I882-Continued.







































Magnetic declination, Fori Conger, September, 1882.








2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 13<IICl
--_.
i r , , , , ,,
810·4 83°·4 816.8 So4. I 796.9 784.5 787. 8 777. 0
I _____ .' 791.4 816.8 828.2 822. 2 8I1·5 779. 02 n ____ • 809·8 799.6 792. 6.j. 793·7.j. 794·4 806.0 794. I 7So.5t 782.5 855. 0 862·3t 869. 'It 893.0 858.53 "'---' 810.6 813. 0 879·7.\. 835. 2 809.ot 827·3-J- 857·6 870.6 859·7 850. It 818.6 826·9. 813.2 773. 24 ·_n •• 819. 0 816.2 787. I 882·5t 835·5 818.4t 826·7 836·4.j. 812·5 827.8 781. 2 810. I 797· 2.j. 804. 65 _.n __ Sol. 8 8I5·3.j. 831.4 826,4 844·7 797·8 857· I 844·3 875·3 836.5 756.4 863. 2 814. 7t 739· ct6 __ n'_ 93O. 2.j. 769. It 814. 2 824·7.j. 842·9.j. 913.° 887·0.j. 829. 0 807· It So3·8 810. 6.j. 847·5 8°5·ot 816·47 ""---. 816·5 811.8 859· I 840.3 So4·3 820·4.j. 867·4.j. 843·9.j. 822.0 824. 7 810.8 806,9 817.2 791. 98. '" _. _ 8oS.8t 820.8t 817·5.j. So8'9t 81I. 4t 816.8.j. 852.0.j. 869. 5 814.ot 855·3.j. 846. I 847·8t 794·4.j. 797. 69 .--.-. 779·'It 801.8 Sol.ot 843·7.j. So9· 'i 856.8 84o. 2.j. 779·8t 865. 8 ' 819. 5 792. I 825.6-1- 855·4 803. 710 . _____ 749·7 837·5 812. 2 81O.2t 830. 6 797·7 So2. I 810. 5.j. 795· 7 789.3 788. 6 786. 2 791. 9 794. 6II n_ •• _ 775 2. 785·8t 812.2.j. 829. I 822. 2.j. 83I. 6.j. 828·5t 818,3 783.2$ 798. 0 819.2 789.3 800.2t 799. 812 u ____ 754.6t 895·7.j. So5·4 815·5t 1015· 7.j. 788,9 794·5 757·2 765.0 786·9.j. 781. 7.j. 797·5 814· It 794·3.j.13 U





Mean. ___ 804. 3 812.4 815.° 820·9 832. I 824. 2 828. I 819. 9 816. 7 814. 9 803.8 Sag. 5 803·3
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8 9 10 I
! ---
I
I I II I I,
739·3 724.3 728. 0 743.0
868. 2 8·P·7 825·9t 838. 8./.
741.4 718. 6 707. 6 801. 2
83°. 2 844. 8 858.9 860. 3./.
871. 7t 892.9 874·0'/' 832. 8
829·ot 83J. I 974·3 819. 7
10411. 3 1053·4t 1046. 6 1037. 8+
802·3+ 807· It 811.2 8°7·4
809·3z 815. I 804.8 80~. 5./.
731. 2 711.8+ 710.5 693· I
773·7t 765. 8 788. 2 783.3+
795 I 785 3t 769.4+ 816·4
771.3+ 804·8t 774·4t 770.3+
758.9 769. 7t 780.9 783. 5t
836.3 836. 2 837. 2 806. 5
794. 2 793·5 827. °+ 8IS.St
814.6 824. I 810·9 783. 2
810.8 822. 7 821. 5 812.4+
806. I 796.3 791.4t 794·ct
794·°+ 793.2 794. 6 791. 3
798. ot 797.2 793·ot 792. 5
834·7 840.3 800.6 8°7·3
832.3 813· 5'/' 828. 3 8°4·9
903·4t 857. 2 824·5.J. 819. 4
983.5+ 892·3.J. 801. 4 804. 8
83°·9 814.8t 790. 2.J. 789.3+
854·9t 852.8 830·5.J. 806. 2./.
867. I 866·7.J. 772. 2t 780.6+
855. 2 816·7./. 814. 4 848. 2t
815. 5 806. I 818·3 789. 0




































































Magndic declination. Forl Conger, October, 1882.




778 7 798. I




.~ ((,. x+ x(5· Cit
Sn. (, 82h. 9+
70S. o.j. 7°,1. 7t








797· 4 79-1-· 7



















































































Mean ••• _ 802.0 So9.6 820.4
.,
I
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Magneticdeclination, Fort Conger, October, 188z-Continued.
A= - 64° 43' 5011' = -4h 18m 55.38 from Greenwich (or 4h 58m 41.5" west of Gottingen). Magnetometer No. 12.
----_....-- ._,-,.__.- --_.,--_.,-_.._--




..,I:il or. (Js l'lI en ~
.., '" ... ....





I I I I I I I I d.
710.8 . 7[4· 3 778. 6 797·7 813. 0 806.6 814.9 824.6 829. I 828.2 756. I 829. I 710. 8 118·3 26.8 I
630. 8t 666·7t 694· 2.j. 619·8t 471. 2 524· 2.j. 1687. 7 672. 2t 868.8 737· 8t 778. 2 1070. 8 471.2 599. 6 27· [ 2
824.2 812·3t 742. 6.j. 780.9 857. 2 823. 9+ 817·ot 823. 2+ 772.8 824. I.j. 794. 0 857.8 707. 6 150. 2 27·5 3
799·5 766. I.j. 782.7 733.0 738·9t 759·3 781.6t 7'4·9 770.5 826·5+ 804. 5 904.6 714.9 189. 7 27.8 4
782.3 796·5t 764·4.j. 739·5 766.5 702.7 63o. 8.j. 6'3. 0 820·4.j. 839·9t 799·5 892.9 61 3.0 279·9 28.2 5
512. 2.j. 694.8 682·4.j. 732·9.j. 79°·3 828.0 85°·3t 848. 8.j. 843·4.j. 825. 8 8,2·4 974·3 512. 2 462. I 28·5 61067. 8 1084·3t 1068. It 1024·3.j. 813. It 782·5.j. 816. 7t 760. ot 799. 0 785.6 991.9 1084· 3 760. 0 324.3 2S.8 7
8°3.0 801·5.j. 797· 5 794·7t 806.6.j. 818. I 759·7t 74°.4.j. 8'4· 1.j. 807. I 802.3 827.5 74°·4 87· , 29·2 8
810·5 808·9 8, I. o.j. 811.6 791.8 785·5 689. 9 696. I 723.0 750. 6 792. 2 826·9 689. 9 137. ° 29·5 9
712.6 664.8t 646·9t 699· It 71O· 0.j. 708·5t 475·8t 754.8 786.5 828·4 707. 2 828·4 475.8 352.6 29·8 10
753·6t 7'9· 4.j. 717·4t 784.5 749·9 662·9t 674. 2 735·3 838·3.j. 831.5 769. 5 853. I 662·9 '90. 2 3°·2 II
r,;. 792.8 740. It 774.° 767· 0.j. 764·7t 741.6t 768.3 756·5t 783.°+ 771.9.j. 790.
2 847·4 740. I 107.3 30.5 12
759. 6 748.4 766. 5.j. 742·9.j. 779·st 775·4.j. 790. I 786. 8t 785·8t 775·8t 775· , 804.8 742.9 61. 9 30.9 13
734. I 755. I 754. 6.j. 790.6 651.9 726. I 737·6.j. 772. ° 787· 7.j. 763·9t 763. 3 795·5 651. 9 143. 6 31.2 14
741.5 717·6 702. 7 718.4 761.6 787. 2 794.6 785.0 801.5 773. 8 784.0 853.0 702. 7 150.3 31.5 15
784.6t 8°3·3 780. 3t 767.5 729· 2.j. 712.4t 725·9.j. 781. 6 734·9.j. 748.9 784. 2 829. 5 7'2·4 117. I 31.9 16
793. 8 82°·3.j. 842. I 837·9 785. 6 747·6t 735·7 803·7 795. 0 849·4.j. 8°3. 0 880·4 735·7 '44· 7 32.2 17
865. I 867. 5 876.5 874·4.j. 784. I.j. 778. 2.j. 780. 6 787· 1.j. 789.3 797·7.j. 827. 0 894. I 778. 2 115·9 32.2 18
791. 7.j. 775· 5z 755. I 733·2t 795·9t 796.9 795·9 798. 0.j. 808.6 795·4 790. 6 808.6 733. 2 75·4 32.2 19
781. 4 774· 7.j. 778.° 777.8 780.8 775. I 782.3 797· 2.j. 799·9z 795·9.j. 790. I S02. I 774· 7 27·4 32.2 20
781. 7 777- 8 773· 1.j. 769· 0.j. 775·4.j. 783·4t 792. 0 796. 2 792.4 800.4 789.6 800.4 769.0 31.4 32.3 21
766.8.j. 755·0 694· 6t 691.6 784.5 697.4 74o. 0.j. 584·7t 740. 7 842. I 772. I 842. I 584. 7 257·4 32.3
22
741. 3 764·9t 752·5.J. 755 °t 772. I 767.7 771.7 780. 8 784. I 786. 1.j. 799. 0 856.4 741. 3 I I5. I 3
2.3 23
7°5·3.j. 772. 2t 768·4t 734. I 769.4 761. 5 760. I 790.4 812·9 801.4 797. I 903·4 7°5·3 198. I 32.3
24
761. 8 758.5 768. 6 772.° 746·7.J. 744.2 784. 8 770. 6 733·5 861. I 799·4 983.5 733·5
250. 0 32.4 25
775. 6 730. 2.J. 716.5 760. I 716.5 763.5 761. 2 760· 2t 788.7 828.0 790· 3 854·4 7,6·5 137·9
32.4 26
77 2·9.j. 76O·7t 730·5.J. 727· 6.j. 748. 6 754·4 755·8t 769·4Z 763·0.j. 8°5·9 788.9 854·9 727.
6 127. 3 32.4 27
718.4t 741.3 7°3·4 729· 2t 702.8 727.8 767· ot 734·7 771.9 79
6. 2 790.9 <,H7· 4 7°2.8 21 4.6 32.4 28
817.4t 789·3t 782·5.J. 722. 0 726. 2t 795.6 743.8 75o. ot 792·3t 783·3t
810.8 879.6 722.0 157. 6 32.4 29
741. 9 705.4 745· 7 708. 7 759.0 745. I 8°7. 0 816·5.J. 775·5 798.3 7
86.9 853.2 697. I 156. I 32.5 3° !
757·3 753. 6 756. 2 747·5 763.7 770. 0 771.° 773·3 763. I 777- 5 7




767.5 769. I 764. 8 762. 7 753·3 753·7 760. 6 789.3 801. 2 794·3
827.2 753· 3 73·9 j755. I !
---~_.
J One minute late.
(
Magnetic declination, Fori Conger, November, 1882.







>- 0 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9 10 II Noon. 13..
0
, , , , , ,
! , ,I uu __ 763·S 784.9 794·0 732. 7 769·0 721. 7 734. I 728.6 731.4 721. S 721.S 776. 2 785.5 785.02 _..___ 793. 2 797·9 814. 5 804. 5 829·S 805.0 7119.7+ 785·7t 7~3·ot 774.8 77°. 0.j. 780. 0 774· 7t 78o.4.j.3 _n __. 987.5 98S. I 990.6 1001. 3 975· 2.j. 1025. 5 968. 0 984.0 947·7 974. 6 965. 6 993. I 934·9t4 ___ on 833·3 844. 2 878. 6.j. 858.9 865.0 879·0.j. 860·3.j. 873- 9 885·3.j. 866.6 872. 6 875· 5 878·3.j. 888·55 .n_. 799·S 796. I 791.7 798. JZ 8oo·5t 798·3t 804. 3 814. 3 821. 2.j. 807. 4 806. 8t 803· 3.j. 808·4 802·5t6 u __ •• 81I. I.j. 832.6 82S·0 840.8 830. 6.J. 814. 3 814. S.j. 825·s.J. 805. 6 804· 1.J. 810. It 807. I 810. I 806·9t7 u ___ • 88S·S 890. 1.j. 897·8 885·9 890·9.j. 917·S 900.9 907.5 926·S.j. 930. st 928. 6 921. z] 901.9 921.28 .. n. 87]. 7 909·4t 887. I 896.3 882. It 890 . 5 910.3 928.8 91I. 8.j. 901.7 871. 7 879. I 909. 2 891.S.j.
9 --.- .. 83S. 2t 937· 2.j. 861. 7t 846·4.j. 900.9 862.8 859.0 853.2 866·9t 868.0 8SI. 9 827. I 837· 2t 774· 6.j.10. __ .. _ 1S73· 8.j. 854·6t 8S1.4.J. 899.8 86S·5.J. 872·sr 856.0 864·9.j. 865. I 863. 9 87I. It 864. 4 865·9t 862.6II ... n. 840·3t 822.8z 836. It 822·9.j. 841.5.j. 830·7Z 830 IZ 828.6 825·2.j. 829. 5 833· 2t 847·4 831.° 819·5.j.12 ______ 797·3 783·7.j. 850·5t 845 8 85°·7t 847·9 922·9.j. 92O·9.J. 927.3 953· 2.j. 852. 8.j. 826. 2.j. 824· 0.j. 736.413 H_U. 884·7.j. 904· 6.j. 928'3t 966.7 95°·3 1027. I 97I. 5t 94°·5.J. 912.0.j. 837·5.j. 888. 5 871. 5 853·5 722·3t14 ._u __ 902·3.J. 921.4t '865.0 925. 2t 1053. 2 975·9 903. I 960.9 1914.9 1019.6 962. 7 1011. 9 880·9 922.415 .... _ 691. 5 786.5 773· I 812.8 932.0 1012·5 1082·9 II 28.8 915.7 896.3 861. 5 773.6 667·4 792. I16 ~ -~, - . 877- 2t 932.0 932.9 . 884·3 949· 2t 861·9 929.2t 830. 6 913.3 987. 9.j. 1079. 2 1056. 6 884. 2 775. 817 - -- _. 816.0 732. s.J. 970.2 887·9 867 9 774·7 713·9t 739.2 765·ot 767.3 795·4 749·3 1236. 4 782.818 _h ___ 880. 5 1098. 0 790·7 1093· 8t 1186·5 1130. 8.j. 984.6 968.3 938.8 990· 3 914.9 861. 6 754.4t 804. I19 ___ ... 800.0 866.8 874·5 865. 4 893·5 865. 8 820.5 780. S 813. 3 833· 6.j. 782.9 771. I 785·4.j. 786.420 'h ___ 784.8 739·S 459.8 777. ° 1043. 8 1009· 9.j. 1241. 4 1114. 2 920. 8 800.0 985. 2 877- 5.j. 2166.6 807. I21 ._____ 665. 0 829·6.j. 85°·7 880.6 792.7 821.6 819·8t 815. 8 827.4.j. 802.1.j. 785.3 775· It 774·9 73°·4t22 _.u. !lo6·5 721. I 782.7 815. 9 790. I 799· I 805. 0 84). 8 824. I 801. 5 792. 0 785.9 779.6 769.623 __ .u_ 777· S.j. 768.4 813. 8 828·3.j. 81I. 8 797·8 825. I.j. 815. 5 829·9t 787. 2 803. 9 773·5 775. 2 756·3t24 _n ___ 798. 6t 805· 7t 787·4t 776.5 819. 4 820.2 821.8.j. 818·5 815·6t 800.8 776.7 796·5.j. 776.9t 725·7.j.25 ______ 777. 6 768.8 802.8 805. I 84J. 8 789· 1.j. 787.8 799· I 821.4 814. 2 780. 8 793·7 785. 0 757· 0.j.26 _.. ___ 771.6 853- 6 767. 6 769· 3.j. 844·3.j. 823. 7 763.3 813·9.j. 777- I 783. I 778.2 782. I 762.3 766. I27 h _, _. 797·7 810.0 779. 2 789.9 802·7 803·5.j. 786. 7t 782.3 813. 6 819.0 789. 2 757.6 781. 6.j. 786. I28 _.u __ 783.8 788.8 782.2 790. 6 802.2 810.8 841.3.j. 824. 2 842.9 790·3 819·4t 812.6t 780.7 778.829 ___ .n 793·ot 790·3 800.8 788.6 802.8 841.6 807. 8 Bog. I.j. 774.0 807·6.j. 774·3 781.8 771.6 779. I30 uu __ 783. I.j. 77°·7.J. 783·3.j. 781. 3 78S·9t 794·7t 790. 0 813. 5 803·3.j. 840·9.j. 793· 6.j. 793·7.j. 770 . 8 769·9.j.
---------- --------------------Mean .n 810.3 834·3 827. 3 848.7 876.7 866. I 866.8 863. 3 831.9 848.3 844·3 833·3 806·9 i Boo. 7
• One minute late. t One minuteearly; great disturbance.
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THE LADY FUANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, Nouember, I88z-Continued.
A=-64° 43' 50"=-4h 18m 55.3' from Greenwich (or 4h 58m41.5" west of Gottingen}, Magnetometer No. 12.
521
Gottingen hours. ci ~ ~ -5~~
«J ~ ~ U
'4 I '5 I .6 I" '8 I '9 I ~~I--"T" '3 I ~ J~ l~ I ~ I g
76/8 70:. I 701~ 7 ! 77: 5 76:' 3 11 ''':3 i,,;8 ,,;, 1,8':5 1,9':, I ",:, '94:0 '00:' 9'·3 3:; 1--1-1
775.8+ 784.6+ 771.7t 773.1 813.7+ 804.4 '1818·7t li18·3 j(Suspensionbroke) 794·7 829. 5 770. 0 59·5 32.51 2
952.8+ 927.ot 950.8 925.8 802.3t i 816.0 815.4 828.0' 834. 1 844·7+ 926.7 1025.5 802·3 223. 2 32.5 i 3'
883.6 884.5t 865.3+ 882.2+ 777.2 I' 779· 9t 788. I 781. 2+ 786.5+ 798.9 849· 5 888·5 777· 2 III. 3 32. 6 4
797.1 800.I't 788.2+ 802.8 __ u __ , 795.7+ 759·3+ ]16.6+ 732·5t 829. 9+ 791.4 i 829. 9 716.6 113·3 32. 6 5
810.7 806.9 791. 9 810. 5 (Suspension broke.) 880·3t 892.3+ 923. I h14· 8 923. I 791. 9 131. 2 32.6 6
916.7t 866.6 875.0 848.6 817.7 852.6t 863.6 854.It 875. 8 900. 6+ 890·7 930.5 817. 7 112.8 32. 6 7
839-0+ 872.6+ 855.6+ 860. ° 757.7 771. 5 788.3+ 814.3 808.2 829.2 i 864· 4 928.8 757· 7 171. I 32. 6 8
807.6t 825.7 815.5t 807.3 7i2.O! 74o.ot 817·2t 830.8 , 867. 8+ 866·9+ 834·7 900.9 74°. 0 160·9 32.7 9
836. 2 863.3t 853. 5+ 870. 3 802. 6t 803. 9 822.4 823. 9+ 819.5 804· 2t 851. 3 899· 8 802.6 97. 2 32. 7 10
829.8+ 833.5t 822.2 819.5t 792.6t 797.8+ 792.3 79°.5+ 724. I 792. 6+ 818. I 847· 4 724. I 123. 3 32.7 II
723. It 762.6 717.2+ 1455.9 760.2 792.9 737.6 i 824.8 848·7t 893· 3 810·7 953· 2 455· 9 497· 3 32.7 12
802. I 672.9+ 75°.6+ 772. I 699.4 809.4t 826.6 925.3 873- 3 834. ° 859· 4 1027. I 672.9 354· 2 32.7 13
909.7 718.8+ 625.8t 755 st ' 683. ° 503· 5 823. 7+ 784.5 878.4 860·7 1053. 2 503· 5 549· 7 32. 8 14
841.2 941.0 1036.7 846.4 677.8 i 790.5 871.7 913.3 1080·7 862.0 874.5 1128. 8 667·4 461.4 32. 8 15
921.6+ 880.0 884.4 837.6 821.3+ 1848.6 747.9 853.0 745. 0 826.2+ 885. 8 1079. 2 745. 0 334. 2 32. 8 16
999.4 731.3 204.6 934.4 612.8 613.6 691.0 796.7 964. 2 872. 1 792.4 1236. 4 204. 6 1031. 8 32. 8 17
801.ot 728.2 729. 2 722.0 458.ot 565.8 565.4 848.3 795·5t 666.0 844·9 1186·5 458. 0 728.5 32. 8 18
1011.2 600.8 707. 0 702.2+ 742.7 679.6 631.4t 827.8t 1036.6 766·7t 801.9 1036.6 600.8 435. 8 32.9 19
646.8 669.2 379.ot 702. I 38$.5 601. 6t 648. It 633· I 802.9t 815.2+ 75°.5 1241.4 166.6 1074·8 32.9 20
687.8+ 797.2 705.7 699.6 481. 2 603.7 615.7+ 618.6· 826. 9 721. 6 747· ° 880.6 481. 2 399· 4 32- 9 21
767.3+ 760.9 754. 0 751.4 749.0 752.8 758.3 733·9 755·3 760· 2t 777·5 843. 8 721.1 122·7 32.'} 22
705.3 569.9t 718.1 723.9 2753.6 719.8 783.5+ 715. 6 770.5t 786.3t 767. 1 829. 9 569.9 260.0 33. 0 23
691.3+ 740.1 720. 6t 711.5 731.8 701.5+ 705.6+ 731.0t 699· It 791.0 765. 2 1 821.8 691.3 130.5 33.
0 24
706.5 615.4t 592. I 729. I 616.4 580.5 787.2 748.9 786.4 832.4 755. 0 843. 8 580.5 263. 3 33.0 25I 778.6 751. 7 670.6 711. 6 761. 7 i 742.4 739.°+ 682·3t 706.3 788·4t 766.2 853· 6 67°· 6 183. ° 33·° 26
I
i 780.8+ 761.6 716.2 715.5t 729.5 ! 731.5t 760.5 772.2t 787. 2+ 803. 7 777·4 i 819. 0 715.5 103. 5 33.
0 27
749. I 781. 6 I' 776.2 748.2 i 738. Oi 734.6t 756.5t 782.2+ 785.7 771.° 786.3 842.9 734· 6 108·3 33· I 28
• 788.6 759.3' 773. 2+ 779.4 '778.5 I 783.6+ 784.4 775· I.j. 779· 0 765. 6+ 787. ° 841. 6 759· 3 82·3 33· I 29
742. 8t 684.ltI741.9768.8 741.5+:754.2 774.3 780.0 757. 8 765.7 774.484°.9684.1 156. 833.
1 3°
--,---_!_---,--------'-------------------------------
808.8 I 770. ° 1743.2 1 775. 4 717.6 I 737· ° 747· 8 789.9 817. 5 813. 2 812·3 876.7 717. 6 1_5_9._1 _
I













































































































































































































































































































































246° east, + minutes of table.
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2 'n. u 785. I
3 ---.-. 784- It
4 "Un 768.4
5 '._.n 799· I
6 _n 804. I
7 Un -- 798·3
s _. __ u 8I1.7.j.
9 -- __.. 8'3.6z
10 .. n __ 78S.4t
II __._ u 818.2
12 _u 827.8
13 -- _u _ 803. 9.j.
q. __ u __ 787.2./.
15 _u __ _8:J9.3t
16 765. 5
17 _'h •• 782.5
18 h 787. I.j.
19 __ n •• 772·9
20 -n 7Q7. I
21 _n._. 836.9
2Z __ n __ 814.4
23 _.u. 816,9
24 -- 831.4.j.
25 ---- __ 817.5.j.
26 _.. _.. 826.2Z
27 -.._._ 80S.2
28 .. _. __ 883.9
29 -- - . __ 882. 7






THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 523
Ma~/ic dedinalitm, Fori Conger, January, 1883_







0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II
Q
---- ------
, , , , ,
I u ____ 985·3 1025. 2 886.2 935· I 990·9 1011. 6 979·3 1000.8 1014. 6 1011·3 1028.2 1019. 9 1026.2 1045. 62 _. ___ . 1059.8 836.9 848. 2 851.5 824.6-l- 838.7 833.0 834·5 846. It 846. It 835· 7 841. I 829. 7 839·33 __ n_. 825.0 844.8 84°·4t 843- 9.j. 846. I 831.6t 84o. 8.j. 839·4 846.3 856. 5.j. 846. 0 840. 2 831. 7t 83°. 0
4 ---.-- Kp·7 840·7t 839·6t 839· I 8p.6.j. 8·P·3 8433 848.8 851.6 845·7 8.P·3 846.5 843.8 821.8
, _.•h. 852.6t 859·9t 87°·4 894.6 890. 1 884·9 892.8 8')8.2 88I. 4.J- 879·3t 856. 2.j. 84]. 4.j. 846·4.j. 8,7·3t6u u __ 829·3t 849·4-l- 924. I '821. 2 868·9 861. 2Z 848. I 860·4.j. 872. 0';' 831·7t 864·9z 820.6 847. 2 817·2.j.7 ..u ___ 867·4.J- 859· I 868.4.j. 851., 869·6 880·9.j. 886·3.j. 841. I 816.8z 789. 5 791. 6 778. 6 766. It 783. 1-1-8 ' ____ . 880. It 876.5 874·6t 852. ° 894·9 910.9 904·3 901.6 922·3t 906.ot 897·5.). 888·4.j. 886·9t 888.09 ._h __ 868.8 87°·3 867·6.j. 885·3 893· 1-1- 876. 6.j. 910.5 867·3.j. 879·9 883· 5t 876.4-1- 874·9-l- 874. ° 868·710 .n. 825.8 814·6t 813. 8 &x)·9 81 5.6 821. I.j. 822·5 830. 6t 82'·9 824·7t 820·7 820·5t 815·ot 815·9tII __.... _ 794. 8 809·0 818.8t 834·3t 826.1.j. 841.7 807·1 .j. 806.2.j. 808·7-1- 820.2 814·6z 814. 2t 809·7-l- 806.4t12 ___ u. 805·5. &:>2·7t 808. I &x).o 807. 9 811·5t 821.° 828.8 814. I 823·8.j. 807· 6t 818.6 812.8z 8°7·9-1-13 __ h._ 801. I 807·ot 804. 9 807·2.j. 806·3 809·5 807. It 808·3.). 802·9 806. 6.j. Soo.6t 802.8 804· I.j. 808.014 U_h. 798. 6.). 807·9-J. 815. 4.). 808·3 808·9t 8I1.8t 813. 4 So9.lSt 827·8.j. 814 3.). 816.8 810·5 801·3t 808.215 ' __ ·n 828. 2 853.8 891.3 907. 6 9"·9 922.4 918. I 919. I 922.0 930. 5 935. 6 93°· I 929. I 920. I16 ____ ._ 959·3.j. 951.q 955·3 95°·4 952.oz 943- 6 936·3t 942.9 949· It 951. 5-J. 939·5 937· 5 936.5 927.217--··-- 843·9 8.~5· 4-J. 875·4.j. 85°·4t 869·5t 859·9t 863·9t 867. I 881.4-l- 875·4 877· St 861. 2t 859·9 834·5t18 __ .h_ 843.0 835· 2.j. 845·3 835·5.j. 851.6t 865·5t 895·5t 839·0.j. 86,.8.j. 848·3.j. 858.9 865.8 826.4 806·519 ____ h 822·7 815.6 806.2 843·6.J. 816·9-!- 817. IZ 812.6 817. 2. 813·0.j. 813. 5 802·3t 807. It 798.4 772. 2.j.20 uuu 815. 8 782. I 815·3.J- 837·it 826·5 826·3t 833·4-!- 83°·2 804·"t 84o. 2t 837· 5.j. 888. 2 926. 5 917·2t21 . __ .... 807. 2 802. I 817. I 822·3 829. 2 827. I 824. 8 824.8t 825. 7t 831. 7 829. 9 833· 7 809.0 785.422 _____ . 817·2.j. 802.8t 824. 8 811.4 815·6z 820. 2.j. 818·3t 825. 2 80<).6+ 805.0 814·9.j. 818·7 883·5t 787.923 _Uo.. 787·6t 805· 2.j. 806·7 819. 2 801.9 ·804. 2.j. 821.9-!- 803·5.j. 813. 8 809·3t 804. 2 796. 6 797·4 789.624·n. __ 810. JZ 813·3t 813. 3 814. I 816·4t 820. 2.j. 810·9 818·e:,t 818·9.j. 815.8 813. 2t 807·4t 81I. ° 806·7.j.25 "h __ 830·5.j. 817. 4 83°· 7t 846. 2t 803. 7 826·5 824. 6 835.0 831.8 804·5.j. 808·4t 820. 5 812.6 785.326
- - ---




----Mean. ___ 836.7 8Jo.8 835·7 8J6·9 851.8 848. 2 849·5 844·6 846.2 845. 2 841. 2 838.4 839.0 828·3
lOne minute late.
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THE LADY FUANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Magndic dedination, Furl Congn-, F~1Jruary, 1883•








2 3 5 7 9 10 II 13<S
'"'
-
, , , , , , ,
I n ___ • 789·0 797·4 So2·4 79O· 8t So7· It 823·2.j. 789· ot 787· 8t 797·3 793·0.j. 794· 7 798.4 798.9 789. 22 _____ . So3. I 820·3 799.2 888·4 339·4.1- 776. ot 864. 5 787. It 828. 2 817·8.j. 821·7 794·4 828.8 769·Q
3 ------ 79O·5t 887· 2.j. 839.8 786.5 800. it 841. I 841.2t 901.8t 925.7 847.8 853·9.j. 814. 7 77°·3.j. 802.24 n ___ • 836.5-1- 787.0 808·7.j. 83°·3 845·8t 830. 8.j. 815. 3 80<).8 844·5 8So.6t 845· 6.j. 822.4 804· 7 ii5· 4
5 .----- 804·7 816·7 835· 7t 823. 2 83°. 0 812·4 83s'S 850 . 8-1- 83°· I 842.3 814. 5 812.6t 844· It 825. 76 . ____ . 787·5.j. 794.6 So7·9t 843-9.j. 853· 2.j. 833. 2 823. 5 820.2 830. 8.j. SIS·7t 825·8.j. 804.0.j. 806·4 Sol. 2
7 ------ 816. tJ-I- 820·4 836. 0 818. q. 839· 2.j. 816.2.j. 830 . 6t 834·9t 807.6 SI5·3.j. 811. 6t 812·7t 807· 6t 797·98 _____. 792. It 808·5.j. 805·8t 805·6z 80<)·9 &'>7· 6t 811·3 805.2 810.° 809·9 813. ° -1- 803. 3-1- 803·''.j. 801. 7.j.9 n ____ 797·9t 800·7 805- 6.j. 80S. 9 8oz·9t 8oz·4t 816·9 803· 2.j. 8oo.6t 800. I 799· It 794 7t 796. I 793· 2t10 ____ u 800·4 80S.of 812.2t l!z7·2-1- 809·2 815. 3 85°·3 820.6.j. 812·5.j. 810.2 807. I.j. 804.0 796. 8t 797· III u_. __ 781.8 779·5z 782.4Z 78z·4 786.3 782.9 7S6·9 792·3t 79O· 6t 787.5 792.5-1- 790.6 775.0 775·°t12 ______ 795·5 793· 5% 795·9 793· ot 797·5 8oo.ot 798. 0.j. 802.IZ 797· I 793·5 795 9 787·4.j. 788·3t 780.913 nh __ 814.4t 814. I 814·5.j. 813· 4-/. 812·5 812·9t 816·3 812.1.j. 81O.8t 814. It 810. It 807. 5 805. 0 799·5.j.14 h. ___ 822. I 831.5 827.0 825·2.j. 83°·2 815. 6 826·4 817. 9 847·9 852.3 832.9 809·6 795·9 794.615 _h. __ 806.8 785·4t 798. It So4·4-1- 783· 6.j. 786.8 799·7 806.0.j. 79&·3.j. 790.8 798. 8 799· 5 798·9.j. 798 816 __ uu 777· It 82O·3t 809·9 792.9 828.8 833·3 So4·3-1- 8oo·5.j. 798.7.j. 804. 0 803. Q 796.3 793·4.j. 791.o.j.17 n ____ 797·8.j. 795·ot 798·5 798·5.j. 79&·0-1- 799·5.j. 807· 2t 814·3t 806.8 846.ot 812·9 794·0.j. 782.9 780·7.j.18.
n
___ 792.° 811.4 81O.0.j. 793.6 807. 3 793· I 804. 5 807·3t 79O· 2t 793·3.j. 800·5 So2. 2.j. 794·0.j. 786.919 ..._._ 785.5 805. 3+ So3·2: 802·9t 814·0.j. 886·5t 827.6 828.7 783. 5 786·9t 787· 6t 787. 8 791.o.j. 789· 8t20 _. __u 795· 2.j. 804·7 823·6t 815. 8 814·6t 789·7.J. 79&·5t 784·5.j. 821.3 821. 2 829·0.j. 804. 0 785. 0 712. 2t21 ______ 799.2 795· q 795·5 794·8t 798. 6.j. 7Q6.2 797·9 797·3 793·9t So2.6 796. 2-1- SoI.8 818·3.j. 793.222 __ . __. 777- 7 778.9 813.2 794·0.j. 834·5t 846.2.j. 851.5 So7·3.j. 836.4 811·3t 815·2.j. 781. I 789.4 774·723 . _____ 845·9.j. 808·7 852·3t So7·2t So2.7+ 840. 8.j. 833·9.j. 888. I 862.8.j. 851.4t 858·3.j. 847. I 806.2 798. 6.j.24 -- ---- So5·5t 795·4 808.St 818.6t 839. 2 861.9t 844·3t 819.8t 839·3t 821.2t 8\0.0.j. 798.,) 814·3 So2.425 ______ 864- st 942.3 895.4-i. 1095·9.j. 977· 2.j. 882.2.j. 93°·3 903·4 853·9 937·7 872. 6 86il·7t 832. I 800. I26 ______ 797·6.j. 799·8t 814- 7 776.4 808·3-1- 817. 8 821.9 818.0.j. 831.6 819·9t 777· 3.j. 8oo.0.j. 794·ot 8oo.ot27 __ u __ Sol. 3-1- 826·4 812·3t 835·8.j. 822. I 812·5 845·6 834·4 829. j.j. 828.2 821. 4 820·9 &>5. 2 814. 2.j.28.
n




_ 804· 7 812·9 815. 2 821·3 822·4 819. 7 826.2 821.° 821. I 822·5 816·5 806.8 Sol. 5 790.0
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f
Magndk declination, Fort Conger, February, I883-Continued.
A=-64° 43' 50"='-411 18m55.38 from' Greenwich (or 411 58m 41.58 west of Gottingen). Magnetometer No. 12.
I~i---~---_._----
Giittingen hours. .,j .,j
-5 I'
,
I :: to to l:to ... ... ,,; 0---~---~._~_._--_._...~.._--..._~ ... ...,
...
_bil :i.~ o ES l:'" l: ... '- ~,~ ....- ... 014 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 ,.<:: ~ ~ ...; b.O
'j( >.
=a 0 15 to~ t-l
-< hi--- --- --- ----
'--------.--'___ i____;___
, , , , , , , , , , d.797·5 790·5-1- 753·5 740. 1-1- 712. I 565. 2 SIO.8 710. 6 639·9 742. 6-1- 767.5 823. 2 565. 2 258. 0 28.2 I766.2-1- 696.9 815. 8-1- 747·2 606.8 693·3 755·7t 803. 5 8°3·5 768.3 787.3 888·4 606.8 281.6 28.2 2729.9-1- 783. 2-1- 799. 6 733· 7 664·3t 7°1. 3 787· 6.j. 773·3 799·ot 783. I 802·4 925.7 664·3 261.4 28.2 3769·5t 613·4t 710.5 826. I 680. 2 709·7 700.9 779·3 777·9 775.0 786. 7 880.6 613. 4 267. 2 28.2 4812. 7-1- 8q..0 787. bt 728.3-1- 691. It 802·3t 814.0t 821.5 787.5 812.2-1- 810.8 856. 8 691. I 165. 7 28·3 5789.7 794·5 742. 2 636.3 675.0 738. 6t 839·5-1- 847·at 818·5 815·7t 797.8 853- 2 636.3 216·9 28·3 6799·7 806·7 803. 2 804. 5 782.9-1- 773·3-1- 761. I 771.sr 774·7 800·4-1- 805. 9 839. 2 761. I 78. I 28·3 7775· 5 790· 7-1- 788. 1-1- 767.7 747. I 754. I 766. 2t 767·3.j. 776. 0-1- 790·5 . 792. I 813. 0 747. I 65·9 28·3 8788.at 796. It 792. 8-1- 782.2 785.9 767. 1-1- 760,9 751.0 777. I 794·3 792.4 816·9 751. ° 65·9 28·3 9786. It 77~. 2.j. 764· St 8°7. 0-1- 781. 9-1- 774· 2t 776. ot 780.3 779.2 794·5 795·3 850.3 764.8 85·5 28·3 10772.9 752.5-1- 728.1-1- 766.4t 765·3t 779· 7 792·3t 797· 7-1- 796. 8z 797·5 780. 6 797·7 728. I 69. 6 28·3 II784.4t 761. 3t 7484 773· 7 780·7t 784. I 797 it 8q.·9t 81I. 8 818·9 791.4 818·9 748.4 70 5 28·4 12799·9-1- 798. O.j. 785· ot 788. 2-1- So2.0t 804. 3 818.2t 821. 9-1- 8°5·9-1- 815. 7 808.2 821·9 785.0 36.9 28·4 13fo,i 7So.2 734· I.j. 737· lit 782. 5 753·3 739·3 81O.5./. 743.8-1- 756. 7 784. 7-1- 798. 0 852.3 734. I 118.2 28·4 14794. 8 7')5·5.j. 793. 6 795. 2 798.9 791.3 776. 0 800·5 795 9t 809· 70 796. I 8og·7 776.0 33·7 28·4 15782. It 752 . 1'> 7°8.8 772.4 795·3t 785. 0-1- 781. 7 Sol.4t 793.2 795.8-1- 792.6 833·3 708.8 124. 5 28·7 16762.3 751.° 759·3t 661. 2 708. 6-1- 773· 2t 795·7 748. Ii 772.5 784·5t 781. I 846. 0 661. 2 184. 8 29.0 17793. 6 77'1,· .:-1- 780. 2-1- 763. 2 797·3-1- 77°. 2-1- 778. 6 746.7 783·9t 814. 6.j. 791.4 814. 6 746. 7 67·9 29·3 18789·4t 7]'). ;-1- 78~·9 785. 2t 779· It 785. 5-1- 791. 2-1- 79O·9t 778 st Sol. 7t 797·7 886·5 778.5 108~ ° 29.6 197~9 ~-I- 7()·:.o 793·4 69K o-l- 793. 6 782·4 788. I 789.0 782.3-1- 789. 7t 7~8.6 829.0 698. 0 131. a 29·9 20781. 5 792. 6 766.7 784. ,It 801. 2-1- 761. 4t 787.7 745· I 744·4 772. O.j. 788. 2 818·3 744·4 73·9 3°. 2 217,0. (·t 7 '5 ·t 619. 3 658. 0 686. 2 754·5./. 713·3t 748.9 788.9-1- 799· ot 771. 5 851.5 6'9·3 232.2 30.5 227'i1. .,t 7~5·; t 751. It 759· 4-1- 819. 5 825. 6-1- 771.8 76,l·4 797·3t 774.8-1- 812.2 1:188. I 745.8 '4 2. 3 3°. 8 238°5·5 7;2. ()t 599· ,t 657· 5t 857·4 848. It 735.6 669·4 607·9 843·5 786. I 861. 9 599. I 262.8 31. I 24816.1'> 8,3')·4 82,l.4.j. 805. ~-I- 772.4 786.5 779. 2 771.0-1- 771. 3-1- 776. I 857.8 1095·9 771.° .324· 9 31.4 257M·9 81t".2 7,o.ct 749. 8 759· 4-1- 643·4t 736. 2-1- 751.° 766. 2 780. 0 779. 6 831.6 64J. 4 188.2 31. 7 26808.St 724·4t 7('4. 2 75°· I 698. 2t 434. 0 716. q 771.3-1- 822·3t 722.at 780. I 845.6 434.0 411 . 6 32 . I 27808'3 82). 2 5'3. 0-1- 5:5·9 786.5 754·4 776. It 788.9-1- 781. I 832.3 791. 5 859. 2 513.0 346. 2 32.4 28








829.0 810. 7+ 80S. I 727·°
837· St 825·7.j. 679· 4 i 813.5+
829.7 803· 5 7S3· 8+ 791. 8.j.
822.6 837.3 801. 9t 795· 6t
8[5.9 824.2 858.1 821.3.\.
8H.6+ 8[2.7 820. It 801.4
788.6 8og.0'\' 798.3 844. 2
827.5+ 819.5+ 789. z.\. 784.9
787·3t 809·4 798. 8 797·9
822.9+ 8[9· 9 809.8 802. [
813. 4+ 797·7 799· 9t 769· 8t
797.3 781.0 775· It 781. St
807.ot 788.4 832.6t 785·5.j.
8[3.0 818.4 801.7 734·9
822·7t 795· 5 807. 5 8[3· 5t
804.4Z 801. 7+ 788. I 785. 6+
8[3· 5 798. 6 789.3 777· I.j.
807.9t 81O.ot 792.3+ 791. 2
814. 7 804· 9 79°.8 794· 8
800.9 798. 9 795· 8z 794· 9t
864. [ 850.9t 778.6 785.9
848.6 834.9t 778. oL 775· 4t
796.7 822. 1+ 799· 3 777· 3
808. ° 800. 3.j. 799· 9t 80Z.4'\'
813.4 811. 1+ 823. Z+ 817· 1+
854. ° 842.6 841. 2 83°.3
904.9t 889· 9 892.5 814. 2
875.3+ 857.6 758.9 817·3
749.5t ! 854. ° ,778 ot • 853· 3
827. I.j. ! 801. 6 ! 793. 6 i 798.7
826·3 I 827· 4t I 834. 4 :~:2-
820. 5 19;9~lm~1796. 9--,
987
I I
883· [ 843.3 8°5. 0
824·4t 833· 7 S58·9
858.0.\. 874. 6 8[ I. [
867. 8 833· 0,\, 8[3· 4
844· ° 825. 5 828.3t
825.2 8[3.2t 820. [.\.
86'). 2.\. 8og. ° 805· 9
835· 6 834. 6 834· 5
833· 8t 787.7 782.3
800.2.\. 820. [ 803.8
805.6 802. 6 804. 2t
789· 2 794·7'\' 789.2
9[0.8 867.9'\' 870.0+




804· I.\. 821.3+ 807· 9
8u.6 810. I 804.3
805. ° 802·9'\' 802. 9
92[·3'\' 892.9'\' 822.8t
86'). ° 873- 6 868.5
887·[ 876.4.\. 839.9'\'
849·6 844.0 831. [
845·5'\' 833·7'\' 840·4
887· [+ 863. I 832.8
8og.0 887. r] 863.5
866.ot 86'). [t 882·9
855· 4 845· 7 845· 8t
827. I.\. 8[5.5t 827.3t
861. 8 \ 822.8 I 868.2.\.




Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, March, 1883_







76:. ;) 767.4+ Sol. B+ 846. 1+ 856.4t 823.7t 849.0+
~ 7,)7· 5... bo<).o } 54-· 6 ,848. 5t gOO. 7+ 85°.3 829.3.j.
3 ~.H·4 8I2·9t 559. 0 829- 5+ 838. 6 875·3 892.9
4 S13·0 ::59. 6+ 852·9.j. 837· St 819.6 865.4 880. It
5 7J2.~ 781.7+ 827. 9 851.9 817. 7 871.4 849.9+(, (,':5 (, ~;.H·9 824·3t 819·4t 825. 7 833·8t 828.9
7 7()~· 7 829. 6 781. 6 820.2t 793.7 833.0 857.8
8 u _ __ 7S5 it 779· 4 833· 6+ 824. 9 820·9+ 837· 7t 925.3
9---·· !'lIO.lt 784.0 842.9 885·3+ 8U9 896.6 S33.2
D .. 792. 8 8,)(dt R07·7+ 8OO'5t 828·5 835.4t 819.7
I I 788. 2 826.2t 808,4+ 812.7 806.9+ 8I8.6.j. 802.3t
12 792.4t 791.9 799· 9 802.8 798.6t Sl5.ot 798. S
13 785. I 822. 3 832. 6+ 8I2·9t 844· 2+ 857· 3t 938.7t
I l 801. 7t Sol. 7+ 810. I 810·9+ 829.4+ So7. i+ 874.2
IS 1\24. 4 So5· 4 Sol. 6.\. 794· 2 813. a 806. 5 861. 5
I ) 821. I 803. it 818.6 803· 7 !-I 10. 8t 838.9 821. 7
17 S17· 3 S13· 7 834·3+ 820. I.\. 838·7t 817. 9 807.9+
13 7'19· 3t 836'5t 824.2 817. 5 795· 5.j. 834.9t 821.2.j.
I') 822.4 815.4 8I3.2t 810.1 806.2+ 8og.7t 823.4t
2) So').:;.j. 804.2 805·9z 805.7+ 825.oZ 79S. St 80S.8t
:1 80S·5.j. 819. 1 808.5 832.9 813.8 Sor .o 832. /t
" 805· elt 751.8+ 828.2t 931.4 908.9+ 852.6 841.6.j.
23 79~;' ° 799· st 838·5t 838. 8 840·5t 840. I 854.3t
24 80(,. 2 8)0.8. 852· 9 845· 7 840.8t 844. ° 860.7
25 802.8.j. 802. I.\. 824· 7'\' 842.7t S58.3t 829. I 867. 8
26 . So6. gt 817· 7 825· 4.\. 812.4 83g.7 843.3t 820.0t
27 . 819. I Rog·5t 860.2.j. R70·9 924.3 847. I.j. 787.8t
28 . m. _.1 805. ° 835· o.\. 863. ° 860·3 868.5 842.8t 891. 3
29 n __ .J 860·3t . 806·4 814. It 884· 7.\. 85°. 2 876.7t 940.5t
3° - - n - .\796. 6 i 857· 8t I 843· 9 ,85g· 4 . 814. 3 825·2t 8I5.5'\'
31 808.4t!795. 1 1797.8 1846.4ti818.7 826·3I S36. lS.\.





THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 529
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, March, 1883-Continued.
A= - 64° 43' 50" = - 4h 18m55.38 from Greenwich (or 4h 58m 41.5' west of Giittingen). Magnetometer No. 12.
_.._--------'---..
1Gottingen hours. ~ ~ .dci " " i:OJ OJ .;------_._--~---- " ... ... 0OJ ~til til u EE <::'" ~ ~ <:: OJ '-'ll.::: ~.~




19 20 21 22 23 In ~ ~'@ ';< >.0 is "~ - ..... -< ~
-
-_._----- ----._------ '--- ._~--,-------,----
I I I d.
8°5·2t 775· 0-J. 643· 5 751. I 746.5 725. I 6J2.6t 733· 2t 76O·7-J. 856·5-J. 785. I 883. I 632.6 250.5 32.7 I
545·3-J. 71 2.5t 704·°-J. 737·4 763. I 753.0 816.0 815. 9 817. I 760. I-J. 791. ° 906. 7 545·3 361. 32. I 2
784.8t 713.6 751. 8-J. 734. 2 723·9t 734·7 776.4 77°.0 844·5-J. 799·9-J. 805.4 892.9 713.6 179·3 31.4 3
796. 2-J. 801. I.j. 818. I 835·9 779·st 758. 8 758. It 748.3 802·4 808.8 817.° 880. I 748,3 131. 8 30. 8 4
822.8 797·°-J. 778.2 796. 7 775.8 785. 7 798. I 803·3t 799·3 811·9t 815.8 871.4 775. 8 95.6 30. 2 5
792.8 797· 7t 8[2.0-J. 768. 7-J. 801.° 785.4 741.0 693· 2t 788.4 793· It 802. I 834·9 693. 2 141.7 29.6 6
800. I 799. 6 788. I 760.9 663·9 718.9 784. I 764.3 760.5 737· 9 791. ° 869.2 663·9 205. 3 29.0 7
75O. 2t 617·4 758.7 791.9 784. 8 765. 2 731.3 718. 6 758.7 737· 8t 789.5 925.3 61 7. 4 3°7·9 28·3 8
81O·5-J. 804·5 801. 9-J. 749,ot 685·6t 707· 0-J. 764·5-J. 816. It 799· 7 811.8 801.8 896. 6 685. 6 21 I. ° 27·7 9
78S.8 784· 5 781.7 766. 6z 762.4 741.8 746.7 779. 8 764· 2-J. 785.7t 794·9 835·4 741.8 93.6 27· I 10
766.2-J. 776.5 776·5t 756·7t 788. ot 775·4-J. 772·9-J. 789·9t 798.4t 808·5-J. 794·4 826.2 756. 7 69·5 26·5 II
755· 2t 742·3t 737.6 770. 2 757· 5 739·5 808·3 758.3 760. 2 811.6-J. 781. 2 815.° 737. 6 77-4 25·9 12
'1 5
02.2-J. 800·9 764.8 749·3 781.4 774.2 795· I 807·9t 814·3t 796. 2 805.9 938. 7 5°2.2 436.5 25.2 13
769·9-J. 792. It 775. I 745.8 782.5 759·4 791. It 803. I 803· It 801.st 802.6 874.2 734·9 139·3 24.6 14
790.9 777· I 765. 8 785. 0 786. 2t 773· 9-J. 773·9-J. 783.6 812.2 809· It 802.2 861.5 765.8 95·7 24.0 15
775· I 781. I-J. 787. 7t 722. 0 745· It 786. 8-J. 808.8 815.8 806.ot 779· 9-J. 800.6 852.9 722. ° 130.9 24.0
16
776.8 781. 7t 790. 0 778. I-J. 778. 8 758. 8 787·ot 793·5t 754·3 81 9. 4 801.4 848.3 754· 3 94.0 24.0 17
757·2 798. 0 799·4-J. 794.0 797·9 776·5-J. 786.5 2 763.3 788. 0 799·3 801.° 836.5 757. 2 79·3
24.0 18
796.8 796. 5-J. 801. 5 801. 9-J. 788. 6-J. 789. 2 790.4-J. 790. 6 797.2 802.2 803. 6 823. 4 788. 6 34.8 24. 1 19
794.6z 792.4 789. 9 793·5t 787.42 791. 3-J. 790. 7 798.9 799·5 796. 8-J. 799.8 825.0 787.4 37.
6 24· I 20
778.1 8°7· I 769· 8-J. 730·4t 794.8 744·0-J. 658. 8-J. 691. I-J. 749.2 795·4t 798.0 921. 3 65
8.8 262·5 24. 1 21
817·4-J. 774·2-J. 702.8 736·3-J. 766. 6 708. 8-J. 690.7 739·ot 816.ot 848. 8 807. 0 931. 4 6')0·7 240.7 24. 1
22
703·5t 763. 2 780. It 78O·4-J. 773· 3-J. 750.7t 749.6-1- 779·5-J. 786·7-J. 827·7t 8°4·3 887· I 7
03.5 183. 6 24. 1 23
798·3t 802.2-J. 793· I-J. 779· 8-J. 775.6 772·3t 791. 6 783·7t 786. ot 805.2t 811.8 860. 7 77
2.3 88.4 24.2 24
81 I. 4 797·7-J. 758. 7 776. 6t 747·3-1- 761. 3 783.3-1- 740. 8 771. 2 811.8-J. 8°7. 2 867.8 74
0. 8 127. 0 24.2 25
804·3t 819. I-J. 804· 7-J. 803·0-J. 785. 7 789.5 792·3-J. 795·9 69°·3-J. 79°.9.1- 816·3 887· I 69°·3
196. 8 24. 2 26
721. 6 773·4.1- 755·0-J. 787.7 649·3t 618·5t 729.7.1- 753. I 757· ot 796. 1.1- 805. I 9
24.3 618·5 305.8 24.2 27
784·5t 755·9 585·9t 747· 7t 743·9-J. 716. 8 742. 2 735·5 716·7-J. 795·3.1- 800·7 891. 3 5
85.9 305.4 24.2 28
775· 6-J. 785· 6-J. 734·3-1- 594·6t 696. 6t 773·3 781. 9 782.3 805. I 802.1 806. I 94
0.5 594. 6 345·9 24.2 29
803·6t 8°3·3 785. 2 767. 0 792.4-J. 775.° 817. 2 780. 1 814.9 797· I
810.0 859·4 767.0 92.4 24·3 3°
831. 3 81I. 5 738. 8.j. 763.0 784. 8t 767· 2-J. 747· 7-J. 788.7 745·9t 833. I 808.6 868.2 73
8. 8 129. 4 24·3 31
------------
----------------------






H. Mh,. J!:l3, pt 2--;)4
Magmtic declination, Fori Conger, April, 1883'
2460 east, + minutes of table. 1> = + 810 44' 00"
oS Gottingen hours. J~0E I
... I0
Noon. I>. 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 13 !~~
---
I I I I , , I I I I I II ______ 837.0 816.8t 818.8./. 871.2 822·9t 854. I./. So8. It 833·3 859.6 856. 8 819.8 831. ° 809· I 778. 62 _n ___ 785.9 816.7./. Sol. 9 812.6t 809·6 806·9 838.9 861.O./. 842.0 817.8 So6·3 820. I 820·9.1- 812.6./.
3----n goI.°t 917.6 954·9'/' 936.7 943·9 941.4 972.6 949·4t 882.6.1- 894· 2'/' 1157· 9 85I. St 820.8 1014. It
4 ------ 799·7.j. 749·7'/' 872·9t 835·4./- 849·7 87J. 2 865. I.j. 856. 6 869. 2 869·ot 879. 2 836.4 884·5 829. 3.1-
5 ------ gol.8 853.8 795·5 842.7 825. 3 833· 6./. So5·2t 83°·5'/' 823. 5 880·4'/' 821.4t 841.0t 825. 6 824·7'/'6 ______ 760. 2 8{0.2.1- 84°·4 885·8./. 848.9 902.0 868.2 855·9 843·7 829.2.1- 838. 6./. 811.2 829·6t 855·ot7 _n ___ 835.1 829. 0 839.6 825·5t 835·5 838. 2t 8{1.O 839·7 840. 6 833·9 828·5t 827·2'/' 815. 9 824·2'/'8 ____ .. 781. I./. SI7·9'/' 816.2t 831.ot 835· It 860·4 863. 2 866·7 831. I 855· 6./. 837·5 840. 6 83°·3 815·3'/'9 n._•. 819.2 874·7 846.3 846. I 847· It 835·3'/' 847·3'/' 861.3 831.st 840. 5t 886·3 79O·7'/' 8°4·4 828·5t10 _n ... So4·3t 817.8.1- 81i· 3 846. 0.1- 846·3t 823. 5 820.ot 82I. 4./- 81O.7./. 815·9t 822. 1.1- 816.0,/, 787. 0 779. 0II ____.. 83o. 8t 832. 6 868.St 864.6t 839·7 866.6t 852·7t 860.6t 844·7t 851.8 843·4'/' 849· 6t 796·5t 81O.0'/'12 ... _n 838. 8./. 840. 6t 844.2 85I. 8t 836·5./. 832.8 851.6t 844·7t 862·3'/' 820.2t 822.2'/' 821·3t 848.5 826·913 _n ___ 773·3./. 818.8t 818. I 826.6t 833·5t 826.6z 807·9t 859·7 837·6./. 830·4'/' 844.8 "856.4 817.6 815·4'/'14 · ___ n 821.6z 829· 4'/' 816.0 852.°.1- 867. 0 837·7 833·3 83°·5 833· I 816·9./. 822. 8.~ 824. 2 823. It 81 I. 9t15 .n.__ 879·4./- 893.0 902.4Z 907·7'/' 92O·3'/' 927·0'/' 926. 6 918.4 927·4t 956. 0 197°.4 942. 8./. 933·7 928. 216 __ n __ 968·4t 828.6 905·8t 841.9t 862·3 871.6 849.0 841. 8 818·4 869.8 854.8 852. It 824.4 S06.617 __ n_. 828·9 820·4 824. 4 919·7'/' 834·7 837·3 851.9t 83°·9 853·7t 796·7./. 794·7 830·3t 838.5 799· 8./.18 -'h __ 826.6t 81 7. 0 815. 2t 798·9z 800.4./. 806,3 785.4.1- 702.6 793·8./. 863. 8 So9·5 818.8.1- 812. I./. 815·9t19 -. ___ . 741.9t 846·3./. 865. 7 902.7.1- 87°·5 815· 2'/' 917.7 892. I 829. 5 87J. 9 865. 7 844· 9z 845·5'/' 806·320._____ 768·4t 801.6t 871.° 889· It &97·5 876. 8t 882·7 855·3 801.6t 818·3./. 799·3 774·5 768.5 755. 8z21 ______ 788.7 811.6t 806·4 81 5. 8 841.sr 838.ot 831·7'/' 803. 8 812·9t 769. 7t 791. 6./. 79]. 9.1- 768.4t 772.422 _n __• 819· 2'/' 832.9 824. 0 820·7 828·4 826.8./. 799·4 848·5./. 820·5'/' 85°.5.1- 804·4t 793.6 807. 6 765.023 ''' __ '' 835·ot 816. It 856.4 839·9'/' 826·7 822.6 824.6 825· 5'/' 816.2 So6. It 835·9 818.6 788. 7 781. ot24 . ___ n 816·7t 808.6z So7·4 816·3./. 812·9 811.6 801.9 806.6 803·8./. 80j. 2./. 805·8./. 787·9t 794.6t 776.725 · ___ n 798. 8./. 798. I 849·2 851.o] 81 9. It 872.6 843. 2 859·0 864·4t 808·3 844·7 875. 0 803·6t 786.726 ___On 86g.2 727.9 843.0 799·9 849·7 892·9t 894·0'/' 879·5t 864: 9 844·5t 768·3./. 760. I 78O.4t 798.827 ______ jg6·4t 83°·5 Soo.8t 811.6 823·8t 839·5'/' 834.6t 884.0'/' 8°7· I 802.6 820·9'/' 852.3 817.3.1- 795. 228 _____ . 81O·4t 820·4t 820·5 847·3./. 853.0 866. I 861.9 898.6 881.6 845·3 852.7 842. It 807·5t 807. I./.29 _".n 799·9./. 830. 8t 840. 6t 846.4Z 83°·9 836.9 837·3t 853.6 863. 9 869,ot 857·5 838.9 855· I 849·33° --_.-. 81 9. 9 823·ot 817. 0 841.0'/' 835·9'/' 853·ot 844·8 854·9 848. I 830. It 814.0 855. 8 823. I./. 835·9
------------------------Mean_
n
_ 821·9 825. 4 84°.0 845·9 844·9 85°·9 848.7 85°·9 840. 7 840. 8 844.0 830. I 819.4 816·9 j
-'_.'-.---.'.---.---.'--~----~--,-----~,---"-- .
lOne minute early.


















































































































































frIagnetic declination, Fort Conger, April, I 883-Continued.




811.4 805.2~ 760.9t 777.8 743.5t 759.9 788.8 763.5 817·2t 807·5~ 810·7 871.2
771.4~ 776.8 766.2~ 735.q 700·4t 775. 0 757. 6 766.6.j. 752. o.j. 762.5 792.4 861.0
754· 2 i 745· 9.j. 630. I 614.5t 817.7 686·4 845· It 807· 4~ 789.4 811·9t 860. I 157·9
732. 7~ i 778.4 i 769. q 779· 8t 697· 4 1391.4 699· 5 763. I 888.6 769. 6 797· 5 888.6
805· 4 i 751. 3 ! 771. 3 785.9 803· 8 757. 6~ 731. 5.j. 742. ° 786.3 788. 2 809· 5 901. 8
81~9 815.9 819.6 793.0 798.4 797.1.j. 782.4 792.3t 812.5t 85~4 828.5 902.0
820.8 818.8~ 817.5 816.2~ 813.5 818.4.j. 822.8~ 838.8t 837.ot 832.3t 828.8 841.0
824. 2 813.4 794.8t 777.2.j. 782.4 758.3.j. 750.2 765. It 783·3.j. 794· 3t 1113· 6 866·7
792·4t 812. I 777.6.j. 799.0.j. 774.3~ 790.0 820.3~ 808·4 808·3 851.4 824. 7 886·3
783.8 736.I.j. 808.4~ 811.7 797.7~ 8°5.1 828.1 812.2 787.5 802·9t 808·4 846.3
809· 0t 807.8 81 I. 4 819.7 801. 5 8°3.2 775. 2~ 824.4 853· 5 854· 4 832.2 868.8
846.5t 827.0 820.6 808.7 795.5 793.6t 789.0 797.7.j. 800.8 851. 0t 828.0862·3
788,3 723. S 793.7 774.9 753.7 652.3 763. I 822·5 807· 3.j. 803· 8+ 802. I 859· 7
806.4 807.6~ 801.3t 797.6t 799.0 812.7 813.3~ 821.3z 837. 8 842·5t 823. 3 867. 0
930. 2.j. 904. I 828. 9 912.4 959. 2t 927. o.j. 972.0.j. 959· 8t 968. 7.j. 939· 7t 926. 5 972. °
836.8 818. I 804.8.j. 822.4t 820. I.j. 842. ° 803.ot 799.8.j. 835· I 835· 8t 842. 2 968.4
797. ° 806. ° 814. It 793.5.j. 798.4 787.3t 792.2 819·4t 836. l z 823·3t 817. 9 853· 7
789.1 803.6.j. 761.4 757.8 712.1 756.2 772.3~ 771.9.j. 718. 6 724. 1+ 784.7 863. 8
801. 5.j. 777-3t 733.2.j. 739.7 729.3.j. 685.6 671. 5.j. 689. 9 642. 2 722·3 796.3 917.7
680.3.j. 697.3.j. 69°.2 670.8 65°.5 650.9t 759· It 687·1.j. 834· 7 783.7 777- 7 897· 5
765.7 773.9.j. 773. I 769.1.j. 778.2 777· st 770. 9~ 784. It 804· 7t 793· I 793· 3 841. 3
773.7 783.7 766.6t 750.0 749.7 785.1.j. 803.8 809. 0 779·7 798·9.j. 801·7 85°·5
777.ot 782.9 794. 6t '799.3.j. 779.2 814·4t 828·5 818.6 825. ° 835· sr 814. 5 856.4
790.7 757.7 730.7 738.7 639.0.j. 671. 6 678.3t 677· 4t 701. 6 699· ° 764.3 816·7
739.0 782.5z 787.6 728. 7t 750.4.j.. 756.4.j. 777- 8 777·5 791.4 794·7 806·7 875. 0
789.2 762.3 756. 0 737.7'/' 641.3t 702·9t 708.0 742.2t 738·7.j. 809. 5 79°. 0 894. 0
780.9 810. It 795.1 780.5.j. 759.5 741.3 752.4 737·7 754·ot 818·3 801.9 884. 0
823.5 804.6z 815.2t 799.9 765.2 737·5 753. 1.j. 802.0t 828. I 832.7 824. ° 898. 6
836.2t 821.9 801. 2 81 I. st 769.9t 782.3 742.5.j. 767.2 772·5t 8zo·3 822·3 869. °
! 823.8t 800.7 j 797.2.j. 773.4 749.0.j. 739.4.j. 746.8t 634· 8t 716. 2t 757·5 801.4 855. 8
------------------------- ---------
796.5 790. 2 779.7 775.9 764.3 751.9 776.6 780.3 797. 0 8°7. 0 814. 2 85°·9 751.9 99. 0
----------.:..------ ---_..---lOne minute early.















2460 east, + minutes of table.
I
865.7.j. 867: o.j. 887. I.j. 965.9t 923.6+ 872.7 883.7+ 905.6+ 855· 2t 872.5 869·6.j.
861. ° 899.5t 845.2+ 819.2+ 867. st 878.6+ 888·5 897· 8t 845· 4 818·5 805· 2t
81O.6t 844.6t 868.3t 841. 9.j. 883.0 844.9+ 838.2 842.4 84°.4 833· 7+ ! 812.6
818.7 843.0 841.0 830.ot 832.0.j. 787.9+ 829.6 829·4t 834.7.j. 820·3+ 834·9
786.8:1 821.2t 819.9 823.8 859· 3t 798.4 814·2t 770·9t 782.3+ 793· ° 814.3+ I
865.0 817.5 846.9z 863.0 879.2 817.9.j. 855.7 835.4t 804.4 812.8+ 815. 0 I
849.5+ 8n I 883.9 844· I.j. 867.4t 885· 8+ 839· 3+ 824.5 847· st 813. 3 785. I
863.2+ 852. It 874.4 833. I 805.7.J. 832.7t 858. st 840.8+ 808.2+ 818.2t 742. 2.j.
775.3+ 795. It 759· 3+ 740.7+ 775· 3 800.6.j. 794· 3 762. I 758. 8t 742.7+ 767. I
866.6 857.4t 846.4 839.4t 877- ot 826.4 810.6+ 85o.8t 806·4+ 835· 8t 823.7
857.9 842.3 860.2.j. 833.2Z 861. 7 853.7 832.3+ 844.6+ 833· 6 84°. 2 810·5
854.6 878.5 819.5z 849.3 853.6+ 860.9.j. 834.5t 821.8 826·7 813.3 828. I
842.8t 838.6 841.1 835.2.j. 829.5 851.8 840.8 833.0 816·5t 815·lt 794. 6
776.2+ 777- 7t 909.6 867· 6t 846. 6t 923. 8 896.7 855· 8 844· 4t 832.3 787. I
805.2.j. 802.2t 833.3+ 835.2 820. It 834.5 824.4t 866.9 865.9+ 852.4 818·9.j.
821.1 829.7 818.8.j. 820.8 85I.8t 902.4t 875.0+ 920.I.j. 851.4+ 815· 2t 67°.9.j.
810.5 802.3+ 803.9t 822.5 80I.ot 787.2.j. 872.9+ 815.4 796. 6 755·4+ i 817. 8+
87-1.°+ 846. ° 87-1.6t 847.7t 910.6t 793.3 772.8t 772· 9 831. 3.j. 81 I. 6 74°. 2
827. I.j. 817.4 835.3 849.8t 922.3 773.2+ 823.6 842.6t 884· 8t 831. 9 8I1.6+
1;35.4+ 85°.4 817. I 858.9 790. It 745. ° 784. It 802.9 770.7 791. 6t 8I1.6+
896. ° 920.3 821. 9 852.6 921. 5 902.3t 892.°+ 809.8 884· 8t 823·4.j. 854· °
840. ° 832.7t 918.6t 878.7 934.9 806.4 906.7 83°.9+ 867.7 835· st 801.8
845.8 914.6 916.9 818.6 908.5t 8n 9t 825.2 883.6t 859· 9 819. 6 846.7
829.9t 806.9+ 824.8+ 827.2+ 848.9 813.9t 85°.9 869. I 870.8 869. I 843· 2
820.5+ 856. I 864.2 8sz. 4 847.6+ 812.6 S16.8 827. I 801. st 805· 7 796.4
798.2t 816.3 853.8t 821. 8 83°.5 876.6.j. 944.9+ 887.3.j. 828.5 877- ° 806·7
842.3t 815.5 816.2+ i 873-2 791.9 857.6 823.0 850.5 875.4+ 838.5 807. 2
813.3t 792. 8 872. 6 783. 2+ 824. ° 894. ot 846. ° 821. z], 853. ° 852.0t 823. 8
825. ° 865.4t 841. 5+ 836.7t 875.9 879.9 859.8 858. ° 795· 2 818.2 787·9t
817.5+ 837.9 859.1 809.4t 849.8 854.4+ 885.3 839.8 851.8 839. 2 817·3
793.6t 755.7 844·0+ 867.4t 883.7 827.4.j. 725.5 773.7+ 850.8t 764. 6 766.9













































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 533
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, May, 1883-Continued.









































863· 4'/- 852.4'/- 810.ot 847· ° 759.7 781. 6 770.2 755· 5./- 761. I 8I1.8./- 847· 8 965.9 755· 5 2ro·4 32.5
830.4'/- 811.8./- 802.5'/- 786.0 766.6./- 8ro.6./- 815.3z 732.8t 765.2t 807.5t 828.2 899.5 732.8 166·7 32. 1
842.3 797·3t 795·4 788. r.J- 772·7'/- 777-7./- 760.3 760. 7t 767.9 797· lt 816.0 883.0 760.3 122·7 31.7
818·3 813·7t 787.0'/- 799.1 763.9t 770.4'/- 710.3 763.7 742.3 776.8./- 799.6 843.0 710.3 132.7 31.3
775· 2'/- 756·9t 737. 6 721.9 731.4t 724· 0'/- 662.2 753.6t 752.0'/- 753·3 778.8 859·3 662.2 197. 1 30·9
808.2 808.2'/- 831.9 829.2 7ro.7t 768.7 773.lt 803.2t 760.1 805.ot 813.4879.2 7ro·7 168.53°.5
766.4t 755·3t 728.4 691.5 737.9t 738.0 751.3 790.4 77l. lt 867.8 8° 9.1 885. 8 691.5 194·3 30. 1
784.5 737·7'/- 796·7./- 724·1'/- 718.0 764.ot 719.6 761.2t 775. 2 790. It 8OU.2 874·4 718. 0 156.4 29·7
732. 6 774·5'/- 793. It 773·7'/- 766.2 752.8./- 713·4'/- 790.8 833· 8t 827· I 775· 2 833· 8 713.4 120·4 29· 3
823.6 819.8./- 816.8./- 782.9'/- 775.4t 772.8 786.6 800.2t 829.2 813.5 823.7 877· ° 772. 8 roa. 2 2S·9
807· 3./- 822·7 793.7 808. It 815. r.J- 8I1.2 811. 3 828.lz 816.6 834· 7 831. 3 861. 7 793· 7 68. ° 28·5
824. 9+ 820.4Z 802.3 81O.0'/- 821. 5./- 808. I 842.3 797.3t 788.5 823.5 826·7 878.5 788.5 90. ° 28. I
795· 7./- 813.7 790.9'/- 740.5t 756.2 778. It 784.7 768. ° 770·9z 802·7t 8ro.6 85 I. 8 740.5 "I. 3 27· 7
784.8./- 800.3 824.5 810.5+ 806.8t 821. st 860. ° 825.5z 862. ° 84°.3 831. ° 923. 8 776. 2 147· 6 27· 3
8ro.8./- , 794·4t 786.3./- 752.2t 746.8 7ro.o 732.4'/- 811.5 828.9t 825.5+ 808.6 866·9 710. 0 156.9 26·9
785.ot 768.5./- 731. 5./- 725. I./- 753.3 756.4t 8ro.8 825.9t 845· st 834· 4 8ro.8 920. I 670·9 249· 2 26·9
783.6 793.2 767.4'/- 811.8 778.0'/- 725.8 745.5 778.3 830. I 777· 2 796. I 872.9 725. 8 147· I 26·9
763.3+ 732.2 738.6 763.5t 776. ot 782. ° 784.7'/- 757· I./- 776.5 826·3 802. ° 9ro.6 732. 2 178.4 26·9
794· 5 782.6 762.0'/- 761. 6t 699. r.J- 714.7t 754.6t 780.5t 815.7 769.3 806.6 922.3 699. I 223· 2 26·9
821. 3+ 778.8./- 742.8 748.9 708. I 650. I 618.7 643.4t 748.2t 741. I 772.3 858.9 618·7 240. 2 26·9
740.3 7ro.9t 760.6 701.8 734.7 731.9 661.2t 704.6t 679. 2 780·9t 8°3. 0 921.5 661.2 260·3 26·9
680.2+ 767.8./- 791. 4./- 784. I./- 703.2'/- 735.2 781. ° 778.3 807· st 766. It 812.8 934· 9 680.2 254· 7 26·9
770.lt 77l.lt 75o. 6./- 693. 1'/- 799. 8t 810.5 800.9 813.2t 825.6t 814·9 824.1916.9693.1223.826.9
789.7 780.7'/- 750. 2t 736.3 739. 2'/- 745.9 737.5t 788.3t 781.4 754· lt 804.087°.8736.3134.526.9
776.3t 760.6 769. 6./- 768.6 754.4 753.6t 734.9 743.5 728.4 801. It 796. 0 864. 2 728.4 135. 8 26·9
819.9'/- 777.5 7oo.8./- 739.5 792.6 7I1.ot 688.7./- 751.9 790·4t 767. 1 8°3.0944.9688.7256.226.9
781.2 848.5 770.9 776.0 762.6 740.3 769.2 692.4t 706.ot 692·4t 801.4 875·4 692.4183.026.9
864.7'/- 829. 7'/- 719.7 716.7 737. lt 802.6 780.3'/- 840.8 782.7 786.3 808·7 894. 0 716.7 177-3 26·9
822.8./- 786.7t 735.7t 729. ° 758.5./- 753.7 794.4 790.5 748.4 776.9 807· 2 879· 9 729. ° 15°· 9 26·9
848'9+ 803. 8 803.4 745.5+ 780.bt 757.0'/- 786.5t 800.4 705·3t 759. 1 811.9885.3705.3180.026.9
779.5 757.4+ 791. 2t 709.7 732.9 721. 2./- 7°4.4+ 777.3 799· 5 795· 9./- 778. 8 883· 7 700. 2 183. 5 26·9
796~ 788:-;;- 773~ 760~ 756-;- 757~ 756~ 774~--;&;~ 794~ 807.7- 849. 0- 756,3---;;;---
MagnetIc declination, Fort Conger, 'June, 1883.











































































874. 2 864. 61'
819.8 844. °
8S8·5.j. 834.2.j.
844· 31' 844· 5




841. 21' 802. 9
875· 71' goo·7.j.
882. 4 960. 8.j.
827. 51' 826·5.J.
840. 4.j. 826. 81'




849· 7 875· 7
802. 4.j. 802. 8
888·5 943· 4
835· 5 '943· °
845· 4t 790· 9.j.
827. 2 838. 8.j.







811. It 807. I
927· 0.j. 810·51'
8So.0.j. 852.8.j.
840. 'It 863. °
830.6.j. 820. ~.j.
837.8 849· 0.j.
839. ° S48. 2
839· 6.j. 815.61'
905· It 865·5.j.
817. 8 821. 4
832·7.j. 835· 2
829. 31' 835· 81'
863 . 31' 847· 7





8!\o. 9 851. 7.j.
834. ° 881. 2
854· 5 !\o4· 5.j.
842.9 842.0
984·7.j. 911. 4
799· 9 793· 0.j.
812.6.j. 826.5.j.
8[9·41' Sag. I.j.







































































































2 • n___ 726.31'
3 _. __ ._ ibS.6




8 ._ 784. 'It
9-·---- 752.°1'10 852.3
II ..... __ 801. 71'
12._ •• __ 808.91'
13 . • 850. t't
14 •• 749· 4
15 u 793.0
16.. 741.6
17 -.• _ 801. 71'
18._ n . _ 835· 9
19 •••• __ 1t'40·4
20"'_00 787.3
:![ _ ..... 811.21'
22 • 828.4
23 __•• __ 806·51'
24 on 794.8
25 __• __ . Soz, I
26 __.. __ 757.61'
27 . _ 792. I
28._ n ••• 868.0.\.
29 ••• 8[3. I
30 P ••• 81 5. It
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 535
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, Ytme, 1883-Continued.





























9 t 7 9 747 3 743.j. 7 5 9 5 7 3 9
729. I 757.8t 770.6 851. I.j. 815.8 938.5 706.3 232.2 26·9
752.3t 749·7 763.3 796·5t 807.6 874·3 749·7 124. 6 26·9
796.4 796'9./. 830.6 830.ot 810·7 844.0 776.4 67. 6 26·9
686.3 642.4 674.8 775·ot 809·4 1004·5 642.4 362. I 26·9
697.3 738·9t 736.4 768. 6 797. 0• 854.3 697·3 157.0 26·9
745. I 751. It 773· 9./. 744· st 800. I 854.4 724. I 130.3 26·9
729.8 749.5 754· o.j. 761.5 803· 7 905· I 6SI. 4 223· 7 26·9
818.5 743.3 757·7t 780·5 809. I 865. 7 738.3 127. 4 26·9
754.3.j. 815.8 770. I 820.2t 800.6 878.7 724.3 154·4 26·9
719.8 744.9 750·5t 918. 2.j. 794.6 918. 2 714.4 203.8 26·9
748. 6./. 697.5.j. 807·6./. 864.5./. 812.2 907.5 659· I 248.4 26·9
726.3.j. 710.4 791. 3 808.7t 820. ° 962. 2 695· 3 266·9 26·9
696. 2./. 762.9t 802.3'/' 800.6 788.8 849· 4 696.2 153· 2 26·9
748.5t 771. st 8oo·5.j. 756·3t 797· 9 880. I 741. 4 138.7 26·9
759.3 761.2t 710.6 791. I 829.9 1029.8 667. 2 362. 6 26.8
690.9'/' 705.3t 772. 6t 821·3 817.3 930.9 550. I 380. 8 26.8
816.2 769.6 789.4 8°7. O./. 820.5 927.8 661. 6 266.2 26.8
71r , 9 758.9t 662.6 764.7 796.4 905· 7 662.6 243· I 26·7
745.4'/' 763.7 790· 6./. 798. 6 805· 3 925.7 745·4 180·3 26.7
806.8./. 912.0 760.7 799.9t 811.8 912. 0 698. 1 213. 9 26.7
738. 6 696.5 719.ot 771.3 829.3 984.7' 696.5 288.2 26.6
695. 2 710.5 732. 0 832.3 792.0 943.0 695.2 247.8 26.6
610.9 757.3 712.8./. 791.8 766.8 845· 4 610·9 234· 5 26.6
719. 6 723. 2 745.5 823.4 807. 2 985.3 694· I 291. 2 26.5
648. 8 632.7 678. 8t 749· st 805· 6 996.4 632.7 363.7 26·5
702. 0t 789. 8t 826.7 803.2.j. 808.7 918.7 697. 8 220·9 26·5
719.3 725. 8./. 752.0 780.4 806.2 887·9 719.3 168.6 26.4
712. 0 697. 1 760.3 808.0 792.5937.8658.9278.926.4
---------------------,--
5 5 7 7 9
706.3 766.3t 792. 2t
793. 8 768. 2 756.4
781. 8./. 776.4t 792.3t
730.5 721. 7 • 725. 6
755. 0 764.7'/' 764. 6
724. I 759.6t 736. It
746.5 681. 4./. 718. I
828.9 738.3 740·9'/'
724.3 727. 0 759. 8
736. 2 749· It 765.5
706.4 659· It 802·9t
702.7 766·7.j. 695·3
774· 5 765·9t 760.3
782. ° 741. 4 748· 4t
686.8 717.ot 788·4./.
826.4t 550. It 713· 6t
66r. 6 772.4.j. 816·4
670. I 709.ot 783. 0
773.5 759· 8 754· 4
800.2./. 751.5 698. It
798.9 770.2 752. ot
748. ° 747.9'/' 722. 2
67°.0 669.6 680.6t
694. It 706. 1 743·4.j.
658.5./. 815.4t 763·3.j.
766.8 754.6.j. 761. 8t
798.4Z 766.6.j. 774· 1
676.6 7°o.6t 703·7'/'
--------
738. 7 . 731. 7 I 746.9














701. o] 667. 2
801. 7 712. 2
795. 2 745·3
774. 0 746. 2t
782. 1 790. 8
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, I , , , , , , , , , , , , , d.
777· I 75°·3 ! 743- 4 733·5 720.4 715·3./. 645. 6 65°·5 667· 5 697· I./. 761. 6 861. 9 645. 6 216·3 26·9 I821. I 806·3 737. 8 7o . 8./. 6 2. 6 6, 68 .6 6 .6 . 1 80. 80.8 6 2. 28. I 26. 2
1-----. 791. 2t 724.9 840. 0'/- 861.9 930.7 911.9t 983.7 806.6 931.2-1- 852.5 886.9 887.5 846.5 855.6
2_00 __ 750.2 828.1! 805. 6 8j3. 2t 880.6.j. 953.7 916.5' 857.6 909.2 823.4t 780.3t 819.3t 812.3-1- 838.4
3 _nn. SC'9· 5 X41. 4 S.8·3 823.2 767·3t 824. 8 8°4.4 790.6t 798.9-1- 955.4 866.8t I 873.5t ! 865. I 831. 5.j.
4 ·nn. 7SI.1 803.8 817. q 853·4: S27·ot S39.2 918.0 8So.8 892.1 846.3 859.ot' 885· It 847. J.j. 814.0
5------ 8°4·9 794·9t 776. 8 823. 9 821.5 S04·3t 853. 1 845.2 852.0 861.6./- 761.q 754.0 858.9 798.5
6 . 788.3t 780· St 805·4.j. 812.8 782.4t 793.ot 862·9 802.4'/- 870.7 '812.7 715.1./- 792.6t 772.5'/- 699.6t
7 __n __ 85°. 2 628·5 789. ° 821.6t S35· (,.j. 846.7 824.1.j. 848.9 857.6t 776.5./- 890.5.j. 813. 3-1- 8° 5. 3 805. 8
S .--.-- 1'95.0 854· lt 850·5 822.2 819. 1 799·5 918.2-1- 937.4'/- 961.8./- 907.1 738.7 846.3t 802.2 733.7-1-
9 ------ 775· st 879· 4-1- 822.6-1- 838. q 827. 8 825.6-1- 828·7 809. q 767.6-1- 745.5 900.4 677.6 732.6t 756.8
10 ------ 977- 6.j. 8('4· ° 757· 7.J- 3t;,. o.j. 911.5-1- 9·B- st 705. ° 837.4t 941. 74- 849. I 927.6./- 819.8 727. I 750.5
II ---00- 720.8 78S.6 873·7 799. 8 822.0 854.5 872.4 776.8.j. 863.1 995.6 895.5t 823.6t 849.8 797.7
12_ 00.... 737. 6 ::187·9-1- 839. 6 931.5 878.2 953·9.j. 91O·7'/- 913.9.j. 892.2'/- 852.ot 855.0,/- 751.7t 796.2 764. 0
13 _u 830.ot 808.8t 850. 6 827. 9 832.6 844. It 844.3 885.9 889.2-1- 891. 8 909.4t 921.8 895.4 847.8-1-
14 _n 782.4-1- 770.5 779· I 839· 2 809· 4t 798.8 818.6t 819.6 827. It 790.6.j. 876.6 845.7 869.9-1- 814· 3-1-
15------ 799· 2t 818·4 812·4-1- 827. 2 828.2 825.9 818.3 845.3t 831.5-1- 788.0-1- 775.8 791.6 774.9t 783.2
16 ·--00- 786. 8 816·7 754. 6 829. 7 795.4 956.7-1- 897.4t 863.8 701. st 814. ° 810.6 806.5 840.8 833.ot
17 .----- 778.3-1- 757· 6t 789.5 816.2 824. 8 795· 6 947.2-1- 791. 3-1- 928.8 822.8 879.6t 798.7 841. 7 783. rt
18_ n 806.4t 872·3 856. 0 802·9t 847.4 888.8 804.7t 787.6 932.9t 836.0 891.3 1085.0 573.4 887.4
19 __u __ 847· 6t 745· 3 779· 2 915. I 930. I 839.7t 873- 5.j. 828. It 839.8 825.4 830. I 827. I 804.8 779· 5
20. n 748. 7+ 731'.4 789·<Jt Sn.6 S42·7 842.6t 843.bt 876.1./- 854.8 865.2 862.9 791.8 858.6-1- 784.3
21 ------ 788. 6.j. 820·9 790.7 So3· 7-1- 822·5-1- 820.9t 816.5t 813.3 899.5t 869.2 836.9.j. 832.3z 818.4t 810.9
22 __ On. 831. 8 81O.6.j. 817. 6 823. It 809.ot 806.2.j. 830. It 795.2 805.6t 765.4 789.5-1- 818.4./- 780. ° 785.5
23 ------ 808.6 821. I 885· 3t 861. 9t 828.ot 821. 4.J- 848.8 83°.5 833. 6 833. It 791. 7.j. 842. 2t 802.0t 786.8
24 - n 812·9t 846. ot 782. I 855· 6./- 795· 6t 836.9 859.2 878.9 824.8.j. 908.4 899. ot 764. 2 869. 8 796. °
25 ------ 790.9 783. rt 766.9 873· 6t 909.5 819.8 829.8t 831.2 797. 8.j. 823.3t. 838.7 848.3 818.4 803·3
26 _n 815. 6-1- 799· 6.j. 799· 6t So8·4t 814.4 • 836.9 797.5-1- 856.8t 792. I 784.3 813.6t 859. 8 840. 6 826.6
27 _u 80<).2.j. 81I. 4t 804.2t 808. I 852. It 8°5.5 788.5 S14.7 938.5 903.3 784. ° 784. 6 789. 8 761. rt
28 822·9 817.6 820·9 826.2 826.9 825.4 804-3 795.9t 7So.lt 787.4.j. 774. 1.j. 735.7 784.7 791.4'
29 ------ 816.2 i 805. rr 814.2t 790· 7t 802. It 829.7 824.8t 829.9t 858. 8.j. 864. I 813. ° 760. I 774. I 786.4t
3° ------ &,48. 2 ~14. I 891. st 940·7t 960.5 924. ° 967. 5~ 906.7 985. ° 859.7, 724,'3 . 859.7 804.6 814.4t!
31. 8ol).8t 846. ot 848·4t 784.4 : 838. 2t 861.4 S84.1877.1.j.1931.6 876.0 i915.lt905.2.j.1892.1.j. 864.3-1-:
--·----------'--- I ' i I --'
Mean. __- SoS·9 80<). ° 813. 8 838.4 841.1 849.4 854.7 839.8 I 864.2 844.7 835.3 826.5' 81I. 3 799· 5 I





1> = + 810 44' 00"
6 7
Gottingen hours.
u ----- .---- ---- -------- ---i--- ---·1----
" ,
54
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, JUly, 1883.
2460 east, + minutes of table,
3
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r
Magnetic declination, Fort Conger, JUly, 1883-Continued. Ii. = - 64° 43/ 50/1= - 411 18m 55.3"from Greenwich (or 411 58m 41.5' west of Giittingen). Magnetometer No. 12.
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/ / / / / / / d.
817. 0 776.8 632·7t 7I4·3-/' 663. 6 645·4 659. 2t 682·9 700.7 745.6 797·9 983.7 632. 7 351.0 26·4 I
840. It 865. 5 801. 2-/. S02. It 759·6t 806·4 76S·4-/. 827· 7-/' 75I. I 888·3t 831.6 953·7 750. 2 203.5 26·3 2
817. 3 75I. I-/. 762·5-/' 754. 6 747·9 7I8. 6t 744· 9z 728. 2 7I6·3t 771. 3-/. 801.8 955·4 716.3 239· I 26·3 3800.0 793·3-/' 749·3 753· 7-/. 795·3-/' 783. 7 760. 8 777.8 786. 8-/. 818.0 <)18.0 749·3 1()8·7 26·3 4
785. I-/. 733·3 708.5 67°. 0 662·9 65°·6 658. 8t 736. ot 701.6 750.'.I-/. 769.5 861.6 65°·6 21 I. ° 26.2 5
723·6t 676. 6t 715.3 714. 8 732. 6 732·9-/' 699· 7-/. 782. 6-/. 826.6 851. ] 772. 8 87°·7 676. 6 194. I 26. 2 6
8IS.8-/. 862.6 727.3 7°3·9 604. 0 669· 8t 67]. 7t 637·4t 809·4-/' 844.8 7SI. I 89°·5 (J04. ° 286·5 26.2 7
731.o-/. 815·4t 774· 4 660. 7t 747·5t 629.6 654. I 659. 2 799·5 747·5t 796. 0 961. 8 629. 6 332.2 26. I S
765·7t 848.9 S65· 8 839· S-/, 816.6t 8°5· 6t 793·5 665. I-/. 755· 3 867.° SOO.4 900.4 665. I 235·3 26. I 9
8°5·4t 772.9 741. 6 773· 3 760. 8-/. 746. 6 768. I 717. I-/. 723. I 759. I 811.° 977·(, 705.0 272 . 6 2(,. I 10
~ 838.6 875· 0-/, 789.5 77S·7t 738.4 874. 8 722. I 742·5-/. 708. 6-/. 7.6. (, 814·5 995.6 708. 6 287.0 26.0 II~! 726.8 731.9t 745· 9 739. 8 744.6-/. 773.32 771.8 760. I-/. 776.5 8II'·7t 814. 7 953·9 726. 8 227. I 26.0 12
8°9·5 725. 5 7°5·9 7I2. 0-/' 716. 0 7°7. 8 75-1-. 0 757·4t 78"·4t 716. I 81 I. ° 921.S 705.9
21 5. 9 26.0 13
868.2t 729.0 579·4t 732. ] 825. 7t 736.4 826.6-/. 876.9 859·7 X2]·3-/. 804. I 876.9 579·4 297·5 26.0 14
784.3 762. 2 785. 8 705· 8-/. 498. 0 742.3 726. ot 701.° 944·9-/' 692·5-/' 777.6 944·9 498. 0 446.9 25·9 IS
811.° 78O·7-/' 737· 2.j. 734·3 704· ot 707·9-/' 681. 8 679·3 724. I 828·5-1- 787.3 956.7 679·3 277·4 25·9 16
8°5·5-/' 770.° 775· 5 778. 2-/. 748·5t 771.8 733·3 758.7 775·4t 802·9 803. I 947. 2 733·3
213. 9 25·') 17
851.3 I026·9t 671. 6t 809. 2 71I. '.I-/. 600·7-/. 446. 7 697·5t 661. 7-/. 933. 2.j. 803·7 roSs.° 446. 7 638. 3 25·9 18
746. I 722.7 735·9 751. st 732· 7-/. 7I3·7-/' 735·5t 670. 2 6S7·5 731.4t 787. 2 930. I ('70. 2 259·9 25·9 19
782.3 785.9 749·9-/' 798. 0 726. 6t 733·6t 762. 7 753·9-/' 778.5 SOl. 6.J- 799. 2 876. I 7
26. 6 149·5 25.8 20
S12·4t SIO.O-/' 792·9t 8°9·4 S14·5 794. 8-/. 774.° 8I5·I.j. S26.2 824. I 817.4 899·5 774.0 125·5 25.8 21
79°·5 791.8 I 787.3 809. 3 776.4 781. 7t 761. 6-/. 771.3 7n 6 779.2 795·() 831.S 761. 6 7°.
2 25.8 22
776.0 787. I , 773. ° 779. 6 781. 5 731. 2-/. 768. 0 7S8·3 782.6t S29·5.j. 80S.° 885·3 731.2 154. I 25·7 23822.2 811·5 652. 6.j. 667· ot 69°·2 703. I 743·9-/' 759.6 753.2 765.5 795.8 9°8·4 652.6 255. 8 25· 7 24
768.4 736. I-/. 672. 2.j. 709.4 698.4t 740.3 784·7-/' 776. 8-/. 748. 0 787·3t 789.8 90<)·5 672. 2 237·3 25· 7 25
798. 6 782.8-/. 672·3-/' 706.9 726. ot 742·5t 649· I.j. 759·4t 783·5t 791.st 785. 8 859. 8 649. I
210·7 25.6 26
841.8t 780.5 754·6t 729. 6 758. I-/. 789. 6 8I1·9t 787. 6 Soo.8-/. S24·9 805. 6 93
8.5 729.6 208·9 25.6 27
785.8 744·6t 779· 2-/' 761. 7t 752.4 736·4t 776. 2.j. 790. It 789.4 792.0 787.6 826·9 735·7 91. 2
25.6 28
813. 4 804·5t 805. 2 729·4t 781.8-/. 690. 0.j. 714.6 702.3 798·5t 782.7 791.3 864· I 690.0 174. I 25·5
29
! 852.5 809·ot 664. 2 529. I-/. 569·5.j. 67°·4 631. ° 755·9 717.9 858. ot 810.8 985.0 529. I 455·9 25·5 3°
811.° I, 764·4-/' 739· 3 ! 698. 8.j. 714.7-1- 6S9·5-/' 7IO.ot I, 804·st 752. 2t 696. ot 813. I 931. 6
689. 5 242. I 25·5 31
-----------~-----------
---_.--------------
800.0 788.0 737.0 737·3 725.8 729. 7 724· 7 745·9 767.° 794·9 799· 5
864. 2 724.7 139·5










RECOGNITION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DISTURBANCES OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION.
In order to conform as closely as practicable to the method of reduction favored by the conference, as expressed by the
president of the Commission in Circulars Nos. 39, and 40, and preparatory to the treatment of the disturbances, a collection
of the hourly readings of the declination is here given for those days which have been pointed out as generally (as far as
known) quiet ones. At Fort Conger the deviations in the readings are so great that it is almost impossible to attempt a
selection of undisturbed from disturbed days, particularly in the absence ot any definite rule for doing it. We were obliged
to omit the following dates from the list of quiet days, in consequence 01 the great irregularities in [he Fort Conger record at
these dates pointing to disturbances, viz: 1882, August 3, c r, 23, 2.j.; September tj October I; November 4,10, 11,29; De-
cember 15. 1883. January 2, 23; February IOj May 9,12; June 4, 5, ISo and July z r, 22,23,28,29,
The final values for each hour are gIven at the foot of the recapitulation of the six separate results or combinations by
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1882 Oct. 19 ---;5.9 786.9!i 795.9 797.4 i 794.7 797. I 8°5.9 806. I 796.3 791. 4 79~' 0' 796. I i
1882 Oct. 20 798.3 797.4! 794.9 i 796.9! 799.4 793.3 i 802. I 794· ° 793· 2 794· 6 791. 3 791. I
1882 Oct. 21 793.6 797. ° : 797.6 799. ° ' 794.2 798.4 791. 5 798. ° 797· 2 793· ° 792.5 789. I
-----'---------------------,------------ ----_.----
Meanui 795. 9 793.8 796. I 797.8 796. I 796.3 799· 8' 799· 4 795· 6 793· ° 792. 6 792. I
1882 Sept. 16 808.6 806.4 810.6 816·9 810·5 805. 7 809. I 801. 9 79°· 3 , 794· 3 793. 0 801. 3
1882 Sept. 24 787. I 783.5 793. I 798.3 803. 7 791. 2 790.4 799· 3 792. 2 I 784.7 788.7 787. I I
1882 Sept. 29 797. I 817.7 8Il.7 812.5 817. I 827.4 824.3 826·7 819.5 819. I 812·3 815. 8Mean.J-;7.6iS;;~-;;~~.2 --8-10.4 S;;s.-;--S;;7,;&;9.3 ~~~9'4~8.0 &;-;-;\
1883 Apr. 10 804· 3 817. 8 817· 3 846. 0 846. 3 823. 5 820.0 821. 4 810·7 815. 9 822. I
816.0
1883 Apr. 14 821.6 829. 4 816.0 852. ° 867. 0 837. 7 833. 3 83°.5 833. I 816·9 822.8 824. 2
1883 Apr. 17 828·9 820·4 824. 4 819. 7 834. 7 837. 3 851. 9 83° . 9 853. 7 796.7 794· 7
83° . 3
1883 Apr. 22 819.2 , 832. 9 824. 0 S20·7 828·4 826.8 799·4 848. 5 820·5 850. 5 8°4·4 793.
6
Hourly values of selected (supPtJsed) undisturbed days, grollped in pairs (Jfmonths, in accordance 'witlt Circulars 1'lus. 39 and 4°·
540
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Hourly ualnes (If selected (supposed) undisturbed days, grouped ill pairs (If months, etc.-Continued.
--- --- --- -----_ .. ----
2460 east + minutes of table.
Giiltingen hours.
--------~- ---.------, Mean. Date.
2322212019181716
I---~-- ~ ----
Noon. - 13 I-~:-
---------
------------------
791.4 790.6 779. 1 ~~ 771.8 767.7 781.5 783.4 785. 2 785. 0 769.5 7917 793.1
787. 0 779. 0 --;s3.8D~1808.4 811.7 797.7 8°5. 1 828.1 812.2 787.5 802·9' 807.S
823. I 811.9 806.4 807· 6 801. 3 797. 6 799. ° 812.7 813.3 821·3 837· 8 842.5 I 82].3
8]8. S 799· 8 797· ° 806. 0, 814. I 79]· 5 798.4 787.3 792. 2 819 4 8]6. I 82)']1 817.9
807· 6 765. ° 773.7 783.7 I 766.6 750. ° 749· 7 785. I 80].8 8og. ° 779· 7 798.9 801. 7 :
-------------------- --------------'--1











781. 3, 792.5 800. °
763.8 770.5 i 785. °














































795. 41' 79°· 6

















































































































































































806. 7. r 8°3· 2 i. 8°4· S 782.9 773· 3 761. I 771. 5 774· 7 800·4 8°S· 9
752.5 728. I: 766.4 765.3 779· 7 792.3 797· 7 796. 8 797· 5 780.6
761. 3 748.4 i 773· 7 780.7 784. I 797· 7 814.9 811.8 818·9 791. 4
798. ° I • 78S. ° I 788.2 802. ° 804.3 818.2 821·9 80S· 9 815.7 808.2
---------------------
779. 6 I 766.2 783. 2 782·7; 785.4 792.3 801. 5 797· 3! 808. I 796.5
--------------------------
-----------------------------------------------
815.2 814.8 806.1 801.3 805.6 807.4 809.9 822.8 824. 2
I
8]5· 8 823. 7 823.6 819. 8 - 8[6.8 782. 9 775· 4 772. 8 =7=86=.=6=====
84°.2 810.5 8°7.3 822.7 793.7 808. I 815. I 811.2 811. 3
815. I 794.6 795.7 813.7 79°.9 740.5 756. 2 778. I 784.7
--------
------------------,
---- ---- -~~ ---- .--- ---- ---- ----
:-.-
I I I I I I / /
/
Sept., 1882, and Apr., 1883 808.0 813.8 812.8 821. 9 827. 2 819. 7 817. 0 821.0 815· I 809·7 804· 5
808·7
Oct., 1882, and Mar., 1883 802.6 804·4 So5·8 So5·0 807·6 So3·8 So5·2 So8·5 Sol. 7 801.0
Sol. 6 796. 0
Nov., 1882, and Feb., 1883 So2.1 Sol. 9 So7·2 Sol. 7 808·9 So3·0 808.0 810·4 Sol. 5 802.6 So2·5
799. 6
Dec., 1882, and Jan., 1883 804·0 816.8 818·5 818·4 817. 0 815. 4 811·4 812·3 814. 0 818.0 815. 8 812.2
May, 1883, and Aug., 1882 799·7 819. 8 811.2 844·5 836. 6 822.0 826.8 825. 7 820. 2 816·4 8
17.9 813.0
June, 1883, and July, 1883 -------- ------_ ... -------- -------- ---- ---- -------- -------- -------- -------- -------- --------
---------------- ----




2460 east + minutes of table.
2
Recapitulatwn 0/seleded (suPPOsed) undisturbed hourly values.
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1
R~capitulafion ofsd~ctd(suppom!) undisturbed hourly values-Continued.







Noon. I 15 1_16_1_1_',_1_8 _1_9 -=-'_2_1II.~~I mean.
,1, ,1, ,I",I,iI , .
So2.7: 789.8 784.6 786.o! 784.7 778.0 I 783. 8 790.5 ~ 797.3 800.2· 789.9 So4.3 I Soj.o Sept., 1882,and Apr., 1883
789.5 784.5 784.2 781. 4 : 779. I 771. 2 784.8 781.9 " 787.6 795·2 793·8 So2.0 794·9 Oct., 1882,and Mar., 1883
794·0 788.3 789. 2 779.6 I 766. 2 783. 2 782. 7 785.4 792.3 SoI·5 797·3. So8. I 796.5 Nov., 1882,and Feb., 1883
Bog. 8 803.2 800.2 793.4, 798.8 802.2 799.6 807.0 /So5' 5 So7·6 i 808.7 , 8og.o Bog. I Dec., 1882,and Jan., 1883
814. 0 So7.3 798.4 799.2 797.2 776. 2 788. 0 788. 0 793.8 798. 8 I 803. 2 I 812.2 Bog.6 May, 1883,and Aug., 1882
- • n u • n .1 n __ n 00 __ 1 June, 1883,and July, 1883
So2.0 794.6 -;~ 787. 9 : 785.21782.2 787.8- 790.6 " 795.3- 800. I ' 7gB. 6 ' 807. I I' So2.6 Final means.
i ! I i I I , I
TIlE LADY FRAXKL[~ BAY EXPEDITION.
REDUCTION AND DISCUSSION OF THE OBSERVATIONS FOR,MAGNETIC DECLINATION BETWEEN
JULY, 1882, AND AUGUST, 1883.
The subject of the treatment of the magnetic record, so far as it relates to the separation of the 50-called disturbances
from the general body of the observations, appears finally to have been left by the Vienna conference to the discretion of each
individual party. Several methods were proposed and considered, but it does not appear that any binding agreement was
reached, and subsequent circulars only contain some further suggestions. Whatever method may be adopted it must contain
some arbitrary step so long as there is no certain known criterion for a disturbance other than its magnitude, and there remains
the difficulty of selecting a method that shall be equally well adapted to stations widely separated, geographically as well as
magnetically, the latter with respect to the magnitude of the dip and to the intensity of the horizontal component of the force.
Having already expressed my views respecting the management of the disturbances in connection with the reduction of
the magnetic work at Point Barrow.s all that is required here is to state the method followed and to point out how the normal
or undisturbed monthly mean values for each hour were obtained; the difference of each observation from its respective
normal value will form the basis for further discussion.
In the first place new tables of hourly differences were formed from the preceding ones by subtracting the monthly mean
value, as given there, from each individual value in that column. From these differences was deduced the mean deviation m
. . J[l'-'J I "-3[11
of any single observation, viz, 111 = --' - or from the more simple form m = --:;~:Jc== which for the values of n equal to 29, 30,
Il - I Y liZ - 1l .
and 31 , equals very nearly 111 = 1. 2 53[11 A comparison! of the resulting m when derived from the sum of the squares of differ-
11 - 0.5
ences, and when derived from the sum of differences without regard to sign, proved that the latter more simple form was per-
fectly satisfactory, and it was consequently used exclusively.
The values of 111 so found are collected in the following table:
-_.__ .- ...__._-_._-----
"Report of the International Polar Expedition to Point Barrow, Alaska (Lieut. P. H. Ray, commanding), Washington, 1885, Part VI., PP·480-
482. At the date of this report, May 6, 1884, the Vienna resolutions were unknown, and the discussion was consequently broken off with the inten-
tiun to resume it when an agreement should have been reached. It is to be regretted that so far no means have since been provided either to put the
record in the shape desired or to complete the discussion.-C. A. SCHOTT.
tComparison of values of m, as found by squaring and by summation, for July, 1882:
Gottingen I
hour. From [Z'T'J' From [v] From [v
~.._-~_.-.--_-----




° ±43 ±42 13 61 48 The larger differences for 5h and
I 52 45 14 49 43 13h arise in each case frum one2 54 47 15 57 53 excessive value in the series,3 38 39 16 57 53 but it does not follow from this4 37 35 17 59 60 that the larger value is the bet-S 72 55 18 61 57 ter one.6 45 48 19 57 567 52 53 20 57 598 46 5° 21 68 66
9 64 56 22 70 64IO 62 63 23 65 65II 55 57
---------Noon. 62 58 Mean ±56 I ±53
-_._---,----~-
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--35
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*0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II Noon. 13




----i---- ---- ------------- -----
1882. " I I ,
July __ , __ ±P ±45 :1:47 :1:39 :1:35 :1:55 ±48 :1:53 :1:50 :1:56 :1:63 ±57 ±58 ±48
------,------------------------------
August , •• 40 24 33 34 34 46 44 41 47 46 48 47 39 39
September 25 20 21 20 35 26 :13 26 28 25 25 24 22 21
October _. 37 38 44 42 47 51 56 56 5° 5° 35 47 49 66November 52 75 75 72 88 97 102 92 69 76 80 74 1°3 56
, December 31 36 41 39 43 45 44 46 , 44 45 41 35 41 331883.
January __ 52 45 44 39 48 45 51 43 47 47 47 47 52 53February. 20 26 19 37 28 27 28 28 28 29 23 16 16 16March _. 17 21 22 29 3° 23 39 33 3° 26 25 22 27 24April ___ 42 28 34 3° 27 34 36 34 29 35 49 31 28 38May ___ 42 29 25 31 36 33 29 42 46 42 36 34 27 33June_. __ 34 22 39 41 52 33 3° 60 55 51 59 57 46 47July n ___ 42 49 36 38 44 49 57 42 66 53 65 61 53 37
----,---:--------,--'-----------------Mean _ 36 :1:34 ±36 :1:38 ±43 :1:42 ±+6 :1:45 :1:45 ! :1:44 ±44 ±41 :1:42 ±39I
• GOltingen hOUTS. t Local hOUTS (+,.... for local time).
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I I I I I I
~3_~3_~3_.I~0_,~_7_~_6 ±~~6_~4_~_5_~~
33 40 42 71 54 53 61 45 31 29 43
26 27 29 37 38 36 41 41 26 20 28
63 56 55 55 50 49 57' 50 30 31 48
89 92 125 80 99 84 80 69 82 55 82
46 48 47 47 47 31 42 42 42 39 41
43 61 49 58 51 57 59 44 53 5° 49
24 43 59 60 60 67 31 34 33 24 32
53 31 42 33 37 32 41 34 33 21 3°
37 37 38 44 56 73 5° 54 55 43 4°
37 34 36 44 32 37 54 39 43 35 36
35 36 44 54 48 37 45 49 43 39 44
36 54 58 56 61 57 65 56 54 55 52
---------------
-------------
±44±44 ±47 ±5 2 ±53 ±53 ±5 1 ±52 ±46 ±44 ±37
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..
According to Dr. Lloyd a deviation of one and a half times the mean deviation from the respective hourly normal may
be regarded to designate an observation as a disturbance; hence at Fort Conger a deviation of 1° 06' may be considered as
indicating a disturbance. Were we to adopt Peirce's criterion for the rejection of anomalous values (that is those not conforming
to the law of facility of committing errors as assumed in the theory of the method of least squares) the limit of rejection or
separation would be widened to 204 times m, or to 1° 46'. Sir Edward Sabine's limit was generally in closer accord with Dr.
Lloyd's rule than with Peirce's, as he was anxious to secure a sufficient number of separated values for further discussion.
Adopting here the limit 1° 06' any observation differing by this or by any greater amount from the mean declination reading
at the same hour, and in the same month, is regarded as bringing it within the category of "large disturbances. Fresh
monthly means for each hour were then taken, omitting the larger disturbances so designated, and the process of limitation was
repeated until the finally adopted monthly means now designated monthly" normals" remained after all observations, differing
1° 06' or more from their respective normals, had thus been excluded.
The value of m might have been derived in a much less laborious manner by a selection of evenly distributed hours over
the months of the year; thus it could be satisfactorily evaluated from 24 instead of 288 hours, as above, by using the hours 0
and I in the first month, the hours 2 and 3 in the second, the hours 4 and 5 in the next, and so on. The value of m thus
found is ± 44'; even the use of 12 hours, systematically distributed, would suffice: thus employing the even hours 0, 2,4,6,
etc., for the rst, ad, 3d, etc., month respectively we find m = ± 45', and by the odd hours we should get m = ± 43'·
The above mean values of m exhibit (in magnitude) the diurnal disturbance variation. It is greatest about the (local)
hours II, noon, 13, J4, 15, and least about the hours 19, 20, and 21, with a secondary maximum about the hours I or 2.
,
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Monthly means of the hourly values of the declination at Fort Conger, August I, 1882, to August I, 1883'




2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II Noon.
,
845.6 825.6 828.6
803.8 809.5 S03· 3
807· 9 805· 3 795 9
844· 3 833· 3 806·9
828.9 818. I 812.4
841. 2 838.4 839.°
816.5 S06.8 801.5
820.5 818. ° 799·9
844. ° 830. I 819.4
838.3 833· 7 821.4
834. ° 84°. 2 825.5
835·3 826·5 I 811·3






















































































































































































































































h. m, h. m, h. m, h. m. h. m. h. m. h. m, h.",. h. m, h. m, h. m,
Local mean time... 19 01. 2 20 or. 2 21 01. 2 22 01. 2 23 01. 2 ° 01. 2 I or. 2 2 01. 2 3 01. 2 4 01. 2 5 01. 2
I
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Monthly means of the hourly values of the declination at Fort Conger, August 1,1882, to August I, I 883-Continued.
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2460 east + tabular minutes.
~---_.- ---.- ---- .•.._------_.._..•
Gottingen hours. I '
, Year. IMean, Month.
13 q 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 i
I I
804. 6 : 790.7 774· 5 762. 8 730.9 741. 9 747·3 756. 8 762.5 789. 2 792.5 804. 5 August, ____ u _ u ___ 1882
790. 8 787. 2 770.5 769. I 761. 4 76a. I 755·5 761. 9 759. 0 775·4 795.0 795·5 September. ___' __u
795.0 767.5 769. I 764. 8 762.7 755· I 753·3 753·7 760. 6 789.3 801. 2 794·3 October , _____u • ___
800·7 808.8 77°. 0 743. 2 775· 4 717. 6 737. 0 747. 8 789.9 817. 5 813. 2 812·3 November - _.... - - .'-'
805. 8 8°3·7 791. 3 796.3 795. 6 783.4 787.3 785. 8 795. 2 797· I 807. 6 81I. 3 December _u _______
828·3 816.8 812.8 813. 5 798.9 801.6 793·3 787.3 8°5. 0 808·5 825. 2 826·5 January _, ____. ____' 1883
790. 0 780. 6 768. I 748. 0 744. 6 752.9 745. 8 775· 7 773·9 774. 6 792.5 794· I February __________ . "
796.9 768. I 778.5 762.4 763. I 761. ° 754· I 765. 8 771. 5 782. 8 801. ° 802.0 March _________ . u
816·9 796. 5 790. 2 779· 7 775·9 764.3 751. 9 776. 6 780.3 797.0 8°7. 0 814.2 April ______________
803. 6 796.4 788. 0 773. 6 760.5 756.7 757·5 756.3 774·5 780.5 794. 2 807· 7 May ___• _____u. u_
824.0 Sor , 3 783. I 756. 7 738.7 731. 7 746.9 725.4 741. 9 753· 7 795·3 804. 2 June u _____ •• _____
799· 5 800.0 788. 0 7.37. 0 7.37·3 725. 8 729.7 724. 7 745·9 767.° 794·9 799·5 July __._. ---------
---------------------------------------- 0 I E
804. 7 793· I 782. 0 767.3 762. I 754·3 755. 0 759. 8 771. 7 7'66.0 801. 6 8° 5. 5 {= 259 25·5 .,or 10003 ~.5'W.
---_._--~---- .---------~----~-_._--------_._.- -
Monthly values of the hourly normals of the declination at FcJrt Conger, August I, 1882, to August I, I 883-Continued.
2460 east + tabular minutes.
806 794 775 767 758 762 748 769 780 787 795 806·5 August uU .-------
788 790 778 777 773 768 767 772 770 775 795 797· 3 September __u .-----
772 767 764 754 751 765 762 774 776 789 801 791. 8 October n_' ---. ---'
775 794 768 741 748 770 771 780 807 786 806 796. 1 November. u_ ...
799 788 788 787 790 793 787 792 802 799 793 802.2 December - .•-- ----
807 809 799 803 793 784 783 795 So : 801 816 814.8 January __ . ---- -- -'
793 784 778 769 773 784 776 781 778 786 795 798. I February --.--------
802 790 789 778 766 774 759 777 777 788 801 804. 8 March - --.--. ------806 798 792 788 781 780 781 783 790 803 813 814. 3 April_u_u _
813 803 790 776 760 757 761 764 785 787 795 810.2 May ---------------
812 795 788 760 747 744 749 723 744 761 792 800·4 June ---- u __ -----.
802 8a8 771 758 750 741 745 754 758 759 791 801. 2 July u __
~8-~3- ----;s-2-i-;-2-:~6-i76-8- ~-6- -;-2- ----;s-I- "785- ---;;9- --;;:-;- {=:;ic:a0216~~/~:
h. m. ~. til. ,h. ~. ; h. m. : Noon h. m, n. til. h. m, : h. m, h. m. h. m, Local mean time.
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h. m. Noon. h. m, h. m, I h. m. h. m, I h. m. I h. m,
II+1.2 +lm.2 13+1.2 14+1.2115+1.3 16+1.2
11
7+1.2 118+1.2
1---1---1---1,-- , r---,1--:1* ,1--1- - - 1- - - 1
-39 -48 -44 -58 I -37 -26, -19 i -II August , 1882
-20 -24 -29 -30 ' -25 I -27 I -22' - 2 September -- "
-38 -41 -27 -30! -18 -16 II - 3 1 + 9 ()ctober_____ u
-55 -48 -26 -25 -16 +II I -10 , +10 November -- "
-15 -12 - 9 -15 -10 0 i - 3! - 9 I)ecember___ If
-12 -22 -31 -32 -20 -13 I -14 i + I January 1883
-29 -25 -14 -22 -17 -20 I -12 I - 3 February __.._ U
-27 -39 -31 -46 -28 -28 II' -17 1 - 4 March u_n_ "
-26 -33 -34 -33 -31 -24 , -II! - I ApriL______ "
-34 -50 -53 -49 -46 -25 I -23 i -15 May_ "
-40 -53 -56 -51 -77 -56 -39 - 8 June --- --- ::
-43 I -51 -60 -56 -47 -43 -42 -10 July ..-- __nl
---------------34 ---=-43 --=-46 --=-46 --=-44---34 --~--:=-s-April toS~p- 6months.*
tember, In- I
elusive.
+ I October to 6 months.t
March, in-
elusive.
*Semi-annual mean, 0 in north declination. tSemi-annual mean, 8 in south declination. fAooual mean.
Of the three tables of hourly values just given the first is made up from the hourly mean values given at the foot of each
monthly table of the observed hourly declinations. These monthly means, when collected for the period August, 1882, to
August (exclusive), 1883. give the annual mean readings for each hour of the day, as well as the mean of all observations, or
2590 25'.5 east (1000 34'.5 west). This average declination is preferable to 1000 13'.6 west, as found for the preceding year
from thirty-six days of observations; hence we adopt as the best value of the annual diminution of west declination (between
1876 and 1883) the value 13~~= 9'.87
74
The second table contains the hourly normals, or the hourly mean values of all observations of that hour which remained
after the exclusion of the larger disturbed observations. It also gives the annual means of the hourly normals, and shows
that the exclusion of the larger disturbances changed the resulting declination to 100° 36'.8 west. Thus the effect of the
presence of these disturbances was to diminish the declination by 2'.3 . In the preceding year the effect was only 0'.8, but in
the same direction. The diurnal range is increased in both years, owing to the influence of the disturbances.
In the third table the solar-diurnal variation of the declination is presented. It is simply the difference between each
hourly normal and its respective monthly mean. A + sign indicates greater east (less west) and a - sign less east (greater
west) declination than the monthly average. The semi-annual means for sun in north declination and for sun in south decli-
nation arc given, as well as the annual mean. The difference for the respective hours in the semi-annual means constitutes
the annual inequality at these hours. The solar-diurnal variation is also graphically shown on the accompanying plate, and
is further expressed by means of a periodic function-
d=A+B, sih (a+y,)+~ sin (2a+Yz)+B3sin (3a+Y3)+etc., viz:
d=3 2" 96 sin (a+72° 17')+5'.00 sin (2a+242° 52')+0'.26 sin (3a+156°)+ .•.•
the angle a counting from the epoch midnight + 1.201 , at the rate of IS° an hour; counting a from midnight the angles
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Superior range of diurnal variation, April to September, inclusive __ 10 22'
Year~y average range -- ._ ... _. . n • I 06
Inferior range, October to March, inclusive -------_U_...h. ., 0 56
The annual variation in the diurnal range is exhibited in the following monthly averages which were derived graphically
from the last table: • '
The most c~aracteristic feature of the solar-diurnal variation is the westerly extreme soon after local noon. By the above
formula we find Its .epo~h to be 13b 2 m, and its deflection from the normal declination 37"9; in summer it occurs about half
~n hou~ later ,and in ~mter about a quarter of an hour earlier. The easterly extreme is found to occur at I h 27m , the defl:c.
non bemg 27 ·9; dunng the half year including summer it appears to take place a little later and in the half year includlllg






















I i I iI
Local time. By ~b. ! By c?m. Local time. : By ob- By com- I
\_,.., ,servatlOn.'putation. 'servation. putation.]
II It. m, , h. 111. ,
, 001. 2 +28 +27 Noon +1. 2
-37 -36I 01.2 l +28 I +28 13+ 1. 2
-35 -38201.2 \,26 I +28 14+1. 2 I -37 -363 01. 2 +28 +27 15+1. 2 ,
-31 -31
4 01. 2 +25 +25 16+1.2 ! -22 -245 01. 2 +22 +21 17+1. 2 -18 --IS
6 01. 2 +14 +15 18+1. 2 -4 -6
7 01. 2 +7 +7 19+ I. 2 +3 +38 01. 2
-5 -3 20+1. 2 +12 +119 01. 2 -10
-13 21+1.2 +17 +1810 01. 2
-21 -22 22+1. 2 +22 +22
II 01. 2
-32 -31 23+1. 2 '1"26 +25
SOLAR-DIURNAL VARIATION OF THE MAGNETIC DECLINATION AT FORT CONGER,
AUG., 1882, TO AUG., 1883.
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6 months, sun south of equator.
Solar-diurnal variation Annual mean.
6 months, sun north of equator,
•
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The range for December, only 28', is most remarkable; the other extreme occurs half a year later, in June, with 1° 48',
which is nearly four times the minimum amount. These ranges, which depend on the hourly normals, are necessarily smaller
than the absolute ranges, which would include all disturbances, large and small. These larger diurnal ranges have already been
given at the foot of the monthly tables of the hourly record.
It appears to be a peculiarity of this region to have the extremes of the diurnal variation nearly twelve hours apart, and to
have them follow midnight and noon within about one hour. The daily average is reached at 7b 4Sm and at 18b 39m, nearly,
and about half an hour earlier during the half year when the sun is in south declination, and about one-third of an hour later
during the other half year.
The extremes of the declination in the hourly series at Fort Conger were observed as follows:
1882, November 20, Ib 1m (local time) _un 266°41'.4 east ( 93° 18'.6 W.)
And on the same day, at 7h om (local time) __ 248046'.6 east (111° 13'.4 W.)
Total range observedL.L; __ •• _
u
• __ u ._ 17° 54'.8
Absolute extremes:
We learn from the narrative, Vol. II, p. 8, that the lowest reading of the record was on November 16, 1882,· at 8b 35m
a. m., G6ttingen time, when the declination was 92° SI'.6 W.; and that on the day following, at lOb 20m p. m., Greenwich
time, there was the highest reading, viz, 113° 19'.8 W., a change to the westward of 200 28'.2 in thirty-eight hours (and a half).
THE LARGER DISTURBANCES IN DECLINATION AT FORT CONGER DURING THE YEAR, AUGUST,
1882, TO AUGUST, 1883 '
The total number of hourly observations during the year was 87~9' ~nd with ~ur limit the. to~al ~umber of s?-called
disturbances is 1169, which gives about one largely-disturbed observation In every eight. The distribution of the dlsturbe~
values in the diurnal and annual periods, with separation of the easterly and the westerly disturbances and further analysis
with respect to frequency and to magnitude, is contained in the following four ta_b_l_e_s: _
*See notes on auroral displays, near the end of this paper. The great magnetic storm between November 13 and November 19, 1882, culmi-
nated in intensity on the 17th.
l~:1;1: "r j •,
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Disturbances ofthedeclination at Fort Conger, August, 1882, to August, 1883.
Number and distribution of the larger easterly disturbances.
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I h. m, I h. m, I h. m, \ h. m, i h. m, Midn't
19 I. 2 20 I. 2 21 1.2 22 I. 2 I 23 I. 2 +1.2m













Hourly sums .• _ 22
1883
"
p 3 74 9 ° , ° ° °
October____ 264 253 345 360 237 326 467 i 481 378 403 234 426 494
November _ 592 973 705 829 I 256 I 345 I 713 I 449 I 185 I 115 I 320, I 287 I 221
December__ 336 424 365 504 564 i 597 503 563 476 578 528 i 397 462
1883 January____ 5:S2 330 213 303 , 467 457 769 523 488 479 502 I 413 529
.. February .. i ° 219 83 I 368 160 ' 138 108 257 109 119 ° i ° °
.. MlU'ch_____ ° ° ° 99 259 'I ° 290 , 152 ° ° 85 i 74 91
.. ApriLn___ 406 159 270 I 163 186 178 301 i 167 S9 II7 472 ! Il4 192
.. May __n._ 0 85 ° i 66 236
1
142 127 i 303 80 98 74 I ° °
.. June ° ° 463 \ 200 495 158 '8 8 8 326 ,'" 634 266 •
I ------ 6 74 I' 9
1 49 3 9 ' 7
.. ,Ju y· I_~I__I66 I 158 , 301 523, 676 710, 265 752 263 ° i__~~:
Hourly sums. u _ _ _ 2 523 I 2 695 ,-2809 1-3 396 \~886 i~lli -5491 1-5 360 ~ 186 -3727 -3928 i 3 837 i 3 574 I
i Average magnitude 115 , 1I7! 104 ( 113 I 122: 1I5 114 i lIZ i 10Z I 124 I 127 i 124 I 12~
1 1 I Local mean time. JYenr, , Month.
\
i I I I I Ih. m, h. m. h. m, h. m, i h. m, Midn't I k. m, h. m,
\
h. m. h. m,
I
h. m, h. m, I h. m.
i 19 I. 2 i 20 1.2 21 I. 2 ' 22 I. 2 23 I. 2 +1. 2m I 1.2 2 I. 2 3 1.2 4 I. 2 5 1.2 6 I. 2 7 I. 2




I , , , , , , , , , , , , , /,
1882 August ____, 0'
°
207 143 229 266 429 i 282 131 166 387 7° ! 79
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Disturbances of the declination at Fort Conger, August, 1882, to August, 1883-Continued.



























































3 392 87 August __ 1882
811 101 September
"
7 664 167 October;
22 201 135 November
9 671 100 December,
I[ 0541 132 january L. 1883
I 775 i 1°4 February __ "
I 120 i 86 I March. u __ "
4582 117 April , _____i "
I 689 80 May _____.'
6 458 99 June ______ ..
6 987 1°3 , July __• __•. "








I 480 2 771 2 046
106 ' 115 102
0 0 0 73 , 72 °
° ° 7° 0' ° °112
°






69 77 161 71 : 67 345
623 lOS 90 234 I 13° 73
----
3 288 i 3 077 3 173 I 297 I 484 I 706
126 I 14° 118 loS ! 106 1°7I I
h. m, I hg
I Im. I h. m. h. m. Noon h. m'l h. m, h. m.1 h. m, h. m, h. m.8 I. 2 1.2
I
10 1.2 II 1.2 +1. 2m 13 I. 2 14 I. 2 15 I. 2 16 1.2 17 I. 2 18 I. 2
I
--II I
I I I I I I I I I I I I I








779 399 424 524 483 92 66 76 73 80 °
771 I 038 859 I 291 I 093 0 160 176 297 I 089 437
201 558 395 5°7 454 123 173 148 144 226 445663 393 665 485 466 525 435 320 298 420 379
! ° 0
I, 33~ I 13~ 'I:0, 0
I 421 II 192 1I 85 0,--_1 _
I, 3 482 i 2 8131~; 129 I 134
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DisturbancesoftM tkdination at Fort Ccnger, August, 1882, to August, 1883.






n. m. n. m, .t, m, k . m.l h. m, Midn't n. m. h. m. h. ",. h. m, h. 11/. h. m, It. 11/.
19 1.2 20 1.2 21 1.2 22 I. 2 23 1.2 +1.2D1 I 1.2 2 1.2 3 1.2 4 1.2 5 1.2 6 1.2 7 1.2I
-------~\ ----_.-
1882 August _n' 2 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 2 2 I 3 3
"
September _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. October __u 2 2 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 I 2 2
.. November 2 3 1 1 I I 2 2 I I I 0
2
December.. 0 I 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I
1883 January.. n I I 1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
Febru iry•.• 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
.. March. __u 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1
.. April .•____ 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 I 0
,., .. May .__u. 3 0 0 2
2
--
0 I 1 I I 2 2 4
.. June __u_. I 0 0 I I I 0 0 2 I 3 I 2
"
July n _____ 2 4 0 0 0 0 I 0 3 3 10 6 3
--------
-----------_. ---
Hourly sums "n" 14 13 5 6 5 5 7 7 13 13 21 15
16




Year. Month. I Ih. m. k. m.\ k. m, n. m, k. m. Midn't n. m. k. m. k. m, k. m, h. m, h. m. n. m.
19 1.2 20 I. 2 " 21 1.2 22 1.2 +1.2D1
!
5 6 1.2 7
1.2
23 1.2 I. I. 2 2 1.2 3 1.2 4 1.2 1.2 :
-------i--
, , , ! '
1882 August 374 0 0 74 0 0 0 0 153 143 68 236 l
244
" September . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 00 0 0 0
.. October _._. 146 17 1 175 183 209 189 238 281 III 147
177
243 305
November. 239 237 356 9 1 61} 1::>3 184 174 84 9 2 81 0 74
8
.. December.. 0 73 200 0 0 0 0 0
80
0 0 0 0
1883 January - . __ 135 93 133 90 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0
.. February.. "" 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 0 0 0
" March•.•.. · 0 0 0 0 0 70
0 1220 0 0 0 0
" ApriLn•. i 69 174 0 0 0 69 0 69
0
0 0 147 0
.. May •.----1 257 88 146 1540 0 0 77 9S 75 17 0 195 304
.. June •. ____1 7 8 15579 0 0 95 112 72 0 0 166 88 330
"
July. __n __ 151 438 0 0 055 536 4
27




Hourly sums ______! I 450 i 1 186 864 533 466 452 65 1 639 I 17 8 I 113 2 019 I 212 2 107 I
Average magnitude. 104 9 1 173 89 93 90 93 9 1 I 9 1 86 9 6
81 13 2 I
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The contents of the preceding tables enable us to draw the following conclusions, and, first, with regard to frequency:
(a) During the year ending August 1,1883, the easterly disturbances exceeded the number of wtsterly ones in the propor-
tion of 661 to 5°8, or of 1'30 to I.
(b) In the annual variation the disturbing force was most active during November, and least so during September, for
both easterly and westerly directions; and the same holds, though in a less marked degree, for the months of July and March,
respectively. The ratio of preponderance of easterly over westerly disturbances in the annual variation is as follows.














This preponderance is most decided during November, December, and January, when the ratio rises to 3' I to I; in all other
months, excepting July, the westerlydisturbances are more numerous than the easterly ones, and the above ratio declines to 0.6 to I.
(c) In the diurnal variation the easterly and westerly disturbances follow different laws as to frequency of occurrence, as
is shown by the following table of ratios of the hourly values to the mean of all hours (27.5 for easterly and 21.2 for westerly
directions), taken as unity, and further illustrated by the accompanying diagram:
Relative frequency of disturbances, hourly ratios, Fort Conger local mean time.
-
II





1·4 0.2 13+1. 2'" I 0·4 2.21 1·7 0·3
14 I 0·5 1·92 1.8 0·3 IS 0.6 2.6
3 ··5 0.6 16 0·5 2.2
4 I. I 0.6
17 I 0·9 •• 25 I. I 1.0 8 0·7 0.6
6 r. I 0·7 19 0.8 0·7
7 I. I 0.8 20 , 0.8 i 0.68 I. ° 0.6 21 I 1.0 0·30.8 , )9 i 1.2 22 I. I 0·310 o.~ I 1·4 23 1.4 0.2II 0.8 1·7 I
Noon. 1.0 I 1.8 Sum. ! 24. 0 I 24.
0I
The easterly disturbances are more equally distributed over the 24 hours than the westerly ones.
The disturbing force, deflecting the north end of the magnet towards the (magnetic) east, is most active 2 hours after mid-
night, and is above the average frequency between the (night and early morning) hours 2 I to 8, and is least active between
the (afternoon) hours 12 to 17. On the other hand, deflections to the west are most frequent 3 hours after noon, and are above
the average between 9 and 17 hours, and least frequent between the (night) hours 21 to 3. Easterly and westerly disturbances
are, therefore, in a general way in opposition in daily occurrence, the former prevailing during hours immediately following the
middle of night and the latter during hours immediately following the middle of day, as had been noted for the winter 1875-'76.
Secondly, with respect to the magnitude of deflections, we observe:
(d) Easterly disturbances slightly exceed westerly ones in the ratio of I J7 to 110. •
(e) Respecting the annual variation there appears to be a correspondence between the frequency and intensity of acnon-
Thus, the November disturbances appear most frequent as well as largest, on the average 2° .5' from the normal direction
easterly" and 2° 29' from the normal direction westerly, the corresponding means for the whole year being (° 57' and 1° 50'.
(f) During the diurnal variation the intensity of the disturbing force varies but little, but there appears to be likewise a
tendency to a combination of frequency with intensity of action, and this is most noticeable in the case of the westerly disturb-
ances, which for noon reach the average magnitude, 20 13', and for midnight only 1° 30'.
The maximum easterly disturbance was noted November 20, 1882, at Ih 1m when the needle was deflected 7° oS' from
the normal position for that hour and month, and the maximum westerly disturbance was noted on the same day at 7b (local
t~me), when the.dellectio? in t~e opposite direction amounted to 10024' from the normal; disturbance range, I7~0. Observa-
nons made at mtermedla~e tl~es showed still greater disturbances, with a range of nearly 20~0 on November 16 and 17'
There were but four days 10 this month when no disturbances were marked in the hourly record.
*The larger value 2° 47' for October is influenced by the small number of disturbances.
RELATIVE FREQUENCY OF DISTURBANCES IN DECLINATION
AT FORT CONGER, AUG., 1882, TO AUG., 1883.
RATIO OF
WESTERLY DISTURBANCES. EASTERLY DISTURBANCES.
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 561
Term-day ohseruations at Fort Congerfrom yuly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, indusive,
¢=81° 44' 0011 1.=-64043' 50"
Magnetic declination = 2460 E. + tabular quantity. Gottingen time.
JULY I, 1882.
. Hour. i OIU I
° I 83/41
I i 820.5!
2 853. I [
3 874· 6 :
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































562 1'HE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Ttrm-day obseruations at Fori Cangtr from JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclush'e-Continued.
",=81044' 00" ,,=-64° 43' 50"
Magnetic declination = 2460E. +tabular quantity. Gottingen time.
AUGUST I. 1882.
Hour.I om 5m I 10m 1-=--1 20m 25m 30m 35m 40m 45m 50m 55m___I
I
, , i , I
' I , , , , , , ,0 773·7 788.5 i 790·9 : 798.4 I 887.1 800.0 782.6 765.5 761. 1 783. 1 787.9 798.4
I 799·9 789.7 799.4 i 784.8 1 775.8 780.3 788. 6 791. 8 81 5. 5 870. 7 874·3 867. 72
I
859. 6 836. 6 860.3 ' 879.6 888.4 900·4 885·9 887·9 887·s l 887·3 878.7 865. 6
3 858. 2 867. 8 861·3 856.7 I 864.8 855. 8 872.7 879·7 872.5 . 868. 2 874·7 865. 9
4 859·5 859·5 863. 7 834. 0 I 847. 0 868.0 877- 5 894·4 893·9 897. I 887·9 880.2
5 891. ° 886.0 884- I 872.3 876.9 878.0 886.6 901.6 909·7 927.2 933.8 935·36 933. 6 934·5 934.8 922.5 i 925.2 £)09.0 903.0 903·3 901.8 907. 0 91I. 4 935·5
7 932.8 920.7 939.0 936. 6 ! 934·5 930.7 934· I 928. 0 914.3 91I. 7 910. 2 902.9S 909. 2 905.1 887·4 894.0 I 879. 1 925.4 8&)·4 911. 3 920. 5 93°·3 923. 2 922.9
<} 905.1 915. 0 922.7 939· 4 i 943.0 939·4 947. 6 959·9 945·5 951.3 937. 6 931. 110 937· 9 . 949.0 937.8 939.6' 918.4 897·5 885. 0 888.8 89°·4 881. 2 871. 2 873·3
II 865. 9 869.0 868·9 878.9 861.3 853.0 861. 4 856. 0 846. I 834·4 857·3 878. 2Noon. 87J. 4 87J. 5 878. 0 864.0 ! 862·4 869·3 865. 5 853. 0 844· 3 836. 8 826.0 831.°13 813. 4 797·7 791.° 788.9 , 787.0 764.9 769. I i 775· I 776.° 742.9 726. 2 7°2.514 694·0 718.7 753·9 778.9 . 789.8 788. 8 787.0 799·5 I 803. 2 799.8 786.9 771. 715 754· 9 718.2 744. 6 1 752.9 751. 5 748.3 751. 5 756.3 747.8 734·5 735·5 738.916 754·3 781. 1 759·7 74°.6: 711·9 700.3 698.8 696. 8 702. 1 702. 1 704.4 69°·417 689.0 676.5 675·7 677·4 I 679·4 671. 5 675· I 669·5 655·7 656. 8 646.9 646.5
I 18 640.8 645. 8 648.6. 641.0 645.1 655·4 662·3 677.6 671. 1 677· 7 656. I 681. 1I 19 684. 8 673·5 661. 5 i 659· I 664.6 663·3 656.5 651.9 644· I 659·3 651.9 659·520 678·9 680·7 675· 5 674.,3 694.8 676.3 671. 5 687. 3 690. 1 679.0 695. 8 688.921 669.6 679·5 674.2 6]2·5 680·4 67J. 5 684. 8 699. 6 713. 1 738.5 750.3 758. 022 774· 7 766.6 772.4 762.4 i 769.6 764. 1 766.6 763.4 773·4 780.7 780.9 798. 223 819. 7 81 3. 4 812.6 806.2 810.2 824. 3 840.5 859· 8 I 868·4 87°·9 880. 3 863.9
AUGUST 15, 1882.
IHour. om 5m 10m 15m
\






i I i, , , I , , , I I , ,
°
770.9 786.8 790. 2 790·4 i 786.4 i 8°5.0 812·3 815.0 803. 8 . 799·3 810·9 823.4i 1 831.7 829. 1 821.0 818·7 i 816.2 1 826.2 822. I 811·4 819. I i 830. 2 844. I 84°·22 881. 7 879·7 871.4 859.2 1 853· 5 I 845·9 839·7 840.6 844·4 . 853· 5 869. 3 878.93 893·3 889. 0 888·9 878. 6 1 867. 4 867. 8 I 870.7 874. 2 872.2 8~3. 6 876.3 875.04 866·5 879·1 87J. 6 866.0 i 846.9 826·5 844·4 83°·3 824. 9 826.0 842. 8 857.05 869.2 \ 869. 9 844·4 839. 8 826·5 831.5 855. 8 838. I 848.5 863. 8 864. 5 868·56 853· 5 I 864. I 862·3 868·9 856.2 85°·0 S68·7 i 867. 8 83°.7 844. 1 840.2 832.47 845·9 856.3 866·4 865. 0 1\48·3 835. 2 857. 2 847·3 843.8 846. 2 8]3. 6 871. 28 83°·0 840. 2 828·5 821) . tJ 846.9 857. 0 846.6 i 849. 0 831.6 775.8 777.2 782. 29 795·3 793·9 81 5. 5 833. 2 791. 5 784.4 783.8 787.7 789.6 786. I 774. 1 778.510 775·7 791. 6 831. ° 802.6 : 802·7 802·3 797·4 803. 7 804. 9 799· I 803. 8 797.811 797·8 795· I 793. 2 780.7 ! 773. 0 77°.3 774. 0 784.8 788.~ 794. 1 795. 8 792. 1Noon. 804.6 795·8 810.0 805. 6 804. 3 799. 1 796.1 ! 794·5 798.7 . 793. 2 787·4 791.613 796.4 800·3 800·9 807. 5 823. 3 822.6 799· 5 , 789.0 802·7 I 800·7 798. 8 807· 714 798.9 798.9 790·4 793·7 777·9 772. I 776.0 776.0 775.2 781.° 785.0 786. 615 826.6 825. 5 827. 5 819. 4 823. 2 823. 5 824. 5 841.7 839·7 832.4 8°7·4 795·916 741.3 747·3 743-4 761.4 751. 2 754. 0 760·4 73°·3 ]3.8·7 756. 2 765. 1 769.917 775·7 798.8 747. 1 735·5 737. 1 735,4 73°·0 719.4 732.8 759·4 765. 2 774.618 783.7 777· 3 767.6 770.6 769.2 763.7 777· 3 766.0 755·5 748·4 751.6 731.419 742.5 751. 9 770.6 781. 8 777· 9 781. ° 763.6 755. 1 728.7 757·4 783. 3 793·420 804.8 808.2 804.8 778.9 772. I 766.4 768.7 777- 9 770.6 769. 2 746. I 758. 621 766.6 767.6 753·3 751.7 745· I 745· I 766. 2 766.0 7°4.4 769. 6 780.7 789.922 794·9 783.6 775·9 787.8 787.2 785.4 789.5 787.0 786.0 796.3 798. 7 800.723 I 754.6 770.2 i 75°.5 i 758·3 73°·3 735·4 737. 6 731.4 745·0 774·7 785.° 795.0I
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-day obscruations at Fort Congerfrom JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883. inclusive-Continued.
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i Hour.





















































































































































































































































































, , , , , , , , , ,, ,
I 8°4· I 802.2 816·3 816.8 818·4 812·7 802·7 810.2 810.0 805.J 795. 8 820.2° 83°· I 825. 2 821·9I 838. I 841.° 841.3 849·5 849·9 836.0 836. 2 831.5 824. 0 I
2 807.6
1
8°5·3 795·9 788.7 804.8 791. I I 79°·4 785.7 784.6 ! 795·5 795·J 8
24.3
816·3 I 827. 3 819.2 813.0 810.83 8°4·0 802·5 798. 6 793.6 79[. J 794.2 ! 799·4
4 807· 3 I 8°5·4 801.4 806.2 810.6 816·3 827. 3 835.2 841.5 834·3 828·3 85
2.3
5 846.21 842.4 855·4 860.0 ! 848. 6 834·3 844.2 850. 6 858.4 87J. 7
876.4 877- I
6 874·8 87°· I 866.2 868·9 87°·3 87J. I 87°·2 872.3 875·7 856.9 853·7 845.
0
7 826. 71 819. 4 819. 4 824. 7 839·3 856.
6 855.0 853·S 852.7 849·4 845· 5 838. 2
8 846. 0 841. 3 862·7 856.4 861. 2 861. I 856.6 853·7 838.5 836. 2 845.6 843.
1
856.3 848. 2 856. 8 849·7 846.7 842. 2 831.4 806.0 801.0 807.6 811·3
816·9
9 818.0 822.6 820.2 81 3. 7816·9 I 823.3 825.0 833·7 821·3 827.8 820.6 817. 7JO 816·4 81 I. 9 811·9 814. 9 809.8II 8°9. 0 8°7·5 802. I 806.0 808·5 813. 5 818·5 8°3. 2 802.8 794. 2 793·9Noon. 814.6 824.7 822.2 821.3 817. 3 811.6 806.8 8°3·7
8°4·4 800.0 814.2 813.0 814.8 816·4 818. I 793·4 7
88.4 778.3 790·713 791.9 766.6 771. 6 779. 0776.5 781. 9 781.5 786.7 786. I 785. 6 782.5 772.0 77°·414 776.5 780.8 782.5 784. 1 773· 5 767.115 773·5 780. 8 782. 8 782.9 780.3 779· I 789.2 802.8J6 772.3 783.7 791.° 778.5 769.5 769.2 774· 7 779·5779. 2 777. 2 817.3 812·7 S19·7 820·5802.2 8°9·9 811·3 806. I 808.0 815. 0 820. I 823. 217 8°9· I 800·9 794·3 793·4 796.3 794·9 783.
6
J8 817. 7 812.6 810.6 804·5 806.0 837·4 835·9 82S·519 776.0 774.8 785. 6 791. J 816. I 830. 8 833.0 836. 2 ! 84°·0 784. I810.6 I 8°3·4 798. 2 777. 020 828. I 83°·7 823.3 823.6 823. 3 818·4 83°' I 789.6 786.5 776.9 766.0 767.32J 788. 0 794·7 781.7 792.5 79°·7 796. J 795.2 807·5 804.1 801.322 769.3 772. 8 775·3 781.4 79°·7 801.0 813. I 823.6 Sag.3 823. 9 832.J 832.323 802.2 I 8° 7. 1 814. 0 819. 6 823. 6 833.8 833·3 821.2 820·5 :
I
564 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-day obseruations at Fori Congerfrom JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































817. 9 181 9. 9 I
819.81





















































825. 6 I847. I ,
824. I i
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TIlE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 565
Term-day observations at Fort Congerfrom JUly 1,1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.
¢ = 81044' 00" A. = - 64043' 50"






























































































































































763.5 758. 8 767.0 772. 1 775. 2 777.6 778·3 780·4 780.8 779·9I 784.9 783.9 , 774. I 777·9 788.5 788·7 788.6 790.8 787.9 I 786·9 786.3 781. 8
2 794.0 800.° ' 791.6 797.8 793·5 782. 2 780. I 759·5 744· 3 ! 731. I • ___ un •• n_n.
3 732. 7 728·3 721.3 722.6 728.2 731. 6 744. 8 749.8 751. 2 ! 745. 8 ,68.2 784. I
4 769.0 760.7 759. I 758. 8 756.9 768.5 782. I 760.9 729.9 ' 724. 0 723·3 724· I
5 721.7 724.8 723.6 724.4 721.7 720. 2 716. 7 731.° 744. I 741. 2 738. I 728.46 734. I 741. 2 744- 8 746.3 740. 8 734·9 732.7 735. ° 742.0 740. 8 738.0 737. 2
7 728. 6 727.0 728.3 735·7 735. 2 735·4 738. I 723.4 726. I 722.6 728.7 731. 5
8 731. 4 731.9 729.0 731.8 731.8 731. I 736.9 731. I 732.7 729.5 733·7 732.6
9 721.5 728.3 734.2 730. 8 724.4 720. I 726.3 729.3 723.2 721. 5 725.5 725.9
10 721.5 717.7 715.7 717.8 720. 2 716. 6 714. 0 765.6 764.2 767. I 771. 2 769. 0
II 776. 2 783.9 783.8 782.6 786. 6 789.4 782.6 787.0 793·5 791. ° 781.3 783.5






















































892 • 8 i



















Hour. I om 5m 10m I Ism 20m I




, , , , r r , , I , I
,
, , I
I 770. 6 787.3 833.8 857·9 Bog. 2 I 837. 6
° !
691.5 681.4 683. 0 684.2 707.3 729.8
I 786·5 79°·0 8°9·9 768.3 731.9 737·7 732. I -------- 716.4 721. 2 735·3 744.
0
2 773. I 802·7 819. 4 802. I 787.8 790. I 795·9 781.8 777. I 755·4 797·5 798. 2
3 812.8 837.8 812·4 750. 8 742.5 768.7 789.0 826·3 805. 6 782. ° 776. I 859.
0
4 925.2 940. 2 944.6 977.2 966.5 1022.2 1068·3 II 28.° II34· 7 II40.9
IoS8.8
932.0
5 IOIZ·5 1085.6 1039. 8 941.9 928. 1 955.2 997.2 Il71.8 1219. 5 1217. ° 1091. 2 1°5°·2
6 1082·9 1°57·4 1082.8 979.2 962. 2 953·4 1043.2 1010. I 1055. I 1082·9
1036. 6 1096.8
7 II28.8 1035. 2 1049. 4 1044. 2 1005. I 943·4 946.9 970. I 966.7 964.3 935.
6 953. 6
8 915.7 9I9·S 915.7 910. 2 975·3 II24· 3 1246. 3 1252. 9 II 83·8
II 30.2 1018·3 905.2
9 896.3 9°3·9 937·9 929.4 889·9 897·9 838.3 884·4
882.6 831.7 849·9 958.3
10 861. 5 864. I 761. I 832.8 947·9 84°·9 8°7·9 656.3 645.6 794·5 723.7 : 75
8. 8
II 773. 6 83°. 0 I 828.2 774.6 669. I 671.8 692.7 753·4 763.4 798. 2 75°·4 706. 0 INoon. 667·4 64°·4 660.0 677- 5 652.5 755. 6 690. 2 712.7 67°.5 760.0 841. I 793· 3
1
13 792. I 810.8 i 820.8 790. 2 770. 2 877·7 813. 5 848.7 866·7 838. 2 91 I. 7 904·3
14 841.2 ~;~; , 947·9 942.5 932.0 926. 6 921. I 997.2 IOZI·7 1042.3 1035·9 1004·3962.3 924.6 905. 2 900·9 985.6 1004·4 957. 215 941.° 959. I 902.7 929.4 806·4 822·716 1036. 7 1002.8 892. I 902. I 912.9 884·7 929.8 Sn 2 836.31004. I 691. I 697·9 701. °17 846.4 847·8 847. I 839·3 771.9 814·4 778. I 741.7 704.4 860. 808·9 831.°.0
566 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-day obseruatians at Fort Conger from JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inc/whle-Continued.








3 I So5· 3






















790· 0 I 793· 9
784. 61 793· 4
779· 4 791. I
802. 3 I 803. 2
804. 0 814.4
822.8 'I 841. I
81.1.81 So2.3
810.4: 801. 0
799· 3 I 812.2
813.8 I So7.6
814· 7 I So5· 9
798. I i 793.8
791.4 i So7·2
784.4 i 786.7
787.4 i 790· 6
767. 2: 775. I
800·5 798. I
815. 2 808·5
































































































737· 3 755· 7
752 • 8 756.7

















So2·3 'I· 781. 5
807. I 808.6
811. 4 i 816·7
798. 0 I 809· 7
826.7 i 827. I
792. 6 I 785. 2
797· 6 i 804.8
So3· 0: 795· 5
814.0 I 810.2
798. 0 800. 9
759· 0, 775· 4
771. 3 i 766. 2





793· 6 I 787.9
78g·0 I 788. I
785. 0 781. 9











































































0m I 40rn I 45m I 50m 1_
-I'--"'-~i I I
' , , 'i 'I "
8°5· 5 So3· 5 799. 6 So2. 4 i 796. 5 I 799· 5 I
So6. 3 Sol. 3! Sol. 0 So4.8 804. 5 800. 2 •
Sol. 7 So5· 5 799·7 802·4' 804. I 'I
798. 4 798.7' 795.9 792. 2 792.6 I 796.4
800. ° 800.8 802. 0 798. I 797. 7, 804.8
So3· 1 Sol. 4 800.4 800. 7 801. I' 804· 7
So4· 8 So3. 5 So5. 2 So3.4 805. 2: 796.9
So3· 8 Sol. 4 So5.2 805.4 81 I. 6 I 819.5
802. I So5· I 802.5 So3. I 803. 6 'I' So4. 6
800.8 So3·9 798. ° 798. 8 Sol. ° 799. 3 I
794· 4 798. 6 796.9 So3.4 801. 9 I 799. I I
798.6 So2. ° Sol. 7 797.2 i 800.3 i 805· 9
8°5· 2 799·2 797.2 799.9 792.4 \ 798. °
So3· I So3. I 792.4 796. 2 794. ° I 798. 7
79'1. I 787.3 779. I 781. 2 780,9 I 783. I
802. I 802.5 799.5 804.3 800.7 II 805. °
796. 2 797. ° 791. ° 789. 5 792. 9, 801. 3
793· 2 776. I 794. I 793.7 788. 8! 795.6
779· 4 778.4 784. 3 795.5 786. 9 1 783.9
751. 3 755· 8 754.3 763. I 772.6', 775.6
77°.9 771.0 773.3 776.9 747.8: 743. 2
7°7·8 711.4 705.1 705.4 703.6 i 7°1. 2
7°1.0 703.2 707.6 707.5 705.9 i 711.5
























































































































































THE LADY PRANK LIN BAY EXPEDITION. 567
Term-day observations at Fort Congerfrom 'July I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.


















































Hour. I om I sm 10
m 15m 20m 25m 30m 35m 40m 45m 50m ss-
--~~--!--~~~
-._--
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
°
985.3 I 994. 2 1001.3 1005· 5 101 I. 2 1013. 4 101 I. 3 1009· 7 I 1013. 4 1021. 3 1019.2 1028.8
I 1025.2 1037. 4 1051.3 1047· I 1067.0 (*) I (*) (*J 880.4 871. 2 876. 2 876.02 886. 2 891. ° 901. I 9°2·5 904. I 913. I ! 917.4 91 ·5 ' 924.5 i 925.3 920.9 928. 2
3 935. I 935.0 941.° 932.4 930.4 936.5 I 947.6 960.5 968.5 i 984.4 999·4 988.9
4 99°·9 998 8 1000·5 1008·9 1029. I 1021. 9 1017·2 1013.6 101 I. ° 1006.8 1005. 6 1009·4
5 101 I. 6 998. 6 971.4 964. 8 966. 8 979·3 988. 2 981.8 979·4 974.2 973·4 965.3
6 979· 3 971.9 979.6 978.8 986.9 987. 8 99°·0 994·5 984.4 980.7 984.3 997· I
7 1000. 8 1004.° 1001. 3 999. 2 996. 0 997.2 1000·4 1000·4 997. 2 996. I 1001.8 101 3.2
!
8 1014.6 1023. 4 1023. 9 1016.8 I 1010·9 1008·9 1009· 5 1001. 3 996.8 994·7 994·9 998.5
9 101 I. 3 1020·5 1020. I 1016·7 1008·5 1006.0 1007. 8 101 I. 2 1014. 5 1020·5 1022. I 1025. 5
10 1028.2 1026·5 1024. 5 1021.° 1019. 4 101 3. 3 1006.6 1002.0 1003. 8 101 I. 7 1021. I 1024. 3
II 101 9. 9 1003. I 1020·4 1031.2 1041. 9 1036. 2 1035.6 1033. 6 1027.2 103°. 9 1029. 7 1028.6
Noon. 1026.2 1016.8 1024. I 1032.7 1037. 9 1030. 5 1030. 8 1049. 6 1046.7 1048.4 1018.0 1034. 7
13 1045.6 1052.9 1053.8 1054.2 1045. I 1015. 3 998. 6 1006.2 1002·7 996.4 1020.8 1005· I
14 1003·7 982. 8 961. I 943.6 1006.2 887.8 916.4 941.9 980.7 1000.6 1037. I 1054. 8
15 1068.5 1083. 4 1086.2 1107. I 1038. 0 1016.2 1010·4 10°9· I 1028·3 1°53·3 1032. 6 1044.8
16 1058. 9 1082.0 1076. 6 1082. ° 1076. 0 1077. 4 1076.4 1065.0 1064. 5 1057. 5 1055. 6 1055.8
I 17 1052.2 1042.2 1023.8 1029.7 1042. 9 1045.8 1035.6 1037. I 105 I. 7 1058.2 1054. I 105 I. 2
18 1°53·9 1056. 3 1060·4 1052. 2 1057. 5 1057. 2 1039. I 1039. I 1043. 7 1043. ° 1042.6 1038.7
19 1043.0 1019. 4 1008.2 1010·9 1006·5 101 7. 4 1012·3 1008·9 1014· 7 1018·7 1027. 5 1028·5
2 I 2. I 1016.0 1008. 1012. I I .2 1008. 100 .6 1006.2 101 I.
• Torsion taken out.
JANUARY 15, 1883.
Hour. om 5m I 10m 15m I
20m 25m 30m 35m 40m I 45
m 50m 55m
I I I I I I I I I I I II I 841.5 I
°
828. 2 83°·7 829.8 i 829. 5 : 831.4 83°·4 834.0 837·7 844·4 845·3
847.6
I 853. 8 856.9 864.0 ! 867.0 : 867. 8 869. 5 878. 6 882.2 887.° I 891.7 891.° 89
2.4
2 891. 3 890. I 89°.9 I 891. 3 892. 2 894. 2 891.6 898.3 903.6 906.7 907·4 90
8.3
3 907. 6 910.3 912.9 909. 2 9°5·7 91I. ° 9Il·9 909·9 9
12. 2 912.3 914.3 926.9
4 91I. 9 915. 1 911.° 916. 0 918. 0 919.6 916.4 914.5 9
12.9 912.3 914.3 919.1
5 922.4 922.6 922.9 918.4 916. 0 926. 6 929.3 9
18.5 920. 2 925.6 923.9 919. I
6 918. I 916. 0 917.2 916.5 914.6 915.3 914. I 920. I 920.9 9
25. I 923.8 920. 0
7 919. I 923.9 922.9 920. I 912. 2 921.5 917.2 9
14.5 919.2 921.5 920. I 919.6
8 922. 0 924.4 922.4 922. 3 926. 7 925.4 926.9 926. 6 9
22.7 921.3 92j·3 924.2
930. 5 928. 2 929.7 929.9 912.° 929.9 934·5 93°·9 93
2.8 933·5 934.0 934·7
9 932.6 930.5 932.6 931.3 931.510 935. 6 934· 7 932.6 936. 0 937. 6 935· I 932. I
II 932. I 93°·9 930. 2 932. 2 930. 6 932. I 924.
6 931.7 934.8 933. 2
93°· I 931. 3 913.6 91I. 4 I
Noon. 922.7 923.5 9°2·3 911 • 8 906.4 920.9 912.5 9
13.3 912. I
929. I 918.9 919.6 912.3 91I. 4 914.0 904· I 896.5 89
8.3 '
13 920. I 922. 2 923.6 921.5 951.8 95°·9 947. 8 944·7 939.0 902.4 921.714 895·5 907.4 917.4 948.4 949.0 908.3 910.3 903·7 907.615 924. 6 931. 7 929.7 923. 2 932.4 944.6 93°·2 9
19.4
896.5 886·4 884.6 881.816 919. I 920. 6 924. 2 920. 0 912. 2 912. 2 9°5,9 905.
2
889·7 873- 6 868.8 864.0865. 2 869. 5 8'17. 0 881. I17 887.0 889. I 880·4 869. 5 881.6 8115·3 889·7 889·4 899·3 90,.2 906· 5 897.0 I18 859·9 874·9 874·7 872.3 887·5 893.8 903.7
19 889·9 887. 6 895. 2 893. I 890.0 891.9 893·9 887·3
898.3
894·9 897·3
898. 2 892. I 889·5 89°·0 888.4 889·9
893. I
20 900.3 896. 2 901. 9 888.2 889. I 891. I 899·4 888·4 888.4 896. I I21 887. I 893·4 889·9 880.4 891.5 922.8 922.8 . 927.3 929.5 929.5 933·5 I22 905.9 917.6 913.9 908. 6 905. 0 914.5 938.3 936. 2 945·5 95°.7 954·7 I23 933. 6 937·3 934. 2 93°·2 936. 0 953·7 953.2 II
568 THE -LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-day obserl'ations at Furl Conger from JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, il1c!ushle-Continued.
tp = 81°44' 001/ A= - 64°43' 501/
Magnetic declination = 246°E. +tabular quantity. Giittingen time.;;
FEBRUARY I, 1883.
IHour'l 0'" 5m 10m 15m 20m 25m 30m 35m 40m 45m 50m ssm
----
I , , , I , , , , , , , ,
°
7&)·0 788.4 785.3 783. 6 1 788·5 789·6 789.9 791.8 795.8 795. 8 796. 2 794·3I 797·4 , 801.7 801.7 795.6 799.0 805.6 8°5. 0 814.8 821.0 804. 6 802.0 801. 82 802·4 798. 8 799·3 798.9 I 796.7 791.9 786.5 783.0 782.9 785.7 783. I 786. 0trs 3 790.8 796. 2 799.8 795·4 797·9 800·9 800·5 797·3 796.7 795·4 798.5 797. 04 807·1 817. 2 815.4 809·3 795·4 787.9 795.6 806·4 804·8 815. 7 815. 4 818.65 823. 2 810.2 799·3 793·5 779·4 781.6 779.8 780·9 782.0 781.6 784. 1 784. 86 789.0 788.3 786.8 787.8 789.4 7&)·8 793.0 792. 2 788. 8 791. 5 795·3 792. 27 787.8 790·3 797·4 793·5 789·4 794.0 792.4 791. 8 793· 5 788.5 788.4 788.38 797·3 783.7 803.6 792.2 794·9 791.6 791.5 784.8 784. I 793·5 785. 2 794. 09 793.0 789.9 802. I 796.3 793·8 790·5 786.7 782.0 799·3 799.0 796. 0 794.010 794·7 796.3 804·0 802.8 797·5 803. 3 798.8 803. 2 802. I 799·7 805. 9 801.7II 798.4 796. 8 794. 2 795.6 790·3 791. I 796.3 797·7 791.6 791.9 798. 2 . 797·3Noon. 798,9 796.2 796·0 769·0 796.3 795·7 792.3 794. 2 793.8 786·9 792. 2 791. 513 789. 2 787.4 790·5 785.3 792.0 801.6 796·0 790· I 789. 6 783. I 797. 8 787.914 797·5 785. I 787. 6 796. 6 801.5 802·9 795.8 790·9 788.3 774· 3 771.7 792. 215 790·5 775·9 768,3 771.5 769·6 759.0 758.6 761.8 746.3 743·4 737·7 741.016 753·5 764- 6 778.7 800.0 806. I 800.2 797·0 790·3 779·8 773· 7 761. 2 756.717 740. I 722.4 733. I 730. 8 71S·4 710.8 713.9 718·S 726. 8 734.8 727. 0 721. 518 712. I 701. 2 712.3 700.2 701.8 7°7·3 687. 0 668·7 6S2·4 631. 4 588.4 568.319 565. 2 576.6 594. 2 621.4 633·4 687. 7 715.3 767.8 781.4 782. 5 786. 8 807·420 810.8 804. 7 814. 2 818.6 786.2 735.8 702.8 701.3 702. I 698.9 700. 2 698. I21 710.6 714.0 716,3 723.3 736.5 745.6 735·4 714.3 686·5 671. 8 653·9 646. I22 639·9 649·1 650. 2 652.8 655. 2 674.0 702.6 713.7 721.9 727.5 741. 6 746. 823 742.6 742.4 759. 6 761.6 777·8 775·3 783.0 790.6 807.2 793·3 793. 2 794.6
FEBRUARY 15, 1883.
I
I 35m I , SsmHour.] om 5m lorn 15m 20'" 25m 30'" 40m 45m 50'"
, , , , , I , , r ! , , r i ,
°
*806.8 809· I 807. 3 807·5 806.1 ! 798. 2 783.6 782.6 ' 782.5 779.8 786·9 783. 1I 785.4 790.8 791.9 800·4 800.6 I 790·4 784·0 799·4 803.6 801·3 805. 9 794·42 798.1 804.6 803.2 802.8 799·5 796. 2 795·2 798. 2 811.2 807. I 815. 3 810·33 804. 4 807. I 823. 7 823. 7 821. 2 817.6 821.9 822·7 825. 2 809·3 799. 8 791. 24 783.6 783. I 785. I 782.5 788. I 798.8 803. 3 800·5 795·5 800·5 801. 3 799·35 786.8 796.6 794·6 799·7 801. I 802·3 799.8 796·4 794·7 791. I 788. I 793·76 799·7 799·7 797.0 792.2
-------- 796· I 796· I 800·5 805. 9 804. 8 805. 0 805·77 806.0 804.0 808,3 820·9 824. 0 808.6 807. 2 8oS·0 807·0 801. 8 804·3 807. 08 796,3 803. 2 809· 7 810.8 809·7 , 808·7 810·4 812·7 807.6 800·5 792. 0 784. 09 790. 8 792. 2 790.6 786.3 793·7 795·4 796.4 801·9 800·9 803. 4 806. 6 803. 210 798.8 798. 8 803. 9 806.0 802. I I 800.2 798.2 796,3 803·0 802. I 796.3 800.8II 799·5 801. I 794.6 796.6 797·8 797·4 797.0 797·7 798. 8 795·4 798. I 796.4Noon. 798,9 787.4 790·0 796·6 799·5 800.8 791.8 793.6 795·0 79S·2 796.4 796. 613 798.8 795·4 791.8 793.0 791.8 796·8 798.8 800.0 796.3 79S·0 793· 7 i 795. 214 794·8 79S·0 796. 6 800. I 79S·9 79S·4 794.0 788. 2 788. I 78S·6 787. I 796.7IS 79S·5 794·0 798.6 787.S ' 786.4 787.4 797·8 797·4 794·3 79S·8 799· I 797.016 793.6 800.2 807. 9 798.5 789.7 800·4 796.3 799· I 796.4 794. 1 792.7 ' 793·317 79S·2 788.6 778.6 78S· 7 791.6 790.0 787.6 773·S 77S·S 781. 7 793-S 794·418 798,9 794.6 799·S 800.2 800.0 799.0 798.2 797·3 797·5 792.3 791. 2 792. 619 791.3 792·4 793·6 790·8 791.3 786.4 787.8 788.2 774·4 780.2 779· 4 774·420 776.0 776.0 773.8 789.3 788.6 787.4 781.4 775·9 770.3 775. 2 788. 6 804. 121 8oo'S 797·9 791.6 797·S 794·0 791.S 794·4 788.4 786.4 78S· 2 781. 4 78S· 222 795'9 799·3 804·0 807·S 81I. 4 Sag. 5 800·5 803. 4 800.0 800.2 806. I 80S. 223 809·7 806.6 799·8 788.9 777·2 773. I 769.3 767.0 764.5 769.7 768.9 768.7 I
·Or 813.41
-,
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 569
Term·day observations at Fort Congerfrom JUly I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.










































































































































































































































































































































'i'8°5.7 I 806. I
804·3' 807·5









































































































































































































824.4 I 823.6 !
805· 4 I 808·5'801. 6 1 _
794. 2 1 808.3
813.0 i 808.9
806. 5 1 823. 3
861. 5 I 860. I
816.8 I 845·3
825. 2 I 835.8
807·3 i 807·8
822·7 I 809· I
795·5, 782. I
8°7.5 1 802. °
813· 5 ! 805· 3
790·9 788.5
777. I 1 775.8




773·9 1 759· I
783· 6 ! 792. 7
812.2 i 808. I




























I, 570 TUB LADY 1.'ltANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Tf'rm·tlIlY obscruations III ;;iil'l Conger from 'July I, 1882, 10 A IIgust r, r883, illc!lISh1c-Continued.









































































































































































































































































































































I , I , I I I I I I
0 879·4 11.77· 7 S80.•~ 880, I 8SI. 8 1180.S 883· I 884. I 883· I 884·S 889· 3 89 2. 71 X').l·o !i')4· (. X97. 'l XI)I>·5 Sl).l. I 907. 8 893·4 895·3 897. 6 9°0.2 9°3·4 90 2. 62 9O:J·4 904.] 9011. t> 903· S 909.0 9 11. 9 9 12.5 910. S 914·9 9 17. ] 915. (, 909· 5
.I l)°7·7 t)O]·4 90 J , lj 1113· 5 9 1]. I) 1)11i. I 920.3 9 25. 2 9 28. 0 9 29.4 9 21.9 9 21. 94 ~)ZO. 3 921. -+ f)JS.O 9..14·'1 1).13·4 924. 5 9 24.3 925. 2 9 2S. 6 93 2.3 9 29.7 929. 75 1.1 27.0 9 26.9 9 25. ] 92.~. h 1)21. 9 9 24. ] 924.7 9 22.8 920.4 9 23.1> 9 25. 8 9 23. 8I. I)Jh.b 1)..1.1. I) t).!3· I 1)2]. 2 92]. Ii l)Jh. .2 9 25.0 924. I 922. 6 92].3 9 29.3 9 27. 2i 'lIS. 4 9 29.4 9 2S. I 93°· 5 9.12. 0 931. 6 1)23· 4 9 24.9 9 19. 5 9 22. 2 9 23. 6 9 27. 2X 11 27. 4
'l.'1·3 94 2.3 1)42·3 1142. Ii 935. :2 930.2 928. 7 930. I 934. 0 94 6. 6 947. 8II fl5 h, o 954·2 'Q4· h I).,,). 4 IHo·5 9 2' l , 7 931. 7 9 16.9 93°· 3 944·9 961.4 965. 010 *970.4 (li3· I 97T. 8 I)hll. 5 9i9· 5 971. .l 956. ] 961. ° 9i4·4 95 6. S 957·5 957·5II '142. I' I)S'~· o ()3t), R 93 2.3 1).10. I 'P7·0 9 21. 4 9 1.1.3 9 16. I 9 2 2.4 9 26.3 9 27.3Noon. 1)33· i 9.10. R ':),lol. o 934· I t)33·4 9 2<). I 931. 8 929.4 9.n.o 9 28. ] 926. 2 93°·91.1 ()l~.2 QlS.ll 93()· Q
'I.H· i 'I3 X. 5 (1-10. a 930. I 9 23.5 ! 915.9 91]. ° 9 23.4 931. 6q I/JO, '1 Q27.S '131. 0 ')24. S ,)17·0 q 15 · 2 <)13·8 914· 2 9 14.,) 9 1].7 9 15.3 9 15.7IS <),,~. 1 X'll. 4 Si7·6 Si.!." St>4.X X74·7 8S,~. 9 883·3 882.0 X7L I 864.3 848.51(> S;:S.ll SJ.:!. :.1 1'.\4.0 Xol7. X S4X.') SSO.4 79]·4 80S. i 828.1' 86 7. 4 8]2.6 Sq6.417 t)ll, .. 9 17·S ()~h.O O,!h. :2 937. J 9"5· i Q(,~( 4 9S3· 2 94S· 8 95 2. 2 95 6. 0 95 0. 6IS <IS'l, l 9$3,h ll-\o<l.a <136.5 915. , Q30. 2 ~)35, x 939· 5 943. 6 9 19. 2 9 20.9 9 27.51<) oJ7·n 01(l, p O~'I. 0 q4J.~ 'l4 S. II '152.1) (jhS, 4 90S, S 95T. 4 9i 2 . 2 Qil. 9 9i l . 8ZO °7!.,l) 07, 5 ()S3· o n~~, S 1)(\3·2 <l·Il)· I 114'!· i 975·2 967·S 959.4 965. I;:1 f'l"I, S ()(\; 5 ()~q. () ()l),). I t}b 7· J l)hi·4 9('l). '} 1)5'),3 964.3 9i L O 975· I 972·322 9(~S. 7 til),
.\ Q7S. 7 {)~5, 7 l)tI4. I' <)1'0·4 957. S 9ho. o 9-\o~';' I 943· 2 'NO. I 94 T. (l2.1 939· i 95 1, 5 '1l7· 1/ 94.;, 1 '10.14.] 1)51. I 958, 5 960. I 9"5· 3 9]2· I 97 2.4 968.7
....~'"~~-"." ~~_._..,---.--
~~.._-----------
• At Q hours, 59minutes.
'AI,., hours, 59 minutes.
THE LADY FnA~KLIS B.\Y EX PEDt'flUN. f)71
Term-day ohservalw1IS at FO! t COl/gt>r from :lulr I, 188l. ttl August I. 1&83, i"dus;f't'-COlllilluc'l.
"
1'11044' 00" ;,'= -640 43' 5011




O'U Sill 10111 15'" 20m 25'" 3°" 35'" 40'" 45'" SQ'· SS'·
--_.~- ._--- -,~, --,--
/ / / / / /
0 849· 5 842. 6 84]. 5 850. I S62. I 868.0 866.6 "64·9 "57..1 841'1·0 8.194 1144, 7
I 847. 6 844. 7 845·4 "42.4 XU7 II4X·4 115 2..1 K~7· .1 101 51. I SSS.4 XII7·; K04.'l
2 868.0 K65·3 81'5· 9 S52·6 SSJ. (, X47· 8 X61. 5 1167. 7 St)().2 "flS·O S"2. S X7S· o
3 865. 7 859·4 S59·8 XI·5· 4 "5°· I KH· ° "'50. 8 1'14,. 0 1'41. 'I SoH. 2 1'15 2.9 S('1.0
4 867.0 863. 2 850. 8 1'5°.(. S57· 7 857· 3 S('4· 5 S72. 1 s74- 5 ~:<)(). 3 s'1O·7 X'n o
5 887. I S77·5 875·4 S74·2 8S5· 7 90n·4 9'3. b '119 ° S95·9 8'N·1 ')1.1· 5 942,9
6 965.9 973. 2 972.5 965. 7 9('2. I 949· I 942. J '1l5 .1 '1 11'1 . 7 'Il·.· " fill. I> 92'). 'J
7 923. (, 923. 8 <)15· ') &)1'·3 "77. 2 872, 5 s7?· 5 SI,s·4 XSS 8 SI'7· 2 1'7°, , S7S.. \
8 872. 7 S82.6 SS5· S IlS5· 3 "'95·7 903· .l 9.11,. 0 94.1·9 <!tl , '" fllo, " 'i/7· 7 &" . .5
9 883·7 886. 8 897·4 l)O'}·4 910. I 91(, 7 917.7 90f)- X 'i/5. S 91.7. 8 <j21. .1 921. I,
10 905. 6 898. 8 '}O5· 3 910. 1 909. 6 9Q.l· o 1'1'12·4 S75·9 S74. 2 S", .\ X52. I "sn. I
II 855. 2 864. 5 873. 8 877. 2 SoilS· 4 S81··9 Sf.IJ·9 S74. 2 SKI,. 6 xxx. I 8,,1>, I XIII. 3
Noon. 872.5 875· 5 876.3 S74·4 861'·9 S72.5 SSS·x I\S7. I> S74· S S70 .5 St,{•. I S76. o
13 869.6 8,6. I 838.9 li4°·9 li49. 2 854· I SI'.1·2 Sli4· 7 x')4. ] 8,)8. I 88f,,2 S74· .~
14 863. 4 858. 8 lif.2·3 li70' I ·'l7°·7 x7S·7 SSI. 3 XSI 4 SiS.] XI,(t, (J lil'5, I XI'2. I
15 852.4 846. 6 842.3 li4]·4 843-7 847· 1 SolS. 0 S48. Ii S4'/..3 840 2 X.tl>. .\ SIO,O
16 810.0 81S·3 824. 9 831. 5 839· 7 "'52. 3 1\5t.· 7 X59. 2 )\51. I X55. I X5S I 8.47. 2
17 847. 2 840.5 841. 5 84°· I 8.U· 2 827· 3 S20.0 S12. ° 7')9 4 792 , (, i'''\o,o 7/'/', o
18 759·7 766. 3 763. 6 767. 5 71>3·4 76K. 6 76K. 7 775. 2 7io. "' 772. (, 7Xl. I 7sS H
19 7SI. 6 787. 0 7SJ·9 781. 2 777· 3 77(,· 4 775· 7 773, I 776 (I 7f,'). I 71os. 7 7t~,. 4
20 770. 2 76()·3 745.6 752. 2 74X·9 740. 2 742.0 755 X 75(,·0 779. 2 775. 0 71,8. 5
21 755·5 740.4 743- 8 747·9 751-3 764. 0 7X3· 7 7'\1. Ii 774· I 771 I, 71,S. .5 767, \
22 761. I 756. I 7+6 . (, 751. >I 7,1,,1 75S 2 i l},.....C) 777 5 i1(', 7 7S2. I 7'1". X X18. \
., 23 811.8 i 801. 3 Sot, ° 79\( s 7')'1·6 ,Ilo".6 X).'\.2 817. S ~.!7. I X3·'1· ] ".,2..1 S19·7
._----,---_...---~_._-_.
MAY 15. IS83·r----I II 'Hour om: 5m 10m 15m 20m 25/0 .loon 35m 40'" 45'" 50'" 55'·.! '
I I I I / I I / / I / I /
0 817. 7 816.6 813. 7 818·9 820. 1 821. 5 !l22. ° 822.8 825·K 822.0
SIX.] 812.8
I 1 816.6 811.8 811. 4 810. 7 813. 7 816.s 820.0 S24. .:; 824,2
821. ') Sq,4 SI(•.t,
I
2 814. 9 805. 3 806.2 802.0 797,° 792.3 794· .:; 7917 SOl, 3
&)4.0 XOX.2 S12.')
3 805. 2 801. I 80,.0 801. 8 806.6 815. 0 820..3 S15· 7
XIO. I 801•. X SoS·9 805, 9
4 802.2 811.0 814.9 821. 5 817. 2 822·7 816.S 820.] 820·3
82X.6 840 . 3 S,p.2
5 833·3 823. 2 831. 3 83°·5 829. 2 834. 8 839·4 842.0 foiH·3 835· 3
foi29·X X.34. ')
6 83,·2 82,.7 813.0 817. 2 84°·3 8,0·4 852, I 847·4 XU3 840. 5 8n-
6 SIX. 'I
7 820. I 820.0 822.0 832.0 826.(, 827. 4 X18.6 Xu. , 819. 3
JIll. (J X29·0 S2<).O
8 834·5 827. I 832.7 837. 6 839. 2 8p.o 844·9 845· I
8.p. (, "'.l4. I 1125· 5 X14, 8
9 824.4 824. 4 826. 2 83,·3 843-9 849· I 8,1. s 857·(, S57·7 85
2.9 872. 0 87°· 5
10 866·9 856.4 855. I 84S.X 841. r. "3X·4 S35·3 X49·4 X53·
8 857·9 95.· 4 Y,I,6, I
"
865. 9 8,8.4 858.3 852.8 836. I 838. 3 X4,,4 8535 85)· I 857.
0 li,,}. .1 855· I
Noon. 852.4 849·5 850. I 859·7 845·4 852. 2 836. 8 8n·" X-;'\·4 X4 2.() Xl2·3
821/,4
13 81S·9 815. .3 809· 7 80'}·9 81,. 'J 813. 7 8oX.6 XfA5\ S15·8
815, 3 lr>I"n S15·4
14 810.8 So2. 7 800·4 798.3 797.8 791. 7 7'iS·1) St'l,.o Xr)4. I 79
S,
.3 7'1... 9 791.S
8084 808. I, Xr'l. I
15 794·4 &>3· 7 79.3·3 So3·0 Sol. S 807. 7 80')·3 80'1. ') 810.8
16 786·3 774· 5 767. 0 76,,9 764. 5 760.4 75')· I 747, .3 7-H· 5 743· ')
747· I 751 5
t 737· I.17 752. 2 753·3 75°· I 742. 6 741.2 7.39·5 735·7 7
27.5 72f.. 2 727. 7 i31. 2
18 746. 8 735.0 739. 2 740. 6 726. 2 7Ih.,) 712. I> (,')~. 5\ f}fY',9 7
0
.1 . 5 702. I f';;'7. I)
19 710. 0 718. 2 ]21. 4 P·9·5 729. I 733·3 734· 7 727.7 740.7
nil. 4 73fl. ') n f'·3
20 721. (, ]2K4 737· 7 722,5 701.8 7'>,·0 743- 3 776 2
7"151. I &'7,5
732.4 727.0 828. 7 x26·7 825\.0 $120.51 XI,·4 >irk, I il22, £,21 811·5 820·4 823. 5 825.9 1\24. 4 51,x. ? lip. .3 835.0 8-2X.6
22 828,9 831. 7 823. , 822·4 ".31. 9 8,4. 8 834·9 8]2.1
825. 5 819. 6 816·9 814.0 812·3 812. , 817. S
81s.;.9 lin 5 827· 7 >i2(,.8 826·423
.-...__. _.-.._._---_.~, .. _--_ ...-
_ • __M_·-··___ ·___ ·_~·_
..~________•. w
I~· I ,.P··"llII h~! I,!!IJ '.1', 'I~ I ,
572 THE LA.DY FRA~KLI~ BA.Y EXPEDITIO~.
TtTm ..Jay Dbsu:'atioTfS at Fort CungtT from X"'~~' I. 188.:. to August I. 1883, indussr'r-Contmued.
Jl'Nl-: I. ISS;.
C.ouingen time.
Hour. 10'" I -m) ;oru.
--"---.._._-
----
0 18 2. 2 7S3·0 781. 7 7S6· 4 817· 9 820. 5 ;~·9 ~~::. 1 ;~. I 792 . 5 SoCI. 0 ;.}c.... 0I 7·)8·0 797· .; ;85· S 113· 5 765. ~ 7°3· 5 759· I , )0. t> ;60. :: ... .. ., i.) 7"".2· 7 is,,. ij i-'
:4 ;.:;2.~ 779· 2 776. 2 .,._ ... s ;8~. I 782. 7 7M. 3 7~~· 9 7hz. 6 7t 14· 7 ;66, 9 t: ;. I'"~3 ~-- I 7'k 6 782. 0 ;"0. 5 ;86. I 778. 5 772.0 7O}. tJ ;6'1 b ; t J7· ; 7h :-l, . 0 779· 5.. j ".
6 'il~. S4- :-\1 I. I 814. 4- 828. 7 8.;8. 4- 8~5· I 844 0 S37· 3 'I .~ 4- ~ ;:". 4 S 31"1. '. SZ2.,)15 80;. I 193· 3 193· 3 802. 0 806 4 810. I &>8. 3 800. I 8ot, 6 7'1;· l.~ 7~)." 4 So;. 26 809· 9 806. 2 81S. 2 S2]. ° 829· 8 85°· 4 S49· J 847· 3 S it), Q
"
~f'~ ; -'{to I 77;- 4
t 175~ 2 774· o 164· 5 ;62. 5 758. ; 757· 6 750~ 8 74-8. 4 ;";0. 5 ~ .. ..., 74- . <; 73fJ. 9i -'., l'8 140. 4- 7.+1· I 7.¢· 4 7~5· 4 740. 5 749· 8 754. 4 772 . I ""'I'" 2 7h.' ; '7(;5·4 ;; r. t)1····1'9 i52-. I ;"l2. 9 795· 5 ;6.8. t 759· 2 752. I 747· 3 7°3·
°
77S. 2 7So . o So ;.
°
So,"\'
-'10 82j. 4 824- ~ SIS. I ~. 9 794- ~ 7'17· 5 775, 9 77t), 4 Sol. 5 "l,",. 2 '4-'1, (, s,'9. I,II %1. 9 8;0. 9 864. 9 875· 3 85~· 3 855· S 8~5· 9 "41. ~ "40. 2 Xl."i. "i "ilO. 5 l'iu. 2Xoon. 821. 0 8]1. 5 84,1.9 8~7· 3 84<'1. 2 8;0. 9 !h"l. l 819 6 1'118. 2 8q ~ "iIi 2 SI6. S,13 8]1. 2 810. 5 810. S 810. I 806. 3 803. S i91. 5 ~JO. ) 792. 6 7;'4 75(}
"
;6J. II~ ..--- I 167. S 16~· 3 7.H· 7 734- 4 i·P· 2 75°· 5 15...· 9 75°· <} 7;;- z 757 9 7"9. 3II r-15 750· 3 7-4-5· 5 150. 3 ~ , i ° 1;6. 7 759· 3 7"7· S 7"7 I 7r, l , b ;1":)(') 4- J) I 7 75° 515 ;H ~ 7# 2 745·
°
750 . I) 754· 5 75°, 6 7}8 0 748. S 746 I 74-5 0 ;--$7 4 ;·41 117 733· 5 135- 3 149· 6 ;"46. 3 ;26. 0 ;46. I 74-0· 7 i 31. Q 728. 4- ;'~;' ; ; il 7 7H~. I1-'18 po. 4- ;ZI. 4- 722. 0 70..8. I 08. 0 ;02. 3 1°J. 3 jO'l 5 71 I. 4 II'
"
71.7- .~ 7lj b,19 71;. 3 ;03· I 61)3·6 f;;o 2 671 < 7 &n S 600 I) t}f)1· 5 t)~1 4 f';t~,,, h ',;,'i ~ h,' \. 720 645· (, h41. 1 642. 0 638.





Hour. 0'" 3m 10'" 15'" zom 25 30m 35'" 40'" 45 m '0'" 5- m) )
_ .•. _,n_,__________••
- ---~_._.+--~.
, , , ,
r , , ,
0 793- 0 197· 7 So3-9 193- 0 7~·6 193·4 7S7. 4 1~2. 8 7~· I 7~r; 7 ;r/'J4 &:>5·9I &>9.8 814. 5 816.6 )'\15·4 818.8 81 5. 4 811i. .3 :ilOi}·9 ~IJ· .3 Xli· .3 '116 II SlO. 3:4 813. 4 820.8 818·3 82i. I) 83 1.4 825. 7 830· .3 852·4 860.
.3 860. I Si<}· l 1/.1)2.03 849·4 826·4 ~.o 855- 7 1154· 5 871. 3 840. I 11 )2. ° Su." ilq.4 1'19· 7 Sf5· 5
"
8f4·6 814-4 806·9 81t·9 824.0 829 . 2
"'5·t} '14-5. 2 !i.;j ° 860·9 81>0. ° S74·1\5 84,0.8 8]4-6 826.2 824·8 821.8 8)0·4 829 . 2 82). 5 /126. iI S j r.
.\ !I,o·7 824· I6 827- 5 827. 9 824·0 lho.S 829· .3 832.0 8ll.1I 826·5 !I26. 4 Xl7· i Sl.g, J SZ7· 27 826·5 821.4 816·9 801. 8 ~·5 799· I M5· 8 812.8 194· I 800. .J 802. I} MI. .38 812.11 809· I 802·5 791. 2 795· 9 797·7 7<)3·7 78<).6 :'kI2. I 811. 4 fl2J 7 RH· 59 8;6'9 812.2 810.0 80<;·5 795·; i/2. .3 ilif>·6 7'-,0. :: 7:H 8 73<>° i38. I 745· I10 740·4 748.5 7.31·3 151. 7 751. 4 i75·2 765.9 nt·3 772. <) ji f. ; 7(.0· 3II 178. 2 778.2 776.0 776.6 7(,2.2 75 1.3 724·4 70J·9 7)0.6 734· 5 726. J 73l I:Noon. 745·4 745. 8 7(10·4 76K I 757·2 750.7 71;.8 74].6 74ii . I 7,4- 2 . ; 714 h HI" I13 75°·3 755·4 75J. I) 752. 6 i57·5 758.7 7"4.0 ;62. 5 7"3· 7 771. ; 771. 4 761. ..14 i f·q · 1 77,)· 7 7:'k1·4 7'k 6 779·9 7%.6 789'3 791.1 7)1,6·7 7'1l· 7 7'i l· 4 784· R15 787.9 184- I 785. I 1&>.8 176,9 76 8. 0 7(").8 758.9 7(,1.4 767-] 7io . I 7iJ. S16 112 . 9 771. 4 774·0 777· 5 165.9 763.9 (61).7 774· 5 770 . 7 17h . 7 7:-11. 2 1S.l· o17 774· 5 1("). ,8 760·4 765.7 17z~ J 174·4 715· 5 164.4 7)t).6 756 . 2 154.? 75?· 218 765. ') 7(,7.0 770.0 772.6 773·2 iio. I 752.0 iu R iP·R 745· 2 7ii
"
7549I') 760,3 77.3·7 798.3 791. 9 17 2.5 758 . 0 745· I n 8 5 71t} I i(y-', I 70"1 X 704. 020 ¥.2 702.8 720·9 764. 6 7('4.;3 759·2 7(>0 7 7 ;1. I HI, 74, 6 7,Il 5 754 I)21 7rr:z·9 7n 6 793· 7 "II. 5 1\14. .1 X16.6 l\2.3· 4 X27· 5 8I~. Z illi.1) !'in I. 1 "",'l. (,22 :'kI2. 3 799· I So,., '110·9 &>5·R ~.6 &>5· 7 1\°3·" i'}1· 2 79 1 '} 797· 5 7?'}· 823 lsoo.6 808.2 &Jo.z 81].6 &>2.0 7XIl. 2 794.R &10.2 7:'1;· 5 j(,(), f; is''. X 741. :z
____- ·· ...... ~___ o ___···«
-,-----.----.-
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 573
Tn-m-da)· /'bsen-a/ions at Fort Conger from :Ji'~y I, 1882, /0 August I, 1883, indusive-Continued.
dJ = 81044' 00" A= - 64043' 50/'
Magnetic declination = 2460E. + tabular quantity. Gottingen time.
Jl'LY I. 1883.
~~------
Hour. 0'" 5· 10'" IS'" 20m 25m 30 m 35m 40'" 45m 50m 55'"
-_.-
---'-' -~------ ---- ----
, , , r , I I , I ,
0 791. 2 802.8 812·9 826. I 819. I 826. I 818.8 789.9 745·4 736. 0 733· I 731.5
I 724.9 714.9 69S.8 727. 6 742. 6 757. 6 761. 2 77°. 8 795·3 83i· o 813.8 841.6
12 S4°. ° S42.2 8(,6.0 966.4 875. 2 8-'" ..... 901. 4 858,3 888·5 8S3·8 874. 8 S94·0il',)3 81,1. 9 1'72.9 909·7 905. 8 910. ° 914.0 890·4 871. ° 854· 5 1'5°·9 904. 0 924.8
4 930. 7 S9S·5 875· 4 835·3 855·3 895. 2 900·3 907·3 917.8 902. 8 886.0 397·3
5 9 11.9 938.4 915.8 917.0 921. ° 931. I 926.5 957·3 960.3 960· 5 gSo.6 ¢g. 4
6 983. 7 930.3 905·3 867·9 961. ° 936.3 967· S 1)61. 7 95°·0 958.5 947·9 857·7
7 806.6 793·9 773· 9 759. 8 719. 6 662·5 75i. I 891. I 936. 8 956. I 957. 8 933. 8
8 931. 2 927. 2 <l12. I 891. 4 866.4 862.S 849·4 855· 7 855·9 8b6.8 876.4 866.8
9 1'52.5 ~57· 3 84K 7 859·9 868. 7 878. 8 879. 2 874· 7 884-0 902.3 917.4 893·9
10 SS6.0 88'}. I R79· 5 876.9 874·4 880. 5 896.3 8S9· I 896· I 889.0 899· I 909· I
"
:-\87· 5 !'63·5 S71.6 S56.7 S49· I 839·3 835·9 SzS·5 841. 5 846.7 856. 7 863. 2
Noon. 846.5 842.9 824.0 S29·') S26·9 833. 6 1'15 8. 7 S39· 2 844·3 845· 7 857.0 859. 8
13 855. I) 862.8 860.6 866·9 865. 3 857·4 839·9 869. 2 839. 6 855· I 832.5 834·5
14 817. 0 I'll. 5 780.0 779.0 774· I 791. 6 815.8 799.8 813. 5 790.0 792. I 779. 8
IS i7t>·S 793. 0 773. 0 S29· 6 799. 8 734· I 751. 3 747·9 676. 0 690·6 634.4 618.0
16 632.7 ('52. 6 fJJ2. I 6)8·3 646.4 I1:;X. I 675. 6 6')0.6 ('94. 8 690. 8 697. 8 700.4
17 714· .\ po. I 7IS. 2 6<)2.2 ('92. 4 6SS. I (,69·4 678. 6 61)3. 6 666·3 67°· I b7°·4
IS t~13. 6 (;SJ.o 1>73·3 61>0.6 671. 6 655. 6 642.4 645· 3 640. 6 644· 7 659. 2 634·9
19 645· 4 632. I 1>45· I 636.9 629. 0 60</.2 627. 2 624. 5 61g.6 634. 0 635. 2 656.4
20 ('5'1.2 tl75· I NI.S. 3 655·5 630. 6 63°·8 61>2. S 677· 5 67°·0 661. 5 662.4 61'q.2
21 6S2.Q 6S9·9 6SQ.6 6S4· 8 692.2 71).4 717.4 7lb. 5 718·9 719.7 717.4 i It' , 2
22 700. ~ (>93. S ('95· <) 727.5 745. 8 742.4 74°. 6 741.5 748. 2 740. 6 738.7 751.°I




1I00Jr. om 3m JOn, ISm 20tn 25m ,",om 35




X05· 7 lho.6 814. 6 SIQ·4 814· 5 814.0 810. 5 806.2 811. 5 810.2 818.00 7'Y}· 2 83°· 823. 5 820.6!lV·3 825. 9 S23' I 7Q4·3 8n,.0 823. 9 8)8·5 841.5 II 81S.4
1'12 .. SII xr«, 3 819. 4 SIQ.q 1'22.8 ~2J. I ~23·q 828.') 52Q.0 821·7 823. I2 2 K~:\. 6 831. 7 83°· S28.Q 828.8S27· 8 8.n·3 83°·1 83°·5 S33· ° 83°,6 I3 S27, 2 834·9 835·(> 8.F·6 S2j. () 817.0837·5 !l35·9 838. 8 841. °4 S28. 2 S2Q. 2 ~35·2 829. 4 827.7 827.9 825. 0 836.5S25·9 S20.X R17· ° 822. .; 823. 7 823. 5 X31. i5 817.2 817. 0 1'13. 2 HI'l.o 836. 8 S26.0 83)·0 S2h·5 834·9 840·4h I'IS. 3 ~22. 3 854.) 849· ~7(\· 4 875. 8 Sit. h 842.5 862.21(.~5· 3 Sp.6 829. 2 SU· o 1'41. 6 I7 821'.8 S42 . S3Q· I 1'33·7 !\3'l·t> So3· I 7Q2 . 2 800·4 788.2S S.p. 3 H3i· O 834·7 2 i 86· 37SS. t1 785. 8 7~7· I i7 2 . () 782. S 787. I i90· 77SS. o 774· .5 7S5·5 ;73· I9 784.3 ,S2. i 7'l5·7 789. 6 ,()t·3 781. (i ;Nl. I10 775. 8 7_"'"" t"t i 8 1. (, iiO , () iSo. o 784.4 780.4 ,67·5 786. I 775. 0It 7'lI· (. 781.5 ;70. 7 ';S3·Q 71'1.0 iSt. i i So · 7 782.i~1. 0 ,S4·4 ,S4·4 I ii9· 2S"tw;'-.n. ;hl,(. S 77S, S n8..S 'is· 8 ;;4. 2 7i7. (1774 9 ~7h, 6 7i~,i) 7~1, 0 777·9 -- ....., ;7(1·5 ,SI. i 779·3,S'I. q , i ~) .....I' 7"3· 2 71i·~· 4 7'jO. <l ,8.1·5 777·4.> i'I()·4 7f H . 3 "'q(I, o S05 5 iQ5·j 804. 6 ,94. 0... 784. 3 is; 4 Snl. I 80q.') So7· I 794· 7
'5 ;f11. ~5q· I 7f >("L (1 jhh, I 772,4 ;;3· S 7735 757.
0 7QQ·5
7,V'. S i J 5· S2 722. S 711. :2 741. 2
." 7:"5 S 71,X.o ,1'<)·5 ,SI. S
;S2. , ;7h. 2 75('-()
6Z3· ()2). h 5h)·4 52 :; . 21'4.;·8 h.N· 5 h~S. 3 1'58.5 f'37· Q I
•
17 ;oS 8 (',3· 5 ('5"· I 57('· 5 5'13· 7 NlO. I hZ{l . .5(., .. S 5('4· q 575·q ('10.0 1"'·5 5h3. 2'IS .I'IS.O 531. .. o14·(l ('52. .3 65% 6S$.Q775. S "SO,S ';0'. h 1'4('· 7 6()(). () (lO.~. 4-
"l ;42. J ;; r. h ;h3· 5 74°·3 i 21. 2 602. I<)25. 8 OIS· 2 Si f ) , ; 7;~·92n 7 ~ft. (\ 7htl . '7 Sf 5- 7 III i· 3 q:\n.o 073·4 971.4 Q56. 8S;·'·4 11l14·3 ()13· ,. 01 7. I21 7n l n j('W) , 7r4· 7 7.\', h 7°'" o ()(j().1 702·38t'4· ;7 I. 2 ... ', ... S 717 . 7 724 8 7~(1. J 715. .; S5().221 'lH·n qOJ.P I i.'.)' S4('·7 Sol,·" S43.S 81>8·3
,80. {1/2·3 (,o5·!> i 14· 4 -"0 () ;9('·423 1')2, 5 5 l,"l '.
-_·--~_.~.__ ••P • ~~..- _.._-_.,-~~
• Ob..,r""Unns from ISh t{l 1'.1~ ~5M, inclusive, taken 1M 4<1''" early•

THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPE'DITION," 575
September I, 1882,16h.August 15, 1882, 15h •August I, 1882, 1411 •July 15, 1882, 13b •
Term-hour observations at Fort Congerfrom ~1I1v 1 1882 to AUg11st 88 . I. .oJ';,/,' I, 1 3, Inc ustue,
\,>=81° 44' 00'/ A=-64° 43' 5011
Magnetic declination = 246° E. + tabular quantity. Giittingen time.
I July 1,1882, 12h (noon). I
, I
777·8 ' 777.4 777. I
777- 2 777- 5 777·5
777·5 777.8 778.0
778.3 778. 2 778.3





780.3 780.5 780. I
77~6 77~8 78~ I
780.2 780. 3 780.5
780.5 780.5 780.2




780.7 780.5 780. 7
7So.7 781. 2 780.9
780'9 780.3 780. I
780.2 780. 2 780.5





781.9 782. 2 78~3
782.2 781. 9 781.9





782.9 783.° 783. I
783.4 783.5 783.8
783.7 784.0 784. I
784. I 784.2 784.2
783.° 782.6 782.9
782.3 782.2 782.4
783.0 783. I 783.3
784.° 785.° 785. I
785.6 786.° 785.8
786.0 786.0 786. 1
786. I 786. I 786.0
786.2 786. I 786.0
786.8 786.8 786.9




786.2 785.8 786. 2
785.7 785.7 785.8




788.4 788. 5 788. II
788.5 788.4 788.4
788.8 788.4 78S·3













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































m. I I I
° 944· ° 944· I 943· 7 800. 3
I 943.2 942.2 942.2 797.6
2 941. 8 941. 4 941. 3 796.4
3 942. 6 943· 2 943·° 793· 9
4 943·7 944. 1 944. 1 791.4
5 944· 4 95°.3 944· 2 787. 6
6 944· 4 945· 5 945· 6 785.°
7 945. 2 945·3 944·9 785. 0
8 944. 8 944·5 944. 6 783.4
9 945· 2 945· 5 945· 5 781. 6
10 945·3 95~3 943·9 78~2
II 943. 6 942.8 943· 5 778.4
12 943·° 942.5 941. 9 777. 2
13 941. ° 940. 2 938. ° 775.°
14 936.7 936. ° 935· 8 772.9
15 935. 8 935. 8 935·9 772.4
16 936.2 936.6 936.4 770. 2
17 936.3 936.0 936.0 768. 8
18 936. ° 936.3 936. 9 767.5
19 936.7 937. 1 937·3 767. 0
20 937·4 937·7 937·4 764. 6
21 937·4 936.4 935· 8 765. I
22 935·4 935. 1 933. 0 767.3
23 932.7 932.4 932. 6 767.4
24 933·5 933·9 93~0 764.7
25 933. 6 934·3 934·3 763.4
26 934· 4 934· 3 933· 5 762. 3
27 933· I 933· 2 932.7 760. 7
28 930.9 930.6 929.3 760. 0
29 928. 9 928. 8 928. 8 760. 2
30 929. I 929.1 929. I 760. 2
31 929.3 929.8 929.8 760.4
32 929.9 929.8 930. 5 760. 8
33 93°.9 931. 3 931. 2 762. 2
34 931.9 932.3 932.7 764. 2
35 933·3 933·3 933·3 76~3
36 933·3 933·3 933·3 76~3
37 933· 3 933· 5 934· 2 764.4
38 934·7 934·7 935.8.762. 8
39 935·9 935·9 935·9 763. 1
40 936. ° 936.2 935· 9 763. I
41 935· 7 934· 4 934· ° 763. ~
42 933·3 933· I 933. 0 763. I
43 931. 6 931. ° 930.5 762. 8
44 93°.4 929.3 928. 7 763.4
45 928. 1 927.7 927. 7 766.5
46 927.7 927.7 927.7 767.4
47 927. 8 928.1 929. I 766. 8
48 930.4 931.5 932.6 766. 0
49 934. 2 934. 2 934.2 766. 8
50 934.0 933.6 934.0 768.9
51 934·3 934.6 934.6 768.9
52 934·4 934· 4 933· 9 768. 5
53 : 933·9 934. 0 934·4 766. 2
. 54 j 934· 6 934· 6 934.6 765. 2
! 55 934· 81 935· 4 935· 7 766. °
j 56 I 936.3 936.7 935· 3 766.5
I
: 57 I 933· 5 932. 8 931. 2 768.4
58 I 93°.4 929. 5 929. 2 I 766.8~1928'7 927.7 926'41_7_65_'_7,. ._,..
576 THE LADY FRA.NKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-hour obscnxuions at Fort Conger from Jill), I, 1882, to Angus: I, 1883, inclusiz'c-Contil1ued.
20· I 4°'
Gottingen time.
October 15,1882, 19b• November I, IS82, 20b• November 15,1882, 21b•
Magnetic declination = 2460 E. + tabular quantity.
September 15, IS82, 17h.1 October I, IS82, 19b•
I
: . 80/2 802~4 80/5 81/0· SI/7 ; 81/9 i 78/2178/5 ' 784~6 733~8 73/4· 735~71913~3 ! 92/7 92/6
I 802·7 802·9 S03· 2 813.0 813.0 813.0 7S3·7 783.0 7S2.3 736.6 737.9 739.01933.5 93S.3 939.6
2 803. 3 804. ° 805. I 813. ° S13· I 813.3 7SI. 6 780.5 780. ° 740.3 741. 2 742.7! 939.6 941. 6 949· 5
805.2 806·5 S07· 6 813. 4 813. 5 813. 8 778.9 778.2 778.4 743· 7 744.8 747.2 I 955· 9 976. 9 978.5
808.2 808.6 808·7 814·2 814. 5 814.6 777.8 777.7 777.3 749.0 751.3 752.8 '1.959.0 960.8 958.2
809· 9 808.8 809· I 814. 5 814. 4 814. 4 777· 2 777· I 776.9 753.3 754.3 754.3. 959. ° 958.8 959.8
809·8 809·9 810.0 814. 4 814. 2 814. 1 776.5 776.2 776.0 755.2 755.7 757.0: 960.8 967.3 971.4
810.2 810·3 810·4 814.0 813.8 813.7 775.7 776.0 776.0 759.6 760.9 762.51981.4 977.5 981.7
8Il. ° 8Il.3 81I. 5 813. 7 813. 8 813.8 776. ° 775· 7 775.5 763.2 764.5 764.7 I 980.5 876.8 970.4
8Il.6 81l·5 811.4 813. 7 813. 7 813.3 775.3 775.4 775.4 765.6 766.5 767.°1968.3 971.8 974.8
811.3 810·7 810·4 812·3 811.8 812.0 775.1 774.9 775.3 767.8 767.9 769.1! 977.9 978.0 980.2
810·4 809· 8 809· I 812. ° 812·5 812·7 775. I 775· 3 775.3 770.6 773.2 773.2! 983.3 984.9 981. 7
808·7 808.2 807. 9 812·9 812.9 812·7 775· 4 775· 4 775.5 773.3 773.7 774.9 i 979. ° 974.7 971. I807. 6 807. 6 8° 7. 5 81Z·5 812·5 812·4 776. I 776.4 777. I 776. I 776.2 775. I 963.9 959.8 946. I
807.6 807. 5 806·9 81Z.° 812. ° 812. I 777.5 777.7 778.2 773.7 772.4 769.5 938.3 93°.9 929.6
806. 1 8°5. 5 804.9 81Z·3 812.4 812.3779.9780.9781.5767.0 764.9763.593°.4931.3929.2
8°4. I 802·4 Sol. 7 812. I 812.1 812.1 782.4 78z.8 783.2 761. I 759.8 759. I 917.6 907.9 9°3.6
799· 7 799· 3 799· ° 811.8 812. ° 81l·7 783.3 783.5 783.3 758.5 758. I 758. I 904.9 913.9 921.4
799·3 801.4 802·7 8Il.6 811.7 811·7 783.2 783.3 783.2 758.3 757.7 757.9 925.9 928.6 931.5,
804·7 806.8 807.6 8Il.8 811.8 812.0 782.8 781.9 781.3 758. I 758.4 759.4 937.5 941.5 943.5 I
808. ° 809· 5 810·4 812. ° 812. ° 812. I 781. 3 781. 5 781. 9 760.7 761. 2 762.3 940.7 939.2 936.8
811.4 812.2 813.6 812.0 81Z.3 812·3 781.9 782.0 782.1 762.9 763.2 763.9 936.3 935.3 934.8
814. ° 814. 3 814. 3 812·3 812·3 812.9 782. ° 781. 6 781. 5 764.5 765.8 766.5 934.4 933.8 931. °
814·7 814. 7 814. 6 813. ° 813.3 813.5 780.5 779· 9 779.6 767.6 768.6 768.9 931. 7 934. 2 934. °815. ° 815. 3 814. 8 813. 7 813. 7 813. I 779· 2 779· 3 779.9 770. ° 769.7 769.3 940.7 946. ° 95°. 2815. ° 815. 5 815. 7 812·5 812·3 812·3 780.8 780.9 782.6 768.7 768.3 768.7 952.8 953.2 954· 3815. 5 816.8 817. 7 812. ° 812. ° 812. I 784.2 784.8 785.7 768.9 769.4 769.5 954. 8 952. ° 947· 3
818·5 819. 7 820.1 81Z·3 81Z·3 813.3 786.5 787.5 788.2 770. 1 770.4 770.9 935.9 927.3 918.3
8zo·7 8zo·7 820.8 813. 4 813.5 813.5 788.2 787.8 787.5 772. I 772.9 774. 8 914. 8 910.2 912.5
8zo·5 820.2 820. I 813.5 814.° 814.2 787.6 787.9 788. 2 776.° 778.3 780. ° 915.9 922.2 928.2
Sao, I 820·4 819. 8 814. 5 814.6 814.9 788.5 788.6 789. ° 780.6 781. 8 782. 6 936.9 940.2 943· 3
Szo. ° 820·5 820.2 815. 2 815.7 816.2 789. ° 789. ° 789. ° 782. 2 782. ° 781. 5 944.7 948.5 952. °
820. I Szo. I 820·5 816.4 816.5 816.8 789. I 789.4 789.7 781. ° 780.4 779. 8 955. 2 959. 8 962. I
8Z0.2 820. I 820·7 816.8 817. I 817. I 790. I 790.5 791. ° 779.6 779.5 779.5 965.9 969.2 968.4
820·9 821.2 822·5 816·9 816.8 816.4 791.7 792.8 793. 0 779. I 779. I 779. I 963.2 949.6 938.2823. 2 823. 2 823. 2 816·4 816·5 816·5 793·6 793·9 794.7 779. I 779.2 779.5 931. 4 934. ° 943. °823. 3 823. 3 823. 3 816·7 816·5 816.2 795.2 796.4 796.8 779.3 780.2 780.6 965.3 977.9 1002.0823. 3 823. 6 823. 3 816·4 816·5 816·7 798. ° 799. ° 799.2 781. 4 782.3 783. ° 1038.9 1053.6 1061. 5
821. 9 820·9 818·9 816·7 816·7 816.8 799.6 800. ° 800.3 784.3 785. I 785.3 1065. 2 1063. 3 1060. I
818.2 817. 5 817. 4 816.9 816.8 816.8 800.3 799.9 799.4 785.4 786.5 788. I 1055.4 1045.7 1056.3817. 3 816·9 816.6 816·4 815.8 815.6 799.2 799. I 798.8 788.4 788. 6 788.5 1°57. 1 1056.0 1055.4
816·5 816·4 815. 8 815. I 815. 3 815.6 799. ° 799. ° 799.2 787.3 785. ° 783.4 1053. 6 1050. I 1048.2815. 4 814. 7 814. 4 815. 7 815. 7 815. 7 799·4 799·5 799·7 781.1 780.0 780.0 1047.4 1047.4 1055. 4814. 7 815. I 814. 7 815. 6 815. 3 815. I 801. 2 801. 4 801. 9 781. 6 782.7 785.4 1058.4 1064.2 1069.2813. 7 813. I 812·9 814. 5 814. I 813.4 802.9 803.5 804. 3 786. 8 i 788. I 789. I 1069.2 1066.5 1059· 9
812·7 812.6 812·3 813. 0 813.0 812.5 804.7 805.6 806.1 790.9' 792.4 793.7 1055. 7 1052.4 ,1O~3.6
812·5 812·5 813. 0 812·5 812·4 812.3 806.5 806.6 806.9 793.9 793. 0 791.7 1058. 2 1059.9 ;1°7.9813. 4 814.2 815. 0 811.7 811.3 810.2 806.9 807.0 806.7 790.5 789.5 788. 8 1057. 1 1091.1 '1094.1815. 7 816·4 817. 0 809·6 809.1 808.9 806.6 805.9 805.9 788.0 787. 1 786.4 1093.4 1093.8 1098.5:
817· 4 818·4 818·5 808·9 808·9 808.9 805.5 805. I 804.3 785.5 784. ° 782.9 1104. I 1112.8 1115·° i819. 7 820.2 821.2 809· ° 809· ° 809.4 803.8 802.5 801. 8 781. ° 779. 2 777. I 1115.7 II 14·5 1114· 51
822.2 823. 9 8z3·5 809·8 810.0 810.2 800.7 800.3 800.1 775. 6 774. 1 773. 1 1117.7 1120. 3
1'1126.
9
821.8 820·7 8zo.1 810.6 810·7 811.0 799.7 799.6 799.4 772.7 770.6 769.7 1128.3 1127.°,1122.0819. 6 818.8 818·4 811.2 811.2 811.2 799.2 798.8 798.7 768.9 767.8 767. 6 1118.1 1110.8 11101.6
1
818·4 818·4 818.8 811.2 810.0 810.6 798.1 797.9 797.4 767. 0 766.9 766. 6 1098. 2 1092.611085.7
820·5 I 8zI. 6 823. 5 810. I 809· 7 809.3 796.9 797. ° 797. ° 766.7 767.2 766.7 1082.5 1080. ° \,1080. 5823. 9 . 824. 4 824. 4 808·9 808·9 808·7 797.3 797.2 796.9 766.7 766.9 767.3 1076.6 1070. ° 1066.81~24. ° ~23. ° 821. 9 808·3 808.2 808.2 796.7 796.3 795.8 767.4 767.9 768.6 1071. 5 1080.711086. I f





























































THE I,ADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 577
Term-hour observations at Fort Conger from Jul.Y 1, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclusi1!e-Continued.
<1>= 81° 44' 00" Ie ~ 64° 43' 50"
Magnetic declination= 246° E. + tabular quantity. (;iiUingell time.
~--~-"~-_._----
• ______ .0___ • _______._
December I, 1882,22h• December 15,1882, 23h • January I, 1883, Oh. January 15, t883, Ih. February I, 1883. 2h•







781. I 780.° 779. 6 731. 9 733. 2 735.8 985.3 984. 6 985. I 853.8 853·7 852.6 802·4 803. I 802. I
I 778. 9 778. 0 777· 7 736.9 738.5 738. 7 986.4 985.4 987.8 853.0 852.8 853.0 801.2 799·5 798. 8
2 777- 2 775· 9 777·0 739·4 739· 7 740.7 988. I 987.7 990.5 853. I 853·4 853·7 797·9 797· 7 797·4
3 777.0 776.9 776. 6 741. I 741. 7 743·4 991. 4 990.9 992. 8 854.6 855. 2 855·4 797·7 797·8 798. I
4 776. 9 777· 3 777·9 743·9 744.8 746. 8 992. 6 992. 2 992. I 855·9 856.5 856. 7 798.9 798.9 798. 6
5 778. 6 779. 2 779· 3 750.3 751.7,753·4 994. 2 994.6 994·4 856.9 857.6 858. 8 798. 8 798. 8 798. 8
6 778. 9 778.8 778.5 753. 8 756. 6 ; 758.5 994. 8 995.6 995·9 859·3 860. I 859. 6 798. 8 798. 6 798.4
7 778. 6 779. 2 780. 2 760.9 761. 9 761.9 995. 6 996. 0 996. 2 861.6 862. I 862.8 798. 8 799. I 799.0
8 780.8 780. 6 779· 9 762.8 763. 2 763. 6 997·4 998.3 999·3 863. 0 863. 2 863. 3 799. I 799. I 799. I
9 779· 5 779. 6 780.2 764.3 764.4 765. 8 999·7 1000·4 1001·3 863. 4 863. 6 863. 7 799·3 799. I 799. I
10 780.6 780.6 780·3 767.5 77°. 2 770·3 1001·3 1000·7 1001.7 864.0 864. I 864. 3 799·3 I 799·3 799.0
II 780·7 780. 7 780. 2 768.6 77°.3 770. 2 1001. 8 1001. I 1002·4 864. 5 864. 5 864. 5 798. S 798. I 797·5
12 779.6 779. 2 778.9 771.° 772.5 773.0 1002·5 1002. I 1001·9 864. 5 864. 7 864. 7 797·5 797·5 797·4
13 778. 6 778.4 777· 7 773. 6 773·5 772. 8 1002·5 1002·4 1002·9 864.8 865. I 865.2 797. I 797. I 797·3
14 776.8 776. 8 777.° 770.9 769. 7 767. 8 1003· 5 1002·9 1004. 6 865. 4 866.0 866. 5 797·5 798. I 798. 6
IS 777.6 778. I 778. 0 767. 0 765.4 764.3 1005. 5 1006·9 1008·4 867.0 867.° 867.0 798,9 799. I 799. I
16 778.° 778.5 779. I 763.5 763. I 761. 9 1007· 9 1008·5 1009. 0 867. I 867. I 866.8 799.0 799. 0 799. I
17 779. 2 779· 7 780. 2 760.8 759.6 757·7 1010·7 1010.6 101 I. 2 866.8 866·7 866·7 799. I 799.0 799. I
18 780·3 779· 9 779· 7 756. 6 756.4 757.6 101 I. I 1011. ° 101 I. 5 866·7 867.° 867.2 799.0 798.9 798.4
19 779· 7 779. 6 779. 2 760.0 762.0 763. 0 101 I. I 1010.6 101 I. I 867. 2 867.5 867. 8 797.8 797·7 797·3
20 778. 8 778. I 777. 6 763. 2 763. 2 763.3 1011.2 101 I. 2 1011. I 867. 8 867.8 867.6 796.7 796.4 796.3
21 777·2 776. I 775. I 763. 7 764.4 765.4 1010·3 101 I. 0 101 I. 2 867.6 867. 5 867. 6 796. 0 796.0 795·7
22 773· 7 773· 7 772.9 765. 7 766. 6 768.4 1011.0 1010·3 1009·9 868. I 868·5 868·3 795·4 795.0 794·7
23 772.9 773. ° 773·4 772. I 773.0 774·4 1009. 6 1010·3 1011.0 868.2 868·7 869. I 793.8 792. 7 792.4
1 24 774. I 774. 2 774· 5 775.6 776. 2 776. 2 1011.3 1011. 7 1012·7 869. 2 869. 4 869.2 792.3 792.2 792.025 775·3 776.9 778. I 776. 0 775·3 774.2 101 3. 4 1012·7 101 3. 3 869. 5 87°·3 871.4 791.9 791.9 791.926 780.8 780.7 781. 2 773.0 771.8 770.8 1012·7 1012.0 101 I. 2 872.3 873- ° 873·4 791.6 791.8 791. 5
27 783. I 784. 0 784. 8 770. 2 769. 2 767. 8 1010.8 101 I. 3 101 I. 5 874· 5 875.0 875.6 791. I 790.9 790.7
28 784.7 784.4 784·4 767.3 765. 8 764. 8 1012·4 1012·3 101 I. 9 876.0 876.7 877·4 790·3 789.5 789. 2
29 784. 3 783.3 783.3 763.9 762.4 760·9 101 I. 6 101 I. 7 101 3. 3 878. 0 878. 2 878.4 788·4 788.3 787.5
3° 783. 7 783. I 784. 0 760·5 761. 3 763.3 101 I. 3 1012.2 101 I. 9 878.6 879·3 879.8 7
86.5 786. 0 785.4
31 784. 0 783. 7 783.0 765. I 765.7 765.9 101 I. 6 1010·4 1009· 5 880·5 880.8 881. I 784. I 783. 8 783.4
32 782.0 781. 5 780.2 765.9 764. 8 763. 7 1008.6 1008.4 1006·4 881. I 881. I 881. I 783.3 783.
6 784.0
33 778.8 778. 2 777· 7 763. 2 762. 7 761.° 1007·3 1007· 9 1008·5 881.2 881.2 881.2 7
84.4 784.0 783.8
34 777- 3 777- ° 776.9 761. 5 763. 0 765.5 1007· 9 1008·5 1008.6 881.5 881.8
887.° i 783. 8 783.4 783. I
35 776.6 776. I 776. 2 767.3 768. 7 768. 7 1009· 7 1009· 7 100<).2 882. 2 882·9 883·5 783.0 783.0 783. I
36 777· 7 778.6 779. 6 767.5 766.4 765. I 1009. 3 1009·5 1009. 6 8E,3· 6 883.8 884 3 783. I 7
83.3 783.7
37 780.3 780.9 781.8 763.5 763.7 763. 6 1009. 6 1009· 7 101 I. 2 884·9 885. 2 885.5 I 784. I 784. 2 784.4
38 782.9 783. 6 784. 0 763.5 763.5 763. 2 101 I. 1 101 I. 6 1011·9 885·9 886·3 886·4 . 7
83.7 783.3 783. I
39 784.3 784. 7 785. 2 761. 7 759.6 757· 7 101 3. 3 101 3. 3 101 3. 3 886.6 886. 7 886.7 7
82.6 782.6 782. 7
4° 785. 0 784.4 784. I 757. I 753.0 752. I 1013· 4 1013. 4 1013· 5 887.° 887. I
887.8 782.9 782.9 782·9
41 784. I 784. 0 783. 7 751.° 750. 7 750.5 101 3. 5 1014. ° 1015. I 888.2 888.6 888·9
783.0 783.4 783.4
42 784.3 784.4 784. 6 750. 7 750. 7 751.8 101 5. 6 101 7.2 1018.2 889·3 889·.5 889.
8 783.6 783. 8 783.8
43 784.6 784.4 783. 0 752.0 753.0 754·5 101 9. 2 1020.8 1021. 2 889.8 889.8 89°·5
784.0 784.0 784. I
44 781.2 781. 2 781. 5 755.8 752.7 1022. I 1022·3 1021. 7 89°.7 891. 3 891.4 7
84. 2 784.7 785.3
755·4 891.7 892. I 89'" I 785.7 786.3 786·545 781. 9 782.4 782.7 754·5 754·9 756. 2 1021. 3 1021. 3 1020·9 892.4 892.5 892.4 786.9 787. 2 787.246 783. 0 780.8 781. I 756. I 757·3 756.9 1020.6 1020.6 1020·5 786·9 787.4 787.247 780.6 780. 3 778.6 756. 0 755.0 754·7 1020. I 1019.2 1019.8 892.8 892. 8 89
2.4
785.6
48 777- 6 '777·5 777. 2 755.0 755. I 755· 7 101 9. 7 101 7. 8 1017· 7 892. 2 89
2. 2 892.0 786.4 785.8 784. I891. 7 891.4 784. 7 784.449 776.8 775· 7 774. 2 755. 8 755.8 755·4 101 7. 5 101 7. 4 1018·5 891.8 783. I 783. I 783.350 773· 7 772.5 770.7 755·5 755·3 755. I 1019.2 1020.8 1021. ° 891.° 891.°
891.°
783.0 783.3 783.351 I 768.° , 766.5 76+,9 754· 9 754.0 753· 7 1023. 3 1024·7 1026·4 892.2
892. 2 892.4
783.6 783.8 783.852 763. 6 763. 2 763. I 754.0 754.0 754·4 1026.8 1026·5 1027. 6 892. 2 89
2. 2 892. 2
784.7 784.81028. 7 892.4 892.5 892.7 784. 253 762.8 761.8 761.° 755·4 756. 2 757. 2 1027. 9 1029. 1 785. I 785.4 786.0
54 760.4 759·4 759. 6 757·5 757.8 757.8 1029· 5 1029. 5 1029· 4 892.7
892.5 892.5 785.8 786.3892.4 892. 2 892. I 786. 055 760.5 760·4 759·3 758.4 758.4 757.8 1028.8 1029. I 1029. 2 891.8 786.3 783.7 786.556 758.8 757. 8 757. 2 757·5 756.9 756. 6 1029. 2 1029. 7 1030. I 892 °
892.0
786.4 786. 8 786.7
57 756.7 755. 6 754·3 756.5 756. 6 758. I 1029.9 1029. 5 1029. 0 89
2.0 S91.8 892.0 787. I 787. I 787.6
58 , 753·4 : 752. 8 751.8 758. 7 761.° 763. 6 1028·4 1028. 3 1027·7 S92.O
892. I 892.0
788.3 788.7 789.6
59 I 750.6: 749. 1 748.3 764. 6 766.4 766. 2 1027·4 1027. 2 1026·7 891.8 891. 7
891.6
, I
1 I _.::-:~....-_... ----~'"-~ ,--_._--''"'---~.~.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2--37
578 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Term-hour obseruations at Fori Conger from yu~v I, 1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.
1'=81044' 00" (=-64°43' ';0"
Magnetic declination = 2460 E. -'-- tabular quantity. Gottingen time.
February 15, 1883, 3b• March I,I883,4b. March 15,1883, 5b. Apri1I, I883,6b •





° 804·4 803. 7 802·3 856.4 857. I 858. 2 806·5 807. 3 808. 2 808. I 80<)·7 , 810.6
I 802. I 801.2 801.3 859· I 859·5 860. I 80<). I 810.° 810·9 810·7 81I.0 I 81I. 42 801.7 801.8 802·3 862·5 863. I 863. 0 812.0 814. 2 815. 4 81I. 7 81I.8 813. 5
3 803.2 803. 7 804. 4 863. I 862·9 861.4 815. 4 815. 7 815.8 812·7 813. I 813· I
4 804·6 805. 2 806·4 860.2 857·9 858. 7 817.8 820·9 821·7 813.2 812·9 81 3. 55 807. I 808.8 808·7 858. 8 858. 8 858. 2 823. 3 824. 4 826.0 813.6 812·9 815. 56 811.6 812·7 814.2 858. I 858. 2 857·6 826·3 83°·3 836. I 816. 7 819. 4 819. 97 814.8 81 5. 3 818.6 856. I 855.8 854.8 838.5 839·9 842. I 820·9 821·7 821. 68 820·3 821.6 822.8 853- 6 853. 2 853.0 844·1 848. I 849·9 821·3 820.0 819.69 823. 0 823. I 823. 4 851.5 847. 2 844·9 851.4 883. I 882·9 818.2 817.2 817. 310 823. 7 823. 8 824.0 843- 3 842.7 842. I 883·3 882. 7 881.8 818,3 818.0 818.2




TBB LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 579
Term-hour observations at Fort Congerfrom July 1,1882, to August I, 1883, inclusive-Continued.
dl = 81° 44' 00" i'.= - 64° 43' 5011
Magnetic declination = 2460 E. + tabular quantity. GOttingen time.
-----~ ..- ----
April 15, 1883, 7h • May I, 1883, 8h. May 15, 1883, 9h. June I, 1883, lob.







918.4 918. 6 918.7 872.7 872.4 i 87J. 6 824.4 825. 9 826·4 823.4 823.6 823.2
I 918. 8 919.0 919. I 874·4 874·9 876.3 827. 2 827. 5 828·3 822.0 821.3 821.2
:1 919.7 921.° 921. 7 877·5 878. 8 879·4 827. 4 826·4 824. 7 820.6 821.° 822·3
3 923.0 923.9 926. I 880·4 882·5 882.7 824. 4 825.0 825. 3 823. 6 824·4 826.0
4 927.3. 927.9 928.9 882·5 881.8 882. I 825. 3 825. 0 824. 4 826·4 826. I 825. 8
5 929.4 930. 0 93°. 0 882.6 883.0 882·7 824. 4 824. 3 824.2 824.7 823·4 823.2
~ i
6 930. I 93°·2 930.5 882·4 882·5 882·7 824. 8 824. 8 824.8 823.0 823.0 822. I
7 930. 5 93°·2 93°· I 882.6 882·4 882.4 824. 8 824. 7 825.0 822.0 822. I 822.6
8 929. 7 929.4 929.0 882.6 882.6 882.6 825. 7 825.8 825. 9 822·4 822. I 820.6
9 928. 5 928.5 928.3 883.0 884. I 885·5 826·4 826. I 826·4 819. 4 818.6 818·5
10 928. 1 927.9 927.9 885.8 886·5 887·3 826.2 826.8 827. I 818. I 818.1 818.2
II 927.7 927.7 927.7 888.6 890.6 89°·4 827.6 828. I 828·5 818. I 817·8 817.8
12 928. 0 927.9 928. 0 889·7 888.2 888.0 828.6 829. 7 829. 9 817.6 816·3 815. 6
13 928.5 929. I 929. 6 887. 2 886.2 886.2 83°·2 830. 6 831.° 815.2 814.2 812.8
14 929.8 93°. 0 93°·4 886·5 886. I 885·7 832.5 832.7 834·4 812·4 811·9 811.4
IS 93°·5 93°·5 930.7 885·3 885·5 888.0 835·3 835.6 836.5 809·9 8og·3 807. 616 93°·8 93°.7 93°·4 888. I 888·4 888.6 837·5 837.6 837·9 806.6 804·4 803. 3
17 93°·4 93°·2 930. 1 890. 8 892.7 894·3 838. I i 839.0 839.8 802·5 801.5 799·9
18 93°· I 930. 2 930.7 895. 1 896. I 897·4 84°·3 84°.5 84°·5 799·7 799.6 798.5 I
19 931. 1 931. 2 931. 7 896. 1 895·7 895. I 842.9 843·5 84J. 6 797·7 796.7 795· 7 '
20 932. 0 932.3 932.5 895·7 895.8 895·9 84J. 9 84J. 9 843.8 794·4 793·3 792. 2
21 932.5 932.7 932.7 897·3 897·7 898. 8 844.6 845.0 844·9 791. 9 791. 2 791.6
, 22 932. 8 932.9 932.9 899·3 goo. 9 goo. 8 84J. 5 843.0 842.9 792.3 792.3 791. 5
t 23 932.9 932.9 932.9 900. I 900. 0 goo. 5 843.0 842.2 842.3 790· 5 790.2 789.3
24 932. 8 932. 5 932. 1 900.4 900. 5 902.6 843·9 845· I 847.2 788. 2 788. I 788. I
25 931. 6 931.3 93°·9 9°3·3 904·5 9°4·9 849. I 853·9 855.6 787.5 786. I 784.7
26 93°·9 928.7 927.6 906·3 908.9 910• 8 857.1 857. I 857.0 783.3 781.8 781.4
27 927. 2 926. I 925.7 912.6 914.5 918. 0 856. 8 855·9 854.6 782.0 781. 8 780.9
28 925. 2 924.3 923.5 923. I 926.9 928.5 854·5 854·4 853·9 779. 6 779. 2 778. 2
29 923. 2 923. 2 923.5 931.9 933·5 935.6 854.0 852.8 852. I 776.3 775· 4 775. 6
3° 923.4 923.4 923. 6 936. 0 936. 2 936.'} 851.8 851.6 851.6 775·9 776.
2 776. 2
31 923.8 924. 2 924.5 936. 8 936. 8 937. I 852. 2 853.8 854·9 774·4 773. 2 77
2. I
32 924. 7 924· 7 925.0 937·3 936.7 937·3 855.0 856.3 857.2 771. 8
771.6 771.6
33 925.0 925.0 925. 2 937.8 938.5 938. 8 858. 6 858.7 858. 0 77
2. I 77J. 6 774.0
34 925. 2 925.0 925.2 939.0 94°·2 942. 2 858.7 859.0 857·9 774· 4 77
6. 2 778.3
35 924.9 924.5 924. 2 943·9 945·3 945·7 857.6 856. 6 856.3 779·4
780.7 781. I
36 923.8 923.4 923. I 945·7 946.3 945. I 855·3 855.2 855· 7
782. I 784.3 786.5
37 922.4 921.9 921.5 944·9 944· 7 945.0 856. 0 857·7 85
8. 6 788.5 790. 2 791. I
38 921.o 920. 6 920.3 947. 2 949·4 950. 8 858.7 858.7 859·5 793·9 795·3
796.4
39 919.8 919.5 919.5 95°·4 949·7 948.2 859·4 858. 6 85
8.3 797·3 798.4 799·7
4° 919.5 919.4 919.2 946. 8 946. 6 946. 8 857· 7 857·3
857.2 801.5 Sag. I 805. 5
41 919.4 919.4 919.2 947.0 946.7 944·4 857.6 857.2 85
6.4 808.6 811.° 814.6
816.6 818.6 818.8
42 919.5 920.3 920.7 943·3 941. 7 940. I 854.2 852.8 850. I 820.6 821.6 i
43 921. 5 921. 8 922. I 937·7 936. 0 934.2 848.4 845·4 844.
0 810.6
822.1 824.3 826.0
44 921.9 921.8 922. I 93T. 7 931. I 93°·3 843·5 845.0 85°·0
45 922. 2 923. I 923. 2 93°·3 929.9 929. I 852.9 855·7 859·3
828.2 830. I 830 . 6
46 923. 6 924. I 924.3 927.9 927.5 926.5 861.4 865. 2
867..5 834.2 836.7 . 838. 6
47 924. 7 925.0 925.3 925.9 923.8 922.5 87°·4 87J. 5 87
6. 6 838. 8 838.5 838.5
879. I 881.° 881. I 839.6 841.2 844.648 925,4 924. 6 925. 2 922.4 922.7 922. 3 874·7 845.6 847·3 847·949 924.6 924.3 924.3 921.3 920. 8 919.3 879.6 878. I87°.7 87°·5 848. 6 849·3 850.7
t 5° 9
23.6 923.0 922. 8 917.7 916. 6 914.5 872.0 853· I 853·5
51 922.5 921.9 922. I 913.4 9I1·4 909·4 87°·9 871.7
871.6 851. 4
901.8 871.8 872.0 87I. 3 853·9 856. I 85
8.4
52 922.4 923.0 923.5 9°6.3 904·4 I 894.8 87°·9 87°·3 871·4 852.7 862·3
864. 0
53 923.9 924.9 925.8 899·4 896.7 864.5 864·9 867. I
54 926.5 926. 8 892.9 892.4 891.9 871.4 871.° 871.°927.0 869. 7 869. I 869. 9 869. 8
55 927.2 926.9 926. 8 891.5 889·5 887.2 87°·5 869.
6 868.8 867.2 866.0869. 3 868.8 868.656 926. I 925.0 924.5 886.8 886.8 887. 2 867.5 865.2 865. I 865. I
57 924.3 924.3 924.3 887·9 887.6 887.0 868·5 867.
8
867.3 864.9 864.8 864.758 924.3 924. 6 925. 2 886.4 883.6 884·4 867. 5 867.3 864·7 863·7 862.0








580 THE LADY FRA~KU5 BAY EX I'EIHTH)5.
:\lagnetic declination = 2460 E. .;.. tabular quantitv. (;i-'uingen time.
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THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Special tam obscnxuions of the magnetic declination at Fort Conger.
1882. 1883.
Nov. 17 Tan. 25 Feb. 27 Mav 16 June 27
Nov. 18 :Jan. 26 Feb. 28 );la~ 20 June 28
~ Nov. 19 Fcb. 2 );lar. 2 Jun'c 2 June 3°~ Nov. 20 Fcb. 3 Mar. 6 June 6 July 7~ov. 21 Feb. 6 Mar. 13 hne 17 July 8
Dec. 5 Feb. 17 Apr. 3 "unc 18 July 9Dec. 7 Feb. 2' Apr. 4 'June 19 July 10.)
Dec. 16 Feb. 24 Apr, I' 'June 22 )uly 14.)
Dec. 17 Feb. 25 Apr. 24 'rune 23 July 18
Dec. 10 Feb. 20 Apr. 25 )une 26 July 19
July 3°
Specialobser,!ations during auroral displll)'S or duril/g great lIIagnetic disturbances,

































_un. un. _. un_ *1344·3
1200.6 1177.7 1181.° 1186.°
9.10. I 952.9 937· S 679·5
735.9 5o..11• 1 7°7. 6 807.9
S62.° 912.7 924.3 1104.3.
17.1.4 188.h 2<)0.2 (t)
478.5 (t) (t) (t)
759· i 798. 6 947. 2 859·7
487.5 622.9 721. 5 764.9
6'14· [ 752. J 660·3 659· (>
634.9 618.4 573·3 648. 0
936.4 913. I 838. 8 889· 4




























































































t Lost through heavy disturbances.
NOVEMBER 18, 1882.
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582 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPBDITION.
Sp(cialoburmtions during auroral dijplays or during great magnetic distufbances-Continued.


















































81I. 7 i 854.1 798.7 i 812. °
795·4 653·7 ~31·7 799·7
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_ . _n •• h __ "_' 214.3 319.5 441.7
7°1. 3 952. ° 945· ° 883· 2 845.7 825. ° 806.7 737.8 581. 4
5°3· ° 210·3 255· 2 529. ° 581. 6 423.5 723. ° 711. ° 786.9
972. 2 975. 6 945. 8 645·9 499·3 515. 8 479·5 434·7 3°3·3
698. 1 666.0 654.8 761.2 869.9 910. 8 946.3 .•. _._ .. 937.2
569. 0 470.3 547. 2 609·3 617. 5 497.1 395.1 268.0 310. 8627. 8 65°.4 682.8 672.8 663. 7 616. 2 586. 6 554. ° 545· ~
.-~~~~- .."?.'. ..~~~~~- --~~~~. n~~~~~_ n~~~·.~ ...~~~~~__ .~3~~~_ ..~~~·.~-1






THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 583
Special observations during auroral displays or during great magnetic disturbances-Continued.





























































































































3 2 899.2 . Feb. 2 !
5 I 926. I I
6 928.9 I

























































5 58 853 4
, Ii 1883.



























































































































































































































































I 59 676. I I~ 925.9 59 861.3 6 773·I Feb. 8°3· I 776. 8I 20
°
683. 9 2 ° ° 6 864. 5 7! 5 802·3 ° 058 ~.8I I 686. 7 I 864.0 Feb. 3I 2 694·4 10 800.8 857.8 59 897.0I 784.7 2 887.23 698. 0 15 5 854·7 I °
I
4 698.9 2 58 878.9 6 860.0 I 880.6
5 7°3·4 59 881.3 7 861.6 2 873- 7
j
6 708. 2 3 0 888·4 8 864. 4 3 871.0
7 712. 6 I 887.8 .
I I
584 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Specialobse111ations during auroral displaJS or during great magnetic disturbances-Continued.
Gi)ttingen mean time. Magneticdeclination 2460 E. + tabular quantity.
1883. h. m, 1883. 11.1/1. 1 I
4 869. 7 Feb. 17 17 14 601.5 Feb. 25 3 2 1091. ° 685. 7
5 867. 7 15 599·4 5 1074.6 693. 26 86<).0 16 5<)8. 5 6 1070. 5 698.9
7 872. I 17 598. 7 7 1059. 8 I 710.558 842. 5 18 599·9 8 1048. 9 3 718.059 840. 8 Feb. 23 13 58 764. 7 <) 105I. 4 4 722. 22
° S39·8 59 769.4 10 1046.6 5 729· SI 84°·7 14
° 781. 3 I I 1032. I 6 74°·42 842. 3 I 791.8 12 1018·4 7 753.03 S45·2 2 799.2 13 1008. ° Mar. 13 . 13 58 527.94 844. I 3 802·7 14 1004·9 59 512.95 842. 5 4 803. 0 15 1007·4 14
°
5°2.26 843·4 5 8°7·4 16 1006.0 I 501. 37 841. 7 6 811.4 17 987.7 2 496.4
.58 791. I 7 816·9 18 990. 8 5 492. 859 787.7 I 20 784.5 19 970. I 6 508. 7
3 ° 786.5 21 772.5 Feb. 26 15 58 726.9 Apr. 3 10 9 1074. 0I 788.S 22 762.6 59 729.7 10 1053. 82 787.7 23 753·9 16
°
730. 6 II 1029. 33 790·4 24 753·5 I 733.8 12 1025. 04 793·7 58 741.7 2 739·5 13 1026.75 793. I 59 741.7 3 739·9 Apr. 4 13 II 340. 36 791.6 15
° 745·8 4 748. 8 12 339·97 790.5 I 746.5 5 745. 2 13 354· 314 8 679.6 2 749·5 6 743.8 14 361. I9 669. I 3 752.4 7 739. I 15 389. 010 667·3 4 752. 2 Feb. 27 18 56 403· 3 Apr. 13 15 58 789.5II 658. 2 5 748.5 57 405.5 59 794. I12 657· I 6 744·5 58 413.0 16
° 793·714 22 657. I 7 742. I 59 416. 8 I 798.523 651.4 Feb. 24 16 9 585.5 19
°
434. 0 2 (*)24 656. 2 10 570.8 I 420.3 8 778.525 654. 0 II 556. I 2 415.5 9 782. 726 655·5 12 547·0 Feb. 28 12 58 758. 0 10 782.727 660·4 13 548.3 59 767.9 Apr. 24 17 58 661. 328 664·0 21 58 60<)·9 13
° 773·5 59 652.929 668.4 59 613. 8 I 778.° 18 ° 639. 03° 675·4 22
°
607. <) 2 785. 7 I 630. 231 682·7 I 602. I 3 790.5 2 620·516 58 723.6 2 585.5 4 785.5 3 612.659 735. 2 3 590.<) 5 774·4 4 618·917
° 733· 7 4 606·7 6 760·9 5 626. 2I 738. S 5 614. 7 7 748.8 6 624. 22 747·8 6 623. 9 16 16 449·4 7 625. 54 734·3 7 626.0 17 451. 3 20 58 650. 65 725.4 58 839. 5 18 457. 8 59 668.86 724.6 59 842.3 19 471. 5 21 ° 677· 47 . 73°. 2 23
° 843· 5 20 476.4 I 689. 98 728.2 I 842.5 }'tar. 2 13 5S 555·5 2 691. IFeb. 6 7 616. I 2 842.5 59 55°·0 3 t 628. 2S 617. I 3 848.8 14
° 545·3 4 t 626. 69 618.2 4 859·6 I 545·9 5 t 619· 210 613. 7 5 871.° 2 541; I 6 t 624· 920 II 801.6 6 872.0 3 538. I 7 t 634· 231 843·9 7 873·7 4· 542.9 Apr. 25 6 58 844.832 843.8 Feb. 25 ° 58 939. 2 5 563.7 59 85°·033 842.4 59 939·9 6 585. 8 7 ° 859.034 843. I I
° 942.3 7 596.7 I 866·535 843·9 I 942.9 20 535.° 2 838.5Feb. 17 16 58 682·5 2 941.8 21 535· 7 3 832. I59 670.8 5 945.0 22 536.4 4 865. 917
°
661. 2 6 947.6 23 532. I 5 8S5·9I 654·S 7 947·6 24 529. I 6 <)06.22 647·9 8 946. I 25 53°·0 7 S91.85 641.6 9 944·5 26 542.3 15 58 791.46 638.9 2 58 I II 2.9 27 545,9 59 796. 27 637·9 59 1103. I 28 557.6 16 ° 787. 68 6J3. 5 770. 83 ° 10<)5·9 29 560. I I9 63°·9 I 1094. 8 Mar. 6 20 58 681.6 2 770. I
"Lost. t Doubtful, mark reading omitted.
lil1r~:,!, 'I!." . '! i
'dllt .!
"
THg LADY FRANKLI~ BAY EXPEDITION. 585
Special ooserrations during auroral displays or during great magnetic disturbances -Continued.
Giittingen mean time. Magnetic declination 2460 E. + tabular quantity.
1883. II. h.11/. II. Ill.
---,I
Apr. 25 774. 8 10 7 663. 6 19 I 7II.6 15 30 687. 5 :768. I 8 662.0 2 715.3 31 680·7 I769. 8 9 662. I 3 714· 7 32 678. 6
775· 3 10 657. 6 4 715.4 [ulv 7 2 28 796. I
7 774· 4 II 662·4 5 715.4 29 795·.18 776.9 12 67°· I 6 715· 9 3° 795. 29 778·4 4° 852. 7 7 718.5 31 797.210 781. 7 41 87°·2 20 31 591. 5 32 79S. III 778.3 4Z S79· 5 32 604. 2 July S 17 5S 687·S12 774. ° 43 878.3 33 6°9. 6 59 717.3May 16 10 58 854·3 44 S90·4 34 6II·3 18
° 747·559 853·4 53 903.3 35 608. I 1 762.8
II
°
851. 4 54 9°9·4 June 2.1 5 7 837·5 2 775.0
, 849·9 55 914.3 8 836.3 3 8°4·3
2 846. 8 56 917.7 9 856.7 4 845·4
3 *892. 2 57 93°·4 10 882·3 6 881. 2
4 891. 1 58 942.4 II 896. 0 7 883·S
5 885. 6 59 954·9 June 26 15 29 739.6 S S86.4
6 879. 8 II
°
965. 8 3° 747·9 9 909·8
7 8no I 971. 6 31 75I. 8 10 912. 2
20 921. 5 2 977. 6 32 755. 2 12 957·5
21 93°·8 15 3° 720. I 33 757.8 13 954.0
22 936. 8 31 722. I June 27 18 2S 737·4 14 967.4
23 942. 7 32 714.8 29 737.8 16 1014.2
24 947. 1 33 718.4 3° 736. 8 20 105° . 3
May 20 18 58 629. 6 34 723. 5 31 736. 7 21 1052. 2
59 640. 8 June 18 5 58 927.4 32 736. 2 22 1024. 4
19
°
650. 1 59 926.4 I 20 28 659. 6 58 64°·4
I 648. 8 6
°
926.5 29 657·5 59 641. 3
635. 0 I 93°. 0 3° 648. 0 19 ° 629. 62
635·9 I 615. 43 647·7 2 941. 4 3 1
638.3 4 945. 8 32 629.0 2 594.04 582. 65 63°·4 5 950. I .13 624. 5 4
6 633. 6 6 956.7 34 627. 6 5 598.7
640. 6 7 956.5 35 621.° 6 598. 67 8 956.5 36 61I. I 7 599·38 648. 6 606.6 8 606.69 655. 0 17 58 534. 2 37 July 28 846.3660.6 59 539. 6 June 28 9 58 785.3 9 I10
801.° 29 842.4666.8 18
° 55°· I 59II 817. 5 3° 843·4672.3 I 564.3 10 °12 826. 7 31 846. I821. 4 2 574. 6 IJune 2 II 3° 582.5 2 825. I 32 849. 831 821. 6 3 818·7 10 28 6g6.8579.8 332 839. 8 4 814.2 29 692.9574. 2 433 844·9 5 806. I 3° 686·96 583.7 534 841. 5 596. I 6 803.0 31 684.0June 6 II 58 1021.5 7 805. 3 32 6g4· 332 714. 2 759 101 7. 7 760.9 July 10 I 58 765. I12
°
1004·5 33 712.3 53 764.3 59 761.67II. 8 54I 991. 9 34 55 768.1 2 ° 757·72 976.4 35 709.0 56 776.9 I 752.33 956.5 36 710.° 784.9 2 742.495°·4 23 58 813.0 57 738. 64 59 84°·4 58 792. I 35 946.3 795.6 4 743·76 937· I June 19 ° ° (t) 59 5 744·4859. 2 II 0 800·57 937. 8 I 804·4 6 744·3843.0 I20 898.7 2 801. 7 7 749. 1829. 0 225 900· 3 3 10 58 949· I 3 28 943·4874. 0 4 819. 1 June 3° 29 942. 33° 819. 2 59 941.435 820·3 5 937. 8 3° 940. I6 825. 5 II °4° 849·3 836. 0 I 937·5 31 937·9June 17 9 58 690·9 7 2 937·9 32 932.959 693·7 39 851. 3 4 940.9 5 58 703. 010
°
693. 8 4° 855. 8 5 934. 8 59 706.7I 692.4 41 884·7 6 926.5 6 ° 705. 02 697·9 42 860.6 931. 3 1 6g5·543 862·5 7 2 695.03 700.3 8 923. I
4 694·9 June 22 18 58 651. 6 15 28 691.8 3 704. 1
5 680.8 59 677. I 29 691. 7 4 719.76 671. 8 19 ° 6g8. I
• Doubtful. t Lost .
(2) Measures of Ihe horisontai component of the magnetic force.
These consist of oscillations and deflections made with magnetometer No. J2. The instrumental constants needed for
the determination of the horizontal force are as follows:
Determinano« (1the moment of mass (111) of the mass-ring accompanying the theodolite magnetometer. The ring is of
gun metal, and has no distinguisLing mark on it. Its weight was determined at the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office by E.
B. Lefavour, June 13, I88J, and found to be J9.05 grams, or 293'9 8 grains; also, by other weighing, 294.02 grains; mean,
294.00 grains. The following measurements, to determine the inner and outer diameters were made at the office, June 13,
,J881, with two different instruments:
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Specialobsen'ations during auroral displays or during great magnetic disturbances-Continued.
Gottingen mean time. Magnetic declination 246° E. + tabular quantity.
J883· h.' m.1 735~ I \ 1883. h.11I. I II 1883. h. 111. I 1883. I h. m, IJuly JO July 18 II 59 571.9 \iJuly 18 16 9 785.0 July 18 23 58 822·76 5 I 12
°
573.4 1,\ 10 780.4
19 , 59 83°·7
6, 75S·3 '
7 i 767.7 I 571.5 il II 780. 7 July
° °
847.6
28 ! 65°·2 2 577- 8 1\ 12 783 ° ! I 863. 9
29 i 644·5 3 573·4 i 19 58 405. 8 2 , 877- 4
3° ! 641. I 4 581.8 I 59 419. '} 3 \ 895·9
31 I 649. I 5 593·7 I 20 ° 446. 7 4' 909· 5 ,32 I 659·3 6 '605·9 I 471.3 5 917.78 28 ' 938. 2 7 594.0 2 484.4 6 927.5
29 I 934. 2 20 817. I 3 500. 8 7 931. 7
3° I 930. J 25 875.6 4 5".7 58 796.7
.31 I 934. 8 3° 8g8.2 5 533. 0 59 778. 232 1 95°·4 35 886. 5 , 6 537. 8 J
° 745·3I I 58 1 751.4 40 845·3 7 538. I I 709·559 1 753. 8 45 899·4 8 537· 5 2 687. 2J2 01 727. I 5° 866. 7 9 532. 2 3 671.°
I ! 709· 5 55 903· 7 10 545·8 4 657·52 i 689. I 13
°
887·4 II 552. 5 5 646. 731 670. 2 14 58 1016.2 12 548. 2 6 647.24 664·7 59 1017. 3 28 546. 2 7 646.55 678. 6 15
°
1026·9 29 555· 5 3° 616.66 674·3 I 1035. 7 3° 575· I 31 594.17 682.0 2 1036. 2 31 592.9 32 562. I I28 728.8 3 1046.0 32 607. 5 33 550. 6 i29- 714.4 4 1024.2 33 627' 9 34 542.43° 706.6 5 992.9 34 64°·7 35 545·431 704. 8 6 1002·3 35 641.5 36 564.432 720.9 7 989·9 36 646,4 37 579·3July 14 16 58 732. 6 58 645·7 37 644· I July 3° 17 28 658.759 727.3 59 658.4 58 681.8 29 658.717
° 732.3 16 ° ,671.6 59 686. 8 3° 653.2I 73°.0 . I 690. J 21
° 697· 5 31 645·72 73°·0 2 707.3 I 709·7 32 639·93 732. 5 3 718. 2 2 710.5 J8 28 685. I4 742. 2 4 733. J 3 710.1 29 I 684. 0I 5 749. 2 5 738. 8 4 712.4 3° 688.4I 6 748.6 6 764.8 5 717.5 31 693·5
181 7 745.
8 7 774.6 6 725.0 32 695·4July i II 58 587.3 8 773·4 7 728. 8
Measures by M. Baker. Temp., 76°.5 Fahr. : ~rI. 49 I
{
3· 778} I I. 49 l inches.




2' 975} I I.I751inChes.Inner diameter, 2.975 centimeters and ] 1.17
2.990 I I. 177l 1.174
} inches.
} inches.
Measures by C. A. SC{hO;~'78T}emp., 76° Fahr.: {I. 49
Outerdiameter, 3.78 centimeters and I. 49
3· 78 I. 49
Inner diameter, {2. 99 } centimeters and{I. 185
2·99 1.180
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Converting one measure into the other, and taking the respective means we find the outer diameter = 1.4889 inches and
the inner diameter I 1754 inches, hence
and for any other temperature t
)l[I=;!z ("z+rl) w=0.91842 at 76° Fahr.,
M'i=0·9 184 2 fl+O.00002 (t-7 6°)]
Determination of the temperature coej!icient (q) (If magnet L 12•
[Observations made at the Coast and Geodetic Survey Office by Sergeant E. Israel, June 18, 1881; magnet Sl2 suspended, 1.'2 deflecting at different
temperatures. Deflecting distance, /.25 feet.]
-------------
Washington I
local mean Circle A. Circle E. Temperature. Remarks.
time.
------
h. m, o °
9 24 a. m. 156 41 43 7J.9 Fahr. L u away.
L I 2 in hot-water jacket.
Washington
local mean Circle A. Circle B. Temperature. Remarks.
time.
--------
h. 11/. o I I °2 16 p. m. 15347. 0 1 48.5 39.8 Fahr.
24 p.m. 156 33· 5 i 34. 0 75· 7 1.11 removed.
L,. in hot-water jacket.
53.51 98. 8
53· 5 94· 6
53· 5 92. 0
153 52. 5 152. 0
52.5 i
2 51 p. m.
55 p. m.
300 p. m.
59 I 94· °
58.5 I 88. °
58 I 88. °




10 19 a. m.
27 a. m,
32 a. m.
L'i in ice jacket.
L'2 in hot-water jacket.
10 56 a. rn. 153 49· 5 5 /. 5 43. I
II 03 a. m. 5°·0 51. 5 38. 0
08 a. m. 50.5 51. 5 36.5
II a. m. 51. ° 52.5 35. 2
18 a. m. 156 39. 0 40.5 69. 0
L 1i in hot-water jacket.
L u removed.
3 31 p. m. I. 153 5 /. 5 I
33 p. m. . 5/. 5
53.0 44. 2
53.° 44· I
II 33 a. m. 153 48. ° I
4 1 a. m. 49· 5 I 50. ° I 9°· °51. 5 88. °
4 15 p. m. 153 56. °
19 p. m. 55· 5
57.°/93.4
56.5 90· 9
L 1i in ice jacket. L 12 in ice jacket.

















I L l 2 removed.
: L l 2 removed.
433 p. m.
38 p.m.
153 54· 5 i
54· 5 i
55.5 i 42. °
55· 5 I 41. 6
L u in hot-water jacket.
I 45 p. m.
52 p.m.
59 p.m.
153 52. ° I
51. °
51.0 i
52. ° I I02·3
51.5 I 95. 1
51.5 I 91.4
4 48 p. m. I153 60. °
52 p. m. 59· °
61.01121.0
59· 5 I "3· 6
L'2 in ice jacket.
L1i in ice jacket.
2 12 p.m./ 15347.0 I
5 II p. m. 153 56.5
16p.ln. 55·5
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After applying a correction for change of declination to the readings when the deflecting magnet was removed, we can
form the following table:
when L 12 was removed
Mean reading of S'2










Dimensions and weight of the ring No. rr,
Outer diameter at 750 Fahr., I. 4886 inches,
Inner diameter at 750 Fahr., I. 1613 inches,
as determined by me April 29, 30, 1881.
Weight given by E. B. Lefavour, 300.767
grains; hence Jf, ==0. 93070 at 750 Fahr.
-0. 00026126





































• mean If . 1 tempera-















Resulting values of q
T~ = 16.577
TI~=28. 609




















In these observations the small balancing ring was near the end of the magnet, as it was supposed to have been at Fort
Conger; but in order to place the ring over the magnet it had to be shifted towards the center, to allow for which change the
average difference, T I2 - T2, as above, was increased to 12 255,-
We have:
*Weight of balancing ring, o. 270 grams or 4.Z grains, or about 711. 6 of the mass ring, by which fraction the observed difference was increased.
Squares of times of oscillations of L 12, willI and without rillK, of No. 1 I, at the magnetic observatory in my garden at Washington.
Temperature 91.50 Fahr,
Determinatio« oflite moment of mass of magnet La and appendages.-Before his departure for the Arctic region Sergea~t
Israel made a few trial observations of oscillations with and without the ring. On testing these they were found unsans-
factory, and as no other observations for moment of mass of LIZ were made at Fort Conger, I caused a series of observations
to be n{ade, with the following results:
Magnetometer No. II being of the same pattern as No. 12, it was used for the oscillations of LIZ without fear of any
sensible effect due to a difference in the size or weight of the stirrups. From the observations made at Washington, July 6, 1886,
by Mr. J. B. Boutelle, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, I deduce the following values:
·'
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Observations for the value of the coefficient P, depending upon the distribution of magnetism ffithin lilt magnet.:«The few
observations taken at Fort Conger include a range of deflecting distance between 1 and 17'5 of a foot, and give values of P
falling on both sides of zero. I have adopted P= 0 in consideration of the fact that the lengths of the two magnets were of
the proper proportion for which experience has shown this coefficient to be very nearly zero.
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RECORD OF DEFLECTIONS WITH PARTIAL REDUCTION.
Sergeant E. ISRAEL, Observer.
Defiections willi theodolite magnetometer•
..~~~~~~~~~~~~~----,
Date, September 16, 1881. Station, Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
Instrument, Magnetometer No. 12. M~net L" deflecting at
right angles to Magnet 5,. suspended. Distance r = 1.25 feet.
Log. r=o.0969I.
Date, September ,8. 1881. Station, Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
Instrument, Magnetometer No. I'. M~et Lit deflecting at










Z A B !Mean.I I
---- ------~~-- --- ----- -------.~--
A R Mean.
Circle readings.














































61 IrS 1=1 36~7~1
8 i "S 36 " 5 I






























Comp"tation. (Gottingen mean time.)
No.'



























2u= 18 58 ·33
19 '4.08
U = 9 37 04





-.~._-~---- ---.--- -- --- -----
.- - . -. - I
November '1,1881. Magnet L,. deflecting at tight angles to Magnet I
51. suspended. Distance r = 1.25 feet.
-~----_._- --- ~_.~-~~~~~~---
Magnet East•• u = 19 '4'95
Magnet West, 2 u = 19 16.58
Mean 19 .0.76
u= 94°.38
Time of beginning 9' 10'" I Temp.
Time of ending, p. m. 9 4' Temp.





























































Computation. (Gllttlngen mean time.)
Co"'jutatio". (Washington mean time.)


























Magnet East, 2" = 19 .2.92
MJOgnet West, 2" = 1930.46
Mean 19 26.6<)
..= 943·34
Time of beginning 8' 25" ITemp. -':'5 Fahr.
Time of endmg, p. m. 8 52 i Temp. - 18.0
Mean 8 381 t = - 19.25
September 20,1881. Magnet L,. deflecting at right angles to Magnet
51. suspended. Distance r = 1.'5 feet.
I
Magnet East, • 11=19 12.00
Magnet West,. u'" 19 29.'5
Mean 19 20.62
11= 9 40.31
Time of be,:inning .' 05-1 Temp. + .:.0 Fahr,
Time of ending, p. m.• 50 ! Temp. + 19.0
Mean -;-.gf t =+20.0
~I/I'1
I'
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.Deflections with theodolite magndometer-Continued.
February 21, 188.. Magnet L" deflecting at right angles to Magnet
5'2 suspended. Distance 1'=["5 feet.




















































Mean 144 Mean 121 °5.58










Computation. (Gottingen mean time.)
Mean
Magnet East, 2 U =19 Of. 25
Magnet West, • It = 19 45.80
,\lean 19 23· 5'
u= 941.76
I
Time of beginnlng 7' oS" ' Temp.+29,0 Fahr.














Temp. - .6.0 Fahr.
Temp. -"4.0
t= -25.0




Time of begin ing 6' ISm I
Time of ending, p. m. 6 so i
Mean 6 3'
! February 22, 188.. Magnet L" deflecting at right angles to Magnet
, Sil suspended. Distance r = [,25 feet.
February 23, .882. Magnet L" deflecting at right angles to Magnet
5" suspended. Distance r = [,'5 feet.
-~ I --]....' m r-_m~;;~;;;eadings.
on - I _ .. , ',--- '




















































































Comjutation. (G5ttingen mean time.)
Mean
Magnet East, 2 " = '9 07· 8~




Time of beginning 8' 08m Temp. - 4.0 Fahr.



















Mean ~ ~~: .__.~~=-:: _
Magnet East, 2 U ='9 19·79
Magnel We~t,:2 U == 19 O.l.50
Mean 19 I ( . I ~
U = 9 35·57
I
Ti me of beginning- 7' 10m i
Time of ending, p. m. 7 42
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.Deflections with theodolite magnetometer-Continued.
il
March ,6, ,882. Magnet Lit deflecting at right angles to Magnet Sit " March '7. 1882. Magnet L,. deflecting at right angles to Magnet S..











































































Circle readings. I. Circle readings. ,
N~~ _A_!_B_I Mean. :No·I~-'_B_I~

























Time of beginning 3b 05-
Time of ending, p. m. 3 27
Comput~tion. (Gllttingen mean time.)
Magnet East, 2 U = '9 20.30
Magnet West"" == 1926.46
Mean 19 23.38




April ", 1882. Magnet L,. ~~flecting at right angles to Magnet S.2
suspended. Distance r = 1.'5 feet.
Magnet East, • u = '902.3°
Magnet 'Vest. 2" == 19 28.17
Mean 19 15.24
,,== 937.6•
Time of beginning 6b 10.. 1 Temp. +3;.0 Fahr.








9. 2 2 2 00
0.00000








































Temp. + 27.0 Fahr.
Temp. +34.0







Computation. (Gllttingen mean time.)


























Magnet East, 2" = 18 43.67
Magnet West, 2 u = 19 39.70
Mean 19 II.68
u= 935.84
._-------- . __ ._----
Time of beginning 6' 13"




Magnet East, 2" = 19 18.08
Magnet West, 2" == 19 57.38
"Mean 1937.73
,,= 9 48. 86
March 18, 1882. Magnet LIJ deflecting at right angles to Magnet S..
suspended. Distance r == 1.25 feet.
I
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Dtflections with theodolite magnetomder-Continued.
Magnet Lit deflecting at right angles to Magnet S..
suspended. Distance r = 1,25 feet.
May 20, 188.. Magnet Lrs deflectisg at right angles to MaRnet S"1 May 20, ,882.
suspended. Distance r = 1.00 feet.
I--;-~-,------;-------'-...,----;--~_---__;_---__I~ ~ I Circle readings. I Circle readings. I qj I ] 1 Circle readings. i Circle readings.
~ ~ ~ 'NO'I_A__ ~I Mean·iN o. _A__~. Mean. II ! ;NO.:_A__I~) Mean. No.1 A I Ii IMean.
I 0' , , I ., , , 10 I I ,I , --.-,- --,1-,-
E. 11147 54·75, E. 1:139 41.50 I I I~ W. I 2 109 55·25 oJ W. 120 I '47.00~ ~ 3 147 52. 00 I gj E. '39 28.75 I~ E: I 5 148 58. 00 4' '09 58 50 ~ ~:. 139 I 29,00 4 ~20
Mean 148 I 14.92
W.
I :1
61 1121i E. 148 57.00
"
W. 8 IIIi:: E. 149 07.25
W. 10 III
Mean 149 I 02.12 III
Computation. (Gdttingen mean time.)
Time of beginning 8h 02'"
Time of ending, p. m, 8 37
,
Magnet East, 2 U = 38 18.04
MagnetWest,2U=37 12.04
Mean 37 45·04













Log'ms. Magnet East, 2 U = 18 49.20
9.6g897 Magnet West,2u= 1901.20
O.O<XX>O Mean 18 55.20
9.50989 I U = 9 27.60
0.00000 I I 0I, Time of beginning 8' 40'" Temp. + 37.2 Fahr.
Ttme of endlngv p.m.n 04 I Temp. +37.0
9 20886* I ---I-


















Mean 141 52.5° "9 12.25 133 37.17
:::::=:::::::==========::::::::::= ------- ==::.:=::::=::::::::::==:::::::::::::== ::::::::=:::::::-:::::::::=====:::=:::--
I










1 4°.50 t1 E. 04.75
"
w. 81 u7 53.25 "
W. 8 I125 01,75i:: E. 9 141 28·75 i:: E. 9 : 133 00·75I W. 10 i U7 55.50 W. I 10 . 125 02.50I ------- --------- -------------
58. 17 Mean 133 02·75 "5 05.75I Mean 1 41 I 34.62 u7
May 21, I882.! Magnet LIt deflecting at right angles to Magnet SII May2I,I882.t Magnet L.. deflecting at right angt~s to Ma/l'n~~ SII'I
suspended. Distance r = It feet. suspended. Distance r = Ij feet.
OJ ] I Circle readings. I Circle readings. ~ ~ 1 Circle readings. I Circle readings. I
I l ! INO·I_A_I_B_IMean. :No·I_A_I_B_IMean.~ ~ ~iNO·I_A_!_B_IMean.:No·I_A_!_B_IMeaD.1
! I I i 0 •• ' I E. I· I I 48.50 I Ii!
'4 ' I I 5
2.75
u9 1 40.25 W. I 133 125 I 59.00
I
'65.50 : ~ E. 3 133 47.25
3 14
1
4 u8 44.25 ~ W. 4 '25
141 I 39.25 E. ~ ~:
m
Ii
Computation. (Gottingen mean time)
,
Magnet East, 2 U = 22 40,25
Magnet West, 2 U =23 36.45
Mean 23 08.35
u=u 34.,8
Time of beg-inning 8h 02./ Temp. + 3:.0 Fahr.
Time of ending, p. m, 8 28 Temp. + 38. I







Computatioll. (Gdttingen mean time.)
Log'ms Magnet East, 2 U = 7 56.4'
9.6g897 Magnet West, 2 u = 7 57.00
0.20084 Mean 7 56.7'
~:=.Time of be innin: = 38~8~:: ITemp. + 3:' I
-- Timeofen5ing,p.m.~Temp.+~






I - fA 0.00000~I
I
• Mean of two determinations, 9·'07'8.
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-38
t A day of disturbance; oscillations had to be given up .
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INflections with theodolite magndomder-Continued.
June~ 1882. Magnet Lit deftecting ..t right angles to Magnet Sit
suspended. Distance r: = Ii feet.
Mean.B
Circle readings.
B Mean. No. A
Circle readings,







June 20, 188". Magnet LIt detlecting at right ..ngles to :\fagnet Sit
suspended. Distance r = II feet,
A B: Mean.
Circle readings.




























































C"",jwtatitrM. (GOttingen mean time.) C".p8tati"... IGoltingen mean time.)
J line 21, 1882. Magnet Lit delleeting at right angles to Magnet Sit
suspended. Distance r =11 feet.
MagDet: East, 2 8 = "4 00. SO




TIme of~ 8-04" i Temp. +45.2 Fahr.
Tnneofending.p:-m.8 "5 : Temp.+49· 0












.9. 2 • 608
"faguet East, 28 = 7 sS·25
Magnet West., 2" = 7 5905
Mean 7 58. 65
-=359.32
Time of ~nning 8' 25-
TIme of ending. p. m. 8 46
Mean
June 21, ,8St.
































































































































I -;i o. CJOOCX)
Magnet East, 28 =23 55.'/6





Time of 'nning 8' 06" Temp. +53.0 Fur.
Time of ~ng, p.m.~ Temp. +58.0 •
Mean 8 19 i· t=+55.5
Mqnet East. 2" =8 00.30
llalrnet West, 28= 7 40.45~ean 7 SO.311
8=355·'9
TIme of be~nning 8" 32" ! Temp. +5;.0 Fahr.
Time of en inc, p. m. 8 56 Temp. + sll. 2 m
M -II t9·
1993' I
ean 8 44 t=sB.I
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DejlectiollS with theodolite magnetometer-Continued.
June 22, 1882. Magnet LI2 deflecting at right angles to Magnet Sit











































-g Circle readings. Circle readings.
.. "
" .c
i i ~ No·1 A I n IMean. NO'1 A B Mean.
----E-.--' ';8 <--'-11 03:50 ---------
'C "9 27.75~ E. 3 r 138 i 02.00
~ 'C I "9 27·50
E. , 138 21.25
Computation. (Gdttingen mean time.)
Time of beginning 9h os"
Time of ending. p. m. 9 24
Magnet East, 2 u = 18 41. 30
Magnet 'Vest, 2 u = 19 °3.58
Mean ,8 52.44
u= 926.22











Magnet East, 2 u = 22 28.46
Magnel West, 2 u = 23 ".45
Mean 22 49.g6
U = II 24.98
Time of beginning 8' '0" ITemp. + 49~ 5 Fahr.
Time of ending, p. m. 8 30 ! Temp. + 51.8













t = 58.659 '4Mean
f
September 18, ,882. Magnet Lit deflecting at right angles to Magnet
510suspended. Distance r = 1,25 feet.
October '7, ,88.. Magnet Lit deflecting at right angles to Magnet Sit
suspended, Distance r = '.25 feet.





No. A I R I Mean. I











































































Computation. (Gmtingen mean tlme.)
Time of beginning 8h '0"
Time of ending, p. m, 8 36
,
Magnet East, 2 U = '9 '5. 83
Magnet West, 2U = 1857.29




























Temp. + 29.5 Fahr.
Temp. +29.'
t=+·9·3
Computatio". (Gllttingen mean time.)
,
Mag.let East•• u = '9 02.88
Magnet West,. u = '9 02.83
Mean '9 02.86

















































10 ' 120 ! 13·75,
___' --1






Temp. + 30.9 Fahr.
Temp. + 34.2
t=+3'.55












Computation. (Gottingen mean time.)












~ I Circle readings. I Circle readings.



























Time of beginning 3\ 10" I Tempv-j-ja.o Fahr.
Time of ending, p. m. 3 33 I Temp. +44. I
--I --
Mean 3 22 t = + 38.05
December 5, 188.. Magnet 1.,. deflecting at right angles to Magnet
S" suspended. Distance r = 1.'5 feet.
Time of beginning 8\ 10"
Time of end.ng.p, m. 8 28
o ,


































































C01Hputation. (Gilttingen mean time.)


























Magnet East, 211= 8 01.2<)
Magnet West, 2U = 7 56.55
Mean 758.9'
.. = 3 59.46
T!me of be~inning 8h28" \ Temp'+:4.' Fahr,
TIme of end109, p.m. 8 44 Temp.+37.3
Mean ll;6'1 t=+;~
-----
• Mean of the two sets, 9.20630.
..
. ~~. \
_ Circle readings, Circle readings.
o ,
MavnetEast, 21'=754.92
Magnet West, 2U = 7 53.50
Mean 1 $4.21
.. = 357. 10
f •Time of beIOnning 8l)6- I Temp. +"".3 Fahr.
Time of ena.ng,p.m. 8 55 ITemp·+32.0
-- --
Mean 8 46 I 1=+27.15
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Dejlectwns with tluodolite magnetometer-Continued.
j ~ Iso·1 AlB! Mean. 'No·l A I B IMean.
-- --E-.- - 1;4 ' -- 3
8
.75 - -·-'-1-- ---
1i w. 2 126 37.50
.. E. 3 134 37.50
lo:l W.
E.
October If, 1882. Magnet L" deflecting at right angles to Magnet St. [! November 2,1882. Magnet LlJ deflecting at right angles to Magnet
suspended. Distance r =Ii feet SI' suspended. DIstance r:=11 feet.
a Circle readings. Circle readings.
" .,C ..d
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Dd/ections with theodolitemagnetometer-Continued.
\
April .,1883, Magnet Lrs deflecting at right angles to Magnet S.. \i July 5, 1883. Magnet L" deflecting at right angles to Magnet SI2
suspended. Distance r= 1,25 feet. Ii suspended. Distance r= 1.• 5 feet.
~ I : I [C'''·I~di"1 e,,,,,i~dii' :1-: e',cl"~di",, I e"cl""'''ga
~I~INO~ _A__~I Mean. '~o·I_A__,_B_ Mean. ~ Z INo. A B' Mean. iNo·1 A I B IMea~.
: 1
0
, I, , I I I ----:-----,.---I-I!-o-----
1 I'E. 139 I 45.25., E. 137 43·75
~ W. 121 02.00 1i W. 2 119 12.00
'" E. 3 139 42.25 ' '" E. 137 57.25
rxl W. 4 121 00.00 rxl W. 4 "9 .8··5
E. 5 139 45.25 I E. 138 °3. 25
-------- ---------- --------- --------
I I
6 120 53·75
7 \ 14° °5. 25 120 52.5°
9 , '4° 11.25
I I 10 121 °3. 25
--------- ---------
14° : 08.25 120 56.50
7 ! 138 61 "9 17··527.25
91 138
8 , "9 26··5
35·75 !






















C"mputati"n. (Gottingen mean time.) C"mputati"n. (Gllttingen mean time.I
,
Magnet East, • u =18 43.•5
Magnet West, • u = '9 11,75
'Mean 1857.5°
u= 9.8.75
! Time of beEnning I h 10'"




Log'ms. Magnet East, • U = 18 34.63 L~S.
i 9.69897 Magnet West,. U = 19 04.4. !a 9· 97
... 0.29073 Mean 18 49.5. 0··9073
Sin. U 9.21666 u= 9.4.76 Sin. u 9'.' 3
64 i
P P 0.00000 i0.00000 I--I- ;:2 Time of beNinning 8h 16'" Temp.t5o.0 Fahr.
y- I
Time of en ing, p. m. 8 40 Temp. 52.3 ---m
m 9.•0636 Ii 9. 20334IT Mean 8 .8 t=51. I5
August 8, 1883. Magnet LJ' deflecting at right angles to Magnet SI2



























7[ 140 58.0 I58. 0 I 58.00




61 '" :,., I~.;- .,.",
8 '" 52.5 I 5··5 5•. 5°
10 l 12.1 18.0 '18.0 18.00
,., 38.75
C",nputati"n. (Gottingen mean time.)




Time of beginning 8h 45m 1















598 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION,
RECORD OF OSCILLATIONS AND COMPUTATION OF HORIZONTAL FORCE.
[September 16, .88 r.
Sergeant E, ISRAEL, Observer:
Station, Fort Conger, Grinnell Land. Instrument, Magnetometer No. 12. Magnet LI. suspended. Chronometer (?);






























-f-o. OCH SO1-- 0.9'}ll;;-
Computation.
T' = 1.122'
Observed time of if> oscillations =

















Te~p. 1 Extreme scale Time of if> os-
(F abr.) 1 readings. cillations.





49 22.0 23. 0 18.] 21.0 22.0
,----














Tors. I !Mean. !Differ-
circle. ! I i ences,\_-- ------------------ ------
• Observations of deflections: September 16, 2" .8~ p. m., Washington









































Observed time of 80 oscillations =











_____H_=.1.140 H i ~1
* Observations of deflectinns: September 18, 9" .6m p. m., Gottingen '



































Scale. i i D'ffi Mean.' • er-I ences.
----,--
........ I.
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Record 0/osculations and computation 0/hon·zontal/orce-Continued.



































Observed time of 80 oscillations= 616.67






,- (t' - t)q
* Observattons of deflections: November 20. 8' ~- p. m., Gottlngen


































Num~er IChronometer I Te~p. IExtreme scaleof oscilla- ti e t
readings.tions, m . (Fahr.)
i----,-. 1---
I! k. 1 !m, S. !0 12 39 58. 0 -16.0 27. 0 36.08 41 00.1 1
,6 4' 01.6
'4 43 °3. 1
3' 44 04.8
40 45 06.2 -13.0 .6.1 39.0
Coefficient of torsiO:~-- ---- ----i--
Value of one
:---- I I 1 scale-division ! Logarithms.
i Tors I M Differ- i = '·737'.i circl~. Scale. ; ean.~ , !

























Observed lime of 80 oscillatlcnsee 6'3.67
Time of one oscillation = 7.7959












I m. s, I
ITime of 80os-II cillations.





























































----------.-:---::.-- b'"P m, GlIltingeo
* Observations of deflections : Novem er2I.7.Vahr· ,














600 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Record ofoscillations and computation ofhorizontal/oru-Continued.
[December 20,1881. Magnet Lit suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 198; daily rate gaining 3'" 59' on mean time.]












































Observed time of 80 oscillations =
Time of one oscillation
Correction for rate
s,
Observed time of 80 oscillations = 634.33
Time of one oscillation = 7.9291
Correction for rate = - 0.0218
m =0.1797
H=I·0917
*Observations of deflections: December 20, 6' 32m p. m., GOllingen









'5·9 35. 8 24·5 (I' -1)1/ +0.00081
I10 35·0 ,
i 34·0
I 35. 0 I'~I O. 0Cl030I 35. 0 + •.033·5 i
'7. 0 41.5 33·5 (t' - f)q +0.00060











Extreme scale \Time of 80 os- \
readings. cillations.
------------------------1




































eans 33·' I I 10 24·02 : I-(/'-I)q i 1- (I' - f)q i 9·99965I 0.<;9919 I, Induction. I 0.00020!Coefficient of torsion. i I
mH='II'M
T' i 1.78193
Value of one I -----
scale-division Logarithms. I 1"' (ar. co.) TI
I
8.21807
Tors. 1 Scale. Mean. Differ- = '·737'.
\
'II' 0.99430




I m =0.183' m 9 .•62<)6
I I H=I.114 H I 0.04686
I
I v' = 3'" *ObservatioDS of deflections: February 21, 7' 26" p. m., Gottingen5400' + v' 3·73'265 , lime. Temperature, t =+ 30.5° Fahr,5400 (ar, co.) 6 .•6761 !I Logarithms.k ·mI 1+ 7 0.00026 H 9.21610I 9·3098'I ",HMeanV=I.J6 -----".' 8.52592", 9. 26'96
-
Number 1Ch \ Temp.of oscilla- ronometer f'
tions. time. (Fahr.)
In. m. ,. 00 I • 56 4°·0 -'5·58 57 43. 016 58 44. 0
'4 59 46. 0
32 3 00 49. 0
40 01 51 •0 -u·S
80 07 15.0 I
88 08 17. 0
<)6 09 19.0 I
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Raord of oscillations and computation of horizontal force-Continued.












1- (t' - tlq 9.m80
Induction. O.()(X)20
-----T" 1.7 8497
















Observed time of 80 oscillations =









• Observations of deflections: February '2, 7b 26m p. m., Glitlingen



































































of ?scilla- : time. ' t'
tions. I (Fahr.j

























. b 8b 2 m p m. Glittingen
• Observations of dcflecttons: Fe ruarY+' J , 0 Fahr' ,












Coefficient of torsion. I
Number
Chronometer I Temp. IExtreme scale Time of 80 os- Computation.of oscilla- t' readings. cil\ations.tions, time. (Fahr.)
-I-I 0 m. s, s.It. m, s,
Observed time of 80 oscillations = 6.0·5'° 6 50 .8·5 +'5.0 9·1 I .8.0




T'= 7·735' I3' 54 36.5 16.6 28.8 !4° 55 38.5 I 15·0
I I I
I
Logarithms.80 00 48.5 ! 10 20.0
1" I 0.888471 20.088 01 5°·7
'°·5 'I 0.0003° i 1·7769496 02 53. 0 .0.8 t' -I +13. 8 I r«1°4 °3 55·5 20.8 It 0.()(X)(j6II' °4 57·3
34. 1 21.0 (t' - t)'l + 0.004 14 1+7
9·gg8·0
120 os 59·5 20.2 '5·9
1- (t' -1)'1






I _~_.. I~.__ II----'-~ Mean "=4.36 I
._---..- ... ---,.
! J~:I~.1 Scale. !Mean. I~~~~~ 1 . _/- -I
I

























































I - (I' - f) q 9·99975
Induction. 0.00020
T' 1.79248













Observed time of 80 oscillations =
Time of one oscillation
Correction for rate
Observed time of 80 oscillations =









1- (t' -f) q
• Observations of deflections: March 17, 6' '22m 8. rn., (7litlingen time.
Temperature, t = + 39.0° Fahr.
• Observations of deflections: March 16, lOb 28m a. m., Gottingen time.






















17. 8 36 .2














5400' + 11' 3.73294
5400 (ar. co.) 6.26761
I















































(March 17, 1882. Magnet L .. suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 198; daily rate gaining 3m 59' on mean time.]
[March 16, 1882. Magnet Lit suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 19S; daily rate gaining 3m 59' on mean time.]
Chronometer I Te~p. I Extreme scale :Time of 80 os-' 1
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Record ojoscillations and computation of horizontafforce-Continued.

















1- tr -It) q 9·999'4Induction. 0.00020
-----TI
'-78347








Observed time of 80 oscillations c-= 625.20
Time of one oscillation 7. 8150

























Coefficient of torsion .. 1
I








( 0 6 o. •6-58
°3 28·716 o~ 31.2
24 °S 33·9
32 . 06 36 5







'7 01.0120 18 02·5
Means
d d Sidereal chronometer No. '98', daily rate gaining 3" 59' on mean tlme.][April 21, 1882. Magnet 1..1 suspen e .
• Observations of deflections: March 18,6' 25" a. m., GUttingen time,












































'" 9. 26280 i





Observed time of 80 oscillations = 624.17
Time of one oscillation --,.802,




(f' - t) q



















Extreme scale ITime of 8o os- !


































__~ . M_ea_n_v_=-_-0_._4_8_-'- _
,
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Record of oscillations and computation of korizouta! force-Continued.
[May"", 1882. Magnet L .. suspended. Mean-time chronometer No. l00~6; daily rate losing 0.6' on mean time.]







Observed time of 80 oscillations =
Time of one oscillation
Correction for rate













10 • 1.6 Logarithms•
20·3 T' 0.88939
21.2 I 'I 0.00030
I18,9 I
1'-1 +0,4 T" 1.77878
19. 0 ----- It 0.00056
'9. 8 , (I' - f) 'I +0.00012 1+7













",=0.1820 m 9. 25974
,
H=I· J2 9 H I 0'°5256iI ,
I I
• Observations of deflections: May 20, 8h 36" 'h' m., Gbttingen time.
3·73'95
Temperature, 1=+36.3° Fa r.




I H Mean 9. 2°7 18
I
mH 9.31230


































J J~~I__...,..__I Me&Il.! ~~~~~~
--'1----
n. til. s,
3 '4 ••. 8
'5 24·6
.6 '5.4













, /) 9.999871- (I - t 'I
Induction. 000020
1"' 1.78107









Observed time of 40 oscillations = 311 .60
Time of one oscillation 7.7900





(I' - f) 'I
1-(1'-/)'1























44 31 03. 0
48 31 34·1
53 32 13. 0
57 3' 44·36. 33 15·5
Means
[June 20, lC82. Magnet Lit suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 1<)8; daily rate gaining 3'" 59' on mean time.]
o~~~c?I~~.I·~hro~ometerI. Te~p, IExtre"!e scale !I 'Time of 4005-
tions. I time. ; (Fahr.) readIngs. cll1ations.
1- ". IN. 8. 1'--0-1 I I "'. s, 1·--------------------------1
o i""5 20.5, 49·' 11·' 43.0'~ , .~ 51.4 I
13 I :~ ~2,:;
11 "7 3"7
___'_1_. .8 03·9 49.9 '5.0 45.8
1__1_ 1_
4Q·O ! .8.t 43.6
, 1__ 49,4. 1 I
Coefficient of torsion. i------·1-·------
I Value of one ,
'\'--" -._-.-----\-.--\---., scale-division
Tors. S I . 111 ' Diller-' ='.731'.
circle. ~ca e. \. ean. i ences,
I '---
..
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Record of oscillations and computation of horizouta] forCt'-Continued,

























Observed time of 40 oscillations =














































ume. : (Fa hr.)
---- ·_·----1
It. m, S. I
2 34 1l.O i





















*Obsen'ations of deflections: June 21, 8h 31.'" po m., GOttingen lime.





































Observed time of 4" oscillations





I - (I' -II,!
s,m,
Extreme scale I.. Ti~e of 40 OS-II
readings. I cillations.
--,-
'3. 6 , 3°·962.8






6,.0 18. I 27·4 '3. 8
61.9 5 13. 17
It. m, s,




J7 °S 33. 2
2' 06 °4. 0




57 10 46 .•
6, II 17. 8
Means
Number 1 I Temp.f '11 Chronometer. f'

































- --- -- - - ._._- -- II J ·ft P m GUttingen time.
* Observath,ns of detJcdJofls: June 22.. 9 I~' l' "






THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Record ofoscillations and computation of horizontalforce-Continued.

















































Observed time of 40 oscillations = 3'2.77
Time of one oscillation 1.8192










m = 0. 1841 m 9· 26512 I
H == t. 101 H ---~;,;-\
·Obscn'1ltlons of deflections: September 18. 8' 25'" p. m., Glillingen II











Observed time of 13 oscillations = 100. SO
Time of one oscillation = 7·73°8
1 41.4 Correction for rate =- 0. 0 2 1 3
4°·3 ---







t'-t +1.15 T" I 1.17406I n(I' - f) q +0.00034 I 1+ 7 0.000431__- I I
1 I 40.50 I-(t'-I)q I 0·99¢6 i 1 - (t' - t) q I 9.99985I Induction. 0.00020
1 TI 1=1.17454I ,,2M







H= 1.150 H I 0.0605°
I -Observations of deflections: September " 8b 20" p, m., Gl:ittingen
































[September 18, 188•. Magnet 1.1• suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 198; daily rate gaining; 3m 59' on mean time.]
Number \ Ch







Numher i Chronometer: Temp.
of usdl1.· i) . t'
tions. . ume. (Fahr.)
1-----------------
THE LADY PRANKLI~ BAY EXPEDITION. 607
Record ofoscillations and (omputation c/ horizonta]p>r(t'-('ontinn('tt.
Computation.





[October 17, 1882. Magnet L J2 suspended. Shlereal chronometer No. lqR; daily rate R"aininJ( 3M 5Q- nn me-an time.]





















Observed time of 40 oscil1ations




(I' - t) '1

























57 3' 36. 861 33 08.0
Means




































j Tors. Differ- i
. circle. r Scale. Mean. Iences, ,
1 - _
i I)I I
Sidereal chronometer X o. '98; daily rate gainillj( 3m 59' on mean tlme.]LNovember " ,882. Magnet L .. suspended. _
Computation.
r.
Observed time of 4f)oscillations J'f),68
Time of one oscillation 7· ]670











Chronometer I Te",'p. i Extreme scale ITime of 40os-



















































































------.-- --, . X hr. 8' .8m p, m., Guttingen

























































































Observed time of 52 oscillations =




Observed time of 40o.cillatlons=










* Observations of ~~f1ections: April 2, l' 20" a. m., Gottingen time.
I emperature t c= +44.85° Fahr.
• Observations of deilections: December 5. 3' 2.m p. m. Gtittingen




47. 1 q 0.0003°
50.5 t' - t
-3·35
50. 8
51.4 (t' -I)q -0.00100
6
------
































0 9 '7 38.•













THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
Reco;d of oscillations a~d computation of horizontalforce- Continued.







Number ! Temp. Time of 40 os-IChronometer Extreme scale




h. Ill. s, m, s,
°
8 36 10·5 +5°.3 .8.0 45·'
4 36 4'·0
1
8 37 14. 0
13 37 51.5
17 38 "·3
2I 38 5(·4 51,8 23. 0 37"
\40
41 '5·4 5 14·9
1~ 41 57·' 15. 24' .8.6 14.6
\
53 43 06·3 14. 8
57 43 38 .6 16,3
~I 44 10·7 5'·7 '3. 8 34. I 16,3
Means 5,. 6 i--~I
I
Coefficient of torsion.




I',,'1',!'"I, 1j T .;1
THE LADY FRANKLfN BAY EXPEDITION. 609
Record of oscillationsand computation of horizontal force-Con tinued,
[Iuly 5,1883. Magnet 1.12 suspended. Sidereal chronometer No. 198; daily rate gaining 3m 59' on mean time.]
1
- Num!?er I Chron..ome.-toer I












































Observed time of 40 oscillations =










-- ---~~--~--~~-;-Obsel\'atio;;;-~fdeflections: July 5, 8' .8~ a. m, Giittingen time.
























































circle.: Scale. I Mean. ences.
!------ -------



































Observed time of 40 oscillations = 317. 22










I - (I' - I)q
11=1.1°5
--.----- --:.-------- 3 8' ,6- a. m., Gljttiogen time .
• Observations of deflectIOns: August , 0 }'ahr




















Extreme scale Time of 40 os-
readings. cillations.
45·7






















































H. MIS. 393, pt 2-39
610 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
R~capi/ulationof resultsfor the horiwn/al components of the magnetic force at Fort Conger, Grinnel! Land, between &ptembff,
1881, and August, 1883.
[Deduced from observations of deflections and oscillations. Epoch, 1882.43]
~- -- - ~- -~-­--_._------~~~------~
Magnetic moment of mag- i
net.
H, or horizontal force.
---- --- ---- -----~---Date. Temperature. ---
I.} British
units.









Sept. 16 - 6.7 C. 0. 184 0.00849 I. 122 0.5 173 °°5173
IS -- 6·9 0. 187 863 I. 140 .5 256 .°5256 Maximum.
Nov. co -28·5 0. 186 856 I. 125 ·5 1S7 .°5 187
21
--29· 3 0. 182 8.p I. 118 .5 155 .°5 155
IIcc. 20 -31. 7 0. ISo 829 I. 097 .5°58 · °5°58
1882.
hb. 21 - o.S 0. 183 845 I. 114 .5 136 .°5136
22 + 2.j 0. 182 837 I. 116 .5146 .°5146
23 -15. 8 0. 184 847 I. 124 .5 183 .°5 183
Mar. 16
- 5·4 0. 182 840 1·094 .5044 · °5°44 Minimum.
17 + 3·9 0. 182 841 I. I IS .5 155 · °515518 - 0.8 0. 182 839 I. 118 .5 155 · °5155
Apr. 21
-17·4 0. 183 844 I. 114 .5 136 · °5136
:'olav 20 + 2.6 0. 182 839 I. 129 .5 206 .°5206
J'1n"e 20 ..l.. 9. I 0.182 841 I. 121 .5 169 .. °5169
21 -+-13. 8 0. 181 834 I. 120 .5 164 .°5164
22 ~I4.8 0. ISo 831 I. 125 .5 187 .°5 187
Sept. 2 +10·4 0. 181 8" (I. IS0) ------------ ------------ Disturbances ..).)
18 - 1.5 0. 184 849 I. 101 .5°76 .°5°76
Oct. 17 - 5· I 0. 182 839 I. 132 .5 219 · °5219
Nov. 2 + 1.2 0. 182 839 I. 129 .5 206 .°5206




Apr. 2 + 7. I 0.179 827 I. 115 .5 141
July 5 +10.6 0. ISo 830 I. 127 .5 196 .°5 196
Aug. 8 ..l.. 7·4 0. 178 823 I. l0S ·5095 ·°5095
------------Mean I. 118 0.5 155 0.°5 155
------------------------ --
·"On the Results of the Magnetical Observations made by the Officers ~f the Ar~i~-Expeditio~~-;8-;5-=;;6:;;---By Staff.Commander E. W. Creak,
R. N. Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 196, 1879.
Comparing the mean value H= Lu8 British units, or 0.05155 dynes (which value refers to the epoch 1882.4), with
the result- obtained at Discovery Bay by the British Arctic Expedition of 1875- ' 76, we find our value to fall between ~hose
resulting from the magnetometer (1.131) and from the dip-needles (1.107). If the value given by the magnetometer IS the
better of the two, then the horizontal force appears to have diminished between 1876.0 and 1882-4 at an annual rate of
0.00203 British units, or 0.000094 dynes, or about _1_ part of the force. Otherwise there is no perceptible change in the force
between the two epochs. Lieutenant Greely infor~~4me that his magnetic observatory stood very nearly if not in the identic:~
spot where the English expedition had made observations six years before, i. e., on the shore of Discovery Bay, 197 yards [180
from the ship.
The loss of magnetism of L I, between 1882.4 and 1886,5 was not very great. For the former epoch the mean value for
1 8 B · · h uni 0 C '11' at Wash-11t equa s 0.( 2 ntis units at - 2.6 .; for the latter, from two sets of deflections and a number of OSCI anons
ington, 0.166 British units at + 33.10 C. Reducing these values to the standard temperature to = + 10° C. m« becomes 0.181
and 0.168, respectively, showing an annual loss of 0.0032 British units, or 0.00015 dynes nearly. .
The 23 tabular values of H show considerable variation, probably even within the limit of non-disturbance. The highest
value is 0.022 above and the lowest 0.024 (British units) below the average value; these numbers equal, respectively, .00101
I I
and .001 II dynes, or - and ~6 nearly of the force.51 4
•I
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
I
i Face of needle.Circle.Polarity.Needle.Date.
611
(3) ObsenJations of the magnetic dip and total intensit· -'\ll di .
Needle No.2 of Dip-circle No. 19. This is a Llo d nee~~ ~lll. inl~ observa~lOns recorded at Fort Conger were made with
no use could be made of it as an intensity-needl Yth h' 9 M ength, with the usual three perforations at each end, but
. e, oug on arch 26-29 observation I f d fi .
of a small weight placed in the outer hole of end B th h . . s were mac e 0 e ections by means
further value. ' en avmg south polarity. These special observations are of no
An hourly series of dip observations was commenced September 25 1882 and closed on J ne 88




















































The re~din? of the magnetic meridian was determined daily by means of the verticality of the needle when placed in
the mag~etlc pnme vertical, and the circle was put in the magnetic meridian accordingly.
Dunng the first two months frequently and later on occasionally the dip was observed with the plane of the circle out of
the magnetic meridian, hence the true dip 0 has to be deduced by means of the relation:
tan 0 = tan tla cosa
Where a is the difference in the azimuths of the planes of the circle " and of the magnetic meridian. The hourly values so
affected have all been changed to refer to the true dip.
. Besides the hourly readings mentioned there were special term-day readings of the dipping-needle, viz, five-minute read-
mgs throughout the day on the r st and 15th of each month, beginning with October 1, 1882, and ending with June I, 1883.
As in the preceding series, here also some of the observations were made with the circle out of the magnetic meridian, and it
would appear that this was done in order to avoid the obstruction otherwise present by the vertical supports of the needle
which were insufficiently perforated.
The series of dip observations partakes therefore more of the value of differential than of absolute measures, but two
reversals of the polarity of the needle and one of the circle having been made, an approximate value of the dip could be given
by determining the needed constants for the several corrections.
To find the index error of the graduation I have collected 100 differences of results between circle west and circle east
fr.o m a number of stations occupied with the instrument before it came into the hands of the Lady Franklin Bay p~rty. These
differences comprise an equal number of results with two needles, and for different polarities. The average difference for
circle W-circle E was + 19.4' ± 0.8', hence the index correction i = { T 9.7' for dip when circle { ~ only was observed.
To determine the correction arising from want of balance of the needle a series of measurements were made (July 15 and
~6, 1886) with the needle mounted in a dip-circle similar to that of No. 19. The effect of a change of face of Nee~le No.2;
t; e., for face east _ face west was as follows: From 52 observations, and for marked end south (or south polar~ty) +32,
+38' +56' +52' +41' +16' +43', mean +40', and from 50 observations for marked end north (or north polarity) -18
-30' -30' -36' -36' -;-66' -66' -59', mean -43', and the correction b, for want of balance of needle, becomes:
~Th~ aaimuth circle is divided into four quadrants, each~~~-d~~t~dfr~~0° to 90° in the orderfrom left to right.
{
South polarity
When face E only was observed and for needle N hi'
ort po anty
{






"' { for south polarity only observedhence the correction Y, for want of reversal, becomes r 1"' 1 h d
tor north po anty on y 0 serve
To determine the corrrection required for want of change of polarity or for non-reversal of the magnetism of the needle
13 reversals were made, with the following effect on the dip: For south - north polarity, difference:
These several corrections, i, D, Y, as well as the reduction to the magnetic meridian, were applied, when needed, before
tabulation.
After the observations of September, J 882, had been properly reduced it became evident that the series was defective,
particularly in the afternoon hours, showing a steady decline up to 23h (dip 840 20'), and after change of observers at 2411 a
sudden increase (dip 8500/); they were therefore rejected, as also the greater part of the observations for October, 1882,
which set also indicated by its irregular readings that some observer had not yet acquired the requisite skill or experience.
The regular character of the work commences about October 24, from which date the series is continuous. From the nature
of the case individual results may be liable to an uncertainty, estimated at not less ± 10' or ± 15'. It should also be
remarked that at Fort Conger the daily record Qf the dip was commenced with 011 and ended with 23b and not with I b and
ending with 24\ as proposed in the schedules of the Vienna Conference; no change was made in the record, as the Fort
Conger practice was apparently a better one,· and as it would have involved inconvenience and some inconsistency in certain
statements. In the term-day series also the record is followed, beginning with ob and om in the daily and hourly records.
Respecting the term-day and term-hour readings, which are appended to the hourly series of the dip, and which were treated
in the same way as the latter series, it may be well to advise caution in placing too great confidence in their value; see, also,
on this point the pertinent prefatory remarks by Lieutenant Greely.
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614 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
OCTOBER, 1882.
Magnetic dip, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay; Gn'nflell Land. (Dip-circle No, 19. Needle No.2.)
Hourly values of magnetic dip. 800 + tabular quantity. 1'",=8\044' 00' A~=-64° 43' 501l=4h 18m 55.3" (or 4h 58m 41.5"W. of Gottingen].
Gottingen hours.
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II Noon.
---_._----- ---- --~_.---'----
------ ---------------'-----------:----'--1---












































































































































I 4 44 4 46 4 57 5 06 4 44 4 46 4 57 4 52 4 50 4 56 4 56 4 59 5 00
2 5 07 4 50 4 47 4 50 4 40 5 02 4 34 6 15 6 08 6 18 6 14 6 59 6 II
3 4 27 4 34 5 03 5 03 5 0S 5 00 5 00 5 12 4 53 4 57 4 57 4 44 4 44
4 5 02 5 29 5 21 5 0S 4 59 5 II 5 09 5 08 5 os 5 10 5 04 5 08 5 00
5 4 47 4 38 4 52 4 52 5 03 4 40 4 52 5 01 4 54 5 01 4 58 4 43 4 52
6 4 38 4 44 4 56 5 03 4 55 4 45 4 45 4 39 4 51 4 37 4 49 5 01 5 01
7 5 02 4 49 5 08 4 49 4 35 4 41 4 41 4 47 5 01 4 55 5 02 4 56 4 56
8 5 44 5 44 4 33 4 42 4 42 4 32 4 23 4 47 4 56 4 40 4 53 4 51 5 I~
9 4 57 5 55 S 36 5 os 5 os 5 0S 5 0S 5 0S 4 41 5 18 5 12 5 43 5 4
° 4 41 4 41 4 36 4 46 5 II 5 34 5 35 5 29 5 36 5 00 5 13 4 57 5 09
II 4 48 4 48 4 48 4 48 4 48 4 48 4 54 5 04 4 55 5 01 5 12 4 49 5 °4
12 5 00 5 00 5 00 4 49 4 49 4 53 4 53 4 53 5 01 4 54 5 02 5 17 5 19
13 4 51 4 51 4 51 4 51 4 51 4 58 4 58 458 4 59 4 56 5 04 5 15 449
14 4 44 5 21 5 01 5 12 4 46 4 50 5 12 4 45 4 45 4 53 4 53 4 53 5 02
15 4 5° 4 44 4 38 4 46 4 44 4 35 4 47 4 52 5 01 4 49 4 43 4 35 4 46
16 5 00 4 57 4 57 4 45 5 12 4 41 4 36 4 40 4 48 4 32 4 32 4 30 4 48
17 4 42 4 55 4 46 4 46' 4 57 4 43 4 47 5 os 4 48 5 06 5 06 5 06 5 01
18 5 09 5 02 5 II 4 35 5 03 4 46 5 06 5 06 4 58 4 47 5 19 5 13 5 05
19 443 45443° 437 455 446 451 451 45 1 45 1 440 440 451
20 4 44 5 os 4 39 4 28 4 28 4 43 4 52 4 45 4 57 5 16 5 19 5 09 4 59
21 4 34 4 47 4 51 4 4\ 4 44 4 59 4 46 4 48 4 48 5 17 5 13 5 13 5 \3
22 5 13 5 13 5 13 5 09 5 00 5 00 4 52 4 49 5 05 5 0S 4 49 4 55 4 5~
23 4 52 4 59 448 454 445 4 51 4 51 4 51 4 50 444 4 50 5 01 45
24 5 °S 4 53 4 45 4 35 4 40 4 40 4 40 5 02 4 41 4 55 4 59 4 59 5 04
25 4 59 4 54 4 45 4 49 4 49 4 48 4 48 4 53 4 58 4 52 5 02 5 04 4 57~67 4 34 4 45 4 45 5 04 5 04 5 04 5 04 5 04 4 56 4 56 5 01: 5 01 5 o~
4 54 4 45 4 45 4 45 4 45 4 51 4 51 5 01 4 36 5 05: 4 56 4 5
28 4 58 4 5° 4 5° 4 50 4 51 5 03 5 03 4 56 ~ ~ 4 48 4 55 i 4 55 , 5 o~
29 448 44 45~ 448 454 4 54 4 54 454 5 03 5 01 • 5 15 454: 5 17 i 41130. 4 51 456 4 56 450 450 4 50 444 446 i 459 4 51 I 455 I 4_
,-------.---_ . I ' _;___
Mean I 453 457 453 45 1 4-;--4-;---4B-45;"i--45;"1--4S;-1--5-;-1-5 04~i
NOTII:~Correctionapplied to tile original record: For polarity north, r=-15; for circle west, i=-'10; for face east, b =+~1 ;t~tal-;.:r;.ec~~n.-/.























THE LADY FRANKUN BAY EXPEDITION. 615
OCTOBER, 1882.













(Dip-circle No. 19. Needle No.2.)
i. ,=-64043/501/ =4\1 18m 55.3' (or 4h 58m 41.5" W. of Gottingen).
--------_. __ .. _- ._---_ ..._---------,-----_....._-
15























5 00 4 59 4 58 4 59 5 0-1- 5 01 Mean.
----- ..._- _._--,.._--
NOVEMBER, 1882.






,ea' Ing: S' f
... ettm ' 0 I
of mag- . g h Day of "
tic azimut hlie rc ..\ mont .
meridian, eire e.


































5 00 5 01 5 00 4 58 5 00
4 54 457 :.-----. -.• -- .-- Mean.
1 Azimuth circle: 580 19' at noon; 46° 00' I p. m. to 10 p. m. ; 66° 00' II p. m.
• Azimuth circle: 640 30 ' from 0 to 2 a. m. ; 66° II' from 2 a. m to 2 p. m. ; 66° 14' from 3 p. m. to 11 p. m.
• Azimuth circle: 65° 59' from 0 a. m. to noon.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN flAY EXPEDITION. 617
DECEMBER, 1882.


























800 -I- tabular quantity.
16


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.






































































































Magneticdip, Fort Congrr, Lady Franklin Bay, G,innt'll Land. (Dip·circlt' No. 19. Nudlt' No. 2)-Continued.






































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 619
•
JANUARY, 1883.






































800 + tabular quantity.
161513
Reading
:-__~ ,--__,--__--,- -,---__.-__-,- ,-__Iof mag-
17 I 18 19 __20__2_1_ 22 1_2_3_im:r~~ii~n.:
I ' I I ---
0/ 0/ 0/ 0/ 0'1°/ 0/ 0/ Of! 0/ Oli 0/
4 57 5 08 4 59 4 56 5 00 I 4 44 444 l 4 50 5 21 4 48 I 5 01: 66 20 h_n _
4 58 4 51 445 4 59 4441 444 444 444 444 444 5 01 6621 _n n __
4 58 4 46 4 46 4 46 4 53 4 55 . 4 59 4 53 4 52 4 52 4 58 66 22 __nn_n_
5 25 5 28 5 29 5 29 5 26 5 21 5 26 5 21 5 19 5 19 5 04 66 25 _._n _
5 06 447 448 448 4 98 4 55 454 454 5 13 5 13 5 07 66 25 __nn _
4 56 447 447 445 5 04 4 56 447 5 17 4 59 45 1 5 01 66 25 -00- ------
50-J. 444 4 56 459 5 15 5 10 450 450 450 450 5 14 66 25 . u n
442443444 450446446 447446445 4555°1662500-------
5 03 5 02 5 09 4 57 5 08 5 07 5 02 4 55 4 57 4 57 5 02 67 25 --00-- ----
5 20 5 09 5 07 5 00 5 04 4 53 5 06 5 09 5 00 4 57 5 13 67 25 __ no -----
5 05 4 55 5 06 4 58 4 54 4 56 5 07 5 08 4 49 4 56 5 °4 67 25 .00-------
5 00 5 10 5 00 4 56 4 56 444 5 14 5 21 4 56 5 01 5 10 67 25 _nn _
4 57 5 20 4 59 4 56 5 07 448 4 58 5 00 5 04 5 00 5 00 67 25 _n _
5 16 4 57 4 59 459 5 23 5 12 5 07 5 14 5 07 5 08 5 00 67 25 _n _
5 16 5 IS 5 07 5 35 5 09 5 17 5 08 5 06 5 06 5 04 5 06 67 25 _n __ n_ o·
5 02 4 50 4 52 5 II 5 14 5 01 5 02 4 53 5 16 4 57 5 13 67 25 _n_nn __
4 56 4 48 5 II) 5 II 5 15 5 28 5 17 5 14 5 01 4 46 4 54 65 56--------.
4 47 4 46 4 51 5 00 4 57 5 16 5 17 5 01 4 54 4 35 4 45 66 23 -------00-
5 06 4 58 4 57 4 43 4 58 4 45 5 08 4 57 4 57 4 56 4 31 66 57 ----------
4 54 4 54 4 57 5 01 4 58 5 02 4 54 4 41 4 54 4 26 4 58 66 57 --00-..u_
5 04 5 02 4 36 4 41 5 06 5 II 5 07 5 19 4 58 4 36 5 02 66 46 -00-- __n_
5 04 4 58 5 24 5 06 4 53 5 01 4 34 5 24 4 30 5 15 5 08 66 4° --------00
5 13 5 04 5 25 5 17 5 06 5 04 5 00 4 59 4 59 4 55 4 29 66 16
45 2 436 436 445 456 508 5 21 501 501 45
1 5 23 66 16 ----00---'
5 34 5 20 5 22 5 06 5 22 5 13 5 03 5 04 5 16 5 °4 5°2 6459 ---------
5 07 5 19 5 15 5 16 4 58 4 46 4 43 4 57 4 54 4 52 5 16 66 29 __n __ u __
4 58 5 II 5 II 4 44 4 51 4 45 4 54 5 II 5 21 5 16 5 07 66 27 ---.- .0000-
5 02 4 46 4 55 5 01 5 03 I 4 51 4 46 4 56 4 57 4 56 4 56 66 27 ---------4 53 5 02 5 II 5 07 5 01' 4 59 516 5 17 5 03 5 01 5 01 66 23 00--------
5 11 5 08 5 02 4 53 4 54 5 04 5 07 5 07 5 14 5 21 5 21 66 23 1------ ---
5 06 5 00 5 02 5 00 4 53 4 56 5 00 5 11 452 452 456 ! 66 23 !----------
-----------------------------:---.
5 04 5 01 5 00 5 02 5 00 5 01 5 03 5 00 456 ! 5 02 ,_h n u _ - Mean.


















5 09 5 05 4 56 5 II 5 13
5 II 5 03 5 03 5 00 5 09
4 57 4 50 5 06 4 57 4 59
4 57 4 57 5 II 5 07 4 58
4 55 5 10 4 57 5 07 5 09
5 04 5 II 5 06 5 08 5 15
5 06 5°7510 520 508
5 05 5 01 5 06 5 04 5 02
5 16 5 IS 5 16 5 16 5 20
4 55 4 51 4 48 4 46 4 45
4 55 4 51 5 00 4 56 4 55
4 45 4 46 4 59 5 00 5 06
504 504 50S 507 5°7
4 55 4 14 4 52 5 II 4 41
5 01 5 17 5 es 5 00 5 °3
5 00 4 47 5 09 4 39 44 44564 57 5 04 4 59 5 0S
4 57 4 55 4 37 5 03 4 55
5 30 4 59 4 51 5 05 5 °3
4 50 5 10 5 10 5 07 5 04
4 53 5 08 4 47 4 49 4 43
4 51 5 07 5 06 4 56 5 08
4 51 4 51 5 06 5 02 5 16
4 54 4 54 5 08 5 06 5 14
5 25 5 30 5 28 5 26 5 26
5 01 5 16 5 27 4 48 4 56
5 II 5 22 4 56 5 22 5 °7





























































































































































NOTl!.-Correction applied to original record: - .', as in preceding month.
FEBRUARY, 1883.
•
THE LADY FRANKLIN .HAY EXPEDITION.

































4 56 5 01
5 0S 5 14
4 50 5 06
4 57 4 57
4 58 4 58
5 19 4 56
5 16 5 04
5 02 5 01
5 04 4 3S




5 02 4 54
5 06 446
5 II 5 16
5 20 5 15
445 5 07
4 36 5 05
5 25 5 06
446 4 59
434 510
6 II 5 26
4 29 4 35
4 35 4 24
5 45 5 01
4 46 5 02








































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 621
FEBRUARY, 1883.
Magnetic dip, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnet! Land. (Dip-circle No. 19. Needle No. 2)-Continued.
800 + tabular quantity.
13 14 16
Gottingen hOUlS.
17 I--~~__~; 19__ '_2_° 2_1_1_~2
-----~-- I I ~
Reading Sellin of
; of mag- II . gth ! Day of
,----, . aZlmu II i n~l1.c I circle. ! month. I































o Io I 0 I
5 05 66 23
5 00 66 20
4 57 66 20
4 49 66 20
511 6620
5 19 66 20
5 16 66 20
5076620
4 56 6648
4 56 66 37
4 52 66 47
445 6600
5 01 66 33
5 01 66 47
4 56 65 47
5 21 66 17
5 05 66 17
5 03 66 17
4 27 66 17
4 41 66 17
5 01 65 44
5 04 66 15
4 56 66 27
5 04 65 46
5 04 65 46
5 01 65 46
5 09, 65 46

































































































































































































































































































5 04 5 05 5 00 ; 5 00 5 01 5 05 4 56 4 57 I 4 58 I 4 58 ._




Magtleti£ dip, For/ Conger, lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land. (Dip-circle No. 19' 1Veedle No. 2 )-Continued.
80° + tabular quantity. r/J cc= 81° 44' 00" I. = - 64° 43' 50"
Gottingen hours.
-----\


































I 5 I') 4 58 5 02 '4 24 5 II 5 10 4 54 4 56 5 14 5 02 4 56 4 59 5 21
2 4 57 5 06 5 17 5 16 5 oS 4 54 4 56 5 18 4 49 4 42 4 42 4 50 5 °7
3 5 OJ 4 42 4 54 4 47 4 40 4 53 4 58 4 48 5 07 5 20 5 5° 5 09 5 16
4 4 51 5 25 4 51 4 52 4 56 4 51 4 28 5 IJ 4 27 5 07 4 55 4 48 4 58
5 4 5) 4 42 4 52 5 55 5 36 5 13 5 01 5 01 5 17 5 14 5 14 5 14 5 14
6 5 II 5 16 5 16 4 4S 4 55 4 49 4 59 4 58 4 37 4 49 4 49 5 00 5 12
7 5 IS 509 4 49 5 16 5 06 5 24 4 5 ~ 5 00 5 06 5 16 5 16 5 07 5 10
S 4 2S 4$l 4 48 4 58 4 56 4 59 4 3(' 4 30 4 38 5 08 4 34 5 02 5 06
j; 9 5 57 5 14 5 21 5 21 5 °S 4 51 5 19 5 II 5 IS 5 13 5 06 5 00 5 011O 5 I:> 5 20 5 16 5 16 5 I' 5 02 4 51 4 51 5 17 5 12 5 10 5 °4 4 59J
II 5 IS 5 06 4 46 5 II 5 20 5 03 5 03 5 IS 5 07 5 06 5 14 5 17 5 20
Il 4 31 4 37 4 53 4 58 4 49 5 03 4 50 4 56 5 0S 4 57 5 I I 5 °9 5 02
13 4 59 5 09 5 17 4 50 4 56 4 56 4 50 5 06 5 18 5 °S 5 21 4 48 5 °3q 4 5' 5 03 5 IS 5 14 5 II 4 46 5 01 5 18 5 23 5 02 5 02 4 45 4 53
15 4 5S 5 01 4 56 5 03 4 58 5 03 5 03 5 16 4 35 4 57 5 °S 5 0') 5 15
th 6 34 5 21 509 5 07 5 00 5 12 5 23 5 06 4 51 4 41 4 54 4 56 4 47
17 5 20 5 14 5 14 5 oS 5 08 5 30 5 12 4 59 456 5 °3 5 01 4 58 4 59III 5 06 509 5 03 5 03 5 03 5 03 4 52 4 55 4 56 4 43 4 53 5 °5 5 °3
19 5 43 5 37 5 10 5 II 4 51 5 04 4 46 4 53 5 04 5 00 4 57 5 01 5 0120 509 509 4 52 4 52 4 45 4 57 4 57 5 03 4 58 4 56 4 51 5 02 4 5921 5 18 5 0S 4 54 5 10 5 16 5 16 5 16 5 oS 5 oS 5 01 5 °9 5 15 5 °322 5 29 5 20 5 10 5 03 5 13 5 °3 5 II 5 I I 5 23 5 °S 5 02 5 13 5 1323 4 45 4 55 5 17 509 5 33 5 37 5 21 5 21 5 IS 5 15 5 12 5 12 4 57 i24 509 5 10 5 10 4 53 5 02 5 20 5 32 5 06 5 00 5 39 5 19 5 1(' 5 0825 4 48 5 00 5 08 5 06 4 56 4 58 444 5 23 5 °3 4 52 4 52 4 58 4 5826 ._-- .. ~-_ ... ~------
------- ------._ ..~ ----_ .._.._------ --------- - -- -- ----
_______ M _________




------- .. ,---- --~ -------- ---------
............ _ .. w ________ .•
.. _----_ .
------ ._------ ---------- -------29 __ .. _ • ____ w' ____ • ___________ ' _____
... -
----,-------- -------_.- ---- --- -'-------- ---------- ---- ---- ------ --
3° 4 30 I 4 27 4 29 4 28 4 27 4 31 432 4 40 4 33 5 02 4 46 4 43 4 4:\31 4 28 ! 4 28 4 27 4 27 4 32 4 31 4 56 4 56 5 24 5 I'4 33 4 33 4 39 .'
----
--------------------'------------------Mean 5 06 1 504 5 01 5 02 I 5 02 5 02 4 58 5 02 5 00 5 03 5 °3 5 °3 5 C2
--.-'-----.-
I Readings discrepant.
NOTK.-Correction applied to original record: March 1 to March '5,-~', as in preceding month; March 30, 31, - IS', as in following month.
'.I
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 623
MARCH, 1883'







































5 03 _. u_ ... __ • Mean.
r~~:~i~-g
______ ~ ! of mag-
! i netic
23 meridian.
5 085 075 °95 °55 08
Gottingen hours.
5 095 10
80° + tabular quantity.
5 09 :5 045 03
13 14 I IS 16 -I-~~-- 18 19 20 21 22 I
o / 0 / I 0 / 1---0--/ I 0 / i 0 / 0 / 0 / -0-/- 0 / -0----; ··-0-/- --0-'-;
5 05 5 01 I 5 19 i 5 16 5 02 I 5 12 5 23 5 01 5 I I 5 os 4 58 66 31
5 07 5 07 5 IS 5 13 5 13 5 09 5 18 5 10 5 IS 5 00 5 16 65 51 _u_·· ·
526459511 <;19513 SIS 459513512 5 12451 6743
458 5 II 5 13 5 18 5 IS 5 22 5 16 5 17 5 16 5 01 5 IS 6652 --.---00--
5 08 4 5 I 5 16 5 IS 5 22 5 20 5 07 5 II 5 17 5 18 5 13 66 54 - - -- - - n --
5°1441 516 520516519 521520506 5°35256623'-------00.
5 17 5 13 5 10 5 1<) 5 ~,) 4 57 5 19 5 23 5 09 5 IS 5 IS 66 25 --00-- u_·
5 os 4 59 4 57 45') 5 It) 5 01 4 58 5 09 5 04 5 19 5 04 6602 .------- ..
4 56 5 12 5 12 5 12 5 05 5 18 5 08 5 21 5 2I 5 06 5 06 65 28 -- - - - - - - --
5 07 5 07 5 10 5 10 5 I) 5 10 4 58 5 18 5 18 5 24 5 II 65 28 - -- -- - ----
5 19 5 22 5 22 5 22 5 I I 5 II 5 20 5 II 5 19 5 13 5 10 65 3° .. --.----.
5°4510 505 452443438 437451451 4575 03 6554----------
5 135°45 13 519519 SIS 521521521 5°75 07 6558----------
453 5°9 5 17 5 17 5 II 5 07 5 07 5 19 445 449 458 6600 .. --.,---
5 14 5 14 5 02 456 4 5" 5 01 4 56 4 57 5 13 5 II 4 58 6600 .---------
450 453 5 13 45-1- 5 II 5 16 5 07 5 r j 458 5 19 4 5° 66 23 n _
455 459 5 13 5 o~ 5 o'l 5 08 5 01 5 06 5 06 5 51 4 59 65 07 ---------
458 459 5 16 5 16 5 IJ 5 II 5 07 5°3 5 14 5°1 455 65 °7 000--·· .--
459 459 4 30 457 5 13 5 10 5 02 5 02 5 06 5 01 5 °5 6630 __ . __n_._
5 os 5 03 5 13 5 20 5 17 5 10 5 II 5 II 5 20 5 17 5 06 66 3° - -. -- n - _...
4595 015°6 517 5 1l 516 5 185 11 SIS 52°5°66630---00-.---
5 05 5 12 5 II 5 2I 5 07 5 os 5 04 5 00 4 57 4 56 5 0<} 66 3° . - - - .. n __
5 06 5 19 5 2 I 5 II 5 19 5 06 5 07 5 20 5 10 5 0<} 5 12 66 30 - -- - - - . --.
4 44 5 10 5 19 5 06 5 20 5 32 5 13 5 18 5 20 5 37 5 II 66 30 un __ ---.
5 08 449 5 0S 5 05 4 52 5 05 4 56 4 56 4 54 5 °3 5 08 67 14 u .. __ u _
h ..... __ __u_..... _n_. __ u.n. n __ n .. __ ---- •• -. 67 00 un· _
__________ ','. u u __ h._· ._ u ••• • 67 00 .__n. •
----.-- --------!---------- 6
. ~ -------i . . u __ n' dU' .n __ . n. __ -----.---- ------- 67 : :~~~=:::::
--- .1 1 : --.---- -------- ----- •• -- -------- .------- ----- .... --. --------
443 510 4 29, 433 458 434 421 445 435 4
29 4 24 67 00 .. _n. ·




624 THE LADY FR~KLIS BAY EXPEDITIOX.
APRIL, 1883.
Ma.f('fdic dip, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bt~V, Grinnell Land, (Dip-cirde .,~). 19· ;.VeeJle Nt). 2 )-Continued.
So? T tabular quantity. ,!,,,c~81° 44/ 00" ;,-=-64' 43/ 50"
n ___ ~_______.,."_.____•_____ ---~---_.~-_._----_._-_._---




0 2 3 4- 6 7 8 9 10 II Noon.
.--- -----"-----,--
-_._.- ---- --~-~ --,-----_._.
---- ---~--+
o , c , 0 / c / e , 0 / 0 / o / e / 0 / c /
0 , o /
I 4- 39 504 4 57 459 5 01 5 43 - - _.- - - ._- 5 14 4 51 4 47 4 54 5 28 4 4
1
2 4 55 4- 51 4 55 4 13 5 19 5 19 5 29 4 47 4 55 4 5° 4 56 4 55 4 49
3 5 02 5 01 458 5 03 5 oS 5 oS 5 24 5 01 4 53 4 45 4 46 4 54 5
00
4 5 12 4 48 44° 4 57 4 55 4 58 4 58 4 21 4 29 44° 4 35 4 25 4
28
5 5 00 4 57 454 4 12 5 36 5 27 5 2- 4 57 4 54 4 56 4 52 4 53
4 56
I
6 442 442 43° 435 4 23 4 27 434 4 24 4 21 4 24 4 19 4 20 4 3°
7 4- 39 507 4 58 5 15 5 Z7 5 27 4 52 4 45 4 35 4 13 4 30 4 29 4
14
8 448 4 23 4 23 4 26 4 26 4 39 4 21 4 24 4 26 4 17 4 10 4 18 4
II
9 5 17 507 5 02 4 47 5 °3 5 15 4- 54 4 50 4 47 4 5° 4 39 4 48 4 50
10 448 454 5 15 504 504 5 13 5 °7 4 50 4 51 4 39 4 27 4 31 4 26
II 509 4 23 4- 57 4 47 4 20 4 33 4 33 4 29 4 21 4 18 4 15 4 15 4 07
12 424 4 36 4 25 4 25 4 29 4 43 4 51 4 24- 409 4 15 4 21 4 26 4
II
13 454 4 54 4 59 5 01 5 20 5 20 5 20 4 55 444 4 52 4 5° 4 51 444-
14 454 4- 56 4 42 4 47 4 54 4 54 4 5° 5 II 5 16 5 13 4 51 5 23 5 3
2
IS 5 19 504 5 08 4 54 5 17 5 °3 4 59 5 00 4 48 5 01 4 45 4 46 4 4
6
16 5 21 4 42 5 0S 5 25 5 06 5 0S 5 35 5 19 5 19 5 24 5 15 4 57 5 °S
17 4 50 5 10 5 37 5 27 5 08 5 13 4 41 5 20 5 oS 5 38 5 21 5 19 5 19
18 5 08 4 52 5 '5 5 0S 5 !4 5 °S 5 14 5 08 5 08 5 06 5 17 5 0· 4 57I
19 4 35 4 40 5 21 4 45 5 °3 5 27 5 39 5 II 5 °3 5 03 5 OJ 4 52 4 52
20 5 17 5 26 5 10 458 5 10 5 20 5 04- 5 25 5 25 5 13 5 16 5 10 5 15
21 449 5 08 5 08 5 14 5 34 5 10 5 os 4 47 4 49 5 °7 5 07 5 01 5 15
22 504 5 10 5 04 5 13 4 48 5 10 5 34 4 54. 5 23 5 13 4 55 4- 4° 5 3
1
23 509 5 40 5 13 5 10 5 19 5 II 5 °7 4 52 5 06 5 06 4 42 5 29 4 49
24- 4 47 5 10 5 15 504 5 0S 4 33 5 13 4 56 5 17 5 01 5 22 5 °7 5 19
25 5 12 5 56 6 33 6 33 5 54 5 II 6 25 644- 5 08 4 57 5 23 5 19 5 08
26 448 6 03 5 56 4 57 5 28 5 33 5 22 5 43 5 25 5 39 5 39 5 33
5 26
21 4 51 45° 448 456 4 52 4 52 4 55 5 19 5 28 5 28 5 25 5 19 5 09
z8 5 22 5 41 5 22 5 22 5 22 5 34 5 34 5 25 444 5 20 5 24 5 26 5 25
29 5 54 5 10 5 15 5 12 5 27 5 2j 5 52 5 17 5 01 5 16 5 43 5 13 5
21
30 4 59 5 11 5 10 4 56 5 II 5 22 5 26 5 13 5 14 5 21 5 35 5 00 5 07
---------------------
-------
Mean 5 00 5 03 5 00 4 59 507 509 5 II 5 02 4 Sf, 4 58 4 57 4 56 4 55
----------,_.-._- ---_.__..----- ..' _.__..•_._._._,._-,._._-~. ~~
NO"Tl!.-Correction applied to original record: FOf' polarity south, + '5; f"r circle we§t. _ 10; I"r fue _1t. - 20; total. - 'S'
THE LADY FRANJU-!!N BAY EXPEDITION. 625
APRIL. 188.3'
Magnetic dip. Fort Cong~r, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land. (Dip-circle No. 19. Needle No. 2 )-Continued.
So?-L tabular quantity. </» = 81044' 00" A _',ce - 640 43' 50"
'l--,-~-~---- ,
(;ottingen hours. I IReading I . :
of m _I Set~mg of I Da of ,.,
1
.ag I azimuth I Y
13 I ~ 15 10 18
netic! . I ,month.
t7 19 20 21 22 23 meridian' eire e.
--- ~~~--~----I ---
0 , 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 , I 0 , 0 , 0 , 0
!
5 01 524 4 48 4 57 4 45 5 26 4 29 4 42 4 42 4 46 4 39 66 14 --.------- I
4 45 4 51 4 59 5 13 5 15 4 55 5 41 5 34 5 12 5 03 509 66 14 ---------- 2
5 00 4 53 5 19 5 51 5 55 5 07 5 47 5 33 5 '9 5 14 5 °4 66 14 ---------- 3
4 45 4 45 5 14 5 19 5 19 4 58 5 21 5 37 4 3R 5 II 4 4S 66 14 --------_. 4
4 45 4 51 509 5 23 5 19 5 42 5 31 5 '4 4 47 5 28 4 57 66 14 ---------- 5
4 It> 4 10 .~ 23 4 30 4 43 4 28 4 15 4 16 4 27 4 40 4 18 64 38 ._-- -- ---- 6
4 24- 4 50 4- 16 4 45 4 16 5 24 5 15 5 33 4 19 4 18 4 26 66 34 ---------- 7
4 20 4 25 4 18 4 27 454 4 25 4 37 4 26 4 35 4 22 66 34 -------.--- 8
4 57 4- 57 5 02 4 51 5 07 6 07 6 25 4 55 4 45 6 41 4 53 6604 . --- ..----- 9
4 31 4 29 4 29 4 28 4- 35 4 32 4 40 4 50 4 35 4 35 509 66 14 -------_ •.- 10
4 22 3 47 4 18 4 38 4- 37 4 53 4 25 4 35 4 20 4 55 4 33 66 27 ---------- II
4 22 4 12 4 31 4 31 4 26 4 31 4 43 4 25 4 15 434 434 66 41 ---------- 12
4 29 4 4c 5 08 5 31 5 18 4 56 4 53 5 07 5 07 4 43 4 45 66 41 ---------- 13
4 52 5 15 5 02 4 47 4 4: 4 47 4 50 4 55 4 43 4 42 4 45 66 41 ------ ---- 14
5 14 4 49 5 13 5 26 5 14 5 00 4 47 4 49 4 52 4 52 4 48 65 59 ----------
15
5 10 444 4 51 4 47 4 45 4 43 44° 4 37 4 37 4 39 5 06 66 36 ---_.- -.--
16




5 34- 5 10 5 19 5 13 5 03 5 16 5 46 5 16 5 16 5 08 4 58
66 36 .._---- --- 18
5 35 5 4 1 5 58 () 18 (, 22 6 40 5 27 5 45 5 47 5 24 5 38 6608 -_._--- --- 19














4 43 4 50 4 50 4 45 4 40 4 48 4 42 434 4 35 4 50 5 28
66 35 ------ ...-- 23




504- 5 3° 4 53 5 20 5 18 5 30 5 17 5 01 5 12 5
12 5 00 66 35 ----_.---- 2566 48 26
5 0S 5 27 5 13 5 05 5 00 5 02 5 02 5 02 509 4 47
4 53 - ---------
5 27 5 01 67 00 275 23 5 26 5 2J 5 °3 5 17 5 30 5 30 4 59 4 55
_______ h __
28
5 25 554 5 21 5 00 5 00 5 27 4 50 4 46 4 52
5 08 5 21 66 41 -- ~ ----
66 43 29





4 58 5 00 5 02 5 °4 504 5 00 4 52









626 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
~L\Y. 1883'
Magneti« dip, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land. (Dip-tircle LVO. 19· LVeet/le No. 2)-Continued.
800 + tabula! quantity.
Gottingen hours.
Day of month.
o 2 3 5 6 i 8 9 IO I I Noon.
o I o / o / c / c / c / c / o / o / o / c I














































































OCTOBER, 1882, TO JU~E, 1883'
Recapitutation of monthly means of hOllrl;' ralues of dips, Fort COl/E'er, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land.
So° ..;- tabular quantity. ~== 81044' 00" i. c=- 64043/50" c=-4h 18m55.38 (or 4h 58m 41.58 W. of GoUingen).
._------_._.._ ...
NOTE.-Correction applied to original re~~);d~--=-----;~--;,~~~pre~d-ing~~~th.
Mean 5 01 5 00 4 55 5 00 4 53 500 4 59 5 01 4 59 5 03 4 59 5 00 5 01
G6ttingen hours.
---- ..._-- -- .._..
°
2 3 5 6 7 8 9 II
Noon.
4- 59 5 01
h. m . 11.111.
19 01 2001








































































































II. m, II. m. h. m,






























THE LADY l"HANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 627
MAY, 1883.
Magnetic dip, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bar, Grinnell Land. (Di n-cir?l.e lVI. 19' '" J1r ,- .:veetue lVo. 2 }-Continued.
80G + tabular quantity. <p = 810 44/ 00"
16
Gotlingen hours.
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OCTOBER, 1882, TO JUNE, 188 3.
Recapitulation of mont/t/y means (if hourly values ofdips, Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay, Grinnell Land.
8 ,,_ ~8Io 44/ 00" "_ = - 6404.',' 50" ~= - 4h 18m55.1' (or 4h 58m41.5' W. of Gottingen).0 0 + tabular quantity. l' _ ~ -;»
i----~----
1------_.
I 8 5 01 4 5~15 04 5 00' 4 59 4 5 4 59 5 °4
5 00 i 5 01 5 00 4 58 <1- 56 5 00 4 56 4 54
5 03 i 5 00 4 59 4 59 5 01 5 01 4 59 5 00
I 5 03 5 00 4 56 5 02 4 60.8
5 04 5 00 5 01 5 00 5 02 5 00 5 01 4 57 4 58 4 58 4 59 4 60.6
5 04 5 0S 5 00 5 00 5 01 5 °S 4 56 5 08 5 03 4 64· 3
5 03 5 04 5 09 5 10 5 09 5 08 5 °5 5 °9 5 °7 4 58 4 58 4 60.9
4 58 5 G:J 5 01 I' 5 04 5 02 5 °4 5 °4 55 ~ 4 52 5 04 5 02 4 61.6
5 03 5 01 5 07, 5 0S 5 04 5 08 5 0S 5 °4 ------,=50~--5~--5-;;,-5~ 502,--5~_ 501 50~ 459",-5-;;-5 00"" 5°1.2 ----------L!:' ~~; :~~; I :, ~; :;~; :~~; :;~; :~_~,-~ :;~; :i~;------
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This would indicate an increase of the total intensity since 1875-'76 of 12.87°- I2.5S9 or 0.3 II British units of force
(.0143 dynes) if we take the results by the magnetometer of the British expedition: but if we take a mean between this and
b I d di dl f h edi 1:!.8io- 12·N2 British unithe results y the L 0)' ip-nee es 0 t at exp rtion we get an annual- increase of .----6--'- = 0.080 ntis units or
0.0037 dynes.
The final result for the magnetic dip at Fort Conger tor the epoch February, 1883, is therefore 8S° 0 I' N.; and comparing
this result with the value found in 1875-'16 by the officers of t1¥ Discouery; viz, 84° So', it would appear that the dip has been
on the increasebetween these epochs at an average annual rate of 1.6'; ret this result should be regarded a weak one.
With still less certainty can we deduce the law of the diurnal variation of the dip, notwithstanding that each hourly value
is derived from more than 200 observations; this inequality seems at any rate small, perhaps of 4' or S' range, with a maximum
value about two hours before (local) noon and a minimum about four hours before midnight. If there be a double progression
in the diurnal variation our series is not competent to verify it, the instrumental means employed being inadequate to yield
such close results.
With the dip 0 = 85° 01' and the horizontal component H of the magnetic intensity = 1.118 we derive the vertical
component Vand total force F, as follows:
















NOTE ON Al"ROR.\L DISPLAYS IN CONNECTION WITH ~L\GNETIC OBSERVATIONS.
"Three Years of Arctic Service" contains many references to auroras, and in Appendix X I II, Vol. II, pp. 4 I 0-4 I 8, several
descriptions are given of the auroral displays accompanying the great magnetic storm of November 15-1 9, 1882,· and page 418
of Vol, II contains a list showing dates on which auroras were observed by the expedition at Fort Conger and on the retre~t
from the station. The dates given below were transferred from that page, but subsequently revised from data deciphered. 10
letter-press copy. On August 18, 1881, the party commenced preparations for the construction of their quarters, and occupIed
them up to August 9, 1883, on which day the station was abandoned. The last day of sunlight was noted on October IS, 1881,
and the sun reappeared February 28, 1882.
Datu on which auroras were observedat Fort Conger.
Remarks.
During the second win-
ter there were noted
67 auroras in 21
weeks,or 3 per week.
Dap of month.
2 to 4, incl., 6. 7,9, 10, 22 to 24, incl.
2,4,6,7,9 to II, incl., 13 to 19, incl.,
20.21.23,24. 25,28,29.
I to 12, incl., 14 to 17, incl., 28,29.








During the first win-
ter there were





16, 19,22,25,26; 28 to 30, incl.
10,14,20,23 to 25, incl.,z7, 28.
5, II, 14, 17,19, 20.
10, 11,19,21 to 23. incl.
1,11,15,17,19 to 21, incl., z3.
ISSI \' Sept.
1881 Oct.
1881 I' Nov.ISSI Dec.
ISSZ Jan.
ISSZ . Feb.




NOTES FROM "THREE YEARS Of' ARCTTC SERVICE."
Lieutenant ~reely remarks ('.'Three Years of Arctic Service," Vol. I, p. 158) that the arch was the most common form after
the str:amer during the auroral displays of the first winter, and that magnetic disturbance"! were rare during colorless and slowly
changing forms. "The aurora of October 28,1881, although of short duration, was marked by heavy magnetical disturbances,
*The year ;883,~ given in :, Th:ee \:~rsof A;~ti;S~~ic'e-::"is~~I~r;~~1 error. It must be regretted that by an unfortunate mistake the original
record of auroras was left behind at Fort Cower 1 that th I . , , h h avoiilahle
b • am e etter-press copy of the duplicate record wag rendered vcr; IllegIble t rong un
exposure to dampness at Camp Clay and Cape Sabine, so that full descriptjf/DS are not always flecipherable.
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which ~ttai?ed the maximum eight. minutes after the last ray faded." The aurora of November 24,1881, was accompanied by
magnetic disturbances, "In the display of January 19, 188z, there was a beautiful auroral arch, from horizon to horizon in the
magnetic meridian, during the presence of which the needle was greatly disturbed, swinging repeatedly off the scale." , " The
aurora of January 2I, 188z, was wonderful beyond description; I< I< I< despite the remarkable duration and extent of the
aurora, the magnet was but slightly disturbed." The aurora of February I, 188z, was unaccompanied by magnetic disturbances.
From Vol. II, P- 8, we copy: "From November 14 to 19 (188z) the wonderful magnetic storm, which was general through-
out the world, prevailed at Fort Conger perhaps with greater intensity than at any other point. The auroral displays were
magnificent on those days, and are imperfectly recorded in an appendix (No. XIII, above referred to). The storm culminated
on the 11th, on which date the magnetic needle ranged in variation considerably over 19°, and a brilliant aurora was
visible continuously for nine hours." The extreme range in the angular motion of the needle between the 16th and 17th
of nearly 203/z° has already been noted. In Vol. II, p. 411, Lieutenant Greely remarks on the behavior of the magnet
during this aurora: "November 17.-Sergeant Gardiner called me at 5 a. m. to observe a very brilliant and remarkable
aurora. He said that its greatest beauty had vanished before I saw it. I< I< I< A very marked magnetic disturbance
appeared at the same time, and I ordered five-minute readings to be taken. I< I< I< Lieutenant Lockwood assisted in the
work to-day. The five-minute readings were continued throughout the day. I< I< • November 18.-The magnetic dis-
turbance still continues. Five-minute readings were made until 9 p. m. (Washington mean time), when the disturbance
apparently ceased. I< I< I< November 19.-Magnetic disturbance again occurred, and five-minute readings were kept up
from 5 p. m. Aurora appeared shortly after the disturbance of the magnet commenced. I< • • November zo.-Five-
minute readings continued the greater part of the day, owing to the recurrring magnetic disturbance."
COLLECTION OF MAGNETIC DECLINATIONS OBSERVED DURING GEOGRAPHICAL EXPLORATIONS.
The results interspersed in Lieutenant Greely's Narrative - are here collected for convenience of reference. The latit~de
and longitude of the stations when not given were supplied by means of the map following page 36, Vol. II of the Narrative.




Date of observation.: . I 'Yest I1 Latitude. longitude.Locality.
0 / ! / ° /
Camp 3, near Devil's Head _______ 81 47 66 IO May 27,1882__ n. __ n 102 10
Sergeant Israel _n __ u - - - Vol. I, p. 358
- - Lieutenant Greely ___-- -- Yol. I, P.373
Between Camps 2 and 3, near Lake 81 51 67 So June 27,1882 ____ n ___ 103 3°
Rogers.
81 June 29,1882. ___._ u _ 108
______do ___• ___________ - Vol. I, p. 387
At Camp 6, on Cobb River, shore of 45 71 IS
Lake Hazen.
July 4,1882. ________ I14
____ do ___________ Vol. I, p. 398
Camp I I, north of Mount Arthur. 81 20 74 10 Lieutenant Lockwood and MS. record.- - May 2, 1883_______ - I II 55Grinnell Land ________ u ___ n _____ • 81 00 70 4 1 :-iergeant Brainard.
May 10, 1883 _________ 108 I '
____ do ________ Do.1>0•• ____ • ______________ •___ 81 08 73 4 1 .' do. _______ Do.
May I1, 1883 __n __ liZ 20 -- ----Do. __________________ 81 05 74 4 1 _ ___ . do _____ Vol. II, p. 36
Furthest Camp, south shore of Greely 80 48.6 is 26 May 14,15. 1883 --- 115
q .- .. -
Fiord. Sept. 7, 1883, Sb p. m. l°S 09 Sergeant Israel .... ----
Vol. II, p. II9
On ice, off Cape Camperdown____- - - - 79 00_6 7+ 45 I,
------------_ ..-------
Remarks.
rD - declination; 0 = l~P; If_"=,-_ho~~~~t.:~:;:::~~tal f~~:e.? _
-- -.- I ' West declma- 'I
West I Date of observation. tion, dip
Latitude. longitude.' and intensity.[ .ocality.
. . 1 I older results in this locality
To have our final results at Fort Conger ready for comparison or combinatIOn wit 1 ot ier
they are herewith repeated:
Lieutenant Greely. Sergeant Israel,




o / 88 D IC= 100° 34'F C 8144.0 (>4 43.S Sept.I,1881,tOJuly,I«2;
art onger, magnetic ohservatory - - - Aug., 1882, to July, 1883,
inclusive. I 8 = 850 01'
SI 44.0 64 43. S Oct., 1882, to May, 1883, .
-- ... ------ ... -- inclusive. rIf= 1.118 Epoch forD, 1883.0 .
Do. __
u
__ n _n _.
u
8144. 0 6443. 8 Sept., 1881, to Aug., 1883 '1..1'=12.870 J<:poehfor8,H,andfo:IS82.2.
1>0 __ u_.. 81 44. 0 . 6443· 8 I -- .. I B
._.":-: 'nd the attainment of the Farthest Nortl. y
.-. _ F kli Bay Expe,htlOn of 1881- 84, a
"Three Years of Arctic Service. an account of the Lady ran III . .. 886
N Y k Ch les Scnbner's Sons, 1 •A. W. Greely, lieutenant U. S. A. Two vols, ew or, ar
._---_._---------























H. G. Radcliff and S. J. YfcCormick.
H. G. Radcliff.
Do.
H. G. Radcliff. (»
A. Sonntag.











E K. Kane and A. Sonntag.
._------------_....


















D = 109° 45'
D=-c 110° 09'
fI =--= 84° 43'
8== 85° 21'
8 = 85° cot
D ecce loS° 36'
D= 105° 04'
D = 105° 34'
D= 112° 06'
Dc:: 113° 52'












Oct. 11,1871, 2b40'" p. m ,
Oct.12,1871,Oh42m p.m ,
Oct. 13, 1871, noon u_
Oct. 19, 1871, 7b 03m p. m _
Oct. 23, IS71, fIl38m p. m ,
Aug. 16, 1872, 6b 15mp. m,
Aug. 18,1872, 6b 23mp. rn,
Aug. 24, 1812, 6b 21 mp. m,
Sept. 5,1872, 4boom p. m __
June 9,26,1854 u
Jan. to June, 1854; Apr.
to May, 1855.f Ian. to June, 1854 f
l~!ay, IS55 uu · -- 't
June 21, 1855 __u_u __
Aug. 12,1853 u. _
Sept. 3, 1853 _u_u __
jaa, to May, 1872__ u_u. D=-= 96°
JUly,I861 u ..... __
______do . .
. __. _.do U __ h .. _ (
I •______(0 . I
Aug.,186L ~
__ ._~_do ~
... do .u_. __
______do u __ .u_"_
Oct., 1860 _
Apr., 1861 __u u. _
July, 1861 __ . _
__ . do ... _
Aug., 1861 .. . __
May, 1861 __
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._------_._---~---_.__.._--------
Port Foulke, Observatory H artstene Bav
Do . ...... ._
1)0 . . .
Do . . _
NetLk, Wbale Sound; uu u_ ..u _Do _
1)ouu u •. h _
Northumberland Island
';tarr Island, Smith Str;;i====_======
~aim Point, Smith Strait. __ . _ _....
Littleton Island, xmith Strait
';aje Point. Cadogan Inlet' h ==- =. ===
Hakluyt Island, off Whale Sound! _
Last Camp, Smith Strait? ____ ___. _
Camp <eparation, Kane Basin ._
Potato Lamp, Kane Basin u __
-couse Camp, Kane Basin _u .
Cache on floe. Kane Basin
Cape Hawkst __w uu_==========
Foggy Camp, between Cape Frazer
and Cape Napoleon.e
Polaris Bay, Hall Land .. u
Do_ .. h u uh
First Camp, Hall Land .. u __ u __ u_
Second Station, Hall Land
Third Station, Hall Land _==========
Fourth Station, Hall Land h _ _
Fifth Station, Hall Land
Near entrance to Kenned;Ch-;;n~'ei--'




Do. ._ ~ _
Hakluyt Island, off Whale Sound! __
Bedeviled Reach, Cape Grinnell _ .. __
Marshall Bay n.__u. _
1 Geographical position corrected.
'Longitude corrected. (See track on chart in Contributions to Knowledge.)
• In consequence of the corrected position- of Fo CdC H . P t t Camp,Scouse Camp and Cache It is mvbelief ( hi h I g~y amp an ape awks corresponding corrections were made in the positions, Camp SeparatIOn, 0 a 0 teach
beyond the latitude~)f C~pe Joseph Good (;=I~,. 1;6~; a~~~c~yhDr. ~es~l~ and by ce~in members of the Greely Expedition) that on this trip Dr. Hayes dId no ~ches
of open water at Rawlings Bay on his north I" \f e misto Jk fr;r C~pe LIeber. For my reasons for supposing that Dr. Hayes was here stopped by P
'. ernnp Ill. ay, ,86" see an article III "Science," Vol. VII, No. '59, February '9, ,88/). __
scien:~~:;~~;~xwle;.ecollated by me with Dr. Bessel's Narrative (in German), "The Am~ricanXorthPol~~E~~e(Ji;i~~b;E.I~~::~-l~~Leipzig,1879'"
t The publication of the parliamentary pape " R It d . d f ibl mer, esu s enve rom the Arctic Expedition, 1875- ' 76," session of 1879. is not access) e to •
Van Rensselaer Harbor, Fern Rock
Observatory.
1)0. • • __._~ __ . _
For convenience of reference I append the following general collection of magnetic results, covering the region north of
the head of Baffin's Bay and entrance to Smith Strait from latitude 77° northward, taken from the several publications of the
American Arctic Expeditions, viz:
Dr. E. K. Kane, 1853-'54-'55, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Washington, 1858.
Dr. 1. 1. Hayes, 1860-'61, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, No. 196, Washington, 1867.
Capt. C. F. Hall, 1871- ' 72- ' 73, Scientific Results of the U. S. Arctic Expd'n, Vol. I, Physical Observations, by Dr. E. Bessels,* Wash-
ington,18j6.
The Greely Relief Expedition, U. S, N., IS8-l-. Naval Professional Papers, No. 19. The Variation of the Compass, Washington, 1886.
And from the results of the observations made by the British Expedition under Capt. G. S. Nares, 1815- '16, Proceedings of
the Royal Society, No. 196, 1819, pap~r by Staff-Commander E. W. Creak, R. N'.t
r{) = declination : (I = dip; H = horizontal; F = total force.]
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[D = declination; 0 = dip; _II= horiz0l1t,~I,. F
" '= total force.]/--
i----




June25,1884 h_ D= 97°59'
______do . __h D= 100°34' Lieut. F. H. Crosby, steamer Bea,-.Lieut. U. Sebree, steamer Thetis.








Capt. A. H. Markham and Lieut. G.




Lieut. R. H. Archerand Lieut. R. B.



























































Sept. 6, 1872,4h26m p. m
~ept.8, 1872'4h25mp.m=_
Sept. 14, 1872,3h 331n p. m.
Sept. 25, 1872,311p. m _
May 15, 1873,811 07ma. m _
May28,1873, 9h 21ma. m,
and 611 27mp. m.
May 31 and June I, 1873,
611 26m p. m. and 6 11 20lll
a.m.
June 10, 1873, IIh23m _
Sept. 10, II, Dec., 1875 ;
Jan. and Feb., 1876.
Nov., 1875, to Mar., 1876 _
--- do_un n_ {
Oct., 1875, to Mar., 1876__
Sept., 1875,to July, 1876__
i Oct., 1875, to July, 1876 {
July 28, 1875 n _
Aug. 9, 1875 ._
Aug. II, 1875 _
Aug. 14, 1875 h _
Aug. 16, 1875 h __ •
May 6, 1876 -- h
May 8,18;6 ._
,July 31,1875 ._
f Aug. 7, 1875- h __
Aug. 9, 11,1875 _
Aug. 14, 1875 .n _
Aug. 29, 1876 u • _
__.._... dO_un .. _
Aug. 21, 1875_h h.
Aug. 24, 1875 h_
Aug. 24, 1876 _
Aug. 25, 1876_h _ • __ n __
; Sept. 9, [876 . __












































































Port Foulke Observatory _





__ • • _
Do n_. n •
Do . -.- u __
DiscoveryBay, observatory on shore _
Do. at site of Fort COl'ger _
Do - __. __ u - u.__
Near Port Foulke, Reindeer Point
lIartstene Bay,on ice . _
Off East Cape, Franklin Pierc~ -B;;:z --
Dobbin Bay___ _______ _ - -
Off Hayes Point, on ice2 - - - - - - - -- -- .
On ice, near extreme no~th;rly-p;;i~-
tion, Lincoln Sea.
Do . _
Cape Sabine, Smith Str~it - - - - -- -- - - --
On ice, off Victoria Head h _
Cape Prescotrs - ----------
DObbig~;~~_~_~~_~:=~==:..=~=~ ~_=:
On ice, near C;p~ -C;II;;;o-n-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Hannah Island, Kennedy ChannelCape Frazer - ---
Nea;r Cape L~~is- N~p"ai~~~~ -u' - ----
( )n Ice, Walrus Island - -- - - - -- --
Rawlins Ba --------------y-----------------------
At sea, off entrance to Whale Sound
Do . __ .__. _
The preceding records afford some means, however scant, of approximating to the annual change of the declination
between the period 1853-1883, and supposed the same to have acted uniformly.
We have already shown that at Fort Conger the annual diminution of west declination between 1876.0 and 1883.0 was
101 nearly.
For Van Rensselaer Harbor we now find an annual diminution between 1854.5 and 1873.4 of 5', and at Port Foulkeb~h:een 186 ['5 and 1873.4 an annual diminution of 7'; also at Northumberland Island between 1861.6 and 1873.5 an annual~Immution of 5'. From these results we may conclude that for the last twenty-five years, at least, the magnetic west declina·tIo~ has been annually decreasing by about 6' in the region of the Northwater, Smith Strait, and Kane Basin, and that in the
regIon to the north of it and including the Hall Basin this decrease was more nearly 10' during the past decade.
. About July 7, 1616, Bylot and Baffin, when off the entrance to Smith Sound, noted the variation of the compass 560 west.
ThIS was probably in latitude 78° and in longitude -740. The value of this observation can only be estimated after we shall~av~ acquired a knowledge of the secular variation sufficient to fill up the gap of more than two centuries, in order to connect
It WIth modern observations.
In his contribution to terrestrial magnetism, No. XIII (Phil. Trans. Roy. Soc., 1872, PP.423-424), General Sir Edward
Sabine assumes for the Smith Strait region an annual diminution of the dip of If when reducing observed values to his epoch,
1842.5. For this he could have had but slender foundation, but as the result deduced for the period 1875-'83 indicates about
I ~I of annual increase, the inference is that the dip has changed here but very little since the middle of the century.
There are no means of knowing what changes, though supposed slight, the horizontal or total force has undergone during
this time.
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Instrument .Fauth & Co.) No. 12, U. S. Coast and Geodetic











































10 00.5 9 3[.9 9 49.5 9 19. 2 ~) 04.7 9 00.8 8 29· 7 9 03· S 9 oS.] 9 40. 5 9 44· 2 9 5°· 8
928.7934.6928.392].5924.3929.29]29 9nLo 927.7926.5928.3923.2
10°5. 2955.8953. 1 I:J 07. 2 950.] 1001.0958.495].9943.5954.8950.2958.7
Broken fiber delayed beginning of observations. 10 14.7 10 08.2 10 13· ° 10 39· 7 10 18. ') 10 26·3
10 23.8 I 10 45.9 10 33.3 10 19.3 10 19.4 10 19.9 10 IS·5 10 18·5 10 19· 9 10 20. ° 10 20. ° 10 31. °
10 47. 0' 952.6 10 17.7 10 q.3 938.9 9 37.0 944.0 10 28.2 1°43.4 10 23. 1 1030.3 104
6.9
1047.1 10 3~·o 1022.2 I') 35· 9 1022·5 10 35. 8 ---- ---- ---- - --- ---- ---- --9"5-;~6- --9"4~~~;- --9- 56.2
953. 1 957. 8 1001..J. 857.6 1018.7 922.2 101:>.] 932·9 953.7 J
955. 6949.49 29. 0 928.9 945. 8 945·4 938.3 '146,1 942. S 945. 0946. 8943.5
154°.41525.01529.81526.31121.21127.1 112.J..2 1131.01134.7113°.911::9.81132.4
855.0749.7737,7723.7712.57°4.4553.9554.0648.6 632. 8 643.8628.9
922.7926.49°7.3 83.J.. 2 900.7823.4833.3832.4846.5839.8838.1819.8
939. 01:>10 2 D<Xj.1 D03.2 95~.3 945.3 958.6 954.8 944. 8 943·5 938.594[.9
10 52.5 10 12.9 7 42.5 8 31. I 9 03. I 9 19. I 8 53.7 8 04.8 8 09. I 9 00·5 9 32. 2 9 53· 3
Breaks. D 21.1 D 10.3 Caused by l.roken fiber. _.... _u. - ~7 20·5 ~7 37. 8
1028.9 92o. .J. 914.2 926,9 851.6 835.9' 846.4 928.5 900.1 9 04. 1 9 17.5 9 17.
6
849.5859.4900.3831.6910.0 912.0 907.3911.3907.2854.8842.9911.7
953.81005.9946.6 100.J..5 955.5 919.6952.21018.2 953.91021.81007.21011.4
102.J..8 1056.4 I:J25.6 1031.4 I:J26.2 1017.8 IC32.1 1036.095°.71022.11029.61033.1
1°36.01014.2 102S.0 957.81000.71036.5958.11041.31010.21029.81038.31054.7~7 04.7 :'5 59.4 36 02.4 ";') 01. 4 35 50.8 "5 00. ° ".J. 48.0 10 08.9 10 01. I 9 44· 9 10 0S· 3 9 59· 4
10 08. ° I:> q.3 10 09.4 I, 10 03.9 10 16.8 10 15.4 10 0S. I 10 I I. 4 10 24. ° 10 ::3. I 10 21. 3 10 34· 8
1010.01008.51013.011016.01008.81017.61006.51012.0958.5 1023.21027.51038.1
1111.71024.61139.2955.21045.1944.9941.8 5 2.J..9 449.81101.3647.91034.1
1304.61111.5 900.5 818.2 800.2 733.6 741.8 653.7 813.3 817.3 9 00.7 848. 0
II 47.8 9 56.2 9 31. I) 9 03. ° 9 45·9 8 56. ° 8 57.5 8 54.6 9 16.8 10 11. 2 9 42.9 8 53· °
1°37.91018.5956.1 912.0 943. 8 859.49°7.5 842.7 945.3 911.61041.11037.1
10 09.7 9 0S. ° 10 48.8 9 30. ° 8 57· 9 8 33.4 10 10.8 11 02.8 8 33.7 8 58. ° 10 10. ° 9 °S· 7
1006.5927.51018.01001.11010.510°5.1924.210°5.51029.6 1026.2954.91004.8
1051.91125.31039.91026.51009.31008.0 954.2 D03.5 1052.8 1039.1957.91003.4
I1ILI 11.51.61116.71014.71004.11013.1955.5948.91008.91004.1 938.784°.7
IO 26.2 9 14. I II 28.3 10 03. ° 9 22.2 8 50.6 9 34. I 9 58.9 ') 36.8 9 54.3 10 14· 7 11 12.8
------------_! -------------------------------:;--
sums __{.~~ 2310 2910 2830 26<)0 ~~ 2590 2700 ~~_o_~~-o-~~=--,~
. 889.0' 889.6' 785.7' I 676.0' 73°.0' 76').5' 1011. l' 849.7' 933.7' 896.6', 964.7' 1013· 3
i-o--,--o--,--o--,--o--- 0 0 0 0 I -0------
0----
0 I 0 I
Means __. 10 32.72 10 12.40 10 08.19 9 48.53 9 41. 72 9 30.67 9 30.73 9 28.32 9 29.12 9 47.89 9 46 . 16 9 51. 7
8
__ -------·--·---·---·-_·__···'r__ n • w_· w. _ .. __ .n' , • __________
XOTR.-Grand .mean of all observations (except those interpolated and affected by torsion), 100 12' ~8.5". This mean is one minute greater than that derived from


































[Latitude, 810 44' N.; longitude, 6.J.° 45' W.; at even hours of Gottingen mean time,
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 635
Declination of the map,netic medle obsenJedat Fort Conger, Grinnell Land.
Survey, reads to one minute on two verniers; recorded values are derived from the means of two readings of oscillating needle, made on scale whose





























































































































































--------- -------956.2 9 56.5- -.9'49:S- --9-5~:3' -1~-~3~6- '1;;-~S~9- -I~- ;7:3- --9-59.-S' -;~-~4.'3- -I~'~I~S- --9-44~;- --9'49-5-
944.2938.6936.81000.6935.9934.61019.41029.11444.9 1444. 8 1434·7 1541.0
II 34.7 II 35.4 I I 38.4 II 57.9 II 35.8 II 32.5 II 29· 9 II 28·5 I I u8·7 I I 30.7 I I 1<)·5 II 15· 8
26 24. 6 6 20.3 6 25.8 6 34. I 7 22.3 6 48. I 6 24· 8 8 32.3 6 57· 5 6 48. ° 6 17 5 5 52.3
8 31. 2 8 36. I <} 04.4 9 18.8 9 09.3 9 39.8 9 3°. 6 9 45· I 8 40. 2 8 48. 9 8 30.7 8 33- °
943.5 924.4 949.0. 932.5 949. 0 956. 0 958. 2 927·5 9 25. 6 91<)·2 9 20,7 9 19.9
932.9 952.5 947. 0 10 04.9 1040. 1 10 45.0 1059.7 944.9 10 23·3 10 19,6 1015· S ro 3°·6
"S 04.6 38 0').6 :17 44.7 39 44. ° 39 51. 6 38 39.8 39 16.3 39 44· I "7 20·5 33 04, ° "7 35· 5 "7 25· 49 15. ° 9 52. ° 9 48.4 10 04.5 10 02. I 9 3°.2 II 38.3 10 37· 2 9 49· 6 9 18.8 10 23· 7 9 28.8
9 10.6 . . __• __u_ .---.---- --.------ --.------ --------- .-------- --.---- ••
940. 0 10 30.8 10 23.5 10 26.4 1009.3 10 03.7 10 31.7 957·5 10 10·7 955. 2 10 10·3 10 20·9
10 21.4 II 00.5 10 51.4 II 37.4 10 43.3 II 15.8 1108.8 10 36.0 II 27·4 1205. 2 1132. 2 I::> 3a·7
10 40. I 10 59.5 II 00. ° II 02. ° II 02.9 II 19.2 10 15.8 10 29· ° 10 42.3 10 52.5 10 27· ° 10 16·9
1137.31102.01210.41039.41055.'21119.41154.4 12°9.3'1023.°957.2 94(J·4 931.9
10 33. 7 10 45. 8 10 39. 7 1051.4 1055.9 1035.41029.41033.6110961109.41007.91019.6
10 26.1 1015. 2 95 2. 2 10 42. 6 10 19. I 10 50.5 10 20.5 10 21.7 I::> oS·7 10 53·5 10 04· I 10 07.
6
801.3 553.7 959.9 1358.2 II 13.4 14 39.7 1555·5 14 29·3 14 53. 0 16 40. 5 120S.8 12 36. 3
833. 8 930.5 837. 2 850.71130.01139.01233.21216.31236.01315.91205.51202.7
9 59.9 9 52.5 10 25. I 10 14. ° II 02.8 10 3°.7 10 53· 7 10 55· 6 II 29· 9 I I 09· 7 I I 24· 7 10 23· 4
10 44.7 10 34 . 8 949.5 10 19. 8 1016.5 II 54.1 II 33.3 1240.6 10 4~\.0 12 32. 2 10 32.7 I::> °9·3
9 39.5 9 43.3 9 38. ° 9 41. 3 II 23.0 II 42.9 II 23· 5 12 43· I 12 24· 8 "j I 5
8.3 9 41. 5 9 20·7
9 04.8 945. 1 10 35.5 10 25. 2 1164.0 1038.4 II 12.2 II 35·4 II 14. 0
12 32. 1 II 20.2 1248. 0
856.9 919.31124.31057.11154.71212.31247.51151.61153.91055.9
12 58. 6 13°6.0
1005.51004.61047.61022.51144.51229.01216.21206.11139.4 1145.31158.01131.8
1027.91021.11033.81111.21047.91218.91137.31216.4 1228·3 1247.0~~~~~7.0
~g;---;;~-o---;;8-0 - ~;;;-----;';~-o- ~;-0-~5-0--;~-0--;~-0---;5-0- 296 0 29 10}_____ Sums.
~~~--;;~~ 103~7-;;;;-S;~7~~'41 ~;-;;;-;·;6. 7' -;~7 1047· 2' 734·5" 826·3'
-0--- --0---- --0---,- -0---- --0-·--- --0---0- -0---1- -0---1- -0r : -0---,- -0---1- -0---1-
9 48.75 9 54. 28 10 10.78 10 25. 67 10 34.21 10 51. 74 II 02.66 II 02.64 II 5





s Affecterl hv torsion: not included in means.
4 Made 13 minutes late.
---'-------------- ------_ .._---------_.
~M!s.erl on account of intensity ob.en·ations; value interpolated.
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Obseruations reduced by the Tidal Division, U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey Ojjice, and reported by Alex. S. Christie, LL. M.,
computer in charge.
The principal series oftidal observations secured by the Polar Expedition under command of Lieut. A. W. Greely, U. S.
Army, was made at Fort Conger, the headquarters and depot of the party, on Lady Franklin B1Y, Grinnell Land, in latitude
81° 44' north, longitude 64° 43.8' west from the meridian of Greenwich, identical1y the position of the Discovery, of Sir G. S.
~ares' expedition, during the winter of 1875-'76. When Lieutenant Greely abandoned the station in August, 1883, the original
tidal records, too bulky for easy transportation, were left stored at Fort Conger; but by a wise prevision close transcripts had
been made and verified, and these, brought away with the party, were faithfully preserved through al1 the vicissitudes of the
retreat south ward and the memorable struggle with hunger and cold at Cape Sabine. These transcripts, submitted by the
Chief Signal Odicer, U. S. Army, to the Superintendent of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, February 18, 1885, consist Of
one cahierof eleven pages, containing a record of the hourly heights of the tide from August 20, 1881. to June 30, 1882, and
one cahzer of thirty-three pages, containing the times and heights of high and low water from August 20, 1881, to July I, 1883.
A broken record of high and low waters from July I to August 8, 1883, drawn by Lieutenant Greely from his private journal.
and placed at the disposal of the Superintendent of the Survey, completes the available Fort Conger series. 41
Special observations made by the expeditionary force at points in the Arctic seas other than Fort Conger, most of them
synchronous with those at the principal station, were also submitted by the Chief Signal Officer, and are discussed in their
proper sequence in the following pages. .
In adjusting the observations preparatory to their reduction and discussion, recourse was had ~o ~11 the now ,avaIlable
Sources of extrinsic evidence-foot and marginal notes on the transcripts, written and oral communrcations fr~Ol Lleu~enant
Greely, and notes extracted from his private journal. The conclusions arrived at, with toe system of corrections applied to
the transcript values to refer the whole series to the same plane of reference, are given further on.. ,
The following extracts from a letter addressed by Lieutenant Greely, October :~, 1886, to the ~upennten.dent of the ~oast
and Geodetic Survey, describes the method of observation and the difficult conditions under which the senes was obtained.
He says:
As soon as the party was landed arrangements were made for observing the tide, in addition to observations previously made. J h f
On August Ig, 1881, a temporary wooden gauge, designated as No, I, was erected on the sloping shore, about one hU~dre~ yardhs [glm dsout 0
th . . rt hich were driven as far as possible Into t e groun or sea-
e statton. It consisted simply of a narrow strip of inch board nailed to stout suppo s, w I
bottom. The graduations were arbitrary but later one division on the scale was found to be equal to 0.6g4 inch: irnev b d t . d
' inallv mad h even hour of washington mean lime, ut, as e ermmeThe hourly readings on Gauge No. I, as of all others, were nominally rna e on t e bs ti d the time necessary to reach
f h ' f th n hour as other 0 erva Ions an
rom t e mean of ten observations they were really made seven minutes a ter e eve '. r II f _ S'" to .L T" of the
th ' henever rluri th f t year the high or low water re rom i
e gauge occupied seven minutes. It may also be remarked that W enever ( urmg e rs r h di s The tidal observations for theh . c I' f the observer lor ot er rea mg .
even our It was almost invariably recorded + T"» owing to the entorcec a ~sence 0 hi b ti nd also from his being replacedIi " I I bor between IS 0 serva IOns, a
rst month suffered somewhat from the necessity of the observer engaglllg 111 manua a
at times by men not trained ohservers.--:--.----------.-
- . ised by LI'eutenant Greely which gave excellent results
* C ' . f . . It'cal ap!Jaratus Improvise ' .
ertain tidal records obtained by means of a sel -reglstermg e ec n I' it d e were carefully packed several month- prior
. th II' h . <T xcept for a irm e rang.
III e neaps, but owing to physical reasons could not work we In t e springs, e I' btained by direct observation upon staff gauges,
to t .. . f h II as of the regu ar senes 0 Ire reat, and, later, time was lacking to prepare transcripts 0 t ese, as we
They served an excellent purpose in checking the regular readings by the observers. 637
638 THE L~\.DY FRASKLI~ BAY EXPEDITIO~.
G. Gauge Xo, II; AA, stiff hard bottom: T. iron tank. ,x,'3 feet. filled with
stone ~ S, 11;ose st,..ne buttress; P, wide a-inch oak plank.
•
Off 1 -ey bottom; FF,
G. ticle-R"auf!'e: A A. stl C avow house;
main floe. 4 to 8 Ieet thick; IffI, sn
D, door.
p
On August 24 a standard bench-mark was erected about 12 yards [about 11m ] true east of the north end of the main-station building. The
reference point is the level top of a bar of iron, which, having a double cross (-'--'-) on the south side, is fastened h~' Portlan.l cement vertically into
the upper surface of a pile of brick masonry, built with the same cement and resting 24 inches below the surface of the gn\uncl. or from 2 to 4 inches
below permanently frozen soil. When the station was abandoned an empty box was turned over this bench-mark and securely weighted down with
stones.
Gauge No. I was read until 5 p. m. August 24. ISSI, when Gauge
No, II was brought into use. This gauge was about 40 yards [360>] --........._~~:======,d;,======='j~~~gr==r.
west of the station, on a moderately sloping part of the shore, Its method
of c-onstruction is best explained by the accompanying diagram.
The iron tank, loaded with stones, was set into a shelf dug out of
the main bank, while its front was blocked up with piles of stone, which
seemed to insure its integrity of position. The wide z-inch oak plank
was secured to the tank so as to move with it. The gauge, a narrow
strip of inch board, was driven as far into the bottom as possible, and at
its upper end was fastened to the plank by light nails, which it was
thought would spring out or break in case of displacement of either gauge
or plank.
The rapid accumulation of ice during September and early October,
when it was some 4 feet thick adjoining the gauge, rendered it certain that
winter readings could not be continued, even with a couple of men assigned
to the duty of clearing away the ice. It consequently became necessary
to establish a new gauge_
The recommendation made to the expedition to use a pulley and rope, supported by a tripod over a hole in the ice, one end of the rope carrying
a scale and weigttted to the bottom, the otner drawn taut by a counterpoise, in no way commended itself. The certainty that the main ice must move,
and consequently by diverging the line from a perpendicular impair the accuracy of the readings, was fully borne out by the fact, later established, that
the main harbor Hoe moved for months at an average rate of over 3 feet off shore.
A fixed gauge W:lS determined on. and after experiments Gauge Xo, III was erected at a distance off shore of some 40 or 50 yards [.,6'" or 46"'].
A bar of iron 20 feet long and 1;1z inches square was driven into the stiff clayey bottom 3 or 4 fed. The b.ir itself W.I' scaled every 10 inches
by a wire ring soldered on the bar, and to e\'ery inch by paint, The action of ice an.I water on the paint neces-itatel the substitution of a \\"Ooden
scale, which was firmly bound to the rod by wire. Any displacement of the wooden scale was at once evident from the changed relation of the
soldered wire rings.
It only' remained to protect the gauge by keeping open a tide hole, an operation difficult in the ext erne. The ice acquired a thickness b~f~re
the winter ended of between 7 and 3 feet, which rendered it necessary to employ two men permanently in the work of freeius the hole from ice. I he
water was at times covered with kerosene oil, in order to prevent ice from forming rapidly, but no satisfactory results were oln ainccl, or, indeed, were
possible, as the troublesome ice, which decreased I he size of the hole, formed on the sides, owing to the lower temperature of the adjacent icc.
To insure comfort to the observer, and conse'luentl)- more careful re:ldings during the many months of continuous darkness. and also as a
measure of protection agaimt rapidly formin;,; surface ice, a house of ice was built over the tide hole. .
The movement of the ice off shore necessitated not only repeated additions to the ice-house, but also the enormous task of enlarging the llde
hole laterally at times when the ice ranged from 5 to 8 feet in thickness, This was necessarilv work done by means of artificial light, and in a Iirnited
space. The tidal observations during the winter half of the vear represent no less than the constant labor of three men, .
During both winters the part of the floe toward shore g"rounded at low tide in the sprin,;s, but owing to the slope the outer part never did to
such extent as to impair the free ingress and egress of water.
The plan of Gauge No, III is shown in the sketch. It was read from I a. m. December 21, 1881,
to 7 a. m. January 21, 1882, when Gauge No, IV, an exact counterpart of III, was put down within a foot
of the latter, and superseded it for the regular observations.
Gauge No. IV was read until June 19, 1882, when recourse was harl for a few days to Gauge No.
II, which had al'parmtly been displaced less than an inch since the preceding October. The former
gauge was carried away by ice and the latter taken down June 29.
The regular readings were then made from Gauge No. V, which was simply an iron bar I Yz inches
square, driven into the bottom near shore.
This gauge, frequently injured by floating ice in July and August, was read until October 14, 1882.
It was then superseded by Gauge No. VI, similar to Gauge No. III, and like placed.
To guard against changes of level the second winter a sub-standard, an iron bar driven some 8
or 10 inches mto the frozen ground about 10 feet above the water's edge, was established early in October,
1882, from which levels were frequently run to Gauge Xo. VI during the winter. This gauge was rear!
until July I, 1883. The broken series of high and low-water observations after that date were made UP()Il
temporary wooden gauges, Nos. VII, VIII, and IX.
From October, 1882, to June, 1883, the readings were made by Sergt. George W. Rice, except
during the last few months. when Sergt. Francis Lon!! relieved Sergeant Rice. Both these observers
were careful, painstaking men, and toe readings were considered to be of a high order of accuracy.
The readmgs after June I, 1883. must be of the least value, as the frequent movement of ice and conse-
quent injury to gauges, some of which were temporary, impaired their value.
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The gauges were frequently compared by means of se . f' si 1 .
. nes 0 stmu taneous readmgs t he fi .
water, especially when a new gauge was brouzhr into u ld .'. a or near t ie time of high or low
o se or an 0 one discontinued I ddi
Edward Israel, the astronomer of the party occasionally r li f sni 1 .' n a 1tlo.n to these water levels, Sergt,
,. an mes 0 spmt- evels With a top her' heodoligauges with the bench-marks and with each other T bl I hibi ograp er s t eoc olite, connecting the
data. . a e ex I Its such of these levels as have been made out from existing















Aug. 23,1881 I 25. 158
------------Sept. 12,1881 II 27. 191
-- ----------July 1,1882 IV 27·35 . ----~----~-Oct. e), 1882 Shore mark. 16·335 0.00
Oct. 10, 1882 VI
----_._------ 145. 60
Oct. 25, 1882 Shore mark. 316. 286 0.00
Oct. 25,1882 VI
-----_._---. 145.70




Feb. 10, 1883 VI
------------
148.8
Apr. 17, 1883 VI
---.--------
156.70
Apr. 24, 1883 VI
.._----+---_. 156. 70
June 14, 1883 VI
------ ------ 156.79
Tune 29, 1883 VJ
------ ------ 159·75
June 30, 1883 VI
--,' _.~------- 160.85
June 30, 1883 VII
------ --- ---. 112·75
--~----,-_.~- -_.•.------
'This line was run by Sergeant Israel, under the im-ne tlate supervision of Lieutenant Lockwood. About July IS Lieutenant Greely discovered that Lockwood
was of opinion that Israel ran to I V instead of to V. The opinion of Israel prevailed in the reduction to st mdard gauge, and that decision has not been disturbed.
'October [0 or a few day, earlier.
"This value was rejected at Fort Conger, and. as the observer wascognizantof the circumstances attending itsdetermination,hisdecision has beenallowed(0 stand.
4 Rejected. Cond.tions unfa orable, and result clearly out.
On September I.:?, 188 ,a point 12 inches below the zero of Gauge No. Ll was assumed as a standard zero to which to
reduce the readings on all the gauges. The transcripts brought from Fort Conger contain the reduced readings. and the cor-
rections applied in the reduction are exhibited in Table II below. A letter-press copy of the original observations, preserved
in Lieutenant Greely's private journal, is still sufficiently legible to afford a means of verification for a large part of the transcript
values.
TABLE I I .-St'.!fgauges used at Fort Conger and corrections applied b)' the obserrer to reduce readings to ideal standard zero.





---- --._------------ --------.- ----------------_..._--_. ----------------_._---_.._- --,
To-From-










I Aug. 20,1881 _____ Aug. 24, 1881,4 p. m __ + 36.4 VI Ocl. 26, 1882. ______00_
Feb. i, 1883 h __ U ____ + 5·7
I: _.- VI Feb. 8, IS83 u _______ Feb. 14, [883 ___h ---- + 3·4II ,\ug. 24, 1881,5 p. 111 ___ 1rec. 20, 188 I _ + 12.° ~rar. 9, 1883 ---- ------ 0.8- - - - -- 28.0 VI Feb. [5, 1883 - - -t--III Dec. 2 I, 1881 _ ___ _ Jan. 20, 1882,7 a. m--- - __ nVI lIar. 1O, 1883_ Mnr. 27,1883 ____• ____ I. IIII Jan. 1882,8a.m. __ Ian. 18S2, 7 P: moo_ - 35·7 - -' ~ -_.-2O, 21, Mar. 28, [883 __·___ Apr, 2, 1883 _____ 2·9IV Ian. 1882, 8 p. m __• ·Feb.8, ISSz,8p. m ___ . -- 17· .\ VI - -_.21,
24. 6 VI Apr. .I, [883 -- -... -- Apr. 6, 1883 ---- -. ---- 3·7IV Feb. 8, 1882, 9 p. m Feb 18, IS82, 8 a. m - - - - May 31, 1883----p--- 4· 5---- VI Apr. 7, 1883 -.--------IV Feb. 18,1882, 9a. m June 19,1882 _________ - 25· 7 rune [5. [1'8; - ----- 4. 6IV June 20, 1882, I a. 111 ___ .I une 20, 1882, 12 p. 111 _ 26.S VI Tune I, 18S3 _-- 'june 23, 18'<;3 .. --- 5. 6IV [une 21, 1882, I [une 2[, [S82, 12 P: m , 27·4 VI "line 16. ISS,,_ Iune 28, 1883 _______U 6.6a.111 ___ VI "line 24, 1883 -IV June 22, 1882, I a. m ___ }une 23. 1882, 12 P: 111 29. 0 :rune 29t.1883- Iune 29, [S83 - -__...-- 7. 6II June 14, ISS2 ________ , June 2<), 1882,4 P: III - "t- 12. ° VI '[ulv [, 1883 ._n_' ___ · 8.6V June 29, 1882,5 p. 1l1_._ ( let. 14, IS82 + 4. 8 VI Tune 30, [883 - \ug. 9,1883--- _n ___ + 39·5- - ~ -- -- VII )uly I, 1883,2 a. 111VI Oct, 15, 1882 ________ ._ Oct. 25, 1882 __ + 6. 5
------------
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On proceeding to the reduction of the observations, the transcript values were first laid down upon profile paper and
examined, and such as fell so wide of the mean as to be obviously due to erroneous readings, blunders in reduction to standard
zero, or errors in transcription, were corrected by graphic interpolation. It is almost needless to say that the principle involved
in the correction of observations, always a dangerous one, is especially so in dealing with tidal observations. Here theory is
limited, by the imperfection of the analytic instrument it employs, to the consideration and quantitative estimation of the direct
effects of the tide-producing forces, and the mind, thereby rendered familiar with an ideal state of things of great comparative
simplicity, is apt to imagine a minute regularity in the phenomena of the tides which they are very far from possessing, and a
consequent disposition to soften the rugged outlines of nature might very readily lead to the elimination of facts all the more
valuable by reason of their egregious character. . In what is believed to have been the exercise of a sound discretion this prin-
ciple of the rejection of unusual observations was very sparingly applied.
A comparison of Tables I and II indicated that the observations of the second year, beginning with the readings on Gauge
No. VI, had been reduced to a zero almost exactly 10 inches lower than that selected September 12, 1881, a result confirmed
by the plotted curve, which ranged higher the second year by some 8 or 10 inches. On computing the daily and monthly
half-tide levels the same fact was clearly put in evidence, and the locality of the change of level determined with considerable
precision.
The following conclusions with respect to the several parts of the series were reached after an examination of all the data:
I. That from August 20, 1881, until June 29, 1882, Gauge No. II was the standard, the observers aiming to reduce all
readings to a zero point 12 inches lower than the zero on that gauge; that Gauge No. II was stable; that the relation in
altitude of the several gauges in use to Gauge No. II was from time to time ascertained with tolerable accuracy, and the cor-
rections to reduce to it changed in accordance with those determinations and the then known vicissitudes of the gauges, and
that in this matter we can not do better than trust to the men on the ground.
2. That Gauge No. V began to go down about noon of August 19, 1882, carrying the plane of reference with it, and that
it continued to settle until superseded October IS, 1882, by Gauge No. VI. Hence a correction of some 9.8 inches must be
distributed over that period, and as Lieutenant Greely's journal shows that the gauge was in almost continuous trouble from
the ice during the whole time, and as there are, neither in the observations themselves nor elsewhere, data to warrant an une-
qual distribution, a distribution proportional to the time has been adopted.
3· That from October 15, 1882, until July I, 1883, a constant correction of 9.8 inches is required.
Table III contains the corrections applied to the transcript values to reduce the whole series to a plane of reference 28.19 1
feet below the standard bench-mark established August 24, 1881.
T ABLE III.-Corrt'clzQni applied to the FiJll Conger transcript ualues 10 reduce them to a plane of reference 28.191 feet below the




Aug. 20, 1881. n_. _








Sept. I, 1882 u • u _





Sept. 19,1882 .. nnn __
Sept. 25,1882 .. _
Oct. I, 1882_ 00 ._ ._. n.






Aug. 19, 1882. Noon __ .nn __
Aug. 25, 1882. . .
Aug. 31, 1882 h
Sept. 6, 1882•. _. __ . .
Sept. 12, 1882 _
Sept. 18,1882 __
Sept. 24, 1882 . __ I
Sept. 3°,1882 -1
Oct. 6,1882 __uu. h ,
Oct. 12,1882. . __ . __ ' .... __ .












---_._ "'" --.._---_._-- -- _---_.._--_._---.._-----
The series of hourly observations, extending from August 20, 1881, to June 30, 1882, inclusive, were not affected by the
instability of Gauge No. V. They are given in Table IV below as they stand in the record brought from Fort Conger, that
is, they are the gauge readings affected WIth the corrections in Table II only. The times of observation are seven minutes
past the even hour of Washington mean time noted in the first column on the left, and the heights are referred to a horizontal
plane passing 28.191 feet below the standard bench-mark established August 24, 1881. All values marked in the transcripts
as inter~olated by the observers are here in~cated by an asterisk (-), and interpolations during this reduction by a dagger (t~.
The heights are given to tenths of inches, as noted by the observer, although the last figure must be regarded as illusory. It IS
rather a measure of the observer's faithful endeavor to secure valuable results than of any quantity in nature.
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TABLE IV.-Hourly readings of tide staff.
I August, 1881. September, 1881.I
Hours.
--.._----_.
20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 I 3° 31I 2 3
------------ ------ -----! -------
Inches. ' Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. ' Inches. i Inches. Inches. Inches. Inckes. Inches. bunes. In,hes. bunts.0
------- _. ----- -------
'61. I 69·7 74.0 78.0 82.0 So. 0 74.6 ! 65. 0 60. I 53.° 46.0 3S·7
I 40. 6 51. 3 48.2 44. 8 62.0 t 65·0 79.0 78.0 76.0 70.0 68.0 62.0 51.° 41.02 37·9 36.3 ,------- 37. I 39·9 44·5 50. 0 63.0 68.0 7°.3 71. 0 69·8 65. 0 56.0 45.0
3 38.3 33· 5! 23· 3 28. I 29·5 37.0 50. 0 60.0 58.8 57.0 64.0 66.0 61.0 49.0
4 42. 8 35·7 25·7 20.8 16.0 22. I 29.0 39.0 42.0 48.0 57·5 61.0 ('3. ° 51.0
5 45·9 40.6 34. 6 27·4 22·3 13·5 14.6 17.0 20.0 27.0 36.0 46.5 56.0 60.8 55.0
6 54. 8 48.2 41. 6 35·9 23. 8 18.0 12·9 13.0 12.0 17.0 24. 0 32.8 48.0 55. ° 55. 0
7 55· 5 55. 2 53·3 31. 5 27·5 21.° 16.0 13. 0 12.0 17. 0 25.0 39.0 47·5 52.0
8 58.7 58. 6 60.2 48.2 45·4 41.° 32.5 25. 0 21.5 16.0 17. ° 23. 0 31.° 4°. 0 47.0
9 55·5 62·4 67. I 58. 6 57. 2 57.0 49.0 42.0 36.0 25. 6 23. 0 25.0 3°.0 34·5 40.0
10 52. I 60·7 67. 0 70. I 66.6 68.0 66.0 58.0 53.° 39·5 34.0 30.0 32.0 34. 0 t36.0
II 46. 8 54·5 62.8 68. 3 70.4 74.0 74.0 71.5 68.0 56.0 47.0 t42.0 40.0 31.° 31.0
Noon. 41. 6 45. 8 52. 2 57·3 66.6 71.° 76.7 80.0 76.8 69.8 60.4 55.0 47.0 36.0 30.0
I 36.3 41. 3 43. 6 49·3 57. 2 61.° 71.° 76.0 80.0 7J. 0 68.0 64.0 54.0 42.0 32.0
2 32.9 33. 8 39·3 42. 6 49.0 59.0 67.0 71.2 71.° 71. ° 69.8 62.0 5°.0 35.0
3 34. 6 32.9 26·7 29. 2 31.° 40. 0 48.0 51.° 61.° 67.0 7°·0 67. 0 55·5 41.°
4 32.9 26.0 25·4 19.0 26.6 35.0 42.0 47.2 56.5 63.0 66.0 60.0 48.0
5 41. 6 41. 3 28.8 25·4 17.0 13·5 17.0 22. 5 28.0 33.0 44.0 54.0 62.0 61. ° 53.0
6 46. 8 38.9 32. 2 26.0 16.0 17.1 15.0 18.0 23.0 34.0 44·5 56.0 62.0 53. 0
7 52. ° 37.8 45·9 29·3 t 22.O 18·5 16.0 18.0 26.0 37.0 48.0 5
6.0 57. 0
- ... _--- - ------
8 63·5 53.6 61. 3 38.0 35.0 28·5 25. 0 20.0 25.0 34.0 43.
0 51.° 49.0
- ------ - ------ 48.5 31.° 34.0 39·5 45·5 52.59 68·9 75·3 72.5 67·7 71.5 57.° 41.° 33.0 3°·0
10 76. 0 75. 2 75. 2 70.0 63.0 55.0 52.0 43.0 39.0 37.0 4
0.5 41.8 46.0
- ------ - .------ 63.0 5°.0 45.0 42.0 39.6 40.0 III 72. 2 76. 2 77- 2 79.0 80.0 70. 0 57.0
--_.---- ------- I ::":.=:::::::=::::~:::.-::-.....:::::::::=~:.::::-=:--=,,-.:-
I September, 1881. I
IHours. ·------1
12 13 14 15
1~-1 17 , 18 ,




inches. Inches. ! Inches. Inches. ' Inches. Inches. Inches. '
Inches. Inches.
Inches. Int'hes. Inches. Inches. Inches. blches. ' 66.0 i 56.0 47.0 43.0 42.0 37.00 35. 0 38. 0 53.0 51.0 72. 0 82.0 86.0 go.7 i 79·4 62.0 53.0 47.0 41.5 34.066.0 78.0 87. 0 81.2 73·3I 33.0 29.0 43. 0 38. 0 51.5 66.0 57·7 51.° 42.5 32.044.8 59.0 7J.o 75. 0 7J. 02 33.0 24.0 31.0 22.0 33·3 60.0 61.6 62.0 59. 0 53.0 45.2 • 35.0
38. 0 18.0 25.0 39·5 60.0 39·53 24. 0 20.0 I I. 0 42.0 49. 8 56.0 57.0 57.0 5°·3
4 42. 0 30. 0 22.0 9·5 10·5 12.0 21.5 35.
0
34·5 44.0 52.0 53° 51. I 44·5
5 48. 0 39· 7 28.0 12.0 10·5 2.0 7.0
25. 0 25. 5 36.0 43.0 48.0 52.5 49.015. 0 27. 06 52.0 46.9 38.5 25.0 14.0 9.0 I I. °
10.0 28.0 37.2 46.0 51.5 52.°18.0 8.0 12·5 18.07 54.0 52.5 50. 0 39.6 32.5 17·5 16.0 23. 0 32.0 42.0 49.0 53.029. 0 20.0 19. 0 45.8 5°.08 49. 0 58.5 62.0 54.0 49. 0 34.0 36.0 27. 0 24. 0 15. 6 3°.0 3
8.0
69. 0 67. 7 65. 8 55·9 49·5 37.0 42.0 46.
0
9 43. 0 59·3 69. 0 54.0 44.0 34.0 21. ° 3
1.0
38.510 41. ° 54.0 66.0 73.0 78. 0 70.5 47.0 31.° 36.0 37.0
40. 0
86.0 68.0 59.0 36.8 37.0II 35·5 45. 6 58. I 70. 6 81. 8 80.0 83. 8 70.0 60·5 5°·2 42.0 4
0. 0
Noon. 29. 0 34.0 46. 0 61.0 76. I So. 0 93.0 69. 0 59.0 49.0 44.0 35·5 31.°71. 0 84. 0 86.0 77- 0 48.0 37·3 3°·0I 25. 0 24. 5 29.0 43. 0 59.0 76.0 76.0 7J.o 66. I 55.02 24. 0 18·7 17.0 24. 0 39. 2 51.5 75.0 67. 0 67. 0 65. 5 59.0 52.0 41.°
31.0
60.0 36.0
3 27. 5 18.0 10.0 12.5 20·5 29.0 54.
0
55.° 62.0 60.0 55.0 45·5
4 35.8 11·5 12.0 9.0 33.
0 43.0 54.0 52 . 0 58.0 54.0 51.° 41.323.0 I I. 0 20.0 36.0 37.0 47.0 55. 0 49.0
5 42.0 34.0 18·5 I I. 7 8.2 3.0 29. 0 35.0 47.0 56.0 59.
0
56.0
6 14.0 6.0 13. 0 17.0 28·5 4°. 0 49.0 57.0 57.
0
5I. 3 45. 0 31. 5 23. 0 28·5 16.0 17.0 20.0 21. ° 44.0 53· 7 58.
0 59.0
7 t61. 0 58. 8 49·7 41. 5 31.5 21.° 20·5 26.7 35.
0
50.5 52. ° 58.08 63. 0 67. I 66·5 60.0 51.° 32 . 0 35.0 3°.0 4°. 0
62.0 76. 0 67. 0 56.0 49· 5 35·5
3°.0 36.5 31.° 37·5 45.
6 49·5 54.0
9 71.9 72.0 69. 0 52. 2 41.0 43.0 43.0 47. 0
10 55.° 69. 3 76.5 84. 0 82.0 71.0 83.0 67.0 58.0 46.0 35.
0 4°·0
II 47·0 59.0 68·5 83. 0 . 86.2 84.0I
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TABLE IV.-Hourlv readings of tidestaff-Continued.
_... _-".~_._ ...__._-
October, 1881. November, 1881.
Hours. - . _._.,._-~"-------,---
IlJ 20 ZI 22 23 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 I 28 29 - 30 I 31 I I 2 I 3
_________i___'_____
IIZ{·/~is. Indus. Inrhrs, Indus.
---1----------
Indus. In,hts. Inches. Inchts. Inches. Inches. [nches, Inches. I Inches. Inches. i Inches. Inches.
0 41. 0 49. 0 54. 0 60.0 65. 0 71.0 no 72. 0 69·5 57.0 5°· I 41.° I 37· I 25.0 29.0 22·7I 32 . 0 30. 0 32 . 0 44. 0 46. 0 60.0, 65.0 68·5 70 • 0 62.° 59.0 5°·0 42.0 23.0 22·5 19.0
2 2<).0 21. 0 2).0 27. 0 31. 0 40.5 49.0 56. 0 62.0 61.5 62.0 59·5 47.0 29.0 21 5 14.0
3 2S.0 IS.O 17·5 15. 0 18·5 23.0 29.0 40. 0 45.0 54.0 62.0 t59·0 54.0 36.0 26·5 16·5
4 33· 5 21. 0 16.0 9. 0 7. 0 9. 0 13.0 25.0 33·5 44.0 58.0 58.0 58. 0 43·5 31.4 22.2
5 40 . 0 31. 0 25.0 14·7 4. 0 5. 0 3·5 7. 0 20.0 3°·0 43.0 54·5 61.° 51.5 41.3 27·0
6 4')·0 43. 0 33. 0 29. 0 12·5 10.0 5.0 5. 0 7.0 19.0 32.0 49.0 •59·5 56.0 52.8 31.6
7 57. 0 57. 0 41>·0 40. 0 32. 0 26.0 14.0 10.0 10.0 14.0 t 26.0 40.0 54.0 57.2 61.8 *50. 0
8 63. 0 65. 0 610 56. 0 45. 0 41. 5 31.0 19.0 14·5 16.0 24.0 34.0 49.0 55.° 63.0 6g.0
9 65. 0 70.5 no 70. 0 65·5 58. 0 48. 0 36. 0 26·5 19.0 25.0 32.0 40.5 47·0 53.5 71.5
10 61. 0 6S. 5 74. 0 75. 0 75·5 74·5 66.0 53.0 42.0 32.0 3°. 0 31.5 36. 0 39.0 47·5 7°·2
II 55. 0 61. 0 6S. 3 73.0 79. 0 83. 2 76. 8 71.° 58.0 45.0 38.0 34.0 33.0 31.0 40.0 53·5
Noon. 46. 0 47. 0 58. 0 64. 0 71.0 79.0 79·5 78. 0 69·5 56.5 48.0 41.° 34.0 25·5 29·4 40. 0
I 36. 0 35. 0 44· 5 5°·0 58. 0 71.° 73- 0 76. 0 no 67.8 59·3 48.0 38. 0 24.0 21.0 27·5
2 2().O 30. 0 3°. 0 36. 0 42. 0 64. 0 61.0 68·9 69.0 70. 0 64.0 54.0 44.0 27·5 21.5 20.0
3 2].0 20.0 21. ° 21. ° 25. 0 34. 0 42.0 55. 0 58.0 65.0 66.6 64·5 52.0 37.0 26.0 19.0
4 31. 0 20.0 21. 0 14. 0 14·7 20.0 29.0 39. 0 47.0 58.0 64·5 67-5 57. 6 47.0, 37·9 25.8
5 40. 0 34. 0 24.0 11".0 10·5 16.0 17.° 25.0 32.0 45.0 57.° 66.0 63·5 54.0 50.7 39·9
6 5°·0 46. 0 37. 0 25. 0 18.0 18.0 13.0 16.0 24·5 35.0 49.0 62.° 65.
0 63·5 62·9 58.3
7 60·5 59·5 51. 0 39. 0 32.0 27. 0 17.° 17.° 16.0 26.0 39.0 5J. 0 61.°
66.0 66.0 66.2
8 66. 5 69·0 04. 0 55. 0 4.'1·0 41. ° 27.0 25.0 19.0 24,5 33.0 46.0 53·5 62·5
68.8 70.5
9 70. 0 73. 0 72. 0 67. 0 62.0 56.5 43.0 35. 0 26.0 27.0 30. 0 39.0 45.
0 55.0 65· I 72.5
10 67. 0 58.° 49. 0 37.0 33.0 29·5 35.0 37.0 45.0 54. 2 66.07°·0 73. 0 73. 0 73. 0 70. 0
II 57. 0 63. 0 l){j.o 70. 0 76. 0 76. 0 66.0 62.0 47.0 42.0 34.0 34.0 29.
0 33·3 40.3 54.0
--:..:;.:::::::~~.:..:.._~==::::::::=:.:::=~;
November, 1881.
Hours. - -----~ .. ,...~.. __.-




Inches. fluh,·s. In,-hes. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.fnt'hn. fn,hes. I,uhes. h,dl!'s. I1I,.hes. Indus. Indus. 26.036. 0 37.0 29. 0 26·5 31.0 41.°0 39.0 5('. o 1>'1.0 75. 0 78. 0 79. 0 69. 0 63.0 47.0 26·5 24.0 30.0 28.066.0 54. 0 48.0 41.° 31.0I IS·3 39. 0 5.\-0 64. 0 70. 0 7.\.0 70. 0 35.0 i 29. 0 22·3 26.0 21.°2 '4.0 4+. 0 58. 0 62.0 63. 0 67. 0 58.0 51.° 47.
0
25.0 22.0 20·524. 0 37. 0 62.0 t55·9 53.0 49.0 40.0 31.°3 12.0 10.0 23. 0 25.0 37. 0 46. 0 5°·0 51.° 52.° 43.0 38.5 36.0 3°·0
24·5
4 15.0 Ih. ° 15. 0 25.0 3°·0 35. ° 51.° 44.
0
48.5 50. 0 44.0 40. 0 34.07. 0 36. 0 46. 0 50. 05 27.6 22. ° 17· 5 14·5 18.0 23. 5 27.0 34.
0
28.0 36. 0 45.0 48.0 54.0 47.0 49.
0 48.0
(, 42. (, 34. 0 Z(I.O 20.0 19. 0 20.0 22.0 24.0 46.0 55.° t56.0 59.0 59.023. 0 31.° 40. 0 6g·57 58. 0 53. 0 43. 0 2s' 0 27. 0 23. 0 21.° 20.0 36. 0 53.0 61. 5 65. 022.0 27. 0 44.08 68. 2 60.0 40 . 0 32. 0 25. 0 22.0 48. 0 57.0 66.0 74.071. ° 43. 0 28.0 27.° 26.0 33.0 37·59 no 1'13. ° 78. 0 (,8.° 54. 0 43. 0 32 . 0 34.0 42.0 51.0 62.0 73-031.° 28.0 32.0 62·510 76. 8 F9·0 90. 0 85. 5 7.1. ° 57. ° 46. 0 40. 0 30.7 33· 5 37.0 40.5 53.060.0 54. 0 39. 0 35.0 52.0II 68.0 84·0 ')J. o 92. S 75. 0 72.5 35.0 33.0 33.0 35.0 43.064. 5 48. 0 43.0 36.0 38.0Noon. 53. 0 70.0 7~)· ° '10.6 80·3 76. 0 71.° 55.0 5°·0 41. ° 33·5 32.0 32.
0
I 37·0 53·5 63.0 7'). ° 76.0 74. 0 75.° 70.
0
56.0 47.0 38.5 33.0 30.0
28·5 29. 0
t 6j.0 70. 0 73.0 70. 8 61.0 38. 0 32.0 27·5 23. 52 24. 0 35·0 47. 0 h2.0 61.0 59·5 52.° 43·5h2.0 64. 0 38.5 31.0 25. 03 1').0 23. 0 3°·0 45. 0 47. 0 54. 0 59·5 56.0 59.0 59.0 49·5 43.
0
41.5 35.0
4 '9. 0 18.0 18.0 3°·0 37. 0 41. 0 5°·0 48.0 56.0 54.0 54.0 54.
0 45·5 44·5
5 26.') 27.0 29. 0 39.0 48. 0 56.5 57.0 54.0 5
2.0
24. 0 11).0 22.0 28.0 38. 0 41.0 5°·0 5°. 0 61.0 63. 0 59.0() 44. S 37. 0 2').0 21. 0 21.0 22.0 35·7 42.0 46. 0 55·5 59.
0
63.0 70. 0 68.07 2').0 20.0 22.0 29. 0 36. 0 51.° 57.05'),3 53.0 4°.5 39. 0 29.0 37.0 58.5 69.0 72.5S (,'). .3 70.0 5('· 5 47· 7 3,)·0 28.0 24. 0 25.
0
31.0 34.0 43.0 49·5 63. 5 71.°38. 0 32.0 27. 0 27. 0 41. 5 52.°9 78.0 82.0 70. 0 63. 0 54.0 36. 0 28.0 29. 5 3°·0 39.
0 53.0 60.010 77.° 86·5 79· 5 75. 0 h7· 0 52. 0 45.
0 31.0 28.0 31.° 32. 0 ,
41.0
60.0 ; 42. 0 32.0 ; III (,8·3 80.0 81. 0 81.0 74. 0 hJ.O --
--"-<" - -~._-_._------
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TABLE IV.-Hourly readings of tide st/if-Continued.
3 4 5
Inches. Inches, Inches.
37. 0 47·0 53. 0
31. 0 40. 0 40. 0
25. 0 22.0 27. 0
22.0 16.0 17. 0
26.0 14·0 14. 0
33·5 27·0 15. 0
41. 0 38. 0 28.0
49·5 56. 0 43. 0
70. 0 69. 0 60.0
79. 8 76. 0 74. 0
75. 0 79. 0 83. 0
64. 0 73. 0 83. 0
51. 0 69. 0 72.5
40. 0 55. 0 58. 0
25. 0 31. 0 43. 0
23. 0 22.0 27. 0
26.0 18.0 21. 0
37. 0 23. 0 20.0
49. 0 36. 0 28.0
63. 0 51. 0 43. 0
71. 5 62.0 56. 0
75. 0 70. 0 68.0
72. 0 72. 0 74. 0


























I \ December, 1881.
Hours. I I Ii· I I ! '-I I
_-;_2_1_1~_23_1~_2_5_!~_2_71~!~!~_1_;__2_1
Indus. Inches. bulus. Inches.! Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.'. Inches. : Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
47. 0 58.0 66.0 76. 0. 77.0 74. 0 68.0 56.0: 40.0 i 30.0 24.0 28.0 37. 0
34. 0 43. 0 52. 0 63. 0 72.0 74. 0 72. 0 63.0 50.0 40.0 28.0 28.5 31.0
22.026.035.047.056.067.070.068.055.047.036.032.029.0
16.0 22.0 21. 0 31. 0 38. 0 59.0 59.0 63.0 59. 0 56. 0 45. 0 40. 0 34. 0
17·0 12.0 14. 0 17·0 24.0 35·0 46.0 56.0 56.0 60.0 52.0 50. 0 41.0
26.0 15. 0 11.0 13·0 16.0 20.0 41.0 42.0 49.0 60.0 57. 0 60.5 51.5
40.0 27. 0 19. 0 16.0 15. 0 12.0 29.0 31.0 41.0 54.0 61.0 69.5 62.0
56.044.034.028.017.011.017.022.032.047.059.072.573.0
69. 0 60.0 53. 0 42.0 28.0 22.0 17.0 15.0 24.0 40.0 53.0 72.0 78. 077.075.073.052.045.034.028.017.022.033.044.069.079.0
So. 0 81.2 82.0 75·0 61.0 50.0 38.5 28.0 24.5 27.0 37. 0 58.0 70. 0
74·0 no 86.0 88.577.067.054.041.030.027.531.049.057.0
62. 0 65. 079. 088.086.0 So.0 68.0 50.040.031.030.041.044.0
50.053.071.074.082.082.079.062.050.034.032.039.035.0
37.036.054.060.072.077.082.071.060.045.038.041.032.0
32. 0 23· 0 36. 0 46.0 56.0 65.0 73.0 72.0 67.0 58.0 49. 0 45.0 34. 024·0 18.0 28.0 25·0 42.0 49.0 61.0 64.5 68.0 63.0 56.0 55.5 39. 027·5 19. 0 20.5 20.026.035.048.056.063.068.063.068.5 53. 039·0 28.0 24. 0 20.0 20.0 20.0 35.0 43.0 59.0 61.0 67.5 75.5 63. 054·0 42. 0 36. 0 28.0 18.0 18.0 29.0 28.0 49.0 54. 0 67. 0 80.0 72. 068.0 55· 0 52. 0 43· 0 23. 0 20.0 22.0 23.0 34.0 47. 0 t62.0 79. 0 74.574.068.068.056.039.029.024.020.026.036.053.069.071.0
77. 074.5 So. 5 69.054.044.032.022.022.028.042.057.063.0
71.0 75. 0 82·5 76.0 67·0 56.0 43.0 31.0 28.0 23.0 33. 0 47.0 49. 0
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2423 _~~_II~ __2_7_1~1~ 30 I 31
--I. I i --1--(---
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.: Inches. Inches. Inches.' Inches. i Inc/us.
75.0 78. 0 67. 0 54. 0 41.0' 34.0 23.5 21.0 21.0 32.0
65. 0 75. 0 76. 0 65. 0 t54·3 38.5 27.0 25·5 19·5 28.0
57.5 62.0 69. 0 65.0 60.0 45·0 39·5 3°. 0 20.5 21.0
4°.°43.055.0 57. 0 59.052.547.0 36.0 24·0 23.0
15.0 23.0 36.0 47.0 53.0 54.0 54. 0 44. 0 31.0 28·5
8.0 13.024.036.0 45.0 51.0 57.°57. 0 39.0 34.0
9.0 5.0 12.0 16.0 33.°38.051.0 59·5 46.5 48. 0
20.0 10.0 5.0 10.0 22.024.046.558.552.0 53.0
32.0 20.0 9.0 9.0 15.0 19.0 40. 0 54. 0 59·5 57.0
52.7! 34.0 21.0 13.0 15.0 18.0 33.0 5°.0 56.0 61.0
71.°54.038.024.0 20.020.028.0 44.0 52.058.0
85.5, 72. 0 57·7 39. 0 30·3 24. 0 26.0 34·5 44·5, 53-0
89. 0: 74. ° 73·0 54.0 42. 2 31. ° 25· ° 30. ° 35· 0: 50.°
81.776.079.067.0 53.043.0 34. 0 27. 0 28.742.0
70.0 70.0 77.0 73.0 61.5 52.0 41.0 29·3 26.0 31.0
49.0 58.0 65.7 69.0 67.0 t5 6. 0 47. 8 35. 0 28.0 26.0
28.0 44.0 47.6 60.0 60.6 60.0 54.0 42.0 32.5 27.0
17.0 27.0 37.0 41.0 52.0 58. 0 57. 0 50. 0 43·5 36. 0
11.5 15.0 19.0 27.0 39.0 51.5 56.°155.5 52. 0 46. 0
15.0 11.0 11.0 17.0 25.0 40.5 54.8. 56.5 60.0 53.0
24.0 14.8 9. 5 I I. 0 19.° 30. ° 46. ° i 53· ° 62. ° 62. °
39. 0 26.0 12.0 11.0 13.0 22.0 36. 6 1' 46. 0 59.0 63·5
52. 0 39. 0 26.0 17. 0 16.017.528.036.048.059.°:
69. 0 56. 0 39. 0 29. 0 21.019.522.028.041.0 51.°iI
























































8 1 9 I 10 12 I 13 I 14 IS 16
, 17 18 I 19 20 21 22
7 11 I
---------
Inches. I Inches. IInches.
--I--i--I- - --I
In£hes. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
Inches. Inches. Inches. [Inches.! Inches. Inches. Inches.: Inches. 45.6 61. ° 77.0 87. 3 8<J.1
° 68.0 63. ° I 61. ° i 53· ° 44. 0 37.0. 34· 2! 35.0 32. I 26.° 41. 5 34.0 48. 0 66.0 79·3 7'1.. 7
I 66·5 67.5 66.0! 65. ° 53. 0 45.5! 42. ° i 39· 5 35· 0
23. 0 32.° 31.8 48.0 65. 3 68.253. ° I 48.0 i 48.° 40. ° 22.5 3°· 5 22·52 55· 5 59· 0 I 64· 5 i 69. ° 60·5 58.5 I 52.5 56.5 45· 5 26.0 27·6 17·3 19. 5 36. 0 37·9
48.7
3 40. 0 46. 6 I 55· 3 i 58. ° 58.3 18.0 15. 0 22.0 20.8 25·7
4 24. 0 31. 5 42.5 I 45· 5 47. 0
52.0' 54. 0 61.0 51.0 32.0 3°·0 25·5 17·5 18.0 10·3 8·747.5 51.0 65. 5 57·5 40.9 40. 05 13. 0 18.0 I 28.0 I 33· 0 38. 0 42.4 46. ° 65· 5 60·3 49· 5 53· 5 37.0 24·7 23. 0 9· 3 0·36 8.0 I I. 0 20.0 1 25· 5 30. 8 37.0 41.8 62.0 66.0 57.0 62.0 52. 2 36.5 28.0 20·3 1.77 II. ° 10.0 14.0 I 17. 6 25. 5 68·5 58.5 42.3 33·3 12·7
8 21. ° 16.0 17. 0 I 16.0 21. 5 31.037.458.365.561.270.0 78. 0 74.0 67. 3 53- 3 31.7
9 36.5 28.0 26.0 ! 21. 0 22·3
27.0 33.5 54.0 61.0 61.8 75.
0
82·5 86.0 84·3 72.3 52.7
10 49. 0 41. 5 37. 0 : 36. 0 28.0
30.0 33.8 48.5 55. 0 57.0 ~~.8 78.5 88.0 93·3 go. 3 73. 2
11 61. ° 53·5 5I. 5 : 43. 0 37. 0
36. 5 36.° 45· ° 49· ° 1;.53· ° . ~ 71. 5 So. ° t91. 9 93·3 85. 9
Noon. 73-5 68.0 62.0 I 5J. 0 45. 0
45. 2 39· ° 43· 7 42.° 44· 9 59· 58. 0 66.0 So. 3 t 85·3 88.22.° 45. ° 44· 0 39· ° 41.° 5°· ° 63. I 75·3 78. II I 73. 0 74. 0 70. 0 I 62.0 54. 0 h.5 49. 8 49. 0 39·5 37.0 3~'~ 40.5 50. 0 61. 22 66.0 68.0 67. 0 59·3 28·5 32. 0 42.3 54·370.0 i 60. ° 54· 8 55·0 41. ° 4°· 5 ~8' 0 42.8 43·73 54. 5 59· 5 68.0 i 62·3 60.0 23. 0 24. 0 25. 5
4 58.5 I 56. 0 58. 0 57.0 5
8.5 47. 0 44'~ '0 27. 0 20·5 16.8 18.8 23·339. 0 44·0 54. 0 54 ° 58. 7 63. 0 54· 2 54· 35· 38. 0 24· 5 17·3 10.8 7·75 23. 0 33. 0 44· 5 44. 0 49. 0 45'0 56.2 63. 0 59. 2 59.0 4~.9 24·5 21. I 3·76 15. 0 21. 0 25. 0 32. 0 39·5 37: 0 50.3 62.0 61.0 64. 0 ~'g 50. 0 35.0 36. 8 25·7 9·763. 0 49. 67 12.0 15. 0 17. 5 22.0 30. 0 28.0 43· ~ 5~'g R~ ~g: ~ 7~: 5 66·5 55·3 38. 2 21.7 i8 18.8 17. 0 17. 0 17. 0 2 5. 0 72.0 40.7 I
9 18.0 18.0 23. 0 37· 4'5 40'5 62.0 68.0 76.
0 77.0 73· I 57·327. 0 23.0 21. 0 84·9 71.2 61. 710 36. 0 23. 0 21.0 2I. 2 3
2. 0 39·' 5 5 72.5 79·540.0 29. 0 25.7 31.5 34·5 33·3 52.5 9·
II 53. 0 48.0 I 41. 0 34. 0 27. 0 i ._-,.-
I
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TABLE IV.-Hourly readings of tide staff-Continued.
I ---r-------------
1Hours.
January, 1882. February, 1882.
------ ---
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 3° 31 2 3 5 6 7
------------------ ----------- -----j
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. I Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
0 77- 7 67·7 50.7 3°·5 24. 2 21. 2 25·5 33. 2 41. 7 45·7 55·7 61. 7 66·7 64·7 56.7 61. 71 82·9 69·7 62.2 40. 2 *34·7 26·7 24·7 29.0 34·7 33·7 49·7 5°.7, 58.7 60·7 59·7 65·7
2 So. 2 73-7 73·7 51. 7 43. 2 33·7 27·7 27·9 27·9 27· I 33· I 37·7 44·7 52. 2 51. 2 59· I
3 66·7 67. 2 71. 7 58.7 50.7 39· 7 30. 2 28·9 24· 7 20.2 23.2 26·4 30. 2 36. 6 37. 2 48. 2
4 51. 7 52.7 6+7 57· 7 53·5 45·9 34· 7 33. 2 26.8 16·7 13·7 14. 2 14·2 21. 1 20. 7 33·7
5 29·7 34·7 5°·2 51.0 54· 7 5°·9 42.7 38. 2 35·9 20.0 12.2 10. 7 5· 7 9· 7 I I. 2 17· 76 8. 2 19·7 36.7 40. 2 5°·9 55. 2 50. 2 47. 6 47. 2 28·7 18·7 12·7 4·8 4·2 - 0.8 I I. 7
7 - 2.2 8·7 t 24· 2 3°·7 45·5 52.2 55·7 55·7 56. 2 42.4 30.7 23. 2 I I. 7 7·7 0.2 6·38 7·7 7· 7 15·9 21. 7 35·7 5°. 2 57·3 66. 2 59. 0 57. 2 45·7 . 37. 2 25·7 18.2 8·7 10·7
9 23·7 16·7 15· 7 16·7 29·7 45·7 54· 7 70. 7 66·5 65·7 60. 2 54·7 44·7 32.7 24·7 23·7
10 42.7 29·7 22·3 17· 7 26.2 40.7 49·5 68. 5 68·9 72. 6 71. 2 69·7 61. 7 49·7 41. 7 38.7
II 64·7 38.7 33·7 23·7 25·5 35. 2 40.7 61. 2 63·7 71. 7 74. 2 76.7 7I. 7 62·9 54·7 54· 3
Noon. 81. 7 57·7 47·7 33·7 29·5 32. 2 34. 2 50.7 53·7 63. 6 68·3 75·5 73-7 69·7 63· 7 66·7
1 88·7 76.7 60·7 42.7 35.0 32. 7 29·4 40. 6 42.2 51. 7 54· 7 64·8 67·7 65·7 65·7 71. 4
2 83. 2 So. 7 &)·7 52.5 42.7 37. 2 27·7 31.9 30. 6 37·7 39·9 48. 7 49· 7 52.9 55·7 69·5
3 76·7 74·7 67·7 58. I 48.7 42.7 29·7 29. 2 21. 7 25·5 24· 7 33·7 39· 7 37·7 43·7 56. 7
4 58. 2 63·7 59·7 56.7 51. 7 47·5 33·7 32.9 20. 7 19. 2 13· 7 20·3 19·7 22·7 27· I 42.2
5 37·7 48. 7 48.7 5°.7 52.7 51. 2 39·7 40.5 24·7 20·7 10.5 14· 7 9·7 9·7 13· 7 26.26 20.2 31. 7 34. 2 42.3 49. 2 55·4 45·7 48.7 33.0 26·7 15·7 12·7 7·0 2.2 3·4 13·7
7 17· 7 18·3 22·7 34. 2 42.9 53·9 5°·7 56.7 44·5 38. 2 29·7 20·9 12.7 3·7 0.2 7·78 12·3 12.2 13. 2 24·7 35·5 48.7 51. 7 61. 7 52. 7 49. 2 42.0 33· 7 23·7 12·7 5·7 9· 7 '
9 19. 2 13·7 9·7 16·7 29. 2 41. 7 48,9 63· 7 57·7 56. 7 55·5 47. 8 36. 7 25·7 18.2 19· 710 33· 5 21. 2 I I. 7 14. 2 21·7 34·9 43·9 58.9 59·7 64·7 63· 7 I 59. 2 5°·7 38.5 35· 7 33. 2
II 50. 2 34·7 19·3 17·7 19·7 28.2 37·7 5°·7 56. 2 64. 2 66. 7 66·7 61. 4 52.7 50. 2 47· 7
February, 1882.
8 9 lei II 12 I 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23
--- --_._-- --- --------- ---- --- -_. -_. --------
i IInches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. : Inches. Inches. Inches.
°
61. 5 58.4 48.4 4°·4 31. 4 27. I 24·9 31. 6 47. 6 65·4 81.4 85·3 87-3 I
88.8 70. 8 52. 0
I 68.2 65·4 57·9 49. 2 39·4 30.4 25·4 25·4 36.4 54·4 65·4 73·3 0.6 91. 3 79. 8 64·32 67. 2 70. 6 65·4 57·4 45·5 35·5 28.0 21. 9 28·4 31. 9 51.4 52.3 68·3 84.8 78.3 69·4
3 ,62.2 65·5 63·9 59·9 54·4 41. 9 31.9 22·7 21. 7 23·4 36.9 35. 6 45. 8 . 65·9 65·5 65·3
4 46.9 54·4 53·4 58. 6 56,9 48.4 37·4 29·5 23·4 18·9 23·9 16.8 31. 5 • 45·3 49·3 55. 65 32.7 38. 8 46.9 52.4 55·4 54. I 45·4 41. 8 31. 9 23·4 13.8 5·3 7· 7 I 22.6 29. I 38. 86 23·7 32.9 39·7 47·5 5°·4 55·4 53·7 5°. 0 43·7 35·4 20·7 4·3 3· I 6·9 I I. 7 24. 6
7 18.2 24·4 30.9 39·9 44·9 55·4 58.4 59·7 59. 0 51. 7 35·9 15·5 4·0 2·3 1.6 13· 38 16·7 22·9 27·4 32.4 4°·4 52.9 59·4 67·5 72.4 68·4 54·4 31. 8 20.8 I I. 8 2·3 7. 8
9 26·9 27·9 27·4 29. I 36.4 t46· 4 56. 6 . 7°.7 81. 4 85·4 75·7 55·3 42.5 29·5 13· 3 10·310 37. 8 37·4 32. 2 29·9 34·4 42.4 52. I 67·4 82. 9 93·4 90·3 75·3 60·3 49·3 30.3 21. 3
II 51.7 50.4 41. 4 33·9 35·4 39.6 44·4 60·4 76.4 89·4 96.8 92.3 86·3 74·3 48. 8 36.3Noon. 65·5 61. 2 5°·4 40.4 38.2 33.0 37·4 5°·4 64. 2 78.9 90.3 92.3 95·3 89·3 64·3 51.3I 71. 7 7°·4 60,4 48.4 41.4 33·4 32.4 39·4 49. 0 63·4 75·3 81. 3 92.3 93. 0 76.3 63·32 71. 7 73·4 64·5 54·4 44·4 35·4 29·4 33·4 35·4 45·4 53. 8 62.6 67·3 83·3 74·4 66·3
3 63·7 68·9 63·4 58,4 49·1 40.4 31. 2 28·5 25·5 27·0 31. 3 37·3 45· 3 ! 65. 8 64. 3 65. 8
4 51. 7 60·4 59·4 57·4 51.° 44·4 34·4 31.4 23·4 19·4 16·3 19·3 34· 3 . 43. 8 47·3 58.3
5 35·9 48·4 52.4 53. 6 51.9 48,9 41. 7 38. 6 28·9 20.2 9·3 4·3 16·3 I 20.8 30.3 43. 66 25·7 34·9 41. 2 47·9 51. 7 54· 2 i 49·2 48.2 41. 4 28·4 I I. 3 0·3 4·3 6·3 22·5 28·5
7 15· 7 24·9 30.9 38.4 46.7 54·3 55,9 59·9 56.4 42.4 31. 8 7·8 4·3 1.1 1.3 17·38 13.2 18,9 25·2 30. 2 40. 6 5°. 1 58.7 68'9 70.4 58. 6 42.3 24·3 16.6 4·8 0·3 10.8
9 20. I 19·4 22·4 24·9 34·2 42.9 56.4 73· I So. 9 76. 2 1 60. 8 43. 6 32. 3 16.6 6.8 1I. 310 3°·4 26·4 24·4 23·4 29.0 35·3 49·4 69·6 . 83·7 88·4 . 78. 8 63·3 54. 0 33·3 18·3 16.8II 44·4 36.7 I 3°·4 i 27·4 27.0 28.6 . 4°·4 60.4 i 79·7 90. 0 88·3 8I.S i 73. 8 51.3 34· 5 28.8
I I
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TABLE IV.-Hourly readings of tide staff-Continued.
28 I 2 . 3 4 ~ i 6 I 7 ! 8 9 10! II
---1--1--" ------1--1------- 1--'
h~lh~lh~h~h~h~lh~ih~h~,h~h~
42. 3 53· 3 I 68. 6 66. 6 72. 5 78.3 I 75· 31' 79· 3 74· I 1 69· 8 59· 3
36.3 I 41. 8 57· 3 55· 3 61. 3 68. 8 I 76.3 78.3 76.3 76.3 69· 3
30.8 34.3 42.8 40. 8 43· 6 54·3: 66.8. 64·4 64· 3 74·7 73. 8
28.8 28.8 31.3 25.9 25.8 37.2 i 35. 8: 51.8 53.8 65.6 71.2
32.3 27.8 28.8 19.8 12.8 20.6 I 22.8 36.3 43.7 55·7 62·3
39.8 32.3 30.8 16.3 11.3 13·3 10.6 19.5 28.6 41.3 52. I
49.3 t44· 3 i 39· 3 23· 3 14·3 I I. 3 6·5 10.8 19·3 28.6 40.5
59.3 59·5' 51.8 35·3 24.6 19·3 11.7 8.2 16.0 21.8 32.3
66. 8 69. I 67. ° 48.8 39.4 33.3 22·3 21. 3 20·3 22·3 28·3
71.3 80.5 79.5 68·3 57· 9 53· 3 41. 8 36.3 31. 8 t3 0. 8 31. 5
70.4 84.3 83.8 79·3 70.3 69·3 59·3 54·3 48.3 44·3 39.8
64.4 78.3 80.5 80·3 78.3 78.8 70·3 70. 8 60·3 59·3 52.5
55.8 70.3 70.8 74.3 75·4 So.5 76.3 79·3 ]2·3 68·3 62. I
43.553.357.562.365.368.873.978.376.3 73·371.5
35.4 41.3 41.3 49·5 49. 8 54. 8 60·3 67·4 71.3 73·3 74.0
30.336.329.332.329.335.344.352.161.3 65. 17°.5
3°. 2 32.3 21.8 21. 3 19·3 19·8 29·3 35·3 51. 3 54· 3 63· 2
35. 8 36.3 21.8 15.3 9.3 9·3 13·3 19.8 32.3 40.3 53·3
44.3 46.3 28.8 19·8 12. I 6.3 5· 3 9· 3 19·3 28·3 41. 5
55.3 58. 8 43.3 33.3 20.3 14·3 8·3 9· 3 13·3 21. I 32. I
64. I ]2. 3 55. 3 48. 5 36. I 26. I 19·8 18.3 16.3 20. I 25·8
69.3 79.3 67.8 64·3 53· 3 43· I" 35· 3 28·3 25·8 26·5 28·3
69.382.375.174.368.359.352.847.141.3 36.834.3
64.3 78.8 75. I 78.3 77·3 71.3 68.8 63·3 57.8 48.9 44.6
March, 1882.February, 1882.
25
.._---- -- _.•._~~- --------
Inches. huhes. Inches. Inches. Indus.
° 43· 3 42. 3 37·3 36. S 37,3
I 54·3 52. I 43·3 38.3 34. 8
2 64. 8 60·3 49·3 42.3 34·3
3 66·9 63. 8 55. 8 47·3 37·3
4 61. 8 65·3 62·3 51. 6 t44· 5
5 53'3 61. 8 64·3 56. I 48.3
6 41. 6 56.3 64·3 61. 3 56.3
7 30.3 47. 8 61. 8 63·3 63. 8
8 22.8 40.3 57·3 62·3 66.8
9 21. ° 35. 8 51. 8 60·3 66.8
10 24· 5 35. 8 46.5 55·4 62.6
II 35. 6 37. 6 42.3 5°·3 55·3
Noon. 46.3 42.3 42.3 44·3 47. 6
I 58. 0 49. 0 44·3 40.3 39. 8
2 64. 8 54·5 49·3 4°·3 34·3
3 66.6 59. 2 53. 6 42.3 33·3
4 63·3 61. 3 57. 6 46.3 36. I
5 56.3 60. 8 60·3 51. 3 43. 6
6 46.5 56. 0 60.8 56.3 5°.3
7 35·3 49·3 57· 3 60.8 58.4
8 29. 8 35. I 51. 8 61. 3 62·3
9 24. 8 26·5 46. 8 58.3 62.8
10 27. 8 33·3 41. 7 53·3 57·5























































16 I 17 I 18 I 19 I 20 I 21 \_2~1~1~:~_!
-------'----1 i I
T h I. T h' 'Inches I Inches. : Inches. I Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
mcnes. . me es, . 8 8' 8 6 I So.8 So.3 I *63· 2 52.3~~J I ~~J ~~: ~ :~: 5 ~~: 5: 7~: 6 ~§:1 ~~: ~ ~~:1 ~~: ~
25.2 18·3 17.~ 2~:: ~~:~ ~3:j 50. 8 68.4 70.8 69·3
27·3 14'~ ~. _ 1.1 _ 1.9 11.3 32.1 52.5 58.4 63·4
34· 3 15· ·4 2 2 6.3 3. 2 13.° 30.6 42.2 54· 8
44· 3 27· 3 7· 3 6' 7 2 I 4. 7 0. 3 14·2 29· 5 42. 7
55.3 41. 5 25· 3 . . I 2 I ° 8.6 19·6 31. 3
64.554.439. 8 25. 2 7.7 20' 11'412.316.824.269.864.358.6 47·3 3~.3 8'~ 32:4 28.823.121.8
69.1 71.2 71.3 65·3 50.3 ~'4 51.2 45.7 35.6 27.863.3 69·3 75·3 t75.~ ~.~ 7~'8 ]1'1 62.7 48.7 38. 6
53.2 60·5 68.2 75· ~. 8:3 81.6 75.2 62.1 48.7
40.9 46.3 54· 3 I 64· 3 ~5' ~ 7~ 3 82.3 81. 3 71.8 56. 8
30.5 29.6 38. 4 1' 47·7 " . 733 77.4 73. 1 *63.0
22.5 20·3 20. 5 2~. ~ ~~: ~ i ~~J 53:3 64.8 67· 3 63· 3
20.4 7. 8 4.3! 8' 2.8 I 14.8 37.9 48. 8 55·5 58.&
24.5 7·3 - 0·7 1- .2 1_ 1.2 18.6 29.3 42.6 49·
33. 6 16.3 3· I ,.1- 10. 5 4· 31_ 7. 2 4.3 16.2 29·3 39· 3
45. 8 27· 3 13·8 !- 4· 7 ~. 4 _ ° 7 I. I 9.6 18.9 28.6
55.3 42. 8 30.3! 9'~ 5'~ I 12' 8 11.6 13·7 16·9 21.3
62.9 56. 3 ~o. I! 33· I . 2' 5 25. 8 20.8 24· 3 20·3
65.5 66·3 °4· 5! 53· ~ ~5' ~ i ~4: 3 47.8 35· 3 33· 3 24· 5
60.9 68·3 73-8 i 7°· . 8i: 3 i 73.3 69. I, 5°.3 41.3 33· 3




12 13 q 15
-----1
Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
I 56.3 45·3 36.4 32.3
2 65. 6 53. 8 40.3 32.3
3 71. 8 60·3 48. 6 34. I
4 71. 3 64·3 55·9 39. 6
5 66·9 63·4 59. 0 48.4
6 59. 6 60·3 61. 3 56.3
7 50. 8 56. 6 61. 3 61. 3
8 41. 3 51. 3 58. 8 63·9
9 36. 5 46.3 53·9 63. 8
10 35·2 41. 3 46. 8 60·5
II
...39·3 38. 7 42.7 54. 212 47· I 39·4 39·3 46. 0
Noon. 53. 8 42. 8 37·3 38. 8
I 59·9 46.7 38.9 34· I
2 65. 2 51. 8 43·3 33·3
3 65·5 56.4 47· 4 36. 2
4 62·4 58. 8 52 . 2 42.7
5 55·8 58.3 56.5 49·3
6 47·8 56.4 58.3 56.3
7 37. 8 48.; 56. 8 61·5
8 33· 3 42.3 52.3 62·9
9 30. 8 36.3 47. 0 60·3
10 32. 6 t32. 6 41. 3 53·3
II 37. 8 33·3 35. 8 43. 8!
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TABLE IV.-HoZir/y readings (If tide staff-Continued.
--
I March, 1882. April, 18S2.
. Hours. ---,----,---..,.--- -_..



























































































































































































































































hie/us. Indlt's. Inches. Inches. I Inches. I Inches.
° 34· 8 37· 3 47· 3 44· 8! 48.8 58. 8
1 39.4 35· 3 42. 3 36.4 i 36.7 46. °
2 40.536.138.827.824.831.5
3 44· 9 39· 3 38. 4 24· 8 18. 5 20. 6
4 50·4 44- 2 41. 5 26·4 15·4 14· 5
5 55.3 , 52.5 47·5 32. 6 20.6 17·3
6 59. ° 60. 3 56. 4 42. 7 29. 5 26·4
7 58. 6 64· 3 63· 3 52.3 43· 3 39· 3
8 56.565.768.361.857.553.5
9 5°.963.369.367.367.365.3
10 46.4 58. ° 65· 4 65· 4 68·9 72.3
II 41. 5 5I. I 55· 5 58.2 65. 2 71. I
Noon. 36.5 42.5 46.4 45· 4 54· 3 61.3
1 36.638.435.635.742.447.8




6 53· 6 57· 5 45· 5 35. 6 28·3 18.7
7 55· 8 64. 3 54· 3 48.3 42. 3 32.4
8 54.3 66,3 62·3 58.3 . 55· 3 37. I
9 51.3 65·3 64. 8 65·5 66.1 52.3
10 45.361.862.366.171.371.6














































































































---j---'--- ---1---1---,--- --_. --- ---!---------.------ ---- ---
I fndus. Inches. Inches. i Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.' Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches.
21. 5 23· 2 35· 3; 49· 4 67· 3 80·3 85· 3 74· 3 6g.8 59· 3 39· 9 41. 3 31. 5
22·3 17.0 25. 1 33. 1 49.4 61·3 74·8 74·3 76.4 68.2 53. 0 47. 8 35·3
27·5 17·0 18·3 19.6 32.3 40.4 54.4 68·4 75·9 71.5 60·5 54.3 42. 6
34·3 23. 2 17·7 12.8 16.4 22.5 33.8 53.3 68·4 67.3 63.8 58.8 48. 6
41.832.624.316.810.8 9.3 14·5 36.354.959.261.161.0 51.7
5°.343.334.824.415.8 6.8 4·4 19.541.048.755.758.555.6
54.953.749.84°.228.314.5 4·8 7.427.136.347.353.855.3
55.861.562.656.742.83°.3 15·5 5.320.325.638.647.351.5
51.3 63. 2 70.5 68·9 60·4 47.5 30.8 11.7 18·5 18.4 31.2 39.1 46.4
44·5 61.3 71. 8 77·3 t7 0·3 64·3 49·3 26·3 26·3 19.8 26,3 32.3 39·3
35. 8 51. 6 66·3 77·3 77. 6 78.5 66.3 51.3 37.8 26.3 27·3 29. 6 33·3
26·7 41,3 55.8 68.7 80.3 82.8 76,3 60.3 51.4 36.8 38.1 30.3 20.3
21·9 27·3 40.3 54. 8 69.6 77.3 79.1 67. 8 63·3 44·3 41.3 33·3 17·3
17. 0 20·3 24.8 37.5 52.3 63.3 68,3 68.6 71.3 51.5 48.5 37.8 18.8,
18.8 15.6 16.3 21.3 29.3 42.8 48.3 63.8 71.1 56.8 56.6 43. I t27·3
23. 8 16.3 12.3 9.3 16.1 23.0 31.3 53·3 65·3 55·3 58,3 t47· 6 39·3
31. 8 22.8 15.8 8.8 5.3 5.3 11·3 38.3 50.3 49. 6 57. 6 50. 8 44·3
39·4 34·3 25. 6 14·3 7·3 0·3 -0.6 21.8 38. 6 39·9 52.3 48.5 48.3
48.3 44·5 38.4 26.6 18.6 4.3 - 2.2 10.3 25· 9 28. I 45· 7 47. 8 5°.3
53.556.345.845.133.317.3 4·5 8.718.919.636.842.349.5
53.363.858.361.852.935.3 18.1 15.5 18.815.830.836.545.4
48.864.372.175.970.355.6 37.4 25.526.118.028.332.339.2
40.5 58. 6 • 74·3 83. 6 85. 0 75.3 57. 2 39·3 34. 6 24·9 29. 8 30.2 33. 8
31.3 48.4 i 63. 8 i 78.9 Sg·3 86.3 74·3 56.3 46.3 32. 8 34·3 31.3 30.9
!I
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53. I 50. 8
44· 8 49· 3
32.6 43. 8























































I I "Ilay, 1882.
I Hours. _ _
I I I~_I_I 2 I 3 I 4 I 5 I 6 I 7- i
I -I--I--~
Inches. Inches. Inches.: Inches. Inches. Inches. I Inches. Inches. Inches.
36.5 35· 3 47· 4 53· 9 64· 8 68.6 i 72.3 73· 4 71. I
30. 6 25·5 33·3 38. 8 50·3 49·5 65·3 71.3 73. 6
25,3 18.923.525.335.637.751.661.269.1
25·5 14.813.915.121.827.337.346.758.3
30.3 19. 1 13·3 5. 2 9·5 16·9 19·9 31.3 46. 6
37· 5 25· 6 20·9 7.3 10. I 4· 7 7· 8 16·9 29· 3
48,3 34.829.420.716.8 7·7 3·3 8. 6 15.9
57·4 46.342.132.427.716.2 9.3 11.3 12.7
61.7 55·5 52.9 46.9 42.8 27·3 22.y 17·7 17·3
62·7 58.3 61.6 57.7 55.8 43·9 38. 8 29. 6 23.0
56.9 56.6 62.6 64.6 64. I 57.3 51. 7 44· 2 36.3
47.5 49.856.864.166.364.562.657.048.6
36. 7 36. 7 46. I 56. 5 60.6 63· 6 66.2 64· 6 59· I
25.4 24.3 t30.5 42. I 47. I 53· 8 61. 7 65· 6 64· 6
18.8 15.616.725.339.738.349.560.563.3
16.4 9.3 6.6 12.3 24.1 20.1 31.6 44·3 55·7
19.3 10.3 5.3 4.6 4.3 6·3 14·3 26.8 41. 8
30.4 17.0 10.2 5.3 0.5 - 1.6 2.8 11.0 25·3
42.3 29.8 21.3 14.4 6.8 - 1.3 - 1.0 3. 6 12·3
52.4 43.3 38.2 28. 4 18.8 8.4 4· 7 4· 7 9· 4
60.9 54.8 52.3 45.5 35.4 24· 3 15· 8 13· I 10·4
60.6 63.264.063.0 52.94°.331.626.017.3
58.4 63.2 68.4 71.3 64.5 58.451.341.331.4
















































































17 I 18 I 19 1~1-21-1~1~1~1-25-~1~1~!~~-
---1--;--I 'Inches. . inches. Inches. Inches. filChes. Inches. Inclu»,
Inches. 1 Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. 5I. I 37.3 31. 3 28.° 29· 3 32.9 38.8
71.7! 82·3 84·5 81.3 71.5 64·3 37. 8 31.3 29.5 28·3 32.3
57.91 70.3 78.9 81·3 77-1 72·3 ~9'~ :~:~ 44.7 36.9 32.8 27.5 28.2
43.353.164.367.9 73·4 ~~.7 64'5 54.850.344.438.430.629.3
21.4 34.3 47. 1 58.5 63. 2 ·3 3'653.752.349.544.737.333.6
11.8 19.9 31.3 40. 1 50'~ 58.~ 57'1 48. 6 50.7 52.8 50.5 44·4 42.3
II. I! 11.8 18. ° 26·3 36. 45· 49· 41. I 46. 6 52.8 54·3 50.7 51.5
19.5 I 14.2 12.3 15·6 24· 3 33· 4 3§' 3 3°.3 42. I 49.5 54·5 54·6 58.3
34.9: 26·3 17. 8 14.8 17. 8 22·9 ~2:~ 22.1 34.3 42.3 50·3 55·3 (,1.8~~: ~! t~: ~ ~~: ~ ~~J ~~: ~ ~~: i 20. 3 I~. ° ~~: ~ ~~J j~: ~ ~: j ~~J
76. I 1 69.5 60.8 51. 3 39· 2 3
2. I 24·~ ~2: ~ 21. 3 24.3 29· 8 35· 6 46.4
76. 81 77.1 72.3 63·3 51.8 43·3 31. 29.5 23.3 22.3 24.4 25.8 3
6. 6
68. ° 'I 75· 6 76. 1 71. ° 63· 3 53· 3 ~~:1 37. 2 28.5 24.8 22·3 22·3 25·5
523 645 72.3 71.8 67. 8 60.1 42.4 36 6 27.7 25·3 21.8 22·3
. '6' 8 6 64.3 66.4 62·3 53- 3 . 6 8 3°.4 24·3 22·4
34.3. 4·4 58'8 8 56. 8 57.3 54.
8 46. 6 41.9 3'8 37.7 29.8 26·3
16·3 , t 29· 3 3· ~~: ° 44. 8 48.3 49· 3 47· I 45· 8 43· 44. 8 38.3 35· 5
9· 2 I 16. ° 24· 5 31. 3 35.3 41. 3 44· 4 48.3 49· 3 52. I 48.3 4fJ·3
6·3 I 8·3 13· 5 :~: ~ 18.9 26.3 32.5 38.3 47· I ~~: j 54.3 56. 3 5~· 4
12.319.3 8.712.315.318.124.332.042.1 7353:8 62. 1 ee.s
25.5\17.3 13. 0 8 17.8 17·9 18.1 27·3 35.~ 4'~ 50 . 8 61.3 70. 2
42.332.122.318.0 25.322.316.923.33°'6 j;:j 45.3 56.3 (,6·9
61.749·3 38.4 4\:~ 37.9 30·3 20·9 23.627'832.339.347.358.8
n 3 68. 3 56. 2 40.3 28.8 26·3 25·
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Hours. --_._-_.._---_._-----_.. .---- ---~----,--_..._-




Indus. In[~6. Isches. Inches. Indus. Inches. Inches. IIk·h,;;. /'It..'hc!J. Inch«:.. !luhi's. bldus. lnoli's. [nchrs, lnc/h'.". Inches.
0 51. 8 60·7 1o~3 79. I SI. S So. 6 73· I 59. 8 48. 5 38.3 31. 8 21. I 29.S 38. 8 52. 6 65. 2
I 39·4 47. 8 59. 6 7°·3 So. 3 85·3 82.8 ""'? .., 58.3 47·3 .38. I 21. 2 23·3 27·5 41. 3 5I. 5t » • ..)
2 28.6 33·3 44. 8 55. 2 71· 5 So. 5 81. 9 7S·5 ;0.8 58.] 46.] 25·3 19.o 19·3 26·3 38. 8
3 20. I 21. I 29·9 38.3 55·7 64· 5 71. 3 ;6·3 ;6·3 68·9 57· 7 33-3 -r-: , IS.9 23. I 26·3~;) . .)
4 16.8 17. I 18·3 25·5 38.3 50. 6 62.0 67· I -,.., ""1 72.5 65· S 4]. 2 .,~ , 21. S 18·5 19·3i -. J ..)_ . .)
5 21.6 17. I 13. 0 14. I 21.6 34·3 5°·9 55·3 65· 3 6<)·3 6<). 3 51.0 45. 1 30. 3 24·] 21. 3
6 28·3 23·3 17·9 13. 2 15·3 21. 8 30. 3 41. 3 54. 8 62·3 68.1 *54·5 53·7 41. 4 .., .. ") 26. 2.);).~
7 44-3 36.] 26·3 19·7 18. 1 16·3 21. I 28.8 42.8 51. 3 63. 0 58. 1 60·5 52.3 48. 1 44· 3
8 54·7 48·4 40.3 30. 8 25. 8 21.8 17.8 21. 6 32.3 40. 8 54·3 53·3 62·4 59·3 58. 5 54. 0
9 61. I 60.0 53·7 46. 8 3S. 6 40. 8 22·5 20.8 24· ] 3°· I 41. 3 45·3 56. 7 61. 3 ('5· 3 64. 0
10 62~3 66·3 64-8 58. 8 51. 8 44·3 33· 3 25.8 23·9 25·5 32.3 34. 1 48.3 58.3 65·3 71.0
II 56.9 65·9 6<).0 6;·7 64. 8 5S.4 47. 8 35. 8 28. 8 25. 1 .,- , 24. 2 35. 6 46. 8 5S·3 71.0M'_j
Noon. 46,3 58. I 66·7 6<).8 12·4 68.8 58. 8 48. 8 39. 8 29·5 24· 3 16.8 26. .3 35~ 0 42.9 61. 0
I 31. 8 43·9 56. 8 64-8 74. 2 74. 2 6(q 58.3 47·3 36. 8 27·3 14· 3 17·9 23· 3 33·>; 51. °
2 19. 1 27. 8 40.7 51.3 64. 8 7L3 (,9·7 (,5.6 56. 2 45. 8 33. 8 IG.l 14.0 14.0 22.0 36.3
.3 10.8 14-3 21. 3 ~.., ., 52. 6 61·7 f,- ~ 67·4 63·3 55·9 42.3 22.s 15· 5 9· 7 12.0 21. 3.).). ." <). ;) 16·34 8.8 12.8 12.1 17.S 34· 3 45·3 5t)·3 63. 8 64· 3 63. 1 52. 1 31. 3 21. I) 13. 1 I I. 9
5 12.8 8·3 4· 7 8.0 18.6 3°·3 41. 3 35·9 63. 8 66.1 61. 5 43· .3 ,~ ~ 21. 8 14· .3 15. I~; ..... -
6 23·3 15. I 9·3 5·9 9. 0 17·3 27. 6 4]. 8 55. 8 64. 0 67·3 53-,) 34. 2 25. I 21. 0
7 38. 1 29·3 20·3 t n . 8 tn.8 12.6 18. I 33. I 44. 8 58.3 6;. 5 60.S 5fl·5 4()· 3 40. 6 33. 8
8 53. I 45·9 34. 1 25·3 20·3 15·3 15.8 25.6 36. 6 49. 8 62. 6 62. 6 (;4· 3 62·3 57. 0 51. 0
9 64.8 60.8 53·3 43. 6 34·3 26. I 21.8 23. 2 29·5 40. 6 44· 3 58.7 65·3 7°· S 7°·0 68.0
10 71. 5 71. 3 70.8 62. I 51. 6 40.5 3°· 3 26·3 26.0 3J· .3 35. 8 50. 1 62·3 jf. S 76. 2 7S. 8




16 17 18 19 ZO 21 22 23 24 ~- 26 27 28 29 3°-;)
------ ---------
---_ .._~---
In,:hes. Indus. Inches, Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. Inches. buhts. Inches. buhes. Inch",. Inehe." Inches. Inch"s. Inchc·s.
0 79. 0 83·7 83·3 78.2 68·9 59.0 50. 0 45. 8 36. 0 31.° 30.3 32. 0 37. 0 46.3 57.0 67. 8
I 68.0 75.0 80.8 So. 4 74·5 6~·4 59. 0 53.0 42. 0 35·4 31. 2 31. I 32. 8 36. 0 45. 0 _.._-----
2 33·3 60.4 70 . 0 71.9 73· 7 70.5 68·9 60·3 49·3 41. 3 33. 8 34·4 t28·9 27·3 31. S --------
.3 41 3 42.8 52.6 60.0 63·9 64. 8 1SD·3 64- 1 54.0 47. 6 38.9 37·4 26.6 24·4 21. 7 --------
4 22·3 30.9 38.3 44·2 54.0 54·7 55·4 64·3 55. 0 52.0 44. 2 40.6 28·4 23. 2 18. (, ---- ~---
5 20.8 20·3 27·3 32.5 37·7 42.0 48.0 57.0 53. 6 53· 7 49. 0 45·5 33·4 29·3 20.86 22·3 16.8 21.8 2I. 9 29. 2 33. 1 38.6 49. 8 46.5 52. 0 52 . 0 50. 0 40.5 37·5 29. 8 -------~
7 33·4 24. 6 22.6 18·5 20·7 23·9 29. 8 40. I 41. 5 49· 5 51.7 52. 8 52 . 0 48. 8 40.78 45·4 34· 7 3°·4 22·3 20. 1 18.6 25· 7 .32.6 33·9 41. S 47 8 53· 5 55· 7 56. 0 5 r. 'I
9 60. I 50. 0 41. 3 32. 6 25. 2 20.6 21. 7 27.0 24. 0 31. 5 41. ° 49. 0 55·7 58. 0 (;0.8
10 70.0 63. I 53·5 47·5 36. 2 26.6 24·5 26.8 22.0 26.0 32 . 0 41. 5 4')·3 5()·0 64. 8
II 73. I 72.9 67. 0 57. 1 4')·0 38. 6 34.0 30. 5 22.2 22.6 25.6 33· 5 40. 5 54. 2 (,2·3 ---- ._-~Noon. 70.2 73.0 72.0 65·5 59. 2 ~~. 5 43-4 38. 0 zJ.o 22.0 22.0 24.° 31. o 41. ') 53·3I I 60. I 67. 8 71.° 67·5 65.0 56.3 52. 0 45· 5 30. 0 24. o 22.8 21. 7 23.o 30. 0 3'). X2 34. I 53·5 63. I 64· 7 64·') 59· S 57.0 51. X 38.5 30.7 25. 0 z t. 5 22.0 20.0 25· 7
.3 28·3 37. 8 t49· 0 54.0 57.0 57.0 5')·0 56.5 45· 9 38.0 30.5 22.6 20.0 14.° 14·3
4 18. I 25·4 33. 8 41. 3 45·5 49·5 56.3 54·') 50 . 0 44. 0 37.0 30. 0 21.0 12.2 10·3
5 13·3 15·3 20.6 28.1 35.0 40.6 49·5 51. 7 51. 7 4')·2 45. 8 39· 5 28·5 19. 8 12·56 15.8 13. I 14·5 18·4 24·5 3l. 6 40·7 45. 8 49. 8 52. 2 51.0 48. I 40.0 3°·4 21. (,7 24·3 18.8 16.0 16. 2 18·5 23· I 34·3 38. 5 45. 0 5l. 2 56. 0 58. 0 53.0 44·3 37. 0 --_.. ---~8 39. 6 30. I 22·3 z r. 3 19· I 20·3 29.0 30.2 39·5 47·5 56. 0 (YO. o (,r.2 551. () 50 . 8
9 58. 0 47. 0 35·5 31. I 24·7 24. I 28·3 27·5 34·3 42.7 52.8 59. 2 (,f). 0 6').0 ('5. II10 73. 6 64. 0 53.2 44· 7 36.7 31. (, 31. o 27.0 31. I 37. 0 46. 5 54. 8 ('5.0 72. I 75·3
II 82·5 78.0 68. 0 56. 0 48.0 40. 8 37.0 31. 5 30. 0 32. 5 39.0 47·5 58. 2 68. I 75. 8 --- -----
~.- •.._-_., ----_.~--.._._- -. _._,_.-,.._--
._..,-_ .._-------
'II
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The times and heights of the series of high and low waters observed from August 20, 1881, to July I, 1883. are given in
columns I, 3, 4, 7, 8 of Table V below. The times noted in columns 3 and 4 are Washington mean time. The heights in
columns 7 and 8 are measured from a horizontal plane passing 28.191 feet below the standard bench-mark established August
24, 188 I, that is, they are the gauge readings affected with the corrections in Tables II and III. All values marked in the
transcripts as interpolated by the observers are here indicated by an asterisk (ll'), interpolations during this reduction by a dag-
ger (f). The heights were noted by the observers, and are here given, to tenths of inches, but, as heretofore remarked of the
hourly heights, the last figure has little significance save as it evidences a praiseworthy endeavor on the part of the observer
to secure precise results.
For economy of space other columns are inserted in Table V, to which we will have occasion to recur further on.
TABLE V.-Obsen t, .,/ times and luiglzls o.flu>;h and low uiater, comjmledIunitida! intervals, daily ha!ftide level, etc,























































































































44. I 29· 7
49. I 30.°
46. I 30. I
45. I 30. I
46.7 29·9
47.3 29· 8













































































































h. m.h. m,h. m,
--8-~7-- ---;-~7-- -(li-4;)- --i8-~5-- -'58:7--
20 30 15 07 II 39 (1841) 68.2
9°7 3 07 (II 53) 18 16 62·4
21 07 15 07 II 29 (17 53) 75· 3
9 07 3 07 (II 07) 17 29 67· I
2207 1545 II 44 (17 45) 76. 0
10 30 4 07 (II 46) 17 44 70. 8
*2245 15 35 II 39 (16 51) 7~8
4 15 (II 48) 1709 70 . 8
II IS Ii 00 II IS (17 33) 77. 2
:; ~~ 5°7 (10 58) 17 18 74. 0
23 15 1707 1045 (165S) 80.0
__ ' __ n' 607 17 37
12 07 17 07 (II 16) (16 (6)
° 07 () 07 10 55 16 55
12 07 1807 (lo.H) (1634)
6 O~I· 10 12 16 12007 6 )
1.1 07 IS 30 (10 50) (I 13
7 07 10 27 16 27*I~ ~~ 19 30 (lOll) (16 27)
I 20 *7 40 9 53 16 13
*13 50 20 07 (9 5S) (16 15)
2 07 8 07 9 50 15 5°
*14 20 *20 40 (9 36) (15 56)
3 07 9 15 9 56 16 0 4)
15 25 *21 30 (9 46) (15 51
4 07 I I 07 9 59 16 59
18 07 ... __.--- (II 30)
*5 50 0 07 10 44
19°7 12 07 (II 31)
7 07 "I 15 I I 01
2007 14 07 (II 32)
8 20 2 .10 II 16
20 40 14 35 (It 07)
07 .3 07 II °5
9 (II 4 1)22 10 15 25
10 10 4 15 II IJ
22 10 If; 15 (1046)
10 50 4 30 10 59
. (10 50)23 °7 17 07 II 02
I I 45 5 10
.... __ .. 17 15
o 0S 'i 07
12 15 IS 15
o 15 6 20



































































652 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITIO~.
TABLE V.-Observed times and heights of high and lou: water, computedIunitida! intervals, etc.-Continued.
1-----(----- ----
! Time of- Lunitidal interval














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 653
TABLE V.-Observed times and heights of high and low water, computed lunitidal intcrrals, dc.-Continued.
Time of- Lunitidal interval
















half tide pheric Velocity
Low level. pressure, Direction, in Declina- Parallax.
water. miles per tion,
hour,
1881. h. m.



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































'l'AflU; V.-Obscnl(:d times Illtil hei.t;hts of h~l{h and low water, computed iunitida! interoais, etc.-Continued.
- -----~-;:=- --- -- --r------I--~Vind.
--------' ----------,------ Deduced' Atmos- '-----r-----
half-tide i pheric IVel.ocity
Low High Low level. pressure. Direction. . In
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THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 655
TABLE V.-Obsenxd times and .he(i[hts of hZ:fJ1z and IoU! water, computed ltmitidal intervals, etc.-Continued.
~----,--------;---------.------------~--~--
Time of- Luniticlal interval
of- Height of- Wind. Moon's-s-
---~--






























































4· I -14· 4
o +22. °













5· I - 9· 7







o + 9. I








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































656 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE V.-Obsen.ltd limes and heights of lligh and low water, computed Ilinitidal intervals, de -Continued.






half-tide pheric ! Velocity














































+14. ° 54· I
+10.3 54.0
+ 6.2 53·9
-+- I. 9 54.0
- 2.5 54·2
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67· 3 24· 8




63.8 n· u n•






























58.3 n __ •







74.8 - I. 2
76.9 - 2·9
78.0 -10·5
81.8 - 7. 0
84.4 - 8·7
84·3 5 °


























































































































































































































































































































------------'--H. Mis. :i93, pt 2--42 ---.-
THE LADY l'-'RANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.




+12. I 54. I
+ 8.2 53· 9
+ 4· I 54· I
- 2.8 60.3
+ 2.5 60·4































































D' . , Inirection.. miles per
hour.
37·5 30·4
38. 2 3°. 2
44·8 30.°
41. ° 3°.2



























42 • 2 2g. 9
41.8 30.0
1 45. 8 29.8














































































































High Low High Low












































































16 50 56.2 21. 3
(1646) 54.3 15.3
17 14 6~2 1~6
(17 57) 65· 2 15.6
17 31 72. I 16.0
(17 29) 75· 8 12.3
17 23 78,3 12.1
(17 19) I 84· 3 8·3
17 20 82·9 I 9·3
(1659)\ 89. 6 4·5
16 55 : 83· 2 I 4· 3(17 02) I 87.3 - 0.2
16 48 I So. I \ 2. 4
--------- (16 22) 1 - 2.7
16 39 I 81·3 - 0·4(16 25) 7J.6 - 3.2
16 12 . 74·5 1.7
(16 og) I 6g. 3 8.3
1602 76·7 17.4















































































































104(13 28) ' 1
6 I 53 007
(14 18) 12 07
7 244 ° 45(IS 10) 12 55
8 3 37 I 12
(16 04) 13 04
4 32 I 30
(17 00) 13 55
5 28 2 15
(17 56) 14 36
6 23 3 30
(18 50) IS 40
7 17 4 45
(19 44) 17 36
811 620
(20 38) 19 20
904 807
(21 31) I 20 30
9 57 I 8 50(22 24) I 21 22
16 1050 I 9 36
(23 17)! 21 55
II 45 10 16
_n i 22 3S
18 (0 13) 10 5S
1240 i 23 26
19 (loS): II 38
13 37 i--n.----
20 (2 05): ° 07
14 33 f 12 25
( 301): ° 42
15 28' 'I' 12 53
22 (3 54) 1 15
1620 I 13 31
Date.
1882. It. m.
















30 I' ( 9 oS)
21 29
31 ' ( 9 50)
22 10
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• IHeight of- I
I I i
----,---1 Deduced Atmos- ',----,-----1.-----.---'
i half-tide I pheric Velocity
level. pressure.. D' ti in





































































































































































































































































































































( 9 32 )
9 41
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Wind. ! Moon's- I
IVelocity -----[--:
D· . I in Declina- I'lrectlOn., '1 Parallax ..



































































































































39· 9 29· 9
39.6 29· 8
40.4 29· 8




41. 5 30. I
41. I 30. I
29· 9 3°. 0
43. ° 29· 6
44· 5 29· 5
45· I 29· 5
45. 8 29· 5
45· 4 29· 7











41. 3 30. °
41. 7 30. °

































































































































h. m. h.m.10 21 _
(10 35) 16 43
II 01 (16 49)
(II 26) 17 22
II 35 (17 50)
(II 33) 17 45
II 29 (17 53)
(II 32) 17 38
II 28 (17 39)
(II 07) 17 23
10 50 (17 19)
(10 47) 17 10
10 48 (17 01)
(I0 28) 16 58
_________ (16 38)
10 26 16 29
( 9 59) (16 25)
10 20 16 25
(10 13) (16 25)
10 27 16 37
(10 21) (16 20)
10 00 16 06
( 9 35) (I5 37)
10°4 16 0S
( 9 56) (16 28)
10 18 16 20
( 9 57) (16 20)
1002 16 09(1009) n_
10 36 (17 04)
(10 46) 16 42
II 03 (17 15)
(II 20) 17 32
II 07 (17 21)
(II 13) 17 27
II 17 (17 18)
(II 13) 17 40
II 23 (17 26)
(10 58) 17 16
10 57 (17 07)
(10 59) 17 20
________ (17 12)
II 06 17 10
(10 49) (16 51)
10 37 ! 16 38
(10 20) (16 33)
10 10 16 30
(10 18) (16 23)
10 II 16 03
( 9 54) (16 06)
9 55 16 09
( 9 50) (16 00)
9 42 15 59
( 9 57) (16 10)
9 56 16 14
(10 08) (16 26)
10 20 16 30
(10 14) (16 43)
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of- I 1 Wind.
-------------;Deduced Atmos- 1----:-1------,1-----;----'---
l,half-tide pheric I Vel.ocity
, level. ; pressure. Direction, . In
, .. miles per I

































































h. m, ! h. m,
10 56 I (17 12)




(II 13), 17 32
10 52 i (17 13)
(10 40) I 17 00
10 33 ! (16 54)
(10 30)! 16 45
10 18 I (16 43)
-----____ 16 38
(10 19) (16 36)
10 29 1644
(10 24) (16 42)
10 20 16 25
(10 06) (16 16)
10 15 16 32
(10 15) (16 18)
10 01 15 59
( 9 44) (15 59)
9 44 15 51
( 9 34) (15 49)
10 42 17 00
--------- (10 40) • _
10 53 (16 46)
(II 06) 17 18
II 24 (17 21)
(II 34) 17 45
II 44 (17 49)
(II 39) 17 53
II 52 (17 44)
(II 52) 18 03
II 47 (17 57)
(II 51) 18 04
II 32 (17 56)
(II 15) 17 39
II 16 (17 32)
.--- - ---- 17 26(II oS) (17 18)
II 00 17 03
(10 54) (17 14)
II 06 i 17 18
(II 07) . (17 02)
10 40 16 44(10 26) (16 24)
10 09 16 14
(10 00) (16 17)
1003 16 18
(10 17) (16 34)
10 14 16 18
(10 05) (16 14)
9 59 15 59( 9 56) (1600)
944 15 56
( 9 36) (15 4lr)












































































































































16 52( 5 16)
17 41
22 (6 07)
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(II 09) 17 19
II 08 (17 24)
(II 13) I 17 31
II 05 . (17 25)
-(;;-;4)-11 (;~ :~)










































































































































































































IDate. lower half-tide pheric IVel?city
transit. High Low High Low High Low level. pressure. D" 111 Declina-
water. water. i water. water. water. water. uechon.l '1 tion, IParallax.Iml esper:
I hour. ; I
-
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDlTI0~.
TABLE V.-Observed timtS and heights of high ami low water, computed lunitzaal intervals, etc.-Continued.



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































II II 19(23 40 ) _12 1
12 02 :
13 (0 24) -
12 47
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TABLE V.-Observed times and heights of high and low water, computed lunitida] intervals, etc.-Continued.
Time of- Lunitidal interval


































+ 6.8 54· 7
+ 2·7 54·3
+12.8 \ 60. 0 I
-20.4 56. 6











- 6.3 59· I
- I. 5 59·5
+ 3· 5 59·8
+ 8.4 60.0




































































































































































































































































10 I I 44 7·4
(10 28) (16 55) 64. 2 25. 1
II 03 17 25 57. 2 28.6
-
( I I 22)
---------
62·7 ..------
II 32 (17 39) 58.7 23·5
(II 36) 17 54 63·5 25·7
II 30 (17 44) 62. I 15·9
(II 32) 17 40 62.2 17·5
II 41 (17 41) 63·7 5·3
(II 47) 18 01 60.0 8·5
II 41 (17 57) 68.8 - 0. I
(II 30) 17 51 63. 2 3·9
II 25 (17 42) 73-9 - 3·3
(II 14) 17 38 68·7 3·5
II 00 (17 21) 80.2 - I. 2
(10 46) 17 05 68·5 2·7
10 37 (16 53) 77·7 - 3·5
(10 25) 16 47 68. 7 3·7
(16 33) ---- 1.2
10 20 16 32 79. 2 9·4
(10 13) (16 26) 70.7 7. 2
10 15 16 30 78. 2 I I. 7
(10 17) (16 29) 65·3 10·4
10 20 16 37 71. I 16·5
(10 28) (16 45) 61.4 19·7
10 34 16 47 67·5 20. 2
(10 32) (16 39) 58.7 24.0
10 20 16 23 58.5 24·3
(10 II) (16 23) 55·7 29. 2






















































































































































































(15 08) 12 58
3 33 I 25
3°
(IS 57) 13 53
4 21 2 25
Dec. (16 43) 14 55I 5 05 3 15(17 27) 15 252 5 48 3 38(18 09) 16 05
666 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABU:. V.-Ob~ri.'edlimes ami heights of high and hw li!aUr, (omputedlunilidal inurt)ols, etc.-Continued.
Time of- Lunitidal interval











































































































































































































































55· 5 24- 2























71. 9 9· 7
58. I 9.0












































































































































































































































































































































































THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION. 667
TABLE V.-Obsen-eti times and heil{lzts of high and Iota toater, computed Iunitida! internals, etc.-Continued.





I \_ I . n~
I
, -e ?Clty





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































h. m, h. m,
II 45 ( 10 37)
______.__ 10 51
o 23 (10 56)
13 10 II 37
2 0S (12 10)
15 00 12 15
3 25 (12 17)
IS 55 J2 10
4 00 (II 53)
16 I2 II 41
4 30 (II 43)
17 05 II 35
5 13 (II 15)
17 30 II 09
5 50 (II 00)
_________ 18 10 _
6 30 10 54
18 50 (10 50)
7 05 10 39
19 22 (1030)
7 40 10 2.1
20 10 (10 22)
8 28 10 16
20 50 (10 II)
908 10°5
21 30 (9 57)
10 0S 10 02
22 28 (10 06)
II 00 1004
2.1 25 (10 04)
_n__ 10 17
12 25 (10 51)
I 20 II 14
14 IS (II 39)
2 57 II 46
IS 40 (12 II)
4 15 12 04
16 30 (II 50)
4 45 II 37
16 55 (II 20)
5 03 II 07
17 20 (II 08)
_. n 5 45 ----.----
18 25 I II 16
6 45 I (II 22)
18 55 II 14
700 (11 01)
19 12 1048
7 25 (10 40 )
19 4 1 10 33
8 00 (10 32)
20 IS 10 2]
8 30 (10 20)
20 42 1009
8 53 (10 01)
21 25 9 59
9 45 (10 08)
22 00 9 58
10 20 (9 52)
22 58 9 58
II 55 (10 13)













































































668 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITIOX.
TABLE V.-Obsen'ed times and heigltts t>/ high and f..'U' uiater, computed !lInititial interra/s, etc.-Continued.
Time er.; Lunitidal interval
















half-tide pheric \ -elocity
Low level. pressure. Direction. in Declina- Parallax.









































































































































































































































































































































(II 33) 17 42
II 43 (17 53)
(12 13) 18 16
12 05 (18 25)
(II 50) 18 10
II 44 (17 59)
(II 37) Ii 57
II 26 (17 47)
(I[ II) 17 31
u_u._u (17 16) _
10 59 17 06
(IO 47) (1700)
II 00 17 25
(10 58) (17 03)
10 42 16 45
(10 20) (1630)
10 18 16 23
(10 02) (16 10)
9 48 15 53
( 9 35) (15 45)
9 33 15 53( 9 45) (16 10)
IO II 16 38
(10 35) (16 55)
_n_ n__ 1°43 _
(10 41) 16 58
10 49 (1656)
(II 17) 17 19
II 44 (17 47)
(II 46) 1801
II 48 (I7 56)
(II 47) 1801
II 54 (18 02)
(II 56) 18 14
II 41 (18 01)
(I[ 34) 17 48
II 17 'I (17 36)(II 08) , 17 22
--_u_n_ (17 18) ---- __ n
II 07 ! 17 14 73.3
(II 00) . (17 10) 73.4
1
° 54 16 57 74.6
( 10 38) (1643) 68.1
1027 16 32 67'3(10 13) (1620) 68.8
1006 16 19 70.0
(10 07) (1622) 63.8
10 10 16 17 64.0
( 9 57) (1604) 66.0
949 160<) 66,3
(10 00) (1605) 64.2
9 46 16 06 60.5
( 9 56) (1606) 60.0
946 IS 56 49.5
( 945) ( 16 05) 45.6
10 01 16 24 46. 5
---------- ( 10 27) -----.-.- 50.5
IZ 25 10 55 (1652) 44.2
I 30 (II 33) 17 30 47.2
14 27 1201 (1800) 48,5
3 25 (1234) 1831 59.8
16 0S 12 21 (18 44) 56.8
4 17 (12 03) 18 28 68. 31623 II 41 (1806) 72. 5
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76. I : 6.3
70 . 8 I 2·3
77- 8 j-3. 6















56. ° 32.951.6 . __u _











68.6 - 2. I
74. I 5·4



















































































































































































































































































































( 6 39) r
19 06








































Mar. 8 II 38
670 THE LADY FRASKLIS BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE V.-Obs~·~dtimes ami heights vj high ami low toater, compuld luniMal intervals, t'fc.-Cot'tinued.
Time of- Lunitidal interval
of- Height of- ~Ioon's-
Velocity I
in Declina- P II































































































































































































































49· 3 24· 5
49· 7 24· 5




59. 2 23. 2








72 • 0 1. 3
66·3 5.6








64. 2 15. 6
67· 3 19· 7
57·5 16.5
60·3 20.3
49. 8 15. 2
54- ° 20. I
48· I 22.0
56·9 23.8










77- 8 - 6.0
71.9 - 3· 7
79· 2 -10.4
71.6 - 4. 6
"------- - 9. 6
77· I -- 2.7
68.2 -4.7
76. 2 2.8
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TABLE V.-Obsert'ed linus and he/:f[hts of high and low toater, computed Iunitidal inlenHl'!s, etc.-Continued.
Time of- Lunitidal interval





















-17· 9 54· 7
- 1.9 54. 2
- 5· 8 54· I















+ 9· 9 55. 6
+ 6.1 55.0
+ 2. I 54· 5
-12.2 57.6
-19· 3 55. I





- 3.8 58. 8
+ 0·9 59·3























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































....... ,- ,.-.- s figure in the transcript led to the adoption of IS"0'·.
I Seems to have been '9" 0'· in origin.1. An imperfect or erroneous
672 THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
TABLE V.-Obsen;td times and heights of higll and 100lJ zoatcr, computed lunitidll/ interuais, tk.-Continued.
--_._------_._---,-_._-~-.-_._'----------_._._-_._--;---'---
Lunitidal interval I Wind. Moon's-Time of- of- Height of-
Moon's ------- Atmos- IDeduced
Date. upper and half-tide pheric
Velocity
lower High Low High Low High Low level. pressure. Direction.
in Declina- Parallax.
transit. miles per tion.water. water. water. water. water. water. hour. I
--~---
Inches. Inches. Inch,'s. Inches.
0 /
1883. h. m. h. 111. h. m. h. 111. h. m,
June 12 ( 5 53) 3 29 9 54 9 57 16 22 68·4 28.6 46. I 29·9 SW. 2·3 - 0·5 54. 6
1~ 14 16 05 22 0S (10 12) (16 12) 60·9 27·7 S. 7. 6 - 4·513 ( 6 35) 409 10 32 9 55 16 18 60·5 27·8 43·3 30. I 54·3
18 56 16 48 23 00 (10 13) (16 25) 54.6 32.4 E. - 8·3 54. 214 ( 7 18) 5 31 --------- 10 35 -------_. 57·4 -------- 44. I 30. I 4·9
19 39 18 27 12 04 (II 09) 17 08 58.4 27·5
-II. 8 54. 215 ( s 01) 7 02 ° 47 II 23 (17 29) 58. 6 34.6 45·7 3°. 0 W. 2. I
20 23 19 35 13 13 (II 34) 17 34 62.6 27.6 I
16 ( 8 46) 7 5° I 48 II 27 (17 47) 65. 6 34·4 48. 6 29.8 S. 2.6 -14.
8 54·4
21 08 202O 1404 (II 34) 17 41 67·5 29·9 54.817 ( 9 32 ) 8 41 2 35 II 33 (17 49) 63·3 32.9 47·9 3°·0 W. 0·9 -17·3
21 56 21 31 14 54 (II 59) 17 46 71.5 25,3 48. 6 NE. 8·9 -18.9 55. 2IS (10 21) 10 01 i 3 49 12 05 (18 17) 67·9 30.1 3°·0
22 45 22 06 15 59 (II 45) 1803 74·7 23.8
-19. 8 55.619 (II II) 10 18 4 12 II 33 (17 51) 68·4 27·7 48. 6 3°·0 SW. 1.7
23 37 22 34 16 27 (11 23) 17 42 78. 2 21.5 W. -19. 6 56. 220 10 47 4 41 II 10 (17 30) 71. I 25·7 49·3 29·9 1.2
----.----(12 03) *23 53 17 53 (11 50) 18 16 76.9 23·5
-18·4 56.721 029 II 59 5 54 II 30 (17 51) 70. 8 25.1 48.4 30. 0 SW. 1·3
(12 55) --------- *1800 --------- 17 .31 -------- 17.6
-16.222 I 21 ° °4 604 (II 09) (17 09) 82.0 23.0 48. 8 30. I SW. 1·9 57.
2
(1347) 1206 18 08 10 45 16 47 73.6 17·3 2.82] 2 I] ° 14 6 30 (10 27) (16 43) 81.6 21·4 49·9 30. I NE. -13. 1 57·7(14 39) 12 35 18 31 10 22 16 18 75·7 23·7 58. I24 3 05 ° 48 7 04 (10 09) (16 25) 84.0 25,3 51. 7 29·7 N. 13. I -'- 9· 3(15 3°) , 13 10 19 10 10 05 16 05 76.3 21.4 4. 8 58.525 3 55 I 32 7 36 (10 02) (1606) 82.2 24·4 5°·3 29.8 W. - 5. 0(16 20) 13 57 20 03 10 02 1608 72.3 23.6 58.926 4 45 2 14 8 26 ( 9 54) (16 06) 79.0 24·5 49·5 29·9 E. 3·9 - 0·3(17 II) 14 37 20 58 9 52 16 13 69·4 27·5
+ 4·4 59.227 5 36 3 11 9 22 (10 00) (16 II) 74·4 25.6 47. 8 3°·0 S. 0·7(18 02) 15 28 21 40 9 52 16 04 64. 6 28.6
28 6 28 3 52 10 II ( 9 50) (16 09) 68·4 26.6 47·5 29·9 NE. 3·3 + 8·9 59·4
(18 55) 16 30 22 52 10 02 16 24 63.8 33·3
29 7 21 5 15 II 24 (10 20) (16 29) 66.6 27·4 47. 6 29·8 NE. 9. I +13. 0 59·5
(19 49) 18 05
---------
1
° 44 --- .. ----- 64.2 ._------ +16·3 59·5~o 8 16 62O ° 15 (10 31) 16 54 63·9 32.4 47· 3 29·9 SW. 2·4., (20 45) 19 23 12 31 11 07 (16 42) 67·9 26·3
+18.6 59·5July 9 14- 7 42 I 32 (10 57) 17 16 67·9 31.3 -------- 29·9 SW. 2·4
----------
On proceeding to compute the lunitidal intervals, or the intervals of mean solar time by which the moon's transit, either supe-
rior or inferior, precedes the times of high and low water, it was deemed best, although a preliminary investigation indicated the
"age of the tide" to be in excess of a whole day, to refer the tide to the last lunar transit that would render the time of high
water, less the time of transit, invariably a positive quantity; and, in conformity with universal usage, to take the interval for low
water next greater than for high. The times of lunar transit in Washington mean time for the meridian of Washington were
read out of the Ephemeris and entered in column 2 of Table V, the lower, transits being distinguished by parentheses, and
then columns 5 and 6 formed by taking each transit from the next following high water and the succeeding low water, and
writing the remainders in the appropriate column opposite to the corresponding subtrahend, as may readily be made out from
the table itself. .The intervals derived from lower transits were inclosed in parentheses.
It appears from an inspection of Table V that the lunitidal intervals and heights are all fluctuating quantities, the range
of interval being 3h 54-In and Sit ro'", the range of height 55.6 inches and 62.4 inches for high and low water, respectively. J:-
cursory examination havingshown that phase is the most potent factor in this fluctuation, it was decided to make it the »:
of the principal classification in that search for mean values into which all quantitative study of tidal phenomena re50lves It~e~f.
F?r this purpose both lunitidal intervals and heights were distributed into groups according to that hour of moon's tran~lt 1D
column 2, to which they relate, distinguishing between high and low water and upper and lower transit, and taking the heIghts
to the nearest whole inch. It is hardly worth while to burden these pages with this mass of figures. A specimen of the ar-
rangementwill suffice. No observation was rejected.
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Example of the arrangement of lunitida! intervals and heights accordin« to mean solar hour of moon's transit
.., . t










M ' i L itid 1 i 11oon,s . uniti a Height II
transit, interval, . !
Moon's Lunitidal
transit. interval. Height.
h. m, h. m. h. m, h. m. h. m, h. m.
6 37 II 3° 62 7 36 II 31 57 8 35 II 32 636 26 9 49 7° 7 22 10 48 67 8 17 II 18 696 12 9 55 67 7 04 10 46 65 8 46 10 59 69
- - - -
6 35 10 13 65 7 18 II 09 68 8 46 II 34 77
-------- 1:----;---------:'----------.----
627·6 1004.0 59·7 7 28.6 10 48.9 57· 9 83°. 0 II 21. 5 62.6
--------
--_.....--_.,
The means of each column-hour of moon's transit, lunitidal interval, and height-were now taken for each of the ninety-
six groups and the results brought together in Table VI for comparison and further treatment. It appears upon inspection of
this table that the results accord well with what theory would lead us to expect, that is, the period is half a synodic month,
and there is substantial agreement between upper and lower transit values. Besides this confirmation of theory, the distribu-
tion into ninety-six instead of twenty-four groups afforded a check against gross errors in computation.
TABLE VI.-Mean lunitidal interval and heightfor high and low water, upper and lower transit of the moon, for every mean solar
hour ofthe moon's transit.
High water. Low water.
Upper transit. Lower transit. Upper transit. Lower transit.
--~-I---
---
h. «: h. m. Inches. I h. m, \ h. m, \ Inches. h. m, h. m, Inches. h. m, h. 11l. Inches.
° 30 II 02 78.3 29 ° 31 I 27 ° 3° 17 08
8. I 29 ° 31 17 07 10.6 27II 00 i 81. 5 26 16 45 7. 8I 30 10 40 78.0 26 I 30 10 37 I 82·5 25 I 30 16 47 8.6 I 30 25
2 30 10 21 76.5 79. I 28 2 30 16 25 I I. ° 29 2 30 16 23 I I. 3
28
29 2 30 10 19 26 16 IJ 15.8 27 J JI 16 09 14·5 263 30 10 03 73·3 27 3 31 I 10 02 76. 2 3 3026 16 02 20.5 29 4 29 15 56 19·4 264 30 9 51 67· 3 29 4 30 9 49 69·7 4 30 16 07 5 28 15 59 25.0 285 31 9 52 62·5 29 5 28 9 46 65.0 28 5 31 25·3 29
6 31 26 6 31 16 34 28. I 26 6 28 16 19 29. 2 2610 09 57· 7 26 6 28 10 04 59· 77 28 10 57 58.7 28 7 29 . 10 49 57·9 3° 7 28 17 20 27·5 28 7 29
17 10 28·4 3°
8 29 II 30 61. ° 28 8 30 I II 21 62.6 27 8 28 17 48 24.2 29 8 30 17 4
1 24.6 27
9 32 69. I 67· 3 28 9 32 17 49 19·3 3° 9 30 17 49 18·5
28
II 40 3° 93° . II 34 10 30 17 43 14·3 2710 30 II 33 74·4 10 30 II 30 73·7 27 10 30 17 41 13·9 2323 10.6 27II 29 II 21 77.8 II 29 II 17 76. 0 27 II 29 17 29 I I. 2 29 II 29 17 2429 12 28 17 07 8·5 2712 29 II 03 80.0 12 28 10 59 77· 7 27 12 29 17 IS 8. 2 2424 16 48 8·4 28 13 30 16 48 8·4 2913 29 10 39 81. ° 28 13 30 10 41 78. 0 29 13 29 16 28 10.614 30 78.7 10 16 76.3 27 14 30 16 25 8.6 27
14 30 2710 19 27 14 30 26 15 30 16 13 I6.J 2815 29 10 02 74·7 26 10 03 72. 8 28 IS 29 16 09 IJ·416 29 15 30 68·3 26 16 29 15 59 19·3 27 16 27
16 06 21. I 26
9 50 70.7 27 16 27 9 55 24.6 27 17 28 15 58 26·5 3°17 29 9 43 62·5 27 17 28 9 46 62.2 3° 17 29 15 55 28·5 18 29 16 25 29.6 2818 31 10 oJ 58. 6 3° 18 29 1006 58. 2 28 18 30
16 24 3° 2719 31 10 49 58.9 27 19 30 17 10 29.0 25 19 29
17 14 29·4
59.0 25 19 29 10 52 20 29 17 56 25· 7 2920 30 62.6 62·4 3° 20 29 17 41 24·7 29II 27 29 20 29 II 41 18·7 27 21 30 I:; 54 20.0 2721 30 II 35 67·6 27 21 30 . II 42 68.0 27 21 30 17 55 22 32 17 42 16.0 2917 43 14.0 2922 31 II 33 73· 7 29 22 32 II 35 74·3 29 22 31 25 23 32 17 26 II.8 2523 30 II 17 77-7 25 23 32 II 19 78. 2 25 23 30 17 25 9.
0
---
Ad . . I h If f th nodic month upon the first, adding, dividing'ding lower to upper transit values, then superposing the ast a a e sy . C db . . ' +. m f difference of time between Fort onger anY4, and then adding to the intervals the following correctiOns, VIZ, 49·3 or idi . f F C t thW . ., . hil . from the men Ian a art anger 0 e
ashmgton +L7111 for mean motion of moon m right ascension w ue passmg
. ." . . he z. h high or low water fell between - ~m
mendlan of Washington, and -0.6m for delay the first year JO reading t e gauge w en -
H. Mis. :393, pt 2-43
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and +7 m of the even hour, or a total correction of +SO.4m , we finally obtain Table VII. It is free from diurnal inequality
and every declination effect depending upon odd powers of the moon's declination; but all its lunitidal intervals and heights
are affected by parallax and by declination effects depending upon the even powers of the declination. Table VII is repre-
sented graphically by figures 2 and 3, Plate II. The regular course of the hourly values, which all fall in the figure upon a
tolerably smooth and regular curve, is a proof of the reliability of the determination.
TABLE VIL-Mean lunitidal interval and height of high and low water for every hour of the moon's transit for half a synodic
month, reckoning from either .ryzY.!O'.




Lunitidal Hour Lunitidal Number of
of moon's interval. Height. observa- of moon's interval. Height. observa-transit. tions. transit. tions.
--~---- ---
h. m. h. m. Inches. h. m, h. m, Inches.
o 27.8 II 51.3 79·4 107 0 27.8 17 59·5 8·9 107
I 27.9 II 29.8 79·9 loS I 27.9 17 37·5 8·3 108
228·5 II 09. I 77·7 III 228·5 17 15.7 10·4 III
3 28·3 10 52.8 74- 3 107 3 28.3 17 01·5 15.0 107
4 27·3 10 41.5 6g.0 loS 4 27.3 16 51.2 20. I 108
5 27·4 10 37. I 63. I 114 5 27·4 16 50 . 3 25·3 114
627. 8 10 55.9 58.5 110 627. 8 17 15·9 28·9 110
7 27· I II 42·3 58. 6 110 7 27.3 1803. 9 28.6 110
827. 7 12 20.4 62. I 114 827. 2 18 37.0 24·8 114
9 28.7 12 28.0 68.0 112 9 28.7 18 42.0 19· I 112
10 29.2 12 23. I 74.0 loS 10 29.2 18 32. 5 14·5 108
II 28.5 12 oS. 8 77·4 106 II 28.5 18 16.4 10·7 106
--------
28.0 II 33·3 70.2 1,315 28.0 1745·3 17·9 1,315
THE SEMI-AIENSUAL INEQUALITY.
If the means for the synodic half month be taken from the individual values corresponding to the several hours of moon's
transit there results the semi-mensual inequality exhibited in Table VIII.
TABLE V II1.-The semi-mensual inequality.
---_._--._-- - ---~"-
---------\
For high water. For low water.
II litv i Inequal- INumber of II Iitv i IMoon's I nequa ity In Moon's Inequal- Number ofity in
'r observa- nequa ity In ity in observa-transit. time. transit. time.height. tions. height. tions.
-~._-~--~
h. m, m, Inches. h. m, m. Inches.
027. 8 +18.0 + 9. 2 107 027. 8 +14. 2 - 9. 0 107
I 27.9
- 3·5 + 9·7 108 I 27.9 - 7·8 - 9. 6 loS
228·5 -24. 2 + 7·5 III 228·5 -29. 6
- 7·5 III3 28·3 -40.5 + 4·1 107 3 28·3 -43. 8 - 2·9 107
4 27.3 -51. 8 - 1.2 108 4 27.3 -54. 1 + 2.2 108
5 27·4 -56. 2 - 7· I 114 5 27·4 -55. 0 + 7·4 114627. 8
-37·4 -11·7 110 627. 8 --29·4 +11.0 110
7 27· I + 9.0 -11.6 110 7 27·3 +18.6 +10·7 110827. 7 +47. 1 - 8. I 114 827. 2 +51. 7 + 6·9 1149 28·7 +54·7 - 2.2 112 9 28.7 -+56·7 + 1.2 1121029. 2 +49. 8 + 3. 8 108 10 29.2 +47·2
-3·4 108II 28.5 +35·5 + 7·2 roo II 28.5 +31. 1 - .,.2 roo
l,"~",,':,r',I',',rr.,':','"
',I' [ I, ., l, !
" 1
A '
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=35. 2 cos CP-41,7 sin cp-II.I cos 2CP+2.1 sin zip
+ 4.0 cos 3cp+ 1.9 sin 3cp- 0.8 cos 4CP- I. I sin 4CP
= 9.2 cos cp+ 5.7 sin cp- 0.5 cos 2cp-I.2 sin 2cp
+ 0.1 sin 3cp- 0.2 cos 4cp
Inequality in height, in inches,
This inequality is very faithfully represented by the following periodical functions:
For high water:
Inequality in time, in minutes,
For low water:
Inequality in time, in minutes, =30.5 cos cp-46. I sin cp- 10.7 cos 2cp+4.4 sin 2cp
+ 4. 2 cos 3cp+ 1,4 sin 3cp- 1.0 cos 4cp-o.1 sin 4CP
Inequality in height, in inches, =- 9.1 cos cp- 4.9 sin cp+ 0.6 cos 2cp+o.6 sin zsp
+ 0.2 cos 3cp- 0.2 sin 3cp+ 0.1 sin 4CP
cp is reckoned from the syzygies, one hour of phase equal to thirty degrees of arc. The computed are compared with
the observed values in the following table:
, TABLE IX.-Cumputed compared with obseroed semi-mensual inequality.
High water. Low water.
Hour of
moon's Inequality I Inequality Inequality Inequalitytransit. in time. in height. in time. in height.
o-c ! o-c o-c o-c
h. m, m. Inch. m. Inch.
° 3° +°·5 -0.1 +°·4 +0.2
I 30 -0·3 +0. I -0.2 0.0
2 30 -0. I 0.0 -0.1 -0. I
3 30 +0.2 +0. I +0.2 -0.1
43° -0·3 -0. 2 -0·5 -0.2
5 30 +0.2 +0.2 +0.2 0.0
6 30 -0.1 -0. I -0.2 0.0
7 30 0.0 0.0 +0.2 -0.1
83° +0.6 0.0 0.0 +0.1
9 30 -0·4 -0.1 -0.2 -0.2
10 30 +°·9 0.0 +°·4 +0.2
II 30 -0. 7 -0.2 -0·4 -0. I
A I . . " li b . teresting on account of its brevity and the signi-ess exact expression for the semi-mensual mequa ity, ut one more 10 ,
fication of its two parameters, is furnished by the wave theory.
Put tp = the mean solar time of moon's transit.
() = the lunitidal interval.
A = the mean lunitidal interval.
a = the retardation or " age of the tide."
H, h = the height of the lunar and solar tides, respecti vely.
R, r = the maximum and minimum ranges of the tide.
},y = the height of high and low water, respectively. , h b th uilibrium theory
Then for the semi-mensual time inequality, or f)-A in the preceding notation, we ave Y e eq I
h sin zip
tan 2(f)-A)=- 9+11 cos 2cp
and then by the wave theory, introducing the retardation,
h sin 2(cp-a_)_
tan 2(0-A)=-9+11 cos'-2 (cp- a )
or, final1y, putting -Jt-,k
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By a graphical process we find that for high water the 'mean interval occurs at Ih I9.7 Dl and 7b I8.7 m , hence ll'= 111 19·2ID
=19° 48'; for low water the mean interval occurs at III 08'3m and 7h 06.2D1 , hence a=l b 07'3m=I6° 49.5'; for high water
the maximum range in the interval is I b 5J.5m=27° 52.5', its sine [9.6698]=k.; for low water the maximum range in the
interval is I b 55.0Dl=28° 45.0', its sine [9.6821 J=k, and therefore for high water
and for low water
tan 2(0-A)=- [9.6698] s~n 2(~-~9°48') ..
1+[9.66981 cos 2(rp-lgO 48')
tan 2(0-'\)=- [9.6821 1sin 21p-16° 49'5')
l+l9.68z11 cos z(rp-I6° 49.5')
By the equilibrium theory the height of the tide is expressed by the formula
y="; Hl+7i2+2Hh cos 2rp







and for low water
From Fig. 3, Plate II, we have, with all the precision requisite in the application of this method, R=72.I inches, r= 28·4
inches, hence H 25.1 inches, h= 10.9 inches. We also see from the same curves that highest high water lags behind the
syzygies ]b 14m, lowest high water behind the quadratures 57m, lowest low water behind the syzygies Ib 12m, highest low water
behind the quadratures 55.SID , hence for high water
a=~(lh 14lD+57lD)=lh 05.5ID=16° 22.5'
a=~(Ih 12Dl+55.5Dl)=lb 03'7Dl=15° 55.5'
The formula for the height thereby becomes:
For high water
For low water
y=- ";(25. 1)2+(10'9)2+ 2X 25.1 X 10.9 cos 2(rp- I5° 55.5')
The int~rvals and heights have been computed from these forrnulre, and the semi-mensual inequality obtained has been
compared With the observed value and the result stated in Table X:
TABLE X.-Computed and compared7vith obserued semi-mensual inequality.
High water. Low water. I
Hour of -~neqUality \ Inequality \moon's Inequality Inequalitytransit. in time. in height. in time. in height.
o-c o-c o-c t1-C
---- -------_. -_._-_._.
h. 111. m. Incites. m . Inches.
° 3° ..j.. 2·3 - 0.1 + 2.0 + 0·4I 3° - 0.2 + 0.2 - 0.2 - 0.12 3° - 1.9 - 0.2 - 3·3 + 0.13 3° - 1.3 -t 0. I - 0·7 + 0·94 3° 0.0 0.0 + 0.8 + 0·95 3° - 0·9 -- 0.2 + 0·9 + 0·56 30 + 0·3 - 0·5 + 2·5 -- 0·37 3° + 0.6 + 0.1 - 1.1 - 0·98 3° + O. I -- 0·3 - 0·9 - 0·7q '0 - 0·9 0.0 +- 0.1 - 0.8.,10 30 + 1.9 + 0·7 -r- 0.8 - 0.2
II 30 + 2. 2 .1_ 0.1 + 0·5 0.0 ,




For the tide-producing power of the sun, measured by that of the moon as unit, we have three values, 0.468 from the
range of the high-water interval, 0.481 from the range of the low-water interval, and 0.434 from the range of the tide. Their
mean is 0.461 and its reciprocal 2.17.
For a, the interval by which the maximum and minimum effects follow the maximum and minimum of the tidal forces,
we have four values, viz, 79.2"', 67·3"',65'5"', and 63'7 ffi , derived from the high-water intervals, the low-water intervals, the
high-water heights, and the low-water heights, respectively. The mean is a = 68'9rn, and dividing this by 48.8rn, the moon's
mean retard on the sun in a mean solar day, we have
for the" age of the tide" at Fort Conger.
EFFECT OF CHANGES IN THE LUNAR PARALLAX UPON THE SEMI-MENSUAL INEQUALIty.
To determine the effect upon the semi-mensual inequality of a variation in the lunar parallax, the lunitidal intervals and
heights were distributed into groups according to the double argument, parallax and phase. The lunar parallax for noon of
each day having been entered iu the last column of Table V, all intervals and heights corresponding to a parallax of 57.0' or
less were taken out and distributed into twelve groups, according to hour of moon's transit; all intervals and heights corre-
sponding to a parallax of 57. I', or greater, in like manner into twelve other groups. The means for each of these groups are
brought together in Tables XI and XII, and for comparison the semi-mensual inequality from Table VII. In making this
distribution the intervals and heights were referred, not to the parallax of the same day, but to that of the preceding day, the
effect at this station following the cause by an interval considerably in excess of a day, as appears from the several values for
a brought out by the preceding investigation.
TABLE XL-The lunar parallactic dfect upon the semi-mensual inequality of high water.




































II 59·4 76. 7 I 55· ° 56
II 35· 3 76.9 1 55· 0 54
1112.0 74.4 55. 1 57
10 54. 2 71.3 55. 2 56
10 41. 0 66·5 55·3 57
1°4°.4 60.8 55.2 60
10 56.7 55· 9 55· 2 59
1151.1 56.7 55.2 60
12 31.4 61. 5 55. 1 i 62
1237.866.7 55. 0 1 62
12 33·9 1 72.4 I 55· ° I 57
1217. 9 , 74. 5 1 55. 0 57
_____________i_-
Means - -- -I~~!..J~_I 55· I 697
Ranges -hi 118.81 21. 61
I,. m, h. m, Inches.
027.8 II 51.3 79·4 57. 2 107
127.9 II 29.8 79·9 57·3 108
2 28. 5 II 09· I 77· 7 57· 2' III
328.3 1052.8 74.3 57. 0 107
4 27.3 10 41.5 69.0 56. 9 108
527.41037.1 63.1 56.8 114
6 27.8 10 55· 9 58.5 56.7 110
7 27· I II 42.3 58. 6 I 56. 8 110
827.71220.4 62.11 56.9. 114
9 28.7 1228.0 68.01 57. 0 1 112
1029.2 12 23. I 74.0 I 57· 2: 108
II 28.5 12 08.8 i 77· 4 i 57· 2 i 106
Means 1-1-1 33.31- 70. 2-1-57. 0 I~
Ranges- - - :--1;~~5T-;~-1 '
h. m, h. m, Inches.
° 27. I II 42. 3 82. 3 59· 7
I 28. I 11 24· 2 82. 7 59· 7
2 28. 4 II 06. 2 8I. I 59· 4
327.6 10 51. 3 77·4 58.9
4 26. 2 10 42. 1 71. 7 58. 7
5 26. 9 10 33· 4 65· 6 58. 5
6 28.3 10 54- 8 61. 5 58.5
727.9 II 34. 2 60·9 58.6
8 27. 7 12 07· 5 63· ° 59· 0
928.9' 12 15. 8 69·7 59·4
1028.9[1212.3175. 8 59. 6
II 28.6 I II 58. 2! 80·9 1 59· 7
i-----,------
Means _ulll 26·9 i 72.7: 59. 11----'---,
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TABLE XII.-17u lunar parallactic dlect upon the semi-mensual inequality of 10000I wafer.




















































































































































































































Ranges _ 122 19.2 Ranges _ 115 20.8 Ranges _ 1°5 21. 6
Subtracting the values in the first division of Tables XI and XII from the corresponding values in the second division,
those in the second from those in the third, writing 1. H. P. for Interval, Height, Parallax, and then dividing the interval and
height differences by the parallax differences we obtain the lunar-parallactic effect in the form of Table XIII.
TABLE XIII.-1ne ckmge in fhe semi-mensual interuais and he~f[hts corresponding to a change of II in the lunar parallax.
High water. Low water.
Hour p= 53·9' to 57·0' P=57.1' to 61.4' P=53·9' to 57-0' P= 57.1' to 61.4'of moon's
transit.
sr oIl Of srr OJ o/I OJ 0/1
s» ""oj' "JF JP OP dP of 01'
h. m, m. Inches. m. Inchl'S. m, Inches. m. Inches.
° 28.3
-3·7 +1.2 -3·7 -H.2 -3. 6 -I. 3
-3·5 - I. 3
1 28·3
-2·4 1.3 -2·3 1.2 -2. I -1.2 -2.0 -1.1
2 28·3 -1.4 1.3 -1.3 1.5 -1.2 -1.6 -1.2 -1.5
3 28·3 -0.8 1.7 --0.8 1.6 -I. I -1.0 -I. 2 -1.0
4 28.3 +°·3 1.6 +°·3 1.5 -0.6 -1.4 --0.6 -1.4
5 28,3 -2. I 1.4 -2.2 1.5 -2·3 -I. I -2·3 -I. I628·3
--0·5 1.7 --0.6 1.7 --0.2
--0·9 -0.2 -0.8
7 28·3 -5·5 1.2 -4·5 1.3
-3·7 -1.0 -3·9 -1.08 28·3 -6.1 0·3 -6.1 0·4 -6·9 -1.4 -6.8 -1.4
9 28.3
-4·9 0.6 -5. I 0·7
-4·7 -I. I -4·5 -1.01028·3
-4·9 0·7 -4·5 0·7 -3. 8 -I. I
-3·7 -I. I
II 28·3 -4. I 1.3 -4. 2 1.4
-3·9 -0.8 -4·0 -0·9
-3. 2 +1.2 -3. I +1.2
-2·9 -1.2 -2·9 -1.1
The dose accord of these values for different parallaxes entitles them to confidence, and enables us to write the lunar-par-
allactic effect in the briefer form of Table XIV.
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TABLE XIV.-The change in the semi-mensual intcruals and heights corresponding to a change of I' in the lunar jJarallax.
High water. Low water.
Hour
of moon's
transit. sr MI sr ,III
rl/' riP rll' ,II'
h. m. 111. Inches. til. Inches.
° 28·3
-3· 7 +1. 2




-1.3 +1.4 -I. 2
-I. 53 28.3 -0.8 +1. 6 -1.2
-1.0
4 28.3 +°·3 +1. 5 -0.6
-1·4
5 28·3 -2.1 +1.5 -2·3 -1.1628·3 -0.6 +1.7 --0.2
-- 0·9
7 28·3 -5·0 +1.2
-3. 8 -1.0
8 28.3 -6.1 +°·4 -6.8 -1.4
9 28·3 -5. 0
-1-0. 7
-4. 6 -I. I
10 :<8.3





-3· I -+- I. 2
-2·9 --I. I
Here J!._ I-II ,lU H-H, " .
6P-p_PI and 61' = p PI' II, II (, P, being the interval, height, and parallax of the semi-mensual inequality
derived from all the observations, or the middle division of Tables XI and XII.
These give the formulse
For the non-pail1dical part of the lunar-parallactic effect upon the intervals and heights we have-
For high water:
For low water:
If= IfI - 1.1 lucile. ( r- 57')
that is: an increase of I' in the [arnllax decreases the mean establishment for both high and low water by about 3m , increase
the hel?ht of high water 1.2 jnchcs, decreases the height of low water 1.1 inches, and hence increases the range 2.3 inches.~e.curnng to Tables XI and XII we see that the periodical range of the interval decreases 4.lm for both high and low water for
I mcre~se of parallax. All these results are in accord with theory. The periodical range of the height, on the contrary,
seemsshghtly increased by an increase of " in the parallax (0. I inch for high and 0 6 inch for low water), which is contrary to
what the theory of the superposition of small waves would lead us to expect. The values are too small, however, to entitle
them to be regarded as an exception.
EFFECT OF VARIATIONS IN THE LUNAR m:CLINATION UPON THE SEMI-MENSUAL INEQUALITY.
. The moon's declination for noon of each day having heen entered in the next to the last column of Table V, a distribu-
tion of the lunitidal intervals and heights according to the double argument, declination and phase (the declination taken without
regard to sign) was now made in the manner of the preceding investigation for parallactic effect, and as there, and for like
r~ason, the intervals and heights were associated with the declinations of the preceding day. The result of a distribution into
SIX gr .
oups IS presented in Tables XV and XVI.
I I
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TABLE XV.-Effect of uariatious in lunar declination upon the semi-mensual inequality of high noater.
---....._.....----_.__._----_._-_._-----_..__._---- --------------------.._ ..._--------_.--------;---- --_._----_._--~.





































































































































































































































II 492. I 850. 7
II 41.0 70.9














Declination 14.5° to 17.7°.
339. I
28·3
h. 11/. h. m. Inches. ° II. m, h. III. Inches. ° h. Ill. h III. Inches. °
025.2 1148.4 79·716.1 14 ° 30.2 II 49.4 80.019.1 21 029.8 II 37.3 76.821.0 18
I 24.4 II 26·7 79.1 16.1 15 I 27.5 II 23.[ 77.5 18.9 21 I 32.4 II 15.3 77.3 20.9 18
2 28·3 II 08·4 78.3 16·5 17 2 27.3 II 06.4 75.5 18.5 24 2 27.9 10 56.7 I 76.9 21.2 17'
3 28.0 10 50. 6 73·5 16.0 20 3 24·3 10 49·7 73. 6 19. 0 22 3 26·4 10 43·4 i 73.2 21.0 [7
4 31.1 10 38.4 68·7 16·4 18 4 26.5 to 32.8 66.9 19.1 25 4 23.9 10 38.41 69.1 21.[ 17
5 27. 8 10 34. 8 61.8 16·3 17 5 30.8 10 30.9 63.0 19.2 21 5 23.5 10 27.0 65.1 21.3 19
6 31.6 10 54.2 57·3 16.3 17 6 25.6 10 45.7 57.9 18.9 18 6 26.6 10 34.4 61.5 21.1 20
7 29. 0 11 29·3 57·5 16.2 14 7 28.2 II 27·4 57.8 19.2 21 7 24.4 II 22.3 60.[ 21.1 17
8 24· 7 12 08·5 62·9 16. I 20 8 29.4 12 I I. 3 59.4 19.2 18 8 31. ° 12 09.8 61. 7 21. I 19
9 27·0 12 27·9 66·4 16.0 18 9 29.6 12 29.0 67.9 Is' 7 15', 9 29.8 12 16.9 68.4 20.8 20 I
i 10 31.2 12 23·7 75. 2 16.1 19 10 29.4; 12 20·7 74.0 18.9 IS 110 24.7 12 19.3 70.8 21.O 16
. II 28.0 12 10·7 7'11'-7. 16.3 IS II 28.8 i II 57·3 75.1 19.3 20' II 27.2 12 04.0 74.9 21.1, 171,
·----1------,--------;-------,--:--;----.-------"--1--I
336.3111361.68.'19.1194.4.204 337. 6 11323.7828.6'228.0,241 327.6 11261.8835.8'252.7' 215'
28.0 I II 30.1 61)·9 16.2 28.2 II 27. 0 61).1 19. 0 27.3 II 21.8 69.7 21.1
Iffrr
Ii ;111
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TABLE XVI.-.Ejled of uariations in l. ] t: .
, j una1' aeCtlnatlOn upon tilt· sOJli-JIIcJlsllal iJleqllali~J' of low tcatrr.






































































° 21.° I 18
I 26. I, 17
231. 3 1 17
3 32 • 8 i 17
4 2S·4 1 17
527.4' 16
6 28.7 i 17
7 27·7 i 17
8 27·7 1 18
9 29· 2 I 18
10 30.3 18



































































29· 5 I 18





















h. m, h. m, INches. I ° I
° 30.4 18 02·7 4· 7 I 2·9 i
I 32. 3 17 46. I 6. 4 i 2. 2 •
2 26.4 17 31.1 .7.2 i 2.8
3 27· 5 17 06. 4 13. I' 2. 8
4 24·5 16 55.0 17.4 3.1
5 24.6 16 57. 3 23.5 2.2
6 26. I 17 29. 4 27. I 2. 6
7 25· 7 18 26. ° 23.4 2 2
8 27·2 18 48.7 19·9 3: °
9 26.8 18 46. 9 16.1 2.3
10 29.4 18 40.3 14.9 1 2.4
II 29.2 18 26,9 7.5' 2.5
------------
--------------------------------------
330. I 17 656.8
27· 5 I 17 54· 7 I
181. 2
IS. I
31. ° i 215
2.6 1 ,
336.5 17 585·4
28.0 i 17 48. 8
202.2 :148.8
16·9 ' 12·4























Declination 20.10 to 23.0°.
I ---- ---- ----
~. m, h. m.: Inches. 0 h. m, ! h. m, Inches. 0 h. m, i h. m, Inches. 0
I ~~:: 17 56.7 i 8·5 16·3 15 ° 29.8: 17 55. 0 11.5 19. 1 241 ° 30.3 17 46.5 .9. 2 20·9 16
2 17 33·5 9.2 16. I 14 I 31. I 17 29.2 8. I 18,9 19! I 28.8 I7 25. 2 11.3 20·9 20
3 2~. 3 17 17· 6 13.6 16.5 17 2 27.3 17 IS· ° 10·5 19· ° 24 I 2 27· 9 16 59· 6 12.6 21. I 17
2.0 17 02.3 17. 1 16.0 20 3 24.3 17 00.4 14.7 19·0 22 3 26·4 16 47·5 16.6 21 ° 17
4 31. I 16 47. I 21.0 16.4 18 26.5 16 4 20.8 18.8 25 4 23·9 16 5 .
& ~~.~ 1649.6 24. 2 16.3 17 130.8 16 4~J 27·7 19. 2 21 5 23.5 16 j6:~ ~~:~ ~;:~ ;~
7
. 17 12.1 28.7 16. 2 16 6 25. 6 17 08.7 29. 8 18.9 18 626.6 16 54. 5 36.3 21.0 20
8 29·4 17 49·9 29.4 16.0 IS 7 26.8 17 56. 1 i 33. 2 19. 2 19 7 25·7 17 39. 1 34·5 21.0 17
26,9 18 30. 6 25.4 16.1 1<) 8 24.9. 18 31.5: 25.1 IS·9 17 8 30. 2 18 29·4 29. 0 21.0 22
I; 30.1 18 38.9 22.4 16.1 18 9 25.3' 18 42.8! 22·9 IS·7 14 9 30.1 18 40.5 23·4 2° 9 19
II 3°'°1 18 32.5 17.5 16.2 18 10 26.2 18 31.1! 16·7 19. 2 19 10 27·3 18 25·3 16.2 21:1 14
27.9. 18 13. 1 10.6 16.2 15 i II 29.21 18 09.61 13·7 19. 1 19 II 28·7 18 03. 2 12.0 21.1 19
____________________1 -- __--1-----------------
344·8 175°3.9 227.6 194.4
28·7 I 17 42. ° I 19· ° , 16.2 202 i---- - .. i
I
327.8 17 485.9
27· 3 I 17 40. 5
!
234. '; 228.° 241




17 32 • 8
251. I 252.4 217
20.9 21.0 ._
" Putting \. I
m
h", for the mean declination, lunitidal interval, awl height in Table VII, and comparing with the like quan-
I1tte, in Ta')I~; XV and XV I, We shall have for the non-periodical part of these tables the formulee :
High water:
Low water:
The presence of a constant term indicates that the mean lunitidal intervals and heights in Table VII do not exactly cor-
respond to the mean declin~tions in that table, owing to the non-linear character of the relation; also, since the station lies
only 80 16' from the terrestrial pole, the equators of the lunar and solar tidal spheroids will fall south of the station when the
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south declinations of those bodies are in excess of go 16', giving rise to complexity and want of symmetry not felt at stations
in middle latitudes. Perhaps this fact should have been taken into consideration in the preceding distribution into declination
groups.
The failure of the periodical part of Tables XV and XVI to satisfy the formula
was so marked that it could serve no useful purpose to publish the tables of residuals. This was probably due in large
measure to the fact that the periodical values of Tables XV and XVI depend upon only a few observations and are not free
from incidental irregularities.
INVESTIGATION OF THE DIURNAL INEQUALITY.
At Fort Conger there occur on the average two high and two low waters each mean lunar day. Usually, however, the
two high waters are of unequal height, and divide the twenty-four lunar hours into unequal parts, and the like is true of the two
low waters. This disparity of times and heights is observed to characterize the semi-diurnal tides in almost all parts of the
world, and is known as the diurnal inequality. Some of its laws are obvious. For example, suppose the successive semi-diurnal
high waters at a station to be numbered I, 2,3, etc., then observation shows that for about half a tropical or declination month
the odd tides are higher than the even, followed by the even higher than the odd for an equal period, and so on alternately,
the disparity in height fluctuating gradually, and with more or less regularity, between its extreme limits, its complete cycle
a declination month. In like manner it will be found that for about half a declination month at a time the even follow the odd
tides at an interval less than twelve lunar hours, then for a like period at an interval greater than twelve lunar hours, and so
on alternately. The phenomenon is as pronounced in the case of low as in that of high waters, and follows like laws.
Observation having shown that the diurnal inequality runs through a complete cycle in a period usually not differing
materially from a declination month the phenomenon is supposed to depend principally upon the varying declination of the
moon, and in expository writings not purely analytical is ascribed to a consequent oscillation in latitude of the poles of the
lunar tidal spheroid. This explanation may suffice for the diurnal inequality of high water, both in time and height, but the
writer is unable to perceive that it makes the slightest advance toward accounting for the equally well established diurnal
inequality in low water.
To separate the wave causing the diurnal inequality from the semi-diurnal wave the method adopted was a graphical
process devised by the late Assistant L. F. Pourtales of the U. S. Coast Survey.] The hourly observations were laid down'
upon profile paper to convenient scale, as far as they extended, followed by the observed high and low waters to the end of
the series, and the continuous curve drawn in with a free hand. A tracing in ink having been taken the traced curve was
shifted forward in epoch twelve mean lunar hours and a mean curve run in with a pencil; the traced curve was then shifted
backward from its first position twelve mean lunar hours and a second mean curve run in with pencil; and, finally, the mean
of the two pencil curves was run in with ink (of another color) and taken as the semi-diurnal wave, the difference between the
two ink curves a" the superposed wave causing the diurnal inequality.
The method of Pourtales, though laborious, is presumably not more so than the numerical methods hitherto devised, and
in point of precision it suffices, as proved in this reduction, to bring out distinctly a quantity amounting in the maximum to
only a few inches, using a scale of 1-20. The adoption of a larger scale would readily raise the precision of the method to
equality with that of observations of standard excellence made under the most favorable circumstances. The method
possesses the signal advantage of bringing out the physual fact, unaffected by the preconceived theories of the im'ejtigator, a matter
of some importance in dealing with tidal observations, where a numerical analysis, based upon a misconception of the period
or nature of a phenomenon, might result in values depending for their appearance upon imperfect elimination. Where the
series is long enough to complete the elimination the null result would put the computer upon inquiry, but even in this case the
loss of labor is well worthy of consideration.
Plate I exhibits a specimen of the results obtained by an application of Pourtales's method to the Fort Conger series, the
minor irregularities of the curves being omitted. The example was chosen to exhibit the diurnal wave at a time when the
sun's declination is large. It is seen that the solar effect upon the heights is fully equal to the lunar, and that the period of
*Whewell, Phil. Trans., 1834, p. 40.
tThis method was first published by Assistant Charles A. Schott, of the U. S. Coast Survey, in his discussion of Dr. Kane's tidal observations at
Van Rensselaer Harbor (Smithsonian Contributions to Knowledge, Vol. XIII). Mr. Schott again made use of the method in his discussion of Dr.
Hayes's tidal observations at Port Foulke (Smithsonian Contributions, Vol. XV). In the present discussion these two memoirs by Mr. Schott have been
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the diurnal wave, instead of oscillating about a mean lunar day, is approximately a solar day. There is, indeed, during the
calendar month represented in the plate a tendency on the part of the diurnal wave to out-run the sun, high water coming
along somewhat earlier from day to day."
On proceeding to read and tabulate the high and low waters of the diurnal inequality wave it was found that the first
year only of the series was weIl fitted for the purpose, the free-hand continuous curve through the observed high and low
waters of the second year not conforming with sufficient precision to the law of the wave. The readings of the diurnal
inequality wave from August 21, 1881, to August 25, 1882, are given in Table XVII. The times of high and low water being
much more indeterminate than the times when the wave vanishes the curve was read for high and low water at points midway
between the nodes or points of no wave. This probably displaces in some degree the times of high and low water and
diminishes the range.
The readings have also been partially freed from incidental irregularities by two applications of the method of successive
means, or the numerical bisection of chords. Wherever the hour is affected with the minus sign the quantity must be sub.
tracted from 24h, and one day from the date, in order to obtain the epoch in the usual notation. Thus the tabular time of low
water, 1882, June I, -10'9\ is 1882, May 31, 13.lh after midnight in the ordinary reckoning. The heights are measured
from the surface of the semi-diurnal wave.
TABLE XVII.-nmes and heights of high and low diurnai tide.
High water. Low water.
Time. Height. Time. Height.
Ila'e.






·T-·--T-H-·-h-t I, TI·me. IHeight. Time. IHeight.irne. ! elg .
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1881. h. Inches. h. Inches. 1881. h. Inches. h. Inches,
Aug. 21 +23.8 +5.3 u .• __ u __ .u __ Sept. 28 +17.3 +6.0 + 5·3 -3.5
22 +23.5 +3.3 +11.7 -3.5 29 +18·3 +5·5 + 6.1 -3·5
23 +23· I +3.0 +1I.5 -3.5 30 +18·9 +3· 7 + 6·7 -4· 5
24 +22·5 +2.5 +10.9 -3. ° Oct. I +19· 7 +3· 3 + 7· 5 -4· 5
25 +21.9 +1.5 +10.1 -2.3 2 +20·3 +3·5 + 8·5 -3·5
26 +21.6 +0.7 + 9.2 -2.0 3 +20.7 +3.0 + 8·5 -3. 0
27 +21·5 +0.3 + 9.3 -2.0 4 +20.9 +1. 7 + 8·5 -2·5
28 +21. 3 +0.3 + 9.4 -I. 7 5 +19· 9 +0.7 + 8·4 -2·5
29 +20.9 +1.3 + 8.9 -2.5 6 +17.9 +0·3 + 6.8 -4·5
3° +20·4 +2.5 + 8.7 -3.0 7 +16.6 +0·3 + 5·4 -5. 0
31 +19·7 +3.0 + 8.3 -3.0 8 +15·9 +1.7 + 4·5 -3. 0
Sept. I +-19.7 +3.3 + 7.8 --3.3 9 +15.7 +2·7 + 3.7 -2.0
2 +20.6 +3.5 + 8. 3 ~ -3.5 10 +15· 9 +3· 5 + 3· 5 -2·5
3 +21. 9 +3.5 + 9.5 -3.5 II +16.2 +5· 3 + 4· ° -4· 3
4 +22·9 +3.7 +10.6 -3.7 12 +16·5 +5·5 + 4·5 -4·7
5 +23. 2 +4.0 +11.4 -3.7 13 +16·7 +4·7 + 4·5 -3·3
6 +22.8 +3.7 +1I.1 --4.0 14 +17.7 +3·7 + 5. 0 -3.0
7 +22. 3 +3.0 +10.3 4.5 15 +18·9 +3· 0 + 6·3 -3· 5
8 +22.3 +2.0 +10.3 -3.5 16 +19.5 +2·7 + 7·5 -3. 0
9 +22.1 +1.5 +10.2 -2.5 17 +19.li +2·3 + 7·9 -2·3
10 +21.2 +1.7 + 9.5 -3.3 18 +18.7 +1.7 + 7. 2 -2.0
II +20.1 +2.0 + 8.7 --4.3 19 +17.6 +1.5 + 5·9 -2·7
12 +19.1 +2.0 + 7.5 -4.3 20 +17·3 +1.7 + 5·4 -~.~
13 +18.5 +2.5 + 6.7 -3.7 21 +16.4 +2·3 + 4·9 -.
q. +18·5 +3.5 + 6.5 -3.5 22 +15. 1 +3. 0 ++ 3·9 -~.07
15 +18.9 +4.0 +6.6 -3.7 23 +14.4 +4. 0 2·7-·
16 +19.3 +3.7 + 7. I -3.7 24 +14·7 +4·5 t 2·4 -~'55
17 +20.0 + +8.0 -3.3 25 +15·3 +4·5 -r 2· 9 -.
18 +20.7 +~:~ + 8.7 -3. 0 26 +15.9 +4·7 + 3·5 -2·7
19 +20.6 +2.5 + 9. I -2.7 27 +16.4 +5· ° + 4· I -3· 3
20 +20.5 +2.3 + 8.9' -2.3 28 +16.8 +4·7 + 4 7 -4. 0
21 + 20.5 + I. 5 + 8. 5 ---I. 7 29 + 17· I, -+-4. 3 t 4· ~_.:. ~
22 +19.5 +0.3 +-7.5 --1.3 30 +16·7! +3·7 4· -.
23 +17.7 -0.3 + 6.0 1.5 31 +16·3 i +3·5 + 4·5 -3·7
24
1 +16·9 +1.0 + 5. 11-2.7 Nov. I +16·51 +3·5 + 4·7 --5. 0
25-+16·9: +25 +5.0,,1-3.7 2 +15.7' +3·3 +4. 2 -5·526 1 6 . +14 5' +3 5 + 3· I -4· 0+1 ·9 I +3· 3 + 4· 7 i -4· 3 3 . i +' + 2 3 . -2 7
27 i +17·1 +4.5 + 4.71-4. 3 4 +14.21 4. 0 . i .
- -, I! " f '1
;--- - ._- -, f h hel ht f hi h and low water maybe conceived to arise rom an OSCI -
I · WhewelI, Phil. Trans., 1837, p. 227. "The diurnal inequalityo. t e erg 0 (11g ) h s" This notion seems to have been propagated
atmg Wave f hi h " hIe once In twenty-four unar our.h ,0 w ic the maximum height comes to eac pac . I . rtyas due to two waves the one coming round once
t rough tidal literature even to our own times. Mr. Haughton seems to regard the diuma mequa I •
each lunar, the other once each solar day. See Phil. Trans.• 1863, pp. 243-255, 1875, pp, 331-353.
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TABLE XVII.-1l"",l's and Il~igltts t!/Itigh and 101(1 diurnal fidC'-Continued.
--~--~_.._.._..-
----ji---i-----
High water. Low water. I High water. Low water. High water. Low water.I
I
Date. Date.Date.
Time. Height. Time. Height. Time. Height. Time. Height. Time. Height. Time. Height.
1881. h. Inches, h. inches. 1882. h. Inches. h. I Inchts. 1882. h. Inches. h. Inches.Dec. 13
-P3·3 +3·5 --!- 1.1 -2. 7 Feb. 16 +12·3 +3·5 - 0. I
-3·5 Apr. 23 + 3. 8 +4·5 - 8·5 -3. 0q. ~13·9 +3. 0 + 1.9 -2·5 17 +12.1 +2·7 + 0·5 -2.0 24 + 4. 6 +3·7 - 7·9 -4·515 -.-14. I ~2·3 + 2. I -2·3 il 18 +11. 3 +4·0 + 0·3 --2.0 25 + 4·5 +3. 0 - 7·7 -4. 016
-c-IJ·5 ,2·5 1.8 -3. 0 -I 19 +10.J +2·7 - 1.1
-2·5 26 + 4. 2 +2·3 - 7·9 --3. 017 --;-12.0 +4·3 -;- 0·7 -4. 0 20 + 9. 0 iO·5 - 3. 2 -I. 7 27 + 4·6 +1. 7 - 7·5 --2·718 +II·4 +5. 0 - 0·5
-4·7 21 + 8.8 +°·3 - 3·9 -I. 5 28 + 4· 7 +1. 7 - 7·4 -2.019 --!-12·5
-r3· 7 - 0·3
-5·3 22 + 9. 0 +°·3 - 3. I -2·7 29 + 3· 7 +2.0 - 7· 7 -2·320
--!-13· 9 73·3 ., 1.3 -6·3 23 + 9. 0 ,03 - 2·9 -3·3 30 + 2·3 +2·3 - 8·5 -3·321
-:-14· 5 +3·3 T 2·4 -7·0 24 - 8.8
-I. 5
- 2·9 -2·7 May I + 1.3 +2·3 -10. I -3. 022 ":"-14·1 +4·0 - 2·3 -6·3 25 + 8·7 -+4·0 - 3. I
-3· 7 2 + 1.2 +1. 5 -II. I -2·523 +13·4
-'-4·7 + I. 7 -5. 0 26 + 9·5 +5·5 - 2·7
-5'3 3 + 2.0 +1.0 -10·5 -2.024 --l-13· 6 +4. 0 + I. 5 -4·3 27 + 9·9 +4·7 - 2.0 -4·0 4 + 2. 7 +1.5 - 9· 7 -2·525 + 13. 8 +4·0 + 2.0
--4·3 28 +10.0 +4·3 - 2. I -2·5 5 + 3. I +3. 0 - 9. 2 -5·526
--l-13· 7
-4·3 1.9 -4. 0 Mar. I + II. 3 +4·3 - 1.9 -2·7 6 + 3·5 +4·3 - 8·9 -8.027 +14·1 +4. 0 + 1.7 -3·3 2 +12·9 +3'3 - 0.1 -2·3 7 + 3. 8 +4. 0 - 8. 3 -7·328 +14·3 +4·3 - 2. I -3·5 3 +13· 7 +2·5 + 1.5 -1.5 8 + 4. I +3·3 - 7·9 ~5·329 ...L13· 9
--!-5· 0 - 1.7
-3·5 4 +13. 1 +2.0 + 1.7 -1·5 9 + 4·5 +3·5 - 7·5 -4·3 I30 +13. 0
-'--4· 7 + 0·9 -3. 0 5 +11. 2 +1. 3 + 0·5 -0·7 10 + 4·8 +3· 5 - 7·3 -3·531 --13· 9
-'--3·5 1.5 -2·7 6 + 8·5 +1. 5 - 2.1
-0·5 II + 4·4 +2·7 - 7·3 -3. 01882. 7 ., 7·0 ,1.5
- 4·7 -1.5 12 + 3. 8 +2·7 - 8. I -3· 3Jan. I +14. 6 +3·3 + 2·5 -2·7 8 + 7·4 +1.3
- 4·9 -2.0 13 + 3. 0 +2·7 - 8.8 -3·32 ,14·0 +3·5 + 2·4 -3. 0 9 + 7·7 +2·3 - 4. I
-2·5 14 + 1.9 +2·7 - 9·5 -3. 03 +13· 7 +3·7 + 1.8 -3. 0 10 + 7·3 +2·7
- 4·7 -3,3 15 + 1.7 +4. 0 -10·3 -3·74 +12.0 +6.0 + 1·9 -5. 0 II + 7·4 +2·5 - 5. 0
-3·3 16 + 1.2 +6,3 -10.0 --4· 55 +13. 6 +8.0 + 2·5 -4·5 12 + 7. I +2·5 - 4·7 -3·7 17 -L 1.2 +8.0
- 9·5 -5. 0,6 +14·5 +5·7 + 3. 0 -6·5 13 + 7. I +2·5
- 4·9 -4·5 18 + 3. I +7· 7 - 9. I -5·37 +14·4 +4·5 I 2·5 -3·7 14 + 8,3 +3·5 - 4. 2
-3·7 19 + 3·7 +6·3 - 8.6 -4·5
T8
-14. 6 +3·7 + 2·5 -4·0 15 + 9·5 +4·5 - 2·9 -2·7 20 + 3. 8 +5. 0 - 8. I -4·59 +14· 3 +2·3 + 2·5 -2·7 16 + 9. 6 +3·5 - 2.2 -2.0 21 + 3·5 +4·7 - 8.2 -4·710 +14·5 +1. 7 ~ 2·7 -1·3 17 + 9·5 +2·5 -- 2.2
-1.5 22 + 3. 2 +5·0 - 8.8 -4·3II +14· 5 +3. 0 + 2·7 -2·3 18 + 9·9 +2·5 - 2·5 -I. 5 23 + 2·9 +3·7 - 8·9 -3·512 +13· 3 +4. 0 , I. 9
-3·5 19 + 9·5 +1.7
- 2·4 -I. 5 24 -r 2·7 +2.0 - 9. 2 -2. 713 +11. 7 +4. 0 + 0.1
-3·5 20 + 7·8 +0·5
- 3·3 -I. 5 25 + 2. 7 +1.7 - 9·5 -2·714 +II. I +4·7 - 1.3
-43 21 + 5·7 +0·3 - 5·3 -1.7 26 + 2. 7 +2·3 - 9·4 -3. 015 +12·5 +6.0 --- 0·4 -6.0 22 + 4·7 +1.0
- 6·7 -I. j 27 + 1.9 +2·7 - 9·5 -2·7II 16 +13·7 -'-6·7 + 1.3 -6·5 23 + 5·7 +1. 5 - 6·9 -0,7 28 + 1.2 +3·3 -10·3 -2·717 +13· 5 +8.0 + 1.7 -6'3 24 + 6,9 +2.0 - 5. 6




-r- 8· 5 + 1.5
-7·5 25 + 7. I +3· 5 - 4·7 -I. 7 30 + 0.6 +5. 0 -II·3 -4·319 -'--13· 9 +6·3 1.9
-7·5 26 + 6.8 +4·0 - 5. 1
-3·5 31 + 0·9 +6.0 -II. I -4·720 +13·8 -f-4·3 + 1.9 -5·5 27 + 6·5 +3. 0
- 5·5
-3·5 June I + 1.5 +6·5 -10·9 -4·721 ..)..14·0 +3·5 + 1.9 -4·7 28 + 6,9 +2·7 - 5,3
-3·0 2 + 2. I +5·7 -10·3 -5. 022 -14·4 +2·7 + 2.2
-4·5 29
-r 7·3 +2·7 - 5. 0 -2,3 3 ...L 2·4 +5·3 - 9·7 -6·323 -r 14· 5 +3. 0 + 1.9 -3·0 30, + 6·3 +1.7 - 5· 3 -1.3 4 + 2.8 +5· 7 - 9·5 -6.024 +13·9 +4.0 I
- 8·9 -4·7
T 2·3 -1.7 31 , + 5,9 +0·5 - 5·7 -0·5 5 + 3·3 +5· 525 +12.0 +4·0 + 1.2 -1.7 Apr. I + 6. I +0.0
- 5·7 +0·3 6 + 3·7 +4· 7 - 8.2 -5. 026 +10·9 +3·7 - 0·5 -3. 0 2 + 6,3 +0.0
- 5·8 +0·5 7 + 3·4 +4·5 - 8·7 -5·527 +10·9 I +3·7 + 1.5 -4·3 3 + 5·8 +0·7 - 6.0
-0,3 8 + 2·5 +4. 0 - 9. 6 -5. 028 ,·11. 31 +5·0 + 0·9
-4·3 4 + 3·5 +2.0
- 7·4 -1.3 9 + 1.6 +3. 0 -10.2 -4·329 -r- 11.4 , -'-6·5 + 0·3
-4·3 5 + 1·9 +2·5
- 9·5 -1.5 to + 0·5 +2·3 -10·7 -3·330 +II. I +7·0 + 0·7
-4·7 6 -'- 2.6 +3. 0
- 9·9 -I. 7 II + 0·4 +2·3 -II. 7 -2·731 +11. I +6.0 + 1.0 -4·5 7 + 3·9 +3· 5 - 8.8 -2.0 12 + 0.2 +3·3 -12.1 -3·3Feb. I +12.1 +4·7 - 0·5 -3· 5 8 + 4-6 +4·7
- 7·7
-3·0 13 + 1.1 -'-4· 3 -II. 3 -3·32 +13· 3 +3· 5 + 0·3 -3·3 9 + 5·2 +5·0
- 6·9
-5·3 14 + 1.8 +4· 7 -10·5 -3·73 -f-t3· 7 -'-3· 3 -r- I. I -4·0 10 T 5· 7 +4·7 - 6.6
-5·7 15 + 2.0 +6.0 -10.1 -4·54 +14. I +3. 0 + 2. I -3·3 II + 6.0 +4· 7 - 6·3 16 + +8.0 ·-10.0 _6.05 +13· 5 +2·7 + -4·0 2. I
- 9. 8 -7·5
2·5 -I. 5 12 + 6.2 +3· 5 - 5,9
-3. 0 17 + 2. 3 +8.06 +12. I +2·7 + L I -1.3 13 + 6·3 +2·5 - 5,9
-3. 0 18 + 2. 5 +6.0 - 9·4 -5·37 +10·9 +2·5 - 0.8 -1.5 14 + 6·3 +3·0 - 5,9
-3·3 19 + 2·3 +5. 0 - 9·5 --3· 38 +10·5 +3·3 - 1·7 -2·3 15 + 5·5 +3·5 - 6.2
-3·5 + +4· 7 -10.0 -4. 020 2.09 + II. 3 ,,4· 3 - 1.1 -3·5 16 + 4·3 +3·7 - 7. 0




-3·7 17 + 3.0 +3·7 - 8. 1
-2·7 22 + 2. I +4·3 ---10. III -!-.. 1O·9 +3·0 - 0·7 --3·7 18 + 2·7
-3. 0+3·7 -- 9· I -2.7 23 + 2.0 +3·5 ~..- 9·912 +10.2 +3·7 - 1.4 -4·5 19 + 3. 2 +4·3 - 8·9 ! -4.0 + +3·3 -10. I -2.313 +10.2 +4·7 -- 1.7 -5·3 + 3. 6 24 1·3
-3· 520 +4·0 - 8.2
--4·3 25 + 0·7 +3·7 -10·914 +10.8 +5· 5 -- 1.5 -5·5 21 + 3·9 +4·3 - 8.0 26 ...L +3·7 -II. 5 -4·515 +11·5 +5· 5 -2·7 0·3
-4· 5
-- 1.0
-5. 0 22 + 3·7 +5. 0
- 8·3 -2.0 + +4. 0 -12. I27 0·3
fl
TABLE XVII.-1tmes and heightsofhigh and low diurnal tid~











Alu8g~2. 8 h. Inches. h. Inches.
9 -2.1 +3·5 -'12·9-2.0
10 - 2·7 +].0 -15·4 "-2.3
- I. 5 +4 5II . ....14·4·-2·3
-. 0·9 +7· 0 IJ 0 , 7
IZ -0.6 -L 7 =12.'7 -.,.14· "'4.0
13 -0·5 -0,3 --12.5 -1.1
14 -0·7 +1.5 -12.5 +0.1
15 '- o. 5 +4· 7 12.5 -I. 7
16 - 0.0 +4· 3 ·-12.3-3.5
17 - 0.0 +3· J -12.0 -J.5
18 - 0·5 +2·5 -/2.3 -.3.0
19 --o.S -0.3 --/Z.7 -2.0
20 - 0.9 -3.0 -/2.S --1.0
21 - I. 3 --Z.3 -/2.9 --0. o
22 - 1.7 ./-0.5--13-5 -0.0
23 - 0·5 -('2·3 -IJ.3 ·-.1.3
24 + 1.5 -1-2·5 -11.3 2.5
25 -+ I. I +3.3 10.3 --.1.0
----__1__-





+2·3 1-1O. 0 ! --3.3
+1.5 -11.0 -z.5
+1.3 -12.5 -Z.O
+2.0 -13· 5 -3.3
+2.7 -13· 9 -3· 3
+3· 5 I -14· 1 -3· 3
+4·0 i -14. 0 -4.0
+3·3 -13·5 -3.5
+1.7 -13. 0 -z.7
+1. 3 -13· 3 -2.3
+1.5 -13.8 -1.5
+1. 3 -13. I -0.5
+2.0 -11.3 -0.7
+z.7 - 9· 9 -2.3
+1.7 - 9·3. -z·5
+I. 0 - 9.4 -I. 5
+1.3 - 9·7 -1.3
+1. 7 - 9· 7 -I. 'i
+3·5 - 9·4 -2.0






July 19 + 1.5
zo + 0.3
21 - 0.3
22 - I. 3
23 - 2. I
24 - 2.3
25 - I. 7
26 - I. 2
27 - 0.8
28 -1.3
29 ! - Z.O i
30 - 0·5 I
31 + I. 7 .
Aug. I -+- 2.7
2 -+- 2.5
3 + 2. I
4 + Z.O






















































































































th The ten~enc~ exhibited by the diurnal inequality wave in Plate I to out-run the sun is confirmed by Table XVII - where
. e ualin p~nod I.S seen to be about a sidereal day, that is, in 365 solar days there occur 366 high and 366 low diurnal
mequa Ity tides h h °11' b .
, Ig water OSCI atmg a out the SIdereal epoch 19h 36.Im low water about the sidereal epoch 7b 36 1m This
appears 1 I " ' .. IS
. more c ear y from an mspecnon of fig. I, Plate II, where the initial points of the civil days have been taken on the
aXIS o~ abscissas at intervals of a millimeter, the mean solar hour of high and low diurnal inequality tide for each day laid off
di: ordl~ates, and the sidereal epochs, 19h 36.Im, 7h 36.lm, as oblique axes. It has also been found from further readings of the
1U~~1 mequality curve that 27 high waters between June 4 and 30, 1883, arrived at times ranging from I6'9h to 22.Zh side.
rea time, the mean epoch being 19h 29m.
The theory that the diurnal inequality is caused by a tide that comes along on an average once each lunar day is thus
seen not to be true at Fort Conger. Nor is it true at Polaris Bay, Van Rensselaer Harbor, or Port Foulke, as an examination
of the reductions for those stations shows. The breaking away from lunar time was brought out by Pourtales's method in Mr.
S~hott's reduction of the Port Foulke tides and did not fail to fix his attention. He remarks, page 16o: "The epoch of the
d~urnal wave appears to remain sensibly the same during the twenty days for which it has been brought out, that is to say, its
hl.gh. water appears to occur at noon, and consequently its low water at midnight; the variations from these hours are confined
wlthm an hour before or after. The Van Rensselaer Harbor tides afforded but a bare glimpse at the diurnal tide which
OCcurred between October 30 and November 22, 1853; there also its high water appeared to hang about the hours two or
three after noon, and its low water the same number of hours after midnight; but as theory points out a different relation than
that of solar time, and (onsequetltly a gradual slow shifting from the solar hours, and as our series is too short to show its con-
formity or non-conformity therewith, we are compelled to leave this interesting branch of the discussion." .
. Reading the diurnal inequality tide from Plate III, accompanying Mr. Schott's reduction of the Port Foulke tidal ~bserva-
t~ons, we have as the mean from 20 high and 20 low waters between November 21 and December 10, I86~, 17.1 for the
Sidereal time of high water on November 30. From the corresponding plate at Van Ren:selaer Harbor 24 ~Jgh a~d 24 l~w
waters, between October 30 and November 22 18 53 give I8.4b as the sidereal time of high water of the diurnal inequality
. , , • b hA' h
tide on November 10. The mean establishment at Van Rensselaer exceeds that at Port Foulke y 0·4 . ssummg t e same
~elocity of propogation for the diurnal wave this would bring the Port Foulke di~rnal high water ~o V~n R.ensselaerat 17'Sb
Sidereal time on November 30, 1860. On November 10,1853, it arrived at the slderea.l hour 1~'4' lhe inference that. the
P . d f . . II' f id eal day In the neIghborhood of these stationseno 0 the diurnal inequality wave does not differ matena y rom a Sl er.. . . .
seems a just one. The assumption of a. mean solar day would give the outstandmg residual more than twice as great, while
a period approximating to a lunar day is very improbable.
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This characteristic of the diurnal inequality wave is not noticed in the reduction of the seven-month series at Polaris Bay,.
but fortunately the method of Pourtales having been employed and two examples given in the plates, we have to hand the data
from which to establish its existence. From 8 readings of high and 8 of low water between January 1 and 8, 1872, 16 of high
and 15 of low between May 22 and June 6, following, it appears that the high water of the diurnal inequality wave arrived
at Polaris Bay January 4 at 23'3h and on May 29 at 21.7h sidereal time. The probability that the period of this wave differs
materially from a sidereal day is very slight.
The inference from these facts is that from Smith Sound to Robeson Channel the mean period of the diurnal inequality
wave is practically, if not precisely, a sidereal day.t
The range of the diurnal inequality wave at Fort Conger is small, the mean of 370 high waters rising 3.34 inches above
and the mean of 369 low waters falling 3.34 inches below the surface of the semi-diurnal wave. The mean range of the semi-
diurnal tide may be taken as approximately 49 inches. Hence the ranges of the two components are to each other as 6.68 to
49, or as 1 to 773 nearly. At Port Foulke these ranges were to each other nearly as 1 to 273. The disparity of these ratios
is worthy of attention.
To determine the respective influences of the moon and sun in raising the diurnal inequality wave Tables XVIII and
XIX were formed from Table XVII according to a principle that readily appears from inspection of the tables themselves.
To allow for retard the declinations antedate by a day the heights with which they are associated. The mean lunar range,
derived from 54 high and 54 low waters, or nearly two declination months, the sun's declination meanwhile confined within
the limits ::I: 5.1°, was found to be 5.0 inches; the mean solar range, derived from 54 high and 54 low waters, the moon rang-
ing in declination from -4'5° to + 5.1°, was found to be 4.9 inches, that is, the moon and sun have practically at this sta-
tion all equal influence in causing the diurnal inequality.
TABLE XVIlI.-Heiglz/ of the lunar diurnal wave.
Moon's Sun's Height. Moon's I Sun's I Height.
Date. declina- declina- "---------_. Date. declina- declina- ----





o Inches. Incht"S. 1882. 0 0 Inches. Inches.
Sept. 10 + 7·4 +5· I +1.7
-3·3 Mar. 8 - 9·9 -5. 1 +1.3 -2.0
II 12·3
------_...
2.0 4·3 9 13·7 2·3 2·5_______ w12 16·4 --- ._---- 2.0 4·3 10 16·9 2·7 3·3- _... - --13 19·5 ---- ._-- 2. 5 3·7 II 19·5 -------~ 2. 5 3·314 21. 5
- 3·5 3· 5 12 2[, I
-------- 2·5 3·715 22·4 _ ......... -
- 4. 0 3· 7 13 2[.5
--------
2·5 4·516 22.2
----_. -~ 3·7 3·7 14 20.8 3· 5 3·7---- ----17 20·9 3. 0 3·3 15 18.8 4·5 2·718 IS.7 -~---.-- 2·5 3.0 16 15.6 3· 5 2.0- ~------19 15·8 - - _..---- 2·5 2. 7 17 1I. 3
--------
2·5 1.520 12.2 2·3 2. 3 18 6·3 2·5 1.5--------21 8. I 1.5 1.7 19 - 0.8 1.7 1.5
---- ----22 + 3· 7 +°·3 1.3 20 + 4·7 0·5 1.5-_.~-----23 .- 0·9 -- .- ---- '-0·3 1.5 21 9·9 0·3 1.724 5. 6 +1.0 2·7 22 14·3
--------
1.0 1.725 10.0 2·5 3· 7 23 17.8 1.5 0·726 --------14·2 ------_. 3·3 4· 3 24 20. 2
--------
2.0 0·327 17·7 4·5 4· 3 25 21. 3
-------- 3· 5 1.72S 20.3 6.0 3--5 26 21. 3 4. 0 3·5--------29 21.9 5·5 3·5 27 20.2 3. 0 3· 530 22·3 3·7 4·5 28 18.2
-------- 2·7 3. 0( Jet, I 21·3 3·3 4·5 29 15·4 2·7 2·3._------2 19.0
._------ 3·5 3· 5 3° 12. I 1.7 1.3-_._- ._--3 15·5 ----_._-- 3.0 3. 0 31 8.2 0·5 -0·54 I I. ° 1.7 2·5 Apr. I + 4. I !~===~=== 0.0 +°·35 5·9 0·7 2. 5 2 0.2 , 0.0 +°·5---- ---.-6 0·4 '--5.0 +°·3 -4· 5 3 4. 6 +5· I -r0 . 7 -0. 3
----------------
------------Means ____ n ____________ f-2.60
--3· 31 Means _____ un _________ +2.08 .1. 98
---_.__._-~-----
*y. S..Arct.ic Expedition, steamer Polaris, C. F. Hall, commanding, VO;~;~~-;~-86. ------
t .r.he Supermtendent of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey gives permission to state that while these pages are going through the press a de-
Co~posltlon by.Pourtales' method of a year's continuous observations by the survey at Kadiak Island Alaska in progress at this Office, shows that the
period of the diurnal inequality wave at that station is within a few seconds of a sidereal day. For the discussion in full see the Superintendent's
Reports (probably 1887).
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Table XX shows the relation of the vanishing of the moon's declination to the vanishing of the diurnal inequality at
observed high and low water. The maximum value of the inequality being only a few inches, a quantity easily masked by
meteorological effects, the points of vanishing are more or less indeterminate. The means of groups are, however, entitled to
confidence. It appears from this table that the diurnal inequality of the high waters vanishes 2 d 2211 after, that of the low
waters I d 08 11 before the vanishing of the moon's declination, and hence, that the inequality of low water vanishes 4d oGb
~arlier than the inequality of high water. There seems to be no relation to the season of the year in the magnitude of the
mterval between the vanishing of the diurnal inequality of high and low water, respectively, the grouping of equinoctial and
I .. I . d h c. II . d 8b .so st~tIa values giving the fol1owing results: Spring equinox 4d 12h, summer solstice 4 05, ra equinox 4 0 , wmter
solstice 4d OSh; or, equinoxes 4d IOh, solstices 4<1 osh-the difference being insignificant.
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The non-simultaneous vanishing of the diurnal inequality of high and low water has been remarked at various place~,
both within and without the Arctic circle. Of the former places we may mention Port Foulke, Port Leopold, and polans
Bay. At all three of these places also the inequality for low water vanishes before the declination of the moon. The explana-
ti ffi d b hil . hi of theIOns 0 ere y p 1 osophers do not seem to be sufficient. At Port Leopold - the interval by which the varus 1Dg__~-
--~--- --- ..-~_._.'-_.----- R S
*Philosophical Transactions, vol. 153 (anno 1863), Part I: On the Tides of the Arctic Seas. By the Rev. Samuel Haughton, M. A., F. . , "
Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin. Part I: On the Diurnal Tides of Port Leopold, North Somerset.
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inequality of low water preceded the vanishing of the inequality of high water was a maximum at the solstices and a minimum
at the equinoxes, a~d Mr. Haughton, in his .dis~~ssi~n of the observations, has shown that this fact accords with what might
be expected from tidal theory. No such periodicity IS, however, observable in the like interval at Fort Conger.
In view of the fact that the tide causing the diurnal inequality at Fort Conger comes round once in a sidereal instead of
once in a lunar day, and that the same thing seems to have place at Port Foulke, Van Rensselaer Harbor, and Polaris Bay,
and also because the vanishing of the diurnal inequality at Fort Conger fails to conform to accepted theories, it is conceived
that an attempt to analyze this inequality by recourse to a few very simple considerations and to furnish a rational explana-
tion of some of its salient phenomena, whether wholly successful or not, will be deemed neither presumptuous nor irrelevant.
If we number the successive high waters as they arrive at any station where diurnal inequality exists, J, 2, 3, etc., denote
odd numbers by one dash, even numbers by two dashes, and write H for the higher, It for the lower of two successive high
waters, then we shall have by observation a series like the following:
H' h" H' h" . . . h' H" h' H",
there being a daily alternation of higher and lower high waters, with a reversal every half declination month, that is, if at any
time the odd-numbered tides are the higher, then the even numbered will be the higher a fortnight later. The fortnightly
reversal is accomplished gradually, and every declination month shows a steady progress through all the phases: odd tides at
greatest height above even tides, equality, even tides at greatest height above odd tides, equality." ..
This fortnightly reversal or gradual transference of superiority from odd to ~v~n, from even. to odd hl~h tlde~, may .be
conceived of as marking the progress of a wave superimposed upon the lunar s~ml-dlUmal ~ave divested of diurnal mequ~hty
(which call the lunar semi-diurnal), and moving relatively to the latter so as either to gam or to lose a mean lunar day m a
mean tropical or declination month.
Let a = a meal) tropical month,
b = a mean lunar day,
s = the mean apparent rate of motion of the sun~ .
v = the speed of the superimposed lunar diurnalmequahty wave,
't =the height of the latter wave,
then
~= the number of mean lunar days in a mean tropical month, .
a I h b f ti that the lunar diurnal inequality wave comes round during a mean tropical month,7Jx 1= t e num er 0 imes
~= the speed of the lunar semi-diurnal wave;
we have, then,
V=2n' (i±~) per mean solar day,
=15 0 (i±~) per mean solar hour,
(
1 ~)_ (a±b) per mean lunar day,
=2n'b b±a _27r a
and, expressing 1 in mean lunar days, we have (a+b ) }
( +b )} . f 7r --'I+f3 +etc.fA =nl sin { 2n' (a~b . l+f1) } +h2sin 2 {2n' ~. l+f2 +h3sID 3 t 2 a:b
b . { (0-. I+n.)} +k3sin 3 f 21t(o' 1+.173) }+etc.
. a- . k SID 2 21t .,- t
fll=k1 sin { 21t(7 1+"7)} + 2 a __--- -----.-d. - ease and decrease together, the
___ --:--" . reb the odd and even n es mer
. ., . f he semi.mensual mequality, whe y . tides
*This phenomenon must be dlstmgUished rom t . h 1 five height of consecutive .
. . Ilv altenng t e ma
complete cycle being a synodic month, Without matena ,
H. Mis. 393, pt 2-44
• 'i
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for the most general expression of the two waves contributed by variations in lunar declination to the production of diurnal
inequality in the lunar semi-diurnal high and low waters. }l out-runs the moon, gaining a lunar day ir. a tropical month; }ll
is out-run by the moon, losing a lunar day in a tropical month.
If m be any integer, n any positive integer, and 1 vanish for some lunar semi-diurnal high water, then
.=<Il { (a- b I ) }Ill=~p sin (2n+l) 27t ---'1+--.--
,1 .=0 til+1 a 4 pn+I)
.=<Il { (a+b I a+b 2m+I) }u" = ~ q: sin (211+1) 27t --.1+-- - -.--
r: .=0 "'+1 . "" a 4 (2n+I) a 4
.='" { (a-b I a-b 2m+ I) }
11 "= ~ q sin (211+ I) 27t -_. 1+-- ---.--
r: .=0 b+1 a 4(2n+I) a 4 /
are such special cases of }l and }ll that J-t' and J-/II taken together will cause any designated diurnal inequality (subject to a fort-
nightly reversal) in lunar semi-diurnal high waters without affecting low waters, and, uice versa, u" and PIli will produce any
required diurnal inequality in lunar semi-diurnal low waters without affecting high waters; and if }-II, }ll', }-I", }-II" coexist, the
diurnal inequality will vanish for low water 2m+ I lunar days later than for high water. pi and p" together are not more
4
general than p, nor }-It' and PI" together more general than Pl' Hence u and PI would account for any designated diurnal
inequality in lunar semi-diurnal high and low waters, subject to the one condition of completing its cycle in a tropical month.
lfthe variations in lunar declination cause a diurnal inequality in the lunar semi-diurnal high and low waters, resolvable
into the two superimposed waves .~ and }lh so the variations in solar declination will cause a diurnal inequality in the solar
semi-diurnal high and low waters, resolvable by the preceding method into two other superimposed waves. 'A reversal of the
solar diurnal inequality will occur twice each mean tropical year, and the phenomenon may be conceived of as due to a wave
superimposed upon the solar semi-diurnal wave stripped of diurnal inequality (which call the solar semi-diurnal), which moves
relatively to the latter in such wise as either to gain or to lose a mean solar day in a mean tropical year.
Put c=a mean tropical or declination year,
d=a mean solar day,
u=the speed of the superimposed solar diurnal inequality wave,
(J =the height of the latter wave,
then
c
d=the number of mean solar days in a mean tropical year,
2::1: I=the number of times that the solar diurnal inequality wave comes round during a mean tropical year;
whence we have
u : s::~::I: I : ~
or
(C±d)U=21t -c- per mean solar day,
(C±d)=150 -c- per mean solar hour,
=21t (C~d). b per mean lunar day,
and expressing 1 in mean solar days, we shall have
d-PI sin { 21t(C~d. 1+01) }+P2 sin 2 { 27t(~~d. I+O,)} +P3 sin 3 { 21t(C~d. 1+03)} +etc.
(}1='11 sin {27t(C cd. 1+31) } +'12 sin 2 {27t(C~d. 1+3t)} +'13 sin 3 {21t(C~d. 1+33) }+etc.
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as the most general expression for the two .
. litv i waves contrIbuted b " .
mequa tty III the solar semi-diurnal high and low t y vanations 10 the solar declination to the prod ti f di
Let M b th I wa ers, uc Ion 0 iumal
e e unar and S the solar wave each div d ' ,
of the six components, J-l, M, J-ll> a, S. (h Jand est~ of diurnal 1Oequality. Then the observed wave is the r
sen ted in Plate I by the dotted line). 'IJ" S cO,mbme to form the observed wave divested of diurnal' J' esultant( d ' , r, J-ll> (j, (jl combine to form the ", inequn ity (repre-
represente ~n Plate I by the continuous line); and, finall the ~ave causing dIUrn~1 inequality in the observed wave
(repre~~nted 111 Plate I by the line and dot alternating). y, se two compound waves unite to produce the observed wave








a=27'3 2IS6 mean solar days, b=r.03Soso mean solar days,
we obtain the velocities of pro ti d' .paga Ion an penods of the SIX components, as follows:
(=365.242 2 mean solar days





15 X (~+~) = 15, °41°7
I
15 X b =-14· 492°5




d h m I
0.997 2695= 23 56 04.08
I I. °35°5° = 24 S0 28. 3
, I. 075806 = 25 49 09.6
0.997 2695= 23 56 °4.08
=24
I. 002745 = 24 03 57. 2
The periods of J-l and a, the one .due to lunar, the other to solar action, are necessarily the same II< that is a wave that
out-runs tl dav i . I ' ,ie sun a ay III a tropica year out-runs the moon a lunar day in a tropical month, and uice versa. Hence u and (J
do not admit of separation by observation, but move as a single wave, of which the period is a sidereal day. This, taken in
Connection with the results of the graphic analysis by Pourtales's method at Fort Conger, Polaris Bay, Van Rensselaer Harbor,
and Port Foulke, would indicate that from Smith Sound to Robeson Channel the sum of J-l and (j preponderate over either j11
or 0'1 t? such an extent as to fix their speed upon the total diurnal inequality wave, the existence of )11 and (jl giving rise to,
and being evidenced by, such inequalities in time and height as appear in the results at Fort Conger. (See fig. I, Plate II.)
.J-l and (j cause a fortnightly reversal in the observed diurnal inequality, since they gain on the moon a lunar day in a
tropical month. J-ll will also tend to cause a fortnightly reversal, since it loses on the moon a lunar day in a tropical month;
?ut whether it wiII conspire with or oppose )1 and (j in this respect will depend upon the relations of their epochs. (jl of
~tself would cause a reversal every sixteen days, since it gains on the moon a lunar day in 32•1284 t mean solar days; hence
ItS effect at Fort Conger is to cause an inequality in the times of vanishing of the observed diurnal inequality.
The relative influences of the moon and sun upon the diurnal inequality can not be determined from the sidereal waves
J-l and ($, since these do not admit of separation. This ratio is, however, determinable from )11 and (jl'
To obtain the amplitude and epoch of anyone of these component waves it is only necessary to group the observations
according to the period of the component sought, superposing its like phases throughout the series.~nd taking ,the n:ean. The
other components are thus eliminated if the series be long enough, by the progressive superposItIOn of their unlike phases.
By an application of Fourier's Theorem the component picked out by this process can then be resolved into a series consist-
ing of a principal term and its harmonies. Whether a particular component exists, and with what amplitude and epoch, must be
determined from the observations. .
Pourtales's graphical analysis demonstrates to the eye the existence of the wave of sidereal speed at Fort Con.g~r, Pol~ns
Bay, Van Rensselaer Harbor, and Port Foulke. J-ll and ($1 must be found by the gen,eral meth?d of the superP?SltlOn of hke
phases. Now this method is the one employed in the Harmonic Analysis of the Tides, and It has been applIed at a large
--;'A wave gaining on a celestial body one revolution while ~hat bou;Joses a revolution relativelyto the stars must have sidereal speed.
t __b_c _
bC-b-c
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number of stations in various quarters of the globe." At almost all of these stations the wave of sidereal speed is sufficiently
large relatively to the other diurnal waves to impress its character upon the sum of all. The diurnal inequality wave at these
stations will have sidereal speed; that is, its high water will occur once each sidereal day, and such component waves as fil
and (11 will simply give rise to inequalities in its time and height.
Viewed in the light of the preceding analysis there is nothing surprising in the non-simultaneous vanishing of the high
and low water diurnal inequalities; indeed, it would be extraordinary were they to vanish together, and it is quite safe to assert
that they will do so at a very small proportion of tidal stations either within or without the Arctic circle. Mr. Haughton's
researches t have shown that at nine stations on the coast of Ireland the diurnal inequality vanishes on an average Id 3,Vzb
earlier for low than for high water. At only one of the stations do the inequalities vanish together.
DETERMINATION OF THE HALF-TIDE LEVEL.
The half-tide level is best defined by a statement of the method of its derivation. In the appended example the third
column contains the observed high and low waters arranged in the order of time; the entries in the fourth column are derived
from the third by taking the means of successive pairs of alternate numbers; the fifth column is derived from the fourth exactly
as the fourth is derived from the third; the entries in the sixth column are the half-tide level, and are obtained by taking the
mean of the entries on the same line in the fourth and fifth columns; the seventh column contains the half-tide level for each
day, found by taking the mean of all the entries for the day in the sixth column. It will be seen that the half-tide level is free
of the diurnal and semi-mensual inequalities. For ordinary purposes it may be taken as the sea level, and its mean for a series
as the mean sea level, but in fine work it must be distinguished from the level obtained by taking the mean of say half-hourly
ordinates. The latter is a level such that the sectional area of water above it is equal to the sectional area of deficiency below
it, a condition that does not necessarily hold for the half-tide level.
Inches. Inches, Inches. Inches,
------------ ------------ ------------ 49· 3
36.3 ------------,------------ ------------63· 5 35· 2 49· 3 __ . n __
34.1 64·4 49·3 '
il:; !n *:t l::;;;;~~;~]
;~: ~ ~~: ~ :§:; r-----48~5--
24·5 71.3 47.9 I--n--------
71. 5 25· [', 48.3 1 . _
----;i:~______:~'LI:::::~~:~:f::::::::::
Date. Phases of Reading of Itide. gauge.
1881. Inches.
Aug. 20 L. 37·9H. 58.7
L. 34. 6
H. 68.2
2[ L. 33·5H. 62·4
L. 32.9
H. 75·3








The daily half-tide level has been entered in the ninth column of Table V.
EFFECT UPON THE HALF-TIDE LEVEL OF VARIATIONS IN THE ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE.
The mean reading of the barometer for the period covered by the tidal series was found to be 29.88 inches. The com-
puted daily half-tide levels for each month were then taken from Table V with the mean reading of the barometer for the
same day and distributed into two classes according as the barometric reading was less or greater than the mean. The results
are presented in Table XXI:
*For a large collection of results, see paper by Mr. G. H. Darwin, Proc. Roy. Soc., vol. 39, pp. 135-207. For an excellent account of the
Harmonic Analysis of the Tides, with formulse and tables, see Mr. Darwin's report to the Brit. Asso, at its Southport meeting, [88~. In these papers
K corresponds to p.and (1, 0 to Ph and P to (1,. -
t See Phil. Trans., 1863, p. 249.
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1005. 8 45.76 29.5 8 28
1180·7 46.45 29.5 2 16
799· I 46. 24 29. 60







48.37 29. 66 37
683. 6
45. 62 ' 29. 61 8
1096. 3
48.45 29· 72 I 20
49. 28 29. 63 ! 23
859. 6 48. 86 29. 64 I
858. I 47. 24 \
33




29. 62 38 •
XXII.-Ratio of variations in tnt nalj-tide lroe! to cormponding oariations in atmo ,ItL •srMrt(prtSsun.
















January ! 62 +°.46 - 3·73
February J 56 0.55 - 8. IMarch ,62 6.9
1
12·5
I April_====== 60 ~:5544 7·79 14·4I M 6 4·34 8.0
Jay - - - - - ..-- 2 0·47 7·!l3 16·7
J
ure--------il 60 0.36 3. 66 10.2
u Y 31 0.42 5·17! 12·3
August, .' 43 I 0.23 I. 88! 8.2
SeptembeL--1 60 i 0.38 4· 19: II. 1
October 1 62 I 0.48 6.04 12.6
November __J 60 0.51 6.36 I 12·5
December.. -I 62 I +0. 51 - 4· °9 l - 8.0
Sums __-,===I+H5I--::6~I==!
We obtain from tl e hole seri .
sea level t h ..' ~ 0 e senes, extendmg over 680 days, -6',99+5"5~-r r•• fodhe ratio of the variationof the
of greate to t e. variation m 'he mercurial column. Th~ effect is partly di"ct, due to ,mnsf"eoce of sea water room poin~
of wind r 0 points .ofless superincumbeot pmssum; partly ind;,ect, due to the mechanicalacdon upon the surfaceof the sea
greater s;et in motion by differences of local p",ssum; and these causes will usually conspi". Oth" things being equal a
has 1 e ect npon the sea level will be attained' first, the nearer to the s'ation the point of m""imum or minimum press
u
re
baron ac:, second, the mom 'estrictcd the area ov" which the !>ammetric variation extends, third, the more pcrs~tent 'he
metnc v .. .
the . anation 10 the same dimction; and, fourth, the momample the means of ingressand egressof waters to and from
littl slt:
O
? The weight ratio of sea water and mercury is about '3'" Considering all the c;,cum
sunces
nf the case,and the
ratie , elihood of the simnltaneous occurrence of all the conditinns for a maximum effect, it does not seem that the above
'0; r ••, is too small. On the contrary it would pmbably be reduced by the disc".ion of a long" sene.
. he winds at Fort Conger during the pmgm" of tidal obse.-vations were usually ligbt and the sea was"posed to their
action for 0 I . . h di . d r. f h . db n y a .sruall part of 'be year. A careful comp,rison of the balf.ude level with t e irecuon an ,0= 0 t e w,"
;ugbt out no very important ,esults. Soutbwest and west winds seem to have had an elevoting, northwest a depressing~.ec, upon the half-tide level which fact so far as it goes, would indicate rhat the effectwas local and mainly,estricted to
iscovery Harbor. ' '
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TIDAL OBSERVATIONS AT SUBSIDIARY STATIONS ON THE COASTS OF GREENLAND AND GRINNELL LAND.
To further the solution of tidal problems in this part of the Arctic seas, more especially to determine, if possible, whether
the tides in Franklin Bay and Robeson Channel enter those immediate waters from the south or from the north, the observa-
tions at Fort Conger were supplemented by short series at outlying stations along the coasts of Greenland and Grinnell Land
simultaneous with the progress of the series at the principal station. These subordinate series of observations were made upon
staffs securely fastened to the shore ice-wall in the tidal crack and presumably absolutely fixed, a presumption not rebutted by
the observations themselves, except perhaps those at Black Horn Cliffs, where the inconsiderable range of the tide might sug-
gest a rising and falling of the shore ice carrying the staff. This matter will be recurred to further on in considering the co-
tidal lines of this region. At all the subordinate stations the readings were made at short intervals-usually one minute-about
the times of high and low water, with simultaneous readings of like frequency at Fort Conger, so that the times of these phases
were determined at both ends of the line with all practicable precision. All times were noted in Washington mean time. The
record of the high and low waters so observed are given in Table XXIII. The last column contains the computed interval
by which high or low water at the station precedes the like phase at Fort Conger.
TABLE XXIII.-RecQnl of tidal obserrations upon fixed gauges at subsidiary stations.
Fort Conger.
Time. Height.







_ _ __ _ 81 22
Cape Baird .u_ 81 32
Distant Cape_________________ 81 42
...
Cape Beechey .. • n__ 81 52
Cape Sumner ...__. u__ 81 55
Five miles SW. Repulse Harbor 82 03
mack Horn Cliffs'
h
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The conclusions from Table XXIII are presented in Table XXIV, where S stands for the subsidiary station, C for Fort
Conger. Since high and low water advance in shallow waters with different velocities, it was deemed best, in formingthe column
S- C for use in tracing the progress of the tidal wave, not to confound the low with the high water residuals, save at the three
most northern stations, where the fewness of the observations made it advisable to combine them. The last column gives the
ratio of the range of the tide at the subordinate and principal station,
TABLE XXIV.-llmes of high and low water and rangeof the tide at stations on the coasts of Greenland and Grinnell Land















































Cape Cr~croft u n U" _ n_ - ..
Cape Baird . _
Distant Cape u uu n
Cape Beechey n _
Cape Sumner__ u __ u_n unU _
5 miles SW. of Repulse Harbor__ u_n _
Black Horn Cliffs n u __
I
I I
Latitude. II Longitude.I------~-----TA-d--. -dISubsidi- Fort
op,e" ary
. INumber . INumber S-C station. IConger.
Time. b ' Time. obs'ns I
o s ns, . I ,
----------------------------,------J--- ----
m I m. I m,
- 7:2, 4 + 0.5! 4 - 7
-11.21 5 --9·5: 4 -II
- 3. 5' 9 - 4· 1 7 - 4
- 2. 2 5 - 3· ° 4 - 3
+24.5 2 + 5 [ +[8
+10.5 2 +28 [ +16
+33.5 2 +28 [ +32
1
TIDAL OBSERVATION AT THE HEAD OF GREELV FIORD.
f M 1883, the day Lockwood andB' d' J'ournal under date 0 ay 13,The following is an extract from Sergeant ramar s ,
Brainard reached the head of Greely Fiord: . thered onwhich a theory could be based or an
. Id bout the tide, butvery httle was ga . b fl ded recently TheI examined the shore carefully to ascertain what I cou a. II The ice-foot bore evidences of havmg een 00 • d .
opinion given. The actionof the tide is apparent, but the. range IS. ustbezm ~o ebb. Making due allowance for theslight fall, I considere 4 a. m.
I h tide at that time had Just egunfiord wasdiscovered at 5b 15m a. m., anr tel .
as the approximate time of high water. h t Fort Conger where it occurred on the same
f G I Fiord 4Sm later t an a ,This would make high water at the head 0 ree y
day at 3h 15m a. m.
ING THE RETREAT SOUTHWARD FROM FORT CONGER.
TIDAL OBSERVATIONS DUR fl id I rrents and estimates of the
. . f bb and ow ti a cu ,
. . 1 and low water, the directIOn 0 e to ether in Table XXV, and the
Several observations of the time of hig 1 andoned Fort Conger. They are brought g hase of the moon, using the
range of the tide were made after the party ab bli h nts have been corrected for the p
. XXVI The esta IS me . .
computed establishments in Table • bli h ents thus denved are also given.
. 1 tl mean esta IS mresults at Fort Conger as a baSIS, anc le .
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TABLE XXV.-Record of high and low uiaters obserued between Capes Baird and Sabine.





High water. Low water.
Remarks.
0 , 0 , 1883· k. m, k. m,





---'------- 16 55 Tides evidently from 12 to 15 feet in theII miles NE. of Cape Lawrence _n ________ 80 28 68 18 Aug. 19
----------
5 05
springs, ebbing tide moving the ice rap-
i idly to the north.
7 miles NE. of Cape Lawrence ______ n ___J 80 25 68 35 Aug. 19 23 30 ---------- ,
I mile W.SW. of Cape Lawrence ____u ____ 80 21 69 20 Aug. 20 12 00 18 13 I Range nearly 14 feet.
2 miles S. of Cape Norton Shaw _nuU.n_ 79 53 71. I Aug. 22




---------Inside Joy Point, about 3 miles NE. of Cape 79 41 71.6 Aug. 26 5 15
----------Louis Napoleon.
Watch fast 3 or 4 minutes.Eskimo Point, near Le Conte Sound, N. side 78 34 75 Oct. 2 II 40
----------Baird Inlet.
Camp Clay,about 4 miles NW. ofCape Sabine. 7847 74 13 Nov. 16 12 ° 5 ,---------- Watch fast 5 to 6 minutes. Highest tidebetween October 15,1883, and June 22,
1884.
'A high water, and so taken in the reduction.
TABLE XXVI.-Mean establishments of points of obseruation, Capes Baird to Sabine.
! Correction for phase. \ Mean establishment.
• I
Lunitidal interval.I
Latitude. Longitude.· Date. i I . i i




Between Carl Ritter Bayand Cape Law-
rence. i
. III miles NE. of Cape Lawrence _
7 miles NE. of Cape Lawrence __ nu_
1 mile W.SW. of Cape Lawrence._ n __




Inside Joy Point, about 3 miles NE. of
Cape Louis Napoleon.
Eskimo Point, near Le ConteSound, N.
side Baird Inlet.







79 53 71. I
79 49 \ 71. I
7941 71. 6
78 34 75
78 47 i 74
, 1883. i k. m,
Aug. 15 II 55
Aug. 18 __ n n_
Aug. 18 n_n __
18 Aug. 19 n n.
35 Aug. 19 II 05
20 Aug. 20 II 06
Aug. 22 uU _n_
Aug. 23 1°33
Aug. 23 1036
Aug. 24 II 33
Aug. 25 '\ 10 32










m, m, k. m, i k. m,
, -55 i-58 I II 00 I 17 191---------- -37 1----------1 17 29
I======~=== =~i :==========1 g:~
+ ~ -u-+-7--\ ~~ ~ "--17';6
___._n___ +40 ,__________ 17 31
+43 I II 16 • _
t~~ I.=~~~~~===='\! ~~~: i~========
+57 'n________ II 29 t---------
+37 \ 1 II 46 -----~-~-
. ! I
-18 i __. --I II 02 _
i
, I00 :_. __ n_n_1 10 54 n _
HARMONIC ANALYSIS OF THE FIRST YEAR'S OBSERVATIONS.
For this analysis the hourly observations from August 20, 1881, to July I, 1882, contained in Table IV, were laid down
upon profile paper to convenient scale and a curve drawn in such wiseas to eliminate suspiciouslylarge irregularities. The series
was then continued from July 1 to August 25,1882, by laying down the observed high and low waters of Table V and draw-
ing in the curve with a free hand, conforming as nearly as practicable to the sweep of the curve afforded by the hourly readings.
The entire curve, extending from August 20, 1881, to August 25, 1882, was then read off at intervals of half a mean solar
hour, and these ordinates were subjected to the analysis. The results for eleven of the principal components are presented in
Table XXVII:
1.1.-"'iIiioJl'iifilJVq'f: r"'~'V:" ~
... , .. ,-"
ii .
, ,
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Compo-
nent. Speed.
0 Inches. 0 Inches. 0
1 SI 15.00000oo 0.24 66 Inches. Inches.
"
s; 30.00000oo 10.67 44·
19 0 1 13. 9430356 J. 10 199 44·19
S3 45·00000oo
19 PI 14. 9589314 0.92 233 44·210. 14 7 QI 13. 3986609At.. 14. 492°521 0. II 276 44·18 Lz 0.03 102 44·09111. 28.9841042 29. 5284788 0·79 18 44.0423. 55 335 N2 28.43972961If.1 43.4761563 0.38 235 4·53 309 44·02Aft 57.9682084 Vz 28.5125830 0.25 326 43·990.22 322 27. 9682084KI 15. 0410686 3.36 pz 0.52 288 44·19222 44.20 Sa 0.0410686 2·39 208Kz 30. 0821372 3.60 44·0917 Ssa 0.0821372 J. 72 335
----,-"-. --_.
ORIGIN OF THE TIDES IN LADY FRANKLIN BAY AND THE ADJACEl>IT WATERS.
The production of a sensible tide within the narrow seas communicating with the Atlantic through Davis Strait and with
the Polar Ocean through Robeson Channel being out of the question, there are but four possible sources for the tides of those
waters. They may be due to the Atlantic tides entering Davis Strait and flowing up the west coast of Greenland; or flowing
up west of Spitzbergen, rounding Greenland, and entering Robeson Channel from the north; or to a tide generated in the
Polar Ocean by the immediate action of the tidal forces and giving off a wave through Robeson and other channels into the
west Greenland seas; or, lastly, in like manner from a Polar Ocean tide derived from the Pacific Ocean through Bering Strait.
The supposition that the Polar Ocean is materially affected by tides entering from the Pacific through a strait only about
40 miles in width and averaging not to exceed 30 fathoms in depth, with far-stretching shoal approaches on either side, is not
a very probable one; but that such derivative tides should be felt so far to the eastward as the Greenland coast is a proposition
not requiring refutation.
If the circumpolar area be largely occupied by land masses any considerable tidal motions in its interspersed waters must
necessarily be derived from seas in lower latitudes; but even if all the unexplored portions should be free from land masses the
tides originating in the Polar Ocean would still be small. For not only are the tidal forces weak near the pole, but the tidal
wave would be dissipated as a free wave in waters of moderate depth. Even at a distance of 6 degrees from.the pole a free
wa ve in water of 150 fathoms depth would out-run both sun and moon, and in 600 fathoms, or less than two-thlrCls.of a statute
mile, would have more than twice their speed in longitude, a state of things that would be adverse to the production of large
tidal effects.
Th . b id d tid d . d t: m the Atlantic Ocean The three tables following have been preparedere remam to e consl ere tt es enve Iro . . '
. . ..' Th'd 11 in the last column IS the mean solartime elapsed
to exhibit the progress of the tide-wave m the Arctic seas. e co-n a iour I . 1 h Id
. T btai M Whewell's co-tidal hour these va ues s aufrom the Greenwich transit of the moon to hii{lt 'water at the station. a a am 1 r. . f T bl XXVI I t
• • • • C d fi It. In making use a a e ow-wa erbe diminished by a thirtieth part, that IS, 0, I b should be subtracte rom every 3 .
were reduced to high-water establishments by subtracting 6b 12m•
. , 'h II M A FRS Phil. Trans., 1836. Part II. See p. 293., Mr.
*Researches on the Tides. Sixth series. By the Rev. Wilham \\ ewe, . r 1'1' • d 'b . tber writers and his and their results have been
Wh II . . t: 1 ti e He has been ,0 owe yo, .ewe's method amounts to the substitution of lunar tor so ar 1m.. . th uld ever suspect that the co-tidalhour-lines arc
h . h d havmg occasionto use emwo ...-.per aps universally adopted; yet probably not one person mat ousan , h essary nor convenient. To refer a tide to a lunar
d . . k nl t astronomers was neit er neerawn Ib 02mapart. This substitution of a kind of time nown 0 yo. d btract from it in the latter the interval between
. h 1 itid I interval m the former case an su dtransit, one earlier or one later it is only necessary to add to t e urn 1 a ., t k wn I2b 25m the mean interval,should be use.
, Wh he i t 1between transits IS no no, " f G
the two transits-in Mr. WhewelJ's example j2h 24m. en t e In erva h . th t the moonrequiresto pass from the meridian 0 reen-
• r. 1 'tude or t e time a . ' .It may be added that in Tables XXVIII-XXX the correctIOn tor ong!' d the sun simplyto preventa possible misconception
. • ti nd the moon's retar on
wich to the meridian of the station, is separated into the solar correc IOn a
as to the nature of the co-tidal hour so obtained.
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.s ~1:i~~]tti (';i I =' ki I
.g ~.E_ § ~ .8 ~ I
. _"Z tn ....-4 .... I~ vi ..: u ~ ~ "'d ~ ~ I5 c c... ~ (1) c: ~ 0 ._ e.o~.... 0C: d d ot: S l-4 0 +;'._ I
<l) 0. OJ CJ 0 ~ 0": 1
:;;; rJ1 Z :;;; U u- IU I
---.. ---.--- ----- --- ---I
i I Ih. Feet. Feet.: Feet. h. It. h. i
6.3 2.0! .+2.8 19.21
11.3 i 3.7 2.2 : .i 0.6 0.0 11.9
1O·51-----.I.-----lu----1 I. 7 o. I 12.3
1O.6! , 3.01 : 1.3 0.011.9
10.8 ------1 3. 2 1------'1 I. 3 0.0 12.211.0 .1 n • I. 2 0.0 12.2
II. I . 1 2·7; .----. \ I. 2 0.0 12·3 I
II. 2 i 2.7 1. ' .1 I. 2 O. ° 1 12·4 i












74·5 i 18·774.6 i 18·5
74· 9 I 17·7
75· 4 i 18.0
Narne of station.
!
iNubarbik • u ----I
Jan Mayen -',
Eleonoren Bay hn . \
Cape Broer Ruys .-----------.------------------1Jackson Island !




Cape Philip Broke n_u .i
Cape Borgen n u u .:
---------------~
I Captain Karl Koldewey, Die zweite deutsche Nordpolarfahrt, 180-'70, Vol. II, 1874; not accessible to the present writer. But see Sixth Supplement on the
Northern and Eastern Extension oC the Gulf Stream, C. S_ Hydrographic Office, \Vashington. April, 1875,pp, 6-7; Admiralty Manual and Instructions for the Arctic
Expedition, '875, p. 666; and Die Amerikanische Nordpol-Expedition, von Emil Bessels, 8°, Leipzig.
• Die Oesterrelchische Polar-Station Jan Mayen, ,882-'83. Beobachtungs-Ergebnisse, 1. Band.
TABLE XXIX.-Progress of the tide-wazle west of Greenland.
Name of station.
1 I '-~ ~ e Establishment! Range of tide. .£ .£ ..z ~..:
;:J :: ;V high water. I !Ii ~;:J '"..~ ..... ~'"d ~'t) 0 .....~ ,:g ~ o ---..,..--- I .S.8 .g:;; ::;~ ~ .~ §~ ] ~ I g .~ I' ~ g: ~.~ I" ~ -§ :S ~
o §~~ ...... es Q) 1004 <U tl) I~.£ $..40"6:8
.< Z ,..l ~ ~ .:;;; ~ I_ Z :;;; U (3 S U
\
- _ . 0 I 0 I --h-.-·--h-.- Feet.' Feet. : Feet. --h-.- --h-.- --h.-
Frederiksdal ; u u__.n____ (1) 59· 9 44· 5 2·9 9·4 4·5 '. '+3. ° 1 6.0
Julianshaab. • u • 1 (i) 60.6 46. I 5. I 4.9 7 5- t , 1 3. 1 O. I 8. I
Frederiksbaab; -------h-------------------l (i) 62.0 50. I 6·4 6.2 9 5 ------i 3.3 o. I 9.6Godthaab u (1) 64 II 51 43.5 6.6 .. . . 10.0 3.4 o. I 10. I
HolsteinborgHarbor . . (.) 66.9 53.7 6.5 6.3 10 . __ ••. 3.6 0.1 10.0
Whalefish Islands
n
_ . ... _. (5) 69.0 53.2 8.3 8. I 7Yz . 3.5 o. I II. 7
Godhavn u __ • n i (~) 69. 2 53·5 9. 0 8.8 7Yz 'n._ •• 3.6 0.1 12·5
Upernivik . : (1) 72.8 56. I II. 0 10.8 8 -----T----- 3.7 o. I 14.6
Wolstenholm Sound .1 (8) 76.5 68.9 11.1 10,9 7Yz h.I . 4.6 0.2 15.7
IPort Foulke. h ._ n _ _ (I') 78 18 73 00 i 11.4 II. 2 9· 9, 5.°. 7.7 I 4.9 0.2 16·3Van Rensselaer Harbor i L ; •• ' (10) 78 37 70 53· 11.9 11.7 II.I! 4.7 I 7.9 i 4.7 0.2 16.6
\ l~skimoPoint,neart.eConteIsland , (ll) 78.6 75.0 11.0 , .: j 5.0 0.2 16.2
\ Camp Clay, 4 miles NW. Cape Sabine 1 (II) 78.8 74.2 10,9 _ . . _ ' 4.9 0.2 16.0
13milesNE.CapeLouisNapoleon (11) 79.7 71.6 1I.7 .=====;.====l~=-=~l 4.8 0.2 16.7
I Cape John Barrow , , . . • .l (II) 79.8 71.1 11.9 .. ----------)------1 4.7 0.2 16.8
! 2 miles S. Cape Norton Shaw ('I) 79.9 71.1 11.3 .. .1. 1 4.7 0.2 16.2I mile W. SW. Cape Lawrence . __.u. C') So. 3 69.3 I I. 2 : 14 (?) u 1 .1 4.6 0.2 16.0I 7 milesNE.Cape Lawrence , ,
u
(") 80.4 68.6 11.0 l , i .! 4.5 0.2 15.7I IlmilesNE.CapeLawrence (") 80·5 68.3 -------, 11.0, 14U)-- __ · 1 4·5 0.2 15·7
I BetweenCarlRitterBayandCapeLawrence __ i (11) 80.7 68.0 i .i 11.1 ,------,------ . 4.5 0.2 15.S
I
Cape Cracroft , u ·1 (") 81 22 64 3
3
0
0 'I·_-_-_-_-_-_-_'-_-_-_-_-.·.I~·_-_-_·_·_'I------·----. -._--_-.-.1-.·_-.-_-_-. -.-__ . __ 15· 9Cape Baird --------- u u ! (11) 81 32 4. 15. 8~?~~~/b:c::~~~r~-~~l.a~~s-~-a:-====:========: ~::~ ~~ 1; ~~ 44 i====~==\-~~~~.!--~~~...~~~ ~~:J_~~~. __~~~_ ~~:~
Fort Conger, Lady Franklin Bay : (13) 81 44 64 44 '_. 111.6 i 6.0: 2.4 4.4! 4.3 0.1 16.0
I~~ ~~:~e7_-_-_~~-==.===========:=====::::-1 ~;:~ ~~ ~~ ~ 451=======:=====J====='=====~ =====-1====== =====. ~~:~15 miles S'W, R~pu1se Harbor ' (11) 82 03 59 301 ._'_. 1 .' .1 u. 16.3
, Black Hom ChITs u (11) 82 12 57 30 .. .~--- I.-.---'------ .:. __ . 16.5
\CapeSheridan n u __ u (H) 82 25 61 30123.4 10.6 2.6 11.2 4.1 0.1 14. 8Head of Greely Fiord ~.--.----. (13) .. __... -1 .. u ..... h .____ 16.8
'Missionary Asboe, .1863-'64; Rev. Samuel Haughton, Phil. Trans., ,866. • C. A. Schott, ihid.
• British Admiralty Tide-Tables for 1887. • Dr. Hayes' Observations, 1860-'61; C. A, Schott, ibid.
• Observations International Polaire, 1882-·'83. Expedition Danoise. Copen- 0 Dr. Kane's Observations, 1853-'54; C. A. Schott, Smithsonian Contribu-
hague,1886. Tome II. I""' Livraison .II. Flux et Reflux de la :\ter. tions to Knowledge, Vol. XIII.
• Captain Inglefield, 18S3; C. A. Schott, Smithsonian Contributions to Knowl- II Lieut.' A. W. Greely, U. S. Army, 1883.
edge, Vol. XV. .. U. S. Arctic Expedition, steamer Polari., C. F. Hall, commanding, Vol. 1.
Sparry's Third Voyage; C. A. Schott, ibid. .. Lieut. A. W. Greely, U. S. Army, 1881-'83.
• Map in Narrative of Kane's First Voyage; C. A. Schott, ihid. U Capt. Sir G. S. Nares, Voyage to the Polar Sea, ,875-'7 6. London, 1878,







Hiah Water Cotidal Hours
b
* Obs. by Lieut. Greely
t ,
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TABLE XXX.-Progress of the tide-wave in the North Amm'can Archipdago.
I ~ j I ~ ~ IE~~~~~~~~~t I Rang~~~ tide, i'~-,~I -S ~Name of station. _ - ~O . I li I "
I 'g -: ,~ I:l~ "0' I ~I--'--,-_: '-§'~ :.g g
':5 'E C.Q a.:=; a~ ci ~ til:. V Eo v''"< z § ~ =: :=: ~ ~ 'C j ;. i a t ~ .: §
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" should read" Kane, Hayes, Hal! and Nares."
*In this sketch" Kane, Hayes and Nares
I British Admiralty Tide-Tables for 1887.IC tal S' LI .ap In ir eopold McClintock, 1859; Rev, Samuel Haughton, Pbil. Trans., 1875,
4 S~r Edward Belcher, R. N., 1853; Rev. Samuel Haughton, Phil. Trans., 1875.
I SIr J~mes C. Ross, R. N., 1848-'49; Rev. Samuel Haughton, Phil. Trans" ,863•
• AdmIralty Manual and Instructions for the Arctic Expedition, 1875,
H. M. S. Resolute, McDougall, mate, 1853; British Admiralty Tide-Tables for ,887,
. There is no difficulty and no doubt about the tides of Baffin Bay. They come through Davis Strait and are easilv traced
into Smith Sound. The co-tidal hours in Smith Sound and northwardare,forgreater clearness, laid down on the sketch f.'lcing
page 698.-
The tide that travels up through Davis Strait and Baffin Bay as a free wave, entering Smith Sound with a mean range of
almost 8 feet at Port Foulke and Van Rensselaer Harbor, doesnot and can not vanish in Kane Basin. Diffusing itsmotion over
an ampler expanse of waters it wiII cross Kane Basin with diminished range, but on entering Kennedy Channel its aggregate
quantity of motion, though somewhat decreased by internal friction and the resistance of boundaries, and probably by giving
off a wave through openings to the westward, ought to produce, when gathered into that narrow sea, a tide nearly equal to
the one observed at Van Rensselaer Harbor an exhibition of power, it may be remarked, for which it will pay by a rapid
dissipation of its energy. This tide ought, nevertheless, to be still quite sensible to observation when it enters the Polar
Ocean, and may well afford a tide of a foot or more in range as far north as Lady Franklin Bay when still further diminished
in range by diffusion over the larger area of Hall Basin and Petermann Fiord. . ., ,
But the Smith Sound can not be the only tide at Fort Conger. The co-tidal ho:r III Smlt~ Soun~, well determmed. by
the observations at Port Foulke and Van Rensselaer Harbor, may be taken as 16.4. The ~Istance IS a~out 200 nautl~al
miles, and the average depth may be safely put at not more than 200 fathoms. Hence the Smith Soun~ tld.e would req~Jre
about I.7 h to reach Lady Franklin Bay, making its co-tidal hour at Fort Conger 18.1h, or in other words Itshigh water arrives
at Fort Conger at least two hours later than the high water there observed. ., I
, . . Iitv tide i 'd eal in its speed both III Smith Sound annAgain, although the principal component of the diurnal mequa ity tr e IS Sl er . II (" bo t.a t P rt F Ike
L d ' . . h h It'd differing so matena y It IS a u 1 a a aua y Franklm Bay the ratio of the diurnal mequahty to t e woe 1 e I . . h h
d.1' , . h t specifically distinct from eac ot er.
an 6 ~t Fort Conger) would seem to mark the tides in t .ese wa ers the Lad FranklinBaytide hastraveled up from the North
It IS almost a certainty that a part, and probably the majorpart, ofth d YR b Ch nel firom the north The substan-
Atl ' d G I d nd entere 0 eson an •
antic through the east Greenland seas, rounde reen an , a . he ei hti th parallel The Arctic Ocean is
t' I '. d b d' as high up as t e erg ie '"
.la contmUlty of the Atlantic has been demonstrate Ysoun ,mgs N h Atl ti are by farthe greatest that beat upon
It h d .' the tides of the art an c
S ea, and unless an undiscovered continent Illtervenes . b ' broadand deep the soundings rangingh G I nd and Spitz ergenIS ,
t e shores of the circumpolar seas. The passage between reen.a h S uzbergen with the co-tidal hour IJ.5 would be
up to 2 and 3 miles. The tidal wave that reaches Dane Island 10 nortCwestShPl'd n on the coast of Grinnell Land, a total
abl . dOW and reach ape en a , . .
e to round Greenland in latitude 85°, longitu e 20 ., h r. thsofa statute mile in depth. This IS not
. , 6 fathoms or tree-lour d
arcual dIstance of 11° 40' in 3.3h through waters averaging 7° 'c Sherid n with a co-tidal hour 14.8, the observe
. ". S . b n wave to ape en a . I
an Improbable average depth and would bring the pitz erge d th of the ocean would require to ie
I ' h th or east the average ep I h dva ue at that station, If Greenland extend further to tenor f h xisting related elements of ocean dept an
d t i robable valuesate e Igreater; but the foregoing assumptions are deeme no Imp __
continental extension.
The tid"al crest that reaches Cape Sheridan with a co-tidal hour 14.8 ought to arrive at Fort Conger some 40 m later, or
with a co-tidal hour 15.5. 'We have estimated the like crest from Smith Sound to come along 2.611 later, with a co-tidal hour
18.1. This would make the tide from the north the principal contributor to the Fort Conger tide, which has the co-tidal hour
16.0. These numerical relations are by no means precisely ascertained, but some such combination of tides in all likelihood
obtains at Fort Conger, the tide from the north having perhaps double the range of the tide from the south.
Assuming the epochs 15.5h and 18.I h for the arrival at Fort Conger of the two component tides to be correct, their phases at
that station differ by 2.6h • Going southward from Fort Conger the epoch of the tide through Robeson Channel will continually
increase; that of the Smith Sound tide will diminish at an equal rate. At a time distance of I.3b south of Fort Conger and 0.4h
north of Smith Sound there will be complete coincidence of phase, high water of the one falling upon high water of the other,
low water of the one upon low water of the other. Taking the probable depths into account this point would be reached some-
where between Capes Lawrence and Frazer. Other things being equal, the highest tides would be found here. But other
things are not equal, and the greatest range might be confidently expected somewhat to the northward, where there is substan-
tial though not exact accord of phase, but where both tides furnish intenser manifestations of their inherent energies on a more
restricted field, that is, somewhere well south in Kennedy Channel. It was in this region that Lieutenant Greely (see Table
XXV) noted ranges much in excess of any ever observed elsewhere between Cape Farewell and Robeson Channel. Going north-
ward from Fort Conger the two component tides would differ more and more in phase. At Cape Sheridan they would differ
by nearly 4h, and would thus be opposing rather than conspiring with each other. The small range of the tide north of Fort
Conger (see Tables XXIV and XXIX) is probably partly due to this cause.
Tables XXVIII to XXX, with other data, have been used in the construction of the accompanying" chart showing the
approximate co-tidal lines of the north Atlantic and north Pacific Oceans and the Arctic seas." It need scarcely be remarked
that the meeting of the two Atlantic tides is not in fact confined within the restricted limits indicated on the chart. This is
simply a region where their amplitudes are supposed comparable and which is the theater of their most striking combined effects.
The casual observation at the head of Greely Fiord, so far as it has weight, tends to confirm the hypothesis that Grinnell Land is
not indefinitely extended toward the west. It seems probable that this fiord receives its tide from the north. In considering
the Cape Barrow tide it is well to remember that Cape Barrow lies at the head of the Atlantic basin, almost directly over the
pole from Spitzbergen and the ample channel of the east Greenland sea, and at about the same distance from Spitzbergen as
Spitzbergen is from Ireland. The co-tidal line of Cape Clear is 4.5\ of Dane Island I 1.Sh , and of Cape Barrow 22.5\ or the
time distances are 711 from Ireland to Spitzbergen and I III from Spitzbergen to Cape Barrow, indicating that the latter course
is shallower or more circuitous than the former. An average depth of 375 fathoms would suffice to bring the Dane Island
tide over a direct course to Cape Barrow. The feebleness of the Cape Barrow tide (the range is considerably less than a
foot) is not so marked as it probably would be after traveling 30 degrees over so shallow a course. The intervention of land
masses and a circuitous course through deeper waters is not improbable.
Pressure of other duties forbids a further discussion of this interesting series, and a number of important questions are
reluctantly left untouched. The laws of the tides in the Arctic seas, a region where the absence of controlling astronomical
forces is favorable to a species of tidal anarchy, can only be determined from a cordon of long series of observations generously
distributed about the polar basin. The establishment and maintenance by Lieutenant Greely of one such station, and his
preservation of the records of observation, will be regarded as a substantial contribution to science by all interested in this
branch of physical inquiry.
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a, apogee. t, perigee. n, moon farthest north. s. moon farthest south.
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TIDAL OBSERVATIONS. PLATE IT.














A pendulum furnished by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey was swung forty-eight times under favorable conditions
as regards .equable temperature, and corresponding sets of time observations were made. '




Report by C. S. PEIRCE.
In 1881 the Chief Signal Officer applied to the Superintendent of the Coast and Geodetic Survey for pendulum appa-
ratus, instructions, etc., to enable Lieutenant Greely to determine the acceleration of gravity at Lady Franklin Bay. Mr.
Carlisle P. Patterson, then Superintendent of the Survey, was a man of high intelligence, and though he did not class himself
among scientific men, yet had for so many years conducted investigations in association with them that he understood most of
the conditions of success in scientific work. He at once put me into personal communication with Lieutenant Greely, and
instructed me to do what was necessary to further the end in view, without hampering the business by requiring the observance
of intricate forms. We were just then commencing the construction of the series of Peirce pendulums. These instruments
will be elsewhere described, and it is only necessary to say here that they are invariable reversible pendulums of nearly cylin-
drical contour, so that the effects of viscosity can be theoretically ascertained.
It was agreed that Lieutenant Greely should take with him No. I of this series of pendulums, and that he should send
me one of his companions, Mr. E. Israel, to be instructed in the use of the instrument. Very little time remained, however,
after the completion of the pendulum before it was necessary to pack it up for transportation. The preliminary operations in
Washington were therefore somewhat hurried. Eight swingings of the pendulum were made in room No.6, in the basement
of the Coast Survey building. This station had never been used before, and I unhappily found out, too late, that the sand-
stone piers had the peculiarity of bending back and forth by a considerable amount under the oscillating pendulum, without
elastic restoration. Accordingly, it became of the very highest moment for the success of the whole work that these piers, or
rather the entire dolmen, should be preserved intact, so that the pendulum could be again swung on the same support after
its return. Unfortunately, while I was afterwards in the field, a naval officer was permitted to remove the stone capping the
piers, to carry with him to South America, in order, apparently, to save the trouble of cutting a hole in a plank. The result is
that these preliminary swingings must be regarded as of no value. The position of the center of mass of the pendulum was
determined by me before it was sent out; and the distance between the knife-edges was carefully compared with the German
normal meter, No. 49, to which I have referred the lengths of all the reversible pendulums used by me.
The pendulum was finally placed in a wooden box having holes bored in it in such a way as to permit air to be blown
through it and through the hollow stem of the pendulum; and a current of air, thoroughly dried with chloride of calcium, was
passed for a long time through the box, which was then stoppered, placed in a tin case, and solderecl up. The object of this
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the pendulum was carried to Fort Conger, by far the most northerl.y station which :ver has been or is.ever likely to be oc~u­
pied for exact scientific observations, and it was there swung on sixteen days by LIeutenant Greely, aided by Mr. Israel, with
a remarkable degree of skill and energy. "
The directions accompanying the instrument were that the pendulum should be swung on eight days, once each day WIth
heavy end down and twice with heavyend up, the one swinging in the former position b~ing intermediate i~ time between
the two in the latter. After these eight days' swingings the knives were to be removed and interchanged, and eight days more
work was to be done in the same manner in the new position of the knives. This programme was faithfully carried out; but
after the interchange of knives the periods of oscillation show a large change, and this is of such a character as not to be elim-
inated by the formula for the reversible pendulum. This seems to have been due to a difference in the cylindricity of the
edges, combined with the effect of some accident to the pendulum. The result is that only the observations made after the
interchange of knives can be used.
On the abandonment of Fort Conger the head upon which the pendulum had been supported in its oscillations (the
bearings ofthe knife-edges forming a part of it) was left behind; but the pendulum itself was courageously brought away and
carried down to the camp, from which the survivors of the party, of whom the lamented Israel was not one, were rescued. It
seems almost inconceivable that any instrument could have gone through that terrible journey over ice hummocks, etc., intact.
The chronometer brought back at the same time arrived almost smashed to pieces. Nevertheless, a remeasurement of the
pendulum after its return to Washington shows that it had only undergone an increase of -:fo /roo, a change which might almost
be expected without any special accident: namely, in June, 1881, the pendulum was found 397.2 microns longer than Meter 49,
and in December, ,884, it was found 429.3 microns longer, both at 20° C. The pendulum was oscillated at the Smithsonian
Institution, and, using the formula for the reversible pendulum, these experiments give a value for gravity at that station
agreeing closely with that given by our best pendulum, Peirce No.2, and in accordance with other results: namely, the period
of oscillation of a meter pendulum (subject to some small corrections) was, according to No. I, 1.00631918, while according
to No.2 it was 1',00631868. This shows that the knives of Pendulum No. I never underwent any permanent damage.
But, though there was so little change in the length of the pendulum, there is evidence that it lost a large part of its mass.
In 1881 illness prevented my weighing the pendulum myself, and it was not weighed at all in its finished state. But my
assistant reported that while still symmetrical, and after having been polished, its mass was 6477 grams, that the added load was
3985 grams, and that in the adjustment 4.6 grams were deducted, so that its total mass must have been 10457 grams. My
experience in the construction of other pendulums shows that the mass so calculated was probably in excess by 5 or 10 grams,
owing to the operation of polishing. But the pendulum now weighs only 10436 grams, so that it would seem to have lost
from 10 to 15 grams, probably on the journey from Fort Conger to Camp Clay. The center of mass, too, was apparently
moved 0.32 millimeter toward the center of figure. Namely, I found in 1881 that the distance from the center of mass to
the nearest knife-edge was 25.1°5 centimeters, while Mr. Farquhar now finds that with the same arrangement of the knives the
same distance is 25.137 centimeters; yet as economical considerations have always prevented our expending the sum of $50
required for a suitable instrument to measure this quantity, I should not think these measures by themselves conclusively proved
a change. This, however, is not all. The excess of the period of oscillation with the heavy end down over that with the heavy
end up, corrected for flexure and brought to the standard pressure and temperature (one absolute atmosphere and 15° C.), was
+°.00065148, while the corresponding difference at Washington, after the return, was found to be +°.00°7009". The differ-
ence between these corrected for difference of gravity is +0.00°°4948• This result, not depending upon the coefficient of
expansion, is probably nearly correct. But there is an equation to be satisfied between the loss of weight, the shifting of the
center of mass, and the change of period. Moreover, any two of these quantities determine the point (supposed on the axis
of the pendulum) where the loss to~k place; and the question arises whether this was a point at which such a loss could take
place. Now, there are but three points where the loss was possible. One of these is 3 centimeters outside of the knife-edge
at the heavy end. If 12 grams we~e 10s~ at that point the center of mass would be shifted by 0.32 millimeter, the amount
observed; and the excess of the penod with heavy end down over that with heavy end up would be increased by +°,00004728,
or very nearly the amount observed. The agreement of these numbers tends to show that the alteration which the pendulum
underwent during its homeward journey did not involve any difference in the distance between the knife-edges so that the
pendulu~ may still be treated as .invariably reversible, though not as two invariable pendulums. '
Havmg. thus narrated the hI:tOry of the instrument, I proceed to consider the difficulties of deducing any result from
the o~servatlOns. The atmosphenc p~essure at Fort Conger exhibits no great range, and does not differ much from that at
Washmgton, so tha~ the small c~r:ectlOns can be satisfactorily calcUlated from theory. The case is far otherwise with the
temper~ture cor~ectlOns. The difference of temperature between the two stations was about 500 C. This would make so
much .dlfference in th: effe?t of the atmosphere as t~ involve it in some doubt. Still, as long as the pendulum is treated as
revers1bl~, but not as mv~n~ble, except as ,to the distance between the knife-edges (a treatment necessitated by the circum-
stances Just narrated), this IS a matter of little consequence.
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The coefficient of expansion of this pendulum and of another Peirce No 4 t t d f L I
. . . ' . ' . ,cons rue e 0 rass pure lased at the same
time as the matena.l of No. I, was determme~ by compansons of those pendulums with a meter marked U. S. C. S.-C. S.
P.-I 878- B., at ddfe:ent temperat~res. TIllS bar was made at the same time as and is in every respect a mat-h with the
m~t~r A, w.hose* coe~Clent of expansIOn. was ca:efully d.etermined by me and published in my Measurements of r;ravity at
Initial Stations, This meter B has a senes of different lines at one end. The mean of ten skillful comparisons bv Mr. D. C.
Chapman, on five days of December, 1884, between pendulum No. I and meter E, taken at its outer line, makes the pendulum
longer by + 251.6'" ± 0·3'" at 18.46°; and the mean of five comparisons on two days by the same observer during the same
month makes the same excess 24 2.7'" ::i: 0.1'" at 30'99° C. The expansion of the pendulum W:lS, according to these measures,
0·71'" less than that of the meter per degree. Six comparisons of pendulum Peirce NO.4 with the same meter at the third
line from the end, made in the previous October, on three days, make the excess of the pendulum - 0,9" J 0.3" at 16.83°, and
six comparisons on four days in the sam~ month, all by the same excellent observer, make the excess - 6'5"" :1: 0 ... " at 25.42".
This gives for the excess of the expansion per degree centigrade of the pendulum over meter 13, - 0.65"; but I Jllefer to lise
the comparisons of Pendulum No. I; and since the coefficient of meter A'was found to be 18'95'" we assume 18.24'" for the
pendulum. At an extremely low temperature this coefficient would, of course, be smaller. The coefficient 18.24" is for the
temperature of 24.6° C. Now, Fizeau (Comptes rendus, LXVIII, p. II2S) examined a specimen of brass whose coefficieut of
expansion at 24.6° C. was 18.28 millionths; and this coefficient was found to increase I.96 millionths per [00 0 C. of elevation
of temperature. As the first coefficient was so nearly the same as that of Pendulum No. I, we may assume that the s('(on~l
would be so, too. The observations at Fort Conger after the interchange of the knives were at a mean temperature of - 30.4°, C,
To reduce them to +15° C. we must use the coefficient for -7.7° C., and since this is 32'3° below the temperature for which
the coefficient was observed we calculate the coefficient to be used as follows:,
Coefficient of expansion at 24.6°= [8.24 microns per degree C.
Correction to -7.7° C.=I.96x·323= .63
.'. Coefficient of expansion at -7.7° C,=I7,61
. . . . . ' . nd in Ithaca show, however, conclusively, that while the
Expenments at different stations, especially m Washmgton a 'I' -ell enough for heal')' end up (in
. d the atmosphenc t reory answer w
effects of temperature calculated from the expansion an , h I I J 'n greatly reduce the effect of eXI.lan-
. . bei h ti great as WIt ieavy enr (0\\, '
which position the atmosphenc effects, emg tree imes as . d i h I in fact than the theory indicates. Sim-
, f t on the peno IS muc arger I ....
sion), yet with heavy end down the effect 0 tempera ure. d h I R sold IJendulums may be said to he almost
, I perimenters ; an t eater ep ,ilar phenomena have presented themse ves to many ex 'TJ f the phenomenon can onlv be surmised.
" . . f I arked extent. 1e cause 0 •
exceptional m not showmg anything 0 t ie sort to any m in red ' the periods it would be necessary to leave
f h . to be used m re ucing 'IIn order to determine the proper value 0 t e expanSIOn , t th end of that time' and in order to unr er-
, . h d py the same station a e , F' hi ,
a pendulum support undisturbed for SIX mont s an re-occu di d h h a larue range of temperature. or t IS
., intv it hould be stu Ie t roug '''' , . , .. he
stand the effect sufficiently to allow for it WIth certamty 1 snouiu. f r knowledge and in a case like this, tie
. B t in the present state 0 ou ,
purpose a station like Minneapolis should be chosen. u .
expansion deduced from linear measures must be used. M I I and these have been reduced by, ~fr. 11.
f th arc were made by r. srae, f G it at II11t1JI Sta-Elaborate observations upon the descent a e h d ' n in my "Measurements 0 ravi y, . , J
di t the met 0 give 'Ii. t g yen anr
Farquhar, of the Coast and Geodetic Survey, accor mg .0 bl th se observations with the reductions are (S 1. 1',,' h
tions," with some improvements in detail. In the followmg he es uere of flexure. In these Mr. Israel says he
8S
USc ( t 7e
. . d d then by t e meas S ' Report for 1 I, p. 37 ,
are followed by the observatiOns of peno s, an h .' ht which in the Coast urvey
. . h' st have been t e \\ elg
weight of 2.5 pounds;" but I think that t IS mu d i . the reductions. -.-.... - ..
is said to weigh I.0818k 2.38 lb., and I have so treate It III ,
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Decrement of arc.-Obsen'ed D." t ill swings Toitll hem')' end up.
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1.3 2.0 2.0 1.7
2.1 1.9 1.9 1.8 2.0 2.0 1.8
1.8 1.8 2.2 1.9 1.9 1.9 1.8
2.1 2.1 2.5 2.1 2.1 2.0 2.1
2.1 2.0 2.0 2.3 2.1 2.1 2.5 2.1
2.2 2.1 2.3 2.7 2.4 2.5 2-4 2.2
2.8 2.7 2.2 2.7 2.3 2.4 2.8 2.8
3.1 3.0 2·3 3.2 3.1 3.1 3·5 3.2
3.1 3.0 2·5 4.0 3.2 3.4 3.6 3.2
3·7 3·3 2.8 4·9 3·9 3.8 3.6 3.8
3·9 3.6 3.6 5·3 4·7 4.0 4. 1 4. 1
4·5 4.1 4·5 5.6 5.1 4·9 5.0 4. 2
5·5 5·4 4·7 7.0 5.0 5·7 5·9 5·5
--- [7· IJ [5· 2J _u [5·9] _.- [6·3J
--- _n I u_ --- \[6.5J u_ i--- [7·oJ
33 36 I 39 43
I~ I~
1.7 1.6 2.1
1.9 1.7 2. I 1.8
2.0 1.9 1.8 2.2
2·3 2.0 2.0 2.2
2·3 2.1 2.1 2.6
2.6 2·3 2.5 2.3
2.8 2.6 2.3 2.8
3.6 2·9 2.5 3.2
J.7 3.1 3.8 3.3 4·0
4·3 3.6 4·7 3.8 4.3
4·5 3·4 5·2 4.0 4.9
54 4·3 3·5 4.5 4·8
--- 5-4 I 4.1 --- 4.8 6.3
--- [5.8]: [5. 1] --- [5.6] ---































































I.I 1.0 1.5 1.5
1.6 1.6 1.6 1.6
I.5 1.9 1.8 1.7
2·3 1·5 1.7 1.7
2.1 2.2 2.0 2.1
2.0 1.9 2.1 2.0
2.5 2.2 2.3 2.6
2·7 2·7 2.6 2.7
3.2 2·9 2.8 2.9
3·9 3·9 2·9 2.8
3·5 H 3.6 3·9
4-4 4.0 4·1 4.2
4·9 4.2 4-5 5.0
5.2 5·4 5.2 5.6







































































































2·7 2.8 3.7 3.2
2·7 3.0 J.7 3·9
3·7 3.8 3.6 4.1
4·2 4.8 4·5 4·9
5·0 4·8 5·3 4·7
4·9 5.8 [5·3] ---
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Observed D<j> t in swings with heazy end down.
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. 030 m. m, m, m. m. m, m, m. m, m, m. m. m, m, m. m. m. m.3. 0 • 1.6 2·5 I
.029 2·3 2·3 2·4 2.0 -- --
.028 3. 0 2.8 2·3 2. I 2. 7 2·4 2·3 2.6 2·5 2.2 2·5
. 027 3· I 2.2 1.9 2. I 3. 0 2·7 2·5 2·5 2. 7 2.2 2.6 2·7 2·7
1.8
.026 3. I 3. 0 3. 2 3·5 3. 0 3·3 3. 0 2. 7 2. 7 3. I 2.8 2.6 2·9 3·3 3. I 2·3
. 025 2·9 3·5 3·4 3·5 2·5 2.8 2·7 3. 0 3. I 3·3 2·9 2·4 3.
0
. 024 3. 2
.
023 3· 3
.022 4. 0 3·7 3·3 2·9 2.8 2·5 2·4 3·9 3. 6 3·3 3·3 3. 6
.021 4·4 3. 8 3. 2 3·4 3·3 4·5 2·9 3·4 3. 8 3. 8 3·5 3·9 3. 8 3. 6 4·3 3. 8
.020 3· 7 4. I 4. 0 3. 8 4. I 4·7 4·4 4·5 3·9 4·6 4. I 4. I 3. 8 4·4 4. I 3·9 4·0
.019 4·4 3·7 4. 0 3·9 5. 0 5. 0 4·3 5· 3 4·5 4. 6 4.
2 4·0 4·3 5. 6 3·9 3·5 3·9 4·2
.018 4·5 4·3 5. 0 5. I 4·9 5·3 5. 8 4. 6 4·4 5. 2 4. 2 4·4 5·5 5. I 4. 8 3·9 4. I 4. I
.017 4· 7 4· 7 4·9 4·7 5· I 5. I 4. 0 4· I 5· 5 6.2 4.
6 4. 8 5·3 5·9 5. 2 5·4 4. I 4·9
.016 5·5 4·7 5. I 4·7 5. I 5. I 4·9 6. I 6. I 5. I 5. 0 5· I
6.0 6.2 4·9 4·9 5· I 6.0
. 015 4. 6 5·5 5·4 5. 0 5. 2 6·5 5. I
6. I S. I 6.0 5·4 5·7 6·3 6. I 5. I 5. 8 6. 2 6·3
. 014 5,9 4· 5 5·5 6.2 6·5 6. I 6.0 5·7 5.
8 7·3 5·9 6. I 6. I 6. I 5·7 5. 6 6.4 6.8
. 013 8. 2 6.2 8·7 6·5 6·3 8. I 6·9 7.
0 7. 6 7. 0 6·3 6.6 6.6 7·3 6.0 5·9 7. 0 7· 7
.012 6·9 8.0 7. 8 8·3 7·9 7. 8 6·3 7· 7 6·7 7·9
8.6 8·5 7.0 7·5 6. I 6.0 7·5 7. 8
.011 8. I 7. 0 8·5 9. I 7·7 9. 0 9. 0 9· I 7. 8 9·3 8. 7
8.6 9. 0 9· I 7·5 7. I 7·7 8·4
.010 9. 6 9· I 8.2 9·3 9. I 9. 8 8·9 10.0 9·9 10·3 9·5 9·4 9· I
10.6 8·3 7·9 8.4 8.8
·009
II. 0 10. I 10·9 10. I 9·9 I I. 7 10·3 II. I 9. 8 II. I 10·5 12·5 9·5 12.0 9·4 8·7 9. 0 10.6
.008 II. 9 II. 4 10.6 II. I I I. 5 12.1 II. 4 11.8 II. 2 13· I II. 7
12.6 12·5 11.8 10·4 10.0 II. I II. 6
.007 12·5 II. 7 11.8 II. 3 12·4 14·4
12.2 13.8 13·9 13.8 I I. 6 12·4 I I. 7 14·7 12·5 12·5 12.6 13·9
.006 15·9 13.8 14·7 13·7 14·4 15.0 14.8 15. I 12·9 14.
2 13·4 16·5 14.8 15·9 13·7 12·7 14. I 15·3
.005 23·4 16·3 18.8 16·3 15.0 17·7 17·4
21. 2 14. I 17.0 17·3 21.4 16·7 20·3 16·7 15.6 15· I 17.6
H. Mis. 393, Vt 2-45
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I
Calculation of time (if iufiuit« arc from I7pproximatt: 11
~---
(I) lot' (2) lIb (3) 411 (.l) '.Ill (5) 10h (6) ,h (7) 911 (3) 91l0 .)
~.._----~--~- -_.~'----'----------- - ---_._-----~._._----
--_._~--
ilL m, m . Ill. Ill. Ill. 111. nt . m, m, m. Ill. til. Ill. m. Ill.
.030 53· 7 60·5 42. ° 19. 2 26. I 25·4 20.2 44. I 46. 8
. 029 61. I 42. I 19. I 26·3 25· 7 46. 0
.028- ()J·5 42. 2 19·3 18·4 26·4 25. 8 1<).2 20.0 44. I 45·7
.027 53. I 61. S 55. 2 42. I 18·7 17·5 26. I 19·5 20. I 43·4 45·9
.026 53·5 62. I 55·4 42. I 39·7 38.5 19. I 18.2 26.0 19. 11 20. I 43. 6 46.4
.
025 53.0 55. 2 . 41. 9 39·7 19·5 18·5 26.2 19· 5 20.0 44. 0
.024 55·3 46. I
.
0 2 3 59·3 19·3 18·5 43·4 46. 0
.022 59·7 56. 6 19·4 18.2 42.7 45. 2
..Q21
- ~_4 60·4 56.7 IS·9 17·9 42.3 46. 0
.020 52.8 60. I 56. 8 41. ') 3'). I 18.') 17·7 25·') 25·3 18.6 19. 6 42.4 46.7
. 019 52 . 5 60.2 56. 2 41. 7 42·4 18.6 17·3 25. 6 24·9 18·7 1')·7 43. I 47· 4
.OJS 52. 8 60.2 56. 0 41. 3 42. I 3')·6 37·4 19. I 17· ') 25. 6 24·9 18·7 19· 7 43·5 48. 2
.017 52.3 60.0 55. 8 41. 3 42. I 3')·4 19. I 17· 7 25·4 25. I 18.8.19·7 43·7 48.4
.016 52.7 60.2 55. 2 ..p. I 42. I 39. 2 36. 8 18.9 17. I 25. 8 24· 7 18.6 19·5 43- 5 48. 2
.
01 5 5.:!. I 59. 2 55. I 41. 2 42·4 39. I 36. 2 18·7 16·5 26.0 25. 0 18·7 19·7 43. I 49. I
.014 52. 6 58.9 53·4 41. 4 42.8 39·4 36. 2 18.0 16·5 25.8 24· 7 18.6 19·5 43·4 49. 0
.
013 51. 7 60·5 53. 0 41. 5 42·7 39. 2 35·9 20. I 16·4 26.0 24. 6 18.6 19.8 43. I 5°·5
.012 52. 6 60.0 53. 6 41. I 42.4 39·4 35·4 20. 5 17·3 26.2 24.8 18·7 20.0 44. 6 5°·')
. OIl 52.5 53.0 60.0 52.5 40.7 42.5 39·3 34·7 20·9 18 3 26·5 24. 8 18.6 20.0 43. 2 51. 8
.010 52. I 52.7 60.6 52. 6 41. 3 42.6 39·5 35. 0 20. I 18.6 27,3 25. 6 18·4 1')·7 43·3 52. 6
·009 51. 3 -, ? 61. 6 52.7 41. 5 43. 0 39·4 34·7 21. ° 18·7 27,3 25·5 18·5 20. I 43. 2 54·3,)~.-
.008 51. 0 52 . 0 62.0 52.6 41. I 43. I 39. 8 34. 6 20. I 18·3 27· 7 25·5 18.6 20·3 43. 2 54·9.
.007 50. 'J 5Z. 2 61. 3 5I. I 41.0 43·4 4°·3 34. 2 18. 7 16·4 28.0 25. I 18·5 20·7 42.4 56. I
.006 50. 2 51.6 61. 7 49·4 40.9 42. 7 40. I 33.0 17·9 14.6 27·8 25. I IS 3 2O.') 41. 3 55. 6
.005 48. 6 50.9 66·5 47. I 39·7 39·4 32 . 2 18. I 12·3 27·9 24. 2 18.2 37·7 54·7




.0280 53. I 53. 6 61. 2 55. 2 42.0 42. I 39· 7 38.5 19. I 18·4 26.2 25.8 19· 5 20. I 43. 8 46. I
• :;;
.0148 52. 2 52.7 59·9 54·7 41. 3 42.4 39·3 36.4 1').2 17. 2 25·9 24·') 18·7 19·7 43·3 49. 0§
. 0084 51. 2 52 . 2 61. 2 52.4 41. I 43. 0 39· 7 34. 6 20.0 18.0 27·4 25· 3 18·5 20. 2 43. I 54·3:::
~ .005 0 49. 0 51.0 (J4· ') 47. I 39·9 42.9 39· 5 32. 2 111.0 12·3 27.6 24·4 17·') 2I. I 38.5 54. 8
~--~---
0 (9) 2 h (10) 9h (I I) 9h (12) }h (13) lJh ( 14) lOb (15) 3h (16) IOh
•._--~-----_._-,.__.._-
111. m, m, nt; til. 111. 111. m, m, m . m, ItI. m, 111. m, m,
.030 9·7 8.8 28·4 49. 8 34. 6 104. 7 107. 7 55. 2 35. I
. 029 9· 5 28.6 48. 8 49·9 103. 3 106.6 55. 2 35. 2
.028 48.3 5°·0 34· 5 101.8 105·'4 35. 2
.027 10. I 28.0 48. 2 49· 7 100·3 104.0 54. 2 35. 0
.026 28. 5 48.4 49. 6 31. 9 34.0 99. 2 102._. 539 35. 0
.
025 9. I 27·7 47. 8 49·3 'l7·3 5.3·4 35. I
. 024 31. 0 95. 6
. 023 47. 6 48. 8
.022 46. 5 47. 6
.021 45·7 47·3
.020 9·4 46. I 47. 8 87·5 92. 0 34. 8
. 019 9·7 8.8 28.0 46. I 48. 8 85.0 90. 0 35. 0
.018 10.2 9·4 27· 7 27.0 47·4 48.9 33. 6 82·5 88. 2 49·4 34·9 35·4
. 017 I I. 0 9·5 28. I 27. 2 46.5 48. I 33. 8 79·7 86. 2 48.') .35. 0 35·7
.016 II. I 1).8 28.0 27. J 46. I 48.9 34. I 77-3 83· 7 47. 8 35. 0 35·7
. 015 I I. 3 9·9 28.2 27·3 45. 6 49·4 29. I 34·7 74·4 8 I. 1 47. 0 35. 2 35·9
. 014 I I. 0 9·7 28. 1 27. I 45·4 48.9 68.8 28·9 34. 8 7I. I 78.3 45. 6 35. I 35. 8
.
013 II.O 9·3 28.0 26·9 45·7 49·3 67·7 28·9 .35. 2 67·5 76.4 44· 3 35. 2 36. 0
.012 I I. 0 9· I 28·3 27. I 44. 6 49. 6 66·5 28.6 35·4 63·4 72. 6 42. 6 35. 0 35·9
.OII I I. 3 8.8 28. 5 27. 2 45·5 50. 6 65. 2 28.0 35· 7 59·7 70. I 41. 2 35. 2 36. I
.010 I I. 7 9. I 28·5 27. I 45· 4 51. 6 64·5 27·4 31)·6 54. I 67. 0 39·5 39. I 35·3 36.4
.00') 12·3 9. I 28. 7 26·9 45·7 52.7 62.0 26·7 ..~8. 0 48·4 64· 5 37·4 37. I 35·7 .36.7
.ool'\ 12.2 9. 0 28.6 26·5 45. 6 53. 0 60·5 26·3 .39· 3 42.0 63·4 34. 8 34·5 35·4 36.7
·007 13· 5 9·4 28·5 26.0 44. 6 53. 6 58. 0 26.2 40.3 35· 7 62. 2 31. 5 31. I 35·9 37. 0
.006 13.8 9· I 28.6 26.0 4.3·9 5.3. 2 55. 8 57. I 25· 5 41. 9 29. 1 63· .3 27.6 27·3 35·5 37·3
.005 13. I 8.2 26.6 42.7 55. 8 53. 6 24. 2 21, 5 22.8 22·4 34·9
.004 51. 6 12·7 33·4
.003 23·7 Sq· t 9. 0
~-----
>'J .0280 9. 8 - ,._--- -9· I 28·5 28.0 411.3 49·7 32.6 34·4 101,9 105. 3 54. 8 54·5 35. I 35. I~ . 0148 10.8 9·4 28. I 27. I 45·9 49. 0 6').6 6').6 29. 2 34. 6 73- 7 80·4 46. 6 46.3 35. I 35. 8
e l·oo84 12. 2 9. I 28.6 26·7 45·4 52. 6 61. 5 60·9 26·7 38.4 H·7 64. 2 35·9 35· 5 .35·5 36. 6J5 .0050 13·4 8·4 28.6 26.0 42.9 55. 0 5.3. 8 54. I 24·4 4.3· 5 21. 7 61. 9 22·9 22·4 34·7 37. 6
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33· I 35· 7
33·7 37· 7







































































56.8 52 . 2
56.9 51. 9
56. 8 51. I






39.8 40 . 6
39.6 40 . 6
39.5 40. 6
39· 5 40.5







































37. (l 38. 2
37· 5 38. 2
37· 5 38. 2
37. 2 38.7
37· 3 4°.7








37· 5 39· 7
37· 5 40 . 0
37.4 40.°
37. I 40 . 2
37. 2 41.4













25· 2 24. I
25. I 2-1-.0
25· 5 24· I
25.8 2-1-. 2





















4.'1· 9 53· 4
49· 5 5-1-· 7
5°.3. 54· 5
49· .'I 5-1-· 9










49· 7 3I. 5
-1-9· 5 55· 0
50.° (II. I
4.J. 8 59· 9
lit. III.
50 · z 51,7
50. I 5 I. t\
4')·9 51,.3
49· () 51. Z















































53· 5 SI. 4
51.9 83.3
(14. Z (>7. 6
Go.f) 70·3
56.0 75. 8





















52. 7 55· 7
52 . 6 55·9
52.3 56. I
52.0 56. 6





























































55· 4 55· 8
55·5 55·9








53. 8 55. 6
53· 7 55· 5

























28. 2 29. I









































21. h 23. 2
22.0 23..S
22.2 23· 7
22. I 24· 4
22.2 2-1-.9
22. I 25. I
21.7 25.3
21. 3 25· 7



































t· r· 02S0~ .0148
E.: .OOS4
if, 1.0050
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45. 8 43. (,
4(J.2
46.) 43. 6
46. 5 43. 6
46. 6 43. 6
47. 0 43· 7




41) . ° 43· 7
4()· 8 43. 8
50.3 43. 2

























































50. I 49..· 9






























































































































































































































34.7 40 . 2
33. I 42.8
27.8 42.6
59· I 59·9 40. 5 40. 2
58.4 60. 5 41. 7 41. 0
57·861.7' 43.242.0
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t~nt, last 1 Arc ~or-I






No. of swings. i Ratio,
I Heavy end
down: up.
I down. Heavy end up.
i- I
m. m. m.
I, 2, 3 110·3 37. 0 38.7 2·9 i
4, 5, 6 111.1 36. 6 38. 6
·95
7, 8, 9 114· 9 38.3 40.3 .92 I
10, II, 12 110·7 38. I [21. 5]
-____ ., =~J13, 14, 15 [ 59·3] 37·3 [19· 3)
16,17,18 115· 7 39·9 40.7 .87 I19,20,21 112.6 39·9 38.5 .87
I22,23,24 113· I 41. 5 41. I ·7425,26,27 109. I 39·9 40.9 .70 I
28,29,3° 113· I 37·9 39·7 .91 i1
31,32,33 112.0 39· I 41. I ·79 I
34,35,36 113. 0 38.4 38. 6 ·94 II
37038,39 119. 0 41. ° 41. 6 .88
40,41,42 105. 4 37·7 4°·3 .70
43,44,45 II I. 7 38. 8 39. I .87
46,47,48 100·9 41. 2 41. I ·45
FORT CONGER. PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I.
HEAVY END DOW,N.
, .._-_._--
I No: of Tempera Pressure. Mean instant, first Mean ins
. swmg ture (F). transits. transland face.
i
----·-1-
0 in. h. m, s. h. m,
2B
- 9·5 29. 892 801 5°.956 10 18 5
SF -10.1 29.936 6 21 54.677 8 43 2
8F -10.8 29. 825 5 45 40.006 8 07 5
IIF -14. 6 29.919 5 51 16.941 8 12 4
14 B -18·3 3CJ.041 741 37. 613 9 16 I
17 B -16.1 29. 84 1 6 51 10.445 9 14 2
20 B -16.0 29. 286 7 53 56. 610 10 25 4
23 F
-15·4 29.789 8 05 37.325 10 28 4
26 F
-18·9 29· 717 835 09. 007 10 53 3
29 F -20.8 29·975 8 06 30. 184 IO 37 3
32 B -21. 3 29· 776 805 19.742 IO 32 4
i 35 F -21. 5 29·999 8 18 25.33
1 IO 41 °
I 38 B -21.6 29.446 10 I I 28.548 12 37 4
I 41 F -25. 0 29. 872 9°1 36. 205 II 13 I
I 44F -26.6 29. 821 83844.315 10 56 I
I 47 B -25·9 29. 287 9°145.782 II 08 5I
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FORT CONGER. PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I-Continued.
HE.·\\"Y EXD UP.
I No. of ITempera- No. of! swing Pressure. ~Iean instant, first Mean instant, last Arc cor- Interval. oscilla- L'ncorrected
and face. ture (F). transits. transits. rection, tions. period.
----
-~.. _ ..__._---_..- --
-----
0 ill. h. m, s, h. m. s, s. s, s,
IE
- 9·9 29· 873 5 29 15· 364 6 18 43. 118 0. 027 2967.727 2956 I. 0039671
31" --10. I 29.908 II IS 41. 202 12 08 01. 892 0. 027 2960. 663 2949 I. 0039550
41<' -10.0 29·9-P 4 15 55.413 5°2 06,354 0. 024 27io.'}i7 2760 1. 0039553
613 - 9. 2 29.9 28 10 02 43.028 10 55 3~1. 548 0. 027 3176.493 3164 I. 0039485
7 B -II. 5 2'}. 829 355 39.3 82 4 46 01. 286 0.028 3021.876 3°10 1.0039455
9 13 -10.8 29. 830 846 °3.706 9 35 21. 373 0.028 2957.639 2946 1.0039509
1013
-15· 5 29·900 4 06 ;q·949 5 00 13·573 0. 024 3228. 600 3216 I. 003917912 F
-13. 8 29.948 8 56 31. 588 9 21 12. 127 0.008 q80·53 1 1476 I. 0030699
13 F -16. 8 3°·043 6 13 57. 083 65651.168 0. 019 2574.067 2564 1.0039261
15 F -15. 0 3°.036 10 29 25.625 1° 50 4° . 955 0.011 1275.218 1271 I. 003319016 F -16. 5 29.892 5 II 23.9 28 6 10 35.691 0. 029 3551. 735 3538 I. 003882118 13
-15. 6 29· 780 10 00 37.26') 10 52 II. 182 0. 029 3093. 884 3°82 I. 0038559
19 B -16.6 29.338 6 13 °5.985 7 04 07. 873 0. 029 3061. 859 3°50 I. 003888121 B -16.0 29. 267 II 15 58.320 12 05 21. 808 0.028 2963.460 2952 I. 003882222 B
-15. 8 29.796 62832.893 7 1806·475 0. 027 2973·555 2962 I. 0039010
24 1" -16.0 29.786 II 0937. 201 12 00 37.0<)8 0. 029 3059. 868 3048 I. 003893825 B -18·5 29. 665 6 57 23. 116 7 47 58. 915 0. 029 3035.77 0 3°24 I. 003892127 F -18.2 29·755 1204 34· 987 12 55 40.873 0. 029. 3065. 857 3°54 I. 003882528 1"
-20·3 29.969 6 30 42. 121 7 1843.286 0. 027 2881. 138 2870 I. 0038807
30 B -20. 2 29.958 II 44 29.864 12 37 02. 015 0. 029 3152.122 3140 1.00386°531 B -21. 5 29.766 629 20. 535 7 19 48. 195 0.028 3027. 633 3016 I. 0038571
33 13 -21. I 29·793 II IS 57.889 12 0<) 35· 592 0.031 3°37. 67 2 3026 I. 0038572
34 13 -22·4 29·997 6 26 13.701 7 17 17.5 28 0.028 3°63·799 3°52 I. 00386613() B -22.2 29.996 II 14 31. 568 120054.3°7 0. 027 2782.7 13 2772 1.0038647
37 13 21.° 29.485 8 22 01. 236 9 12 33.904 0.030 3032. 638 3°21 1.0038523
39 B 21.4 29·393 13 50 29.471 14 41 55.326 0.028 3085.826 3°74 I. 003847140 B
-25·4 29. 842 7 2444. 646 80<)22.960 0.026 2678.287 2668 1.003855842 F -25. 0 29.899 11 44 32. 245 12 3°3°.926 0.028 2758. 653 2748 1.003876743 F -26.1 29.834 6 58 38. 207 7 46 15· 284 0.028 2857' ° 5° 2846 I. 003882545 F -25·9 29.83° II 3456.301 12 2243·212 0. 025 2806.886 2796 1.003893346 F -26·4 29·373 7 1459. 632 8080<)'968 0#°31 3[90· 275 3178 I. 003862548 -26·4 29. 218 II 40 04. 803 12 35 03.470 0.030 3298. 636 3286 1.0038455
.._---~- .._-_._-,,---- • ·'_n..______'. __..•___
PEl\"DULC1If, PEIRCE No. I.
ilEA \'Y EXD DOWX.
































































































,:-; ecessarily rejected on account of irregular descent of the arc.
THE LADY FRANKLIN BAY BXPEDI'rION.
PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I-Continued.
HEAVY END DOWN-Continued.
After interchange of knives.
711
r

















26 + 3. 8 . 0.020 1.0044696 -179
29 + 1.9 +°.238 4672 - 89
32 + 1.4 +°·°39 4749 66
35 + 1.2 +0.262 4723 - 56
38 + I. 1 -0.291 4778 - 52
41 2. 3 +0.135 45 10 +108
44 - 3·9 +°. 084 4535 + 183


















Time of oscillation at -22.7° F. and 29.737111 pressure.
Correction to standard atmosphere




























0 t». s s
-+- 3· 7 +·°79 1:0039964 -106 - 33 I. 0039825
3 + 3·5 +. I J4 9843 -100 - 48 9695
4 + 3. 6 +.148 9846 - 103 63 9680
6 + 4·4 +.134 9778 -126 57 9595
7 t 2.1 +·°35 9748 - 60 IS 9673
9 -+- 2.8 +.°36 9802 .- 80 IS 97°7
10 1.9 +.106 947 2 + 55 .- 45 9482
12*
-106 954°13 3. 2 +.249 9554 + 92
15*
+.°98 + 83 - 42 915516 2·9 9114
18 2. ° -. 014 8115 2 + 57 + 6 89 15
19 3. 0 -.456 9 174 + 86 + J()j 9453
21 2·4 -.527 9115 + 69 +223 94°7
- 2. 2 +.002 93°3 + 63 I 936522




• Necessarily rejected 011 account of irregular descent of the arc.
THg LADY FRANKLIN BAY EXPIUHTJON.
PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I-Continued.
HEAVY END UP-Continued.










































+ 4. 1 -.07 1 1.0039 214 -118
+ 4·4 +. 019 9118 -126 I
+ 2·3 +.233 9100 - 63 i
+ 2·4 +.222 8898 - 69
+ I. I +.030 8864 - 32
+ I. 5 +.057 8865 - 43
+ 0.2 +.261 8954 - 6
+ 0·4 +.260 8940 - II
+ 1.6 -.251 8863 - 46
+ I. 2
-·343 8811 - 34
- 2.8 +.106 8898 + 80
- 2·4 +. 163 9107 + 69
- 3·5 I +098 9165 +100
- 3·3 +·094 9273 + 95
- 3. 8 -.363 8965 +109
- 3. 8
-.518 8795 + 109
Time of oscillation at -22.6° F. and 29.73(,ln pressure
Correction to standard atmosphere




















pressure:m"-l~~~t~~l-~~~l~:~;erature IPressure cor. Pte:i~~~~~~~~:~
-29.736 in. rate. I correction. I rection, ure and temper-
ature.i. --- 1 ,1 _
IN(). ••!Temperature,





Flexure of Pendulum Piers.
Obserrer, E. ISRAEL, 1882.
Deflecting force, the weight of 2.5 pounds. [Treated as 2.38 lb.]








At center knife-edge 0.414
=0.0007 10 10
WI. pend. 23.0 lb.... MS
THE LADY FRANKLIN RAY EXPEDI'l'ION.
PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I.
1881, June 11-14.










ILength, ! C .
observed orrection
excess pen- for me:n








0 0 flo flo flo flo
7°·3 +0.2 399·5 +0. I -2. I 397·5
69·3 -0.1 397·5 -0.2 +1.0 398.3
69·5 0.0 398. 0 -0.2 0.0 397. 8
69. 6 -0.2 400. 0 -0. I +2. I 402. 0
69. 8 0.0 397·5 -0.1 0.0 397·4
7°. 0 -0.2 393·5 0.0 +2. I 395. 6
70. 2 -0. I 396.5 +0. I +1.0 397. 6
69·9 -0·4 390. 0 0.0 +4. I 394. I
69·9 -0.2 391. 5 0.0 +2. I 393. 6
7°. 0 -0.2 393. 0 0.0 +2. I 395. I
7°·1 -0.2 396.5 0.0 +2. I 398. 6
7°·2 -0.2 393. 0 +0. I +2. I 395. 2
7°·3 -0.2 394. 0 +0. I +2. I 396. 2
69·5 -0. I 400. 0 -0.2 +1.0 400.8
69. 6 -0.1 393. 0 -0. I +1.0 392.9
69·8 -0.2 395·5 -0.1 +2. I 397·5
----
396.9
Corr. error of thermometers ________ h"_ - __ n'" 396. 6
At 680 _.n ____ n __ n ___
----._---- -----------
397. 2
PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I.
1884, December 1-10.
Comparison with outer line of Meter B.
Temperature Pendulum Reduced to
C. -meter. 20° C.
0 p. flo
17. 24 +252.4 +251. I
18. II +252. 8 251. 6
17.98 +253. 2 25°·1
18. 19 +252.7 253·9
18.38 +252.3 252.5
18.82 +251. 4 251. 7
19. 00 +249. 0 250.3
19·74 +249. 8 250.9
19.32 +249. 6 251. I
19. 83 +248. 0 25°·9
3°.3° +242.5 250.7
3°·57 +241. 9 25°·9
3°.92 +242. I 250.7
31.45 +241. 9 25°·4
31. 71 +242. 2 250.9
Mean pendulum-B rst line +251. 2
rst line- 3rd line +199· 4
B 3rdline-No.49 - 12.0
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I now give a summary of the observations made with this pendulum in Washington in 1884-'85 by me, with the assist-
ance of Mr. W. B. Fairfield.
PENDULUM No. I.
1884-'85·
At Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D. C.
Heavy end down. Heavy end up.





0 II,. s, 0 In. s.
J 20. J5 29.711 15095. 265 J 20·75 30. 25° 5028.101
2 20·58 29. 643 .23° 2 21.02 3°·266 .043
3 20.63 29·753 .212 3 21. 23 3°·282 .106
4 20·53 30.044 .229 4 21. 21 30.300 I ·093
5 20.20 29. 624 .274 5 20.96 3°.348 .028
6 20.69 29· 6J8 .232 6 20.98 3°.336 i .061 I
7 21. 04 29. 866 .216 7 21. 00 3°.344 i .°48 I
8 21. 18 3°.°78 .202 8 20·99 30. 402 I ~ .084 I
9 20·33 30. 681 .25 1 --------'----,
JO 20·54 30. 640 .276 Means 21.02 30. 317 I 5028.070
II 20·48 30. 608 .282
12 20.10 3°.462 .246 Corr. to stand. atmos. - .033
------------
Expansion to 150 C. - .273
Means 20·54 30. 061 15095· 243 Flexure - .116
Corrected time 5027. 648





10,000 osc. simple pendulum 10065.8J90
~. ~.~.~._~---~ ~~._-----------------
In comparing the observations made at Fort Conger with those at Washington I shall make use of a figure of the earth
which I have deduced from the totality of the experiments with Kater invariable pendulums down to and including the expedi-
tion of Mr. Edwin Smith. In this discussion I have ascertained by least squares that the correction for elevation is 0.00406".*
The coefficient of sin2 «p is 225.94", and I have also introduced a term in sin" cp-t sin cp, the coefficient of which is 1.22".
this operating to increase the last effect at the north pole. According to this discussion gravity is in excess at Washington by
+0.768•
Inasmuch as it is certain that the pendulum underwent some alteration between its last swinging at Fort Conger and its
swinging at Washington, but of such a nature that the distance between the knife-edges was not altered, we have to compare
the periods of the pendulum at the two stations, reduced according to the principle of the reversible pendulum. This period
for this pendulum is obtained by adding 8 in the seventh place of decimals to ! the period of heavy end down, minus t the
period of heavy end up. This gives, at Fort Conger, 1.0050578" as the period of oscillation of the simple pendulum of the
same length between the knife-edges. We now proceed as follows:
2 log. of period at Fort Conger
Correction to equator
Correction from equator and sea-level to Washington
-station error at Washington .






-station error at Fort Conger +0.0000033
It appears from this that gravity is slightly in deficiency at Fort Conger, by only -0.338 ; and since a careful scrutiny
of these observations has fully convinced me that they are by far the best that ever have been made within the arctic circle, it
is gratifying to find that they satisfy so well the figure already deduced by me, and that they go to confirm the reality of some
small harmonic function of the third order, such as that which I have introduced.
*Here, as elsewhere, by I second in such a connection I mean one unit in the fifth place of the Common logarithm of gravity.
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It ,only appears ?~oper, in ,a matter of ~uch importance to the scientific world as the pendulum observations of the Lady
Frankhn Bay Expedition, that Its commandmg officer should make some brief statements bearing on the opinions of Professor
C. S. Peirce, which are believed to be erroneous. An opinion is expressed on page 702, as follows: "This seems to have been
due to a difference of cylindricity of the edges, combined with the effect of some accident to the pendulum." No accident
in any way, shape, or manner, occurred to this pendulum. It was never handled by anyone in reversion or suspension
excepting by myself; so that I can speak with a personal and positive knowledge that the pendulum was never harmed while
at Fort Conger. As soon as the series of observations was completed, the pendulum was carefully removed, wiped dry, and
again soldered up in the original tin box.
EXPLANATORY NOTE.
Mr. Peirce, upon seeing the memorandum by General Greely on page 715, desires to say that he is
shocked to find that any words of his are construed as imputing blame-or, indeed, anything less than the
highest honor-to General Greely or to Mr. Israel in regard to the treatment of the pendulum apparatus.
He therefore asks leave to make the following corrections to his report:
Page 702, third paragraph from the bottom, line 2, before the words "left behind" insert "very properly".
Same page, at the end of the last paragraph but one, insert: It will be seen that I merely set forth the
circumstantial evidence in favor of a loss of mass for what it is worth, while limiting myself to the conclusion
stated in the first two lines of the third paragraph on page 714. Moreover, whatever may have been the nature
of the alteration of the pendulum, I hold, as implied in the sentence above, beginning" It seems almost incon-
ceivable ", etc., that it was absolutely unavoidable. Pendulums frequently undergo such changes under the
most careful handling.
Mr. Peirce desires further to say that his report contains no kind of retlection upon the management of
the Coast and Geodetic Survey, except that it does make a quite unavoidable protest against a certain
derangement of apparatus under a former administration of the Survey. Mr. Peirce wishes to say as little
as possible about a matter now past and gone; but he must not be understood to admit that the various
surmises offered in defense of the act complained of are in accordance with the facts, nor that they would
constitute a sufficient vindication even if they were so.
In regard to the many criticisms in this Appendix upon himself, Mr. Peirce will re~ly to them in another
place. He has here only space to remark that the determination of gravity has been signally suc~essf~l, and
that the only doubt which affects the result, namely, that which relates to the temperature-correction, IS des-
tined to he resolved in due time by the means indicated toward the end of the second paragraph on page 7°3·
c. au t now not. To the embarrassments, discomforts, and privations
lessor el, . h d fi '
which Mr. Israel and myself (the former very indifferently instructed in pendulum work, and myself Wit out a~y , e. mte
. ,.' h b ti hould not be added the charge of having injured
verbal and no written instructions) expenenced 10 making t ese a serva IOns s . ' 1
" 'd '1 ,Ff '/. t) and caused a considerable loss of mass WIt rout
the pendulum (which was never weighed Z1l its jinzshe state unti ajser z s re lint ,hil ' sion These statements of Professor Peirce
adducing the clearest proof that such mass had been lost W I e m our posses I .
h ' . t the pendulum and that no such loss of mass washave been maturely made after being assured by me t at no injury came 0
possible. I leave it to the scientific world to pass on this matter. A. W. GREELY,
Late Commanding Lady Franklin Bay Expedition.
WASHINGTON, D. C., JUly, 1888.
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MEMORANDUM BY THE OFFICER COMMANDING THE EXPEDITION.
It.only ap~ears ~)~oper, in.a matter of such importance to the scientific world as the pendulum observations of the Lady
~rankh~ Bay E~pedltIOn, ~hat Its commanding officer should make some brief statements bearing on the opinions of Professor
C. S. Pelrc~, which are be:lev~~ to be erroneous. An opinion is expressed on page 702, as follows: "This seems to have been
~ue to a difference of cylmdnClty of the edges, combined with the effect of some accident to the pendulum." No accident
in any. way, shape, or manner, occurred t~ this pendulum. It was never handled by anyone in reversion or suspension
exceptmg by myself; so that I can speak With a personal and positive knowledge that the pendulum was never harmed while
at ~ort Conger. As soon as the series of observations was completed, the pendulum was carefully removed wiped dry and
agam soldered up in the original tin box. ' ,
The s~at~ment.is a:so made, that "on the abandonment of Fort Conger, the head upon which the pendulum had been
supported I~ Its oscillations (the bearings of the knife-edge forming part of it) was left behind." The metal piece referred to
never was, III any way, sh.ape, or manner, alluded to by either the Superintendent of the Coast Survey, the late Carlisle P.
~atterson, or Professor Peirce, as being of the slightest utility, and the instructions given me were to the effect that the only
nnportan.t part to be brought back was the pendulum, then soldered in a tin box. If the omission to bring back the plate has
any bearing upon these observations, as does not plainly appear from Professor Peirce's remarks, it is simply the fault of either
the late Mr. Patterson or Professor Peirce himself.
Later the statement is made, "But, though there was little change in the length of the pendulum, it is evident it lost a
large part of its mass." In the very next line it is admitted by Professor Peirce that the pendulum was not weighed at all in
its finished state, and that the loss in adjustment, 4.6 grams, was calculated. Consequently the statement that "It (the
pendulum) would seem to have lost from ten to fifteen grams, probably on the journey from Fort Conger to Camp Clay,"
rests on a surmise and an estimate. The pendulum was brought back to Camp Clay soldered in the original metal box, in
which it was so carefully packed that no vibratory motion could occur in such manner as to cause loss of weight. The pendu-
lum, although handled hundreds of times, was always treated with special consideration, as was also a box containing photo-
graphicnegatives ; and as an instance of the care 'exercised with these packages, may be mentioned the fact, that out of forty-
eight glass negatives only four were fractured, although necessarily handled scores of times, under circumstances when a
moment's delay apparently entailed a loss of boats and life.
It is possible, as suggested in the following Supplementary Report, that during the observations the screws holding one
of the pendulum edges in place might have been loosened or tightened, and this seems very probable, as the wrong screw
might easily have been touched under the extremely disadvantageous circumstances in connection with the swinging of the
pendulum, which was done in an ice-house, where one's breath congealed the moment it left the mouth, and the darkness was
broken simply by the light from a single candle so that the temperature of the pendulum might not be affected. On one
occasion something of this kind undoubtedly occurred, for the pendulum was stopped after swinging a few minutes, as its arc
of oscillation decreased so rapidly as to show conclusively that its vibrations would cease in about one-quarter of the usual time.
It seems but justice to the late Mr. Israel, the astronomer of the expedition, who had charge of the pendulum, both
during our stay at Fort Conger and our retreat later, that these statements should be made. Besides, they may have a bearing
in other scientific discussions of these observations and so be of a certain importance. It would not be just to those who con-
sult these results to deprive them of the fullest and most complete information 011 this point. The commanding officer of the
expedition has nad too much experience with physical observations not to realize the importance of a full and free statement
of all the facts in any case. He realizes clearly that accidents and mishaps may o~cur in any set o.f observation.s. While a
full statement of such accidents and mishaps enables those discussing the observations to apply SUItable corrections, on the
other hand any misstatements or denials might result in misleading the zealous student of such obse:~ations. .
It is admitted that the preliminary observations with this pendulum in Washington, under con~ltlOns left entuely.to :ro-
fessor Peirce, were practically failures, through whose fault I know not. To the embarrassments, dlscomf~rts, and pnvatlo.ns
which Mr. Israel and myself (the former very indifferently instructed in pendulum work, and myself Without a~y ~e?mte
verbal and no written instructions) experienced in making these observations should not be added t.he charge of having ~Jured
the pendulum (which was never weighed in its .finished state until after its return) and caused a considerable loss of mass wlth.out
adducing the clearest proof that such mass had been lost while in our possession. These statements of Professor Peirce
have been maturely made after being assured by me that no injury came to the pendulum and that no such loss of mass was
possible. I leave it to the scientific world to pass on this matter.
WASHINGTON, D. C., JUly, 1888.
ON THE PENDULUM OBSERVATIONS AT FORT CONGER.
SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT BY HENRY FARQUHAR.
U. S. COAST SURVEY OFFICE, May I I, 1887.
F. M. THORN, Esq.,
Superifltendent U. S. Coast Sun'e.Y:
DEAR SIR: At your verbal request for 1 statement of such facts within my personal knowledge as might help to clear up
the question of responsibility with regard to certain charges explicitly or implicitly made by Assistant C. S. Peirce against the
management of this office in his report on the Pendulum Observations at Fort Conger, I here undertake the task, joining
with such statement a presentation, for what it is worth, of conclusions at variance with his on two or three points, and a few
notes and additional data that seem to me necessary to make the results of the work as clear as they should be. Mr. Peirce's
long familiarity with every detail of gravity determinations, the real additions to general knowledge of the subject that are
due to him, the fact that this important part of the activity of the Survey has been from its first inception under his control
(all work being performed either by himself or, according to his methods, by observers and computers trained under him), and
the further fact that the discussion of this Fort Conger work was expressly given into his charge, have, in your judgment,
entitled him to the courtesy of transmitting his report through your hands without amendment. But for the very reason that
these causes will give an increased weight both to his reflections on the Bureau and to the conclusions drawn by him from the
observations the advisability of testing them by pertinent facts will be recognized.
I. The failure, probably complete, of the observations in room 6 of this building is correctly ascribed to the absence of
a reliable determination of the flexure of the support. That the deficiency has been irremediable since the removal of the
cap-stone is not denied, though, as the flexure must be largely due to the unfortunate situation of the piers over a brick arch.
way, even this is doubtful. But when it is remembered that in such researches large corrections are usually, especially where
their exact determination is difficult, variable corrections, that in this case the yielding is described as having been of such a char-
acter as would naturally be produced by a cause like imperfectly-hardened mortar under the recently erected piers, and that it might
have become essentially changed by a settling of the archway beneath, an accurate measurement of the flexure at the time of the
observations is seen to have been the chief desideratum, and the maintenance of this confessedly unreliable stand to have been of
far less importance. Results from a later swinging on the same support would not improbably have been misleading. That
observations of flexure were not prevented by lack of time, notwithstanding Professor Peirce's illness at the most unfortunate
point, is clear, for the stone was removed in August or September, ,882, the pendulum having been swung from i.t in June,
1881. And as if to fix the responsibility beyond possible question, Mr. Peirce in this report calls especial attention to the
liberal discretion allowed him by Mr. Patterson, who was Superintendent until August, 188r. It is certain that Superintendent
Hilgard would not have permitted the removal of the stone had not Mr. Peirce failed to impress upon him the importance
of retaining it, or had it been given him to understand that observations essential to the availability of work done months
before were yet unmade. The simple truth I believe to be, that because of the want of time for proper preparations, the
unsuitability of the place, and the newness of the observer, Mr. Peirce expected no valuable results at the time from the
swingings in room 6, and attached no such importance to them as he now appears to attach.
The 1055 to the service from the necessity of using for the Peirce pendulums a center-of-mass apparatus adapted to a
smaller stem Professor Peirce slightly overrates. In consequence of the forced removal of parts of the apparatus the meas-
ure is rendered more difficult with the new pendulums; but as two independent determinations of the distance h,t> made last
January, gave (when reduced to edge 9 at heavy end) 25.140crn and 25.135cOI, it is improbable that the uncertainty of the
result can be so great as to admit the earlier value, 25.105c"" as an equally exact observation of the same quantity. I have
not examined the 1881 observations with care, but 1 believe them to have been less complete than those of 1887.
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II. The evidence that the pendulum lost half an ounce in weight between 1881 and 1887 is not conclusive. In the first
place, the weight of the brass added in construction at the heavy end was originally estimated frum its density and calcu-
lated dimensions, not found by the balance, and it was pretty certainly less than was intended. By the calculation the center
of mass was to have been at one-fourth the distance between the edges, a result which would have been more nearly attained
wth a heavier load. Secondly, the atmospheric correction applied in the Fort Conger reduction, on which the difference
between heavy end down and up depends, is, a few lines below, said to be "involved in some doubt," and is not improbably
too small. Thirdly, it is incredible that so considerable a loss could have escaped the notice of Messrs. Peirce and W. B.
Fairfield at the time of the Smithsonian experiments. Fourthly, a recent careful examination by Mr. Fairfield and myself
shows no sign of it. There was, it may be said, certainly no such loss within Scm of the knife-edge if the instrument was
originally symmetrical. Finally, General Greely is positive in his disbelief that any such disaster could have befallen the pen-
dulum while in his charge. .
To show more clearly the true character of the change in the period of oscillation after the interchange of knife-edges, the
following table of periods free from difference of edges and atmospheric corrections in general, those of a simple pendulum
of length equal to the distance between the two suspensions, as deduced from each set of three swings, is given. This period
is equal to
in which the factor under the radical may usually be neglected, Ta and T; being nearly equal. The temperature here equals
t that at the "down" swings, -t the mean at the two "up," in Fahrenheit degrees + 2 2°. Three reductions are made:
1";rJ6.1) being values obtained from Mr. Peirce's table of "Period corrected" reduced to one temperature and pressure, 1";~M) re-
sulting from the substitution of a higher rate of expansion, found by least squares on the theory that the change was due to fall
of temperature, and 1";¥J'J) resulting from the use of tbe coefficient of expansion 17.49"', 18.24'" being taken as true at +8° C.
and reduced to - 30° C. by Fizeau's equation:
I-----~----- .



















































































Probable error I set _ .• - _.
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. . If I I t b iven the supposed unknown factor depend-In view of the huge value, almost cqual to the expansion itse ,t rat ~as 0 e g . '. . fail
. ' '.' . '1» ,'1> tl ' two series of observatiOns, and of ItS WI ure to
mg on the temperature and not on the VIS-VIva 111 on er to reconci e ie . . . )..
. . I . I 1 f .t 'beill tr introduced than one without It . It appearsbring them to a satisfactory accord (two swmgs having ess weig It, t re ac 01 ,., . ., . . lai I tl t
• . >' • tr' I "'J IS of no assIstance. It IS P am, a so, ia
that the hypothesis of large unknown effects of temperature operating 111 t lIS w; Y. he .. xl
. '1 r tl . .reased residuals must meet any ot er assume
the same difficulties improbably large hypothetical corrections am f,rea Y me ,. . , .,,, I r- I-
, . '. . ",. t j th .gidity of the supportmg ]Jlf[S, un ess uy a
cause which is gradual and continuous 111 Its operation. Improvemen 1t1 e r.l,., 11 I I t an explanation ;
tightening of screw-taps, etc., at the time of the change (which (:ic1l~ot occur), IS thus ~~~~ )~n~x~:~~~1na: ~f tem,'lerature:
also defective elasticity in the brass of the ~)endulum, through. ~Vll1Ch It does n.ot .~t~:u~: an~l a little after, fs about as evident,
That the change took place abruptly at the tune of the iranspostnon, and not a little be
indeed, as that it took place at all. The progression that appears in the former half of the results (belonging, it should be
observed, entirely to the heavy-end-up swings) is in the. wrong direction for continuity, and there is no steady progression in
the latter half. The hypothesis of a "difference in the cylindricity of the edges" is suggested by Professor Peirce. If we re-
gard the edges as cylindric, and suppose No. 9 to have had a radius of curvature 29.S IL greater, the difference between first
and last values of I;WiJl disappears. Observations of decrement of arc show a slightly greater friction on edge 9. But this
hypothesis requires (see formuke in Coast Survey Report for 1876, p. 276 [77 of Appendix 15]) a difference between the two
edges of 87.4'" about half the measured difference. The supposition of another" accident" at the time of the interchange
of edges appears untenable, partly because it is difficult to understand how the instrument could have had two serious acci-
dents without afterward showing a trace of either, and partly because General Greely, in whose presence the interchange was
carefully made, testifies confidently that there is no possibility of any such accident.
One explanation remains: That there was a real difference in the length of the pendulum, as swung before and after the
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The distance of edge 9 from its bearing-plane, as measured by Dr. J. J. Clark in January, 1887, is S04.oP, and that of edge
10 is 67o.6/l; difference, 166.6p. Hence is calculated the theoretical decrease in period, entered above; nearly the observed
amount for heavy end down and very different for heavy end up. It seems highly probable, therefore, that the edge at the
heavy end was farther from the center of mass at the earlier observations than at the later. This edge, that is to say, was loose,
so as to have a play of an eighth of a millimeter on the average until the transposition was made, and was properly tightened
after it. Inspection of the earlier heavy-end-up corrected periods plainly suggests (when the lower expansion-coefficient is
used more plainly yet) that the play of this edge may have increased progressively, as they show a pretty steady diminution.
The effect of removing the heavy-end knife-edge, of a mass equal to TH-~ 6 that of the pendulum, by a distance Ll(hd+h..) = x
from the other edge will be to increase lill by I Sox : 10436 and h.. by 10286x: 10436; Ll(ri) may be taken equal to
150 : 10-B6 of 2rdr (r being the distance of the center of the shifted mass from the other edge) and hence to (00.9 X I Sox: 5218;
J(r,}) =J(rl-h..'+ h..2) will then be [(100.9 - hd) 150 + 10286h..]x : 5218. Substituting these values in
we find Ll1;, = + .000IOX and Ll-T.. = - .oo963x. Taking x = 0.01 188cm, and correcting the periods before interchange
accordingly, we have 1;, = 1.0°45133", T..= 1.0°4°-1-31", and Tr68!l) the same as the later value I.0047SlI". The differences
between the periods for first and last days will thus become 0.0000477" and 0.0001422", one-seventh less than those calculated
from measurement of the edges.
A loosening of the heavy-end edge, after the measures made in 1881, might have taken place in one of several con-
ceivable ways. The observer, whose zeal and industry surpassed bis experience, could have turned one of the screws hold-
ing this edge in place. about the beginning of the experiments, mistaking it for a similar screw by which the pendulum is
raised or lowered. An artisan, in packing the instrument, could accidentally have touched the screw. Dirt of some kind
could have remained on one of the brass slides holding the edge in place (a recent examination shows that the slide at the
name end of the heavy edge-holder is considerably stained with rust, verdigris, etc., over its inner surface, which may be a
trace of it) and this dirt not have been squeezed out till after the measures of length (June I I to 14, 1881, before the pendulum
had been swung even in Washington), but become so, gradually perhaps, before the edges were transposed. Without com-
mitting ourselves to anyone of these possible explanations, we must admit that the hypothesis of a slight loosening of one
edge during the first swings is the only one yet suggested that seems to meet the facts.
Attention should be called to a point that seems to be plainly brought out in these swingings: The considerable difference
between the atmospheric viscosity, as deduced a priori by Professor Peirce, and used in correcting for pressure, and the resist-
ance proportional to first power of amplitude deduced from the observations. For the Repsold pendulum, at widely different
pressures and temperatures, the coefficient of this resistance for "heavy end up" was found to agree with the formula
b = .0013 rl + .02368ph-i, the unit of p being a standard atmosphere, of r 288° C., the temperature having been increased
by 273°, and of b the reciprocal of a minute. The second coefficient, divided by 60lr, was used as the coefficient of
the effect of the viscosity on the period. In this reduction the viscosity coefficient for heavy end up is 0.0000994, and
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the average b is .02536 (min).-I; rl=0.8885, T-g= I.O~O andpt= 1,004. 0.0000994 X 601l' X 1,020 X 1,°°4=0.01921, a
va!u.e for the second part of b little ~ver four-fifths of that m the Repsold pendulum, which seems to require that the first co-
efficient b~ 0.~069,.more tha~ five tlm.es as gr~at, t? produce 0.02536. As such a difference between the two pendulums, due to
atmospheric viscosity alone, IS not easily credible, It seems clear that an important part of this resistance is due to some other
cause, as !ndeed Professor Peirce ~uspects. In the Fort Conger observations, although, as the table of calculated I : b shows,
nearly uniform thr?ughout, the resistance was certainly greater than in this building seven months before, where this quantity
was 4 1m or 43m with heavy end up, and 123m or 130m with heavy end down. Much of this difference is due to the value of
the quantity c, the coefficient of resistance proportional to square of velocity, employed. The heavy-end-up swings' at Fort
Conger gave 0.07S for b: c, and the heavy-end-down °'°48; the constant value 0.056, a weighted mean, was used in the
reduction. Substituting the value 0.°413, used in the earlier reductions, these swings are best satisfied by taking I: b= 42.2m
and 120.7 m on the average, the heavy-end-down value showing a decidedly more rapid rate of decrement. Mr. Peirce deduces
for the pendulums of this pattern, using b: c= 0.°413, a value of 130.3m with heavy end down, thus making the Fort Conger
decrement appear still more abnormally rapid. That the higher degree of resistance thus unmistakably indicated may have
had some influence on the period of oscillation is altogether probable. Supposing that the period was thereby shortened, and
applying to each heavy-end-down period, except in swing 14, a plus correction of 0.013" times the excess of the b deduced for
each swing over a standard value, the agreement of the separate results is perceptibly improved. To bring swing 14 into
agreement with the others a coefficient of + 0.°5°" is required. The heavy-end-up swings, after the interchange of edges,
are improved by a correction in this direction; not so those before interchange, except the aberrant swings 12 and I S. The
former of these indicates a correction of + 0.°41" Llb, while the arc observations in swing IS, not being satisfied by increase
of the coefficients band c, as are 14 and 12, show that the resistance, whatever it was, was in this swing irregular. The cal-
culated values of I : b are in general smaller, indicating greater resistance when the pendulum is suspended from edge No. 9
in either position, but very slightly so, so that no empirical correction of this nature is found to have an appreciable effect in
explaining away the apparent decrease of length in the pendulum at the time of the change of edges, and we are left to
believe that such decrease actually occurred.
The probability of a loose knife-edge is the real justification of the course properly followed by Mr. Peirce in depending
on the latter half of the observations alone for a value of gravity. One correction to his final result appears, however, to be
needed: An increase of the expansion allowance by 0.0000074". He states that his expansion "coefficient 18.24'"' is for the
temperature of 24.60 C.," apparently because the comparisons between Pendulum No. I and Meter B were made about that
temperature. But the observations .of Meter A, on which the adopted coefficient for B depends, were made (1876 Report,
page 274) about 80 C.; taking this as the temperature at which the coefficient 18.24'"' holds good, we have as the value for
_ 7.70 C. 17.93'"'. Increasing Z], T,., and the "reversible pendulum" period by 0.00000748, we must increase the double
logarithm by 0.0000064, when the" station error" becomes - 0.0000097, and the conclusion in favor of a term in odd powers
of the sine of the latitude is correspondingly weakened. It should be remembered that this result is subject to three uncer-
tainties: Whether the latter observations were alone made with a pendulum of the length found in 1884 ; whether, in cor-
recting periods of the simple pendulum for temperature, allowance for the expansion of the. metal is sufficient, and
whether the unusually rapid decrement of arc at this station was due to a cause that left the period unaffected. Another
point, which does not appreciably affect this result, is nevertheless worth noting. If the reversible-pendulum period
equals (74'9I4T.t - 2S.160T,.) -:- 49.754, t ~ - t T" must be increased by 0.00S7(~ - 1;,)=0.000004°" at the Smith~onia~,
0.000°°378 at Fort Conger. This might be diminished by 2 in the seventh l:lace. to allow for t~e factor under the radical III
the first formula. above. Professor Peirce, at the end of his report, uses a quite different correction.
IlL The additional tables here submitted are:
(I) A discussion of the time observations on which depends the rate of the chronometer used.
(2) The times of reaching successive thousandths of radius in observations of decrement of arc. These are taken directly
from the records left by Mr. Israel. . '
(3) A general summary of the results for time of infinite are, mean of nght and left readmg~, for f~ur arcs at about equal
intervals of time, by preliminary assumed values of b- I and by corrected values of b-I ; t«J having weights equal to 35,4:,
G, and I for the four arc-readings selected the correction to b- I is found from the excesses of the separate t «J over thclr
weighted mean, being t the last excess +t the third +~ the second -ll the fir~t. The .agreement o~ the four val~ef> of
ten would obviously be improved if a correction of bc- I (thc constant value 0.oS6 being used m the,calculatlOn) were also mtro-
duced : but the exactness attained is sufficient for the arc correction.
(;) A more complete presentation of the center-of-mass observations made in January last.
Yours, very respectfully,
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COMPUTATION OF TIME FROM TRANSIT OBSERVATIONS AT FORT CONGER.
(December 28, 1881, to February 4,1882, inclusive.)
Two independent computations have been made. In the second computation the azimuth was assumed constant for sev-
eral sets during five periods, the weighted mean of the values obtained separately for each set being used in reducing all sets
in the period. In the least-square work the weights multiplied by sec" ,} (we2) were first found, and the weight of the star-
observation in determining the time correction (w) obtained by multiplying this by cos" iJ. The weights were obtained by the
method of Mr. Schott's pamphlet (U. S. Coast Survey Report for 1880, Appendix 14).
As the errors of observation and of reading the sheets (in most of the observations; in a few cases the sheets were ac-
cessible and the latter class of errors corrected by a second reading) were abnormally large, a special computation of the error
of transit over a thread was required; for that purpose all the incomplete transits in which the star was observed across
2-4 threads (the mean of the threads having been calculated separately for each thread observed) were taken and the
ffU2 for the star found by dividing the sum of the squares of the individual discrepancies by the number of threads observed, less
one. Means of values of Ill? were found, if there was more than one for a given value of sec" iJ. Reductions for the
observer's reading of chronograph sheets and for the second reading were made separately.
The following table shows the results of this work, the column" do. calc'd" being derived from the formula
The values for" second readings" correspond to about one-third of these, as is also shown in the table. Second readings
were therefore given treble weight without further investigation. The number of cases in which these readings showed an
error of one or two entire seconds in the observer's readings proved that there ought to be a considerable difference in the
weight allowed the two.
For an equatorial star ;;;2=0.4.·.<:2=0,18; and assuming for <: four times the Naval Observatory value (Appendix 14,
page 38) we have <:\=0.136' and <:12==0.018.
Hence the weight of an incompletely-observed star appears to be inversely as 0.018+OJ} or I+~. In the case of
1 I' hi itv b 10secoru real mgs t IS quantity ecomes 1 +:3#'
The weights used in computation were
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Transit observations at Fort Conger. Mean enyr ofa single thre~d.
_n • ._ •• I
n
,
• n, n ,_ n _ n .I
:::~: ~ ~::i:::~:~~:: ':: ::~::I
'n_~.-;3--i----~.-~3--, ----;hi
.n_~~ ~~ .. ~===~=~;== ====~==I
0.30 I 0.41 I:
.----.-----.---------- ------1
=========::: ======== ==.=== ===]






































































I First reading. f Second reading.Sec~ d. i do. calc'd, +3I
I'Naobs.
-~ -~me me No.obs.
--
1.0 2 0.41 0·40 o. 13
!
0.05 I 11.1 2 I 0.58 0·43 o. 14 o. 18 2
The thread intervals were deduced from a discussion of all the stars completely observed during the period, second read-







H. Mis. 393, pt 2--46
,I
722 THE LADY FRASKLIN BAY EXPEDITION.
The follo\\'i.ng tables show the residuals in detail, with the value of the inclination for each star~ ~ _























































































































































































































v Orionis . ... _______ __
l} G~minorum __ _ _
u Cerninorum _ ~ .
I Cerni n(,[um 4 _
j Persei L. __ n __ ... __
7i Crs. ~lin . h __
!l Coron. B _
J Persei L .. _
E CorouB h h
1" Herculis _
, Herculis L _
a ('rior~j ._
3 Aung~-e. _
" Orionis .._.. .
11 Geminorum ....4 _




)'~ Urs. Min .. __
a Coren. B. h • __ •
d Persei L
n h hh
e Serpentis -- h
n_
e Coron. B _
p Geminomm __On • _
t Lraconis L _u _
E Hvdra-
t·;'. }iaj~~~~~~==:===~
y Draconis _n_h.h .. _
Il Geminornm L ,_
a Lyrse -- h __ h_P Lyr~ _
a Camelop _
II Aurigre h ,
3 Tauri . .. _
a Orionis h .. __




Ii l:rs. Min n. __ n __
a Coron. B hhh _
t Coron. B __
c Persei I. __'n_ .. __








X Draconis L _
3 Bootis n h •
,3 Persei L _
() Bootis ~ _ _ ~
)'~ L'rs. :\lin .
a Coron. B •. h •
" Persei L n _ • __ • __
fL (;eminofum ,._








., Leonis _, _
.A_ Drac .. __h_" hn
.A. Androm. L._ .. __ • _
















































































































































































































































4 g~~~!~=============E Pegasi . n _
Jan. 6 : ~;~?~==============
., Cygni n n_ u __





" Tauri un_. _
a Tauri II h_
n
_
a CaInelop_ II _
Jan. 7 't/ Urs. ~[aj. II _· n.
rr Bootis II . __
a Drac. I L __n n
a Bootis II nh u_.Jan. 8 do Persei ..__
h
_
a Ceti h_u n __ n_
a Persei _ n • h_. _
't/ Tauri n __ nn __Tan. 8 20 Can, Yen n





" Tauri u_u __ n __ n_.
C Persei on n
Jan. JO a Aurig;e H __
n n
_
a Orionis II _h h
j Aurigre II _
'1 Gernin. II _on_Uno.
E Bootis
n hn
,1 Urs. :\Iaj n
o.
__
r.J Bootis, -- u
Jan. 11 ,j Persei _-- h_n_
E Persei , , _
a Tauri _
a Auriga; n _nn __





a Drac. II n __ ._n_.
a Bootis II n n_n __




/1 Tauri II H __ n • _
22 Camelop. II h _
Jan. 13 E Bootis __.· u_. __ n
{J Ursse Maj n _
J Bootis ; -- un _
II Coron, B _
Jan. 11 a Tauri _ n _
a Camelop u ._
, Herculis L __





t Geminorum . _
Jan. 17 E Booris
h
••






a Coron. B ----- ..- u
r Herculis h _
Jan. 18 r Tauri . __ .
u
__ •
fL Tauri • __. _
a Camelop .. '._
, Herculis L. IL _
a Orionis II . _...._.. __
,1 Aurigre II __h. .
Jan. 18 a Cnron.KIL_, _
,; Persei IJ. I I ~ __.__. _ M •
" Herculis II .. _
,., Herculis II h •
Jan. 19 .3 Tauri II _._ ... .
B Draconis L. II
a Orionis 11. .•• _•. _.• __
11 AurigadI • ._
o Herculis L. II_ .... _
p Geminorum 11. __ ._ ._
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tion. Correction to 2490. Rate +0. 18 applied. Rates {+. 10528applied +. 1228 Residuals.
h.
-------
s, s, S. h. m. It.
I IcC. 2S
s. m. s. h.
21. 4 -4(,7· 5 --Ho. 2 -6.28 +1 48
m. s, s.
Jan. I) 20. 8 59·
II +1 49 4· Ii +1 49434. 2 440. 2 6.08 49 21. iO 4· i3
-I. 72
7 4. 0 445· 3 440.2 5·65 26.25
5·22 4.36 -2·09
7 I;. ') 4 29. 0 440.2 5. 68 26.7i
9. 05 S. 16 +1. 71
S I 444. 8
8. 56 i· 61 -LI. 16
.,. 44°· 2 5.42 28.82
S 13· 2 440. 2 5· h
9.31 8.30 +1. 85
i) ,; - 445· .3 5. 81
30. 03 9.5 1 8·44 +1. 99
, 440. 2 34·4b 12·49
10 5. I) --'454. S --461. 8 -5·4h
I I. 35 +4· go
10 I;. ° 4tJ2 . 0 4/H . 8 5. 66
31. Il7 i·08 5. 80 - .65
32. 49 6 99 5·66
II 4· 3 4.'i3 I 41,1. S 5· S7 33-37 6·54
- . i9
II 13·Q 4h;. h 461. S
5· 14 -I. 31
2·3' 35. 20 i·4 1 5.96
I' ,. 2 45'. () 4/H . 8 ' " 38.91 - ·49
.'
~).. '~) t. 19
'3 1:;.2 470·9 41l l . 8 3. Kt 39. 84
5·54 - .91
i· 12 5· 42
17 5· h - 495· 4 497· .3 -2. q7 52.°5
-1.°3
II. 59 9·44 +2·99
I"" J 5. 7 49l>· 2 4()i· 3 3· 24 52. 6 71 10.3° S. 10 +1. 65
1:'\ 5- 1 499· 2 4'17· 3 2·55 52. S9 IS 6.91
18 8
9· ...l- .46
15· 4'>0· .3 4'17·
-' 3· ,"" 52. 33
,
.1 i·55 5. 22 -I. 23
Hi ; .) 4');· 4 4q~· 3 J.2t 54. 03 7. 84
It) 15 q 502. tl 4'17· ,l ]·73 55·
5·44 --I. 01
14 7· 95 5· 50 - ·95
20 Ii
.; 4 85. 2 4"7· 3 3·J2 ~ll.OO 7·37 4. 84
20 15 h 4'i'i. S 4n7, 3 ] ..)1 58. 0 4 S. 48
-I. 61
5· go - ·55
21 5 l) 5''4· 5 4Q7· 3 3·35 50 I. 10 10. II 7.46






2' :; 404.4 407. 3 5. 65 9. 60 48
-'
57· 27 - .27
23 18·4 407. h 4i)7· 3 3.3 1 h. ,2 Q·4 8 56. 93 - .61
25 5· 4 -4"')·Q -4."'7. 8 -4· 25 II. 1\5 II. 31 57·99 + ·45
25 15· 7 4'1'1· 2 4S7· 8 3·44 12·75 II. 18 57. 63 + ·09
2h 11.0 48" . 5 4'7. 8 J. "l) 14· 94 II. 94 58. 08 + ·54
2" 15· J 4-".'1. <j 4-"7. S 3· 72 15· 03 II. 10 57. 04 .50-
2l) 7·1} -- 5°,· 'I -4<)7. 6 --4· It> 24·io 14·34 58. 86 +1.32
Feh. 4 10. 5 4,)", S 497·
"
3·55 40.79 15·74 57. 03 .5 1-
--"_._~_..._-~
The correction to 2'*90, the chronometer used in the time observations, has, first, the uniform hourly rate of +0.1" applied,
and a more exact rate is found hv :l least-square calculation. The observations are divided into two parts, those up to and
those after the second set on January 21. The results
f + I" .~91U Il.~~"+ 0.1052" (time in hours from january 0, a") to jnnuary 22, at 2" sid, t,
cor=l + Ih .~X'" ~7.q'+ 0.122" (time in hours from January 0, 0") after January 22, at 2" sid. t,
are tested by cornpari ..ons with the ob ..ervarions on the last column above.
The rc-idu.i!s found do not generally exceed the probable error.. of observation, and the irregu1:Jrities indicated are shown
by comparison of ot her chronometers to he either (I) the effect of some cause alfecting all of them nearly equally III the same
wa Y, or (2) errors in the time ollScrntions themselves. The second view is preferred, and the two uniform rates of +0. 1° 52"
and + 0.122" therefore adopted.
In work ingout the chronometer comparisons the mean chronometer (\'0. 124) was treated as a sidereal chronometer
havin.l.'; a high rate. and the corrections of all the chronometers were reduced to something near constancy by the application
of uniform r:ltt's. The ~oinl.'; of ;111 five chronometers after the application of these uniform rates, as also the changes in the
azimuth, :Ire shown in the accompanying illustration.
Seven errors in tht: cOll1parisons receive hypothetical corrections in the reduction.
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Time obseruations, errors of chronometers, and application of uniform rates.
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4 3,0 supposed 10' out.
1 ' 24 supposed 10' out.
a 310 supposed ," out.
h. m, s.
..1..2 35 37.80






































a 3'0 supposed 20m out.
s 1.'5 supposed 5- out.
I Seconds of chtODometess supposed interchanged.
h. h. 111. S. ! h. fII. s.
Jan. J 3·7 +23137.79 +226 64. II
6 19. 2 4948.68 53.38
6 14.5 5257.63 51.65
7 2.0 54 53· 14 53· 54
7 14·7 56 57.94 52. 86
8 1. 9 58 49.01 53. 28
8 13·7 +3 045. 10 52.78
9 2.6 2 55· 37 55.60
9 16. I 5 6.3 1 53.16
10 2·5 6 46.57 50.67 i
10 15.8 857.3° 50.00
I I 2. 7 JO 44. 82 49. 82
II 14.6 1242.93 5°.36
13 3· 2 18 44.47 5°.29
J3 15·9 20 49· 36 49.71
16 6.5 31 11.01 52.87
17 2·7 3431. i5 54.03
17 17· 7 36 58.46 52.54
IS 2.9 38 28.7 6 51. 95
18 17.8 40 53.98 49.96
19 4· 8 42 42.95 5°.25
19 17.0 4442.93 49.6g
20 5. 5 346 46.20 49.46
20 . 17. I 48 41. 80 5°.45
21 I 4· 8 50 38.93 I 51. 99
\
21 . 16.2 &52 29.55 \' 49.97
23 7. 2 5856.15. 51.25
. 23 I' 19· I +4 ° 53· 04 \ 5°· 57I' 24 5. 6 237.36 I' 51•1525 4. 0 6 20.00 52.48
\
25 16.6 823.7° 51. 69
26 4.8 10 25.01 \ 52.47
26 \ 16.2 12 16.19 51.01
\
28, 6.6 -8231 3.36\ -4 22 47.93
29 \ 5· 9 27 J2.20 46.97




31 \ 6.8 i 19 8.81 46.71
I Feb. 4 \ 8. 2 i 3 4· 76 44.98
I I I
I ~- J "_~__'. '-_........ 1 -'- ~ .__:
Diagram, shuwing the errors offive chronometers after applyill/[ uniform rates, also the value of the azimuth, during observations
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Azimuths uniform during five Periods, Corrections to Chronometer 249 0 found on thil
- , d " , clio' 8 10 the othev rhranomtfe1'8 on the AssumptIOn 'hat 249 0Assumptio», an ,,01re I J ,
mnve8 uniformlY between .star- Observations, a8 the» determmed" '
•• _, __ • _Azimuths cs originally calculaled, and Corrections 10 24~O on I/IlS Assumptwn. Also
calculated Corrections to 2490, on the Supp08ition of umjorm Rate8 before and ofter
Jan. 22, 21. S. T.
...
-.
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Pendulum at Fort Conger. Arc observations. Times of reaching successive thousandths of radius on tach side.





Date. ___{ Jan. 6, II h to Jarr , 6, Ih to Jan. 6, 5h to Jan. 7, IO h to Jan. 7, 12h to Jan. 7, 4h to Jan. 8, IO h to Jan. 8, I Ih to






44·9 29. 6 26·3 34.0 31. 2
46.0 34. 0 3°. 0 35·2 35·9
47· 9 38.5 34·3 36.4 37. 2 34· 7 32.5
49. I 43. 2 39. 0 38. I 38.9 36. 2
51. 4 48.7 43· 7 , 39. 8 40. 8 37·9 35·5
52.7 53·3 49. 2 41. 8 43. 0 39·7 36. 8
55:4 59. 2 53·7 44. 2 45. 6 42. 2 39. 0
56.8 07·4 59·9 46. 6 47. 8 44·3 41. °
00.2 14·3 07· 9 48.7 5°. 0 47. 0 43. 0
03. 0 03·5 22·4 14·9 51. 2 53. 0 49. 8 45. 2
05·7 06·3 32. 0 24.0 54·9 56. 2 53. I 48.6
08·4 09·3 43. 0 34. I 58. 6 00. I 56.5 51. 8
12. I 13. I 54·9 45·5 02.2 04. 2 00·9 55·7
16·3 17·9 07·4 57. 2 06·7 09. I 06.0 59·9
21. 3 22·7 23·3 I I. ° 12.0 13.8 I I. 2 04. I
26.2 28·5 46.7 27·3 17·3 17.0 09. 8
34. 0 36.3 25.0
--------
R. L. R. L.




36.9 07. 6 01. °













01. 6 °4. 2
04·5 07·0



















R. L. R. L.
m. m. m. m,
07. 2 06·5 01. 3
08.2 07·6
09. 2 08.6 02.0 02.8
09·9 °3·3 03·910.8 04·4 04·9
12.0 05·3 05. 8
18.0 17·4 10·7 I I. 7
19. I 18·4 12.2 13.2
20·7 20.0 13.8 14·8
22.2 21.9 15.6 16·5
24·5 23·4 17,3 18.2
26.6 25.6 19·3 20·3
28.6 27·5 21.4 22·3
31. I 29·7 23·7 24·9
33. 8 32.4 26,3 27.6
37.0 35·3 29. I 30.5
40.9 39. 2 32.0 33·3
44·4 42.6 35·6 37. 2
48.8 46.6 39·7 4(.4
53·7 50. 8 44·2 46.4
58.9 56. 2 49·4 52.0
05·5 01. 8 55.8
12·4 02. I
---"-----".__.-----





































Date _n_ { Jan. 8, 2h to Jan. 9, IOh to Jan. 9, lIb to Jan. 9, .lb. Jan. 10,12h to Jan. 10, I h to Jan. 10,4h to Jan. II, IIh te3h • II h. 2h• I h• 3h. 5h. - 12h •
R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L. R. L.
m. m. m, m. m. m. m. m, m. m,
m,
m. m, m, m, m,
47. 8 15·7 42.7 45·7 36.3 16.2
·°3° 50.8 49·9 09· 5 43·7 47.0 37. I 17. I
. 029 51.4 10·5 49. 2 5°.3 17·3 44. 8 48.4 18.0
.028 51. 3 53. 0 46. I 49. 8 38. 0 18.8
•027 53·9 11.8 54.0 55·5 16·7 18.8 47. 8 51.° 38.7 19.8
.026 13·3 57.0 58. 2 49.0 39. 2 20·913·5 59·5 01.0. 025 54·9 18.0 5°·4
. 024 05. 8 07. 0
•023
.022 08·3 °9·4
.021 I I. 2 12.8 26·915.6 17·3 57.0 or. 5
.020 01. 5 22.6 58. 8 03. 8 28·5
. 019 03. 2 02·3 21. 5 19·9 28·7 00.8 06·5 44·5 3°·0 30.5
.018 05·3 04·5 22.8 22. I 25· 7 27. 2 30. 6 02·9 09·4 45·7 31.8 32.5
. 017 07·8 06·3 24·9 24.0 29·7 31. 3 32.8 05. 8 12.2 46.05 33·7 34·4
.016 09. 8 08·5 26·7 25. 8 34. 6 37·4 29·7 35·3 08·5 15.2 47. 6 35.8 36.5
• 01 5 I I, 9 10·5 28.8 27·9 39·7 43·5 II. 6 31. 7 37.6 II. 4 18.6 48.4 37·9 38. 6
. 014 13. 8 12·5 30.9 29·9 45·7 49. 2 12.8 4°·3 14·4 23·3 49·4 40.3 41. I52. 6 56. 2 34. 0
. 013 16. I 14·4 33. I 32. 0 36. 2 43. 0 17·7 26·9 50. 2 42.6 43·5
.012 18.6 16·r 35·9 34· 7 58.9 °3·9 14. I 38.5 46. 2 22.1 32.5 51.7 45·7 46. 6
.011 21, 8 19·3 39. 0 37·7 07·9 13.0 15·7 25·5 38.4 53. I 52.7 48.9 5°·040·7 16.8 23.0 17. I 41. ° 50.
2
52.8 53.8.010 25·3 22. 7 42. I 43. 8 55· 1 29.8 45·9 54·5 54. 2
29· 4' 26.2 45. 8 44. 0 27· 1 34· 1 19· 1 56.3 55·9 55.6 56.5 57.8·009 47. 6 38.5 45·9 21.6 47·4 00·4 34·9 0(.6.008 34·3 30. 1 49·7 5(.9 06.0 41. 8 08·3 57. 2 56. 8 02·7
35· 1 54. 2 5I. 7 50.7 59· 7 23·7 58.7 58.4 06.6 08·4.007 39. 2 26·9 28.2 56. 6 13.0 50.7 24·9
.006 44·9 40. 2 59·7 57· 1 05·5 14.8 01. 8 01. 7 00·4 00.0 12·5
.005 5°·7 45. 8 04. 2 22·9 3
6.0 31. 2 16.0 19.0
.004 37. 2 32.7 05. 2
.003 19·9
726 THE LADY FHANKLIN BAY EXVEDITION.
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Pendulum at Fort Conger. Arc obserrations, Times of reaching successive thousand/lis of radius on each. side-Continued.


























50. 6 53. I
56.0 58. 8





























































































































































































































Jan. 20, 12h to
Ih.
L.R.
Jan. 19, 5b to
6h•
L.R.L.





























































41. 5 39· I
44·1
57. I 53.0




56. 0 49. 8
18. I 07· 9 I
43· 5 31.5
































































































































IS. I 43. 0
33. I 03·5
I
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I Swing and} I
I face==--_I ~~- 36 B 37 B ~~ _
! Date_..__ { Jan. 2~h. 511 to , Jan. 2~il~2h to ' Jan. 2;h.2h to Jan. ~~. 5h to 'I Jan. 21h. 2h to IJan. 2]h.411 to Jan. 21h.1b to
i I























































































53.9 58.0 ! 25.0
I 34.0













































































































































































53. I 52 . 0
56.3 55·2
00.2 59.0
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tIll for rfI=I--c------,---,---I t '"
I I I
·adopted.
0280 0148 0084 I 005°
---
h. m, 1-:-'-:-1 m,
10 55.5 I 55· 6 55. 8 55. °
12 0. I I 0.0 0.3 0.2
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PENDULUM, PEIRCE No. I.
Center of mass.
(H. Farquhar, observer, January 10, 1887.)




I Near heavy end. Near light end.
In middle. I~-I In middle.
Number IN:mbe~i Number i Number
up.
1




0.438 0·445 0.7 17 0;7 22 !
.45 0 .446 .7 24 .7 24
10. 027 .446 .429 60.048 .726 .7 25
·443 ·443 .714 ·724
- 0.442











59.318 0.748 0.75 1
Difference _
Near light end. 1 Near heavy en
In middle. In middle. I I
Number Number Number Numb
down. up. up. down
0·753 I 0.753 ! 0·453 0.428
60. 067
·739 ·753 ·444 .438
.752 ·747 10. 027 .436 ·435
.741 .75 2 .442 ·435
- 0·749 I ·755 , .750 - 0·440 .450 .438
em. em.
Adopted mean hd-h.. __ h_____ 49· 736
Reduction to stop-meter at 68·3°_ + '018} h-
hd-h.. in terms of stop-meter.i , , 49· 754 {/=71' 9~
hd+h.. intermsofstop-meter____ 100.074 ..-2 . I
These measures were made with edge 9 at light end and [0 at heavy end. The edges being interchanged the center of
mass is moved by the ratio of the difference between the masses of 9 and 10 (found by Dr. Clark to be 0.6744gm ) to that of the
pendulum, multiplied by the distance between the two edges in position, or 0.6Ii X 10I.8cm=0.0066cm, and with reference to
10436
the edges by the difference between the distances of the two from the center of figure, or o.0167cm , making a total change in
hd or h..of o.0233cm • We have then, after change of edges
em.
h d=7 4'9 14+.0 23=74.937









Aldrich, P., Lieutenant, cited, 2, 27.
A lie'aile, 2 I.
Allman, G. J., cited, 41.












Annual change of declination and dip, 1853-'83,631,632.
Archer, R. II., Lieutenant, cited, I.
Arct{~{{rostis latifolia, IS.
Arcturus baffini, 5°,51.
Armaria interpres, 25, 26.
verna, 13.





north coast of Greenland, 60-76.
by field parties, 77-78.
record and results of, for the determination of local time, latitude.
longitude, and azimuth of a mark, 482-504.
method of reduction, 41l2.
transit observations at Fort Conger, 1881-'82,721-7 24.
Atrichium (paralle/um (?)), 16.
Auk, little, 21.




Auroral displays, magnetic observations during, 628, 629.
special observations eluring, 581-585.
Auroral observations, 386-4 00.
dates of observations at Fort Conger, 628.
Azimuth, value of, during observations for gravity, 724, chart.
of marks, 490-49 I.
Back, G., Sir, cited, 28.
Baiana mysticetus, 9.









Bessels, E., Dr., cited, 4,8,21,22.
Birds, table showing dates of arrival and departure at various arctic sta-
tions, 30-37.
list of, observed north of 81° 30' from 1871-'83, 29.
Blepharozia trycophylla, 18.
Bolina,44·
Botany, report by Lieut. A. W. Greely, 11-18.




Brainard, D. L., Sergeant, cited, 6,7,9, 12, 27,45,379.
mosses and lichens from" Farthest North," collected by, 16.
Brant, 24.
Branta bemicla, 24·
Braya alpina (purpurascens), 12.
Brown, R., Dr., cited, 3, 9.















-Dall, W. H., identification of mollusca by, 57, 58.
Dawson, Captain, 168, 170.
Declination, magnetic, measures of, 505-585.
ob.ervatious from September, 1881, to August, 1882, with discus-
sion, 508-5 roo
average daily and annual variation, 510, chart.
series of hourly observations at Fort Conger, from July I, 1882, to
August I, 1883, with reduction and discussion, 514-586.
recognition and analysis of the disturbances, 539-543.
reduction and discussion of the observations from July I, 1882, to
August 1,1883,544-555.
diurnal disturbance variation, 548.
table of values of 111, as compared with the monthly mean for that
hour, 546-548.
monthly means of the hourly values at Fort Conger, August 1,1882,
to August I, 1883, 550,55 I.
monthly values of the hourly normals at Fort Conger, August 1,1882,
to August 1,1883, 550,55 I.
solar diurnal variation after separation of the larger disturbances,
552-554, chart.
larger disturbances at Fort Conger, August I, I8Sl, to August I,
1883, with discussion, 555-560, chart.
extremes in the hourly series at Fort Conger, 555.
term-day observations at Fort Conger, July I, 1882, to August I,
1883,561-574,635, plates i-iv.
term-hour observations at Fort Conger, July I, 1882, to August I,
1883, 575-580,635, plates v-vi.
special term observations at Fort Conger during auroral displays
and great disturbances, 581-585.
observations during geographical explorations, 629.
annual decrease, 1853-'83, 631.
reductions of the observations at Fort Conger, 1881-'82,633-
635·
Deflections with theodolite magnetometer, 590-597.





Dip, maguetic, instrumental constants for the determination of, 6u,
612.
observations, October, 1882, to May, 1883,614-627.
monthly means of hourly values, October, 1882, to May, 1883,
626, 627.
diurnal variation of, 628.
average annual rate of increase, 628.
annual change, 1875-'83,632.
Dip-circle (Kew No. 19), location, 480,481.
unsatisfactory working of, 481, 612.
observations, with needle No.2, 6u-627.
Distielrium cappillaeem, 16.
inclinatum, I 7.
Disturbance variation, diurnal, 548.
Disturbances of the declination, recognition and analysis, 539-543.





I Curtis, G. E., report on Lieutenant Lockwood's astronomical observations























Ch.utosyllis oerstrdi, 49, 5I.
Ctiaradrius dominilus, 25.
1l11:t:;/nhus dominicus, 25.
Charts, list of meteorological, 92.
Chdrantltus f.l~!{'I1/.,.us, 12.
('/I<'n Ilybcrb''''''1l 1117'al;s, 24.
h),/>abor.-IIS, 24.
Chirod"la M7/is, 47.
Christiansen, F. T., cited, ,.
Christie, A. S., report on tidal observations, 637-700.
Chronometer No. 124, correction and rate, 486.
Chronometer transportation, determination of longitude by, 492-495.
Chronometers, comparison, 482, 483, 485,486.
description, 482.
rate of chronometer, 723.







Clark, J. J., Dr., 718,729.
Clay, H., cited, 25.
Clion« papilli01ltul'a, 50, 52.
Cloudiness, mean, 1881-'83,367.
connection with temperature, 367, chart 14.
hours of clear, fair, or cloudy, 368.
hourly amount, kind, and direction, August 5, 1881, to July 3.
1883, 318-365.
Cochlearia fenestrate, I I.
officj,ra/-s (?) fcncstrata, 12.
Coefficient of expansion of pendulum, Peirce No. 1,7°3,716-719,
Colymbus up/m/rionalis, 20.
torquatus, 28.
Connell, M., Sergeant, 49.
Constants, instrumental, for the determination of the horizontal force, 586-
589.
for the determination of the dip, 6u, 612.
Coppinger, R. W., Dr., cited, I, 27.
Corvus corax sinuatus, 27.
Crane, little brown, 24.
Craspedota, 43.
Crustacea, 49,50, 53, plates ii, iii.
INDEX. 733
D~sturbances, relative frequency, hourly ratios, 560.













Echinodermata, 47, 53, plate ii.
Egerton, G. Le c., Lieutenant, R. N., cited, 9.
Eider, 23.
king, 23.
Elison, j., Sergeant, 2.














method of observation, 370.
discussion and summary, 370,371.
Explorations, geographical, collection of magnetic declinations observed
during, 629-631.




Farquhar, H., reduction of pendulum observations by, 703.
supplementary report nil lh J ,pndulum observations at Fort Conger,
716-729.
reply to charges made by Professor Peirce, in regard to pendulum,
Peirce No. 1,716-719.
"Farthest North," vegetation at, 18.
observations for time and latitude at, 63.
Feilden, H. W., Major, cited, 1,2,4,5,6,7,9,15, 16,17,18, 20, 21, 22,
23,25,26,27,28,5°.
mosses and lichens found by, 17,18.
Fencker, Mr., ornithologist, services, 19.
cited,28.
Ferrel, W., cited, on atmospheric circulation, 158.
Festuca rubra, IS.
Fewkes, J. 'V., report on medusre, 39-45·
report on echinodermata, vermes, crustacea, and pteropod mollusca,
47-50,53, plates ii, iii.
Fiord-seal (" floe-rat"), 7,8.
Foraminifer, 57: 58.
fort Conger, meteorological observations, 91-453.
Fort Conger, magnetic observations, 475-635.
most nort.hern of. ~he thirteen international stations, 479.
geographical positron, 482-5°4.
time observations, 482-486, 489-490.
latitude observations, and results, 486-488.
longitude observations, 492-5°4.
tidal observations, 637-700.
pendulum observations, 701-7 29.
Fox, arctic, 2.
blue or sooty, 2,3.
Fratercula arctica, 20.
Frederick, J., Sergeant, 27.
Fulmar, 23.
Fu/marus g/acia/is, 23.
(;ammaracanthus loricatus, 49, 52.
Gardiner, H. S., Sergeant, cited, 40, 41, 43, 45, 47, 48, 49,57.
meteorological observer, 91.
Garlington, E. A., Lieutenant, 94.
Cavia alba, 22.
Giffard, G. A., Lieutenant, R. N., cited, 7.
Gotlingen mean time used in magnetic observations, 481.
corrections to reduce to local or Washington, 481.
Goose, brent, 24.
lesser snow, 24.
Gravity, comparison between the observations at Fort Conger and Wash.
ington, 714.
See, a/so, Pendulum observations.
Gray, A., botanical specimens identified by, II.
Greely, A. \V., Lieutenant, commanding expedition-
report on mammalia, 1-10.
report on botany, II-I8.
report on mosses and lichens, 15,16,18.
report on ornithology, 19-37.
notes on medusre, 42,45,47,48,49, So, 57.
report on molluscac j 7, 58.
report on astronomical observations, 59, 60.
description of magnetic observatory, instruments, and methods of
observation, 480,481.
remarks on magnetic disturbances during auroras, 628, 629.
electrical self-recording tide-gauge improvised by, 637.
letter describing the tide-gauges and methods ofobservation,637-639.
memorandum concerning statements of Professor Peirce regarding










Hreckel, E., cited, 40,41,43.
Ha /iaetllS a/bici//a, 26.
Hare,S·
Hareldo glacialis, 23·
IIarmothoe imbricata, 48, 5I,
HarpU/ium (amblystegium) lycopodioides, 17·
(amblystegium) uncinatum, 17·
1'enzicosum, 17·




Hart, C. M., arrangement of species under the new nomenclature, 20.
Hart, H. C., mosses and lichens found by, 17,18.
Hayes, 1. 1., Captain, cited, 1,3,9,20,21,22,26,27, 28.
Hazen, H. A., cited, 238,317.





Hoar-frost, method of observation, 369·
daily amount, 370.
Holothurioidea, 47.
Hooker, J. D., Sir, cited, 18.
Hooper, C. L., Captain, U. S. R. M., cited, 9.
Horizontal components of the magnetic force, measures of the, with
results, 586-610.
Horizontal force, instrumental constants for the determination of the, 586-
589.
record of deflections, and computation of the, 590-597.
record of oscillations, and computation of the, 598--609.
Horner, Dr., cited, 27.






Humidity of the atmosphere, method of observation, 238.
tri-daily readings, absolute and relative, August, 1881, to July,
1883, 239-256.
observations from St. John'S to Fort Conger, 402,4°3.




mean thickness of salt-water, 1881-'83,381.
measurements, 1881-'83,383,384.
record of movement of pack from Fort Conger to Camp Clay,
412-421.
Inclination. Sf'( Dip.
Instruments, magnetic, equipment, 479-481.
tidal, 637-639.
pendulum, 7°1..,7°3,715-719.
International Polar Commission, object of, 479.
Israel, E., Sergeant, astronomer and magnetist, 59,61,79,91,480,481,
639.
accuracy of work, 482.





Jewell, W. S., Sergeant, 91.
Juncus big/umis, 14.
JungtrlllamJia uentricosa, 18.
Kane, E. K., Dr., cited, 27.
Killer or sword-fish, 9.
King eider, 23.
Kislingbury, F. F., Lieutenant, mosses and lichens collected by, 15.
cited,26.
Kittiwake, 22.
Knot (Tringa conulus), identified egg of, 19,24, 2S·
.Kobnsia scirpina, 15.
Kumlien, L., cited, 20,25,27,28.
La/iopus rupestris, 26.
Lamont, Mr., cited, 1,3,27.
Larus glaucus, 22.
1l'U(opIl'rus, 22.
Latitude of "Farthest North," observations for, 63·
Fort Conger, observations for, and results, 486-488.
Leda porl/andico, 57.
Lefroy, J. H., Captain, 170.





Lichens, report by Rev. E. Lehnert and Lieut. A. W. Greely, 15-18.
Litorina gra:n/andica, 57.
Lloyd, H., Dr., cited, 548.
Lockwood, J. B., Lieutenant, 1,2,4,5,6,8,9,18,26,27,44,45,59,339.
astronomical observations on north coast of Greenland by, 61-76.
Long, F., Sergeant, tidal observer, 638.
Longitude and time, observations for, at Fort Conger, 492-504.
Longitude by means of chronometer transportation, 492-495.
from moon culminations, 495-501.
by means of occultations, 502.
by means of lunar distances, 503, 504.
Lttzu/a hyptrborl'a ((on/usa), 14.
Ly(hllis apetala, 13.
I,.{jIora, 13.
Lyon, Captain, cited, 1,4,25.
McClintock, F. L., Sir, cited, 26.
McCormick, Dr., cited, 9,20,21,22,25.
Magnetism, terrestrial, report on the record, with computation and results
of the magnetic observations, 1881-'84 (Schott), 475-635.
magnetic observatory and apparatus, description, 479-481.
local time, observations at Fort Conger for, 483-486,492-5°4.
latitude of Fort Conger, observations and result,486-488.
azimuth of magnetic mark, observations for, 489-491.
longitude of Fort Conger, observations for, 492-5°4.
magnetic axis of long magnet, determination of, 5°5-507.
magnetic declination, observations and results, September, 1881, to
August, 1882,5°8-510.
solar diurnal variation for the year ending August, 1882, 510
chart.
series of hourly declinations between July 1,1882, and August I,
1883, 511-538.
recognition and analysis of the disturbances of, 539-544.
reduction and discussion of the observations between July I, 1882,
and August I, 1883,544-589.
table of values of 111, or of the mean deviation of an observed
declination as compared with the monthly mean for that hour,
546-548.
monthly means of the hourly values, August I, 1882, to August I,
1883, 550, 55I. .
monthly values of the hourly normals, August 1,1882, to August
I, 1883,55°,551.
solar diurnal variation for the year ending August I, 1883,552-
554, chart.






Magnetism, terrestrial, term-day observations at Fort Conger, July I, 1882,
to August I, 1883,561-574,635, plates i-iv.
term-hour observations at Fort Conger, July 1,1882, to August I,
1883,575-580,635, plates v, vi.
special term observations during auroral displays or great mag-
netic disturbances, 581-586.
observations during geographical explorations, 629-632.
reductions of the declinations observed at Fort Conger, Septem-
ber 17, 1881, toJune 22,1882,633-635.
measures of the horizontal components of the magnetic force, 586-
610.
record of deflections, with partial reduction, 590-597.
record of oscillations and computation of horizontal force, 598-
609.
recapitulation of results for, between September, 1881, and Au-
gust, 1883,610.
magnetic dip, observations at Fort Conger, October 24,1882, to June
1,1883,611-627.
hourly series of the dip, 614-627.
results fo- dip, vertical and total intensity, 628.
recapitulation of monthly means of hourly values, October, 1882,
to June, 1883,626,627.
auroral displays in connection with magnetic observations, 628,
629.
magnetic results, covering the region of approaches to and north
of Smith Sound, 630-632.
Magnetometer (No. 12), location, 480,481,5°5.
oscillations and deflections made with, 586-6°3.
Mallemuke, 23..
Mammalia, report by Lieut. A. W. Greely, 1-10.
distribution in and north, nrd d Kennedy Channel, 10.
lIfargarita he/ieina, 58.
umbilicolis, 58.
Mark, location and description, 480.
observations for azimuth of, 489,49°.
Markham, C. R, cited, 1,3,5, 12.
Mean deviation (m) of an observed declination, as compared with the
monthly mean for that hour, table of values of the, 546-548.
Medusre, report on, 39-45, plate i.
free hydroid, list of arctic, 43·
unknown, remarks on, 45.




.lIfertmsia otna» (?), 44.
Meteorological charts, list, 92.
observations, report, 91,153.
tables, list, 92,93.
observations by field parties, 441-453.
Mollusca, report, 5°,53, plates ii, iii, 57, 58.
.lIfonodolt monocerus, 9, 10.
Moon culminations, determination of longitude by, 495-501.
Moss, E. L., Dr., R. N., cited, 27,44,48,5°,380.
Mosses and lichens, report, 15-18.







Myodes torquatus, 4, S.
lIfysis oculata (?), 50.
lJfyurella apiculata, 17.
Narwhal or unicorn, 9, 10.
Narcomedusre, 42.
Nares, G., Sir, 380, 382.
Nauphanta polaris, 40, plate i, 45.
sp. nov., 40-42.
Nelson, E. 'V., cited, 27.
Nephthyid::e, 49.
Newton, A., cited, 19,20,22,25,26,27,28.
Nordenskiold, A. E., cited, 1,2,4,7, 11,12, 14, 15,21,26.
Northumberland Island, annual decrease of west declination at, 631.
Nyctea nyctea, 26,27.
scandiaca, 26-27.
Nye, F. E., Captain, cited, 9.





Observatory, magnetic, description of, 479-481.





Ornithology, report by Lieut. A. W. Greely, 19-37.
list of birds observed north of 81° 30', 1871-'83,29.
table of earliest and latest dates on which birds have been seen at
various arctic stations, 30-37.
Orthotheeium chryseum, 16.
rufescens, 16.
(douglassii (?) ), 17.
rubdlum, 17.
Orthotrichz"um speciosum, 17.
Osborn, S., Captain, cited, 28.
Ovibos moschatus, 6, 7.





Parry, W. E., Sir, cited, 8, 9, 26.
Parrya arenicola, 12.
Patterson, C. P., 701, 715, 716.
Paulsen, A. F. W., 168.




Peirce, C. S., report on pendulum observations, 701-7 14.
Peirce pendulum NO.1, 701-703, 714-715, 716- 719, 729.
memorandum by General Greely in regard to charges made by
Professor Peirce concerning, 715.
reply by Professor Farquhar to the same charges, 716- 719.
Pdtigera aphthosa, 18.
Pendulum observations, report by C. S. Peirce, 7°1-7 14.
history of Peirce pendulum No. 1,701,702,715.
coefficient of expansion of pendulum, Peirce No. I and NO·4,70 3.
716- 719.
736 INDEX.
Pendulum observations. record of observations. 704-712.
flexure of pendulum piers at Fort Conger, 712.
comparison of pendulum, Peirce No. I with meter No. 49 and
B,7 I3·
observations at the Smithsonian with pendulum, Peirce No. I, 714.
. comparison of observations at Fort Conger with those at Washing-
ton, 714.
memorandum by General Greely in reply to statements of Profes-
sor Peirce concerning the care and use of pendulum No. I at
Fort Conger, 715.
supplementary report on the pendulum observations at Fort Conger
by H. Farquhar, 716-729.
reply to statements of Professor Peirce as to responsibility for
failure of preliminary observations in room 6, and respecting
the supposed loss of weight of pendulum No. 1,716-719.
computation of time from transit observations at Fort Conger,
1881-'82, 720-724, chart.
correction and rate of four chronometers. 724, chart.
record of arc observations at Fort Conger and correction for are,
725-7 28.
measures for center of mass of pendulum, 729.
P~ripltylla hyacin/hina. 39.





Phenology, dates of flowering of arctic plants, I I.
dates of arrival and departure of birds at various arctic stations,
30-37·
Phi/ono/is foruana, 16.
Phoca fatida (or hispida), 7, 8.
barba/a, 8.
granlandica, 8.




Plants, arctic, dates of flowering, II.























Precipitation, daily amounts, August 5,1881, to July 31,1883,318-365.
Precipitation, number of hours of rain or snow, 368.
methods of observation, 368.
monthly means, 1881-'83, 369.
daily amounts of hoar-frost and snow, 370.
rainfall from St. John's to Fort Conger, 4°4,4°5.
Pressure of the atmosphere, list of charts and tables, 92,93•
report, 94-165.
accuracy of observations, 94,95.
hourly readings of aneroid, August to December, 1881, 96-105.
hourly readings of mercurial, August, 1881, to August, 1883,
106- 15 1•
mean daily, at Fort Conger, 152, 153.
mean hourly, at Fort Conger, 154,155.
mean, by decades, at Fort Conger and Discovery Bay, 156.
annual mean for Arctic America, 156,157.
annual fluctuation for northern hemisphere, 157-165, charts 1-4-
annual fluctuation at Fort Conger, 166, chart 5.
diurnal fluctuation at Fort Conger, 167, chart 6.
diurnal fluctuations at international stations, 168-170, charts 7,8.
annual, absolute, and daily ranges at Fort Conger, 171,172.
rapid fluctuations, 172, 173.
methods of observation, 401.
barometer readings from St. John's to Fort Conger, 402,403.
barometer readings in Kennedy Channel and Kane Sea, 4°8,409.
barometer readings at Camp Clay, 422-425.
daily mean in Kennedy Channel, Kane Sea, and at Camp Clay, 437.






methods of observation, 371,378.
daily solar and terrestrial thermometer readings, September 8,1881,
to July 31, 1883,372.373.
solar, daily excess of maximum black bulb in vacuo, 374.
terrestrial, deficit of minimum radiating thermometer, 375.
extremes and means of solar thermometers, 1875-' 76, 188I -'83>376.
solar and terrestrial, annual curves, 377, 378, chart 17.
monthly extremes and means of terrestrial thermometers, 378.
Rainfall. See Precipitation.
Rain gauge, 368.





Records, magnetic and tidal, transcripts made at Fort Conger, 480, 637.
original, abandoned at Fort Conger, 481.
original, accuracy of transcripts from, 481.
Reindeer, 7.




Rice, G. W., Sergeant, 382.
tidal observer, 638.
Richards, G. H., Sir, cited.u,
Richardson, J., Dr., cited, I, S, 28.
Rissa tridactyla, 22-
Rodentia. 4, 5.
Ross, J., Sir, cited, 4.
INDEX.
'137
Ross, J.C., Sir, cited, 2, 3, 4,;.
Rotge, 21.
Ruminantia, 6, 7.
Sabine, E., Sir, cited,S, 548, 63~
Saddle-back seal, 8.





Saunders, H., cited, 22.
Saxicava arctica, 57.









Schctt, C. A., reduction of astronomical observations, 59.
cited, 231, 234.
report on the record with, and results of the magnetic observations
made by the expedition to Lady Franklin Bay, 1881-'84,
475-635.
Scoresby, W., Captain, cited, 4-
Sea-pigeon, 20.
Sea-temperature, 379-385.
discussion of mean daily surface, 380,381.
monthly mean at various depths, 1881-'83,381.
monthly mean of surface, 1882-'83,382.
discussion of annual mean, 382.
readings at various depths, 1881-'83, 383, 384.
surface, at high 'and low water, 1882-'83,385.
observations from St. John's to Fort Conger, 406,4°7.
Seal, fiord, 7,8.
bearded, 8.
Seebohm, Mr., cited, 3, 4, 19, 22, 25, 26, 28.
Sextant, 6 I.
Sherman, O. T., 382.
Shrimp, red-cross, 50, 52.
Siemens. Mr., cited, 6.





Smith, Krarup, Herr, ornithological collection of, 19.
Smith, L., cited, 21,27.
Solar diurnal variation of the declination, 510, chart, 552-555, chart.
Solar thermometers, extremes and means of, 378.
Solar variation. See Radiation.
Solmundella, sp. (?), 42.
Solmundus, sp. (?), 42.
Somateria mo//issima, 23.
spedabilis, 23.





H. Mis. 393, pt 2---47
Stephenson, H. F., Captain, cited, 8.
Stercorarius Iongicaudus, 21, 22.
parasiticus, 21.
pomariuus, 28.
Sterna macrura, 22, 23.
paradiscea, 22, 23.
Stone-chat, 27, 28.
Storms, list for 1881-'83, with discussion, 315-317, charts IS, 16.




Temperature, list of charts and tables, 92, 93.
report, 174-2}8.
accuracy of observations, 174, 175.
hourly readings, August, 1881, to August, 1883, 176-22$.
daily .•leans, Fort Conger, 226, 227.
hourly means, Fort Conger, 228.
decade means, Fort Conger and Discovery Bay, 229.
annual mean, Fort Conger and Arctic America, 230, 231•
annual fluctuation, Fort Conger and Arctic America, 231- 233,
chart 9.
mean, monthly, daily, and absolute ranges, Fort Conger, 232, 233.
diurnal amplitude, Fort Conger and Arctic stations, 233,234, chart
10.
diurnal fluctuation, Fort Conger, 234-236, chart II.
rapid fluctuations, 236,237.
number of hours of freezing, and zero, at Fort Conger, 238•
connection with cloudiness, 367, chart 14.
sea, 379-385, 4°1-4°7.
observations, 401.
observations from St. John's to Fort Conger, 402-403.
observations in Kennedy Channel and Kane Sea, 410, 411.
observations at Camp Clay, 426-432.
daily mean in Kennedy Channel, Kane Sea, and at Camp Clay, 438.
Term-day observations of declination at Fort Conger, July I, 1882, to
August 1,1883, 561-574, 635, plates i-iv.
Term-days, 481.
Term hour observations of declination at Fort Conger, July I, 1882, to
August 1,1883,561-574,635, plates i-iv,
observations, special, during auroral displays or great disturbances,
581-585.
Tern, arctic, 22, 23.
Terebellidre, 49,51.
Terrestrial magnetism, report on the record of magnetic observations at




Theodolite magnetometer, deflections with, and partial reduction, 590-597.
Thermometer», 174,175·
maximum black-bulb, 371.
daily excess of, 374·
minimum radiation, 375, 378•
glacial, 379.
sea, 379·
solar, extremes and means of, 1875-'76, 1881-'83,376.
terrestrial, monthly extremes and means of, 378.
solar and terrestrial, daily readings, September 8, 1881, to July 31,
1883, 3720373.
Tiara coniftra, 43.
Tidal observations, record from Frrt Conger to Camp Clay, 412- 414-
738 INDEX.
Tides, report by A, S. Christie, 637-700.
record of observations, 637, 641-672, 694-696.
stations, geographical position, 637, 694-696.
electrical self-recording gauge of Lieutenant Greely, 637.
tide-gauges and methods of observation. 637. 638. ~4. ~5; cuts.
bench-marks, lines of levels, homogeneity of series. 637-640,
lunitidal intervals and heights, 651-682.
semimensual inequality in intervals and heights, 674-682, 700,
plate ii, figs. 2,3.
parallactic effect upon. 677-679.
declination effect upon, 679-682.
diurnal inequality in times and heights, fi82-6g2, 700, plates i, ii,
fig. I.
half-tide level, 651-672,674.
effect of variations of atmospheric pressure upon, 692. 693.
results of harmonic analysis of one year's observations. 696, ~7.
mean sea-level, 697.
origin of tides in Lady Franklin Bay, 697-700, chart.
approximate cotidal lines, 700, chart.
Time, Washington used except in magnetics. 481,
observations for, by Sergeant Israel, 481-486, 4~491.
and longitude, observations for. at Fort Conger, 492-5°4.








Transit. Perry (Coast Survey. No. r r), 481, 482.
observations and computations of time from, 72C>-724> chart.
Trickukus rosmarus, 8, 9.
Trichotropis borealis, 58.
Tringa canutus, 24. 25.
maritima, 25.
Trisetum subsj>icatum, IS.
Tritropis aculeata, 50, 52.
Trout caught in Lake Alexandra, near Fort Conger, 55, plate.
Tunicata, 50.
Turnstone. 25,26.
(J. S. Coast and Geodetic Suney, magnetic, tidal, and pendulum reduc-
tions by, 477. 637. 701.
co-operation with Signal Service in furnishing instruments and in-
structing observers, 479, 480, 701.
Uria g'1'ylU. 20.




Van Rensselaer Harbor, annual decrease of west declination at, 631.
Vasey. G.• Dr" botanical specimens identified by, II.
Vegetation at "Farthest North," 18.







Washington mean time used except in magnetics. 481.
Watson, S.• botanical specimens identified by, II.
Weather, observations from St. John's to Fort Conger, 4°4,4°5.
record from Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 412,421.
record at Camp Clay, 433-436.





Whale, right or common, 9.
white. 9.
Wheat-ear, 27, 28.
Wind, list of charts and tables. 92, 93.
report, 257-314.
hourly direction and velocity, August, 1881. to July, 1883, 258-305.
method and place of observations, 306.
comparative velocities. 307.
high winds, 308.
monthly frequency and velocity, 309.
record of various velocities, 310,
monthly and hourly resultants, .lI2-314.
annual and diurnal fluctuation of direction, 314. charts 12. 13•.
observations from St. John's to Fort Conger, 404, 4°5,
record from Fort Conger to Camp Clay, 412-421.
record at Camp Clay. 433-436.
comparative anemometer readings at Dutch Island and Fort Con-
ger, 439.44°.
Wind vane, 306.
Wohlgemuth, E. von. Captain, cited. 20.168.
Wolf,3·
Woodruff. T. M .• Lieutenant. cited on movements of cold waves, IS8.
Xema sabinii, 22,
Ziwet. A., reduction of magnetic observations by,477,5 II.
C>
